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THE INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH PEOPLE .*

BY EDWARD A. FREEMAN .

T

CHAPTER VI. first, as we have seen, it borrowed very little.

ENGLAND IN THE MIDDLE AGES . Gradually French words dropped in faster

'HUS by the end of the fourteenth cen
and faster ; and they dropped in faster than

tury English had again become the ever about the time when English won the

common speech of allmen in England.
victory forever. More French words (as

By the end of the fifteenth all traces, save the distinguished from Latin ) came into English

merest survivals, of theuse ofFrench even as
in the fourteenth century than at any time

an official language had passed away. But

before or since. And for most of them there

the English tonguewhich in the end won the was no need ; they supplanted English words

day had in many things changed from the that did just as well. It seems to have been

English tongue which had been spoken largely a matter of chance which English

when the tongues were first spoken side by

words lived on and which were supplanted

side in England. It was still thesametongue ;

by French . We see this even in the names

wehad notchanged it for any other ; but great
of the highest offices . Westill say that the

changes had happened in the tongue itself. King holds a Parliament. Here King is En

In so long a time as three hundred
glish and Parliament French.

years
It might

great changes always do happen in any have happened the other way ; we might

language, even if it is not brought into
have said that the Roy holds a Great Moot.

any

special connexion with any other . Gram
And in the English of Scotland Roy some

matical formswear out; old words fall outof times is used for King .

use, new words come into use, even when the
The borrowing of foreign words by the En

language, so to speak, lives by itself. Butall glish tongue came directly of its living side

The samethishappensyetmore largely when a language by side with another tongue.

lives in whatwe may call daily intercourse cause helped on another change which would

with another language. Each borrowssome
no doubt have taken place to some extent in

thing from the other ; butthatwhich is looked any case.
This is the loss of the old gram

on as the less polite and literary of the two matical forms, the inflexions, of the lan

will borrow more largely from the other than guage. This happens in every language as

the more polite and literary tongue will it goes on ;men seem to get tired of speaking

borrow from it. Thus, while English and their words accurately .
Modern High

French were spoken side by side in England, German,which has been less influenced by

there is no doubt that French borrowed other languages than English , though it

something from English ; but English bor . keeps many more inflexions than English ,

rowed very much more from French . At has lost a great many. Danish , which has

had less to do with other languages than

•Special Course for C. L. S. C.Graduates. either, has lost its inflexions quite as

B -Apr.



2 THE INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH PEOPLE .

thoroughly as English has. When English after sentence of purely English words with

ceased for a while to be a polite and literary out one French or Latin .

language, men no longer took care to speak While the language, the outward badge of

and write it accurately. We see this in the the nation , was in this way changing, the

last pages of the English Chronicles, where nation itselfwas also changing in manyways.

the grammar is greatly broken up. While We largely took in the thoughts and man

new words were coming in , old forms were ners of the people who had comeamong us .

dropping off, and we can sometimes distinctly Just as in the case of language, the Normans

see the influence of French in grammatical and other strangers who came into England

forms as well as in the vocabulary . Thus in gradually became part of ourown people ; but

Old -English we had many plural endings, in so doing, they made some changes in the

that in s for one of them . Now most English people of which they became part. In re

plurals are formed in s ; when a plural is ligion there wasstrictly speaking nochange ;

still formed in any other way (as men, sheep, all Western Christendom had one creed and

mice) thegrammarsmark it as an exception . onemanner of worship . But the closer con

This means that the ending s has come to nexion with the Bishops ofRomewhich fol

the front, and has well-nigh driven out all lowed the Norman Conquest, as it had some

the others . And wemay be pretty sure that direct results, had also some indirect . The

the s ending was helped in so doing by the Popes were constantly asking for English

fact that much the same change was going money and encroaching on the rights of

on at about the same time in French , and Englishmen in various ways. Our kings

that there too the s ending got the better of had constantly to makelaws to restrain these

the others . Meanwhile in High -German the things. One immediate consequence of the

s ending, which took the first place both in Norman Conquest was the bringing in of

English and French, dropped out altogether. foreign bishops, and at a timesomewhat later

Such are the chances of language. the Popes were constantly sending other tor

Thus the English language, when it came eigners to receive the revenues, ratherthan to

to the front again in the fourteenth century, discharge the duties, of offices in the English

had changed a great deal from what it had Church. The papal power thus became

been when it fell into the background in the deeply disliked in England ; kings made

twelfth . But the English tongue is still the laws to restrain it and popular feeling was

same tongue that it has ever been . It has against it. This may be sately said of any

changed in the same way in which a man time from the Norman Conquest till the re

changes from his childhood to his old age. ligious changes ofthe sixteenth century . Prac

If wemeet a man in his later yearswhom we ticalabuses too grew up in the church ; the

have notseen since his childhood , we shallnot older monastic orders fell away from their old

know him again . Yet he is the sameman. love, and men began to grudge the great

So a language changes so that those who amount ofwealth which was in the hands of

know only the earlier stages will not under- the clergy and monks. In the thirteenth cen

stand the later, and those who know only tury came the religious revival of the friars,

the later stages will not understand the the Franciscans, Dominicans, and other or

earlier. Yet it is the same language. We ders which professed poverty. There is no

are sometimes told that in an English dic- doubt that for a while it was a real revival in

tionary there are now more French , Latin , every way, religious and intellectual. Some

and other foreign words than those wordsthat of the friars were among the most learned

are really English , Perhaps this is so. men of the time ; others played an usefulpart

But the life of our language is still English ; as the advisers of kingsand greatmen. But

ourgrammar is English ; the names of things their first zeal did not last ; the newer orders

that we cannot help having about us, the waxed cold as well as the elder . In truth ,

little words which we cannot speak or write when they did fall away, they fell lower than

without, are still English. Weall use many the older orders, as professing a higher stand

French ,many Latin words in speaking and ard which it was harder to keep up to .

writing . But we cannot put together the When in the latter part of the fifteenth cen

shortest sentence that shall be really and tury, Wickliffe and his followers began both

fully grammatical out of French or Latin to preach against practical abuses and pres

words only. We can put together sentence ently to touch points of doctrine, very many
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were ready to go with them in their practical the creation of any of them , but something

complaints who had no mind to change the which came of itself.

doctrines and practices to which they were By law , in the sense of the universities ,

used. Any generalchangeon that head came was meant the civil and canon law of Rome,

later.
that is the law of the Emperors and the law

By “ learning ” thus far we have meant of the Popes. As these were in force in a

the old Latin learning, chiefly in the hands large part of Europe, they were naturally a

of the clergy. Notonly were theservices of chief subject of study everywhere, though

the Church in Latin , but books in general, less so in England than elsewhere. For with

not only books of theology, of history, and us there arose the profession of the common

of such science as there was, but generally law , the law of England, as distinguished

all books that were not distinctly either from either of the laws of Rome. Before the

merely polite or merely popular writings. In Norman Conquest and for some timeafter , a

such a state of things not many besides the knowledge of the law is spoken of as theattri

clergy could read, and still fewer could write. bute of age and experience, not as the posses

At the beginning of the twelfth century it sion of a particular class of men. The English

was no disgrace for a king not to be able to law was more strictly national, and borrowed

write or read . The learning of Henry the less from Rome, imperialor papal, than thelaw

First, who could certainly do both and who of any other European land. A class of com

understood at least three languages, was mon lawyers therefore arose, with a learning

marked as something wonderful. But it of their own, a learning which spoke Latin ,

must not be thought that, because a man French, and English in turn. It marks

could not write, it therefore followed that a great national advance when in the

he could not read. Writing remained some- fifteenth century the famous Judge Sir John

what of a professional business long after Fortescue, who certainly knew Latin and

reading had become common. The best wit- French well, wrotebooks on the law and con

ness of this is that the word clerk, which stitution of England in the English tongue.

strictly means a man in holy orders, came to Besides language and learning and other

mean one whose business is writing, and it matters which had much to do with them ,

is now most commonly used in that sense. there were other points which were affected

The stir in men's minds and the zeal after by the greater amount of dealing with

learning which marked the twelfth century strangers which the Norman Conquest

came out strongly in the growth of universi- brought with it. The Conquest and its re

ties. The two ancient English universities, sults helped gradually to bring in a whole

Oxford and Cambridge, were not founded by train of new ideas. Or rather perhaps they

any king or any other oneman ; they pre- emi- did not bring in altogether new ideas, but

nently cameofthemselves. Wecan see how rather gave a new and enlarged strength to

in the first half of the twelfth century a few some ideas thatwere already at work. It is

students of divinity came together to hear a well, if we can, to avoid the words feudaland

famous lecturer, and somewhat later the chivalrous, because they are so easily misun

samething happened with students in law . derstood ; yet it is hard to do without them ,

The start once made, both nasters and and they do express a certain meaning. The

scholars flocked together, and the universi- word feudal really means nothing more than

ties grew up with their faculties, their sub- a certain tenure of land, a tenure certainly

jects of teaching, divinity, law , medicine, not unknown before the Norman Conquest,

and arts. Then in the latter part of the but which grew largely after it. It really

thirteenth century men began to found col- means little more than the burthens

leges; that is, they gottogether a certain num- which this tenure laid on those who held

ber of students in the university , and gave land according to it, burthens which were

them a house to live in and land or tithe to put into shape in the time of William Rufus,

maintain them . Such colleges are a special and which were not abolished till the timeof

feature of the English universities ; there is Charles the Second. It was tenure by mili

nothing exactly like them in any other land. tary service, due from the holder of the land

So the universities grew and prospered, to the lord . It was therefore held that, when

favored by bishops and kings and popes, and ever there was no one to discharge the ser

receiving many privileges from them , butnot vicedue from theland,the lord might take the
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land into his own lands. Thus during a continental countries was the existence in

minority the land went back to the lord. A England of a strong middle class both in the

long minority therefore was the worst thing towns and in the country at large. In many

that could happen to an estate ; now it is the continental lands, specially in Flanders,

best. The tenure by military service was Germany, Italy, there were towns which had

called tenure in chivalry," and the lord greater powers and greater freedom than any

who held the minor's estate was called his English town ever had, towns which were

" guardian in chivalry." Chivalry, strictly practically independent commonwealths, like

speaking,means nothing but the condition the old Greek cities. But this was because

of the chevalier, the knight, the horseman ; the national power and national unity was

in English we said the rider, as theGermans weaker in those lands than it was in Eng

still say Ritter. He is the gentleman who land. An English town had less freedom

serves on horseback and holds his lands by than a German town because the nation had

the tenure of so serving. But a number of more. And, setting aside a few special

ideas, certainly not English , and French cases here and there, as in the Swiss

rather than Norman, gathered round the mountains and the Frisian lowlands, there

notion of the chevalier orknight. Onemay was in most countries no freedom outside

describe chivalry as the setting up of a new the towns. The towns themselves often held

and fantastio law of conduct, which had subject districts in bondage. England stood

nothing to do either with the law of God or alone in this, that the freedom of the towns

the law of the land, a rule to be observed by was only a part of the general freedom ofthe

a single class of people toward one another nation . In other lands we cannot say that

without regard to other classes. This never any were free butthe nobles, the clergy , and

really had much strength in England ; but it the citizens of the chartered towns ; in Eng

had some.
Chivalrous notions largely af- land there were freemen all over the country

fected thought and manners and literature who did not belong to any of those classes.

for a long time; the fourteenth century was No doubt below them there were men who

the time of its height. But in England we were not free ; but they could win their free

had a safeguard in the fact that, with us, dom with no great difficulty, as is shown by

though high birth has always been thought the fact that all men in England gradually

much of, there has never been a nobility in became free without any special law making

the continental sense of the word. That is, them so. Actual slavery lived on in Eng

there has never been a separate class hand- land long after theNorman Conquest. Itwas

ing on privileges, greater or smaller, from never abolished by law ; it died out through

generation to generation . The English all the slaves either becoming free or being

peerage, which is often confounded with merged in the intermediate class of villains.

nobility, has nothing in common with it. The villain was quite different from the

The English peer has his place in Parliament slave ; he was free, less the rights which his

and various personal privileges ; but they own lord held over him ; he was free as re

belong to himself only ;they do not pass on to garded anybody else. Villainage loo was

all his descendants . There never has been in never abolished by law ; it died out by all the

England the samewide distinction ofclasses villainsbecoming fully free . In the fourteenth

which there has been in some other lands. century slavery was quite forgotten , but vil

Contempt for trade, for instance, which is lainagewas still in full force ; it went out of

part of the chivalrous notion, has never common use in the courseof the fifteenth cen

been a deep or a lasting feeling in England. tury, and is barely heard of in the sixteenth .

One of the happiest accidents was that, as Butwe should remember that slavery began

the constitution of the English Parliament again for a while in England on a small

settled itself, theknights , thechevaliers, who scale when negroes began to be brought in

represented the counties , sat along with the from the colonies in the eighteenth century.

citizens and burgesses of the towns. This, But in the eighteenth century this was de

and the fact that the children of a peer were clared to be against law .

commoners ,made all the difference between These ages , from the twelfth to the fifteenth

England and other lands.
century , were a great time of building, eccle

The most marked difference between the siastical, military , and domestic. Down to

social condition of England and that ofmost the eleventh century, all Western Europe
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built much in one fashion , keeping on the or a large house . As there was less fighting

old Roman style as well as might be. In the in the land, the building of castles as dwell

eleventh century different countries struck out ings went out of use. It is curious to mark

varieties of their own, allkeeping the round the steps by which the castle gradually

arch and somegeneralRoman traditions, and changes into the great house ; the arrange

therefore, like the earlier buildings, called ments for defence, which were once all

Romanesque. One of these forms of Roman- important, first become mere survivals , and

esque grew up in northern Gaul, and was then are left out altogether. By the begin

brought into England by the Normans,where ning of the sixteenth century houses, great

it gradually displaced the older form of Ro- and small, were built in which men of the

manesque common to all Western Europe. nineteenth century can live, which we can

This is the Norman style, the style of the hardly say of houses of earlier times .

great buildings of the twelfth century . Besides these arts which grew , many par

Toward the end of that century the style ticular inventions came in during these ages,

became lighter and richer ; then the pointed and there were many men who distinguished

arch came into use instead of the round ; and themselves by knowledge of various kinds

gradually a system of moulding and orna- beyond their age. To take one instance out

ment was devised which better suited the ofmany , no study seemsmore modern than

pointed arch . This is commonly called that of the science of language ; yet remark

Gothic architecture, a foolish name in itself, able approaches toward were made in the

as it had nothing whatever to do with the twelfth and thirteenth century by Gerald

Goths, but which may be endured, ifweuse Barry (commonly known as Giraldus Cam

it as distinguished from Romanesque. Of brensis ), who lived from about 1146 to about

this general style each land, England, 1220 , and by the famous Franciscan friar,

France, Germany, had its own varieties ; Roger Bacon , who lived from about 1214 to

in each country the details of the style were about 1294 . Roger Bacon was a man of re

constantly changing, the windows specially markable learning and thought in many

getting larger and larger . This lasted till ways. And in the course of the fourteenth

some way in the sixteenth century, when and fifteenth centuries England becameaf

architecture, like other things, began to fected by the two inventions which have

change before the new influencesofwhich we changed the face of theworld . It is said that

shall have presently to speak . Edward the Third used cannon in his wars ;

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries but gunpowder certainly played no great

nearly all the buildings of any account are part in warfare or in any thing else , till it

either ecclesiastical ormilitary, that is either gradually cameinto use in the fifteenth cen

churches and their appendages (as the build- tury. And in this last century printing was

ings of a monastery or college), or else cas- invented and came into England. William

tles. But there are houses remaining , even Caxton , who lived from about 1422 to 1491,

from the twelfth century, and they getmore printed the first English book about 1474,

and more common as we go on. Such houses and the first book in England in 1477. The

are found both in the townsand in the open English tongue, now thoroughly formed in

country, manor houses, parsonages, houses its newer shape, stood ready for the new

of every kind, with no military character at art .

all about them . Men could venture to live Looking through the centuries of which

in the open country in England sooner than we have been speaking,wemay say that the

in France , because the law gave better pro- twelfth century was a learned age,and , in its

tection in England, and it was not so need- latter half at least, a polite age, but that its

ful to live within the walls either of a castle learning and politeness could not affect the

or of a fortified town. But for that very nation at large on account of difference of

reason there are not such fine town-houses in language. The thirteenth century was also

England as there are in France, Germany, an intellectual age ; but its political interest

and above all Italy . And for nearly the same is so absorbing that one hardly thinks of

reason there are not' such grand civic build- any other side of it. In thatage the abiding

ings in England as in Flanders, Germany, freedom of England grew into its full shape,

and Italy. An ancient English guildhall which after times have been able only to im

differs hardly at all from the hall of a college prove in detail. And the struggle for free
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dom was recorded in all the three tongues movement and the religious movement were

spoken in the land. The thirteenth century largely mixed up together. That age was

too was the age of the religiousrevival of the one of very busy thought on great practical

friars and the timewhen the struggle with matters. Theage in which thenative tongue

the Popes became a national struggle. Kings, won its great conquest-was likely to be so .

especially King Henry the Second, had begun The fifteenth century seems in many

it already ; but it hardly became a popular things to be inferior to any of the others. It

movement till the time of Henry the Third . certainly was in thematter of learning ofthe

The fourteenth century is certainly , in mat- older kind. And in politics it was a sad

ter of learning, below those that went before falling -back from the thirteenth and four

it, and the political advance of this time is teenth . By the beginning of the fifteenth

less striking than that of the thirteenth. century the main lines of the English consti

Still it is very great ; but itwas made chiefly tution were fixed ; in the course of the cen

by particular enactments and theestablish- tury came that great growth of the royal

mentof particular precedents, not by great power which lasted for two hundred years,at

visible changes , like the establishment of the end of which , things had to be brought

Parliament in the thirteenth . In the thir- back to what they had been at the beginning

teenth century men had largely speculated of the fifteenth century . On the other hand,

on political matters ; in the fourteenth they this age was as it were touched , as in a kind

began to speculate also on social and on re- of twilight, by the special light which was

ligiousmatters. The revolt of the villainsin to comein the next century . And, as imme

the time of Richard the Second, which, diately following the timewhen the English

though crushed at the moment, led to the languagewon its great victory , itwas the time

gradual dying out of villainage , was not that fixed the character of English prose, and

merely a revolt against practical grievances. gave it a new life by the invention of print

Men were thinking and asking questions, ing. The fifteenth century was to language

why oneman should not be as freeas another. what the thirteenth was to politics. Later

Such questions had been asked before, but ages have been only able to improve, ifthey

never with the same force. And the social always have improved , in detail.

PRACTICAL TALKS ON WRITING ENGLISH .

BY PROFESSOR WILLIAM MINTO, M. A.

Of the University of Aberdeen , Scotland.

PART III.

FIGURATIVEAND

LANGUAGE.

I

word and yet have a complete meaning, as

SENTENCE-STRUCTURE in the sentence I am now writing . You can

not, of course, have the meaning intended

N my last paper wewere considering the by the writer till you reach his last word,

structure of sentences,and I submitted but if themind can rest upon a subject and

that the leading principles of sentence predicate before the end is reached , the sen

structure apply also to paragraphs and to the tence isnot technically a period . The struc

whole composition. In illustration of this ture is said to be “ loose,” as opposed to

I proposed to examine three of the special periodic, if any thing is added after the

types of sentence distinguished by rhetori- grammatical essentials of a sentence. The

cians, the Balanced Sentence, the Period,and following from De Quincey is an example of

Climax. I had dealt with what is called a perfect period :

Balance, and tried to makeclear its principle .
Raised almost to divine honors, nevermen

Let us proceed next to the Period.
tioned butwith affected raptures, the classics of

A Period is commonly defined as a sen- Greece and Rome are seldom read.

tence in which the meaning remains sus To explain precisely how periods are con

pended till thewhole is finished. A sentence structed, Imust assumea knowledge of the

is not a period, according to this definition , ordinary terms of grammatical analysis.

if you can stop anywhere before the last Every sentence being grammatically divisi
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ble into two parts , subject and predicate , the very word comes, and his attention is

there are obviously only two ways in which consequently excited to a higher pitch , if it

you can leave your sentence withoutmean- is excited at all. This strain of attention is

ing till the very last word . You must leave exhausting ; some readers are incapable of it

to the last, either the leading word in the altogether, and no reader is capable of sus

subject or the leading word in the predicate. taining it for long. Themain danger in the

If either the subject noun or the predicate use of the periodic style is that you
either

verb has adjuncts attached to it, these ad- never catch your reader's attention or lose

juncts must be given first. There is thus an hold ofit before you reach the object of your

inversion of the common structure of En- unattached expressions.

glish speech, in which phrases and clauses From this principle one or two practical

follow the words to which they are applied . hints may be deduced . Within the limits of

This is really the essence of periodic the reader's capacity and patience, the peri

structure . It consists in bringing on predi- odic arrangement is often good. If he ap

cates before subjects, qualifications before prehends the bare meaning of your unat

the words they qualify, clauses of reason , tached clause, or clauses, he can apply them

condition , exception, before the main state- to their subject when it comes with greater

ment. If a writer does this habitually , he is precision than if you named the subject first

said to write in the periodic style, although and gave the qualifications afterward . But

his writing may contain few technically com- youmustmake sure thathe is able and willing

plete periods. You may often read a page to make the necessary intellectual exertions.

of Gibbon , De Quincey, or any other master Youmust have something important to say,

of the periodic style without finding one per- something that will reward the reader for the

fect period as it is defined by rhetoricians. strain upon his intellect. Nothing is more

Obviously the same method may be ap- tedious than to hear a speaker slowly evolv

plied on a larger scale than the sentence. It ing periodsup to a familiar application .

may be, and often is, applied to paragraphs, Again , it has to be remembered that one

and often in a way to articles , sermons, and effect of periodic arrangement, from the

addresses. A speaker often indulges in sev . strain it puts upon the intellect, is to give a

eral consecutive sentences of general reflec- certain dignity and stateliness to the style .

tions before he discloses the precise applica- Hence it is adapted to a weighty, solemn

tion of them . A journalist often in like strain of sentiment, such as raises men's

manner reserves the point of his remarks for minds above that lax, familiar tone which is

the end of a paragraph or an article. This is their ordinary attitude toward ordinary sub

in effect a periodic arrangement. jects. Bearing this in mind, you will ab

What is the advantage of this method ? stain from inversions and suspended state

Has it any advantage ? Impatient critics ments when your topic is simple or trivial.

have sometimes declared that it has none, Majesty ofmanner without majesty of mat

that the periodic style is radically and incur- ter is ludicrous, like all affectations.

ably vicious. But this is true only ofthe A few words next on Climax. The word

abuse of the structure , and if the beginner has passed out of books of rhetoric into

takes pains to understand when and why it common speech . It literallymeans a ladder,

is bad, and the risks attending it, he may be and was applied by the ancient rhetoricians

able to avail himselfof its advantages. That to a sentence so constructed that its members

it has advantages is apparent from the fact were on a scale of ascending interest, rising

that majestic writing, the grand style, step by step to a culminating point. A sen

whether in verse or in prose , is impossible tence from Cicero's impeachment of Verres

without periodic structure . The opening of was quoted by Quintilian and has remained

Paradise Lost is periodic ; so are Words- ever since the standard example of climax :

worth's finest sonnets ; so is Othello's It is an outrage to bind a Roman citizen ;

speech before the Signors of Venice. to scourge him is an atrocious crime; to put

Looked at from the reader's point of view , him to death is almost a parricide* ; but to

the effect of periodic structure, of holding

phrases or clauses or sentences in suspense ,

* Properly applied to one who murders his father ;

is to impose a certain strain on the attention. Latin pater, father,and caedere, to kill. Its use has bren

extended so that it also means “ themurder ofany person

The reader has nothing to attach them to till to whom reverence is due.”
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You practice.

crucify him - what name can I find for this ? genius is likely to be spoilt by the study of

The word “ climax ” is generally used in these elementary arts; they willnot,ofcourse,

common speech for the culminating point, teach him how to snatch the grace that is be

but strictly speaking it applies to thewhole yond the reach of art, the spontaneous felic

Alight of ascending steps. The principle of ities that are the delight of the literary

it is simple and is obeyed by all writers with epicure. * How to prepare a substantialmeal

any instinct for literary effect, whether con- for the hungry — that is as far as practical

sciously or unconsciously . It depends upon hints on writing can profess to go .

the law of our nature that all strong feelings

tend to decline unless they are fed by

FIGURES OF SPEECH .

stronger and stronger additions. No feeling
You may think that in what I have said

can be sustained long at uniform pitch. This about structure or arrangement I have not

iswhy climatic structuremust bemoreorless been sufficiently definite and magisterialt in

studied in all composition. If you have an my precepts ; that I have left too much to

audience to interest, you must keep alive your own discretion. But this has been my

the attention to the last, and you cannot deliberate intention ; right or wrong it ismy

keep alive the attention if you bring out opinion that the greater partmust be left to

all your best things, your most interesting, the writer's own discretion, that the best a

impressive, moving exciting, startling rhetorician can do for you is not to furnish

thoughts at the beginning.
you with rules but to set you thinking on

Great orators frame their speeches on this general, common-sense principles from which

principle, and it cannot be neglected with you can deduce working rules for your own

impunity * in the humblest essay.

must lay your account with it before you be
If I havebeen indefinite in my remarks on

gin , when you think over the general plan structure, I shall be still more so in my re

of what you have to say. Above all, it is markson what rhetoricians call Figures of

well to know how you are to end . There is Speech . In the use of figurative language,

much wisdom in the paradox enunciated by the writer must trust still more to his own

Edgar Allan Poe in his instructive essay on
resources. I shall merely endeavor to show

the " Philosophy of Composition," that the what a figure is , why people use figurative

plot of a story is best constructed from the language, and on what depends the effect of

dénouement backward . I do not know someof the leading figures that have been

whether as a matter of fact any great speech distinguished . When we realize what fig

was ever thought out from the peroration | ures of speech are we can see at oncewhy

backward, but one can see that such a
they cannot bemanufactured by rule, though

pro

cedure would have its advantages.

there may be some practical advantage in

Be it understood that all these hints about knowing their true nature and office.

method bear solely on compositions with a
A figure of speech may be broadly defined

purpose , whether that purpose be to convey
as any departure from the ordinary or com

certain information or to drive home a cer
monplace in expression , whether in form of

tain conviction . Balances and periods and sentence, or the use of certain forms ormode

climaxes are merely means to certain definite of exposition or illustration or application of

words.
ends ; a man may have a workman-like com

It is not easy to cover with a defini.

mand of these instruments ; he even may be tion all the figures that rhetoricians have

able to use them without seeming to use named, but this about does it.

them , may have the art to conceal his art ,
The word “ figure ” is a translation of the

and yet have none of the charm of a writer * [Epi-cure.) A follower of Epicurus, a Greek philoso

of genius. I do not think that any writer of pher who lived in the third century B. C., and who

taught that suprememental bliss ought to be the highest

* Safety from punishment, freedom from injury or object in life,and that this bliss consisted “ in a perfect

loss ; im , not, poena, punishment. repose ofthemind, in an equilibrium of all mentalfacul

+ (De-noomong.] The raveling of a plot in a novel, the ties and passions.” As used to-day, epicure is applied to

explanation of a mystery, seemed to the French like the one indulging himself in great physical enjoyment, es

straightening outof tangled thread, and they called it pecially that arising from the gratification of his appetite

the unknotting,the untying ; de (equivalent to the Latin for table luxuries. The word is a fine example of per

dis ], apart, and nouer, to knot. verted meaning.

1 (Per -o-rā'tion. ] The concluding part of a speech, or † Authoritative, appropriate to a master, or teacher,

oration Latin jer , through , orare , to speak . Latia magister ,master, chief, head .
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Greek schema, our " scheme," andwas ap- figurative language is proportionate to the

plied at first to extraordinary figuresor forms liveliness of his ideas and the poverty of his

of sentence, such as balance , the period, cli- vocabulary.

max. These are, as it were , figures by pre

eminence, sentences in which the figure or INTERROGATION , EXCLAMATION , APOSTRO

form is remarkable enough to stand out.
PHE, VISION .

Gradually the name has been extended to These figures, like all artifices of style ,

other departures from the ordinary in ex were much in use among the writers of last

pression, for someof which the old rhetoric century . Being strong and marked , they

cians had the distinctive nameof tropes ( lit- have a great attraction for beginners . The

erally, turns, i. e. from the ordinary); such earlier letters of Shelley are full of them .

as Interrogation and Exclamation, which are The greatest modern master of the style is

departures from the plain or ordinary use of Carlyle, and a study of his use ofabrupt fig

certain forms ; Personification , Hyperbole,* ures gives the best clue to the conditions of

Irony, which are departures from the plain their effect .

mode of exposition ; Simile , a departure from The plain use of the Interrogative form is

the plain mode of illustration ; Metonymy, t to ask a question ; it is a figurative use to

a departure from the ordinary direct applica- convey a feeling or an opinion in the form

tion ofwords. of a question . “ Where are the snows of last

On each of these I shall make some com- year ?” “ Where now is Alexander or Her

ments , but mark at the outset that the es- cules ?” " What is love or friendship ? Is it

sence of all figurative as distinguished from something material,-a ball , an apple, a

plain expression, is the departure from the plaything — which may be taken from oneand

common , and that the motives for this de given to another ? Is it capable of no exten

parture are partly the naturallove of variety sion, no communication ?" No answer is

and irregularity, the instinct of rebellion expected to such questions, as in plain in

against routine, and partly the natural love terrogation . Either the answer is obvious,

of impressing, startling, exciting attention. and the question intended merely to give a

It is this last property of figurative language turn to the reader's reflections, or the ques

that commends it to thenotice of the rhetori- tion is intended to call attention to a topic

cian. This makes it useful for the torpid or and prepare the reader's mind for an answer

lethargic reader. If everybody were asmuch which the writer proceeds to give.

interested in every thing as everybody else, The form of Exclamation is seen in its plain

and if nobody were ever excited beyond a use in interjections, which express a present

a certain steady pitch , there would be no oc- excitement too sharp and sudden for the

casion for figurative language. But we are formality of a regular sentence. The form is

variously interested in things and so all of used figuratively when a writer exclaims as

uswhen excited are apt to depart from the if under the pressure of a sudden feeling,

common in our expressions in order to stir “ What an entity, oneofthose night-leaguers

others up to our level. Hudibras is not the of San Martin ; all steadily snoring there in

only man of whom it may be said that the heart of the Andes under the eternal

He could not ope stars!” “ The battering of insurrectionary

His mouth, but out there flew a trope.
axes clangs audible across the Eil-de-Bouf.

What an hour !"

Savages use more figures of speech than
Similarly , the form of Apostrophe,* the

civilized men ; children more than grown up plain use of which is to address by name or

people. The fewer words a man has, the epithet a person within hearing, is put to ex

more apt he is to make an uncommon use of traordinary or figurative use when applied to

them . Wemay say generally that a man's absent persons or inanimate things. “ Mil

* " Hy-per'bo-le ." See THE CHAUTAUQUAN for January,
ton ! thou shouldst be living at this hour !''

page 535. For “ Simile ," see the same issue, page 536 ; “ Ancient of days, august Athena, where ,

and for “ Irony " the February issue, page 670 . where are thymen ofmight? ” “ O Tam ! 0

+ (Me-ton'ı-my.] Greek meta , a preposition which in Tam ! thou'lt get thy fairin ' !”

composition with another word frequently indicates a

ccange, and nomos, a name. It is defined as “ a trope in •Greek apo, away, strophein , to turn . A turning away

which one word is put for another ; as when we say a from an audience to address someabsent person orthing

man keeps a good tab'e instead of good provisions." personified ,
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It is to be remarked that in all these three yourself, strongly enough to warrant your

figures, Interrogation , Exclamation, and departure from ordinary expression , but your

Apostrophe, there is assumed , as it were, an theme may not bear equal dignity in the

extraordinary excitement,an unusual height eyes of common sense. Your emotion may

of sublimeor humorous feeling, as if the sub- be purely personal. Still, instinct is the only

ject were bodily before the eyes of the writer . safe guidehere. Makesure that your emotion

There is thus in all three an element ofwhat is genuine, and take your chance of finding

rhetoricians have termed Vision , that mode it shared by others.

of narrative or description in which events There are figures, for example, in every

and scenes are described as if thewriter were sentence of the following extract ; it is all

looking on , and hadall the vivid emotions of compact of figures technically ; but it has

an actual spectator. Carlyle's " French Rev- none of the essence of figurative language ;

olution ” is one continued “ vision " of this it is essentially commonplace. The writer is

sort ; the writer exclaims, questions, and supposed to stand before the tomb of Euge

apostrophizes as the scenes and actors pass nia's husband under he impression that

before him . Eugenia herself is also dead and buried there :

Wo now to all bodyguards, mercy is none “ And is it even so ? ” Ihalf-articulated with a

for them ! Miomandre de Sainte-Marie pleads sudden thrill of irrepressible emotion , poor

with soft words, on the grand staircase , de- widowed mourner ! lovely Eugenia ! Art thou

scending four steps to the roaring tornado. His already re-united to the object of thy faithful

comrades snatch him up , by the skirtsand belts ; affection ? And so lately ! Not yet on that

literally from the jaws of destruction ; and awaiting space on the cold marble have they

slam -to their door. This also will stand few in . incribed thy gentle name. And these fragile

stants ; the panels shivering in , like potsherds. memorials ! Were there none to tend them for

Barricading serves not: fly fast, ye bodyguards : thy sake ?”

rabid Insurrection, like the Hellhound Chase , I should be sorry if these cautions prevented

uproaring at your heels ! the beginner from attempting the high style

The terror-struck bodyguards fly, bolting and of inversions and exclamations. He should

barricading it follows. Whitherward ? Through not let caution freeze his ambition . The vul

hall on hall : wo now ! toward the Queen's garity of the style may always be redeemed

suite of rooms . Tremble not, women,but by freshness of idea and language. He

haste !
should trust his instincts. Hewill find out

The exclamatory style is best used to ex soon enough from others when he becomes

press strong feeling . This gives the clue to ridiculous. No one who is too much afraid

the rightuse of it . There is no excuse for ofbeing laughed at can ever become a very

departing from the ordinary forms of expres- effective writer ,

sion unless there is a departure from the or

dinary level of feeling. PERSONIFICATION .

The beginner who is tempted to experi The same cautions and counter-cautions to

ment in these abrupt forms— and mostbegin- " be not too cautious neither," apply to Per

ners have felt the temptation - should bear sonification, the art of writing about inani

this in mind . One or two other cautions mate things as if they had human life, feel

may be given for his consideration . ing , and personality .

1. If you use these abrupt forms in de Children and savages personify naturally

scription, you must see that the general en- and literally, and for children of a larger

ergy of your language is in correspondence, growth there is a certain irrational charm in

It isnot everybody that has Carlyle's graphic making -believe that things about which we

vigor; and feeble, commonplace language feel strongly have a life and feeling of their

combined with these ambitious figures is open own. An attachment to any object inclines

to be laughed at. us to attribute life to it, and feeling, and

2. Bear in mind that the effect of a figure thought, perhaps as a result of our craving

is due to its being a departure from the com- for reciprocity. * A sailor speaks of his watch

mon mode of expression . If it is used too

often it ceases to be a figure ; it becomes nor
* (Res-i-pros'i-ty .) Mutual action and reaction, inter

change. It is a modification of the Latin noun recipro

mal ; it loses the charm of rarity.
catio, the origin of which cannot be traced further. It

3. You may feel strongly about thesubject has been conjectured that it might have arisen from the
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as “ she," personifies his weather -glass, and to follow them . The general remark may be

half-believes the mercury within it to be made that the literary effect decays as the

a living, sentient * being . fashion spreads, each fashion in its turn be

This gives the clue to the right use of the coming old -fashioned and vulgar.

figure. Theremust be someexcess of feeling And see when surly Winter passes off,

to justify it, if it is to be used with really far to the North, and calls his ruffian blasts,

telling and convincing effect. One of the His blasts obey and quit thehowling hill,

counts in Wordsworth's indictment of the While softer gales succeed ,atwhose kind touch

“ poetic diction " of the eighteenth century
When Thomson wrote his “

was the use of personification as a mere grace

Seasons,” this

or embellishment, a meretrick or habit, with kind of thing was not too easy , but after a

out reference to the strength of the feeling to generation or two the people tired of it.

be expressed . It was on this ground that
A very similar fashion in prose was pop

ularized by Dickens, who was a great mas.
Wordsworth objected to Cowper's lines :

ter of it, the fashion of describing the ob
But the sound of a church -going bell

jects of a landscape, the houses of a street ,
These valleys and rocks never heard ;

the furniture of a room , as if they were a com
Never sighed at the sound of a knell

Nor smiled when a Sabbath appeared.

pany ofhuman creatures, with individual ca

prices, longings, likings, and antipathies .

But it shows how relative all principles of Dickens generally practises this art as an ar

style are,that to thousands of good evangeli- tist, and uses it toharmonize the details of his

cals, such as Cowper himself was, this per; pictures and expand and deepen the senti

sonification of the valleys and rocks would ment of his story , as, for example, in his de

appear perfectly natural, the appropriate ve- scription of the night-wind in the opening of

hicle of a strong feeling .
" The Chimes," or of hunger in the Saint

The effect of personification in heightening Antoine quarter in " The Tale of Two Cities."

description has always been felt, and various But even in his hands this personification be

fashionsormodesof the figure have prevailed
came a mere trick or knack , and since his

at different periods. It would take a treatise time it has been asmuch a commonplace ele

words re, back , que,and, pro forth ,que,and ;the words be ment in novelists' diction as it was in the

ing compounded thus, reque, proque, pronounced ra-que poetic diction of last century , a cheap orna

pròque.

* [Sen'shi-ent.) Having the faculties of sensation and ment puton without much regard to its suit

perception . Latin sentire, to perceive by the senses. ability .

LIFE IN MODERN ENGLAND.*

BY J. RANKEN TOWSE .

A

I. much to say the establishment,of civiladmin

LTHOUGH Queen Elizabeth has been istration .

in her grave for nearly three hundred When she ascended the throne the whole

years, the effects ofherpolicy are even country outside the limits of the larger cities

yet apparent in the community which she and towns was in a condition of fearfuldisor

once ruled , and it is necessary to go back to der. The glutwhich had long prevailed in the

her reign to trace the origin ofthose different labormarket had not yet been overcome by

forces which constitute the social system of the development of new industries and the

Modern England. In the popular mind her discontent among the laboring classes was

fameis associated chiefly with the overthrow increasing rapidly, owing to theconstantevic

of the Armada, a national triumph in which tions and inclosures due to change in the

she had no considerableshare,whereasher real ownership of landed property. The great

title to public gratitude and admiration lies middle class , which is the most solid and

in the ability and energy which she devoted powerful element in the social system of to

to the improvement, it would scarcely be too day, had practically no existence or was

represented by a few rich traders only , society

* Special Course for C. L. S. C Graduates consisting in the main of the nobility and
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country gentlemen on the one side and a ministration which crept into it , this system

horde of small shopkeepers,mechanics, farm- was productive of an incalculable amount of

ers, and peasantry on the other. Every good. It putan end to the social discontent

country was overrun by bands of outlaws, which threatened a new revolution , it has

the natural product of civil war and anarchy, tened the restoration of order, and it large

who sustained themselves by open pillage ly increased the industry and productive

and were the sworn foes of all constituted ness of the agricultural districts. The well

authority , or by sturdy beggarswho did not to do, upon whom the burden of taxation

hesitate to take by force what was denied to fell, soon perceived that it was to their inter

their importunities. est to furnish work for the unemployed, and

Themost bloody and brutal means of re- the vagabonds discovered that it was easier

pression had been employed in vain against and pleasanter to work for hire than to go to

these offenders, and were continued for some jail and work upon compulsion . Many

timeby Elizabeth . Instances are on record causes combined to ameliorate the condition

wherebatches of fifty men were hanged to- of the laboring classes . The general pros

gether and the magistrates complained of perity ofthe country brought about large in

the necessity ofwaiting for the assizes before vestments in land, and stimulated* improve

hanging as many more.
There seemed to be ment in the methods of cultivation . As

an idea that the shortest and simplestmethod farms increased in size and number more

of insuring social order was by depopulation , hands were needed to work them , while the

by making a solitude and calling it peace. rapid development of old and the introduc

Thetwo classes of society , the prosperous and tion of new manufactures absorbed the sur

the wretched , were arraigned against each plus agricultural population. The woolen

other almost in conditions of open hostility manufacture already had assumed great pro

and the stability of the government itself portions and the art of spinning yarn and

was constantly threatened . It was in this weaving of cloth, of which Flanders had

grave emergency that Elizabeth and her practically held a monopoly, spread from the

council appointed a royal commission to in- towns to the villages and hamlets. Every

quire into the whole subject. The old laws homestead had its spinning -wheeland distaff,

against vagrants and idlers were retained or and the housewivesbegan to pridethemselves

strengthened but a distinction was made upon the excellence of their homespun. The

for the first time between vicious and disso- worstedttrade, centered in Norwich, extended

lute idlers and the deserving poor whom over all the eastern counties and the south

misfortune or sickness had brought to want. and west were full of mining and manufac

Each town and parish was made responsible turing activity , although there were signs

for the relief of its own poor, and the justices already of the impending trade revolution

of the peace were authorized to assess all per- which transferred so much wealth to the

sonswho refused to contribute their fair share north .

of the cost. A little later on additional laws The growth ofEngland's commerce,mean

were passed defining more clearly the distinc- while, was phenomenal. Her ships, mere

tion between the pauper and the vagabond * cockle-shells, compared with the leviathans

and houses of correction were established in ofthe present date, penetrated to every quar

which compulsory labor was exacted from all ter of the globe, and London became the

beggars and suspicious characters while the market of the world . On its wharves could

power to levy poor rates was transferred be found the gold and sugar ofthe West, the

from the justices to the churchwardens. Thus cotton of India, and the silks of the East.

was established the parish system which The foundation of the Royal Exchange by

existed in England until a comparatively Sir Thomas Gresham , a great city magnate,

short timeago. was one of the signs of the times . The dis

Notwithstanding the later abuses of ad

The Latin word stimulus means a goad . Any thing

* From theLatin vagari, to strollabout,to wander. It is which excites or rouses to action, serves in a figurative

“ a word whose etymology conveys no reproach . It denoted sense the same purpose as a goad , and hence is said to

at first only a wanderer. But as men who have nohomes stimulate.

are apt to become loose , unsteady, and reckless in their + (Wust'ed ; the u takes the same sound it hasin push.j

habits,theterm has degenerated to its present significa . A twisted yarn, so named from Worsted , a town in Nor

tion . " folk , England, where it wasmade.
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covery of Archangel was the beginning of houses were now adorned by carpets in place

trade with Russia , while far to the south , on of the rushes which had been the only cover

the coast of Guinea, John Hawkins found a ing hitherto. Chimneys, too, which as yet

yet more lucrative but abominable traffic in had been exceedingly rare, were introduced

the transport of negroes to America . With generally , and with them the attractions of

each new year of peace the tide of wealth the chimney corner. Pillows, once despised

flowed into the cities and the body of traders by the hardy villagers as effeminate, came

increased in number and influences. The into general use and contemporary observers

leading merchants began to affect a luxury began to fear that the courage, hardihood ,

beyond the reach of any but the richest no- and endurance of the race would disappear

bility , while, in matters of state, their gold with the rude and almostbarbaroussimplicity

conferred upon them an authority which they of the past.

had never before enjoyed . The merchant The change in the mode of living among

companies which were formed to guard Brit- the wealthier classes— the nobles, the landed

ish mercantile interests in different parts of gentry , and themerchant princes - was even

the globe, wielded a power which was re- more marked. The establishment of more

garded with jealousy and even with alarm by intimate social and business relations with

the high officers of the crown, and toward foreign countries, resulted naturally in the

the end of Elizabeth's 'reign many charters adoption of whatever was most attractive in

andmonopolies were revoked by special legis- the foreign manner of life. Thiswas especially

lation on account of their absorption of the noticeable in the development of domestic

national wealth . architecture both as regards external design

All classes of the population felt the effect and interior arrangement and decoration .

of this prosperity . The consumption of wine, The principal rooms for the reception and

hitherto used but rarely except in the houses entertainment of guests, which formerly had

of the great, was quadrupled , and the agri- shared the ground floor in common with

cultural classes began to substitute meat for the kitchen and other domestic affairs, were

the salt fish upon which they had subsisted raised to the second story in imitation ofthe

previously. The rough and wattled* farm- Italian fashion , and this of course led in due

houses ofpreceding generations, which would timeto the construction of those noble stair

not now be considered fit for human habita- cases which are such striking features of the

tion, were replaced by solid and comfortable entrance hall of the period. The appearance

buildings of brick and stone, not a few of of the principal English townshitherto mean

which survive to the present day. Among and monotonous in the extreme, underwent a

theyeomanry, small land holders forming a gradual transformation. The houses of the

connecting link between themore prosperous merchants grew loftier and more pretentious

farmers and the peasantry, the wooden and weremade picturesque by the addition

trenchers which had served the purpose of of gables and parapets *. Inside, the rooms

their forefathers for centuries were discarded were decorated with wainscotingt of richly

for the pewter platters which remained in use carved oak , or even more costly woods, by

untildisplaced by the cheap crockery of mod- elaborate chairs and cabinets and tapestry

ern times. It was not uncommon , indeed , of the rarest handiwork. In the sleeping

about this period, to find pieces of silver rooms hitherto so bare and unattractive, soft

plate in the homes of some of the yeomanry. carpets and rich hangings began to appear

Immense advances were made in the domes- together with those mighty beds, huge in

tic comfort which was the foundation of that size and elaborate in ornamentation in which

English home-life, concerning which so much ---

has been said and sung , and which is gener
* [Par'a -pets. ] “ In archæology, a wall or barrier, either

ally conceded to have exerted a most potent balconies, roofs of houses, sides of bridges, etc., to pre

plain or ornamental, placed at the edges of platformsor

influence in the formation of the national ventpeople from falling over.” As a militaryterm which

character. The floors of the better farm- was its first use, it was the name of a wall or rampart or

elevation of earth rising breast high to protect the soldiers

• Made of interwoven branches. It is an Anglo- Saxon from theenemy. It is derived from the Latin parare, to

word , the original sense of which is , “ something twined guard ,and the Italian petto (Latin pectus),breast.

or woven together ; hence itcameto mean a hurdle woven t [Wain'scot-ing.) A word of Teutonic origin ,meaning

with twigs, or a bag of woven stuff; hence applied also a lining ofboards for the walls of apartments, fashioned

to the baggy flesh on a bird'sneck.” in panel-work .
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the sleeper lay swallowed up in billows of pointwith jewels worth many a broad acre .

down . Adventurers laden with the glittering spoils

The change in the character of the large of the far East orWest were constantly re

country houses was po less marked. With the turning to their homes, and the spectacle of

last traces of feudalism disappeared thebattle- treasures thus speedily and easily won en

ments which once converted homes into couraged a general prodigality. For the rich

castles. In their place appeared themagnifi- there was a succession of splendid masques

cent halls which are still among the most which, in cost and size at least, would dwarf

picturesque objects in English landscape. into insignificance themost elaborate spectac

Knowle , Langleat, Burleigh, Hatfield , Audley ular pantomimeof to-day - of feasts, of tour.

End, and many others mightbe specified as neys, or of hunts;while for the poor therewas

surviving examples of thesemediæval palaces bear- fighting , bull-baiting,boxing and wrest

wonderfully harmonious in their infinite ling matches, and other kindred sports. It

variety of turrets and gables, their oriel was a fighting, drinking, gambling, love

windows* and decorated fronts, looking over making , reckless age, but the disease of

Italian gardens, with their terraces and foun- dissipation was not sufficiently prolonged or

tains, toward wide expanses of wood or general to weaken the great heart of the

pasture land . The castle hall in which the nation.

baron used to sit high above his retainers It was the Italian manner that was most

had now vanished forever and thehead ofthe affected in dress, speech,and etiquette, and in

household retired with his family to his each case it was exaggerated almost to the

parlor or " with-drawing room ” leaving the point of burlesque. The arts of dancing and

hall to his servants. The lord no longer rode fencing , both of which were carried to a high

at the head of his retainers but traveled point of excellence, were, doubtless, useful

luxuriously in a coach with outriders and foot- accomplishments, but the formalities of ad

men according to his degree , so that any one dress and the minute distinctions of social

might tell by the number and style of the courtesies were more than a little absurd,

attendants whether the equipage was that of while the affectations of speech introduced

a nobleman, a squire, or a simple citizen. by John Lyly under the name of Euphuism ,

Glass esteemed in a previous generation as a were absolutely ridiculous. And yet the

costly luxury , was now used with thegreatest court lady in the days of King James I. who

liberality and Lord Bacon in a fit ofconserva- could not carry on a conversation in this jar

tism grumbled that he could not tell where to gon was held to be little better than a savage.

go to be out of the sun or the cold . The Euphuists have been caricatured very

The new spirit of luxury manifested itself effectively both by Shakspere and Sir Walter

not only in the dwellings but in the dress of Scott.

both men and women . A fashionable assem . It must not be supposed that this luxury

blage was a blaze of gold and jewels. The and prodigality extended through all classes

enormous stomachers of the gentler sex, of society , although, as has been said , the

hideously prolonged almost to theknees,were effects of the general national prosperity

embroidered with gold and precious stones, were felt in the remotest corners of the realm .

while diamonds and emeralds, pearls and The great middle class was only just begin

rubies, flashed in their hair. The gentlemen ning to arise and there was an immense gulf,

were no less splendid in their array of slashed both socially and pecuniarily , between the

doublet and hose, the seniors in sober colors, nobles and the country squires, and a still

dark velvets, perchance trimmed with gold , wider between the merchants and solid

the juniors in silks and satins reflecting all tradesmen and themechanics and peasantry .

the hues of the rainbow and decked at every Even in that golden age of literature, the

veneer of civilization was neither broad nor

* A large window in a recess, a large bay window . " In deep, being confined for the most part to the

old French orieland oriole are spelt alike,and hence can ranks of the aristocracy. The diffusion of

be traced to the same source. The Latin word for oriole

isaureolus, golden or gilded .... This explains at once even elementary knowledge was far from

the use ofthe word ;itmeant any portico, recess,orsmall general. Theaccomplishments of Elizabeth

room which was more private and better ornamented herself, the only solace of her unhappy youth ,

than the rest of the building." From this it came to be would not have been considered remarkable

specificaly used of the windows of little apartments

projecting outward from buildings. in any later age than her own, but stamped
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her as a prodigy of erudition .* Nor was she was invested by law with an almost absolute

backward in the display of her knowledge, authority over them for varying terms of

and the profoundest scholars and wisest years. The master was bound in his part to

statesmen of the day were none too proud to instruct his apprentice fully in the secrets of

angle for her favor by permitting her to tri- his handicraft, to feed and clothe him in a

umph in argument or quotation, or in the so- befitting manner, and to look after his spir

lution of riddles, rebuses, and acrosticsť itual welfare. In every well-organized

which were among the pet follies of theday. family the working day began with private

But this affectation of universal knowledge family devotions,and in these theapprentice

on the part of her imperious majesty made was compelled to take part . On Sundays,

learning fashionable and gave an impetus to especially when Puritanism succeeded to the

scholarship and the arts which bore rare lax habits of the Cavaliers, he followed his

fruit a little later on . master to church or chapel carrying a Bible

The true standard of education for the or- in one hand, and if he were a stout fellow , a

dinary run ofstudents ,both in the schools and staff in the other wherewith to defend his

universities, was attested sufficiently by the employer from robbery or insult. On week

degraded intellectual condition of the clergy, days he arose with sunrise and labored until

and the dense ignorance prevailing among sunset. One of his chief duties was to at

the younger sons of the gentry, the smaller tend to customers in his master's shop, an

squires, and farmers, and the whole world of other was to guard the goods exposed in the

mechanics and tradesmen . It was the custom stalls which lined the streets, another to

to send the oldest son ofa great or rich family stimulate business by directing the attention

to the continent to learn thesocial accomplish- of passers-by to the wares on exhibition .

ments of France or Italy or to study for a Each apprentice had a set speech artfully

season in themore serious air of Germany. prepared in praise of the useful or ornamen

But the greatmass of fairly prosperous young tal articles at his disposal, and he was a for

men and women could do little more than tunate lad who could tempt a buyer by some

read and write, and thought it no shameto timely stroke of wit or flattery . They

confess their illiteracy. The younger sons prefaced their eulogies by cries of " What

of the country squires, if they could not d'ye lack ? What d'ye lack ?" and in all lead

qualify themselves for admission into one of ing thoroughfares there was a continuous

the so -called professions, attached themselves uproar which assumed the character of a riot

to the service of somegreat noble inmodified whenever a quarrel, an attempted robbery,

imitation of the old feudal times, offered their or some other cause furnished an excuse for

swords to the highest bidder wherever fight- the shout of “ clubs," which brought to the

ing wasgoingon, orjoined some expedition to scene of the disturbance every apprentice

the Americas or the Indies where they practi- within hearing.

cally led the lives of buccaneerst. Perhaps The life of an apprentice bound to an ill

they returned with richeswhich in those days tempered or tyrannicalmaster,who held him

seemed almost fabulous, or left their bones to in practical slavery , was not a happy one,

whiten amid savages or at thebottom of the but the training and the discipline were of

sea. In the days of the Stuarts there was a inestimable benefit to ladswho had to make

chance ofregular military employment under their own way in the world . By thetime

the crown, but the time of standing armies their indentures had run out, they were mas

had not yet arrived . ters of their trade, with a good prospect of

In the cities the common fate of youthswas becoming substantial citizens in their turn .

to be bound apprentices,ata very early age, It was from the ranks ofthe apprentices that

to some tradesman or master mechanic who thegreat armyofmerchantswas constantly re

cruited , and it was the business skill acquired
• Learning, scholarship . As a person in possession of

such attainments has been polished by the implied dis- in those weary months of servitude that gave

cipline required , and freed from rudeness, a name con England her commercial pre-eminence.

taining within itself this meaning was chosen ; e , from , The country, in the seventeenth century,

out, and rudis, rude.
was slow to catch the fashions of the town.

+[ A -cros'tic.) A short poem in which the letters be There were no railroads, telegraphs, newspa

ginning the lines spell a word. Greek , akros, outermost,

first, and stikos, row , order, line. pers , or postal service, and communication

See THE CHAUTAUQUAN for December, page 394. between different points was difficult and
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often dangerous. The roads were terribly day after the hounds and a night over the

rough and infested in all secluded districts bottle constituted in their eyes the sum of

by robbers, who flourished in spite of the earthly felicity . Their daughters were taught

death penalty which was inflicted for the to read and write, to cook and sew , and, per

smallest theft. The rich never traveled for haps , strum a little upon the spinet, for the

any considerable distance without a strong occasional entertainment of their friends.

escort of armed servants, and the country Their sons got most of their education in the

gentry whenever they went abroad by night stables.

took care to be well mounted and armed . For the poorer classes of the rural pop

It was only by chance through the agency ulation life had few relaxations. Among

of some peddler or traveler that the news of those were cock -fighting, dog-fighting, bull

the city , the latest fashion, scandal, or vice, baiting, and now and then a boxing or a

reached the villages, whose inhabitants lived wrestling match . Their chief dissipations

on from year to year in patriarchal ignorance occurred at the annual fair with its Jack

if not in patriarchal simplicity . Luxuries Puddings,* jugglers, and quacks of every

were to be found only in the mansion of the description, and at Christmas, which by a

lord of themanor, or the houses of the richer survival of ancient feudal custom , was still

squires. The farm -houses , even of the better a period of general and prolonged feasting .

sort, were bare and comfortless, while the
* “ A buffoon who performs pudding tricks, such as

homes of the laborers were squalid to a de- swallowing a certain number of yards of black-pudding.

gree. With the squires life meant a succes. S. Bishop observes that each country names its stage

sion of hard riding and hard drinking. Deer buffoon from its favorite viand : the Dutchman calls him

were still plentiful in the north , west, and sage); the Frenchman, Jean Potage (John Porriage); the
Pickel-herringë ; the Germans, Hans Wurst (John Sau

south and every cover was full of foxes. A Italian , Mac-a-rö'ni; and the English , Jack Pudding.”

BRITISH AMERICA .

BY PROFESSOR A. P. COLEMAN , PH . D.

Of Victoria University .

A

HOST of sunny islands fringing the which so changed the history of the world .

Gulf and Caribbean Sea, a foothold in Farther to the southeast the Lesser An

Central and South America, the lonely tilles, chiefly belonging to Britain , sweep a

Falkland Islands off Cape Horn, and the wide curve between Puerto Rico and the

cooler half of North America ,make up Brit- mouth of the Orinoco, finishing the line of

ain's possessions in the New World , posses- stepping-stones between North and South

sions almost as large as Europe, and thirty America. These small butbeautiful islands

times the size of the British Isles , but with of volcanic rock edged with coral are divided

scarcely 7,000,000 inhabitants. into two confederacies, the Leeward Islands

That " river in theocean,” theGulfStream , to the north having their seat of government

separates Florida from the first of the British in Antigua, and the Windward Isles to the

West Indies, the Bahamas, whose coral reefs south with their capital in the least known

and islands rising out of a shallow sea form island , Barbados. Anvil-shaped Trinidad,

stepping-stones from the northern republic famous for its lakes of pitch , one of the lar

ofwhites to the half barbarous republic of gest and most prosperous of the British

blacks in San Domingo. Many of these West Indies, is really only a fragment of

3,000 islets and islands are waterless and un- South America cut off by a few miles of

inhabited ; only Andros, the largest, can shallow sea at the Serpents' and Dragons'

boast of running streams; and the only Mouths

good harbor is that of Nassau, the capital, Last comes Jamaica just south ofCuba in

well-known for its delightful winter cli- the Caribbean Sea,a noble island onehundred

mate. One of the Bahamas, probably Wat- and fifty miles long having in its center the

ling Island, was the first land to greet the splendidly wooded Blue Mountains which

anxious eyes of Columbus on that voyage lift themselves 7,000 feet from the sea and
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give every wished- for climate , from the fever- the islands from the Spaniard ; and ofthe re

ish tropical plains at their foot to the tem- lentlessly cruel buccaneers who cruised and

perate mountain flanks with their cool fought and plundered, and then found safe

breezes. The largest of the British Antilles hiding places among the island mazes.

is also the most populous, having 600,000 . More settled times succeeded when plant- ,

inhabitants, nine-tenths ofwhom are colored , ers grew rich from the toil of negro slaves or

even in the capital, Kingston , a city of more of convicts shipped from England, and sent

than 40,000 people .
eastward to the Old World full cargoes of su .

Two colonies are on the mainland , Balize, gar and rum and molasses until the seaports

a thinly peopled strip of coast-line east of of Jamaica and many a smaller island grew

Yucatan ; and British Guiana wedged in be- proud and wealthy . But decline followed

tween Venezuela, Brazil, and the Dutch prosperity when fifty years ago the slaves

province of Surinam in South America. It were liberated throughout the empire and

contains a hundred thousand square miles of the labor needful on the great plantations

forest and savannah ,* a few degrees north was no longer assured ; and the decline was

of the equator, peopled by a few thousand hastened by the rise of the beet-sugar pro

white planters and a quarter of a million duction of France and Germany fostered by

darker skinned inhabitants,whocultivate the bounties so as to offer a ruinous competition

hot but fertile coast-land. There are rumors with their chief staple.

of gold mines along the disputed Venezuelan For years past theWest Indies bave stag

frontier. nated , for the attempts made to replace the

To people from the sober north there is a sugar-cane and tobacco-plant by coffee and

strange attraction in these gem -like islands other tropical products were only partially

and luxuriant coasts of the Caribbean Sea successful ; however, of late there are signs

with their shores strewn with corals and ex- of revival. In Jamaica, for instance, Amer.

quisite shells under blue tropic skies. Aican enterprise is building railroads and

strange intensity rules in their physical con- stimulating the trade in oranges, pine

ditions; streaming vertical sunshine and apples, and bananas with the great cities of

copious tropical rains clothe the soilwith the United States. Jamaica even has the

rampant verdure decked with gaudy flowers courage to invite all nations to a World's

and fruits ; tangled thickets of ferns and Exhibition this winter in Kingston .

shrubs and creepers fill thedells and climb An interesting but unpromising feature of

over the rocks, while graceful palms and the British West Indies presents itself in the

magnificent forest trees riseabove, transmut- strange sources of its 1,600,000 people. The

ing the fierce sunshine into rich gums and original inhabitants are almost wholly lost

precious woods. But there is the violenceas and their places taken by the descendants of

well as the luxuriance of the tropics, for hur- negro slaves reinforced by thousands of

ricanes devastate forests and plantations, coolies brought from the East Indies and

earthquakes have shattered more than one of China under a system little better than sla

their cities, and volcanic fires lurk in at least very, thewhole mixed in all proportionswith

oneof their mountains. the blood of profligate Europeans. In none

The early history of the West Indies is a of the colonies do the white planters form

wild romance. For theprofessed loveofGod more than a small percentage, and it is

and the real love of gold , these seeming doubtful if men of northern races can ever so

“ isles of the blest” were turned into hells acclimatize themselves as to thrive and in

by their ruthless Spanish conquerors, who crease in the West Indies . These black and

slaughtered or worked to death the ill-fated brown and tawny races with their admix

Indians, replacing them by African slaves. turesmake poor material for the building of

Then came the terrible but fascinating ex
a nation in a land and climatewhich so tempt

ploits of British seamen who won many of toidleness . Under thecircumstances Britain

wisely holds these tropical possessions under

• Spelled also without the h atthe end. A plain of tutelage as crown colonies, with representa

grass affording pasturage in a rainy season . It was so tive institutions in ed, but having their of

called from the Spanish word sabana, the name of a ficials appointed and their finances con

sheet for the bed , and also of a plain , probably from the
resemblance of a plain covered with snow to a bed trolled largely by governors, who, unlike

dressed in white. their mistress, the Queen of England, rule

C - Apr.
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as well as reign , and have more real power and peaches thrive in Ontario, and violets

than the elected representatives of the peo- bloom in January at Vancouver, for theJapan

ple. Current is to Western America what the

It is an immense stride from these tropical Gulf Stream is to France and England.

isles whose dusky populations rest content Canada has no more Arctic territory than

with easy poverty in a land of perpetual Europe, and little more than the United

summer to the extreme climate and hardy States in Alaska.

people of Canada ; and in fact the two re A country that surpasses the rest of the

gions have nothing in common but the crown world in its area of fertile wheat land, in its

of Britain, and are separated by the greatest enormous pine forests, in its fisheries,inland

nation in America , perhaps in the world , the and marine ; a country with no end ofwell

United States. England has, it is true, one sheltered harbors on both oceans, with thou

liók between the tropics and her northern sands of miles of lake and river navigation

realm , the naval station in the Bermuda in the interior, and a merchant marine al

Islands, which lie in theGulf Stream , six ready standing fifth , if not fourth , in the list

hundred miles off Cape Hatteras, and are of nations ; a country with the only valuable

connected by cable with Halifax. coal deposits to be found on the eastern and

What is now British America bore the western shores of America, and nearly a

picturesque names of Nouvelle France and hundred thousand square miles of coal- field

Acadie in the seventeenth century ; so that underlying its prairies ; with excellent iron

but for Wolfe's famous capture of Quebec in ores in every province , with gold and silver

1759 the United States might have had a and copper in large amounts, and the largest

French America to the north as they have a known deposits of nickel ore, -such a coun

Spanish one to the south . try as this must have a future.

A quarter of a century ago British America It is no wonder that Canada has bridged

consisted of a few scattered provinces and the her immense distances by 13,000 miles ofrail

vast territory of Rupert's Land, supposed to way, has joined her great lakes with the

bean Arctic waste fit only for the Indian ocean by ship canals and created lines of

trappers and hardy voyageurs of the Hudson steamers in the Pacific as well as the Atlan

Bay Company. In 1867, however, Upper and tic, giving the shortest routes between her

Lower Canada * joined hands with Nova ports and the rest of the world , and provid

Scotia and New Brunswick to form the Do- ing theoutlets needed by a great nation .

minion of Canada. Prince Edward Island Wisely or unwisely a “ national policy "

on the east and British Columbia on the has been inaugurated , placing heavy duties

west soon joined the others, and a new on foreign manufactures in the hope of rais

province was formed (Man -i-to -bä') bringing ing up home industries, a policy largely suc

up thenumber to seven. By purchase of the cessful, though possibly at too serious a

rights of the Hudson Bay Company all cost ; and now , with something of a young

America north of the United States, with the man's exuberance and haste to possess and

exception of Alaska, belonged to the Do- enjoy, Canada looks into the future, eagerly ,

minion ; and at presentNewfoundland alone hopefully , but not quite certain of its destiny .

remains outside of the confederation . Physically speaking , Canada is the oldest

Canada united, began to feel herself a na- land under the sun ; for the immense curve

tion, to explore her domain , to extend her of Laurentian rocks surrounding Hudson

enterprises, to build railroads and push set- Bay, the great inland sea to the northeast,

tlements into the wilderness.
What once was dry landwhen Europe was only a group

seemed “ a few acres of snow " to themon- of islands, and supplied the framework

arch who lost it , has becomean empire larger around which the rest ofNorth America was

than the great republic to the south, reach- molded , and the materials of which it was

ing from the latitude of Rome to that of the built. This wide band of time-worn rocky

North Cape, and covering the parallels ofall hills and lake-filled valleys, for themost part

the most prosperous nations of Europe. As underinhospitable skies , if properly managed,

to climate, though Labrador is frigid from will be as now a home for fur-bearing ani

the Arctic current washing its coasts, grapes mals, a region of ever-renewed forests, and in

its overlying Huronian rocks a rich mining

* Sincenamed Ontarioand Quebecrespectively.- A. P.C. country ; but never ofmuch value foragricul
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ture . Paleozoic * rocks spread around its capital of the country . Toronto, a rapidly

margin in the eastern provinces and stretch growing place of 170,000 population on the

northwest toward the Arctic Ocean ; west of north shore of Lake Ontario , contains im .

them lies a broad triangle of coal-bearing portant educational institutions and a pow

Mesozoict beds ; and still farther west, a con- erful press, giving it the intellectual lead in

fusion of ancient andmore recent strata along the country . The province of Ontario con- ·

the mountainous Pacific coast. tains 2,000,000 inhabitants and is the most

A traveler coming from Europe may enter favored part of the Dominion in resources

Canada at either of the rival winter ports, and climate, thegreat lakes to the south soft.

Halifax in Nova Scotia or St. John's in New ening the winters and providing highways

Brunswick , and visit first the three maritime for trade.

provinces, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick , and A voyage on those inland seas and twenty

Prince Edward Island, the smallest of the four hours by rail bring one out of the forest

Dominion, but enchanting to the lover of region to the bustling prairie capital, Winni

picturesquesea- coasts, rushing salmon rivers, peg in Manitoba, beyond which extend half

and forest covered hills. They are peopled a million squaremilesof grassy sea, rich with

by a a sturdy, handsome race of fishermen , the silt of vanished lakes , a region of bright

sailors, miners, and farmers . but cold winters and warm summers, some

Thence by steamer the broad Gulf of St. what troubled with summer frosts, but pro

Lawrence may be reached, passing by the ducing large crops of the best hard wheat in

way New Foundland, which though a self- the world . As the Rockies are approached

governing colony almost as large as the state in Alberta the warm Chinook * winds from

of New York , has only 200,000 peoplewinning the Pacific temper the winter, so that cattle

a scanty subsistence from the seal and cod- on the ranches † ſeed at large the whole year

fisheries along their own and the Labrador round. Northward from theprairies stretches

shores, and especially on the famous Banks a little known land of great lakes and rivers,

to the southeast. one of them , theMackenzie, longer than any

Steaming up the noble river with its moun- river of the Old World .

tainous shores Quebec meets the view , the It is a startling leap from the flowery prai

most foreign and striking city in North ries to British Columbia , a land of glacier

America with its quaint architecture, steep , laden mountains, of swift rivers up which

crooked streets and towering citadel. Few the salmon run , of magnificent coniferous

of its 65,000 people speak any thing but forests , of gold mines, and of coal. From its

French, and though third in size , it is the seaports , Victoria and Vancouver, the ter

least progressive city in the Dominion. Ocean minus of the Canadian Pacific Railway, sail

steamers pass it by to end their voyage a ships and steamers down the coast to San

thousand miles from the Atlantic, at Mon- Francisco and across the Pacific to far off Aus

treal, the commercial capital of Canada , a tralia and Japan .

city of 230,000 people, themajority French , Canada, vast as it is , contained in 1881 but

though the greatbusiness houses which make 4,324,000 people, and is now estimated to

it one of the wealthiest and most prosperous have a population of 5,000,000, among whom

cities of its size on the continent are English . are representatives of almost all European

The province of Quebec contains a million nations as well as Chinese and Africans.

and a half souls, chiefly descended from the About a quarter are French , 300,000 German ,

60,000 French who were allowed to retain and the great majority of the remainder

their customs, privileges, and civil law after British in origin ; while the United States has

the fall of Quebec, and now form a frugal, contributed less than 80,000 for the hundreds

prolific but unenterprising race, themost de- of thousands of Canadians it has received.

voted Roman Catholics in the world .

East of Montreal, but within the province * [Chi-nook '.] The wind was so named because it

of Ontario is Ottawa, the natural center of
comes from the country of theChinooks, a tribe of Amer.

ican Indians now living in Washington ; this is the
the northern lumber trade and the political leading one of the tribes that are known as the Flat

head Indians.

• [ PX-le- o -zö'ic. ] Greek palaios, ancient, soe, life. See † From the Spanish rancho, a rude hutwhere herdsmen

" Walks and Talks in theGeological Field ,” in the course live. It is now used commonly as " the name of a large

ofRequired Readings, page 67. farming establishmenton which are many ranchos; es .

t (Mes-o zo'ic.) Greek mesos,middle, and coe, life. pecially an establishment for rearing horses and cattle."
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There are a few thousand Esquimaux in Lab- dispose ofthe smallmilitary force,* and man

rador and the far north ; and 108,000 Indians, age theaffairs of the country as a whole. The

many of whom are settled as farmers and provincial legislatures deal with local mat

more or less civilized . Canada has had no ters, such as education and the disposal of

Indian wars, though French half-breeds have public lands ; but their acts , if ultra vires, t

twice made trouble on the prairies. may be vetoed by the Dominion government.

In religion , Protestants of various denom . In the regulation of the tariff and all in

inations far outnumber Catholics, except in ternal affairs Canada is an independent coun

the province of Quebec ; and in regard to ed- try, the suzerainty of Britain being shown

ucation free public schools are scattered however by therightof appeal from Canadian

everywhere , leading up to high schools and courts to the Queen's Privy Council, by the

universities in the larger centers , so that il- appointmentof theGovernor-General,and by

literacy is almost unknown among native the wantofthe treaty -making power; though

Canadians, and the average of intelligence in the latter respect England has oflate done

outside of the French province is high. herutmost to further thewishes of Canadians,

The central government of the federated consulting the Dominion government in all

provinces making up the Dominion, consists matters affecting their interests.

of a Governor-General, a Senate, and a House The immense extent and scattered popu

of Commons ; the latter, which is elected by lation of the Dominion have demanded heavy

a very wide but not universal suffrage, is the expenditures on railways and canals, result

real source of authority ; for the Senate, ing in a public debtof about $ 250,000,000 ;

whose members are appointed for life by the but at present the outlay is more than met

ministry in power, rarely throwsout a bill by the revenues, which are derived from ex

passed by the Commons ; and theGovernor, cise and import duties, the latter much lower

appointed by the Queen, is guided by his than those of the United States, though in

ministers like a constitutional monarch and tended to be protective. In 1889 the imports

has no veto. The premier,* who is the head of amounted to $ 115,000,000 and the exports to

the party having a majority in the House, $ 89,000,000 , chiefly produce ofthe farm , the for

and hisministers,chosen from thesameparty , est, and the fisheries. Nine-tenths of thiscom

are the actual rulers of the country and guide merce was with Great Britain and the United

the deliberations of parliament. An adverse States, the latter having the larger share.

vote dethrones them , however, and if they Canadians are loyal to thegenerousMother

are defeated in a general election, the reins of Country, but yet cannot help asking them

power fall into the hands of the opposition selves what is to be their future ; for they be

leader and his friends. lieve that a country so healthful and rich in

The Conservative party, which under the resources, must steadily fill up with the

shrewd leadership of Sir John Macdonald , has overflow from the crowded regions of

been in power almost ever since the confed- northern Europe and in time become a great

eration of the provinces , favors protection nation . The only serious danger threaten

and centralization ; while theReformers, who ing them is to be found in the alien race,

are in opposition , advocate provincial rights language, and religion of French Canada .

and free trade or commercial union with the When Canada's numbers increase, will she

United States. The ministry, under the still remain partoftheglorious British Empire;

sanction of parliament, control the collec . or will she addher provinces as fresh states to

tion and disbursement of the revenues, ap- the United States ; or will she work out her

point judges (who are not elective in Canada), destiny as an independent nation ? What lies

in thefuture noman can tell ;butwhy should

* [ Prēmi-er or prem’yer.] The French word for first, there not be a universal English-speaking fed

chief, principal. The title of the first minister of state, eration, themost populous, progressive, and
the primeminister. “ This title of the British Premier,or

PrimeMinister, now one of thehighest dignity, was at enlightened power in existence, whose energy

first a nickname given in puremockery, —the statesman and moral force should impose peace upon

to whom it was applied being Sir Robert Walpole, as will the world and bring war to an end forever ?

be seen by the following words spoken by him in the

House of Commons in 1742 : ' Having invested mewith a * The volunteers number 37,000 of which 1,000 , form

kind of mock dignity, and styled me a Prime Minister, small permanent garrisons in a few fortresses. Theonly

they (the opposition ) impute to me an uopardonable British troops are connected with the naval station at

abuse of the chimericalauthority which they only created Ha'ifax. - A . P. C.

and conferred .' ” – Richard Grant White. + Ultra vires. Latin expression for beyond their power .



AN ENGLISH SEA -ROVER .

BY J. FRANKLIN JAMESON , PH . D.

Professor of History in Brown University .

N the earlier stages of society piracy is sistence in England itself. Many younger

regarded as an entirely reputable call- sons, with scanty expectations in the way of

ing. When Mentor and Telemachus, in inheritance , were glad to turn to the career

theOdyssey, arrive at Pylus,old Nestor asks of maritime adventure ; many landless or

them , “ Strangers, who are ye ? Whence unemployed men were glad to enlist with

sail ye over thewetways ? On sometrading them and follow the sea. AsSpain and the

enterprise, or at adventure do ye rove, even other Catholic powers grew more and more

as pirates, over the brine?” With Nestor's formidable to Elizabeth , the loyal devotion

renown for courtesy , wemaybe sure that the of her subjects joined with these variousmo

suggestion of piracy carried with it no inju- tives to incite them to attacks upon Spain

rious imputation upon the character ofhis and her possessions. During most of her

guests . With our Saxon and Angle fore- reign there was no open warwith Spain . On

fathers, piracy was a matter of course ; the contrary , there was nominal friendship .

“ every one of them is an arch -pirate,” says But the privateering captains were not slow

Sidonius Apollinaris. From the timewhen to perceive that the Queen and her Council

these freebooters* landed in England, that had no objection to their expeditions, pro

land has never been without courageous sea- vided they did not so openly violate the law

men, and hardly any generation has lacked ofnations as to create great embarrassments

distinction in the annals of naval warfare or for the government.

maritime adventure. But maritime adven
The voyages of the Elizabethan seamen

ture was, in all those ages,marked by some extended to almost every part of the world .

traits hardly distinguishable from those of In the last days of Edward VI. Sir Hugh

what would now be called piracy. Willoughby had perished in the northern

The piratical impulse was in the English ice, and Richard Chancelor had made his

blood, and must have a large place among way through the White Sea to the country

the causes which led to the brilliant increase and the court of the czar ofMuscovy. Eliza

ofmaritime adventure under Elizabeth. An- bethans followed in their wake. Under

other cause was the series of wonderful Frobisher and Davis they explored Meta

geographical discoveries which had almost Incognita and Greenland and Hudson's

atone stroke doubled the extent of the Straits. With good Sir Humphrey Gilbert

known world , and had filled the European they attempted the planting of Newfound

mind with ardent desire for the mental and land ; with Lane and White they wentoutto

material appropriation of the vast and mar- Raleigh's colony of Roanoke. They followed

velous regions thus thrown open to human the Portuguese and the Dutch to theEast

enterprise . Much credit, too,mustbe given Indies , and with James Lancaster's wonder

to the earnest and intelligent effort of Henry ful voyages began the English trade with

VIII. to build up a powerful navy for the Java and Sumatra and Malacca . They went

protection of his island, much to theappre- with Hawkins in the Solomon or the Jesus of

ciative, if niggardly, patronage of the Queen Lubeck to gather slaves upon the African

herself,much to theenterprise of great mer- coast, or lay off Flores and Corvo to inter

chants and the enthusiasm of learned geo- cept the annual silver- feets that brought to

graphical students like Richard Hakluyt the king of Spain thewealth of Mexico and

[hak'loot]. Still another causewas the pres- Peru , or burned his ships in the harbor of

sure of population upon the meansof sub- Cadiz. But most famousof all were thead

• Seekers after plunder; pillagers. " The word free- ventures that marked their freebooting ex

booter is not purelyof English formation,but is rather peditions to the Spanish Main , and if we

an imitation from a Dutch word meaning pirate. The
Dutch boete becomes boot,in English,meaning, advan attempt to follow the fortunes of a typical

tage, profit, gain. "
sea - rover of that day, we will suppose that he
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directs his adventurous voyages to the New thrift; and then , at the sign of the Christopher,

World , lured on by fabulous tales of El he and his friends banqueted, andmade meand

Dorado or by knowledge of the more sub- them that were in the company great cheer ;

stantialwealth which the Spaniards had de- and, for very joy that he had to see the toward

rived from their abundant provinces. ness of our intended discovery, he entered into

Most likely our rover is a West-country the dance himselfamong the rest of the young

man . No counties turnished so large a and lusty company ; which being ended , he

number of the famous Elizabethan seamen and his friends departed, most gently com

as Devon and Cornwall. Their rocky coast,
mending us to the governance of Almighty

indented with numerous inlets, was as sure
God .

to lead men to skill in navigation as that of The ship in which our adventurer sailed ,

Norway or Greece, or that of Brittany op- would seem to us a small one in which to

posite. An imaginative temperament and face the storms of the Atlantic . Frobisher's

an adventurous spirit were natural accom- largest vessel was of two hundred tons, and

paniments of their partly Celtic blood. A he made his first voyage to the northern

numerous and public-spirited gentry fur- straits in two little barksof twenty -five tons.

nished leaders; and the wide Atlantic lay The largest of the vessels in which Gilbert

temptingly before their doors. Rich mer- went to Newfoundland was one of onehun

chants of Barnstaple or Exeter provided the dred and twenty tons; the Squirrel, in which

rover with money to fit out his vessel; or he was lost on the return voyage, was of

perhaps the town-corporation itself took a only ten . Of the ships in which Sir Richard

share in the enterprise . There lies beforeme Grenville took Raleigh's colony to Virginia ,

a bit from the account-books of old Ply- the largest were of one hundred and forty

mouth : tons. The Golden Hind, in which Drake

More to hym [the Receiver] xxvjli. [i. e., sailed around the world , was of only onehun

£ 26 ] for money disbursed by hym this yere to dred tons. As shipswere then constructed,

St Francis Drakeknyght for the townes adven- this means that that famous vessel was

ture wth hym in this viage. hardly more than fifty feet long !

When the adventurer weighed anchor, we
The construction of ships of that time has

been made familiar to Americans by many

may be sure the town fathers sped him on pictures of the Mayflower. They had lofty

his way with generous feasting and encour

agement; when he returned , he was hailed poops and forecastles, but were low amid

with salutes of artillery at the town's ex . fitted with square sails. Broad and stout,

ships. Their twoor threemasts weremostly

pense, as the sameaccounts show :

they were built for strength more than for

Item pd for iiijli [ £ 4 ] of powderspente atthe speed ; yet the experience of the fight

cominge in of SrFraunces Drake, iiije viđ [i. e. against the Armada and of many other bat

45. 60.].
tles showed that they were much faster than

Or perhaps the adventurer set sail from the huge, unwieldy Spanish galleons. The

London, dropping down the Thames amid outfit of the vessel was almost altogether

the acclamationsof the crowd, loudly salut- obtained at the port from which she sailed .

ing the Queen and court ashe passed Green- Plain and sailor-like appointments were

wich, and cheered by a message from her, usually all that could be afforded. But the

thanking the adventurer and bidding the Elizabethan captain shared his queen's taste

sailors be diligent and faithful servants to for luxury and magnificence , and occasion

their masters. At Gravesend he was per- ally gratified it even on shipboard , especially

haps feasted by his friends, as Stephen Bur- if he had already made some successful voy

rough was by " the good old gentleman , ages.ages. So, we are told , it was with Sir

Master (Sebastian ] Cabot, accompanied with Francis Drake's outfit for his voyage around

divers gentlemen and gentlewomen ," when the world .

he set out in the Searchthrift for Nova If the yoyage were toward the West Indies

Zembla and the White Sea. The picture is a or the Spanish Main , the ships frequently

pleasing one : would put in at the Azores for water and

Burrough says Master Cabot gave to the poor fresh provisions, or at some other of the

most liberal alms, wishing them to pray for the island groups of the eastern Atlantic . Even

good fortuneand prosperous successoftheSearch. though their errand of depredation on Span
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ish commerce was more than suspected, they sand pounds sterling . From Hawkins' sec

seldom failed , by threats or persuasion , to ond West Indian voyage he and the friends

obtain what they desired from the islanders . who helped him to fit it out obtained a profit

Perhaps they sailed thence to the west coast of sixty per cent upon their investment; and

of Africa , and eagerly gathered up a troop of this was ostensibly simply a trading voyage.

negroes, by capture or by purchase from In 1572 Drake, with seventy-threemen ,mak

marauding chieftains, to be sold as slaves in ing a bold dash at Nombre de Dios, on the

Cuba or Hispaniola. No cargo, English- Isthmus, almost succeeded in capturing a

men knew , would be more welcome to the treasure estimated at a million pounds ster

Spanish colonists, in spite of King Philip's ling, contained in the treasure-house there,

strict orders prohibiting such trade . More " wherein the golden harvest brought from

commonly , however, the adventurer pro- Mexico and Peru to Panama was hoarded up

ceeded directly westward from the Azores, till it could be conveyed into Spain .” As it

hoping on the way to encounter some rich was, he and his men held all the region

galleon from Mexico or the Isthmus and ob- around in terror for months, and finally re

tain at the very outset a prize which should turned to England unmolested by the most

make all the adventurers rich . It is aston- powerfulmonarchy in the world .

ishing to see the audacity with which the But English pluck and audacity were not

little English vessels attacked these always rewarded with success. In 1567 Sir

John Hawkins, with the Jesus of Lubeck, the

argosies with portly sail,

Like signiors or rich burghers on the flood,
Minion , and four smaller vessels , sailed

boldly into the harbor of Vera Cruz, where
Or, as it were, the pageants of the sea.

were twelve ships lying in port, with cargoes

In oneof his earlier voyages, Sir Francis amounting to £ 200,000 in gold and silver.

Drake and his men , in three pinnaces so Scarcely were the Englishmen established in

small that they had been stowed away in possession of the harbor, however, when a

pieces on board one of his little ships, sailed fleet ofthirteen great shipsof Spain appeared

up to a great Spanish ship in the harbor of in the offing, having on board the new vice

Cartagena , so large that they found difficulty roy of Mexico. The English commander

in climbing up her sides, took possession of haughtily refused him entrance into his own

her, drove the Spaniards below , cut the ca- port . An amicable agreement was made,

bles, and in mere bravado towed her up under however, and the Spaniards sailed in . But

the guns of the fort and left her there. Cav- scarcely two days had passed when, in the

endish, in the Desire, one hundred and early morning, the Spaniards attacked the

twenty tons, and the Content, sixty tons, at- English from their ships and their land fort

tacked and captured, off the coast of Califor- ifications at once. All day long the fight

nia , a great galleon , the Santa Anna ofseven raged. Finally the Minion and one of the

hundred tons burden, laden with spices and smaller vessels escaped ; the other four were

rich treasure from the Philippine Islands. wrecked or taken by the Spaniards. The

Later, near Manilla, he captured a Spaniard , Minion was badly damaged and so over

and senthim with a message to the Spanish crowded that famine ensued .

governor, to the effect that he should come Finally Hawkins felt obliged to put one

again with ample force in a few years ' time, hundred or half of his company ashore, that

when he should expect the enemies ofGod the rest might reach home. The poor men

andman to have ready an abundant store of who were abandoned on the shore of theGulf

wealth for him to seize ! wandered formany days through pestilential

If the adventurer lands upon one of the morasses, attacked and stripped of clothing

West Indian islands or on the Spanish Main , by Indians, torn by the brambles, and

wesee the same audacious courage and often plagued almost to madness by mosquitoes .

the samemarvelous success. Rich cargoes Atlast they came to a Spanish town, whence

of gold and silver,pearls and emeralds, sugar, they were driven to Mexico in chains. There

cochineal, and hides , were broughtback to they were imprisoned , orhired out as slaves.

delight the hearts of merchant-adventurers When the Inquisition was established , a few

in London or Exmouth or Devonport. The of them were burnt, and some were sent to

gains of Drake's expedition to the West In- the galleys. Many adventurous attempts to

dies in 1585 and 1586 amounted to sixty thou- escape were made, followed often by recap
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ture and still more cruel sufferings. Nearly in April his fleet came in sight of Cadiz, the

all died in Mexico. A few died or wereburned greatest port of Spain . Drake in a letter to

in Spain . One, making an almostmiraculous Walsingham said :

escape, reached England in 1582. Another, There we found sundry great ships, some la

Job Hartop, managed to reach. England in den , some half laden , and some ready to be

1590 , twenty-three years after he had been set laden with the king's provisions for England .

ashore in Mexico . During this timehe had I assure your Honor the like preparation was

suffered imprisonment in Mexico two years, never heard of, nor known , as the King of

in the Contractation House in Seville one Spain bath and daily maketh to invade Eng.

year, in the Inquisition House at Triana one land. His provisions of bread and wines are so

year. He had been in the galleys twelve great as will suffice forty thousand men a whole

years, in the Everlasting Prison four years, year, which if they be not impeached before they

and had been for three years the menial ser- join, will be very perilous. Our interest there

vant of a Spanish gentleman. And he that fore is, by God's help, to intercept their meetings

will know more of what a sea-rover might by all possible meanswe may, which I hope

have to suffer, let him read the narratives of shall have such good success as shall tend to the

Miles Philips and Job Hartop in the third advancement of God's glory, the safety of her

volume of Hakluyt's Voyages.*

Highness's royal person , the quiet of her coun

The story of such sufferings as these, self- try , and the annoyance of the enemy.

provoked though they in large measurewere ,
Here then was the prey. Its destruction

served only to add fuelto the English hatred would probably delay for a year the dreaded

of Spain . As public feeling rose, Elizabeth assault upon the Protestant Queen and her

ventured on acts ofmore andmoreopen hostil- island kingdom . What followed must rank

ity , until finally theexecution of Mary Queen as one of the most marvelous achievements

of Scots, coming at the end of a long series of of this age of marvels. Drake was in the

causes of conflict, brought upon England the road of Cadiz on his errand some thirty -six

dreaded Armada. The repulse of that for. hours at most. Within that short period, he

midable armament was largely achieved by and his twenty -five little vessels sank a Bis

the sea -dogs who had won fame in the expe- cayan ship of one thousand two hundred

ditions we have described . In respect to or- tons, burnt the one thousand five hundred

ganization , however, it was the work of the ton ship of the Marquis of Santa Cruz, King

royal navy, and not of those irregular en- Philip's high admiral, destroyed thirty-one

terprises which form our especial subject. other ships of one thousand, eight hundred,

Weleave its story, therefore, to be read in the six hundred , fourhundred, and two hundred

glowing pages of Froude or of Motley ; but tons apiece, removing themost valuable por

wemay properly speak of Drake's famous at- tions of their cargoes, and carried away with

the Armada the year before.
them four ships laden with provisions. The

Already in the early part of the year 1586 it vessels destroyed had in the aggregate a ton

was known to Englishmen that the King of nage twice as great as that of Drake's whole

Spain wasmaking great preparations for a fleet, and the loss of stores, to the King of

naval invasion of their country . Sir Francis Spain and his subjects, was estimated at half

Drakewas eager to follow up his exploits in a million ducats,* or nearly three-quarters

the Spanish colonies by a direct attack upon of a million dollars. The Spanish force in

Spain itself,or in his own picturesque phrase, the harbor was twice as great as Drake's in

" to singe King Philip's beard ." With four number of vessels ; in number of men and

ships and two pinnaces lent by the Queen, guns it was four or five times as great, for

and about twentymore largeand small crafts, many of the great Spanish galleys were twice

Drake set out from Plymouth , with devout or thrice as large as the largest of Drake's

prayers to God, for the spoliation ofthe Span- ships ; and forty galleys from neighboring

ish Antichrist. On a Wednesday afternoon ports were sent to join in the attack upon it.

Throughout thewhole fight Drake lost only

one small vessel, which had but five English
Besides Hakluyt and Purchas, very useful books are

Fox Bourne's English Seamen under the Tudors, Bar

row's Naval Worthies of Queen Elizabeth's Reign , and * These coins were so called from the Latin legend on the

Payne's “ Voyages of the Elizabethan Seamen.” Kingsley's early Sicilian pieces which , translated,reads, “ May this

novel, “ Westward Ho!" gives a wonderfully interesting duchy (ducat-us) which you rule, be devoted to thee, o

and vivid picture of the times. - J . F. J. Christ,"

tack upon
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men on board. After this tremendous ex- until daybreak the next morning,Grenville

ploit, he withdrew in good order, and cruised and his handful of men fought with heroic

in a leisurely way along the coast of Spain , courage against these overwhelming odds,

plundering and destroying everywhere. On and when at last all the powder was gone,

theway home, he fell in with and captured and nearly all the men had been slain or

the San Felipe, “ the King of Spain's own wounded , Grenville, mortally wounded but

ship come from the East Indies , and the still proudly refusing to surrender, was borne

greatest ship in all Portugal, richly laden ." on board the Spanish admiral's ship . There

Finally he returned to England, having in a attended with reverent admiration by the

little voyage of twelve weeks inflicted unex- Spanish officers, he lingered two or three

ampled damage on the most dreaded power days and then died with these memorable

in Europe, and won an almost unexampled wordsupon his lips :

amount of booty .

Even after the destruction of the Armada, and a quiet mind, for that I have ended mylife as

Here die I, Richard Grenville, with a joyful

the work of the sea - rovers went on, especially

in and around the Azores. It was here, in his country and his Queen , for honor and re

a good soldier ought to do , who has fought for

1591, that gallant Sir Richard Grenville

ligion . Wherefore my soul joyfully departeth

imperishable glory in the famous last fight out of this body, leaving behind it an everlast

of the Revenge. Finding himself face to face ing fame, as a true soldier who hath done his

with fifty -one Spanish vessels, nearly all of duty as he was bound to do.

them twice or three times as large as the Re

venge, he refused to flee , and proudly resolved Such were the men, and such the exploits,

to force hisway through the Spanish squad- by which the naval greatnessofEngland was

ron . From three o'clock in the afternoon founded .

won
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T

[ April 5.] life has much value. So soon as there is a

suspicion that there is not an eternal good
LIFE A GAIN .

ness behind and under life, it changes color

I camethat theymay have life,and may have it abun- and grows cheap and poor.

dantly . - St. John , 1. 10.

It happens just now that in several direc

HERE is a strange question that has tions the goodness of God , or, at least, the

come under discussion of late , -a proofs of it are being questioned. The phi

question symbolizing the audacity of losopher is still stumbling over the problem

theage and something of its lack of rever- of theages, the existence of evil, with partial

ence, namely , “ Is life worth living ?” The but not entire relief in the doctrine of evolu

book that made it a title is nearly forgotten , tion ; thewhy is simply carried further back .

but the question still enters into the specula- The scientists, many of them , are saying

tions of the schools and into the common that for their part they see no clear evidence

talk ofmen. It seems strange that any one of a creating goodness ; see much indeed that

should ask the question in soberness and looks in an opposite direction , or simple in

sincerity , and as though it were debatable, difference, to happiness. The reactions of

until we recollect that a philosophy has won an intense age, and the revelations of mo

for itself recognition that has for its main tives in a state of society in which there is

thesis that life is not worth living because no secrecy, an age strong in analysis but

this is not only a bad world , but the worst weak in synthesis, favor the sametendency.

possible world . It is not difficult to detect Suddenly, the world seems to have discov

the genesis of this brave philosophy. So ered that it suffers, and that man is selfish ;

soon as one begins to doubt the goodness of it can dissect life with alarming accuracy, but

God, or to suspect ever so vaguely that God it has not yet learned to put it together.

is not infinitely good, one begins to doubt if When there is doubt as to the source, there
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will be doubt of the value of whatever flows mate of the loss and gain as we pass our

from it. If God is not good , His greatest allotted years .

gift may not be good. If the infinite force 1. Welose the perfection of physical life,

does not act beneficently , no inferior force its grace and exuberance. The divineness of

can evolve any good . childhood , the exultation in mere existence,

A philosophy that flies in the face of the the splendor of youth, the innocence that

existing and the inevitable, forfeits its name. knows no guile, the faith that never

And a philosophy which, having found out questions, the hope that never doubts, the

that life is undesirable, proposes to get rid joy that knows no bounds because the limit

of it, -- the position of the pessimist school, ations of life are not yet reached , —these all

namely , to educate the race to the wisdom of pass away. “ But are not these immense

universaland simultaneous suicide, -has, at losses ?” we say. “ What can be better or

least, a difficult matter in hand, the end of greater than these ?” In a certain sense

which need not awaken concern . There is there is nothing better or higher, but these

some other issue before mankind than self- qualities are not properly our own ; they are

extinction . Life may get to appear very colors laid on us, divine instincts temporarily

poor and worthless, but the greater part will wrought into us, but not actual parts of us ;

prefer to live it out to the end. Great nature they fall away from us because they are not.

has us in hand , and, while allowing us a cer- Yet they are not wholly and forever lost ;

tain liberty, and even wildness of conduct, they recede in order that wemay go after and

has barriers beyond which we cannot go. get firmer hold of them . The child is guile

“ You may rail at existence,” sbe says, “ but less by nature — the man because he has

you cannot escape it.” It may be impossi- learned to hate a lie . The child is joyous, it

ble to escape by what is termed self-destruc- knows not why -God made it so ; it is Na

tion. Wewere not consulted as to the be- ture's joy rather than its own ; but a man's

ginning of existence ; it may be that we can joy is the outcome of his nature reduced to

have no voice as to its end. Wemay throw harmony,-thought, feeling, and habit work .

ourselves over the battlements of the life ing under personality to the sameend. One

that now holds us, but who can say that we is necessarily ephemeral, the other is lasting,

may notbe seized by the mysterious force because it is the product of his own nature ;

that first sent us here, and be thrust back it may not be so complete and divine of

into this world , or some other no better, to aspect, but it has become an integral and

complete an existence over which wehave permanent factor of the man. The loss,

no power ? If a malignant or indifferent therefore, is not so great as it seems; it is

force evolved human existence , it is probable rather a transformation .

that, by reason of these very qualities, it will 2. We lose, in time, the forceful, executive

continue this existence ; were it to permit qualities. We no longer undertake enter

extinction it would violate its own nature. prises of pith and moment, or take on heavy

If existence is so wretched that extinction is responsibilities. old men do not explore

desirable, it is necessary to suppose a good unknown continents,or learn new languages,

God in order to be certain of attaining it ; or found new institutions, or head reforms,

no other would permit it. But will He not or undertake afresh the solid works of the

rather deliver from the misery and preserve world ; the needed energy is gone, butnot

the life ? necessarily lost; it may have been trans

That there are gains and losses, wrought muted , as motion is changed into heat and

even into the texture of life, there is no light.

question , but which are in excess, is a mat 3. When we come to mental qualities,

ter of debate . That multitudes make life a there is smaller loss. It is sometimes

waning process through evil, there is no thought that the imagination decays with

doubt. The real question is, Is life so or- years, but it rather changes its character . In

ganized that it is a process of gain rather youth it is more erratic, and may better be

than loss ,with the further question if the loss named as fancy ; in age it is steadier and

does not subserve the gain ? more subservient to the other faculties, en

tering into them , making the judgment

[ April 12. ] broader, the sense of truth keener,and bring

Let us, ifwe can, make a comparative esti. ing the possibilities of truth within reach of
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thought. In the greaterminds the imagina- and “ round to a separate mind.” None of

tion rather grows than lessens. Sophocles, us would choose, if wemight, to go back to

Milton, Goethe, lead a vast host of poets and any previous phase ,and stay there. Wemay

philosophers who never waned in the exer- long for the innocence of youth, butwho

cise of this grandest faculty . It is to be would take it with its ignorance for thezest

doubted if there is such a thing as decay of of youth , but not at the expense of imma

mental power. When one is tired one can- turity ; for the energy of mid -life , but not at

not think , words come slowly, the thread of the cost of the respose and wide wisdom of

discourse is easily lost,memory is dull, the
age,

judgment loses its breadth , theperception its 2. Though welose energy and courageand

acuteness ; but a few hours of sleep restore present hope, we gain in patience, and, upon

the seeming loss. So what seemsdecaymay the whole, suffer less. It is glorious to defy

pertain only to the age-wearied flesh ; the fortune with strength , but it is better to be

mind is still there, as it was in weariness and able to bear fortune with patience. We are

sleep, with all its strength and stores . It is under illusion while we are pitting our en

true that in the years of middle life , there is ergy against the forces of the world , but

a certain thoroughness and intensity in all when at last we can say, “ I cannot conquer

things done or thought, that comes from but I can endure,” we are no longer acting

strength , but the judgment is not so sure, under illusion but in true accord with the

the grasp is not so comprehensive, and the might and majesty of our nature. Ulysses

taste so correct, as later on . could not contend against the tempest, but

This , then , seems to be the sum of the he was superior to it when

losses sustained in life ; a certain natural or

elemental divineness of early childhood not
He beat his breast, and thus reproached his

heart :

to be kept as such , but to be lost as a divine

Endure,my heart ; far worse hast thou endured .
gift, and reproduced as a human achieve

ment ; the bloom and zest of youth ; the en " Man is but a reed,” says Pascal, “ but he is

ergy and force of maturity , and certain fea- a thinking reed ; were the universe to crush

tures or sides of our mental qualities. But him he would still be more noble than that

we detect no loss of moral qualities, and but which kills him , for heknows that he dies,

little of mental. The order is significant ; and the universe knows nothing of thead

the physical changes utterly , the mental vantage it has over him ." This elaborated

partially, the moral not at all, if the life is patience and knowledge of one's relations to

normal. life, is an immeasurable gain over the un

tested strength and false measurements of

[April 19.] our earlier years.

What now do we gain as life goes on ? 3. Wemake another gain as thoughtgrows

1. This evident progress from the lower to calm , and the judgment is rounded to its full

the higher must be accounted a gain . It strength . Knowledge becomes wisdom .

does not matter how this progress is made, Passion and prejudice pass away from our

whetherby actual loss of inferior qualities estimates . And especially we gain in com

supplanted by higher, or by a transformation prehensiveness and so lose the spirit of par

of forces, though the latter is more in accord tisanship . This not only renders age valua

with natural science, which asserts that force ble to the world , but it is a comfortable

is indestructible — an assertion of tremendous possession ; it is a deliverance from the small

scope of inference ; for if force is indestructi- tempests that fret the surface of life. Then

ble , it must have a like basis or medium only, truth feeds themind with its unalloyed

through which it acts ; thus it becomes a sweetness.

potent argument for an unending life. How 4. There is a great gain in the later years

ever this be, each phase of existence is so of life, in certain forms of love and sympa

beautiful that we are loath to see it yield to thy . The passion of early love, its semi

the next ; still it is a richer stage that comes selfishness, and the restriction and prejudice

on . A mother, enraptured with the perfect of early sympathy, pass away, but love itself

beauty of her babe, wishes,with foolish fond- remains in all its strength, purer, calmer,

ness, that she might keep it a babe forever, more universal. It takes on a yearning

yet is content to see it unfold its larger life, quality, it pities, it forgives and overlooks,
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it bears and hopes and forgets, and so is like and often discordant, and reduces them first

God's own love. Early love is intense but to harmony and then to oneness. Consider

it is without knowledge, but that of age is how man is made up ; under a simple bond

calm and broad because it is wise. Espe- of self-consciousness a set of qualities not

cially does the grace of charity belong to full otherwise related , warring against each

years. The old aremore merciful than the other ; good and evil passions, selfishness

young ; they judge more kind y and forgive and love, pride and humility, prudence and

more readily . Hence they are poor disci- folly, mental faculties so unlike at first as to

plinarians, but their fault is rather their vir- antagonize each other ; the logical faculty

tue ; they are not called to that duty. This opposed to imagination ,reason to sentiment,

changing and expanding form of the su- the senses demanding one verdict and the

premeprinciple of our nature has great sig- conscience another, --such a world is man at

nificance in the question before us. At no the outset. Life is thereconciliation ofthese

timeare welet from under its power; at first diversities and antagonisms; the process

an instinct, then a conscious passion for one, may be attended by apparent loss , but only

but blind ; then a down-reaching tenderness apparent, The law of the conservation of

for children , wiser and more patient ; then forces holds here as in the physical world .

an out-reaching to humanity, moved by con- In the fire of life, the form is melted away

science and guided by knowledge ; and at from each quality , but only that their forces

last a pitiful, universal sympathy that allies may flow together and be fused into one gen

itself to the Eternal Love. Here is a gain eral force that shall set toward the Eternal

that is simply immeasurable, spanning the Righteousness. Thus there comes on that

breadth between the unconscious instinct of process and condition of life which is called

the child and the method of God's own a mellowing . When the growth is normal

heart . and is unhindered by gross or deep-seated

There is also in advanced years a mingling sin , a change or development takes place in

and merging ofthe faculties , one in another. nearly all that is well described by this word.

Thoughthas more faith in it and faith more The man ripens, his heart grows soft, he

thought ; reason more feeling and feeling speaks more kindly. A rich autumnal tint

more reason ; logic and sentimentmelt into overspreads his thoughts and acts. He

each other ; courage is tempered with pru- looks into the faces of little children with a

dence, and prudence gets strength and cour- brooding tenderness. He finds it hard to

age from wisdom ; joys have in them more distinguish between the faults and the vices

sorrow and sorrows more joy ; if it has less ofthe young. He hates no longer any thing

zest it touches the mind at more points, except a lie, and that because it contradicts

while sorrows lose their keenness by falling the order into which hehas come. Hedraws

under the whole range of faculties. An old no sharp, condemnatory
lines about conduct,

man does not feel the same rapture before but says to all offenders, “ Go and sin no

a landscape as one younger, but he sees it more.” His pride dies away ; he no longer

with more eyes, so to speak ; his whole na- cherishes distinctions, but talks freely with

ture sees it, while the youth regards it with thehumble and hasno awebefore the great;

only the one eye of beauty. This united ac- he forgets his old notions of dignity, and is

tion of themind, this co-operation of all the a companion with his gardener or with the

faculties, is something far higher than the president. This state is sometimes regarded

disjointed experiences of early life. It is like as weakness, and as though it sprang from

the action ofthe DivineMind in which every dulled faculties, but it is simply the moral

faculty interpenetrates
every other,making qualities come into preponderance

, or rather

God one and perfect. And in man , it is an the equilibrium of all the forces. Life has

intimation that he is approaching the Divine ripened its fruits, and theman begins to feel

Mind, and getting ready, as it were, for the and act like God. Something of the divine

company ofGod . patience and charity and wisdom begin to

show in him , and wenow see whyGodmade

[April 26.]
him in His own image, and gave him his life

Life is a fire, yet not to blast and reduce to to live. If life can start at the point of mere

ashes, but to fuse. It takes a vast assem- existence, and thence grow up into likeness

blage of qualities and faculties most unlike to God, it is worth living. And if life
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reaches so far, we may be sure it will go on. and likeness it enters as a partaker. The

If it gets to the point of laying hold ofGod, space between the infant and a mind walk

and begins to feel and act like God, it will ing in conscious oneness with God marks a

never relax its hold , it will never cease from gain so immense, so rich and wonderful,that

action so essentially and eternally valuable. we cannot measure it. It is from such a

There is the same reason for the continued stand-point that the value of life is to be es

existence of such a being as ofGod Himself ; timated , and not from the amount of sorrow

that which is like the Best must, for that and happiness, nor from any failure through

very reason, live on with the Best. We can evil. What is evil when there is a soul of

no more conceive of God suffering such an goodness in all things ? What is sin when

one to go out of existence than that a good it is redeemable ? What is a little more or a

father would put to death his child most like little less of suffering when such gain is pos

himself because of the likeness. sible ? What are toils and what are storms,

This line of thought has force only in the when such a port is to be reached ? Theplan

degree in which life is normal, but the fact seems almost indifferent to happiness and to

that it is not wholly such does not break up evil, utilizing one and contending against

or foil the divine intention wrought into it . the other, while it presses steadily toward

For there is a provision in humanity against this gigantic gain , the growth of a soul from

its own failures. Life of itselfmaynot reach simple consciousness into God-likeness.

its proper fullness , but One is in humanity It is somewhat thefashion now to derogate

who is redeeming it from its failures and fill- from the dignity and glory of life. There is

ing its cup even to overflow . Nor is thesad- doubt that it leads to any thing besides its

ness of agean indication of real loss ; it may own end ; a weakened sense of God suggests

have another meaning : a poor and low estimate of it . “ Let us eat

The clouds that gather round the setting sun, ment that hovers in the air. There is noway
and drink, for to-morrow we die ,” is a senti

Do take a sober coloring from an eye

That hath kept watch o'er man's mortality. to prevent it from becoming the watchword

of society , but by a fresh incoming of faith

Itmay be a wise provision for attenuating in God as the Father of men and the Or

the thread that holds us to this world . The dainer of life with its laws and ends,-facts

main feature of life is not its sorrow or its not left to the waywardness of our human

joy, nor even its right orwrong doing. Its reason ,but revealed in a true Son ofGodwho

main feature is that, starting at thebare incarnated the full glory and perfection of

point of existence, it growswith such stride life, and makes it abundant for every other

and rapidity that it yields first a person, and child ofGod. — Abridged from “ The Freedom

then reaches up to God, into whose affinities of Faith ,” by Theodore T. Munger .

THE REFERENDUM IN SWITZERLAND.

BY J. W. SULLIVAN .

T

HERE is a difference between a demo- when , under a representative government,

cratic government and a representa- the people empower legislators to make laws

tive government. In a democracy,* and select executives to carry out such laws,

the people themselves make the laws and they temporarily surrender the sovereignty

direct the administration of the law . But and are ruled by their representatives . A

democracy is government by the majority.

* “ Democracymeans a popular government, from the A representative government is rule by a

Greek demos, the people, and the verb kratein , to be succession of oligarchies .*

strong, to command. Demos properly meant a country
In the United States, the people are hardly

district,' from the root da , to divide ; demos was the allot

ment of public land given to a part of the people, and aware of this distinction ; hencemost oftheir

demos also was called the people who enjoyed the prop- political confusion. In Switzerland ,the dis

erty of that allotment. This is a significant word , as tinction is clear to the citizens, and acting

it helps us to see into the condition of the property of

land in very remote times ,where all history is silent.” * See foot note on page 581 of THE CHAUTAUQUAN for

-F. Garlanda . February.
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on it, the Swiss are rapidly cutting off, as when St.Gall proposed a revision of the

excrescences, all the powers of the office- Federal pact, Geneva demanded a conference

holders save that of stewardship . And what in which each canton should have the same

theSwiss are doing , wecan do. For Switz number of delegates, not tied down by in

erland contains large cities and a considera- structions, but voting with the reserve of

ble population. In 1887, Zurich, with sub- cantonal ratification. * Likewise, to -day, re

urbs, had 92,685 inhabitants ; Basel, 73,963 ; striction is exercised by the people upon the

Geneva , with suburbs, 73,504 ; Berne, 50,220 ; Cantonal Councilsand the Federal Assembly

Lausanne, 32,954 ; and five others from (congress).

17,000 to 25,000. The total population is a The fundamental principles of the Refer

few thousands less than three millions. endum are personal freedom and homerule .

The political divisions are numerous. That a Swiss should be a free man is prover

There are twenty -twocantons(states). There bial. That his neighborhood should be in

are 2,706 communes (townships). Moreover, dependent seems to him natural. The an

the people are cut off from each other by dif-, cientSwiss communewas quiteautonomoust;

ferences of language. About 2,000,000 speak as nearly as consists with cantonal and fed

German, 600,000 French, 162,000 Italian , eral rights, so also is the modern . Its citi

and 38,000 Romansch .* Our vast area and zens regard it as their smaller state. It is

enormous population offer perhaps no greater jealous of interference by the greater state.

diversities and complications than those the It has its own property to look after. Until

Swiss have encountered in adopting the Ref- the interests of the canton or the federation

erendum . manifestly replace those of the immediate

Briefly , the Referendum is the reference of locality, it declines to part with the adminis

proposed laws to the people for their veto or tration of its lands, forests, police, roads,

approval. schools, churches , or asylums.

The Referendum as now practiced in Switz From these circumstances spring the sep

erland had its origin in two sources : arate applications of the Referendum - to

( 1) In a few of the communes the system communal, cantonal, and national affairs .

has prevailed in one form or other from time The communal Referendum is chiefly prac

immemorial. In theGerman forest cantons- ticed in those communes in which land

Glarus, Uri, Schwyz, Appenzell, and Un- forest land or farming land — is held in com

terwald --theadult male inhabitants ofnearly mon, and where periodical re -apportionment

every commune yetmeet on stated occasions ofholdings is necessary . In the other com

in the town market-place, or in the open air munes , the few localofficials are responsible

on a mountain plain , and carry out their to public opinion . A Referendum in cease

functions as citizens. As did their ances- less play is the comment of the little neigh

tors, they there debate proposed laws, name borhood. On the average, the Swiss com

officers, and discuss affairs of a generalna mune contains, as the Swiss put it, about

ture. Every citizen is a legislator, his voice “ two hundred hearths."

and vote influencing every question dis The Cantonal Referendum is in constant

cussed. The right of initiative belongs to practice in all the cantons except Freiburg .

each, he who conceives a measure having the Its forms, however, are diverse . In some

opportunity of presenting it and explaining cantons it is applicable only to financial

it. Decision is made by show of hands. A measures ; in others it is optionalwith the

purely democratic assemblage of this kind is people, who sometimes demand it, but

called a Landsgemeinde. oftener do not ; in still others it is obligatory

(2) The ancient Swiss cantons conferred by in connection with the passage of every law .

sending delegates to a Diet. But the depu- In the canton of Vaud, a mere pseudo

ties could undertake no affair except on con- referendary right exists, under which the

dition of referring it — ad referendum - to the

cantonal councils. To this liberal tradition fixed, and facere, to make. From these two separate
* A compound originating in the Latin word ratus,

Switzerland is still true. So late as 1834, words come the English rate and fact,which statement

will throw light on themeaningof ratification, the act of

* [Ro-mansch'.) The language spoken by the inhabit sanctioning or giving validity to something doneby an

ants ofGrisons, themost eastern and largest of the Swiss other ; confirmation ,

cantons ; it is a corruption ofthe Latin .
+ [Au-ton'o -mous.] Greek autos, self, and nemein , to

+ [Länds'ghe-mine'de). rule -nomos, law . Having the power of self-government.
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Grand Council (the legislature ) may, if it so By law , Geneva asks its people every fifteen

decides, propose a reference to the citizens. years if they wish to revise their organic

Valais takes a popular vote only on such law , thus practically twice in a generation

propositions as involve a one and a half per determining whether or not they are in this

cent increase in taxation or a total expendi- respect content. The Federal constitution

ture of60,000 francs. With increasing con . may be revised at any time. Fifty thousand

fidence in the people, Lucerne, Zug, Basel voters petitioning for it, or the Federal

City , Schaffhausen , St. Gall, Ticino, and Assembly (congress) demanding it , theques

Geneva refer a proposed law to the voters tion is submitted to the country. If the vote

when a certain proportion, usually one- sixth is in the affirmative, the Council of States

to one- fourth, demand it by formal petition . (the senate) and the National Council (the

This form is called theoptional Referendum . house) are both dissolved. A new election

Employed to its utmost in Zurich, Schwyz, of these bodies takes place at once, revision

Berne, Soleure, Neuchâtel, Basel Land, is made by the Congress fresh from the peo

Aargau , Thurgau , and theGrisons, theRef- ple, and the revised constitution is then sub

erendum permits no law to be passed or ex- mitted to the country. To stand, it must be

penditure beyond a stipulated sum to be supported by a majority of the people and a

made in these cantons without a vote by the majority of the cantons.

people. This is known as the obligatory As to results : With such opportunities for

form . Glarus, Uri, the half cantons of Ni- creating change, are the Swiss continually

wald and Obwald (Unterwald), and those of demanding something new ? Do they write

Rhodes Exterior and Rhodes Interior (Ap- lawsone day and wipe them out the next?

penzell), as cantons, still practice the pure Are they ever in a ferment over absurd or

democracy - the Landsgemeinde. radical propositions ? Is there consequently

The Federal Referendum is optional. The a reactionary party in Switzerland ? In

demand for it must be made by 30,000 citi- other words, can the people, or, rather, the

zens or by eight cantons. The petition for a Swiss people, be trusted - entirely ?

vote under it must bemade within ninety The reply can be framed in a sentence :

days after the publication of the proposed the records show , first, the frequency with

law . It is operative with respect either to a which, whenever they have had the oppor

statute or a decree of the executive power. tunity, the people have had recourse to the

As corollaries * of the Referendum there Referendum , and, second, the tenacity with

have arisen the right of the initiative, of the which they have clung to the conservative

peremptoryt recall of representatives , and of customsof the republic.

the revision of the constitutions. The pop Regular and constant, in ancient and mod

ular initiative - the proposal of a law by ern times, has been the resort to the Refer

some of the citizens to all of the citizens— endum wherever it has been practiced. In

exists in fourteen of the twenty-two cantons. the fifty- five years from 1469 to 1524, the cit

In Zug , for example, 1,000 voters may intro- izens of Berne took sixty referendary votes.

duce a cantonal measure ; in Zurich, 5,000 . Of 113 Federal laws and decrees subject to

As yet, the retirement of representatives is a the Referendum passed up to the close of

right practiced in only a few of the more rad- 1886 under the constitution of 1874, nineteen

ical cantons ; but the revision of a constitu- were challenged by the necessary 30,000 peti

tion through the Referendum is common . tioners, thirteen being rejected and six

Since 1814 , there have been sixty revisions accepted.

by the people of cantonal constitutionsalone. As to the conservativeness of the Swiss

voter, the evidence is emphatic. In 1862 and

* [Cor'ol-la- ries.] Latin corolla , a garland, a coronet, again in 1878, the canton of Geneva rejected

whence Latin corollarium , a present ofa garland, a gra. proposed changes in its constitution, on the

tuity,an additional gift ; then an additional inference. latter occasion by a majority of 6,000 in a

The last has come to be the especial meaning of the

English word ; something which follows over and above
vote of 11,000. Twice since 1847 the same

the demonstration of a proposition ; a deduction. canton has voted against an increase of offi

t[Per'emp-to ry.) Per, through (thoroughly ), and cial salaries, and lately it has declined to re

emere, Old Latin for to take; the compound peremere duce the number of its Executive Councilors

meaning to take entirely away , to destroy. Hence the

fitness ofmaking the English word a synonym for dog from seven to five. The experience of the

matic, authoritative. Federation has been similar. Between 1874
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and 1880 five measures recommended by the must receive the signatures of at least 3,500

Federal Executive and passed by the Federal citizens - about one in six of the cantonal

Assembly were vetoed by a national vote. vote- within thirty days after the publica

In 1880 a proposed change in the issue of tion of the proposed measure.
After this pe

bank notes was rejected by a majority of riod - known as “ the first delay " -the vote,

134,000 . Thetwo French cantons of Geneva if the petition has been successful,must take

and Neuchâtel, entering the Federation in place within forty days— the second de

the present century, have adopted the Refer- lay ."

endum on the avowed ground of its efficiency The power of declaring measures to be “ of

as a check to hasty and inconsiderate legis- urgence " lies with the Grand Council, the

lation . body passing themeasures. Small wonder,

The nation , however, shows no stupid then, that many bills are, in its eyes, of too

aversion to change. In 1872 a constitutional much and too immediate importance to go to

revision was rejected by a majority of 6,000. the people. " The habit," protested Grand

But the present constitution was adopted CouncilorM.Putet, on one occasion, “ tends

two years later by a majority of 142,000 . Nor more and more to introduce itself here ofde

does the popular vote pointto local selfish- creeing urgence unnecessarily , thus taking

ness. Especially was this shown in 1878 in away from the Referendum expenses which

the vote taken on the St. Gothard subsidy. have nothing of urgence. This is contrary to

Theappropriation , besides putting a heavy the spirit of the constitutional law . Public

strain on national resources, threatened the necessity alone can authorize the Grand

interests of severalof the mountain cantons. Council to take away any of its acts from the

But on a stormy day in midwinter half a public control.”

million voters went to the polls, and two Another defect in the optional Referendum

thirds of them wanted the tunnel, the affirm- is that it can be transformed into a partisan

ative vote in the imperiled cantons being weapon - in Switzerland, as elsewhere, there

quite up to the average. being politicians ready to take advantage of

Oflate years themovementhasbeen steady the law for party purposes. For instance, a

toward the general adoption of the Referen- minority party in theGeneva Grand Council

dum . In 1860 but 34 per cent of the Swiss seeking some concession from a majority

possessed it in cantonal affairs , 66 per cent which have just passed a bill, will threaten ,

delegating their sovereign rights to repre- if the concessir,n demanded is not granted, to

sentatives. In 1870 the referendariship had agitate for the Referendum on the bill ; this

risen to 71 per cent, but 29 submitting to although perhaps the minority favor the

law -making officials. The proportions are measure, some of them , indeed , perhaps,

now about go per cent to 10 . having voted for it. As the majority may

The movement is not only toward the Ref. not be certain ofthe outcome of a struggle at

erendum , but to its obligatory form . The the polls, they will be inclined to deliver what

practice of the optional form has revealed the minority demand.

defects in it which are inherent. But the most serious objections to the op

Geneva's management of the optional Can- tional form arise in connection with the peti

tonal Referendum is typical. The constitu- tioning . Easy enough for a rich and strong

tion provides that, with certain exceptions, party to bear the expense of printing, mail

the people, after petition ,may sanction or re- ing, and circulating the blank lists ; in case

ject not only the laws passed by the Grand of opposition coming from the poorer classes

Council, but the decrees issued by the legis- the cost may prove an insurmountable ob

lative and executive powers . Theexceptions stacle. Especially is it difficult to get up a

“ measures ofurgence " and the itemsof petition after several successive appeals com

the annual budget excepting such as estab- ing close together , the constant agitation

lish a new tax, increase one in force, or ne growing tiresome as well as financially bur

cessitate an issue of bonds. The Referendum densome. Hence, measures sometimes have

cannot be exercised against the budget as a become law simply because the people have

whole, the Grand Council indicating thesec- not had time to recover from the prolonged

tions which are to go to the public vote. In agitation in connection with preceding prop

case ofopposition to anymeasure, a petition ositions. And each measure submitted to

for the Referendum is put in circulation. It the optional Referendum brings with it two

are
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separate waves of popular discussion. On it mightprove a costly one they could not re

this point, ex-PresidentNuma Droz [dro ] has fute without experiment. Now they have

said : “ The agitation which takes place the data to show that taxes are lower than

while collecting the necessary signatures, ever, those for police, forexample, being only

nearly always attended with strong feeling, about half those of optional Geneva, a less

diverts the mind from the object of the law , populous canton . To the prophets who fore

perverts in advance public opinion , and, not saw endless partisan strife in case the Refer

permitting later the calm discussion of the endum was to be called in force on every

measure proposed , establishes an almost irre- measure, Zurich has replied by reducing par

sistible current toward rejection .” Finally , tisanship to the lowest point, its people in

a fact as notorious in Switzerland as vote- different to parties since an honest vote ofthe

buying in America, a large number of citi. whole body of citizens is to be the unques

zens who are hostile to a proposed law may tionable issue of every question.

fear to record their opinion by signing a Ref The sentiment is strong in Switzerland that

erendum list. Their signatures may be seen, there is but one way to reform the govern

and the unveiling of their sentiments bring mentand keep it reformed . It is for the peo

jeopardy to their means of making a living. ple themselves to take the direction of their

Zurich furnishes the example of the can- public affairs at every step. The exercise of

tons having the obligatory Referendum . popular rights extended and simplified - this

There the law provides : 1. That all laws, the remedy. With the governmentmechan

decrees, and changes in the constitution ism void unless approved by the citizenship ,

must be submitted to the people. 2. That rogues might get into office, but in vain ; at

all decisions of the Grand Council on exist- their direction nothing would be done. De

ing law must be voted on. 3. That theGrand prived of the law -making power, representa

Council may submit decisions which it itself tives are no longer rulers, and it is then they

proposes to make. Besides the voting on a may be expected to seek thecommon benefit.

whole law , the Council may ask a vote on a Advanced Swiss opinion declares, “ Let us

special point. The Grand Council cannot trust- ourselves.” To be explicit, the friends

put in force provisionally any law or decree, of the perfected Referendum - the obligatory

The propositions must be sent to the voters form - embracing a large body of the Swiss

at least thirty days before the voting. The people, are demanding that its sphere shall

regular referendary ballotingstakeplacetwice be enlarged . They hope to see the referen

a year, spring and autumn. In urgent dary right exercised completely in all public

cases, theGrand Councilmay call for a special matters — in commune, city , canton, and na

election. tion . There is an element with even greater

In effect, the obligatory Referendum makes hopes . It sees in the pathway of the Referen

of the entire citizenship a deliberative body dum the road leading to the regeneration

in perpetual session . Formerly, its adver- of society . It believes theunobstructed will

saries mademuch of the argumentthat itwas of the people will push on to the settlement

ever calling the voters to the urns.* This is of every radical question . Already this will

now avoided by thesemi-annual elections. It is engaging itself with the problem ofmonop

was once feared that the voters would vote oly - in banking, in trade, in the land. These

party tickets without regard to the merits of issues settled and the law of justice becoming

the variousmeasures. But it has been proved the law ofcustom , the timewill come, these

beyond doubt that the fate of one proposition reformers hold ,when repressive statutes shall

has no effect on that of another decided at the no longer be necessary . The concepts of a

same time. Zurich has pronounced on perfect and symmetrical justice imbibed by

ninety-one laws in twenty-eight elections, the the young, as our own rising generation is

votes indicating surprising independence of now imbibing the sentiment that our chattel

judgment. When the obligatory form was slavery was horrible, government by force

proposed for Zurich , its friends were able to will no longer be known and men will dwell

point with certainty to the fact that it would in concord . This the dream of dreamers who

be a sure instrument, but theargumentthat believe the universal reign of peace is thedes

tiny of man , to be achieved byman . Theirs

• Places fordepositing their votes, so named from the an . is the faith that clings to a millennium .

cient receptacles into which votes were thrown. Are they idle dreamers ? Observe what

D -Apr.
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already the Referendum , imperfect as it is, peak of the Matterhorn , is enchanted with a

has done in Switzerland. In all parts it has panoramaof surpassing scope and impressive

scotched * the politician ; in some, it has magnificence - one unknown to all save the

buried him . It has without fail reduced tax- few who have scaled that almost inaccessible

ation wherever applied , in someplaces by a height. So, too , accustomed to the unre

half. It has made the poor man's vote a stricted interplay of political liberty, the citi

practical right, elections being held on Sun- zen cowherd of Uriand the plain factory hand .

day. It has caused the laws to be expressed of Zurich entertain bold and fascinating con

in plain language, to the impoverishment of ceptions of the economic outcome possible to

legal word -splitters . It has brought about a a true democracy. Their visions of universal.

remarkable purification of the press , slander peace, plenty , and happiness could seem to

campaigns being unknown, since principles our average legislator in America, his own

are every thirg to the voters , office-holders mind dwelling on politician tricks and party

comparativeiy nothing. It holds its army catchwords, no more thanmere phantasms

democratic, there being no aristocracy of com- fleeting, whimsical, ridiculous. But, if not

missioned officers and the military acad- confronted with convincing facts to the con

emies open to all. It has made the public trary, this , too, might be his opinion of the

services — the post- office, the railroads— the practicability of the Referendum .

equalofprivate enterprises in efficiency. It

is death to the one-man power, there being in Pronunciation of the geographical names in the article :

Switzerland no mayor to a city , no governor Aargau (är gow ).
Schwyz (schwits ).

to a canton, and no president - no king presi- Basel(bä’zel or bäl).

Appenzell [ä -pent-sell ). Soleure (so- lūr ].

St. Gothard (saint got'hard .

dent, such as ours — to the federation . Above Berne [bāirn ). or sang -go-tär').

all, it has rendered vicious or reactionary leg . Glarus [glä'roos). Thurgau ( toor-gow ' ].

Grisons (grē'zõng ). Ticino [te-chē'no).
islation impossible , nearly every law being

Lausanne [lō -zänd'). Uri (ooʻre ].

the direct expression ofan honest people . Lucerne [100 -sairn ']. Unterwald (oon'ter-vald ) ..

From the loftiestheightthebroadesthorizon. Neuchâtel (nū-shä -tel ]. Valais (vä -lā ').

Niwald (nē'vald ). Vaud (vo ).

The Alpine climber, panting on the supreme
Obwald (ob'vald). Zug (zoog ).

* From a Gaelic word sgoch ,meaning to chop off a bit of Schaffhausen (shäf-how- Zurich (zoo'rik ).

bark , then to wound. zenl.

STUDIES IN ASTRONOMY.

BY GARRETT P. SERVISS.

v .

A

MERCURY AND VENUS . to be two planets. The Greeks called it

N inspection of the diagram of the Mercury only when it appeared as an eve

planets' orbits given in the first part of ning star ; as a morning star they named it

this series of articles will show that Apollo.

there are two planets which are nearer to the Mercury's mean distance from the sun is

sun than the earth is . These are Mercury 36,000,000 miles, but its orbit is so eccentric

and Venus. They are called Inferior planets that the planet's distance from the sun varies

because of their situation within the orbit of from 43,500,000 miles to only 28,500,000 miles.

the earth . The planetswhich revolve around Since the intensity of the radiation received

the sun beyond, or outside of the earth's or- from the sun varies inversely as the square

bit, are called Superior planets. of its distance, it follows that Mercury gets

Mercury is the nearest of all the planets to two and a quarter times as much solar light

the sun and as, owing to the situation of its and heat when it is at perihelion as it does

orbit, it can only be seen from the earth al- when it is at aphelion. On the average,

ternately in the morning sky west ofthe sun , Mercury receives about 633 times as much

and in the evening sky east of the sun, (dis- light and heat as the earth gets . Mercury's

appearing when it passes either between the diameter is about 3,000 miles (3,030 accord

sun and the earth or around the farther side ing to some authorities). Its density is sur

of the sun ) it was supposed in ancient times prisingly great, exceeding that of any of the
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other planets and according to some recent sented by Mercury and Venusasseen from the

determinations, almost equaling that of the earth . The planet shown in the figure at six

metal mercury . It results from this that points in its course around the sunmay be tak

while Mercury is only as large as the en for either Mercury or Venus. When it is at

earth , it is į as heavy. It follows also that the point A it isbetween the earth and the sun,

the force of gravity at the surface of Mercury and clearly its illuminated halfis then turned

is about a as greatas at the earth's surface. away from the earth , and consequently the

Owing to the great eccentricity of its orbit, planet is invisible , unless, as sometimes oc

which causes its distance from the sun to curs, it comes so precisely between the sun

vary to the extent of 15,000,000 miles, the and our eyes that we see it as a round black

speed with which Mercury flies through space spot against the sun. When it has arrived

in its journey around the solar center is very at B a small part of the illuminated hemi.

variable, being over 3,000,000 miles in a day sphere is visible from the earth in the form of

at perihelion and less than 2,000,000 miles in a bright crescent like thatofthe moon . At

a day at aphelion. The length of Mercury's C we can perceive half of the illuminated

E

Or

O

H

A

FIG . I.

year, or the time that it takes to revolve hemisphere, and the planet resembles the

once around the sun, is in round numbers, 88 moon at one of its quarters. AtD more than

of our days. half of the enlightened hemisphere is visible

Being so close to the sun , Mercury is not to us, and finally at E , when the planet is on

easily discerned from the earth . It is only to the opposite side of the sun from the earth ,

be seen a short time after sunset or before the whole of its illuminated half is turned to

sunrise , according as it happens to be on the ward us and we see it resembling in form a

east orwest of the sun, for a week or two at full moon , or should so see it but for the

a time. It appears, however, as a very bril- presence of the sun in the line of sight.

liant star. With the telescope it presents Through F , G , and H the reverse phenomena

phases like those of the moon, the phase occur.

varying with its position in its orbit. Venus The reader will observe that the disk ofthe

presents similar phases and it was the dis- planet is represented much larger when it is

covery of this fact byGalileo [gal-i-lee'o ] that between the earth and the sun than when

furnished one of the earliest and most con- it is on the farther side of the sun. This

vincing proofs of the truth of Copernicus' corresponds with the actual appearance pre

[ko-per'ni-kus] assertion that the planets sented by either Mercury or Venus, and is

all revolve around the sun , instead of sim ly due to the well -known fact that the

around the earth as Ptolemy (tol'e-my] and apparent magnitude of an object varies with

the other ancient astronomers had taught. its distance from the eye. Mercury appears

Fig. 1 illustrates the cause of the phases pre- nearly seven times as large when it is nearest
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to the earth as it doeswhen it is farthest from behold the great orb of day slowly swinging

the earth , while the apparent size of Venus to and fro overhead, first toward the east

varies to such an extent that the planet's and then toward the west,moving alternately

disk appears thirty -seven times as largewhen 23° 41' on each side of the zenith , the whole

it is between the earth and the sun as it does period of its oscillation being equal to the

when it is at the greatestdistance beyond the timeof the planet's rotation, or 88 days.

sun . Owing to this oscillation, which is called

Besides its phases Mercury does not pre- in astronomy libration (from the Latin libra, a

sent a very interesting appearance in the tele- balance) there must be a region on the east

scope. There are some very faint markings side of the planet 23° 41' in width at the

upon its disk which can only be perceived by equator and narrowing toward the poles, and

a practised eye under the most favorable cir- another similar region on thewestside, where

cumstances. From observations of these it is neither perpetual day nor perpetual

markings astronomers formerly concluded night, but where the sun rises and sets once

that Mercury rotated on its axis once in in the course of each revolution of theplanet.

about twenty-four hours, the same period in This condition of things is explained by

which the earth rotates. This conclusion, Fig . 2 ,where Mercury is shown at four suc

however, of late had been regarded as open to cessivepoints in its elliptical path around the

much doubt, and finally in 1890 Schiaparelli sun . Where it is at A or in perihelion , its

· [ske-ä-pä-rel'lee ) a famous Italian astron- velocity , as we have heretofore explained , is

omer, made the interesting announcement greatest and it will travel from A to B , one

thathis observations showed that Mercury quarter of thewhole distance around its orbit,

alwayskeeps the same face toward the sun, in less than one quarter of 88 days. But in

that is to say rotates only once on its axis in going from B to C (the latter being the

going once around the sun . Schiaparelli in aphelion , or point of greatest distance from

making his observations of the spots on Mer- the sun), its velocity in its orbit will contin

cury, took advantage of the fact that with a ually diminish so that by the time it has

telescope, stars and planets can be seen in reached C , or gone one-half way round, just

theday time. Hewas thus enabled to study one-half of the whole time of revolution has

Mercury when it was high in the sky, and elapsed.

free from the obscuring mists and vapors of Butthemotion ofrotation ofthe planeton its

the horizon . axis is independentof the variation of the rate

Some most interesting results follow from of its revolution in its orbit. It makes onecom

this discovery of Schiaparelli's. Since Mer- plete turn in going once around the sun , and

cury keeps one side always directed toward it makes this turn at a perfectly regular rate.

the sun, it is clear itmust have perpetual day Consequently when the planet, having moved

on one of its hemispheres and perpetual with accelerated velocity in its orbit, has ar

night on the other. This startling. contrast rived at B one quarter of the whole distance

between the two sides of the planetwould ap- around in less than one quarter of the whole

pear to dispose of the possibility that any timeof a revolution, it will have made less

formsof life resembling those on the earth can than one quarter of a rotation on its axis. If

exist upon Mercury. On the sunward hemi- then we take the extremity of that radius of

sphere the inhabitantswould be exposed to the the planet which is marked with a cross as

blaze and glare of a never setting sun the in- our point of observation , and suppose an

tensity of whose light and heat would vary astronomer to stand there upon the surface

from four times to ten times that felt by the ofMercury, hewould see the sun directly over

the earth, and the period from one extreme his head when hewas at A , but when hehad

to the other would be only about six weeks. arrived at B , since the planet would then

On the side turned away from the sun, the have gone one quarter of the way around its

inhabitants wrapped in unending night, orbit,butwould not haveturned one quarter

would suffer from the pitiless cold of space of the way around its axis the sun would ap

unrelieved by a single gleam of sunshine. pear to be to one side of the zenith , he would

The sun would not, however, nd perfectly no longer be in the center of the illuminated

still in the sky as seen from the illuminated hemisphere, and a part of the planet which at

half of the planet. A person standing in the A had been in darkness would now be illum

center of the sun-smitten hemisphere would inated , while a part of it on the opposite side
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which at A had been illuminated would now of the earth is . This causes a smaller libration

be plunged in night. The angle between the of the sui toward the north and south , the

dotted line drawn from the sun to the center effect of which is to make its apparent path

of the planet and the crossed radiusmeasures as it swings to and fro in the sky of Mer

the extent to which the sun has apparently cury , not a straight line, but a long narrow

moved to one side of the zenith of the ob- ellipse .

server . Venus, like Mercury , is seen only in the

In going from B to C the planet is retarded morning or evening, but being farther from

in its orbit, but its motion of rotation on its the sun it remains longer above the horizon

axis never varies, so that when it has arrived and is a farmorebrilliantobject. In fact Venus

.at C , the observer willagain have the sun ex- when at its brightestappears asthemostsplen

actly overhead. In the other half of the orbit did and lustrous star in the sky. TheGreeks

D
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B

FIG . 2.

the same phenomena occur in the reverse or- seem , at one time, to have regarded Venus

der, and a part of the opposite side of the also as two separate planets . As a morning

planet gets a glimpse of the sun . star they called it Phosphorus and as an eve

Ifwechose to speculate on the possibilities ning star, Hesperus. Its mean distance from

of the case we might suppose that, while it the sun is 67,200,000 miles . Its orbit ap

would be impossible for living beings to exist proaches more nearly to a circle than that of

on those regions of the planet where either any other planet, its eccentricity being so

endless day or endless night reigns, yet they small that Venus' distance from the sun

might manage to existwhere the sun is visi- varies to the extent of less than 1,000,000

ble part of the time, and where the great miles. The diameter of Venus is 7,700 miles

length of the days and nights would bear (7,730 according to some authorities). Its

some resemblance to the condition of things density is somewhat less than the earth's ,and

in the Arctic and Antartic regions of the its weight compared with that of our globe

earth . It should be added that the poles of is about 78 The force of gravity at its sur

Mercury must be alternately illuminated by face is a littlemore than as great as on the

the sun , because the planet's axis is inclined earth. Venus gets nearly twice as much

to the plane of its orbit very much as the axis lightand heat from the sun as the earth does.
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When Venus is at inferior conjunction , that However, Schiaparelli's observations have

is between the earth and the sun, she ap- been to a great extent corroborated by other

proaches nearer to us than any other planet observers, so that it is probable that Venus,

ever comes, the distance being about 26,- like Mercury, actually does have perpetual

000,000 miles. This distance , however, is day on one side and perpetual night on the

nearly 109 times the mean distance of the other. Possibly, as someofthe observations

moon . As a telescopic object the most seem to indicate , the planet's rotation period

conspicuous phenomenon of Venus, after may not yet have come into complete coinci

its phases, is the dazzling brightness of its dence with its time of revolution, and it may

disk. It reflects the sunshine so brilliantly have two, or four, long days and nights suc

that the chromatic imperfections of the tel- ceeding one another in the course of its year

escope are rendered painfully apparent and of seven and a half months.

the difficulty of seeing the faint, shadowy Assuming, however, the correctness of

markings on the surface of the planet is Schiaparelli's conclusions, and remembering

greatly increased. This excessive brilliancy at the same timethe many points of resem

of Venus has been ascribed to the existence blance between the earth and Venus, it be

of great sheets of cloud filling its atmos- comes an interesting question whether the

phere. It is well-known that the upper sur latter planet can be an inhabited globe.

faces of clouds reflect the sunlight like new- In the case ofMercury , as we have just seen,

fallen snow . If this explanation is correct, the effect oflibration is to produce an alter

comparatively little of the real surface of the nation of day and nightwithin a region of va

planet is visible to us, and that only at inter- riable width (but nowhere exceeding 23° 41')

vals. Apparently permanentmarkings have, extending all around the planet between the

nevertheless , been long known to exist on dark and light hemispheres. It is to be re

Venus, and, as in the case of Mercury, it was marked , in addition , that although there

formerly supposed that Venus rotated on its would be but one day and one night in the

axis once in every twenty -three hours. course of Mercury's year within this fringe,

This conclusion, however, never had a very they would not be of equal length . Near the

solid basis and Schiaparelli has recently center of the fringe there would be a long

shown that it is exceedingly probable, if not day and a long night, but near its junction

certain , that Venus, like Mercury, rotates with the region of perpetualdarkness the sun

only once on its axis in going once around would only just peep above the hilltops once

the sun, that is to say once in about 225 days. in every 88 days, and quickly disappear

The announcement last year of Schiaparel- again , while along the border of perpetual

li's discovery of this remarkable peculiarity day the sun would in likemanner simply dip

in the rate of Venus' rotation caused far more below thehorizon for a short time at similar

surprise than his previous announcement of intervals .

a similar behavior on the part of Mercury. In the case of Venus the effect of libration

The latter planet is so near the sun that it is comparatively very slight. A person

did not seem improbable that the friction of standing in the middle of the sunward hemi

the enormous tides which the sun must have sphere of that planet would have the sun

raised both in the molten globe ofthe planet nearly immovable overhead .
The eccen

when it was in its earlier stagesofdevelopment, tricity of the orbit is only sufficient to cause

and subsequently in its oceans, might long the sun to swing alternately about a degree

ago have broughtthe period of its rotation and a half on each side of the zenith . The

into coincidence with that of its revolution , fringes along the east and west sides of the

as has occurred with our moon from a similar planet where the sun would be seen part of

cause, But with Venus the case is different. the time would be only about one hundred

The latter planet more nearly resembles the miles wide atthe equator and would dimin

earth not only in size and density , and in the ish in breadth toward the poles. According

possession of a cloudy atmosphere, but in its to Schiaparelli the axis of Venus stands al

distance from the sun. The solar tides upon most, or quite,upright to the plane of its or

Venus would be considerably greater than bit, so that there is little or no libration ex

the lunar tides upon the earth but not, it perienced at the poles . It followsthat a very

would seem , great enough to have destroyed insignificant fraction of the surface of Venus

the planet's rotation . escapes the reign of either perpetual day or
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perpetual night. But even this does not suf- of Venus. At the beginning of the transit of

fice to remove all possibility of the planet's 1882,when Venus had partly entered upon

being habitable, since somepeculiar proper- the sun's disk that part of the planet which

ty, or condition , of its atmosphere, such as had not yet appeared in silhouette upon the

is perhaps suggested by the strange reflective sun, was suddenly seen rimmed with a bril

power of the planet,might protect its sur- liant curve of light. This was the atmos

face from the blaze of a too ardent sun, or phere of the planet illuminated from behind

the rigor of an endless night. by the sun , and by its refraction bending the

It is exceedingly interesting that unmis- light around the planet so that it became vis

takable evidence exists, thanks to the spec- ible to the observers on the earth. Itwas a

troscope, of the presence of watery vapor in most impressive as well as a most beautiful

the atmosphere of Venus. That this atmos- spectacle which no one who had the good

phere is also of considerable extent is shown fortune to witness it, as the present writer

by the phenomena observed during a transit did,will ever forget.

End of Required Reading for April.

DREAMING .

BY FLAVEL SCOTT MINES.

The anchored fishing sloop,

Like somemighty bird of prey

Whoseweary pinions droop.

While now and again she stirred

As the night wind passed by,

Like a timid water-bird

Frightened - about to fly .

I turned to the golden west

Casting the world aside

While awokewithin my breast

A sense of wondrous pride.

The dreams that cameand went

Will never comeagain

Weary days have since been spent

Watching for them in vain .

Storm -beaten and rough was she,

Resting on even keel,

While over the sunset sea

I watched the ripples steal

Behind her as in a wake,

Till stretched a foaming trail,

Whenever the wind would take

And fill the drooping sail.

For sudden the day was done,

Night followed in its track ,

Dreams passed with the dying sun .

The sea about was black ,

Save where in a faint outline

The fishing vessel shone

Would that the dream had been mine

My dreams, alas, were done.

A spectral and stately thing

I saw the vessel lie

In the gentle currents swing

With masts stretched to the sky.

I had thrown the True away

In search of the Ideal

Mydreamshad passed with theday,

While the dream -like ship was real.



ROCHESTER : “ THE CITY OF HOMES.”

BY JOHN DENNIS, JR .

O

N the face of its corporate seal, Homes,” would be misleading ; but such is

Rochester is officially denominated far from being the fact.

* The Flour City. " The founders of Theexplanation of the existing state of af

the young and ambitious town , as they con- fairs in Rochester is found in co -operative

templated the flouring mills which occupied saving and investment, as exemplified in the

the river bank , above and below the Upper homestead ,loan , and savingsassociations. It

Falls of the Genesee, were warranted in is through these co-operativeassociations that

the assumption that much of the town's persons of limited income are enabled to se

future prosperity would accrue from that cure homes of their own.

branch of industry . Later, Rochester became The method , under this system , can best

famed for its nurseries, and the world -wide re- be shown by illustrating its workings in a

nown of its floral gardens caused it to be typical case. Details differ, but the general

known as “ The Flower City.” Still later , features of all associations are alike. A con

and within the last decade, the village of dition precedent is the possession of a build

1835 has grown into a city of over 135,000 in- ing site, free of encumbrance. This is ob

habitants . With this phenomenal increase, tained, usually , by one of two methods. Α .

an increase of 51.4 per cent in ten years, a person either joins a homestead association

condition has arisen which has given Roch- and obtains a building site by weekly pay

ester still another appellation : " The City of ments, or purchases outright a lot of a holder

Homes ." who is willing to part with title, for the sake

Within the last ten or fifteen years a rad- of enhancing the value of other lots, and is

ical change has taken place in Rochester and satisfied with a nominal cash payment, and a

it may now be said that the instances where second mortgage as security. In either case

houses are rented by their occupants are the the applicant for a building loan presents .

exception , rather than the rule. Strangers, himself at a loan association, with a build

visiting the city for the first time, are puzzled ing site upon which he can execute a first.

when they learn that mechanics, and other mortgage.

working people , earning from $ 1.75 per day Let it be supposed that the applicant owns

upward, are living in their own houses, in a building site, of the fair selling value of

desirable localities , and that the more recent $600, and wishes to erect upon it a house at a

of the houses are fitted with all the modern cost of $ 1,600. A committee of the associa

improvements . When the strangers from tion will visit the property and appraise its

without the gates are informed that these value. If the security is considered satisfac

houses, costing from $ 1,400 to $5,000 each, tory the committee will recommend a loan of

withoutincluding thecostofthe land, are with- $ 1,600 . To obtain the loan, the applicant

outencumbrance, or in theprocess ofsafely be- must buy, at auction , at a premium of $ 10 or

coming so , theowners having no other source upward , on a share of $ 100 , shares sufficient

of income than their weekly wages, the state- to net the amount of the desired loan . In

ment is sometimes received with not unnat- the case under consideration hewould prob

ural incredulity . That the statement is, how- ably buy eighteen shares. The association

ever, literally true, can be certified by thou- then advances two-thirds of the value of the

sands of families, to which the visits of the building site, as appraised by the committee.

landlord have become a reminiscence ; their The new member selects his plan , andmakes

homes having been built and paid for, with a contract with his builder, and proceeds, in

very littlemore expenditure than would have all respects as ifhehad theamount deposited

been necessary to meet the weekly demands in a bank , subject to his check . When the

for rent. Ifthese homeswere of inferior con new building has reached a certain stage, the

struction , orin undesirable localities, or were association will advance a proportionate

of less intrinsic value than other houses of amount, to be paid to the contractor. Other

similar cost, this appellation , “ The City of advances will be made, from time to time,
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until the completion of the building, when smallmembership fees, fines , reinvestment of

the balance of the loan will be paid . The dividends credited but not paid over, interest:

title to the property will then be in the bor- on funds paid in as weekly payments by lend

rower's name,or more frequently in his wife's , ers and withdrawn before dividends are cred

and the loan association secured by a first ited and from the reinvestment of premiums.

mortgage (with insurance clause) for $ 1,600, The borrower, being a member of the co -op

the property being presumably worth $2,200 . erative association , is a partaker in all profits,

The new householder is then at liberty to oc- in proportion to thenumber of his shares. By

cupy the premises. Henceforth he assumes the payment of ten cents per share weekly as

the privileges of ownership , and the liability dues, the shares mature in from ten to thir

for the payment of taxes and insurauce. Up teen years, according to the success of the as

to this point he is in exactly the position sociation as a dividend payer. Should the

occupied by the borrower at a savings bank . borrower wish to reduce his loan more rap

Here, however, the similarity ceases. idly, by paying more than the stipulated ten

As soon as the shares in the loan associa- cents per share , he may pay any amount in

tion are purchased, the borrower begins to advance, not to exceed the dues for one quar

reduce the amountofthe encumbrance. Un- ter. This is the technical rule, but in most

der his agreement with the loan association associations it is relaxed and a borrower is.

he immediately begins to make a weekly pay- allowed to pay in any amount he chooses .

ment as dues, $ 1.80 , and a weekly payment These additional payments become at once

interest, $ 1.80 ; or a total weekly payment of subject to dividends, the sameas the regular

$ 3.60. Failure tomake these payments atthe weekly dues.

stated time, involves the payment of a fine of A modified plan has been somewhat in

three cents pershare. At the close of the sec- vogue during the last few years, and many

ond quarter of a year of his membership , the houses have been built and are building under

borrower is credited with his proportion of its operation . The extension of the street

the quarterly earnings of the association, in railway system , in connection with the new

the form of dividends, and his quarterly divi- electric railways, has broughtmuch property

dends are thenceforth passed to his credit, at desirable for residences, within easy access.

the close of each quarter. These dividends to the business portions of the city . In many

are based upon the amount paid weekly as localities owners of parcels of land have laid

dues. In the fiscal year ended November 30 , out streets and partially improved the prop

1889,the dividends, in all the associations, erty. Knowing that every house built on

averaged about three per cent quarterly . the property will enhance the value of the

These dividends are not paid to the share- remaining vacant lots, the owner offers to sell

holder, neither do they directly draw interest, the lots, with only a nominal cash payment.

but are passed to the general fund of the as. He will then build a house for the purchaser,

sociation and credited to the account of the on plans selected by the latter, and of such .

shareholder. When the amount of these ac- cost ashe desires. A deed of the property is

cumulated dividends, added to the gross given and a second mortgage taken . This

amount of weekly payments as dues, equals leaves the purchaser at liberty to borrow of a

the face of the shares, then the shares are loan association, on a first mortgage, and

said to have “ matured .” The mortgage is make his weekly payments to the associa

discharged of record , and the borrower, hav- tion . Hewill thus secure possession of the

ing discharged his obligation, ceases to be a house and lot, with no cash payment for

member of the association , and the books of either , and can avail himself of the advan

the transaction are closed. tages of buying a sufficient number of shares

It is difficult, on a superficialexamination, in the association to liquidate the entire in

to divest one's self of the idea that the bor- debtedness. Or the original lot holder will

rower , in paying a premium of from ten to hold the first inoftgage and accept weekly

twelve per cent on his shares, has paid usu- payments, slightly in excess of the amount

rious interest. It is claimed, however , that for wbich the house would rent. Obviously ,

the dividendson the weekly dues offset the his profit is in the sale of the layed attaida

premiums and reduce the actual interest paid ing lot prices;and in the opportunity of.com

by the borrower to four and one-half or five pounding the interest on theweekly or other

The dividends result from the stated paymeuts, itiy investing them as a .per cent.
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lender simply , in a loan association , from to their cash registers now finds its way into

week to week as received . It is just as ob- the loan associations, and ultimately into

vious that it would be to the advantage of homes. That this is not the petulant and

the new householder to make his payments unwarranted complaint of some dealer who

on shares in the loan association. has made an unfortunate selection of locality

Some idea of the magnitude of the trans- for his business, has been fairly demon

actions, of which the illustration given is a strated. The writer had occasion, a few years

type , may be obtained from statistics, com- ago, to make a systematic and thorough in

piled by Mr. George W. Elliott for the Union vestigation of this complaint. A series of

and Advertiser Year Book , for the fiscalyear carefully conducted interviews demonstrated

ended November 30, 1889. Atthat date there that the complaint had substantial founda

were eighty - five co -operative building and tion. The explanation was not difficult.

loan associations proper, in the city of Roch- When men becomemembers of a co -operative

ester. Reports from fifty -seven showed a home association, and enter upon the not

membership of 19,932 shareholders; an aver- easy task of building a comfortable and sub

age, for the fifty -nine associations, of 350 stantial dwelling without capital, they do so

members each. An estimate of 100 members with the full sense oftheir obligation to meet

each for the remaining twenty-seven associa- the stated payments without submitting to

tions would make the total membership , the imposition of the fines for non -payment.

at the date mentioned, 22,732. The total They soon learn that self-denial on these

amount invested in bonds and mortgages, by lines of personal indulgence not only builds

forty-five associations from which reports homes for themselves and their families , but

were received , was $ 4,356,861, or an average accrues to the benefit of the family partner

of$ 96,819 . Allowing the remaining forty asso- ship in many ways. It is scarcely within the

ciations loansaveraging $ 25,000 each , the total province of this paper to pursue the obvious

reaches $ 5,356,861. This amount is loaned suggestions arising from this peculiar state

almost entirely upon residences, built on the of facts, other than to call attention, in this

co -operative plan; at a cost of from $ 1,400 connection , to the significant figures given

to $ 5,000 each . The average weekly receipts in a previous paragraph, which representthe

from fifty -six associations, from which reports enormous sums paid in as savings, from

were received , was $55,908, or $ 1,176.90 for week to week .

each. Adding $ 8,700 weekly , or $ 300 each for The complaint of small general tradesmen ,

the remaining twenty-nine associations, that their trade has fallen off in proportion to

would give $64,608 as the average weekly the increasein membershipof the loan associa

receipts of the eighty-five associations. The tions, also has a seeming foundation . The

average quarterly dividends of the associa- amount paid as weekly duesand for insurance

tions reported were a trifle less than three and taxes, doesnot largely exceed the amount

per cent and the average interest paid by which would be paid as rent for a house of

borrowers is placed at between four and five the same value, and after useless luxuries

per cent, per annum . During the year 1889 have been cut off and the weekly payments

the savings banks of the city made 635 loans, made, the sum remaining for necessaries is

aggregating $ 1,569,133, and the loan associa- practically the same. It has been found that

tions 1,504 loans, aggregating $ 2,007,327. the occupancy of a good home, the absolute

There aremany interesting economic ques- ownership ofwhich may be secured by setting

tions which crowd upon the consideration of aside a portion of the weekly earnings adds

this subject, and there is much to be said greatly to the sense of self-respect in the

concerning the effects of the system of saving matter of dress and family living. That the

incidental to procuring homes by themethod new ideas ofeconomy lead to the more care

which has been illustrated . Some of these ful expenditure of available funds is true,

questions must not pass entirely unnoticed. and the dimes formerly expended in small

The claith has been made, lay dealers in in- purchases at long profits, are, under the new

toxicants, that the establishing of a loan and order of things, expended in the form of

-Savings institution in a locality :nfilitates dollars more advantageously at large centers

directly , and if someiëstances, disastrously, of trade in the heart of the city. That this

against that particular buşiriess. They say militates against the extortionate small

frankly, that the inouey which formerly came tradesman is unquestionably true. It is his
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misfortune, and like thedealer before referred selves have an elevating tendency. Under the

to hemust succumb to the inevitable . present municipal requirements all of these

Many marked social changes have been homesmust be provided with approved plumb

accomplished by this almost universal owner- ing arrangements, and economy suggests the

ship ofhomes by people ofmoderate income. introduction of bath -rooms. Capacious yards

The influence on the coming generation, by afford breathing places,and every thing tends

the radical change of liabitat, from thenot too to the improvement of sanitary conditions.

cleanly flats and decidedly unwholesome It must not be supposed that the path to

tenements, to a homein the true sense of the final success in this method of procuring a

term , can scarcely be overestimated. It may home is bordered with roses. From the time

be said as an ascertained fact, and not in an the obligation to make the stated payments

argumentative sense , that these people are is assumed , it is a steady , constant struggle.

better fathers and mothers , better sons and Sobriety of life, habits of industry, and the

daughters, and better members of the body peculiar quality known among newspaper

municipal,by reason ofthis change of environ- men as “ nerve ” are necessary factors. With

ment. There is a better civilization engendered the possession of the new home come taxes

by the improved conditions. The habits of and assessments for local improvements

economy enforced by the stern rules under which , while they add to the selling value of

which thepossession and retention ofa home the property, mustbe paid in addition to the

by this method is made possible, and the periodical payments to the loan association.

desire to “ live up ” to the new home, to use Obtaining a homeby this method involves

a term for which there is no synonym , has courage, self reliance, the curtailment of all

an unmistakable tendency to advance the unnecessary luxuries, a faith which, in the

coming generation in the social scale. Those dark hours which will surely come, will be

who are familiar with the joyless life of city sorely tried , hearty co -operation by all the

tenement houses, and even detached dwell. members of the family and unswerving

ings built solely for the profit accruing from persistence. But it also means when the

their rental, will not require argument to last weekly payment is made and the goal

convince them that a new and brighter future reached, the possession of a title clear to a

awaits the children of these modern city more or less pretentious mansion in the

homes. The sanitary conditions in them- beautiful and typical “ City of Homes ."

WHAT THE WORLD OWES TO THE ARTS OF PERSIA .

BY S. G. W. BENJAMIN .

A

RT is the material or objective expres- thoughts they borrowed from each other,

sion of the subjective - of thought. recast in new molds, and bequeathed to us

Regarded in this light,what can be in these sunset days of time. The language

more interesting and instructive than the ofart repeats for us again the grand epic of

thought ofbygone ages carved on the mold- mankind, and points out the mysterious

ering marbles of temples and tombs, hidden ways by which intellectual development has

in the forest or under the sands ofthedesert ? flown from isle to isle, and from continent to

Whatmanner of people they werewho reared continent. The nations have descended to

the sculptures of Yucatan or Cambodia, or the tomb, the dust of kings is blown over

chiseled the mighty figures on the rocks of Balk and Lydia , and the uttermost parts of

Pteria we know not, but their thoughts are the earth . But their thoughts are ours.

there, as if recorded by a colossal audiphone, Their arts have been links in the chain of

and we can thus converse with the people of progress, and we in turn can see how inesti

the past and learn of the principles which mable is the debtwe owe to them . Like St.

shaped their character and of the influences Paul, wemay in this rapid age try to " for

which conditioned their development. Thus get those things which are behind, and

reading the marble roll-call of the nations, reach forward to those things which are be

they are marshaled before us, and repeat the fore ” ; yet we cannot escape from the forma
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tive influences ofthe past. Nay, more ; it is dominion of Babylonia or Chaldæa, and As

greatly for our good to study those influen- syria. That interval of subjection is one of

ces, and to trace in them the sources of the the most interesting and valuable of any

civilization which we enjoy . known in the history of the fine arts. The

I am led into this train of reflection when Greek writers tell us little or nothing of its

I think of Persia, that ancient empire of re- wonderful results. But ifwe turn to the re

nown extending back into themists of the mains of Persian art, we meet records which

morning of the world ; that land whose arms enable us to trace its development perhaps

reached from sea to sea, and whose people to its ivery beginning, and which also indi

were Aryans like ourselves , for their lan- cate one of themost important features ofits

guage, the Zend, in which Zoroaster wrote, influence to the present time.

and our sturdy English in which themuse of The Akkadiansand Chaldæans of Babylonia

Shakspere found such adequate expression, and the Assyrians, as we now know , had

are both Sanscrit tongues. distinct art schools of their own. Before the

To most people in our time the Zend and timeof Cyrus, the Persian esthetic genius

the Zendavesta are of little moment, and had been awakened by contact with the arts

the world is fast losing count of them . But of those peoples , and when the Persians as

the thought of Persia , as uttered in her arts serted their independence, presumably under

at various periods, will continue to be felt as Feridoon, an art school of their own sprang

an inspiration in the art-thought of all men into existence ; suggested by the art of their

. in all the ages to come. Wetalk of whatwe former masters, it yet has the unmistakable

owe to the arts of Greece and of Rome, and stamp of a great intellectual race - an art

of what they owed to Egypt. But how often perhaps the most remarkable yet seen in

do weask or do we realize what they and we Asia for its power, but especially for its im

owe to the art- thought of Persia ? perishable vitality . The Babylonian and

Let us remember that very nearly if not Ninevite arts came to a definite close nearly

quite all that we know of the history of that twenty-six hundred years ago. But Persia

nation for many ages comes to us through is still practicing the arts, and in Western

themedium of Greek and Roman writers ; Asia and in Europe the types and ideas she

and that source of information does not be created or formulated are still potent in di

gin more than five or six centuries before recting the expression of thought in material

Christ. In regard to what they relate prior formsofbeauty.

to that period, those authorities depend on The stately columns of Persepolis present,

legends more or less nebulous and often re- so far as we can now discern , a strictly orig

ceived at second hand. inal style, with their slender fluted shafts

The Persians, who call their country Irvân peculiar to Persian architecture up to the

or Erâu, from Arcia ,whenceour word Aryan, present time, and reproduced with the same

are first brought prominently before us in generalmotif wherever we find Saracenic art

authentic history when CyrusorKur invaded or suggestions borrowed from it, whether at

Asia Minor and came in contact with the Ispahan, at Constantinople, at Cairo, at

Greekswhile attacking their colonies on the Grenada, or in the Christian styles of Portu

eastern shores of theÆgean. But they were gal and Spain . The general form of the

already an old people. Cyrus was merely bull-headed capital, the bull-head being

one representative of a race abounding in he- omitted butthe spreading outline preserved,

roes, a race that for ages had been working is still followed in Persia, and undoubtedly

westward from Central Asia, struggling for a had its influence on the capital of theGreek ,

firm foothold , and after a long period of evo- Byzantine, and Gothic orders .

lution , of alternate subjugation and triumph, But in the bull-headed capital we see a

at last reaching a position where the forces suggestion borrowed perhaps from the As

developed demanded an outlet in foreign syrians, with whom the bull was a favorite

conquest. This traditionary period is nobly form of decoration . I say perhaps, because

described in the magnificent epic of Firdoü- it is possible that the bovine form may have

see , called the Shah Namêh or Book of been suggested instead by the legend which

Kings. makes a cow play so important a part in the

During several centuries of this prehistoric history of Persia . The recent explorations

period, Persia was alternately under the at Susa , the ancient Shushân , in southwest
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of

ern Persia, where the remains ofthree differ- keramic art was the discovery by the Per

ent palaces are superimposed , one above the sians of the secret of irridescent glazes. This

other, representing, as it were, three strati- magnificent art was certainly invented in

fied periods, offer conclusive evidence of the Persia before theMohammedan conquest. It

influence of the Babylonian and Assyrian seems probable that the great city of Rhei,

arts on those of Persia . But at the same or Rhages, which was destroyed six hundred

time they present us with decisive evidence years ago, was one of the most important

of the medium which has in all ages been one centers of the manufacture of these tiles à

of the most congenial forms in which the reflet. Many fragments have been found in

Persian mind has preferred to express its ar.. its ruins, and it was a large city long before

tistic thought. Christ. It ismentioned in theBook of Tobit

In the lowermost of the three palaces of and by Herodotus. After the conquest by

Susa, superb examples of keramic art were the Arabs the making of irridescent ware

found. Polychromatic designs painted on still further developed until it became one of

tiles and protected by rich glazes were a the most widely practiced arts of Persia .

prominent feature of Babylonian art, as re- Not only were vases made of it, butmural

cently discovered. We can easily see how tiles for the decoration of mosques and

this art was suggested to a people living in a shrines. Tiles ofthis description have been

vast alluvial plain , and finding it easier to made fully eight feet long . Iknow of at

build of bricks made of clay near at hand least one such still in existence there that is

and cemented with bitumen , than of stone six feet in length .

brought from long distances. The germs A curious circumstance connected with

all original arts are suggested by the condi- this art was the variety of glazes, each irri

tions of the environment. The Chaldæans descent like the elusive, mystic spark of the

had no difficulty in proceeding next to dec- opal, or the shifting splendor of the dying

orate their buildings with mural paintings dolphin , and yet each having a chromatic

executed on tiles. tone entirely its own. The master workmen

Now whatwe discover at Susa is a form of of Natanz, Kashân, Rheï, Naïn , or other

keramic painting that is borrowed from that places had each their own secrets for prepar

of Chaldæa, but surpasses it, an art which ing their lusters . According to tradition a

not only exhibits great technical skill but certain quantum of gold seems to have en

extraordinary ability in design . A painted tered into the compounding of them all. The

lion was excavated at Susa composed with secret of making this irridescent ware was

matchless beauty, spirit, and sympathetic lost in Persia about two centuries ago . It

appreciation of the king of beasts. But the is said, however, that near Guadalajara in

procession of figures found there representing Mexico , there is a community of potterswho

the Immortals , or royal guards, is even finer retain some knowledge of the secret, which

and is hardly surpassed in the entire range their ancestors learned in Spain from Persian

of decorative art. The majesty of those artisans employed by the Moors. It is an

forms which after their long sleep of ages interesting and important fact that in the

in the moldering earth 'are again broughtto. United States at this very time a manufac

look on the sun which their prototypes wor- turer ofkeramic ware, stimulated by the suc

shiped, prepares us to accept all that we read cesses of Persian artists, has given much

ofthe grandeur of Persia under Darius the study to the Persian reflets, and is making ex

Great. periments that already promise to prove very

Now let us note the perpetuity of this satisfactory in reviving this exquisite art .

peculiarly Persian art, made. Persian by the And this leads us to consider how wide the

persistency with which it has been practiced influence of Persian art continues to be. The

until the present day in that country. So keramics of that country have not only

late as the timeof Shah Abbass, 1600 to 1630 , proved an invaluable link to connect the

pictorial plaques were made which rival the world with the extinct arts of Babylonia , but

keramic designs of Susa , executed two thou- they are at this very day still influencing the

sand years earlier. Here we see emphat- practice
keramic art in the foremost coun

ically displayed the persistence of a national tries of the age.

instinct for a specific style of art expression . The fact that Persia borrowed the idea of

One of themostmarked points in Persian decorating tiles from Chaldæa and then as
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similated the art is another example of one style called by us Saracenic assumed a definite

of the most remarkable traits in art develop- character, and finally crystallized into one of

ment, which Persia shares with every really the five or six great and permanent archi

great creative art people. I mean the power tectural and decorative types. Such types or

of her artists to borrow art methods, and to orders are very slow in developing into the

re-stamp them with the coinage of their own form in which they can be called types that

genius. To borrow is not to plagiarize un- shall serve as the distinctive guiding prin

less we slavishly imitate . In the great in- ciple of other schools based upon them .

tellectual exchange of the world of mind we The Saracenic , theGreek , the Gothic,may

all borrow and lend. Chaucer, Shakspere, not be always followed with absolute fidelity

Marlow , Goethe, Milton, all borrowed from in detail, but so long as one of them consti

the Italian, the classical, and the Oriental tutes the dominating principle of a system

writers. But with what vast accumulation or a building, then such system , or building ,

of interest did they repay their borrowed is properly designated as belonging to the

capital ! In like manner the Persians bor- type, which is then like themotif dominating

rowed from Assyria and Chaldæa, from In- the thought of a musical composition , con

dia and China. Such is the record of their stantly reappearing amid the variations in

art at different periods ; but it is neverthe- which the composer allows his imagination

less theirs and theirs alone. Twice, at least, to wander .

within historic times, they borrowed meth The peculiar pendent decoration of vaults

ods and suggestions from China, but bor- and niches, which has been carried to such

rowed likemen who had no hesitation as to an exquisite degree of elaboration and

their power ofassimilating or of the opulent beauty in the Alhambra , is certainly as old

resources oftheir own genius. as the Sassanian period. Examples of it are

Once they did this in the time of the great yet found in the ruins of Rheſ. The pen

Shah Abbass already alluded to, who im- dentives of the Tudor Gothic, so magnifi

ported Chinese artists for the royal art cently displayed in St. George's chapel,

schools . At another time, in the third cen- Windsor, appear to have been suggested by

tury of our era, the Persians borrowed from the Maresco-Saracenic architecture. The

that country in a most curious and appar- lofty arcade and arched entrance reaching up

ently accidental way. Theologians are fa- to the roof, and balanced by tiers of windows

miliar with the nameofManee ,the founder of and niches on either side, another prominent

a system of eclectic theology called Manichæ- feature of Saracenic art, is seen finely repre

ism , in which he sought to combine the dis- sented in the still remaining façade of the

tinctive features of Buddhism , Magianism , great palace Khosru at Ctesiphon, built long

and Christianity . But Manee was also a before the Mohammedan conquest.

man ofdecided artistic temperament. Being The Arabs, who were not an especially ar

forced by his persecutors to fly , he fled to tistic people, when they overthrew the Sas

China. During his exile he became greatly sanian dynasty, took Persian artisans with

interested in the arts of thatalready ancient them in their western conquests, to whom

country , and on his return to Persia brought are really due the magnificence of Cairo and

back with him a collection of notes, sketches , the fairy - like splendors of the Moorish mon

and paintings which produced a very strong uments of Spain . The city of Xerez, from

impression on the arts of Persia during the which is derived the nameof sherry wine,

Sassanian dynasty . It is true that he paid was settled by a colony of artists from

the forfeit of his life for returing home, and Shiraz in Persia , whence the name Xerez .

thesect he founded no longer exists in name Before that period the architects of Constan

although some may now be attempting to tinople had already borrowed hints from the

revive his theory of eclectic religion ; but his so-called Saracenic architecture of Persia ,

art influence is yet felt in Persia and through from which they evolved the Byzantine

Persia over Europe. schoolthat in turn influenced the Lombard,

The art of Persia during the Sassanian Gothic , and Romanesque schools ofarchitec

period, between the third and the seventh ture . After such facts as these shall we not

centuries A. D., is sometimes slightingly award all honor to the art of Persia during

spoken of. But no greater mistake can be the Sassanian period ?

made. It was during that period that the But there was still another art which
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reached extraordinary excellence under the colors being in many parts reproduced with

Sassanides ; this was the making of textile rubies, emeralds, and other precious stones.

fabrics and embroideries of needle-work, one Such rugs, although of less size, may still

of the earliest of the arts. Thirteen hundred be seen in the palaces of the Shah .

years before Christ, Deborah, in her song of Themusic of ancientGreece was borrowed

triumph, makes the mother of Sisera say, from Persia , which at a very early period

“ Have they not sped ? have they not divi- had a distinct system and principles regu

ded the prey ? to Sisera a prey of divers lating musical composition. The travelerin

colors, a prey of divers colors of needle-work Ionia, or in the mountain valleys of Thes

on both sides ?” saly and Arcadia may still hear the instru

Now in such kindred arts Persia has ex- ments which animated the bridal festivities

celled from time immemorial. Printed cali- or inspired the conquering armies of Persia

coes have been manufactured there for ages. before the days of Cyrus.

Block printing by hand was an art original Many other features of the arts of Persia

to that country . The designs are not small suggest themselves to our studious attention ;

and constantly repeated as in our prints , but but enough has been said to indicate their

each piece is stamped with one design , as in character and the lawsof their development.

the case of rugs. They are used for portières, Themost important point to consider in this

table cloths, or bed quilts,and also aswinding connection ,which hasalready been indicated ,

sheets for the dead, the latter stamped with is the vast extent of the influence that

arabesque designs interspersed with pious has radiated from art centers like Susa and

aphorisms. The Persians borrowed some of Persepolis, Ctesiphon and Rhei, Veramîn

their styles of embroidery from Cashmere, and Ispahan , the various capitals of that old

but they were adepts in their own right, as yet ever young people of Persia , perhaps the

onemight say, in the fabric of magnificent most remarkable next to the Greeks of any

brocades at least five centuries before Christ, of the Indo-European races.

as weknow from the designsof embroidery TheMoguls took Persian art eastward to

painted on the tiles discovered at Susa . India ; Greek traders carried suggestions of

As to the rugs which form such a promi- its architecture to Asia Minor and Greece ;

nent feature of Persian decorative art and the Armenians taught its characteristics to the

use of silk for carpets and textile fabrics, we men who founded the Byzantine school

know that the Persianswere already masters whose culminating points are St. Mark's at

in the art of carpet-making before the time Venice , Moureale at Palermo, and St. Sophia

of Alexander. To-day we, in the United at Constantinople ; crusaders carried it to

States , can attempt nothing finer in our vast the south of Europe ; the Saracens took it to

system of steam looms than to imitate in a Egypt and Spain ; the breezes of the Atlantic

certain far off way the designs of Persian waſted it with the ships of Columbus to the

rugs, of which the smaller and not always New World ; and we are sharers of the great.

the best qualities comehere. Do we realize and lasting benefits diffused by theart genius

what a Persian rug of the finest quality can of Persia ; we also reap the results of the

be ? The floorof one of the largest audience thought which her artists inscribed on her

halls of the Chehêl Sitoon , or Grand Palace, marbles, her metal work, her embroideries,

of Ispahan is still covered by an admirable and her keramics .

carpet in one piece that was made three While Persian art can be traced in so many

centuries ago. It must be understood that different directions, we also find it naturally

these Persian rugs are made by hand, the modified by varying conditions ; its influ

artisan sitting on the wrong side, and carry- ence, however, is never lost.

ing the design in his head . But three hun The spirit, the genius of Persian art yet

dred years are nothing in Persian art. pervades the intellectual atmosphere of the

Rugs were wrought there before Xerxes in- world . That art has served to keep us in ac

vaded Greece. At the sack of the capital tive communication with the dead arts of

fourteen hundred years ago, rugs were found earlier ages, of other lands, and it has been a.

one hundred and eighty feet long in one germinating force to the art of other races

piece, cunningly woven by the needle out of besides those of Persia . So long as her art

woolen and silk . The design of one ofthem influence is felt she speaks to us a living lan

represented a park with a hunting scene, the guage, and continues a civilizing power.
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HROUGHOUT the great West we find Of these nine states, only two - California

the landmarks of the hardy French and Michigan - show any increase , and this

pioneerswho explored , in the interest increase is small when compared with the

of religion or of trade, the vast territories decrease, in some cases very large, in the

which until then had been trodden only by seven other states. This falling off was not

the red man's foot. Names of rivers and lo- confined to the states justmentioned . It was

calities preserve thememory of those devoted so large in the general returns as to present

men ,who were but the vanguard of the small a puzzle to the thinker. In 1870 there were

bodiesofFrench colonistswho first attempted 116,402 French-born citizens in the United

to plant the civilization of the Old World in States ; in 1880 there were only 105,225. Here

these wilds, for it should not be forgotten is a loss of 11,177 , or a little over 10.4 per

that, next to the English , the first progeni- cent in a decade during which the aggregate

tors of the American people, the French, population of the United States continued to

more than any other nation , contributed to increase with giant strides. An unusually

the original development of what is now the large number of Frenchmen must have died

United States . They settled Wisconsin in or left the country, if the census figures are

1668 ; Michigan in 1670 ; Illinois in 1672 ;Min- to be relied on. One fact, however, is obvi

nesota in 1680 ; Indiana in 1730 ; Iowa in 1747 ; ous, the Empire must have caused more

and Missouri in 1763. These settlements French subjects to leave their native land

were more or less successful. The French than did the Franco -Prussian war and its

stronghold was in Louisiana, settled in 1699. dire consequences, or the establishmentof the

Their settlement next in importance, in the Republic .

South, was that ofMississippi, in 1716. They We have some misgivings as to the cor

also gained a foothold in Alabama and Flor- rectness of so considerable a falling-off in the

ida. Arkansas was first settled byemigrants French population of Louisiana. In ante

from Louisiana, while Kansas owes its ear- bellum times, the French in the city of New

liest settlers to the emigration of French Orleans alone were estimated at a round ten

Canadians. thousand. The census of 1870 makes the

The subsequent trend of French immigra- number 8,845 while New York City is credited

tion has not converged toward those states. with only 8,265. Be this as it may, while, of

It has been somewhat erratic. While some all the states, New York has the largest

of theWestern States still count their French number of native Frenchmen, Louisiana has,

residents by thousands, in others the number and has always had, the largest French

has dwindled down to a few hundreds. A speaking population, and nowhere have the

comparison of the census returns of 1870 and characteristic traits of the Gaulbeen so well

1880 for the states having the largest number preserved as in the Pelican State. A question

of French , will show how marked this fluctu- is suggested here which may not be deemed

ation and what new directions French immi- out of place : How is it, one will ask , that

gration has taken : the French, who do not possess the genius of

Number of native French, in 1880 1870 colonization , have left their national charac

California 9,550 8,068 teristics so deeply impressed in their former

Illinois , 8,524 10,911 colonies?

Indiana ,
4,473 6,363 Yankee- like, wemust answer the question

Louisiana ,
9,992 12,341 by asking another : What ismeantby " genius

Michigan ,
5,200 3,121 of colonizatio

n
” ?

Missouri, 4,642 6,293 If a nation must lose all claim to colonizing

New York , 20,321 22,302 ability because, through the fortunes ofwar,

Ohio, 10,136 12.988 it has lostacolonies, still in their infancy and

Pennsylvania ,
7,949 8,695 the resources of which have since been de
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veloped under the rule of the conqueror, then tion oftheUnited States . It is estimated that

France is not a colonizing nation.
there are now 125,000 French in the states.

But, if to found prosperous settlements While this increase would be far from pro

amid strange and often savage populations, portionate to that of the whole population

to teach those people the advantages of civ . during the last decade, we are of the opinion

ilization and the blessings of Christianity, that it is greatly exaggerated . The ruinous

to win their love and respect by kindness and consequences of the Franco-Prussian war,

justice allied to firmness, is to fulfill some of the exodus from Alsace-Lorraine, the suc

the requirements of colonization ; and, if a cession of bad harvests which marked the

colony founded upon these principles hap- years that followed , and the terrible ravages

pens to pass under the rule of a foreign con- of that scourge, the phylloxera, had no per

queror, and the colonists, be they few or ceptible effect on French emigration between

many , exiles banished from the mother the years 1870 and 1880. In 1872, the total

country or voluntary emigrants, --if these number of French emigrants, to all countries,

colonists and their descendants persistdespite was 9,581, the highest number attained . The

harsh measures and persecution, despite next highest were 7,109 in 1871 ;7,161 in 1873 ;

coaxing, bribery , and even increased pros- 7,080 in 1874. From 1870 to 1883 , inclusive,

perity , in clinging to the language, the cus- the total emigration was 70,423 ; if we sub

toms, and the religion of themother.country , tract the four years previously mentioned ,

so that their nationality is changed only in the annual average for the remaining ten

name, then France is a colonizing power of will be about 3,950 , which is, at most, the

the first order. normal annualemigration . Nothing has oc

Undisturbed possession reveals strength ; curred since 1880 that could havematerially

material prosperity indicates intelligence in changed this average.

developing resources ; it is in the hearts and The majority of these emigrants do not

minds ofmen that we should seek the unfad- cometo the United States ; they go to South

ing record of national genius. A century American countries. Among the reasons for

and a half of British rule has not eradicated this preference is the very important one of

French characteristics from Canada or any language. The English language presents

other of the colonies which France lost difficulties that are almost unconquerable by

through the imbecility of a corrupt king . In a Frenchman's tongue, while he will prompt

Louisiana, which became American by peace- ly master any of the languages which , like

fultransfer, these characteristics still strike his own, have a Latin origin . He feels, be

the stranger as an anomaly. They will be sides, more at home among people of the

found wherever the French have colonized in Latin race , their habits and customs gener

by-gone days. ally coming nearer to his own.

It must be admitted, however , that the The French in the United States, it has

French do not possess the migratory instinct been shown, are in comparatively small num

so developed as we find it in other European bers . They do not represent an important

nations. Nomore daring explorers,nobolder factor in American politics. It takes a long

adventurers in the better sense ofthe word ) time for a Frenchman to becomean American

can be found in history, and men like De citizen , unless he has comewith no thoughts

Brazza , Trivier, Crampel -worthy rivals of of return , which is rarely the case . He

Stanley, though they make less noise in the comes, generally , with the often delusive

world - prove that the race has not degene- hope that after a few years of self-imposed

rated . But the same incentive thatmoves the exile he will return homewith improved for

few to court hardships and danger in distant tunes , but disappointment awaits him , his

lands, keeps the many at home. Love of stay is indefinitely prolonged ; he has con

country induces the former to risk their tracted new ties, the old ones have been

lives in enterprises which will redound to severed by death . With a sigh of regret he

the glory of France ; love for the native land bids adieu to his fond dream and takes

deters thousands from seeking mere personal naturalization papers. Henceforth he will be

advantages in emigration . faithful to his new allegiance ; the pang he

It is not to bewondered,therefore,why im- felt at renouncing the old is a guarantee of

migration from France has done so little, this.

comparatively, toward swelling the popula French immigration is not wholly due to

E - Apr.
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fortune-seeking, far from it. Politicalchanges supervising the emigration calls all the

in France have always had a great deal to do French emigrants, questions them whether

with it. From the time of the first French they have sufficient means to live a reason

revolution and theSan Domingo insurrection able time after their arrivalat their destina

it has been so . The old soldiers of the first tion, or whether they have any immediate

Napoleon turned their backs upon the re- prospect of finding work ; if not, the officer

stored Bourbons and sought homes in the will try by arguments to dissuade them from

United States . Quite a colony of these vet- emigrating, but he will not prevent them .”

erans settled in Alabama. It was not a suc Despite these praiseworthy precautions,

cessful venture. 1830 sent us both Legitimists someof the emigrants, arriving in a country

and Republicans. During the reign of Louis whose language is unknown to them , are

Phillippe a number of communists - the helpless and soon see the end of the scanty

original communists, of milder stamp than means with which they left home. In every

those of the present day - known as Cabet- American city where a hundred Frenchmen ,

iens, after their leader, Cabet, came over and or even less than half this number, have

settled in Louisiana and Texas. In 1848 they settled, they have founded benevolent soci

removed to Nauvoo, whence the Mormons eties which assist and advise their poor com

had just been driven. Subsequently, they patriots and endeavor to procure work for

founded “ Utopia,” in Kansas, where they them . New York City possesses several of

and their descendants, faithful to their old these societies, besides a French hospital and

principles , still live in community. A few asylums for French orphans. New Orleans

Orleanists left France in disgust on the also has its French hospital, as have, if we

proclamation of the Republic of 1848, and a are correctly informed , Philadelphia , San

much larger number of republicans filed or Francisco , and some other large cities. The

were “ deported ” after the coup d'état which, French in the United States, therefore, try to

for the greater misfortune of France, turned take care of their poor, and the state is sel

the adventurer, Louis Bonaparte, into Na- dom burdened with them . The criminal

poleon III., Emperor of the French. The records of the large cities show very few

wretched Commune of 1871 contributed per
French names .

haps a larger share to emigration than did On the whole, then , French immigration

the Franco- Prussian war. That undesirable to the United States is desirable rather than

element ceased to be dangerous, however, otherwise. Another glance at the official re.

after it had reached this “ land of freedom .” ports will strengthen this claim . Nothing

Not speaking the language of the country , is so convincing as figures, especially when

these deluded wretches could not make in- they comefrom an official source. The quota

cendiary speeches to American audiences , of France in the " skilled labor " that came to

and to deprive your communard of the right this country duringthefourteen years — 1873to

to vociferate nonsense , is to rob him of the 1886 inclusive — was as follows : professional,

power to do evil. From their countrymen 3,262 ; skilled, 16,237 ; miscellaneous, 29,836 .

whom they found settled here, they could ob Referring to the average of the normal an

tain assistance if they were suffering want, nual immigration already given, the natural

but they met no sympathy for their mad conclusion must be that the number of

dreams. And as theold rule, Il fautmanger, French “ without trade or occupation " who

holds good even in this land of plenty , they arrived during these fourteen years must

soon settled down to work and have become have been very small, especially ifwe deduct

harmless, industrious citizens.
therefrom the children, and a certain propor

All the consular reports agree in certifying tion of the women as having no occupation.

that “ there is no deportation of paupers, in The number of skilled workmen in the

sane persons, or criminals,” and no “ assisted principal trades, who arrived during that

emigration. The French government does period of fourteen years is apportioned as

not interfere, though it would prefer that its follows : jewelers, 433 ; glove-makers, 399 ;

citizens should emigrate to the French col- weavers , 317 ; book-binders, 225 ; watch and

onies.” Nor is this all. The American con- clock makers, 198 ; hatters, 181; button

sul at Havre tells us how far the solicitude of makers, 147 ; dyers, 110 ; saddlers, 101 ; ma

the French government goes : “ When a chinists, 90. Under one hundred we also

steamer leaves here with emigrants,the officer find cap-makers, copper-smiths, flax-dressers,
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iron-moulders and founders, lace-manufac- to the cause of Christian education . Anong

turers , spinners, pattern -makers, platers and the most noted of these is themagnificent es

polishers, in fact all the trades and industries tablishment of the congregation of the Holy

which contribute to the wealth and industrial Cross (Ste. Croix du Mans), at Notre Dame

development of this country. Mechanics (Indiana), where the superior general of the

not otherwise designated are put down at order, Father Sorin , who is an officer of

500 ; miners, 548 ; farmers, 5,354 . A fact, French Public Instruction , has his resi

not generally known, is that the majority of dence. Since the days of the missionaries

the French in the United States- principally who first explored the wilds of the Western

in the South and West - are engaged in agri- world , the Catholic Church has sent a num

cultural pursuits. ber of priests to this country, and several of

Theliberal professions are well-represented . the American bishops are of French birth or

In New York City there are sixteen French descent. OfFrench origin arealso many ofour

lawyers, thirty-two physicians, eight den- charitable institutions ; the youngest and

tists, eighteen pharmacists, eight painters, most popular of which is, perhaps, the Little

seven musical composers, three sculptors. Sisters of the Poor who are respected by Pro

Quite as many, if not more, will be found in testants and Catholics alike, and are doing

other large cities - San Francisco and New immense good . There are several French

Orleans, for example . The bench and bar of churches, mostly Catholic ; the largest num

New Orleans once enjoyed a merited reputa- ber being in New Orleans. There are also

tion . The namesof the Canonges,Maurians, two French Protestantor evangelicalchurches

Canons, Mazureans, are not forgotten in the in New York , one in Philadelphia ,and two or

Crescent City. Their successors, no doubt, three more, probably , in other cities.

strive to emulate those shining lights of by Although Frenchmen do not generally take

gone days. It was the time when the young a very active part in American politics , a few

Frenchman Pierre Soulé held the juries in at different times havebeen elected to the leg

the criminal court and the crowd at political islature of their adopted state or to municipal

meetings, spell-bound by his matchless ora- offices. Such is the case, not only in Louisi

tory. He rose to represent Louisiana in the ana, where it might have been expected, but

American Senate — the peer of the Calhouns, in Illinois and Iowa. In the late Civil War

Clays, and Websters — and the United States Frenchmen fought on both sides , and rose to

at the court of Spain . distinction . A rather remarkable coincidence

The medical profession has counted and was that while the Count de Paris , the repre

still counts in its ranksnot a few celebrities. sentative of the Orleans dynasty, was serving

It is principally in the states visited by that as aid -de-camp to General McClellan, Prince

scourge, yellow fever,that the French physi- de Polignac, one of the staunchest sup

cians have done noble work . In New York , porters of the dethroned Bourbons, was

the Pasteur Institute for the cure of hydro- leading a Confederate brigade. Wemight

phobia was founded and is managed by Dr. name other distinguished soldiers,but laurels

Paul Gibier, a pupil of the great French won in a fratricidal contest had better not

savant. Paintings by French artists, statues , be paraded .

and monuments due to the chisel of French Wefeel more at ease in speaking of another

sculptors, adorn the public places and pub- army, one whose self-imposed mission is not

lic and private galleries of many American to kill but to sustain life. We allude to the

cities, including the national capital. French great army of French cooks. Truly their

teachers are met in every town and village in name is legion and they are a power in the

the Union . This profession is somewhat land. Their proper place should be imme

over-crowded , it being the first choice of new- diately following theliberal professions. And

comers who possess no other capital than a who doubts that they are entitled to a place

good education ; and both sexes seek an among them ? Professional cooks- French

bonorable livelihood in the performance of chefs - are often men of finished education, of

its arduous duties. sound learning - especially in all that con

Several flourishing French educational in- cerns man's digestion . It is possible that

stitutions exist in different states. Some are the rank and file do not all come up to the

due to individual enterprise ; others have been chef's standard ; many a poor Frenchman ,

founded by French religious orders devoted unable to find employment here in his par
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ticular calling , has turned cook without go- mines have also had their attraction . They

ing through any novitiate. What does it have drawn capital as well as labor from

matter , so long as he has pleased the palate France. The Lexington mine, in Montana,

of his employers ? belongs to a French company, as do some of

A lady once asked the writer of this article the Colorado mines. California , as might be

some information about the manner of pre- expected , has also its French minersandmine

paring a certain French dish. Ashe pleaded owners and also numerous French wine

ignorance of theculinary art (or science), she makers and fruit -growers ,

exclaimed , “ What ! you don't know ? Why, Industrial enterprises requiring a largeout

I thought every French gentlemen under- lay ofcapital are not so frequently started by

stood cooking.” This notion like that enter- our French residents. Yet some valuable

tained of old by the English cockney , that and successful ones have been founded, es

every Frenchman must be either a hair- pecially in the West. The glass-works of

dresser or a dancing-master , is dying out. Ottawa (Illinois ) founded by Mr. de la Cha

But it cannot be denied that, thanks to the pelle, have won quite a name by the excel.

French cook, the American cuisine has im- lence of their products . Several prosperous

proved wonderfully since those by-gone days tanneries, in Chicago, are run by Frenchmen .

when it inspired Talleyrand's sarcastic wit. In the latter city, Mr. Millet , a nephew of

The French press is honorably represented the celebrated sculptor of that name, has

here. The New Orleans Bee (L'Abeille) is formed a partnership with the son of the

the oldest newspaper published in the French American painter Healy, for the manufac

language in the United States, but the New ture of painted glass and house -decorating ar

York Courrier des Etats Unis is the acknowl- ticles ofart. Wemight name several other

edged organ of the French population and enterprises of like importance, did the

the able and true exponentof French politics limits of this article permit. Quite a

and ideas. The Courrier has reached its large number, the greater number, in fact ,

sixty.third year - a career of uninterrupted of the French here are engaged in agri

prosperity . A score ofminor lights in French culture, principally in the Western and

journalism shine in various localities. Many Southern states. Of late years cattle-raising

others after giving proof ofundoubted talent, has attracted the attention of the French . A

have flickered during some brief years and numberof the newcomers engaged in this in .

goneout of existence, as many bright young dustry aremembers ofthe old noblesse, who,

journals of all nationalities will do. Yet, not disgusted with the republic , impelled by a

a few successful writers in the American press consequent feeling of misanthropy to flee

are of French birth . They have conquered from civilization , looking at the cattle-king's

the first obstacle to success — the language - life through poetical eye-glasses, or, in a

and can now fight their way. more matter-of-fact spirit, calculating upon

In trade and commerce the share of our the dollars itmay bring, havebought ranches

French merchants is large. The wine trade and gone into the business with commend

is almost entirely controlled by them , and able energy. Marquis deMores, notorious for

to some extent, the French dry goods and his quarrels with the cowboys and for his more

fancy goods trade. This is particularly ap- recent participation in the Boulangist con

plicable to the retail trade in the large sea- spiracy, owns a vast tract at Medora, or Lit

port towns and many inland cities . French tle Missouri, on the confines of Dakota and

hotels and restaurants are plentiful and Montana. A little farther on, at Miles City ,

thriving ; and it were idle to enumerate the Mr. Vibeaux has shown himself a very suc

barbers , tailors, hair-dressers, bonnet and cessful ranchman , while on the very edge of

dress makers , whose skill helps to bring out, Yellowstone Park , in Wyoming , close to the

more conspicuously , the native elegance of Montana line, Count de Mailly-Nesle and

American beaux and belles . Marquis du Doré own important ranches . In

The French miners attracted to this coun- the southern part of Dakota, before reaching

try by the prospect of making more money, Deadwood, is the Fleur de Lys ranch , where

come principally from the mining districts of special attention is given to raising Per

the north of France . Many of these are em- cheron and Arabian stock . This valuable

ployed in the coal mines of Illinois, Indiana, ranch belongs to Baron de Mandat-Grancey,

Kansas, and Missouri. The gold and silver who, in addition to being an experienced
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stock -raiser and bold ranchman , has revealed Enough has been said to show that the

himself a writer of merit by the interesting French in the United States are doing their

and humoroussketches of his new surround- share in the development of the resources of

ings and daily life, which he has written for this great country and its extraordinary prog

the French press . ress.

THE MINISTERIAL TONE .

BY ROBERT MCLEAN CUMNOCK .

Of Northwestern University .

T

any of

HERE always has been a certain pi. men rather than to construct better men out

quant pleasure in criticising theclergy. of what we have. And although ministers

No opportunity has been allowed to are the targets at which the public especially

pass unimproved and advice has been offered delight to aim their shafts, it mustbe con

ad nauseam . If this advice in all cases had fessed that the clergy themselves are often

been discriminating and just, good results as fierce and heartless in their criticism of

might have followed ; but alas ! the criticism one another as the outside iconoclasts. It is

of the elocution of the pulpit has so frequently not our purpose to stand sponsor for

taken the form of ridicule or indiscriminate the eccentricities or improprieties of pulpit

condemnation, that nothing has come of it, address, nor do we think it wise to allow

savea prejudiced notion in the publicmind that an indifferent standard ofexcellence to be set

ministers as a class are the poorest speakers up and go unchallenged ; we simply wish to

wehave. Howevergeneral this belief may be, condemn as dangerous and wicked the care

it is very certain thatmany ofour best speak- less, jocose, and irresponsible style of criti

ers are in the ranks of the ministry, and, of cism that prevails.

necessity , must be there so long as the pres This habit of fault- finding has grown to

entorder of things continues. The minister such an extent that ministers expect it, and

has altogether the best field for the cultiva- indeed frequently invite it, and oftentimes

tion of elegant and effective public address ; act as though they were disappointed if they

the orderly audience, the church constructed do not getmore than they deserve.

with special reference to speaking, the wide How often do we hear these inviting

range of topics to be discussed , the important words— " now do not spareme" - " cutmeto

interests involved in the discussion, furnish pieces " -not knowing that this is the worst

conditions that no other profession can offer. kind of criticism . Is it ever helpfulto beat

So far then from believingministers to be the a man to pieces, and leave him in weakness

poorest speakers,we are inclined to believe to struggle back to his former health and

that they are thebest, or should be .
strength ? Is it ever cheering or strengthen

Whatever opinion may be entertained with ing to tell a man that he is greatly at fault

reference to this matter, it is very evident in his reading and speaking, and that he

that a fierce and dangerous spirit of fault- ought to desist from public work until he

finding is prevalent and popular in our day . can acquire a better form , and then leave

We live in an age of such large freedom that him in his discouragement to improve

nobody hesitates to criticise or rather to find under the gracious and good advice he has

fault, forgetting that the rarest and highest received ?

ability is required for useful and safe criti To all such reformers wehave but oneword ,

cism . The true province of the critic is to never criticise any man's reading or speak

construct and build up, not to dissect and ing unless you can suggest a bettermethod ,

pulldown. However beneficent and helpful and outlinea course of training that will lead

the labors of such a class of critics might be to that end. Keeping this principle in view ,

to society, it is nevertheless true thatmodern we will endeavor to discuss ourtheme, Wha

criticism has become essentially destructive. is the Ministerial Tone?

It is popular in our day to use the knife, to It is an unpleasant melody or intonation

cut deep, to parade the weakness of public ofvoice used by someministers. So very few
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speakersuse a melody entirely free from un I suppose you left the ball- room ,

pleasant tones, that it would be just as proper With its music and its light ;

to speak of the actor's tone, or the lawyer's For they say love's flame is brightest

tone, as to speak of theministerial tone.
In the darkness of the night.

Itmust be remembered that a sentencemay Well, you walked along together,

be written out in musical form as well as a
Overhead the starlit sky ;

And I'll bet - old man , confess it
song or any musical composition . The chief

difference being this : in the melody of song
You were frightened. So was I.

every thing is arbitrary ; in the melody of So you strolled along the terrace,

speech every thing is voluntary . In other Saw the summer moonlight pour

words, when you sing a song you must sing All its radiance on thewaters,

thenotes as they are written on the musical Asthey rippled on the shore,

staff ; in reading an essay the person reading Till at length you gathered courage,

makes his own music. When you saw that nonewas nigh

Now it must be very evident that those Did you draw her close and tell her

people who are unable to sing because of That you loved her ? So did I.

their lack of appreciation of musical sound,
Well, I needn't ask you further,

must be under great disadvantage in making
And I'm sure I wish you joy.

good music when they speak . It is not Think I'll wander down and see you

necessary, however,that a person should be a
When you're married - eh , my boy ?

good musician or singer in order to be a good When the honeymoon is over

speaker. It is only necessary that the And you're settled down, we'll try

speaker should have such an appreciation of What? the deuce you say ! Rejected

musical sound that the variety of intonation You rejected ? So was I.

employed may be pleasing to the ear. Let -Anonymous.

it notbe imagined , however, that an agree

able melody can be secured by a few weeks'
OLD CHUMS.

practice. Is it you , Jack ? Old boy, is it really you ?

In some cases it may take months and I shouldn't have known you but that I was told

years, and never be thoroughly mastered, but You mightbe expected ;—pray, how do you do ?

any improvement in this direction is a sub- . But what, under heaven , has made you so old ?

stantial gain . The acquisition of a pleasing Your hair ! why, you've only a little gray fuzz !

variety of intonation secures two things that And your beard's white ! but that can bebeau

are essentialto the successful public speaker : tifully died ;

first, a wellmodulated voice, which renders And your legsaren'tbut just half aslong as they

all speech agreeable ; second, inflection , was ;

which renders all speech effective and intelli And then -stars and garters ! your vest is so wide.

gent. A careful and continued study and
Is this yourhand ? Lord, how I envied you that

practice of the following suggestions is
In the time of our courting, –-So soft, and so

recommended for the improvement of the small,

melody of the voice.
And now it is callous inside, and so fat,

Well, you beat the very old deuce, that is all.

FIRST. PRACTICE COLLOQUIAL READING .
Turn round ! let me look at you ! isn't it odd

A number of colloquial selections should
How strange in a few years a fellow's chum

be secured . The following are admirable
grows !

specimens of colloquial style : Your eye is shrunk up like a bean in a pod ,

And what are these lines branching out from

A SIMILAR CASE .

Jack , I hear you've gone and done it,

Your back has gone up and your shoulders gone
Yes , I know ;most fellowswill ;

down,

Went and tried it oncemyself, sir,
And all the old roses are under the plough ;

Though you see I'm single still.

And you met her - did you tellme,
Why,Jack, if we'd happened to meetabout town,

Iwouldn't have known you from Adam , I vow !

Down at Newport, last July,

And resolved to ask the question You've had trouble, have you ? I'm sorry ; but

At a soirée ? So did I. John ,

your nose ?
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your wife ?

All trouble sits lightly at your time of life . SECOND. COLLOQUIAL SELECTIONS INVOLV .

How's Billy , my namesake ? You don't say he's ING SENTIMENT.

gone IN AN ATELIER .

To the war, John, and that you have buried I pray you , do not turn your head ; and let your

hands lie folded --so .

Poor Katherine ! so she has left you, -ah me ! It was a dress like this, blood-red, that Dante

I thought she would live to be fifty, or more .
liked so , long ago .

What is it you tell me? She was fifty -three !
You don't know Dante ? Never mind. He

O no Jack ! she wasn't so much by a score. loved a lady wondrous fair

His model? Something of the kind . I wonder

Well, there's little Katy ,—was that her name, if she had your hair !

John ?

She'll rule your house oneof these days like a
I wonder if she looked so meek , and was not

meek at all, -mydear
queen .

Thatbaby !good Lord ! is shemarried and gone? I wantthat side-lighton your cheek . He loved

With a Jack ten yearsold! and a Katy fourteen! And painted her, as I paint you ; but rather bet

her, it is very clear,

Then I give it up ! Why, you're younger than I ter on thewhole .

By ten or twelve years, and to think you've Depress your chin , yes, that will do : he was a

come back painter of the soul !

A sober old greybeard , just ready to die !

I don't understand how it is , do you Jack ?
And painted portraits, too, I think , in the In

ferno - rather good !

I've got allmy faculties yet, sound and bright; I'd make some certain critics blink if I'd his

Slight failure my eyes are beginning to hint;
method and his mood .

But still, with my spectacles on, and a light
Her name was - Jennie let your glance rest

'Twixt them and thepage, I can read any print.
there by that Majolica tray

Was Beatrice ; they met by chance they met by

My hearing is dull, and my leg is more spare, chance, the usual way.

Perhaps, than it was when I beat you at ball ;
As

My breath gives out, too , if I go up a stair,
you and I met, months ago, do you remem

But nothing worth mentioning, nothing at all !

ber ? How your feet

Went crinkle-crinkle on the snow adown the

My hair is just turning a little, you see, long gas-lighted street !

And lately I've put on a broader-brimmed hat An instant in the drug store's gläre you stood as

Than Iwore at your wedding, but you will agree, in a golden frame

Old fellow , I look all the better for that. And then I swore it --then and there - to hand

your sweetness down to fame.

I'm sometimes a little rheumatic, 'tis true,

And mynose isn't quite on a straight line, They met, and loved, and never wed — all this

they say ; was long before our time;

For all that, I don't think I've changed much, And though they died , they are not dead - such

do you ? endless youth gives 'mortalrhyme!

And I don't feel a day older, Jack, not a day. Still walks the earth , with haughty mien, great

- Alice Cary. Dante , in his soul's distress ;

And still the lovely Florentine goes lovely in

Additional selections for practice : “ The
her blood -red dress.

One Horse Shay,” Oliver Wendell Holmes ;

“ Pyramus and Thisbe,” J. G. Saxe ; “ Her You do not understand at all? He was a poet ;

Letter,” Bret Harte. on his page

The conversationalcharacter ofthese pieces He drew her; and though kingdoms fall, this

will assist the reader to a natural and me
lady lives from age to age :

lodious use of the voice . They will induce A poet — that means painter too, for words are

him to read as he talks, and help him to ac

colors , rightly laid ;

quire a variety that is free from false and af. And they outlast our brightest hue, for ochers

crack and crimsons fade.

fected intonations. After a fair degree of

success is attained in reading these selec- The poets — they are lucky ones ! when we are

tions, a more difficult list of pieces should be thrust upon the shelves,

tried — those involving sentimental and col- Our works turn into skeletonsalmost as quickly

loquial qualities. as ourselves;
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For our poor canvass peels at length , at length cutionary work than a skillful andmelodious

is prized when all is bare : reading of a piece ofcommon English . Such

" What grace !" the critics cry, "what strength !" an acquisition so thoroughly commends itself

when neither strength nor grace is there. because of its usefulness, that many people

Ah, Jennie, I am sick at heart, it is so little one wonder why we do not hearmore of it. But

can do ;
like all good and desirable things it is not

We talk our jargon — live for art ! I'd much pre- easily secured . It requires patient and la

fer to live for you . borious practice to acquire a perfect melody

How dull and lifeless colors are ! you smile, and in the reading of an essay or newspaper ar

allmy picture lies : ticle. So difficult is it that all this prelimin

I wish that I could crush a star to make a pig- ary practice of colloquialselections is needful

ment for your eyes. as a preparatory training. I cannot suggest

a better text-book for common reading than
Yes child, I know I'm out of tune ; the light is

the New Testament.

bad ; the sky is gray :

A few chapters are suggested for prac
I'll work no more this afternoon , so lay your

tice . The Sermon on theMount,Mat. V., vi.,
royalrobes away.

Besides, you're dreamy - hand on chin — I know vii.; The Parableofthe Phariseeand Publican,

not what - not in the vein :
Luke xviii.:9 ; The Parable of the Prodigal

While I would point Anne Boleyn, you sit there Son, Luke xv.:11; Regeneration, John iii.;

looking like Elaine.
The BlindMan Restored to Sight, John ix .;

Duties enjoined, Rom . xii.; Charity, ist Cor.

Not like the youthful, radiant Queen , uncon- xiii.; The Resurrection , ist Cor. xv.; Faith ,

scious of the coming woe,
Heb . xi.; Love, ist John iv.

But rather as she might have been , preparing Some teachers, whose judgment I greatly

for the headsman's blow .
respect, insist that an elaborate system of

I see ! I've put you in a miff - sitting bolt up- rules for inflection and emphasis is the surest

right, wrist on wrist.
way to lead to a naturaland pleasing variety

How should you look ? Why, dear as if - some
of intonation. I admit thatsuccess hasbeen

bow - as if you'd just been kissed.

-T. B. Aldrich.
secured by this system of training, but I se

riously question the propriety of beginning

“ John Burns of Gettysburg ,” Bret Harte ; with rulesbefore the pupil hasbeen trained to

“ An Order fora Picture," Alice Cary ; “ Han- a certain appreciation ofmusical variety . The

nah Jane, " D. R. Locke. teacher may find an occasional pupil that

In these selections an occasional passage will yield to no other treatment than the

of sentiment occurs which requires a change application of fixed rules, but such are very

from a conversational or staccato to an ef- rare exceptions. As a matter of fact, the

fusive or flowing form ofutterance. To pre- currentmelody of a sentence should not be

serve this smooth utterance and, at the same subjected to rules, otherwise you would ab

time, secure perfect naturalness in theinton- solutely fix the intonations of every person

ations of the voice demands a greater degree and thereby destroy all individuality .

of skill than the reading of the purely col I much prefer that the pupil at first should

loquial styles. The proximity of the collo- secure a natural use of his voice, without

quial passage to the sentimental will serve thought of rules. After the ear has been

as a guide, and help to a naturalmelody. trained to a just appreciation of musical in

tonations it will then be time to assist and

THIRD . COMMON READING .
strengthen the reader by fixed rules for in

We are now prepared to enter upon the flection , cadence, and emphasis. You will

practice ofnarrative, descriptive, and didactic by this method avoid a peculiar mechanical

styles, or what is generally called common stiffness, that frequently appears in those

reading. Here the difficulties in securing who train themselves by rules withoutany

pleasing variety are greatly increased . The previously acquired power to execute what

dignified diction and elaborate structure of the rule requires. Bear in mind constantly

the sentence furnish opportunities for the this general direction - read theabove chap

display of great taste and skill in themelo- ters as though you were talking in themost

dious managementofthe voice. Nothing is direct way to yourhearers, and endeavor to

more to be prized as an achievement in elo- impress the truth in as earnest and natural
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tones as you would in uttering the samepre- great extent, an effusive utterance, here it is

cepts to your own children . essential to the expression of the sentiment.

The deep orotund voice rendered with a flow-

FOURTH . ORATORICAL EXPRESSION .
ing utterance offers such opportunities for

Oratory is simply elevated talk , and the unpleasant intonations, that very few attain

same intonations that are used in common a perfectly musical modulation . An easy

reading or conversation should be carried into way out of the difficulty would be to drop the

this style of address. The increase of force , effusion , but if wedo this wesacrifice the sen

or volumeof voice, greatly adds to the diffi- timent which is the very life of the thought.

culty of securing a pleasing variety. It is in The only way is to be patient and thorough

this style of composition that speakers are in the preliminary practice, and rely upon

chiefly found guilty of using “ tones ” or the cultivated sense of musical sound thus.

“ false notes ” or more properly , bad melody. acquired . To be sure, a less varied melody is

'The safest and best advice wecan offer to all required in these styles, but the need of a

those who have acquired unfortunate habits suitable variety is just as imperative here as.

of intonation in their public address is this elsewhere. Because this style of reading is

pursue the system of practice outlined above sometimes called monotone do not conclude

until an appreciation ofnatural melody such that the reader should be monotonous. The

as you use in ordinary conversation is estab- reading is made melodious and pleasing by a

lished in your public speaking. A study skillful use of the vanish of the tones in the

and practice of the simple and direct form of form ofwaves. The reading of a large portion

address found in the orations of Wendell of the Old Testament, the Revelation in the

Phillips is recommended ; then the more or- New Testament, the reading of most hymns,

nate and elaborate form of Burke and Webster and the Liturgy falls under this division .

may be attempted. I have often thought that many of the bad

tones used by ministers in the delivery of

FIFTH . GRAND, SUBLIME, REVER- their sermons could be traced to the reading

ENTIAL READINGS.
of these reverential styles. The remedy for

These are probably themost difficult styles all this is to begin with the simplest forms of

in which to secure good melody. In none ofthe reading and lead up to themost difficult, not

foregoing selections have we used, to any the reverse order .

AND

THE LIFE OF A NAVAL APPRENTICE .

BY JOHN R. SPEARS.

L

YING at pier at the entrance of Pov- through which the Naval Department at

erty Bay on the westerly side of the Washington is striving to secure American

city ofNew York is one of the last re seamen to man the American war-ships.

maining of the old -time wooden war-ships, That an American navy worthy of the

the United States frigate Minnesota . Her American people will be built, need no lon

great black hull, her lofty spars, and her ger be questioned, for both parties of politi

wide-spreading yards will not cease to at- cians are now committed to such a policy ,

tract the admiration of all who see her as while a beginning has already been made

long as she remains in commission. Of the thatmust excite the hearty approval of every

hundreds of thousands of travelers and pic. one who becomes familiar with the matter.

nicers who go up and down the Hudson To secure for these new ships a force of men

every year, few fail to give the great ship a who shall represent the brains, the ambition ,

second look when once attention has been the courage, and the patriotism of the Amer

drawn to her. Attractive as a picture and as ican people as well as these ships represent

a reminder of a gallant fleet of other days, the American mechanicalgenius, is themost

she is of interest to every patriotic American important task to which the Secretary ofthe

for another and more practical reason — she Navy has addressed himself, for in these

is one of half a dozen recruiting stations days, when the steam winch has taken the
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place of the capstan , and the helix the place ber as he is now — that the officer is very

of
spar and canvas,and the incandescent film likely thinking of his own feelings long ago

the place of the whale oil glim , the pictur- when hewas an applicant for admission to

esque old marline spike salt, with rings in the Naval Academy, and that he is hoping

his ears and curls on his shoulders, is not that the shy youngster before him will like

wanted. To get the sort of men that are the service well enough to make a career

wanted - the young fellows with a spring in there .

their step and a snap in their eye — a system From the officer the boy is sent to the sur

of shipping apprentices for navalservice has geon , who strips him and examines him

been devised , and the object of this article is carefully for physical defects. At these ex

to tell the lad ambitious of living a sailor's aminations an astonishing number of boysare

life just what he may expect if he enters the found wanting in some way. Particular at

Navy . tention is given to the eyes, which mustdis

Any lad between the ages of fourteen and tinguish objects and colors at a distance

eighteen who is intelligent and of sound readily. A boy between fourteen and fifteen

physique is accepted , but if the truth be told years of age must be at least four feet nine

the boys from the country, awkward and inches tall, weigh seventy pounds, and

lubberly though they be and wholly unac- measure twenty -six inches around the chest ;

quainted with ships and seafaring matters, and one between seventeen and eighteen

are the ones received with most favor. The yearsmust be five feet two inches,weigh one

sterling qualities which somehow seem to be hundred pounds,and measure twenty -nine

developed much more readily in the country inches around the chest.

than in the city , and which enable the ambi From the doctor the boy goes back to the

tious country bred lad easily to pass the city captain and there he “ signs articles ” -an

boy in all other desirable careers, are as ser- agreement to serve faithfully Uncle Sam until

viceable in the Navy as on shore. twenty -one years old. Then he is sent to the

To enter the Navy as an apprentice , the barber who gives him a bath and trims his

boymust first of all obtain the written con- hair, and then the doctor vaccinates him ,

sent of his legal guardian . As a general after which he is taken to the tailor and

rule this guardian must go with the boy to measured for his uniform .
Uncle Sam pre

the recruiting station and there make a sents each boy with clothing and such arti

written declaration of his consent in the cles as a tooth brush , blacking brush , black

matter, though when a boy lives a long way ing, comb, towels, and bedding to the value

from the station he can write to the captain of forty -five dollarswhen he enters the navy.

of the receiving ship and obtain a printed The pay of the boy begins from the day he

blank for the guardian to fill out. With signs articles, and the amount is nine dollars

this in his pocket the boy takes the train for a month and one ration to begin with .

the port where the ship is, and eventually The boy's training begins immediately

finds his way to the pier. after he leaves the tailor. He is assigned to

A handsome young man in the uniform of a mess with others who have shipped before

a sea soldier will be found on the pier (if the him , and a hammock which will be his bed

boy comes to New York ) ready to direct him thereafter, and a bag which serves instead of

on board the ship . On the deck another sea a trunk, are given to him . Then he is con

soldier will be found ready to take him to ducted about the ship and its various parts

the captain or whatever officer may be in and their names explained to him .

charge of the ship . This officer will question When this little journey is over, the lad is

him sharply but kindly, to learn whether he in a state ofmind which the word bewildered

is a runaway or not, and also what sort of a but fairtly portrays. If not considerably dis

character he may have. The boy from the couraged and homesick he is fortunate . To

backwoods, frightened half out of his wits add to his discomfort someof the more ex

by the strangeness of his surroundings and perienced boys are sure to do a little hazing

the feeling that he is on trial before a great on the quiet, buthewill getmore of that later.

man , will feel his hopes sink lower and The youngster is kept on the receiving

lower with every question . He cannot real- ship until a squad of twenty has been en

ize that this same officer was, twenty or listed. Then the squad is sent off to the

thirty years ago, just such an awkward lub- training ship New Hampshire at Newport,

.
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Rhode Island, and it is here that the real life and mend sails ; to handle oars and boat

of the apprentice is begun. From four hun- hooks. They are kept until dinner time at

dred to five hundred boys usually can be this sort of thing in a way that makes the

found here at any time. The New Hamp- blood tingle. There is more washing,

shire is simply an old hull with a house built sweeping, and cleaning about the dinner

over the greater partof the upper deck . The hour and then with dinner over they go at

work of training the boys is done on this the drill again , which, with one hourat En

ship and on the island adjoining. If the glish studies for every lad lasts the afternoon

boy does not find the life there a busy one it out. Supper is served at five o'clock. After

is because he has a capacity for work that is supper, boats that are in the water must be

marvelous. hoisted and every thing about the ship putin

The day begins with “ early daylight- re- shape for the night. All hands are again

veille," as the regulations say. The boys mustered to see that all are there, and at

are awakened by a bugle blast and must turn dark the boys get their hammocks and swing

out, dress, lash their hammocks, and carry them to the hooks. From six to seven every

them up on deck to bestowed away in twelve evening , however, a part of the boys must

minutes. Then they are served with hot attend to English studies. The course in

coffee , after which the decksmustbe cleared cludes arithmetic, geography, writing, his

up and swept ; on certain days dirty clothes tory, reading, spelling, and grammar.

must be washed - every boy being his own During the evening the boys can read or

laundry -man ; the decks must be scrubbed write to friends, or play innocent games. At

and sometimes holystoned , the brass work eight fifty the tattoo is sounded and all hands

brightened , the paint work washed, and the must turn in . After nine all must keep

bilgewater pumped out of the hold . Mean- silence.

timethe cooks must get breakfast and cer While this is an accurate description of the

tain of the ladsmust get the tables ready for day's routine ofan apprentice at Newport, it

breakfast ; all must wash their hands and does not adequately describe his life. Work

faces. The quartermaster gets the flags there is plenty from daylight to dark , and

ready to send aloft, and by and by, at eight when darkness comes he is tired . But the

o'clock , there is another musical blast on the lad will find that work is not all he will have

hugle, the flags are run aloft and spread to to think about. In spite of the efforts ofthe

the breeze, the boatswain and his water pipe officers the older boys haze the new ones. It

blow shrilly on their whistles and all hands is not at all serious hazing but it is annoy

go to breakfast with such appetites as two ing. A boy may be required to dance a jig

hours and a half of work done on the jump or whistle or sing or “ beat time,” or do

will give a healthy boy. Ample time- some sort of monkeyshine to please the

forty-five minutes — is allowed for the meal. oldsters. It is not, I am prepared to say

Then there is more washing and cleaning , after having been through that sort of a

for an American man-o'-war is the cleanest thing, at the Naval Academy, half so bad as

structure in the world ; and finally at nine- it is commonly supposed to be.

thirty all hands are required to stand in lines Every morning at eight forty-five there is

so the captain and some other officers can a sick -call and those who are ill can go to see

take a good look at every one, to see that all the surgeon. This will seem a curious regu

are clean and neat. The inspection is con- lation to those who suppose that the time to

tinued to the ship as well, and if there is any go to the surgeon is when one is taken ill,

dirt or any misplaced article woe betide the without regard to the hour, but the lad must

one who is at fault, for he will have to ex- be very sick before he can go to the surgeon

plain all about it then and there, and most at any otherhour. Out of five hundred boys,

likely before the whole ship's company, and however, there will be a host anxious to

if there is any blame, prompt punishment shirk drills and studies, and the little rascals

will follow . will be found so skillful in simulating ill

After inspection comes drill. The lads ness that an expert is needed to detect them .

must learn to march , to handle muskets, re. The regulation heads off this class somewhat

volvers , broad -swords, cannon of all sorts, they cannot stop work in the middle of a

and to go aloft and handle sails. They must drill to go to the doctor, and because of the

learn to knot and splice ropes ; to cut,make, regulation never think of such a thing. On
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the other hand the doctor will sometimes is hard work on the New Hampshire. They

think a really sick boy is shamming. Boys have an excellent band ofmusicians, and the

with headache from catarrh probably never boys not only can but must learn to dance.

have a worse time anywhere than in the There is a hop once a week , and sometimes.

Navy, for somehow medical examinations oftener. Saturday afternoon being a holiday

seldom seem to reveal to naval doctors the they have baseball and other contests. They

existence of such a disease, so the boy with- have rowing matches , boxing matches, and

out knowing what ails him suffers on . fencing matches. They have private theatri

As said , the boys have a couple of hours to cals, and sing as well as dance. In short, if

themselves each evening. If ambitious they a boy doesnot suffer with homesickness he is

can study books on somesuch specialty as pretty certain to think he is having a lot of

gunnery,torpedoes — whatnot - and they will fun .

find encouragement among the officers and On Sunday they have religious services,

discouragement among their mates. The including a Sunday- school that is pretty

boy who studies out of hours is jeered at by nearly non -sectarian .

the others, though in their hearts they re After from six months to a year on the

spect and admire him if he does it from a New Hampshire theboys are sent to a cruising

real desire to improve himself. If he is sim- training ship like the Jamestown. Here the

ply anxious to gain favor with theofficers he drilling - particularly the drilling in seaman

will be despised on all sides very soon . ship -- which they have had, on a vessel be

But perhaps themost important event in side a pier, is continued in actual service.

the life of the apprentice is his first fight. They stand watch and watch — that is, four

Let no boy who is afraid to use his fists ship hours on duty and four off. Cruises to the

as a naval apprentice. Heenters the Navy to West Indies are made in winter and across.

learn to fight as a man- o '-war's man, and he the Atlantic in summer. They reef and furt.

will have to show his pluck very soon after sail through necessity as well as for practice .

getting among the five hundred boys on the Targets are put out, the ship is cleared for

New Hampshire. Theoretically the boysare action, and mock battles are fought. They

not allowed to fight, and when caught at it must live on sea food - a deal more of salt

are punished ; but it need scarce be said that beef, pork , beans, and hard tack is served

officers trained in a fighting service despise than of any thing else, but of the food at sea.

a cowardly boy asmuch as the boy's mates as well as in port it may here be said that it

do, and no lad ever lost preferment because is ample in quantity and good enough for

hehad been punished for fighting, always anybody, though by no means all strawberry

provided hemade a manly fight. The fact shortcake and cream or plum duff.

that a boy got whipped is nothing against Arriving in a foreign port the lads are al

him if he showed good pluck and did his lowed, if they have behaved themselves, to go

level best. Some of the readersmay suppose ashore at least once, and not infrequently

that a boy with good courage and the Ser- several times. When the ship returns to the

mon on theMount in his heart might suc. United States the boy can get his first leave

cessfully refuse to fight. We read of such ofabsence to go to his old homeand see his.

good boys in civil life, sometimes, and the parents. Hemust be back in ten days, how

stories say that the good boy who would not ever.

fight eventually finds the bad boy's house After from six months to a year on train

on fire with the bad boy's little sister im- ing ships the boy is likely to be drafted to a .

prisoned in the upper story from which he regularman o ' war. It depends on the boy .

rescues her with much glory. But in the The willing and capable lad may get out of

Navy the boy's little sister does not live near the training shipin a year ; othersmay stay in

enough to the ship to be rescued. Besides them for their whole apprenticeship . Few ,

in real life it is commonly the bad boys who however, fail to get away in less than two

do the brave deeds of that sort. Let thecon- years except the very youngest boys. In

scientious boy go into the Navy as Joshua the regularman o ' war the boy does duty as

went into Canaan . He will need to give the a regular sailor. Hitherto he has been an

first heathen hemeets a sound drubbing , but apprentice only. When taken on the cruis .

after that he can live in peace.
ing training ship his pay is advanced to ten

There is no real lack of amusements if there dollars a month , and then to eleven dollars.
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On the regular war-ship he is rated as a sea- many foreign ports without getting ashore in

man apprentice of the second class with nine- them at all. The traveling done by a naval

teen dollars a month . Here if attentive to seaman cultivates the mind very little . He

duty he is soon advanced to the first class at will be constantly subjected to a discipline

twenty -four dollars a month . There he is that will bring punishmentto thebest ofmen ,

likely to remain untilhe is twenty -one years and he may in rare cases be under a brutal

old , for the number of men on a ship is great officer and suffer unjustly. Butto the mind

and the number of petty offices to be filled is of the true American the one consideration

small. Nevertheless, the active, cheerful boy which above all others should keep him out

who has put in his leisure “ bowing ” over of the Navy is the law thatprovidesthat only

useful books, and who was always " on deck graduates of the Naval Academy shall re

with stun's'ls set " when he was wanted for ceive commissions as naval officers . The

any thing, findsthe way to further prefer- American seaman , nomatter what his talent,

ment plain and easy. There are petty offices industry, and accomplishments,must forever

with pay ranging from thirty to sixty dol- go about the decks acknowledging by the

lars a month that must be filled . It is servile sign called the salute his inferiority

scarcely necessary to say, in spite of the to a class above him . For the midshipman

grumbling which one sees in seaport papers, to salute the admiral is not degrading to the

now and then , that the officers in the Navy midshipman for some day the midshipman

invariably give the Yankee apprentice the may wear the admiral's lace, but for the

first chance when " soft billets ” are to be American boy to admit and constantly pa

given out ; the officers have every induce rade his admission that he is of a class that

ment to encourage American boys, and their is and must remain inferior to another class

prejudices are naturally in favor of the Yan- is humiliating alike to the inferior class and

kee boy instead of against him . the people who boast of political equality.

Arriving at his majority the apprentice Nevertheless there are plenty of boys who

may go home and stay if he wishes. If he would be far better off in the Navy than they

should comeback in three months he will ever will be in civil life . There is a vastdif

be taken and his pay made onedollar a month ference between the clean , healthy ship and

more than it was when he left. Hemay now the dark, ill -ventilated factory and tenement,

hope for still further advancement. Hemay not to mention more noisome places in which

become a warrant officer such as a boatswain , hundreds ofmen must labor on shore. The

a sailmaker , or a gunner at from twelve hun- discipline of the ship may be strict but it is

dred dollars to eighteen hundred dollars a by no means as bad as the domineering of

year, with corresponding privileges though brutal foremen . Naval seamen have to sa

of course only the few get these offices and, lute a superior officer but they do not have to

unfortunately , political influence at Wash- drop their tools and go home moneyless to

ington will help rather more than native abil- hungry families at the dictation of a super

ity and training. cilious and perhaps drunken walking dele

On the whole, then, some lad may ask, is gate. The sailormisses someof the comforts

a career as a naval seaman one to arouse the of theman with a good wife and children , but

ambition of an American boy ? That, de- he never weeps over tiny graves ; and shrews

pends on the boy, for thelife has someserious and deserted firesides have no terrois for him .

drawbacks. Hehas food , shelter , and clothing that are

The naval seaman must never think of ample and attractive. He is such a healthy,

having a wife and home. Hemustmake the hearty , lusty fellow thathe is a favorite with

ship his home so continuously that he will the gentler sex the world over. He grows

be lucky if he is able to spendone full day in old slowly , and when at last white hairs do

a month on shorewhen the ship is in port, - come, the wrinkles in his face lie across

hemay sail the world over but never be al- his forehead and in crow's feet about his

lowed to spend over forty -eight hours on eyes and curve upward from the corners of

shore in a foreign porty - and he may visit his mouth.
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ENELON relates that when the father whatever either of this strange world or the

of Plato wished to have his son edu- strange world whence they came, he might

cated he took him to Socrates ,who,by have huddled them “ back into the lower

some strange coincidence, had dreamed the grade" to be crammed and crowded and op

night before that he bore in his bosom a pressed with thoughts (?), the necessary con

young swan which as soon as the feathers ditions for producing which , had never been

cameupon it displayed its wings, and sing- presented to them . After this Herod might.

ing with inexpressible sweetnessraised itself have called a coupcil to discuss the question,

into the highest regions of air, soaring with “ Why have our children no reasoning abil

intrepid flight. Socrates never doubted that ity ?” Yes, Herod might have shown him

the swan typified Plato and the boundless self far less of a gentleman than hewas. It .

famehe was destined to enjoy. is worth a great deal to a child to be killed at

If Socrates had been a modern pedagogue once rather than by gentle indirections.

instead of the grand old sage thathe was, his Little Joe, seven years old , was the child

dream would doubtless have taken on a dif- of poor working people who regarded a

ferent form . He would have caught the im- public schoolas theGreeks look upon Mount

aginary swan, pulled out all of its feathers, Olympus. To them it was the homeof the

converted the quills into pens, and set the gods. Little Joe was a sturdy fellow , quiet

featherless body to work to pass a written and timid , but careful and diligent in his

examination on the song it had never sung . work . The whole year through he had

So would Socrates have lost the song and so studied his lessons with that patient fidelity

would Plato have lost the power to sing . which only a child can give. Being a for

In the history of education there is no eigner , the silent letters and the capitals be

phasemore curious than the development of came sadly mixed in his mind. When ex

the practice of crowding from sixty to eighty amination day camethe capital letters were

little children into a close school- room and erased from the blackboard that the children

cramping their wee hands with pens and might not have them for reference to help

pencils in order to make them express ideas them through. It was a part of their grade

they never have had . work that they should know the capital let

How such a pernicious habit could have ters, and a part of the school system that

superimposed itself upon what is supposed each principal should be required to demand

to bethe thinking class ofthecommunity ,how that “ certain amount of absolute knowl

it could have grown out of the old way of edge."

learning in the open air in the free enjoy The principal came in and the examination

ment of life and of wise conversation, defies began. Little Joe's pale face showed a world

all laws of psychology and of evolution . of anxiety. What if he should fail ! What

When Herod caused the slaughter of the in- would father and mother say ! “ Mouse,”

nocents, he chose a wise and noble method. pronounced
the principal, and little Joe's

Hemighthave shown himself less of a gen- trembling fingers wrote “ mouse." Hebe

tleman . He might have cooped up the ba- gan to tremble. Might there not be a mis

bies in a school-room , pressed pensand pen- take about the silent letter at the end of the

cils into their chubby fists and compelled word ? Hegreatly feared it. The tears came

them to pass an examination
on the condi- into his eyes and rolled in large drops over

tions around them or themysteries back of his earnest little face. “ Peter," was the

them , the transmigration
of their souls over next word pronounced

for the babies to

into this world of “ absolute knowledge." write. Little Joe looked up with hopeless

For how can a baby go on and learn any despair. He began to cry and raised his

thing new unless it can definitely account hand in a helpless appeal for aid . Upon be

for what went before? And when Herod ing asked , “ What is the matter, Joe ?” he

found out that the infants knew nothing replied, “ I - I forget how to make a capital
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P ," sobbing as though his heart would study the habits of the eartb -worm , another

break . The principal, with moreheart for set watched a bird curiously , while older

the child than respect for the demand of the ones were discussing literary topics.

school-system for “ absolute knowledge,” The barrenness of the thought of those

placed a capital Pon the blackboard and children who went to the first school, the

“ Peter " was spelled . Butthe child's peace anger in their tones, the lassitude of their

of mind was gone and thecurse of childhood, walk , were expositions of the viciousness of

a dread of the written examination , was the system under which they were strug

upon him . Hehad fairly earned a right to gling , and it was all themore marked when

promotion by his diligence as well asby his put in contrast with the fine quality of feel

intelligence through the year, struggling ing, the vigor and fertility of thought, and

with the difficulties of a strange tongue, and the abundance of " absolute knowledge ” of

now , at last, he received his promotion as a the children who were not under the curse.

beggar receives alms, through the charity of The presumption of the written examina

his teachers. Little Joe left school before he tion is not unlike that of the vulture which

was ten years of age to begin earning a liv- ate out the vitals of Prometheus as fast as

ing, without the ability to tell a good book they could grow in ; it is the quality of pre

from a bad one, and thoroughly affected with sumption which would destroy all the heav

the examination fright which like a cancer enly fire which the god would gladly bring

has for years been eating the vitality out of down to men . No sooner does a child get an

public schools ; indeed it is the thiefwhich idea started than the examination swoops.

has stolen hours and hours from children, down to drag forth its roots to daylight that

hours which ought to have been devoted to they may be fumbled over and 'killed with

acquiring a taste for good reading ; hours criticism . Does the child get a thought

when they mighthave developed a power to sprouted on Monday, does it grow a little on

sing songs grander than Plato's . Tuesday and a little more on Wednesday, it

The tendency of the written examination must surely be pulled up on Thursday and

is to makeboys disgusted with school-work subjected to a written examination, that the

and drive them to seek relief in any thing teachermayhave proof that it is really there ,

that presents life. They will haunt saloons and that she may know exactly what condi.

is preference to entering the school-room . tion it is in . And this poor little green ap

And girls will waste their time in gossiping ple is called a result. As long as law sanc

over their “ marks " instead of discussing tions and encourages green fruit being

the subject matter of their lessons, a habit brought to market we need never hope for

which leads on to worse subjects of gossip. theGolden Apples of Hesperides, the well

And so the saloons and circles for small talk rounded thought which comes from seeing

are filled and thepublic libraries are emptied . widely enough to take in things in their re

Not long since I passed some pupils on the lations. That this can be done “ once a

street who were going to a school where month once a year " is the height of

written examinationswere held oncea month . absurdity.

I noticed that the children were speaking in The various theories concerning the utility

loud and angry tones about their " marks." of the written examination are equally piti.

One girl “ had the same answer ” that an- ful and false . That it “ prepares the children .

other girl had, “ but was marked lower,” to express their thoughtsmore clearly ” on

and a boy knew that his paper was better paper ; that it “ accustoms them to written

than that of some other pupil who received a examinations so that they will, in after life,

highermark . One pupil never had a mo- have no fear of it if called upon to meet the

ment at home" for her outside duties or teachers ' examination or the civil service

pleasures, “ could not practice a music les- examination.” So far from enabling a child

son half an hour a day for fear of failing at to express his thoughts more clearly, it de

examination .” prives him of the power to express his

Two blocks from these scolding little crea- thought in any manner ; it deprives him of

tures I met a large numberof children going any thought to express ; and it no more pre

to a school where examinations were not pares him to bear an examination in later

considered right. Some little children were life than an attack of malarial fever fits him

investigating a small patch of ground to to meet an attack of the small-pox.

or
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Two hundred and thirty high school grad- and they go without the judgment to choose

uates were examined at one time for teachers between a great book and a poor one. The

and only one " passed." That one was a child who leaves school, even at the age of

girl who had never had a written lesson in ten years , ifhe have theability and the taste .

her life until nearly thirteen years of age. to select a good book and thehunger to read

She had spenther early years in reading and it, is educated. He is educated in that he is

had been keptout of the public schools. It is started in theway of self-education ; better

not thebusiness of schools to overstock the educated than theman of twenty- five years,

market with civil service clerks and teachers the college graduate, who has gone through

or other professional people ; it is their office the grind but has acquired no taste for read

to let children develop into " all-round men ing. There will never be a close relation be

and women .” Written examinations destroy tween public schools and good literature so

the nerves ofchildren , injure their sight, and long as children feel that they must smug

break
up their sense ofentirety, giving them gle books into school and read them on the

the idea that a thing can be “ finished.” A sly. This has been the record of the past.

child often “ finishes " a subject which a phi. And there will be little relation between the

losopher can never finish though he devote public schools and education as long as chil

his life to it. Written examinations destroy dren are made to think that text-books are

the muscles of children. I have seen the real books. Take as an illustration those

muscles in the wrist of a young girl throb schoolswhere somepitifulschool-readeristhe

violently from this cause so that she was “bread and butter ” of thework and theclassic

obliged to choose between school work and only a rare condiment ; the school-reader the

taking music lessons. Written examinations standard, and Shakspere or Homer only a

induce sleeplessness in children and destroy " supplementary reader." Shakspere,Homer,

the best powers ofteachers,taking from them Dante, Hawthorne,-only supplementary

the chance of that broad culturewhich comes to Goosey Gander and Dick Twaddler ! Oras

through reading the great books of the a worse illustration the schools where even

world — the books which stand for power. the supplementary readers are another variety

Thewritten examination is only a prod, to of text-books, the classics not having even

goad on children and teachers as a cowboy the shadow of a chance on the supplementary

goads on his cattle. In the handsof a teacher list, the list whose original office it was to

it is a prod to drive children home at open a back door for the classics to come in ,

night to have their parents teach them so even though they had to sneak in like forlorn

that they can recite at school instead of learn- beggars and tramps in a sort of apologetic

ing at school. In the hands of a principal it way. Less than ten years ago I used to feel

is a prod whereby to drive the teacher . Un- guilty of misappropriating school time if I

der its sting no teaching is done in the school- allowed a child to read a book in school un

room . The teaching is done by the parent less it was a text-book . In those days I often

at home, and the school-room is merely the told my pupils that while I considered it right

place where children paradenight-work done for them to read " Tanglewood Tales " and

by themselves or their parents . Thewritten similar books in school hours, it was not at

examination is not a factor in the develop- all certain in mymind that I should not be

ment of thought, it is only a bell-punch to severely criticised if they were found reading

record results . It has nothing whatever to instead of studying. Even then I would not

do with placing conditions clearly before a compel a child to put away his real book for

child's mind that he may come to indepen . his text-book , preferring the censure if it

dent conclusions, —which is real teaching. should come, to the credit of getting the pu

The written examination is one of the chief pils to be interested in text-books. It is

factors in driving children out of school at an doubtfulwhether any good ever comesthrough

early age " to go to work .” In one city, in taking from the child the book in which he is

one year 16,776 children left school between absorbed to replace it with one which is less

January and June, in timeto escape the yearly interesting. If any book must go, it might

examination . And out of 63,372 primary much better be the text-book than the stand

children only 14,203 reached the grammar ard author.

grades. More than fifty per cent of the Children ought to have at least one hour a

children leave schoolbeforethe age of twelve day out of the five hours of school time for
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“ solid comfort ” in reading somemasterpiece which lie in poetry and science . The poetic,

of literature. A child of six years is much the artistic intelligence , is master of the

better off with “ Jack and the Bean Stalk ," mathematical, but the mathematical cannot

“ Cinderella," and " Puss in Boots " than he is in the least comprehend the poetic or the ar

'with a half dozen varieties of little readers tistic . An artist can draw all the curves and

or a pile of blocks. Atseven hemight much straight lines used by the mechanic, with no

betteramuse himself with Andersen's “ Fairy trouble whatever, because it is a matter of

Tales ” or Scudder's " Folk Lore,” than to be rules and rulers . But when the mechanic

troubling himself about a column ofwords in undertakes to apply his rules and rulers to

his second reader . And as he goes on in the subtle and complex imageries of the ar

years it is vastly more to his advantage to tist heshowsat once his awkward limitations.

become familiar with Æsop's Fables, Pil- The written examination creates low desires

grim's Progress, and stories from the old in the child . He prides himself on stand

classics than to waste time in trying to evade ing above ” his comrade who has a lower

the Least Common Multiple, or theGreatest mark ; whereas the masterpiece of literature

Common Divisor, or in computing the cost creates in him a longing to share equally

of an impossible brick wall by some method with his companion the great thoughts of the

which contractors in brick laugh at. world . Theexamination furnishes him with

A good book carefully read and discussed , low standards. He works for small desul

will furnish far better thought for abstracts tory knowledge instead of the power to get

and essays and serve higher purposes than large knowledge ; he does not see that the

the written examination. For the purpose thing he is trying to get is good, in and of

of the latter is not to show whether the child itself, worthy of all his efforts. Themark

is conversant with the subject or not ; its of the symbol - is what he strives for and not

fice is to compare his little knowledge with the thing symbolized. And it is equally true

the little knowledge of the examiner. This of teachers who work to pass the teacher's

is no test of “ absolute knowledge.” “ That examination , deserting real culture for text

your little knowledge does not happen to be book examinations, selling the soul to re

the sameas my little knowledge is no proof deem the body. It is a pitiable condition

that I have none." Oneof themost success- when a teacher can offer no higher induce

ful of our school principals once said , “ If I ment to a child than that hemay " fail ” if he

had a dull pupil whom I wished to brighten does not study. It is pitiable, too, when a

up I would do nothing during the first six Board of School Commissioners can find

months but entertain him with interesting nothing greater in the broad culture

reading.” People who try to develop reason which speaks for itself than in the small

in a child before developing imagination , be- samples of " absolute knowledge " ob

gin at thewrong end. A child must imagine tained in answers to examination ques

a thingbeforehecan reason aboutit. Thechild tions. And it is pitiable also when a teacher

who has had his conscious activity aroused does not know “ how to grade " a child ex

through Pilgrim's Progress or Robinson cept through a written examination . Even

Crusoe is much better fitted to attack Longi. a wild bird has judgment enough to push the

tudeand Timeor Relative Pronouns than the strongest fledgeling out of the nest first.

child who has been kept at work reducing That good literature in the public schools

common fractions to circulating decimals. and the written examination are in antago

The dullest pupil in mathematics I have ever nistic relation is proved by the fact thatwhere.

seen , the boy who declared that he was " tired ever the examination craze begins to die out

of life because there was so much arithmetic a literary impulse sets in . Good books are

in it,” but persistently read Shakspere and no longer smuggled into the school-room and

Burns, soon mastered arithmetic when it be- vicious reading is crowded out. In Chicago

camenecessary, that he might accept a po- it is noticeably true that since the written

sition as teacher in a high school. People examination has been discouraged among

will always learn arithmetic as soon as they the children, there has been a general literary

need to use it if they know how to read ; but movement in pris ary and grammar grades.

the reverse is not true. No child brought up This literary movement, however, will not

on cube roots and square roots thereby at- mean all that it should mean until a

tains the power to master the great thoughts higher motive underlies it than getting ac

F -Apr.
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quainted with books merely . Reading too much of the unimportant reading which is

long has been nothing butword-getting, and done, the reading that tends nowhere. The

now it threatens to becomemere book -getting . development of material forces, the history

Although it is a great step in advance, to of the earth and its geography would lie back

read that onemay know books rather than of it and the development of the soul before

" to recognize words at sight,” yet there is it. Both child and teacher would eventually

no reason why reading, even in the primary realize that education is a seamless robe, in

grades, should not serve as a foundation for a which all parts are harmoniously related ;and

systematic knowledge of the world's litera- that the chief end of reading is to unite all

ture. The thought of to -day is a develop the strength which lies back ofus to ourown,

ment of the thought of the past and there are making us live many lives where we lived

related parts in each epoch of the world's lit- butone before, giving us new courage,greater

erature which should become foundation helpfulness, finer sensibilities and surer faith .

stones in a child's knowledge as soon or even Such a system admits of no written examin

before he b gins t read . There are other re- ation any more than a healthy body admits

lated parts which follow in natural sequence ofconstant vivisection that the circulation of

at every point of his growth . Good desul- the blood may be investigated .

tory reading is better than bad desultory It implies the education of thehand to help

reading but a syst:m whic , will give the the head,an education of the head to help the

child a right idea of the growth of literature heart and soul, and the education of the soul

is more economical and more practical than to transmit more truly “ the Lightofthe Im

either . Such a system would do away with mortal Dawn.”

>>

CRISPI'S WRITINGS AND ORATIONS.

BY SIGMUND MÜNZ.

Translated from the " Deutsche Rundschau " for " The Chautauquan."

N the evening of his ife the Italian pre- not disproportionately less fruitful than in

mier steps into public notice with a col- Cavour, nor even than in D'Azeglio and

lection of his writing3 and orations. Minghetti,those masters of the pen , nor, per

These bear witness th silence as to the haps, Depretis and Cairoli, his immediate

eloquence of the Sicilian, who formore than predecessors in rule. There are not a few in

three years has stood at the head of the gov- Italy who think that Crispi has donemore

ernment. forhis native land than them all. But that

If we recall that Cavour while he was in he has written much more for his country,

parliament, which was only about ten years , nobody will assert.

produced eleven extensive volumes , and In reality the great Sicilian is neither a

that he was also a fruitful political and great historian nor a greatorator. He stam

economic writer, we cannot but be aston- mersand hesitates , he speaksandwrites with

ished to find that Francesco Crispi, a politi- difficulty. Unlike the great field -marshal,

cian for forty years, who has had thirty Von Moltke, he does not compensate uswith

years of parliamentary activity to look back masterly writings for his short speeches.

on , to -day cannot show more than seven hun . For in them is more labor than skill. Crispi

dred and sixty-five printed pages, both writ- certainly is always very real, but always.

ten and spoken . To be sure the speeches somewhat awkward. Hemakes us antici

which the Sicilian made in the Chamber, and pate what he wishes to say, but he is not

the articles which he has contributed to the able to represent it in expressive words and

Italian journals, in so far as they are only an figures, as Prince Bismarck . For several

echo of the events of the day, are not in- decades character-readers have seen in the

cluded in the volume which is just now historian and speaker Crispi a man of deeds;

brought to the light of publicity ; but the wemay see to-day that he has won laurels

impression constantly forces itself upon us more by deeds than by words.

that the historian and speaker in Crispi is The greater part of Crispi's history relates
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to his narrow native land, the island of Cavalier Fortunato, a pliant tool of the Bour

Sicily. He was engaged for more than ten bon dynasty, struck a sharp blow against

years in securing its release from the yoke of the Sicilian champions of freedom , in Lord

the Bourbon dynasty. It is in a variety of William Temple's diplomatic communication ,

ways, by accounts of historical facts, by the and sought to bring them into disrepute in

publication of new documents, by the story Europe . When Crispi, then living in exile

of the Revolution of 1848 in Sicily ,by a study in Turin , wrote thememoir of the revolution

of the management of the communities in in Sicily, he denounced Fortunato in a vig

Italy in general and in the kingdom of both orous attack . At thirty years of age heal

Sicilies in particular, that the son of this vol. ready counted in the scales of therevolution.

canic island seeks to impress the fact that He becamea member of the general parlia

his native island followed a law of political ment in Palermo, with a determination to

necessity when it joined Piedmont in order depose the ruling dynasty, and when after

to be free . And so when the revolutionary Messina, Catania , and Palermo had capitu

struggle ofSicily was first crowned with suc- lated, he declared in his journal L'Apostolato

cess in 1860 by the landing in Marsalia of against the reconciliation of the islanders

Garibaldi with his “ Thousand ” followers, with the Bourbons, hewas banished to Pied

Crispi's attachment to his native country mont, where he supported himself as an as

finds an energetic and at the sametime per- sociate on a democratic journal.

sonal expression in the journal which he In his memoir of the Sicilian revolution ,

conducted directly for the Garibaldian move- Crispi's language is that of a revolutionist.

ment, and through which he played an im . He certainly does not speak from the pro

portant part with the dictator. Hemade no phetic pedestal ofMazzini, who, after he had

secret of the fact that so far as he had only preached enough in the terminology of his

the deposition of the Bourbons in sight, he predecessors, Isaiah , Jeremiah , and Ezekiel,

was a Republican and an implicit disciple of when he had warned and threatened , will

Mazzini ; but he desired to free Sicily in ingly mounted the Pythian tripod, and

Victor Emanuel's name. That he was for served the people to the mythical language

" union ” bristles in every line of his writ. of the oracle ; but Francesco Crispi was pa

ings, also that from the first day he took ac- thetic in every phase of his life. “ Justice

tion in politics hewas for a united Italy and will come to every man !” he once ex

not a federative ; he gladly sacrificed the claimed , and though usually dry and matter

autonomy of Sicily on the altar of united of-fact sometimes he falls into the declama

Italy . tory style of the Tribune.

In his writings only a few words about He defines theModerates asmen with only

Cavour are found. In the beginning of his half measures, and he was too young to

career he hated the great Piedmontese whom grasp the power of the golden mean which

he suspected of wishing to conquer for Sar- certain celebrated patriots of Piedmont pro

dinia thesouthern states — Naples and Sicily , fessed . In his extensive writings on Maz

and of degrading them to a province instead zini, entitled Repubblica e Monarchia , the

of winning them to be with Piedmont and statesman in Crispi first spoke. He seldom

Liguria equal and necessary elements in the argues. Hesimply states his views ; but in

one great organism , Italy. For in the states his letter to Mazzinihe knows how to limit

Francesco Crispi saw the nucleus for Italy's himself, for he addresses the master. Though

future union . He preferred and admired Mazzini, the Republican, so Crispi calls him ,

Garibaldi to whom he remained true long has openly retracted all friendship to him ,

after hehad left Mazzini, theRepublican. Yet the Monarchist, he will not take to him

he respected his opponent Mazzini and felt this letter of renunciation from the man,

that he was not without purpose in the whom he honors, but will take pains to

schoolof great Genoese revolutionists . write con animo amico. He had turned to

The revolution was Francesco Crispi's first the monarchy only because in this form he

step in political life. In his earliest writings saw the promise of Italy's union . " The

he discusses in very bitter language the rul- monarchy unites us, the republic would di

ing dynasty in Naples, and the oppressive vide us !" This thesis he now sought to

magistrates in Palermo, also European di- demonstrate in nineteen capitals .

plomacy and thepolitical authority of Turin . He energetically attacks Mazzini's Repub
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licanism from his past life. In principle a It makes Francesco Crispiburn with patri

Republican, even as Mazziniwas, so Crispi otic scorn, to think that these Piedmontians,

wrote, he had been induced to serve the mon- these champions in the strife for union, may

archy for the fulfillment of the aim of his have supremacy over the southern lands. He

life, —the union of Italy. And Mazzini's speaks of them with contempt asthe emissari

alliance with the monarchy would have been piemontesi — and he seeks to forget that the

by no means the first change, the change of north was intellectually divided from the

immaturity, in the agitator's public life, but south , that not only Cavour and Victor

he had first turned to the Savoy dynasty , Emanuel, but also Garibaldi and Mazzini,

after he had hoped in vain for the fulfillment these leaders of the whole national move

of his wish by the Pope. Already, 1831, mentwere northerners.

Mazzini in vain had called to King Karl Rather more interesting than his historical

Albert: Uniteci, Sire ! (Unite us, Sir !) Fif- publications are the notes on the events of

teen years went by, and when Pius IX . as- thetimewhich he took down in his note-book .

cended the throne, the Italian gave himself His Diario is eighty pages in length . The

up to the delusion that this count from Sini- first part of the note-book was made on an

gaglia would use the great moral power in excursion to Sicily that he took in the sum

his hands for the restoration of his fallen mer of 1859 from London ,where he lived in

country . Mazzini's neighborhood, and where in con

Mazzini lived in this presumption, and in junction with him he agitated for an insur

a letter dated September 8, 1847 , which went rection against the Bourbons. The Lom

the rounds of Europe,he entreats the pontiff: bards were already freed from the Austrian

“ Unite Italy, your fatherland. There are yoke, but the lion of San Marco and the

those whom you need only bless to win them Roman wolf, Naples and Sicily , yet lan

to work for you in your name.” In vain, guished in chains. In accordance with

the contrary happened ; then Mazzini freely Crispi's agreement with his Sicilian country

announced a political porgram , which he men , they were to free themselves, October

sent to his contemporaries : That in the first 4 , from the Bourbons. From London, where

place.he advocated the expulsion of foreign he had arrived meanwhile , Crispi betook him

masteries, in the second place the unity of self in the disguise and with the pass of a

his native land, and in the third place, a form certain Tobia Olivaie who was a Maltese by

of statewhich would be fitting to a new king- birth but an English subject. The revolt

dom . He promised that government his sup- which wasappointed for October 4 ,was post

port which should undertake.to free Italy. poned till October 12. The Sicilian embarked

In one unusually flowery speech Crispi de- October 8 for Marseilles in the ship Carmel,

fines an Italian as a man whom in former days on board ofwhich he becameacquainted with

people generally designated as a “ geograph- both the Lenormants, Charles the archæolo

ical conception.” Hesays, “ Centuries have gist, and his son Francis, the Orientalist.

dismembered our poor country ; it might be Arriving at Messina October Ii, Crispi

compared to a polyp, which cut to pieces learned that his colleagues in Palermo had

lives on in the individual parts of which it again postponed the insurrection. Cast down

now consists ; without recognizing that the by this unwelcome news, he determined to

parts belong to a whole, it lives an independ- set out for Greece. He returned to his native

ent and almost natural life. ” Yet even in land and with resignation embarked for the

Italy enslaved by the stranger and torn into Piræus. Thejourney unexpectedly consumed

many kingdoms there is a national spirit, more than two weeks, and not till October

which at times beams out from the night of 27 did he bid farewell to the coasts ofGreece .

foreign rule with light and warmth . From Then hewent to Malta ,Gibraltar, and Spain ,

that day when Italy standsunited there will returning to Italy in December.

be forever no first and no last, no conquerors Heimproved the short timehe had to spend

and no vassals . Sicily swimming in the far- in Athens. His intercourse with Lenormant,

thest sea will be just as free as Sardinia , this with the French philanthropist and historian

old royal estate of the House of Savoy, and Appert (known for his study of convict life )

Palermo and Messina shall play no less a and with theGreek revolutionist Rigopoulo ,

part in the new united kingdom than Turin greatly urged him on. As an Italian patriot

and Genoa .
he cherished the greatest sympathy for all
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1 he says,

vance .

Hellenic patriots who cherished the hope which was entitled I Doveri delGabinetto del

that the dreamswhich so many philhellenes 25. Marzo, to instruct the new premier as to

had dreamed on the ruins of the Acropolis, his duties, and it was an acknowledgement of

would yet be fulfilled . The Greek patriots very radical coloring that he gave at that

joyfully followed the events of the Lombardy time, scarcely fifteen years ago.

battle- fields, for in Turin as in Athens they Italians,' should become the

fought for national principle. At the time saxons of the Latin race.” He opposes

when Crispi was in Greece, the Bavarian “ Stato -provvidenza ” to “ Stato -authoritàt,"

prince Otto resided as monarch in Athens ; and wishes that the statewere only a “ precau

but the throne stood on a weak foundation tion ” and not “ authority.” “ Often believers

and soon collapsed under the blow of the rev. in authority speak of the rights of states.

olution . In vain the patriots besought the That is their mistake. The state has no right

protecting power who watched over Greece and can have none. It received from the peo

to grant the land its " natural boundaries." ple authority for the enactment of the func

Years passed by before the adjoining islands, tions allotted to it, and the people which

and decades before certain parts of Thessaly oversteps the limits of its share of authority

and Epirus, becameGreek. Then they wished and surrenders its rights to the state is not

to see not only Thessaly and Epirus but also worthy of freedom , but with its hands

Crete united in the Hellenic nation. In this builds the foundation for despotism and

note-book he records these things. Perhaps slavery.” Crispi desires an energetic cure

in his later years, when on account of the re- for the so -called state-organism which has

volt in Crete against the Turkish power become weak through long ruling - he de

Crispi was condemned to refuse to heed in a mands an Instauratio ab imis. Heironically

few words, the complaints of Greece against calls the senate the churchyard of theUpper

the Turks in the interest of the status quo House, in which the Patres conscripti had

and of European freedom , perhaps then for buried all the reforms which signified ad

the first time he recognized that the states But to-day every thing remains as

man often must act differently than the revo- then in spite of his rule now of several

lutionist desires. Crispi's journals are noted years.

neither for style nor matter, but they touch Crispi complained also that in united Italy

us by their simplicity and by the strong con- justicewas exercised by three distinct orders

viction of theonewhowrote them in troublous of penal justice , to -day he can show with sat

days. isfaction that early in thebeginning of his rule

In Crispi's diary on Greece we see the he gave the land a uniform penal justice. In

dreams of the idealist partly freed from the the publication of 1876 Crispi says further

views of the practical politician, who sees in that Italy exists as a political unity but he

the question of the Orient the source of great still feels the want of moral unity. Italy

future complication. The statesman of the cannot compare in military strength with

present has thrown away many of the opin . France and Prussia. " This official Italy has

ions of that day , but as a deputy and a min- shown masterly pages in hermilitary records,

ister he must recognize even to-day that the on which she can prideherself, but there are

independence of the Balkan states and their only sublimepassages in a poem , and no poem .

federative union is a thing which certainly In the three wars from 1848 to 1866

yet lies far in the distance . which wehave fought against Austria alone,

we have never conquered . Yet theannals of

The revolutionist gradually developed into these eighteen years are striking : they begin

the deputy, fixed his eyes on practical aims, with Custozza, they close with Custozza, and

and was doomed for about a quarter of a cen- Novara is in the midst. Palestro and San

tury to speak from the benches of the oppo- Martino, Calata Fimiand the Volturno, Cas.

sition against the government. tel Fidardo and Tirol can never wipe out our

After this period, when a man of almost defeat.”

sixty years, he lays down his political pro Perhaps now that he is old , Crispidoes not

gram . The Cabinet of Minghetti had fal- consider ripe enough for publication most

len and Depretis at that time a sympathizer of the lectures which he gave in earlier

of Crispi's, took the government March 25, years . The Discorsi in the present work in

1876. Then. Crispi sought in his history clude almost exclusively lectures from the
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eighth and ninth decades of our century. tional might but also the noblest witness

The first is his lecture on “ The National of it.

Unity with the Monarchy," given in 1884 in The artist instinct, which is prominent in

the Collegio Romana for the benefit of the Francesco Crispi,has perhapscompelled him to

fund for poor students ; the premier con- sometimes free himself from political chains,

cluded the collection with the political pro- and to step out of the polluted party atmos

gram which he apparently had prepared in phere into the pure sphere of mankind. In

honor of a feast prepared for him in the a memorial, which he gave January 16 , 1887,

Politeama at Florence . The statesman de- on the invitation of the Associazione della

fended Italy's alliance with the central Stampa in honor ofMarcoMinghettiwho had

powers against the doubtful zealots whose died shortly before, it is a man who honors a

struggle was for a leaguewith France . Re- man. For ten years he opposed Minghetti as

peatedly the speaker alludes to the relation the leader of the right, but now , since the

of nationality to religion , and here he com- noble Bolognese has breathed out his soul,

pletely departs from the ground of positive he recognizes his great virtue and feels

confession and takes his stand on a thorough- the obligation of making public apology,

ly rational standpoint. In so far as the pope that some time in life he had done this loyal

claims temporal power he wishes to recog- soul wrong. Hesaid : “ I must confess it was

nize no equality of state with the bearers of a beautiful deed to struggle against Marco

the tiara . Seldom in Italy has a minister Minghetti. He was the noblest knight of

been elected with such power to lay bare the Italian parliament. He fought, fought many

fundamental idea of conflict between Quiri- times also with passion but he honored his

naland Vatican . opponent and did not injure him .” Hewho

A sympathetic background to Francesco once had been so intolerant of adversaries in

Crispi's political eloquence is his excursion public life, learned to comprehend Min

into the region of Italian art. Under the ghetti's personality. In the logical sequence

title Discorsi sull'arte two lectures are of political development, he sees that even

united , which he gave in the presence of two the point of view which the deceased had

Italian kings, the one in Venice the other in taken was authorized. Minghetti trusted in

Bologna. In Venice, as Minister of the In- the victory of a mighty advance, Crispi in

terior he presented Esposizione nazionale di the victory of revolution and now in the

belle arti ediarti industriali in Bologna, then evening of his life he recognizes, while he

as premier he presented Esposizione regionale quietly looks back on his tempestuous exist

emiliana (Exhibition of the region surround- ence that many roads lead to Rome ; that

ing the Emilia ). The speaker refutes the both, the moderate Minghetti, who with dis

opinion that the arts enervate a people and cretion wandered in the city of the Tiber and

that it is a historical law that Sparta without often made peace, and himself,who hurried

her muses would conquer Athens with her about the capital passionately, but often out

muses. Art does not create, but only depicts, of breath, alike eventually would arrive at

men's deedsand thoughts ; but these already the Porta pia . He sees that no party can

must have arrived at a height of develop- say that it alone hasmade the country ; that

ment in order to inspire art. “ Pure art is all parties together have worked for the erec

history - history in its most attractive and tion of this great structure .

sublimest form .” Also the speaker expects Somewhat like D'Azeglio , Minghetti was

that one day Italian art will tell the world a literary statesman of fine esthetic taste ,

how Italy had become a modern state. Be- and in portraying this artistical side of the

sides, even before there was a modern Italy, hero, Crispi sketches also the ideal of an his

art is that high plateau from which in an torian and orator as he conceives it. He de

instant, when all Europe had sworn to erase mands of the national historian misura,

the name Italy from the world's history, italianità , classicità . He says : “ The ele

Freedom fled to descend reinforced into the gance of the historian and orator seems to

field of battle. “ When thoughtwas doomed melike that which mathematicians find in

by usto remain dumbthen Spartacus from his those demonstrations which lead to a con

marble hurled down the sword of revolution clusion by the shortest and often the most

and inflamed thehearts ." To him art is not unusual way .” This ideal may indeed al

only the most attractive expression of na- ways have hovered before the orator and his
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torian Crispi; but his spoken or written does not deceive his readers although he pref.

word never reached this high artistical aim aces his work with the self-chosen motto :

so nearly that, likeGuizot or Thiers or only “ Italy has found how to solve the problem

like D'Azeglio or Minghetti, he opposed a of uniting the democracy with supreme pow

formal finishing. Crispi's orations and writ. er.” This acknowledgement of his politics

ings cannotbe estimated by a criticism from reveals itself more in every sentence he has

an esthetic point of view . The statesman spoken , in every line hehas written .

APRIL FRIENDS.

BY EMMA P, SEABURY.

I HAVE some friends like April days,

That to and fro across the years,

Drift in the fitful sun and shade,

Now distant, fading as a star,

Now greeting me with tender phrase ,

With wafted kiss and song of cheer,

With promise that love's spring hasmade

Of summers blossoming afar.

I watch on life's horizon edge,

Their white sails come, and fade away,

I think of them on winter nights,

With storms abroad , as with a thrill

I think of spring and blooming hedge ;

I do not ask for them to stay,

I am their voyage harbor lights,

They wander at their own sweet will.

They bring the breath of fairy isles,

The fruits, from realms beyond my own,

The songs of birds of Paradise,

From regions I butknow in dreams;

They freight my little craft with smiles,

That drifts on inland seas alone,

I see the breadth of wider skies,

I hear the voice of far off streams.

I miss them , long for them to come,

But as the violets hope and wait,

As folded germs, on patient trees ;

I know each welcome face I'll see ;

That life will sing that now is dumb ;

That love will bring them , soon or late.

Oh fill their sails sweet April breeze

And waftmy April friends to me.
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A SYMPOSIUM - WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE.

even coarse

PRO great dealof encouragement from the reform

By Lucy Stone.
ers, to believe that whatever was fit to be done

at all might with propriety be done by any

MOVEMENT for woman suf- body who could do it well. By little and by

frage is partoftheworld- little, with opposition at every step, new oc

widemovement for equal cupations were entered upon, until to day

human rights . This be- the statistics of Carroll D.Wright in the La

gan by asking for women bor Bureau show more than three hundred

better work , better wa- occupations open to women , and everybody

ges , higher education, now sees the wisdom and the justice of it.

kinder laws, and a voice The effort for higher education was de

in deciding what the nounced in the sameway. So strong was

laws should be . During the reverence for the sphere of woman,and

the forty years andmore the dread of flying in the face of Providence,

since these claims began to be made, almost that men , staggering and

every thing asked for has been secured , ex . drunken, swore they would not allow women

cept the right to vote. to get out of their sphere, and mobbed the

The request for each of these was reason. women who seemed to them to be attempting

able and just . The spinning-wheel and it. Women were told that the opportuni.

hand-loom had been superseded by machin . ties for education which they already had

ery. Only a few ill-paid occupations were were “ enough for a woman ” ; that, if they

open to a woman. The dress -maker could would know any thing, they should ask their

command only 33 cents a day. The tailoress, husbands at home. They werenot instructed

going from house to house, had fifty cents a what to do if their husbands could not tell

day. The teacher in thesummer school had them . The dread of being called “ strong

a dollar a week, and “ boarded round.” The minded ” or a “ blue-stocking ” stood like a

-winter school was thought to be “ too much dragon in women's way. But the capacity

for a woman." These occupations, with the for education was guarantee for its posses

housework, which had no money value for sion sooner or later . Oberlin opened its doors

the house-mother and herdaughters who did to women and negroes on the same termsas

it, were all, or nearly all, the avenues open to white men. To -day most of the colleges

to women . Hence these were over -crowded . are open to women, and several of those

But the attempt to open other occupations which are not yet open have an " annex .”

which had not hitherto been pursued by Women stand in the front rank in scholar

women was met with the fiercest opposi- ship in all the colleges . The facts have

tion . Printers unions were formed, with justified the plea for higher education. Every

the pledge that they would not work for any body now sees the advantage of it.

man who employed women. A dry-goods The demand for kinder laws was empha

store in Maine, which employed a woman , sized and enforced by an exhibit of the laws

was boycotted by the men, and good women themselves. The old common law was held

of the neighborhood warned the merchant up to the public gaze in its atrocious treat

ofhis sin in taking women outoftheir sphere. ment of women together with statutes

Any woman who undertook a new occupa- scarcely less bad. No wife had any right to

tion was sneered at by men, while other herself. She had no right to her children .

women who were better off told her that she She could own nothing that she earned . All

“ ought to beashamed of herself.” The dread her personal property was given to her

of being in a false and unwomanly position husband. The right to her estate was

was as great then as it is now . But the bit. taken from her, and given to her husband for

ter need for bread forced women into new oc- his life , if she had a child born alive. She

cupations. They learned , slowly and with a could not make a contract. She could not
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make a will. Her husband might give her against it are only the same old ones which

“ moderate correction ," or restrain her ofher have been urged against each successive step

liberty ; and if , under the pressure of all this, in the woman's movement thus far — that

she lost her temper and scolded , her husband women would be unsexed, that it would break

had the legal right to take her to the “ duck- up the family, that themajority ofwomen do

ing stool” and haveher publicly soused in not want it , etc. Those of us who have

the river to sweeten her temper. heard these arguments brought forward in

Many excellentmen united with women in turn againstthe opening ofmore occupations

the effort to have the laws made better. But to women, against the higher education,

themajority ofmen and women opposed all against the admission of women to the pro

change. To the plea that the law ought not fessions, and against each successive change

to strip a married woman of all her property , in the property laws for the last forty years,

a woman said with scorn, “ Do you think I cannot be expected to paymuch respect to

would give myself where I would not give them now .

my property ? ” To the same plea men ob A quarter of a century ago, women , with

jected that as the husband had to support the trifling exceptions, could not vote anywhere .

family, he ought to have his wife'smoney to To -day they have school suffrage in twenty

help him do it. The wife who washed and two states, full suffrage in Wyoming, muni

ironed and cooked and spun and wove, who cipal suffrage in Kansas, and municipal suf

made the clothes for the family and sat up frage, single women and widows, throughout

nights to knit stockings and mend the fam . England, Scotland, Canada, andmost of the

ily wardrobe the wife whose personal prop. British provinces. The common-sense ofthe

erty had passed into the hands of her hus- world is steadily working around to our side.

band, was nevertheless regarded by her hus. Allthe previous changes for the better in

band as " supported ” by him ; and she too woman's education and property rights have

considered herself supported , and urged as contributed to pave the way for this,

vehemently as he did that no decent woman
And makethe present with the future merge

would marry a man who could not support
Gently and peacefully, as wave with wave.

her. Now , after years of effort petitioning,

pleading , lecturing, holding conventions,

and writing, the laws are much modified.
By Frances E. Willard .

The husband still has the use of the whole of OPINION is the outcome of opportunity .

his wife's real estate as long as he lives , Wethink about a given subject, what our in

while the wife has only the use of a third of herited tendencies , plus our observation ,

her husband's real estate after his death ;and plus our experience, leads us to think . The

in nearly all the states , the husband is still broader the base of public opinion's pyramid

the sole legal owner of the children , as the firmer is its equipoise. Lincoln said to

long he lives with his wife. But in most of Oglesby, “ Keep near the people, Dick, they

the states the wife now retains the personal will never lead you wrong.” He also said

property she had before marriage. Shemay that demagogues could deceive part of our

own whatevershe can earn outside of the fam- people all the timeand all of them part of

ily . She may makea willdisposing of at least the time, but none could deceive all of them

a part of her property . The gains thus far all the time. There is safety in averages ;

made, though vehemently resisted in the be there is health and soundness in the consen

ginning , are now gladly accepted by women , sus of opinion. “ Thecommon people heard

and the justice of them is acknowledged by Him gladly ,who spake as neverman spake."

men . These things have been true in the ageswhen

The plea for the last remaining advance the men -people alone,were counted ; when

step in the samedirection — the rightto vote intellectual development in women was the

rests upon the clearest grounds of equity and exception and the rule was that women were

good sense. It is fair and right that those the echoes and adjuncts of men .

who obey the laws should have a voice in But we have fallen upon other times .

making them . It is fair and right that those women are becoming individuals ; the out

who pay taxes should have a voice as to the come of their educated thought has a new

amount of the tax and the way in which element to bring into the totality of public

it shall be spent. The objections brought opinion , their angle of vision added to that
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ofmen's, promises a better perspective and on termsof perfect equality and equal par

all-aroundeaness in public affairs. The bal- ticipation, concerning their own best good in

lo . is a sel.-registered opinion concerning the new church and state that they would

puolic interests. proceed to found. Train up fifty boys and

The more generally this registration goes girls without ever tainting their minds with

on, the more solid and satisfactory is gov- ideas of dominance on the one side and sub

ernment. Our danger in the republic is not jection on the other; and set them when

from a general but a class ballot. If all were twenty years had passed over their heads, to

obliged to vote - as they will be someday let construct the best and happiest common

us hope good would overbalance evil, but wealth within their power, and those youths

when slums vote and schools do not, a dan- would expect " the girls " to counsel with

ger signal is fung out which wise men can them concerning this great interest, just as

but heed . Women are a conservative force they do in their college classes and Chautau

and in the nature of the case mustalways be. qua groups.

It is for their interest that General Grant's It is but a remnant of the old -time battle

motto, “ Let us have peace," be incorporated thunder: the fast-fleeing echo of those olden

into the public policy. Arbitration instead days of force now hasting to be gone, that,

ofwar between nations, and instead of strikes unconsciously to themselves , reappears in

and lock -outs between corporations, would the voices of men good and gifted, who de

be the outcomeof their inherited tendencies, claim on the negative side of this argument

observation, and experience. Women are for the emancipation ofwomen . As a rule,

for homeprotection every time ; and the chief the oldermen who lead are our opponents - en

corner-stone of the state is the hearth-stone. trenched behind the barriers of precedent and

They are, in the nature of the case, opposed custom . But this has always been a law of

to the saloon, the gambling den , the haunt mind. No physician under forty years of age

of infamy. When women were safe only be accepted Harvey's discovery of the circulation

cause entrenched in castles, and men rode of the blood ; and they wereby no means io

forth to the deadly hand to hand encounters blame for this ; the convolutions of their

that war then involved, it is no wonder that brains “ shrank," the brain and every other

the idea of a ballot in their small white hands tissue contracts, from it in more senses than

occurred to nobody. But in a peaceful and one. The power ofbrain -stuff to receive new

industrial nation , that idea has come because ideas can be estimated with almost mathe

woman can herehelp ,by having a vote,asmuch matical exactness,and is inversely as a man's

as she is helped . Her self-registered opinion individual chronology .

upon questions conclusive of the common Let us then be up and doing

good, will strengthen , ennoble, and dignify With a heart for any fate ;

public opinion as expressed with authority at Still achieving, still pursuing,

the ballot-box . It was so on the text-book Learn to labor - and to wait .

question in Boston ; it is so in Kansaswhere

municipal suffrage has been the largest fac
CON

tor in the enforcement of prohibition law .

The farmers of the land, through their va By Rose Terry Cooke.

rious organizations, are circulating petitions FIRST : Women are physically unfitted

for the enfranchisement of woman in the in- to vote. Their nervous organization is sub .

terest of the masses as against the classes. ject to fluctuations which as every physiol.

Among the mechanics it is the same; the ogist knowsaffect their reason and judgment.

wage-workers aligning themselves generally Unless a man voluntarily deprives himself of

in favor of the movement, and formally de- poise by indulgence in drink, or by deliberate

claring for equal wages and an equal ballot ly giving place to the devil of passion or an

for both sexes. Antecedently , reason is on that ger, he is capable of knowing what he means

side. If fifty men and women ofournew Amer- to do and why he chooses to do it ; but under

ica, possessing an averagemental equipment someconditions of a woman's physicalnature

and amount of hard practical sense , were she is incapable of seeing correctly or judg

shipwrecked on sometropic island and forced ing impartially the character or conduct of

to make their homeupon its distaut shores, others. A fit of hysterics, an access of reas

who doubts but that they would all counsel onless anger, make her for the time being an
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irresponsible agent; and in such crises she there are millions of men in the world for

too often does things that when her calm- whom despotism is a necessity, and it is this

ness returns she bitterly repents and regrets. ' class who immigrate to us every day, who are

But neither regret nor repentance could re- undermining our institutions and shaking

call a vote once cast, or the consciousness thevery pillars whereon the house standeth ,

and the influence of such a mistake.
liketheir vengeful prototype. If women suf

Second : Women are unfitted to vote. frage is to be allowed wedouble not only the

While I have the greatest respect for women numerical force of this threatening majority

as women , and consider them in many re- but its moral - or immoral - influence.

spects superior and in some others equal to It might be well enough ifonly exceptional

men I cannot deny that their mental consti- women were allowed the ballot, but who can

tution is entirely different, and entirely in- or willmake that distinction ? and how shall

capable of grappling with many questions it be enforced ? It is clearly impossible,

that are every -daymatters to the understand Here comes in the province of women as

ing of men. They havekeener apprehension the champions and promoters of temperance.

of absolute ethics than men , no doubt ; but Noman , unless he is the wretched victim of

in the political issues of the day, ethics are heredity, will go to a saloon if he has a cheer

out of place , expediency is the desirable ful home, good food , warm drinks that

thing. Women argue concerning things as “ cheer butnot inebriate," and theimmensely

they should be ; men consider things as they suasive influence of a pure moral atmos

are . It is no doubt more practical and far phere in his family .

more convenient to manipulate politics from Let our women , all our women , learn to

theman's standpoint, but I think no amount cook even poor material into savory and

of training could ever remold a truewomanly nourishing food, let them make clean and

nature to accept evil as a necessary factor, a cheerful homes, bring up their children to

thing to be appeased and persuaded in man- consider drunkenness a sin instead of a mis

aging any form of government ; the indom- fortune, and make the men about them feel

itable and heroic intention of a woman's real that a drunkard is an object of disgust and

nature is to do right and let the skies fall ; a abhorrence, and they will more surely bring

most uncomfortable, even impossible , nature about the reform they covet than by trying

to dealwith the average politician . to make laws that in the nature of things

It is further to be observed that in objecting must be useless and therefore harmful.

to women's voting we must recollect that Again it is said that the influenceofwomen

while there are exceptional women in whose at the ballot-box will be an influence of re

hands the voting power would be safe, these finement ; that their presence will control the

women are few . It is the average woman rudeness and profanity of the stronger sex ;

whom wemust consider if we expect to place here comes in again the refuting argument

suffrage in their hands. of the average woman. Wesee every day ,

Andwho are these average women ? Mostly in the journals of the day , that among that

foreigners, without education, ignorant of class of women who will form themajority of

the first principles of a republican form of our voters if female suffrage is allowed , the

government, and the majority in the hands profanity, the brutality even, of their own

of religious directors who would certainly class of men is not checked or restrained.

order their votes with sacerdotal authority, Indeed they are themselves the victims of a

and be implicitly obeyed. What do such cruelty and evil atmosphere which they can

women know about great measures of polity ? not escape, much less control.

about the management of political machin Why should they be more successful in the

ery? about the fitness of candidates for the crowd that swarms about a ballot-box ?

offices of government? It is also offered that women have fines

The great danger that threatens every re- and nobler instincts than men ; that is true,

public is the ignorance of the masses, who, but how will it help their voting ? Those

in fact, conduct that form ofgovernment. It who are married will surely vote as their

is the influx of foreign ignorance en masse husbands tell them unless their orders are

that threatens our own country hourly . A contrary to those of their priests. The un

republic is a splendid theory but it demands married willbe equally influenced by fathers,

theoreticmen to sustain ; ignore it aswemay, sons, brothers, or lovers . The old French
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judge said whenever a male criminal was who always have been the target of the

brought before him , “ Who is the woman ?" shafts of ridicule, for they objected to the

It might be asked with equal fitness of every presentorder becauseman controls,and some

feminine action, “ Who is the man ?" for as where they got the idea that he is their nat

was said by another Frenchman of a certain ural-born foe ; and as the Frenchman can get

authoress, “ Every woman who writes has " satisfaction ” only by shooting his pistol off,

one eye on a man, except the Princess Hahn- whether he hits any one or not, so this class

Hahn , who has only one eye !" will never be content until they drop their

In effect the voting of women would be vote into the ballot-box, whether it bring

merely to duplicate the votes of men, a re- good fortune or not. They are represented in

sult not to be desired . the woman who said she never should die

And, finally, the voting of women would happy until she saw on some man's tomb

be a usurpation of the rights of men . The stone : " John Smith relict of Mary Smith.”

sexes are reciprocal, not identical , a truth The conservatism of a large class of well

the eager shriekers for woman's rights per- read and intelligent women is worthy of

sistently ignore. It is not the rights of consideration. Enfranchisement should not

women as women they demand, but the right precede the wish for it. This holding back

of women to be men , which neither nature is not unreasonable. The conscientious,

nor education can achieve ; for God in the thoughtful woman sees in franchise another

beginning made them a separate creation : responsibility . She hesitates to add one

" male and female created He them ," and con- more burden when she sees how life has al.

structed the woman to be “ an help meet for " ready filled full her hands, her head, and

theman ; not a duplicate of himself but a her heart. From her point of view it is not

counterpart ; to help, to console, to purify. all of life to vote: This opinion is respected

If she has failed of her true work will it help so much that it keeps many broad-minded

her or the man to take up his share ofthe la- men conservative. ProfessorGoldwin Smith

bor of life and leave her own to perish ? says he changed his views and becamean op

Never ! However sin and folly may try to poser when he discovered how many of the

eludeor ignore it, God's ordinance is not de- sex among his own acquaintance were not in

stroyed by their small sneers . His word favor of woman's suffrage. This apathetic

shall not return unto Him void ; the founda- attitude promises nothing of gain if the polls

tion stapdeth sure, it is the Lord's . were open to all.

On the other hand, suppose this class and

all others should ask the privilege of voting

By Josephine Henderson.
and get it - would no perplexities arise?

" The king never dies !"' The woman Until there is a reconstruction of the ele

question never rests. It would seem that ments that go to make up woman, she will

every argument on both sides had been torn be a partisan - personsnot principles will in

to tatters , to very rags to split the ears of the terest her supremely ; special “ causes

groundlings, yet the interest flags not. It is appeal to her, again supreme indifference

a question to conjure with : the conjurer if a will control her ; she will always be an uncer

suffragist brings forth a golden age, if an tain quantity in politics .

anti-suffragist a brassone ifwoman is allowed One result of ur rsal suffrage will be

to vote. simply to increase the number of voters ; the

So much has been done for woman in the vote ofthe respective fathers, husbands, and

last half-century. so much has come to her brothers , will be increased by their respective

through higher education and new employ- households. Numbers would be materially

ments, that the present is a pivotal point. changed, not results. In co- educational in

Results have lifted the question far above stitutions are seen capital illustrations of this

that old and absurd one of superiority and in- point. One day when a class election was

feriority , muscles vs. angelic qualities, etc. ; pending, I overheard the young men canvass

it has resolved itself into the common sense ing the situation . The leaders told off the

one of what is to be lost or gained by subvert- young ladies in this wise : Miss So-and-so's

ing an established order. brother is in this fraternity ;Miss So-and -so's

To be sure there are yet a few petty souls lover , in that, and so on, and of course these

debating on each side. There are yet a few ladies will vote as they do ; there was no

" will
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hesitation how each young lady would vote woman's vote ; we are not suffering from a

until they came to one poor girl who had lack of laws, but because they are not better

neither kin , strong friendships, nor a lover obeyed : " the world is too much governed .”

she only was the unknown quantity . There is a suspicion abroad that the decline

It is well-nigh impossible to conduct an in the numberswho marry is dueto the study

election without injustice, fraud, or crime, so of philanthropy, or political economy, by

largeare the numbers to be handled ;woman's young ladies ; they are already so fully and

suffrage would increase enormously the diffi- well occupied that they do not care if the

culty ; and who is bold enough to say that rhyme,

woman would be free from unwise not to say Though you're bright and though you're pretty,

ignorant or unscrupulous voting ? Woman They'll not love you if you're witty,

was created a little lower than the angels, as

well as man . does cometrue. Those who believe this are

It is assumed because woman cannot vote naturally opposed to farther sailing on un

that she is not a power in politics. It is a known seas.

false assumption. Many a man can trace his The only person to be envied is he whose

rise in position to the favor of somewoman . time is better occupied than your own. Ham

To be the power behind the throne is often as erton says when he opens a noble volume,

valuable as to be on the throne itself. “ Now the only Croesus I envy is he who is

A lady said just the other day, “ I want reading a better book than this.” If you fill

women to vote because their lives are so nar- one place you must empty another. Ask the

row , so circumscribed ; small talk consumes man who has attained an office if he did

their lives." Can you imagine that the not lose something to get it. The law of

woman who now has every intellectual field compensation is being overlooked as regards

open to her, waiting for her to come in and this subject. Woman has only so much

occupy, and she will not, that such a onewill strength , nerve, and brain ; just so much of

be a power in the state, simply by casting a these as she gives to public affairs, just so

ballot? much she takes from her own life and the

All admit that possibly more laws affect- lives of those dependent upon her. Why

ing themoral welfare would be passed, by give up a positive good for an uncertain one?

WOMAN AS SCHOLAR .

BY KATHARINE LEE BATES.

CHOLAR ! A noble term ! Do the finer senses , the comprehending sympa

we realize how noble ? Not thies of literature as to make Paradise Lost

mere studentship on the one ludicrous by his emendations. Parr and

hand, nor pedantry on the Porson ? Venerable names, but the mind

other . A student may be a turns from them wearily, as from a dry and

scholar in bud, a pedantmay thirsty land where no water is, to catch the

be a scholar gone to seed, but gladder, fuller,more human accents thatring

the full- statured and vital from the pioneer scholar of a New World and

scholar is neither of these . a New Age : “ In order to a knowledge of

Not one brilliant examination certifies the the resources of the scholar,wemust not rest

claim , nor a life-time of dull poring over in the use of slender accomplishments, -of

" learning's crabbed text.” There must be faculties to do this and that other feat with

the union of knowledge with power. The words; but we must pay our vows to the

scholar must needs con the letter long and highest power, and pass, if it be possible, by

well, but all his labor is of smallavail unless assiduous love and watching into the visions

hebringswith him the spirit that illumin- of absolute truth . The growth of the intel

ates the letter . A Bentley may disport lect is strictly analogous in all individuals .

himself, like Leviathan , in the ocean of the It is the larger reception of a common soul.”

Bodleian library," and yet be so lacking in
The mediæval scholar was the monk , a
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man set apart from the ways of men, walled Woman , in becoming an aspirant for it, rec

about by stone, walking amid tombs and ognizes the height of the grace toward which

marble images, speaking a dead tongue. The she reaches , but she rejoices in the upward

tradition of solitude as the essential environ- strain . She would not have the mission of

ment of the scholar shows abundant traces the scholar contracted by a hairbreadth for

in England's great twin universities, with her. She would hope, instead, to discover

their austerely beautiful, secluded colleges, new heart-space in it, to humanize and spir

whose cloistral walks and dreamy gardens itualize learning. Yet she would not spare

are still paced by the gowned figures that her labor in the acquisition of knowledge.

look to a stranger's eye more like a picture England's queen of poets , she whose inspi

of the past than to -day's reality . It is only ration flowed So largely from Hellenic

within the present generation that the Fel- springs, tells us how , a lonely , sequestered

lows of Oxford and Cambridge have been girl, she “ read Greek as hard under the trees

permitted to marry . as some of your Oxonians in the Bodleian ,

But there is truth as well as falsehood in gathered visions from Plato and the drama

themonastic conception of the scholar's iso- tists, and ate and drank Greek,andmademy

lation from the world . The falsehood is ob- head ache with it.” George Eliot did not

vious. How can the man of thought verify become a philosopher by accident. Diligent

his thinking so surely as by action ? If the was the apprenticeship she served among her

scholar is to strike his questions down books, English , French , German, Italian,

through books into life, must he himself not Latin , Greek, Hebrew , and the mind that

live ? Can a man know more than he is ? plunged so boldly into the troubled sea of

Unless we conceive of wisdom as an excres- thought, bringing forth pearls whose fiction

cence rather than a development, we are setting enriches and makes manifest their

eager to grant that the deepest experiences, beauty, had been trained and equipped by

thewidest sympathies, the warmest relation- the severest study.

ships, but enhance the value of the thought Does the essentialnature of woman in any

product. The scholarship of the future, no way unfit her for the life of scholarship ?

longer the pale growth of libraries alone,will Her ability as a student is now generally

have in itself all sweet and generous flavors conceded , but when it comes to the higher ,

of the open air and the unstinted sunshine. thornier, lonelier path of independent re

Yet none the less is it true that the life of search, how then ? Caroline Herschel, who

thought must be ever in large degree the discovered eight comets andwore the coveted

life of solitude, -not solitude as theMiddle gold medal of the Royal Astronomical So

Ages would create it, by massive walls and ciety, was made an astronomer by love ofher

hushed retreats and stained glass windows brother, -a pure, self-sacrificing , glorious

that bewitch the light of common day to a devotion , and, says the approving biogra

blind ecstasy of color, but the solitude of pher, " supremely womanly ." But is then

the unshared quest, the incommunicable the love of truth for truth's own sake un

vision. Not in the thick of the civic throng womanly ? Theabstracted thinker must for

nor by his own bright fireside may the feit something in the way of practical facili

scholar long escape his lonely destiny. And ties, the patient investigator must endure

often may he be driven to flee and hide him- heart-sickening delays and disappointments ,

self, for a season , from the faces and voices the sagemust be content, amid the ridicule

even of his best-beloved to gird himself in and pity of his own generation, to labor for

secret for his strenuous toil ofthought. For, a day his eyes will never see. Has woman

to quote from Emerson once again : “ What is the strength of soul for such destinies as.

the hardest task in the world ? To think . I these ? Let the future reveal whether she,

would putmyself in the attitude to look in who in the past has ever been so swift to re

the eye an abstract truth , and I cannot. I nounce, at the call of love or duty, her per

blench and withdraw on this side and on sonal ease and, harder yet, the world's good

that. I seem to know what hemeant, who name, and, hardest of all, the sympathy of

said : No man can see God face to face and the honored and beloved, is deaf only to the

live ." clarion -voice of truth .

It is then no light achievement to win and For now , at last, is dawning her era of in

to wear this shining name of scholar. tellectualopportunity . Without sound learn
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ing there can be no scholarship . Brilliant pursue a systematic study of mathematics

and inspiring conversation there may be, as and the physical sciences ; so scanty was

in the French salons of the last century ; her opportunity as compared with ours.

there has been a certain measure of artistic What of our achievement as compared with

attainment, literary,musical, dramatic ,with hers ?

brush and with chisel. Of clever statesman For the admission of women to college

ship there have been examples, and of phil. lecture-rooms, though the movement, ever

anthropic reforms no lack . Exceptional broadening, is still incomplete, had its be.

circumstances, as at Bologna in the Middle ginnings some twenty-five years back. For

Ages or in the proudest homes of England instance, it was in 1864 that the doors of

before the wave of the classical renaissance, Zurich University opened just wide enough

have produced exceptional women . But in to let one Russian lady through . In less

the main , up to the present time, a woman than ten years an hundred and fourteen

born with a thirst for scholarship has found women were studying there together and

the barriers in her path well nigh insur- taking creditable rank . The old outcry that

mountable . Remember Harriet Martineau, a girl was physically and mentally incapaci

rising early and watching late to wrest from tated for a student's career is sinking into

sleep the only hours she dared give to her silence . In its stead a murmurof questions

arduous studies in the classics, philosophy, grows yearly more audible : “ Is woman ca

and theology. For in her youth , as she her- pable of profound and fruitful scholarship ?

self has told us, “ It was not thought proper Where are the women who should begin to

for young ladies to studyvery conspicuously, be known as authorities on these subjects in

and especially with pen in hand.” Ah , the which they have had at least a fair prelim

thralldom of girlhood to that word proper ! inary training ? Where is the record oftheir

Or set the education of Mary Somerville researches : What student in any branch of

over against the privilege of an American learning finds indispensable a woman's

girl to-day . To the joyous little gypsy, book ? ”

racing about the sands of a lonely seaport on Such questioners we may distinctly point

the Firth of Forth , cameas her first taste of to a few women ; to a few discoveries ; to a

culture the reading aloud a paper of the few books ; wemay with justice protest that

Spectator (hated forever after) to her father the demand is premature, -that a quarter of

each morning after breakfast ; then followed a century is too brief a time for the ripening

a year in stiff stays at boarding-school, of the slow harvests of thought; we may

whence she returned still unable to write or plead still unconquered disadvantages of do

spell ; then a new school resulting in a mas- mestic and social environment; but in our

tery of plain sewing ; then the village dom- own spirits , meanwhile, we may well

inie for evening lessons ; then social life in strengthen the scholarly resolve and purify

Edinburgh and four hours a day at the the scholarly ideal,lest thetwentieth century

piano, with dancing and deportment, with have cause to echo the grumble of the eight

drawing and painting, with a course at the eenth . For a certain wiseacre, ponderously

pastry.cook'
s

in the making of creams and commending " the prodigious learning ” of

jellies. Through a fashion magazine comes Hypatia , garnishes his statement that she

the first hint of algebra , and this she follows wasmade “ Head of the Platonic School at

up by conning a stray volume on navigation. Alexandria " by the gibe : " This was an

She would read Euclid at night, after the late other guess Thing, God knows, than taking

supper-parties , and is forbidden because of the Degree of Doctor in any of the Faculties ,

the waste of candles, but she cannot be pre- which oneor two Women have not long since

vented from poring over her book by earliest done, for which they have been loaded with

daylight,wrapt in a blanket against thechill fulsome Elogies , tho' producing no Effects

of dawn. She is wedded and widowed , a suitable to the Titles they have so much ambi

woman thirty -three years of age, before she tioned.”

is so free of social restrictions as to be able to LONDON , December 29, 1890 .
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HOW TO MAKE A WILD GARDEN .

BY MARY TREAT.

O be successful in making a Trumpet-creeper has climbed up its rugged

wild garden depends great- sides to its very top, showing clusters of

ly upon our surroundings bright scarlet flowers among the deep green

and upon our ambition in pine needles. Theother tree is a cedar with

this direction . If wehave branches nearly to the ground. This little

only a few feet of ground spot is themost attractive place in my gar

in some shady nook , on den, almost more to me than all the rest of

the north side of a build- the half acre devoted to wild plants. It is

ing or beneath the shade wonderful how many things grow in this

of trees, we can have a spot. From early spring until late autumn

constant succession of it is never without flowers .

flowers from early spring Among the first things to greet me in

until late autumn. And to all lovers of spring arethe lovely blossomsof the Trailing

flowers this wild nook will bemore enjoyable arbutus,orMay-flower - not stingy little clus

than a prim conventional garden of florist's ters ofbloom , but large, compact bunches of

flowers. flowers. I have had many failures with this

The wild garden will be vastly more satis- charming plant, but at last have succeeded

factory if it comes by slow growth . in establishing it . I found a fine patch of

It should never be made in haste, butas the plants in the woods under pine tree,

we have timenow and then in any season of and removed quite a large section of earth

the year to wander amid nature's groves and with all of the other things that were grow

gardens and note how the wild things which ing on itand planted all beneath the old pine in

wedesire grow , and also notice their sur- my garden . It has now bloomed three sea

roundings and the trees which overshadow sonsand is spreading and growing all the

them , we shall be better prepared to know time. Other evergreen trailers are also here.

with what we can best succeed . The little Twin - flower (Linnæa barcalis) is

There is but little difficulty in growing among mytreasures,and our little Partridge

many of our earliest spring flowers. The berry (Mitchella repens) grows luxuriantly.

Hepatica , and Blood-root, and Wind-flower Its small shining leaves strung along in

and Spring-beauty, and the Trilliums, and all pairs are pretty the entire year, and in June

of our lovely violets will grow alorost any . it is covered with small pink and white flow

where in good garden soil. But there are ers, succeeded by the double berries,which

others which require skill and patience to turn scarlet as they ripen , remaining on the

make live and thrive after being removed plant until the following season, making it

from their native haunts . as attractive in winter as in summer. An

Perhaps if I give some account of my own other little plant is the Dalibarda, a low

failures and successes with wild plants it creeping perennial belonging in the Rose

may help those who wish to secure some of family. With us—-in southern New Jersey

these shy woodland gems. In my wild gar- the leaves are nearly or quite evergreen , and

den I have some shady places where I con- its pretty white flowers last from June until

centrated my skill on someof the most diffi- August. The spicy, aromatic creeping Win

cult of our wild flowers. One of these places tergreen flourishes among the rest, and very

is an irregular spot only about fourteen feet pretty it looks in winter with its shining

the longest way, and about ten feet in the leaves and bright red berries.

widest part. It is situated between three Scattered among these trailers are both

treeswhich form a kind oftriangle. A large species of Hepatica , and the Blood-root, and

oak , thebody of which is covered with En- Spring -beauty, and Wind -flower, and the

glish Ivy mingled with variegated Euony . Wood-sorrel (Oxalis violacea), and several

mous, and an old Pine ( Pinus rigidus)min . species of violets. And here , too, are some

gles its leaves with those of the oak , and a ofour lovely orchids — the Lady's-slipper, the
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low purplish pink one (Cypripedium acaule) Sunflowers, making a brilliant display.

and the fragrant yellow one (C. parviflorum ) As the Golden -rod hasbecomeour national

blossom every spring. flower, it will naturally be more noticed and

The dwarf perennial Lark -spur (Delphin . sought after than heretofore. And as we

ium tricorne) with spikes of brilliant blue have some forty or more species growing in

flowers,and the wild Hyacinth (Scilla Fra- the Northern states there will be little diffi

seri) with a long raceme of pale blue flowers , culty in securing some pretty ones in every

bloom here as well as in their native home locality . One of the most desirable and ear

on the Western prairies. liest blooming of all is the sweet-scented

These early flowers are succeeded by sev- Golden-rod (Solidago odora ). It is widely

eral species of our low growing ferns,which distributed , from Maine to Florida, and

are beautiful throughout the rest of the sea- commences to bloom here about themiddle

On theouter edge of this spot are larger of July. The flowers are bright yellow in a

later blooming plants, and also some of our one-sided spreading panicle, and it has

large ferns. Two species of Osmunda — the smooth shining leaves which ,when crushed ,

cinnamon and the royal fern , and our chain give a pleasant anise odor. This species, to

ferns, theWoodwardia - both species. gether with someof the later blooming ones,

The Wild Lily (Lilium canadense) unfolds will give us flowers from July until October.

its nodding flowers by the side of the ferns, Those who live near the coast should not

with Rudbeckias and low growing Sun- neglect the beautiful salt-marsh Golden -rod

flowers as companions. Someof these Rud- (S. sempervirens). It has thick ,very smooth ,

beckias and Sunflowers are annuals from large shining leaves and fine large heads of

Texas and grow readily from seed. When bright golden flowers. Although it is a salt

planted early they commence to bloom by the marsh plant, it has become established here,

first week in July and continue until frost . someforty miles inland, as oneof ourwayside

In August the Asters and Eupatoriums flowers. The seed, no doubt, has been brought

and Golden- rods begin to mingle with the and disseminated with salt-marsh hay .

WOMAN'S WORLD IN LONDON .

BY ELIZABETH ROBBINS PENNELL .

AVE you read Miss Olive party, just as the Irish have made an Irish

Schreiner's " Three Dreams party , and to be indifferent to every thing

in a Desert,” in her book that does not affect this feminine faction ,

just published , and do you either for good or evil. But evidently they

remember , I wonder, the do not agree with him , and within the last

poor creature she found ly , month or two they have not bothered them

ing prone in the sand,help- selves about their own affairs half so much

less under the burden of as about the unfortunate Irish crisis , which

subjection man had tied on has almost paralyzed the political world , and

with the broad band of In “ General" Booth's scheme for saving the

evitable Necessity ? What a dream of the “ submerged tenth," to which the unusually

very far past that is ! Certainly there is severe winter has attracted the attention of

not much subjection about the women of every woman sensitive to the suffering of

England to -day. No matter what happens, others.

their voice is heard and is no small factor in Ofcourse, you in America have heard al

the force called general opinion . most as much as we have of the great Booth

For many weeks past they have most in- scheme. But even if you had not, it would

terested themselves in events not concerning not be for me to discuss it. However, as I

them as women merely, but of vital impor- am writing about the doings of London

tance to everybody over here ; I believe it is women, I can't help at least mentioning the

Mr. Justin McCarthy who thinks it the bus. position they have taken in the matter, since

iness of women nowadaysto form a Woman's they have not been wholly passive. The se

G -Apr.
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verity of the weather has made many only In the literary and artistic world , women

too ready to sympathize with any schemefor are very busy . The most interesting course

the alleviation of themisery of the poor and oflectures that could be attended in London

unemployed . But I see that two of the lead- just now is being given by a woman , Mrs. J.

ing papers for women have expressed disap- R.Green, widow of the historian of the En

proval, based on sound economic principles , glish people, to whom we all owe so much .

of the new charitable enterprise. It is dis- Her subject is " English TownsandHow they

couraging too to find that “ General” Booth Won their Freedom ” ; and that she is recog.

ignores absolutely all charities and philan- nized as an authority by men whose judg

thropic works save those of his own organi- ment is to be respected , is shown by the fact

zation . The Hallelujah Lassies , though that Mr. Leslie Stephens was in the chair on

more in evidence because of their conspicuous the occasion of her first lecture at University

dress, their musical methods, their presence Hall, the West-End Toynbee Hall, founded

on almost every main London thoroughfare by Mrs. Humphrey Ward a few months ago .

with the War Cry for sale, have not labored Miss Schreiner's book of “ Dreams,” to

harder in the good cause than women who which I referred , is counted among themost

are not enrolled under their banner. But the important publications of the season, as in

London charities directed by women is too deed it ought to be ; for Miss Schreiner has

large a subject for a short letter. Their in- not only something to say, but she cares very

fluence is felt in the school-room and the much about the way she says it, a rare virtue

factory, in the workhouse and the hospital ; in these days, though even the prophets of

and only the other day I heard Miss Cobden, old did not disdain literary form . Is it not a

at a little gathering, in the house of Mrs. sign of thetimes , that when a dinner is given

Haweis, the well-known writer and wife by the staff of a paper, the women journalists

of the still better known author , read a paper are included ? At the birthday banquet in

on the importance of retaining women in the honor of Mr. Thomas of the Graphic, two

County Council, if only because of their ser women who work for that journal were also

vices to poor female lunatics and prisoners. present. And I hear that that clever paper,

What woman is not iuterested, and right. The National Observer , is to have a regular

ly so , in the dress reform agitation ? What monthly dinner, in which both its men and

we do in this world depends greatly upon women contributors are to take part.

what wewear. Tight stays and long trains A very interesting exhibition of Women's

are enemies to healthy exercise,mental and Handicrafts has lately been held in theWest

physical. There has been great excitement minster Town Hall. But let me admit at

here over a new dress for the street, invented once that its interest depended rather upon

by a Mrs. Hancock , which is to insure com- its aimsand objects and upon its shortcom

fort and cleanliness in themud and slush of ings (paradoxical as this may sound) than

London. The costume suggested is a cross upon the actual things exhibited. It was

between the ordinary tailor-made tweed for organized and managed by Woman, a paper

themoors and the French woman's jaunty very like the exhibition which it has organ

hunting dress. Knee-breeches, gaiters to the ized : interesting because of what it wants to

knees, a plain skirt falling to a little above do rather than what it does. The exhibition ,

the ankles. It sounds sensible , does it not ? intended to encourage woman's work and to

But, while I have looked at pictures of it in point out new forms of fairly remunerative

many papers, daily and weekly , I have not employments and undertakings suitable to

once seen the actual dress itself. The truth feminine capabilities, fell much beneath the

is, it is the idealdress only for the street, and level of handicrafts exhibitions to which

how many working women , who above all men and women both contribute. The trail

others need something of thekind, can afford of the amateurwas over it all. Work , in too

a costumewhich must be changed as soon as many cases, was admitted , notbecause it was

they go indoors ? Besides , it is becoming good, but because it was done by a woman .

only to the few , and let women talk as they Women who really do some of these things.

may, they still care more for the becoming wellwere unfortunately notrepresented at all.

than for comfort in dress. . If not,why are all Someemployments thatought to be practical

women's papers filled with advertisements of enough, such as the making of cigarettes ,

beauty doctors and courtmilliners ? seemed to bemade un -practical when taken
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up by “ gentlewomen ” who,onelearned at the then ? Threw it over because of the labor it

exhibition,were to turn them out by amachine would entail. The probability is that such a

that could not begin to compete in rapidity chance will never again come in herway.

with ordinary machines used in the same Of course this is not true of all women .

manufacture, and therefore the cigarettes The London exhibition counted among its

would be nowherewhen offered in the market. exhibitors severalwho showed that women ,

The very band, composed of women , who as well as men, can be business-like and that

played in the exhibition rooms, never rose when they are, when they cease to be ama

above mediocrity . teurish , independence is easily enough

But this weakness in the show , to me, had achieved . Type-writers, milliners, dress

its important significance. Women nowa- makers (though of thetwo latter only a couple

days are rightly struggling to be indepen- contributed ), decorators and furnishers like

dent, but too often they refuse to pay theonly Mrs. Garing Thomas, already well-known in

price at which this independence can be se- London , sent examplesofworkmanship that

cured . They play with an art or profession would have found a place in any exhibition .

to which men devote their lives. They dabble Indeed when I saw what very creditable

a little in paint, and then hope to compete thingsare being donebyMrs.Garing Thomas,

with men who have studied for years. They I wondered why more women at home have

imitate the work of others and then wonder not gone in for household decoration and

that their second-hand productions cannot furnishing. It is pleasantwork and it can

rival the originals. Or else, at a certain crit- bemade to pay.

ical point in their working career , their But I am convinced that the Women's

energy suddenly gives out. A case in point Handicrafts exhibition will have accom

came under mynotice only the other day. Aplished a great good — though perhaps not

girl who had been studying in the Royal exactly the end it had in view — ifit convinces

Academy schools won a prize for £400 for a many women now toiling in vain , that they

decorative design ; when the work winning will never find fairly remunerative occupa

this prize is sufficiently good, the artist re- tionsuntil they set themselves down to work

ceives a commission to carry it out on the in genuine earnest and seek success as men

walls of some public building . The student seek it, by the excellence of what they produce

ofwhom I am speaking was the firstwoman, withoutreference to their sex . Wemust not

the third prize -holder,who received this com- expect to enjoy all the advantages of our

mission . The honor was great. She wasShe was new independence and to retain all the priv

given the chance to execute her design in the ileges of our old subjection .

dining-hall at Girton . And what did she do LONDON , January, 1891.

SALESWOMEN AND DOMESTIC SERVICE .

BY MARY GAY HUMPHREYS .

HEunanimity with which were to walk out in a body and individually

women all over the coun- engage in kitchens, their places would be

try write to ask why immediately filled and the condition of af

saleswomen whose hours fairs in theshops remain unchanged . It is this

are long and pay is small fact that causes those who believe that the law

do not go into domestic of supply and demand is something too sa

service implies two cred to be interfered with tocry “ handsoff.”

things. First, that they But nature's laws receive no such immunity ;

are interested in the sub- since we will even lend an umbrella to the

ject, and, second, that improvident man there seems to be no reason

they are confronted by thedomestic problem . why we should not defend ourselves against

It may be said at the outset that sales- economic laws when they press too cruelly .

women are as essential as servants. If the But admitting that domestic service would

regiments of women now standing in shops be a remedy, why willthesaleswoman not ex
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change the illy ventilated shops and scanty good food, she may have a worse bed, but

pay for a service in which she has shelter, they are hers.

food , and can lay up money ? Let the work It is useless to say that this is mere senti

ing -woman answer for herself. At a large ment and not to beweighed againstmorema

meeting once held in New York City, Miss terial benefits. In any case it is a sentiment

Arria Huntington, the daughter of Bishop we all feeland can appreciate at its fullvalue.

Huntington, once asked this question. “ Be If a girl who has all these natural im

cause themen whom we may hope to marry pulses, -this desire for friends, companion

will not visit us in other people's kitchens,” ship , home, freedom , goes into service, what

was the prompt reply . This removes the so- is her state? No matter how faithful and

lution a step further ; that the working girl devoted her service, she is an alien and

hopes to become a wife, mother , to have a reduced to a state of pupilage. If she does

homeof her own, is a desire so natural and general housework she is practically without

reasonable that nobody will blame her for it. companionship week in and week out ; for

It is in this hope she struggles on in factory she has no place in the family life. With the

and shop . exception of every other Sunday, and in

If the mechanic, tradesman, clerk, whom some families one afternoon a week, she is not

she may expect to marry , were questioned, allowed to go out except by special permis

he might say that a man who may be a pos- sion . Although her work is over she must

sible ruler, and have his life written up as a spend her solitary evenings in her room ; she

campaign document does not want to read may not care to read, and is perhaps too tired

that he found his wife in Miss Blank's to sew .

kitchen , nor to have the Blanks giving rem By far the larger number of mistresses re

iniscences of his courtship below stairs. gard this restraint as necessary for the mor

This view , idle, frivolous, unworthy as it als of their servants ,whom they look upon

may appear, is not the exclusive property of much as children of a larger growth. But to

theworking-girl andmechanic , it is held by the girl it appears needlessly exacting , and a

the entire body of the people. An English- species of tyranny that she resents .

man once asked mewhat sort of servants the If on the other hand domestic service as

Americans made. At first I did not know sumed more of the nature of a business ; if

what he meant. “ Oh,” I said without a ' when a girl's services were no longer needed

thought of vain boasting , “ our servants are her hours were her own, and she free to go

English , Irish ,German, French - Americans and come, it would attract that better and

are never servants.” This was merely stat- more capable class which now finds its

ing a fact ; our servants are foreigners. way into factories and shops. She becomes

When they become denationalized and Amer- a responsible being, fulfilling her duties, and

ican they leave service. otherwise living her own life, not a life pre

But admitting that we are all sensible peo- scribed for her. The objections to this busi

ple with no foolish ideas about what we call ness -like freedom that at once springs to the

menial employments there are still cogent lips every oneknows- the difficulty of so ar

reasons why saleswomen will not go into ranging household matters, questions of

domestic service, and these lie not in the ac- moral responsibility , and so on . Butagainst

tual work but in the requirements ofthe ser- these it may be urged that this is a partial

vice itself. The shop girl's hours are long, solution of the domestic problem that some

but they are to an extent defined . During women have tried with success, and which

those hours she daily works harder and more requires only certain mutual and definite

continuously than she would have to work in understandings between employer and em

inost families . But she works elbow to el. ployed. A case in point is a lady who em

bow , she is one of a community, she feels its ploys three persons in her household , and

esprit de corps, she shares with it good and who says, “ Here ismy work ; it must be

ill fortune. done.” The details of the doing, and thear

When sheis through her work she is free;she rangement of their own time is left to the

rejoinsher family, or she goes to her lodging, work people themselves, and with satisfac

which , mean as it is, is her home. Shemay tion to both parties to the agreement.

spend the evening washing clothes, or she Confidence on the one hand and fidelity on

may go to the theater; she may not have the other are apt to be reciprocal.
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BY ANNA CHURCHELL CAREY.

Fall the inventions and and boiling are the best, but quite the con

discoveries which have trary is true. In the first place it makes food

been made recently ,none indigestible, as for instance in bread and

will appeal so strongly cake baking ; while in the second place the

to the housekeepers or high degree of heat applied to the boiling of

do somuch to ameliorate soup and the roasting of meat means a loss

the condition of the ofnutriment and of flavor, for the essential

working classes as the oils are evaporated and lost. To quote Mr.

Aladdin Oven , invented Atkinson , “ the smell of cooking in the ordi

and patented by Edward nary way gives evidence of waste of flavor as

Atkinson of Boston. This oven was put well as a waste of nutritious properties ; and

upon the market about two years ago ; it is in most cases theunpleasantsmell also gives

rapidly making its way among the most in- evidence that the food is being converted into

telligent classes and meets a need of the rich an unwholesome condition , conducive to in

and poor alike. Externally the oven looks digestion and dyspepsia.” Think of the loss

like a paste-board box. It is made of sheet of nutriment that goes on while onions are

iron and incased in wood pulp , which is one being boiled !

of the best non -conductors of heat. The The accounts of the Aladdin Oven which

standard oven has an inside space eighteen come to us seem exaggerated , but it stands

inches in width , twelve inches in depth , and the test of actual experience : food in it is

fourteen inches in height, containing mova- most delicious, and an inferior article cooked

ble perforated sheet-iron shelves so as to di- in this oven is more palatable and satisfying

vide it horizontally into four compartments. than the best article prepared by the ordinary

It is heated by a lampof any make having methods ; asparagus cooked in this way is of

a circular wick aboutone andone-half inches an unimaginably fine flavor, while oysters

in diameter ; the Aladdin Oven is not in the and gameare beyond the praise of a connois

least like an oil stove. This unsuspicious- seur. After having once eaten food prepared

looking wooden box stands on a table from in this way one can never be satisfied with

twelve to eighteen inches in height, while the comparatively tasteless and indigestible

underneath the table, sitting on the floor is meats and vegetables which are prepared by

the lamp, so placed that the opening in the the best cooks on the best stoves. There are

bottom of the outer oven is directly over the many persons who cannot eat sausage, ow

lamp ; gas from a Bunsen burner at the rate ing to the quantity of fat which it contains ;

of from four to six feet an hourmay be used but when cooked at a low heat, as in an

in place of oil. Care must be taken in man- Aladdin Oven, and in a dish with a drainer

aging the lamp used with the oven ; if the in it which allows the oil to settle in the bot

flame is not turned up high enough it will tom , leaving the sausages free from it, they

not yield sufficient heat ; if too high it will then make an appetizing and nutritious dish

smoke, butthe amount of care required is no which a delicate person could digest.

more than one gives to the lamp on his par Mr. Atkinson has one of these ovens in use

lor or library table . in the building in which hehas his offices,

Mr. Atkinson has proved to himself and to and his employees have their mid -day meal

those who have seen his oven in operation cooked on it every day. To give the reader

that the conventional iron stove is wasteful, an idea of how unsuggestive the kitchen is

both in quantity and quality of food prepared ofwhat goes on there, it is only necessary to

and theamount of fuel consumed . Theodor say that the tenant occupying the room next

of cooking that is so apparent in even the but one to this kitchen did not find out till

best regulated houses represents just so three weeks had elapsed that there was any

much wasted nutriment. Cooks have an er- cooking going on in the building. Mr. At.

roneous idea that quick roasting, baking , kinson started this kitchen for the benefit of
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his employees. He found that they were make the best pea soup that was ever tasted ,

paying from thirty to fifty cents each perday they put the unsoaked peas — with a small

for food at cheap restaurants, and he pro- piece of pork, a little salt, pepper, onion,and

posed to them the formation of a co -opera- sweet marjoram with enough water to cover

(tive club for the purpose of furnishing whole- into an earthen pot and set it in the oven at

somenoon -day meals prepared in thebuild- four in the afternoon. Three hours later

ing. Itwas agreed , and to -day his employees the lamp is filled and relighted and allowed

are furnished three-course meals consisting to burn all night. It will go out of its own

of soup or fish , boiled or roast meat, with accord , and if a metallic lamp is used there is

vegetables , pudding or pie, and coffee, while absolutely no danger of its exploding . The

the entire cost of fuel and food to each ofthe soup is then rubbed through a colander, and

sixteen members averages from eighteen to with the addition of boiling water and a little

twenty cents a day. thickening , it is ready to serve.

Different articles of food can be cooked at Another advantage in the oven is that it

the same time in the oven without any reduces dish washing to the minimum , as

mingling of the flavors, because the low tem- the food may be, and usually is, served in the

perature at which they are cooked does not dishes in which it is cooked ; there are no

allow the volatile oils to escape and mingle. heavy, greasy , iron pots and pans for the

It is of no common occurrence for Mr. At- cook to handle.

kinson to serve a dinner of four or five To people who keep butone servant or no

courses — " soup made the day before, re- servant at all, such a cooker is a boon . No

heated ; fish, meat, game, potatoes, cauli- stove will admit of the cook's preparing the

flower, asparagus, onions, tomatoes, and noonday dinner at seven o'clock in themorn

custard pudding - all cooked in the same ing , putting it in the oven at that early hour

oven at thesametime in the dining-room ,and and leaving it until it is time to serve the

served from the table, in the china or earthen meal, and yet find every thing perfectly

dishes in which each had been cooked ; the baked , as does the Aladdin Oven . Besides,

only difference between one dish and another this cooker may stand in the dining -room

being in respect to the time in which it had just behind the housekeeper so that the

been subjected to the heat of the lamp, yet dishes can be conveniently handed from the

without the least flavor or taint being car oven to the table. As there is no odor of

ried from one kind of food to the other ." food and no heat sent out from it there is no

An Aladdin Oven necessitates learning a objection to having it there in summer time.

different timetable from thatused for the or- With such an oven no cook can complain of

dinary cooking stove . As for instance it the unbearable temperature of her kitchen

takes half an hour to broil a steak , two in warm weather, nor can the family suffer

hours to bake large potatoes, and an hour from the heat which always comes from the

and a quarter for beads, peas, or squash . room in which cooking is done during the

Oneof the great charms of the oven is that summer months.

it requires no watching. If one wishes to With an Aladdin Oven and a Case Bread

bake a sponge cake, all that is to be done Raiser there is no excuse for even a stupid

after the dough is mixed is to look on the cook to fail with her bread. No kneading is

schedule that comes with each cooker to see required, besides the bread does not have to

just how long it takes sponge cake to bake. raise over night. The bread is made in the

The cake can then be put into the oven and morning, put in the bread-raiser for three

the cook need give it no more thought for hours, and then baked in the oven three

two or three hours, whatever the time re- hours and a half ; no bread was ever more

quired, confident that the steady heat to delicious.

which it is subjected will turn out a perfectly This oven does only cooking . It cannot

baked cake. Provided the cake is properly heat a large quantity of water, or warm the

mixed the result is certain. At the New kitchen in winter , or heat the irons for iron

England Kitchen in Boston where good food ing ; for these a small stove which demands

is furnished at a low price to working peo- but a small quantity of coal, wood, or coke

ple, and where the Aladdin Oven, steam ,and will take the place of the wasteful range

gas heat are used , they say that for making which is seen to-day in nearly every house.

soups the oven far excels any thing else. To The price of the Aladdin Oven , including
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the metallic table on which it stands, is family of sixteen persons for three months is

twenty -five dollars. The lamp is extra and seven dollars, it is seen that the Aladdin

costs about two dollars and a half. When Oven will soon pay for itself in economyof

one finds out by experience that the cost of fuel alone, to say nothing of the economy of

fuel for this oven for supplying food to a food.

HOW MARRIAGE AFFECTS A WOMAN'S WAGES OR BUSINESS.

BY LELIA ROBINSON SAWTELLE , LL . B.

Of the Boston Bar.

À

T common law , a mar- ber, where otherwise, or with all other per

ried woman could re sons than the husband, a married woman

ceive no wages and may now make binding contracts of every

could transactnobusi- kind and nature. The laws on this subject

ness. Wages she of the capacity of married women to make

might earn by her contracts, carry on business on their separate ,

labor, it is true, but independent account, and to receive the

they must be paid to wages of their personal labor, differ very

her husband and not greatly in the different states . There is less

to her, unless he authorized her to act as his difference on the question of wages ; but in

agent to collect money duehim . If without regard to business, the danger of fraud on

Leing so authorized, she collected the money the public and evasion of the just claimsof

for her work , her husband could compel her creditors of the husband by a business ap

employer to pay itover again to him . Business parently though not really carried on by the

shecould not transact in herown nameand for wife, necessitates the exercise of care in au

her own benefit, because she could notmake thorizing married women to transact busi

any business contract whatever for which ness on their own account. These dangers

either sheorher husband or her property could are especially apparentwhen, as is often the

be held responsible. She could act as her hus- case, the wife who has embarked in a busi

band's agent to transact his business for him , ness enterprise, employs her husband to work

and as his agent could make all necessary for her.

contracts, thereby binding him and his It is easy to see how a man who wished to

property but not herself or her property. evade his creditors might secretly makeover

This disability was not intended to work a his business to his wife, and then continue

hardship on thewife, but rather the contrary, therein as her employee and manager . His

for it was only a part of the entire scheme creditors might go on trusting him on the

which assumed that wife and minor children credit of the business , only to find out at last

were maintained solely by the husband, and that the profits belonged to thewifeand were

that, the better to enable him to perform this claimed by her, by virtue of the rule of law

duty, he must receive as his own all personal now prevailing almost universally, which

property belonging to the wife and all pro- allows a wife to hold her property free from

ceeds of personal labor or business enterprise all claims of her husband or his creditois.

of wife and children until the latter should To prove the fraud might be a very difficult

attain majority . and expensive proceeding. It is on this ac

The legal incapacity of a married woman count that protections of various kinds have

to make a contract was also intended to pro- been thrown about such transactions. In

tect her against the undue influence which Massachusetts the law permits any married

it was assumed her husband had over her. woman to carry on any business in her own

She could make no contract with him , nor right, but if she would secure the stock and

hewith her , and this disability of husband profits from liability of attachment by her

and wife to contract together still prevails in husband's creditors , she must file with the

many states, Massachusetts among the num- town clerk a “ married woman's certificate,"
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setting forth the nature of the business, with certain statutory regulations; so in

names, dates, and other facts which would Montana. In Arkansasshe probably would

serve to put creditors on their guard . So if have to record a schedule of her stock in

the husbandwishes to secure himself against trade, as shemust of other personal property ,

possibleliability for business debts contracted in order to hold it unquestionably as her own.

by his wife he may file such a certificate. In California, Florida, Idaho Territory , and

Thus if any present or possible future credit . Nevada, shemust obtain leave of court ac

orof husband or wife is in doubt whom to cording to certain requirements in each state,

trust or whether to trust at all, he may ex- to carry on business alone or as a “ sole

amine the town records and satisfy himself. trader," as it is sometimes called. In Dela

In such limited space as I have here at ware it is doubtful to what extent a married

disposal, I will endeavor to give some idea of woman may assume business relations and

the law as at present prevailing in the vari- responsibilities. I do not know exactly how

ous states of our country on this subject. the law stands on this point in the District

A wife's earnings or wages for personal of Columbia . In Georgia she may become a

labor belong exclusively to her in all states " free trader " if her husband consents there

and territories excepting those in which the to, by publishing such consent for onemonth

community system of property prevails ( see in a newspaper. In Michigan also she must

my article in this magazine for March) ; the have her husband's consent. In Kentucky

District of Columbia ,where, as I understand, the courtmay authorize her to transact busi

a wife's earnings still belong to her husband ness in her own name if she and herhusband

and his creditors unless he gives them to her join in a petition to that effect; or shemay

oragrees that they shall be hers ; in Missouri, do so withoutsuch permission if her husband

where her earnings may be taken by her hus- has abandoned her, or is in the penitentiary

band's creditor if the debt is one for neces- for an unexpired term ofmore than one year,

saries for herself or the family ; in Nebraska, or has left the state and fails tomaintain her,

where the rule is that of Missouri with the or if she has come to the state alone without

added condition that the creditor must first him . In North Carolina, an ante-nuptial

attempt to claim his due out of property be- contract, signed and recorded, or her hus

longing to the husband ; and in Tennessee, band's consent after marriage, also written,

where the husband or his creditors (but not acknowledged , and recorded, will authorize a

his ante-nuptial creditors) have absolute con- wife to carry on independent business . In

trol over the wife's earnings. Tennessee she cannot carry on any trade or

A married woman may carry on any trade business in her own nameunless her husband

or business independently in the following is insane, so also in Rhode Island, she can

states : Colorado ; Connecticut ; theDakotas ; only carry on a separate trade or business if

Illinois (but to form a business partnership, her husband is insane, except thatif a woman

shemust have her husband's consent); Indi- comes into the state alone and lives here

ana ; Iowa ; Kansas ; practically so in Louisi- without her husband for a year, she has the

ana ; Maine ; Maryland ; Massachusetts (but powers and rights of a widow , but only

not as a partner with her husband , or as until such timeas he may follow her into the

partner in any firm ofwhich her husband is state ; and except also that if a husband un

a member);Minnesota ;Mississippi ;probably justifiably abandons his wife or fails for six

Missouri ; Nebraska ; New Hampshire ; New months to provide for her, being ofsufficient

Jersey ; New York ; Ohio ; Oregon ; Pennsyl- ability so to do, she may obtain from the

vania ; probably South Carolina ; Utah Terri- court the powers of a single woman. In

tory ; Vermont; Virginia ; Washington ; West Texas I understand that awifecannot legally

Virginia ; and Wyoming . In Alabama, she engage in separate trade or business ; and

must file her husband's written consent to that in Wisconsin she can do so, free from

her independent business or trade relations her husband's control and debts only if he

in the Probate Court , unless her husband is has deserted her or failed to provide for her

insane, non -resident, or has abandoned her. support .

In Arizona Territory she must give a formal 'The subjectofmynext paper will be “ How

public notice of her business in accordance a Married Woman May Make a Will."
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A CABINET AFTERNOON .

BY MRS. ARL BARUS .

M

ANY habits which have be- and receive a welcome from the inmates.

come crystallized into customs The hours and form of reception are the same

in the official etiquette ofWash- at all the houses, but one's fancy suggests

ington life, have formed them- that the flowers have the sweetest perfume

selves without premeditation or in the parlors ofthe Secretary of Agriculture,

expectation on the part of those that a scholarly element predominatesamong

who introduced them that they would become the guests at the home of the Secretary of

recognized as binding . A careful study of the the Interior, who supervises the scientific

growth of social life at the Capitol fails to bureaus, and that familiar military and

indicate just when the practice of keeping naval faces are more frequent at the houses

open house on Wednesday afternoons be- of their respective Cabinet chiefs.

came an accepted fact with the Cabinet The deaths which followed so closely

members . in the family of Secretary Blaine at the

It has, however, the force of precedent so opening of the first social season of the

far as the memory of existing Washington present administration, closed from public

society is concerned , and it would require approach what probably would have been the

considerable argument, if not endanger his most popular household. The days of re

position , for a Cabinet officer to disregard tirement are not yet completed , and only

this unwritten law . At the opening of our personal friends presume to call at the inter

national history, Washington was but a esting old brick mansion facing Lafayette

village with important clusters of official Square, which has secured for itself historical

residences stationed at intervals along the permanence as the residence of two noted

route between the Executive Mansion and statesmen , Seward and Blaine.

the Capitol. It is only since the Civil War Thebrilliant entertainments,which during

that it has lost its provincial appearance and the Cleveland régimepiqued public curiosity

assumed the air of city life. Forms which at the home of Secretary Whitney, caused a

had the significance at the outset of neigh- prestige for lavish hospitality to becomeas

borly good feeling have now the weight of sociated with his house. When itwasknown

official position . that the in -coming Postmaster-General had

As in most cities , thewest is the court end secured it, general expectation took the form

of Washington . On sunny Wednesday of a prophecy that hewould sustain its past

afternoons in January and February one is distinction. Reputed the wealthiest man in

almost tempted to fancy that a bit of actual the Cabinet, and onewhose business capacity

court life has transplanted itself on this and energy had made his name familiar over

democratic soil, the carriages with obsequi- the country, Mr. Wanamakerwas the most

ous, liveried coachmen and footmen and suitable candidate for the rôle of social leader..

ladies in the elegance of rich fabrics and fine A square red brick house on 1 Street, built a

feathers so crowd the streets of this neigh- couple of generations ago by a retired army

borhood. The comparison frequently drawn officer, when the gentry of Washington built

between Paris and Washington never holds for themselves in the midst of pleasant gar

better than upon such afternoons when the dens substantial houses with wide halls and

fashionable world, abroad in its gala attire, broad, inviting entrances, it has by its spa

gives an animation and sparkle to the street cious rooms and convenient location proved

scene which suggest the perennial light to be well fitted for hospitality, though the

heartedness of the French capital. houses on either side have pushed up so

Any one, bearing the passport of respecta- closely that it has lost its air of independence

bility and good-breeding ,stirred by patriotic and one would pass it by without suspecting

or inquisitive instincts, may present his it to be the focus of so much newspaper

card at the doors of the Cabinet households gossip.
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The society column in the daily press gives ventional ten -minutes, which should be the

notice of the intentions of the Cabinet house- extreme limit for such a call, including a

holds for the convenience of visitors in the visit to the dining-room . Good sense is at

city . As you ascend the steps to the present fashionable . Instead of the hot

Postmaster-General's house on Cabinet Day dishes and elaborate ménu spread a few

between the hours of 3 and 5 p . m ., “ But- years ago, the simplest entertainment is

tons” is found waiting with his hand on the given with dainty accompaniments of china

knob to swing open the door with a prompt- and glass. Flowers, candelabra , with blos

ness which anticipates the bell. A dignified soming candle-shades ,and embroidered linen

English man-servant receives your card on a set off the table upon which are found the

silver tray and passes it to a still more im- tea-urn , the chocolate pot, sweet biscuits,

pressive personage, who as you cross over salted almonds, and bon-bons.

the threshold of thereceiving room calls your It is in good form if the reception is a small

namealoud in such decisive tones that you one, to wish your hostess " good morning "

are startled at your own importance, and sur as you leave, but, as a rule, the departures

prised that the announcement falls unheeded are taken without that courtesy as the con

on all but the listening ears of the hostess, stant entrances and exits would create con

who standing within a few feet of the door. fusion.

way extends her hand and repeats your The Cabinet ladies formerly returned

namecoupled with thestereotyped greeting within a week the calls of those who gave a

“ happy to meet you " —then turns and in- known address in the city, but as Washing

troduces you to the daughter or friend who ton outgrew its provincial character, the pile

may be assisting her to receive. Unless the of cards left at the door became each year

roomsare fairly empty or you are a personal more formidable. It was manifestly impos

friend, you are not expected to engage your sible to continue such a social form . The

hostess in further conversation , as the line of duty of acknowledging the compliment of a

visitors on pleasant afternoons is sometimes visit is now turned over to the private secre

an almost unbroken one, and necessitates tary or general factotum , who making out

brief recognitions. the weekly list of obligations is driven about

The rooms from which daylighthas been from house to house and leaves the cards of

excluded , that the glow from numerouslamps the family — that of the master being en

with rosy shadings may give a softened col- graved simply , The Secretary of - (what

oring to the scene, are fragrant with the odor ever department he may occupy), the ladies

of flowers and rich with artistic and effective bearing the surname only. This relief from

decoration. A half dozen young girls who the burdensome task of official courtesy

have been invited to aid in receiving are leaves the Cabinet ladies at liberty to assume

scattered through the rooms, in gowns as ar- whatever rôle they choose in the social life

tistic as their surroundings, and by their of the city , saving the imperative duty of

merry chatter as they greet friends among personally calling first each year upon the

the guests , help to dispel the formality of the wives of the Judges of the Supreme Court

first introduction. Beyond the double suite and the wives of Senators. The question of

of parlors is the ball-room which the Whit- social precedence in a land where equality

neys added to the house , and whose light is was the key.stone of the Constitution was a

arranged to serve the needs of a picture gal- delicate one to adjust, especially as official

lery . The walls hung with embossed leather positions clearly evoked social pride in their

and crimson damask are covered with fine holders. Happily the dilemma between the

paintings, largely representative of the contending parties resolved itself without

modern French masters. The lover of sensu- further acrimony than a few bitter words in

ous impressions receives a feast amid the past administrations. The Cabinet house

luxuriance of the tropical foliage of palms, holds accepted their place as lower in the

the gorgeous dyes of Oriental rugs and hang- scale than senatorial honors.

ings, the rich embroideries, and bric-à -brac Mrs. Morton receives on Cabinet days,

which are thrown about with lavish profu- though the wives of former Vice-Presidents

sion, making a suitable tableau from an have occasionally chosen to receive on

Arabian Night tale . The color, warmth , and Thursdays (the day selected by the Senators'

beauty tempt one to linger beyond the con- households), in this way emphasizing their
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husbands connection with the legislative merce, the official life mightnot have been

body. able to assume the dominant social tone it

Had the headquarters of our national gov- has secured in Washington - a city built up

ernment, as those of other countries , been almost exclusively in the interests of govern

seated in the central city of trade and com- ment institutions.

EVANESCENCE .

BY NETTIE J. HUNT.

WHERE the reed-grass bends and lightly sways,

And the rushes sigh ,

Thro' the tenderly -tinted and golden days

Wheels the dragon - fly .

And its bright wings shineand swing and sway

By the placid stream ,

And it floats and skimsand quivers away

Like a haunting dream .

And down by the reedy margin there,

As frail as can be ,

Almost afraid of the summer air ,

Cower birdlings three ,

And wondering, gaze at the dizzy flight

And dazzling hue,

And watch it poise in themorning light

Under heaven's blue.

*
*

*

Butbe sure when hearts are strong and gay,

That thewings will grow ;

And that which lies on the earth , some day

May heavenward go !

*
* *

Down by the brook lay the glittering thing,

Lifeless lay and cold,

With the splendor gone from dazzling wing

That had shone in gold .

Up in the blue, with a song-burst free,

Soared away on high

The birds that had pined and longed to be

Like the dragon - fly !
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ALEXANDER WINCHELL.
scientific men might reach in the conscien

PROFESSOR ALEXANDER WINCHELL, the tious study of facts. He saw about him ,

distinguished geologist and author of the however, in the churches, not a little of this

well-known “ Walks and Talks in theGeo- as it seemed to him - suicidal hostility . And

logical Field ,” which the members of the what stirred him more deeply, he also saw

C. L. S. C. are now reading, died at his home about him much painful perplexity . To

in Ann Arbor , Michigan , on February 19. many good people the problem was presen

Although nearly three- score and ten - he was ting itself as a choice between a humiliating

born in 1824 — he had shown to the world , up Either and a terrible Or: either the irresist

to within a few days of his death, no signs of ible conclusions of able minds using their

waning vigor,although in truth symptomsof faculties in an honest search for truth must

heart failure had been menacing him for some be totally wrong or else the authority of the

little time. His last appearance in public was Bible as a divineword must be given up . He

in the rôle that hasmade him so well-known, accordingly wentto work to relieve this per

that of a popular expounder of the doctrine of plexity . It seemed to him that the entire

evolution . difficulty was due to an erroneous traditional

Few American scholars have reached with interpretation of Genesis,and he accordingly

their booksand their thoughts so many Amer- set about showing how this interpretation

ican households as did Dr. Winchell. It is not could be modified so as to make the so -called

often that the gift of the original investigator nebular hypothesis and thewhole doctrine of

and that of the popular expounder are so well evolution not only not inconsistent with but

combined in the same person . The scholar, confirmatory and illustrative of the Bible ac

absorbed in his specialty , and habitually writ- count. The details of his argument are set

ing or speaking only for the small audience forth in numerous books, pamphlets, and ad

of his professional peers, is often impatient dresses .

of the very thought of addressing himself to Dr. Winchell was a man of wide attain

a wider public. Very likely he may feel a ments and prodigious industry. A complete

sort of contempt for the popularizer. No catalogue of all his contributions to science,

such feeling found lodgement in themind of great and small, would comprise severalhun

Winchell. He took pride in the office of a dred numbers, not to speak of his various

teacher of the people at large. He loved to worksof a popular or semi-popular character.

write for the general reader and to speak to Hewas long State Geologist of Michigan, and

popular audiences upon the vast conceptions was at the timeof his death the president of

and the far-flying speculationsamong which the American Geological Society . But his in

his own mind had come to be at home. He terests were not confined to his specialty .

was especially in his element in combating He had a working familiarity with a dozen

the idea that thetheory of evolution is outof languages ; and was well-read in at least

harmony with the Bible. Asto the perma- some lines of theology and philosophy. He

nent valueofwhat he did in this direction it is had tried his hand with no mean success at

difficult to speak fairly without going into modeling in clay. He was exceedingly fond

details. of music and had long been the president of

Along with his strong scientific bent Win- the flourishing University Musical Society at

chell was a religiousman ; more than this he Ann Arbor. Hewas very methodical in all

was a churchman, a Methodist. He felt it his habits and while always busy seemed

his duty therefore to mediate in the much- never to be in a hurry. By those who know

talked -of “ conflict between geology and the him from his printed works alone, he will be

Bible . He felt it to be little short of suicidal remembered as the champion of certain ideas.

on the part of the church to take an attitude Those who have heard him speak will long

of hostility either to the spirit of scientific re- retain the recollection of his imposing pres

search or to the particular conclusions which ence and his grandiose oratory. But those
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who knew him well, will remember him also could I hate bim ? " he said of some one.

for the gentleness , the modesty, the sim- “ Don't I know him ? I never could hate

plicity, that underlay his wealth of learning, any one I knew .” It was this ready com

his idealism of character ,andhis stately forms prehension of every man's nature, which

ofexpression. *made him say in his whimsical way, “ I

love a fool as naturally as if I were kith

and kin to him . "

Norwas it a fondness which made him

A REVIVAL OF KINDLINESS. blind to his friend's foibles. Of queerMar

There has been no little attention given tin Burney he wrote, “ Why does not his

in recent literature to that apostle of kindli- guardian angel look after him ? May be he

ness, Charles Lamb. Numerousunpublished has tired him out.” Of Wordsworth , who

letters have appeared and one charming had declared he could have written Hamlet

book , Mr. Martin's “ In the Footsteps of if he'd had the mind, he said, “ It is clear

Charles Lamb.” It is not possible for the nothing is wanting but themind.” Of his

public to give much thought to the life landlord he wrote, “ Hehas £ 45 a year and

and essays of this man without being one anecdote .” Of everybody hemadekeen

touched by his personality and stirred to characterizations, but always with kind

efforts to bring about what is so greatly liness .

needed in society — a revival of kindliness In spite of the fact that he was most fru

for kindliness was the keystone of his gal, living within his means, though he pos

personality. It ordered his life. It regu- sessed a fine taste for books and for conviv

lated his relation to men . He wrote iality , nobody was more generous. His

nothing which was not permeated by this ward , Emma Isola (Mrs. Moxon), who died

influence. It was the fundamental, domi- the other day, was but one of many of those

nating force of his being. whom he befriended with a generosity fitting

Thestory of his care of his sister Mary in a prince.

her frequent lapses into insanity is one of Now this kind of open -heartedness , of uni

themost touching in the world . Hemade versal charity , of human tenderness, of self

himself personally responsible for her be- sacrificing devotion, does more to make life

havior in order to save her from an asylum worth living than any other thing which a

and to give her freedom and pleasure in her human being can put into it. It prevents

sane hours. He tied himself to a desk in the injustice , bitterness, cruelty . It gives flex

East India House for thirty years in order to ibility of character. It tempers right which ,

support her, in spite of the fact that figures through rigidity , frequently becomes wrong .

were an abomination to him , and that he It broadens the heart to the world's width .

looked with longing on the beautiful inno- It opens the eyes to theoneness of humanity .

cency of the face of the man who never It reveals to the mind the God in all things.

learned the multiplication table .” He en- Society is, no doubt, becoming kinder as a

dured with the greatest courage the fact that whole. The merciful organizations which

he and Mary, because of her malady,were we have established are evidences of it. But

" marked ," as he expressed it, in society, however perfectly organized to care

every neighborhood into which they went for the destitute , the aged, the afflicted , can

and obliged tomoveoften , though so strong not do the work of the individual. Weneed

were his attachments to places, that as he a revival of personal kindliness ; a quality

said when they left Colebrook , “ You may like Charles Lamb's which will set us at

find someof our flesh sticking to the door- hand to hand and heart to heart effort in our

post.” This devotion was the natural ex- own homes and among our own friends.

pression of his heart. The only thing he Gentleness for the weak , love for the sin

could have done. ning , though we may be the sufferers, per

Nor was he sympathetic only to his own . sonal self-sacrifice for the afflicted, though

He possessed that highest of heart quali- there may be institutions to take care of

ties- universal human tenderness. He al- them , kindliness as the habit of ourminds

ways saw the best in men and awakened and hearts, can undomost of the wrongs we

it sometimes from a long sleep. “ How or others have wrought.
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GENERAL W. T. SHERMAN .
good enough to describe Sherman at his best ,

GENERAL SHERMAN has passed away, full no matterwhat might be the subject in mind.

of years and honors, but it was his misfor- His conclusions cameso quickly as to seem

tune,whether he knew it or not, that hismili- intuitive, but they were correct with a fre

tary achievements hid from the public view a quency denied to so -called intuitions in gen

great body of virtuesand acquirementswhich eral. He seemed literally to jump at con

would have made their possessor famous in clusions,but those who knew him best,knew

any walk in life. In this respect he stood that he had thoughtover the matter long be

head and shoulders above any and all other fore — thought over it so honestly and fear

heroes of the Civil War. No other general, lessly , without partiality or prejudice , and

living or dead, equaled him in range of with so much mental effort, that the result

thought, study, and comprehension . Com- was generally a just decision . Portraits re

parisons, by name,would seem invidious as cently published show a brow fullof wrink

well as odious ; many generals did nobly- les, as becomes a man past seventy. But

did more than was expected of them , but as Sherman's friends saw all those wrinkles

a rule their energies and influence were con- thirty years ago, before the war began ; they

fined to the military profession . But Sher- were the results of hard and persistent con

man seemed to have thought of every thing, centration of mental effort, which began

studied every thing that interests humanity . while he was a young man, and never ended .

It will astonish some of his old soldier. Odd though it may seem , the lightest-hearted

followers to know that “ Uncle Billy ” was as period of Sherman's career was while hewas

apt at theology as strategy ; although not a handling a great army ; at that time other

member ofany denomination hewas at heart subjects of general interest were laid aside,

and in practice a sincere Christian. Up to a but his natural habit was to carry in his

certain point he seemed liberal - as he was mind all the problems of the world's prog

but on the fundamentaltruths of Christianity ress and need, and endeavor to solve them ;

he was as sound and uncompromising as as a consequence, no man was more sought

John Wesley or John Knox. For family after by statesmen , journalists , and others

reasons he avoided taking part in any battles whose business it is to cope with great

of the creeds, butprominentchampions of dif- questions ; all such men found that a half

" ferent faiths have found him able both as an- hour chat with Sherman would “ clear the

tagonist and instructor, and learned to hold air " amazingly.

him in high respect. He often gave business Sherman was “ the bright, consummate

“ points " to business men, and they were so flower ” of West Point ; it is the purpose of

good that the receivers asked for more . In that schoolto graduate for our little and re

politics he was by nature a statesman ; par- publican army a body of officers, any of whom

tieswere to him means to an end, and he never shall be able to fill at short notice any po

could understand how any patriot in full sition , -military, diplomatic, practical, or in

'possession ofhis senses could train with either tellectual to which by any possibility a sol

party through thick and thin while for the dier of high rank may be called . The stand

time being the other party was making an ard is too high, perhaps, but so are the possi

issue of a principle which the aforesaid pa- ble requirements of our armyofficers ; failure

triot had at heart. Hewas the heartiest of to reach it is sometimes more honorable than

advocates of the best educational facilities— success at foreign military schools. Sher

those which substitute the effort ofthe teacher man, however, was through life a brilliant

with individual pupils, in distinction from example of what could be accomplished by a

the class-room routine which is the rule good mind and unflagging purpose.

in most schools and colleges. Several years It remains to be said that this great mind

of his own life were devoted to teaching ; he was never sullied by any vice peculiar to

was a school teacher in Louisiana when the camp and field . He was honest, pure, gen

Nation called him to buckle on his sword and ial, generous, affectionate, and sincere to a

take part in the Civil War. degree that at times seemed aggressive. His

More than any other of our generals, Sher- military record is closed , but his greater life

man was a genius. The word “ genius ” is remains to be written, for there were few so

much abused ; perhaps at its best it is not noble or so little known.
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THE Fifty-First Congress came to an end entails many irritating circumstances. The

March 4. The last session has been singu- etiquette of the Court is peculiar and exact

larly inoperative, though in two or three ing. The language is difficult. Themission

cases what has not been donehas been of is second class and does not give the repre

vast benefit to the country, conspicuously sentative ofthe United States the position he

the shelving of the Free Coinage bill. The naturally expects to have assigned to one

much needed relief asked for the Supreme coming from this country. The salary, too,

Court, after many years of waiting, has been $ 12,500 , is no more than is necessary for life

granted . The International Copyright bill there under the present conditions.

happily at last is passed ; and though it

It was in November, 1889, that Brazil was

may not be entirely satisfactory it neverthe, declared a republic. The vicissitudes of the

less is a triumph on the side of honesty and

gives an author a certain right to the products and sometimes threatening, but the new re
last year and a quarter have been many

of his brain . To the indomitable persever, public has proved its worth . The constitu

ance of its supporters in the Senate and tion promulgated last June was adopted in

House is due warm praise. The inefficiency February by the Assembly elected last Sep

of the closing session is due in no small part tember, and General da Fonseca, the first

to the fact that so many of themembers were

back for services after defeat at the polls. It elected president of the United States of
president of the ProvisionalGovernment,was

is a peculiarand unwise arrangement to ask Brazil. This peacefulrevolution is oneofthe

work ofanybody after hehas been discharged, greatest triumphs of government in the his

but this is what we do of a congressman tory of the world. Our readers who wish to

after dismissing him at the polls.
secure a clear and popularpresentation ofthe

PRESIDENT HARRISON has appointed ex . Brazilian constitution should see Mr. Ford's

Governor Charles Foster to take Mr. Win- article in THE CHAUTAUQUAN for December,

dom's place as Secretary of the Treasury, 1890.

The appointment has been well received. Mr. THE revolution in Chili has assumed much

Foster is a conservative financier of experi- greater proportions than outbreaks in these

ence and good sense . He will, it is sup- explosive South American countries usually

posed, follow Secretary Windom in opposition do. The contest is between the president

to free coinage. The President in a message and thearmyon one side and the congress

to Congress, complained ofthelaw requiring and the navy on the other. President Bal.

him to fill vacancies in his Cabinet within maceda has acted the part of a tyrant during

ten days after they occur. It is a needless his five years of office -holding , dissolving

restriction on the constitutional rights of the cabinets at will and forcing measures, re

Executive. The law is a relic of the old con- gardless of the constitution. Congress at

troversy between Congress and the Execu- last revolted, enlisting the navy in its favor.

tive when Andrew Johnson was President. Public opinion seems to be with the insur

It was designed to keep him from surround- gents. Chili has been recognized as the

ing himself with Cabinet adviserswho would leading country of South America in many

notbe confirmed by the Senate. It should respects and it is most unfortunate that so

long ago have been repealed . In performing serious a disturbance should interrupt her

so important a duty as filling a Cabinet peace and prosperity .

vacancy , time is essential.

THE translation which we publish this

CHAUTAUQUANS will be interested in the month on the “ Writings and Orations of

appointment of Senator Blair as Minister to Signor Crispi,” is of particular interestbe

China, for he always has been a firm friend cause of recent events in Italian politics .

of the Chautauqua movementas he is of all Signor Crispiresigned his premiership early

efforts at progress and reform . The position in the year, forced to the action by his own
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impolitic utterances in the Chamber. His trammeled spirit. A fine statue of Wesley

policy has been bold and successful. He has was unveiled in London on the centennial

raised Italy to a first-class European power day, and various lesser honors have been be

and haskept her in the Triple Alliance, but stowed in this country . His greatest me

this has cost the country vast sumsraised morial is the records ofMethodism .

by enormous taxation . Atthe last election
CARDINAL LAVIGERIE , the eminent Catho

Signor Crispi promised that the burden lic, has divulged a beneficent schemealmost

should not be increased. Atthe opening of
as extensive as General Booth's plan for

the Chamber he violated his promise, asking lighting Darkest England. The Cardinal's

for more money . The remarks with which plan is for rescuing the Sahara Desert and

he enforced his demand incensed many mem repressing the slave trade. He proposes

bers. His bill was rejected and he resigned . what he calls the Sahara Brotherhood. The

His successor, the Marquis diRudini, has
members are to begin operationsby opening

a serious task to do whathe proposes, to en- wells and planting trees in the greatwaste,

force economy and preserve the Triple Al
carrying on at the same time an active war

liance .

fare against the slave trade. The Pope has

THE last week of February was known in sanctioned the plan and some two thousand

Washington as Woman's Week, two great persons have already offered themselves for

convocations ofwomen , the Triennial Council membership.

and the National Suffrage Convention, hold
At the sale of the Ives collection ofbooks,

ing sessions. It was evident that the gath manuscripts, and variousworks of art, at the

erings were fashionable . Magnificent audi
beginning of last month, the rarest object

ences greeted thespeakers and every courtesy offered was a copy of the Gutenberg Bible

was showered upon members and visitors. published at Mentz in 1455. It was pur

Miss Frances E.Willard has been president chased by J. W. Elsworth, of Chicago, for

of the Triennial Council and she arranged a $ 14,800 . It is one of the twenty-eight copies

brilliant program for themeeting. Upon itwas which are all that are known to be extant,

represented all the leading interests which
In the catalogue of the collection prepared by

are contributing to -day to the cause of the Mr. Ives, he says regarding this book, and

general advancement of women ; and she his coming into possession of it :

secured as representatives the ablest women
The dispersion of several of the finest libraries

of the country . The suffrage convention was
in England gave unexpected and most favorable

of course devoted to a more special line of

work. The convention has set for itself a It is not in the range of probability that collect
opportunities to secure books of this description.

number of special ends, among them are se ors will ever again have such facilities in this

curing the appointment of women on the direction as were given by the sale of the Sun

Sunday-school lesson committee and on the derland, Hamilton Palace, Beckford , Syston

board of the NationalReform Divorce League, Park, and Wodhull Libraries. . . . I was for

urging equal pay for equalwork for men and tunate enough to secure many of the more

women in Government employ, securing an notable of these precious volumes; and to crown

invitation from the Columbian exposition for fittingly my acquisition of them by the purchase

the International Council of Women which of the most remarkable of all printed books, as

meets in 1893, and designing a business cos- it is the first — the Gutenberg Bible.

tume for women which shall meet the de

The tree -planting month of the United

mands of health , comfort, and good taste.
States is April. The advantage of the cus

THE general celebration in March of the tom is not alone an increase in shade and

one hundredth anniversary of the death of beauty in the country , the awakening of the

John Wesley ought to be a stimulus and a tree-loving spirit among the young is a

blessing to Methodism . His life is one of greater gain . There is no taste more pure or

such splendid force and resolution and its more absorbing than that for trees. Who

consequences have been so marvelous both that has read Sydney Smith's life can forget

to the organization he founded and to society his fruit trees, known to this day as “ Syd

at large that a new purpose must come to ney's Orchards." It is this taste that has

his followers from considering his enthusi- made Joaquin Miller abandon his writing and

asm , his determination , his vigorous, un- go to tree-planting in a Western home. It

13
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is this which has filled our literature with Liberal platform as treason to the mother

songs of favorite trees and endowed many a country. Reciprocity with the United States

fine trunk with a personality almost human . is a sensible plan for both countries, butun

It is this that impels Dr. Fields to write of doubtedly Sir John's wily trick will defer it

his favorite trees : now for a long time.

We have come into a perfect understanding A MINISTERIAL crisis was threatened in

and silent communion . Those trees know me; France recently, brought on by the appear

they know when I am in a silent mood, and ance of a new play, “ Thermidor,” ſaid in the

they keep very still, hardly a leaf stirring ; and times of the Revolution and holding up the

when they begin to move, it is very gently , as leaders of the Reign of Terror in an unpleas

if it were only to fan away the care that sits ant light. Friends of the Commune who

upon the troubled brow . Am I weary and saw the play, raised a commotion in the

downcast, one glance upward gives a new turn theater. The Cabinet in the interest of pub

to my thoughts, as the waving tree-tops catch lic order demanded that it be discontinued .

the burden from the spirit, and toss it into va
Republicans in the Chamber attacked the

cancy, where it is seen and felt no more,
government for this action and it looked for

A SERIOUS aspect of the reports of the im . a time as if the ministry would be over

migration for 1890 is the fact that the number turned . A country where a play represent

ofGermans, Scandinavians, and English,our ing scenes of one hundred years ago will

best foreign elements, is diminished and the raise fears of riot and governmental over

number of Slavs and Italians, our worst ele- throw , certainly needs exactly such decisive

ments, increased. The Italians have grown action in removing irritating circumstances

100 % since 1889. The demand for cheap labor as that shown in interdicting “ Thermidor.”

has brought them . The Russian persecu THE fortieth anniversary of the First Na

tion of the Jews accounts for the increase of tional Woman's Rights convention has been

Poles. But these people are many of them celebrated . The contrasts between the open

to be taken care of by the Baron Hirsch ing and closing years of the period are vivid

fund, some $ 2,500,000, established for the and encouraging. From a time when a

purpose of giving them homes on Western woman's convention was ridiculed by the

lands. The increase in Austrians and Bo- press as a “ hen convention ," we have come

hemians has caused some alarm , since our to a time when no courtesy of the public is

anarchist population has come largely from withheld from such a gathering. From closed

those sources. It does not necessarily fol- colleges and narrowest opportunities we have

low , however, that the present arrivals will passed to privileges for higher education and

swell that class . The total immigration last original research. From a timewhen for a

year was 491,000, sixty-four thousand more woman to earn her living save in the kitchen,

than in 1889.
at the spinning wheel, or by the needle, was

THE Tory party of Canada has served its almost a crime, we have come practically to

opponent, the Liberal, to a most unexpected unlimited employments. From a condition

and irritating political trick . In eighteen

of legal servitude has come legal protection .

months the general election of Canada was
From no political recognition whatever we

to comebefore the people. The Liberals had have passed to twenty-two states allowing

announced a platform of unrestricted reci- school suffrage, one municipal suffrage, and

These solid gains meet
procity with the United States and had be one full suffrage.

gun a campaign of education among the the consent of the highest public opinion in

people on this issue. From recent signs it the country and must be recognized by any

looked as if the country in eighteen months
fair observer of events as a promise of com

could be persuaded to that policy . The head plete rights in the near future.

of the Tory party , Sir John Macdonald , evi A BILL permitting all-night liquor -selling

dently feared so , at least, and in consequence in the New York City saloons,wasmentioned

dissolved Parliament and has gone before in the Note- Book for March as having passed

the country for a new election in March on the state senate. It has been defeated by the

an issue of restricted reciprocity. This issue, assembly, not because the latter is a more

however, the Tories are neglecting and are moral body, it is not ; but because the

making their capital by representing the vigorous protest of press and people raised

H -Apr.
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The re

such a menacing vision of the polls of the way it can in another . This conviction has

future that the legislators did not dare led to some very interesting experiments on

pass it. No voter should forget that he has the Toynbee Hall plan . At Cambridge a

this power of protest. His letter to his repre- university settlement has been established

sentative stands not for himself merely , but by Harvard students, which adapting itself

for a block of public opinion, and as such it to the limitations of the students is open in

will be heeded . the evenings only. The two classes mingle

“ OUR boys will undertake the capture of freely. Lectures are given ,discussions are

Havana even if they have to put torpedoes on

conducted , and social intercourse is free . At

the endsof logs and paddle themselvesacross

Rockford, 111., the young ladies of the semi

the Florida Channel.” Such was Admiral nary give two nights of each week to young

Porter's expression of confidence in the girls in the factories, teaching them as they

United States Navy in the excitementof 1874, need and establishing cordialand helpful re

lations with them . Many educational insti

following the Santiago massacre.
mark was typical of the Admiral's own in- tutions are so situated that such work could

domitable character.
be carried on, and no instruction in philan

He never hesitated

for lack of implements. If a thing had to be thropy could compare with it.

done, the means must be made, not waited The conservatism of the college and uni

for. This character made possible the bril- versity is, perhaps, more rigid than that of

liant seamanship by which he rendered so any other institution in society. Its prece

great services to the country and it raised him dents are as sacred as the Constitution , and

to the rank he held . Admiral Porter came its courses are preserved with the tenacity of

of a race of sailors and from his great grand- religious creeds. Signs of greater flexibility

father's time the family has been closely have not been wanting in various colleges of

connected with American shipping and naval the country in the last few years. Harvard

affairs. By his death the title Admiralwhich has shown an especially liberal spirit. One

was created for Farragut is removed from the of its last acts is to allow a Japanese student

Navy . It was decided some years ago that to substitute his knowledge of Chinese and

no further vacancy in the rank should be Japanese classics for the Latin and Greek

filled . which the entrance examinations require.

“ The master of the infinitely little " is This unusual proceeding speaks well for the

thename by which the famous French artist, common -sense of the faculty . So much

Meissonier, who recently died , was known. mental quality , not so much Latin andGreek ,

Perfection in execution was his ambition. is what the preliminary qualifications are

His artistic conscience was so keen that he supposed to mean , but faculties do not al

spared no work to attain this end. When ways remember this .

he was painting “ 1807 " he bought a corn This number of THE CHAUTAUQUAN con

field and hired a troop of cuirassiers to gal- tains the 3,645 names of the graduates from

lop over it, he himself riding at their side the C. L. S. C. Class of 1890. It brings the

and noting the attitudes of men and horses. number of those having received diplomas

Then , and not until the field was in the right from the organization to 25.571. This tre

condition of corn ruined by cavalry , did mendous alumni, scattered over the whole

Meissonier sit down before it to paint. In world as it is , is in themain true to the prin

painting “ 1814 " he sat before his easel for ciple on which Chautauqua is based , “ Edu

hours in the chill of winter days trying to cation ends only with life.” Hundreds of

reproduce the exact look of snow -covered these former C. L. S. C. readers are now en

fields and frosty atmosphere. While his work gaged in the advance courses, in the College

lacked imagination, grandeur, tenderness , of Liberal Arts , or in independent study.

its fidelity to truth was so marvelous that he They thus form a body of progressive

easily became the king of the realistic school thought and of growing culture which is of

of French art.
inestimable value to society at large. The

There is no new idea afloat in America best wish which THE CHAUTAUQUAN can

which is not putto test by the progressive at give to the Class of'90 is that no member

home. If a plan is good for thecity , it is for shall ever give up his love of knowledge and

the village. If it can be carried out in one his desire for higher culture.
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2 .

First Week ( ending April 8 ). SECOND WEEK .

" The Church in the United States," pp. 82– 1. Roll-Call - Answered by examples of In

terrogation , Apostrophe, Exclamation , Vis.

“ Walks and Talks,” chapters X.-XIII . ion , Personification , etc. The circle should

IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN : name figure given ; follow this by reading

“ The Intellectual Development of the En “ Use and Abuse ofWords. " *

glish People."
2. Talk - My Idea of England in Tudor Times.

“ An English Sea-Rover .” 3. Essay — The “ New England Primer.'

Sunday Reading for April 5. 4. Round-Table - Interesting Phenomena of

Second week (ending April 15 ) .
Volcanoes and Earthquakes.

“ The Church in the United States," pp . 103
5. Debate - Resolved that the Sunday-school

should be abolished.
126 .

“ Walks and Talks," chapters XIV .-XVII.
THIRD WEEK .

IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN : 1. Map exercise on British America .

“ Life in Modern England.” Paper - Mountain Structure and Formation ,

“ Practical Talks on Writing English .” illustrated by blackboard diagrams.

Sunday Reading for April 12. 3. Froissart and his Cotemporaries. Let a:

Third week (ending April 22).
leader be chosen to review Froissart's life,

“ Walks and Talks, " chaptersXVIII.-- XX. introducing his most prominent cotempora

“ Classic French Course in English ,” chap
ries ; supplement this by five -minute papers:

ters I. - III. introduced at the proper time on the char

IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN :
actersmentioned by the leader.

“ British America. "
4. Essay - Schiaparelli's Discoveries.

“ Studies in Astronomy."
5. Discussion — The Wit of Rabelais ; whatwas

Sunday Reading for April 19.
his object in writing the life of “ Gargantua

and Pantagruel” ?

Fourth week (ending April 30 ).

FOURTH WEEK .
“ Walksand Talks," chapters XXI.-XXIII.

" Classic French Course in English ,” chap 1. Table- Talk - Maxims of French writers in

ters IV.-VI.
cluded in the lesson, followed by reading of

IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN :
“ Two French Aphorists."'*

“ The Referendum in Switzerland. ” 2. Descriptive Paper— " Down in a Mine.”

Sunday Reading for April 26.
3. A Talk - How Salt is Made.

4. A Mosaic - A collection of critical opinions

of Montaigne as a writer.
SUGGESTIVE PROGRAMS FOR LOCAL CIRCLE

5. Debate - Resolved that the introduction of

the Swiss Referendum would improve the

FIRST WEEK . government in the United States.

Incidents of English sea-life in Tudor Times.
GAME - REVIEW OF THIS MONTH'S GEOLOGY.

2. Paper - English Thought in the Middle

Ages.
Let the most inconvertible spinster or the

3. Symposium on the Roman Catholic Church most uncompanionable bachelor be chosen to

in the United States : its Strongholds, lead the game. The leader seats the company

Wealth , Numbers, Schools, Political Influ- by couples in a row , and instructs them that

ence, Morality, Ambitions. each person may confer only with his partner.

4. Reading— “ A Shaker Meeting."" * Hethen numbers them first couple, No. 1, sec

5. Debate - Resolved that Congress violates ond couple, No. 2, etc., and distributes paper

the Constitution of the United States in in- and pencils. Each couple writes one question ,

terfering with theMormon People. from the month's geology lesson , to which it

6. Memorial - Dr. Winchell.* must know the correct answer, and signs its

>>

WORK .

I.

• Editor's Outlook, p . 117. • The Library Table, p . 117 .
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SUGGESTIONS TO SOLITARY READERS.

number. These the leader gathers up and reads CHAUTAUQUA CORNER .

one by one, each couple writing an answer to

the question read and affixing the proper num
" I KNEW a man,” said the Scribe, “ who for

ber. The leader then collects the answers and twenty years always took the same route to his

reads each question and all its answers . А

office . He might have reached it as quickly

general discussion ensues to decide upon the and as easily by at least a half dozen other

correct answer ; and if necessary, the leader apo routes, and thus have given a variety to his daily

peals to the questioners .
walk , but habit was too much for him . He

plodded away over the same path , becoming
HUGH MILLER DAY - APRIL 14 .

daily more insensible to its attractions and ut

It was the necessity thatmademea quarrierthattaught terly unconscious of the interests within his

meto be a geologist. - Hugh Miller.
reach which he was missing .

The thought in forming the C. L. S. C.was “ Your speech remindsme of him . You have

to adapt it to theneedsof the busy people, those a few phrases and adjectives which you never

who must educate themselves ; this same vary. This habit gives a common -place sound to

thoughtmakes it seem wise to suggest for the yourlanguage which mars it seriously . I think

Hugh Miller Memorial Day a program that will you cannot realize how regularly you say of any.

strongly bring out the idea of self-education, the thing beautiful which you own,that it is ' a joy

geologist standing as a representative type. forever.' You have declared to methat to you

1. Hugh Miller's Teachers.
the C. L. S. C. was 'a joy forever '; you have

By far the best schools I ever attended are schools said the same of your piano, your new etching,

open to all; thebest teachers I ever had (though se- your remembrances of your last summer's trip ,

vere in their discipline) always easy of access ; and and I know not how many more things. I pre

the special form at which Iwas, if I may say so, most sume it is true of all these possessions, but it

successful as pupil, was a form to which I was drawn

by a strong inclination but at which I had less as would be more impressive if you told me so in

sistance from my brother-men or even from books, another way. An expression , be it ever so fine,

than at any of the others.
loses its force by frequent repetition, just as

2. Self-culture is possible in any Employment. we grow indifferent to the features ofthe scenes

There are few ofthe natural sciences that do not lie which we constantly pass repass.

quite as open to the working-men of Britain and “ You offend repeatedly with your adjectives .

America as geology did to me.
All things are ' nice ' or ' funny ' or ' lovely '

3. Value of Curiosity to Self-culture. You should discard all of these

Learn to make a rightuse of your eyes : the com- words as overworked and meaningless and in

monest things are worth lookingat —even stones and troduce new adjectives each day into your vo

weeds and themost familiar animals.

cabulary, taking care that you do not use the

4. Contentment considered as a Vice. same one twice in succession . Remember that
I am not quite sure whether a content so general as an adjective stands for an idea and that in se

to be nationalmay not, is certain circumstances, be

rather a vice than a virtue. It is certainly no lecting your word with discrimination you de

virtue when it has the effect of arresting either fine your idea more distinctly.

individuals or peoples in the course of develop “ This bondage to expression and words is

ment ; and is perilously allied to gteat suffering when
common enough and you will do not a little

the men who exemplify it are so thoroughly happy

toward curing yourself ifamid themediocrities of the present that they fail to you will watch

make provision for the contingencies of the future. others and particularly observe the practice

5. “ TheGrand Acquirement of life.”
of writers. An experienced editor of a

The art of holding converse with books. woman's journal complained to me not long

6. The Intellectual Superiority of the Scholar ago thathewas being irritated no little by hav.

over the Working-man is not so great as ing a large per cent of the articles submitted to

generally supposed.
him begin with Victor Hugo's expression ,

I did not always findthat generalsuperiority on the ' This is woman's age.' The sentence is a

sideof the scholar,which the scholar himself took for good one and true, but one does not care to find

granted. What he had specially studied, save in rare it at the opening of half the manuscripts he

and exceptional circumstances, he knew better than reads. " Things that are here and have cometo

the working-man ; butwhile the student had been

mastering his Greek and Latin and expatiating in stay,' and ' long felt wants,' are examples of

natural philosophy and mathematics, the working- constantly recurring expressions. Those who

man, if of an inquiring mind, had been doing some use them are too indolent or careless to avoid

thing else ; and it is at least a fact that all the great them ; they do not recognize the poverty .

readers ofmyacquaintance, themen most extensively

acquainted with English literature,were not themen stricken sound they give a sentence.

who had received the classical education .
“ In this same line is the habit of adopting

and

with you .
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words which for the time are in style and using are to be adopted into a vocabulary and then to

them constantly whether they apply or not. be used where they apply. They are not to be

You remember how I labored to eliminate employed only because they are the style .'

'unique ' from your conversation not longago. Avoid common-place expressions; never use an

You remember, too, how tired you got of hearing adjective which is not the best one in your list

me talk about 'environments,' and how a year for the particular meaning you are striving to

ago both of us struggled not to qualify all our convey, and never use any word or phrase sim

adjectives by ' distinctly,' and you perhaps ply because it is in vogue.

have noticed how just at present every thing is “ When you exercise this fine choice you put

'altogether charming ' or ' altogether dis- a polish , an edge on your speech which gives it

agreeable,' or 'altogether ludicrous.' The force and brilliancy and which gives even com

word is a good one - in its place, but its place is mon ideas and experiences a sparkle and an at

not everywhere. tractiveness which much finer thoughtand more

“ The vogue of certain words is as irrational as elevated feeling may lack if they are not de

style in clothes or furniture usually is . Words scribed skillfully.”

C. L. S. C. NOTES AND WORD STUDIES.

ON REQUIRED READINGS FOR APRIL .

" SHORT HISTORY OF THE CHURCH IN THE
ance (which may be rendered by simply keep

UNITED STATES.”
ing silence) by thepayment of a sum of money,

P. 84. “ Parochial ” ( pa-rő ki-al]. Of or be- or by some other method to gain aid or co

longing to a parish . See note on page 579 of operation .

the February number of this magazine. P. 103. " George Peabody." (1795-1869.) An

“ Plenary.” Entire , complete. From the American philanthropist. Engaged in large

Latin adjective plenus, full, the verb being mercantile pursuits in this country, he added

plere, to fill. Church councils are “ provincial, to these cares in 1837 by establishing a banking

national, or general, according as they are com- house in London where he settled. Unusually

posed of the bishops of a province, a nation, or successful in his business enterprises, he took

of all Christendom .” National councils are also delight in making princely gifts to various

called plenary councils because in them all the causes. “ He was themost liberal philanthro

bishops of the nation assemble under the arch- pist of modern times." The fund for the pro

bishop .
motion of education in the South , which was

P. 88. “ Epictetus" (ep-ic-tētus ). A Roman only one in a long list of benefactions, reached

Stoic philosopher who lived in the first century the sum of $ 3,500,000.

A. D. “ His teachings are summed up in the “ The Slater fund.” In April 1882 John Fox

formula ' Bear and forbear. ' »
Slater, an American manufacturer, placed in

P. 89. “ Worcester ” [woos'ter' ]. the hands of trustees $ 1,000,000, the interest of

P. 90. “ Watervliet” [wa-ter-vlēt' ]. which was to go toward the education of the

" The Rappists ” established them- freedmen .

selves at Economy as a community holding P. 106. “ Secular."“ Secular.” Worldly, opposed to

goods in common .
ecclesiastical. It is derived from the Latin word

P. 92. " The Book of Mormon.” Thework for generation , age, the times, the spirit of the

was so named from the last of the pretended times or the world, sæculum ; a specific mean

line of Hebrew prophets who were said to have ing for which is century.

written the sixteen different books composing “ Itinerant.” See note on page 584 of THE

the Mormon bible. Mormon was the author of CHAUTAUQUAN for February.

the last book in the collection , and the one who “ Polyglot." Greek polus, many ,

preserved and transmitted to his son the plates glotta , tongue, language. A polyglot popula

containing thewritings of the whole collection . tion is one composed of differentnationalities,

P. 94. “ The Edmunds Law .” This was one speaking many tongues.

passed in March 1882. P. III. “ Catechism ." A form of instruc

P. 101. “ Subsidized . ” See note on “ sub- tion by questions and answers. The derivation

sidies " in THE CHAUTAUQUAN for December , of the word is interesting . Kätă in Greek

page 398. To subsidize is to purchase assist- means down, achos, a sound, a ringing in the

P. 91.

P. 109 .

9 )
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P. 119.

ears. To catechise is to sound down, to din nute plants growing in water, which have the

into one's ears, to impress upon a scholar by strange power of secreting silica to such a de

oral instruction . gree that they have the appearance of being

P. 114. “ Archæology " ( ar-kē-ollo-jy ]. The minerals. The fact that they multiply by sub

science of antiquities. Greek archaios, ancient, division proves that they are not minerals.

logos, discourse.
“ Silicious," composed of silica , or flint; " cal

“ Decades " [dek'ades). A term careous,” composed of limestone.

commonly applied to periods of ten years. P. 58. “ Cimmerian ” ( sim -mē'ri-an ). “ Ho

Greek dekas, a body of ten men , deka, thenum mer supposes the Cimmerians [a fabulous

ber ten . " Decade, which began with denoting people] to dwell in a land 'beyond the ocean

any 'aggregate of ten,' has now come to mean stream ,' where the sun never shone."

decennium or a space of ten years.” - F . Hall. P. 59. “ Globigerina " [glob-ij-e -ri'na ).

“ Collateral.” Derived from the Latin latus, “ The Challenger.” A large ship fitted out

side, and col (for con ), with . Belonging to the for deep sea dredging by the British govern

side, hence filling a secondary position , accom- ment, which in 1872 started on a voyage of cir

panying, aiding, confirming. Collateral reading cumnavigation .

is that noton themain subjectwhich one is pur “ Pelagic " [pe-laj'ic ). Pertaining to the sea,

suing, but on some related branch or branches. the Greek word for which is pelagos.

P. 122. “ Littérateur " [ le -tā -rä -tŭr' ]. A lit P. 60 . " Simoon .” A hot, dry wind of Ara

erary person, one versed in literature, one who bia, Syria , and the neighboring countries.

adopts literature as a profession . A French Written also simoom .

word . “ Cosmic." Pertaining to the universe.

“ Homiletical” (hom -i let'ic al ]. Pertaining P. 62 . “ Bassalian ." Pertaining to the deep

to sermons, or preaching. The word is traced sea realm , which is called Bassalia.

back through several derived forms to the “ Phosphorescence " [ fos -fo -res'ence ]. “ The

Greek homos, same, like, and eile, company. property which certain bodies possess of be

The Greek compound homilos, means an coming luminous without undergoing combus

assembly ;homilia , means intercourse, converse, tion .” The roots of the word , for it is a com

instruction . In early Christian use the word pound one, are to be found in theGreek phos,

homily was restricted to familiar discourse con- light, and pherein, to bring.

cerning the Scriptures ; later it was limited to P. 63. “ Shales.” Rocks composed of clayey

sermons ; it is also used of any expository dis- sediments consolidated in layers which can be

split in the direction of the grain . The word

P. 126 . “ I-ren'ic-al.” From the Greek word comes from the German schälen , to peel, to

for peace, eirene. Promoting peace. split.

P. 67. The names given to the four great

“ WALKS AND TALKS IN THE GEOLOGICAL æons are all of Greek derivation and are com

FIELD. "
pounded of the word zoe, life, and a qualifying

P. 56. “ Ultima Thule ” (thū'le ). “ Bochart word . In the name E -o -zo'ic the descriptive

says, It is a Syrian word , and thatthe Phænician word is eos, dawn ; in Pa-læ -o zo'ic, it is palaios,

merchantswho traded in the Shetland Islands ancient ; in Mes-o-zo'ic, mesos, middle ; and in

called them isles of darkness ; but probably it is Cæ (sē)-no-zö'ic, kainos, recent.

the Gothic Tiule, meaning the most remote “ Fossils.” Nicols says, “ A fossil may be

land, and is connected with theGreek telos, the described as the trace of the existence of any

end. Ultima Thule, the end of the world , the once animated being, preserved in the rocks.

last extremity. Thule was the most northern Itmay be a mere fragment, or it may be perfect

point known to the Romans.” — Dr. Brewer. so far as its parts are concerned — the shell of a

“ The Styx .” In mythology the nameof the mollusc, the backbone of a fish , the skeleton of

great river of the lower world , around which it an animal, or the leaf or stem of a plant. . ..

flows seven times.— “ Phleg'e -thon.” A river Impressions of the footprints of birds and ani.

of the same regions in whose channels instead mals, of raindrops, and even the ripple-marks

of water there ran flames. of water, may also be classed as fossils.” The

P. 57. " Dasya ” (das'i-a ). “Grin -nel'li-a.” word comes from the Latin , fodere, fossum , to

“ Cal-li-thamni-on.” dig ; hence in a broad sense it is applied to any

“ Chlorophyl” [kloro -fil]. The green color- substance dug from the earth, as fossil coal.

ing matter of leaves and other parts of plants. P. 68 . “ St. Cuthbert's beads." St. Cuth ' .

Greek chlorus, green , and phullon, leaf. bert was a Scotch monk who lived in the sixth

“ Algæ .” Sea-weeds. “ Diatoms." Mi- century ; hehas been called the St. Patrick of

course .
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P. 92.

P. 95 .

P. 105.

Great Britain . An old tradition says that he P. 8I. “ Geyser ” [ghi?ser].

sits at night on a rock in Holy Island, aud , P. 83 . “ Soda Butte " [bute ].

using an opposite rock as an anvil, forges the P. 87. “ Ischia " [is'ke-a ). “ Procida " [pro'

little shells. The encrinites were among the chê dä ] ; “ Solfatara " (sole-fä-tä /rä ] ; “ Monte

earliest formsofanimal life,and arenow a fossil Nuovo " [mon'ta nu -ö'vo ); Pompeii ” (pom

genus of the order of crinoids (stone lilies ). pā'ye); “ Her-cu-lā'ne-um ” ; “ Stabiæ " ( stä bē-ē ];

They are described as having a round, oval, or “ Torre dell' Annunciata ” ( tor'-rå del län-noon

angular column composed ofnumerous articu- ze-ä'tä ]; “ Torre delGreco " ( tor'ra del grā'ko] ;

lating joints, which supports at its summit a “ Resina " [ rā -se'nä ]; “ Portici ” (põr'tē-chē ];

cup-like body, somewhat resembling a flower. “ A’tri-o del Ca-vallo ” ; “ St. Sebastiano "

“ By disintegration of the rock the little joints [ sän se-bäst'-yän-6 ) .

of the fossil stem fall out and may be gathered P. 89. “ Mascali ” [mäs-källe] ; Lingua

in some places in great numbers.” They are grossa ” [lin'gwa-gros-sä ]; “ Cosequina " (ko

also called wheel-stones, and were formerly used sē-ghee'nä ).

for rosaries. P. 90. “ Mauna Loa ' [mow'nä löʻä ] ;

P. 69. “ Py-thag/o -ras." (About 580-500 B. " Skaptar Jokul” (skäp'tar yö-kool']. Yokuls

C.) A Greek philosopher.— " Strā'bo” and are mountains which are shrouded in perpetual

“ Pliny.” The former was a Greek , the latter snow .

a Roman writer, and both lived near the be “ Des Chutes " [dā shoot]; “ Cañon

ginning of the Christian era . [kan'yon ). It is the Spanish word for tube or

P. 71. “ Di-lū’-vi-al-ists." Those who explain hollow .

geological phenomena as having been caused P. 93. “ Mogollon " [mo-gol-yone' ].

by the deluge. " Butte ” (bute ).

P. 72. “ Pro tô-zö'ans." Greek protos, first, P. 98. “ Comstock Lode.” See page 119 of

and zo -on , a living being, an animal. text-book .

“ Vertebrates.” Animals having an internal P. IOI. “ Mallet ” (mäl-lā ).

jointed skeleton , the backbone ofwhich is called
P. 104 . “ Cachar ” [ kā-chằr].

the vertebral column. The Latin verb vertere , “ Rec-ti-lin'e-ar .” Right-lined, straight-lined.

from which theword comes, means, to turn. " The Great Runn . " In Cutch , a

“ Invertebrates ” are animals which are desti- native state of Hindostan , is the great salt

tute of a backbone. marsh called the Runn. It is 160 miles long

“ Am -phib'i-ans.” Animals which can live in from east to west and varies in width from 4 to

both the air and the water. Greek amphi, on 80 miles, and covers about 7,000 square miles in

both sides, around, and bios, life .

P. 73. Most of the names used in the Table " Perigee ” (per'i-jee ]. From theGreek peri ,

of Geological History are derived from the about, near, and ge, the earth . That point in

places in which the particular rocks abound ; as the orbit of themoon which is nearest the earth .

“ Devonian ," from Devonshire , Eng .; "Jurassic,” The point which is farthest from the earth is

from the Jura Mts.; " Silurian,” from theancient called ap'ogee. Greek apo, from .

Silures who inhabited parts of England and P. 108. “ Pyr'ox -ene." -- " Lab'rā -dör-ite ."

Wales ; “ Carboniferous," coal-bearing. “ Tri P. 110 . “ Au Sable " [ ą sä'ble ; a has the

assic " is so called because theformation is com- sound of a in fall ; ä , the sound in far ).

posed of three strata . ' Cretaceous, " from the P. 112. “ Or-o -graph'ic.” In theGreek lan

Latin creta , chalk . The name Tertiary arose guage mountain is called oros. It is then

from a division of the fossil-bearing rocks into plainly seen that the word is formed exactly as

three systems, the Palæozoic, the Mesozoic or is geographic. O -rog'ra -phy, “ that division of

secondary formation , the Cænozoic, containing physical geography which has to do with the

the third formation, the Tertiary [ter'shi-a -ry ), relations and developments of the mountain

and the fourth , the Quaternary [qua-ter'na-ry ]. chains of the regions described.”

The Eozoic rocks were regarded as crystalline , P. 115. “ Leibnitz " ( libe'nitz ].

and devoid of fossils. “ E'o -cene" [sene), “ Ge-og-nos/tic.” The word is a synonym for

Greek eos, dawn, and kainos, new . “ Mi'o- geologic. The latter part of the compound is

cene," Greek meion, less - hence the word derived from the Greek verb to know , gnonai.

means less new , as compared with the “ Pli'o- It is " a geological term variously used ,” and

cene, ” which meansmore recent,Greek pieion, but rarely used.

P. 117. “ Met-a-mor/phism ."

P. 77. “ Anticlinal ” (an -te-kli'nal]. “ Syn P. 119. “ Plagioclase " (plā'ji-o -klaze ]. Feld

clinal ” (sin kli'nal]. spar in which there are two prominent cleav

area .

more .
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P. 127 .

P. 129 .

ages oblique to each other. Greek plagios, was a vessel representing Mt. Parnassus on the

oblique, klasis, fracture . top of which was a Pegasus, with this inscrip

P. 121. “ Ep-i-derm'is." The outer layer of tion , “ To Ronsard the Apollo of the home of

the skin . Greek epi, upon, derma, skin . the Muses."

P. 123. “ Sulphydric " (sul-phy'drik ). P. 15. “ Posthumous" [post hū -mus). “ Ap

P. 126 . “ Len -tic'u -lar.” Having the form pearing or existing after the death or cessation

of a double convex lens; curved . of that to which its origin is due ; especially of

“ Fer- ru'gi-nous." Partaking of books published after the death of the author.”

iron . The Latin word for iron is ferrum . “ Hôtel de Rambouillet. ” Theword hotel is

" Specific gravity.” “ The ratio of used in France as the name of the mansion or

the weight of a body to the weight of an equal dwelling of a person of rank or wealth.

volume of some other body taken as the stan P. 16. “ Salons [ sä -long ]. In the singular

dard or unit. This standard is usually water form , salon , it is the name of an apartment in

for solids and liquids, and air for gases." which to receive company. In the plural it is

P. 130. " Karaboghaz " [kä-rä -bo- gäz']. applied to fashionable parties , brilliant social

circles,

“ CLASSIC FRENCH COURSE IN ENGLISH .”
P. 17. “ Hierarchy " [hi'er-ark -y ]. A form

P. 9. " Jeu d'esprit ” [zhů des-prē, a pro- of government administered by the priesthood

nounced as in furl]. A play ofwit ; a play upon and clergy; a sacred government. Greek hieros,

words.— “ Bon mot [bong mõ]. A repartee.- sacred , and arche, rule.

“ Persiflage (pār-se-fläzh ]. Frivolous or ban “ Encyclopædists ” [en -si-clo -pēdists ]. See

tering talk . “ Phräse." A short, pithy sen- the text-book, page 235. The word encyclopædia

tence . comes from the Greek en , in , kuklos, circle,

P. 10. The names of all authors throughout paideia , instruction ; hence the meaning, in

thework will be found with the pronunciation struction in a circle , the circle of sciences, a

marked, in the index of the text-book . general survey of human knowledge ; then, in

P. II. “ Langue d'oc " [ longg dok . Pro a special sense, a work in which is discussed in

nounce the first part as the word long, and alphabetical order all the branches of science

then sound g hard after it. ] — " Langue d ' oil and art.

[ longg dwē). P. 22 . “ Cosmopolite " (koz-mop'o-lite ).

“ Troubadours " ( troo -ba-doors ].— Trouvères, See Word Studies in THE CHAUTADQUAN for

[trod vāre ).- " Chansons de geste ” (shänsõng December, page 398 .

de zhest ].— “ Romans” [ro-mong. It is hard “ Valenciennes " (vä -long-sé-enn ].

to indicate the pronunciation of the French n ; “ Hainault ” [hă-no' ].-— “ Chimay "

it has a pasal sound butnot so full as the Eng- (shē-mā).

lish letters ng represent. It is sometimes indi P. 24. “ Poitiers ” (pwä-te-ā ].— “ Morbeque"

cated by placing ng in smaller type at the right [mor-bake).

and a little abovethe word. One can, perhaps, P. 26 . “ Artois " (är-twä]. “ Tancarville "

form the best idea of it, ifhe is unable to hear [tong-kar-vē-ye ). “ Estampes " [ -tongp ].

it, by imagining himself to be interrupted in “ Dammartin ” [däm -mär-tang ).

saying the English word song, for instance, just P. 27. " Sidney Lanier." ( 1842–1881.) An

before finishing the last sound . In the index American poet and prose writer. His early

of the book it is represented by a capital, N.] home was in Georgia ; and during the Civil War

P. 12 . “ Fabliaux [ fä -ble-o ]. he fought in the Confederate army. In 1879 he

P. 13. “ Herodotus ” [hē-rod'o-tus]. (About was appointed professor of English literature in

484-420 B. C.] A Greek historian.-— " Tacitus ” JohnsHopkins University,which position heheld

[ tas/i-tus]. (About 55-117 A. D.) A Roman until his death . See article on Sidney Lanier

historian . His style was noted for its vigor and in THE CHAUTAUQUAN for April 1887.

conciseness. P. 28. “ Languedoc.” [ Long -gwe-dok .]

P. 14. “ Ronsard.” It is said that it was at P. 29. “ Merry-andrew .” A term signifying

the earnest recommendation of Mary Queen of a clown or buffoon. Andrew Borde was phy

Scots that Ronsard published a complete edi- sician to Henry VIII. “ To vast learning he

tion of his writings in 1560. The city of Tou- added great eccentricity,and in order to instruct

louse so highly appreciated the collection that the people used to address them at fairs and

it presented to the author a figure of Minerva other public places in a very [attractive ]way.

made of massy silver. Mary Stuart then , Those who imitated his drollery , though they

equally impressed by his merits, senthim a gift possessed not his genius, were called 'Merry

of a very rich set of table plate, among which Andrews.'"

P. 23 .

>
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P. 31.

P. 47 .

" Urquhart ” [ur/kwurt ). “ Eyquem ” (ā -kong ).

“ Pyth-a-gor'i-cal symbols.” The P. 46. “ Reveille " [ rā -vāl-yë. In the United

Pythagoreans- followers of the Greek philoso- States service pronounced rev'e-lē ]. The beat

pher Py-thag'o-ras (about 580-500 B. C .) – ing of the drum at break of day.

taught thatall material objects were the sym . :
Mr. “ Tulliver." A character in

bols of numbers; thus they called justice a George Eliot's " Mill on the Floss."

square number; moral good was identified P. 48. “ Sententiousness " [sen -ten'shus

with unity , evil, with multiplicity , etc. ness]. The quality of abounding in short ener

“ Il/i-ad .” “ Od’ys-sey.” “ Her-a- cli'des.” getic sentences, maxims, axioms.

“ Eus-ta'thi-us.” “ Politian " [po -lY'shi-an ]. “ Excerpts ” [ex-serpts' ]. Latin , ex , out, and

P. 32. “ Or'id.” " Met -a-mor'pho-sēs.” carpere, to pick , to gather. Extracts, passages

P. 33. " Panniers ” (pan'yers or pan'ni-ers ]. selected from an author.

Wicker baskets. P. 50. “ Day of St. Bartholomew .” August

P. 34. “ Def/e -cate.” Latin de from , and 24. It was on this date in the year 1572 that

fæx, dregs, lees. To free from impurities. the slaughter of the French Protestants in the

P. 36. “ Thélème" (tā -lām ). reign of Charles IX . of France was begun .

“ Brook Farm . " “ The Brook Farm Asso “ Phæ'don .” Plato's dialogue on the death

ciation of Education and Agriculture was of Socrates, in which Phædon, from whom the

founded in West Roxbury , Mass., in 1841, by book is named, is introduced as one of the

George Ripley, an American scholar and author, speakers.

and he remained its president till the dissolu P. 51. " Janus.” Theporter of heaven . “ He

tion of the association in 1847. Hawthorne,who opens the year, the first month being named

for a while was connected with it, used it as the after him . He is the guardian deity of gates,

occasion of his “ Blithedale Romance" ; but no on which accounthe is commonly represented

authentic history of the experiment has ever with two heads, because every door looks two

been written . ways. His temples in Rome were numerous,

P. 38. " Brangle.” “ A word which with In war time the gates of the principal one were

its derivatives is now rareor obsolete . It means always open ; in peace they were closed.”

a wrangle, a squabble , or a kind of dance, a Que scai-je " [kēsā-zhē. The e has

shake. Other similar words — that is vulgar thesamesound as in her].

words, or obsolete words used in the trans “ Sem -pi-ter'nal.” Of never ending.

lation, to represent the original French, are, duration .

pockified , p . 30, which probably means the same “ Vi-at'i-cum ." A Latin word mean

as pocky, vile, mischievous, contemptible ; gul- ing literally provisions for a journey, means,

lig ut, p . 32, glutton ; jobbernol, loggerhead, resources.

blockhead ;miniard, p . 36, delicate. P. 58. “ Pro -te'us.” A son of the sea god

P. 42. “ Narcissuses.” Narcissus (nar-sis'sus ), Neptune. He had the peculiar power of chang

a beautiful youth , saw his image in a fountain ing his form at will.

and fell in love with it. He vainly attempted P. 66 . " Pensée " [pong-sā ]. A French

to kiss the shadow , but not being able to do so word meaning literally thought; in this case

killed himself. His blood was changed into having the idea ofrestricting the thought to the

the narcissus flower. " form of a maxim or proverb .

P. 52 .

P. 53.

P. 54 .

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

ON THE C. L. S. C. TEXT-BOOKS.

“ SHORT HISTORY OF THE CHURCH IN THE struction offered by the public schools or to pro

UNITED STATES.” vide schools at its own expense .

1. Q. What great opportunity in the New 3. Q. From a conflict in what denomination

World did the Roman Catholics seize and make of New England did the Unitarians arise ?

successful? A. The cultivation of a vast Roman A. The Congregational Church .

Catholic immigration . 4. Q. Who are named as the great leading

2. Q. What new modification in its edu- spirits among the Transcendentalists? A. Theo

cational system was the Catholic Church com- dore Parker and Ralph Waldo Emerson .

pelled to undergo ? A. Either to accept the in 5. Q. Who was the most prominent apostle
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of Universalism in colonial America ? A. The 1774 , by the Congregationalists in Connecticut.

Rev. John Murray . - 22. Q. Into what five parts is the American

6. Q. What other bodies of religionists es- foreign field of missions separated ? A. The

tablished themselvesin the New World ? A. The Protestant, Roman Catholic, Greek Catholic,

Sweden borgians, Shakers, Christians, Rappists, Mohammedan, and Heathen countries.

and a few minor sects . 23. Q. Name the first religious periodical

7. Q. To what state belongs the responsi- published in the United States ? A. Christian

bility ofproducing the two great Mormon lead- History.

crs ? A. Vermont. 24. Q. Who made the first attempt to estab

8. Q. Who originated a bit of literary trick- lish the Sunday -school in America ? A. The

ery which theMormons stole and patched up so Methodists of Virginia in 1784.

as to make it the basis of their pretended Bible ? 25. Q. What has proved a notable advance

A. Solomon Spaulding. on all previousmethodsof Sunday- schoolwork ?

9. Q. What was the first successful step A. The International System of instruction .

taken in opposition to the Mormon system in

Utah ? A. The EdmundsLaw .
“ WALKS AND TALKS IN THE GEOLOGICAL

10. Q. What antidote to Mormonism has
FIELD .”

been provided by various evangelical bodies ? I. Q. Describe the changing nature of the

A. The establishment of missions in their surface over which one would pass from the

midst. shore to the greatest depth of the ocean bottom .

11. Q. What timein thehistory of American A. Through the kelp borders, over a stony

slavery was marked by a general sentiment of strip, then smooth sand, the fine sediment

indifference regarding it ? A. The “ quiescent brought down from the land, the Globigerina

period ” extending from about 1800 to 1830. ooze, to a five rusty clay.

12. Q. What now forms one of themost se 2. Q. Would the pathway be diversified by

rious questions for the American Church to any hills or mountains ? A. It would be a

solve ? A. The present condition of the liber- gentle,descending grade to a depth of five miles .

ated slaves and their children . 3. Q. Of what is theGlobigerina ooze com

13. Q. That the evil of intemperance was posed ? A. Microscopic shells.

known and recognized in colonial times is 4. Q. Name two of the most remarkable

proved how ? A. By a resolution regarding it constituents found in the clay ooze ? A. The

passed in the first Congress. dust which caused the glory of former sunset

14. Q. Who composed the members of the hours, and cosmic dust.

first temperance organization, in 1789 ? A. About 5. Q. What is the climatic condition in these

two hundred farmers of Connecticut. depths ? A. It is icy cold, no ray of sunlight

15. Q. Ofall temperance associations in this ever reaching them .

country which has been the most aggressive ? 6. Q. What species of life are to be found

A. The Woman's Christian Temperance Union . even here ? A. The quaint, embryonic forms

16. Q. What is the latest and most radical of the archaic ages.

method of suppressing intemperance in the 7. Q. How alone could the materials com

United States ? A. Constitutionalprohibition. posing the beds of stratified rock have been

17. Q. Thegrowth ofthe philanthropic spirit formed ? A. By the agency of water.

in the American Church was promoted by what To what startling conclusion does this

prominent factor? A. Themaking the volun- knowledge lead ? A. That wherever such strata

tary gifts of the people the basis of the financial exist the ocean must have stood.

support for the churches. 9. Q. Geologists have settled on what prin

18. Q. What has formed one of themost ur- ciple regarding the history of sedimentation ?

gent benevolent causes of the last thirty years ? A. That it has been divided into four æons,

A. The education of the freedmen . each characterized by a great system of rock

19. Q. In what is the only relief to the dark formation .

picture of the government's management of the 10. Q. How were these different rock sys.

Indian problem to be found ? A. The humane tems produced ? A. There must have been

policy of the churches, successive uplifts from , and subsidences into ,

20. Q. When did the spirit of ecclesiastical the sea .

fraternity and wise co-operation rise into promi II. Q. What is meant by a formation ? A. It

nence ? A. About 1860. is a general term applied to a mass of rock re

21. Q. When and by whom was the first sulting from some action continued uniformly

HomeMissionary Society established ? A. In to a pause .

8. l .
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cease

12. Q. When the arrangement of strata , as lava occur in a formation more friable than

seen at the outcrop, is such that each formation they themselves are, what remarkable phe

goes down at one side and comes up at the nomena are produced ? A. Basaltic columns,

other, as in the case of a pile of troughs in posi- such as seen in the palisades of the Hudson and

tion, by what name is it distinguished ? A. As Columbia rivers.

synclinal ; the opposite arrangement, like the 27. Q. How are the mountains called lacco

troughs inverted, being anticlipal. lites formed ? A. By uprising lava which is un

13. Q. What other arrangements of rock- able to force its way to the surface, but insin

strata are discovered ? A. Asmany and as com- uates itself between the strata.

plicated as could result from the wildest up 28. Q. At what depth in the earth does the

heaval of the rocks. heat of the sun to be perceptible ?

14. Q. Why does the author at this point A. Fifty feet.

break off from the study of rocks and turn to 29. Q. After passing this depth what has

that of geysers and thermal springs ? Á . In been assumed to be about the average rate of

order to derive important inferences bearing on increase in temperature ? A. One degree for

internal heat. every sixty feet.

15. Q. What is the first conviction produced 30. Q. At this rate what would be the tem .

by a sight of the geysers and springs ? A. That perature at a depth of fifty miles? A. Four

somewhere within the earth there must be a thousand six bundred degrees,which readily

repository of heat sufficient to boil the water. explains the origin of the molten matter thrown

16. Q. What other phenomeua aftord indi- out by volcanoes.

cations of internal fires ? A. Volcanoes. 31. Q. After all the facts discovered concern

17. Q. Ofwhat are volcanic mountainscom- ing intense internal heat,whatmust be admit

posed ? A. The material thrown outby a series ted about it ? A. That it is not known atwhat

of eruptions. depth it exists, at what ratio it increases, or

18. Q. How may some conception of the age what is its cause.

ofMt. Ætna be formed ? A. From the fact that 32. Q. Where is to be found a remarkable

it has been known from the earliest times as a evidence of the fact that lava is a poor conduc

volcano and has averaged an eruption once in tor of heat? A. The city of Catania has been

ten years, and yet within the historic period its obtaining its supplies of ice from a bed on the

bulk and altitude have not perceptibly in- slope of Mt. Ætna, buried beneath a layer of

creased . lava .

19. Q. What becomes of much of the enor 33. Q. What is the conclusion reached con

mous mass of matter ejected by volcanoes ? cerning the cause of earthquakes? A. Move

A. It is scattered over immense distances, ments of translation, or uplift, are produced by

20. Q. Where is to be seen probably the volcanic forces ; movements of vibration , by

most extraordinary outflow of lava upon the lateral pressure of the earth's crust.

surface of the earth ? A. That overlying great 34. Q. From a study of the mountain giants

portions of California, Oregon, Washington, of the Adirondacks what inference is drawn re

Nevada, Idaho, Montana, and British Columbia . garding the first step in the formation of their

21. Q. Give the estimated extent and thick- frame-work ? A. That the gneiss and schists

ness of this outflow ? A. It covers a surface had once lain horizontal and the granite heads

of nearly two hundred thousand square miles had been thrust up through them .

and reaches in places a depth of from three 35. Q. What force would account for this

thousand to four thousand feet. first step and for the whole succeeding plan as

22. Q. What river has cut through this de- displayed in mountainsof upheaval? A. Such

posit and formed an immense cañon ? A. The a lateral pressure as would cause long folds in

Columbia . the earth's crust.

23. Q. Where were the vents through which 36. Q. By what theory is this enormous force

the ponderous sheets of lava poured ? A. Fis- accounted for ? A. The crust of the earth have

sures in the Cascade Mountains. ing cooled and solidified could not contract,

24. Q. What ages have been signalized by and, as a vacuum was formed beneath it by the

lava outflow ? A. The Tertiary , the Triassic, cooling of the interior, wrinkles were made in

and the Cambrian .
the crust, which developed into mountain

25. Q. What is a dyke? A. A fissure filled ranges.

with rock material, solidified from a state of 37. Q. How is the presence of gold and sil.

fusion . ver as found in lodes and veins explained ?

26. Q. When dykes of certain varieties of A. By the theory that floods of heated water
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1 .

rising through the metal-bearing rocks which the pages of this historian ? A. Kings, nobles ,

had been shattered by earthquake movements, knights, and squires.

dissolved out the ores and redeposited them II. Q. What great English writer drew

with other melted matter in the fissures. largely from the pages of Froissart ? A. Sir

38. Q. Where is iron found ? A. Dissemi. Walter Scott.

nated almostuniversally as a constituentthrough 12. Q. On what grounds is the conclusion

rocks and minerals . reached that Froissart was nearly destitute of

39. Q. What has been suggested as a reason the sentiment ofhumanity ? A. The common

for the fact that the mean specific gravity ofthe people did not exist to him , and war was chiefly

whole earth is twice as great as that of the a game, and a spectacle.

heaviest rocks ? A. The probability that the 13. Q. What was the character of the work

earth's central mass is a vast ocean of molten which made Rabelais famous? A. It was a gro

iron .
tesque and nondescript production founded

40. Q. What processes of the present time probably on some tradition of giants.

are fully described as illustrating the method of 14. Q. How must Coleridge have regarded

accumulation of the great salt formations of Rabelais' works if he spoke truly in his praise of

geologic times ? A. Those taking place on the them ? A. As allegories hidden beneath a mass

borders of the Caspian Sea. of buffoonery.

15. Q. Ofwhat English writer did Voltaire

“ CLASSIC FRENCH COURSE IN ENGLISH .” say that he was “ Rabelais in his senses ”

Q. Before all else what constitutes the A. Dean Swift.

charm of French literature ? A. Its incompar 16. Q. For what did the imaginative repre

able clearness and precision . sentation of the Abbey of Thélèmeform a sheath?

2. Q. In what important field is this litera- A. A keen satire on monastic establishments.

ture weak ? A. Poetry. 17. Q. How is Montaigne signalized ? A. By

3. Q. Notwithstanding this act what is true his essays.

of French literature ? A. That it took its rise in 18. Q. Under what character does he reveal

verse instead of in prose. himself in these writings ? A. As a pure and

4. Q. Into what two formswas early French perfect egotist.

verse divided ? A. Songs of exploit and fables. 19. Q. Why is Montaigne an immortal and a

5. Q. How came the two ancient languages universal writer ? A. Because in so freely reveal

existing in France to receive their names ? ing himself, he holds the mirror up to all man

A. From their distinctive manner of saying yes. kind .

6. Q. From which of the two forms of speech 20. Q. Of what is Montaigne the consum

was the French language developed ? A. The mate expression ? A. The spirit and wisdom of

one spoken in the northern part of the country. the world .

7. Q. Five striking points in French litera 21. Q. In what other French writer is there

ture are specified , what are they ? A. Its con- found an eminentexample of the author of one

tinuity, its independence , the quickening influ- book ? A. La Rocbefoucauld .

ence upon it of foreign literature, its persistent 22. Q. According to this author,what forms

efforts toward improvement and elevation , its themainspring and motive of human thought

power over the nation . and action ? A. Self-love .

8. Q. How is Froissart, the first author in 23. Q. How did Voltaire regard the “ Max

troduced , presented to the reader? A. As a ims” of La Rochefoucauld ? A. As “ one of the

picturesque and romantic historian who chron- workswhich has most contributed to form the

icled the glories of the world of chivalry. national taste. "

9. Q. Why did his countrymen accuse Frois 24. Q. In what did La Bruyère in his one

sart of being uppatriotic ? A. Because he took book show himself a completemaster? A. Style.

asmuch pleasure in recounting English victories 25. Q. Who forms the third member of this

as he did those of France. group of French proverb -writers ? A. Vauve

10 Q. Who are the characters that figure in nargues.
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THE QUESTION TABLE .

ANSWERS IN NEXT NUMBER.

same.

WORLD OF TO -DAY. — THE SWISS GOVERNMENT. 13. Where should we look for Coma Berenicis ?

1. When was the constitution which made the 14. What legend gives it a place in mythology ?

Swiss Government a federal republic adopted ? 15. What formsthe constellation of Cancer?

2. What had been the character of thegovern

ment between the year 1815 and the adoption of
THE QUEEN'S ENGLISH . - VII.

this constitution ? 1. Pronounce such words as aged and learned

3. When was the act introducing the Refer- in two syllables when used as adjectives and in

endum as now practiced, passed ?
one when used as verbs. The learned man

4. What two leading principles form the aged rapidly.

ground work of the Referendum ? 2. To form the plural of the possessive of

5. In whose hands is the power of veto nounsthat ends in s, x , or ce, somepersons pre

placed in Switzerland ? fer to add 's, others add theapostrophe only ;but

6. In what measures is the right to exercise if the plural is formed by adding 's, pronounce

the Referendum denied ? it the same as if only the apostrophe were ad .

7. What action must be taken upon a bill be ded : Jones' hat and Jones's hat, pronounce the

fore the Referendum can be exercised ?

8. What prerogatives are preserved to the 3. Distinguish between affect and effect ; prin.

Federal government under the constitution of cipal and principle ; stationary and stationery ;

1874 ? compliment and complement; foment and fer

9. What act proposed in the year 1884 by the ment; Francis and Frances.

Federal Assembly and rejected by a Referen 4. Can I speak to the editor ? say may as you

dum , caused Col. Frey, Swiss minister to the are asking permission.

United States, to resign his position ? 5. You look something like yourmother ; use

10. Why are Swiss elections held on Sunday ? somewhat,which is an adverb expressingdegree.

11. Into .what two houses is the legislative de 6. Nine times aught is ? Observe the differ

partment of government divided ? ence in themeanings ofaught and naught.

12. Does the president of Switzerland occupy 7. It is better to say many persons think so

a position similar to that of the president of the than to say many people.

United States ? 8. The constant use of such words as nice ,

gorgeous, splendid ,distingué, shows a limited

THE STARS OF APRIL . vocabulary .

1. What is the position of Ursa Major in re 9. Say bad or ungrammatical English instead

gard to Polaris ? of bad grammar.

2. What remarkable fact about the naming of 10. Prof. Peabody says, " To use the objective

theGreat Bear ? case instead of the nominative is a vulgar er

3. What planet joins Venus as morning star, ror; to use the nominative instead of the ob

and where to be found ? jective is a genteel error. Between you and I

4. How does it compare with the other plan- is a fault as gross as that of the more ignorant

ets as to its distance from the sun and to its person who says, Him and me are going to

magnitude ?
town .' '

5. How far is it from the sun ? How does it 11. I shall go and lay down. Lay down what ?

compare in brilliancy with the other planets ? Study the use ofthe active transitive verb to lay

6. When is Mercury to be seen with thenaked and theneuter verb to lie.

eye ? At such timehow does it look ? 12. If I am not mistaken, you gave me the

7. When is Mercury brightest? wrong change ; say If I mistake not.

8. What interesting trio in the East about 13. I hate sucb weather. Never use such an

April 5 ? intense word as hate to express dislike.

9. With what constellation does the fullmoon 14. Take care not to be exclaiming oh ! ah !

rise ? to be sure ! you know , yes, yes; this habit

10. What and where is “ The Triangles " ? spoils conversation .

11. What is the Egyptian X ? 15. Richard Grant White says that the vul

12. What is called the “ Diamond of Virgo " ? garism in our midst is continually heard in
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nance .

FOR MARCH .

WORLD OF TO- DAY. - GERMAN SOCIALISM .

I.

prayer-meetings and from the lips of Doctors of thought it ought to go ; he named a man who

Divinity . The possessive pronoun can properly fought at the battle ofWaterloo ; who was he ?

be used only to indicate possession or appurte

“ The midst” of a company or society ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN

is not a thing belonging or appurtenant to the

company, or to the individuals composing it.

Would any one say in ourmiddle ? From the accession of Bismarck as prime

minister. 2. Nihilism , Communism , Fenian

ENGLISH PHRASE AND FABLE .
ism . 3. The two attempts made on the life of

1. Whom does Skelton ridicule in his satir. Emperor William I. by socialists. 4. That the

ical poem ,“ Speake Parot,” under the names of societies of the socialists should be dissolved ;

Bo-ho and Hough-no, both characters being their meetings were forbidden ; their publica

represented as dogs ? tions suppressed ; and numbers were expelled

2. An English lord named Collingborne is from their homes. 5. October 1, 1890. 6. One

said to have been put to death in 1484 for hav. known as State socialism , which sought to alle

ing written the following couplet : viate the condition of the working people .

“ The Rat, the Cat, and Lovelthe Dog , 7. Prince Bismarck and Emperor William I.

Rule all England under the Hog ." 8. In 1883. 9. Compulsory insurance against

Who were the three persons besides Lovel rep- accidentwas established . 10. Those whom old

resented by the animals named ? age or premature infirmity disables from earn .

3. Formerly a yearly ceremony was observed ing their own living. 11. The employers.

in Berkshire known as “ The Scouring of the 12. In the sickness-insurance act one-fourth of

White Horse''; what gave rise to its observance ? the amount is met by the state, one-fourth by

4. What English writerwas called the "Great the employers, and one-half is taken from the

Unknown," and why ? wages of the workmen ; the accident insurance

5. Ofwhom did Robert Greene write in his is organized on a system of mutual insurance

“ Groat's Worth of Wit ” the following abusive among the employers, they paying all the ex

sentence : “ There is an upstart Crow , beautified penses; in the new pension system of May 1890 ,

with our feathers, that with his Tygers heart the burden is shared in equal parts by the work

wrapt in a Players hide, supposes he is as well men, the employers, and the government.

able to bumbast out a blanke verse as the best 13. They are. 14. The poor rates .

of you ; and being the only absolute Johannes regards them with high favor ; he himself now

fac totum , is in his own conceit the only Shake- takes the position of leader in all these progres

scene in a county ” ? sive movements .

6. What English author was called the “ In

terrogation Point,” and why ?

7. What English humorist mentions the fol
1. Leo (the Lion ). 2. Just below the zenith .

lowing as two irresistibly absurd images -an 3. Regulus. 4. East of Regulus, not in the fig

elephant in a coach office gravely coming to lion . 5. Regulus is white, Denebola (Beta) is.

ure of the sickle but in the tail of the imaginary

have his trunk booked ; a mermaid over a fish

tinged with blue, and Gamma is deep yellow ..
kettle cooking her own tail ?

6. The “ Lion of Judah .” 7. “ Zone of Ani

8. Who was styled Dr. Mirabilis ?

mals," a belt 16 ° wide, gº on each side of the

9. What literary production was known as the
ecliptic. The ecliptic is the apparent path of

“ Smectymnuus ” ?

10. To what does Sir Walter Scott refer in the the sun in the heavens. 8. Because themoon

following selection taken from “ Fortunes of
and the principal planets always keep within .

these boundaries.
Nigel,” chapter XXVII.: “ Vera true. We'll

have a' to pay . . . a sort of penny-wedding it
9. Next Twins, and Crab, and Lion , shine,

The Virgin and the Scales ;
will prove, where all men contribute to the

Scorpion and Archer next are due ,

young folks'maintenance " ? TheGoat and Water bearer too ,

11. One explanation of the origin ofthe say And Fish with glittering tails.

ing, " Mind your P's and Q's," connects it 10 . His head and breast. II. In Cancer, west.

with the tally kept at the bar of public houses ; of the Sickle , at a distance aboutequal to twice

what is it ? the length of the Sickle. 12. TheManger is a .

12. The Rev. Mr. Narcross willed , it is said , small silvery spot, composed of a crowd of little

five hundred pounds to " the bravestman in stars, between two rather faint stars, the Colts ..

England.” The Dukeof Wellington was asked The Manger is also called the “ Bee-hive."

by the executors of the estate , to whom he 13. Hydra , the hundred -headed monster slain .

15. He

THE STARS OF MARCH
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ENGLISH PHRASE AND FABLE . - VI.

by Hercules. 14. Southwest of Regulus. Aroom ; this use of setting for sitting is a common

line from Gamma Leonis through Regulus indi- mistake, it comesunder thehead of vulgarisms.

cates it. It is noticeable for its solitary position (8 ) John is very sick ; real is an adjectivemean

and rich orange tint. 15. Southeast of Leo, ing genuine, etc. (9) Are you really angry with

both standing on Hydra,Corvus thefarther east. me? or Are you very angry with me? Whether

really or very should be used depends upon the

THE QUEEN'S ENGLISH . - VI.
meaning to be conveyed. ( 10 ) He is an alum

1. Neither. It is better to say, The building nus of our college ; the singular form of the

was burned . 2. There is no hard and fast rule word should be used . (11) Miss Cary called on

for the use of thesewords. In thename ofthe so- mother and me; prepositions govern the objec

ciety, folks probably is used because it is a shorter tive case. ( 12 ) Try to correct these seutences.

word, and people is used to avoid repetition .

Theword folks is not colloquialwhen used as

in this sentence. 3. No rule can begiven for this. 1. He turned to a bystander and coolly in

The change of wordswas, perhaps, for the same quired , “ Who's your fat friend, Alvemey ?"

reason as in the preceding sentence ; as the 2. “ Yes, madam , I once ate a pea.” 3. Sydney

word woman is more dignified and carries with Smith . 4. Robert Burns. 5. Carlyle. 6. The

it the idea of maturity it naturally became the rose was anciently an emblem of silence and

nameof the older class. 4. (1 ) You and I think secrecy and was often sculptured ou the ceil

the same- omit unnecessary words. ( 2) It ings of banqueting rooms as a sign that what

doesn't make any difference to me ; drop any- was said in free conversation theremust not be

how ; it is one of those senseless words which told afterward . It came very generally to indi

illiterate people tack on the end of a sentence. cate an obligation of secrecy. 7. Sir Walter

(3) A person whose name I will not give was Scott. 8. Byron. 9. A slang language used by

there; the use of party for person is called a medical students in English hospitals. 10. That

vulgarism . (4 ) She is an invalid conveys the of the poet Keats. It was placed there by his

same idea . (5 ) My son's prospects are good ; own request. II. “ The men who borrow and

prospects implies future. (6 ) By simply saying, the men who lend.” 12. That of the Second

Mr. Jones is dead. (7 ) Come into the sitting- William Pitt.

LOCAL CIRCLES.

C. L. S. C. MOTTOES .

' We Study the Word and the Works of God." “ Letus keep our Heavenly Father in the Midst."

“ Never be Discouraged."

C. L. S. C. MEMORIAL DAYS.

OPENING DAY - October 1. BLAISE PASCAL DAY - May 14 .

BRYANT DAY - November 3. SPECIAL SUNDAY- May, second Sunday.

SPECIAL SUNDAY - November , second Sunday. SPECIAL SUNDAY - July , second Sunday.

MILTON DAY-- December 9 .
INAUGURATION DAY- August, first Saturday after first

COLLEGE DAY - January, last Thursday. Tuesday ; anniversary ofC. L. S. C. at Chautauqua.

SPECIAL SUNDAY - February, second Sunday. ST. PAUL'S DAY- August, second Saturday after first

LONGFELLOW DAY - February 27 . Tuesday ; andiversary of the dedication of St. Paul's

HUGH MILLER DAY - April 14 . Grove at Chautauqua .

SHAKSPERB DAY - April 23 . RECOGNITION DAY-- August, third Wednesday after the

ADDISON DAY- May 1.
first Tuesday .

"HE

to French Literature for the last three to the Scribe, the other day, “ you are just be

months of the year, are to be envied. The field ginning to read Thackeray. You have one of

which they enter will be to most of the mem- the greatest delights of life before you." . So

bers entirely new . The Scribe fancies that Ra- for you it will be with these French writers.

belais has been until now merely a name to They are much less familiar than the English

some Chautauqua readers ; that Montaigne writers with whom so far wehave been engaged.

and La Rochefoucauld, while they may have The subjects they treat, the history and influ

been a little better known, still will be new ences which surround them , the spirit which

friends. Now forming acquaintances with new animates them , is unfamiliar. It is very differ

authors is one of the great delights of life.ent, too, from the English. It is foreign and
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something of the experience which a traveler in IV . This Henry Second nobly wrought

And order from confusion brought,
a strange country enjoys, awaits readers in a

Then Richard “ Cour de Lion " came
strange literature,

(How well the English love thatname)

Circles which would get the best from this
V. Then followson thewretched John,

new study must approach it with a determina His story ' tis no joy to con ,

tion to get into human relations with the authors . So quick we pass him with this word,

Strive to understand the lives, the surround Also the tyrant Henry Third .

ings, the ambitions of these friends. Talk VI. Then Edward First,our “ Longshanks" came,

them over informally . Analyze their characters A glorious king in all butname.

and their motives. Make them honorarymem
Next Edward Second , gay and jolly ,

Who showed in manyways his foily .
bers, so to speak , of the circle.

Much more vivid impressions will be ob
VII. Then Edward Third with famous sons,

Whose record through our history runs.
tained if the French writers are placed side by

Then Richard Second , followed close

side with their English contemporaries. Thus By Henry Fourth of Bolingbroke.

in reading Froissart, place him in juxtaposi VIII . Fifth Henry , “ Hal" the gay young prince

tion with Chaucer and imagine the talk of the Whom nothing boisterous madewince,

two at their meeting. Study Montaigne's con Poor Henry Sixth , with one long sigh,

temporaries in the Elizabethan age, for Mon
And Edward Fourth we will pass by.

taignesaw the first twelve years of that period. IX . Vile Richard Third, whom Shakspere drew

Use all the knowledge you have gained of
In colors dark , but not untrue.

English history and literature this year to form
Then Henry Seventh of Tudors first,

A tyrant, too , but not the worst.

a frame in which to place each writer. By this
X. Now “ Bluff King Hal,” Eighth Henry came,

method you will review your English studies,
Whose wives alone would give him fame.

will gain a broader idea of the world's thought Then Edward Sixth and “ Bloody Mary, "

at each period , and fit yournew French friend Of praise for her we will be chary.

into his proper place in the present stores of XI. Elizabeth, the good “ Queen Bess,"

yourmind. The English stillher namedo bless.

It will be well if any one in the circle be
Then James the First, the Scottish king

And Charles whose praises some did sing.

comes especially interested in a character to ask

him to keep that author ashis " special friend ”
XII. Then Cromwell's stern , grand figure well

The king's place filled , until he fell.
throughout the study, and to allow him each

Charles Second ,witty , gay, and vile

evening a few moments to relate whatever of Then ruled the English land awhile .

interest he may have picked up concerning his
XIII. James Second next comes forth in line,

new friend. Perhaps each member will nat “ William and Mary, " Anne " so fine,

urally select an author for his companion Then Georges - First, Second , and Third ,

and will become an amateur specialist in his
And Fourth , we'll pass with just a word .

life and work . XVI. Then William Fourth , well known to all .

At all events some fresh plans should be
Now hark ! a dearer namewe call

adopted to give to the French literature the im
Victoria - beloved queen

Whosemany virtues we have seen .

portance which it deserves and to secure to the

circle the great benefits possible from an ac
XV. Now close your eyes, and memorize,

And as you think may you grow wise .

quaintance with a new literature. If you'll remember each king's reign,

The following Royal Rhyme dedicated to the This jingle was not writ in vain .

Cicero Club of Hastings, Nebraska, by Miss
UNION WORK .

Hattie Snodgrass, one of the members, is repro

duced for the benefit of circles which are hav
FROM Brooklyn where so much good union

ing difficulty in remembering the royal line. work is done comes a report of a novel Chau

tauquan entertainment recently held at the sug
I. Now list, myhearers one and all,

As forth some royal names I call ;
gestion of the president of the Strong Place

Acd close your eyes and you will see
Circle. This circle invited the Ad Astra and

A stately vision dear tome. Adriel Circles to join with it in giving a union

II. First, William , “ Conqueror " of all, meeting. The president arranged the matter

A stately figure, grand and tall, with her usual thoughtfulness and system . She

Fit leader of a host so royal,
appointed a committee from the Baptist, Con

Whose every subjectwas made loyal.

gregational, Methodist, and Presbyterian neigh

III. Then “ William Rufus," King so “ Red,"
boring churches. This committee distributed

Henry the First,much better " read,"

And Stephen usher in a name,
one thousand cards of invitation to the adult

“ Plantagenet,” well-known to fame. classes in their respective Sunday-schools. This

00
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and other measures secured an audience of year by the Palisade Circle of Englewood. The

about five hundred in the chapel of the Strong club is divided into four sections, each in turn

Place Baptist Church . The pastor ofthe church supplying the program for onemeeting. “ Hot

presided at the gathering . shot ” in the form of questions, is " fired ” at

The secretaries of the three circles read a re- each other , and lively meetings are the result.

port of their work and the methods pursued in Forty -two regularmembers comprise this circle.

each circle . Their residences were given on the PENNSYLVANIA . Eighteen members are

cards and new members were invited. Vocal added to the Class of '94 by the formation of a

and instrumental music were furnished . A new circle at Bethlehem. -A new club has

graceful and eloquent address followed on been organized at Cross Creek Village. The

Chautauqua, An Outlook ," by Miss C. E.Cof- new circle at Clarion is doing enthusiastic work

fin , Presidentof the A. E.Dunning Circle. Mrs. and its members hope to graduate with honors

George H. Hale of Ad Astra Circle read an ex. at the end of the course.

cellent paper on “ Chaucer and his Pilgrims." WEST VIRGINIA . — The Avalon , with a mem

Several of the Canterbury Tales were then told bership of sixteen , has been formed at Holli

by members in costume, which closed a very day's Cove.

enjoyable program , the tope and interest of NORTH CAROLINA .- Sixteen young people of

which was well calculated to increase the popu- Concord have banded themselves together for

larity of themovement. A similar union meet- the four years' course of study.

ing by four local circles in the eastern district FLORIDA. - A little company of seven mem

of Brooklyn is already planned. Weare glad to bers at Ormond has joined the Chautauqua

see the practical suggestionsof the committee army.

on organization at the recent Chautauqua con ALABAMA. - Anniston reports a new circle of

vention in that city put into practice.
sixteen .

TEXAS.- " Labor omnia vincit,"' - Labor con

GRADUATE CIRCLES.
quers all things — is the motto of the Lone Star

INDIANA. — The Vincent Memorial Circle, re- Circle of Columbus, recently organized at that

cently established at Indianapolis, is pursuing place. The Chaucer, a new club at Hunts

the graduate course in English History and Lit- ville, is reported .

erature. Twelvemembers are reported from this OHIO. — May the “ Germ ” in Westville flour.

circle. ish and bear fruit, and the “ Marguerites ” of

IOWA. — The graduate circle of Des Moines Sand Hill,prove a “ star ofhope" to other strug .

consists of four members, who arenow pursuing gling new circles. - A new circle, with eight

the eighth year of their work together. They members, is reported from Dover. -Tallmadge

form a " small but very happy family .” has a little club of six .

MINNESOTA. — BlueEarth City has a flourish INDIANA.-- The new C. L. S. C. at Raub re

ing circle of fifteen , most of whom are graduate ports completion of work up to date .

members. ILLINOIS . — The Kenwood Chautauquans, re

cently formed in Chicago, have made a some

NEW CIRCLES.
what new departure. Each of the thirty mem

MASSACHUSETTS. — The C. L. S. C. of Man- bers paid five dollars toward engaging an in

chester-by-the-Sea is the poetical name of a new structor, who directs the lessons. The social

circle at Manchester, which numbers twenty- elementhas been encouraged bymeans of “ teas"

onemembers, all of whom belong to the Class and receptions given in honor ofthe circle.

of '94.Anew circle of sixteen is reported A new club at Mont Clare has decided to wait

trom Plympton . until next October beforebeginning the regular

CONNECTICUT. - Thirteen " enthusiastic and work, on account of lateness in organizing. In

studious Chautauquans ” have formed a new cir- the mean time they will pursue a special course

cle at Rowayton. of reading. We extend best wishes to the

NEW YORK . — The secretary of a new club at new Clover Leaf Circle of Beardstown .

Johnsonville reports twenty members with " in MICHIGAN. - Seven bright Chautauqua stars

terest constantly increasing.”—-New circles constitute the Pleiades of Belding. -New -cir

have been formed at Clarence Centre and Mid- cles are reported from Yale, St. Ignace, and

dletown, the latter being named the Indepen- White Cloud.The E. B. Forest is the name

dents.—Live to Learn : Learn to Live, is the of a recently organized circle at HarborSprings.

motto of a new club at South Salem . Iowa. - A new club consisting of a trio of young

NEW JERSEY. - Most interesting and instruc- ladies, is reported from Hartland. Twelve

tive programs have been carried out during the membershave banded together at Williamsburg .

I -Apr.
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NEBRASKA. – Scribner and Benkelman each members belong to this club. — The Ben -Hurs.

have new circles. of West Buxton are pursuing their third year of

MISSOURI. — The Bead Circle has been formed study.

at Calumet. A new circle at Cyrene, has NEW HAMPSHIRE. - Farmington and Candia

adopted the same cognomen as the club at Cal- Village both have good circles .

umet. The members hope to go through the VERMONT.-The members of the Minerva

course with the Philomathean class. Circle at Barre are enjoying instruction in Del

ARKANSAS. - A little club of nine members sarte.—The Hartland club held a pronuncia

all ofwhom are active workers, is reported from tion-match recently . --The Informals of West

Fordyce. Randolph are still faithful.

OREGON.-Great interest in the work is re MASSACHUSETTS. — The Secretary of the Ran

ported from a new club of eleven members at toul Circle of Beverly writes : “ Some of us are

East Portland . looking forward to graduating this year and

NEVADA. — Themembersof theArgentea, a new hope to have some representatives at the Assem

circle at Virginia City, have commenced work. bly .” . -The Sherwins of Dorchester send some

CALIFORNIA . — The little mountain town of charming souvenir programs of recent meet

Yreka hasa flourishing circle of thirty -fivemem- ings. One, in honor of the English year, con

bers, and increasing interest in the work is sists of two cardsbound together by a silk cord ;

evinced . — The Ramona is a new circle atFul- one card contains a fine photograph of Her

lerton . — Traver has a very interesting circle of Majesty , Queen Victoria , the other Westminster

nineteen members, who are showing great in- Abbey. Another program of white card board

terest. has a four-leaf clover on the cover, “ for luck ."

WASHINGTON . - Seven members comprise the -Abington and Barre have good working

Crescents of Gig Harbor.
circles . The Pearsons of Boston are earnest

and enthusiastic Chautauquans. -Pottersville

OLD CIRCLES. has a club of twelve members. - The Kalmias

CANADA. - The Cobourg Chautauquans ex. of North Middleboro are ever faithful; they have

pect to have lectures on Geology by Professor been organized since 1879.

W.S. Ellis, Principal of the Collegiate Institute CONNECTICUT. — The Hurlbut of Manchester,

of Cobourg . The Alphas of Galt held their the Hall of West Hartford , and the Golden

annual banquet Thursday, January 15. Circle of Harwinton are all in a healthy condi

The members of the C. L. S. C. at Paris have tion, with memberships ranging between nine

adopted a novel plan . The Secretary says : and twenty-six .

“ When there are more than four meetings in a RHODE ISLAND. - The Bythesas of Newport

month , we have a Special Evening. We had a are a sociable and energetic crowd. They have

very interesting Canadian Evening, when essays enjoyed during the year a golden -rod party, a

were read on Canadian History , Industries, and cob-web party on New Year's Eve, and a nut

Literature, followed by extracts from Canadian social. – -From the Fort Hill Delvers of Provi

authors. The next Special Evening will be de- dence come the words, “ We are all busy

voted to Astronomy.” -The Athenas and Marthas, careful and troubled about many

Y.M.C. A. Circle of St. John recently held a things, but we are trying to enter into the

jointmeeting, followed by a sociable. meaning of oneof Chautauqua's grandest mot

MAINE.— The “ dauntless three " forming toes, ' never be discouraged .' ” — The Whittier

the Margaret Fuller Circle of Auburn are do- Circle of Providence has visited the Boston

ing excellent work. — The Lamalphas of Bath Museum of Fine Arts, attended Vesper Services

evince an indomitable spirit. Difficulty in find. conducted by Dr. Hurlbut in Trinity M. E.

ing a poem on Joan of Arc resulted in each Church , visited Sculpture Hall of Brown Uni

member writing one in her praise, and reading versity, and observed all Memorial Days during

it after the usual program , at a recentmeeting. the year ; also celebrated Whittier Memorial

A Shakspere Club has been organized in connec- Day on December 17. - Block Island has a

tion with the Lamalphas. Various causes have good club of nine members.

diminished the number forming the Sunrise NEW YORK . — The De Kalbs, a flourishing

Circle of Eastport, but a faithful few are still club of thirty in Brooklyn, observed Cromwell

continuing the work and consider themselves a Day on January 29.—The Walker Circle of

part of the Class of '91. - The Andros of Top- Canaseraga boasts a membership of fifty -six .

sham report renewed interest in the work. Among theclubs doing good work in theEmpire

The Bryants of Portland have carried out good State are the Philomath of Fillmore, the Alpha

programs thus far in the year. Forty-nine Beta of Mexico, the Renesslaer of West Sand
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Lake, and the Originals at Auburn and the Reso- have good circles.The members of the

lutes at Somers Center. The Bryants of New Lebanon Club of eight are " all for '93.” — The

York have an increased membership over last sample programs received from the Harrisburg

year. - Of the six members of the Cubic, of Circle show that the members are doing some

Pulaski, two are in Vermont, one in Missouri, excellent work.

one in Syracuse, N. Y., and the remaining two DELAWARE. — The circle at Smyrna numbers

are still at the birth -place of the club . They seventeen and that of Bridgeville eighteen .

continue their readings,however, in spite of the MARYLAND. - The Mount Vernon Circle at

distance which separates them .—Here is a Hampden reports a membership of thirteen.

good suggestion from thecircle at Hannibal: by VIRGINIA . — The Old Dominion Circle of Nor

way of preparation , when the readings are gone folk sends an excellent sample program .

over, each member makes notes of any particu SOUTH CAROLINA. — The White Rose of York

lar points which hemay not understand fully, at Yorkville is flourishing. The members re

or may wish to hear discussed ; then when the cently enjoyed a banquet gallantly tendered by

meetings are held, thenotes are compared and a the gentlemen of the club to the ladies. The

great many good points are broughtout. The evening was a decided success.

clubs at New Rochelle , Angelica, Morristown, ALABAMA. — Birmingham has a good circle of

Andover, and Bethlehem are all doing well. seventeen , the North Highland . - -The club at

NEW JERSEY. — The Whittiers of Camden en- Huntsville has the use of a Chautauqua column

joyed a great treat recently. An invitation was in the local newspaper, and items of interest

extended to the club by a gentleman of the city are inserted every week.

to visit his observatory. The invitation was ac TEXAS. — The Immortelles form a small circle

cepted with pleasure, and a very interesting and at Bastrop.

instructive evening was the result. The secre KENTUCKY. — Covington is enjoying a lecture

tary says, “ We saw some of the finest objects course this winter which is under the auspices

that can be seen in the heavens, such as the of the Bryant Circle of that place. Robert J.

Great Nebula in Orion, the star clusters in the Burdette and Mrs.Mary Livermore are among

sword hand of Perseus, the clusters in Taurus, thespeakers. On Christmas a fine program was

Hind's (smallest red star) 'Lepus the Hare,' carried out. This club numbers over fifty and

Eridanus (double star, topaz yellow and blue), is in its customary flourishing condition.

and several others. We remained fully two Newport has a good circle , the Bellevue.

hours and a half with Professor Read , and were OHIO . — The members ofthe circle at Norwood

much delighted with our visit. The fine sys- celebrated Bryant and Milton Days, and those

tem in our circle is a great success ; we have meetings proved to be the most successful of

enough in our treasury to have our annualban- the year. All are enthusiastic over the “ Chau

quet sometime this month , on which occasions tauqua Idea .” — The Newport Circle enjoyed a

we have a grand good time.” -The Chau- lecture on Pompeii, illustrated by stereopticon

tauqua Class of Rahway has nearly doubled its views, recently. -Ever since the organization

membership of last year. - The clubs at West- of the Sharon of Shelby four years ago, the

field and Williamstown are both doing good members have given a Christmas banquet.

work . - This good word comes from the Cen- They have been termed American, Roman,

tenary in Camden : “ Our circle is quite an Greek, and English banquets, and always prove

institution , not only in our own church but in a great success. -The Hartwell C. L. S. C.

the whole community . Wehavemembers from has doubled its membership since last year.

most of the surrounding congregations, and the The Collamers of East Cleveland organized in

circle has tended to produce harmony and good 1884 with a membership of forty and still con

fellowship among the severaldenominations." tinue work with constant interest and numbers.

PENNSYLVANIA . — The circles from the Key -New Richmond, Atwater, Hockingport, and

stone State are all flourishing. The Du Bois of Mechanicsburg all have good circles.—The

New London has a membership ofnine.—The membersof theBacon Circle of Cleveland evince

number ofmembers at Canton is greater than at increased interest in the work. - Tippecanoe

any time in the past three years. - The Petro- City has a club of nineteen . - The Periclean

leum C. L. S. C. of Bradford has forty -two Circle of Berlin Heights send a favorable report.

regular members. - The clubs at Scranton , INDIANA. — The members of the Bishop Bow

Octoraro , and Hazelton are hard at work . man Circle of Greenscastle , the home of De

The Trio of Philadelphia wiil add its quota to Pauw University , have received an invitation

the Class of '93. - The Acorn is a small club from Professor Brown , who has charge of the

in Philadelphia. — Pleasantville and Scotland McKim Observatory at the University, to visit
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the tower and take lessons in astronomy.-In- graduate next summer. Her sweet and gentle

diana seems to be the banner state for large words and ways,her pure and loving spirit, we

circles. The Trenton Rock Circle at Marion miss ; wemourn with bitter grief, for ourhearts

numbers thirty - four, the Edison of South Bend are bereaved and lonely , but though we weep

has a membership of sixty -one, and the club at we know our Father called her home and for

Covington twenty-four.Attica has a good her it was joy. Looking up through our tears

circle, the Socratic. we can say to thedear departed in the words of

ILLINOIS . — The Franklin Circle of Grand Whittier :

Crossing celebrated Longfellow Day and has
Thou art not here, thou art not there,

in prospect a lecture on the city of Washington , Thy place we cannot see ;

illustrated by stereopticon views of the Capital Weonly know thatwhere thou art

City .-- The Athenas of Sycamore, a body of
The blessed angels be,

ambitious ladies, seeing the great need of a
And Heaven is glad for thee.

public library in their town, have organized IOWA. — The club of Malvern appoints a leader

themselves into a Library Association and are for each book and one for THE CHAUTAUQUAN .

working faithfully to see the fruition of their This is a good idea . -The club at Sioux City

hopes. Under the auspices of these ladies Mrs. is now a year old and is a healthy infant.—The

Mary Livermore lectured on February 5, and Zeta Sigma of Burlington is composed exclu

Mr.Frank Beard gaveoneof his popular “ Chalk- sively of ladies. The circles at Burlington ,

Talks" on February 10 . From the present out- East Des Moines, and Menlo are still faithful.

look , Sycamore will soon be the possessor of a MISSOURI. — Themembers of the club atMary

free public library. — Ten members of theMars ville are continuing their second year's study.

Circle of Woodlawn Park pursued the Garnet KANSAS. -Sedgewick is enjoying a lecture

Seal Course during last summer's vacation. course this winter under the auspices of the

The Nestors form a club of sixteen in Sycamore. circle at that place. A member of the club at

Joliet, Kirkland, Odin , and Carbondale all Burlingame writes, “ The idea of having a chil.

have good clubs. — The Argo is a small circle dren's course has been suggested to usby the

at Macomb. fact that some of the little totsmeet every Sat

MICHIGAN .— The clubs from Jackson,Mon- urday afternoon and read from their primers,

tague, and Hillsdale send interesting programs calling it their Chautauqua Circle.” — The

of their work . - The Lee Circle of Hastings club of Seneca is increasing in numbers.

has thirty-six members. -Portland and Bliss COLORADO.- Colorado Springs, situated atthe

field each have small clubs. — The Hartford foot of Pike's Peak, has a circle of twenty -five

C. L. S. C. numbers an even dozen .-The lit- enthusiastic members.

tle town of Gladstone has a club of earnest NEBRASKA .-- The Tekamoh Chautauquans

workers. The circles at Fennville, Rockford , watched the Old Year out and the New Year in ,

and Climax are all following the path that leads and a good program was carried out. Wyclif

to the Golden Gate and the Hall in the Grove . Daywas also observed.—The circle at Roca has

WISCONSIN. — The St. Croix of Hudson is do- an increase of five in its last year's membership.

ing well this year, with an average attendance Schuyler and Ewing both have faithfulclubs.

of from eighteen to twenty. - The Willard NORTH DAKOTA . — Three members will be

Circle of Janesville is pursuing the even tenor added to the Class of '93 by the club at Langdon .

SOUTH DAKOTA. - The circle at Yankton has

MINNESOTA. – From the Dayton's Bluff Circle been organized since 1882 and is still interested

of St. Paul comes these tidings: “ If persistent in its work . All Memorial Days have been ob

effort to carry out the Chautauqua idea in its served. -Aberdeen reports fourteen members.

primal simplicity is any virtue, we may perhaps NEVADA. — Tybo has a quartet circle .

claim a place in this movement.” — The First CALIFORNIA . – Twenty- four new members

Duluth Circle has on its roll forty -four regular have been added to the circle at San José during

and localmembers.—MissFlorence Ella Con- the year,making a total membership of forty

nor, of Minneapolis, a member of the C.L. S.C. five. Lectures on Chaucer, Geology, and En

of '91, was on the evening of January 6th sud- glish History have been enjoyed. ——The Filben

denly called away from earth . Her whole life of San Francisco is a large and flourishing cir

had been a preparation ; her daily words and cle of fifty -three members.---Twenty -eight

deeds fit to be her last. By constant industry out of a possible four hundred is the proportion

and zeal she had finished all the work of the of C. L. S. C. members to the population of

first three years of the Chautauqua course , and Sierra Madre. -St. Helena and Santa Clara

she expected to complete the last year and both have loyal circles.

of its way.
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He says :

TWO FRENCH APHORISTS. charge an obligation is itself a kind of ingrati

ONE of the most commonly known of all tude. Nor is there any harm in the reflection

books of maxims,after the Proverbs of Solomon, that no fool is so troublesome as the clever fool;

are the“ MoralReflections" ofLaRochefoucauld . nor in this, thatonly great men have any busi

The author lived at court, himself practiced all ness with great defects ; nor, finally, in the con

the virtues which he seemed to disparage, and solatory saying, that we are never either so hap

took so much trouble to make sure of the right py or so unhappy as we imagine.

expression that many of these short sentences

were more than thirty times revised . They were
I will say little of La Bruyère, by far the great

given to the world in the last half of the seven- est, broadest, strongest, of French character

teenth century in a little volume which French. writers, because he is not of the houses ofwhich

men used to know by heart, which gave a new you can judge by a brick or two taken at ran

turn to the literary taste of the nation , and dom . For those in whom the excitements of

which has been translated into every civilized modern literature have notburnt up the faculty

tongue. It paints men as they would be if self- of sober meditation on social man , La Bruyère

love were the one great main -spring of human
must always be one of the foremost names. Ma

But Macauaction, and it makesmagnanimity itself no bet. caulay somewhere calls him thin .

ter than self-interest in disguise.

lay has less ethical depth, and less perception

of ethical depth , than any writer that ever lived

with equally brilliant gifts in other ways ; and

Interest speaksallsorts oftongues and plays all sorts thin is the very last word that describes this ad

of parts, even the part of the disinterested .

Gratitude is with most people only a strong desire for mirable master. We feel that La Bruyère,

greater benefits to come. though retiring, studious, meditative, and self

Love of justice is with most ofus nothing but thefear of contained , has complied with the essential con

suffering injustice.
Friendship is only a reciprocal conciliation of interests, dition of looking at life and men themselves,

a mutual exchange of good offices ; it is a species of com- and with his own eyes. His aphoristic sayings

merce outof which self-lovealways intends to makesome. are the least important part of him , but here are

thing.
one or two examples :

Wehave all strength enough to endure the troubles of

other people.
Eminent posts make great men greater, and little men

Our repentance is not so much regret for the ill we

have done, as fear of the ill that may cometo us in conse There is in somemen a certain mediocrity ofmind that

quence.
helps to make them wise.

In the adversityofour best friends we often find some The flatterer has not a sufficiently good opinion either

thing that is not exactly displeasing.
of himself or ofothers.

People from the provinces and fools are always ready to

We cannot wonder that in spite of their take offence, and to suppose that you are laughing at

piquancy of form such sentences as those have them :we should never risk a pleasantry, except with

aroused in manymindsan invincible repugnance well-bred people,and people with brains.

All confidence is dangerous, unless it is complete : there

for what would be so tremendous a calumny on are few circumstances in which it is not best either to

human nature if the book were meant to be a hide all or to tell all.

picture ofhuman nature as a whole. “ I count When the people is in a state of agitation, we do not

Rochefoucauld's Maxims,” says onecritic, " a bad see how quiet is to return ;and when it is tranquil,wedo

not see how the quiet is to be disturbed .
book . As I am reading it, I feel discomfort ; I

Men count for almost nothing the virtues of the heart.

have a sense of suffering which I cannot define. and idolize gifts ofbody or intellect . The man who quite

Such thoughts tarnish the brightness of the soul ; coolly , and with no idea that heisoffending modesty , says

they degrade the heart.” Yet as a faithful pres. that he is kind-hearted, constant, faithful, sincere, fair ,

grateful, would not dareto say that he is quick and clever,
entation of human selfishness, and of you and

that he has fine teeth and a delicate skin.- From John

me in so far as we happen to be mainly selfish, Morley's “ Aphorisms.”

the odious mirror has its uses by showing us

whatmanner ofman we are or may become. Let

us not forget, either , that not quite all is selfish A SHAKER MEETING .

ness in La Rochefoucauld. Everybody knows DR. BOYNTON went to the family meeting,

his saying that hypocrisy is the homage that and remained profoundly attentive to the ser

vice pays to virtue. There is a subtle truth in vices with which the speaking was preceded .

this, too, -- that to be in too great a hurry to dis- Hesaw the sisters seated on one side ofthe large

less .
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meeting-room , and the brothers on the other, best of a numerous class whose aim is to secure

with broad napkins half unfolded across their the results without imposing the tasks of labor,

knees, on which they softly beat time, with to arrive at ends by a dexterous dodging of

rising and falling palms, as they sang. The means, to accelerate the tongue without accel

sisters, young and old , all looked of the same erating the faculties. It is an outside remedy

age, with their throats strictly hid by the collars for an inward defect. In our opinion , the work

that came to their chins, and their close -cropped mistakes the whole process by which living

hair covered by stiff wire framed caps of white thought makes its way into living words, and it

gauze ; there was greater visible disparity among mightbe thoroughly mastered without convey

the brothers, but their heads were mostly gray, ing any real power or facility of expression .

though a few were still dark with youth or mid . In saying this we do not mean that the knack

dle life ; on either side there was a bench full of ofmechanical rhetoric may notbe more readily

sedate children .
caught, and that Auency in the use of words

When the singing was ended, the minister may not be increased by its study. But rhetoric

read a chapter of the Bible, and one of the eld- is not a knack and fluency is not expression .

ers prayed. Then a sister began a hymn in The crop of ready writers, of correct writers, of

which all the sisters joined. At its close, a elegantwriters,'ofwriters capable of using words

young girl arose and described a vision which in every sense but the right one, is already suf

she had seen the nightbefore in a dream . When ficiently large to meet the current demand for

she sat down the elders and eldresses cameout intellectual husk, chaff, and stubble . The ten .

into the vacantspace between the rows of men dency of thetime to shrivel up language into a

and women , and, forming themselves into an mummy of thought, would seem to need the

ellipse, waved their handsup and down with a rein rather than the whip . The most cursory

slow rhythmic motion, and rocked back and glance over much of the " literature ” of the

forth on their feet. Then the others, who had day, so called , will indicate the peculiar form of

risen with them , followed in a line round this marasmus under which the life of the language

group, with a quick , springing tread , and a like is in danger of being slowly consumed . The

motion of the hands and the arms, while they most hopeless characteristic of this literature is

sang together the thrilling march which the its complacent exhibition of its distressing

others had struck up. They halted at the end excellences, -its evident incapacity to rise into

of the hymn, and let their arms sink slowly to promising faults. The terms are such as are

their sides ; a number of them took the places employed by the best writers, the grammar is

ofthose in themidst, and the circling dance was good, the morality excellent, the information

resumed , ceasing and then beginning again , accurate, the reflections sensible, yet the whole

till all had taken part in both centerand periph- composition neither contains nor can commu

ery ; the lamps quivering on the walls, and nicate intellectual or moral life ; and a critical

the elastic floor, laid like that of a ball- room , eulogium on its merits sounds like the certifi

responding to the tread of the dancers. When cate of a schoolmaster as to the negative virtues

they went back to their seats, one woman ro- ofhis pupils.

mained standing, and began to prophesy in The fluent debility which never stumbles into

tongues. - From W. D. Howells' An Undis. ideas nor stutters into passion, which calls its

covered Country." commonplace comprehensiveness, and styles its

sedate languor repose, would , if put on a short

allowance of words, and compelled to purchase

USE AND MISUSE OF WORDS.
language at the expense of conquering obsta

We congratulate that large, respectable, in- cles, be likely to evince some spasms of gen

expressive, and unexpressed class of thinkers uine expression ; but it is hardly reasonable to

who are continually complaining of the barren- expect such verbal abstemiousness at a period

ness of their vocabulary as compared with the when the whole wealth of the English tongue

affluence of their ideas, on the appearance of is placed at the disposal of thepuniest whip

“ Thesaurus of English Words.” If it does sters of rhetoric, --when the art of writing is

nothingelse, it will bring a popular theory of avowedly taught on the principle of imitating

verbal expression to test ; and if that theory be the “ best models,” — when words are worked

correct we countupon witnessing a mob of pre- into the ears of the young in the hope that

viously muteMiltons and Bacons, and speech- something will be found answering to them in

less Chathams and Burkes, crowding and tramp- their brains.

ing into print. What is really wanted, therefore , “ to facili

Seriously, we consider this book as one of the tate the expression of ideas ” is something
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which will facilitate the conception of ideas. to the height ofnearly thirty feet, and which at

What is really wanted “ to assist in literary this time was rent and shivered , wherever it

composition ” is a true philosophy of expres. presented an open front to the weather, by a re

sion, founded on a knowledge of the nature and cent frost. A heap of loose fragments, which

operations of the mind, and of the vital pro- had fallen from above, blocked up the face of

cesses by which thought incarnates itself in the quarry, and my first employment was to

words. Expression is a purely mental act, the clear them away. The friction of the shovel

work of the same blended force and insight, soon blistered my hands ; but the pain was by

will and intelligence that thinks. Its power and no means very severe, and I wrought hard and

clearness adds to the power and clearness of the willingly , that I might see how the huge strata

mind whence it proceeds. Its peculiarities cor- below, which presented so firm and unbroken

respond to the peculiarities of the individual frontage,were to be torn up and removed.

nature it represents. Its perfection consists in Picks and wedges and levers were applied by

identifying wordswith things,-in bending lan- my brother-workmen ; and simple and rude as

guage to the form , and pervading it with the I had been accustomed to regard these imple

vitality of the thought it aims to arrest and em- ments, I found I had much to learn in the way

body. In those cases where thought transcends of using them . They all proved inefficient,

the sensuous capacities of language to utter its however; and the workmen had to bore into

conceptions, the expression will still magically one of the inferior strata, and employ gunpow

suggest the idea or mood it cannot correctly der. The process was new to me, and Ideemed

convey, just as a more than earthly beauty it a bighly amusing one : it had the merit, too ,

looks out from the beautiful faces of Raphael's of being attended with somedegree ofdanger as

Madonnas, indicating the subtile passages into a boating or rock exc
xcursion , and had thus an

form of a soul and sentiment which no mere interest independent of its novelty. Wehad a

form could express. — Abridged from Ed- few capital shots : the fragments flew in every

win P. Whipple's " Literatureand Life." direction ; and an immense mass of the dilu

vium came toppling down, bearing with it two

dead birds, that in a recent storm had crept into

HUGH MILLER'S FIRST DAY IN A QUARRY. one of the deeper fissures to die in the shelter.

It was twenty years last February (1841] I felt a new interest in examining them . The

since I set out a little before sunrise to make one was a pretty cock goldfinch, with its hood

my first acquaintance with a life of labor and of vermilion, and its wings inlaid with the gold

restraint, and I have rarely had a heavier heart to which it owes its name, as unsoiled and

than on thatmorning. I was but a slim , loose smooth as if it had been preserved for a museum .

jointed boy at the time -- fond of the pretty in- The other, a somewhat rarer bird , of thewood

tangibilities of romance, and of dreaming when pecker tribe, was variegated with light blue and

broad awake ; and , woful change ! I was now a grayish yellow . I was engaged in admiring

going to work at what Burns has instanced in the poor little things, more disposed to be sen

his “ Twa Dogs " as one ofthemost disagreeable timental, perhaps, than if I had been ten years

of all employments — to work in a quarry. older, and thinking of the contrast between the

Bating the passing uneasiness occasioned by a warmth and jollity of their green summer

few gloomy anticipations, the portion ofmy life haunts, and the cold and darkness of their last

which had already gone by had been happy be- retreat,when Iheard our employer bidding the

yond the common lot. I had been a wanderer workmen lay by their tools. I looked up and

among rocks and woods — a reader of curious saw the sun sinking behind the thick fir wood

books when I could get them - a gleaner of old besideus, and the long, dark shadows of the

traditionary stories; andnow I was going to ex- trees stretching downward toward the shore.

change all my day-dreams, and allmyamuse There was no very formidable beginning of

ments for the kind of life in which men toil the course of life I had so much dreaded. To

every day that they may be enabled to eat, and be sure,my handswere a little sore, and I felt

eat every day that they may be enabled to toil ! nearly asmuch fatigued as if I had been climb

The quarry in which I wrought, lay on the ing among the rocks; but I had wrought and

southern shore of a noble inland bay, or firth , been useful, and had yet enjoyed the day fully

rather, with a little clear stream on the one as much as usual. It was no small matter, too,

side, and a thick fir wood on the other. It had that the evening converted, by a rare transmu

been opened in the Old Red Sandstone of the tation , into the delicious “ blink of rest ” which

district, and was overtopped by a huge bank of Burns so truthfully describes, was all myown.

diluvial clay, which rose over it in some places Hugh Miller ,
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ALPHABET RHYMES AND PICTURES FROM THE NEW ENGLAND PRIMER .

In ADAM's fall

We finned all .

zA
Noak did view

The old world & new .

B
Heaven to find

O
The Bible Mind .

Young OBADIAS,

DAVID, JOSIAS,

All were pious.

C

CHRIST crucified

For finners died . P

PETER denied

His Lord and cry'd .

D
The Deluge drown'd

The Earth around.

Queen ESTHER ſues.

And saves the Jews.

E

x

ELIJAH hid

By Ravens fed .

Young pious RUTH

Left all for Truth .R

The judgmentmade

FELIX afraid .
S

Young SAMUEL dear

The Lord did fear.

G

As runs the Glaſs

Our Life doth paſs.
T

Young TIMOTHY

Learnt sin to fly .

H

A
U
S My Book and Heart

Must never part.
VASHTI for pride

Was set aſide.V

I
JOB feels the rod

Yet bleſſes GOD. i
W

Whales in the Sea

GOD'S Voice obey .

X
K

XERXES did die ,

And so must I.

Proud KORAH's troop

Was swallowed up.

Lor fled to Zoar,

Saw fiery shower,

On Sodom pour.

Y

While youth do chear

Death may be near.
L

M

MOSES was he

Who Israel's host

Led thro ' the Sea .

z

ZACCHEUS he

Did climb the Tree

Our Lord to ſee.
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THE YEAR'S AT THE SPRING .
er,whowas but a poor sailor adventurer, sees her

THE Year's at the spring , waveherhandkerchiefto him from theGreenwich

And day's at themorn ; Palace windows, and he brings her home a par

Morning's at seven ; whal'shorn for a present. Shehonored her peo

The hillside's dew -pearled ; ple, and her people loved her ; and the result was.

The lark's on the wing ; that, with no cost to the government, she saw

The snail's on the thorn ;
them scattering the fleets ofthe Spaniards, plant

God's in His heaven, ing America with colonies, and exploring the

All's right with the world . most distant seas. Either for honor or for ex

- Browning. pectation of profit, or from that unconsciousne

cessity by which a great people, like a great

INFLUENCE OF QUEEN ELIZABETH . man , will do what is right, and must do it at the

ELIZABETH , whose despotism was as peremp
right time, whoever had the means to furnish

tory as that of the Plantagenets,and whose ideas a ship , and whoever had the talent to command

of the English constitution were limited in the one, laid their abilities together and went out to

highest degree, was,notwithstanding, more be- pioneer, and to conquer, and take possession ,

loved by her subjects than any sovereign before in the nameof the Queen ofthe Sea . There was

no nation so remote but what some one or other

or since. It was because, substantially, she was

the people's sovereign ; because it was given to
was found ready to undertake an expedition

her to conduct the outgrowth of the national there, in the hope of opening a trade ; and, let

life through its crisis of change, and the weight
them go where they would , they were sure of

Elizabeth's countenance. We find letters written

of her great mind and her great place were
thrown on the people's side. Shewas able to by her, for the benefitofnameless adventurers, to

paralyze the dying efforts with which , if a Stuart every potentate of whom she had ever heard

had been on the throne, the representatives of to the Emperors of China, Japan, and India, the

an effete system mighthave made the struggle sian “ Sofee," and other unheard of Asiatic and
Grand Duke of Russia , the Grand Turk , the Per

a deadly one; and the history of England is not

African princes ; whatever was to be done in
the history of France, because the resolution of

one person held the Reformation firm till it had England, or by Englishmen, Elizabeth assisted

rooted itselfin the heart of the nation , and could when she could, and admired when she could

not.

not be again overthrown . . . The England of

the Catholic Hierarchy and the Norman Baron ,
The springs of great actions are always diffi

was to cast its shell and become the England of
cult to analyze - impossible to analyze per

free thought and commerce and manufacture, fectly - possible to analyze only very proxi

which was to plow the ocean with its navies, mately ; and theforce by which a man throws a.

and sow its colonies over the globe; and the good action outofhimself is invisible and mys

tical, like thatwhich brings out the blossom and
first appearance of these enormous forces and

the light of the earliest achievements of the new

the fruit upon the tree. Themotives which we

era shines through the forty years of the reign insufficient to have prompted them to so large a
find men urging for their enterprises seem often

of Elizabeth with a grandeur which, when once

its history is written, will be seen to be among unrest in them which made them do it, and what
daring. They did what they did from the great.

the most sublime phenomena which the earth

as yet has witnessed .
it was may be bestmeasured by the results in

The work was not of her creation ; the heart
the present England and America. - From

of the whole English nation was stirred to its

Froude's “ Short Studies in Great Subjects."

depths; and Elizabeth's place was to recognize,

to love, to foster, and to guide. The govern

ment originated nothing ; at such a time it was
MEDITATION UNDER STARS.

neither necessary nor desirable that it should do What links are ours with orbs that are

so ; but wherever expensive enterprises were on So resolutely far :

footwhich promised ultimate good,and doubtful The solitary asks, and they

immediate profit, we never fail to find among Give radiance as from a shield :

the lists of contributors the Queen's Majesty, Still at the death of day ,

Burghley, Leicester , Walsingham . Theseen , the unrevealed .

Never chary of her presence, for Elizabeth Implacable they shine

could afford to condescend, when ships in the To us who would of Life obtain

riverwere fitting for distant voyages, the Queen An answer for the life we strain,

would go down in herbarge and inspect. Frobish To nourish with one sign.
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Nor can imagination throw So may we read and little find them cold :

The penetrative shaft : we pass Let it butbe the lord ofMind to guide

The breath of thought, who would divine Our eyes; no branch of Reason's growing

Ifhaply they may grow lopped ;

As Earth ; have our desire to know ; Nor dreaming on a dream ;but fortified

If life comes there to grain from grass , By day to penetrate black midnight ; see,

And flowers like ours of toil and pain ; Hear, feel, outside the senses ; even that we,

Has passion to beat bar, The specksofdust upon a mound of mould ,

Win space from cleaving brain ; Wewho reflect those rays, though low our place,

Themystic link attain , To them are lastingly allied.

Whereby star holds on star. So may weread , and little find them cold :

Not frosty lamps illumining dead space,

To deeper than this ball ofsight Not distant aliens, not senseless Powers.

Appeal the lustrous people of the night. The fire is in them whereof we are born ;

Fronting yon shoreless, sown with fiery sails, The music of their motion may be ours,

It is our ravenous that quails, Spirit shall deem them beckoning Earth and

Flesh by its craven thirsts and fears dis voiced

traught. Sisterly to her, in her beamsrejoiced .

The spirit leaps alight, Oflove the grand impulsion, we behold

Doubts not in them is he, The love that lends her grace

The binder of his sheaves, the sane, the right : Among the starry fold.

Ofmagnitude to magnitude is wrought, Then at new flood of customary morn ,

To feel it largeof the great life they hold : Look at her through her showers,

In them to come, or vaster intervolved , Her mists, her streaming gold ,

The issues known in us, our unsolved solved ; A wonder edges the familiar face :

That there with toil Life climbs the self-same She wearsno more that robeofprinted hours;

Tree, Half strange seems Earth, and sweeter than

Whose roots enrichment have from ripeness her flowers.

dropped. - George Meredith .

TALK ABOUT BOOKS.

The three volumes covering the American.” As this rather mythicalpersonage
History .

second administration of Madison stands as a representative of by far the larger part

bring to a close Mr. Adam's “ History of the of readers, the success which the book is bound

United States." * The work is noticeable for the to win with him means practically universal

all-roundedress of its treatment. The critical success. The style is marked by the clear, con

examination into the events ofthe period is not cise form in which all his statements are made.

made from the outlook of an American citizen The short sentences are similar in their struc

only . Into the English Parliament, into the ture to maxims, connecting words binding them

deliberations of the Russian court, into the plot- together as they stand in paragraphs being few .

tings of Napoleon, the thought of the reader is This form of writing is carried to such an excess

led . Thus the work is not simply a history of as to become for continuous reading, almost a

the United States as a separate nation,but a his- fault by causingmonotony ; but it allows a close

tory of it and themanifold relations between it packing of solid thought. The volumecontains

and other lands, and of the interplay of influ- an almost incredible amount of subject matter,

ences, of causes and effects. The complete numerousmaps, and is profusely illustrated .

work , in nine volumes, treats ofthe two admin- In these days of historical writing no regionsof

istrations each of Jefferson and Madison. fer better opportunities to authors than those of

Dr. Ridpath says his “ Popular History of the early America ; and numerous workers are giv

United States " t is intended for the “ average ing as results of their labors there many valu

* History of the United States of America. The Second able volumes to the public. Among these are

Adminis ration of Madison. Vol. VII., VIII., IX. By the books forming the series , “ The Makers of

Henry Adams. New York : Charles Scribner's Sons.

Price ofthe three vols. $6.00 ; ofthewhole set, $ 18.00. By John Clark Ridpath , LL.D. New York : Hunt &

+ A Popular History of the United States of America. Eaton . Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowe.
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America.” In the lives of George and Cecilius for the use of schools is one recently written by

Calvert * so many of the old records have been Mr.Hendrick. -A charming book for little

searched and so many paragraphs from them readers is Mrs. Humphrey's “ How New England

have been published verbatim , as to make the WasMade." * Thehistory of this section is so sim

work a reproduction, after the best modern plified as to make it as intelligible to a child as a

methods, of those early days. The recent dis- little story would be. - The story of the second

covery of someold manuscripts giving records period of the Civil War, or the period extend

of the Calvert family, throws much new light ing from the removal ofMcClellan to the acces.

on the history. - In the “ Life of General sion of Grant, is told in “ Battle Fields and Camp

Oglethorpe,” ť in the same series, the author has Fires.” + The author devotes his attention only

found it impossible to produce distinctly the to the important eventsof the times, present

figure of this man over whom there always ing them in so plain and vivid a manner that

rested a shade of obscurity . But the very ap- the youthful readers for whom the book is es

pearance of his form dimly outlined against the pecially designed , cannot fail to understand

well defined historical events, is perhaps the them . The great battles are fully described .

very fact which makes the work so interesting . The spirited style of the writing will rouse the

-The fifth and sixth issues in the series " The hearts and fire the imagination of all the boys ;

Story of the States ” are devoted respectively to it places the events as pictures before their

Wisconsin f and Kentucky. || Mr. Thwaites eyes. The book forms a companion vol

in the former goes away back to the begin- ume for “ Battle Fields of '61.” — Mr. Boyd's

ning of his theme by giving a geological history of the Union Colony and the city of

sketch ofthe state which is said to havebeen , Greeley, Colorado, is written in a complete and

doubtless, the oldest land on the American exhaustive manner. A true insight into the

continent. In a graphic manner he follows in necessary processes of establishing a colony ;

regular order the development of this portion of into the difficulties and renumerations attendant

America from its earliest history until the pres- upon such an undertaking ; into the wild life of

ent time.— " The Story of Kentucky " makes the far West ; into the dangers and fearful cruel

its title literally trueby setting against the back . ties arising frequently from the Indians, make

ground ofthe history of the state an interesting the work oneof significance. It enters in many

novel whose charactersare represented as active particulars so closely into details — such , for iu

participants in the real events. History is taught stance, as giving analyses of the water and the

in both volumes in a manner so impressive and soil, and into other similar matters which can

interesting that it will gain for itself an endur- be of interest only to a few especially concerned

ing place in the memory of its readers. -“ To in the enterprise - as to forbid it being a popu

make clear the development of ideas and insti- lar work . But for those few for whom it was

tutions from epoch to epoch,” it is claimed is especially designed it will have great value.

the aim in preparing the series of “ Epochs of Like all other works by the same author,

American History ." & Vol. I. is devoted to the “ The Greek World under Roman Sway ,”'||

colonies. A full and clear arrangementof the bears on every page the stamp of that finished

subject matter in topics, numerous references to workmanship which can only be given by an

other historicalworks, clearmaps, and a com- eminent scholar. The most careful attention

plete index, adapt it both to school-room use has been directed to the task of tracing the re

and the requirements of general readers . Al- flex influence which Greek learning and culture

though this field is already well covered , there exerted upon the conquering Romans. The

is a strength of individuality about this new- period covered is that beginning with the sub

comer which predicts for it a good foothold in jugation of the Greek lands and closing with

historical literature. A short, consistent,well the accession of the EmperorHadrian . The re

arranged history of New York State ſ prepared cordsof government, of literature, of home life,

ofmorals , and manners are laid under contri.

*George and Cecilius Calvert. By Wm . Hand Browne. bution and forced to throw all possible light

#Life of General Oglethorpe. By Henry Bruce. New

York : Dodd, Mead and Company. Price for each , 75 * How New England Was Made. By Frances A.Hum

cents. phrey. Boston : D.Lothrop Company. Price, $ 1.25.

1 The Story of Wisconsin . By Reuben Gold Thwaites . + Battle Fields and Camp Fires. By Willis J. Abbot

| The Story ofKentucky. By EmmaM.Connelly . Bos New York : Dodd,Mead & Company.

ton : D. Lothrop Company. Price of each , $ 1.50. I History ofGreeley and the Union Colony of Colorado .

& The Colonies . By Reuben Gold Thwaites . New By David Boyd , A.M. Greeley, Colo . : TheGreeley Tri

York : Longmans,Green, and Co. Price, $ 1 25 .

SA Brief History of the Empire State. By Welldan | The Greek World under Roman Sway. By J. P. Ma

Hendrick , A.M. Syracuse, N. Y .: C. W.Bardeen . haffy. New York : Macmillan and Co. Price, $ 3.00.

bune Press .
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upon the character of the age. -That part of favor, and a copy of Dr. Holmes' “ Over the

Myers' “ Outlines of Ancient History " * which Teacups" * in hand, form a group of those for

pertains to Romehas been revised , enlarged and tuitous concomitants which occasionally lend

arranged as a text-book for colleges and high- their united influence to the task of beguiling a

schools. The great merits of the well-known mortal into the belief that he is already living

original volumemake commentupon the mat- in the land of the blest. In a dream he is

ter contained in this one unnecessary. The floated off to Saturn where he sees in practical

chronological summaries, the maps, and operation , productive of no desirable results ,

the illustrations add greatly to its value. some of the methods of reform being agitated

About no two nations does a greater degree of on his own planet. He comes back convinced

romantic interest cluster than about Scotland that the realization of Utopian dreamswould al

and Switzerland . Two recent volumes in the ways leave a hitch somewhere. Then Fancy

series of “ The Story of the Nations ” are with her magic wand touches his eyelids andhe

devoted to these lands. Thenationality of the sees the unsightly poles and wires lining the

Scotch, strongly marked away back in their ear-, streets, transformed into the light and graceful

liest history, and their long and heroic strug- highways of thewitches, along which they ride

gles for liberty, through all the different epochs on their brooms, and, kindly disposed to the hu

of their existence, are themes ofnever tiring in- man family , propel them and their burdens,

terest. As a dispassionate observer of all the and messages to desired destinations. And thus

stirring scenes included within his field ofstudy, in thenumberlesstransformation scenes, through

Dr. Mackintosh accurately draws the outline the optimistic eyes of the author, the reader

story of Scotland's career.t One misses from sees the underlying, hidden beauty and good .

the style of writing the enthusiasm which would -The collecting, arranging, and editing of se

have been so in keeping with the subject, lections from the writings of Thoreau ,t by Mr.

though at the same timehe is conscious that he Blake, has been done with sympathy and ex

is following the lead of a conscientious and cellenttaste. The thoughts chosen are suggest

scholarly guide. More in the style of a story , ive and helpful, and meditation on them will

lightened here and there by traditions and lift into a purer atmosphere . The lovers of

myths, is the treatment given to the history of Thoreau will be glad to have this compact

Switzerland. Beginning with the timeof the pocket-volumeof excerpts and it will attract

lake dwellings, all the salient features of the those who havenever studied Thoreau's life and

period intervening between that time and the works. -The last page of Ellwanger's “ Story

present, are drawn in bold , clear, and attractive ofmy House ” I recalls George William Curtis'

outlines. -A chronological record of the “ My Châteaux” : I looked at Titbottom's rusty

world's progress in which the important con- coat, his faded hands, his sad eye, and white

temporaneous events of different nations are hair, and said, " Is it possible you own property

arranged in parallel columns, is presented in there too ? ” The same surprise and inquiry

“ Tabular viewsofUniversal History.''|| In its comes when on the last page the author

present form — the part appearing here as the quotes, “ these are butmy fantasies” -castles

complete volumebeing a detached portion of a in Spain . The reality was not doubted ; it

larger work — it can be of practical use only to seemed that beauty , culture, and philosophy

one in search of the chief records of any spec- had here found a dwelling-place. The “ story's

ified year. The lack of an index renders it contains many delightful suggestions which are

almost useless as a reference book in every put in a pleasing style. It is a charming book

other regard, for the library .

A quiet evening , an easy chair , Among recent books which have
Popular Classics.

a restful, dreamy mood , tinged
Religious

Thought.
proved ofmore than transient in

with a desire to be entertained without having terest to those interested in vital

to make any effort toward reciprocating the truths of religion is Mr. Alden's “ God in His

* A History of Rome. Part II. By P. V. N. Myers. * Over the Teacups. By OliverWendell Holmes. Bos

Boston : Ginu & Company . ton and New York : Houghton , Mifflin and Company.

+ The Story of Scotland. By John Mackintosh , LL.D. Price, $ 1.50 .

| The Story of Switzerland. By Lina Hug and Richard † Thoreau's Thoughts. Selections from the Writingsof

Stead. New York ; G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price of each , Henry David Thoreau . Edited by H. G. O. Blake.

$ 1.50 . Boston and New York : Houghton,Miffin and Company.

| Tabular viewsofUniversal History . Compiled by G. Price, $1.00.

P. Putnam ,AM , and continued to 1890 by Lynds E. I The Story ofmy House. By George H. Ellwanger.

Jones. New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. New York : D. Appleton and Company. Price, $ 1 50 .
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World ." * The work traces the manifestation sciousness of their powers to be and to do, and

of the Divine from the beginning and analyzes those who imagine they have been thrust into

the relation of thehuman creature to the reve- their present mold and hardened to it, so that

lations of God . While in no sense mystic, independent thought is out of the question, are

there is so much of the rhapsody in the work- taught how to make character and enjoy the

ing out of the plan that there is danger that its process . The chapters are short and direct, but

fine spiritual insight will be lost on readers of broad-minded so that without regard to any

little imagination. It is an elevated, idealistic, church denomination or skepticism , they point

passionate conception of the greatest fact of the out a way to study the Bible with pleasure and

universe — that God is in all things to heal and profit and at small expense of time. -An at

uplift.—The sensation which " Lux Mundi” + tractive and appropriately illustrated volume by

awakened in England on its first appearance was the Rev. Alfred J. Church will be approved es

not without cause. It is a remarkably strong pecially by the advocates for non-sectarian

presentation of various debated elements in the reading in the Sabbath -schools. It is entitled

Christian scheme: faith , the doctrine of God , " Stories from the Bible.' * The stories are

the problem of pain , the preparation of history taken from the Old Testament. Always charm

for Christ, the incarnation, the atonement, the ing and always popular, they have been the de

Holy Spirit and inspiration , the church and its light of childhood and the comfort of old age for

sacraments, and the relations of Christianity to centuries. In their present convenient form ,

modern problems. It is the work of a group of the discouraging difficulty is obviated which

Oxford teachers associated for many years, usually meets children in Bible stories, namely,

whose thoughts and sentiments on religious long, confusing chapters of “ the son of ...

matters were mainly harmonious. They have the son of,” etc. Every household and every

attempted to explain the religion of Christ as it Sunday-school library should possess this book .

looks to them in the light of all recent knowl -With Gail Hamilton as chair -woman, the

edge and thought. They have produced a vol. daughters and wives of Cabinet officers and

umeliberal in tone and advanced in its inter- Senators, and finally the entire families, with

pretations.-Aclear and candid argument for delegates from the circles of science, literature,

belief in God has been produced by Professor education , and diplomacy, an interesting as

Schurman.I It is fresh in its matter and semblage,met in the capacity of a Bible-Class.

strictly logical and scientific in its treatment. The leader gives a brilliant reportof the talks

Wedo not know of a more careful and satisface in this “ Washington Bible-Class.” + She feels

tory presentation of the question from the pride in her orthodoxy, but takes her position

standpoint of reason than this of Professor neither with the rigidly conservative nor with

Schurman's. - That wonderful address of the more liberal school, being too liberal for the

Professor Drummond's “ TheGreatest Thing in former and too rigid for the latter. But from

the World " || is out in neat pamphlet form . It whatever standpoint she approaches theology ,

is an inspiring and a practical interpretation of her keen shafts of wit and wisdom are undulled

the culminating virtue of Christianity - Love. to the end of the chapter; and though she does

Mr.George W.Cable gives an excellent talk not satisfactorily solve every question , her spicy

on “ The Busy Man's Bible and How to Study treatment has a strong power of stirring up

and Teach It.” He shows due respect to the thought.

busy man's limited time, but the few chapters

are effective. They lead men to a fuller con .

It is a pleasure to find such a

God in His World : An Interpretation. New York : Literature.
Studies in

scholarly and fine book in every

Harper and Brothers. +Lux Mundi, a series of Studies particular as Professor Robert

in the Religion of the Incarnation . Edited by Charles Burn's “ Roman Literature in Relation to Ro

Gore, M.A. From the fifth English edition . New York :

United States Book Company.
man Art.”' t The author showshow Roman lit

1 Belief in God, itsorigin, Nature, and Basis,being the erature and Roman art have proceeded from the

Winkley Lectures of the Andover Theological Seminary same origin or causes, and how closely they are

for the year 1890. By Jacob Gould Schurman, Sage

Professor of Philosophy in Cornell University .

York : Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, $ 1.25.
* Stories from the Bible . By the Rev. Alfred J. Church .

| The Greatest Thing in the World . By Henry Drum
New York : Macmillan and Co.

mond , F. R. S , E , F.G.S. New York : James Pott & † A Washington Bible-Class. By Gail Hamilton , New

Co. Price, $ 1.00. York : D. Appleton and Company. Price, $1.50.

* The Busy Man's Bible and How to Study and Teach It. Roman Literature in Relation to Roman Art. By the

By George W. Cable . Meadville ,Penn'a : Flood and Vin . Rev. Robert Burn , M.A., LL . D. New York : Macmillan

cent. Price, 75 cents . and Co. Price, $ 2.25.

New
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allied . His five subjects,Roman Portrait Sculp- pends largely upon the teacher ; therefore, the

ture , National and Historical Tendency, Com- suggestions are practical, the treatment is

posite and Colossal Art, Technical Finish and characterized by simplicity, and the theories

Luxurious Refinement, and Roman and Greek supplemented by copious extracts from modern

Architecture, are excellently illustrated by fitty- authors. Ifher plan is followed the reward of

six photographic reproductions. Miss Mary increased culture will follow .

E. Burt has undertaken the task of furnishing

as a text for colleges and high -schools, “ The The Easter booklets and cards

World's Literature" * in four parts. Volume Easter Novelties.
put out by Prang and Company

one takes up the myth -making and Homeric for the present season show great variety and

ages and the years following, up to the first beauty . The appropriate selections and delicate

Olympiad. Every work designed as a text- designs show that the best that both poets and

book has certain limitations. Miss Burt recog- artists can do has been combined in these dainty

nizes this and that the success ofher work de- souvenirs.

* The World's Literature. In Four Parts . Part I. By

Mary E. Burt. Chicago : Albert, Scott & Co.

• Prang's Easter Publications. Boston :

Company.

L. Prang and

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT NEWS FOR FEBRUARY, 1891.

HOME NEWS. - February 3. The House bill February 28. Death of Senator Hearst, of

extending the time to thirty days forwhich the California , in Washington , D. C.

President may designate a temporary succes

sion in the Cabinet is passed . FOREIGN NEWS.--February 2. The Spanish

February 4. The Rev. C. F. Thwing is in- election results in a large majority for the Con

stalled as president of Western Reserve Uni- servatives.

versity and Adelbert College in Cleveland. February 3. The Canadian Government dis

February 5 . The President issues procla . solves Parliament and will go to the country on

mation declaring that a reciprocal trade arrange- the reciprocity issue - election to be held

ment has been made between the United States March 5.

and Brazil. February 6. King Humbert accepts Signor

February 9. Three miners after having been Crispi's resignation and directs Marquis di Ru

imprisoned five days in a mine, near West Nan- dinito form a Cabinet.

ticoke, Pa., are rescued .-- Ten thousand men February 1o . In a circular to Italian ministers

go on a strike in the Connellsville, Pa., coke re- abroad,the Marquis di Rudini says the policy of

gions on account of a reduction in wages. the new Cabinet is pacific and conservative.

February 12 . Colonel Forsyth is exonerated February 13. Messrs. Dillon and O'Brien are

by the President and Secretary of War from taken from London to Ireland and put in Clon

chargesmade in relation to the fightat Wounded meljail.

Knee. February 14. The French Government ac

February 13. Death of Admiral David D. cepts the invitation of the United States to take

Porter in Washington, D. C. part in the World's Fair .

February 14. Death of GeneralW. T. Sher February 20 . The Servian Cabinet resigns.

man , in New York City. February 21. Nearly one thousand men of

February 19. Death of Professor Alexander Osman Digna's force killed in battle with the

Winchell, of the University ofMichigan . Egyptians at Tokar. Egyptian loss small.

February 21. The President rominates ex February 23. A new Servian ministry formed.

Governor Charles Foster , of Ohio , Secretary of -The Norwegian Cabinet resigns.

Treasury February 25. General de Fonseca is elected

February 23. TheWoman's Triennial Coun- President of the United States of Brazil.

cil opens at Washington, D. C. February 28. The Roumanian ministry re

February 26. The Woman's National Suf- signs.—Death of the French novelist, M.du

frage Association meets in Washington , D. C. Boisgobey .



C. L. S. C. GRADUATES - CLASS OF '90 .

To

"HE Alumni of the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle was increased last year by 3,645 graduates, the names

of whom appear below . The total number graduated from the C. L. S. C. is made by this Class 25,571. The

present Class is distributed as follows : Alabama, 5 ; Arizona, 2 ; Arkansas, 7 ; California, 119; Colorado, 48 ;

Connecticut, 71 ; Delaware, 12 ; Dist. Col., 13 ; Florida, 15 ; Georgia , 13 ; Idaho, 2 ; Illinois , 302 ; Indiana, 97 ; Iowa, 161 ;

Kansas, 112 ; Kentucky, 47 ; Louisiana, 9 ; Maine, 123 ; Maryland, 14 ; Massachusetts , 260 ; Michigan, 177; Minne

sota, 110 ; Missouri, 86 ; Mississippi, 16 ; Montana, 2 ; Nebraska, 56 ; Nevada , 9 ; New Hampshire , 71 ; New Jersey, 94 ;

New York , 452; North Carolina, 7 ; North Dakota , 7 ; Ohio, 294 ; Oregon , 8 ; Pennsylvania , 338 ; Rhode Island, 32 ;

South Carolina, 32; South Dakota , 19 ; Tennessee, 9; Texas, 34 ; Utah , 2 ; Vermont, 45; Virginia , 8 ; Washington , 18 ;

West Virginia , 24 ; Wisconsin , 134 ; Canada , 71 ; Foreign , 20 .

ALABAMA Hausch , Anna Burton , Charles H. Hayes, Emma P.

Brady,Mrs. s. C. Healey , Rev. James Burton , Hasseltine Hester, Mrs. Mary E.

Garrison , Ethridge J. Hess, William L. Chamberlain , M. Fannie

Latham , Willie

Hitchcock ,Mrs. Louisa

Hildreth , Zoe Congleton , Sarah E. Hitchcock , Nellie J.

Rodgers, Mrs.Mollie W. Hirsch, Carrie B. Cooper, Mrs. W. J. Hodge, Jennie A.

Williams, Susan Robison Hyde, Lucy J. Cramer, Mary K. Huntington , Charlotte E.

Jacks, Mrs. David Creesy, Jennie C. Hurlburt,Sarah J.

ARIZONA Jewelí, Anna Dell Davis , Edward W. Kelsey, Miss Georgiana A.

Jordan , Jennie Edith Jewell , Ida Davis , Puss M. Kelsey , Isadora A.

Oneal, Sarah Gertrude D. Johnson , Mrs. Una Paulk DeFrance , Mrs. Lucretia C. Kelsey, Miss Minnie J.

Jolly, Mrs. Eva H. Dickinson ,Mrs. Joanna W. Leonard , Judson S.

ARKANSAS
Kellogg , Emma Dier, Althea Quaintance Leonard , Mabel H.

Duncan, Annie
Kellogg , Gertrude Fashbaugh, Carrie E. Leonard,Mrs.M.Jennie

Kellogg ,Mrs. Sada L.
Harvey, Mrs. J. R.

Fisher,Mrs.Mary F. Metcalf , Charles .

Lancaster, Dudley D.
King , Alice B. Fokelman , P.M. Morse ,Miss Mary Hull

McDiarmid , Clara A.

Louderback ,Mrs. Frances C.Hall, Mrs. Ella Smail Munson , Willard L.

Roussau, Adah Lee
Maclay , Jennie B. Higgins, Agnes B. Parsons, Mrs. Mary

Tabor, Mamie Lou
Magilligan, Miss S. S. Higgins, Charles L. Peabody, Mrs. Maria L.

Marston , Idela A. R.
Wells, Annie B.

Hill, Mrs. Alice Polk Plumb, Auna Gertrude
Martin , Mrs. Lottie D. Hoagland,Mrs. M.C. R. Potter,Mrs. Jennie K.

Martin , Perry S. Holdridge, R. Adella Prouty , Miss Sa

CALIFORNIA
ah J.

Matthews,Annie Allari Kinley, Joseph B. Rice, Mrs. Helen E.
Abbott, Mrs. Martha A. McDonnell, Mrs. Mary Mace, Miss Kate P. Robinson, Joseph

Akins, Emma L. McPherson , Daniel Passmore, Florida Flaik Robinson , Mary A.

Alger, Effie J. McPherson , Mrs. Daniel Pierson , Mrs. Sophie Royce , Mrs. Octavia Amelia

Arendt, Miss Clara Amelia McPherson , Martha Pollock , Lillian E. Sanger, Elmie A.

Asher, Josephine Marion McPherson , Wilson Ray, J. A. Seymour, Fannie C.
Asher, Mrs. Sarah H. Nason , Frances Tilton Reynolds,Mrs. Alice G. Seymour, Miss Grace S ,

Bailey, Robert W. Nason , Mia A. Reynolds, Armindia R. Smith , Mrs. Emily S.

Bates, Mrs. Cora Nichols Norton , Mrs. Frances E. Ripley, Mrs. Mipnie Smith , Lewis Elliott

Bates, Henry L. Olinder, Mrs. Selma B. Rowland, Mrs. Rebecca Smith , Martha A.

Bevier, Herbert N. O'Neal, Amy E. Rubicam , Mary . Stalford , Mrs. Emma
Bigelow , Susie Mabel O'Neal,Mrs. Mary E. Smith , Mrs. Nellie W. Stoddard, Lilian N.

Bond, Mrs. Carrie Dalton Paine, Maggie Amelia Stallard , Hattie E. Stone, Abbie M.

Brainard, Henry Allen Peterson , Mrs. Jane L. St. Clair , Rev W.S. Sturges, Clifford Watson

Brant, Josephine R. Pierce,Mrs.Mary J. Stewart, Louise Swain , Lena

Briggs, D.D. Rawdon , Mrs. M. E. Tuttle , Helen Fisk Thompson , Abbie B.
Briggs, Jennie Stewart Rawdon , William B. Webster , Mrs. May Smith Tristram Sarah E.

Brigham , Alma S. Reed , Mrs. Isabel s . Welch , Mrs. Jeanette Tucker, Cynthia M.
Bullard, M D., Rose Talbott Ripley , Lauren William Wells, Mrs. Nellie Q. Ward, Émma Louise

Burnett, M. Fannie Robinson, Miss Emma Wolf, Alice Holderman Ward, William Irving

Burrows, Mrs. F. Elizabeth Robinson , Mrs.Susan A.
Whittlesey, Geo . W.

Butler, Mrs. Electa L. Scott,Mrs. Georgia C.

Button ,Mrs. Eliza A , Scupham , Susie R. CONNECTICUT DELAWARE

Button , Eveline A. Shorey, H. J. Abbott,Mrs. Louise B. Budd, Mary H.

Childs, Mary F. Shrode,Mrs.Mary S. Abell, Mrs. Carrie A. Carey, Susie D.

Chiles, Mrs.Mollie Smedberg, Helen Howard Aikley, Mrs. J. B. Cummins, J. Agnes

Clark , Mrs. Emily J. Sinith , Mrs. Lizzie Alford, Mrs, Flora E. Davis, May

Colby , Miss Phoebe s . Soowden , Mrs.Martha Ellen Andrews, Sarah Frances Dayett, Miss Eliza H.

Conger, Carrie B. Stevens, Eliza Alma Bacon , Susie Riggs Gilman , Caroline T.

Cox ,Mrs. Joseph L. Tarr, Jennie Richards Barhite,Mrs. William C. Hall, Syrena Johnston

Cubery, Phebe P. Taylor, Augusta $ . Beach , Bessie Baldwin Janvier, Emilie

Cunningham , J. Frank Thraser,Mrs. Sade Murray Bean, Mrs. Fanny M. Raughley, Belle J.

Cunningham , Luther Tilden , Ida E. Beard , Mrs. Alda G. Richards, Mary P.

Cunningham ,Mollie L. Townsend, Anna E. Beckley , Elihu A. Vaughan , Miss Clara

Cunningham , Sadie M. Variel, Florence May Beckley,Georgia Amelia Willin ,Madison

Dale , Louise
Vard, Mrs. Florence S. Bissell, Mrs. Henrietta L.

Denton , Joey
Warren , Harry Leonard Brainerd , Mrs. Lucy S.

Dixon , Anna E. Waterhouse, Bryant L. Bullis , Martha Letitia DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Eastman , John Calvin White ,Mrs.Martha Hudson Chapman, Lucy T. Ashby, Gertrude w .

Eastman, Mary P. White, Silas Ayres Clark , Annie Elizabeth Coith , Pauline

Edwards, Mrs. William J. Williamson , Mrs. Emily B. Coldman , Miss EmmaL. Davis, Mrs. Jennie T.

Fablinger, James Wooley,Florence Nightingale Curtiss, Mrs. E.W. Emerson , Mrs. Rachel C.

Farwell, Jennie M. Wurtz , Miss Lucy S. Dolbeare, Sophia M. Ergood ,Mrs. John R.

Finch, Ellen L Zion ,Mrs. Mellie Dorn, Mrs. Mary L. Evans, Mrs. Emily

Fitzpatrick ,Mrs. M.G. Doyle, Charlotte B. Grumley, Mrs. Jeanetta W.

Foster, Mary H. COLORADO Eccles, John Muncey , Bessie B.

Francis, Miss Louise E. Adams, Mrs. M.J. Eddy , Mrs. Ella A. Muncey , Daniel

Franklin , Ella Eliza Adams, Rollin E. Ely, Mrs. Emily L. Turner,Mrs. Charles H.

Franklin , Jesse Christian Alling, E. B. Fuller, FrancesM. Ulen , Miss Sallie

Fulton , Mrs. Anna M. Alling, Mrs. Julia F. Fuller, Mattie A. White, Sarah Eskridge

Gerichs, Kate Olive Anderson , Lavinia Gray, Mrs. Nellie Williams, Miss Hattie A.
Gibson, Ellapor K. Bacon , Mrs. Emeline M. Gilbert, Lizzie W. Williams,Miss M. L.

Gorham ,May Emma Barnes, Mrs. J. W. Hall, Mrs. Anne H.

Hamlin , Elvira Bisbee Bennett,Miss Carrie A. Hall, Miss Mary Emma FLORIDA

Harrison ,Mary Ellen Beynon , Benjamin Harbison ,Mary L. F. Berry , Anna Walford
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Cody, Allen James Cheal, Maud Harvey Mathis, Mrs. Celia Taylor, Miss Clara C.
Derieux, Miss Luella G Church , Mrs. Adrienpa T. McChesney, L. L. Taylor, c . R.

Fowler, Isabel Minnie Clark ,Mrs.Myra H. McClintock , Mrs. Minnie Taylor, Jennie E.

Graves, Helen Clemmer, Lillian McCorquodale, Margaret K. Thomas,Miss Ella E.
Jewell, William H. Clendenning ,Mrs. Ella T. McCullough, Mrs.May Thompson , Mrs. B. F.

Lowry,Malcolm Wharton Cole , Amy McDonald, Mrs. EmmaL. Thompson , J. Given

McElroy , Queen E. Cormack ,Mrs. Jennie M. McDowell, Lillie E. Thompson , Mrs. Luella H.

McFadden , Miss Fannie Cottrell, Miss Jennie M. McFarlin , Clara H. Thompson , Maria L.
Peel, Mattie Dorsey Couch , Elizabeth Gertrude McGranahan, Hugh Henry Thurston ,Margaret E.

Robinson , Mrs.Mary A. Craigo, Mrs. Carrie Sharpe Miles, Netta R. Zuck Tidball, Rowena C.

Taylor, Andromache Porter Cross, William Augustine Millard , Mrs. Elise Tilden , ElmaM.

Taylor, Rev. John Ricards Culver, Mrs. Harriet M. Miller, Mary E. Finney Turner, Alice I.

Walker, Clara E. Cuppernell, Mrs. F.M. Miller, Mrs. Merritt Tyley, John Reuben

Yarlbrough ,Corinne T. Curry, Florence J. Miller, Ruie A. Vandercock , Emma M.

Curry, Jennie Farrar Milner, Sarah A. Vaughan , Mrs. Margaret A.
GEORGIA Davidson , Fanny M.R. Minard , Lizzie A. Verbeck , Dr. C.H.

Ansley, Mrs. J. J. Davies, Nellie Irene Minthorn , Nellie Verbeck , Mrs. Viola F.

Ansley, Rev. J. y. Davis , Sue Moore, Alice M. Volentine, Mrs. Emma E.

Bairman , William M. Davis, Victoria Morgan , Mary S. Walker , Elizabeth C.

Baldy, Miss Mary Nathalie Deane, Mary H. Newman, Abbie A. Walker, Lydia E.

Borum , Miss Martha Alice Denning, Mrs. Margie B. Nichols, Nora Wallace,Miss Nettie

Conkey, Julia S. Dickson ,Mary George Nikodem ,Miss Annie M. Wardall, MissMaggie M.

Cunningham , Edward F. Dodson , Mrs. Flora č . Norbury, Alice M. Warrick ,Anna M.

Curtis, Mrs.Dora F. Drew , Anna E. O'Brien ,Mary L. Warrick , E.Bina

Danieis , John Charles Drew , Prentiss Warner Olds, Louise W. Waterman ,Mrs. Auronette S.

Fraser, Valeria Lennox Elder, JosephineM. Olmstead, Henry Joseph Waterman, D.D., Henry B.

Harrison , Miss S. Fannie Emery , Cora L. Oughton , Charles Martin Watson , Mrs. Julia B.
Hudson , Frank S. Ewers,Miss Mary E. Oviatt, Minnie E. Watson ,Mrs.Kate H.

Park , Mrs. Mattie M. Farnsworth , Cora A. Parkin , Mrs. Ella F. Webster , Frank M.

Weaver, Katie M. Faulk , Josie M. Parsons, Henry R. Weeks, Harriet z .

Fithian , Mrs.Mary A. Parsons, Nellie L. Weeks, Susan Flora
IDAHO Foote, Miss Hattie Patterson,Lou V. Weibel, Hester Ann

Campbell, William B. Foote, Mrs. Helen G. Patterson . Mary C. Weibel, Mary Abby

Woodward , James Fowler , Lily E.
Pattison , Charles Henry West, Miss Bessie

Fraser, John M. Pattison ,Mrs. Harriet J. Wheat, Lucy Almeda

Frizzelle, Wellington Peacock , Miss Anna Wheat, Mary Elmira
ILLINOIS . Gammon , Julia H. Peacock , Emma Sheller Wheeler, Elizabeth A.

Adams, Carrie G. Garm , Mamie E. Pembleton , Mrs. Jennie Wheelock , Mrs. Maria

Adams, Miss Marian F. Goodrich , Amelia C. J. Penfield , Mrs. H. D. White, Ada D.

Adams, MissMary Goodrich , Mary E. Perkins, Mrs. Geo . W. Whitham ,Mrs. K. M.
Adams, Mary A. Green ,Mrs. Lizzie M. Petri, Mrs.Clara Bell Whitley , Lizzie T.

Althouse, Gertrude Greig , Hugh Phelps, Kate Julia Wicklin , Mary Elizabeth

Alton , Mrs. Caroline B., Grooms,Mrs. Haddie Pierson , H.Grace Williams,Mrs. Lydia J. T.

Applegate, Anna Grote , Caroline Pond, Mrs. Belle H. Williams, Mary Jenne
Applegate, L.H. Haig , John Poor,Mrs. Thompson Wing , Alice Bennett

Armstrong, Clara Clark Haight, Edgar A. Porter, Emma Winter, Miss Lizzie M.

Babcock , Cyrelia Dunbar Halliday, Mary T. Powell, Mrs. Emma Paul Winter, Mrs. Will

Babcock , Leota M. Hardin , William Wallace Preble, Abbie Lizzie Wohlfarth , Jordan Franklin

Babcock , William M. Harris , Mamie Price, Arthur E. Wolcott, Lucy E.
Baldwin ,Lucy W. Harrison , Mrs. R. D. Pugh ,Mrs. Francis E. J. Worstold , Mercie R.

Barber, Miss E. Franc Hawthorne, Minnie Randall, Susan G. Wright, Jean Morey

Henning,Mrs. Estelle Ransom , Electa Youndt, Lydia Longcor

Bassett , Mrs. E. Č . Herbert , Mrs. Rena G. Raulston ,Mary E. Zimmerman , Anna M.

Bassett, George Milton Hesse, Marie J. Reed , J. Knox Zollman , Mary Julia .

Bassett,Mrs. Theophila E. Hicks, Anna Belle Reynolds, Mrs. Alice A.
Battle, Kate Hitch , Lissa Richmond, Nellie Ferson

INDIANA

Battle , Samuel T. Hitchcock , Clara P. Ricketts,Mrs. Catherine J. Ames, Mrs. Edward P.

Baylies, Miss Clara Kern Holman, Marie Louise Rider, Eleanor Cree Baird , Anna R.

Beadle , Annie Lumley Hornby , Mrs. J. A. Rinaker , Fanny Kelley Barnes, Nellie v .

Beaumont, Harriet Ann Howard ,Mary J. Roberts, Miss jennie Bear, Emily M.

Becker , ola Horner, Mary E. Roe, Mary Edmonds Beck , Miss Addie 8 .
Beckwith , Mrs. Jennie W. Humbert, Adelbert Dale Rosencrans,Mrs.Halsey Beck , Grace E.
Bennett,Mrs. K. M. Hunter, Mrs.Addie S. Rowley, Mary L. Beck, Mrs. Harriet N.

Besse, Mrs. Mariette G. Hunter, Mrs. Mattie B. Ruby, Ada E Beck , Sophia

Bibbins, Florence A. Hutchinson, S. Adeline Rugh, John Bolan, Mrs. Anna Falley

Bissell, Mrs. Amelia Hyde, CarolineM. Salisbury , Harriet B.. Boston , Marguerite V.

Black , Carrie B. Hypes, Fanny Loomis Schroeder, Leopold Burbank, Mrs. Julia

Black , Sylvia M. Iott , George H. Scott , Mrs. Ellen Isabelle Butler, Winnie

Boyd, Florence Jackson, Benjamin Franklin Sears, Mrs. Sarah C. Campbell, Annabelle R.
Bradford, Mrs. Nennie R. Jackson , Rev. J. W. Sharpe , Flora Marie Canine, Mary

Bradshaw , Clara Harmon Johnson , Frances W. Shastid , Jon Carson , Mary E.

Brainard, Lois Katherine Jopling,Miss Lizzie Shaw , Sherman L. Clear, Anna E.
Brayton , Mrs. Lucy M. Keeler, Lulu N. Sheppard ,Mrs. Nancy F. Clearwater , John Fred .

Breed, Mrs. Charles G. Keplinger, Mary E.Ayers Shields,Miss Nellie Clements, Mrs. L. E.

Breed , Charles G. Kinder, Maude Emma Shirra, Marguerite A. Coleman , Mrs. William H.

Brock , A. A. Kistler, Rev. Amos H. Slick , Mrs. Theressa V. Copper, Mrs. Ida T.
Brooks, Julia M. Knowlton , Mrs. A.C. Smali,Mrs. A. E. Cox, Josephine

Brown, Mrs.Abbe Louisa Kobler, Lou . Augusta Smith , David Crane, William B.
Brownlow , Miss Devina E. Latham , Hattie B. Smith , Mrs. H. B. Culbertson , Eliza Wingate

Bruner, Clementine Lafferty , Alice L. Sommer, Minnie M. Daniel,Mrs. Emma L.

Bruner, Frank C. Lawrence, Julia Read Sowers, Mary A. Davis , Albert H.

Buck , Lillian B. Lay, Mrs. EmmaA. Sparr, Mrs. F.A. Davis, William J.
Buechel, Miss Caroline Leach , Emma W. Spear, Emma J. Dorste, Robert

Butler, Mrs. Kate Leach , William B. Spencer, Charlotte A. Dorste, Sallie P.

Butler, Mrs. Mary E. Leake, Emogene Spitler,Mary Josie Dow ,Mrs. Harriet N ,
Butler, Mrs. Mary Mattoon Leonard, Sarah Longcor Stager, Lizzie M. Duncan , John W.

Button , Sarah E. Lewis, Adelbert Stauffer , Mrs. N. J. Ebberson , Eliza

Cady ,Mrs.Lucy B. Lewis,Genivie Stevens, Miss IsabelMyra Falconburg, Sallie E.

Caldwell , Mrs. Amelia Lovell, Julia B. Stites, L. Virginia Ferris , Annette E.C.

Cameron , Mrs. Jane E. Lowis , Mrs. Mary J. Stone, Homer F. Fongeres, Mrs. Lou

Canode, M. Eliza Mackey, Mrs.Nettie M , Strickler, Jacob S. Franks, Dr. William H.
Carpenter,Mrs. Elizabeth Madison ,Mary F. Strickler, Jessie M. French , Vienna

Carter, M.D., CharlesHenry Marks, A. J. Strunk, Mrs. Ellen E. Funk , clara

Carter, Clara Alice Marks, Mrs. A. J. Sturtevant, Esther M. Glunt, Mary

Carter, Henry Martin , Mrs.Mary C. Sturtevant, Mrs. Julia L. Green , Anna Dell

Chase, Mrs. Adelaide H. Mason, Ida Ellen Sunter, Beile Griffith ,Mary Irene
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Hamilton , Cornelius N. Doolittle, Margaret Schultz , Carrie Griffith Jennings, Mrs. Frances A.

Hamilton ,Mrs. Ella R. Dudley, Willey M. Scott, Mrs. R. G. Johostun ,Mrs. Lucy B.
Hanna, Carrie Duerst, Mrs. V. C. J. W. Scott, R.G.

Hannaman, Mrs. Clara F.
Kelley ,Mrs. Lizzie w .

Eason , Mrs. Ellen Sherret, Emma

Hartman, Inez Brown
Kelley, Mrs. Mary E.

Enlow , Anna Mattison Simpson , Mary Elizabeth

Haynes,Miss Josephine

Latinier , Emma Lucretia
Esgate,Mrs. May Skinner, William B.

Higgins, Florence Effa
Leibey, Lily G.

Failing, Alva A. Slead , Hattie T.

Huffman , Emma

Lord , Mrs Ella C.

Fankhouser,Miss Adda J. Smith , Frank H. Lowdermilk , Dora E.

Humston, Rhoda E. Farrington , Mary E. Smith , M. P. Martindale,Mrs. Geo.
Hunt, Mrs. Lovina Felter, Mrs. Lottie Sprole, Lizzie J.

Jacoby, Elias
McCurdy, Flora

Felter , Lyman W. Staples, HarrietM.

Jacoby, Julia Eaton
McLain , Mrs. Julia A.

Fisher , Mrs. Anna A , Stapleton , Annie

Johnson , Helen A.
McMillan , Ella M.

Foster, Mrs. Agnes Stapleton, Jessie
Kellar ,Marion M.

McMillan ,Mrs. Isabella

Foster, Grace Stapleton, Robert

Kelly , Alpha

McQuiston ,Mary C.
Garrison ,Mary A. Stinson, Mrs. Rose E.

Kerr, E. Belle
Mechem , Martha S.

Garrison, Miss Mattie St. John, Miss Hattie G.

Kerr, Mary Agnes
Merryweather, Mrs. Mary J.

Gibson , Sarah J. Taylor, Allie M.

Kettring, Elizabeth G.

Metier, Alice E.
Gilson , Mrs. Anna Maria Taylor, Belle J.

Koight, Mrs. Lucia E. Goodrich ,Mrs. Clara S.
Midgley Mrs. Annie

Taylor, Isabel J.

Laluze, Oliver P. Goodyear, Nellie I.

Midgley, Christie

Terhune, Mrs. Mary F.
Lathrop , Lizzie Butler

Morris, Hettie F.
Green , Daisy Aukeny Thirkield , Sarah J.

McCormick , Nannie
Naylor,Mrs.Martha A.

Greene, Emma L. Tiffany, Mrs. Nancie M.

McCurry, Susan E.
Neal, Mrs Arria L.

Griffith , Mrs. Mary A. Torrey, c . o . Page, Mrs.Hattie B.
McGrew , Olive E. Gurney , Adrian J. Torrey, Mira R.

McKee, Sue C. V.
Parsons, Mrs. Jennie E.

Halbert, Mertie Mae Twinting , Ida M.
Meek , Bettie

Patten , Mrs. JosephineM.
Hamilton , Mrs. J.N. Van Patten, Mrs. Jennie A. Patty , Nellie M.

Miller, Albert H. Henderson , Helen Buxton Waterbury, Mrs. S. S. Peak , E. Viola
Milligan , Miss Alice W. Henderson , Jennie M. Webb ,Mary A :
Moon , Thomas E.

Peter , L. Effie
Hetherington , Wm . Mills Wentch , Louise H. F.

Morden , Lizzie Hills , Katie B.

Peters, Ella R.

Wilson, Allie J. Pinkston , Mrs. Juniata
Newcomb, Mrs. Della E. Hoag, Anna M. Willse,'Rebecca M.
Page, Mrs. Edith E.

Raymond ,Mrs. Hila Bennett

Humphrey, Miss AliceM. Zahlten , Emma O.

Pegg , Jennie Dick Hunt, Mrs. Beatrice M.
Reed , Mrs. Alice J.

Riddle, Ada F.
Porter, Catherine Allison Hunter, Ida M. KANSAS

Probasco ,Mrs. Lucina
Scammon , Eliza E.

Ingram , Ida Adams, Bertha Mary

Reyburn , Edwin C.
Sexton , Mrs. Alice M.

Ivins, Mrs.G. A. Allen , Mrs. A.W.
Rogers, Mrs. Chas, E.

Shellabarger, Mary A.
Jenkins, Mrs. Agnes Archer , John McGarry

Rosenfeld , Rosa W.

Snevely , Sarah A.
Johnston , Harriet Arnott, Mrs.A. B.

Rushmore, Chester B.

Stover, Mrs. Addie R.

Jordan, Mrs. Fannie B. Avery , Mary S , Theaker, Emma T.

Scheddell, Mrs.MabelScull Kellogg, Mrs. Jennie Strong Bacon, Mrs. Elizabeth J.
Scott, Sarah Kennedy, Mrs.Alice M.

Turner, Miss Hala
Baldwin , Mrs. Lydia A.

Sites, Emma Cox
Van Arsdale, Mrs. Lizzie B.

King, Harriet C. W. Bamford,Morris

Skinner, Detie Bolan King , Mrs. H. C.
Weekes , Lillian

Bass, Mrs. Clara F.

Snoke, Mrs. Ella W.
Weekes , L. E.

Kinne, Anna A. Bass, Sadie Ruth

Swigert, Mollie C.

Welch ,Mrs. Theodocia C.

Kinne, Mrs. Carrie A. Beck , Mrs. May H.

Taylor ,Mrs. W. F. Kimball, Lucy F.

Wharton , Marcia L.

Bettis, Margaret M.

Thomas, Edgar Lawrence, Mrs. Lizzie
Wharton , Nellie A.

Bosworth , Frances Evalyn
Thomas, Emily Clements Lawrence ,Mettie

Whitmore , Mrs. Helen
Bowman , Nina Clare

Thomas, Nettie

Wiggs, s . Adaline

Leighton ,Mrs. Catharine H. Bracken , Mrs. Nellie G.
Urie, Mrs. Anna P.

Wilson , Addie

Lindemann ,Mrs. Charlotte Brayman , Nettie
Urie, Hattie M. Lockard, Luther L.

Young, Mrs. Lottie E.
Breck , Susan H.

Walker, Mrs. Hannah B. Lockard ,Mary E.
Zimmermann , Fanny Bell

Brockway, Mrs. W.S.

Whiteman ,Martha J. Loper,Mrs. Kittie V. Broughton , Mrs. Anna

Whiteman , Mary E.

KENTUCKY

Loveall, Anthony Sylvester Campbell, Ellen S.

Wilcox, Rosalie Loveall,Mary Virginia

Bennett,Mrs. Virginia J.
Carpenter , Flora Colton

Williamson ,Mrs.Vir . A.B.R. Maclay, Margaret Ellen Chamberlin , Della D.
Boggess, Bertha May

Wolfe , Bertha F.

Bridges, Annie

Matthews, Mrs.M.A. Charles, Mollie

Woodring, Charlotte L. Maynard, Mrs. Anna Green Cole,Mrs. Emma A.
Bright, Lena R.

Mavpard , Jesse Dana

Brown , Lida T.
Coughlin , Rose Metchen

IOWA McBride, Mrs.Mattie
Burgin , Alice

Crooks, Miss Kittie

Adams, Eugene McCall , Mrs. Emma
Burgin , Miss Hannah

Curns, Fannie V.

Adams, John P.
Cabaniss, Jennie B.

McCollough, Stella Currer,Mrs. Jeanette

Andrews, Hattie F.
Cain ,Mrs. Sallie J.

McCreary , Clara E. Currer, John

Arnold , Anna Mcllwrick , Helen Murray
Chorn , Mrs. James

Davis ,Mrs. Elizabeth M. Clarkson , Lillian
Ashby, Mrs. Louie McLeod,Mrs.George Eales , Barbara Helen

Bacon , Mrs. Phebe A.
Coleman, Mrs. Fanny B.

McLeod ,George Estep ,Mrs. Belle
Baker, Martha

Dains, Emma R.
McQuown, James R. Estep , Robert Williams

Bashaw , James Rollo
Dohrmann , H.W.

McWhirter, Miss Frances Flanders , Mary

Bashaw , Sarah Thesta
Durkee, John Watson

Meade, Jennie Flauner , Mrs. Ella F ,
Baugh , Luna R.

Ellis, Lydia S.

Mercer, Rev. Henry William Foster,Mrs. Frances P.
Baugh , Victoria A.

Fairleigh , Mary A.

Merrill, Anna C. Freeman , MaudeM.

Baxter, Allie Florentine
Garnett, Lyda B.

Moorhead, Mrs. G. P. Freeman, Mrs. Sarah E.

Bixby , Miss Lou R.

Garnett, M. Fannie

Morgan, Mrs. Adell Garretson , Laura M.

Bixby, Vewell Willard

Goble, Lilian B.

Morse, Elethea May Goodrich , Frances M. Goble ,Mrs. M.B.

Black ,Gertrude M. Myers,Mary A. B. Goucher, Carrie K.
Bowder, Flora Hart

Hampton ,Mrs.M.F.

Myrick , Mrs. Theresa V. P. Griffin ,Mrs.Grace
Branch , Mrs. Susan R.

Irvine,Mrs. Mary Kensel
Norris, Martha B. Hafey,Mrs. Jessie M. Jacobs, Zillah Y.

Brown ,Miss Anna E.D. Overfeit, Nora Hamilton , Mrs.Ora L. Johnson , Laura V.
Burch , Jane A. Page, H. E. Haskett, Hannah M. Krats , PaulA.W.

Burch , J. Gertrude Parish , Mrs. I. P. Haskett, Katie Maude McCoy, Miss Kate
Burt, Effie Gertrude Patterson , Mrs.Mary Emma Haskett , Lucy Grace Ogden , Miss Lizzie E.
Carson , Mrs. Lizzie D. Peebles, Mrs.Augusta W. Hawkins, Charles Dana Powell, Mrs.Mattie E.

Casady. Iba Peet, E. J. Hearst, Nora H. Rizer, Lena Richard
Clark , Mrs. Adelaide E. Phelps, Mrs. Ella D. Heaton ,Mrs.Mattie J. Rodman, Mrs. Thomas

Colton, Matilda H. Pooley , Fannie J. Heiser,Mrs. Lucy Harris Rogers, Mary
Cook, Katherine E. Post,Mrs.Maggie E. Hitchcock , Miss Hattie Seargapt, Mrs. Andrew
Copeland, Eloise A. Pulliam , Mrs. Ollie Gates Hodge,Mrs. Averella C. Smith ,May

Corlett, etella V. Remley ,Mary Underwood Holloway, Miss Cettie

Cottrell, Mrs.Myron
Snodgrass, Mrs. B. I.

Rhinehart, Cora D. Hood,Mary Spencer , Mrs. Burilla B ,
Cottrell,Mrs. W.D. G. Rhinehart, Mrs. Maria J. Howard , Ellen E.

Coulter, Elmer E.
Spencer, D.D., John H.

Richmond, Dr. Albert Hunt, Cora M. Steele, Sarah E.
Cromwell, S. Louise Roberts , Ida C. Hunt, Mary L. Stone, Barton Warren
Crose, Nina Roberts, Mrs.Margaret J. Huntoon , Mrs. Emma E. Stout, Eugenia Jackson

Davis, Gertrude Knowlton Robison , Mrs. Ella K. Ish , Ethels.

Dinwiddie, Mrs. J M.

Thomas, Mary Cheek
Rude, Eva L. Ives, Charles P. Thomson ,Mrs. Lula C.

Dittmer, Mrs. H.A. Schoonover, Mrs. Amelia J. Ives,Mrs.Margaret A. Thomson , Rev. C. T.

J -Apr.
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Vinson, Mrs. Richard F.

Woodbury, John L.

Young, Eugenia

Youtsey, Lillian

LOUISIANA

Adams, Mrs. S. E. R.

Baker, Emma H.

Cornell,Mary J.

Moody, Olive H.

Shute, Mrs. Chas. H.

Snively, Jennie P.

Sommerville , Walter B.

Wells,Minnie M.

Wood, Emma P.

MAINE

Abbott, Harriet

Amback , Mrs. Abbie E.

Barrows, John S.

Batly , Kate Salisbury

Berry , John E.

Berry, Mrs. Joann F.

Bird , Bertha Isabel

Bourne, Josephine A.
Bradford, Delle H.

Bridges, Mrs. H.L.

Brown, Nettie A.

Canham , Fred L.

Carruthers, Mrs. Susie P.

Carruthers, Rev. John B.

Clark , Sarah J.

Coburn , Alice M.

Coburn ,Miss Nettie A.

Cole, Rufus 8.

Cook , Mrs. S. Marcia E.

Craig, Mrs. Thomas

Danforth , Bessie

Danforth , Emily

Danforth , Henrietta E.

Davis, Cora Ann B.

Davis, Mrs. Hattie A.

Davis ,Mary

Dennison , Alma

Dennison , Aurissa J.

Dinsmore, Laura Hoxie

Dunton , Nellie F.

Elder, Fannie Judson

Elliott, Mrs. S. K.

Farrington , Mrs. Z. R.

Fife,Mary Frances

Fifield , Hattie Richards

Fish , Mrs. Edna F.

Fisher, Mrs. Lida Jane
Fuller, Miss Ida L.

Gardner, Margrett A.

Garland, Emma E.

Gatchell,Miss Cora

Gatchell,Miss Flora

Gibbs, S. L.

Giles, Hurbert Norman

Goodwin , Emma

Gray, Kitteredge C.

Griffin , Delia Isabelle

Hamilton , Abbie H.

Hannaford , Imogene

Hannaford , Rosaltha

Hanson , Miss May E.

Hatch , Miss Anniebell

Hayes, Mrs. Emma M.

Herrick , Miss Fannie

Herrick , Frances M.

Hewe t, Blanche A.

Hill,Mrs. A.M.

Hill , Elida D.

Hill,Mary A.M.

Hodges, Jessie Addelaid

Jackson , M.Adelaide

Jones, Isie C.

Jones , Lovey W.

Joy, Adeline R.

Judkins, Jennie N.

Keith ,Mrs Clara Emma

Kimball, Mrs.Mary J.

King, Evangelyn A.

Lane, Etta Ë .

Lapham , Jno . B.

Leighton , Fred E.

Lewis, Susan Lawler

Lincoln , Ellen

Maxwelí, Miss Rebecca

McAlpine,Mary Jane

McLain , Addie Florence

McLellan , Sarah w .

McPherson , Mrs. Angie

Morton , Miss Lola Mae

Moulton , Miss Carrie L. Chapin , Anna M. Howes, Abby Willis
Parker, Matie N.W. Charry, Alice Amelia Howes, Rebecca W.
Payson , Ella L. Chippendale, James R. Hutchins, Sarah A.
Perkins, Laura Belle Chittenden , Caroline T. Jenkins, Mary Emeline
Philbrook , Hattie M. Church , Cora Belle Jernegan ,Mrs. Sarah M.
Phillips, Hattie F.M. Churchill, Lida A. Johnson , Loring

Prescott, Annie Clark , Annie Cordelia Johnson , Philena Wright

Prescott, William N. Clements, Annie J. Jones, Miss Irene T.
Proctor, Eloise Bryant Coburn , Anna Caroline Joslin , Harriet A.
Reed , Mrs. E. Ella Coburn , Mrs. Isabel Keays, Lizzie Mora
Reed , William E. Codding, Adaline R. Keith , Laura H.

Richards, Florence Electa Colburn , Nancy E. Kenah, Mary Augusta
Rideout, M.Lizzie Cole, Mrs A. Fernaudo Kendall, Annie Laurie

Robbins, Lucie R. Cole, Maud Minnie Kendall, Ellen King
Robinson,Mrs. Ida R. Colton , NaomiR. Kennedy, Miss Katie B.
Rogers, Nellie Aubigue Colton , Mrs. Sarah A. C. Kenney , Miss Fostina

Russell, Alice P. Coolidge, Helen Louise S. Keyes , Mrs. Warren C.
Russell, Clara D. Copp, Hattie Grace Kilburn , Mrs. Izora C.
Scruton , Nellie Byron Cousins, Hattie Klein , Margaret A.

Skolfield , Alice C. Craig ,Katharine Amelia Knight,Mrs. Pauline L.

Spooner, Alfred H. Cross, Grace H. Lawrence, Ida E.

Spooner,Mrs.Elizabeth F.K. Cruickshanks, Mary Stuart Leach , Flora A.

Stone, EmmaA. Cushing,Myra Belle Leeman , Susanna
Sturdivant, Lyman Perry Cushman, EmmaC. Leonard , Charlotte K.
Sturtevant, Jennie L. Cutler, Mrs. Aunah w . Littlefield , Miss Louise P.
Sykes, Mrs. Theda C. Davis, Viola E. Locke, Annie Jarvis
Talbot, Alice B. Dean, Everett King Locke, Evelyn P.

Tedford , Rev. C. E. Dodge, Mary W. Lovell, Sarah A.

Thurston , Clara E. Drew , Kate A. MacKillop , Miss Lizzie

Tripp , Carrie P. Eastman , Mrs. R. S. Maxwell, Miss Lizzie J.

Tucker,Mary Priscilla Eldridge , Fannie E. P. McAloney, Elsie Landells

Varney, Sadie Dodge Eldridge, Mrs.Minnie C. McConnell,M.Maude

Vaughan, Addie Greenleaf Ellis ,Mrs. Emma F. McFarlin , Eldoretta

Vose, Miss Fannie E. Ellis, Emma L. Miller, Ellen M.

Voter,Mrs. Nellie E. Ellis, Maria A. Mirick , Hannah
Weeks,MaryGrace Emerson , Geo. W. Montgomery, Mary Ann
Weston, Mrs. Ruth Delano Emerson, Susan A. Moody, Jennie A.

Wheeler, Frank Kingsbury Faunce, Bertha Moore, Stephen

Whitaker, Nicholas T. Faunce, Sarah Cushing Morey, Alena E.

White , Mrs. Emma Edith Fay, Edmund Brigham Morris , Ettie M.

Wiggin ,Mrs. Cornelia Fellows, Mrs. Nancy B. Morse, Harry A.

Wilder, Mrs. H. M. Ferreira ,George Joseph Morse ,Martha E.

Williams,Mrs. Laura G. Flower, Alfred H. Mudgett, Mrs. Louis H.
Wilson , Lavinia B. Flower, Mattie P. Nash ,Mary Louisa

Yorke, Dora B. Howard Flower, Mrs.MadgeM. Nay, Miss Almena

Fosdick , L. J. Nickerson , Mrs. Eliza P ..
MARYLAND Foster,Mary E : Nield, Mrs. Lavinia

Crew , Ida c . Frederick ,Mrs. E. Jennie Norton , Carrie Whitman

Morgan, Katheryn Baldwin French , George Edward Oliver, Martha I.

Robinson, MargaretM. French , Mrs. Mary E. Ordway, Mary E.

Simmons, ThomasW. Fuller, Eleanor F. Osborn , Anna Foster
Smith , Emma Sophia Fuller, Julia L. Overholser, Edwin M.
Spedden , Charles F. Gage, D.D.S. Fred Fox Packard , Esther May

Spedden , Laura E. Gardner, E. Belle Parker, Mary F.
Siraub, Katharin Hager Gardner, Idella Nichols Parker,Mrs. Susie J.

Towson , Lillie V. Garey , Annie H. Paul, Harriet Alice
Trayer, Easie Gay, Jesse Peck , Mrs. L. V. N.

Webster, Mrs. Daisy Gay, Susie E. Penney, Claire S.
White, Alice T. Gaylord , James W. Perry, AdelaideM.

Wise, Florence Matteson Gaylord , Mrs. Louisa N. Pierce, Catharine B.

Young, Laura M. Gerrish , Mrs. A.L. Pierce, Rev. Leroy M.

Gerrish , Aura L. Piper, James

MASSACHUSETTS Gerry, Olive J. Plumer, Charlotte P.

Adams, John Wesley Gibbs, Carrie L E. Pope, Mrs. Alice G.

Adams, Lydia Mary Gifford , Bertha Evelyn Porter, Emma Adelaide

Aldrich , Emma F. Gilbert, ErnestH. Powers , Harriet A.

Allen , Elmer Hooker Goucher, Ida M. Powers, Mary E.

Allen , Gilman Franklin Goulding, Edna Curtis Prentiss,Celia A.

Allen , Minnie Laura Granger, Burton H. Prescott,Miss Susan Olive

Armstrong, Mrs. Frances A. Grant, Amorena R. Proctor, Lizzie A.

Armstrong,Mis3 Lillian May Grant, Caroline Lawrence Putnam , Flora L.

Atwood ,Mrs. Clara M , Griffin ,Mary F. Reed, Mrs.Maria L.

Austin , Harriet A. Stott Griffin , Williard Eugene Reed , Mrs.Rozella Elizabeth

Austin , Mrs. Laura A. Grindle,Mary A. Richmond, Susie Moore
Ayers, Mrs.Mary E. Guild , Frederick Robbin , Miss Elizabeth J.

Ayrey, Minnie E. Guild ,Mrs. Phebe Wilmot Robinson , Lucy I.

Barbour, Lizzie M. Guy, Mrs. Laura A. Rogers,Martha Lamson

Barker, Benjamin Prescott Hall, Mrs. Clara W. Ruddock , Mrs.Le Biron

Barker, M.D.,Mrs. Emilie H. Hall, Grace Greenwood Sabin , Alice

Beal, Francis Leavitt Hankinson , Miss Hattie B. Sargent, Araminta D.

Bigelow , Alice J. Hankinson , Mrs. Roxana B. Sawin, Mary J.

Bird , Anna Mary Harding , Juliaette Coates Sawyer,Mrs. Clara J.

Bliss, Catherine Louisa Harlow , Mrs. Mary L. Sawyer, Royal T.

Bliss, Harriett Colton Hart, Mrs. Eldora A. Scarlett, Mrs.Andrew J.

Boodry, Benjamin Leonard Hatheway, Clara Isabel Shaw , Laverna L.

Bourne, Clara Augusta Henry, John P. Shaw , Mrs. Rosie C.
Boyd, Sarah A. Herrick , Mary Frances Sherman , H. A.

Brewer,Mrs. Caroline A. C. Herrick ,Mary T. Simonds, S. Louisa

Briggs, Mrs. Ellen M. Hildreth , Mrs. c . W. Smith ,AmyE.

Brightman , Mary C. Hill, E.Marion Smith , Maulda

Buckley , Martha Hill, Emma J. Snow , Mrs. Annie Weston

Burdakin , Walter Edward Hilt, Sarah E. Stanton, Imogene C.

Carleton , 'Emily Farnham Hodgkins, Laura Frances Staples, Mrs. Mary

Cary, Lydia D. Holm , Mrs. Jane B. Stearns, Mrs.George M.

Caviness, AlmaS. Holmes , Mrs. Sallie C. Stever, Mrs. Harriet B.

Caviness,GeorgeW. Howland, EmmaH. Stinson ,Mary Susan
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Stone, Miss Julia Fick , Levi J. Van Denburgh ,Mrs. F. A. McCarthy, Annie McMillan

Stout, Marguerite Allison Field , Miss Abby Vandershies, Rose McCarthy , Nathaniel

Studley, Hattie A. Finch , Eliza E. Van Tyne, Mary Alida McKee , Nettie H.

Sturtevant, Julia A. Finch , Taphath Van Tyne, Sarah Elizabeth Meh horu Mrs. Emeroy J.

Symonds, Jessie May Fitzgerald , Mary E. Vernon , Walter Harcourt D. Miller , Florence A.

Tarbell, Mrs. Amelia D. Foley ,Mrs. Margaret Voorhorst, Miss Sena Onthouse Mrs. Rinnie

Taylor, Addie M. Fortuin , Herman A. West, Ediih K. Peck , Amelia L

Taylor, Mrs. Jenny M. Fuller, Mrs. C. C. West, Pierce M. Pond, Hermon Hine

Thayer, Addie A. Gage , Laura M. West, William N. Powell, Mrs. Josephine
Thayer, Anda Elizabeth Gibson , Miss Carrie E. Wetmore, Rev. William W. Pratt,Gertrude F.

Thayer, Florence Burnette Gibson , Willard Putnam Whetstone, Allie E. Pratt,Madge Talbott
Tomlinson , Ellen Brooks Guyot, Mrs.Morosia Williams, Carrie V. Putnam , Adeline M.

Toward , Mrs. Ruth A.N. Hall,Mrs. Sarah E. Williams, James D. Putnam , William H.

Train , Élva Arvilla Handy, Belle Willison, Mrs. Julia A. Rice, Mrs. Elizabeth A.

Tucker, Abbie A. Handy, Harvey E. Willison , Viola Belle Rice, Rev. William

Tuttle, Blanche E. Hartwell, Kate Forbes Wilson , Wesley T. Ritchie , Scintilla S.

Tuttle, Caroline F. Hewens,Mrs. Lydia A. Wisner , Alice M. Robinson , Adelle M.

Tuttle,M.Medora Hewett , Nathan B. Wisner, .D ., Calvin A. Robison , Mrs. Mary E.

Walton , Josephine E. Hicks, Ellen Asenath Woolman , David S. Ross, Ella A.

Ward, Helen A. Hiller , Francis Lightfoot L. Woolman, irs . Sophie V. Rule, Franklin M.

Wardwell, Clara Perkins Holmes , Frances 0 . Wousey , Julia E : Sanborn , Edith A.

Warner, Mrs. Catherine Hudson , Lizzie Wright, Miss Eltha Cynthia Sanborn , Miss Florence L.

Warner, William A. Hunter, Sylvia L. Wright,Mrs. Irene T. Schmahl, Julius August

Warren , Aon E. Hurlburt, Rev. Fred S. Wright,Martha H. Schuler,Gertrude

Warten , Annie Ashton Jenne, Lovette A. Wright, Perlina

Wasgatt, Sarah Hadlock ,

Seeger, Mrs. Paul

Jennings, Anna L. Wyman , Ellen M. Sephton , Edward

Watson , Mary Abbie Johnson , Mrs. A.H. Shepardson , Mrs. O. P.
Webber, Mary J. Jordan,Miss Adda MINNESOTA Slater, Ella

Wentworth , Mrs. Hattie M. Kay, Alice S. Allen , Julia M. Smith , Anna B. C.
Wentworth , Thomas S. Kendall,Mrs. William C. Armstrong, Leland s . Smith ,Mrs. Rebecca S.

White, Mrs. F.V. Kephart, Mrs.Minnie E. Avery, Ernest Smith , Wilbert Lawrence

Whiting ,wary C. Kidder , Miss Edna C. Avery , May Spates, Anna E.

Whittemore, Belle S. Kneeland, Miss Maude Babcock , Mrs. M. Eliza Siringer, wrs. Emily A.

Whittemore, Mrs. Grace M.Laner, Nettie A. Baldwin ,Miss Flora E. Vail, Mrs. Frances L.

Wilder, drances J. Lawson, D.D S., Horace G. Barber, Anabel R. Wadleigh , Eva J.
Williams, Mrs.Mary H. Lazell , Hattie M. Blake, Mrs. Julia R. Warner, Lucretia B.

Wilson , Miss Mary E. Lewis, Fannie A. Bondy , Ida Washburn , Alma Pattee

Wyer, Nettie E. Markham , Mrs. Anna R. Bowers, Florence J. White, Mrs Mary P.
Markham ,Marcus'A. Bowers, John H. Whitney, Rev. Frank C.

MICHIGAN McCourt, Mrs. Fannie Brackett, Cora Willard , Amilie E.
Adams,George Matthew McCune, Eleanor Brohough, G. O. Woodruff,Mrs. Flora

Adams, Julia L. McGee, Thomas Barbour Brown,Mrs.Henry Young, Mrs. Carl H.

Ager, Kittie Miller, Charles O. Buck , Mrs. Alice M. Young,Mrs. Lacia H.

Alexander, Nancy Kerzia Miller , (nes Leversee Budd , Nettie Moyer

Allmendinger, Miss Nonette Mitchell, Ormsby Eugene Burlingame, Claribel MISSISSIPPI

Anderson, Ellen Mary Moorman, Mrs. H.M. Burlingame, Flo A. Alexander, Innes

Anderson , Tena J. Moors,Mrs. MargaretD. Burlingame,Miss Inez C. Battaile , Miss Sallie C.

Arnold , Emma Morgan , Mrs. Arvilla G. Carson , Lizzie D. Bradley , Mary B.R.

Ayers , Miss Katie Louise Morse, Flora Lucinda Case , Bertha Covington ,M.Colie

Barber, Elizabeth R. Mudge, Miss Allie R. Chambers,Mrs. Lucy E. Fry , H. Judson
Barnes,Mrs. D. F. Neufang, Mrs. Delphia Cheney, Mattie A. Hopper , Merindie

Beadle, Miss Flora J. Noble, Mary C. Coe, Mrs. Mary J. Hutch.ns, Miss Mabel

Bennett, George P. Northrop, Árs Harriet Coykendall,Mrs. H.G. Lackey, Walter Hillman

Benschoter ,M.S.,L.L.B., H.L . Osburn , Clara A. Cudworth , Mrs. J. D. Lackey, MargaretMcRae

Berkey, Mrs. Wúliam A. Osgood, Mary Danforth , Mrs. Lucia A. Lewis, Rev. Benjamin F.

Biser, Mrs. Hattie M. Oyer,Mrs.Wilson E. Douglass, Mrs.A. J. Lewis , Mrs. Mary F.

Blakeslee, Mary F. Palmer, Annie M. Drew , Arthurz. Otken , Miss Katie Henrietta
Brooks, Mrs. Delia C. Palmer, Effie Dunnington , Mrs. W. P. Rayner, Benjamin S.
Brown , Michael Palmer , Effie E. Dutton,Mrs. Lilla R. Richmond, Florence

Brown, Mrs. M. Peter, Sarah E. Dyar, Emerson D. Smith , Matilda E.

Buckingham , Alice Plank , Edgar Dyar, Mrs. Mary E. Wood , Charles L.

Burlingame, Adaline Prentis ,Mrs.George S. Dye, Mrs. Georgianna C.

Carder,Mrs. J.H. Reeve, Benjamin Eider, Mrs. Hannah Platt MISSOURI

Carleton , Susie A. Reeve , Hattie D. Eustis, Miss Nellie

Carpenter, Mrs. George R.
Alexander, Clarence L.

Remington , Mrs.Mary J. Evans, Ellen M. Arnold, Henrietta N.
Carpenter, Jennette Rice, HenryM. Evans, Mrs. Helen M. Belwood , Ida

Case , Serena L : Riker, Mrs. A.W. Flinn , Mrs.Mary L. Belwood, Sallie

Chapman , Miss Ettie L. Samson ,Mrs. Mary E. Flint, Julia A. R. Bernard , Miss Fannie Lee

Cole ,Mrs. EmmaH. Schenck , George H. Furber, Aurilla Blaney, Mrs. Vincent
Cole, Rev. Samuel A. Sexton , Mrs.W. K. Gail, Mrs. Matie E.

Cole, Mrs. Susan L.
Bloss, Frances M.

Sherwood, Mrs. Cecilia I. Gilberson , Adolph

Collins, Agnes S.
Boyer, Lucy

Sherwood , M.Louise Gilberson , Mrs. Christina H. Brackett, Sarah S.

Compton , Florence Skinner, Clara E. Godley, Mrs. Margaret Brooks, Benjamin Henry
Compton , William H. Slayton , Mrs. Minerva S. Gowdy , Lillian May Browne, Helen F.
Conklin , Libbie DuMae Smith , Frank Wheeler Hall, Carrie E. Browne, Jessie E.
Cook ,Miss Meda Smith , Mrs. Uriah Hall , Mrs. Electa A. Burrows, Mark

Cooper , Ruth Riley Spafford , Luna V. Hall, Joseph Byram , William S.

Creswell, Ellen A Spicer, Éttie Manette Hays, Grace A.

Crowell ,' M . Jenpie
Cameron , Christina Kerr

Sprout, Mary L. Hays, Lilla J. Chapin , Clyde F.
Crowell , Mrs. Phebe A. Standish , Mattie A. Hendrix , Julia M.

Cushman ,Mrs. H. D.
Chilton ,Miss Lizzie

Standish , Sarah H. Hillman ,Mrs.Mellie G.

Custard , Mrs. Alexander Stanton , Mrs. Emily E.
Clapp, Anna Lansing

Hull, John M.
Denel, Emma M.

Cook , Gen -ge Brinton
Starr , Lizzie W. Hull, Telitha C. Crane, Hannah B.

Dubuar, Mrs. Narcia H. Stevens, Mrs. S. R. Hunter, Mrs. Hattie

Dunham , Mrs. Eliza B.
De Haven , Mrs. Sue

Stone, Mrs. Etta Hup.oon , Alonzo F.

Dunping,Mrs. E. B.

DeLa Ve-gne,Miss Fanny P.
Stone, Hattie M. Jacobs, Archer C.

Eames, Martha S.

Diffenderffer,Margaret E.
Stone, Nellie M. Jacobs,Mrs.L. Fiances Durant, Mrs. C. A.

Early , Lucinda Striker, Daniel

Eldridge, Clement

Johnson , Mrs. Fidelia Eaton , Viola E.

Striker, Sarah E. Johnson ,Mrs.Louise Lyon Edwards, Miss Jennie
Eldridge, Mrs. Clement Taft, Mrs. Alice W. Kendall, Camilla Irene
Erwin , M. I. Taylor, Frances M.

Field , John Teliair
Kendall, Edith Belle

Estes, Mrs. Frances
Gardner, Nina L.

Thomas, Rev. JamesH. Kenrick , Mrs. Louise E. M.Gilliam Sidney J.

Evans, Delle F. Timmerman, Franklin R. Look ,Miss Elizabeth J.

Evans, Eliza Timmerman , Mary J.
Gilliam , William Thomas

Luers , Irena A.

Ferguson, Mrs. Elsie Townsend, Edith s .
Hawkins, Anna Belle N.

Mallory,Mrs. Ellen E.
Fick ,Mrs. Elizabeth S. Tracy , A. Alleda

Hawkins, Epaph La Cossitte

Martin , James M. Henry, Mrs. Mary F.
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Hicks, Mrs. M.M. Sears, Lucy Ellis Smith , Nettie G.Hobbs Whit ier, Elzira A.
Hunt, Mrs. D E. Shaefer, David S. Snow ,Mrs. F. L. Wightman,Martha J.

Litton , Alice W. Simpkins, Clinton D. Tenny, Franklin J. Wilkins, J. Newlin

Long , Julia M.E. Simpkins, Lue F. Tenney, Lettitia s . Winthrop, Mrs Margaret
Loomis,Mrs. Wesley H. Simpkins, Lillian M. Webster, Emma Woodruff, Jennie
Lumbeck , Isaac K. Smith , Abbie N. Wells, Mrs. Daniel French Woodruff, Mrs. Phebe D.

McChesney, Sallie Cook Snyder, Mrs. Margaret Wendell, Miss Fannie C. Wuensch, Ph.G , Charles

McNeill, Israel C. Starry, Alice McShane

McNeill, Mrs. Mary Estelle Talmage, Herbert J. NEW JERSEY NEW YORK .

Mickles,Mrs.Martha M. Torrey, Elsie L. Ackley, Ida B. Ainsworth ,Mrs. Emma Y.

Moody, Mrs. Aunie F. Trowbridge, Robert Henry Amsden, Linda H. Aldrich , Hattie Maria

Moore, Mabel D. Trumbull, Rollin M. Biddle , Mrs. Anna J. Allen , Mrs. A. A.

Moss, Grace Wade, George Bishop ,Mrs. Caroline C. Allen , Cora

Murphy ,Miss Mary E. Wade, Harriet Bloomfield ,Miss Lizzie Allen , Sarah A.

Nason , Elizabeth Lord Waterman , Alma Rea Blake, Robert W. Anderson, Mary Emigh

Paul,Mrs. W S. Wescott, Sadie F. Booth , Addie M. Atkins, George Sargent
Payne, Lewis F. White, Jeanette Bradway, Ellen Augur, Jane M.
Peckham , Geo . C. White, Dr. William S. Briggs, Josephine S. Bailey, Alice P.

Phillips, Miss Mary M. Wilson , Mrs. Pauline B. Briggs, Solon Bailey , Emma L.

Pierce, delle Louise Burge, Carrie M. Baldwin , Adelaide F. B.
Powers, Miss Alice NEVADA Burge, Kate Allen Baldwin , Frank E.

Reid , John Edward Bingham , Ernest L. Burroughs, Luella F. Baldwin , Olivia

Richards, Mrs. Abigail Daugherty, Maud Butler, Mary L. Baldwin , William A.

Richards, Alpheus Kaiser, Helen Maria Chamberlain , Katie Barbour, Laura A.

Richar. s ,Mamie Louise Sisson , Rosa B. Chamberlin , Georgie L. Barker, Mrs.Mary B. F.
Ricker, Eudora Josephine Sisson , Thomas Eddy Claypoole , Elizabeth H. Barnes, E.Ella
Ricker,George S. Starratt, Mrs. M. J. Coit, c . Miriam Barnett, Hattie L.

Russell, Mrs. Belle G. Vincent, Osmer B. Connolly , MichaelGabriel Barnum , Clara Kempton
Senel, Prot. Edmund Williamson , Mrs. Frances A. Crisman , Ella G. Barry , Mrs. J. E.

Shangle, Hiram S. Williamson , Jr., John R. Currier Nettie Bassett, Mrs Hattie E.

Shangle, Mrs. H.S. Daniels , Phoebe Augusta Baxter, Carrie M.

Shepard , Mrs. P.E. NEW HAMPSHIRE Davis , Mrs. Elizabeth C. Becker,Mrs. Frances A.

Shepard , Pierce E. Anderson , Mary Dana Davis , Mrs. Eliza S. Beers, Mrs. Allie S.

Shepherd , Asa Wilson Babcock ,Mary A. Davis, Lillian L. Bell, Mrs. Eliza J.

Shepherd , Sara Estella Bascom , Jennie S. Dean , Elber Brinton Bell, Samuel E.

Smith , Mrs. Jennie B. Bates, Leonora H. Dean , Miss Mary Bemis, Lucy M.
Smith , Nellie Amanda Boyd , Martha J. Doggett, Virginia Adams Bennett, EmmaL.

Speck , Laura Brown ,Mrs. Susie C. Doolittle, Susan Rapelji Benton , Indamora May

Spiess, Emma Elliott Buxton , Ada Helen Easton , Mrs.Mary L. Berry, Eva L.

Stewart, Myra J. Ridley Carey , Mary Frances Ehlers, Jetta F. Bettis , Leonora A.

Still, Mrs. S. s . Carlton , Lucin Taylor Faulks, Anna Lilian Bickford , Edward Everette

Stout, Minnie K. Carr, Mrs. Luvia M. Grant, Susie A. Blekkink, E. J.

Stover, Emanuel Chesley, Mrs. Annie M. Grenelle, Rosa R. Blekkink , Hattie E.

Stover, Mary E. Clark , Mary Latham Haines, Idella Bliss , Miss Emma L.

Sturtevant, Adelaide E. Collins, Emma L. Harris , Lucy Bliss, George Andrew

Sturtevant, Miss Cora A. Cook , Lyman Demerritt Hayes, Etta c . Bliss, Miss Jessie V.
Sturtevant, Samuel Carter Coolidge,Mary Hayes, William P. Blodgett, Kittie May

Temple , John C. Crombie, Annie French Hebberd , Miss S. W. Bloomingdale , Esther M.

Thayer, Lola Cummings, Aldon E. Hewitt, Rev. Edmund Blye , Amelia C.
Welles, Mrs. Eliza S. Dorr, Eunice Adelaide Hickman , SimuelK. Bogart, Eliza A.

Werlein , Mary Eaton , Mrs. Leroy A. Holeman , Gertrude F. Boyce , Cora

Williams, Mrs. T.Alice Emerson , Abraham F. Holmes, Laura E. Boyce,Henry M ,

Wright,Mattie L. Emons,Mrs. Imogene V. Howell, Mary E. Boyce , Stella

Flagg , Etta P. Hughes, Lizzie A. Boylan , Florence M.
MONTANA Flandus, Jennie A. Jenkinson, Harriet K. Brace , Nella M.

Joy , Mrs. Allan R. French, Mary E. Kelley , Lillian Russell Bradley, Marian L.
McCormick , Mrs. Paul Gillis, H.Georgina Kellington ,Mrs.Eleanor J.R. Brahe, AntonieW.

Greene,Mary Jessie Kempf, Emilie M. Brahe, Clara L.

NEBRASKA Gutterson , Miss Emma Kempte,Miss Mary H. Brigden , Catharine H.

Adams,Mrs. Carrie E. Hardy, Edna Maria Laighton , Lura Del Briggs, Edwin R.De Voe

Barber, Minnie W. Harmon ,M. Isa Lane, Mary Elizabeth Bull, Statia C.

Bewick , Rev. E.D. Harris, William Samuel Livezey, Anna H. Bronson , Sarah A.

Bissell , Mary R. Holt, Charles Mead Lowe, Mrs. Adelaide N. Brown , Charles D.

Cecil, Pearl Blanche Howes, Carrie N. Lyon , Mrs.Hannah L. Brown , Mrs. Jane E.

Cheney ,Matthew B. Hutchin , Mrs. Mary E. Mahaffy ,Mrs. Maretta Browne, William F.

Cheney, Mrs. M. B. Hutchin , William H. McGowa, Helen Harrison Brownell,Minnie E.

Cressman, Rev. A. A. Lamprey , Mrs. Ellen S. McGown , Margaret A. Brush , Clara A.

Cressman, Mrs. Josephine Lamprey , Henry P. Mershon , Elizabeth S. Brush , Sarah A.

Cummisky, May E. LeGro, Harriet Bates Miller, Annie Robotham Buckland, Mrs. Avis W.
Darr, Mrs. Kate E Locke, Susan Hamilton Moore, Julia H. Buckland , Benjamin I. C.

Davies, Emily Blanche Longley, Fred E. Mulford , Mrs. Lewis Bull, Cornelia Ford

Ferguson , Mrs. Mary Dillon Lowell , John Atkinson Paddock , Susie S. Bullis, Hattie A.

Finney , Miss Harriet Lowell, Julia A. Perry , Alice P. Burdick , Mrs. D.H.

Fisher, Mrs. Mary Emeline Mahar, Almena Roberta Phares, M. Ida Burdick , Mrs. Sarah S.

Fogg , Charity L. Marden , Delia T. Piaget, Jr., Henry Victor Burroughs, Joseph B.
Good , Mrs. Jennie J. Marshall , Mrs. Annis G. Powell, Louise Burrows,Mrs. Sarah E.
Goodell,Mrs.Henrietta M. Marshall, Lydia Randolph , Mrs. Lizzie L. Callenden , Kate Isabelle

Grantham , Antonia Martin , Susie Etta Rex ,Mrs. Fred A. Cantwell, Rebecca Barry
Hand,Mrs. Willis Merrill, Annie Gertrude Rhoads, Eliza Adaline Carter,Martha Roberts

Hartigan, Martha C. Messer, Mrs. Frances J. Roe, Miss Meribah Cary , Mrs. Mary
Henry , Ida Luella Morrill, Bessie Smith Rothery , Mrs. Elizabeth J. Case, H , Louise
Hodge, Carrie Osgood, AliceM. Schuyler, PercivalRaymond Cauldwell, Elizabeth M.

Hodge, Laura Palmer,Miriam M. Shourds, Mary C. Chadsey, Mrs. Ella V.

Huse, Mrs. Anna L. Piper, Lelia C. Shourds, Sallie w . Chamberlin , Ruth E.

Huston , Annette Platts, Harriet Manter Sigler,Miss Gertie Church , Frances M.

Hutchinson , Sylvia A. Platts , Hattie S. Simmons, Margaret A. Clapp, Abigail

Johnson , Mrs. Frank Prescott,Mrs. Ella M , Sortore, Fred J. Clark , Anna Maria

Kirk , William Elwood Rich , Charles Leon Spies, Rudolph G. Clark , Helen S.

Kittle ,Robert Rich , Lana Hodgkins Spies , Albert Clark , Tennie Adams

Lane , Arthur W. Runnells, Caroline S. Starkweather,Mrs. F. B. Clark , Jennie E.

Lee, Almira Josephine Runnels, Moses Thurston Strong, Nettie E. Clock , Fred S.
Love,Mrs. Thirza S. Sanborn , Julia Batchelder Thomas, George Franklin Clute, Mrs. R. A.

McKennan, Mrs. Irving Sargent,Mary Frank Van Gelder, Eleanor V. Clute , Willard N.

McKibben , Charlotte Seavey, Weldon W. Whiting , Mrs. Nellie I. Coffin , Emma C.

Pillsbury, William H.H. Slason , Mrs. Sophia U. Whitney , Auren Joseph

Rockwell, Clara A.

Coffin , Kate M.

Smith , Mrs. Martha W.L. Whitney, Mary C. Comrie, Mrs. Clara L.
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Conklin , Miss Emma C. Hulett, Laurette S. Pierson ,Mi s Hattie H.

Cook , Mrs. Susan Hull, Mrs. Alice P. Plaisted , Miss Rachel

Coon, Carrie M. Hull, H. Elizabeth Poole , M.Adelaide

Coon , Ida Belle Hyatt, Alice L. Porter , Mrs. Arthur A.

Couper , Ellie A. Hyde, May C. Pottle , Mrs. Hattie G.

Crawford , Amanda M. Ives, Mrs. Margaret M. Pratt, Mrs. Mary M.C.

Davis , Charles A. Jackson, Hattie E. Prentice, Geo . Henry

Davis, Nettie E. James, Éliza Prentice, Hattie Virginia

Dean ,Mrs. Sarah B. Jennings, Anda M. Proud, Edward John T.

Dean , Seymour Jones, Mrs. Sa omeH. Putnam , Mrs. Olive N.

DeGraff, Mrs. A. Susie Kelley, Cora A. Quinton , Mary

Denison , Etta Lazell Kent, Mrs. Sarah Pennel Randall, Leila s .

Dennis, Anna M. Keys, Almira S. Randall, Mary J.

Dissosway, Mrs Annie B. Kilburn , Clara M. Redfield , Ruth

Doland , Jennie S. Kimball, David Stearns Reed , George Edward

Doonan , Mary King,Mary Virginia Reed , Mrs. L.H.

Downer, Julia s . Kreiss, Carrie Rees, Caroline L.

Downer, Mrs.Helen A. Lane, Anna W. Reid , EmmaM.

Drown , Harriet L. Langford , Rebecca Resseguie, Estella A.
Drury , Mrs.Abigail Langworthy , Anne L. Reynolds, Minerva L.

DuBois, Mrs.Mary B. Lape, John L. Reynolds, Sophie Susie

Durland , Jennie Tuthill Lape ,Mrs. John L. Reynolds, Mrs.Stephen

Dwight,Mrs. HarrietM. Latham , Mrs. Lettie Rich , Mrs. Eva A.

Early , Mrs. Polly M. Lathrop , Mrs Annie M. Richardson ,Mrs. Ellen O.

Easton,Margaret Lattin ,May B. Rickenbrode, Alice A.

Edwards, James T. Lawrence , Libbie B. Rickenbrode, Mrs. F , W.

Elder, Maria T. Lawyer , Miss Rebecca Riggs, Sarah'M.

Ellis , Mrs. C. J. LeFranc, Claire Roberts , Samuel

Emery , Cora M. Leigh , Sophia M. Robertson, Aletta

Enos, Everett A. Lilienthal,Marie E. Robertson , Lida S. Mosher

Erb , Charles Stephen Livingstone, Harriet M. Robinson , Delia H.

Estee, Mattie Davis Lohr, Sarah Oldaker Rogers, Mary L.

Fake, Ella May Lord , Mrs. B. B. Rosekrans, É . Christine

Farnham ,Minnie N. Lott, Mary C. Rushmore, Mary D.

Farrill, Jane Adelia Lott , M.D., Schuyler Russell, Mis. Charles H.
Featherly , Mrs.Margaret Loughborough , Alice J. Russell, Charles H.

Fellows, Charles L. Loughborough , Nellie F. Russell . Mrs. Ida Press

Ferguson , Ida May Lounsberry Miss Alice E. Sabin , Hattie L.

Ferguson , Mary Lowndes, Washington I. Salisbury ,Minnie E.

Ferris , Ellen J. B. Lusk , Clara J. Sanderson , Lena R
Ferris , Hermance H. Lusk , Isabel Alida Sanford , Clara Daisy

Field , Mary M. Lusk , Mary Alice Satterlee, Esther Ennis

Field , Mrs. Welthy A. Mabey , Mrs Beile Saxe, Julia S.

Fisher, Mrs. A.C. Mallette , Ella R. Sayer, Miss Mary A.

Ford , Martha Mallette , Lotta Schenck , Myra J.

Forsyth , Sarah E. Markle, Miss Lena C. Schofield, Lila Millard

Foster, Rhoda M. Marvin , Charles B. Seaver, Mary E.

Franklin , Edwin M. Masson , Mrs. Hannah A. Seaver, Miss M. Floy

Frisbey , Mrs. A. C. May, Libbie E. Segwalt, Elizabeth

Fuller, Mrs. F. C. McCombie, Mrs. Sarah E. Segwalt, John

Gage, Mary M. McKee,Mrs. Arabella C. Selchow , MameL.

Gardiner , Sarah C. McNett, Mrs.George C. Seymour, Mrs. Henry

Gardner, Cora A. Mead ,Georgiana Shaver, Surah Frances

Gay , Lillian E. Merrihew , Lizzie Shaw , Mrs.Lida M.

Gearn , Frank Fowler Merritt, Emma C. Shearer, Jennie T.
Gifford , Mrs. Minnie Merritt, Isabella N. Shedden , Laura L.

Gillett,Mrs. Catharine S. Merz, Frederic H. Shepherd ,Mary C.

Graef, Bertha E. Merz , Kate M. Shepherd , Mrs. T. B.

Granert, Josephine I. Midgley , Mrs. Sarah M. Sherman ,Mrs. W. H.

Grant, Francis William Millard, Mrs. E.M. Sherry , Mrs. Charles

Green , Selenda I. Miller, Dora E. Shumaker, Mrs. C. F.

Greeno, Mrs. S. Miller, F. Eva Sill, Helen

Greenough , Mrs. Ė . A. Milliman, F. Jennie Simkins, Emogene

Habecker, Kate A. Schenck Mills, Mrs. Julia Bingham Simmons, Charles H.
Hale, Mrs. Wesley D. Mills, Miss Libbie A. Simmons, Florence G.

Hale,Mrs. G.H. Mills, Mrs. Mary L. Simpson , Theressa M.

Halsey , Mary R More, Mrs. D. C. Sisson , Anna Carpenter

Hanaway, Emily S. Morehouse,Mrs.Vesta A. R. Sisson , Clara L.

Harvey, Mrs. G. F. Morey , Mrs. S. J. Holland Slack , Miss Mina

Haskell, Sara H , Morgan , Mrs. Nettie Slater,Mary R.

Hedges Mary B. Mosher, Elizabeth P. Sloane, Louise

Hegeman , A la A. Mould , Mrs. Minnie Y. Smith , Alice A.

Heggi, Rosalie Mundt, May, Smith , Celestia M.

Henry, Emma F. Munson , Lilian L. Smith , Cornella

Hibbard , Harriet M.W. Murphy, Carrie Smith , Hattie M.

Hibbard, Jane W. Myers, Florence Louise Smith , Mrs. John G.

Higbie , Mrs. Alanson Neidlinger, Emilie H. Smith ,May Frances

Hills,George Sanford Newman, Hattie E. Snell, Mrs. John O.

Hines, Mary R. Newton, Miss M.Frances Soule , Mrs. Clara D.

Holland, Fred A. Norris, John Henry

Holland,May A.

Southworth , Rhoda E.

Norton, Nellie Shaw Spath , Frederick P.
Holman , Jennie Elizabeth Nowlan , Mary P. Spooner, Mrs. Frank N.
Holmes, Sarah B. Odell, Minnie M. Spoor, Miss Anna C.

Hopkins, Anna L. Osborn , Barnett E. Stanclift, Elizabeth A.

Hopkins, E.Amanda Osborn , Clarence B. Staples,Myra E.
Hopkins, Mrs. Emma S. Osborn , Mrs. Lillian Starr, Florence

Hopper,George S. Ostrander , Sarah C. Stephens, John D'Arcy
Hopper,Mrs. Mary H. O'Sullivan , Madeleine Stevens, Mrs. Jennette M.

Hosley , Lillian Paddock ,Miss Grace Stevens, John F.

Hosley, Mary E. Parks, Hattie May Stevens, Mrs. Mary J.

Houston , Auzella Catharine Payne, Alice Viola Stewart,Mrs.M. L.

Houston , Preston C. Pearson , Ellen J. Stockwell, Mrs. Geo . E.

Hubbard , Bertha C. Peasley,Mrs. Dorlisca B. Stone, Mrs.Aldoretta T.

Hubbard, Elbert G. Perry , Henry T. Stone, Miss Anna J.

Hubbard, Henry A. Pettit, Jennie Stork , Laura

Hubbard, Mrs. T. S. Philo, Lucy E. Story, Rosalie

Strong, Mrs. Eva R.

Strong, Hattie

Strong, Lucy J.

Sturtevant, Mrs. Alice

Styles , Haitie Amanda

Styles, E.ta E.

Sullivan Mrs.Rebecca M.

Sutherland Burt W

Sutherland Leora B.

Sylvester Edna E.

Sylvester I B.

Talcott, Eller Josephine

Tapner , Sophronia A.

Taylor, Effe B.

Taylor, Jennie Chandler

Taylor, Julii Matilda S.

Temple ,Nettie Hathaway

Terry, Eva V.

Thompkins, Bertha Phebe

Thompkins May Amelia

Thompson , May Amelia

Thompson, Joan Robinson

Thompson , Martha Esther

Thornton , Augusta

Thornton , Frank

Thornton , Jane

Thurston , Lottie

Titsworth , Mrs. Clara C.

Titus, EmmaA.

Townsend,Mary A.

Treman , L.May

True, Mrs. Julia J.

True, Louise Marie

True, Marion !.

Tucker, Grace

Turner ,Martha

Tyler, Harriet M.

Tyler , Mrs Mary L.

Unger, M - s Margaret

Van Antwerp , Lillie

Van Deusen , Rachel A.

Van Dusen George H.

Van Woert,Mrs. Delos

Van Wormer, Mrs. F. M.

Varney, Mrs. O. W.

Vunk , Harry H.

Wager, Susie A.

Waite, Mrs. Nellie

Walker, Alexander D.

Ward, Mrs. Charlotte

Ward , Robert G.

Warner, Harvey J.

Watkins, Emma Florence

Webster, Ella M.

Welch ,Mrs. Ada E.

Wellman, Aidillo

Wells, Louisa M.

Wells,Melville James

Westcott, Mrs.Mary B.

Wheat,Mrs.Hattie G.

White , Anna Louise

White,Margaret Louise

White , Mary E.

Whitney Mrs. Florence B.

Whitney , James Eugene

Wickett, Josephine H.

Widler,Miss Frank M.

*Wilcox, Miss Olive R.

Wilder, Annie Helffenstein

Williams, Carrie E.

Williams, Mrs. Elizabeth J.
Willis, Stella E.

Winch , Edith B.

Wing , Mrs. Ida E.

Wiseman , Jeonie A.

Witherell,GeorgeW.

Woodruff, Rev. A.M.

Wormuth , Mrs. Agnes R.

Wormuth , Jeanette

Young, Carrie W.

Young, Lottie E.

Youngs, Ettie C.

NORTH CAROLINA

Bailey ,Mrs. John L.

Boyles, Rev.M.W.

Clark , Elizabeth Irby

Eaton , Amelia

Fo-svthe, James Adger

Forsy.he, Mrs. Julia N.

Pat.on , Mrs.Minnie F.

Tyson,Mrs. Anna W. P.

NORTH DAKOTA

Bornsky , Fred .

Engle, Amelia
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Hutsinpiller, Rose W. Geiger, M Alice Morton , John W. West, Marv E.W.

Lee, Cora A. George, Mrs. R. A. Mull, Mrs.M. L. Whinerv, Leona M.

Mckercher,Mary Ghormley, Miss Mary J. Mumaw , Cora Alice White, Mrs. Eliza F.

Philips, Charles Herbert Giesy Mrs. Rebecca L. Newell, Mrs.Mary J. White,Zevas Leonard

Zick , Mrs. Fred . G ..., Mrs. J.R. Nichols , Mrs. Jennie J. Wilcox, Stella Henrietta
Genn , Adda M. Ohi, Ella M. Wilcoxson ,Mrs. F. A.

OHIO Godaard , Sina B. Ohi, Olive Wilder, Miss Alta M.

Adams, Carrie Ella Gregg , Nellie Paine, Mrs. Adella C. Wilder,Miss Lizzie A.

Adams, Mrs. George Guitner , Urilla H. Paine, Mrs. S. T. Wilder, Mamie E.

Adams, Jennie Tress Hale, Nancy Scott, Park , Eliza D. Wilder, Mrs. Mary C.

Adams, Lorenzo B. Hall, R. Elvira Parsons, Mrs. Ellen M. Williard , Mrs. L.A.
Adriance, Mrs. Mary A. Hamilton ,MissMary Patterson , Mrs. J. G. Wilson , Mrs. Nellie V.

Adriance, N.R. Hard , Dora G. Patterson , Miss Martha Wise ,Anna R.

Akins, Stella May Hard, w.G. Peet, John T. Wisner, EmmaA.

Alley, J. Henry Harding , Hannah Pelton , Nora E. Wright, Adda v .

Amsden , Hattie E. Harter, Miss Elizabeth Peterson , Hannah Zollinger, Lucy M.
Andrew , Mrs.Melissa B , Hartsough , Mrs. Mattie Pierce, Melva A.

Andrew , Millard F. Hathaway, Harrison Plummer,Miss Lulu 0 . OREGON

Arndt, Mary E. Hathaway, Sarah L. Prentice, A. A. Gould . Aggie C.Ginn

Arthur, AliceM. Hawkins, Eunice Emeline Prentice, Mrs. Emma R. Mills, Dr. Aaron

Arthur, Francis T. Hayes, Ella Lake Prince, NaomiC. Mitchell,Geo. W.

Bailey , Miss Maria Latham Hayward ,Mrs. Charles Race,Agnes Lucina Morris, Mrs. F. A.

Baker, Adaline Heller,Mrs. Lizzie M. Race, Minnie D. Robinson , Edmund

Baldwin , Eudora C. Hendrixson , Ola S. Race,Mrs. W.H. Sharp , Mrs. Hattie A.

Baldwin , Lulu B. Hill, Marion Alice Raifsnyder, James M. Walker, Mary M.

Balſe, Sadie L. Hodgins, Eva A. Raifsnyder, Rose D. Wright, Miss Anna.
Banks, Julia Holmes, Mattie A. Ralston ,Miss Jessie

Barnes, Mary E. Hollett, Mrs. Charles M. Rankin , Mrs. Laura B. PENNSYLVANIA
Bingham ,Mary Emma Hogtlander, Mrs. Sarah L. Ransom , Fanny E. Abrams, Mrs. Frances J.
Bishop , Elizabeth A. Hoyt, Miss Carrie M. Raymond, Elizabeth B. Aiken , James.

Blinn, Mrs. Carrie A. Huff, William W.H. Reed , Flora H. Akers, Lizzie
Blinn , John Charles Hunt,Mrs. Amelia Reed, Ida M. Altenderfer, M.Luther
Bloom , Mrs. Clara C. Hunt, Helen Rice,Mrs. John Anderson, Mary R.

Bobst, Mrs. Josephine D. James, Bertha M. Rice, John Antrim , Clarence D.

Booth , Mrs. Hattie R. Jeffreys, M.D., Aunice F. Richarason ,Mary E.M. Argue, Mrs. Eva J.

Boyd, Miss Clara S. Jenkins, Carlton C. Ridgery , Ella E. Armstrong, Mrs. Maggie E.

Boyd , Helen Lee Jenkins, Henrietta A. Roob , Abbie A. Armstrong, Mrs. Mary E.

Briggs,Mrs. Amelia Riper Johnson ,Mrs. M.Aurilla Roocris, Miss Minnie Arthur, Mrs. Laura E.

Brown,Mrs. Elvira E. Johnson , Fannie G. Rooeson , Grace L. Bagley, John P.

Brumfield, Ella C. Johnson , Mrs. rhilothea Ross, Bell F. Baldwin , Frank E.
Brumfield, H. Emma Johjson , Walter B. Ross,GeorgeW. Barnes, Margaret

Burkhalter Mrs. Sara Joiley, Eva Royce , Mrs. R.E. Barnes, Mrs.Mary A.
Burnham , Mrs. Mattie Jones, Alice Ruggles, Lizzie J. Barr , Mrs. Libbie M.

Bushman, Cora V. Jones, Julia Ann G. Sanborn Alina Eudora Bash , Appleton

Calhoun , A.ice C. Jones , M.D., Caleb Schumacher, Henry G. Bash , L. May

Campbell, Anna Louise Jones, Delia M.C. Schumacher, Mrs. Henry G. Bastress, Marie Louise

Carroll,Mrs.Anna B. Jones, John Isaac Scott, Mary L. Bean , Ida May.

Carson , Anna M. Josselyn , Anna R. Seymour, Corintha Maria Becker, S. Emma

Castner, Maude Alice Judson, Roxie Lowry Shaw , Rodney K. Bell, Ida Mary

Catlett, Julia F. Abbey Kauffman, Kate Shelly , Mrs. Clara B. Benner, Ada B.

Chamberlin , Mrs. L. B. Kay , Mary E. Sherrod ,Miss Eliza Virginia Bennett, Mrs. Ellen J.
Candler, Regina Augusta Kelley, Ida M. Shoots, EmmaK. Bennett, E. Frank
Cheeseman,Mrs.L. D. Kent, Mrs. Sarah A. Shoots,Miss Mellie Berlin , Miss Elsie May

Churchill, Alfred P. Keppel, Allie M. Sibley, Mrs. Alice F. Bierly, Louis P.

Clark , Hattie B. King, Mary Simms, Mrs.Clara R. Biles, Emma V.

Coffey, Mrs. Sarah J. Kirby, Mrs. A.G. Simon , Mrs.Mamie Birch ,Mrs. Priscilla A.

Creswell, Ella S. Kirk , Eva Edna Skinner, Mrs. Carrie I. Bird , Elizabeth

Creswell, Nanie J. Kirk , Mary S. Smith , H. Clay Bird , Frances

Crossan , Anna M. Lane, Mrs. A. J. Smith , Mrs. Mary E. Black , Mrs.AnnaM.

Crum , Will J. Latham , Harry S. South , Olive F.Harding Blackall, Emil Lucas
Cullen , Mrs. Emilie A. Latham , Jeannette Sparks, Mrs. Ann Blank, Annie M.

Cunning, Irene H. Laughlin , Lillie E. Spencer, Miss Mary A. Blank , Emma V.

Cuuping, James Monroe Liggett, Mary J. Spraul, Charles William Bowen , Mrs. Nellie A.

Davis , Miss Ellen Lilly , Edwin Jacob Spreng,Mrs. E.M. Bowman , A.S.

Day, Mrs. J. R. Lowry, J. H. Staggs, Alice N. Bowman, Orline

Deming,Miunie R. Lyons, Cora D. Starbuck , Anna D. Bracken , Gertrude Hewitt

Deweese, Mrs. Sarah M. Lyons, Mrs. Nancy R. Stevens, Sarah B. Brancher, Jr., William

Duis , Anna M. Lyons, Orpha Stinson, Edgar Brandon , Jennie W.

Dull, Sada Long Mackey, Mrs. Harriet P. Stone, Hattie Lura Brandon , Katherine H.

Dunlap, John Mackey, Mary Stoneman, John W. Brecht, Emma K.

Eastman , Mrs. Julia Marsh ,Mary A. Stoneman , R. Estelle Brennesholtz ,Mrs. F. E.

Ells , Lena McCampbell, Miss Ada Straight, Mrs. Laura A. Brenner, Julia M.

Elliott, Mrs Louella A. McDowell, William F. Sweeny,Mrs. R. J. Briggs, Íra E.

Ellyson , Idella S. McFarland, Emma Swisher,Miss Lizzie Calwell Briggs, Mrs. Ira E.

Eudly, Élla E. McFarland , J. H. Tenney, Ida B. Burch , Adda Grace

Endly , William Cary McFerren , Roxie Thacker, Eugenia Burdick ,Mrs. Mime

Evans,Margaret J. McIntire, Helen R. Thacker,Mrs. Lillie N. Burk , Alice F.

Everett, Fannie F. McIntosh , Cora Thornberry, Miss Diana O. Burk , Grace V.

Everhard , Mrs. Ella M. McKinney, Thomas F. Thornbury, Miss Mattie Butz , Elmer E.

Fairchild , Mrs. F. L. McNeal, Mrs. Anna Francis Thorp, Mrs.Mary Louise Bverly, Maud I.

Fassett, Alma Meads, Mrs. Hattie M. Thropp, Wilbur Fisk Bvles, Mrs.Mary Axtell

Fawcett, Emma Lauretta Mellor, Annie Towslee, Mrs. Maria Esther Canall,Mrs. Emma L.L. T.

Fawcett , Mrs. Sarah E. Mellor, Perley Benjamin Tweed , Mamie E. Canall, William C.

Ferry, Zada A. Mendenhall, Mrs. Carrie A. Umsted, Carrie E. Campbell, Mrs. R. D.

Field , Ida Lurana Mider, Ammon J. Unger, Mrs. Mollie A. Carroll, James

Filler, Adah v . Mider,Mrs. Emma Wallace Van Horn ,Mrs. Ella F. Chandler, William Douglass

Fish , FlorenceE. Moffit, Miss Annie Vau Horn , W.L. Clapper, Mrs. Mattie B.

Fish , Mrs. Helen Carlisle Moffit,Miss Jennie Van Ness, Mrs. Jane A , Cleaver, Charles L.

Flint,Mrs. Lavinia P. Moore ,Mary Waddell, John E. Cliff, Miss Letitia F.

Flower", C.M. Moore, Olive A. Waddell,Mrs.Maggie Cline, Miss Carrie

Fogg , Anna M. Morgan , Eliza A. Wagner, Mrs. Harriet Coble , Hattie A.

Forster, Kittie A. Morgan , Gertrude S. Wagner , J. G. Cock , Mrs.Margaret E.M.

Freshour, Mrs. Emma Morgan, John F. Warden , Mrs. Nettie Connelly, Mrs. Aunie P.

Frost, Mrs. J. B. Morgan , Mrs. Lillie Clark Ware, Edna Glidden Crawford, Mrs. A. C.

Gantz ,Maria A. Morgan , Walter May Ware ,Mrs. J.J. Creasy , Carrie E.

Gavitt, Ella C. Morrison , Mary Starr Ware, Enid Cross, Miss Minta
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David , Flora B. Maffett. Francis J. Rowley, Frank H. Higgins, Mrs. Anne W.
Davis, Clara A. Major, Mellie E. Samuel, Alice M Jonason , Ida S.

Davis, Mrs. Juliaetta Agnes Mallory, Mrs. Emma J. Samuel, M.D., Edmund w . Langworthy, Eliza A.

Davis MameI. Markle, Mary Clara Scates, Mrs. C. W. Lawton , Edda Willard

Davis, Samuel Augustus Marsh ,Mis. Fanny A. Scholl, Miss Laurretta Mason , Martha

Deming , Mrs M W. Marshall, Mrs. Clara Wray Schuyler, Herbert Spencer Mowry, Anda Brown

Deisem , Amos W. Martin ,Mrs. EmmaG. Scott , Anna A. Michols , Mary Elizabeth
Dillev Joho William Martin , Mrs J.M. Scott , Lelia W. Paine, Evlyn Whipple

Dulley , Baran Elizabeth Maihias, Anne Scott, Minnie Pierce, Mary J.
Dioger Mrs Mary S. Math.as, M Ida Seiss , Sallie Bracken Richardson , Hannah Jane

Dingler Clara Matthews,Mary Howell Selheimer, Flora A. Roworth , Harriet J.
Dingler Mary C. Maxwell, Albert Thomas Sener, Emma Elizabeth Simmons, Miss Ella M.

Donaldson, Annie Mercur Maxwell, Mrs. Lauretta L. Sheppard , Julia W. Southwick , Joseph H.

Drum , M s . Rev.M.L. McCabe, Mrs. Cora A. Sheph , Rev. William H. Start, Mrs. Sarah Thurber

Dudley ,Mary L. McClenahan, David A. Shipman , Ida C. Steere, Nellie Crane

Duncan,Ananda Leonard McCollin , w . w . Shopbell, Gulielma Talbot, Jeanette A.
Dunhan, Mrs. Eliza Ann McCollister, L. Belle Simmington , Annie J. Thompson , Edwin Stanley
Dress , Neurie McCorkle , Alvena Simpson, Lizzie Vincept, Mary E.
Elkios, Rev. L.W. McCracken , Belle F. Sloan , Cynthia A. Watson,Mary Abby

Elkins, Mrs. Z. I. McCracken , Lizzie A. Sloan , David Harvey

Entermarks, Lucy J. R. McDowell,Miss Anna C. Smith , Florence L. SOUTH CAROLINA

Fassett, Jennie L. McDowell, Carrie Smith , Madeline Baker, Mrs. Sue Leland

Farquhar, Margaret C. McDowell, William Allen Snader, Johu v . Blue, Flora Campbell
Fishburn , Harriet L. McGara , Olive South , Mary E. Blue, Lizzie Smith
Fletcher, Mary Anne McKeown , Ethie B. Spanogle, Anna Catherine Carter, Mrs. Anna Whilden
Fuller, Araminta M. McKeown, James A. Spanogle, Sara Della
Gaemlick ,Rie M.

Carter,George Henry
McLean ,Ms. J. Y. Spear, Sarah Cordelia

Gaemlick , Tilla J.

Caston , Robert T.

McLean, J. Y. Spratt, EmmaE. Caston , Mrs. Sarah A.

Gardner, Lulu May McMenamin , Sadie Stevens, Miss Estelle Deas, Mary L.
Garrett, Emma Norton McMurray, Mary Ida Stevenson , Alice Donaldson, Augustus Hoke
Gault, Alice B. McNaughtan, Alice Stevenson , Amanda R. Ford , Richard Alexander
Gerwig, Edgar Charles Means, Emma Newton Stevenson , Laura

Gifford, Mattie
Gist, Minnie C.

Means, Geo . W. Stewart,Mrs. Allie G. Hamlin , Miss Mary E.

Graff, Annie R. Melcher, Laura B. Stewart, Mattie A.
Graff, Luella

Hoyt, Lucy Rebecca
Michael, Mrs Laura M. Stitt, Anna Collard

Graffins, Mrs. Emma I.
Latimer, Robert M.

Michael, Dr.William E. Stitzer,Mrs.Millie Weicksel Leland, Miss Mary C.

Graham , Kate Mickle , Alberta V. Stocker, Mrs. Rose C. Malloy,Mrs. M. B.

Gray, Myrtle Miller, Mrs. Ruth C. Stokes, H , M.

Gregory, John
Malloy, Theodora F.

Miller, Thomas Jefferson Stone, Margaret B.

Griffith , M.D., Lewis B.

McKay, Flora M.

Minniss, May E. Storey ,Myra ,W.

Grove, James A.
Moore,Margaret

Mitchell, Miss Kate M. Stretch , Farnie L.

Groves, Mrs. Flora V.
Moore , s . Olive

Moore, JosephineLaing Stretch , Richard G. Muckenfuss,Martha Louise
Guise, Julia H. Moody, Mary Kirtland Strominger, Lillie

Gunn, Marjory C.

Munro , Mrs. Elizabeth B.

Morris, Rev J. R. Styer , Miss Emma F.
Haines, Clinton

Munro, Sarah E.
Morrison , Elizabeth E. Summy, Jotn L.

Hamilton ,Mrs.Amelia M.C.Moxcey,George W.
Quailes, William Brewster

Swan , Kate E.
Hare , Sarah M.

Shaffer, Mrs. A. J.
Moxcey, Mary Eliza Theobald ,Miss Jennie

Harwi, Clinton A.
Towers, Andie Belle

Muthersbaugh ,Miss Anna C. Thomas, M.Emma

Haugh , Annie E.
Tupper, Miss Annette

Muthersbaugh , Belle M.

Heinet, Miss Mary Louise
Thompson , George Starkey Watkins, Henry Hitt

Natt, Mary I. Urbino, Miss Itala
Henderson, Julia L.

Watson, T. Lois
Newell, Ph -be Lewis Van Horn , Carrie A ,

Henry , Dora Elizabeth
Wells, Edmund

Nickerson, Mrs. C.W. Van Nort, John J.

Hershberger, Ida B.
Wells,Mrs. Frances L.

Nickerson, Charles W. Von Schweinitz , Isabel A.
Hess , Miss Olive A.

Young, Sudie James
Nickle, H. J. Wagner Frances M.
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T

CHAPTER VII. but like all other things it changed ; the

THE AGE OF THE RENAISSANCE AND THE Latin language and the writings that were

REFORMATION .
written in it had, by the fifteenth century ,be

HE timesofwhich wehave been speak
comesomething very different from the Latin

ing in our last two chapters are what tongueof the old days ofRome and the writ

are commonly called the Middle Ages. ingswhich werethen written in it. It could

It is not a very good name,and it certainly is not be otherwise. The Latin of old times was

not easy to define its meaning ; still it does the native tongueof a people, used by them

convey an idea. The times from the twelfth
for all purposes. The Latin of the Middle

century to the fifteenth have something in Ageswas the tongue ofonly part of the peo

common, and it is not easy to draw any

ple, used by them for certain purposes and

broad line between any one period within not for others.

them and any other. They stand distinct
Now in the last years of the fifteenth cent

from the times of the older Roman Empire, ury --for that is the real time rather than in

from the early days of the European nations

the sixteenth ma change began to affect Eng

that is,wemay say, among our own people, land, which had already begun to affect some

say from the landing of the English in Brit
other European lands. Many things about

ain to the coming of the Normans - and

the same time combined to enlarge the range

again from the later times from the sixteenth ofthe human mind, to give it fresh subjects

century onward. It is hard to say exactly in
to work upon. To speak of an awakening of

what the likenessand theunlikeness consists;
the human mind would be very misleading.

but it is easily felt. In Western Europe wemay
The human mind had never been asleep ,and at

fairly say that these times and their
no timewas it less so than in the ages from the

ways are

the gradual outcome of the mutual influ . twelfth century to the fifteenth. But the ap

ence which the Roman and Teutonic ele- pearance aboutthe same time of severalnew

ments in those lands had on one another.
directions for thought and action undoubt

Those elements had in somethingsmingled edly did much to quicken and strengthen

together; in otherthings they had stood side men's minds, and to give the timethat now

by side. The Latin tongue, as a popular lan- begins, an air of life and freshness and bril

guage, had changed into the variousforms of liancy beyond that of the times just before it.

Romance ; as a learned language, it had lived
Weare apt to speak ofa new birth of thought

on alongside both of them and of the Teu. and learning and art, a metaphor from which

has come the familiar French name Renais.

tonic languages. It had lived on as a living

language, putting forth fruit of its own ;

sance or New Birth for the times ofwhich we

are now speaking .

* SpecialCourse for C.L.S. C. Graduates. The new movement naturally did not affect

B -May.
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allEurope atthe samemoment. Inmostofits the Middle Ages, architecture had in north

branches it began in Italy. In the form of what ern countries struck out a new line and had

is called the “ revival of learning,” of in- reached wonderful perfection in that line.

creased study of the works of the old Greek Painting and sculpture had not grown in

and Roman times it could hardly be other proportion ; they were chiefly subsidiary to

wise. From the old Roman world theworld of architecture. In Italy, where themediæval

theMiddle Ages had never broken asunder, architecture had never taken real root, where

least of all in Italy , and in Italy it would be the true national stylewas still Romanesque,

perfectly true to say that the Renaissance be- the other artshad, from the thirteenth cent

gan in the thirteenth century , rather than in ury onward, grown much faster. Still it is

the fifteenth. The most distinctive thing in from the fifteenth century, when the study of

themovement of the fifteenth century was the ancient models prevailed again, that the

the renewed study of Greek. Throughout great development of Italian painting and

what we have called theMiddle Ages, Greek sculpture began. And in architecture, too ,

was hardly at allknown in Western Europe. men began again to attempt to imitate the

The Latin writers were never forgotten ; they Roman models . It is a notable thing in.

were always studied ; but the Greek writers Italy at this time thatmany men were great

had almost passed out ofmind , and to read a artists in various lines at once, and were of

Greek book in the originalwas the rarest of ten eminent in otherways at the sametime.

accomplishments. Toknow even a few words The movement which had begun in Italy

was a thing of which a man was proud. The gradually spread northward, into France,

philosophy of Aristotle was supposed to rule Germany, and England. The new studies

in the schools ; but men knew him only in spread ; the new fashions in art spread.

Latin translations, and those sometimes Greek learning came in ; Latin learning

made from the Arabic. The New Testament changed its character. Both becamewhat is

was hardly known, except through the called classical. The new studies, the “ New

Vulgate Latin . But in the East-Roman Learning,” as it was called, the studies of

Empire , Greek had been forages the received the “ Humanists,” had to fight their way

language. There was a popular form of against the “ Old Learning ,” the learning of

Greek , answering to the Romance forms of the mediæval schools. The New Learning

Latin , and there was a literary form still was in its own nature quite unconnected with

written at Constantinople and elsewhere, any movement for the reformation of re

which had changed wonderfully little from ligion. Someof its votaries, like Sir Thomas

theGreek of old times. Thus, when in 1453 More in England, were devout and even

Constantinople was taken by the Turks and bigoted adherents of religion as they found

the East-Roman Empire came to an end, a it. Others in Italy , hardly in England, were

crowd of learned Greeks left their enslaved rather pagans than Christians of any kind .

country, and found shelter in Italy . Thus But the New Learning and the Reformation

Greek studies began again, and with them ofReligion were going on at the same time ;

Latin studies strengthened . The change they influenced one another, and the lately

was a great and in many things a wholesome invented artof printing served thepurposes of

one ; perhaps it did more good to the lands to both. There was this difference between the

which it spread from Italy than it did to two,that theNew Learning wasmerely an in

Italy itself. Original geniuswas for a while tellectual movement, while the Reformation

rather smothered by learning and imita- of Religion was essentially a moralmove

tive literature ; Italy had no such writer in ment. And, when we speak of the Refor

the fifteenth century as Dante in the thir- mation of Religion , it is well to distinguish.

teenth . And a devotion to pagan study somethings which may easily be confounded .

pretty well made somemen forget that they Changesin dogmaand ceremonyareone thing ;

were Christians either in belief or practice . thereformation of practical abuses is another

In no time or place was public or private vir- thing . If thePopes,and therulers of theWest

tue at a lower ebb than it was in Italy at the ern Church generally , had , all through the

end of the fifteenth century and the begin- » fifteenth century, helped on thevarious move

ning of the sixteenth century.
ments for practical reform , they would have

Besides learning and literature , the new or done much to lessen the extent of change in

revived taste extended itself to art. During other ways. They did largely attempt prac
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tical reforms at a later time, and notwithout Eighth ,with either his divorcing and behead

result ; butthey could not then do what they ing his wives or with his plundering of the

might have done at an earlier time. monasteries, another thing from their legal

The Reformation of Religion in the six- suppression. But there can be little doubt

teenth century took a different shape in each thathis system was approved by a very large

of the countries where it prevailed . But it part,most likely by the greater part, of the

must not be thought that it was everywhere English nation . After dabbling a little in

a victory either of “ free thought" or of the foreign Reformation, his later objects

religioustoleration . Itdid a great deal in those were distinctly to keep doctrine and cere

ways indirectly and by its results in times mony as they were, but to get rid of the

to come; but it did nothing at once and di- authority of the Pope, to lessen the power of

rectly. When the Reformation began , no- the clergy, and to reform some practical

body thought of allowing equal toleration to abuses. And to do this and no more fell in

both the old religion and the new . Which- very well with the generalwish of English

ever had the upper hand forbade the practice men . When strictly religious changes, in

of the other, often under pain of death . This doctrine and ceremony, came in under Ed

was because it was strictly a moral question ; ward the Sixth, they met with strong oppo

each side looked on the practice of the other sition . It was most likely the persecution

worship as sinful. Butwhen traditional be- under Mary which in the end turned men's

liefs had once been shaken ,when men had so minds the other way. The final settlement

far thought for themselves as to accept the under Elizabeth was a compromise which di

new system instead of the old , it naturally vided the nation less than any other system

followed that others should use the same would have done, but which could not call

liberty in other ways. If men rejected one forth the samevehement zeal as the extreme

doctrine or threw off one kind of discipline, system either way .

they might reject and throw off any other. In Scotland , on theother hand ,the change

If they thought for themselves on one in religion did not begin till much laterthan

matter, they might think for themselves in England, but it was far more thorough

on another . In this way the religious Ref- going when it did begin . It began from be

ormation did in the end lead to freedom of low ; it was essentially a popular movement,

thought on all matters , and to mutual tolera- which princes and nobles supported only so

tion on religiousmatters. But it did so only far as they were able to turn it to their own

gradually and indirectly . No one thought of ends. Nomovement was ever more strictly

such things when the Reformation itselfbe- a moral one; it has stamped the Scottish

gan in the sixteenth century. character ever since. A system hard and

We may say that the Reformation began narrow , intolerant, even merciless, but full of

in the sixteenth century ; that is, it began as stern resolve andunselfish purpose, a system

a wide European movement. Ever since the leading to personal thoughtfulness and per

teaching of Wickliffe there had doubtless sonal independence , was in the end estab

been some in England who were dissatisfied lished in the teeth of heavy persecution. It

with more things in the state of religion than is the Scottish Reformation and the long

those practical evils which might be reformed struggles which followed it,which made the

without change of doctrine or ceremony. In Scottish people what they are.

Bohemia , so far off, the movement had had The form of reformation which in Scot

far greater results ; but they stand almost land became the established religious

alone, and they had little in Auence out of Bo- system of the country , appeared in Eng

hemia. In England there was nomovement land only in the shape of dissatisfaction

at all widely spread till the influence of the with the established system . Noncon

German and Swiss reformers affected our formity, though it began in England in

people . And, as we are speaking of the En- the sixteenth century, plays no national

glish folk in general, we must mark the dif- part till the seventeenth. The thoughts and

ferent lines which the Reformation took in feelings which in Scotland were the essence

England and Scotland . In England the of the Reformation itself, were in England

change camefrom above ; it was not the work an aftergrowth .

of the people in general. We have nothing But other things marked this age, and had

to do with the motives of King Henry the an influence on its character in England as
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in other lands, besides the revival of learn- seeking and finding of lands in this age was

ing and the reformation of religion . It is very great. Like other things, it began

hardly a figure to say that in this age the earlier,and merely reached its height in these

world itself was enlarged . That is to say, times. Portugal was the first European

new lands were opened , new fields were power to begin by discovery and conquest

given to human enterprise. The discovery along the coast of Africa and in the Atlantic

of a new world was something so startling islands. Then camethe finding of the East

as to help very powerfully in the general en ern way to India in 1497. That was the

largement of men'sminds. And the phrase same year in which the North American con

of a New World is fully justified. The dis- tinent was discovered . Before that, in 1492,

covery of the Western Continent which fol. Columbus had reached Hispaniola on his

lowed on the voyage of Columbus was an voyage, as he hoped , to India by the other

event differing in kind from any discovery way. Thus the two great fields of distant

that had ever been made before. And this, English enterprise were found out in the

though there is little reason to doubt that same year, before the fifteenth century was

the Western Continent itself had been dis- out, though their full importance does not

covered before. TheNorthmen had certainly come till much later. And wemustagain

found their way to the real continent of mark the importance of Italy in these mat

North America ages before Columbus found ters , as in others. Portugal alone made her

his way to the West India Islands. But the great discoveries for herself. Spain and

same results did not comeof it, and the dis- Englandmade theirs by the means of a Gen

covery itself was not of the same kind. The oese and a Venetian .

Old World had grown a good deal before the We thus see, coming all together, the re

discovery of the New . The range of men's vival of learning and art, the reformation of

thoughts and enterprise had gradually religion , and what was practically the actual

spread from theMediterranean to the Atlan- enlargement ofthe world . A new life seemed

tic, the Baltic ,and the northern seas. To ad- to be breathed into every thing. And in

vance from Norway to the islands north of England, while all branches of learning be

Britain , thence to Iceland, Greenland, and gan to be studied as they had never been

the American continent, was a gradualpro- studied before, there was no fear, as to some

cess . The great feature in the lasting dis- extent there was in Italy, of original powers

covery of America which began at the end of being stifled under the weight of learning .

the fifteenth century was its suddenness. The two advanced together. In the course

Nothing led to it ; it was made by an acci- of the sixteenth century, under the new in

dent ; men were seeking one thing, and they fluences, while the ancient learning took new

found another. Nothing like it has hap- shapes and a wider range , men began to

pened before or since. The great result of study the chronicles of our own land, and

all that camefrom the discovery ofAmerica, presently to attempt something like a more

the establishment of a third home for the scientific knowledge of our ancient language.

English folk , does not concern us as yet. The religious controversies of the time grew ;

That belongs to theseventeenth century, not learned divines on various sides engaged

to the sixteenth . In the sixteenth it was in them , among whom , to mention one

only dreamed of and attempted. But though out of many, Richard Hooker may pass for

there wasas yetno New England in America , a philosopher as well as a divine. In litera

yet the mere discovery of the New World , ture of every class the crop is fertile beyond

the wonderful conquests of the Spaniards, all earlier times. And the two names of

the adventurous warfare of Englishmen and which Englishmen are proudest in their sev

Spaniards, both in America and in Europe, eral lines, William Shakspere the poet, and

and, to crown all, the beating back of Span- Francis Bacon the philosopher, though we

ish invasion from the shores of England, are apt to think of them as belonging rather

were events that had no small share in the to the seventeenth century, do in truth be

general stir and quickening ofmen's minds. long to the sixteenth . It was the sixteenth

Wesaid just now that the discovery ofthe century that made them .

New World took place through men seeking Such an age of increased learning and of

one thing and finding another. But even busy literature had naturally its effect on

without the discovery of the New World , the language. The English tongue in a certain
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sense took its present shape in the fifteeath we must not think that where there was so

century . But the sixteenth greatly affected much progress, all was progress of a good

it also . One change it made which was kind. Perhaps all was progress out ofwhich

surely not for the better . As the fourteenth good came in the end ; but there was much

century was the time when French words which certainly was not change for the bet

came in like a flood , in the sixteenth century ter at the time. In most lands the sixteenth

it was the same with Latin words. Many century - in this too continuing a work be

good English words wereneedlessly displaced gun in the fifteenth ---was a timeof political

at both times ; and what is worse, we almost falling back . Old liberties , old national

wholly lost the power of making new words rights,were largely trampled under foot. In

in our own tongue, as the Germans have al- many parts of Europe the ancient assemblies

ways been able to do . ceased to be held , or lost all real power, and

In art the changes were great. In archi- the kings became practically despotic. In

tecture the new Italian taste hardly affected England, though the sovereigns of this age

England till the sixteenth century was well drew into their hands great and sometimes

advanced . In its earlier years we shall have unlawful powers, yet we never lost the forms

someof the richest buildings of the latest or the feeling of freedom ,and weweretherefore

forms of the mediæval style . Thenew style able in days to come to put new life again

began in details and small objects before it into a body which had never altogether died.

touched the general lines of buildings. Thus Meanwhile theUnited Provinces oftheNether

there grew up a curious mongrel style of lands threw off the yoke of their Spanish

building in which the outlines and general princes and formed themselves into a fed

idea are still Gothic, while the details are eral commonwealth . And on their recovery

more or less tending toward Italian. It is of freedom followed a wonderful burst of in

sometimes called Cinque-cento , from the date tellectual life ; in politics, in learning, in

when it began in Italy ; in England it is every thing else, that small people at once

often called Elizabethan for the great Queen rose to one of the foremost places in Europe.

of that name. In France there aremany In Italy , on the other hand, while she was

grand churches, as well as palaces, of this leading other lands in so many ways, she

fashion ; in England we have many grand was herself led into bondage, and the freedom

houses, but hardly any churches. For in of her commonwealths was trodden under

England, owing to the suppression of the foot. Yet the political evils of the time had

monasteries under Henry the Eighth , the after all something to do with its general ad

sixteenth century was a time when many vance. The new invention of gunpowder

more churches were pulled down than were made a thorough change in the art of war, a

built. In this way the land lost very many changewhich has been advancing ever since.

of its noblest buildings, and not only build- It gave greater power to mere numbers ; it

ings, but precious records and manuscripts. made it easier to take, and harder to defend,

Themost hideous destruction of art and an- towns and other fortified places. It thus

tiquity was thus going on at the very time helped the princes in most lands to keep up

of so much progress in other ways. Of standing armies and thereby to tread under

painting and sculpture there is not much to foot the rights of their own people and of

say ; the taste, of course , was Italian ; for a their neighbors. Europe thus made great

long time the artists were Italian also . advances at this time toward becoming a

Natural science perhapsmade less advance system of large powers, instead of being

than any other branch of knowledge. The largely a system of small principalities and

movement was mainly learned , literary , ar- free cities . And this , though at the time it

tistic . It was indeed in the sixteenth cent- helped to destroy freedom , get helped in the

ury, though in a land far from either Eng- end towards the grouping of a great part of

land or Italy , that the true doctrine of the Europe into really national powers.

solar system was found out. But new light With all this England had less to do than

in this way did not spread nearly so fast as most other nations. Compared with France,

new light in other ways. Long after this Spain , or Italy , she kept her old laws and her

time the truths of astronomywere looked on old rights. She was better able than most

as impious, and men of scientific knowledge lands to profit by what was good in the

were liable to be taken for conjurors. And changes of these times, and she was less
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touched by what was evil. The changes of more than a hundred years nearer to ourown

the sixteenth century were great and won- timethan wewere when we reached the later

derful, and on the whole for good. But we years of the fifteenth. No one of the earlier

must not so dwell on them as to look on all centuries saw so great change or such

the ages before them as a mere time of dark- speedy change. But though we areapt to

ness, and to think that there would be an think ofthe “ Middle Ages ” as if all themen

altogether new life with either the literary who lived in them lived at one time, a man

Renaissance or the religious Reformation . of the reign of Henry the First would have

Men's minds took a few great steps all at been quite as much startled at the state of

once ; but they had not been standing still things under Henry the Sixth as theman of

before ; it was the intellectual movement of the reign of Henry the Sixth would have

the Middle Ages which made the further in- been at the state of things under Elizabeth .

tellectual movement that followed it possi- Weare speaking of England ; in some other

ble . Many causes worked together ; the lit- lands the contrast might have been greater

erary movement, the religious movement, in some things and in others less. The two

the widening ofthe world's borders . And so most sudden and startling changes were the

did the political movement, though it was in new forms of religious worship and the

many things, at the time, a movementback- sweeping away of the monasteries. These

wards. The result was an advance which affected England ; they did not affect the

makes us feel, as we reach the later years of landswhere the Reformation did not prevail.

the sixteenth century , that we have got Every thing else was gradual.

H
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dium uncolored by prejudice, unclouded byPART IV .

mists of passion ? Still, there is a certain

FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE (CONTINUED ).
average level, which varies with the habits

HYPERBOLE.
of generations, and the temperaments of

YPERBOLE, or Exaggeration , is races and nationalities ; and it is from this

classed among figures of speech . If level that each generation judges what is

we take figurative language to mean hyperbolical or extravagant in speech .

any departure from ordinary expression , this Many persons habitually use language of

is a figure on the assumption that ordinary exaggeration from mere ardor of tempera

speech presents things as they are, things ment. Their feelings are always in ex

as they appear to the eye of cool, sober tremes. What interests them for the mo

common sense, in their true relations and ment is the most wonderful thing in the

proportions. Things are exaggerated from whole course of their experience.

this standard by personal feelings, by loves geese are all swans ; their wicked men mon

and hatreds, hopes and fears, admiration , sters of depravity , their good men paragons

wonder , and contempt. Strictly speaking, of virtue. Weare all apt to exaggerate in

it is only whatwe love or admire or fear that this way more or less.

we exaggerate, or make to appear bigger But is it ever permissible to exaggerate

than it is ; but the word hyperbole is ap- for rhetorical effect ? One would be disposed

plied equally to the minimizings or belit- to say offhand that it can never be, that

tlings or distortions of hatred or contempt. nothing but plain , sober statement can ever

This is how hyperboles arise, and we are be justifiable, that the bare truth tells twice .

all so apt to view things through themedium But the question fairly faced is not so simple

of passion and prejudice that exaggerated as it looks. It is partly a question of ethics ,

language is the rule rather than the excep- and partly a question of taste.

tion . Who can profess to see things steadily On the ethical side, it may be argued in

through a clear and colorless medium , a me- this way. Suppose a case of distress to be
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relieved , of a bad habit to be changed , a law tion in which it is quite possible to pursue

to be repealed or enacted , an institution to this ideal in such a way as to defeat your

be reformed . The public are apathetic and own end, and distort and falsify what you

indifferent. An enthusiast in the cause ad- wish to present to your reader's mind.

dresses them . Hebelieves the distress to be Often what you have to describe is not an

worse than it really is ; he ascribes all sorts abstract object detached from all human

of pernicious consequences to the bad habit : emotion, but your own feeling about an ob

he expects too much from his scheme of re- ject and in trying to tone down your de

form . He uses hyperbolical language. But scription in obedience to rhetorical precept,

the impression he produces is no stronger you may tone down the feeling and so

than the bare truth ought to produce. If he change it that the description neither truly

used sober language, his apathetic public expresses your own feeling nor corresponds

.would not stir ; he would produce no im- adequately to the feeling of your reader .

pression at all. His hearers are at a dis This is the danger of aiming at an elegant

tance from him , wrapt up in their own con- sobriety of expression. Even elegance and

cerns ; hemust raise his voice , or they will sobriety may be carried to extremes.

not hear. A statue intended to be seen at a I have heard of a Professor of Divinity who

heightmust be carved larger than life size, advised his students after writing their ser

otherwise it will appear diminutive. It is by mons to go over them ,pen in hand and strike

the impression produced that the work must out all the adjectives. I believe this is not

be judged . uncommonly considered a good way of cor

There is a certain amount of truth in this. recting the natural tendency of youth to su

Itmay be conceded that no great cause was perlatives and hyperboles .

ever won without enthusiasm , and enthusi The advice seems to me to be essentially

asm always exaggerates. It is the natural erroneous, and fatal to the acquisition of a

corrective of apathy,which is just as far from style that shall really communicate your

the truth on the other side. thoughts and feelings. It is good enough ,

Is exaggeration, then, to be recommended ? perhaps, if the adjectives are heaped up outof

That is another affair. You must remember the parrot memory without any reference to

that if you are in earnest, you will probably the subject. But it is bad in so far as it

exaggerate enough without trying. The tends to fix attention on the words by them

man who exaggerates deliberately is a selves, and abstract it from the thoughtsand

charlatan , a puffer of spurious goods ; be- feelings expressed, with which rather than

sides he is almost certain to be found out the words the correction should begin . A

The accent of insincerity is easily detected, really expressive style is not to be acquired

whether in speech or in writing. In rhetoric by pruning and weeding out in cold blood

as in other things honesty is the best policy. epithets that have been applied in the heat of

The question of taste in the use of hyper . composition . One should learn rather to

bole is more subtle. This often arises when control the heat of composition . The best

there is no question of moral truth or false way, indeed the only sound way, of curing

hood, of leading or misleading opinion. It the tendency to extravagance of expression

is rather, as itwere, an affair of dress ; “ ex. is by reforming the habit ofmind from which

pression is the dress of thought,” and we it proceeds.

may dress in quiet colors cut after the This opens up a large subject, which I

fashion of our time, or in glaring colors and must leave with my reader's own intelli

eccentric disregard of both fashion and pro- gence , content if I have made him think of

priety . the fact that there is such a thing as a ten

The common ideal of good expression is dency to hyperbole, and that it needs correc

that it should exactly fit the subject,keeping tion . I should like briefly to indicate fur

close to the proportions of things as they ther another risk that attends any deliberate

are ; that descriptive phrases and epithets effort to correct it.

should present objects as they exist in na To correct this tendency was one of the

ture, neither exaggerated nor diminished . persistent aims of the late Mr.Matthew Ar

It is an excellent ideal to aim at, and the nold . According to him the essence of cul

principle holds absolutely good of scientific ture on the intellectual side lies in learning

expression . But there are kinds of descrip to see things as they are . Read, for exam
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ple, in his " Essays in Criticism ,” the paper tude to which you may rise without trans

on “ The Literary Influence of Academies,” gressing the bounds of good taste . In every

when he traces certain extravagances of ex- community there is an unwritten standard ;

pression to their roots in narrow and limited this is unwritten because it is unwritable.

habits of thought. By looking at things too Each individual must find it out for himself

exclusively from the point of view of our in the reception given him by his readers .

own village or occupation or sect or party

or province, we are apt to attach an exag
IRONY, INNUENDO, AND EPIGRAM .

gerated importance to them , and to feel and The next figure I shall deal with is Irony,

speak of them fiercely and immoderately as which consists in saying something different

if they were objects of vital concern to the from what you mean, leaving it to your

whole world . To this narrow habit ofmind reader's intelligence to apprehend your real

Mr. Arnold attached the nicknameof Phil- meaning.

istinism . This is a very different literary weapon .

Mr. Arnold's doctrine I believe to be in the The use of hyperbole of “ forceful sounds

main most wholesome. I do not pretend to and colors bold ” -is to stimulate torpid in

do more than roughly indicate it. You can- telligence, to stir dull sensibilities, to drive

notdo better as a student of style than give impressions home by violence. In ironical

your days and nights to reading Mr. Arnold writing something is left to the free action of

himself, Heis one of the most charming the reader's wits. The quicker the intelli

writers of his century as well as one of the gence of your reader, themore prosperous is

most instructive.
likely to be your use of the figure.

And yet I have often seen a grave error “ Irony," Quintilian says, “ is understood

committed by men who tried to form them- either from themode of delivery or from the

selves on his ideal of culture. Thinking it a character of the speaker, or from the nature

mark of Philistinism to use strong language ofthe subject ; for if any of these be at vari

about merely local or sectarian concerns, ance with thewords, it is apparent that the

they conceive it to be a mark of culture to intention is differentfrom the expression.”

adopt an indifferent, superior, fleering, The danger obviously is that you be taken

depreciatory tone toward every thing in literally . This actually happened to De Foe.

which they happen not to be interested them- His “ Shortest Way with the Dissenters ," in

selves. Now this is not to see things asthey which ironically assuming the rôle of a

are ; this is not to be a man of culture, but a Highflying Tory he argued that they ought

man of culture who has missed his aim , a to be exterminated by hanging and banish

prig or superior person . You may put your- ing whoever was found at a conventicle ,

self quite asmuch out of proportion by af- brought him to the pillory . He afterward

fecting a grand indifference as by taking a admitted that perhaps hewas justly punished

fierce and immoderate interest ; to treat the for being such a fool as to trust his meaning

affairs of Little Peddlington * from a cosmical to irony.

point of view may be as absurd as to treat Goldsmith is another instance of a martyr

them from a provincial point of view . If to misunderstood irony. A good many of

your writing is intended for Little Peddling- the tales told to prove his egregious vanity

ton , or for men and women of your own oc are merely samples of ironical jesting at his

cupation or sect or province, there is nothing own expense. When, for instance, he turned

gained by writing as if your reader were the away in apparent indignation when two

Man in the Moon, or even “ a calm strong handsome ladies beside him were attracting

angel surveying mankind." a great deal ofattention, and exclaimed that

Hyperbole carried to excess is stigmatized elsewhere he too had his admirers, it is easy

by such names 'as rant, bombast, inflation , to see that the indignation was ironical. A

" tall talk ," turgid magniloquence . But no practical hintmay be drawn from this that in

formal rule can be laid down fixing the alti- writing you must remember that you have

not the tone of the voice to point to irony.

* " An imaginary village in which quackery , humbug , Irony was a prevalent fashion in the age of

cant, selfishness,and other social vices abound. It is Queen Anne, Swift, Pope, Arbuthnot, and

described by John Pool : in a satirical work overflowing Addison were all masters of it in various de

with racy humor, entitled ' Little Peddlington and the

Peddlingtonians.' ' grees of subtlety. The reason why the figure
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was so common among the eighteenth cen- of epigrammatic writing is the surprise that

tury essayists probably was that they wrote lurks in the expression, by whatever art the

for a comparatively small audience which ambush is contrived. It may consist in

prided itself on its wit, andwas consequently merely repeating a phrase after leading the

flattered by indirect expression . A light, reader to expect a reason as in the classical

· bantering , ironical tone was naturally pre- epigram on Dr. Fell.* The motto of the

ferred, and the strong , direct expression of Marischal family , “ Thay saye : Quhat say

strong feeling regarded as a waste of force. thay ? Lat thamesay " -is a genuinely epi

With a mixed audience at different levels of grammaticexpression ofindifference to public

culture, irony is much more apt to be mis- opinion .

understood. And perhaps this is partly the The aim of the witty epigrammatist is gen

reason why ironical writing is much less erally satire or harmless pleasantry, and we

practised in the present century. Writers are here concerned primarily with the useful

address wider and much more miscellaneous ness of figures in conveying knowledge. In

audiences, and their irony runs greater risk this respect the value of the epigram is sim

ofbeing misinterpreted unless it is so broad ply that it sticks better in thememory than

as to lose all literary charm . plain expression . Truth is not mademore lu

A figure extremely common in modern minous bybeing putin an epigrammatic form ,

American comic literaturemightbe classed as but it is mademore striking and memorable.

ironical hyperbole, exaggeration for the mere The reader's own wits have to be exercised ;

fun of the thing. The test ofgood and bad is and what the epigrammatist suggests or in

originality . sinuates comes to him with something of the

A variety of figures has been distinguished charm of a discovery . Most ofus have read

by rhetoricians all of which turn like irony without emotion the ordinary grammatical

on some contrast between the form of the ex. statement that “ the verb to be is a verb of

pression and themeaning. The writer, as it incomplete predication ” ;when this is putby

were , plays with the medium of communi- Hegel [hā'gel ] in the epigrammatic form " be

cation ; there is a sort of game of hide-and- ing is nothing ,” how much more striking it is !

seek between him and his readers . Wemay Some people even think it profound , though

put together under thegeneral nameof Epi- it means nothing 'nore than this, that to say

gram all those cases in which thewriter con- that a thing is , without saying what it is, is

structs his statement so as to lead the reader as good as to say nothing at all about it.

to expect a certain meaning and then sud

denly suggests another ; all sayings in which
SIMILES AND METAPHORS.

the writer by some artifice of construction The exact sense of the word Simile as a

prepares a surprise for the reader. figure of speech was acutely defined by Dr.

Whatis technically known as the condensed Johnson in a criticism of Addison's poem

sentence is an example ofthis. “ Heaven de- “ The Campaign.” + The poet compares

fend us from the Evil One and from meta- Marlborough issuing his orders in the thick

phors !” A friend's advice to Mark Twain of the fight to an angel that “ rides on the

when in traveling he began to talk about whirlwind and directs the storm .” The

private matters before some Germans : critic raises the question whether this is

“ Speak in German ; theseGermans may un- technically a simile, and decides that it is

derstand English,” is classed as an instance not, but a mere exemplification , because the

of Innuendo.* The epigram proper is seen things compared are similar in kind. That

in such sayings as South's : " Speech was a poet's verse flows like a torrent or that

given to the ordinary sort ofmen whereby to his fancy wanders about like a bee in quest

communicate their mind ; but to wisemen of honey, is a simile ; but that the Thames

whereby to conceal it ” ; or the Master of waters fields as the Po waters fields, or that

Trinity's rebuke to a Junior Fellow : “ We Horace polished his verses as I-soc'ra-tēs

are none ofus infallible, not even the young- polished his orations, is a mere exemplifica

est of us."

* I do not love thee, Dr. Fell.

The balanced form of sentence is often used
The reason why I cannot tell:

to give point to an epigram , butthe essence Butthis I'm sure Iknow full well

[In -nu- en'do.] Latin in , toward , and nuere, to nod .
I do not love thee, Dr. Fell.

An indirect hint. Sya ., insinuation , suggestion . See Addison, in Johnson's “ Lives of the Poets."
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tion or plain comparison. “ Marlborough or a justice of the peace draw his similitudes

is so like the angel in the poem that the ac- from the mathematics .... or a gentleman

tion of both isalmost the sameand performed of Northamptonshire should fetch all his il

in the samemanner.” lustrations to his country neighbors from

The point of this is that before language shipping, and tell them of themainsheet and

can be called figurative, it must be a depar- the bowline.”

ture from the ordinary. Our ordinary way of When Mr. Disraeli * spoke at Glasgow as

thinking is to compare things that are the Lord Rector of the University, he seemed to

same in kind, one river with another, one remember that he was in a great commercial

general with another ; it is a departure from center, and made an effort to adapt his figures

this ordinary course of our thoughts to de- to his audience . A civilized community,"

tect resemblances in things that are different he said , “ must rest upon a large realized cap

in kind, a diplomatist and a fox, a child and ital of thoughtand sentiment ; theremust be

an opening flower. It might be argued that a reserved fund of public morality to draw

Addison's comparison is figurative after all upon in the exigencies of national life." The

in as much as it compares a battle to a merchants of Glasgow probably understood

storm .
him easily , but these figures musthave been

When the form of comparison is dropped , as Sanscrit to the average undergraduate.

as when a man is simply called " a lion ," or I have heard a preacher of a scientific turn

“ an ape,” or “ a steam -engine in trousers, illustrate moral states by reference to crys

the figure isknown asMetaphor. A metaphor tallization , polarization, and deflection . This

is merely a condensed simile,a double figure, to a country congregation. Weare all apt to

in as much as you not only compare things take for granted that what is familiar to our

different in kind butassert identity when you selves is equally familiar to others .

mean only partial likeness. Many an apt illustration , really fitted to

The uses of similes and metaphors are va- enlighten, is spoiled by being over the heads

rious. Similitudes,comparisons,are the chief of theaudience, not over their heads intellect

instruments of expression for all purposes. ually as being beyond their grasp butas be

They may be purely ornamental, decorative, ing beyond their knowledge. The teacher's

pretty, fanciful, “ rhetorical” in the narrow besetting sin is to over-rate the knowledge

sense ; or they may be “ poetic ” in the strict of his hearers and to under-rate their in

sense, imaginative , transfiguring a subject telligence.

with light borrowed from some image of For merely intellectual purposes a simile

grandeur or beauty or profound feeling ; or cannot be too familiar and homely . It is a

merely illustrative , serving as a help to the principle of artistic effect that it should be in

understanding in exposition . On this last harmony with the tone of the subject. A

comparatively humble use there are some homely illustration , such as the comparison

precepts that are obvious enough but yet are of a man struggling with difficulties to a fly

sometimes neglected.
in treacle, may be perfectly graphic and

The cardinal precept, which applies to all yet grotesquely offensive in a serious compo

comparisons plain as well as figurative, is sition .

that the thing to which the comparison is Writers with a passion for exactness often

made should be more intelligible than the fall into the error of pushing a comparison

subject of the comparison .
into too much detail . This leads to what is

“ Metaphors,” Ben Jonson says in his technically called " straining ” a metaphor or

“ Underwood's ," “ farfetched , hinder to be simile . You should be content generally with

understood ; and affected, lose their grace, a bold , broad resemblance.

... As if a privy.councilor should at table

take hismetaphor from a dicing-house ... • [Diz-rā'lee or diz -ree'lee.]
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BY J. RANKEN TOWSE .

II. Helavished titles , honors, land , and money,

T was between themiddle of the reign of upon a series of unworthy favorites, and al

Queen Elizabeth and the meeting of the lowed just debts to go unpaid . He set mor

Long Parliament that a greatmoral revo- ality at defiance by conniving at disgraceful

lution was begun and ended in England. divorces and condoning the most shameless

The first seeds of Puritanism were sowed social offenses, and demonstrated his own

when Bishop Bonner set up the first six En- superstition and weakness by consulting as

glish Bibles in St. Paul's Cathedral. From trologers and necromancers * and experi

that moment the power of thebook began to menting in search ofthe philosopher's stone.t

increaseamong thecommon people,who had, Merit ceased to be regarded as the true test

indeed , no other book that they could read. for preferment, which was now sought only

The Holy Scriptures afforded them their sole through the agency of some favorite. Brib

means of literary recreation as well as of re- ery was the easiest and the surest road to

ligious comfort and encouragement, and their promotion, and even the judges yielded to

faithful study of the text was reflected not the universal habit of corruption .

only in their manner of life but in their speech.
Soevilan example as this, set in high places,

This revival of religious interest, however, was fraught with dangerous consequences.

did not extend within the limits of the Court. Not only was there a distinct lowering of the

Their profligacy proceeded from excess to ex- moral tone of the aristocratic classes, but

cess , and the dividing line between the upper
the public respect for the throne,which in the

and thelower classes gradually broadened and days of Elizabeth had amounted almost to ven

deepened until it became a gulf in the days eration, was greatly diminished . Even the

of the Puritans and Cavaliers.
strolling players, who as yet were regarded

The Court of Elizabeth had been extravagant as little better than vagabonds, ventured to

and immoral, but folly and vice were hidden hold up the King to open ridicule in their

decorously beneath a veil of refinement. But booths, and were not rebuked . The admin

James was a monarch of a very different kind, istration of thelawsand ofmatters of state was

a man at once weak and obstinate, far more practically in the hands of such men as the

deeply learned than his fair predecessor, and Earl of Rochester or George Villiers, Duke

uncommɔnly shrewd,but selfish, coarse ,and ofBuckingham , creatures ofthe King's fancy ,

cowardly, with a jealous appreciation of the who were invested with almost limitless au

royal prerogative, but with no touch of regal thority . The life and the property of citizens

nature. While extremely carefulofhis own and the honor ofwomen were equally at the

privileges, he granted amost boundless li- mercy of these upstart nobles who were

cense to his favorites, and set an example swayed by no consideration but their own

which , had it not been for the more sober in- pleasure. If any person was obnoxious to

fluences at work among the masses of the them , there were many ways to be rid ofhim .

people, mighthave resulted in a general de- He could be put on shipboard and sold into

moralization of society . Vices of the grossest life-long slavery, assigned to secret imprison

kind were practiced openly in the royal pal- ment by some process of the infamous Star

aces. He himself was a confirmed drunkard, Chamber, or knocked on the head by some

and some of the great ladies of his Court hired bravo and thrown into the Thames.

thought it no disgrace to be seen intoxicated. The boundaries of Alsatia lay within easy

Although a thorough Scot in the close man- reach ofthe St. James's Park and Palace .

agement of his own private finances he
Alsatia , a nickname for White Friars, was

wasted enormous sums of public money in

the preparation of elaborate masques and ation . Thosewho revealthe future bymeansof pretended

* [Nek'rő man-sers.] Greek nekros, dead,manteia , divin

revels, in the hope of winning popularity . communications with thedead ; magicians.

+ The substance which the ancient alchemists thought

• Special Course for C. L. S. C. Graduates. would convert all basermetals into gold .
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an institution peculiarly characteristic ofthe the Mall * or in the drawing-room was a

social life of the period. It derived its name science. The latest Continental graces were

from an establishment ofCarmelites, orWhite imported by French and Italian masters .

Friars,who settled upon a plot ofland nearthe Youth was instructed how to carry a sword

Temple specially granted to them in the thir- and how to use one, how to handle a cane or

teenth century, with certain privileges of (a little later ) a sauff-box, how to enter a room

sanctuary . These privileges were confirmed and to leave one, how to bow and how to ogle.

from time to time, and even existed in the The presence of nearly all the social graces

days of the Stuarts. No writ was operative was emphasized by the absence of nearly all

in the district unless issued by the Lord Chief the social virtues . Days and nights were

Justice or the Lords of the Privy Council, given to drinking and gaming and affairs

and themost desperate characters of the city ofso-called gallantry. Matrimonial infidelity

were attracted thither by the promise of im- was so prevalent that it might almost be

munity from arrest. It was the paradise of called the rule, instead of the exception .

ruined gamesters, bankrupts, homicides, and Forcible abductions were of such common

profligates of every description, and the offi- occurrence that they excited but little atten

cers of the law did not dare to enter it, except tion ; death wasby no means a rare sequel to

in force . Here could be found outlaws ready quarrels over wine or over cards, and ruined

for any criminal service, as well as the com- spendthrifts did not hesitate , even at the risk

paratively harmless roysterers whose diffi- of the gibbet, to replenish their purses by

culties were chiefly of a pecuniary and tem- highway robbery. The sober citizen rarely

porary nature . It was deeply significant ventured far from his home at night unless

that this refuge for the breakers of the law guarded by two sturdy apprentices, and every

should be within a stone's throw of the door and window was bolted and barred soon

palace. after sunset as if to withstand a siege.

It was, indeed, in the precincts of royalty Although the worst scenes of violence and

that the law was least regarded . The greater profligacy were enacted in or near the me

nobles were not only beyond the reach of jus- tropolis, which wasmoreexclusively the cen

tice themselves, but were able to extend pro- ter of society in those days than it is now , the

tection to their friends and followers. They effects ofthe needless expenditureof the Court

maintained, indeed , a state that was almost and its followers were felt all over the coun

royal. They held receptions, at which ten- try. James raised large sums by the sale of

ants , tradesmen , suitors , poets, and adven- peerages, thus dealing a deadly blow at the

turers were presented after the fashion of pride of caste, but Charles,his successor,was

the Court , and exacted from all social in- unable to profit by this device to any great

feriors a deference akin to that which they extent, and so had recourse to the infamous

themselves accorded to Majesty . It was powers of the Star Chamber, which wereused

understood that the favors which they to extortexorbitant fines from all sorts of
peo

dispensed were to be repaid by personal ple upon all kinds of pretexts. One country

service in one shape or another, and the gentleman was fined £60,000 formarrying his

body of retainers, thus recruited, if less niece, and an alderman was fined £ 10,000 for

formidable to the eye than the men-at-arms saying that therewas more liberty in Turkey

of feudal times, nevertheless constituted a than in England. Themonopolies, abolished

menace to the public peace. These great by Elizabeth , were revived , and heads of

men, whenever it pleased them to' walk families were compelled to pay enormous

abroad, were followed by a crowd of flatterers taxes upon soap , salt, and other common

and dependents. Their coaches were guarded articles of domestic consumption, and the

by mounted armed men, and preceded and progress of the country at large in the direc

followed by running footmen , Their attire tion of domestic comfort was peremptorily

was splendid almost beyond description , and checked .

wonderfully picturesque. The jeweled doub But a day of retribution was at hand .

lets, embroidered cloaks, priceless laces, and

plumed hats of the men , formed a garb as * [Mål or mel.] In general, a public walk , level and

brilliant and as costly as the richest toilets shaded. In a specific sense used for Pall Mall(pel'mel)a

ofthewomen . It was an age, too , of elegant of Queen Anne's timeas it is of the fashionable world

famous street in London , “ as favorite a resort of thewits

manners. The behavior of an exquisite on and politicians of the present day.”
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Charles, who derived his ideas of the relig- and fencing , of his skill in playing upon the

ious temper ofhis people from the little knot viol and of his care for his long curly locks.

uf courtly parsons, whose only mission was Music, indeed ,was oneof the chief diversions

to preach the doctrine ofpassive obedience to of the time. Wehear ofmerchants beguiling

the king as the vicegerent of the Almighty, their evening hours in the composition of

knew nothing oftheintense devotion to Prot- madrigals, and in listening to the vocal and

estantism , the spirit of Puritanism , which instrumental performances of their daugh

prevailed through the country . Had he had ters. But the frivolity and coarseness which

any suspicion of the volcano raging beneath had been the legacy of the Elizabethan era ,

his feet even he might have hesitated before had been succeeded by gravity and decorum ,

making Laud, the representative of the High and licentiousness by sobriety and decency.

Church party, which was regarded by the The sense ofpersonal responsibility keptmen

populace as the covert ally of Rome, Bishop away from the taverns and loose company.

of London. This appointment sent a shiver The foppishness in dress, which was still

of apprehension through the country and carried to such excess in the gay circles of

was generally interpreted as a direct menace the Court,was gradually abandoned as unbe

to national liberty. Sir John Eliot voiced fitting men and women possessing a serious

the public feeling when he declared in Parlia- sense of duty . Silks, satins, and feathers,

ment that he approved of the custom ,prevail- laces and embroidery, were discarded in favor

ing in many Eastern churches, of reciting the of plain , dark clothing. Only the sword

Creed in a standing position with drawn blades were kept bright and ready for use .

swords, in token of a resolve to maintain it The new religious fervor, with the sense of

even unto death . It is difficult now to com- humility naturally engendered by it, wrought

prehend the effect of theEnglish Bible upon a great work in the direction of social equal

a population which had no other literature. ity . The spiritualbrotherhood established a

It became a part oftheir daily lives to which tie between the different classes, which was

they looked for guidance, instruction, conso- more potent than thearbitrary distinctions of

lation , and entertainment, and which they rank , so rigidly observed under Elizabeth.

cherished , not only with respect and venera- A truer courtesy marked the dealings ofmen

tion , but with a passionate and jealous affec- with one another and the Puritan country

tion. It wrought a silent revolution in mor- gentleman would have thought it shame to

als, manners, and speech , and brought about be outdone in civility by thehumblest brother

a new conception of the duty and purpose of in the faith .

Mr. J. R. Green , the brilliant English his

The problems of life, death , and eternity torian, selects Milton, Cromwell, and Bun

furnished the regular topics of conversation . yan as typical examples of different phases

Laymen interested themse ves in the study of Puritanism . Milton's life indeed was con

of theology, and in the houses of the country temporaneous with Puritanism throughout

geotry , treatises on Scriptural subjects and pi- its whole course. His youthful poems are

oushomilies took the placeofdoubtful classical sufficient proof that there was no lack of

translations, and those lighter productions modest gaiety or elegant accomplishment in

of Italian fancy, about whose character there the early Puritan homes. Heinherited from

could be no doubt at all. Even in the early his father, the scrivener, a general love of

days of James, when the great scholar Casau- music and skill upon the lute and organ . His

bon * visited England he was impressed by studies included Greek, Latin , Hebrew , Ital

the popularity of theology . ian, French , and English literature. Hewas

But the early English Puritans differed an admirer of Shakspere, Ben Jonson, and

greatly from the gloomy fanatics of later days Spenser, could lead his muse through the

who discovered sin in the most innocent of merriest of measures, and could himself join

pleasures. Thewife of Colonel Hutchinson, eagerly in the amusements ofthe village fair

one of the regicides , has left a minute descrip- or the harvest festivals. In later years , as

tion of her husband, in which she tells not his prose writings and his two great poems

only of his diligent searching of the Scrip- show , he too becameinfected with the solemn

tures, but of his love of hawking, dancing , and fateful temper of the time, although he

was never the victim of its darkest moods.

• (Ka-saw'bon.) A Swiss theologian . Life to the Puritan of the straightest sect was

man .
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a certain fearful looking forward unto judg- of the Parliament, although gradual,were

ment, with scarcely any alleviation except lasting. The monarchical instinct was too

the hope of final salvation. To such as these deeply rooted in the popular mind to be de

every thing that savored of worldly entertain- stroyed in a single generation, but the love

ment was an abomination . Happiness itself of personal and religious liberty once kindled

was almost an offense. All festivities were could never be extinguished . The struggle

condemned as frivolous. All personaladorn- which had proved so disastrous to the great

mentswere denounced as temptations of the body of the aristocracy, stripping them both

Evil One. The only relaxation permitted of power and property , left themiddle classes

was the study of the Scriptures and medita- practically masters of the situation . Their

tion , and even in ordinary social intercourse success conferred upon them a sense of their

the form of religious expression was always might, filled them with new ambitions, and

observed .
taught them to think . The community di

Cromwell, in the early years of his man- vided itself into the two great political par

hood , was filled with a deep melancholy , and ties which have since been known as Whig

indulged in the gloomiest of forebodings as and Tory,or, in these later days, as Conserva

to his fate in this world and the next. He tives and Liberals. The Tories, then as now ,

bemoaned the sins of his youth , meaning preached caution in thematterof innovation ,

thereby the joyousness which was the natural being willing rather to bear the ills they

result of health and vigor. Bunyan was full had , than flee to others that they knew not

of contrition for his love of hockey * and of of. In those days innovation meant for them

dancing , and had terrible visions of hell in loss of privilege, and the resistance which

consequence. It was while he was playing they opposed to it was not altogether un

a game of tip -cat on the village green that he natural. The masses of the population for

imagined that he heard a voice from heaven whom almost all change was equivalent to

calling upon him to abandon his sins. Men improvement, were hot in the cause of

who felt so seriously about trifles were not progress. And during the Protectorate their

likely to treatthe graver affairs of life lightly . condition was bettered in many ways. Un

This religious enthusiasm , which made Mil- der the strong rule of Cromwell, both in for

ton one of the grandest and noblest of poets, eign and domestic affairs, the prosperity of

Cromwell one of the greatest of soldiers and the country improved rapidly, and trade,

statesmen , and Bunyan one of the greatest manufacture , and agriculture , all flourished .

of preachers and religious writers, spread Communication between cities, towns, and

over the country like fire over a prairie and villages wasmade easier by the construction

wasmade only the hotter by opposition or of many of these highways which constitute

persecution . It gave to the soldiers of Crom- one of the chief delights of the rural England

well and to the Parliament a steadfastness of to -day, and an advance in the direction of

against which the fury of the Cavaliers was public safety was made by the organization

broken as water against a rock, and which of a system of police. Much needed reforms

brought the king to the scaffold and settled were effected also in the management of

the question of the divine right of kings prisons, which had been , and were for a long

once and forever. With its effect upon his- time after, terrible dens of suffering and de

tory we have no present concern , except in pravity. Lawswere passed which lessened

so far as the course of natural events was in some degree themiseries of debtors, who,

influenced by changes in the national char- hitherto, had been allowed to rot in almost

acter and in the constitution of the social hopeless confinement, and vigorous efforts

fabric. With the final overthrow of the weremade to reform the Court of Chancery ,

Royalists came the permanent triumph of an abuse even then . Examining boardswere

Protestantism over Roman Catholicism , and established to try the fitness of candidates for

of the spirit of public liberty over the spirit the ministry, and county boards to remove

of absolutism founded on the theory of di- incapable or scandalous ministers . But this

vine right. was the day of religious liberty and the re

The social changes wroughtby the victory organized church had no power to interfere

with persons who did not agree with it. The

* [Hock'ey.) A game of ball in which each player has growth of independent sects was rapid , and

a hooked stick or bandy with which to strike. even Jews, who had been excluded from
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England since the reign of Edward I., were Charles, and for half a century after it, is one

unmolested . ofabasement. It seemed as if the veryman

This was the nobler side of Puritanism , hood of the nation had been sapped by the

that raised themoral tone of the nation , fos- example of a king who made duchesses of

tered the love of liberty, and made England his mistresses, cheated his own friends and

prosperous at homeand respected abroad. It ministers, and filled his pockets with bribes

is a pity that a system founded upon such from France. Even the thunder of Dutch

pure motives and noble principles should guns in the Thames,almost within the limits

have produced the excessive bigotry that of London itself, failed to start a new revolu

wrecked it. The people groaned beneath the tion . The vigor, patriotism , and ability of

tyranny of a religion that forbade them to Cromwell were regretted, butmen found the

celebrate Christmas, to deck their homes existing order of things more pleasant than

with holly or mistletoe, to dance around the the practice of Puritanism , and , abusing their

Maypole, or to eat mince-pie, to say noth- new liberty, fell into every extremeof license .

ing ofsuch deadly sins as horse -racing, bear- Even the personal virtues of William of

baiting, and cock- fighting. A cloud ofmel- Orange, which shone with such luster in

ancholy enveloped what had once been comparison with the debauchery of Charles

called merry England, and the fierce repres- and the cowardice and bigotry of James,were

sion of the national tendencies made the powerless to effect any marked reformation

reaction all the stronger when Charles II. in the manners or morals of the people at

filled White Hall with revelry. The sober large, or even of his court. The disturbed

manners, dress, and speech of the Puritan condition of affairs at home and abroad dur

became objects of mockery. Frivolity and ing the greater part of his reign was not con

excess of every kind once again became the ducive to social improvement. The troubles

rule, and profligacy flourished to a degree in Ireland , then in a most acute and bloody

unheard of before. The most extravagant stage, wars on the Continent, alarmsfrom the

fashions of the old Cavalier days were re- Pretender, and incessant intrigue and treach

vived, and the days and nights of men and ery at home, proved a burden too great for

women of fashion were given up to gaming , even his energy and intellect . During the

dicing, drinking , and fighting . Both sexes reign of Anne the resources of the country

were shameless in their vices. The ordinary were drained for the wars of Marlborough ,

light literature of the day, dedicated to whose victories, while they redounded to the

women and quoted in drawing-rooms, was national glory, did nothing to elevate the

abominably unclean. The poems ofRoches . tone of society.

ter and the jests of Sedley were foul beyond In fact the condition of public morals in

possibility of suggestion. Thetheaters, sup- England was scarcely ever so low as in the

pressed entirely by the Puritans, were re- early part of the eighteenth century. The

opened for the presentation of comedies, of private life and character of Marlborough

which the most innocent parts would not be himself was infamous almost beyond power

tolerated in the lowest of contemporary the of exaggeration. His career is one long

aters . They were, however, faithful reflec- story of treachery, profligacy, corruption ,

tions of a society which held nothing sacred and cowardice . Walpole, one of the ablest

and recognized no law save that of pleasure. statesmen of his time, practiced bribery with

The Countess of Shrewsbury, disguised as a scarcely any concealment, was notorious

page,held the horse of her lover,the Duke of even in those days for coarseness of speech,

Buckingham , while he killed her husband. and thought it no disgrace to be drunk for

This was no solitary instance but a fair il. days at a time. Even Addison , one of the

lustration of themoral laxity that prevailed greatest scholars and purest characters of the

among the aristocracy and gradually spread period , drank to excess . Throughout the

through all classes of society . The churches, land , drunkenness became more and more

which had been full , were now empty, and the national vice. Thenumber of inns mul.

their former congregations crowded the tiplied in all directions, and heads of families

taverns, which were the scenes of every van drank themselves silly in their own houses.

riety of violence , debauchery, and crime. “ As drunk as a lord,” was an expression

The record of English society, indeed, that grew into a proverb , and when the la

throughout the whole reign of the second dies left a dinner-table, it was a question
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whether the gentlemen would ever be able to the country gentry or the squire they re

follow them . ceived only the consideration of upper serv

The state of the clergy , both of the Estab- ants . If any of them were admitted to the

lished Church and of the Nonconforming table of a great man, they were expected to

congregations, waswretched in the extreme. withdraw when the pastry appeared . Itwas

The bishoprics, fat livings, and pluralities * not uncommon for the curate to marry the

were held by scions of great families, or the cook or housemaid for the sake of her sav

favorites of fortune, but the mass of the ings, and so conscious were these poormin

clergy were terribly poverty-stricken, igno- isters of the contempt in which they were

rant, and degraded . Few of the rural clergy held , that they met in clubs to which no lay

werebetter off than the smallest farmers ; the men were admitted . Among the bishops

majority of them were in still poorer circum- there were men of the very highest learning

stances. The incomes of some of them did and character, but they were powerless to aid

not exceed £ 25 a year, and in the houses of their less fortunate brethren . It must be

added that the lower clergy were not alto

• A living is “ an ecclesiastical office by virtue of gether exempt from the vices which itwas

which the clerk or incumbent has the right to enjoy

certain church revenues on condition ofdischarging cer. their duty to rebuke, a fact to be mentioned

tain services prescribed by the canons, or by usage, or by in partial extenuation of their treatment.

the conditions under which the office has been founded. But there can be no surer indication of the

In the reign of Henry VIII, a system of ' pluralities ' was
established whereby the same clerk might hold two of moral condition of the masses than a de

more livings." spised and neglected clergy .

LITERARY ENGLAND UNDER THE GUELFS.

BY JAMES A , HARRISON , LL. D.

Of Washington and Lee University,

I

T is no easy task to cast a glance over a once commonplace and finical, with its

hundred years and unite 1688 to 1789 by rouged women and “ reptile " press, its bro

a silken suspension-bridgeofthought;but ken court English and its widespread scan

Guelf England - theEngland of the Hanove- dals, its mistaken policies and irreparable

rians and the eighteenth century - offers an losses. At one end of it stands a very daz

intellectual temptation so strong that one zling figure : the heroic Dutchman who as

may well endeavor to jot down at least its William III. reigned as the husband ofMary ;

literary characteristics and the connecting at the other, a bourgeois kingwho as George

links between the two dates.
III. contrasts his unlucky name with that

The England of the elector George and his borne by the conquering Norman, known

descendants had themisfortune to follow the chiefly as the synonym of obstinacy and

singularly dramatic England of the Stuarts, narrow -mindedness. Between these ex

the Tudors, and the Plantagenets, crowded tremes absolutely nothing stands out with

as these three Englands were with pictur- saliency in the royal line ; it is a long , flat,

esque incident,brilliantmental achievement, rhine-like level losing itself in a Netherlands

and great constitutional changes . At the before it is swallowed up in an ocean of sand.

first glance, “ Dutch England,” if wemay so Fortunately the farther end of our suspen

term it, seems altogether commonplace— the sion bridge stops short of a fourth George,

England of snuff-boxes and beauty -spots, of who as “ first gentleman in Europe " fig

seals and enamels, of Wedgwood ware and ures in the early scandals of the nineteenth

old Chelsea , of exquisite trifles of mother-of- century, and in them alone.

pearl and lapis lazuli,* of wonderful minia And yet Guelf England is not a forlorn

tures and complicated clocks; the age of England at all ; it is a very great England

odes and affectations, of epigrams and indeed. Dramatic England lies among the

pamphlets and portraits. It seemsan ageat Tudors ; lyrical England among the Stuarts;

* [Lā'pis laz’u-li ] Lapis, Latin, stone; lazuli, New the England of Chevy Chase and the bal

Latin, azure. A mineral of a fine blue color. lads and Chaucer, is Plantagenet England .
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There was one more England left : prose the one passing out of the century (1700 ) as

England; and that was the England of Anne the other passed into it ( 1704, date of the

and the Georges, of Marlborough and Wal- publication of “ The Tale of a Tub ” ). It

pole , of Pitt, Johnson , and Burke, of Swift, was the salutation of Poetry to Prose, of pic

Addison ,and onemayeven add Pope, for Pope turesque Stuart England to prosaic, forceful

was an incarnation of the prose reason mas- Englandof the Georges, who succeeded to

querading in melodious numbers . the throne on the death of Queen Anne in

Such is the principal aspect of England in 1714. The gay flummery of the Cavaliers

the eighteenth century, though each end of had gone forever, and we have a sort of

the century is linked to theother by a long cropt-head England of semi-Puritanism and

line of poets delicate rather than extraordi- serious intent, of extraordinary religious fer

nary , dainty rather than powerful, talents mentand parliamentary struggle , of Wesley

resembling the figurines of Tanagra or,the and the Pitts and the poetasters. The seven

fragile porcelains of Dresden rather than teenth century had been full of poetic lights :

gods in marble or even demi-gods in bronze. Shakspere, brimming with intellectual

To get from Swift to Burke, the two great strength (1616 ) ; Milton , fountain of Biblical

Irishmen who illumine the whole century , imagery (1672); Ben Jonson with his masques

from Dryden to Cowper and Crabbe, there is and revels (1637 ); Marston , Middleton, Hey

a long road to travel through second- rate wood, and Marlowe revealed in their wonder

verse and thorny philosophy, through deis- ful plays ; and Beaumont and Fletcher ,

tical bogs and twittering pamphleteers , until Greene, Dekker , Webster, Tourneur, in print

we come suddenly on a silence and all the for the wonder and admiration of the world .

nightingales and even the ravens are hushed And there were delightfulminor singers like

close on themomentous events of the year Sackville and Suckling, Cowley and Love

'89 . This hush however is happily only mo- lace, Herrick with his golden Hes-per'i-dēs of

mentary, and the silence is broken by that song, and Waller and Marvell and Drayton

marvelous brood of Leda-children * that were and Donne : a catalogue long as a comet's

hatched out by the heats of the American tail and brilliant. Great saints flourished

and the French Revolutions — Burns and then , like Izaak Walton and Baxter and

Byron and Scott, Wordsworth and Coleridge Jeremy Taylor ; and great sinners, like Bun .

and Keats, Shelley and all the singing tribe yan, and marvelous translaters likeChapman

of that wonderful day ; a rapture of song and Sir J. Harrington. Butlerwas born with

such as the world has never heard except a sting on his lips, and Raleigh died with a

when Pericles smiled on the grave Athenians smile on his ; and Bacon and Locke philoso

and Louis XIV . overshadowed France with phized on the " Novum Organum " and the hu

his mighty periwig . All the rapture that man understanding. Saintly George Her

had been compressed in the English heart bert sets a star at thedate 1633, and fantastic

for a hundred years — from Anne to Victoria- old Burton “ anatomizes" melancholy no

vibrated on these vocal tongues and thrilled more. Newton is born the year after Evelyn

the world with its beauty and passion. The begins his famous Diary (1641), and Quarles

throes of the century -plant culminated, in ceases in 1644 to write ingeniously ofemblems.

this case at least , in a magnificent blossom Poor Otway began the life that starved to

whoseminaret-like stalk bore successive ter- death , and Milton's blindness grew apace

races of poet- flowers. (1652), and Pepys follows Evelyn with a still

The eighteenth century opens with a great more piquant Diary (1660). Late in the cen

death and a great life — the death of Dryden tury De Foeand Prior and Bentley were born ,

and the life of Swift, his cousin . It is “ hailand Wither, Denham , and Davenant died .

and farewell" as heroic John, the singer of The men whose headspeep over into thenext

St. Cecilia and Virgil, greets the unheroic century emerge ; Addison , Swift, Steele ,

Jonathan , creator of Gulliver and “ The Bat- Ambrose Philips, Rowe, Bolingbroke, all

tle of the Books " and " The Tale of a Tub ” ; between 1667 and 1700, while “ Leviathan ”

Hobbes and “ Hudibras ” Butler depart from

• In Greek mythology Leda is represented as a most the stage just as Young and Berkeley, Gay

beautifulwoman whowon the love of Jupiter. Disguised and Pope, Richardson and Warburton , bus

as a swan the god visited her, and " she brought forth
tle on it. Sir Thomas Browne carries his

two eggs from one of which issued Helen and from the

other Castor and Pollux ." beautiful prose with him to the silent

C -May.
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land " ( 1682), and Racine and Sir William cries of the day as Matthew Tindal voiced

Temple close the last year of the seventeenth them ; fitly followed by the birth of Hume in

century with their deaths. 1711, the Characteristics of Shaftesbury, and

Truly a striking battle-roll of noble figures more of Swift's biting letters and miscella

marshaling their columns from Tudor Eliza- nies. The greatest sentimentalist ofmodern

beth through five Stuarts to good Queen times was contemporaneous with those bril

Anne. liant effusions of Pope, “ The Messiah ” and

The eighteenth century has nothing per “ The Rape of the Lock ," while Sterne fol

haps so striking to show , no landmarks so lowed Rousseau so closely that England

luminous, no such lyrical voices or “ young- might almost dispute with Switzerland the

eyed cherubim "'; and yet it is a century , a priority in producing genius of an epoch

string of ninety-nine beads, by no means making kind . Both are vividly autobio

without the beautiful names ofGod , as Mo- gtaphic, both are romantic, both influenced

hammedans say ; by no means without Goethe and Richter , and left a trail ofmete

peers and princes spiritual.
oric associations and imitators behind them .

To begin withal, just as Dryden died “ Uncle Toby " * is perhaps themost lovable

Thomson came, whose delicious “ Castle of figure of the eighteenth century as Jean

Indolence " revived the Spenserian stanza Jacques is the most untranquil and agitated,

andwhose ringing blank verse rang through themost eloquent and revolutionary . The

all the changes of the Seasons ( 1700-1748). Spectator was now lifting up its polished and

Just as Pepys departed, John Wesley wasborn penetrating voice, and Sir Roger de Coverly

in the very year that De Foe sang his “ Hymn was anticipating “ Uncle Toby ” in simple

to the Pillory " ( 1703). Addison was writing human charm . A little later on, when the

his “ Campaign " while Marlborough was periwig of Louis XIV. no longer overshad

penning Blenheim with a sword (1704), and owed France (1715 ), Gay (well named ), the

Bossuet, Locke, and Bourdaloue are no joyous antipodest of Pope,was pouring forth

more, just as Galland's fascinating transla- his humorous trifles, and no doubt meditat

tion of the “ Arabian Nights " into French ing his “ Beggar's Opera " -a satire with its

makes its first appearance. Two F's leave scorpion-tail hardly hidden under its alle

an indelible star against the year 1707 when gory. Could literary annals be

Farquhar died and Fielding was born, per- by rows of vanishing or just-ignited lamps

haps the greatest of English novelists taking placed parallel-wise before the imagination,

the place of one of the wittiest of English what curious tableau -like results might be

comedy writers. Sam Johnson the intellec- observed ! Thus in 1716 two exquisite flam

tually voluminous saw the lightat Lichfield beaux flash up for the first time as Gray ,

the year ofMalplaquet and of Charles XII.'s author of the immortal Elegy, and Garrick ,

defeat at Pultowa ; celebrated too as theyear prince of actors, came into the world , while

that Steele and Addison began The Tatler . on the Continent a mighty star sinks simul

Portions of Pope's wonderful translation of taneously into the grave of Leibnitz . These

the Iliad - which brought him £ 9,000 - sig- planetary conjunctions are not rare, for

nalized the same year (1709). Pope,who pre- Horace Walpole, that scintillating satellite

ceded his great admirer Byron exactly a hun- of greater men , emerges on the horizon a

dred years, had already written charming little before Addison drops below it, and two

pastorals which some critics preferred even of the most popular books that were ever

to Virgil's . Congreve was still writing written are twins of the year '19 : Watts'

what he called “ poems," and Swift, that Hymns and Robinson Crusoe, Part I. Pope

great and haughty spirit, alternately pale goes on writing his marvelously burnished

with spiritual malaria and hectic with unac- couplets till the year 1744 ; writing and bur

complished hope, was showering verses and

• The hero of Sterne's novel “ Tristram Shandy." See
pamphlets, signed or anonymous as the

" From Chaucer tn Tennyson," page 155.- Por Sir Roger
fancy struck him . The first decade of a

de Coverly see same volume, page 140.

witty, matter -of- fact, deistical century had +[An -tip'o -dēs.] Greek, anti, opposite, pous, foot. Per

passed before yet its side had been pierced sons living directly opposite on the earth so that their

by the flashing spear ofWesley and White. feet are pointing toward each other. Then , in a fig

urative sense, things opposed to each other. The word

field and its blood and emptiness let out. in this sense is sometimes written in the singular form ,

Perjury , Popery, Jacobitism , were the war when it is pronounced an'ti-pode.

represen
ted
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nishing till the pen falls from his fingers, eighteenth century , however ,was the growth

and he dies comparatively young, likenearly of journalism . Up to the American War

all the greatmen of his day. Hewas crooked England had already had many brilliant

like Esop, ugly and wise like Socrates, an weeklies, - Tatlers and Spectators and Ex

old bachelor like Hume and Gibbon, a hyp- aminers, Plebeian and Old Whig , and En

ochondriac like Johnson and Gray and Col- glishman , Guardian, Freeholder, and Cour

lins. Ill -health indeed follows the littérateur ant ; and men had listened to the flattering

of the eighteenth century as his avenging or fiery tongueof De Foe, Steele, and Addison

spirit. Swift and Collins, Fergusson and in polished essay or flaming pamphlet as

Cowper, go mad ; Smollett and Fielding have an occasional luxury. The political stag

continualups and downs of desperate health ; nation of Walpole and the Whigs favored lit

Chatterton commits suicide ; Johnson is erary trifling. Butwhen Chatham the great

scrofulous and loses his eye ; laughing phi- Commoner came, and George III. showed

losophers like Voltaire and LeSage are rare himself the obstinate litttle prig , and Fred

enough, and insanity is in the royal family . erick the Great was wrapped in the coils of

Unavoidably interspersed with such moral the Seven Years'War, and the tea-tax embit

and mental disease come visits to prison like tered Boston tea-drinkings, then, from 1760

Steele's, or nights in the stocks like De Foe's, on , the people becamearticulate through the

or lying aboutdrunk like Savage, orworking . press, and the great journals - Chronicle,

like a galley-slave like Dr. Johnson at his Herald , Post, Times - began their career as

Dictionary . A serene and lovely face like the fourth wheel of government, king, lords,

Berkeley's is rare in this century of unquiet and commons being utterly inadequate to

and unlovely faces, and rarer still a life like govern the realm . Then it was that Junius

John Howard's touched with the perpetual and John Wilkes came, to be followed later

sweetness of love and sympathy. Across its on by the ferocious epigrammatists of

warp and woof run mingled interlacings of the Anti- Jacobin , by Canning and Frere

light and dark , of sunshineand shade, sym- and their kin : men who scattered their

bolized alternately by the universal gloom of sparkling poisons through parliamentary

Young's " Night Thoughts" and the trench- and social life, caused the Fourth of July ,

ant liveliness of Swift and Gay and the hu- brought on the trial of Warren Hastings,and

mor of Goldsmith . It was natural that an condemned George III. to the ignominy of

age which could endure Theobald's “ Shak- defeat. Through the columns of such papers

spere Restored " should also grin over “ Gul- as these and The Gentleman's Magazine the

liver's Travels ” and rave over Richardson's eighteenth century spoke its vigorousmind,

" Clarissa .” But the corrective was already learned, acute , full of resources, full of the

at hand in the birth of Kant, the immutable love of liberty and constitutionalism , pro

logician , and Klopstock (1724 ), singer of the saic itmay be, but impassioned in its endeavor

“ Messiah,” for in them the eighteenth cen- to work out to the full the gift of 1688,

tury was largely summed up in its twin di- liberty of conscience, constitutional guaran

rection of passionate expectation and icy tees ,andthe habeas corpus. Puritan England

argument. And when Percy came(1727 ) and had merged into Evangelical England ; tox

Lessing and Burke immortalized the year hunting parsons and absentee rectors be

1729, the Romantic movement and the new camemore and more impossible after Wes

criticism in art and politics were virtually ley ; and the timewas already at hand when

begun, for in the " Reliques" souls poeti- men had opportunity for such majestic liter

cally endowed drank of old English ballads ary work as Gibbon's “ Decline and Fall,”

and romantic mediævalism to the full, and in Robertson's “ Histories,” Adam Smith's

the artistic and political philosophy of Les. “ Wealth of Nations " (1776), and the revival

singand Burke they found a new and throb- of Shakspere under the incomparable acting

bing vitality such as had not been sus- ofGarrick and Siddons.

pected before. “ The Boy's Magic Horn " Nothing is more remarkable in it all than

reëchoed in Germany the thrilling , beautiful the predominance of the middle and lower

accents of Percy's “ Reliques " and filled the classes throughout the literary movement of

last quarter of the century with the rich the eighteenth century. In Elizabeth's time

voices of Brentano, Tieck , and Novalis . and the times of the Stuarts, the curled and

One ofthemost remarkable growths ofthe scented darlings of the courthad given a tinge
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of brilliant effeminacy to English literature ; ings and drawings are Dantesque poėmis in

Spenser and Raleigh and'Sidney, Lord Bacon their way, was an engraver's apprentice, and

and Sir Thomas Browne, Sir John Suckling Fanny Burney was the daughter of a music

and their contemporariesmore than filled the teacher .

public ear with aristocratic titles. Now it A catalogue like this fills out a striking

was very different. In the beginning the picture of eighteenth century genius emerg

kings of the Saxon heptarchy, Ine, Alfred, ing from the soil,crowned and completed by

Cnut - and of Provence and France had themention offarmer boys like Burns,survey

gathered renown aboutthem with their trans- ors like Washington , and clergymen or their

lations and lawsand minstrelsy. Then the sonslikeGoldsmith , Churchill, Blair, Young,

nobles like Chaucer andGower (who were of Gilbert White of Selborne, and others , who

high lineage) took up the pen , and after four were very near the people .

hundred years laid it down again . Then It was only through the people, perhaps,

came the time of the people,—the broad, in this way, that thatnoble achievement, the

sceptical, business -like, ambitious century of formation of a plastic and vigorous prose,

which we speak , ultimately dropping its could be accomplished . The universal heart

scepticism for fervid religious life and throw . had to have something to do with it, and that

ing off shackles of every kind, in its onward heart throbbed more powerfully in the great

progress toward our day, for its Arkwright: middle class than anywhere else, —the class

and Watt had already discovered the that in Gray's Elegy lay buried outside in

spinning-machine and steam -engine. Thus the unknown churchyard filled with the

nearly all the great literary men of the time mute inglorious Miltons who had never

were of humble descent. Bunyan had already spoken , but in whom lay the power to speak

shown to what imaginative heights a tinker when the timeshould come,

could rise in the seventeenth century . De That time came when the English novel,

Foeand Akensidewere butchers ' sons, Pepys, the gift of the eighteenth century to Eng .

like Charles Lamb, was a clerk . Pope was land, came fresh from the glowing brain , first

the son of a Catholic linen -draper. The Ed- of De Foe in “ Robinson Crusoe," then of

inburgh wig -maker, Allan Ramsay, produced Richardson in “ Pamela," then of Fielding in

a Scottish masterpiece in “ TheGentle Shep- " Joseph Andrews,” and lastly , of Smollett

herd.” Swift was stolen when he was a baby and Goldsmith in “ Humphrey Clinker ” and

and was thewretchedly poor son of an Irish “ The Vicar ofWakefield .” Horace Walpole

steward ; like his own famous broom , “ des- too, in 1764, started in his “ CastleofOtranto"

tined to make other things clean , and to be the romantic movement which culminated

nasty itself.” Smollett and Arbuthnotwere in the incomparable picture gallery ofWalter

poor Scotch youths who dabbled, like Keats, Scott; and accomplished women like Mrs.

in physic. Dennis's father was a saddler and Barbauld , Mrs: Opie, Fanny Burney (whose

Dennis himself, like Otway, died almost of novels Burke and Johnson devoured with de

starvation , Franklin and Richardson were light), Lady Mary Wortley Montagu , and

printers by trade. Dr. Johnson was a poor Maria Edgeworth ,wrought at differentperi

bookseller's son, and the exquisite work of ods of the century on the same unrivaled

Collins came from the uninspiring surround- achievement. Thus it wasthat the eighteenth

ings of his father's hat shop. Poor Savage century,Guelf as it was to the core, finical,

was an earl's bastard, and Chatterton was dilettante , critical, and cool, has bequeathed

thenephew of a sexton . “ Analogy " Butler, to us in prose theonematchless biography,

who was offered the Archbishopric of Canter- Boswell's , the greatest English history ,

bury, saw the light in the shop of a dissent. Gibbon's, the most popular text-book that

ing linen merchant. Falconer, author of was ever written, -Blackstone's, the most

“ The Shipwreck," was a common sailor, and limpid autobiography,-Franklin's, the su

Erasmus Darwin , grandfather of Charles, preme novel, — “ Tom Jones,” the most re

was a physician wonderfully gifted with a markable work on political economy,-Adam

mechanical kind ofrhyming power revealed Smith's, the highest political philosophy,

in “ The Botanic Garden .” The Ossianic Burke's, and the noblest revelation of human

Macpherson was a Highland schoolmaster. rights ever made,-the Declaration of Inde

Blake, the gorgeous mystic whose paint- pendence.



CONSTANTINOPLE AND THE WANING TURKS.

BY ALBERT SHAW , PH . D.

N former articles for THE CHAUTAUQUAN of acting as a bridge for the Northern Bear*

I have described the political and social is pluckily standing guard and exposing it

condition of the Bulgarians [bool-gā'ri. self to great peril while preserving the peace

ans], the Servians, and the Greeks, who are of Europe and representing every righteous

now self-governing and progressive peoples idea of civilization and justice.

occupying territory that was formerly in It is now perfectly well understood that the

cluded in European Turkey. In those coun- further sojourn of the Turks in Europe is

tries the old -time Christian populations,that only a question of Europe's convenience.

were conquered by the Turks in the fifteenth The best and most fruitful provinces of Eu

century, have in the nineteenth century re- ropean Turkey have already been sacrificed.

asserted themselves, rid themselves of the What remains is a comparatively narrow

oppressor, and emerged as hopeful, buoyant strip. The province of Macedonia could not

portions of modern Europe. Those who be held by Turkey for a single week , but for

would understand the “ Eastern Question " * outside pressure that prevents theGreeks on

and the natural and wise solution for its the south and the Servians and Bulgarians

vexed problems, may find the key in the on the north from seizing and partitioning

emancipation of the Greeks, the Servians, it. It is not impossible that the Macedonian

the Rous nians, and the Bulgarians. The question may precipitate the final conflict

continuation of that process of the resuscita- that will end in driving the Turks across the

tion of worthy but subject Christian races, Bosphorus. Russia , now dominant in the

with a European guaranty fortheirautonomy councils of Servia and Montenegro (mon-tā

and peaceful development, will gradually nā'grő], has incited those small powers to

work out the redemption of Southeastern set up claims to Macedonia on the ground of

Europe and Western Asia . affinity with the inhabitants . But in plain

Meanwhile , the future of Constantinople truth, as everybody really knows, the Mace

stands as a topic of thrilling interest. The donian farmers are chiefly Bulgarian . The

Russian people entered heartily into the war sea coast towns and the southern borders of

of 1877 against Turkey because they sympa- Macedonia on the other hand are obviously

thized with their co-religionists and fellow- more Greek than any thing else . Austria ,

Slavs, the Bulgarians, who were suffering with the provinces of Bosnia and Hertzego

horrible atrocities at the hands of the Turks. vina [hert-se-go-vē'nä ] under her control,

But the Russian governmentwaged that war has also someaspiration to reach the Ægean

because it wished to make Bulgaria a Rus- Sea at Salonika [ sä -lo -nē'kä ]. A partition

sian province or tributary state which would between Bulgaria and Greece , upon lines to

be a safe and easy bridge forthe Russian bear be determined by the great powers, would

to traverse in his future journey to Constan- seem to be the proper future for Macedonia.

tinople . Bulgaria has disappointed Russia . But the disposition to be made of Constan

It repudiates Russian interference in its af- tinople is not so obvious. The Turk holds

fairs with a sharp energy that no diplomacy it because the great powers shrink from the

or indirection can thwart. And Russia can- contest for its possession that might be in

not well make open war upon Bulgaria , for volved in the expulsion of the Ottoman

such a movement could hardly mean any rulers . Russia's golden opportunity came

thing else than a purpose to march across when in 1877 her victorious armies were en

the subjugated little principality directly to camped at San Stefano [sän stef'ä-nö] on the

theGolden Horn . And so Bulgaria, instead Marmora (mar'mo-ra ], within sight of the

dome of St. Sofia and the glittering minarets

*For a concise definition of this question recall that of Stamboul ( stäm -bool']. But orders from

given in “ Outline History of England," page 299.

" The inlet ofthe Bosphorus on which Constantinople

St. Petersburg were evasive, the command

is situated . So called from its curved shape and great

beauty." * A popular designation ofRussia .
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ing general hesitated, the British navy inter- most beautiful and most advantageously lo

fered , and the moment of destiny was lost. cated city of thewhole world ? Most of the

There are many people who still believe that farming country south of Bulgaria and now

the Russian advance across the Danube and belonging to the Turks is inhabited by Bul

the Balkans is inevitable and that nothing garians and should ultimately come under

can save Constantinople and the whole of the jurisdiction of the government of Sofia

Asia Minor from incorporation in the Czar's (so -fē'a ]. And the Bulgariansmight be par

empire. And among those who believe this doned for aspiring to possess Constantinople

are men of the shrewdest discernment and itself. But they have little cause to expect

themost intimate acquaintance with the po- that the city will be entrusted to them . Even

litical condition of the East. But I am in- more ambitious to acquire Constantinopleare

clined to believe that the failure to act deci- the Greeks ; for it was an ancient Greek city

sively at the end of the war of 1877 will and is to-day inhabited by a largeGreek pop

prove fatal for Russia's southward ambi- ulation, while the whole coast line, from the

tions. Intelligence and freedom have a po- Bosphorus* westward and southward to

tency in this generation that they never had Greece proper, is occupied byGreek-speaking

before. Compared with Bulgaria , Servia, folk . And yet it is very remotely probable

and Greece, Russia is a land of barbarians. that Constantinople will fall into the hands

Thest petty but progressive kingdoms are of the governmentat Athens.

as free in their institutions as theUnited It is now believed thatConstantinople will

States. They know and they hate the abso- be made a neutral free port, under the guar

lutism of Russia . If they were compelled to anty of the European powers. If this should

choose to-day between the over-lordship of be done, the city would have under its juris

Mohammedan Turkey and that of Christian diction a considerable surburban district ly

Russia, they would prefer the former without ing upon both sides of the Bosphorus. The

hesitation . For they know that the Turks Bosphorus and Dardanelles (dar- dä-nelz'],

could not now do more than exact tribute like the Suez Canal, would be neutralized and

money, and that essential home-rule and placed under the protection of the great na

liberty would remain . But Russia's rule tions. Such a plan as this seems to have

would mean the destruction of all represen- been practically agreed upon by England,

tative local government, the most stringent Austria ,Germany, and Italy ,and can butbeac

censorship of the press, the denial of the ceptable to France, while the Russianswould

right of assembly , the destruction of the be constrained to agree. Asforthe Turks, they

present systems of education , the refusal of are too completely demoralized to make any

religious tolerance , the suppression of the resistance or strong protest when the decree

Bulgarian, Greek , and Servian languages, is finally pronounced. And the small south

and, in short, the complete Russianization eastern powers can but admit that this solu

of the Balkan peninsula . Every year of de- tion would be for their common interest and

lay since 1877 has given the nationality feel- would greatly enhance the prospects of their

ing of the Balkan states a larger growth, and peaceful development. Constantinople as a

hasby so much strengthened the barrier free , autonomous port, the cosmopolitan

against Russia . It is for such reasons, meeting-place of Orient and Occident,t would

coupled with the well-known sentiment of grow in population and commercial impor

England, Austria, and Germany against fur- tance with marvelous rapidity .

ther Russian encroachments, that I am ready The present population of Constantinople

to think that Constantinople will not, within is about one million , the vilayet, or provincial

fifty or even a hundred years, fall into the government, including perhaps 1,200,000

clutches of the northern octopus. * souls. Of this population just about one

To whom then shall fall the prize of the

* [Bos'to -rus. ] This is commonly written withoutthe h

* [Ok -to'pus.) Greek, okto, eight, and pous, foot. A in the second syllable , and pronounced bos'po-rus.

mollusc having eight armsor tentacles, growing from a + [O'rl-ent. ] Latin oriens, present participle from the

round body. In some species these armshave an enor. verb oriri, to rise. That part of the horizon where the

mous length and a powerfulgrasp . As the voracious an- sun is first seen in themorning ; the east. Specifically ,

imalmoves slowly through the water it reaches out its “ the countries ofAsia ; the early seat of civilization .” —

armsin all directions for its prey. The superstitious (Ok'si-dent.] Latin , occidens, presentparticiple ofthe verb

stories regarding it gave rise to the " devil fish ” which occidere, to go down. Hence, the west, the place of the

Victor Hugo describes in " Toilers of the Sea." sunset.
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half is Turkish and Mohammedan. Of the 80,000 inhabitants and possesses decided at

other half, not far from 300,000 are “ rayah ” tractions in location and surroundings, could

Greeks (subjects of the Turkish empire), and readily be made a convenient capital. A short

some 50,000 ormore are Greek colonists, i. e., railway would quickly be built to connect it

Greekswho live and do business in Constan- with its seaport, and the line which already

tinople but maintain their allegiance to the extends from Scutari (skooʻtä -rē ] (theAsiatic

government at Athens. The Armenian com- suburb of Constantinople) to Ismid [is'meed]

munity of Constantinople is about 200,000 might in time be completed to Broussa .

strong. Various other races are, of course, It is maintained by somewisemen that the

represented , in comparatively smallnumbers. power which holds Constantinople must also

If the influence of the Turkish government hold Asia Minor. Certainly if the Russians

were withdrawn, the Greek and Armenian should obtain control of Constantinople they

elements would immediately dominate as would advance from the Caucasus [kg’ka

against the Turkish Mohammedan elements. sus] through Armenia and speedily acquire

For the Christian races possess nearly all the the whole peninsula of lesser Asia. But it

intelligence and business enterprise of the does not seem to follow that if Constanti.

city , and are kept at disadvantage only by nople were made a neutral free port, under

the arbitrary power of the Turkish empire . the protection of the powers, the Turksmight

The Mohammedans as a class occupy the not continue for sometime to come to occupy

crowded and filthy quarters of Stamboul, Asia Minor and to govern it from Broussa.

the ancient part of the city ; while the Chris- Ultimately they must retreat still farther ;

tians as a class dwell in the newer, hand- for Asia Minor will in its turn outgrow the

somer, and more wholesome Pera ( pā'rä ]. Turks and their system . It is said that Da

The steady rise ofChristian influence ,wealth , mascus is the capital that the Turks have

and numbers is unmistakable. AsaMoham- designated as their final resting-place. But

medan stronghold Constantinople is doomed . these are speculations that do not belong to

Europe is reacting too strongly upon West- the immediate future.

ern Asia , and the subject Christian races are The Turks are waning, beyond a doubt. A

rising too rapidly in intelligence and in the brave race, with many admirable qualities,

power to use the agencies of modern civiliza- they are in hopeless conflict with the forces

tion, to leave anyMediterranean sea-port long ofmodern civilization . Those forces bring

in the hands ofbarbarous Turks. life and invigoration to the Christian races

Where will the Sultan go when he leaves that Turkey has held in subjection for so

Constantinople ? On clear days, from the many centuries, while they bring dismay and

top of the old Turkish fire-tower in Stamboul ruin to the Turks themselves . When a free

it is possible to discern snow -capped Mount government was established in Bulgaria, the

Olympus,across the sea ofMarmora on the far Turkish population, which was treated abso

southern horizon . It is sixty miles due south lutely without harshness or discrimination

from Constantinople. At its base lies the old by the Bulgarians, began forth with to vanish

city of Broussa [brooʻsä ). For a hundred as the ice melts in spring. If the Sultan and

years before the taking of Constantinople , his authority should depart from Constanti

Broussa was the capital of the Turkish em nople, the Mohammedan population would

pire. It is a beautiful city, with the moun- dwindle with surprising rapidity, although

tain rising behind it and the sea lying before that population would be accorded far greater

it twelve miles away. The Turks have al- liberties and opportunities than it enjoys to

ways held it in high regard, and have nat. day. The great mosques of Stamboul would

urally considered it a place upon which they gradually be deserted by the fanatical throngs

might fall back in case of final expulsion that crowd them now , and within a quarter.

from Europe. The Sultan is now building a century they would be transformed to Chris

fine palace at Broussa ; and the fact is not tian churches, devoted to secular uses , torn

without political significance. Unquestion . down, or closed for lack of worshipers. The

ably he is building it with the thought that Turk is both Oriental and barbarous ;and in

hemay soon be driven across the Bosphorus refusing to beany thing else he signsthewar

to Asia . Broussa, which has now about rant that demands the extinction of his race.
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T

[May 3 ] a man has, so as to beable to foresee danger,

andmeasure it, themore chance there is of his
COURAGE.

brute courage giving way. Themore feeling

Now when they saw the boldness of Peter and John , a man has, themore keenly he feels pain of
and perceived that they were unlearned and ignorant
men,they marvelled ;andthey took knowledge of them , body, or pain of mind, such asshame, loneli

that they had been with Jesus. . . . . And they called ness, the dislike, ridicule, and contempt of

them , and commanded them not to speak at allnor teach his fellow men ; in a word, the more of a man
in the nameof Jesus. But Peter and John answered and
said unto them , whether it be right in the sight of God he is, and the less of a merebrute, the more

to hearken unto you more than unto God, judge ye. For chance there is ofhis brute courage breaking

we cannot but speak the things which we have heard . - down, just when he wants it most to keep
Acts iv . 13 , 18-20 .

him up, by leaving him to play the coward

HESE old saints lived and died for our and come to shame. Yes. To go through

example. They are, next, of course, to with a difficult and dangerous undertaking ,

the Lord Himself, the ideals, the pat- a man wantsmore than brute courage. He

terns,ofChristian life — the primevalheroes of wants spiritual courage - the courage which

our holy faith . They show to us ofwhat stuff comes by faith. Heneeds to have faith in

the early Christianswere made ; what sort of what he is doing ; to be certain that he is

stone — to use St. Paul's own figure — the doing his duty , to be certain that he is in the

Lord chosewherewith to build up His Church , right ; certain that right will conquer, cer

They are our spiritual ancestors, for they tain that God will make it conquer, by him

spread the Gospel into all lands; and they or by some one else ; certain that he will

spread it, remember always, not only by either conquer honorably , or fail honorably ,

preaching what they knew , but by being for God is with him . In a word , to have true

what they were. Their characters, their per- courage, man needs faith in God.

sonal histories, are as important to usas their Now , St. Peter's history is , I think , a special

writings ; nay, in the case of St. Peter, even example of this. Hewas naturally , it seems, a

more important. For if these two epistles of daring man, -aman of great brute courage.

his had been lost,and never handed down to us, So far so good ; but he had to be taught, by

St. Peter himself would have remained , ashe severe lessons, thathis brute courage wasnot

is drawn in theGospels and the Acts, a grand enough,-that hewanted spiritual courage,

and colossalhuman figure, every line and the courage which came by faith, and that

featureofwhich is full ofmeaning and full of if that failed him , the brute courage would

teaching to us. fail too .

Now I think that the quality - the grace of He throws himself into the lake, to walk

God — which St. Peter's character and story upon the water to Christ; and as soon as he is

specially force on our notice , is the true afraid he begins to sink . The Lord saves

courage which comes by faith. I say, the him , and tells him why he had sunk . Be

courage which comes by faith . There is a cause he had doubted, his faith had failed

courage which does not comeby faith. There him . So he found outtheweakness of cour

is a brutecourage,which comes from hardness age without faith . Then , again , hetells our

of heari, from stupidity , obstinacy, or anger, Lord , “ Though allmen shall be offended of

which does not see danger , or does not feel Thee , yet will I never be offended . I am

pain . That is the courage of the brute . One ready to go with Thee both into prison , and

does not blame it, or call it wrong . It is to death ." And shortly after , his mere ani

good in its place, as all natural things are, mal courage breaks out again , and does what

which God hasmade. It is good enough for little it can do, and little enough. Hedraws

the brutes, but it is notgood enough for man . sword, single-handed, on the soldiers in the

You cannot trust it in man. And themore a garden , and cuts down a servant of the high

man is what a man should be, the less he can priest's and perhapswould have fung his life

trust it. The moremind and understanding away, desperately and uselessly, had not our
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me .

Lord restrained him . Butwhen the fit of ex- last, their names honored at last as benefac.

citement is past, his animal courage deserts tors by the very men who laughed at them

him , and his moral courage too, and he de- and reviled them . It has mademen , shut up

nies his Lord . So he found out that he was in prison for long weary years for doingwhat

like too many, -full of bodily courage, per- was right and saying what was true, endure

haps, butmorally weak. Hehad to undergo manfully for the sake of some good cause ,

a great change. He had to be converted by and say , –

the Holy Spirit ofGod , and strengthened by Stone walls do not a prison make,

that Spirit, to have a boldness which no Nor iron bars a cage ;

worldly courage can give. Then,when hewas Minds innocent and quiet take

strong himself, hewasable to strengthen his That for an hermitage.

brethren . Then he wasable, ignorantandun If I have freedom in my though

learned man as he was, to stand up before the And in my love am free,

high priests and rulers of his nation, and to Angels alone, that soar above,

say ,simply and firmly ,without boasting,with Enjoy such liberty .

outdefiance, " Whether it beright in the sig! Yes ; settle it in your hearts, all of you .

of God to hearken unto you more than unto There is but one thing which you have to fear

God , judge ye. Forwe cannot but speak the in earth or heaven,-being untrue to your

things which we have seen and heard.” Yes, better selves, and therefore untrue to God.

my friends, it is the couragewhich comes by If you will not do the thing you know to be

faith which makes truly brave men, -men right, and say the thing you know to be true,

like St. Peter and St. John . Hewho can say, then indeed you are weak . You are a cow

I am right, can say likewise, God is on my ard , and sin against God, and suffer the pen

side, and I will not fear what man can do to alty of yourcowardice. You desert God, and

therefore you cannot expectHim to stand by

you .

[May 10.]
But if you will do the thing you know to be

“ We will not fear,” said the Psalmist, right, and say the thing you know to be true,

“ though the earth be removed, and though then what can harm you ? “ Who will harm

the hills be carried into the midst of the you," asks St. Peter himself, " if you be fol

“ The just man who holds firm to lowers of that which is good ? ” For the eyes

his purpose,” says a wise old heathen, “ he of the Lord are over the righteous, and His

will not be shaken from his' solid mind by ears are open to their prayers. But if ye

the rage of the mob bidding him do base suffer for righteousness ' sake, happy are ye ;

things or the frowns of the tyrant who per. and be not afraid of those who try to terrify

secutes him . Though the world were to you ,neither be troubled, butsanctify theLord

crumble to pieces round him , its ruins would God in your hearts . Remember that He is.

strike him without making him tremble.” just and holy, and a rewarder of allwho dili

“ Whether it be right,” said Peter and John gently seek Him . Worship Him in your

to the great men and Jews, “ to hearken to hearts, and all will be well. For says David

God more than to you , judge ye. Wecannot again , “ Lord, who shall dwell in Thy taber

but speak the things which we have seen nacle, orwho shall rest upon Thy holy hill ? ”

and heard . " We cannot but speak what we Even he that leadeth an uncorrupt life, and

know to be true. doeth the thing which is right, and speaketh

So it has been in all ages, and so it will be the truth from his heart. Whoso doeth these

forever . Faith , the certainty that a man is things shall never fall.

right, will give him a courage which will en

able him to resist, if need be, the rich ones,
[May 17.]

the strong ones , the learned ones ofthe earth . There is a tabernacle of God in which , even

It has made poor unlearned men heroes in this life, Hewill hide us from the strife of

and deliverers of their countrymen from tongues. There is a hill of God on which ,

slavery and ignorance . It has made weak even in themidst of labor and anxiety,wemay

women martyrs and saints . It has enabled rest both day and night. Even JesusChrist,

men who made great discoveries to face un- the Rock of Ages, --Hewho is the Righteous

belief, ridicule, neglect, poverty ; knowing ness itself, the Truth itself ; and whosoever

that their worth would be acknowledged at does righteousness and speaks truth dwells

sea .”
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in Christ in this life , as well as in the life Apostle's line of thought very fully : “ Ex

to come; and Christ will strengthen him by pectation , travail, sons of God, manifesta

His Holy Spirit to stand in the evil day, if it tion .” Expectation comes from one of those

shall come, and having done all, to stand. Greek compound words, so full of meaning

Pray for the Holy Spirit of God . First for as almost to be a sentence in itself. The

thespiritoflove,to give you good desires , then creature groans : there is a sort of animal

the spirit of faith , to make you believe deeply suffering, a woful sigh, perpetually ascend

in the living God, who rewards every man ing from the whole life of nature . But still

according to his work ; and then for the spirit inspired by hope from timeto time, Creation

of strength, to enable you to bring these de- lifts its head, as it were, and,with a far-away

sires to good effect. look in its eyes, gazes toward the distant

Pray for that spirit, for we all need help . horizon, hoping still, longing , waiting for a

There are too many people in the world deliverance.

who are not what they ought to be, and what What a statue some genuine artist might

they really wish to be, because they are weak . give us of Hope thus looking onward and

They see what is right and admire it ; but outward , a divine expectancy about her, be

they have not courageor determination to do lieving in the good timecoming,undismayed

it . Most sad and pitiable it is to see how by theworld's universal plaint ! But there is

much weaknessof heartthere is in theworld— more than expectancy, there is travail,effort.

how little true moral courage. I suppose Old Nature bears in her bosom the germs of

that the reason is,that there is so little faith ; a more perfect nature, feels in her womb the

that people do not believe heartily and deeply leaping of a better universe. Hands are

enough in the absolute necessity of doing raised, as well as eyes ; and weary feet press

right and being honest. They do not believe steadily on . Though the goal at times may

heartily and deeply enough in God to trust seem far away, and swathed in cold , thick

Him to defend and reward them , if they mist, still it must be won by effort long and

will butbe true to Him , and to themselves. continuous. Itwill not come to us, wemust

And therefore they have no moral courage. struggle to it. Still,men, all uncertain of

They are weak. They are kind, perhaps,and the future, sadly confused as to the present,

easy ; easily led right ; but alas ! justas easily are doing the best they can , ay, and are suf

led wrong. Their good resolutions are not fering for that best ; and Nature herself

carried out; their rightdoctrines notacted up seemscharged with a deep sympathy in the

to ; and they live pitiful, confused, useless , in- struggle. All this Paul's great heart feels.

consistent lives ; talking aboutreligion , and He calls it creation's travail pang ; the crea

yet denying the power of religion in their ture's deep consciousness that it has some

daily lives ; playing with holy and noble thing to do in bringing forth , in ushering

thoughts and feelings, without giving them- into existence, this golden age. Now for our

selves up to them in earnest, to be led by the other two words,-we take them together,

Spirit ofGod, to do all thegood works which and thus they tell their own story, — " mani

God has prepared for them to walk in . Pray festation," “ sons of God.” Hope must

all of you , then , for the spirit of faith , to be- come to the world , as from the outside not

lieve really in God ; and for the spirit of only or chiefly, but from the inside, to man

Ghostly strength , to obey God honestly . No by man . Not some overwhelming deliver

man ever asked earnestly for that spirit but ance from heavenly powers, but by divine

what he gained it at last . And no man ever power taking fuller possession of men till

gained it butwhat he found the truth of St. they are born again in the likeness of a

Peter's own words, “ Who will harm you if Heavenly Father. As sons, they bear the

ye be followers of that which is good ? " - image of the earthly “ manifestations of sons

Charles Kingsley . of God .”

Two things attest this manifestation St.

[May 24. ] Paul believed , --its present reality and its

QUICKENED LIFE. future reality . He believed that as every

For theearnest expectation of the creature waiteth for great change that passes over our lives comes

themanifestation of the sons ofGod. - Rom . viii. 19. slowly, and yet suddenly , --slowly in its pre

In this wonderful passage, there are four paratory stages, suddenly when these are

words I would emphasize. They indicate the past, -as every thing is slow yet sudden in
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the changes wrought in nature, history, for it includes all of them . The Church suc

character, so it must be in God's dealings ceeds or fails as she makes the age under

with our race . St. Paul believed in a defi- stand and see in her life Jesus Christ. The

nite , a future, manifestation of the sons of sons of God must manifest the Son ofGod .

God. There shall yet be a glorious response “ The earnest expectation of the creature."

to all the groanings of earth ; the waiting Here the messageof Jesus, and man's un

multitudes shall not wait forever. Christ speakable longing, tell the samestory ; and

must come again , and bring His saints with Hope still will raise her head, and gaze and

Him ; comeas He camebefore, and flash the gaze on the distant point in her horizon,

reality of His being on the anxious, ques. where all patient,tear-dimmed eyes have fan.

tioning, doubting, hungry minds of men . сied they saw the loom of land.

For this the great and true, the loving and But to keep men near this hope, to bring

pure, of all ages , wait and watch .
its restraining, inspiring influence to them

Here thoughtmust rise far beyond, plunge in their hours of feverish strife, as well as in

far beneath , our little earth . To Paul's mind those hours when the eye is turned in (alas,

all creation waited for it too, waited to see so few !), we want more than some distant

lightdrive back darkness, righteousness con- expectation. Weneed something we can see

quer death and sin . In this, possibly dis- daily , hear daily, and cannot possibly mis

tant,manifestation, Paul believed with all understand,--some living testimony to the

his heart ; but a distant manifestation , only , truth of its longing. The creature waits for

did not meet, could not meet, either the themanifestation of the sons of God .

world's needsor his own. His Lord had The world does not understand the Son of

taught him there was a very real presence God : it did not when He came, nor does it

and possessive manifestation of the Son of yet. “ Whom the world cannot receive be

God ; namely, the life of the living Son of cause it seeth Him not, neither knoweth

God seen in the lives of the sons of God . Him . " It is the sons ofGod who must con

vince the world that Jesus is the Son ofGod ;

[May 31.]
that still He fills the lives ofmen with an in

In the lives of allwrestlers against sin , and spiration that proves Heis more than man .

true opponents of high wrong and fraud ; in “ Ye are My witnesses." How , Lord ? “ The

the lives of all earnest seekers after truth ; in works that I do, ye shall do also.”

the lives of those uncounted and unknown Men want themanifestation of the Christ

thousands who bow not the knee to any false life ; not of the Christ-life professed , but

Baal, be he never so popular ; for, and in lived ; not hoped formerely , but lived . They

those lives, too, that cannot always claim want the Christ-life , not preached or prayed

these feelings, but are weary of themselves, even , but lived. Proof positive, -men Con

and so turn to Jesus forsuccorand comfort , - verted ; blind eyes opened ; deaf ears unstop

in all these St. Paul saw themanifestation of ped ; stammering tongues loosened. Your

a life only Jesus could give. On all such he own children , your servants, yourneighbors,

saw theweary eyes of a disappointed world your friends, must see this . If Jesus has

were fixed . Are these lives fed by a true taught you His
peace and power, contess it.

heavenly spirit ? Have they a promise of He has inspired you, saved you , forgiven you,

heavenly manna ? Are they sustained by died for you, borne His Cross for you . In

meat that we know not of? So theworld has His Divinity lies the only hope for our race .

questioned, sometimes doubting, sometimes The men andwomen youmeet, if they should

believing in , the sons ofGod. tell out all they feel, are hungry and thirsty

Now , what can we do for this expectant, for Jesus.

travailing world to -day ? I answer in one Then , live for Jesus; and in thegolden age

sentence : Make it understand Jesus Christ. coming, every knee at that name shall bow ,

This is our privilege. This is our solemn and every tongue confess Him truest Man

duty : all other duties are subservient to this, and truestGod.-W. S. Rainsford .



ENGLAND'S POSSESSIONS IN AFRICA .

BY H. CHATELAINE.

T

HAT “ the last shallbe the first,” has willing to fight for, is already so vast that

been verified, within a few years, in our task of giving in a few columns a bird's

the case of Africa. From the place of eye view of British Africa is by no means an

pariah * among continents, Africa has re- easy one.

cently jumped to the front rank in the atten It is from the coast that the pioneers of

tion of the civilized world. Yesterday she Christianity, commerce, and science have

was ignored and despised ; to -day she is gradually penetrated, and are still pushing

courted and caressed by the great powers of on to the central regions, and so shall we, in

the earth ; to -morrow , perhaps, these powers our rapid survey , make the tour of the Afri

may draw swords in blind jealousy, and can coast and leave it only for inland trips,

slaughter each other for the sake of the where British authorities have preceded us.

beauty in ebony, whose ivory, gold , and dia- Beginning at the nearest British possession

monds are bewitching them . on theWest Coast,weshall double the Capeof

Foremost among the competitors has been , Good Hope and following up the East Coast

and shall yet more be, bold , strong, and well-nigh complete the circumnavigation of

level-headed Britain . Seeing her colonial Africa with Egypt.

supremacy in Africa threatened by the ardor Let us leave England in thedreary days of

of the young German Empire and by the December, and, bidding adieu to the fog and

renascent colonial fever of France. Eng . the smoke of London and Liverpool, embark

land is rousing herself to a sense of the on one ofthe West Coast steamers.

interests at stake in the African scramble, After four days' ploughing through the

and while shrewdly securing to herself by billows of the ever tossing Bay of Biscay we

diplomacy the best strategic points on the emerge from sea -sickness and the fear of a

four sides, she urges with her wonderful watery grave to the view of, maybe, the

force of expansion toward a fourfold conver- most charming spot of this orb — Madeira

gence in the very heart of the Dark Conti- which, in contrast with the gloom and cold

nent. Woe to the weak , who , standing in and winter -death behind us looks more like

the giant's way, is foolhardy enough to re- a magic vision than a reality . But soon

sist ! As Canada, Australia , and even India , our wonder yields to the conscious enjoyment

are gradually moving into political majority of this sudden change from shivering winter

and independence, the old metropolis seems to relaxing spring and summer time, andwe

bent on laying in Africa the foundations of revel in the contemplation ofthebeauties be

an empire which may one day eclipse that of fore us. The island with blue water and

India ; and, learning by experience, she en- azure sky, its picturesque rocks, its lofty

deavors to avoid in this new enterprise the peaks, whose ever -verdant slopes are dotted

mistakes ofher past history. However con- with churches, villas, and white quintas *

trary to justice and morality her dealings basking in the brightest sunshine, with its

with Africans and European rivals undoubt. primitive ox-carts , or rather sleighs , its mar

edly often are, it must be confessed that no ket where all the varieties in fruits and flow

other colonial power is justified in casting a ers of a subtropical climate are spread out,

stone at England, so far does she surpass with its motley crowd of sun-tanned little

them all as a finally - if not immediately , beggars, sturdy and persistent guides , En

beneficial ruler of uncivilized and semi- glish , Scandinavian, and Slavonic pleasure

civilized nations. and health seekers, reminds us of Lago Mag

What the extent of England's African pos- giore [lä'gõ mäd -jo'ra ), the Riviera [ rē vē .

be in thenear future, nobody can ā'ra ] and similar resorts of the sunny south ,

tell ; but what she actually claims, and is and we forget that geographically we are in

Africa. Madeira is Portuguese, and will, we

* [Pä'ri-ah .] See note on page 592 of THE CHAUTAU

QUAN for February . * The Spanish word for country residences,

session may
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hope, remain such, though Albion now and Steaming a few degrees farther south we

then casts a longing, greedy glance at this cast anchor off Free Town, the capital of

Elysian garden so near her gates. Sierra Leone, so famous as “ the white man's

On we steam over the blue deep and the grave,” and the refuge of liberated slaves.

rippling, glittering waves till we sight the To thenewcomer itappears a perfect paradise,

pyramidal peak of Teneriffe, whose towering with its luxuriant vegetation , its beautiful

head commands the Canary Islands at 12, 182 background of hills rising to a height of

feet aboveus. It can be seen peeping above the 2,500 feet, its cathedral and stone churches,

horizon at a distanceofonehundred and eighty its decent framehouses of American timber,

miles , but it stands out in fullest grandeur and its surprisingly well-educated population

when thirty or forty miles away. At this of Christianized freedmen . But a look at the

season the top of the now silent volcano cemetery , and the fact that fifty -three mis

wears a cap of snow . sionaries died here between 1804 and 1824,

Without tarrying at the Canaries , we sail and that the white death rate of to -day shows

on due south past the coast of western Sa- little improvement, remind us of the fact

hara , past the coast of Senegambia, which is that tropical Africa was made for the black

fast becoming the greatest colonial empire of and not for the white race.

France , and past Cape Verde to Bathurst As early as 1463 the Portuguese began to

[bath'urst], the capital of British Gambia. make this peninsula an entrepôt* of the slave

This is the first British possession the trav- traffic,and in 1562 Sir John Hawkins, Queen

eler meets on this coast, but it is the last in Elizabeth's great naval commander, forcibly

political and commercial importance. To us, and fraudulently seized here three hundred

however, it is important as qur first glimpse negroes on whose sale at Hayti he realized

at, and contact with, the Dark Continent. a handsome profit. Since 1787, however,

For the first timewetread on Africa's golden this place hasbecome the home ofthousands

sand - which, by the way, is rather too plen- of slaves, belonging to more than a hundred

tiful and unpleasant to wade through ; we different tribes, who were rescued from the

hear the rustling of the fanning cocoa-nut slave-ships by British cruisers, and, under

trees, enjoy the shade of the strange silk cot- many vicissitudes, their colony has devel

ton trees,mix with a crowd of half-dressed , oped to its present prosperity. It now oc

genuine African adults and nude children , cupies 180miles of sea -board between Scarcies

and listen , bewildered , to the Babel of their River in the north and Liberia in the south ,

languages . Among the sable figures we and covers an area of 3,000 square miles. Its

learn to distinguish the tall Mandingoes, population, including the neighboring Susu ,

with their flowing robes , the dark Joloffs and Bullom , Timneh , and Mende tribes , is esti

other heathen or Mohammedan tribes. The mated at 75,000, with only 270 whites, 40,000

native houses are made of poles , strips of native Protestants, 400 Catholics , 5,000 Mo

bamboo, and roofed with palm -leaves ; while hammedans,and 10,400 pupils in well organ

those of the Europeans show every contriv- ized schools, at the head of which stand

ance to let the air in and keep the sun out. Fourah Bay College and the Wesleyan High

The white residents seem to take it easy and School. Free Town alone has 5,000 inhabit

their indolence surprises usmore than that of ants ; its harbor is well fortified and a regi

the blacks ; butour own experience in walking ment of 800 West Indian negroes garrisons

teaches us not to be too critical in that respect. the place. The colony is administered by a

Built on St. Mary's Isle in the riverGam- governor, with an executive and legislative

bia , Bathurst numbers about 6,000 inhabi- council appointed from England. The na

tants. The area of thewhole colony is about tive Christian churches are practically self

70 square miles ; the population is 14,000 ; 41 supporting and have begun to become self

of whom are whites, 5,300 Mohammedans, propagating . Here Samuel Crowther re

2,385 Christians, and the rest pagans. About ceived most ofhis education, and here Koelle

1,300 children attend the mission schools. and Schlenker compiled their linguistic

As recently as December, 1888, Gambia was works.

separated from Sierra Leone [sē- er'rä le -one],

and is now governed by an administrator as * [ Ong- tr- põ.] “ A mart , as a seaport or inland town, to

sisted by a legislative council, all nominated which goods are sentto be distributed over a country or

over the world wherever customers are fourd.''

by the Crown. French word.

А
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Proceeding to the next British possession whose language has been so ably treated by

we hug the Grain Coast, where 20,000 Amer . Christaller and his missionary colleagues.

ican negroes have founded the unique repub- The timber land is held by the Ashanti tribe,

lic of Liberia , then we pass the Ivory Coast, with the capital Coomassie, so notorious for

partly native and partly French, and wesoon the wanton sacrifices of human victims at

reach the Gold Coast, 350 miles of which be- the royal funerals , for two unsuccessful Brit

long to England. There is good reason for ish expeditions, and for the victorious cam

the name this coast bears, as gold -dust is paign of Sir Garnet Wolsley in 1874. The

found, though in minute quantities , in all colony is governed like its western sisters

the sand of the seashore. Here the natives and has, including the protectorates, a popu

wash it out, and after collecting it in bird- lation of 1,400,000 , of whom 100 are Euro

quills, bring it for sale to the traders. No peans, and 5,000 children attend the Protes

doubt large quantities are awaiting the miner tantmission schools.

in the quartz of the rounded hills andmoun Continuing our eastern course, we stop

tains,which give a pleasant aspect to all this again at Lagos, which is built on the island

coast. Native goldsmiths skillfully turn the in the lagoon where the waters of the Atlan

precious metal into large finger-rings bear- tic mix with those of the river Ogun . Lagos,

ing the signs of the zodiac in relief, into situated 1,000 miles east of Sierra Leone, is

ear-rings, and imitations of butterflies and the most prosperous port of the Slave Coast,

other insects. and , in fact, of the whole West Coast. Its

The first town of some importance is El. population is about 40,000, and that of its

mina with its old Portuguese and Dutch dependencies asmuch again ; 3,000 are immi

castles, which remind one of the mediæval grants from Sierra Leone, the West Indies

structures of Europe. Since the transfer of and Brazil ; 9,300 are Christians, 12,000 Mo

Elmina to England by Holland, the sumptu- hammedans, the rest heathens. The schools

ous residences of the Dutch are falling into are plentifuland well-attended , the churches

decay, the commercial importance of the self-supporting.

place has dwindled to insignificance, and the Badagry [bä-däg'rē ], west of Lagos, is also

natives in vain regret the good old times of an important port. Both from the gates

the Dutch, whose language the adults still through which passes the trade between Eng

prefer to English . land and the great Yoruba country with its

A few miles farther down the coast, Cape populous cities Abbeokuta [äb-be-o -koo'tä ),

Coast Castle, the capital of the colony, ap- Ibadan ( ē-bä'dän ), Ilorin , which can boast of

pears as picturesque as Elmina, but is kept populations varying between 60,000 and

in better repair. The castle contains the 100,000, while thewhole nation , including the

melancholic tomb of “ L. E. L.,” the celebra- Egba, Sjeeha, Ijebu , Ondo, Ife, Eyo, and

ted poetess and wife of Governor Maclean, other tribes numbers upwards of 2,000,000

who struck a prophetic chord when shewrote souls. This people suffered more than any

these sad lines : other from the infamous slave-traffic , hence

I ever had from earliest youth

the appellation Slave Coast. In the Egba

district alone, 300 towns were destroyed
A feeling what my fate would be.

within fifty years , and Abbeokuta owes its

The population of Elmina is 6,000, that of existence to the gathering for mutual protec

Cape Coast ,5,000,while thatof Accra , farther tion of the fragments of 150 ruined towns.

down, is 15,000. At this place we find the Fierce wars have often to be waged with the

headquarters of the Swiss Basel Mission , next neighbor on the western border, the

whose evangelistic , scholastic, literary, com- terrible King of Dahomey, whose famous

mercial,and industrial departments comethe army of Amazons has lately distinguished

nearest to the ideal of a perfectly equipped itself against the French troops. The Yor

mission to uncivilized people in a fatal cli- ubas are an intelligent and enterprising peo

mate . The Wesleyans, too, have done a noble ple . Their folklore is most interesting , and

work on this pestiferous coast . Christians- their language has been well illustrated by

burg , almost within sight of Accra , has an the American Missionary Bowen and by the

old Danish fort, the only relic of Scandina- well-known native Yoruban Adjai Crowther,

vian occupancy in Africa . The natives all who with Townsend and others, may well

along this coast belong to the Fanti tribe, be called the apostle of his native land .
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This brings to a close our review of the cially in the ports of the Delta ,have acquired

British West African colonies which are considerable wealth by selling the produce of

ruled by governors appointed by the Crown. their slaves' work to the British traders es

The trade of these colonies with the metrop- tablished in their borders . While the country

olis is considerable and steadily growing. above the confluence is comparatively high

The principal articles of export along the and healthy, that below the confluence is low

whole coast are palm -oil, palm -kernels, and deadly ;and the immense Delta , with its

ground-nuts, India-rubber, fibers, and some hundred minor channels, forms perhaps the

gold and cotton. The imports are chiefly greatest mangrove jungle in theworld .

Manchester cotton goods, rum , powder, lum These regions have lately been annexed

ber, and tin -ware. The annual value of ex- by England, or, in correct style, her most

portsis on an average, from Gambia , £ 118,000 , gracious Majesty has been pleased to take

Sierra Leone, £ 340,000,Gold Coast, £ 400,000, them under her protection. This Protector

Lagos, £ 500,000 . ate embraces the territories between the

Wenow come to the Niger [ni'jer ] River, Lagos boundary, near Benin River, and Rio

with whose explorations are connected the del Rey , north of the German Kamerun ,

names of Mungo Park, Clapperton, the broth- with 380miles of seaboard and inland regions

ers Landor , Barth ,Rohlfs, the fatal expedition whose limits have not yet been determined .

of 1841, Dr. Baikie, Samuel Crowther, and in Administratively these territories have been

recent times Flegel and Joseph Thomson. divided into two separate districts, one being

Rising in the Futa Jalon Mountains, buttwo called the Niger District, the other the Oil

hundred miles from Sierra Leone, the Niger River District.

seems, at first , to flee from the sea to the The Niger District has been committed to

heart of the Sahara , but,when after a thou- the charge of the Royal Niger Company

sand miles' course, it has fairly reached the under a Charter of 1886, which gives it all

desert , it repents and runs another thousand the powers of a regular government. The

miles southeast to pour its waters, soon Company had been started in 1882 as the

doubled in volume by the accession of the National African Company with a capital of

Bedue, through twenty-two main channels £ 1,000,000. It concluded about three hun

into the Gulf of Guinea. From its source dred treaties with all the river states and

to its confluence with the Benue, the Niger chiefs, and succeeded in practically annulling

flows through greatMohammedan states, the the solemn pledge taken by England at the

ruling races of which are Mandingo, Fulah, Berlin Conference to keep the Niger open to

and Housa. Cities like Sego, Timbuktu, Say, the trade of all nations. Among the states

Bussa , Rabba, and Egga adorn its banks, recognizing the Company are those ofSokoto

while in the angle formed with the Benue and Gando. In thebeginning of the century

such cities as Warno, Gando, Yola , Kano, the Fulahs overpowered the Housa states

Bida, Yakoba and Kebbihave teeming popu- from the Niger to Lake Tsad ,and the present

lations of from 15,000 to 90,000 souls . The emperor of Sokoto is a direct descendant of

latter cities are situated in the empire of So- Sheikh Dam -Fodié-Othman , the founder, in

koto , which is the largest, most populous 1802, of the Fulah dynasty. Fulah has be

and civilized of the whole Sudan. It com- come the official language; Housa is still

prises all the former Housa states with an the commercial medium , and Nupe prevails

area of 160,000 square miles and a population around the confluence . Schön , Koelle, and

of 4,000,000, to which may be added the feu- Crowther have workedup these threetongues.

datory states of Gando, Nupe, and Adamawa Thedominant religion is Islam ; but pagan

covering an area of 300,000 square miles oc- ism is the popular belief. Native industries,

cupied by 10,000,000 souls,and stretching all particularly cotton-weaving and leather-ware ,

the way between Yoruba in the southwest are in a flourishing condition . Under the

and Bornu on Lake Tsad in the northeast . direction of Bishop Crowther native mission

The army at the command of the Sultan of aries from the West Coast have organized a

Sokoto numbers 90,000 infantry and 30,000 number of churches on the Niger , but un

cavalry . fortunately much of their work has been re

From the confluence of the Benue down to cently upset by the drastic remedies applied

the sea the banks of the Niger are held by by the church missionary society to cure

petty heathen chiefs, some of whom , espe- abuses that had crept into these infant
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churches. Still, these measures may pro- and the Hottentot and Negro nations, these

duce the good effect of spurring the educated early settlers developed the stern qualities

Christian natives on the whole West Coast which have made of the Boers themost solid

to unite in founding a strong , independent, and stolid race of the globe. Taken by the

and liberal-minded African church . Com- English in 1796, given up in 1803, the Cape

merce has increased enormously of late years, was finally occupied by British troops in

so that now the value of the produce brought 1806. From this occupation dates the phe

down amounts to £ 200,000,000. Though nomenal development of British South Af

otherwise open to many criticismsthe Com- rica. North , east, and west the Dutch and

pany's policy regarding the liquor traffic is British have been extending their borders

deserving of the highest commendation, and until now the Cape Colony has, including the

the Governor of the Company is not afraid Transkeian territories and Walfish Bay, an

to express his belief in the principle, “ Africa area of 217,895 square miles and a total popu

for the African and by the African.” lation of 1,430,000. Cape Town with its sub

The Oil Rivers District comprises the trad- urbs has grown to be a city of 70,000 inhabit

ing posts and mission -stations at Bonny, ants, while Port Elizabeth, Kimberley,

Brass, and old Calabar. It has been placed Beaconsfield , and Grahamstown are towns of

under the Crown and the supervision of the from 8,000 to 30,000 souls. These flourishing

Consul, but left to the rule of native chiefs, centers are connected by half a dozen railway

because the English governmentwill not put lines. In 1872 the colony obtained a kind of

a stop to the slavery from which British homerule called responsible government and

traders are deriving their dividends. The is now ruled by a governor and executive

exports of the Oil Rivers average £ 300,000 a council nominated by the Crown, butwhich

year. must submit to the legislative power vested

Before passing on to Cape Colony, we in a parliament elected by the well-to-do

must mention the Island of St. Helena, of citizens and composed of a legislative coun

Napoleonic fame, and Ascension, both of cil and a house of assembly. By a law

which belong to England and are used as passed in 1882, orators may use either the

coaling stations. Dutch or the English language in the Cape

While in all British West Africa a few parliament. The descendants of the Dutch

missionaries, traders, and officials , who are founders influence the British immigrants so

glad if they manage to live there three years, deeply with their love of independence that

constitute all its white population, British the British will ere long have to yield to the

South Africa offers an inviting field for the “ Afrikanders” who represent the national

permanent abode and healthy development aspirations of the white natives of South

of Caucasian immigrants, as the 400,000 Africa almost irrespective of extraction, and

whites of Cape Colony clearly prove. This the United States of South Africa will soon

fact makes South Africa incomparably more pass from theory to reality . England hopes

important for England than West Africa, as to counterbalance this national African ten

it presents openings for the overflow popula- dency by laying a firm grip on the new and

tion of the British Isles . No one should , vast accessions to her South African empire,

however, understand us to mean that because but she will find that the wind of liberty

the white race prospers in South Africa, it is blowing over the African prairie will catch

bound to supersede the native races. These all the new immigrants from Europe. The

need only education successfully to compete factthat the bulk of the Christian population

in all fields with the white race. As in the belongs to the Dutch Reformed and Noncon

United States and Brazil, the two races will formist denominations is another powerful

have to learn to live side by side with equal factor for the final triumph of democratic

rights and overlook the superficial difference institutions in the young South African

of color. Thus, too, the Dutch and English states.

whites will have to forget the differences of For 1888 the exports of Cape Colony, con

their European traditions and languages. sisting of cereals, wine, cattle, wool, skins,

The Cape of Good Hope was originally ostrich feathers, copper, gold , and diamonds,

settled by the Dutch and some French Hu- amounted to £8,732,000, of which £ 4,000,000

guenots under Van Riebeck about 1652. In were in diamonds alone.

the struggle with the elements, wild beasts, The same progress and aspirations are
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noted in Natal, which was separated from present of the annexation of Lobengula's

Cape Colony in 1856 and enjoys a larger meas- kingdom and Mashowaland and the quarrels

ure of paternal government than her older which have ensued with Portugal, of the

sister. The capital, Durban, has 7,000 pop- powerful South African Company to whom

ulation . Pietermaritzburg ( pē'ter-mâr'its- this new empire between Bechuanaland and

burg ) is but slightly smaller, and the total the Zambesi has been intrusted, ofthe im

population numbers about half a million , mense treasures in gold and other minerals

36,000 of whom are whites, about the same which the fertile soil of those high and salu

number Indians, and 410,000 are Kaffirs . brious plateaus keep in store, of the prospects

Natal exports sugar, arrowroot,Angora hair, of a speedy settlement of the country by Eu

wool, gold , etc., to the amount of £ 1,500,000. ropean immigrants,and oftheextension ofthe

The governor of Natal also rules over Zulu- company's protectorate to the Barotse whom

land which occupies 8,900 squaremiles north Arnot and Willard have made familiar to the

of Natal. The population is 50,000 on whom Christian public.

a hut tax of fourteen shillings is annually Nor is there any one so ill-posted as not to

levied . The wars of the Zulus, their organ- have read notices of Nyassaland [ne-äs sä

izations, and customs,have been so often de- land ] over which Great Britain proclaimed a

scribed that it is not necessary to dwell on protectorate in 1889, that Nyassaland where

them . Scotch and English missionaries, led by Liv

Basutoland [ bä-sū'to -land ], lying between ingstone, have worked for fifteen years in

Cape Colony, Natal, and the Orange Free unison with the African Lakes Company,

State , has been , since 1884, under the direct where they fought some desperate battles

rule of the Crown, represented by a resident with Arab slaves, and where Serpa Pinto

commissionerwho legislates by proclamation, had his famous fight with the Makololo ,

but allows the chiefs allied to the Moshesh which brought to a crisis the still unsettled

family to govern the kraals in native fashion. Anglo -Portuguese question . The last mails

The advanced civilization of the Basutos is one have even brought the startling news that

of the grandest achievements of missionary the South African Companywill not hesitate

labors in Africa and speaks volumes in favor to annex thekingdom ofMsiri in Garinganze,

of the efforts of the Paris and other missionary west of Lake Bangweolo , although that

societies. Five thousand pupils attend the country has hitherto been assigned to the

schools, and ploughs, blankets, saddlery, Congo State's sphere of influence.

clothing, groceries, iron and tin -ware consti If England was successful in debarring

tute the imports which amount to £ 100,000. Germany from joining hands with the Trans

The country is a mountainous and high vaal over Bechuanaland, Germany in her

plateau especially adapted for grain growing turn has managed to defeat the longed -for

and cattle farming .
union of British South Africa with British

In order to prevent the junction of the Ger- East Africa on the shores of Lake Tan .

mans in Damaraland with the Boers of the ganyika.

Transvaal, England annexed in 1884 and The origin ofthis British East Africa must

1885 what is called Bechuanaland [betch -wä' be sought in the missionary labors of Krapf

na-land], between Cape Colony, the Molopo and Rebmann ,who opened up the regions to

River, the Transvaal, and 22° south latitude, the northwest of Zanzibar and revealed to the

an area of 162,000 squaremiles. Bechuana- astonished and incredulous world the snow

land is well known as the field of Moffat's capped mountains, Kilimanjaro [kil-e -män

and Livingstone's missionary labors. It is a jä -ro ' ] and Kenia, as well as the existence of

high and healthy plateau and very fertile in the great inland lakes. These missionaries

many parts outside the Kalahari desert. The were soon followed and outstripped by the

noble Christian chiefKhoma and his Ba-ma- travelers, Burton , Speke, Grant, Von der

inquato are comprised in the Protectorate. Deeken, and Stanley, whose books drew the

Mafeking, which is now accessible by rail, is attention of all Europe to those wonderful

the chief emporium , and Fryburg is the seat regions. The presence of the Muscat Arabs

of administration of the country. England and of the Banyans of British India atZan

levies ten shillings on ea hut and the zibar and along the East Coast, and their

same on each wiſs, connection with the slave traffic induced the

Everybody heard last year d up to the political and military intervention of Eng

D.May.
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land. Mombasa and Freretown became for southern Gallas, Uganda, and Emin Pasha's

the East Coast what Sierra Leone had been old province. A fully equipped government

on theWest Coast, a refuge for rescued slaves with post-offices, telegraphs, coins, forts, cus

and a nucleus of British influence. The fall toms, and even a railway has been speedily

of Gordon at Khartum and the isolation of established , and gigantic steps are made each

Emin Pasha to the north of Victoria Nyanza, day toward the consolidation and the exten

followed by the colonial craze of Germany, sion of the new empire.

and the murder of Bishop Hannington by Facing Aden , England holds the coast be

Mwanga of Uganda hastened the establish- tween French Tadjura (tad-joo'rä ] and Cape

ment of European authorities on the East Guardafui, to which the island of Socotra.

Coast, the suppression of Arab ascendancy , [ So-ko'trä ] has also been added . Egypt, the

and thepresent great anti-slaverymovement. land of the pyramids and sphynxes , of the

It was in 1886 that England signed an agree- Pharaohs,Moses, and Joseph,of the Ptolemies.

mentwith Germany concerning Zanzibarand and the Turkish dynasties, is now virtually

the East Coast, and in 1888 the British East a British province, and the day is not far

African Company obtained her royal charter when a brisk advanceon Berber and Khartum

on one hand,while a strip of coast was ceded will sweep the decaying power of theMahdi

to her by the Sultan ofZanzibar on the other from the Upper Nile, and the whole of the

hand. More concessions have followed and sacred river be subjected to Victoria's unpar

now the Company holds Zanzibar itself with alleled rule .

the immense region comprised between Mom Then England will hold more than half of

basa, the Juba River, the south end of Abys- inhabitable Africa , and then , too, we may

sinia , Victoria Nyanza, and Albert Nyanza , confidently add - the African may hope to see

and no limitations toward the Sudan , -a re- his continent, renewed by the Christian power

gion which includes the great Alpine masses from on high, march triumphantly , though

of Mt. Kenia and Mt. Ruwenzori, half of slowly, to that state of national independence

Victoria Nyanza, the whole of Lake Rudolf, and lawful liberty for which it has been

the countries of theWa-Chagga and Wa-teita , groaning and longing through the ages of

of the war- like Elmoran or Masai, of the the past.

STUDIES IN ASTRONOMY .

BY GARRETT P. SERVISS .

W "

VI. - MARS AND THE ASTEROIDS. terpreting or confirming previous discoveries,

ITHIN the past ten years more has and making fresh ones.

been said and written about the In the order of the planetary orbits Mars

planet Mars than about any other comes next outside the earth . Its mean dis

member of the sun's family of worlds besides tance from the sun is 141,500,000 miles. The

the earth . The strange discoveries of Signor eccentricity of its orbit is large, so that its dis

Schiaparell and others,who have found the tance from the sun varies to the extent of

surface of Mars diversified with a great va- 13,000,000 miles. On the average it receives

riety of forms and colors, many of which are considerably less than half as much solar

evidently permanent features of the planet, light and hcat as the earth gets, the propor

together with the strong probability that tion being as the square of 93 to the square of

Marsmay be an inhabitable globe, have com- 141. Under themost favorable circumstances

bined to awaken the liveliest interest in this it may comewithin about 35,500,000 miles of

“ miniature of the earth," asMars has been the earth, but ordinarily its least distance

called . This interest is likely to deepen dur- from the earth is between 48,000,000 and 49,

ing the coming year or two, for in 1892 Mars 000,000 miles, and its greatest distance is

will be in an uncommonly favorable position about 248,000,000 miles. Accordingly this

for observation , and every telescope of any planet sometimes appears fiſty
nes as

pretensions
on our planet will then be turned bright as at others. The diameter of Mars is.

upon it with the hope and expectation
of in- 4,200 miles very nearly . Its density is .73
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and the force of gravity at its surface com- of snow and ice, resembling the similar phe

pared with that at the surface of the earth is nomena that surround the poles of the earth .

.38. Owing to the unchanging nature ofcon- The observer will also perceive thatthe gen

spicuousmarkings on its surface, which have eral surface of the planet is broken up

been observed by astronomers for two cen- into spaces of varying color, the principal

turies,the period of Mars ' rotation on its axis hues being reddish and greenish . The dark

is very accurately known. It is a little longer or greenish spots are supposed to be the por

than the earth's rotation period, being 24 tions of the planet that are covered with

hours, 37 minutes, 22.67 seconds. The equa- water . This is, of course, an assumption ,but

tor of Mars is inclined to its orbit at an angle astronomers generally are pretty well agreed

of 24° 50 ' which, it will be noticed, is very upon that point. The reddish regions are

similar to the inclination of the earth , so considered to be the land areas. Pretty

that Mars' seasonsmust undergo about the elaborate maps of Mars have been constructed

same proportionate alternations as those of from the observationsof several astronomers.

the earth . The variation in theamount of The most remarkableofthese maps or charts

light and heat received on Mars is, however, is that of Signor Schiaparelli, the famous as

much greater than in the case of the earth , tronomer of Milan , which is reproduced in

owing to the greatereccentricity of this orbit. Fig 1. Allthe large seas and continents there

In fact Mars receives at perihelion nearly one represented are shown on every map ofMars,

and a half times asmuch solar radiation as it although different names have been bestowed

does at aphelion. This fact must be taken upon them by other observers, butthemany

into account in considering the question of long , narrow streaks, crossing the conti

its habitability. The length ofMars ' year, or nents in various directions, intersecting one

the period of its revolution around the sun , another in many places, and forming alto

is 687 days, or 22 % months. gether a complete network over nearly all of

There is no planet that has yielded so rich the planet except the polar regions, are pe

a harvest of observations concerning its su- culiar to Schiaparelli's chart. They are the

perficial aspects as Mars. Theprincipalmark- so-called " canals," the discovery ofwhich a

ings upon its disk were detected with some few years ago made a genuine sensation in

ofthe earliest telescopes . It must not be in- theastronomicalworld . They really seem to

ferred from this statement, however, that the be waterways of somedescription, since their

markings are easily seen, particularly by color resembles that of the seas, and the in

amateur observers. In fact, except when terlacing system which they form is con

Mars is at a near point in its orbit, and is nected on all sides with thegreat water areas

viewed under favorable atmospheric con- of the planet.

ditions, its appearance with a telescope of In giving to these singular phenomena the

moderate size is disappointing to the inex. name “ canals,' Schiaparelli did not intend

perienced eye. The shadowy outlines on its to convey all that the term mightbe taken to

disk seem very indeterminate in form , and imply. Hehas never entertained the idea

require careful watching in order to present that they are artificialwaterwaysconstructed

any notable resemblance to the pictures of by the inhabitants ofMars. Their enormous

the planet that one sees in books of astron- size and extent alone would preclude that

omy. It is, therefore, greatly to the credit of supposition. Many of them are seventy-five

the early observers that, with their inferior or eighty miles broad, and they vary in

telescopes, they were able to discover somuch length from two or three hundred to a thou

of the actual appearance ofMars. sand miles or more. Even allowing for the

The first characteristic that the observer is diminished force of gravity upon Mars,which,

likely to note in viewing Mars is the redness as we have seen , is less than two- fifths as

of its light. Some peculiarity of the surface of great as upon the earth , it would appear to

the planet, or of its atmosphere, must be re- be utterly impossible that such gigantic

sponsible for this appearance. The whole of work could be constructed even by a race of

the disk is not red , however. About the fifteen -foot giants such as might dwell upon

poles of the planet white spots are visible, Mars.

which , as they wax and wane with the Mar One of themost inexplicable things about

tial seasons, extending in winter and con- the " canals " is that at certain times, accord

tracting in summer, are believed to be areas ing to Schiaparelli,they appear doubled ; that
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is to say, instead of appearing single as shown Mars has two little moons which were dis

in the map , every “ canal ” has a twin run- covered in 1877 by Professor Hall with the

ning along by its side. These duplicates great Washington telescope . These are

sometimes make their first appearance as among the smallest bodies belonging to the

rows of faint spots, or indistinct, shadowy solar system - so small are they in fact that

markings,which in a little while coalesce and the only way in which their actual size can

strengthen until they become perfect copies be estimated is by observing the amount of

of the pre -existing " canals." Schiaparelli light that they give. They certainly do not

thinks that this phenomenon is connected in exceed ten miles in diameter, and more prob

some way with the Martial seasons. It ably their diameter is not greater than five

should be said that almost all the knowledge or six miles. The inner one is slightly the

we haveaboutthe “ canals " and their changes larger of the two. Owing to their minute

of aspect is due to Schiaparelli, for although ness they are insignificant as light-givers to

a few other observers have been able to de- Mars ,notwithstanding their proximity to the

tect a large number of these strange objects planet. They revolve in circular orbits, the

onMars, yet no one hasseen the phenomenon distance of the inner one, named Phobos, be

of their doubling except Schiaparelli, and his ing only 1,600 miles from the surface of

drawings invariably exhibit far more numer- Mars, and that of the outer one, Deimos,

ous details than other astronomers have been 12,400 miles. Their motions are very swift,

able to perceive. One of the advantages Deimos completing a revolution around the

which Schiaparelli possesses is the exquisite planet in 30 hours and 18 minutes, and Pho

clearress and steadiness of the atmosphere bos in 7 hours and 39minutes . It will be

in Italy , and another, no doubt, is his pos- observed that the latter actually goes round

session ofextraordinarily keen eyesight. He the planet faster than the planet rotateson

is a most painstaking observer, and no one its axis, so that the month asmeasured by

thinks of accusing him of describing what he the motion of Phobos is shorter than the

has not actually seen . day upon Mars. It follows that Phobos ap

Mars possessesan atmosphere resembling, pears to the inhabitants of Mars to move

in some respects at least, that of the earth . through the sky from east to west, or in a

Dr.Huggins' spectroscopic observations have direction contrary to the motion of all the

shown beyond all question thatwatery vapor other heavenly bodies, and that they may

is one of the constituents of the air of Mars frequently enjoy the spectacle of their two

as it is of our own atmosphere. Moreover, moons meeting and passing one another, go

clouds have been seen obscuring large por- ing in opposite directions !

tions of the surface of Mars and drifting along

in such a way as to cover in succession dif
THE ASTEROIDS .

ferent regions of theplanet whose permanent Between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter re

features are wellknown. An astronomer on volve the little planets called the asteroidsor

Mars armed with a telescope equal in power planetoids. The number of asteroids dis

to someof ours would in likemanner behold covered up to the date of the present writing

broad areas ofthe earth concealed at times by is 306. All have been discovered within this

clouds, forweknow that in great storms half century , although as long ago as the timeof

of a continent or ocean is sometimeswrapped Kepler it was noticed that there was a gap

in vapor. It is not too much to saythatwith between Mars and Jupiter in the regular

powerful telescopes we can watch the broad series of the planetary orbits. The first dis

meteorological * features ofthe distant globe covery of an asteroid occurred on the first

of Mars. day of the nineteenth century, January 1,

1801. The nameCereswas given to this new
* [Me-te-or-o -18j'ic-al.) Atmospheric ; pertaining to the

weather ; specially, pertaining to the science of meteorol

ogy. This is the science which “ treats of the motions and etc.,and may also include the aurora borealis ; and the

phenomena ofthe earth's atmosphere ; the scientific study igneous meteors are such phenomena as lightning, aëreo

of weather and climate, their causes, changes, relations, lites, shooting stars, etc. ... In common language the

and effects.” — “ Rain , snow ,hail, foz, and dew are meteors term meteor is applied only to those bodies which, as

distinguished as aqueous; the movements of the winds globes of fire or as shooting stars , are occasionally seen

constitute the varieties ofaërial meteors; luminous me- darting through the heavens.” The word is built up from

teors are the singular phenomena displayed by the action the Greek ,meteora, meteor, and logos, discourse ; meteor

of the aqueous particles diffused through theatmosphere is compounded from theGreek ,meta ,beyond, and aeirein ,

upon the rays of light, such as halɔ , mirage, rainbow , to lift up, to suspend,which verb is derived from aer, air ,
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member of the solar system .

Within the next six years three

other members of the group ,

named respectively Pallas, Juno ,

and Vesta,were discovered. Near

ly forty years elapsed before any

more asteroids were found, but

in the last quarter of a century

they have been picked up very

fast. Nearly all of them are ex

ceedingly faint, varying from

the tenth to the twelfth magni

tude, so that they can be seen

only with a large telescope. The

four first discovered are the larg

est ofthe group, Vesta, the larg

est of all, being perhaps 300

miles in diameter . Ceres is

probably about200miles in diam

eter, and the diameter of Pallas

and Juno is considerably smaller

than that of Ceres. Some of the

smallest of theasteroids proba

bly do not exceed 10 or 15 miles

in diameter . In fact it is likely

that there are someeven smaller,

which have not yet been dis

covered , and may never be visi

ble from the earth . Astronomers

think it probable that there is

an indefinite number of minute

asteroids.

The zone of the asteroids is

very broad, the mean distance of

the nearest being about 200,000,

000 miles from the sun and that

of the farthest 400,000,000 miles.

They are accordingly scattered

over more than one-half of the

space separating the orbits of

Mars and Jupiter. But their dis

tribution is not uniform . If their

orbits are charted upon the basis

of their mean distance from the

sun , it will be found that several

gaps exist in the zonewhere no

asteroids are to be found. These

gaps are believed to have been

formed through the influence of

the attraction of Jupiter, whose

giantmassmustgive him a great

perturbing effect upon the aster

oids. The investigations of Pro

fessorKirkwood and others have

shown that these gaps (the prin

cipal ones being represented in
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Fig . 2 where E is the orbit of the earth , M that parts. Professor Young has suggested that

of Mars, and J that of Jupiter) correspond to a series of explosions taking place in the

those distances from the sun where the pe- fragments formed by the first explosion

riods ofrevolution of the asteroids that may would account for the observed orbits. The

once have existed there would be commen- whole theory of an explosion, however ,

surable with Jupiter's period in such a way seems to the present writer to rest upon too

that the asteroidsmust have come into con- great an improbability to be admitted. The

junction with the giant planet again and theory of Professor Peirce that the asteroids

again , at or near the same places in their were formed like the other planets from a ring

paths, and the disturbing effect of Jupiter's of matter which upon breaking up was pre

attraction , being thus accumulated, ended by vented by the perturbative influence of its

drawing the asteroids into excessively eccen- neighbor Jupiter from collecting into a single

tric orbits, so that they either plunged into globe, as did the rings from which the plan

the sun when it was yet a farmore extended ets were formed, is more satisfactory.

body than it is at present, or were turned Some very curious and interesting conse

into paths more resembling the orbits of quences flow from the minuteness of these

comets. Professor Kirkwood has even sug- little worlds if we choose to amuse ourselves

gested that some of the known comets of with the supposition that they might bear in

short period may originally have been aster- habitants. Let us take for instance an as

oids. The points where the principal gaps teroid having a diameter of ten miles . Sup

occur are at those distances from the sun pose for the sake of simplicity that its density

where the asteroids would have periods equal is the same as that of the earth . Then its

to one-half, one-third, two- fifths, three- fifths surface attraction will be to that of the earth

of Jupiter's period , and so on . Take for in- in the same ratio as their diameters, or as 10

stance the case where the asteroid would re- to 8,000, or 1 to 800. A person who weighs

volve around the sun in just one-half of the 150 pounds on the earth would weigh only 3

time of Jupiter's revolution . This would oc ounces on the asteroid. A stonethrown with

cur at a mean distance of about 304,000,000 a velocity of 50 feet in a second would pass

miles from the sun. Once in every revolu- out into space never to return. An inhabit

tion of Jupiter the asteroid and the great ant of such a globe possessing thesame pro

planet would be in conjunction at the same portional activity as one dwelling upon the

place. The disturbing attraction of Jupiter earth could attain a height of three-quarters

would accordingly be very effective in such a of a mile without inconvenience so far as the

case , and as a matter of fact it is just at this weightof his own body and limbs was con

point that we find the most remarkable gap cerned !

in the asteroid zone. It is an interesting question whether there

It is a matter of doubt whether the aster- may not be other asteroidal systems under

oids possess any atmospheres. Some ob- the sun's control besides that which exists

servations have seemed to indicate that their between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. All

atmospheres may be of considerable extent, the probabilities seem to favor the view that

but the probabilities are strongly against there are such other systems, exceeding in

such being the fact. Certain anomalous ap- extent, it may be, the one that is known to

pearances of some members of the group us, but situated so far from the earth that

have led to the suggestion that their form their minute members are invisible to our

may not be spheroidal but irregular, and this most powerful telescopes . It is not impossi

recalls the old theory put forth at the time of ble that astronomical photography, which

the discovery of the first asteroids, that they has enabled us in several ways to penetrate

are fragments of an exploded planet. In its into the secrets of space far beyond the

original form this theory has been aban- scope of mere vision , may yet reveal the

doned , because the orbits of allthe asteroids existence of hitherto unknown members of

cannot be reconciled with the form that the the solar system , just as ithas revealed stars

asteroidal system should have if it had arisen and nebulæ too fajnt to impress our sense of

from the bursting of a single globe into many sight.

End of Required Reading for May.



POESIE .

BY O. F. EMERSON .

THE

('HE breath of morn , the glitter of the dew ,

The play of color in the sky , first seen

When in the east the glimmer and the sheen

O'er the black robe of night the stars pursue,

Before the rising day -god peeps anew

In triumph ,-these alone are not, I ween ,

Thy only charms, the love of which , O Queen

Of Beauty, does thy votaries imbue.

But thou dost give withalthe seeing eye

That looks beneath the outward show of things ;

The quicker sense for truth that shall outlast ;

Themind that grasps the future and the past

And from the hidden hoard of wisdom brings

The hope, the trust, the faith that in them lie.

THE CARNIVAL AT NICE.

BY FANNIE C. W. BARBOUR .

O

NCE more Nice is given up to gaiety their autocratic government; and proximity

and festivity. Everybody is doing to that Mecca of all Russians, the gam

his very best to cram as much fun as ing tables ofMonte Carlo . The English and

possible into this last week , before Lent Americans are here in colonies (let us hope

settles down with its sad forty days of fast- for other reasons). Germans, Italians, Span

ing. The name of this fête is derived from iards, and Algerians congregate everywhere,

carne vale, the good -by to flesh, on the eve of and Nice is now reaping her yearly harvest

theausterities of the Lenten season .
of gold , from the strangers within her gates.

It is probably a survival of the ancient fes. The residents are in good humor, for every

tivities of the Romans, and certainly shows hotel and pension is filled to its very roof.

no signs of waning in this city, where one Even the north rooms are occupied , which

can see, once a year, the finest carnival in are never in demand at any other time ; for

the world. There is none to equal it. Even visitors to the Rivièra rightly insist upon

that of Rome has degenerated so that it is having their apartments en plein midi, with

now only a weak echo of its former glory ; a full allowance of that greatest attraction in

while that of Nice seems to grow every year all winter resorts— the sunshine.

more resplendent, and each committee vies It is wonderful with what a zest the people

with the former one, to outdo all previous take part in this fête, year after year ; some

effort. of them going to considerable expense for

The place is at its very best just now , and very elaborate costumes in which they com

is filled to overflowing with strangers from pete for prizes,while others show expensive

all parts of the world . In the Place Massena, comic combinations, and the committee

on the Promenade, and in the Winter Garden spend large sums (all raised by subscription )

one elbowswith representatives of all nation- for the illuminations, fire-works, etc. The

alities. The Russians are plentiful, owing amount expended often reaches the sum of

to their earnest desire for three blessings : sixty or seventy thousand dollars.

escape from the abominable winter climate of From rich and poor, from old and young,

their country ; distance from the severities of Niçois, Parisian , and étranger, the one cry is
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“ Carnival ! Carnival !'' To see the gay known of the aristocracy . The charming

companies of masqueraders in the streets, costumes of fashionable women added their

dancing, leaping, shouting, and teasing each various hues to the picture,and when weno

other ; encountering other parties and ex- ticed the crowd of pedestrians and rows of

changing salutes and kisses ; scoffing and spectators it really reminded us of a return

mocking , one would really think the popula- from the “ Derby.”

tion had gonemad . But it has always been And now the city is one mass of bunting

considered the right of the people of these and banners. Balconies are gaily decorated

southern lands to indulge in buffoonery at and windows on the route are trimmed and

this time, and as the very spirit of jollity is inclosed with bright colored sateen, to repre

abroad, it becomes infectious, and one can- sent private boxes. The windows and balco

not help joining with right good-will. nies are rented at high prices, and theowners.

Nice has been blessed with beautiful are reaping a harvest. But this is not only

weather, and has lately enjoyed an uninter- a fête for the rich ; the poor also may join ,

rupted succession of perfect days, with the as inferior seats can be had atmuch cheaper

mostbrilliant sunshine from early morning rates, and there is standing-room for all

to evening. The skies have been cloudless. along the route. In fact a man can see the

Asone notes their deep cerulean hues,which whole show at any price, ranging from half

blend so harmoniously with the colors of the a dollar (the cost of a papermuslin domino,

Mediterranean , from whose shore one can withoutwhich one cannot enter the begli

catch distant vistas of Antibes, Cannes, and ones) up to two hundred dollars, for which

Beaulieu , with the rugged Esterels and the one could procure reserved balconies, win

bold Alpes-Maritimes in the background, one dows for the Battle of Confetti, boxes at the

cannot but acknowledge that this place fully three masked balls, tickets to the grand

deserves its musical Italian name of Nizza mammoth concert, and seats in the tribunes.

la Bella . with a carriage for the Battle of Flowers in

The fêtes commence with the races , which cluded . This gives a wide range for all

take place three weeks before the carnival on classes and conditions of men.

the Course de la Var, just outside the town, The arrival ofHis Majesty King Carnival

and which attract from fifty to sixty thou- XIX . in the evening was attended with great

sand visitors. As I sat on my balcony over- éclat. Preceded and surrounded by his nu

looking the Promenade des Anglais, the merous escort, he made his entrée by lighted

sound of the tinkling of many bells reached train , and his route down the main avenue

my ear, and, looking down, it seemed as if was brilliantly illuminated and crowded to

the whole town were coursing past en voiture the curb. The sight was quite imposing.

to the races, which are the first feature of all First came a band of seventy-five musicians.

the gaieties to come; the forerunner, as it from Vichy ; for these guests the committee

were, of the carnival itself. Below me had prepared a most remarkable conveyance ..

passed in quick succession conveyances ofall They were all dressed in white clown cos

sorts, from the one-horse hack to the fine tumes, and were seated in an immense violin

landau of the wealthy resident, who was out which , with its upper side removed, was.

for the afternoon en famille. The high break tilted in a slanting position on a massive

with its gay party of ladies in elegant cos- platform drawn by twelve horses, and sup

tumes, and the silent tricycle passed swiftly ported on huge volumes of bound music.

side by side. Now came a market-wagon Nextcame an escort of fifty punchinellos in

carrying three peasants on the only seat, red and white satin costumes, riding their

seeming strangely out of place amid these prancing steeds ; and then came the king's

representatives from the upper crust of so- servitors. First, twelve cooks with white

ciety . But its humble occupantswere in for caps and aprons; then his larder of provis

a good time, and what cared they for con- ions— two enormous lobsters on horseback,

trasts ! an immense hard -boiled egg , a boar's head,

Then the return , in a wild , disorderly rush cabbage, melon, and on a dish a roast pheas

of vehicles, with a picturesque mêlée of four- ant surrounded by chestnuts. Each of the

in -hands, landaus, tallyhos, and victorias, above covered the head and body of a man.

in which were to be seen all the leaders of who rode the horse.

the upper circles of Nice society, and the best Then the king came slowly down the ave-
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nue , and a “ jolly old soul was he.” Seated “ The Devil's Kitchen .” His satanicmajesty

astride a gigantic wine cask , head and in colossal proportions, held a poor mortal

shoulders above the second story windows, dangling over a seething caldron , from which

he held in his hand a glass brimming over the flames darted forth , while the lower re

with champagne, which he gracefully raised gions of the car were enclosed behind iron

to his lips, and turning a beaming face from bars. There we could see by a glaring Ben

side to side, drank to the health of his ad- gal light, innumerable scarlet demons dan

mirers and subjects. So natural was the ex- cing around the trembling morsels ofhuman

pression of kindly conviviality in his eyes ity , while they roasted or fried the latter, as

which beamed upon us, thatwe felt inclined their fancy dictated . This car was altogether

to raise the hat and return his salute with too French to suit the taste of the average

cheers. He was followed by another com- visiting spectator, but seemed to invoke im

pany of cavaliers representing the bottles mense amusement among the Niçois.

from his wine cellar. There were the straw Then there were the groups, of twenty or

covered chianti bottle, the gold -sealed cham- of twelve, all competing for prizes. The

pagne, and the more ordinary vin du pays. most effective of these wasnamed “ Queen

Another band brought up the rear, and red Marguerite and the Butterflies.” This con

Bengal lights shed their brilliant radiance sisted often couples on horseback , thedaisies

over all things, while bells rang out upon the dressed with tights and short skirts ofyellow

air, and colored lanterns swung to and fro in tulle with white petals hanging from the

the breeze.
waist; yellow caps with white petals and

King Carnival is escorted to the open stemsupturned, and daisy parasols. By the

square of the Place Massena, where he takes side of each was a rider with large, gauzy

his place under a canopy, monarch of all he butterfly wings, butterfly umbrellas, and the

surveys. Here from day to day the different long, striped body of the insect. Another

groups and processions pass in review before group was of twelve life-sized ostriches rid

him , until the last evening of the fêtes,when den by jockeys. “ The Dancing Bears ” had

he is to be burned in effigy with a grand dis- each a ring through his nose , and a depend

play of fire-works. He sits astride his wine- , ant string by which a faithful guardian con

cask, calmly overlooking all this folly , but ducted him through the intricacies of the

he must be sad at heart, for hebears hidden mazy whirl.

beneath this gay mask a terrible secret. The single masqueraders included every

Stowed away within him is a tub of petro- contrivance one could possibly conjure up,

leum , with which he is to be exploded when from the ridiculous to the beautiful. One

the festivities are over.
most effective costumewas that of a Russian

The second day there was a procession bride in pure white , with a very elaborate

both afternoon and evening, of the grand head-dress. There were monkeys, dogs, cats

cars, analcades, and masquerades. The car chasing live birds, a man dancing with a

of “ The Press ” was a marvelous contrivance manikin , a take-off on the invalid English

fifty feet in height, rolling on wheels and man wheeled about in a chair, etc.

drawn by a dozen coal-black horses. A ma Next came a torchlightprocession , rather

jestic figure of the inventor of printing stood a tameaffair in comparison with whatwe can

upon it, before an enormous printing-press, do athome, and yesterday the first “ Battle

working off copies of the leading French jour- of Flowers.” No pen can adequately describe

nals,-Figaro, Gil Blas, Gaulois, Le Temps, the beauty of this scene. Imagine a splen

while below him were about thirty represen- did avenue eighty -five feet wide, running

tatives of all the newspapers, in fancy cus- close by the sea for a distance of two miles ;

tumes ,distributing copies among the crowds. lined each side with spreading palms and

Another chariot was called “ Night and broad walks ; washed on one hand by the

Day," with a rising and setting sun going up waves of the deep blue sea, while on the other

and down in the center, surrounded by dan- side is a succession of elegant villas and

cing individuals whose heads were smaller gardens filled with roses and exotics in full

suns and stars. The whole front of the car bloom . It is in itself an enchanting spot.

was ofa brightyellow hue, while the back was then picture this avenue at two o'clock in .

night covered with pale silver blue stars . the afternoon, with the brilliance of the ra

There was a most suggestive chariot named diant sunshine upon it ; on each side innt
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merable stands filled with enthusiasticspecta- space with the carnival, let us devote a few

tors,whose hands and baskets are brimming words to the city itself, as a winter resort ,

over with flowers.
either for health or for pleasure . For those

The cannon gave forth the signal, and im- who seek a mild climate,where could a more

mediately the carriages commenced to arrive. charming spot be found ? Lying on the

They were decorated with most tasteful com- shores of that most beautiful of all seas,

binations. One had solid masses of yellow kissed by its waves and fanned by gentle

mimosa and scarlet tulips ; another was cov- breezes, its gardens treasure-troves of Ori

ered with yellow jonquils and lavender hya- ental verdure, it is a veritable land of the

cinths ; another with white lilacs and deep sun . Here the frail invalid may come and

pink roses. One carriage was simply em- bask in the sunshine the winter long. The

bedded in Parma violets, the lanterns, whip , Promenade des Anglais, along its coast of

horses, coachman, and footman all trimmed azure blue and from its awning-shaded bal

to match , and the costumes of the ladies in conies , sees every day a battalion of frail

corresponding tints. All were loaded with humanity who have come far in search of

bouquets of roses, anemones, cyclamen , health , who sit and drink in all this with sat

jonquils, tube-roses, and orange-blossoms to isfaction. Even through this severe season ,

throw ,and soon thebattlewaged fiercely . The the worst known elsewhere for many years,

whole Promenade des Anglais was a tossing all that we have experienced to complain of

sea of flowers, and the very air was fragrant is an unusual number of cloudy days, and

with the delicious odor. Various orchestras some cold ones, but with very little rain , and

discoursed sweet music along the line. not a flake of snow the winter long.

Friend responded to friend and a broad And for pleasure- seekers, this is a city of

side of perfumed projectiles was thrown from delight. Gaiety holds a never- ending sway,

floral citadel to picturesque bower, until and from the moment that winter sets in ,

one was literally covered and smothered in brilliantballs, fashionable soirées, receptions,

flowers. and dances follow each other in quick suc

To-day the “ Battle of Confetti” cameoff cession . There is always the Winter Garden

in the old town of Nice. This is a fête for the with two attractive concerts every afternoon ,

people, but it is a sight which none should and one every evening ; and the new Casino

miss . Fully one hundred and fifty thousand just opened , with a magnificent terrace over

people masked and disguised in vari-colored hanging the sea , where a fine orchestra plays

dominos, took part in the fun , From two daily .

to five o'clock there was a desperate tussle . The drives about Nice are charming. A

Each participant wore a close mask of fine tallyho , coach runs daily between here

wire , and was provided with a bag of confetti and Cannes , a distance of twenty miles.

and a small tin shovelwith which he deluged A public break leaves every morning for

all whom he met, and woe be to those who Monte Carlo , driving along by the sea, re

were not protected from the penetrating stuff. turning in the afternoon. There is theUpper

When the battle was over the crowdmarched Corniche road, between Nice and Mentone, a

up to their ankles in confetti in the principal drive of twenty miles each way, not excelled

streets . There have been fire-works at the in Europe for the grandeurof its scenery and

close of every fête-day,and this afternoon and its picturesque surroundings.

evening there was a kermesse, or bazar, at the So the attractions seem to multiply on

Casino under the auspices of the leading every hand, but nothing draws better than

ladies in Nice , both resident and of the for- the yearly fêtes, which are witnessed by so

eign colonies . Theproceeds are for the poor of many thousands every spring. Perhaps by

Nice, so thatwhile the rich are giving up their the Niçois, who are used to this sort ofthing

time to gaiety and diversion, their less for- year after year, this jolly old king may soon

tunate fellow -creatures are not forgotten . be forgotten . With them it is , Le roi est mort;

At Mi-carême in March, there were other vive le roi ! But for the visitor who sees all

festivities. Another “ Battle of Flowers,” this merry-making for the first time the im

a " Grand Rédoute,” and a “ Venetian Fête ” pression will be of longer duration. Not soon

at nighton the sea , were among the attrac- can we forget all the beautiful scenes and gay

tions promised . effects , the joys and pleasures of the reign of

And now that we have taken up so much King Carnival XIX , at Nice.
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JOHN JACOB ASTOR .

BY JULIAN RALPH .

OHN JACOB ASTOR was born in Wal- characteristics and one of themain secrets of

dorf in the duchy of Baden - a little his subsequent success . He went there in

Rhenish village near Heidelberg . His order to learn the English language and to

birthday was July 17, 1763, and he was find out at the same time all thathe could

the youngest of four sons born to a poor about America . It was always afterward the

butcherby a woman who seems to have been rule of his life, as nearly as possible to

a typical German wife ; typical, that is to master all the knowledge obtainable about

say, in being provident, industrious, and whatever concerned or hinged upon his oper.

self-respecting - three meritswhich thebutch- ations. He had expected to find English

er seemsnot to have possessed. He liked the very difficult to acquire - and, indeed . we

tavern better than his shop and leisure better know that it proved more than he could ever

than business. The boys grew up as Protes- perfectly manage— but he was surprised at

tants although the ruler of the principality the facility with which he was able to make

was a Roman Catholic and only to those of himself understood and to comprehend what

his faith was political preferment given . It he heard and read within a few weeks after he

is said that not one of the butcher's sons in- landed in London. Until the day ofhis death

herited his weaknesses. Asthey grew toward he retained a slight brogue and wrote our

man's estate they left the paternal roof-tree language falteringly . In London he pro

and sought fortune of theworld at large. The cured work in the Astor and Broadwood fac

eldest went to London to become an ap- tory but at such smallwages that it was only

prentice to an uncle who was of the form of after two years of the most careful husband

Astorand Broadwood, then makers of Autes, ing of his income that he found himself pos

violins, and pianos, and now the greatest sessed of seventy -five dollars and a new suit

English piano-making establishment under of clothing. This was sufficient for his pur

the descendants of the Broadwood of that pose.

earlier day . The next son went to New Hewas twenty years of age and the year

York to follow there the calling learned of was 1783. American independence had been

his father. The third became the steward of established by treaty and the offer of civil

a nobleman's estate and little John Jacob and religious liberty began to exert its tempt-

stayed on in the village, a boy at school. He ing influence upon the masses in Europe.

passed the age at which boys who stay at He determined to wait no longer . Spending

home in Germany were then apprenticed but twenty-five dollars in the purchase of a few

he began to learn no trade because his father futes,twenty-five dollars in obtaining a pas

could not afford to purchase the privilege. sage ticket, and with the remaining twenty .

Our Revolutionary War was attracting the five dollars in his pocket he started on the

attention of all Europe when at sixteen or voyage that brought him to Baltimore . On

seventeen years of age the boy determined to the ship hemet a man who was a speculator

make his way hither . He managed to raise in a very small way in furs and who told Mr.

two dollars with which to begin the journey, Astor what profits lay in the business . Better

buthe says of himself that he added to his than that, he imparted to him many of the

capital three excellent resolutions :to remain chief secrets of the business, telling him .

honest and industrious so long as he should where and how to buy peltries, how to cure

live and never to gamble. By getting employ- and handle and protect them and much else

ment on a raft of timber that was being of a like nature. His principal biographer

rowed down the Rhine to the seacoast he dismisses what follows with the simple as

made the journey in two weeks and earned sertion that Astor bought shrewdly of what

about ten dollars or sufficient to procure him furs he saw offered by persons on thewharves.

a steerage passage from Holland to London . and in the markets and then went to London

In going first to London he thus early ex- and sold them to great advantage. There is

hibited the trait which was one of his chief reason to believe that the most interesting
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period of his life is thus too hastily reported , still a humble dealer that, upon seeing some

for afterward there were found many citizens majestic residences under construction on

who remembered having seen Mr. Astor lower Broadway, he remarked , “ One day,

trudging about the city and its neighborhood I'll build a greater house than any of these,

exchanging cakes and toys with Indians and and on this very street." The Astor House

others for what furs they offered or could was the fulfillment of that promise.

get. But to return to his earlier struggles : he

It is most likely true, as many said , that remained in Bowne's employ three years and

he went directly to his brother Henry, the in 1786 leased a back room and shed and

butcher, on his arrival in New York and back yard in William Street wherewith to es

thence removed to the house of Alexander tablish himself in the fur business. Then it

Bowne, a fur-seller, with whom he was hap- was that he peddled cakes and toys for furs

pily able to get prompt employment at one and trudged about with a pack on his back .

hundred and twenty- five dollars a year and He had no false pride. He was willing to

board. The man who came to America by perform any honest labor. He walked all

way of London so as to learn English while over New York State as a trader with the

earning the passagemoney and whose favor- hunters and Indians and no man knew the

ite axiom always was that “ Knowledge is commonwealth so well as he. It is said

power ” is not likely to have exchanged his that he pointed out on the map the places

seven flutes and scanty pocket-money for a where great cities would some day grow and

headlong plunge into a business of which all at which they afterward were developed. He

he knew was what a fellow passenger told took a partner and a wife. His helpmeet had

him aboard ship . fine social connections but she worked at his

Thelonger account is themore likely story. business with him as he never could have

Hewas first employed atbeating furs to keep gotten any one to do for wages. He said of

the moths out of them but in doing this he her that she was the shrewdest judge of furs

familiarized himself with the varying grades in the business, so that the three hundred

and kinds and showed such a keen interest dollars she brought to him as a bride, con

in his work that in a short time there was no siderable as the sum must have seemed then ,

part of the business with which he was not was unworthy of consideration as compared

intrusted. Had any of my readers known with her industry and skill. Thus other

him and his brother Henry, the butcher , at years passed and at last hewent to London

this time, it is a question whether they would and began to increase the scale of his opera

not have predicted the greater success for the tions toward that scope which he, more than

butcher. Hewas a remarkable character. He any other man of his day, was fitted to grasp

conceived the idea of intercepting the drove and direct. He sold a collection of selected

ers who were on their way to town with furs at a high profit and established prime

cattle and buying of them beyond the town. connections in London . He undertook to

After that he sold his purchases to his fellow represent his brother's musical instrument

butchers at a good profit. His wife, a pretty house in New York and he recognized in the

woman upon whom he showered ornaments, manager of the East India Company a fellow

was a character in the city, of whom Henry countryman who was so pleased with him

said , “ She vas der flower of der Bowery.” that he gave Mr. Astor a permit for a vessel

Long afterward, when he was quite well-to- to trade in the waters and ports controlled by

do, John Jacob annoyed him by borrowing of that vast corporation. He also gave him a

him , outright or on notes, and Henry offered list of the prices of goods in the Indies .

to give him one hundred dollars if he would This was the turning-point in the trader's

promise never thereafter under any circum- career. He steadily increased the scope of his

stances to come to him for a cent. John Jacob speculations. He began to buy furs in Mont

needed more, but a gift of such a sum was real for the London market ; and afterward ,

not to be despised and so he took themoney when Canada was allowed to trade with us,

and closed the bargain . As he was a man of he bought in Montreal for the markets of

his word he needed confidence thus to sever London and of this country and China. He

all chance of help from his brother, but he loaned his East India permit to a shipping

probably had asmuch faith in himself as any house for half the profits of a voyage and

man who ever lived. It was while he was made a moderate fortuneby that one venture.
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men .

But, though he waxed rich , he still kept a houses as othermen did , he bought land be

little store behind a little sign announcing yond it. He discounted its future and traded

“ Pianos and Furs,” and for many years he upon what he saw that it was certain to be

lived in the samebuilding. He delighted in come. The city did not extend to Canal

concealing his success from his fellow -towns- Street (now well down town) when he begani

Even when he took a dwelling sepa- to become a great landholder , and yet the

rate from his store it was a modest one, bulk of his purchases was in farmsand lots

plainly appointed . He dressed plainly , had either far north of the uppermost streets or

no vices and never developed costly tastes. on the east and west sides where the settle

Heaccumulated few books even when he be- ment was thin and seemed little likely to

gan to take life leisurely ; he collected no widen . In selling a plot in Wall Street he

paintings; he had no use formere ornaments was led to betray his purpose. The purchaser

or curios. As a millionaire, a pipe, a glass remarked , after the transaction was closed ,

of beer, an early dinner , and an afternoon be- “ I give $8,000 for this but I know it will one

hind a road horse gave him his greatest day be worth $ 12,000 .” Mr. Astor admitted

pleasures. He was especially fond of theat- that to be the probability. “ But," said he ,

rical performances .
“ with this $8,000 I will buy eighty lots

I am not going to tell anew the story of above CanalStreet and when your lot down

his greatest ventures, recounted in so fascin- here is worth $ 12,000 my up-town lots will

ating a form by Washington Irving . They be worth $80,000 .” The consequences to

were of national scope and offered vast bene. New York of a faith so strong as that, and

fit to the country . In 1809, at forty-six years exhibited by the shrewdestbusiness man in

of age, Mr. Astor was able to offer to risk America, cannot be estimated . Other citi

millions in a scheme for giving American zens were encouraged to follow his example ,

control to all the fur-trading on our northern others were emboldened to embark in other

and western border , to establish a settlement ventures dependent on the city's growth,

on the Pacific Coast and to maintain a chain capital from Europe sought investment in

of posts and an overland route by what New York land and enterprises, and capital

might be called the trail of Messrs. Lewis ists from all over the Union were attracted to

and Clarke. Every thing went against him ; the town. A new era was thus established,

hismen, his rivals, the savages, his govern- an era of great confidence and greater opera

ment, which proclaimed war on England- tions in affairs, an era in which New York

the very fates seemed bentupon his undoing . began to take on its metropolitan aspect

The spectacle he presented , as he sent ship and to exert that influence abroad which has

after ship and heard from only one, which strengthened with every subsequent year. It

was scuttled and burned , wasmore than he is impossible to date this period precisely,

roic. And when he heard of that first of the but it is safest to set it at 1825, when Mr.

series of misfortunes, he went to the theater Astor was sixty-two years old , a many

and said to some one, “ Would you haveme millionaire, and had attracted the widest in

cry ? " He was to the end just so masterful terest in his ventures and successes.

and buoyant. The Warof 1812extinguished He not only bought land but he erected

his last hope and chance of succeeding with dwellings upon it, and thus benefited the

his scheme. He afterward said of that war public as no other man had done up to that.

that it prevented his becoming the richest time, even while enriching himself. He did .

man in the world . This revealed two facts : what he need not have done, and others had

first, that the scope of that life-work which not done, in building his houses well, fitting

every great adventurer must plan before- them with the " improvements ” of the pe

hand, was seriously abridged while he was riod, maintaining them in good condition:

yet a middle-aged man , and, second, that and yet demanding only a fair profit in the

he regarded himself, earlier than the world rentals of them . The city was growing rap

did , as a man of wonderful resource and idly and there would have been a temptation

capability . to extort far higher rents for inferior dwell

What he did for New York is of more in- ings, but the great landlord's course con

terest here. Heshowed faith in it as no man trolled the situation and it was admitted that

had done before. Instead of merely invest- the attractiveness and growth of the town

ing his earnings in its building plots and were thereby greatly enhanced . It is espe
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cially pleasant to be able to record this , be- zens who have envied Mr. Astor the glorious

cause the mass of reminiscence goes to show satisfaction of an unselfish performance and

that John Jacob Astor was a very close man of the homage of posterity , so that it is not

with his money, very close indeed . easy to say how many of the other useful

Yet before his death he took counsel of memorials that New York boasts are trace

Washington Irving , Fitz -Greene Halleck , able to his example .

and Dr. J. G. Cogswell, how he could “ ren I have not sought to creditMr. Astor with

der a public benefit to New York ,” and the more than he deserves, but have selected him

result was a gift of the Astor Library, for as the foremost man in that period which

which he bequeathed $400,000. It was opened was the turning -time in New York's his

in 1854, six years after Mr. Astor's death . tory — the period at which it began to assume

There is no need to describe it here. It has a metropolitan character. The blaze of the

been for more than the life-timeof a genera- crowning work of DeWitt Clinton's career,

tion the joy and, in part, the dependence of the luster of Peter Cooper's philanthropy,

men of letters both famous and humble ; it the unconscious public service the ignoble

has been one of the distinguishing trophies Tweed performed while royally embellishing

and embellishments of themetropolis, it has the city with one hand though he robbed its

grown with the benefactions of the descend- treasury with the other,—these works, and

ants of the founder until its endowment is others besides them , have nomore been over

three times what was originally bequeathed looked in the consideration of this subject

for it. Better than all, it has spurred to the than they have been paled by Mr. Astor's

making of similar gifts other wealthy citi- contributions to the city's greatness.

HOW TO INVEST MONEY.

BY JUDGE WILLIAM W. CARRUTH .

Tis curious to notice that with the ad- lost most of its realmeaning , as a moment's

vance in civilization there has disap- reflection will show .

peared almost entirely from society a For the thrifty and self-denying who save

formerly well-known character of whom very to-day , do not hoard their money in iron

many unpleasant things have been properly chests ; they put it at the service of the com

enough said - themiser. munity , and it goes out to do good to their

The miser was a person who hoarded fellow -men. Those great capitalists, the fame

money , so that neither he nor the commu- of whose wealth has filled the land, are in

pity derived any benefit from it. He locked fact but trustees for society and furnish the

up gold and silver, the actual circulating railroads , steamboats , telegraphs, and tele

medium of society , in iron chests or deep phones by which the poorest laborer in a

vaults , thereby depriving people of its use northern city can have meat and bread ,

while it made no gain to him . One miser in clothing , light and shelter, newspapers and

a small agricultural community held every- books at a price less than his forefathers paid

body at hismercy ; and according to popular for a far inferior quality of similar things.

traditions,misers were tyrants of the worst It is the invested wealth of the country

typewho, in the old stories, were usually which provides these things, and society has

happily disposed of by being accidentally become so organized that he who saves ever

locked into their money vaults, where they so humble a sum is furnished with means to

perished of starvation in the midst of their invest it and thereby not only increase his

gold . In fact so justly detested has been the own store, but become of especial benefit to

character of the miser that more than one the whole community.

young man has been induced to abandon a In discussing this matter of investmentwe

perfectly proper system of saving and thrift must define the word as representing money

becausehe feared hemight draw upon himself so disposed as to be secure and earn somere

that opprobrious epithet, which however has turn to its owner. We shall make no at
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tempt to speak of the use of money in busi United States bonds can be purchased in

ness where it is directly under the control of small sums, and can be registered by the

its master, and where it is kept actively owner so that a check will be mailed to him

turning with more or less of the riskswhich from Washington as the semi-annual inter

are unavoidable in all commercial transac- est falls due. Here is absolute safety com

tions . bined with great convenience as to the re

The savings banks offer the readiestmeans ceipt ofthe income. The price of these bonds

of investment for the embryo capitalist, and is, however, so high that the income derived

should be availed of by those who can lay from themoney invested is a small per cent ;

aside small sums from time to time. These but if one can but be content to accept a

banks are as a rule under the supervision of small return and peace of mind, in lieu of a

the state governments and money deposited larger income and some anxiety , then the

with them is usually very safe. So popular, governmentbond has every thing in its favor.

in fact, are they in somecommunities , Massa- In all civilized countries to-day the amount

chusetts for instance, that the law limits the ofmoney offered to government is something

amount on which a single depositor may marvelous, and is an index of the vast and

draw interest. This is because these banks rapid increase of wealth throughout the

are intended for people of small meanswho world .

have little opportunity for obtaining inform The bonds of the Northern , Middle, and

ation as to investments, and if large capital- Western States of the Union are perfectly

ists who can take care of themselves in other good property and one may rest in quiet

ways, were to use them to any extent it with any amountof this security . As is the

would tend to deprive the poorer classes of case with United States bonds their price is

this inestimable means of providing for a high and the income from them consequently

rainy day. And we strongly advise the small. What we have said of United States

savings-bank depositor to be in no haste to and state bonds applies also to the bonds is .

take out his money and place it elsewhere ; sued by many of the great cities of the coun

the bank is taking good care of it for him , try, Boston, New York , Philadelphia , and

and it is only when there is a reasonable cer- many others. Whatever maybe the changes

tainty of doing better that one is justified in of party government in these cities the good

making a change. faith of the municipality in the relation be

But having decided to take themoney from tween debtor and creditor remains undis

the bank the most natural investment is in turbed . The eternal truth that honesty is

home real estate or on mortgage. By the best policy has been so thoroughly incul

“ home” in this sense we mean property cated by the experience of many generations

with which the investor is well acquainted— that the most reckless and extravagant

which he is investing in because he knows “ ring " which can obtain control of a mu

about it and not because some one else has nicipal corporation in one of the old states

recommended it to him . Have your title never hesitates to provide for the paymentof

thoroughly examined by a competent lawyer its debts, principal and interest.

before you pay out yourmoney. No matter In regard to county bonds we can only say

how long you may have known the property that each case stands by itself. Some county

or the people in possession of it, do not part bonds are perfectly good. All legal forms

with your money till you have a title so well have been observed in their issue, the re

assured that if you decide to sell to-morrow sources of the community are ample , the in

you can do so without delay or trouble . terest is promptly paid , and the principal

Neglect of this precaution leads to great diffi- will certainly be discharged at maturity . In

culty in the future, and remember that it is this condition of things the investment is a

a great deal easier for you to get a poor title desirable one. But before you put money

than afterward to sell the property for which into county bonds as a fresh investment, be

you have paid your money in ignorance of sure that all the conditions which we have

some flaw which an examination would have noticed are fulfilled . And as the small in

detected. There can be no better investment vestor cannot usually be in position to make

than homemortgages which have passed the a thorough investigation for himself he will

scrutiny which we insist to be absolutely be wise to let the large capitalist have these

necessary . securities for his own benefit.
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What are known as Western mortgages stances and conditions with which he was

have been a favorite species of property for familiar. Undoubtedly there are many lo

small investors at the East for many years. calities in the West where real estate will not

From the time of the opening and settlement only certainly hold its own, butwill multiply

of the country west of the Mississippi River in valuemany fold . But such places are not

the wonderful fertility of the virgin soil re- everywhere, and the choice farming lands and

paid the agriculturist with such crops as the desirable building lots are very apt to be

made the farmers who had heretofore tilled appropriated as investments for capitalists of

only the comparatively barren and often ex- great resources who have their agents con

hausted soil of the old states, positively won- stantly in the field , whereby the small in

der at the bounty of nature. Then camethe vestor does not, perhaps, get the cream of se

rapid extension of the railroads built over curity to begin with. Again , the conditions

prairie land where the cost of construction of things generally for the last few years

was trifling and enabling the farmer to place have been such that the farmer makes no

the harvests at the best markets at a mini- such profit as in the old days, and this

mum cost for freight. Then such was the means decreased revenue along the whole

vivifying power of the railroad that a popula- line ; and yet again there are symptoms of

tion was created along its line almost as fast legislation to be accomplished in some of the

as it was extended . Under these conditions Western states hostile to all who have

it was no hardship and no bad bargain for a planted their money there. As to this last

farmer who had bought his land at a price matter, however, we would not attach very

almost nominal, to mortgage it and pay ten much weight, for if such legislation is carried

or twelve per cent per annum interest. Two so far as enactment, which we doubt, it will

or three - often fewer- good crops with good all the surer work its own cure. There is al

prices would give him in hand more cash ways, and there always has been, a class in

than thewholemortgage. The capitalist, too , every society ,which declares that the road to

was more than satisfied with his investment. wealth and prosperity is to treat the frugal

The whole transaction was the very ideal of and saving who have attained to some

mutual advantage and creditable and profita- wealth and prosperity, as rogues to be

ble to all concerned in it. But like all pay- legislated against in every possible form .

ing enterprises it attracted attention when- It is safe to assume, however, that in every

ever people had money to putat interest,and community in this country , of importance

it was not long before the farmer was ap- enough to make its action a matter ofconse

proached by themoney lender and urged to quence, the honest and light-minded of its

increase his mortgagé indebtedness, which population will be — if not in amajority - yet

human nature is very prone to do without sufficient to keep affairs in the right path .

much urging. Then, too , the farmer who Butas the frugal and self-denying man of

had made profitable crops on one hundred smallmeanswho desires to invest can hardly

acres naturally increased his acreage for more go beyond the Mississippi to look himself

profits, until out of all the conditions grew a for a place to plant his few hundred or thou

vast system of supplying money to the sand dollars, he must, if he desires that

farmers,which is in existence to -day,whereby species of property, trust to some agent to do

agents for Western loans are offering their it for him ; and herein is his one opportunity

mortgages in every little community in the to exercise his own judgmentand discretion

country . in the choice of that agent. Be sure you

It is not an easy task to speak with judi. know with whom you are dealing ,and appre

cial impartiality and discrimination on this ciate this fact, that once having purchased

very important matter embraced under the your bond ormortgage security , it is not so

general head of Western Loans. easy to sell it again . We do not say it is

We believe that money can naturally impossible to sell it, but it is not easy.

and properly return a larger income- inter- For it is the business of the Western Loan

est — in the new states of the West than Agentsto placemortgages and sell them - not

in the older communities, if it be used with to buy them .

the same care, judgment,and prudencewhich When one has become the owner of this

a good business man would show in the classof securities and there has been a default

handling of his own money under circum- in the payment of interest, the ultimate pay

E -May.
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ment of the debt, principal and interest , is by all, as it attaches to nothing, and is usually

nomeans to be despaired of. Then , as in the simply an agreement to pay interest and

originalmaking of the loan, every thing de- principal whenever the corporation has an

pends upon the good faith, vigilance, and income above such as is already pledged for

sagacity of your agent. other and underlying debts. One would

Railroad securities next take our attention , hardly believe that the stock of a railroad

and under this heading a volume might be corporation which was staggering under first

written wherewe can butmake a few sug- mortgages, second mortgages, and income

gestions. These securities naturally divide bonds — millions of each - would command

themselves into two classes ; first, the stock any price whatever in themarket . But it is to

of the company, second, its bonds or mort- beremembered that as long as the corporation

gages. The stock is hardly in our sense of does not actually become so insolventas to

the word a security , for it does not claim to induce its creditors to appeal to the courts to

give a title to any property savewhere all the put it into the hands of receivers — that is to

debts of the corporation are first paid ; and take the property away from the control of

almost without exception throughout the the corporation - the stockholders by their

country there is in thecase of every railroad, votes can controlthe appointment of its of

not only a debt, but an accumulation of debts ficers ; and as these officers not only usually

which take legal precedence of the stock in draw salaries but have great opportunities

point of title . for knowing when to buy or sell the securi

In the inception of railroad building in this ties of the company, it is obvious that the

country it was themethod for stockholders to stock from this pointof view has some value .

subscribe and pay in the amount of money In addition , the operations of the stock

necessary to build and equip the road — or at speculators of the Exchange raise or depress

any rate the amount which it was supposed the price of such stocks by their often deep

would benecessary for the purposes indicated . laid schemes to outwit each other.

When the money so subscribed was enough Now as to railroad mortgages. It was the

to put theroad in operation , it is obviousthat law in the early days of railroads that the

the road belonged to the stockholders. There mortgageof the road completely conveyed the

was no mortgage nor debt to take precedence title of the road to the mortgage bondhold

of it and , under such circumstances, it was a ers, and that until the very lastbond was paid,

security in every sense ofthe word . But the principal and interest in full, the owner of

construction of railroadswas for many years such a bond might compel the liquidation of

very profitable to all concerned, and the first his debt by a sale of the whole vast property

builders soon found that their property would even if he stood alorie and his bond were

earn interest on a debt in addition to paying ever so small in amount. We say this was

dividendson the stock ; or, what was perhaps the law , though it would be more correct to

more often the case , when the money which say that this was the theory of the law .

had been subscribed and paid in for purposes It was always very difficult for the individual

of construction ran short, it was found that holder to reduce it to practice , and the

the readiest way to get more was to mortgage tenor of the decisions of recent days when

the road and finish with the funds so ob- such proceedings are undertaken in the

tained . These mortgage bonds became a courts, is to render it well-nigh impossi

most popular form of investment and then ble. In addition to judicial decisions which

arose the custom of building a road bymoney have militated against the individual, rail

obtained by mortgaging it in advance, and road mortgages are now usually so drawn

giving to purchasers of the bonds so many that the small investor may as well under

shares of stock as a bonus. The stock in stand first as last that if there is disaster in

such cases represented no money paid in and the corporation he must take what he can

its value wasmerely prospective. Under this get, and he must accede to such a settlement

system of financiering itwas found necessary as some large body of the bondholders may

when more than the first estimate of money require of him . It does not by any means

was required, to issue a second mortgage, follow from this that he will be defrauded ,

sometimes a third mortgage, and sometimes but it is very likely to be the case that the

in addition to all of these what is called an market value of his security may be tempo

income bond, which is really not a bond at rarily depressed by themanipulationsofsome
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party of interested persons who are trying to light freights. In addition to these causes

buy up for controlling purposes the whole of European investors have by the failure of

his particular issue of bonds. In such an some of their speculations or investments in

event the best advice we can give him , is to other parts of the world been forced to get

follow the lead of some responsible banking money by selling the American securities in

house, and to waste neither time normoney which they had put their money. This has

in trying to force a settlement of his indi- made a glut in ourmarkets of bonds which

vidual and special claim . but for this would be on the other side of the

Weare inclined to think well of the first Atlantic .

mortgage bonds of established railroads as But considering the whole situation there

investments to -day, although there are few is not the least reason for the small holder of

of them which are not somewhat depressed. American railroad securities to beanxious,

Railroads, particularly in the West, are pass- and he may reasonably look forward within

ing through a very trying period from causes the next few years to a period when his bonds

which are too numerous to specify in detail will command a marked advance beyond

and to some of which we can but very briefly present prices. One great convenience of

allude. Before Congress undertook to do this species of property is theeasewith which

justice between the public and the corpora- it can be disposed of or sold . All these se

tionsby the law commonly known as the In- curities have a market value from day to day,

terstate Commerce Act, the companies by and investments in them can be shifted or

agreements between themselves usually liquidated at an hour's notice.

managed to get a fair price for the work they The stock of National Banks has been a

did . Undoubtedly they sometimes unjustly paying property from their creation some

discriminated between persons and between twenty -six years ago. When these banks

localities, but they took pretty good care of are properly managed, as they usually are ,

themselves, and, as a rule, they took pretty under the supervision of the government,

good care of the community . But the act of they pay good dividends, and are valuable

Congress has set them all adrift and they properties . But trustees, and in fact all stock

are likely so to continue until they get their holders of National Banks, must remember

bearings and until things generally find that in case ofdisaster to the institution every

their level. This will be a work of time, for stockholder is liable to have to pay in onehun

large bodies move slowly , but it will be ac- dred dollars for every share of stock he holds.

complished, and legislation will sooner or In the foregoing briefreview of investments

later shape itself to the repeal of thatwhich available to the persons of limited means, we

is, on the whole, obnoxious and to the enact- see every inducement to continue to save and

ment of that which is, on the whole , for the invest in reliable securities. Let no tempta

good of all. The crops of the country, too , tion oflarge and quick profitsmakeus forget

have not in the past few seasonsbeen such as the greatgulfbetween investment and specu

may fairly be expected,and light cropsmean lation .

THE EPWORTH LEAGUE .

T

BY J. E. PRICE .

HE movement for the organization of bringing enthusiasm , hope, high purpose ,

young people's societies is one of the and better discipline to the fields ofstruggle.

most significant facts ofmodern times. Among the organizations of those that

This movement vindicates its wisdom by are undenominational, the Christian En

many arguments pertaining to the happiness , deavor and King's Daughters Societies have

intellectual development, religious training, achieved widest distinction, and have won

and usefulness of the young people them- for themselves a right to be, both by their

selves, and as well to the Christian Church success in distinctively Christian work as

whose armies are thus enriched with the well as by their promotion of interdenomina

gatheringbattalions ofwell-disciplined troops tional fellowship and good -will.
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Many are ready to plead , however, that society the incoming pastor will find an or

every valid argument for the maintenance of ganization with which he is already familiar,

religious denominations applies with equal and no time need be lost in making him

force to the maintenanceof a denominational self at home with the work of the young

young people's society ; and such a society people.

need be no less fraternal or catholic in its The Epworth League is the strongest de

spirit and methods of work because it is nominational young people's society in ex

identified with some branch of the Christian istence and its growth has been phenomenal.

Church . Many are the advantages peculiar Its history begins with the Oxford League,

to such an organization , one of which being whose plans of organization were a product

that it is directly responsible to and is of the versatile genius of Bishop Vincent.

brought into close sympathy with the church and which were heartily approved by the

where it finds a home. It also develops an Centennial Conference at Baltimore in Sep

intelligentdenominational loyalty by courses tember, 1884. The name Oxford referred

of study in the history , doctrine, polity , tra- back to the “ Holy Club ” in that ancient

ditions, and usages of the church with which university where five young men called

the young people constituting its member- “ Methodists " assembled for the studyof the

ship are identified. This is a distinguishing Greek Testament,and the League thus titled

feature of the Epworth League. stood for the four ideas represented by that

If it be worth while to identify young peo- company of devout young men, viz., Intel

ple with any Christian denomination they lectual Culture, Reverent Study of the Word

should be trained to intelligent 'loyalty. of God, A Deeper Religious Experience ,

They need not be less zealous for the promo. Methods of Practical Christian Work . En

tion ofthe whole Kingdom of Christ because dorsed and supported by the Sunday School

they are prepared to give intelligent reasons Union , the Oxford League entered upon its

for being Presbyterians, Baptists, Method. beneficent work , and, subjected to somemod- .

ists , or Protestant Episcopalians. In the ifications as to local constitution , it advanced

earlier days the sharp religious controversies until by May 1, 1889, it numbered five hun

rendered at least this service ,-the people dred local chapters , with Dr. J. L. Hurlbut

weremade acquainted with some theology as the executive head.

and were enabled to give an intelligible ac In the meantime a number of societies had

count of the system of church government arisen, and since their aim was one, their

under which they lived . In our day when consolidation , with one staff of officers and

effort is made to dissolve denominational one literature,would be a manifest economy

lines in order to promote interdenomina- of power. A growing desire for unity cul

tional fellowship , there is an altogether too minated in a conference of all the general

prevalent ignorance of any theology and of young people's societies of the Methodist

any form of ecclesiastical government. Episcopal Church, which assembled in

Bridget's lack of intelligent patriotism as Cleveland, Ohio, May 14 , 1889. At that con

manifest in her explanation that the Fourth ference accredited delegateswere present from

of July celebrates the arrival of the Irish in the Young People's Methodist Alliance, the

America is no more serious than a kindred Oxford League, the Young People's Chris

want of appreciative devotion to their re- tian League, the Young People'sMethodist

spective denominations by Presbyterians Union , and the Young People's Methodist

who know nothing of John Calvin or John Alliance of the North Ohio Conference. The

Knox, and by Methodists who are ignorant result of this meeting was the merging of

ofJohn Wesley and Francis Asbury . these societies into one new organization to

Besides , frequent changes occur in pas- be called the Epworth League, whose object

toral relations. Readjustmentismarvelously is “ to promote an earnest, intelligent, prac

facilitated by uniformity of church machin- tical, and loyal spiritual life in the young

ery. Why should there not be one general people of the church, to aid them in constant

young people's society modeled after plans growth in grace and in the attainment of

thoroughly tested by experience and at the purity of heart.”

same time sufficiently flexible and adapta The success attending the new organiza

tive to meet the needs of widely different tion has been extraordinary . In less than

communities ? In such a denominational two years five thousand local chapters have
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been enrolled with a total membership of vised by B. F. Helman , Esq., of Cleveland,

about three hundred thousand. Ohio .

The Epworth League has been adopted in Here we have the President surrounded by

Canada , while Irish and English Methodism his Cabinet, each member of which is the

have applied for its literature and are seri- chairman or head of a Department. Each

ously considering its adoption. It does not Cabinet officer has associated with him in

antagonize other societies but seeks to bring the conduct of his Department a committee

those already existing into close affiliation. of three or five, nominated by himself and

With this 'in view , a single requirement is confirmed by the League. The President

made of any local society desiring to be en- must be amember of the Methodist Episco

rolled as a chapter, -- that the officers of the pal Church, and the remaining officers are to

local league shall after election be approved be of good moral character, but all must be
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by the Quarterly Conference of the local approved by the Quarterly Conference. A

church . pledge is provided , but its adoption by local

The general organization contemplates chapters ismade altogether voluntary.

District, Annual Conference, and General The general headquarters of the League

Conference District Leagues. The manage- are at the Book Concern, 150 Fifth Avenue,

ment rests with a Board of Control, five of New York , and communications addressed

whom are chosen by the Bishops, five by the to Dr. Robert R. Doherty , the Recording

Managers of the Tract Society, five by the Secretary,will secure a number of leaflets

Managers of the Sunday -School Union, and giving copies of the constitution, by-laws,

two elected by each General Conference Dis- courses of reading, topics for daily Bible

trict. The Corresponding Secretary of the reading, topics for young people's prayer

Sunday -School Union, Dr. J. L. Hurlbut, is meeting, and all needed information pertain

Corresponding Secretary of the League, and ing to the practical work of organization.

Dr. Robert R. Doherty is Recording Secre- Chapters, badges, colors, and all the para

tary. The plan of local organization is phernalia of such societies are furnished . A

clearly represented in the famous wheel de- Junior League preparatory to the Epworth ,
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and admirably adapted to boys and girls, is ter must be determined by circumstances.

embraced in the general plan . Where only one weekly meeting is possible ,

In the fulfillment of its mission as a de- the program should be divided usually be

nominational young people's society, the tween devotional service and Biblical or de

Epworth League aims to bring into one or- nominational study. Ordinarily it will be

ganization, fire with holy zeal and train for found practicable to hold a devotional service

holy work , the million and a half of young on the Sabbath, morning and evening , and a

people found within the borders of the Meth- weekly or fortnightly meeting for literary ex

odist Episcopal Church . It is therefore ercises and for business.

naturally to be expected that in any church The DevotionalMeeting outranks all oth

of this denomination where a society is to be ers in importance , but its character is so well

established de novo, or substituted for one understood and so much has been written

practically defunct, the Epworth Leaguewill upon its practical management that any

be welcomed, since besides pushing the lines words here would seem superfluous.

of work common to other organizations it It may be observed that in this meeting

adds certain denominational features. every member of the chapter is expected to

A delicate problem , however , arises where participate, and, further, that there is specific

undenominational societies already in exist work for each department, in connection with

ence are flourishing and themembers desire this service . The Department of Christian

both to retain their organization and yethar- Work may furnish leaders, the Literary De

moniously co-operate with the Epworth partment the program of topics, and the So

movement. This is being in part solved by cial Department is responsible for the two

allowing such a society to become an affilia- fold work of invitation andwelcome. The De

ted chapter of the Epworth League on condi- partmentof Entertainmentsupplies the chor

tion of having its local officers approved by ister, the Departmentof Correspondence pre

the Quarterly Conference. serves records of attendance and programs,

Butagain it happens that in a large church and the Department of Finance provides for

there are two or moresuch societies, each one all expenses incurred .

healthful though limited in numbers . Now In theweek -nightmeetings care should be

thesemay be united in a League, each retain- had to avoid wasting time over parliamen

ing its identity but accepting a Department. tary usages . Besides, since too much busi

The writer is a member of a League where ness will seriously interfere with the higher

three societies, King's Daughters , Christian work of the League,mostmattersmay be rel

Endeavor, and Young Men's Alliance , all egated to the Cabinet and committees and

vigorous and flourishing, have united in an brief reports be had from the departments at

Epworth organization, the Christian En- stated times. Three general lines of study

deavor taking the Department of Christian open for the weekly or fortnightly meetings,

Work , the Alliance the Departmentof Social Biblical, Denominational, and Literary in

Work , and the King's Daughters the Depart- cluding Scientific . Under Bible study must

ment of Entertainment, and all aremembers be included the study of the Book itself, its

of the Epworth League, harmoniously work- history and contents, and various collateral

ing to promote its plans, while the other De- lines. The study oftheWord directly, strip

partments are constructed from those not be- ped of all glosses and comments , is of first

fore identified with any society. Many King's importance , and this is done in the quiet

Daughters love the King none the less be- hour at home, and with Bible Readings in the

cause they love the church in which they Devotional Service. In some instances the

have been reared . Many members of the schemeof study devised by the International

Christian Endeavor Societies loveMethodism Bible Reading Association enables all themem

and want to be trained in her doctrines and bers of the chapter to read the same selected

usages, and the Epworth is making room for portion of Scripture daily . Members of theEp

them , that they may march under the same worth League are expected to be true Bereans

banner with other young people of Meth- searching for themselves the Scriptures and

odism , and at the sametimemay retain the daily testing thepromises of theWord. Collat

noble fellowships to which theybelong asgold- eral lines are, however, pressed to advantage,

en links between Christian denominations. for here are sixty -six books written by more

Thenumber ofmeetings held by any chap- than forty authors in different countries and
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diverse languages at sundry times through The Life of Christ has been studied with

fifteen hundred years, and a knowledge of steadily increasing interest through thirteen

the authorship and origin of each book, its successive evenings, using as a help Dr. Hurl

plan and purpose, would greatly aid in catch- but's inexpensive Chautauqua text-book on

ing its spirit and meaning. Perhaps this this subject. And itmay herebe observed that

study of individualbooks can be most readily nothing will be foundmore helpful for the

illustrated by a specimen program recently average chapter in the study of these impor

followed in a regular chapter meeting. The tant themes than the numerous Chautauqua

Book of Esther was the general theme, and text-books, which may be furnished at a

ten five -minute essays were given on the fol. trifling cost to every member of the League.

lowing sub-topics : Captivity of the Jews and Palestine Exploration as outlined by Bishop

its Results ; Babylon in its Ancient Splendor ; Vincentandaided by the rich suggestions and

Return of the Jews from Captivity ; Descrip . literature furnished by his pen would be a

tion of Shushan or Susa ; Ahasuerus or Xer- genuine delight. Scriptural Names, Natural

xes ; Haman - his Character and Promotion ; History of the Bible, the Tabernacle, the

Haman's Defeat and Execution ; Authorship Priesthood , the Temple, the Sanhedrin ,

and Character ofthe Book ; the Purim Festi. the Jewish Festivals, the Jewish Sects ,

val ; Spiritual Teachingsof the Book . Theste Scripture Coins, Sacred Numerals, the

essays were followed by twenty questions Apocrypha, Versions of the Bible, ancient

answered by as many different members of and modern ; popular studies in Chris

the League, and which pertained to the He- tian Evidence : Assyriology, as the dis

brew Calendar, an Oriental harem , Esther's coveries in Babylon and Nineveh ; Egyp

Jewish name, the leading traits in Esther's tology, as the finding of themummied Pha

character, the Feast of Esther, population of raohs on the Upper Nile ; these and kindred

Jerusalem , and kindred topics, and thus a subjects may be so analyzed , apportioned ,

large number participated in the study. A and simplified, that their study may bemade

program for a study of the Book of Job in fascinating and largenumbers of young peo

twelve five-minute essays is as follows : Ur, ple may be led to participate actively in the

Chaldea and the Chaldeans ; The Sabeansand work . All this means thought and tact and

Sheba ; Authorship and Date of the Book ; patience on the part of those who direct the

Story of the Book ; Job's Wealth ; The Camel, programs, go before the young people, and

the Ship of the Desert ; References to Egyp- outline their work .

tian Life ; Job's Friends ; the Arabians; He In the Meeting for Denominational Study

brew Poetry, Job , a Drama ; Passages illus- the Articles of Religion and the leading Doc

trating Job's Faith and Patience ; The trines will be examined under the direction

Spiritual Teachings of the Book ;Job's Wife of a wise leader, proof-texts from Scripture

a Defense . being exacted. Ecclesiastical History in

Most of the Old Testament books and all such topics as theApostolic Period ; the Great

of the New may be treated with profit in a Persecutions ; Constantine ; Monasticism ;

similar manner, and better far such a treat- Mohammedanism ; Gregory the Great ; Hil

ment as is here outlined — followed often by a debrand ; the Crusades ; the Reformation ,

general discussion — than a formal address by Luther andMelanchthon ;the English Refor

one speaker however competent, since the mation ; the Huguenots ; the Wesleyan Re

members of theLeague are led to do the work vival, -will lead the way for an exercise in

and so reap thebenefit. English Methodism . “ A Fireside Tour to

Character studiesbring under review Moses the Epworth Rectory ” will embrace the

and David , Solomon and Saul, Thomas and ocean voyage ; the journey from Liverpool

Paul, and others prominent in Scripture to Lincolnshire ; description of the homeat

story. Sacred geography opens a field of de- Epworth ; Samuel Wesley ; Susannah Wes

lightful interest. An evening in Jerusalem , ley ; John Wesley ; Charles Wesley. From

in Damascus, in Tyre, in Shechem , among the study of John Fletcher, George White

the Sacred Mountains, or on the streamsof field , Thomas Coke, and other noted charac

Palestine, is full of charm and profit. Five ters, the transition is easy to a view of early

evenings may be given to the study of man- American Methodism .

ners and customsas illustrated successively The early beginnings in New York and

in each of the four Gospels and the Acts. Maryland will introduce Philip Embury ,

.
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Barbara Heck , Thomas Pilmore, Captain The Literary and Scientific meetings are so

Webb , Robert Strawbridge, Francis Asbury , like to those of a Chautauqua Circle as to

and other worthies, while the Christmas Con- need no consideration here, for the course of

ference at Baltimore and the withdrawal of reading whether it be that of the C. L. S. C.,

the Church South at the Conference of 1844 as it is in many instances, will constantly

willbe two epochs between which any num- furnish material and suggestions for the pro

ber ofminor events may be chosen for con- gram to be used .

sideration .
Space will not permit a consideration of the

The Families of Methodism ; the Confer- social culture and active Christian benevo

ences,General, Annual,Judicial, District,and lence fostered by this society. The general

Quarterly ; the General Conference Officers organization finds completion in the consti

and their work ; the Local Church Officers; tution of the Board of Control whose first

the General Church Societies ; Methodist meeting was held in February , 1890, in the

Missions foreign and domestic ; the Educa- city of Chicago.

tional Work of the Church , with study of the To summarize all, we may in conclusion

seminaries and colleges in the vicinity ; the observe that the Epworth League seeks to re

Peculiarities of Methodism ,as Class-Meetings produce for the young Methodists of to-day

and the Probation System , with a debate on thespirit and genius, the beneficent instruc

the Itinerancy versus the Settled Pastorate ; tion and inspiration, found in the homeof the

these are someof the subjects of study in a Wesleys whence it derives its name, and of

well-ordered chapter. That this study of de- which Bishop Vincentwrites so well : “ Sweet

nominational history, polity, and peculiari. home of Epworth where reverent scholarship

ties, conducted not in blind zeal but in a presided ; where the Holy Scriptures were

Christlike spirit,must resultnotonlyin mak- continually quoted and habitually followed ;

ing better Methodists but in developing the where songs rose from grateful hearts to the

young people into more useful and catholic listening Heavens ; where the voice of pray

Christians will hardly be denied. It cer- er was scarcely ever silent ; where neighbors

tainly fosters a reverent affection for those were collected for worship and counsel ;where

who with sublime self-sacrifice in the early each child was brought into sacred conference

twilightof the history of the church toiled with its mother concerning the soul, the law

to lay well its foundations in truth and right- ofGod, the grace of Christ, and the home in

Heaven !!!eousness .

THE AMERICAN CABINET.

BY EUGENE L. DIDIER .

O

NE hundred years ago, when Wash- party, was Washington's Secretary of State,

ington inaugurated the novel experi- Alexander Hamilton , the founder of the Fed

ment of free government, whose eral party, was the head of the Treasury De

splendid success we live to enjoy, four de partment, Henry Knox was placed over the

partments were deemed sufficient for the War Department, and Edmund Randolph

proper conduct of affairs at homeand abroad. was the first Attorney-general of the United

These departments were those of State, States. The affairs of the Navy were at first

Treasury, War, and Justice . Washington managed by the Secretary ofWar, and it was

was not elected to the presidency as a party not imtil 1798 that Benjamin Stoddart of

man - for there were no political parties at Maryland organized the Navy as a separate

that time— but he was unanimously chosen department. In 1829 the Postmaster-general

by the American people for the highest office for the first time was invited to a seat in the

in their gift, because he had proved himself Cabinet by Andrew Jackson, previous to

eminently worthy. Washington selected as which time he had been only a subordinate

his confidential advisers men of widely dif- officer of the Treasury Department. The In

ferent political principles. Thus Thomas terior Department, now one of themost im

Jefferson, the founder of the Democratic portantdepartments of the government, was
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not established until 1849, with Thomas coln, the latter showed his wily Secretary

Ewing for its first chief. The Department of pretty plainly that he was the head of the

Agriculture was created by Act of Congress Government, and did not intend to be ruled

February 9, 1889, and President Cleveland by anybody, and he was not.

appointed Norman J. Colman its first secre The Great Seal of the United States is in

tary . charge of the State Department, which also

The secretaries of these departments con- keeps the archives, publishes the United

stitute the chief advisers of the President of States statutes, and practically has theap

the United States , and are popularly called pointmentof American consuls and ministers

the Cabinet, although such a designation is abroad . All the correspondence with these,

unknown in the Constitution. In the begin- and with foreign ministers to this country,

ning they had no higher official standing passes through the State Department, which

than that of chief clerks, and they were in is also themedium of correspondence between

factoriginally called the “ President's Clerks.” the President and the governors of the va

They each receive a salary of $ 8,000 per rious states . The State Department issues.

annum , a sum entirely insufficient to enable passports and publishes proclamations for the

them to live in a style befitting the chief admission of new states into the Union. The

officers of a government like ours. The Secretary of State occupies a handsome suite

Cabinet is appointed by the President, but of apartments on the second floor of themag

is confirmed by the Senate, and can be re- nificent State Department — the ten million

moved by him alone except by impeachment. dollar building just west of the WhiteHouse.

Unlike the members of the government of His rooms are adorned by portraits of all

Great Britain and other European countries, former secretaries from Thomas Jefferson, the

our chief secretaries are excluded by the first, to James G.Blaine, the present. This

Constitution of the United States from sit- remarkable collection of portraits includes,

ting in either house of Congress during their besides those already mentioned , Marshall,

term of office. As the secretaries form the Madison, Adams, Clay, Webster, Calhoun,

President's official family he has perfect lib- Everett, Cass, Seward, Fish , and Evarts.

erty of choice in selecting them . Often they Few public offices in the history of any

are themost prominentmembers of his party country can show so distinguished a list of

and sometimes his competitors for the presi- occupants.

dential nomination . Thus, Mr. Lincoln se The library of the State Department con

lected as the leading members of his cabinet, tains the original draft ofthe Declaration of

William H. Seward and Salmon P. Chase Independence in the handwriting of Jefferson,

who had been his chief competitors for the with interlineationsmadeby John Adamsand

Republican nomination at Chicago in 1860 ; Benjamin Franklin ; letters and other papers

and President Cleveland appointed Mr. Bay- of Washington , Madison, and Franklin dur

ard his Secretary of State, and he had been a ing the Revolution ; Washington's sword

prominent candidate for the Democratic and Franklin's cane ; the sword worn by

nomination at Cincinnati in 1884 . Jackson at the battle of New Orleans ; the

The leading place in the Cabinet is that of table upon which the Declaration was writ

Secretary of State. In the early days of the ten , etc. Stored away in seven or eight vast

Republic, it was regarded as a stepping-stone apartments of the State Department, are

to the higher office of president. In fact, bound volumes of all the original lawsof the

Thomas Jefferson , James Madison, James United States, commencing with the first

Monroe, and John Quincy Adams all had law passed by the Continental Congress.

been Secretaries of State in the administra- They are on English parchment. The ar

tions previous to their own election to the chives of the State Department form a most

presidency. The duties of the Secretary of interesting and valuable collection of docu

State are very important and afford an oppor- ments. These were arranged and indexed

tunity for a clever man to distinguish him- while Hamilton Fish was at the head of the

self, and for a weak man to become extin- State Department and any document can now

guished. Some Secretaries of State have be consulted at a few moments' notice.

tried to rule the President, and their success The Treasury Departmentis second only to

has not alwaysbeen brilliant. For instance , theStateDepartment in importance. Twice in

when Seward tried to " run " President Lin- thehistory ofthis country ithas been themost
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important. First, at the time of the formation whom are women . One of the most interest.

of the government when a national system of ing places in the Treasury building is the

finance had to be constructed ,and the Federal bureau where mutilated currency is redeemed.

Government relieved from its serious finan- Here female clerks sit during office hours,

cial embarrassment resulting from the un- counting and assorting the worn -out notes

paid debts contracted during the American that come from banks and brokers. It is

Revolution. Alexander Hamilton, the first astonishing how nimbly their fingers move

Secretary of the Treasury, effected both of and how quickly they detect counterfeit

these results. Secondly , at the beginning of money. This was thefirst employment given

the Civil War, when a new financial system to women by the Government, and they have

had to be created, and the credit ofthe coun- proved themselves so capable of doing it that

try preserved so as to enable the government they now quite monopolize it.

to carry on its gigantic struggle for the The Postmaster-general is a very impor

maintenance of tie Union . The genius of tantmemberof the Cabinet, forupon
him and

Salmon P. Chase accomplished this by creat- his subordinates depend the safe dispatch and

ing the greenback system . delivery ofthe correspondence of thegreatest

The Treasury Department occupies one of letter-writing people on earth. When I was

the most imposing public buildings in Wash . in Constantinople, I asked at the post-office

ington, with its magnificent façade on when themail was collected from the letter

Fifteenth Street adorned with a stately row boxes, and was informed that it was done

of Ionic pillars , and its southern front simi “ occasionally.” Turkey is the antipodes of

larly embellished. In its immense vaults are the United States in every thing, especially in

stored many millions of gold and silver coin ; what is called modern progress, and as

and in the bond rooms are government se- Sterne said of France, in the “ Sentimental

curities representing the round sum of one Journey ,” we order things differently in

hundred and fifty millions of dollars. America .

The duties of the Secretary of the Treasury When Dr. Franklin was the postmaster

are manifold in their character and sufficiently general of the American colonies , the entire

exacting to try the mind and body of the accounts ofhis office were kept in onebook

strongest man . Hehas entire control of the and not a very large book either. The Post

finances of theGovernment ; he has charge master-general now has a larger force ofmen

ofthe collection of the public revenue ; the under him than there are in the combined

coinage and printing ofmoney ; the construc- army and navy of the United States. The

tion of public buildings all over the country ; Post-office Department is a most faithful serv

the collection of statistics ; the administra- ant of the public , and we live to enjoy the

tion of the coast survey, the light-house, life- improvements that are constantly taking

saving, revenue cutter, marine hospital, and place. We of this generation can well re

steamboat inspection branches of the public memberwhen the free delivery of letters was

service . The principal offices under the Sec- unknown - when the street letter-boxes were

retary of the Treasury are the director of the unthought of, when the postage to Califor .

mint,the supervising architect, superintend- nia and Canadawas ten cents and to Europe

ent of engraving and printing, the supervis- twenty -four cents. The post office is not,

ing surgeon -general of marine hospitals, never was, and is not intended to be, a source

general superintendent of life-saving service, of profitable revenue to the Government.

supervising inspector general of steamboats Whenever the receipts exceed the expenses,

and light-house board. the postage will be reduced in the interest of

There are two assistant secretaries of the the public. The reduction from three to two

*Treasury , a chief clerk , two comptrollers, a cents caused a loss to the Government of

commissioner of customs, a treasurer of the $ 2,848,839.60 in one year,but the immense in

United States, a register of the treasury, a crease in correspondence will make up that

comptroller of the currency , and six auditors. immediate loss , and wemay expect at no dis

Thismere enumeration of the chiefs will give tant day to have a one-cent letter postage.

an idea of the complicated nature of the du- Living in this “ wondrous latter age," and

ties of the Treasury Department. To carry enjoying all themarveis that have resulted

out the business of this branch of the public from the application of steam as a motor

service requires an army of clerks,many of power, we receive all conveniences as a mat
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ter of course , forgetting that fifty years ago course of studies atWest Point; has the super

it took seven days to carry themail from New intendence of all publicbuildingsand grounds

York to Washington, instead of seven hours in the District of Columbia ; has charge of

as at present,which will soon be reduced to the purchase of such real estate as is deemed

five . necessary for national cemeteries ; makes

The Postmaster-general has the appoint- rules respecting bids for contracts and is re

ment of allofficers and employees of the de. quired to cause sunken vessels obstructing

partment except the three assistant post. navigation to be removed. He also super

master-generals, who receive their appoint- vises the disbursements of army officers.;

ment directly from the President by and with manages the national park on Mackinac

the advice and consent of the United States Island, Michigan; and has charge of the ex

Senate ; the Postmaster-general appoints all penditure of the appropriation for theMissis

postmasters whosesalary doesnot exceed one sippi River commission . All the work of im

thousand dollars ; he makes postal treaties proving rivers and harbors, and approving

with foreign countries by and with the ad- plans for all bridges authorized by Congress

vice and consent of the President, awards also comeunder his charge.

and executes contracts and directs theman It will be seen by the above enumeration

agement of the domestic and foreign mail of the duties of the Secretary of War that

service . much of his time is occupied with affairs not

The dead-letter office is one of themost in- directly connected with the army. Thecom

teresting departments of the general post- mander of the army directs the movements

office. It is under the direction of a super- of troops, and under him are the chiefs ofthe

intendent whose duty it is to take charge of military bureaus of the War Departmentwho

all unmailable and undelivered mail matter are officers of the regular army and form a

which is sent to it for distribution. Most of part of the military establishment of the

the clerks in this branch of the post-office are United States. One of the most annoying

women and each ofthem opens and examines duties of the Secretary of War is the assign

on an average six hundred letters per diem . ment of officers to what are regarded as

Dead letters are described as those which fail agreeable posts of duty. While Congress is

of delivery by reason of illegible or incor- in session scarcely a day passeswithout a visit

rect addresses, unpaid postage, and insecure from a senator or representative who wishes

inclosures . Mailmatter is forwarded to the to get a friend removed from the frontier to

dead-letter office only after every effort has an easy place in Washington or Newport.

been made by local postmasters and railway TheSecretary is often put to his wits' ends to

mail clerks to deliver it. Half a million of such satisfy these importunate gentlemen . These

letters are annually received at the dead -letter are the thorns in the pillow of great or prom

office, many of which contain inclosures of inentmen, the tax - the heavy tax - they are

money, checks, drafts , and other valuables, obliged to pay for distinction .

such as jewelry and postage stamps. After a The Secretary ofthe Navy in time of peace

sufficient time has elapsed , these articles are is one ofthe least important members of the

sold at auction , and the proceeds returned Cabinet. His duties are very simple and

into the United States Treasury. The re- may be briefly stated as follows: he per

venue from this source amounts to from forms such duties as the President of the

three to five thousand dollars every year. United States, who is commander-in -chief of

The duties ofthe War Departmentaremore theNavy, may assign to him , and he has the

varied and complicated than the general pub- general superintendence of construction ,

lic has any idea of. The Secretary of War is manning , armament, equipment, and em

charged by the Presidentwith the perform- ployment of vessels of war. Hehas under

ance of all duties concerning the military him a chief clerk who has general charge of

service of the United States; he supervises the records and correspondence of the Secre

the purchase of all supplies for the army tary's office. There are also seven chiefs of

transportation , etc., and of all expenditures the naval bureaus of thedepartment,who are

made under the army appropriation bill. He officers of the Navy and a part of the naval

provides for the taking ofmeteorological ob- establishmentof the United States. These

servations at the military stations through- various bureaus may be named as the bu

out the states and territories ; arranges the reaus of docks and yards, navigation , ordi
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nance, provisions and clothing ,medicineand tive departments on questions of law ; he

surgery, construction and repair, equipment exercises a general superintendence and di

and recruiting. Besides these, there are an rection over United States attorneys and

engineer-in -chief and a judge-advocate gen- marshals, and provides special counsel for

eral. the United States whenever required by any

The Secretary of the Navy is perhapsmore department of the government. There is a

beset by the visits of congressmen than even Solicitor-generalwho assists the Attorney

the Secretary of War, and he is obliged to general in the performance of his general du

receive them with great consideration for it ties and also exercises all the duties in case

is necessary for him to make friends in both of a vacancy in the office or in the absence

'Houses that hemay have their vote for the of the Attorney -general. He assists the

appropriations he is constantly asking of Attorney-general in all cases in the Supreme

Congress. It is no wonder that the Secre- Court and in the Court of Claims in which

tary of the Navy takes frequent opportuni- the United States is interested, and, when

ties to escape from Washington and enjoy a the Attorney-general so directs, any such

few days' rest and recreation on a cruise . case in any court in the United States may

The Secretary of the Interior is not, per- be conducted by the Solicitor-general ; and

haps, in some respects so prominent a per- he may be sent by the Attorney -general to

son as theminister of the interior in France, represent the United States in any state court.

or the home secretary in Great Britain , but Two assistant attorney-generals assist the

his duties aremore important and the office officers justmentioned - one in the Supreme

is one of the most difficult under theGovern- Court the other in the Court of Claims.

ment of the United States. He is chiefly oc The Department of Agriculture is the

cupied with themanagement ofpublic lands youngest of all the executive departments of

and the conduct of our Indian affairs . The theGovernment, but it is one of the most in

patent and pension offices also comeunder teresting, and promises to becomeone of the

his department. The latter has recently at- most important. The Secretary's duties in

tracted extraordinary attention on account general are the supervision of all public

of the extravagant waste of money in the business relating to the agricultural industry

shape of pensions. There arenow more than of the country . He appoints all the officers

five hundred thousand pensioners on the and employees ofthe department, except the

rolls, and the number of applications is in- assistant secretary, who is appointed by the

creasing at an enormous rate . In less than President, and he directs the management

two years an immense surplus of one hun- of the bureaus in his department. He su

dred and fifty millions has been swept away pervises the agriculturalexperimentstations,

and the cry is still they come. which derive support from the national

Under the general supervision of the Sec- treasury, and he exercises control over the

retary of the Interior are the patent office, quarantine stations for imported cattle, and

general land office, the commissioner of edu- decides when interstate quarantine is ren

cation and of railroads, and the present im- dered necessary by contagious cattle dis

portant censusbureau . In addition to all of eases. Besides the assistant secretary , there

these various and complicated duties, the are in the agricultural department a statisti

Secretary of the Interior has charge of the cian, who collects information as to the con

custody and distribution of the public docu- dition, prospects, and harvests of the prin

ments ; he has supervision of public lands cipal crops, not only in the United States but

and bounty lands and of public surveys ;and in all European countries ; an entomologist,

he also exercises certain powers and duties in whose duty it is to secure and spread in

relation to the territories of the United States . formation about insects that are injurious to

The Attorney-general is the head of the vegetation ; he also mounts specimens for

department of justice and the chief law offi- museums; a botanist, who investigates

cer of the Government. He is the adviser of plants , etc., of agricultural value ; a chemist,

the President whenever any question arises who analyzes fertilizers, vegetable products ,

as to the limits of the executive power and and other materials which may be of interest

the relation of Federal to state authority ,and or value to agriculture. The seed division is

in all legal matters. He also gives advice one of the most useful bureaus connected

on legalmatters to the heads of other execu. with this department. It attends to the col
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lection and distribution of new and valuable to the Agricultural Department. This

seeds and plants ; it also distributes domestic change may lead to a better discharge of the

seeds among the rural friends of members of duties of the Weather Bureau, which has not

Congress , the law providing that two-thirds given much satisfaction of late. The service

of the seeds shall be at the disposal of these will be benefited by this changeas it will en

national law -givers. Of the four hundred list young scientific men who will be glad to

employees of the Agricultural Department, serve in the bureau , but who did not like be

the majority are engaged in weighing and ing put on the footing of raw recruits in the

packing seeds for the mail. army, and to be ordered around by West

Quite recently the Weather Bureau has Point graduates younger than themselves,

been transferred from the War Department and often with less claim to socialrespect.

GENERAL BOOTH'S “ IN DARKEST ENGLAND.”

BY G. VALBERT,

Translated for " The Chautauquan " from the " Revue des Deux Mondes."

M

[ The French people in close proximity to England, are ter had he been less lavish of exaggerated

naturally deeply interested in all matters engaging the
expressions and of imagery, and had he

attention of their neighbors, and carefully study all new

developments. A Frenchman's view of the great reform argued with more sang-froid , more vigor.

Scheme published by Mr. Booth, presented in a clear, un. Hewould have done better also not to have

prejudiced and yet closely critical manner, and showing
some phases of both sides of the subjectwill be found of putas a frontispiece for his book a chromo

value. - Editor ofTHE CHAUTAUQUAN . ]
lithograph showing shipwrecked souls with

out number helped and rescued by the sol.

R. WILLIAM BOOTH , General of diers and officers of the Salvation Army. Is

the Salvation Army, has conceived he , then, so sure of being able to save every

the bold plan of employing the body, and of being as faithful as he is gener

religious order which he founded to solve the ous in his promises?

social question , the redoubtable and dolorous But his eloquence has produced all the ef

problem of pauperism . It was not sufficient fect which he hoped for it. He has compared

for him to labor for the salvation of souls ; himself in the last chapter to Gideon asking

he sought and thinks that he has found a Jehovah to prove to him by a manifest sign

remedy for all the miseries of the present that His benediction was resting upon him .

life. Few books havemade a greater sensa . “ Behold , I will put a fleece of wool on the

tion than his “ In Darkest England and the floor, and if dew be on the fleece only, and if

Way Out.” None has ever given rise to it be dry on all the earth beside, then I shall

more ardent discussions, has been in turn know that thou wilt save Israel bymyhand.”

praised with more enthusiasm or assailed And it was so. Mr. William Booth had need

with greater vehemence. A11 England has of one hundred thousand pounds sterling in

been interested in it. Already in more than order to meet the first expenses of his great

one shire, there have been met upon the enterprise , and he said to himself that if he

highways bands ofworkmen on their way to obtained it, Heaven would have spoken , that

London to seek admission into the establish- it would be the dew on his fleece.

ments and asylums which Mr. Booth pro The miracle was wrought. In a few

poses to create. The success of the book is weeks one hundred thousand pounds were

explained both by its subject, and by the placed in the hands of Mr. Booth . The dew

talent of the author. fell upon his fleece, and the ground all around

Social economy is a rigid science in which it was dry. Imean by this that the donors

artifices of style and figures of rhetoric count in order to give him much have greatly re

little . Ardor of soulunited to good sense, to trenched the gifts which they have been in

clear insight, to a love of exactitude and pre- the habit of making to other charitable

cision , form the first qualities of a philanthro- causes ; that thus the benefactions upon

pist, the qualities best suited to win for him which these institutions lived, have been

confidence. Mr. Booth would have donebet- withheld . This is the bad side of his success;
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it is natural that those who have suffered in valued at eight hundred thousand pounds

order that he might be helped should look sterling ; pays rentals every year amounting

upon him with somewhat of bitterness. to two hundred and twenty thousand pounds

Hewould have received more if after the for its meeting places ; it publishes twenty

first impulse, reflection had not tempered the seven weekly newspapers , ofwhich more than

zeal of the contributors. It is impossible thirty million copies are sold . Mr. Booth

not to recognize that noble as his intentions has a right to be proud of theseextraordinary

are, they are corrupted by secret interests, results, in which he recognizes the finger of

by sectarian calculations ; that there is in Providence and the visible mark of the truth

his plans a singular mingling of the reasona- of his mission .

ble and the chimerical, of truth and illusion . Unfortunately this religion which takes

Such has been the opinion of the greater advantage of the drum and the trumpet and

number of English philanthropists and of whose form of worship resembles a little too

many of the English clergy. The Charity much the parade of a traveling show , this re

Organization Society of London has pub- ligion which regenerates and saves souls by

lished , under the signature of its principal barbarous or grotesque concerts and by the

secretary, Mr. Loch , a serious and searching open confessions of sinners related from a

criticism on the reforms proposed by the public stage, and comprising their iniqui

General. Professor Huxley, a man whose ties, their defilements, and their miraculous

word is always heard with respect, has been cure, either offends the taste or dulls the

interviewed on the subject. One of his sense of refinement. Mr. Huxley has styled

friends was disposed to subscribe toward the it " corybantic Christianity," and compares

enterprise, but he quickly dissuaded him it to the worship of the ancient goddess

from the purpose, and his reasonswere given Cybele, with its orders of demoniacal beings

in letters published in the Tir which have who paraded the streets with their banners,

been widely noticed . Mr. Booth has an- their songs, and their orgies. He also com

nounced that he will shortly publish a new pares the organization of the Salvation

book in order to refute his opponents. People Army to the system of the Jesuits ; and I do

will read, people will buy, this book as they not doubt that Mr. Booth has deeply medi

did his first, but what purpose will it an- tated on the maxims and regulations of Ig

swer ? Henceforth he will be judged by the natius Loyola , that he learned from this

result of his undertaking ; it is by the work great master that the most successful way to

that the workman is known . He has prom- effect a cure of souls was to set in operation

ised too much and received too much not to a certain system of tactics, based upon

be held to fulfillment ; thus only can he principles of faith, which required submis

close the lips of those opposers who have not sion and obedience .

hesitated to call him the John Law of philan But the Jesuits were always wise teachers

thropy . who applied themselves to the cultivation of

Among his most bitter opponents there theirminds ; they never scorned science and

are many who have dispensed with all exam- literature. Salvationism boasts of being an

ination of his plans and have listened only to unlettered religion. It is Christianity stripped

accusations. They have wished to see in of all theology and reduced to this precept :

Mr. William Booth only the General of the Repent to -day once for all, and to -morrow

Salvation Army, and Salvationism inspires you will be so happy that you will feel com

them with an insurmountable antipathy, an pelled to tell your joy to the world . Its

invincible repulsion. Mr. Booth is certainly practice consists in exciting siriners to re

a remarkably successful organizer, and he pentance by rather uncouth methods. If

may well glory in it. The order which he they were less so would they be less effica

founded twenty-five years ago has spread 'cious ? It is true, however, that whoever

from one place to another over the whole wishes to influence crowds must not aim too

world , has built its establishments in thirty- high. In certain enterprises noble ambitions

four countries, has planted its flag in Can- may be of so refined a character as to be an

ada and in the Argentine Republic, in Aus- obstacle .

tralia , and in Africa . The Salvation Army, It has often been asked if Mr. Booth him

commanded to -day by ten thousand officers self wrote his book , or if it was the work of

of both sexes, has accumulated a property some skillful secretary who caught inspira
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tion from him . I do not doubt that Mr. when wealth will be re-distributed and private

Booth is the true author,but there are in him property abolished, all stomachs will be filled

two separate characters, and each one has in and there will be no more John Joneses impa

turn held the pen. I mean that Mr. Booth tiently clamoring for opportunity to work that

has had for a collaborator the General of the they may not die. It may be so, but in the

Salvation Army, and I regret it. Themuch meantimehere is John Jones growing more im

that there is of good in the book I ascribe to patient than ever because hungrier,who won

Mr. Booth ; allthat is absurd or puerile, I at- ders if he is to wait for a dinner until the Social

tribute to the General. It is Mr. Booth, I Revolution has arrived . What are we to do

with John Jones ? That is the question .

am certain , who has written those excellent

pages upon Utopianism and its idle dreams Mr. Booth then remarks very justly that

and sad consequences. He has no repug- these Utopians all fall under the very con

nance for visionaries when their intentions demnation which they so freely lavish upon

are good, but all their schemeswill not nour- those religious persons who ease their own

ish the hungry or clothe the naked. He consciences regarding the poor, by saying

says :
that all will be made right in the nextworld ,

thus offering them “ unnegotiable bills pay
I am a practicalman , dealing with the actual

ities of to-day. I have no preconceived theories, able on the other side of the grave.” “ When

and I fatter myself that I am singularly free the sky falls we shall catch larks. Nodoubt.

from prejudices. I am ready to sit at the feet of But in themeantime?"

any who will show me any good . I keep my
It is impossible to write better than this,

mind open on all these subjects, and am quite or to put the question in better terms. But

prepared to hail with open arms any Utopia after Mr. Booth , the General takes his turn

that is offered me. But it must be within range at talking. It is the latter who says that

ofmy finger-tips. It is of no use tome if it is if the Scheme which he sets forth in his

in the clouds. Checks on the Bank of Futurity pages is not applicable to the thief, the

I accept gladly enough as a free gift, but I can harlot, the drunkard, and the sluggard, it

hardly be expected to take them as if they were may as well be dismissed without cere

current coin , or to try to cash them at the Bank mony ; that as Christ came to call not the

of England . saints but sinners to repentance, so the New

He adds that these dreamers think that in Message of temporal salvation, of salvation

time all misery will be extirpated by the from pinching poverty ,from ragsand misery ,

working out of their visions ; that society mustbe offered to all. In this he disagrees

will be cured of all its ills and an age in with the greater number of earnest pbilan .

which peace, plenty, and happiness shall thropists, such as Lord Shaftesbury . Taught

reign will be instituted . Very good,but that by long and painful experience, they have

is not the question ; here it is :
for a long time declared that there are fatal

degradations from which the unfortunate
Atour Shelters last night were a thousand fallen ones never arise, that certain hardened

hungry , workless people. I want to know what criminals willnever cease to dream of crime,

to do with them . Here is John Jones, a stout, that certain drunkards will never renounce

stalwart laborer, who has not had one square their cups, that the vices of adults are al

meal for a month, who has been hunting work

that will enable him to keep body and soul to most incorrigible,and that it is the salvation

gether, and hunting in vain . Here he is in his
of the growing generations which must be

hungry raggedness, asking for work, that he
sought.

may live and not die of sheer starvation in the
TheGeneral of the Salvation Armywill not

midst ofthe wealthiest city in the world. What acknowledge this, save in very exceptional

is to be done with John Jones? The individ- cases.
He thinks he can bring into play

ualist tells me that the free play of naturallaws means powerful enough to cure the most

governing the struggle for existence will result desperate evils. He considers Salvationism

in the Survival of the Fittest, and that in the as a hospital of consciences, where mira

course of a few ages,more or less, a much no- cles are performed ; where the lame learn to

bler type will be evolved. But meantimewhat walk ;where profanity is changed to prayer ;

is to become of John Jones ? The socialist tells where souls white with leprosy are cleansed

me that the great Social Revolution is looming in the twinkling of an eye ; where angels of

large on the horizon . In the good time coming darkness are transformed into children of
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ence .

light. Many cannot help the feeling that in tages, in their own little gardens, under the

the depth of his heart it is not so much the bluesky,and,if possible,amid thegreen fields.

welfare of John Jones that he wishes as that Headmits that this Acadia of drunkards, of

of somegreat,repentant sinner. The wretched sluggards, of robbers , would be a costly un

one for whose deliverancehe ismost anxious dertaking, but insists that thestate could not

is he who has rolled in defilement, and who engage in a more usefulwork . Alas ! while

will publicly bless the hand that came to his these hardened rogues contemplate the blue

rescue. sky and care for their tulips and their roses,

In what does the powerful remedy which what sad reflections will poor John Jones

he advocates consist ? General Booth has in- make, looking at his blackened , callous

vented a joyfulor amusing system ofreligion ; hands, —the man who asked only for a chance

and he flatters himself thatthe gaiety which to work ! Will henot cometo look in dis

he proposes to introduce into philanthropy gust upon his labor and his honest poverty ?

will have an irresistible effect upon souls. Will he not be tempted to commit some of

He says : fense or crime in order that hemay share the

There is no sanctimonious long face in the felicity of these criminal lunatics?

Army. We talk freely about Salvation be If the Schemeof Mr. Booth has awakened

cause it is the very light and joy of our exist. distruston thepartof criticism , it has greatly

We are happy and we wish others to offended numbersof readers by the voluntary

share our joy . omissions which are closely akin to denials

His followers also talk as he does and be- of justice. Hehas not said one word of all

lieve in themagical,supernaturalaction of his the associations founded for the purpose of

elixir. One of his officers said :
solacing or suppressing misery . From his

In whatever region of the world we may be, account it would seem that previous to his

it is impossible forany one to come in contact attempt no one had ever been inquieted or

with our soldiers without being struck by their tormented by the lot of the indigent and

extraordinary gaiety ,and this contagious joy is starving ; that no person had ever before

the principal reason of our success. Judge of thought of going to their help ; that he had

the great results which must follow among all been the first to discover the black whirlpool

the miserable ones who are confided to our of human suffering. Mr. Huxley has said

care. To all those for whom life holds only bit- that he writes as if he were the Christopher

terness and sorrow the simple sight of happy Columbus of the land of suffering, the Fer

faces is at once a revelation and an inspiration. nando Cortes of darkest England . And the

General Booth is persuaded that this con- following quotation shows foundation for the

tagious joyousness will communicate itself claim .

to all the sinners who will avail themselves What a satire it is upon our Christianity and

of his plan to help them and that it will hold our civilization, that the existence of these col

them from seeking pleasure or forgetfulness onies of heathens and savages in the heart of

elsewhere . For those occasional incurable our capital should attract so little attention !

cases which he admits may be found, those Why all this apparatus of temples andmeeting

sluggardswho refuse to work, those swind- houses to save men from perdition in a world

lers who will still yield to the temptation to which is to come,while never a helping hand is

rob, the vicious who regret their vices , for stretched out to save them from the inferno of

all who relapse again and again , he demands their present life ? Is it not time that forgetting

that they be regarded as demented , incapable for a moment their wranglings about the infi

of self-government, and that they be treated nitely little or infinitely obscure, all should

as criminal lunatics. He proposes that they concentrate their energies in a united effort

be shut up for life , declaring that it is a to break this terrible perpetuity of perdition,and

crime against the race to allow those who are
to rescue some at least of those for whom they

so inveterately depraved , thefreedom to wan- profess to believe their Founder came to die ?

der abroad , infect their fellows, prey upon Every oneknows that if England has great

society, and to multiply their kind. Buthe evils to cure, she is one of those countries

also demands that they be comfortably pro- where charity in all forms has most widely

vided for, that their prison be made an agree- multiplied its efforts and used the utmost

able , even a charming place. It is his plan perseverance, boldness, and ceaseless en

that they should have their own little cot- deavor.
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Among all the different establishments tinent. . . . You might as well lay a new -born

which Mr. Booth has already founded orwhich child naked in themiddle of a new -sown field in

he intends to found, from the night shelters to March and expect it to live and thrive, as ex

the labor bureaus, from the dispensaries to pect emigration to produce successful results on

the crèches, from the rescue homes to the in- the lines which some lay down.

dustrial schools, there are few which others In the agricultural colony of Mr. Booth ,

had not devised before him . For instance, it future emigrantsmay acquire skill and knowl

was not he who first thought of assisting edge ; they may practically learn farming ,

criminals just released from prison by putting gardening , trades , the various industries by

them in positions where they might earn which later they can earn their living. How

an honest living. The Duke of Westminster, will he recruit his pensioners ? By a process

president of the Royal Society for assisting of selection. Heproposes to erect great work

liberated convicts,wrote not long since to the shops in which those seeking employment

Times, that this society has to -day sixty- may be engaged and taught to work .

three establishments which are connected Mr. Booth's colonists will be comfortably

with all the prisons of England and Wales ; housed, well fed, and clothed, but they will

and in London alone fifteen other societies are receive no regular wages ; occasionally a

working for the same object. small sum may be given them as an en

Mr. Booth has planned to establish safe couragement. They must promise to abstain

shelters for young girls living in the midst from all intoxicating drinks, and will be al

of dangerous surroundings. But there al- lowed only innocent games. When they shall

ready exist in London several associations have ended their apprenticeship and their

devoted to their protection. The bestknown studies, some will be furnished employment

are the Houses of the Princess Louise, the in England ;others will embark for the colony

Society for the Assistance of Young Women over -sea . They will be transported in a ship

and Children ,and another society whose ob- whose whole crew is to be composed ofmem

ject is to provide rooms for young women bers of the Salvation Army, and they shall

coming from the province to seek work in the disembark in a land belonging to the same

capital. organization . Mr. Booth proposes to have in

Is there then nothing truly original in his the future, among his possessions, a whole

Scheme? “ Up to this time,” one of his op- country governed by his laws.

posers writes, “ philanthropic associations Hehas frequently declared that this Scheme

have divided the responsibilities and the work of philanthropy recognizes all persons and all

they found awaiting them , and each one has beliefs ; that his followers shall be recruited

devoted itself to some particular phase of la- indifferently from among the incredulous

bor. Mr. Booth contends that this division and those who have accepted Salvationism .

enfeebles thework ; he claims that his plan But Mr. Booth intends that all his colonies

will cover the whole field , and aspires to con- shall be governed exclusively by his officers

centrate in his own hands all worksofmercy. and according to his rules of discipline.

His only originality is his prodigious am
The Scheme I have to offer consists in the

bition ."
formation of these people into self-helping and

This is going much too far. I cannot, for self-sustaining communities, each being a kind

example, find that any one before Mr. Booth, of co-operative society, or patriarchal family,

ever thought ofestablishing agricultural col- governed and disciplined on the principleswhich

onies destined to diminish ,to the profit of the have already proved so effective in the Salva

country , the overcrowded population ofcities, tion Army...the only religious body founded

and also to educate for their work the emi- in our time that is based upon the principle of

grants who shall go to seek their fortune on voluntary submission to an absolute authority .

some foreign shore. Mr. Booth thinks that no ore is bound to remain in the Army a day

the remedy for pauperism lies in emigration , longer than he pleases. While heremains there

but that put in practice after the manner of he is bound by the conditions of the Service.

to -day , it resembles more a scourge than a The first condition of that service is implicit, un

cure. He writes : questioning obedience.

It is simply criminal to take a multitude of Hehimself describes as follows the rigor

untrained men and women and land them pen- ously autocratic government of this organi

niless and helpless on the fringe of somenew con- zation :

F -May.
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.

We have nearly 10,000 officers under our or- has not the right to name his successor. It

ders, a number increasing every day, every one might be added that this singular founder of

of whom has taken service on the express con an order differs from all others in that he has

dition that he or shewill obey without question- children , to whom he has entrusted the po

ing or gainsaying the orders from Headquarters. sitions of greatest responsibility. A strange

A telegram from mewill send any of them institution is this cosmopolitan order which

to the uttermost parts of the earth , will transfer is the fief of a family.

them from theslumsof London to San Francisco
It has been said that Boothism must de

or despatch them to assist in openingmissions in
stroy Salvationism . It is possible , but it

Holland, Zululand, Sweden, or South America.
must be admitted that to the present time

Up to the present time all the charitable Salvationism has been kept alive by the in

associations of Great Britain have adopted telligence, the devotion, the indefatigable ac

the parliamentary and constitutional forms tivity of Mr. Booth , and of his sons and

dear to thenation. All things are decided by daughters. Although it may be placing

a plurality of voices ; exact and minute ac- beneficence in the service of proselytism , we

counts are given of the use of funds ; there is sincerely wish for the success of the new un

free and public discussion regarding all in- dertaking. A memberofthe Chamber of Com

terests. Mr. Booth inaugurates a philan- merce, who had sent him £ 300 , declared in a

thropic dictatorship . The golden dew which letter to the Times that to his personalknowl

has fallen upon his fleece is a depositwhich edge, there had been drunkards converted

will be sacred to him , but it is one for which through Salvationism who had ceased to beat

he alone is responsible. The commissary of their wives and to starve their children ; that

the Army, Mr. Franz Smith , wished that the methods of the Salvation Army were not

other guaranties might be secured to con- to his taste, but that they were pleasing to

tributors. But theGeneral would not con- many, and " wearenot all constituted alike."

sent to modify his plans. He said : There are so many evils to cure in this world

Our principle is not to count noses; on the that it is necessary to accept the best plans

contrary the only noses which wewill consent that offer themselves under whatever form

to count as interested in any way in our institu- and by whatever processes they may come.

tion belong to those who have promised to obey if Mr. Booth without accomplishing the

the director. “ But after you ?" was the response. miracles he hopes for, succeeds in solacing

For from yourown avowal you are sixty -one some of themisery, the world must pardon

years of age, and you are not immortal.” ir him all it does not like, even his boasting ,

After him , his autocratic power will pass even his injustice. The Orientals have a

to an heir whom , withoutmaking known his proverb which says, Provided that benevo

choice , he has already designated . It has lence has large hands and swift feet, it mat

been said that the General of the Salvation ters little that its countenance may be dis

Army is more powerful than the Pope,who pleasing ; do not look at its face.

STORM -PHENOMENA .

BY FELIX L. OSWALD , M. D.

NLY sixty years ago the possibility of term , by the way, is appropriate only in a

predicting a storm was generally sense not suspected by its originators, who

doubted, and its occasional demon- supposed that the March storms would , as a

strations were apt to be explained away as rule, repeat themselves about the end of Sep

accidental coincidences. tember. Spring is certainly ushered in by

The belief in a certain regularity in the gales which in nine years out of ten keep our

causation of air- currents is , however, not of Signal Bureau busy from February to April,

yesterday, as proved by such expressions but the records of that same Bureau have es

“ midsummer calms" and " equinoctial tablished the fact that in North America and

gales,"” which came into vogue before the be- Europe the thirty days from September 15 to

ginning of the present century. The latter the middle of October are, with rare excep

as
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tions, the calmest four weeks in the year. A to southwest, those of the southern hemi

Yankee traveler trying to reach Europe dur- sphere from southeast to northwest. But in

ing an interval of the Atlantic gales could , in the Indian Ocean along the south coast of

fact, not do better than to start about the Hindustan and in the labyrinth of the Sunda

middle of September. But the case would Islands a remarkable irregularity of thetrade

differ if that traveler should have business winds proves to what a degree the direction

in Cape Town or Buenos Ayres. In the South of air -currents is influenced by the trend of

Atlantic, September is really a more than highland barriers. Java, Sumatra, and all the

usually stormy month ; Cape Horn is the other large islands of that vast archipelago

mariner's terror from August to October ; in are traversed by Alps-like mountain ranges

short, the worst spring gales of the southern which complicate the storm -phenomena in a

hemisphere come off about the time of our way that might distract a meteorologist as

autumnal equinox , system -loving as Aristotle , who is said to

It has also been ascertained that another have committed suicide in despair at his in

tide of storm -waves strikes the northeast ability to explain , or cven to formulate, the

coasts of our continent about the end of No- fitful sea -currents of the eastern Mediter

'vember, and that the violence of the March ranean .

gales bears an inverse proportion to the The climatic influence of mountain chains

severity of the frosts during the preceding has also a large share in modifying the

winter. temperature of our continent. The alleged

In regard to the direction of prevalent radical difference in the thermal phenomena

storms a curious fact was incidentally dis- of the eastern and western world is not very

covered by the naturalist Dove who con- perceptible southeast of Mobile, Alabama ;

structed a self-registering weather-vane on and a citizen of Key West would have no

the roof of his little garden house near reason to complain that the climate of his

Königsberg, Germany. Having reduced the isle differs disagreeably from that of Oriental

scrawls of his apparatus to legible symbols coast-regions under the same latitude. The

and comparing the results in the form of winter at Fernandina is quite as mild as that

fanciful geometrical figures, he noticed to his of any Syrian seaport town. But a very per

surprise that an arrow pointing to windward ceptible contrast can already be noticed on

and indicating themain changes of a week's the west slope of the Alleghenies , and the

air-currents would turn in the same way as difference becomes enormous as we approach

the hand of a clock , i. e., invariably from left the region between the Mississippi and the

to right, and never complete an entire circle eastern base of the Rocky Mountains. In

in the opposite direction . In other words, a southern Missouri under the parallel of

south wind, after many small oscillations, southernmost Spain the winter frosts are as

will turn to west, that west wind to north- severe as in Norway, fifteen hundred miles

west and finally to north. By way of east north ofGibraltar, and in thevalleys of Colo

and southeast the vane will at last work its rado the mercury sinks to a depth that has

way back to south again . Quarter turns, never been recorded in any inhabited district

and even half turns, may go in the opposite of Europe, the plateaus of the northernmost

direction, but a complete circle will inva- Ural perhaps excepted . That difference is

riably have to take the right-about route . In chiefly due to the direction of the Rocky

the southern hemisphere that arrangement is Mountains as contrasted with the main trend

reversed,and near theequatorthere areregions of the Alps. A north storm that buries the

where, barring an interruption by an occa- villas of Lake Constance in snow and ice, is

sional thunderstorm , steady breezes blow in hardly felt on the shores of Lake Como,

the same direction the year round. The reg- though the bee-line distance from laketo lake

ularity of those air -currents has been ex- is considerably less than two hundred miles .

plained as follows: under the influence of Along the slope of the Rockies two thousand

vertical sun-rays the air of the tropics rises, miles would makemuch less difference .

thus leaving a vacuum which is filled by a On the 12th of November, 1866 , the observ

steady surface current from the poles. The atories of Southern Europe witnessed a star

rotation of the earth modifies the direction shower which at several times of the night

of those currents and the tradewinds of the resembled a dense fall of snow flakes. Me.

northern hemisphere blow from northeast teors of all sizes shot along the sky in every
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possible direction ; but a French astronomer ing the Mississippi from New Orleans to

who had photographed the sky from hour to Cairo may suddenly turn to the right and

hour proved that if the lines of the descend- ascend the valley of the Ohio ; stormssweep

ing stars were prolonged backward they ing eastward across the unobstructed plains

would all seem to proceed from a certain ofthe great prairiesmay bemet by a counter

point in the constellation Leo. After several current and stop short hundreds of miles

years of meteorological observation the Brit- west of their supposed goal.

ish physicist Taylor called attention to quite Once in ten years or so, stillmore abnormal

as remarkable a fact in regard to the tracks events baffle the forecasts of our weather

of storms that visited Northern Europe in augurs. Hurricanes invade a supposed region

the course of four winters. Some of these of perpetual calms, or polar waves rout the

tracks formed a semicircle, others only a guests of a winter-resort where frozen fluids

short segment of a circle, but Professor were known only in the form of ice -cream .

Taylor showed that if the orbits of the circles About the middle of last January ( 1891) the

thus indicated were completed they would city of Fiumeon the Adriatic was treated to

have a common center at a point near the a meteorological surprise of that sort . A

northwestern extremity of the Scandinavian blizzard thatwould have appalled a Manitoba

peninsula . lumberman swept down from the plateau of

Storms follow the valleys of large rivers the Karst and followed the coast as far as

and the main lines of mountainous coasts, Cape Cabarno where it divided ; one offshoot

but on large plains, as on the ocean, they crossing the Adriatic and spreading havoc to

blow ,as a rule, from regions ofhigh to regions the gates of Messina ;while the eastern wave

of low barometer, and with a force propor- rolled down the valley of the Danube and

tional to the difference of barometric pres- during the next two days turned southern

sure. Heavy rainfalls in summer often cool Russia into a vast snow field . On striking

off the atmosphere of considerable areas and the mountains that skirt the north coast of

if they are followed by clearing weather, air- Sicily, the main storm once more turned to

currents from all sides will stream in toward the right and chasing every sail to port trav

the region where a low temperature has acted ersed the Mediterranean to thecoast ofSpain

as a contracting force. After a heavy thunder- where the first time in sixty years such cities

shower clouds may often be seen advancing as Alicante and Cartagena experienced the

from three or four points of the compass at rigors of an arctic gale .

Where did that gale come from ? In its

Yet with all these data of observation the polar form , i. e., coupled with a mercury

art of predicting storms has by no means as freezing temperature , it has not been traced

yet attained the standpoint of a positive back very far beyond the Carinthian border

science. Thebest achievements of the signal- hills and may have originated in the high

bureau are founded on the fact that the spark lands of the Styrian Alps. There were snow

of the electric telegraph moves faster than storms along the Baltic during the preceding

the wind, and that consequently a message week ; but they did not exceed the violence

wired from Boston to Savannah may give of ordinary winter gales and were not ob

timely warning of an approaching north served in the broad plains of the intermediate

storm , even if that storm should reach the countries- Prussia and Bohemia .

velocity of a hurricane. The predictions of In Spain that abnormalwinter has lingered

weather-changes are also guided by charts for weeks, and during the first week of Feb

showing the usual direction of storms strike ruary snow storms silvered the coast hills of

ing special regions from a given point of the Portugal. The westward progress of the

compass ; nevertheless the event is always tide of low temperature may continue long

apt to prove the fallacy of the most careful and far enough to retard the spring of our

calculations. A straight south gale follow- Atlantic States by several weeks.

once .
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BOUT two years ago I wrote for The mans in Britain , being cut off from the conti

CHAUTAUQUAN a short article devoted nent in their island home, and in timepro

to the German contingentofourbody digiously affected by the Norman Conquest,

politic. The history of German immigra- passed through a development of their own

tion was given in outline and an attempt which was not shared by their kindred across

made to describe both quantitatively and the channel. Again : the dominant race in

qualitatively the elements thus introduced the Low Countries soon came to be, and re

into our national organism . The paper here mained , the Low Franks, a peoplewho had

presented may be regarded as in a certain not migrated extensively to Britain and were

sense supplementary to the former one. The a part of the great Frankish nation that in

Netherlanders are, to be sure, as compared the time of Karl the Great (Charlemagne)

with the Germans, a distinct branch of the ruled not only over allGermanybut also over

Germanic race, having their own separate France . Thus the people of the Low Coun

traditions and their own national character. tries came to be closely associated politically

Still their history is closely interwoven with with theirneighbors to the south . The result

thatof the Germans, their language is very of all is that the Dutch of to-day, whether

similar to the German (though by no means weconsider their language or their national

a dialect of it anymore than English is), and character, stand much closer to the Germans

the two peoples have long been more or less than to the English . It is easier for a Ger

confounded by popular speech both in Eng- man than for an Englishman to learn Dutch ,

land and in the United States. All this being but both have to learn it before they can speak ,

so, it will be not amiss, perhaps, to say a understand, or read it intelligently .

few words before coming to our subject And now a word as to the names “ Ger

proper, on the ethnical relationship of the man,” “ Dutch,” “ High German,” “ Low

Germans and the Hollanders . German ," " High Dutch ," " Low Dutch ,"

The Dutch and the Germans both belong, which with their varying implications have

together with the English and the Frisians, wrought such endless confusion. How is it

to the Western branch of the Germanic, that thepeople whom wecall “ theGermans "

also often called the Teutonic, race ; they are have never called themselves by that name

thus more nearly related to each other than but call themselves die Deutschen , " the

is either of them to any of the Scandinavian Dutch " ? How is it, too, that having the

peoples which together constitute the North- name “ Dutch " in our language we have

ern branch . Themodern Hollanders are de- restricted it to the Hollanders, who are in

scended from various Low German tribes , any case but a small part of the “ Dutch "

now more or less amalgamated, of which the people ,and who moreover seem now inclined

principal were the Frisians, the Low Saxons, to repudiate thename altogether in favor of

and the Low Franks. Now these were in
“ Hollandish ” or “ Netherlandish ” ? To see

part the very tribes that conquered Britain through this confusion we must go a long

and became the progenitors of the English ; way back .

so that it might seem as if the Dutch of to The Romans applied the name

day should be more nearly related to our- mani”-a word of uncertain but probably

selves than to the Germans. This , however, Keltic origin - to a massof tribes whom they

is true only in a very restricted and theoret- found living in Central Europe, north of the

ical sense. The reason is that the Low Ger. Alps and east of the Rhine. By the eighth

century of our era the descendants of these

* This article belongsto a series on the various nation- tribes had overspread the whole western half

alities in the United States begun in VolumeVIII. of The of Europe, destroyed the empire,and,mixing

CHAUTAUQUAN . Papers havealready been published on

the Irish,Germans, Scandinavians,Welsh, Scorch, Swiss, more or less completely with populations

Italians, Jews, and French . that had preceded them , had established

“ Ger
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everywhere kingdoms of their own. For Roman name “ German " instead of “ High

these various nationalities therewas no com- Dutch ” for the speakers of Luther's lan

mon collective name. The names “ Ger- guage, and this practice has become the set.

manus " and " Teutonicus,” when employed tled usage of our day.

by Latin writers, were applied , as a rule if One further fact of interest in this connec

not invariably, to those members of the tion may be noted here. From the time of

family who had remained at home in the old England's struggle with Holland we inherit

“ Germania ,” which extended , let it be re- also the practice of attaching to the name

membered, from the Alps to the Northern “ Dutch " in certain locations a humorous or

Seas. The outlying Germanic peoples were disparaging sense. On account of this fact

called by their various tribal names. But now and partly , perhaps, because of the disagree

the Germans of Germany, owing to causes able vagueness involved in the loose popular

already alluded to, came to have a feeling of misuse of the word, the namehas fallen into

kinship , of solidarity,and that in spite of the disfavor among those to whom it is applied .

fact that the different tribes differed greatly Germans proud to call themselves Deutsch at

in language, institutions,and laws, and were home repudiate the name of “ Dutch ” in

often at war with each other. So it was that this country. And they have some reason to

the name Deutsch was able to win its way in do so, since, by the established usage of our

the lapse of time to general acceptance as a tongue, the name does not belong to them .

collective name for theGermansofGermany. But the Hollanders object to it no less, pre

The word is in its origin an adjectivemean- ferring to hear themselves called Hollanders

ing “ popular " and was first applied to the and their language “ the Holland." This

language of the people in distinction from feeling, however, is rather groundless. The

the Latin of the church . It can be traced name is an ancient and honorable one and if

back to the tenth century and has been ever it has sometimes been abused by national

since the name, and theonly name, by which ignorance and prejudice, that is no good rea

the inhabitants of the old “ Germania ” have son why any one to whom it rightly belongs

called themselves collectively. To mark geo- should be ashamed of it.

graphical and linguistic differences the ad Weturn now from these ethnological con

jectives “ high ” and “ low ,” or “ upper,” siderations to see what part the Dutch have

" middle," and " nether ” were, as they still played and are playing in the United States.

are , employed. Their history in the western world begins, as

Why is it then that in English , while we is well known, with the settlement of New

still make some use popularly of the terms Netherland, a colony that grew out of the

“ High Dutch ” and “ Low Dutch," we have reports sent back to Holland by the naviga

in good usage put “ German " in the place of tor Hudson after the memorable voyage of

“ High Dutch and given the unqualified 1609, in which he sailed up the river that now

name“ Dutch " to the Low Dutch or Nether- bears his name. The controlling motive of

landers ? It cameabout in this way. During those first Dutch settlements was in part

England's struggle with Holland in the sev- commercial, the chance of trading advan

enteenth century for supremacy on the seas tageously with the Indians; in part, however,

she was brought into very close and con- political, since the government saw here an

stant contact with the Low Dutch. Of ten opportunity of annoying Spain in the New

Dutchmen that an Englishman of this period World . Just how numerous the Dutch col

saw or had occasion to talk about, probably ony centering at New Amsterdam had be

nine were Low Dutchmen . Thus it became comewhen it passed under English control

perfectly natural to leave off any distinctive in 1564 cannot, in the absence of statistics,

adjective and let “ Dutchman ” mean one of be told with certainty ; butfrom the fact that

the troublesome Dutchmen , i. e., a Nether- it there had a scattered military force of some

lander . And when this usage had become two hundred men, enough, possibly , to have

fixed it no longer seemed quite appropriate repulsed the English had their attack been

to call the Lowlanders “ the Dutch ” and the expected , we may infer that a pretty large

great people to the south ofthem , the authors number of Dutchmen had by that time found

of the Reformation, “ the High Dutch " as their way over the ocean . When New Am

if the latter were a variety of the former . sterdam became New York the colony soon

Thus it becameconvenient to employ the old lost its attractiveness for adventurous Hol
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landers and their immigration fell away to Germans, they have avoided New England

insignificant proportions. and the South and only a few have found

Ofthe Dutch régimein New York, its char- their way to the far West. Large numbers of

acter, and its legacies to thosewho came after, them are engaged in the cities as employees

I shall not attempt to speak at length here. in various manufacturing industries, but

The impression left by it is confined to a lim- themajority are tilling the soil. It was the

ited area and now for themost part discernible chance of getting cheap land in abundance

only to the antiquarian . The subject is one, where they might continue the farming ,

moreover,which has oflate been much written stock -raising , and dairy industries familiar

upon ; it may be left, therefore , with only a to them in their old home, which started the

passing remark upon themisfortune that so swelling tide of immigration in the fifties ;

many have derived their first, and not a few and it is in the humble annals of pioneer

also their last, impressions of the Dutch in farming in the Northwest that the most

New York from Irving's so-called “ History.” characteristic chapter of their history as

Much may be pardoned to a man of such Americans is to be read .

winning character and such honorable dis In making the following attempt to pre

tinction in American letters ; but the genius sent a few interesting pages from this chap

of history can hardly pardon him for making ter I have been greatly indebted to a work by

opera bouffe out of the early history of the Mr. D. Versteeg entitled De Pelgrim -Vaders

Empire State. van het Westen (The Pilgrim Fathers of the

Between the end of the seventeenth and the West).

middle of the nineteenth century Dutch im The establishment of the Dutch Reformed

migration to this country was, we may sup- Church as the State Church of Holland in

pose, rather sporadic . Statistics begin with 1816 , led to a revolt among the clergy not

the year 1820. In the decade 1821–1830 the altogether unlike that of the Wesleys in

tables indicate the arrival of 1,078 persons England. There were those who were op

from the Netherlands. In the decade 1831– posed to any union of church and state and

1840, the number was 1,412. In the next others who complained of the all too liberal

ten years the immigration swelled rapidly to and rationalistic tendencies of the orthodox

8,251,the increase beginning suddenly ,as we church and preached the need of personal

shall see, in 1847. For the time from 1850 to piety. In 1834 seven clergymen left the

1888 the accessions to our population from church and began to preach among the peo

the Netherlands are shown in the following ple as itinerant independents. They soon

table :
gathered a large number of adherents and

1851-1860 . 10,689 the government thought it necessary to coun

1861-1870 9,539 teract them by setting in operation a system

1871-1880
17,236 of espionage and persecution . Themeetings

1881–1888 43,916 of the dissenters were accordingly forbidden .

The census of 1890 ,unfortunately not avail. Their preachers were hunted as felons and

able for the present study,will probably indi- their houses searched at pleasure by police

cate not far from 100,000 Hollanders resident men and soldiers. Nor was it official perse

in the United States. In 1880 the number cution alone that they were subjected to. The

was 58,090 , of whom nearly one-third , or upper classes treated them with contempt

17,177, were found in Michigan . The other and contumely . Employers refused them

states in which the Dutch were most strongly work or gave it only on condition that they

represented were New York, with 8,399 ; Wis- renounce their religious convictions. Thus

.consin , 5,698 ; Illinois, 5,012 ; Iowa, 4,743; the dissenters came to occupy the position of

and New Jersey, 4,281. These six states con- social pariahswhom the rabble Hooted at in

tained fully four-fifths of our entire Dutch the streets.

population . With the accession of William II. to the

If now weconsider that of the total 58,090 throne of Holland in 1840 the official perse

mentioned above, only 14,293or about 24 % were cution , but not the social maltreatment,

found in our forty- four largest cities, it be- came to an end. Withal the times were hard

comes apparent that the Hollanders have for the working classes and it was from these

mainly settled in the rural districts and small that the dissenters had been drawn. Finally

towns of the northwestern states . Like the the general distress was aggravated by the
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potato-famine and cattle-plague of 1845. Itered from the cold in a warehouse, and

was under these circumstances that the cler- then set about reviewing the situation .

ical leaders of the dissenters began to look Presently a providential dispensation came

about the world for a new home. They to his relief ; the captain of theboatwho had

thought first, very naturally , of the Dutch brought him to Detroit was building a new

colonies in the East Indies and South Africa , boat at St. Clair and offered to give themen

but were able to make no satisfactory ar- of the party work there. Thither they ac

rangement with the government. The next cordingly went while the preacher, relieved

choice was America. In 1845 an association of pressing solicitude for his flock , staid in

was formed at Arnheim for the purpose of Detroit to reconnoiter. Presently his atten

furnishing needy families with the means to tion was somehow drawn to the region of

emigrate to the United States, and soon pub- Black Lake, a bay of Lake Michigan, situ

lic meetings began to be held in the interest ated between the mouths of theGrand and

of the scheme. The plan met with strong the Kalamazoo Rivers. This spot on the

opposition from some quarters, but the lead- shore of an inland sea, might be the very

ers were resolute and by 1846 several hundred place for his amphibious Dutchmen to create

men and women were ready to emigrate. In a new Holland. He would go and “ spy out

trying to decide where in the United States the land.” Accordingly he crossed the state

to settle they thought first of Texas and late in December, 1847, and made his way by

Missouri, but slavery was fatal to their at- hook and crook to the cabin of the Rev.Mr.

tractions. As between the Northern States Smith , a missionary to the Ottawa Indians.

some had a preference for the prairies of Mr. Smith's house was about three miles

Iowa, others for the timber.lands of Wiscon- from the present town of Holland. With the

sin , there was no thought ofMichigan . ways of the Michigan land -looker the Dutch

On the end of October, 1846 , the first band preacher was, of course, all unfamiliar ; but

of pilgrims set sailby the ship Southerner for with the help of Mr. Smith and of friendly

New York. Their pastor and leader was the Indians,who on their snow -shoes could guide

Rev. A. C. Van Raalte, who long remained him , and when his legs gave out haul him ,

the soul of the colony. His plan was to pro- through the woods, he began his investiga

ceed to Wisconsin and there buy a tract of tions. He learned the import of thosemys

forest land, to reserve a portion for the com- terious “ blazes " on the trees by the aid of

munal purposes of church and school and which the experienced land-looker soon

parcel out the remainder to settlers as they solves the darkest topographical enigma pre

could pay for it. In the middle of November sented by themazy Western forest. He be

the Southerner arrived in New York with its came familiar with our system of townships ,

freight of Dutch farmers and workingmen all ranges, and sections and with the quality of

totally ignorant of the English language the soil, though he had to dig through two

and of all things American . Before leaving feet of snow to find it. The result of allwas,

New York , Van Raalte fell in with a coun- in a word, a settled conviction in his mind

tryman who had traveled in the Western that here was the land of promise. On

States and asked him why he wished to go emerging from the woods he took back no

into an absolute wilderness . Why had he figs, pomegranates, or grapes, as did the

not selected Michigan, which was already spies of Joshua, but he had really found a

developing, had railroads and was near to better country (for Dutchmen ) than the land.

the market ? This question seems to have ofCanaan .

made an impression . Returning to his family in Detroit, Van

After lingering awhile in New York the Raalte at once wrote to his flock at St. Clair

party made their way over the route since that western Michigan , and not Wisconsin ,

taken by myriads of European immigrants was to be their destination. Live informa

seeking homes in the Northwest, to Buffalo tion was sent to a new band of pilgrimswho

and thence by boat to Detroit. Here they had crossed the ocean and got as far as Al

were appalled to find that they could not go bany. In the middle of February , Vari

farther toward Wisconsin by water - naviga. Raalte's chief helper, a man named Grooten

tion had closed for the winter. Van Raalte huis, proceeded to the Black Lake Region

accordingly found lodgings for himself and with four Americans, to make a road into the

family, got his flock temporarily shelt- wilderness and build some cabins for the first
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comers. The new settlementwas given the his prayer, exclaiming, “ Lord,must we then

name of Holland, and Holland soon became all die ?”

the objective point of an ever increasing But this extreme distress was fortunately

army of pilgrims. Within two years the of short duration. By the time a second win

number of them had passed four thousand. ter and summer had rolled around, theset

The most remained but a short time in the tlers had becomea little way -wise and were

city, or left their families there only until better able to take care of themselves and of

they could locate homes for themselves in their constantly arriving countrymen . Soon

the woods and get a cabin built to begin they began to become known to the nearest

housekeeping. American settlers and to impress these as a

Butwhile the colony prospered and has pious, industrious, thrifty, and in every way

long since converted its wilderness into one desirable accession to the population . This

of the fairest and thriftiest regions of the reputation they have ever since maintained .

state its members had at first to contendwith From Holland as a nucleus the colony has

obstacles that almost defeated them . The spread over the adjacent country and into the

American pioneer farmer, if only he be born neighboring cities until there are to - day

to the woodsman's liſe , has no need of sym- probably not far from 50,000 Netherlanders

pathy from tender- souled city people. His in Western Michigan , not counting children

log house is, perhaps, not a thing of beauty, born in the state.

but it is comfortable and , comparatively A few words must now suffice in the way

speaking, healthy. Hehas at his door an of general characterization. We have seen

endless supply of fuel of which hedoes not that our first Dutch immigrants, from the

need to be sparing. Of fresh air and good time when they began to come in considera

water hehas a plenty. He is handy with ax , ble numbers, were exiles for conscience' sake.

hatchet, and gun. He is familiar with the There is a propriety in likening them to the

woods and their denizens and feels at home New England Puritans and calling them the

among them . He knows about the climate “ Pilgrim Fathers of the West.” Butasthe

and what the future has in store for him from sons of the pilgrims have grown more opu

season to season . For his work he has tools lent and world -wise , and as their numbers

adapted to their uses and he knows how to have been continually reinforced by arrivals

handle these tools. He knowssomething of from the well-to-do and cultivated classes,

the diseases to which heand his family are they have lost much of the simple-minded

most liable and learns to make provision for Puritanism of the earlier days. So it is with

them . But of all these things the Dutch pil- the sons of Puritans everywhere. Still in

grims of whom I write were, of course, en- spite of the secularizing forces always so po

tirely ignorant ; hence it is not strange that tent in our modern life, it is likely that the

during the first year the colony suffered Dutch are now more uniformly religiousthan

unspeakable distress such as American pio- any other of our Protestant foreign popula

neers are ordinarily exempt from . They tions. Their virtue is tenacity — a steadfast

were badly housed, constantly exposed to belief that work will win . They are less

cold and wet, without food or money to buy versatile, less vivacious, than their German

it or roads or wagons to transport it. Be- cousins and accordingly more steady-going

sides they had settled on low ground where and conservative in their opinions. They

the water was often bad, and the exhalations breed fewer radicals and visionaries . They

from themarshes and the newly turned soil have less of the tendency to abstruseness,

were laden with germsof disease . When the and look steadily to the bird in the hand .

warm weather of 1847 came, typhoid fever They assimilate readily to our American

and its various allies carried off the settlers ways, though no more so , I think , than the

at a rate so rapid as to bode a speedy end to Germans. They are, to conclude, a phleg

the entire colony. Tradition remembers a matic people, and live to take their time.

Sundaymorning in the summer of 1847 when But give it time,and Dutch phlegm is no con

the faithfulVan Raalte, standing on a stump, temptible rival of French mercury or Amer

as his custom was,to declare theWord to his ican pluck. This is shown by Van Raalte's

people, and seeing before him but a handful success in planting his colony in the woods

of hearers , because the most were sick in in the dead of winter with two feet of snow

their beds, burst into tears in the midst of on the ground .
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WAS glad to see in THE CHAUTAUQUAN various directions. The English have never

for February that the question of domes- taken kindly to the boarding-house system ,

tic service had come before the Council which affords a small measure of relief to

Table Women are often ridiculed be- many of our women . The English lodging

cause they cannot be left alone for anylength house is run on an entirely different princi

of time without beginning at once to talk ple, and though , when living in one, you es

abouttheir servants. But, indeed, who that cape trouble about servants, all of whom are

knows the engrossing cares and responsibili- under the landlady's supervision, you must

ties of a housekeeper can wonder ? Are not either do your own marketing and trust to

artists, or literary men , or doctors, or politi- the honesty of people below stairs where

cians, when they come together , very apt to your larder is, or else allow the landlady to

talk “ shop ” ? And, after all, is not house provide for you and trust to the honesty of

keeping the one employment or profession her bills. Some of the large apartment

or “ shop ,” for nine-tenths of the women in houses, like the hideous pile of Queen Anne's

the world ? To say that it should not pre- Mansions on St. James' Park , or Marlbor

occupy them to the extent which it now does ough Mansions on Victoria Street, or a dozen

is the veriest truism . But how is this to be others in London, and I believe in many

prevented ? It seemsto me that among the American towns, have attempted to solve the

contributors to the Symposium Olive Thorne problem . There is a common kitchen in the

Miller threw out a most valuable hint as true sense of the word in each , and you

to the solution which the future will proba- can have your meals served either in your

bly give to a problem at present wearing own roomsor in the restaurant attached to

away the lives of but too many women. the house. Buthere it is the proprietor who

“ The conditions seem indeed to grow harder profits ; thecommon kitchen yieldshim a fine

from day to day,” she wrote, “ and I believe percentage, and there is probably no more

they will continue to do so , till we are abso : expensive way of living than in flats run on

lutely forced to take the next step, before this principle.

which weare now hesitating and hanging Co operative housekeeping which would

back , --co -operative housekeeping." Now be for the economical benefit of the co

in England something practical has already operators is the ideal of a society here, called

been done toward taking the step she sug- the New Life . They advocate a large degree

gests. of communism in domestic matters . As yet

It is about the English experiments in co they have had neither the members nor the

operative housekeeping that I want to speak money to carry out their schemes on a large

this month . I am sure they cannot be with- scale. They have only just taken a house in

out value to all Americans who really have which there will be a common dining and

the domestic service question atheart. meeting room . But anyway their econom

Whoever comes from the United States to ical ends are really subservient to their

England is struck with thegreater perfection moraland social doctrines , and any commu

of servants in this country. But it does not nity they founded would have to accept their

take very long to discover that to English teachings and profess their faith . Their

people themselves this perfection falls very plan of life could as little appeal to the out

short of traditional standards. There is side world as that of a St. Francis of Assisi

neither space nor necessity here to explain or a Hawthorne at Brook Farm .

how this falling -off was broughtabout. But But fortunately , the demand for co-opera

that it has been and is very keenly felt by tive housekeeping on a purely economic

English housekeepers,there can be no doubt, basis has made itself so strongly felt, that an

and efforts to escape the ever-increasing bur- attempt to meet it has come from another

den of housekeeping have been made in quarter, and of this I must speak at some
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length , for it is themost interesting experi- be done in the way of making beds, dusting ,

ment which has yet been made. Its origi- and cleaning . When their regular day's

nators are Messrs. Mackmurdo and Horne, task is over, a certain number will always be

architects, who are now busy putting up the on hand in rooms for the purpose, stationed

necessary buildings for the purpose. They every here and there in the two rows of

are men whose names are well-known in houses ; if you want any thing, you have

London, not only as architects, but as the but to ring. If your work is not properly

editors and managers of the Century Guild done you complain to the matron . All re

Hobby-Horse, a periodical published quar- sponsibility rests with her. She, and not

terly, noted for its good printing and, usually, you, will engage and discharge yourmaids.

no less good drawings and designs. In their A little covered passageway at the back of

new scheme, they are not in the least in- the houses, connecting them , will be reserved

fluenced by moral or social creeds ; their one for the use of the servants who therefore

aim is to devise a manner of life for the aver- need never appear in front with buckets

ageman of average meansby which all the and brooms.

luxury of housekeeping will be retained , all As for kitchens, the large one in the Club

its burden thrown off ; and, if they succeed House will be all that is required . A good

in accomplishing this, I am not sure that chef at a good salary will be secured. In the

they will not have done as much for the morning, if you intend to be at home for

moral reformation ofmen and women as any luncheon and dinner, you will give in your

saint of old who worked only for the spiritual orders. Whenever you are ready for either

regeneration ofthe world . meal you will go from your own house to

Let me explain their experiment. At the large dining -room by way of a covered

Chiswick , just beyond Hammersmith , and arcade , or cloister, that is to run round in

within half an hour of the city by under- front of the houses, so that you may walk

ground, they have secured six acres of there without wrap or bonnet, just as if you

ground, of the necessary proportions. On were stepping down-stairs in your own

this, and on four sides ofan oblong quadran- house. The dining -room will be divided

gle, they are erecting thenecessary buildings. into separate little compartments or cubicles ;

Atone end is a porter's lodge opening out you will have your own reserved for you ,

into the street, at the other what for want of where you will always be served by yourown

a better name is called the Club House, waiters and where you can have your table

where are the dining-rooms, kitchen , serv- set to suit yourself. Your dinner can be as

ants' quarters, library , and single rooms, of elaborate or simple as you care to make it.

which I shall have something to say later In fact, you can be at home,with none ofthe

on. On each side is a row of houses ,which, bother which devolves upon most poor women

though outwardly for the sake of symmetry who, would they have things go smoothly ,

are all of very much the same size , really must oversee their own kitchens and tables .

vary from houses of two and three to houses If things go wrong there is a matron whose

often and twelve rooms. However small or sole business willbe to right them .

large your family , whether you are single or If you wish to give a dinner party, there

married , you will find something to suit you. are private rooms which you can engage by

Someof the rooms are in flats for those who bespeaking them in time. If you wish at

prefer to have every thing on the same floor; the lastmoment to bring a friend homewith

others are arranged as in the usual two, you, you have but to send word to the head

three, or four story house. And in no way waiter .

do they differ from the ordinary flat or house Is it necessary for me to pointout the enor

except that they are without kitchen , scul- mous saving not only in trouble but in ex

lery, or servants ' rooms. pense, that such a system insures ? Co

For these there is no need. A large staff operation of any kind implies saving. In

of servants, engaged to do the work of the the very matter of service, a smaller number

entire establishment, will be under the direc- of servants will be needed than if every sep

tion of a matron. So many, according to the arate family had its own special maids. And

size of your house,will be told off to do your in the kitchen , does not every careful house

work. They will come at thehour you want keeping woman know what a tremendous

in themorning, they will do all that has to difference it must make when but one fire is
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needed , when meat and groceries can be pro- he need not be disturbed by the maid coming

cured in quantities, when , because of the to make the bed.

numbers to consume the supply , there is There will also be rooms that can be rented

next to no waste ?
by any one who wants a friend to stay with

There is the sameeconomy, of course, in a him and has no extra space in his own quar

hotel kitchen, but, as I have said , there it is ters. The open quadrangle will be devoted

the proprietor who profits . In Messrs. to tennis courts and cricket grounds. Swim

Mackmurdo and Horne's establishment,after ming baths for men and women will be built

all expenses are paid , if there remains any in theClub House. There will be play-rooms

surplus, it will go to the tenants of themany for children , a gymnasium , a large hall for

houses . It will thus be to their advantage entertainments, and studios.

to further in every way possible the pros A telephonewill connect every house with

perity of the little community to which they the porter's lodge. When visitors come the

belong economically , though socially they porter can find out, without their troubling

may hold themselves entirely apart from to go farther ,whether the friends they want

their nearest neighbors. If any enforced in- to see are at home or not. If you go away

timacy were to enter into such a scheme of for any length of time, you have but to shut

life, it would ruin it altogether, no matter up your house and leave the key with the

how charming might be the people by whom porter. He will forward all letters, take

you were surrounded. That the little Chis- charge of all parcels.

wick settlement will include no objectionable But indeed there is not the smallest detail

social elements, Mr. Mackmurdo is deter- which has not been carefully thought out

mined. Every tenantmust be introduced by and provided for. I know of no scheme for

one of the supporters of theundertaking, and co-operative housekeeping that can approach

among these supporters are found the names it. There will alwaysbe women naturally

ofmany of the leading artistic, literary, and who will prefer running their own houses,

professionalmen and women ofLondon . being mistresses of their own servants , and

There are a few other details which I supreme in their own kitchens. But for

should not omit to mention. The single women who work , who have any professional

rooms in the Club House to which I referred , or business occupation , I can imagine no

will be for men who do not care for or cannot more delightfulway of living . I am not sur

afford more than one. Each will be divided prised to hear from Mr.Mackmurdo that he

into two compartments by folding doors, and is already arranging to erect similar build

the one in which the bed is keptwill commu- ings immediately in London and also in a

nicate with the servants' passage, so that if town in the north of England.

theman living there is a studentor is busy enthusiastic about his schemes, as well he

about anything in the other half of his room , may be.

He is very

HOW I BECAME A ROSE GROWER .

BY MISS S. S. NIVISON , M. D

LWAYS very fond of flowers, roses bright sunlight ; if planted in a slightly

especially , I was enabled in establish- shaded place even, they never do so well.

my two sanitariums- Dryden The soil should be dug to the depth of at

Springs Place, Dryden, near Ithaca , least one foot and thoroughly mixed with not

New York , andmywinter sanitarium , Sum- less than two inches of fertilizers. AtDry

mit Grove Place, Hammerton, New Jersey, den Springs Place I was not able to plant or

to indulge my fancy for cultivating roses ; set out the roses until the first or middle of

and as a physician , I advise every one, not June, as the seasons vary, but in Hammer

only for the pleasure it gives, but for the ton, in the milder climate of southern Jersey ,

therapeutic benefits, to devote some time to where invalids and flowers alike rejoice in

such an occupation . the balmy temperature of the Gulf Stream ,

Every one knows that roses require the they have been put out much earlier. Pot
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grown plants that have had a partial rest kingdom as with humanity, the weakened ,

during the winter are the best to set out as sickly varieties are the victims. AtHam

they are in condition to take root and grow merton the climate and soil combined , ren

at once . der my roses entirely free from parasitical

In planting, it is only necessary to make a enemies. A remedy for the green fly is to

hole a little larger than the ball of earth on bacco dust, sprinkled on the foliage, which

the plant. After it is set in make firm the soil is first wetted , that the dust may adhere

well around the roots ; otherwise the dry air to it.

will shrivel them up, and prevent their de At Dryden Springs, where my grounds are

velopment. Plants should never be set out extensive, though I have somevarieties near

when the ground is wet or soggy, but when the house , the greater portion ofmyroses are

it is fairly dry . After planting give the soil on an island, encircled by a winding lake

a thorough soaking ; should theearth around crossed by a romantic bridge ; here the

the plantbe dry it should be saturated with hardier roots of roses flourish . The green

water a day or so before planting. rose I was fortunate enough to enjoy for

The first season of planting, roses should a few seasons. It is very rare at the

be set about one foot apart each way ; the North and not very common at the South .

next season it would be better to move half As thosewho have seen it know , it ismore of

of them and plant in another place. The a curiosity than any thing else, small, odor

hybrid class of roses should be pruned back less, petals and leaves exquisitely formed ,

to two or three buds or eyes, each season . sharply pointed and indented , probably be

This can be done at any period after the longing to the same family as the black rose,

leaves drop,-between November and April. found in the tropics. White roses I have

Tea roses require less pruning than other cultivated successfully . The tea and noisette

varieties. For window boxes in city houses, roses are very good to cultivate forthose who

almost the samerules will apply as for those are preparing rose jars ; they will be found

grown out-of-doors- except a smaller, more more fragrant than any other. It is said in

delicate rose would be more appropriate ; the China they use the dried leaves of this va

soil should not be quite so rich , and the riety to flavor tea - hence thename.

heated atmosphere will call formore water In the larger variety of roses , La France ,

ing. Jacqueminots, and American Beauty some

Rose houses, those appendages of the rich , what difficult to cultivate , are very satisfac

coming under the head of scientific garden- tory .

ing ,might be taken care of successfully by So elevated is the location of my winter

amateurs, but I have never attempted it. sanitarium , and so tempered the winds from

It would require plenty of time, money, the Atlantic Ocean , twenty - five miles away

and taste to obtain a result at all com- at Atlantic City, that in driving about in any

mensurate with the effort and responsibility direction, on seeing this emerald elevation

involved . reclaimed after years of experience and labor

When roses are received from the florist in from the Jersey sands, one is tempted to ex

midwinter they should be placed in boxes or claim , “ There is a green hill far away.”

in flower pots of a size suitable for the roots, Here on thisterraced lawn bordered by laurel,

filled with good rich earth , given a good my roses are a perfect delight early in the

watering, and placed in a temperature if pos- spring and summer, their leaves remaining

sible not to exceed fifty degrees at night, al- on until very late in the winter. Themoss

though when the sun is shining through rose flourishes here asnowhere else; thebuds

the day ten or twenty degrees more will do are a never-ceasing source of delight.

no harm . It is said large quantities of white roses

When roses are received from the florist at are now cultivated , and, by a chemical pro

the planting season, they should be shaded cess known to science, are colored new and

from the sun for a few days after planting , striking tints . This artificial process for

but that applies to all transplanting. The roses for decoration , has been found to be

insects and diseases that attack roses are cheaper than grafting, as an ordinary white

usually the effect of a condition , and not the rose can be grown in large quantities .

cause . Troubles of this kind rarely attack The rose has always been England's favor

healthy or vigorous plants. In the rose ite flower, which may account for its not
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being the choice of this country for the na- with the rays of the sun, and termed rose

tional flower — though there was more than en soleil.

sentiment in “ The War of the Roses," in There is older authority than this for the

mediæval times, when the rose gules was the prominent part roses have always taken in

badge of the Plantagenets, of the house of the realm of flowers , when we consider the

Lancaster - the rose argent, of that of York. attar of roses manufactured from ancient

The York rose was sometimes surrounded times by the nations of the East.

THE ARTIST MEISSONIER .

BY MRS. C. R. CORSON ,

T

HE greatmen whose genius has shed through the exquisiteness of its details — the

a luster over our century are fast individuality of buttons, epaulets, spurs,

passing away. Now Meissonier has scabbards, etc. It is but natural, that in the

gone ! He was the head of a school tumult and confusion of a battle-field and its

of art almost unique of its kind - a school supposed distances, the individual details be

firmly rooted in realism - in technical skill lost, or at most indicated . Yet such was the

and devotion to details . These characteris- fame and recognized merit of themaster, that

tics of the schoolMeissonier pushed to an ex- criticism of any kind scarcely affected his

treme, and apparently without any detri- popularity. His great picture called " 1814 ," to

ment to higher ideals ; for his painting yields which such remarks as the above were es

to no other in clearness of conception and pecially applicable, sold for 180,000 francs.

fidelity of execution . It has secured for it Yet money-making was not Meissonier's

self a place in the temple of art where it end in life. Though prodigal in the extreme,

shines with a light peculiarly its own. and finding use for all the money he could

He discovered early wherein his forte lay. make by his art,hewas nevertheless superbly

His genius required a concentrated light, a indifferent to mere gain . His artist con

light shut in between four walls . The out- science was tyrannic to excess. While he

door light scattered in too many directions would ask some enormous sum for the small

disturbed him ; he therefore gave the prefer- est of pictures, maintaining that no money

ence to interiors , and confined these within could pay for its worth , he wo 1d , on the

narrow limits. “ Little pictures, little pic- otherhand, ruthlessly destroy a similar one,

tures ,” he used to say, “ but true, exact in judged by him defective in some particular

every particular.” Although he did not which no one but him could discern . Such

wholly restrict himself to this course , and suicidal acts of justice may in some sense be

produced a number of historical pieces- bat- praiseworthy ; but surely ,man is not always

tle scenes of the First Empire— which all the best judge of his acts ; he sometimes

sold at enormous prices, these were produced builds, writes, and also paints better than he

only by special efforts ; by forcing his genius knows.

into situations not akin to it. They testify Naturally inclined toward brilliant orna

to the truth above stated. Not that they fall mentation , he had need to seek most of his

short in any way of his technical skill, his subjects among the southern nations, es

science of grouping,or in reality of portrait- pecially in Spain and Italy , and in the Mid

ure and freedom of action , but that his love dle Ages. In modern life therewas only the

ofdetailoutrunshis realism . His eager eye to military that presented sufficiently alluring

satisfy this love, swallows up distances, and effects to his genius, and he did not neglect

falls back upon moral consciousness to give the chances it offered. The French soldiery

to objects miles and miles off, their actual ap- was very fond of him . Often, on parade days,

pearance. Thus, while the beholder cannot when the eminentartist came to witness their

help admiring theperfection of the figures, mancuvers, the generals and officers made

the truthfulness of their pose and realmili- them perform certain evolutions particularly

tary look , his attention which should be ab- effective in an art sense. The troops under

sorbed in the life of the ensemble, is scattered stood his comradeship in glory.
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But it is, as we have already stated, in in- pictures which he would never consent to

teriors that Meissonier shows complete. His sell, and which he considered his master

creativeness reveals itself in the characters pieces : the “ Attente," representing a man

he puts upon the scene : they are not only in shirt sleeves standing by a window , and

alive, they feel. Moreover, whatsoever ac- whose face, expressive of eager expectation,

couterment he decides upon for the individ- testifies to the value the master attached to

ual he is about to depict, it fits. Whatever it ; the other, the “ Graveur à l' Eau -Forte,''

the nationality , it is expressed , not only represents an engraver at work and in the

physically but morally also . There is abso- midst ofhis tools and workshop .

lute harmony between the wearer and his cos Personally there was nothing imposing

tume; and his bravi and hunters and bar- about him , except, perhaps, toward the last,

maids and card-players , have each a story of when his superb snow -white beard grew to a

life to tell. size to half cover him , for he was very short

Meissopier was born at Lyons in France , in stature. Hehad a finely shaped head, in

February 21, 1811. Like most great paint. dicative ofboth energy and power,and walked

ers he had to makehis own way in the world . erect as if conscious of his superiority. Age

His father was a grocer , and had but little and disease glided over him without touch

sympathywith the early aspirations of his ing him , for he retained to the last his health

son to an artist's career. But little Meis- and vigor ofmind, his death being occasioned

sonier knew he could draw and persisted by the consequences of a sudden cold . He

in drawing ; and finally pervailed over his was eighty when he died last February 2.

parent's disinclination to pay for drawing Meissonier's obsequies took place at the

lessons. A small sum was allowed him for Madeleine where the literary, artistic and po .

first experiments, and hemade themost of it, liticalworld of Paris had gathered to render its

soon eking out the meager funds by sup- great painter the last honors. These were

plying illustrated papers with his sketches. expressed in a few words by Mr. Puvis de

At twenty-three he exhibited his first great Chavannes . Striking, at this solemn mo

picture, “ Visite chez le Bourgmestre," at the ment, was the moral contrast presented by

Salon. Its success laid the corner-stone to these two distinguished men — the dead and

his fame, and was soon followed by a series the living — the one passionately devoted

of small pictures - little masterpieces — which through allhis life to objective truth,the other

at once fixed his place in the world of art. to the poetry latent in abstract truth .

Gradually came the various distinctions con Immediately after thereligiousceremonies ,

ferred upon him at each of the Universal Ex- the coffin was placed in a hearse and conveyed

positions of 1855, 1867, 1878, 1889, medals of to Poissy, the family's country residence.

honor, and the Great Cross of the Legion of There, once more surrounded by his rela

Honor ; in short, the career of the grocer's tives and friends, and the clergy of the little

son, from beginning to end, proved not only town, the last remains of the great painter

a success, but a series of successes. were consigned to their final place of rest

He bequeathed to his country two pet the family vault.

SHALL WOMEN WORK FOR PAY ?

BY MRS. EDNAH D. CHENEY.

E

VERY conscientious young woman, if she lives upon the fruit of others' lives

raised by circumstances above the im- and does not give back to the world the

mediate necessity ofearning bread for cost of her lodging, food, and raiment. It

herself and her family , is met at the makes no difference to her sense of duty ,

threshold of life by terrible questions in whether she inherits millions, or is sup

regard to the employment of her time and ported by a rich father, or by grudging re

faculties . The sense of responsibility is latives who keep her from the poorhouse to

awakened by religious influences, but is save their own pride ; she is equally a de

seldom wisely guided by the teachings she pendent if she does not restore to society

receives, and she feels that she is a pauper more than she takes from it, if she does
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not in some shape “ earn her daily bread .” called into action . She thinks she is tired ,

Yet she is hampered at every step in her when she is really starved of thebread of life,

efforts to carry out any industrial plans. and flabby for the want of healthy effort and

Shall she, like Tolstoï, flee from civilization struggle. Some years ago a young woman

and devote herself to shoemaking, which the of competentmeans finding life quite unsat

prison convict can do better, or shall she isfactory, took the only resource then fairly

leave home and friends and immure herself open to rich and well-behaved girls, and be

in a sisterhood devoted to charity ? Shall she came an invalid . She had the usual symp

abandon the advantages of her situation, or tomsof ill-health and went to a fashionable

how shall she learn to use them ? sanitarium . While there, a wise friend said

Conscience interferes with another claim . to her , “ You are not sick , you only want

Educated in the ideas of the church and par- something to do.” “ Tell me what to do

taking of the common feeling of society to- and I will do it,” replied the spirited girl.

ward women, the affectionsaremade the para- “ Go home and open a school for little chil

mount rulers of life, and she feels that she is dren. I will secure you four pupils to begin

committing the greatest sin if she takes her with.” The girl took the advice and opened

own path , in fancied disregard of the claims her school. Friends looked upon this step as

of others on her thought, affection , and so- madness, and one relative, a physician , said

ciety . she ought to be put in an insane asylum !

It is constantly urged , “ Is it not enough But wiser friends encouraged her and nomore

for a woman to make home beautiful and at- was heard of invalidism . When she became

tractive ? ” That homemay need her very lit- the mother of a large family , and an active

tle, father and mother may be well able to promoter of all good work , she felt the bless

care for it, brother and sisters have no press- ing of this responsible service, and herdaugh

ing need of her services, yet she is bound to ters profited by her experience.

them by subtle links of affection and habit , A greatdeal has been gained since that day

and the fraction of herself that she can em- and women have learned to look upon work

ploy in their service, represents an impor- as honorable. The same enervating influ

tant duty which she must not forsake for any ences formerly affected the lives of members

thing but matrimony. of aristocratic families in other countries .

Many a woman tries to satisfy herself with Useful work was denied to the younger sons

this modicum of life, devoting herself in a and thearmy was almost the only resource

small way to charitable work, to petty sery- for a life of activity. The old English novel

ices for her friends, assisting them in their becomes absurd to the healthy intelligence

shopping, in arranging their Christmas of an American , who cannot conceive why

trees, soothing the invalid with her pleasant thehero should be miserable over the neces

reading, carrying flowers to the sad , and pa- sity ofmarrying a fortune,when he has noth

tiently playing games to amuse the poor ing to do but to go to work and earn one, and

paralytic , or cheering the tired father with marry the girl he loves.

the old song he loves. Wecannot deny the The tyranny of caste which once condemned

sweetness and beauty of such ministry ; it is young men of rank to idleness,and led many

like oil to themachinery of life, and there are times to dissipation and vice, matches the

those to whom circumstances make it an im- tyranny of sex which has kept women from

perative duty, which like all duty nobly ful- varied employments , and driven them to un

filled, brings a rich fruition in life. But lovely matrimony or aimless living without

more often life is frittered away in such dilet- definite purpose or adequate result. Woe to

tante service , which is helpful neither to the her who accepted this as the only attainable

one who receives , nor to her who gives it, and condition , who did not struggle against the

which is not sufficient to give scope to the bars and strive to be free .

mind, firmness to the nerves, strength to I once saw a female deer kept as a pet in a

themuscles, rigor to the will, and vitality to country place. She was very fair to look

the whole nature .
upon , in her narrow pen where fresh boughs

Many a young woman is broken down by were brought her . Day after day she looked

thesuffering for which physicianshavefound out upon the passers-by with her sad, beauti

the expressive name of " nervous prostra- ful eyes , and they gave her a pleasant

tion,” because her springs of life are not word, praising her beauty and stroking her
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soft skin . Oh ! how I longed to take down What an absurdity to suppose that good,

the bars, and let thebeautiful creature bound honest, useful work can be an injury to the

away to the woods which she could see community ! As if work were a fixed quan

skirting the horizon, from her prison-house. tity , which was to be divided among those

How delightful to her would be the perils of craving it, and could not be increased in any

the chase, the run from the hounds, the direction ! Work is, like Love, a living , gen

doubling on her tracks, the turning on the erative force , andthemoreofit that is done, the

hunters to defend her young with her own more there is to do, the more and the better,

life. for with every supply of a want, a new and

I was sad for the poor deer , but I have higher want is created, and work is called in

been sadder still for the hundreds of women to supply the new need.

who want nothing, and therefore Have noth Has the world yet allthat it wants even of

ing, for wehave only what we struggle for the common comforts of life ? Houses and

and make our own.
roads and carriages and clothing.and food and

It is of a higher typeofwomen inat Iwould books and pictures,are they too abundantand

speak however, women who are not wholly too good ? Hewho works well is constantly

subdued to their surroundings, but are seek- raising the quality or increasing the abund

ing to develop their natures, and who know ance of these articles.

that it must be doneby work . Such are con Let the convict make the wooden chairs

fronted by a new snare for their consciences, needed everywhere, and teach your free work .

being told that they may work , but it must man to makeyou cushioned sofas, easy for

be unpaid work . It is becoming to work for the limbs and beautiful to the eye, until they

charity , to paint for fairs, or act at entertain- are so cheap that there may be one for every

ments for hospitals, but it is taking the weary woman . If the woman prisonermakes

bread out of poor women's mouths to work the rough shirts which the workman needs,

formoney . employ the free woman to sew the soft, fair

This is a very subtle and dangerous fallacy, garments fit for the Sunday clothing of men

which it is difficult to unmask and which be- and women .

wilders many honest minds and excites to Wemust use labor to supply the needs of

madness unbalanced ones. It is this error the laborer.

which led to the abolition of work in the New This is clear enough looked at largely , that

York prisons, and threatened to destroy that where all work and exchange products, all

most blessed provision of useful labor for are richer, and the result is increased benefit

the prisoner , which has done more to amel- for all ; but in the application to individual

iorate the convict's condition and raise him life, many moraland economic considerations

to the stature of a man, than all the charity come to complicate the problem , especially

and instruction that could be poured upon when it is considered as represented by

him . money .

( To be concluded .)

THE WILES OF A WARBLER .

BY OLIVE THORNE MILLER.

Hark to that petulant chirp ! What ails the fairly set down for future reference for whom

warbler ? it may concern, I shall call him henceforth, as

Mark his capricious ways to draw the eye. we did in the woods, the blue.

E called him the blue, butthat was For a day or two at first he was to us, like

not his whole nameby anymeans. many another of his size, only a " wandering

Fancy a scientist with a new bird voice.” But it was an enticing voice, a

to label, contenting himself with sweet-toned succession of 2-2-2 in ascending

one word ! His whole name is — or was till scale, and it was so persistent that when we

lately — black-throated blue-backed warbler, really made the attempt,wehad no trouble in

or Dendroeca coerulescens, and that being getting sightof the little beauty hardly big

G -May.

W
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ger than one's thumb. Hewas a wary little full length , and composed himself to sleep.

sprite , and though he looked down upon us The work over that nest was one of the

as we turned opera-glasses toward him — a prettiest bits of bird -life I ever watched .

battery that puts some birds into a panic - he Never was a scrap of a warbler, a mere pinch

was not alarmed. He probably made up his of feathers , so perfectly delighted with any

mind then and there, that it should be his thing as she with that dear little homestead

special business to keep us away from his of hers. It was pretty ; it looked outside like

nest, for really that seemed to be his occupa- the dainty hanging cradle of a vireo, but in

tion . No sooner did we set foot in the woods stead of being suspended from a horizontal

than his sweet song attracted us. We fol- forked twig , it was held in an upright fork

lowed it, and he, carelessly as it seemed , but made by four twigs of the sapling .

surely , led us on around and around, always The little creature's body seemed too small

in a circle without end. to hold her joy ; she simply could not bring

My fellow .bird-student became fairly be- hermind to leave it. She rushed off a short

witched, and could not rest till she found his distance and brought some infinitesimal atom

nest. For my part I gave up the warbler of something not visible to our coarse sight,

family long ago, as too small, toouneasy, too but very important in hers. This she ar

fond of tree tops, to waste time and patience ranged carefully, then slipped into the nest

In these her native woods, my com- andmolded it into place by pressing herbreast

rade led in our walks, and the momentwe against it and turning around .

heard his tantalizing 2-2-2 she turned irre Thus sheworked for some time, and then

sistibly toward it. I followed ,ofcourse, hap- seemed to feel that her task was over, at least

py to be anywhere under these trees. for themoment. Yet she could not tear her

Onemorning she tracked him inch by inch selfaway. She few six inches away, then

till she was fortunate enough to trace him to instantly cameback and got into the nest,

a wild corner in the woods given up to a trying it this way and that. Then she ran

tangle of fallen trees , saplings, and other up a stem ,and in a momentdown again , try

growth. Shewent home happy, sure she was ing that nest in a new way, from a fresh

on the trail. The next day we turned our point of view . This performance wenton a

steps to that quarter and penetrated the jun- long time, and we found it as impossible to

gle till we reached a moderately clear spot leaveas she did ; we were as completely

facing an impenetrable mass of low saplings. charmed with her ingenuous and bewitching

There we took our places, to wait with what manners as she was with her new home.

patience wemight for the blue. Well indeed was it that we stayed that

Our lucky star was in the ascendant that morning and enriched ourselves with the

day, for we had not been there three minutes beautiful picture of bird ways, for likemany

before a small, inconspicuous bird dropped another fair promise of the summer it came

into the bushes a few feet from us. My to naught.

friend's eye followed her, and in a second fell Wehad notstartled her, shehad not observed

upon the nest the little creature was lining , us at all, nor been in the least degree hin :

in a low mapleabout two feet from the ground. dered in her work by our silent presence ,

But who was she ? For it is one ofthe diffi- twenty feetaway and half hidden by her leafy

culties aboutnests, that the brightly-colored screen . But the next day she was not there.

male whom one knows so well, is very sure After we had waited half an hour,my friend

not to show himself in theneighborhood, and could no longer resist a siren voice that had

his spouse is certain to look just like every- lured us for days (and wasnever traced home,

body else. However there is always some by the way). I offered to wait for the little

mark by which we may know , and as soon bluewhile she sought her charmer.

as the watcher secured a good look she an Wewere near the edge of the woods, and

nounced in an excited whisper, “ Wehave it ! she was obliged to pass through part of a pas

a female blue, building.” ture where sheep were kept. Her one terror

So it proved to be, and we planted our seats about her big dog, was that he should take

against trees for backs, and arranged our- to making himself disagreeable among sheep,

selves to stay. The dog seeing this prepara- when she knew his dayswould be numbered,

tion, and recognizing it as somewhat perma- so she told him to stay with me. He had

nant, with a heavy sigh laid himself out risen when she started, and he looked a lit
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tle dubious, but sat down again, and she went my comrade never ceased longing to find the

away. elusive nest of that blue warbler , and our re

He watched her so long as she could be venge cameat last. Nests may be deserted,

seen and then turned to me for comfort. He little brown spouses may be hidden under

came close and laid his big head on my lap green leaves, homesteads may be so cun

to be petted. I patted his head and praised ningly placed that one cannot find them , but

him a while, and then wished to be relieved . baby birds cannot be concealed. They will

But flattery was sweet to his ears, and the speak for themselves ; they will get out of

touch of a hand to his brow , -he declined to the nest before they can fly ; they will

be put away ; on the contrary he demanded scramble about, careless of being seen ; and

constant repetition of the agreeable sensa- such is the devotion of parents that they

tions. If I stopped, he laid his heavy head must and will follow all these vagaries, and

acrossmy arm , in a waymost uncomfortable thus give their precious secret to whoever has

to one not accustomed to dogs. These eyes to see.

methods not availing, he sat up close beside Oneday I camealoneinto thewoods, and as

me,when he camenearly to my shoulder and I reached a certain place, sauntering along

leaned heavily againstme, his head resting in perfect silence, I evidently surprised some

againstmyarm in a most sentimentalattitude. body for I was saluted by low “ smacks ”

Atlast finding that I would not be coaxed and I caught glimpses of two birds who

or forced into devoting myself wholly to his dived into the jewel-weed and disappeared . A

entertainment, he rose with dignity , and moment later I saw the blue take flight a

walked off in the direction his mistress had little farther off, and soon his song burst out,

gone, paying no more attention to my com- calm and sweetas though he had never been

mands or my coaxings than if I did not ex- surprised in his life.

ist . If I would not do what hewished, and I walked slowly on up the road, for this was

pay the price of his society, hewould not do one of the most enchanting spots in the

what I asked. I was, therefore, left alone. woods, to birds as well as to bird -lovers.

I was perfectly quiet. My dress was a dull Here the cuckoo hid her brood till they could

woods tint, carefully selected to be incon- fly. In this retired corner the tawny thrush

spicuous, and I was motionless. No little built her nest, and the hermit filled its aisles

dameappeared, but I soon became aware of with music, while on the trespass notices

the pleasing sound of the blue himself. It hung here, the yellow -bellied woodpecker

drew nearer ,and suddenly ceased . Cautious- drummed and signaled . It was filled with

ly , without moving , I looked up. My eyes interest and with pleasant memories, and I

fell upon the little beauty peering down upon lingered here for some time.

me. I scarcely breathed whilehecamenearer, Then as the road lead mestill farther away ,

at last directly over my head, silent, and I turned back . Coming quietly , again I sur

plainly studying me. I shall always think prised the blue family and was greeted in the

his conclusion was unfavorable , that he de- same manner as before. They had slipped

cided I was dangerous, and I, who never lay back in silence during my absence, and the

a finger on an egg or a nest in use, had to young blues were, doubtless, at thatmoment

suffer for the depredationsofthe raceto which running about under theweeds.

I belong . The pretty nest so doted upon by Thuswe found our warbler, the head of a

its little builder, was never occupied , and the family , hard at work as any sparrow , feeding

winsome song of the warbler came from an a beloved , but somewhat scraggy- looking,

other part of the wood. youngster, the feeble likeness of himself.

We found him , indeed , so often near this There too we found the littlebrownmamma

particular place, a worse tangle — if pos- the same,aswesuppose— whosenest building

sible than the other , thatwe suspected they we had watched with so much interest . She:

had set up their household godshere. Many also had a youngster under her charge. But.

times did my friend and her dog work their how was this ! a brown baby clad like her :

way through it, while I waited outside, and self ! Could it be that the sons and daughters

considered the admirable tactics of the wary of this warbler family outrage all precedent

warbler. The search was without result. by wearing their grown-up dress in the

Weeks passed, but though other birds in- cradle ? We consulted the authorities and

terested us and filled ourdays with pleasure, found our conclusion was correct.
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Henceforth we watched with greater in- as is often the case , themost greedy secures

terest than before. Every day that we came the greatest amount.

into the woodswe saw the little party of four, Wehad now reached the last of July, and

always near together, scrambling about the woodswere full of new voices, not alone

under the saplings or among thejewel-weed, the peeps or chirps of birdlings impatient for

or running over the tangled branches of food . There were baffling rustles of leaves

a fallen tree, thetwo younger calling in sharp in the tree tops, rebounds of twigs as some

little voices for food, and the elders bustling small form left them , Aits of strange colored

about on low trees to find it .
wings,-migration had begun . Now , if the

We soon noticed that there was favoritism bird-studentwishes not to go madwith prob

in the family . Papa fed only the little man , lems she cannot solve, she will be wise to

while mamma fed the little maid, though she fold her camp-stool and return to the haunts

too, sometimes stuffed amorselinto themouth of the squawking English sparrow and the

of her son .
Let us hopethat by this arrange- tireless canary, the loud-voiced parrot and

ment both babies are equally fed , and not, the sleep -destroying mocking-bird. I did .

THE CONSERVATISM OF GERMAN WOMEN .

BY FRAÜLEIN H. BUZELLO -STÜRMER .

Translated from the " Frauenberuf " for " The Chautauquan, "

T

HE character of woman in general is lifewho showed no interest in the great ques

conservative, but the German wo- tion of their race, ignorance might serve as

man's is most conservative. an excuse ; but it is incomprehensible that

This conservative character em- also independent and self-dependent women

braces truth and constancy but also stubborn- should neglect it. However if theGerman

ness and aversion to any change. woman's indifference is national, it must in

The German woman opposes woman's someway be confirmed in her character .

emancipation from principle. She does not In determining the character of a people it

know why the question has arisen and she will aid to notice the situation of its land as

does not care to know . It is a peculiar phe- well as the events which have taken place in

nomenon that Germany, said to lead the its development. Germany has been called

world , shows no interest in the woman ques- the heart of Europe, because of its central

tion, which has becomeone of the burning location . Compare it with China, themiddle

topics of civilized nations. The opinion that kingdom of Asia . To the superficial observer

the unjust position of woman is inconsistent these two mid -kingdomsmay seem to pos

with human dignity and foolish in its con sess several resemblances. “ The pig -tailer

sequences , has permeated continually broad- Chinese and we !" .

ening strata , so that more or less, in the Both kingdoms are inclined to extremes

United States, in England, France, Denmark, in their continental climate and in the dispo

Sweden, India, Australia, woman is granted sition of their inhabitants. The Chinese is the

a right to every thing for which she shows most practical, the mostmaterialof all peo

ability . ples, theGerman themost ideal, a people of

AndGermany ?-Can this be woman's El dreamers ! And the most ideal of all peoples

Dorado ? Is every woman here cherished in has three things in common with the most

the home of a loving husband, a guardian material : first, its distribution over the whole

father, or fond relative ? It seems not, since earth ; second, its invulnerability to any

someof them beg bread or fill madhouses. passing advantages ; third , the pride that it

No well-intentioned thinking men appear is worthy of imitation by its successors and

in behalf of these victimsof ingratitude and needs no change.

indifference as has happened in neighboring The Chinese women , too, are renowned

states within the last ten years ; and it is house-wives,but, quite in contrast to German

owing to the German woman's lack of inter- women, they have an influence in public

est for her own affairs.
life — such , perhaps, as women in no other

If it were only the women not in active land have ; the Chinese considers his mother
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a most judicious being, without whose ad- the entire people and became invested with

vice nothing can be done. On the most new centrifugal power. France is the home

weighty affairs of state the emperor of China of the Revolution ; but the ideas which, en

confers with his mother,and with his decision acted, brought it about were first elaborated

announces her ratification of it. In China, in Germany .

so long as a man's mother lives, even if he is So sometimethewoman question will find

gray himself, he must advise with her if he its best solution in Germany. But before

wishes to be respected. that time the German woman must have

Backwardness, modesty , and delicacy are conquered her horror of woman's independ

charming and prominent traits of theGer- ence, and must no longer consider fear, inde

man woman ; but these charming qualities cision, and ignorance womanly virtues. In

have also their reverse side as we see. Germany there has been no Jean d'Arc, no

Of all things the foundation of character Queen Elizabeth, no Katharine Second, but

is hardest to change; but steadfast will and there is a long list of important women,

insight can conquer custom and prejudice. Their lives, however, have not been accorded

If the German woman would but interest duehonor, they are not talked of, and when

herself in the woman question, the result of on accountof unusually prominent position

her study would be a change of opinion . or somerare and able achievement they can

The German woman is the housewife par be ignored no longer, they are praised prefer

excellence. There is no place more cheery ably for housewifely or motherly qualities ,

and pleasant than her home. But in her care as Maria Theresa, or for great piety , as An

for her home she forgets her relation to the nette Droste-Hülshoff, but far less for those

wider circle of humanity. Exclusive activity qualities by which they have come into the

in one thing makes her one-sided. The En- world's notice. After the emancipation of

glish woman's home also is praiseworthy yet the Jews the Germans began to realize the

she always has time to engage in politics and great influence of certain women. But these

religion ; the French woman's salon is cele- women were Jews,-Henrietta Herz, Rahel

brated, and she shines in literature ; every- Levin , Dorothea Mendelssohn, and others .

where else woman is showing active interest Oriental blood flowed in their veins. All of

in public affairs ; but in Germany she fondly Germany's suggestions come from some

imagines that she can be truly womanly only where else. German women never take the

by enduring all thearrangements of lifemade first step in any thing ; in their history they

by men , so she renounces all independence. have no advocates of public advance, they

But it may be said that woman's influence have in their culture no patterns of inde

is much greater than appearances indicate. pendent actions. Saint Elizabeth , Queen

That is an open secret. On an average, how- Louise, were great in patienceand endurance.

ever, her influence only serves as a hin- The German poets' ideal women are the pale

drance ; for so long as she has no share in the Louise, the industrious, housewifely Doro

management of the state, she will not com- thea , the deceived and frantic Gretchen ; if

prehend its greatness, and into her narrow they seek models of energetic women they

circle she will drag her husband ,who cannot must look for them in other lands; in Ger

escape her influence. Thus every sin of many there are none.

omission is avenged . It suggests two horses It is not to be expected that the founda

in harness, before one of which a barrier is tions of characterwhich have been gathering

placed while the other pulls forward ; both strength for centuries will change suddenly ;

remain on the samespot. neither is it to be expected that German

TheGerman woman's passive nature , her women will burst farth at once into the full

fear of publicity, her objection to all inde- fire and flameof woman's emancipation . But

pendent employments for woman , little fit she is expected to remove the evils which lie

her to take the initiative ; but her persever- plainly before her eyes ; since the removal

ance, firmness, and patience, especially fit of evils in the condition and position of

her to carry out an idea when received . This woman's race is possible only through the

peculiarity is a national trait. The idea of emancipation, the cultured German woman

the Reformation came from Italy and France is expected to exercise her insight, that in

to Germany where alone it gained that re- sight which always precedes duty and which

forming character by which it finally affected will always lead her to action .

;
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THE HOME OF FRANCES E. WILLARD .

BY SARAH K. BOLTON .

T hasbeen severalyears since I have rested It sends out each year many million pages

in pretty “ Rest Cottage” at Evanston , of literature. It has an organized band of

just out ofChicago. Then it was a neat lecturers in two hemispheres. It builds a

Gothic house with great elms in front; Woman's Temperance Temple at Chicago at

very cheery, very quiet, and attractive. a cost of over $ 1,100,000, which incloses

I had met Miss Willard at the Chicago 2,500,000 feet of space. It rears also in Chi

W. C. T. U. and liked her from the first, so cago a Temperance Hospital like that in

frank , so unostentatious, so well-bred , so London , where both sexes and all classes can

cultured . Invited to her home, I saw the be treated without the use of alcohol. It

noble and dignified mother, enjoyed the works in Sunday- schools, in day- schools, be

bright talk of mother and daughter and other fore legislators , in churches, everywhere .

friends, and carried away pleasant recollec What will comeof it ? I am reminded of

tions of a happy home. And what hashap- the work done by the seven men of Man

pened since then ? The warm -hearted chester, England. In themidst of poor har

school-teacher - just before this she had been vests and the curse of heavy taxes,theymet

the Dean of theWoman's College at Evans- in an upper room — the great matters ofthis

ton - has become the leader of a great tem- world are usually begun in an upper room

perance work in this country and through- and drew a red curtain across the apartment

out the world . And nobody knowswhere it that they mightnot be discouraged by their

will end. own feebleness , and that the outside world

When the noble Lord Shaftesbury, after might not see how few they were.

twenty and more years of work for the fac Soon John Bright, young, eloquent, and in

tory children, exposing the cruelties of child earnest, joined the little band. Heand Rich

labor in dark mines and in over-heated ard Cobden raised money, scattered millions

rooms, till the people of England were weary of tracts, spoke night and day in open

of hearing of suffering and early death from fields, in dingy school-houses, and later in

starvation and toil, was asked , “ Where will crowded theaters.

you stop ?" he always answered, “ Nowhere, Members of Parliament laughed and said ,

so long as any p on of this mighty evil “ You might as well attempt to ove irn the

remains to be removed.” And Frances Wil- monarchy as to attempt the repeal of the

lardmakes the sameanswer to-day . Corn Laws,” but Bright and Cobden still

The liquor dealers are weary with this in- worked on .

terference with their business — a business Great crowds of people at last marched

which makes men slaves, and women and through the streets carrying banners with

children paupers. Society sometimes is the words, “ No Corn Laws.” People were

weary with this agitation which is having its dying with hunger. They are dying to-day

influence on the social customs of the day . through drink. The crowds that came to

Legislators are some of them very weary hear the orators began to numberone hun

that women should bother them about these dred thousand , and then one hundred and

questions ofmorality . But the work stops fifty thousand .

“ nowhere, so long as any portion of this Robert Peel, Prime Minister , had been

mighty evil remains to be removed.” elected in 1841 to sustain the Corn Laws.

Thepresent line of temperance work began The voice of the people became too loud to be

in a little town in Ohio , where a God-fearing ignored . In 1846 he moved for the repeal,

woman went to a saloon to pray. It crys- and the seven Manchester men had won Free

tallized into form when a small band of Trade for England.

women at Chautauqua united to help free the History is being repeated . The little band

country from the thraldom of liquor. It has of women at Chautauqua — I doubt if they

grown to be the largest organization of were so many as seven - has grown to an al

women in the world,with branches in almost most fabulous number. W , C. T. U.'s are

every country. numbered by the thousands upon thousands.
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The best of it all is, they are made up of Woman's Temperance Unions in each .

home-centers , and we all know the power of Shenow spendsmuch of her time at " Rest

woman , with those whom she loves. Cottage" —the term seems scarcely appropri

Miss Willard has shown herself the John ate. The cottage has been transformed of

Bright of the cause. She is eloquent, honest, late. The first three thousand dollars'royalty

and has a single purpose to which she has from “ Glimpses of Fifty Years” Miss Wil

devoted her life, -the downfall of the liquor lard gave to the National W.C. T. U. They

traffic , and the uplifting of woman . would not accept it, and it has just been used

In all the great conventions, in her out- in beautifying the old home where the

look over the world , she never forgets to mother and daughter have lived for twenty

plead for every college to be open to five years.

woman, nor to rejoice in the successes of The temperance women , with a thousand

such women as Miss Fawcett at Cambridge dollars, have built a “ Den ” for Miss Wil

in the Old World, or Miss Helen Reed at lard , where with scores of photographs on

Cambridge in the New. Fortunately men the walls,and other pictures, and books and

are with Miss Willard in this desire for papers, too many to number, she does her

woman's broader education . The money daily work . A “ spinning jenny" a century

for Vassar College was given by a man. old , and some old -fashioned andirons are es

Wellesley College will always be a monu- pecially prized . She says, “ My rising hour

ment to the generosity of Mr. Durant. has long been from seven to half-past (Iwish

Smith College, while the gift of a woman , it were earlier ), and retiring anywhere from

was made at the request of a minister whom half-past seven to half-past nine ; but when

Miss Smith trusted and honored. It is su- traveling , it has been about ten . I regard

perfluous to predict that educated women that hour as the dead-line of recuperation ,

will be a power in this country, and in Eng- vigor, and sustained mental activity. Eight

land as well. hours of writing and study, all of them be

Miss Willard has urged women to be in- tween breakfast and tea , has been my rule .

terested in the labor question , in all that After the evening meal at six o'clock I will

touches the poverty and sin of humanity . not work - lecturing, of course, excepted. I

How can they help but be interested ? She expect, as a rule, to sit at mydesk from 8:30

deprecates the extravagance of many. or 9:00 a. m . until 6:00 p . m . daily, with a

" There aremarriage feasts,” she said in her half-hour's intervalfrom 12:30 to 1:00 o'clock ,

last address before the seventeenth annual with the exception of an outing ofabout half

convention at Atlanta , Georgia, " brilliant an hour. I never touch the pen after tea,

with orchids, each spray of which cost more and ten o'clock finds our house dark as a

than could be earned in a twelvemonth by pocket, silent as a tomb, and restful as a

the white -faced woman who at starvation cradle. To this single fact more than all

wages made the garments of the bride, and others, excepting fortunate inheritance, I at

the service of silver and gold that gleams on tribute my life-long good health and cheery

the festal board cost more than two hundred spirits.”

families in hovels of that samecity spend in Upon the wall of Miss Willard's study

a year. As Christians we ought hangs this line from Dante :

steadily to proclaim that the golden -rod of

For who honors most, him loss of time most
capitalmust blossom into a national flower

grieves,

that shall glorify the common roadside of

the common people's life. Capital has And yet with her kind heart, receiving

learned the value of combination. Labor some twenty thousand letters a year, a friend

must learn it too, and the greatest number's says of her, “ Every letter is answered , and

good must be the Christian's motto in this courteously . When remonstrated with on ac:

fight. " count of the strength and time it takes, she

During the first ten years of Miss Willard's replies, ' I like to have them write to me. I

temperance work, she traveled from fifteen want to get at the temperance work in every

to twenty thousand miles a year, averaging possible way, and at theheartsof the people.

onemeeting a day through the earlier period. Perhaps it cheers some poor soul to write to

In one year alone, 1883, she visited thirty- meand get a reply . Let us comfort one an

eight states and nine territories, organizing other all we can.”
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In the office at “ Rest Cottage ” there are to the National W. C. T. U., the income to

three or four secretaries busy at work with be appropriated for the teaching of children

typewriters. Miss AnnaGordon, her private never to use tobacco or liquor.

secretary for fifteen years, able and lovable, Miss Willard has many qualities for leader

has an office, rich in color and perfect in ship . She has tact. If a person opposes

taste . temperance or suffrage for women , she does

Thehomeitself is full of interesting things, not do battle about it, but wins, if possible,

stones from Egypt and Greece, silk quilts and “ heaps coals of fire on the head ” of the

made and sold by the local unions and pre- opposer by her courtesy .

sented to the National President, Japanese She is generous to other women . She is

albumssent from presidents oftheW.C.T.U.'s, glad to have them succeed and helps cor

a solitaire china set from John B.Gough, dially.

" Picturesque Canada " presented by the Do She avoids censure. During many years

minion W. C. T. U., pictures of Russian pa- of friendship , I have never heard her speak a

triots in Siberia for whose release the disparaging word of anybody .

W. C. T. U.'s of the world are interceding, She is a good organizer . Firm , yet gentle,

in short, thousands of mementos of affection she holds together a large association as few

from Europe and America . men or women could . All this is done at

“ Rest Cottage ” after a life use of the “ Rest Cottage." If the place were called

present occupants, including Miss Gordon “ Work Cottage,” the name would be nearer

and Miss Willard's brother's family , goes the truth.

HOW A MARRIED WOMAN MAY MAKE A WILL.

BY LELIA ROBINSON SAWTELLE, LL . B.

of the Boston Bar,

T common law a married woman could to dispose of lands and houses, the title to

not make a will. She could , it is which went at her death to her children , or if

true, dispose of her personal estate none, back to her own family . If a wife

by an instrument in the nature of a had a " separate equitable estate," — that

will, if her husband formally consented that is, if some person held property in trust

she do so ; but this was on the principle that for her, paying the income over to her,

all personal property belonging to a woman she might, providing the instrument origi

at marriage and all coming to her during nally creating the trust specially authorized

marriage became immediately the absolute her so to do, dispose of the property at her

property ofthe husband, who might do as he death by an instrument in the nature of a

would with his own, whether by giving it will, and in this way many women were se

away himself or by allowing her to give it cured somepower of testimentary disposition

away. Her real estate she could not dispose by the foresight of their parents or other

ofby het will, even with his consent,because friends.

he never came into possession of the title to One of the earliest states of our country to

this kind of property, but only gained the pass a law giving to a married woman the

right to use it and appropriate to himself the right to make a will was Massachusetts, and

rents and profits during the marriage, and this only in 1864. Other states havefollowed

the further right of curtesy afterher death , — along by degrees,many of the younger West

that is, the privilege of continuing till his ern ones having always had such a law . But

own death to use it and its profits, in case a there are restrictions in many of them on her

child had been born alive during the mar- freedom ofdisposition of her property , vary

riage. But the title to the estate never be- ing very much in different states,and depend

came his, therefore he could not authorizeher ing on the kind and extent of the claim on

to give it away by will;and as the law did not his wife's property which the law of the sev

recognize any ability in a married woman to eral states gives to a widower . In some,

make a will independently , she had no power mostly Western, this claim is equalized, so
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that whether the survivor of the matrimo- doubt as to the proper way to express a cer

nial pair be widow or widower, the claim on tain intention , repeat it in another form of

the estate of thedeceased is the same, and the words, connecting the two statements by

restriction on the disposition of property by such a clause as, Meaning hereby to say,"

will is, therefore, also equalized . In other etc. The dangers of misconstruction arising

states, where a different policy prevails, the from redundancy are not, on the whole, as

husband's claim is larger than that of the great as those of obscurity apt to arise from

wife, and her testamentary power is corre- too great brevity ; for the whole will, from

spondingly curtailed . beginning to end, will be construed together

Before going on to give a resuméof the by the executors or the court if any question

condition of the law on this point throughout arises as to its meaning. Having expressed

the country , Imust call careful attention to the intention of the testator as clearly as

the fact - sometimes unfortunately over- possible, the next thing of importance - and

looked — that if a woman makes a will before of utmost importance is the proper execu

marriage, the fact of her marriagemakes the tion of the will. In most states only two

will worthless. This is the common law rule , witnesses are required , but in somethree are

and still prevails in the large majority of absolutely necessary, therefore it is always

states. In Vermontand perhapssomeothers , safer, if no lawyer is present, to have three

marriage does not necessarily invalidate a witnesses ; and they should not be people to

woman's will, but unless one is certain of the whom any thing is given in the will. Then

point in her own state, she should attend to let the three witnesses come together in the

the matter by making a new will immediately testator's presence, and after first seeing him

after marriage, and, if possible, securing her or her sign the will, let all three witnesses

husband's consentto it written and signed also sign in each other's presence and the

on the document itself. This consent is not presence ofthe testator. This should be done

everywhere necessary , but is always wise ; also at the express request of the testator. If

in Massachusetts it is absolutely necessary the testator is too ill to write unaided, some

if by its terms the will cuts off any claim friend may guide his hand by his request.

which our law gives to a widower on the es The laws of the various states on the sub

tate of his wife. A man's will, at common ject of married women's wills may be very

law and in themajority of states now , is not briefly indicated here. A married woman

invalidated by his subsequentmarriage alone, may dispose ofall her property by will,with

but if a child is born the concurrence of the out the assent of her husband, thereby de

two events makes his willalso worthless, and priving him of any claim on her estate, in

hemust write another. Arizona, California , and probably in both

I must also give a word ofwarning against Dakotas ; in the District of Columbia except

the attempt by one unversed in the law to as to lands acquired by her before 1869 ; in

draw his or her own will. It may be done Florida, probably Georgia , Idaho, and in

safely ; but a slip in two or three words, not Maryland except as to property owned by her

atall apparent to the inexperienced eye, or before 1860 if also married before that date ;

an omission of some necessary expression , probably in Michigan, and in Mississippi,

may alter thewhole intentofthe testator and Montana, Nevada, and New York. I am not

work great changes in the disposition of the sure how the new law on this point has been

property. Several such cases have come to construed in Pennsylvania , in South Caro

me recently in my practice, and I cannot too lina, Texas, Utah , Washington, Wisconsin ,

urgently recommend caution and the taking and Wyoming. It will be noticed thatamong

of competent professional advice in thismost the foregoing are nearly all the states where

important matter. the community system of property obtains.

But it sometimes happens that in a case of In Tennessee the old -time rule still prevails,

death-bed extremity a will mustbe prepared a wife being only able to make a will of

promptly , before legal assistance can be ob- property held in trust for her, if authorized

tained . In view of such a possibility it is so to do by the terms of the instrument cre

well that a few principles of primary impor- ating the trust. In Kentucky a wife may

tance on this subject should be known to only make a will of personal property, and

every one. Use the simplest words possible , not of that unless by her husband's writ

of whose meaning you are quite sure. If in ten consent. In the remaining states a mar
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ried woman may make a will of all her prop- prives him of all right to object to the pro

erty , but subject to the claim of her husband bate of the will or to claim any thing out

for curtesy,or for the share of real and personal of his wife's estate which the will itself does

property secured to him by the statutes of not give him .

each state. In most, ifnot all, of these states, The subject of my next paper will be

however, the husband's consent written on “ What Contracts a Married Woman May

the will, signed, dated, and witnessed, de- Make.”

A GLANCE INTO LITTLE CHINA .

BY FLORA BEST HARRIS .

C

9 )

OSMOPOLITAN San Francisco with any number of witnesses to give just the tes

its exotic languages from Europeand timonyhe wishes to support his cause and re

Asia sown here and therewith native gain his chattel.”

Anglo - Saxon speech and burdened In a strange land with , for them ,unknown

with theproblemsof internationalvice,would terrors, the ignorant victims themselves by

be the last to claim for herself the halo of their enforced false testimony add a new ele

saintship inflicted on her through her name. ment of difficulty to their release ; and it is

But in the midst ofhoodlumism and less ob- in spite of this fact, in spite also of legal

jectionable pagan cults, evangelism , -the charlatans of Anglo -Saxon birth , as well as

Gospel in word - and beautiful charities, -the Oriental perjurers, that justice wins her oc

Gospelin deed - are untiringly at work bring- casional victories.

ing nearerthe needed Pentecost. Among these The existence of these homes ameliorates

formsof Christian activity, none are doing when it fails to save. The owners of human

more to remove a stigma from the honor of flesh fear to drive their victims into an at

this great city than the Woman's Missionary tempt to escape to the refuge offered , and

Boards of the various churches. Unheralded although their offense still “ cries to heaven ,"

their agents enter the dark haunts — not it is believed that less cruelty is practiced

homes — where abide the two thousand wo- than formerly . Regular school-drill, indus

men of “ Chinatown .” trial training, and religious instruction are

Wehave not space to consider the work , uplifting these poor exiles into a useful

educational and evangelistic, of the churches womanhood. Marriage is the usual door by

at different points on the Pacific Coast, but which they are permitted to enter the outer

as the Methodist and Presbyterian Boards world ; but an experiment has been tried by

have established homes ofrefuge for Chinese the Methodist Church workers which prom

slave-girls in San Francisco, their work may ises success. Women of true missionary

be considered representative. The Presby- spirit take Chinese girls after years of train

terian Home, situated at 933 Sacramento ing in the home, and use them as domestic

Street, during the almost fifteen years of its help, exercising careful supervision .

existence, has rescued two hundred and The outlook into American home- life is of

sixty-one persons, and the asylum under manifest value, but the experiment is still

Methodist control, about two hundred and infrequent, as but few are willing to under

fifty since its opening in 1870 . take the close guardianship necessary to pro

Miss Culbertson in charge of the Presby- tect the girls .

terian Home tells briefly a story repeated in The term “ slave-market ” used of the

one form and another by all Christian work- traffic in Chinese women , cannot be limited

ers in this difficult field : “ By the aid of the to the class bought and sold for houses of in

Humane Society for Children and of the Chief famy or for domestic servitude ; but the so

of Police, we have been able to rescue many called wives are frequently purchased con

of these enslaved ones. They are scarcely cubines , the number varying with the means

housed before writs of habeas corpus are is- of the purchaser.

sued by their former masters. Then a legal The sums paid are said to range from five

contest begins, lasting sometimes for weeks. hundred or a thousand dollars to three thou

For a little money a Chinaman can procure sand ; probably higher prices are paid in
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special instances .
The “ Uncle Tom's through the husbands." Yet spite of the

Cabin " of theMongolian slave-girl is yet to chief hindrance to the Gospel in these Chi

be written . Hers is a bondage with the nese homes, in other words, the husband,

sunny side depicted by Mrs. Stowe in little and spite of discouragements almost count

Eva's home, blotted out even from our imag- less, this worker goes on adding records to

inings ; yet while the bondwoman's condi- themodern “ Acts of the Apostles.”

tion touches the heart most quickly , there is Where there is one helpful worker in the

sufficient pathos even in the life led by a law- American China, there should be ten .

ful Chinese wife. Women of tact and kindliness, with the aid

There is not the " social vortex ' so of interpreters furnished by the schools,

graphically portrayed by a missionary in could do much if they would consecrate a

China, a vortex of relatives, in fact, over- part of their leisure to the work .

whelming the little creature, but she is As this Gospel which is “ first pure and

nevertheless doomed to wreckage on the pit- then peaceable,” is likewise clean, it might

iless shoals of custom . pay municipal authorities to employ evan

Many a woman is virtually a prisoner in gelists in malodorous “ Chinatown,” in order

her home, rarely, if ever, permitted to walk to effect the longed-for cleansing.

abroad . For her there is no “ Fresh Air The Chinese Christian homepresided over

Fund " ; strictly secluded, she lives and dies by some ransomed " King's daughter," is a

within Little China in free America ! bright spot which mutely testifies for Christ;

To these prisoners in darkness come the and the heathen woman facing death amid

" light-bearers ” employed to visit their the foulness of “ Chinatown ” testifies also

homes. The reports ofthese house-to-house by her longing words, “ I wish I were a

visitors recall accounts ofzenana work in In- Christian .”

dia ; a small congregation in each house ! The little blind slave-girl, rescued and

One lady reports one hundred and thirty- and happy, witnesses with heart and voice

two families visited and instructed during as she sings, “ The Light of the World is

the past year ; among these she found thirty- Jesus ” ; behind her, scarred and branded

six wives dowered with the " golden lilies ," forms, a “ cloud of witnesses " redeemed to

themuch -prized little feet. Christ, echo her testimony .

Happily during her ten years of service , On the other hand, the bleeding ears of

she has been able to do something toward Chinese women , torn by American hoodlums

repressing the custom of foot-binding ,bright greedy for their jewels, are apt to grow dull

little girls venturing to say that they “ like to theGospel message ; the fleeing slave-girl

big feet, all the same as teacher.” betrayed to her master by a white man for

Another missionary doing noble work in gold , the captive from whose wretched earn

“ Chinatown ” writes : “ A great barrier to ings the slave-owner bribes the policeman ,

our work is the antagonism of the husband . are apt to perceivemore stripes than stars in

Many of the wives can only be reached our flag of freedom .

THE HIGHER EDUCATION OF WOMAN IN EUROPE .

BY RUTH MORSE .

N making a plea for the higher education American women who are nearing complete

of her countrywomen, Helene Lange victory in this battle which hasbeen waging

shows in her recent book * what has been so long, a knowledge of what is being done

donein this direction by all the other lead- in thematter by and for their sisters over the

ing European nations. She does this by way sea is of deep interest. The advanced stand

of comparison, as if in very shame to rouse point from which they can look back and bid

Germany from its persistent inactivity . To good cheer to all other struggling aspirants

is well defined by a brief summary deduced

* Higher Education of Women in Europe. By Helene from the prefatory statements of thebook.

Lange. New York : D. Appleton and Company.
Two hundred and seventeen out of a total
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of three hundred and fifty -seven colleges of closely later issues, and should continue to

liberalarts in the United States have opened hug its old delusions and still keep tight riv

their doors to admit women, as have also eted the chains forged for women in the Mid

twenty out of a total of thirty-two indepen- dle Ages , explainsthe standing of thematter

dent colleges endowed with the national land in that nation as far as we are concerned at

grant, thusmaking at the time of writing present.

the number of co-educational colleges two Compressed into a nutshell as the follow

hundred and thirty -seven . There are nine ing deductions from the book are, they yet

colleges and universities exclusively for contain all the important facts in the history

women , whose requirements are on a par of each case. They are given essentially as

with thoseof thehighest institutions for men . presented by the author. Most of the state

Besides these there are about two hundred ments lack a few years of reaching down to

other women's colleges and seminaries of the present time.

varying standards. As gathered from the In France between the years 1866 and 1882

report of the United States Commissioner of one hundred and nine academic degrees were

Education for the year 1887-8, it is shown won by women. Up to very near the last

that twenty-nine per cent of the whole num- date there were no schools in which women

ber of students in universities and colleges , could be prepared to contest for these high

and fifty -two per centofthose attending high honors. In 1880 the first movementwas set

and other secondary schools, are women ; and on foot toward the establishment of prepara

that women form seventy-two per cent ofthe tory or high schools which should fit them

attendance at the normal schools. The re- for theadvanced work ; and in 1890 there were

flex influence to result to the good of the na- in active operation fifty -one of these institu

tion from this state of affairs in one particu- tions. With such opportunities failure to

lar only , is strikingly set forth in the fact get themost and best which the higher edu

that women form sixty-three per cent of the cation offers, rests with woman herself.

number of teachers employed in the whole The women now pursuing university stud

of the United States, and ninety per cent of ies in England arenumbered by the hundreds.

those in the cities. The best trained teachers Since 1869 one college after another has ad

are always those in demand ; and just in pro- mitted them to sharethe privileges offered to

portion as this demand is being supplied, men . The beginning in this good work was

America is realizing that “ the culture of madeby Cambridge University in the follow

woman means the culture of the people." ingway: Someof the professors in that insti

Germany, ranking so high in its ability tution ,by earnest request began giving sepa

to furnish the world with the highest type of rate instruction in the regular courses to a

scholars of the sterner sex , positively refuses class comprising half a dozen young ladies.

to allow its women to share them . Miss Out of this undertaking grew Girton College

Lange, denouncing the injustice of such a with its standard of examination the sameas

proceeding, questions closely into the reason that for the B. A. of Cambridge . Shortly

of it. She seeks and thinks she finds a clue after, another sister institution , Newnham

to it in carefully studying at length the de- College, sprang up. In 1881 the lady students

velopments of the movement in someother ofboth Girton and Newnham were admitted

leading nations. It is after making these re- to the tripos examinations (the highest uni

searches that she gives in a condensed sum- versity examinations for classical honors) of

mary, a good general view of the progress Cambridge. Thus both schools became then

made on the continent of Europe toward the literally an integral part of that old re

solution of this now international problem . nowned institution. Female colleges stand.

And it is in this, which forms a very small ing in a similar relation to Oxford are those

part of her work , that our interest for the named Lady Margaret Hall and Somerville

present purpose centers. Hall. In 1878 London University opened all

That conservativeGermany watching these its grades to women ;and numerous colleges

pioneer efforts should have seen some mis . for their exclusive use have been established

takes and some minor undesirable results ; throughout thekingdom .

that it should have drawn exaggerated er The universities of Zurich , Geneva, Bern ,

roneous conclusions regarding them ; that and Neufchâtel in Switzerland have all since

it should then have refused to examine more 1867 admitted women . The University of
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Italy followed the good example in 1876. and prepare for examinations, of which op

Scandinavia with its three kingdoms of Swe- portunities a number had availed themselves

den , Denmark, and Norway, respectively in in St. Petersburg, Moscow ,Kiev ,and Kassan .

the years 1870, 1875, and 1880, took the first Research shows that while in Spain and Por

steps in the same reform movement. In tugal there is very little desire on the part of

Copenhagen, the only university of Den- women for a higher education, still there is

mark ,women may take all the degrees open no law forbidding them to enter any of these

to men save that of D.D. In Sweden the seats of learning. As their charters say

samedegrees in the arts and in medicine are nothing about thematter, no request for ad

open alike to both sexes. mission could be refused . In Austria women

Women are studying in all the Dutch uni- are not allowed to work for a university de

versities, those of Leyden, Utrecht, Gronin- gree , but at the option of the professors they

gen , and Amsterdam , the first lady student may be admitted to certain courses of study.

of Holland having been enrolled in the last A few Hungarian women are making earnest

named ofthese institutions in 1880. In this attempts to enter the universities at Buda .

same year.also , the firstwoman was admitted Pesth and Klausenburg, and present indica

to the Belgium University at Brussels, since tions are that they soon will be rewarded with

which time others have entered Lüttich and success.

Ghent in the same country . So it is shown that to Germany alone ofall

In Russia the reports examined show that theEuropean states,unless we associate with

ten years before women gained admission to it the Balkan peninsula, is left the unenvia

the established university, in 1878 the profes- ble reputation ofopenly denying to its women

sors of the school had arranged special courses the benefit it could so easily grantthem , that

by which they could follow university studies of a large and liberal culture.

CONCERNING AN AMERICAN INSTITUTION.

BY HELEN A. HAWLEY.

T "

HERE are in all countries people with- ple who ought to be dear to each other, may

out homes, nomads wandering from be so uncongenial as to render this “ dual

other lands it may be, tarrying for a solitude " well-nigh insupportable, but hap

week, a month , a year, in tents, in pily such cases are the exception . Two per

lodgings, in pensions. Parents go abroad to sons, be they husband and wife,mother and

educate their children , and they stop as a daughter , brother and sister, two friends,

rule, they do not stay . Travelers fly here, are enough to start a home; nay even

there, everywhere. some grand single souls have been brave

Not so the native of a foreign land . The enough to do it, and have made their homes

humblest peasant woman keeps house ; the centers of light and usefulness.

humblest laborer smokes his pipe on the Tired housekeepers there are to be sure,

bench by his cottage door. Perhaps it is be- worn out with the exactions of society , the

causeliving is cheaper there than here, or taste entertainment of guests, the uncertainty of

not cultivated into discontent. It is preëmi- domestic service , discouraged and fairly ill

nently in our own roomy country thathu- with it all, who are glad to fly for relief to

man beings who might have homes, gather the boarding-house, where the threemeals a

in boarding houses and live in them in such day comeon at the stroke of the clock , and

numbers that it is not a misnomer to call the the worries of the kitchen are at least shut

boarding-house an American institution. out from sight.

To a right-minded person it seemspassing But not for these — not for the many who

strange, that given a sufficient number to might, could , or should sit under their own

make a home, and sufficient means to sup- rooftree and by their own fireside, not for

port even the smallest establishment, any any one or allof these shall the praises of

other than the home-life should ever be the boarding house be sung . No ; but for

chosen . One can understand that two peo- that vast multitude of homeless oneswho are
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necessarily homeless ; whom poverty , or dis You grow orderly , for in such a tiny place

tance, or death, or inexorable circumstance belongings cannot be scattered about in con

has sent forth from their Garden of Eden . fusion , every available inch must be put to

To the work-a -day world , to the artisan , to its best use. Economical too, since with

the clerk , to the factory or shopgirl, the only a wardrobe, and may be a trunk or two

boarding -house is but the place in which to in the attic, where is the sense in having

eat and sleep, but to other hundreds it is the more coats or gowns than you need to wear ?

place wheremost of the hours whether wak . Benevolence follows as a necessity ; with no

ing or sleeping are spent. To it must go room to store them , the last year's garments

crowds of gentlewomen with modest in- find their way to the worthy poor.

comes, women who have seen better days, Imagination has its play also. This little

women who must pinch a bit to make ends room must be to you what a whole house is

meet. In it must congregate the maiden sis- to more favored folk , barring the dining

ters, or the crochety bachelors who do not fit room and kitchen . So you learn to call the

well in the brother's or sister's home. Un- one side which holds your couch and bathing

der its roof the artist must often mix his stand, your bed -room , and you fence it off

colors, the student burn his midnight oil. with a pretty folding screen . That corner

Is the boarding-house utterly without come with its bookshelves and round writing ta

pensations ? It would be sad indeed if that ble, is the library. This pleasant nook by

were the case , if it were only horrid , odious, the window where are easy chair and work

vulgar, commonplace, and suited to such ad- stand or book -rest, is your sitting-room .

jectives as are often bestowed on it . All Not the least compensation in this life is of

these it may be - all these it sometimes is, another sort. One bane of American house

but not of necessity , not even generally keeping is rivalry . The mistress of the

when of the better sort. Let us look on the mansion must not let the next door mistress

brighter side and see what we can find . get the advantage. Does the one newly fur

First, it is an independent life . There is nish her drawing-room ? So must the other .

just one key to your position : pay your Nomatter if the hangings be not soiled , nor

weekly bills promptly and you are master,or the lace curtains rumpled , nor the carpets

more commonly mistress, of the situation . worn , they must be renewed that we lose not

Does your sash -weight cease to work ? Send social prestige. If ourset are giving parties,

for your landlady and mildly suggest that it a party we must give, though the purse

be repaired . Is your room too cool ? Ask bleed , and the nerves be unstrung to do it.

for more steam or more coal. The chances But you , Oh fortunate one, escape all this.

are you will get what you want far quicker What though your carpet is shabby and your

than you could in your own home, with no curtains only Nottingham , you are not to

grumblings attendant, and no mechanic's blame for it ; you do not keep the boarding

account to follow .
house — the boarding-house keeps you . You

Did you ever live in somebody's house are not expected to entertain , except a friend

where you felt you had a certain right to be quietly to dinner or tea whenever you like,

at home, because that somebody was your and the world none the wiser ; or if one

relative or your dear friend, and yet with the comes from a distance , it is only to order an

best intentions on all sides, you realized other room made up and pay the bill. The

every hour it was “ so near and yet so far " unwelcome guest you need never invite

from the realhome? Do you recall how that “ because you must,” and if the soup is

time-serving maid Kathleen scowled when burned and the china nicked, why it is not

you required any attention ? You were not your soup, nor your china.

the “ misthress ” forsooth ! Then you can Your life knows no blue Mondays. Every

understand what is meantby the independ- day may be that blessed Thursday, that in

ence of a boarding -house . terregnum of peacewhich every woman un

Another charm is the snugness of it. You derstands ; when washing day and ironing

enter your own apartment, only a room of day and baking day are passed , and sweep

moderate size, and you aremonarch of all you ing day and cleaning day have not yet

survey as truly as any Selkirk . The key dawned.

turned in the lock , and no one may intrude But somebody says with a superior air,

without your will. “ This begets selfishness. This is taking
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mine ease with too little thought for others .” spoken harmlessly within the sacred pre

Alas ! that we must all plead guilty to the cincts ofa home.

supreme failing of humanity . Not neces But who may write in worthy words the

sarily more selfish though, when outside a crowning compensation in this life, for the

home than when in one . On the contrary, studentof human nature ? It is a miniature

there are endless ways to serve your fellows, world. Graveand gay, rich and poor, learned

in a boarding-house ; the kind greeting to the and unlearned, silver locksand flaxen , spark

stranger guest ; not too effusive and familiar ling and commonplace, beauty and ugliness,

before you know his worth, but not too cold come and go in the changes of our kaleido

and forbidding as if the newcomerwere surely scope. Always there will be some kindred

a fraud ; the kind greeting which has in it spirit that you be not too solitary, and out of

also dignity and self-respect ; the words of others you may get genuine amusement. It

sympathy to those whom sorrow visits, the is no harm to see the ludicrous side of peo

patient listening to the story of trial long ple, provided you keep a good heart, free

endured, the little attention to one who has from malice. It is a positive refreshment to

some temporary ailment, the reading aloud the mental being, in a world which has so

to the old whose eyesight is dim , the loan much to sober us. Watch the ways in which

of a book, the quiet giving up without pre- character peeps out, notice idiosyncrasies and

tense of easy chair or cushioned seat in the tricks of manner, even the varieties of pro

common gathering room , -all these and nunciation and accent have their interest.

manymore are in order here, quite as much It will not be long before each person will

as in any home. Say you these are trivial show some salient point.

things ? But is not the happiness of life One who stayed manymonths in such a

made up of trifles ? house, took to keeping a note-book wherein

Just here comes in another important re. was writ no name, but a single sentence for

quirement. You must be courteous and each one which recalled the individual. Some

good -tempered unless you would be tabooed . of the entries were on this wise. For a per

It is, unfortunately , true that we reserve the son hopelessly dull and commonplace— “ She

right to be cross and ill-natured with those could converse for an houron the price of

whom we love the best; wemight readily die pins.” “ She thinks she looks well in Tam

for our kith and kin , but we daily wound O'Shanters ,” and instant vision rose of the

them with cutting words or inconsiderate fair demoiselle who wore such head-gear on

speech . All this must be restrained in the all possible or impossible occasions. This

presence of other blood than ours. May not note-book harmed no one; it never sought

this restraint continued formonths or years, the public eye, and it gave its owner infinite

revolutionize the disposition and perchance amusement.

turn the crabbed into sweet ? Then there is quite likely to be somero

The social life of such a house may be of mance to watch, since while time goes on ,

the best, and it has this charm , that youmay where youth andmaidens ormen and women

take as much or as little of it as you choose. are thrown together , love cometh in . Look

Your room may be to . you the longed-for on kindly ; if so be your own romance has

“ lodge in some vast wilderness," butde- passed , live it again , and let hope bear you to

scend the stairs or step across the hallto the the happy, regained youth ,which lies beyond

drawing-room and you shall find congenial this disappointing life ; but never, never

souls . speak. Such sight is too sacred for comment,

If it be affirmed that this is the chosen and the idle word from one who had no right

abode of gossip and scandal, stand up boldly to utter it, has too often broken love's young

and deny the accusation . Ignoble men and dream .

women gossip wherever they may live , but Is it not clear that for those who must live

not noble men and women, and such are in what you deem but amake-shift for a home,

found in boarding houses as often as the there may yet be found charm , and comfort,

other. In truth not seldom is there more and many compensations ? Remember, this

carefulness of speech, since it is not wise nor is not for those who choose, but for thosewho

kind to repeat things here, which might be must.
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WHEN LILACS BLOOM .

RONDEAU .

BY JESSIE F. O'DONNELL .

WHEN

THEN lilacs bloom , the winds grow still ;

The velvet deepens on the hill ;

The bee turns giddy as he greets,

With long-drawn, happy kiss, the sweets

The lavish , love- flushed blossoms spill .

The daisy dons her whitest frill ;

The oriole his gladsome trill

Sings loud , and oft his joy repeats,

When lilacs bloom .

Then lives with careless rapture fill ;

Then hearts with joy of living thrill ;

And fancy weaves her golden cheats

Ah ! who would doubt the fair deceits ?

No room for reason , thought, or will,

When lilacs bloom .

CARPET AND WALL-PAPER DESIGNING FOR WOMEN .

BY ALICE DONLEVY .

" F

IRST catch your hare,” saysawoman's thedesign printed on paper produces a repe

cook -book. First, be sure that you tition of the “ pattern ."

have original ideas. The power of There is more expenditure of mental force

expressing ideasmay be developed in designing formachine-production than for

by properly directed study — if you are not handicraft. In designing carpets a personal

color-blind. Attention to dress, the beauty knowledge of the principles of the working

of American skies, the brilliant tints of our machinery is an imperative necessity for suc

autumn foliage, have all combined in en cess. Many donotmaster this, and few women

dowing American women with a natural sus- find it easy to understand — for the samerea

ceptibility to the charms of color, equal to son that few great artists are good teachers

any, and superior to most of the women of i. e., the scientific faculties and the artistic are

other nations. But this wealth of color sense rarely combined in the same individual.

has come up wild . It is uncultivated , be Because of this andmany other reasons, of

cause we are behind every other civilized peo- which the limit of this article prevents ex

ple in art industrial education . planation , carpet designing is not as good a

The gifted , semi-educated woman has to field as wall paper designing. It is a signifi

suffer personally for this sin of omission,who cant fact that the Ladies' Art Association,

is forced by thehelpless condition ofher rela- who had the first exhibition of carpet designs,

tives to become a breadwinner. Society has and founded the first class for technical in

not fully awakened to the increased neces- struction applied to the making of carpet

sity for the higher education of the eyes and patterns have dropped it from their circulars

hands of human workers who are too highly of instruction . Both wall-paper and carpetde

civilized to be wasted as the mere append- signs come under the head of surface decora

ages of machines. Modern machinery has tion. In both ,beauty of outline is imperative.

revolutionized the production of wall paper This should be the first condition of a design .

and carpets. No design is practical unless In suface decoration there must be no at

reproductive in form , i. e., it cannot be made tempt at shadows. The spaces left must be

by machinery unless each of the four sides of graceful. The groundmustbeevenly covered,
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so as not to distract the eye by spots . The In planning your design, remember that

preliminary studies for designs should be themore colors used in the design the more

made from nature, not books. Nature has costly becomes the production . The flowers

always a fresh grace of her own, while books that are to be printed in red are wrought on

are already exhausted by thehost ofgleaners one roller, those intended to be blue aremade

who have drawn upon the works of others . on another roller ; yellow blossoms and buds

Plant forms furnish the most suitable “ ma- need a separate roller ; white is printed on

terial ” as the human figure and landscape the tinted paper. This is an advantage in

viewsare obviously unavailable. effect when white is desirable, but itmust be

Water colors, in transparent washes ,are the counted as one printing.

best and cheapest medium for placing on pa Themost costly paper does not command

per for future use the graceful forms found in themost consumers. A French wall paper

flowers. Inmaking these “ studies," beauti- with sixteen printings is not uncommon .

ful outlines must first be selected from the American factories want designs with much

natural plant you draw . The distinguishing less work for the machine. The chance of

characteristics must be seized and suggested selling a design for eight printings is less

in the most beautifulposition possible . One than one for four printings. In the repro

“ wash ” of color will answer to record the duction of the design , blending of colors is

tint and connect thewhole in a mass, easily impossible . As it is one ofthe principles of

understood when you attempt to use your decorative art not to attempt the impossible,

studies as “ material” for design. “ More the colors must be painted in thick , flat

people fail for want of material than want masses. Conventionalism in art is making

ofgenius,” said Goethe. Remember this and the best of the inevitable .

do not attempt to construct a design from The monotonous repetition of machinery

one study. A dozen different drawings are must not be quadrupled by the poverty of

essential. Photographs of leaves and flowers your design in form . The prices paid for de

are helpful. signs vary according to the reputation of the

The final design is painted with powder designer. Years ago, a New York wall-paper

colors such asmay be bought at any house firm offered a prize of one hundred dollars to

painters. The powderismixed with gum arabic the members of the Ladies ' Art Association

and water on a small ground glass slab, by for thebest design, and bought the others at

means of a glassmullerwith which thegrains twenty-five dollars each .

are reduced to a smooth, homogeneousmass. A lady sent severaldesignsto a Philadelphia

The test of mixture is to take a brushful and carpet factory. One was accepted and she

lay it on paper. When perfectly dry rub was offered $800 a year immediately and

your finger over it. If the paint comes off, $ 1,000 the next year to work in the factory .

add more gum . If the paintcracks, add more She left because she found she could make

powder color. more money by designing at home and sell

Paint your wall design on tinted paper, ing her designs to several factories.

such as is sold for crayon by the sheet or In France the designers work in their own

wall paper by the roll. Examine printed studios in Paris, the factory proprietors com

wall paper and you will find a margin on ing once a year to them to buy designs,which

both sides . Obey this rule. Wall paper is are used all over the world . That plan is

printed from rollers, thicker in diameter best for this country . The factory is not the

though on the same principle as the kitchen place for women designers. The vibration

rolling-pin . There is very little variation in and the noise of themachinery are a ceaseless

thewidth of the paper — therefore more vari- disturbance to the nervous system . Thewhole

ation in the thikness of the diameter of the environment is unfavorable to the imagina

roller is possible than in the length . Your tion . It is slow suicide to originality . You risk

design ought not to be more than nineteen using up your health in two or three years .

inches wide, though it may be more than A woman who accepts half the pay a man

nineteen inches high . Different factories receives, commits a tripleinjury — to herself

use different diameters of rollers ; you can to theman she displaces and to every strug

determine that yourself by inspecting wall gling woman .

paper and looking for the “ repeat ” with Remember one original design may found

yourwooden inch rule . the fortune of a factory .

H -May.
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ELECTRICITY AS A MOTOR ON
in the future, thus enabling the faster en- '

RAILROADS.
gine to keep its rails. The atmosphere we

It is only twelve years since Field made cannot change. Wecan only reduce its re

the first suggestion that an electric motor tarding effect by putting a cone or wedge in

might be used upon a railroad as a substitute front of the locomotive to split the air open

for horses. Edison , Daft, Vanderpoele, in front, but every space between the cars

Bentley, Knight, Sprague, and others at once must also be closed in and this seems, at pres

entered this field of experiment, but it was ent, difficult, if not impractical, while the

not till 1886 that the first practical, commer- actual reduction of resistance would add very

cial road was started at Richmond, Virginia. little to the speed. he tender is the key to

The electric current, one winter day, here the speed. To increase speed wemust have

moved up and down the hills and through more coal, more water, and more oil. This

the streets of a city , a car containing passen- means load, and load retards speed. To

gers. It seemed a small affair , yet how great double the speed means not two tenders, but

a traffic did that first car create . There are to four ormore, and this means at once a re

day in operation or building in this country, duction of speed.

England, Germany , Italy , Australia , and The electric motor presents wholly differ

Japan 325 roads employing 7,000 electric mo. ent conditions and on experimental electric

tors hauling 4,000 passenger cars upon 2,600 roads a speed of one hundred and fifty miles

miles oftrack and hundreds ofmiles more of has been recorded ; but it was only a single

new road are being put to paper every motor, without passengers and on a poor

month . It is estimated that three-fourths of track , and these high speeds seem to have

a billion passengers rode within the last year generally ended in a wreck. The motor ob

upon these electric railways. Fifty million tains its power from a current in a conductor .

dollars have been invested in electric roads It seems to be settled that the motor can be

in the United States, and ten thousand peo- madeto keep its contact with the conductor at

ple find employment in connection with the even these high speeds. It therefore comes to

construction and operation of these roads. the question of track and of cost. The resis

About a year ago one of the technical pa- tance of theair in high motor speeds hasbeen

pers published a picture showing an electric always reduced by a wedge shaped motor.

motor-car dragging off an abandoned steam The track no doubt can bemade equalto a

locomotive. The picture suggests a thought speed of one hundred miles an hour. How

that is now in the public mind. We see the much more will be safe is not yet settled .

electric motor in our streets carrying heavy The engines to drive the dynamos at the

loads and, on suburban lines, traveling at power -station and thedynamos can be built

twenty-five miles an hour. Naturally we of sufficient power to move large high -speed

ask whymay not the motor take the place of passenger motors . The actual cost of the

the locomotive on all railroads? Why may powerused on such a road would be probably

not electricity give us high speeds, say one less than the cost of steam locomotives. The

hundred or one hundred and fifty miles an cost of moving a slow and heavy freight

hour ? Experiments are to -day being carried train would , it is thought, be more than

on to test this very matter, and enough has steam locomotives .

been done to give a partial answer to the It is then at this stage: Electric motors

question . can and will be built for higher passenger

Eighty-seven miles an hour is the highest train speeds than for any steam trains now

record of a steam locomotive, and this is in use. For long distances and for very

probably very near the utmost limit of train light and very expensive passenger train ser

speed . To increase this speed a number of vice they may be cheaper and will certainly

things have to be considered . Thetrack ,the be cleaner and more comfortable, though

resistance of the air, and the carrying capac- probably not so safe. For heavy loads, like

ity of the tenders . The tracksmay be better freight, and for frequent stops and large pas
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senger service the locomotive will be best. Let us suppose for an instant that this

Just how far themotor will cometo take its case had been reversed ; that an Italian had

placebesidethe locomotive remains to beseen. been assassinated by a policeman, that a jury

Enthusiasts in electricity have predicted had failed to convict the murderer, and that

that, with the aid of balloons, aluminium for an Italian mob had stormed the prison and

construction , and some new form of track , shot him down in his cell in order that jus

fabulous speeds, hundreds of miles an hour, ticemight have her due. Does anybody sup

will be reached. It is doubtful. The air, the pose that such an occurrence would have

cost of conductors, the track , the wear and been regarded with approval or indifference ?

tear ofmoving parts , seem to draw the limit Can there be any doubt that it would have

not far above one hundred miles an hour. excited, and justly , a universal outburst of

indignation ? Yet the moral and legal as

pect of the case is not altered by the social

MOB LAW IN NEW ORLEANS. condition ofthe lynchers. Let it be granted ,

The disposition among certain newspapers for the sake of argument, that the eleven

of the South and West to excuse the ruth- men who were killed by these self-appointed

less killing of a number of defenseless Italian executioners, were one and all guilty of the

prisoners in a New Orleans jail by an angry assassination of Mr. Hennessey (which cer

mob, or to treat it as a matter of compara- tainly has not been proved beyond possi

tively little importance, is not surprising bility of dispute), that they were allmembers

perhaps when all the circumstances of the of the Mafia, and that they escaped convic

case are taken into consideration , but is, tion because the jury was bribed or intimi

nevertheless,deplorable,evincing, as it does , dated ; even then it would be manifestly ab

so complete a misapprehension of the very surd to say that the resources of the law had

meaning and intent of civilization . The been exhausted. Fresh' evidence could have

most astounding reason urged in extenua- been collected , re-arrests could have been

tion of this shocking deed , of which the pos- made, and a jury of better quality could have

sible consequences baffle speculation , is the been impaneled . The eminent citizens who

fact that it was committed under the leader- led themob would have deserved better of

ship of someof the best citizens in the com- their fellows, if they had volunteered to serve

munity ,—the very men who might have been as jurors and thus assured a verdict which

expected to rally to the support of the law , would have been accepted as satisfactory .

rather than to conspireagainst it. In reality In any event having once submitted the

this is one oftheworst features of the whole case to the arbitrament of the legally consti

affair, as will be admitted very generally tuted tribunal, it was their bounden duty to

when the heat of passion has yielded to the abide by the result. As the matter now

coolness of sober second thought. stands it is by no means certain that several

Among peoples, yet sunk in barbarism or innocent men have not been slaughtered,

in the very earliest stages of civilization, while the law has been outraged and the

there is almost always to be found someform reputation of the city has received a shock

of trial which affords the suspected offender from which it will not be likely to recover for

a chance of escape ; and the different steps years to come. There ismoreover the chance

in the progress of a nation toward a state of of reprisals by the Mafia , which , now that

ideal culture are marked by an increasing the law has once been defied , would be cer

care for the safety of life and property. It is tain to provoke a most bloody vengeance, to

almost an axiom in social science that the say nothing ofthe possibility of serious com

stability of the community may be measured plicationswith a great naval power.

by the protection extended to the individual, That the provocation was great and the

and it is to insure this protection that the danger imminent may be admitted, but the

whole fabric of law , civil and criminal, has remedy did not lie in an appeal to force, ex

been constructed. To substitute for the law ceptby constitutionalmethods. If the police

the blind fury of a mob, which can be grati- and the local militia are unable to cope with

fied only by the disregard of all those ele- the Mafia , which ought to be an incredible

mental principles which hold society to- proposition , there is nothing to preve

gether, is to suffer a relapse in the direction enrollment of an indefinite number of spe

of savagery . cial constables. Of course the Mafia must
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be crushed. The existence of so infamous a Mr. MacQueary's vagary seems not to have

body, or of any kindred secret society in a had, even in his own mind, any practical in

free American city , is intolerable . Now that terest. His denial of the virgin birth of

such wide publicity has been given to its Jesus Christ did not, he affirmed, impair his

character, it is probable that speedy means faith in the divinity of the Lord . Of what

will be taken to render it harmless in the use then , could his theory be? Hechose out

near future, but it must be remembered that one of two ways of explaining a Christian

the professed criminals and habitual paupers mystery . His way of explaining it did not

who compose it could never have found a make it any less mysterious. The theory he

haven on these shores if the immigration laws held had many ages ago been rejected as fatal

had been properly enforced . It is indeed to the essential doctrines of the incarnation .

high time that some check should be im- ' That Mr.MacQueary believed it not to be fatal

posed upon the evils of promiscuous immi- probably proves the weakness of his logical

gration ; but, so far as Louisiana is con- faculty — if he really so believed. Most Chris

cerned , if she persists in making citizens tians prefer to acceptreverently the mystery

of these outcasts, she is bound to see that ofthe incarnation ; a controversy on the sub

they have citizens' privileges . The evil ex ject among men holding the doctrine of

ample which she has now set is fraught with Christ's divinity is simply impossible. It is

all kinds of peril. In the first place she a century or two too late for that.

must reform her jury system and compel the The real issue is not in this region of doc

men who complain of abuses to do their trines. Reforming the doctrines of churches

share in the work of rectifying them . is not in our day the function of individuals.

Packed juries, one of the greatest menaces to That work belongs — if it be required in any

liberty , would be impossible, if good citizens case - to the church organizations which are

lived up to their responsibilities, and if jury concerned . It must be a matter for delibera

packers, their agents and their tools, were tion rather than controversy ; and an appeal

punished promptly and fearlessly , as they to the general public against the doctrines of

ought to be, as the most insidious and dan- the church to which a clergyman belongs is

gerous of criminals. a form of disloyalty, and only small and

bumptious clergymen are likely to engage in

such work . Onebelongs to a church notby

A TRIAL FOR HERESY .
any compulsion butby his free choice . Ifhe

HERESY TRIALS are rare and therefore any falls out of sympathy with its doctrines, it is

clergyman becomes conspicuous when his simply his duty to retire from the clerical of

teachings are called in question under the fice in such church . While he continues to

forms of an ecclesiastical trial. Mr. Mac- minister at its altars he is under a solemn

Queary, an Episcopal rector at Canton, Ohio , obligation to teach what it teaches. His free

recently tried for heresy , obtained through dom is the liberty of going into a more con

the investigation of his theological opinions genial communion or of founding an inde

a good deal more attention than he will pendent church. This is ourmodern method

be able to keep and his notoriety is due of reconciling liberty and loyalty . We are

almost altogether to the infrequency of aware that in some cases it is not altogether

that kind of entertainment which we call satisfactory ; but it is entirely satisfactory

a heresy case." In every such case there in the case of Mr. MacQueary. Nothing for

is a certain amount of public sympathy for suffering men is to be gained by accepting

the accused . The age is a liberal and toler- his notions. They have no touch with the

ant one and perhaps even a little lax in its practical humanitarianism of our century .

demands for sound doctrine, and this genera- Their only possible effect is to wound with a

tion is quick to resent persecution for opin- critic's spear the crucified Redeemer of man

ion's sake. But after all it depends upon kind .

what the opinion is. If it be a matter of liv The peace of a church organization is un

ing philanthropic interest, public sympathy speakably precious and important.

is likely to be quick and strong . If it con- clergyman may at pleasure provoke discus

cerns only the curiosity -shop of religious va- sions, quarrels, and divisions, the results

garies, the popular interest in the case can- would be disastrous if not fatal to the useful

notbe large or permanent. ness of the embroiled communion ; and a rule

If any
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set up by public opinion favoring such licen- his logic would take other men , and the ra

tious liberty would soon disrupt all Christian pidity of his change of base makes a doubt

organizations. Nothing is too small or un- respecting his real motives and sympathies

important for a theological debate ; and the which he will hardly expect all men to re

case before us shows that nothing is too anti- solve in his favor. The next candidate for

quated to furnish material for criticism . Such canonization as a martyr to religious liberty

a method - universal license— would not lead will do well to think it over soberly , and to

to sounder opinions or a purer theology. It retire from uncongenial church relations be

would only disintegrate and disperse the or- fore rather than after a trial for heresy. Our

ganized Christianity of our time. It is not timehas not much faith in saintly heretics

liberty but crankery which the prevailing and attaches more importance to loyalty and

theory of loyal obligation to church organ- honor than to theological whimsies. There

ization condemns and denies its so-called is a very serious dangerthat the whimsy may

rights . betray the man it captures into a situation

The papers inform us that Mr. MacQueary where his good purpose manliness come

has gone straightto the associations to which under the shadow of distrust.

EDITOR'S NOTE -BOOK .

THREE notable cases of mobs appeared re- Representatives and in the Senate. Secretary

cently to mar our history. First, the slaugh- Rusk , in President Harrison's cabinet, repre

ter of the Corsicans in New Orleans ; second, sents the farmers in the Executive Depart

the Polish cloak -makers of New York made ment of the Government, but it now remains

an assault upon Herman Greenbaum and his to be seen what will be done for agriculture

family in Jamaica, L. I.; one of them seized by the national and state legislatures. In

his little boy, and threw vitriol in the little Pennsylvania a bill has been presented in the

fellow's face , causing him intense suffering legislature to create the office of Commis

and disfiguring him for life. They destroyed sioner ofAgriculture , the commissioner to be

Greenbaum's furniture and drove husband elected by the people . The salary is to be

and wife from the house. The third is the $ 3,000 per annum ; three clerks with salaries

publication by one Hatfield , in West Vir- ranging from $ 1,200 to $ 1,500, and one mes

ginia, of an amnesty to all the McCoys with senger at a salary of $ 1,000 annually . With

whom the Hatfields have been at open war the approval of the Governor, experts for

for about five years. About two hundred special investigation, whose expense to the

lives have been sacrificed in this neighbor- state shall not exceed $5,000 a year, are also

hood war, and now peace is declared with all authorized to be appointed . This is organiz

the authority of a feudal despot, and is to be ing for direct results on the line of educating

celebrated in May by both clans coming to the farmers through state officers ; it would

gether for awedding and a barbecue. In twoof seem , however, that Mr. Blaine's reciprocity

these cases foreigners figured prominently , negotiationswith South American countries,

and right here some grave questions arise for if finally successful, will create a new market

legislatures , as,who shall be admitted to our for the produce of our land. The golden

shores from foreign countries; butunderlying dawn will not be likely to come till we cease

all these mobs is this, shall law be supreme, to depend upon foreign ships and until

shall the states make their power felt in a American steamers are built that will carry

summary manner, and crush the mob-spirit. the produce of our farms direct to South

That mob violence is dangerous to our civili- America .

zation weall admit ; and thatheroic treatment
A NEW method for electing United States

of this evil by officers of the law is impera- senators has been introduced in Illinois.

tive, no good citizen will deny. The state convention of a political party

The farmers are asserting themselves in shall nominate the candidate and then re

legislation. They will have several able men quest the legislature to elect its man .

in the next Congress , both in the House of General Palmer of Illinois was the nominee
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now

of the Democratic State Convention, recently , poleon died at Rome, Italy , in March. Of

and the Democrats in the legislature with ficial seals were placed upon all of the Prince's

the aid of two Alliance votes elected him ; property in Geneva. The Prince looked like

ex-Governor Foraker of Ohio is the great Napoleon , but here , fortunately for

talked of for Senator Sherman's seat in the France, the resemblance ceased . A Paris

Senate, and it is predicted that the Republi- correspondent says by cable :

can State Convention , soon to be held, will re Prince Napoleon went to Rome to counsel

quest the legislature to elect Mr. Foraker as King Humbert on thedangers of the Dreibund

Senator. The chief argumentin favor ofthis to the House of Savoy, and to advocate the plan

plan is, that it brings the election of United of the Duchess d'Uzes to have the Prince of

States senatorsnear the people, and that it is Naples marry Princess Helena of Orleans,

a step in thedirection of the people's electing instead of Princess Letitia, whom the Duchess

senators by a direct vote. destined for the Duc d'Orleans. Prince Na

A MAN who is in the Wisconsin peniten- several trusted friends, in order to prevent tam

poleon gave copies of his will and memoirs to

tiary for life has appealed to the Secretary of
pering, and ordered that the memoirs should

the Navy,suggesting that as it is difficult to not be published during the life-time of ex .

recruit men for the Navy , that the depart- Empress Eugenie. Abbe Pujol administered

ment might find a large number of men in extreme unction to enable King Humbert to

the penitentiaries who would be willing to give a state funeral.

serve in the Navy rather than in prison .
WHILE one house goes down , another goes

This prisoner had reasons aside from his de
up . The Princess Kaiulani of Hawaii is at

sire for release, for writing his letter ; during tending a private school in London ; her ad

the Civil War prisoners were taken from dress is known to only a few intimate friends.

penitentiaries, and enlisted in both armies, Themiddleofthe month ofMarch her school

North and South , and many of them made
mistress handed her a telegram from Hawaii,

good soldiers. Of course it would seem to
stating that she had been chosen to the

degrade the naval service to adopt such a throne and in due time she would become

policy, but why should our thought run in
queen

and wear the crown . There cameat

that direction ? We educate convicts to be

the same time a document from the Hawaiian

shoemakers,and to other trades, in prison ; chargé d'affaires in Englandwhich gave of

whymightwenot set apart certain war-ships ficial notice of the honor conferred upon her.

to be manned by United States prisoners ?
The old and the new are in conflict in the

They would be quite as safe in a war-ship at

sea , their confinement would be as close, Protestant Episcopal Church in Massachu

their work as hard , and the punishment as setts over the election of a bishop for the

severe as when confined in any stone build- diocese of that state. The secular journals

ing that is protected with iron bars and doors. of Boston are being used to influence the

election . That progressive and liberalman ,

MR. T. W.HURST proposes to exhibit the Phillips Brooks, is a broad churchman, and

world in miniature at the World's fair in it is claimed that as a bishop his course

Chicago. It is a unique idea, and will re- would be entirely free froni acts which would

quire ten acres ofland. Jackson Park is the cause high churchmen to regret that they

locality selected and much of the land is the had elected him . We have heard of Old

shallow bottom of the lake just off the park . School and New School Presbyterians, and

It is proposed to produce the earth , its conti- the same is true in the Methodist Episcopal

nents , oceans, mountain ranges, etc., as Church . The Old School and New School

shown in physical geography. If this is appear in educational work - in the expedi

done scientifically and the great air railway ency of revivals, and other methods— and in

is completed with cars passing over our some instances in the doctrinal deliverances

heads, between Chicago and New York, of the pulpit - and in the published viewsof

making the journey in six hours,then the some eminent preachers. Is it not a time

Columbian Exposition will be well launched when we may hold safely and firmly to the

in the advertising arena , with two exploits fundamentals of Christianity whilewe refuse

of great dimensions. to engage in controversies overmethods and

THE House of the Bonapartes does not re- non -essentials in both doctrine and forms of

cover its former power or glory. Prince Na- church government ? In the mean time it
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will be wise policy to put greatmen whohold foremost preachers of his times. Before he

the life of Christ to be above all price, to the entered the ministry he had made a reputa

front as teachers and leaders of the peopie. tion as a scholar and as an educator, having

been professor of Greek in both the Univer

BRAIN workers are not the short-lived

sity of New York and in Rutgers College.

men . Wehave two notable instances in this His numerous books and articles show him

country : the Rev. Andrew P. Peabody, D.D., to have been an author of ability . The New

formany years chaplain of Harvard College, York Branch of the Young Men's Christian

observed his eightieth birthday the 18th of
Association was established largely through

March, and Dr. McCosh, the eminent ex his efforts ; he was the leader in founding the

president of Princeton College, celebrated

the eightieth anniversary of his birth April has for its leading object the restriction of

Society for the Prevention of Crime, which

first. The following is a suggestive list :
the liquor traffic ; he was a member of the

A recent classification of parsults in Germany, American committee on the revision of the

gathered from the biographies of 7,000 persons, New Testament. So closely and so practically

thus puts the average ages of professionalmen : did he link himself to the leading issues of

Speculative sciences,71years ;beautiful sciences,
70.9 years ; abstruse sciences,70.2 years ; public political life, that his name was more than

affairs, 68.18 years ; natural sciences,68.7 years ;

once proposed for office ; but he declined all

nominations. He took a special interest
fine arts, 67.6 years. In the more active walks

of professional life and among workingmen the in the welfare of the American Indians; and

German statisticians, after years of comparative strongly advocated the international copy

study, give the following as thenumber of years
right law .

reached : School-teachers, gardeners, and

AFTER three years of life the publication of

butchers, 56 years ; tradesmen , 56 years ; lawyers the Nationalist has been discontinued , the

and financiers, 54 years ;doctors, 52 years ;bak . last number appearing in April. As the ex

ers , 51 years ; shoemakers, 47 years ; smithics, 46

years ; tailors, 45 years ; stonebreakers, printers, ponent of the Nationalist party, the tendency

of which is toward Socialism , themagazine
etc., 40 years.

probably filled all necessary requirements.

THE spirit of thesixteenth century with its While the growing demand of the American

Inquisition seems to have revived in the per- people is for a modification of the present in

secution which Russia is inflicting upon her dustrial system , they are not ready for so rad

Protestant subjects of the Balkan provinces. ical a schemeas that proposed by the Nation

All religious freedom is denied them . Their alist schoolof social reformers. The Nation

public funds are diverted to the establish- alist magazine has done much in stimu

ment and support of the Russian Church lating thought in the direction of industrial

within their own borders ; and its doctrines progress, and its exit from the field of period

are forcibly promulgated in their public ical literature will cause regret for this rea

schools. Protestant pastors have been exiled son , if for no other .

to Siberia for receiving into their churches
The attempt to extend the Kaiping rail

those who had formerly belonged to the way in China again emphasizes thedeficiency

Russian Church . Can themotive which has of the Chinese fiscal system and the need for

led to this religious zeal and cruelty be any extensivereform in the generaladministration

other than cowardice, the twin of tyranny ?
of the imperial government.

An effort was

The czar fears the enlightening power of a made in Berlin several months ago to effect

free Gospel spreading from these border
a loan for about $ 17,000,000 , but it was un

provinces among the masses of his own successful, owing to a disagreement in the

people. matter of detail. The Hong Kong and

IN how many varied lines of work a man Shanghai Bank and a French syndicate are

of broad culture, strong views, and fearless now considering the proposition of the im

spirit, may make himself a positive force perial government for a loan of 30,000,000

is illustrated in the life of Dr. Howard Cros- taels of silver, about $42,000,000, the esti

by, who died in March last . During his mated cost of the road. It is doubtful if

twenty-eight years' pastorate in the Fourth any arrangement can be made at present

Avenue Presbyterian Church of New York which will further the plan of railway exten

City he won and held a position among the sion in China.
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THE spiritmanifested by the labor organ- in charity work . All who have tried to labor

izations of Chicago, in attempting to dictate in this cause have been compelled to acknowl

the policy oftheManagers of the Columbian edge this fact, as the gradualmergingof inde

Exposition in relation to the employment of pendent personal work into that done under

labor, is not only unreasonable but unpatri- the direction of somerecognized order shows.

otic as well. The declaration of the Union Asa still further step in co-operative work of

organizations that they will make trouble for this character, Mr. John S. Kennedy has pur

the Fair management if any non-Union labor chased the property of the St. Paul's Metho

is employed , is deserving of sharp criticism dist Episcopal Church of New York City ,

and should be met with a firm hand. The and is about to erect a new and commodious

work of the Exposition will require a vast building to serveas the headquarters of the

number ofmen and if non-Union men are as leading charitable societies of the city . The

capable as others of doing the work they outcome promises to be an organization of

should be given the chance. When confined organizations.

to their proper sphere, it is possible for labor
VIEWED in the light of historical impor

organizations to exert a powerful influence

for good , but they should remember that the tance, the recent Ives book sale in New York

word “ boycott" is not to be found in the was a most significant event. Columbus'

letters in Spanish to Luis de Sant Angel
realm of prudence or reason .

were sold to a firm of New York publishers

THE Publisher's Weekly record shows that for $ 4,300, $ 1,600, and $ 1,500. There were

during 1890 there were issued in the United copies of Vespucius, Cortez, Cabeza de Vaca,

States 4,559 books,545more than the previous Ferdinando Gorges, Champlain, Jacques

year and within 117 of the number in 1886–- Cartier, Hakluyt, and many specimens of

the largest year on record. Of the 4,559 Captain John Smith's books. Other early

books only 3,080 were new , the others being volumes in the collection were by Mathers ,

duplicate works, new editions, or importa- John Cotton, and Captain Church. Many

tions. Of the 3,080 new books 835 were new American books were sold , the rarest of all

novels from English and American authors being Eliot's Indian Bible. Notwithstand

ortranslationsofGerman, French , or Russian ing the constant improvement which has

novels. In England in 1890 the number of taken place in the typographic art since the

new booksissued was 4,114 and of new edi- time of Gutenberg , Faust, and Schaeffer,

tions 1,321, making a total of 5,735 . The

some of the earliest volumes in quality of

number recorded in 1889 was 6,067.
paper and ink , in perfect registration , bind

FOLLOWING is the comparative table of ing, and other requirements of manufacture,

books issued in the United States : have never been surpassed .

1886. 1887. 1888. 1889. 1890 .

Fiction .. 874
The authorities of Arizona cannot be ac

Juvenile Books. 458 488 388 408 cused of being remiss in the matter of en

Law .. 469 410 458
couragement to railway construction . A bill

Theology and Religion . 482 363 467

Education, Language . 283 has justbeen passed and signed by the Gov

Literary , History, and Miscel
enor,exempting from taxation for a period

lany . 388
183 of twenty years all railways built within three

Poetry and the Drama .

Biography, Memoirs . 178 218 years next after its enactment. As an evi

Description, Travel . 187 dence of the advantage of the law , there was

Fine Arts and Illustrated
135 filed with the Secretary of the Territory, im

Medical Science, Hygiene.

mediately upon the signing of the bill, a noHistory .

Political, SocialScience , tice ofthe Arizona Central to extend its line183

Useful Arts .
133 from Prescott to Phænix, a distance of over

Physical,MathematicalScience 148 76 56 96
one hundred miles . This action will hardly

Domestic and Rural.. 46

Sports and Amusements 46 be viewed with favor by those who regard

Humor and Satire, .
42 the present railway system as monopolistic

Mental and Moral Philosophy 18
1 and un -American as to the spirit of the Con

Total . . stitution .
4676 4437 4631 4014 4558

The necessity for thorough organization That the movement against illiteracy is

makes itself felt nowheremore forcibly than making remarkable headway, is shown by

1080 1022 942 1118

410

335437

351377

275 413 319 399

253

225

201

144

171220

172

155

159

151

177

182

174

112

291

280

247

197

250

151

144

227

•

173

171

150

141

123

139

171

157

IIO

157

129

117

153

124

61 39

93

29

824870

17

44

43

25

28

26 47

1821
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the latest census bulletin , No. 36. Maryland Thackeray wanted “ no nonsense " about

has the best record, its increase in school en- him after his death , and the late historian

rollment for the ten years being twice the in- Kinglake requested that there be prevented

crease in population. Arizona's gain is the publication of any writings of his that

almost as great. Next comes the District of might be found and that all papers not nec

Columbia , its growth being one-third that of essary to preserve, be destroyed . It is a

the increase of population . The greatest delicate matter to decide what the world has

actual gain in school enrollment has been in a right to know .

South Dakota,-568 per cent, but the popula The death of Alexander Young in Boston ,

lation has grown in themeantime about 235 March 19, will recall to the readers of the

per cent. It is a matter for comment that so C. L. S. C. course Mr. Young's fine treat

small a proportion of the children of our mentof Ebers' “ The Emperor " in Volume

country are in parochial schools ; 10 per cent X. of this magazine. One of his friends

of their number are in Massachusetts, Rhode says of him :

Island, and Connecticut alone.
His sweet, generous, unjealous character en

THE peculiarities of the Tolstoi family deared him to every one, and he was never

have so attracted the curious and the imperti- known to do an unfaithful or mean thing, to

nent that the Countess will not receive any human being. Hewas a man of delicate,

strangers unless they bring letters from well- high culture, beautiful, innocent humor; one

known persons. That the public must be whose friends all loved him and whom he loved .

admitted to the private life has been a very Such a life makes for itself an everlasting

distasteful idea to many literary characters. monument.

C. L. S. C. OUTLINE AND PROGRAMS.

FOR MAY.

WORK .

First Week (ending May 8). Fourth week (ending May 31).

“ Walksand Talks," chaptersXXIV .-XXVII. " Walks and Talks,” chapters XXXVI.

“ Classic French Course in English, ” chap XXXIX .

ters VII . - VIII. * Classic French Course in English ,” chap

IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN : ters XIV.-XV.

“ The Intellectual Development of the En- IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN :

glish People. " “ England's Possessions in Africa."

“ Literary England under the Guelfs." Sunday Reading for May 24 and 31.

Sunday Reading forMay 3.

SUGGESTIVE PROGRAMS FOR LOCAL CIRCLE
Second week (ending May 15) .

“ Walks and Talks," chapters XXVIII.

XXXI. FIRST WEEK .

“ Classic French Course in English ,” chap- 1 Roll-Call - Answered by pithy sayings from

ters IX.-XI. French authors.

IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN : 2. Essay — The Influence of the Renaissance in

“ Practical Talks on Writing English .” England.

“ Life in Modern England .” 3. Question - How long will the supply ofNat

Sunday Readings for May 10 . uralGas last? Members holding different

Third week (ending May 22).
scientific theories should answer this .

“ Walks and Talks," chapters XXXII.- 4. Paper - Description of an Oil-well.

Xxxv. 5. Round - Table - Famous CoalRegions ; where

“ Classic French Course in English ,” chap
located, kind of coal found in each , etc.,

ters XII. - XIII.
and reference to thelate disasters and strikes

IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN : in some of these regions.

“ Constantinople and the Waning Turks." SECOND WEEK .

“ Studies in Astronomy.” Each member should come prepared with

Sunday Reading for May 17. an original example of hyperbole, irony,

I.
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THIRD WEEK .

Turks." *

simile, and metaphor; the club should No doubt most of the local circles will have

criticise, calling attention to the excellen- trouble in finding Pascal's writings or works

cies and to the defects. about him , therefore we give selections from

2. Paper - The character of James I. and man- his “ Thoughts ” which in connection with those

ners of his times; this can be found in in text-book will contain enough material for

Scott's “ Fortunes of Nigel.” a program , and each circle can arrange its own .

3. Discussion — The influence of Puritanism ; It is suggested that the “ Thoughts ” given may

base the talk on Mr. Towse's article “ Life be assigned to different members who will study

in Modern England .” them in the light of Pascal's life and work and

4. Question — What was the charm of Madame then apply them to the topics of the times.

de Sévigné's letters ? (Compare her with

other noted letter -writers.)
The immortality of the soul is a thing which is of so

much importance to us, which touches us so deeply, that

5. Reading— “ Madamede Sévigné.” wemust have lost all feeling, if we are indifferent about

knowing whether it is true or not. All our actions and

1. Review of chapter Xxxv. in “ Walksand thoughtsmust take such different directions,according as

wehave or have notthe hope of eternalblessings, that it

Talks," followed by reading " The Earth's is impossible to take one step with sense and judgment,

Interior. ' except in regulating it by keeping this point everin view

2. Lecture : Subject — The Future of the Turks. as our ultimate object.

(See Mr. Shaw's article in present number.) Weare not contented with the life that we have in our

3. Reading— “ The Tenaciousness of the selves, and in our own being : wewish to live, in the idea

of others, an imaginary life , and we constrain ourselves

for this end to put on appearances. We labor inces

4. A Star-Party - Study the stars of themonth . santly to adornand sustain this imaginary being, and

5. Paper — TheGreat Pulpit Orators of France . neglect thereal one. And if we have either tranquillity,

6. A Talk - Fénelon and his Friends. or generosity, or fidelity, we strive to make it known,

in order to attach these virtues to this being of imagin .

FOURTH WEEK . ation .

A Study of Africa, with map ; follow out the

various lines ofthought suggested in “ Eng- know but to talk of it. Otherwise onewould not go to sea;

Curiosity is but vanity . Oftenest one wishes not only to

land's Possessions in Africa, ” in this num- if he were never to say anything about it, and forthe sole

ber of themagazine. pleasure of seeing, without hope ofever communicating

Book -Review : Subject - De Tocqueville's whathe has seen .

“ Democracy in America." If any one hasan interest in being esteemed by us, he

3. Round-Table — The Influence of De Tocque disagreeable to us :hetreats us aswe wish tobe treated ;
shrinks from rendering us an office that he knows to be

ville's “ Democracy ” and Bryce's “ Ameri we hate thetruth , he conceals it from us ; we wish to be

can Commonwealth . ” flattered , he flatters us ; we love to be deceived , he de

4. Reading— “ Rhetorical Style of French and ceives us.

English .""* Let each one examine his own thoughts ; he will find

5. Paper - Le Sage and his Works. them always occupied with the past and the future. We

scarcely think of the present; and if wedo think of it, it
PASCAL DAY - MAY 14 .

is only to take its light in order to dispose ofthe future.

Genius, indeed , melts many ages into one, and thus ef- The present is never our end ; the past and present are

fects something permanent, yet still with a similarity of our means; the future alone is our end. Thus we never

office to that of themore ephemeral writer. A work of live ,but we hope to live ; and always disposing ourselves

genius is but thenewspaper of a hundred centuries.- to be happy, it is inevitable thatwenever become so.

Hawthorne.

When a soldier complains of his painful toil, or a la

* The Library Table, p . 263. borer, etc., let him be left withoutany thing to do.

I.

2 .

C. L. S. C. NOTES AND WORD STUDIES.

ON REQUIRED READINGS FOR MAY,

" WALKS AND TALKS IN THE GEOLOGICAL
meansmerely rock oil. In it thetwo correspond

FIELD ."
ing Latin words, petra and oleum are only put to

P. 135. “ Petroleum .” Richard GrantWhite gether ; and we, most of us, use the compound

includes this in his list of “ Words that are not without knowing what it means. Now , there is

Words.” He says, “ It may be admitted asper- no good reason , or semblance of one, why we

fectly legitimate, but it is one of a class which should use a pure Latin compound of four sylla

is doing injury to the language. Petroleum bles to express that which is better expressed
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>

P. 137

P. 151.

in an English one of two. . . . If those who caused by “ the sudden formation or condensa

have given petroleum for rock oilhad had the tion of aqueous vapor between the crust and the

making of our language in past times, our ever- molten interior of the earth, and the passage of

greens would have been called sempervirids." waves of this vapor in between the sedimentary

“ Lithological” [lith -o- loj'ik -al]. strata of the crust, lifting the upper strata in

Pertaining to the character of rocks, relating waves like those of a carpet when it is gently

to stones. Lithology is the branch of science shaken on the floor." Others have thought

which is concerned with the minute study of that water penetrating into volcanoes might

rocks, having for its specific object the finding flash into steam and produce earthquakes.

out of what minerals compose the different P. 144. “ Kis -ke-min'e-tas."

varieties. The word is a Greek compound of P. 145. “ Del'a-ma-ter."

lithos, stone, and logos, discourse. ' Anthracite ” [an'thra-site ]. From

“ Witch -hazel.” A North American shrub of theGreek word for a burning coal, anthrax .

the order Hamamelacea . It blossoms late in P. 152. “ Can'nel coal.” The name is said

the autumn, when the leaves ofmost other trees to be a corruption of candle coal, and was ap

are falling. Its twigs, forked, slender, and plied to this variety because it burned like

elastic , are used as divining rodsby pretenders. candles.

“ One branch of the twig is taken in each hand P. 155. “ Măs'to -don .”

between the thumb and fore finger, the two “ Cement” (sem’ent or sē -ment'].

ends poirting down. Holding the stick in this P. 156 . Aleseia ” [a -lē'se-a ]. — “ In-di

pocition , the palms toward the face, theoperator gạr/kä ” (the g has the hard sound as in get ).

passes over the surface of the ground ; and -Vilhouiſvil-o0'e]. - " Tungusian " [toon '.

wherever the upper point of the stick bends goo-sian ]. — “ Yakutski” [yä-koot'ske).

over and points downward , there he affirms the P. 159. " Meg-a-thê'ri-um ." Greek megas,

spring or metallic vein will be." Its use can great, and therion , beast. “ Myllo don."

be traced back as far asthe eleventh century. Greek mulos, mill, mill-stone, odous, tooth.

It is probably a relic of the virgula divina “ Scelidotherium " [ skel'i-do-thē'ri-um ). Greek

superstition mentioned by Cicero . Lichtenstein skelis, leg, therion, beast.

speaks in his “ Travels in South Africa ” of a “ E den'tates.” Animals of the sloth kind ,

tribe who " seek to learn beforehand the issue wanting the fore teeth and in some species

of an enterprise by consulting their staffs like the canines. Latin e, from , out of, and dens,

the ancient Jews.” See Hosea iv . A most tooth .

famous representative of those professing skill P. 160. “ Cuvier” (kūlve-a ].

in the use of the hazel is Dousterswivel, the " Scap'u -la.” The shoulder blade, A Latin

German swindler, in Scott's “ Antiquary .” word. “ Hü'me-rus." The bone of the upper

P. 138. " Bi-tü'mi-nous.” Having the qual- arm (or fore leg of a quadruped ) reaching from

ities ofbi-tü'men,which is a mineral pitch . the shoulder to the elbow . “ Pel'vis.” The

“ Com -mi-nūted.” Made small or fine, re- hip bones taken together form an irregular

duced to powder. From the Latin verb com- basin called from the Latin name for basin ,

minuere, the root of which is found in minor, pelvis. - “ Fē'mur.” The thigh bone ; the

minus, the comparative degree of the adjective bone in the upper leg, reaching from the hip to

parvus, small. Note the English word ,minute. the knee.

“ Argillaceous” [ar-jil-lā'shus). Consisting P. 161. “ Ef-fö'di-ent.” Fitted for digging.

of clay ; argilla being the Latin word for clay. Latin ex , out of, and fodere, to dig .

P. 141. “ Sar.găs'so seas." A name given “ Flū'vi-ä -tile.” Belonging to rivers ; from

to large areas in the ocean which are covered the Latin word for river, fluvius.

with floating seaweed. The principal Sargasso P. 163. “ Debris ” [dā-brē ]. A French word

sea lies southwest of the Azore Islands and for broken fragments.

reaches westward to the Bahamas. Columbus “ Căr-a -pā'çes.” The shells which cover the

passed through vast fields of this seaweed on backsofturtles, tortoises, and other crustacean

his first voyage, which caused great alarm to animals.

his sailors who thought they were in danger of P. 164. “ Cheyenne" [ shi'en ].

striking on rocksor shoals. The sargasso (the “ Nē'o-cene.” Written also neogene. A

name of the seaeaweed ) is believed to grow on term applied to the Miocene and Pliocene

shallow banks, on the sea-bottom , from which formations taken together. (See table on page

it becomes detached and floats.
73 of the text-book .)

" The ancient theory of earthquakes.” The P. 165. “ Zeug'lo-don .” “ Hydrarchus "

Rev. J. Michell (1760) thought they were [hy drar kus ).

I 2 .
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P. 170 .

P. 166. : " Ver'te -bræ .” The joints or seg . P. 198. “ Alexandrian Library." This was

ments of the back -bone. the largest collection of books made before the

“ U - in'tä .” art of printing. It contained volumes, or rolls,

“ Herb'i-vores." Latin herba, herb, and gathered from all nations, and in the time of

vorare, to devour. Herb -eating animals. Ptolemy Philadelphus, in the third century

P. 167. “ Bron-to -the'ri-um .” Thunder beast, B. C., numbered one hundred thousand books,

from the Greek word for thunder, bronte. and was afterward increased to seven times as

“ Dinoceras" [di-nos e-ras]. Greek deinos, many. In 640 A. D. it was burned by the con

terrible, keras, horn . “ Ti-noc'e-ras." Greek quering Arabs. The current story is that Caliph

tinein , to avenge.- " Di-no-the'ri-um .” Ter . Omar declared, “ If these writings of theGreeks

rible beast.
agree with the Book of God [ the Koran ), they

P. 168. “ Fau'näs." The animals of differ- are useless and need not be preserved ; if they

ent epochs or areas ; all the animals of any one disagree, they are pernicious and ought to be

age or country form the fauna of that age or destroyed.” They were used to heat the baths

that country of the city for which purpose they were suffi

“ Cababa ” [kä -haw'bä ). cient to last for six months.

“ Iron pyrites " [pi-ri'tēs). A combination of P. 204. “ Vol-a -til-i-za'tion ." The act of

sulphur with iron. The second word comes rendering volatile, or capable of passing into an

from the Greek pur, fire . aëriform state . That language is " fossil

P. 171. “ Mos'a-saur." Latin mosa , the poetry " has a strong proof in this word. As

Meuse River, and Greek saurus, lizard . deeply impressed upon its structure as are the

P. 173. " Pin -na'tions.” Feather-like shapes, remains of extinct formsof life upon the earth's

the Latin for feather being pinna. Arrange- rocks, is the poetic imagination which saw in

ments of several leaflets, or separate portions, the ready escape of a substance converted to

on each side of a common leafstalk , as in the vapor, a likeness to rapid flight through the air

leaves of the rose -bush or sumac. “ Bi-pin- on wings, and which named the act from the

nā’tions.” Double pinnations, leaf forms like Latin verb volare, to fly .

those of the locust tree. “ Ser:rā'tions." P.. 208. “ Comets .” Another word to be

Formations in the shape of a saw , with notched placed in the same category with the preceding;

edges. “ A -cu-mi-nā'tions." Formations “ long-haired stars.” TheGreek word for long

terminating in a sharp point. haired is kometes.

P. 174. “ Sigillaria .” The g at the end of P. 213. “ Neb'u -læ .” The Latin word for

the first syllable has the soft sound, like j. clouds, vapors; the singular form is nebula.

“ Ly-co-po'di-um ." - “ Cycads" [sī’kads]. P. 214. “ Pe-riph'e-ry.” Greek peri, around ,

P. 176. “ Ax'o- lotls ." and pherein , to bear. The circumference of a

“ Cheirotherium .” The first sylla- circle, or circular body, the surface, or outside

ble is pronounced kire. parts.

P. 178. “ Myr /-i-a-pods." Greek, murioi, P. 219. “ Prolate." Stretched out in the di

ten thousand, and pous, foot. Articulate ani. rection of a line joining the poles. A prolate

mals having many jointed legs. spheroid is the opposite ofan oblate spheroid .

P. 180 . “ Cren'u -la -ted.” Having the edges

cut in very small scallops.
“ CLASSIC FRENCH COURSE IN ENGLISH .”

P. 181. “ Sep'ta The partitions separating P. 66 . “ Château- Thierry " [shä-to ti-ā -rē ].

the cells . P. 67 . “ Bonhomie " [bon -o -mē].

“ Dis-sép'i-ments .” Dividing tissues, parti P. 68. “ Sorbonne ” (sor-bun ). A school of

tions. theology in the ancient university of France

“ Brachiopods” [brak'i-o -pods). Greek, named from its founder, Robert Sorbonne, who

brachio, arm , pous, foot. A class of animals be- lived in the thirteenth century.

longing to themolluscs. “ Nem'e-sis.” “ A Greek goddess who

P. 183. “ Pa-læ -on -to-log’ic- al.” Belonging measured out to mortals happiness and misery

to pa-læ -on -tol'o -gy, the science of the ancient and visited with losses and sufferings all whowere

life of the earth . Greek , palaios, ancient, onta , blessed with too many gifts of fortune. This is

the things which exist, and logos, discourse. the character in which she appears in the earlier

“ Sault Ste.Marie" [ soo sent mā'ri ]. Greek writers; but subsequently she was re

P. 197. “ Vit'ri -fied .” The definition is a garded like the Erinyes or Furies, as the god

literal translation of the Latin roots ofwhich dess who punished crimes."

the word is compounded, made into glass “ Rhad -a-man'thus.” The son of Jupiter and

vitrum , glass, and facere, to make. Europa, and thebrother ofMinos, King of Crete.

P. 177.

P. 72 .

P. 192.
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P. 73.

From fear of this brother, he fled to Ocalea in ten in defense of some question or system . In

Boeotia, and there married Alcmene, the widow the plural form it is applied to that branch of

of Amphitryon , and the mother of Hercules. theology which sets forth the evidence ofthe di

“ In consequence of his justice throughout life, vine authority of the Bible. TheGreek verb from

he becameafter his death one of the judges in which the word is formed means to speak in de

the lower world . " fense of; it is compounded of logos, a discourse,

“ Finesse ” [ fi -nes '). Delicacy , subtlety , and apo, from .

keenness,
P. 104. “ Cy'cloid .” A curve produced by a

“ Pluto's ferryman .” Charon [kā'- point in the circumference of a circle when the

ron ), who conveyed in his boat the shades, or circle is rolled forward in a straight line.

souls, of the dead across the rivers of the lower P. 108. “ Louis d'ors ” [loo - ē dār ]. Literally

world . “ For this service he was paid with translated , Louis of gold. “ A gold coin of

an obolus (a small coin ] which was placed in France, first struck in 1640 in the reign of Louis

themouth of every corpse previous to its burial.” XIII., equivalent in value to twenty shillings

Pluto was the god ofthe lower world . sterling, equal to about $ 4.84." A " franc” is

P. 76 . “ Gelid ” ( jel'id ). Cold , icy. Latin equal to about 19 cents, and a " crown,” to $ 1.20 .

gelidus, from gelu , cold , frost.
P. 109. “ Vulcan.” The god of fire , but as

P. 78 . “ Bourgeois Gentilhomme" [boor- fire is indispensable in the working ofmetals he

zhwä zhong-ti-yom ].- " Jourdain " [zhoor-dang ]. came to be regarded as an artist. His palace in

P. 80. " Marchioness " [mar'shon -es.] — Olympuswas imperishable and shining likethe

“ Les Femmes Savantes ” [lā fem sä -vongt]. stars. It contained hisworkshop and twenty bel

P. 81. “ Coterie " [ko-te-re ]. A set of per- lowswhich worked spontaneously at his bidding.

sons who meet familiarly, for literary, social, - The “ Cyclops ” are beings differently de

or other purposes. scribed by differentwriters. ' Homer called them

“ Tissotin ” [ trễs-SO-täng ]. a gigantic and lawless race of shepherds, each

P. 84. “ Les Precieuse Ridicules ” [lā prā- one of whom had but one eye in the center of

si-euse ri-di kul. The sound of the French u his forehead . The tradition alluded to in this

cannot be indicated ). reference is one regarding them asthe assistants

P. 92. “ Bi-nö'mi-al theorem .” Thetheorem of Vulcan, and the makers of metal armor

which demonstrates the law of formation of any and ornaments for the gods and heroes.

power of a binomial.” A binomial is an alge- " Æneas" is the great Trojan hero, the subject

braic expression consisting of two terms, as of Virgil's poem named from him the Æneid .

atb, x - y . A theorem is a statement of a prin P. III. Chantilly " [shong -te-ye ).

ciple to bedemonstrated. Thebinomial theorem P. 114. “ Gnomic ” [no'mic ). Ofthenature

gives the rule for writing out thesquare, cube, of maxims or aphorisms. From the Greek

fourth power, or any other power of such ex- gno-me, maxim , or thought.

pressions asatb, x - y, and shows the reasons P. 115. " Guilleragues ” [gē-yer-äg.[gē-yer-äg. Both

for the rule.
g's have thehard sound as in get].

" Ascetic ” [as-set'ic). Very rigid in devo P. 116 . “ Rheims" [ rēmz].-- " St. Ger.

-tions andmortifications. As a noun the word main ” (săng zher-măng]. “ Nanterre ” (näng

is applied to one who withdrew from the cus- ter ].

tomary vocations of life and gave himself up to P. 118. “ Æschylus " [ es'ki-lus]. " Soph'o

the duties of religion ; a recluse , a hermit. It clēs." Eu-rip'i-dēs."

comes from theGreek verb askein , meaning to " Mon’o -graph ." Greek ,monos, single, and

exercise , to practice gymnastics .
graphein , to write. A written accountof a single

P. 93. " Sal'a -din .” See " Outline History subject, or class of things.

of England ,” page 104 .
P. 119. “ 'TheCid', an epoch -making produc

“ Versailles ” (vair-sâ -ye. The â in tion .” Saintsbury in his “ History of French

the second syllable has the sound given it in Literature " speaks of this play as the first com

care ; the final syllable is very obscure ]. plete model of French classical style in verse,

P. 96. " Si-mo'ni-acs." Those who practice and the most remarkable example of that style

simony, or buy and sell preferments in the which has ever been produced." __ " As beauti.

church . See note on simony in THE CHAUTAU- ful as the Cid ,” became a proverb in France.

Quan for December, page 399. " Pol-y -euc'tēs."

P. 97 and The Latin expressions used P. 121 . “ De'ci-us."' -- " Se-vē'rus."

are themere repetitions in that language of the P. 125. “ El-eu-sin'i-an Cē'rēs.” The god

clauses immediately preceding them . dess ofagriculture, towhom a temple was erected

P. 102. “ Apologetic.” An argument writ . in Eleusis.

P. 94.
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P. 127.

P. 130 .

P. 174.

“ Dii Majores" [di'i ma-jo'rēs]. powerful party in the Roman Catholic Church ."

Greater gods. The Latin plural is more com P. 154. “ Quasi-pontifical relation .” A re

monly written dei, dii is a poetical form . lation similar to that ofpope, or of high priest.

Ath -a - li'ah . " P. 160. " Monseigneur " [mong-san -yur).

P. 138. “ Meaux " [mo]. P. 162. " Telemachus” .[ te -lem'a-kus).

P. 139. “ Princess Henrietta .” The secretmis P. 168 . “ Hā'des." The infernal regions.

sion ofstate to England upon which shewas sent A place of darkness, and the abode of the un

was for the purpose of influencing her brother, happy dead ; called also Tar/ta-rus.

King Charles II., to detach England from theal P. 169. ' Elysium [e-lizh'i-um ]. The

liance with Holland and Sweden which had been dwelling -place of happy souls after death ; a re

formed to operate against the interests of France. gion of light.

The princess had been taken to France while “ Gil Blas ” [zhēl blä , also zhēl

an infant, and was reared in a convent. She bläs].

was married to Philip , Duke of Orleans, the “ Con -cat'e-na- tion. " Latin con with ,

brother of the French King Louis XIV . and catena, a chain . A linking together , a unit

“ Psychological" [si-ko-loj'ic-al]. ing into a series.

Pertaining to psy -chol'o -gy, the science of the P. 177. “ Sän -grä'do."

human soul; “ the systematic knowledge of the P. 180 , “ Morceaus” (mor- so ]. The French

powers and functions of the soul so far as they word formorsels, bits , pieces.

are known by conscience.” The Greek word “ Baotian .” Heavy, dull, obtuse ; so called

for soul is psuche, and the beautiful goddess from Bæotia , in Greece ; a district noted for its

Psyche is a personification of the soul purified heavy, thick atmosphere, and thedullness of its

by sufferings and misfortunes and prepared for inhabitants.

the enjoyment of true and pure happiness . P. 181, “ Ximenes " [ zi-me'nēz ]. (1436–

P. 145. “ Jansenist.” " A follower of Cor- 1517.) A powerful Spanish statesman who was

nelius Jansen, a Roman Catholic bishop of Ypres everywhere reverenced for his sanctity .

in Flanders, who received certain views of grace P. 182. “ Aristarchus ” [ar-is-tar/kus ].

similar to those taught by Calvin, and formed a P. 185. “ Vercingetorix " [ver-sin -jet'o- rix ].

P. 175 .

P. 143.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

ON THE C. L. S. C. TEXT-BOOKS.

WALKS AND TALKS IN THE GEOLOGICAL
7. Q. Assuming their vegetable origin , what

FIELD ."
poetic names may be fittingly given to natural

1. Q. What scientific principle must hold gas, oil , and coal? A. Gaseous, liquid , and so

true regarding the origin of petroleum ? A. That lidified sunlight.

being composed of carbon, hydrogen , and oxy 8. Q. What other fact goes to prove that coal

gen, it must come from organic substances, is of vegetable origin ? A. The fossil forms

probably vegetable .
found in it .

2. Q. Why is it conceded that oil-bearing 9. Q. What is graphite assumed to be ?

rock strata must have an anticlinal structure ? A. Metamorphic coal.

A. Otherwise the oil would spread laterally and 10. Q. How does anthracite coal differ from

there could be no accumulation . the bituminous varieties? A. In it the volatile

3. Q. Why was the notion that oil was a hydrocarbonshave been driven off, causing it to

drip " from the coal absurd ? burn with a feeble bluish flame.

A. Being lighter than water instead of sinking, II. Q. How do coal formations occur ? A. In

itmust rise, through allwater saturated rocks. strata interbedded with sedimentary rocks.

4. Q. To what rockshave geologists traced 12. Q. Where must these different strata

the probable source of petroleum ? A. To the have been formed ? A. The coal on dry land,

black bituminous shales always found underly- and the rockson the ocean bed.

ing oil reservoirs. 13. Q. What is peat? A. A vegetable ac

5. Q. What is it that burns in oil, in gas, in cumulation at the surface of the earth, not yet

coal? A. Essentially carbon .
consolidated into coal.

6. Q. Where is the source of uncombined 14. Q. What remarkable stories of animal

carbon found ? A. In vegetation . life are told to modern science by peat beds ?

measures
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A. Those ofmonstrous creatures that formerly crystalline bowlders forming the lowest sedi

walked the earth . mentary deposits.

15. Q. Where besides in peat bedshave the 33. Q. The fossil “ dawn animal” found in

remains of these extinct mammals been found ? these rocks is represented by what tiny living

A. In caves and ice fields. creature of to -day ? A. The amoeba.

16. Q. To what geological age did these 34. Q. Re-name in order the successive for

buried monsters belong ? A. The Quaternary. mations through which this search for fossil life

17. Q. Mention someof the formsof animal has lead . A. The Quaternary , Tertiary , Cre

life marking this age. A. The mammoth, the taceous, Jurassic, Triassic, Carboniferous, Devo

mastodon, and strange giants of the order of nian, Silurian, Cambrian, and the Eozoic for

edentates. mations.

18. Q. In what formation do the “ Bad 35. Q. Repeat the orders of animal life to

Lands ” of North America occur ? A. In the which the creatures found in each age belong.

Tertiary. A. Mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fishes, in

19. Q. Why are they of great interest to the vertebrates, protozoans.

geologist ? A. In their deep excavations they 36. Q. Where may rocks from all these strata

expose to view relics of animal life buried be- be found at different places? A. At the surface

neath the rubbish of hundreds of thousands of ofthe earth , owing to upheavalsand disturbances.

years. 37. Q. How is the absence of a formation in

20 Q. To what order did the animals charac- any place to be accounted for ? A. By the fact

terizing this agebelong ? A. To themost an- that the place must have been dry land during

cient mammals. the formation .

21. Q. In this downward search for monsters 38. Q. Upon whatmust the ocean have rested

of a buried world , what form of life is found to before any of these strata could be deposited ?

have prevailed in the Cretaceous Age ? A. Rep . A. Upon rocks formed by the cooling of the sur

tiles of gigantic size. face of the fiery earth .

22. Q. By what other name is the Cretaceous 39. Q. In this backward tracing ofhistory to

Age known ? A. The Age of Chalk . what final condition ofthe earth as an individ

23. Q. Among the curiousvegetable growths ual existence does science lead ? A. An im .

of the coal strata , what animal remains are mense ball of fire mist.

found ? A. Those ofthe orderof amphibians. 40. Q. Whence may thematerial composing

24. Q. What are the leading types of the fos- this fire mist have been gathered ? A. From

sils of the Jurassic and Triassic Ages ? A. Sau. wandering germsof worlds, such as those now

rians and bird -like reptiles . revealing themselves in the form of comets,

25. Q. Mention the most characteristic of meteors, and nebulæ ,

the coal-measure forms of life. A. The laby 41. Q. Explain the theory accounting for the

rinthodont. whole solar system . A. It existed originally as

26. Q. What fossil remains are very con one vast, rotating nebulous mass ; parts, often

spicuous in certain parts of the Devonian sys- in the form of rings, were thrown off from the

tem ? A. Corals. outside ; and these gathering into new masses,

27. Q. What are themost astonishing forms formed the separate planets.

belonging to this age ? A. The plates and teeth 42. Q. According to this theory, what is the

ofmonstrous fish . sun ? A. The relic of the primordial fire mist.

28. Q. To what formation does the rock be 43. Q. Explain the theory of the gathering

long over whose brink the water pours at Ni- of the waters of the first ocean . A. As the

agara Falls ? A. The Silurian . earth's mass cooled , forming a crust, the water

29. Q. Name a living representative of a re- existing in the air in the form of gas was grad

markable dynasty of this age? A. The nauti- ually condensed and precipitated .

lus. 44. Q. What two statements in Biblical his

30. Q. Describe the crinoidswhich also be- tory are corroborated by science which shows

longed to this age. A. They were animals of the earth first a fiery self-illuminated mass, and

plant-like form rooted on theocean bottom and then enveloped in dense clouds and drenched

floating on long stemsin the water. with water ? A. “ In the beginning there was

31. Q. In the twilight ages of the Cambrian light” and “ darkness was upon the face of the

formation what was the typical form of life ? deep."

A. The trilobite . 45. Q. Whence came the material forming

32. Q. After passing the last-named system the first deposits in the world wide ocean ?

what rocks are reached ? A. The vitrified and A. The rain carried certain acid gases from the
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22 .

26. l .

atmosphere into contact with certain elements 20. Q. Who is called the English analogue

of the fire formed crust, causing decompositions to Madame de Sévigné ? A. Lady Mary

and new chemical compounds,which floated for Montagu.

a time and were then precipitated. 21. Q. What is true of all dramatic writings?

A. They require a highly conventional literary

" CLASSIC FRENCH COURSE IN ENGLISH . " form .

1. Q. In what respect is La Fontaine's fame Q. What characteristic distinguishes this

unique ? A. No other fabulist is entitled also form in French tragedy ? A. Its lofty style .

to thenameof poet. 23. Q. Who formed a triumvirate of French

2. Q. What is true regarding thematter of tragedists ? A. Corneille, Racine, and Vol.

his fables ? A. He took whatever fittest came taire .

to his hand . 24. l . Repeat the rhetorical climax of

3. Q. Where did their individual merit lie ? praise in which one of Corneille's eulogists ar

A. In the artful artlessness of their form . ranged the masterpieces of that author.

4. Q. Which is generally held to be hismas- A. " The Cid ' raised him above his rivals ; the

terpiece ? A. “ The Animals Sick with the ' Horace ' and the ' Cinna ' above his models ;

Plague." and the ‘ Polyeuctes' above himself.”

5. Q. He is the crucial author in disclosing 25. l . What is the motive in “ Polyeuctes" ?

what? A. The difference between the En. A. Religion .

glishman's and the Frenchman's idea ofpoetry . How do the writings of Corneille and

6. Q. Who is Molière? A. The greatest Racine compare ? A. There was more ofna

writer of comedy in the world . ture in the former, moreofart in the latter.

7. Q. Where did he find the subject of all 27. Q. What occasioned a bitterness be

his dramatic creations? A. In human nature. tween Racine and Corneille ? A. Both were

8. Q. How did Victor Hugo honorMolière ? engaged without the knowledge of each other

A. By placing him in a list of the eight greatest to write a drama upon the same subject, and the

poets of all time. palm was awarded to Racine.

9. Q. What was Molière's realname ? A. Po 28. Q. Which one of Racine's dramas is ac

quelin . knowledged to be a nearly ideal product ofart ?

10. Q. Which is the most celebrated of his A. “ Athaliah .”

plays ? A. “ Tartuffe.” 29. Q. How were the last days of Racine's

II. Q. Under what character does he satirize life embittered ? A. By the loss of the King's

a vulgar rich man ambitious to figure in a high favor.

social rank ? A. That of Jourdain in “ Bour Why did the King withdraw his

geois Gentilhomme." favor ? A. Hewas offended at an article writ .

12 , Q. How is Pascal described ? A. Asone ten by Racine on the duties of a king toward

of the chief intellectual glories of France. his subjects.

13. Q. In what was he the greatest modern 31. Q. Name the representative pulpit ora

master ? A. The use of delicate ironical ex- tors of France ? A. Bossuet, Bourdaloue,Mas

pression. sillon, and Saurin .

14. Q. Against whom did he employ this 32. Q. Why were Bossuet and Louis XIV .

weapon in his “ Provincial Letters "' ? A. The exactly suited to each other as subject and sov

Jesuits.
ereign ? A. The one preached and the other

15. Q. When was the first satisfactory edi- put in practice the doctrine of the divine right

tion of Pascal's “ Thoughts " _his unfinished ofkingsto rule.

work - given to the world ? A. Two hundred 33. Q. What are generally esteemed

years after the author's death . Bossuet's masterpieces ? A. His funeral ora

16. Q. Whatwas the design of this work ? tions.

A. To demonstrate the truth of Christianity . 34. Q. To what American has the great Jes

17. Q. How did Madame de Sévigné win uit preacher Bourdaloue been compared as re

her fame? A. By writing admirable private gards the unflinching nature of his sermons?
letters. A. Jonathan Edwards.

18. Q. How does her epistolary production 35. Q. In what does Massillon's individual

now rank in literature ? A. As one of the distinction lie ? A. In the fact that being lim

classics ofthe French language. ited to the production of sermons he succeeded

19. Q. Why is her work of great value to in winning a place in the highest rank of au

French history ? A. On accountof its vivid thorship .

pictures of the nation and the times. 36. Q. How Saurin distinguished ?

30. Q.

as

was
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A. As the powerful, exiled Protestant theolo- from “ Gil Blas " ? A. That of profiting from

gian. the weaknesses, the follies, and even the crimes

37. Q. The nameof Fénelon is to the French of one's fellow men .

a synonym for what? A. Saintliness. 45. Q. What scene in the book showing

38. Q. How did Fénelon assist Louis XIV . shrewd but genial satire would it be hard to

after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes ? overmatch anywhere in literature ? A. The

A. He was sent to visit the Protestantprovinces one describing the dismissal of Gil Blas from

and sought to win them to submission to the the service of the archbishop.

Roman Catholic Church . 46. Q. Whohasthe glory ofbeing the founder

39. Q. What high position did the triumphs of the history of philosophy? A. Montesquieu.

of this mission secure for him ? A. Hewas 47. Q. According to his great work the

made tutor of the heir apparent of France. “ Spirit of Laws,” what are the three several

40. Q. Why was Fénelon's famous book animating principles in a democracy, a mon

“ Telemachus " so fatal to all of his interests at . archy, and a despotism ? A. Virtue, honor,

the French court ? A. It was understood to be fear,

a covert criticism of Louis XIV . and the princi 48. Q. Who exerted a very important teach

ple of absolute monarchy . ing influence on the political thought of man

41. Q. To what French woman did Fénelon kind? A. De Tocqueville, in his work “ De

look as a teacher in religious matters ? A. Mad- mocracy in America."

ameGuyon . 49. Q. What led this French author to write

42. Q. Of what remarkable literary product this work ? A. His desire to instruct France

was Le Sage the author ? A. “ Gil Blas." regarding democracy , which he believed was

43. Q. It is said that Le Sage achieved in destined to prevail universally.

this one book the same result for which Balzac 50. Q. What facts now furnish remarkable

required a library of fiction ; what was it ? historical commentaries on the political proph .

A. Revealing the whole “ comedy " of man . ecies of De Tocqueville ? A. Communism , nihil

44. Q. What moral lesson may be drawn ism , socialism , and nationalism .

THE QUESTION TABLE .

ANSWERS IN NEXT NUMBER .

WORLD OF TO -DAY. - TURKEY . THE STARS OF MAY,

1. Give the original nameofConstantinople. 1. What occurrence distinguishes the sunset

2. Under what ruler did the Turkish Empire ofMay 9 ?

reach the summit of its prosperity ? 2. To what discovery did observations on the

3. Who first called Turkey the " Sick Man ” ? transit of Mercury lead ? how so ?

4. By what honorable act did the Turkish 3. How does the time of the Giant Planet's

government place Kossuth , the Hungarian revolution around the sun compare with that of

patriot, under a debt of gratitude to it ? the earth ?

5. What plan regarding the disposition of 4. What heavenly bodies near Jupiter are ex

Constantinople seems now most in favor with cluded from common sight by that planet's daz

the European powers ? zling brilliancy ?

6. Is the Turkey of to -day an absolute mon 5. When and by whom was the progressive

archy ?
motion of light first demonstrated ?

7. What change in the form of government 6. How camehe to discover it ?

was instituted in 1876 ? 7. How do Mercury and Venuscompare in ap

8. Why was the sultan led to inaugurate this pearance ?

change ? 8. What is the sun's rank among the stars ?

9. What was the outcome of the attempt ? 9. Where is Mizar and why specially attract

10. Who wrested from Turkey the control of ive to the acute observer ?

Egypt ? 10. Where does Scorpio appear in May and

11. What American college is flourishing in how may it be recognized ?

Constantinople ? II. Describe the principal star in Scorpio .

12. Name the countries comprised under the 12. What are the relative positions of Scorpio

Turkish government in its old extent. and Orion ?

I - May .
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13. Point out the brightest star in the north ENGLISH PHRASE AND FABLE .—VIII.

ern hemisphere. 1. The Lollards was the name given to the

followers of Wycliffe ; what is supposed to be

THE QUEEN'S ENGLISH . - VIII.
the derivation of the word ?

1, “ Can't, don't, and haven't are admissible 2. The ignorant opposition of what reform

in rapid conversation on trivial subjects. Isn’t gave rise to a popular election cry of “ Give us

and hasn't are more harsh , yet tolerated by re- back our eleven days ” ?

spectable usage. Didn't, couldn't, wouldn't,
3. When was it first considered that the ac

and shouldn'tmake as unpleasant combination cession of an English monarch takes place at

of consonants as well can be uttered . Won't themoment of his predecessor's decease, or, as

for will not, ain't for is not or are not, are vul- the legalmaxim puts it, " the king neverdies” ?

gar ; and hain't for has not, or have not, is 4. How did Edmund Burke come to be known

utterly intolerable." as “ the dinner-bell of the House " ?

2. Do you ever say “ loads” or “ lots ” of 5. Why was the Assembly summoned by

things ?
Cromwell in 1653, nicknamed the Barebones

3. Persons say correctly I myself, we our Parliament ?

selves, etc., but in the corresponding forms in 6. What exploit of Sir Francis Drake's did he

thethird person are sometimesheard his-self and facetiously term " singeing the Spanish King's

theirselves instead of himself and themselves. beard ” ?

Atthe present time it is considered vulgar, 7. What famous woman is satirized in Pope's

showing illiteracy, although it is a remnant of “ Essay on Woman " under thenameof Atossa ?

an old form .
8. What was “ The Story of Jenkins' Ear, "

4. Be careful not to write one word when circulated in 1738, and what party measure was

you have another in mird ; a striking news- carried by it ?

paper head-line said , “ There is a suspicion of 9. What was the relic of old Teutonic juris

business along the line " ; yours respectively is prudence, called the Wager of Battle, and by

sometimes written for yours respectfully. whom was it introduced into England ?

5. You ask why in the Bible we so often find
10. Who is the author of the following epi

which for who, as “ Our Father which art in
gram :

Heaven." The changes in speech make that Nature and Nature's laws lay hid in night :

ungrammatical now which once was right. God said , Let Newton be ! and all was light.

Who did not come into general use until after

the seventeenth century . ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN

6. If you are uncertain what form of the pro

noun to use after than and as, complete thesen

tence and the case will be evident ; for exam 1. King Henry VIII. and Cardinal Wolsey .

ple, I am as young as her ; filled out it reads, I 2. Richard III., on whose escutcheon was a

am as young as her am young ; it is clear she boar, Ratcliffe, and Catesby. 3. A colossal rep

should have been used. resentation of a horse is cut in a chalk hill ; the

7. Do not write over for more than , as Over a figure is 374 feet long and represents the horse

hundred were present; authorities agree that in the act ofgalloping. Tradition says, “ It was

more than is preferable. carved to commemorate the victory of King

8. Avoid beginning a sentence with and . To Ethelred and his brother Alfred, over the Danes

commence a sentence with and after a period is in the year871." The festival was held for the

to weaken it.
purpose of renewing and preserving the carving.

9. Observe that the verb is singular when the 4. Sir Walter Scott, because as theauthor of the

subject consists ofsingular nouns and pronouns Waverly Novels he remained for so long un

connected by either - or neither - nor. known. 5. Shakspere . 6. Pope, on account of

Neither he nor I were there, is incorrect. his little crooked body. 7. Charles Lamb in

10. Of two evils choose theless — not the least. his “ Essays of Elia .” 8. Roger Bacon, 9. " An

II. Who does she look like, should be,Whom attack upon English episcopacy, published in

does she look like. A teacher of girls used to 1641, and written by five Presbyterian divines,

say in her farewell address to them , “ Now , my the initial letters of whose names furnished the

dears,mind your objectives." title - Stephen Marshall, Edmund Calamy,

12. “ A tendency to slang, to colloquial inele- Thomas Young, Matthew Newcome, and Wil

gancies, and even vulgarities is the besetting sin liam Spinstow ." 10. A Scotch wedding ban

against which we,as Americans,have especially quet at which all the guests paid a small sum ,

to guard and to struggle ." not more than a shilling , which met the ex

FOR APRIL .

ENGLISH PHRASE AND FABLE. -VII .

or
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WORLD OF TO - DAY. - THE SWISS GOVERNMENT.

I.

IO .

penses of the feast, and helped the newly wedded greater, both in volume and in mass, than all

pair in furnishing their home, The custom was the other planets together. 5. Mean distance,

abolished in 1645. II. The score wasmarked P. 480,000,000 miles, but on account of the eccen

for pints and Q. for quarts and mine host would tricity of its orbit, it may approach to within

say to the person making up theaccount, “ Mind 457,000,000 miles of that body, and may recede

your P'sand Q's . 12. Sir JamesMacdonnel. from it 503,000 ,oco miles. It is considerably

brighter than all save Venus. 6. In consequence

of his proximity to the sun, only for a few days

In 1848. 2. A federal union of states . at the time of greatest elongation ; after sunset

3. In 1874. 4. Personal freedom and home at time of greatest eastern elongation ; of great

rule. 5. Those of the people . 6. In measures est western elongation, before sunrise. It is

" of urgence,” and in the items of the annual visible as evening star about April 18. It shines

financial statement (excepting those establish with a clear white light, appearing like a bright

ing new taxes or increasing old ones or calling star of the first magnitude. 7. April 6. 8. The

for an issue of bonds). 7. Itmusthave passed moon's last quarter appears near Venus and Ju

both houses of theFederal Assembly . 8. Those piter. 9. Libra. A beautiful figure of

of declaring war, concluding peace or treaties, three stars, through which a line drawn from

of sending diplomatic representatives, those Almaach (in Andromeda) to Arietis will pass.

of regulating coinage, weights and measures, 11. The huge figure formed by two stars of first

posts and telegraphs, and fixing customsduties. magnitude, Sirius and Procyon, together with

9. Onemaking allowance for clerk hire to the Betelguese , Phaet in the Dove, and Naos in the

United States Minister. 10. In order that all Ship . 12. A figure of 50 ° in length from north

poor workingmen may have full opportunity to to south formed by Denebola, Cor Caroli (a ),

cast their votes. 11. The National Council (or Arcturus, and Spica . 13. North of the ecliptic

Nationalrath ), and the Siates Council. 12. He in the northeastern sky. 14. Berenice , the wife

does not, he is simply chairman of the Federal of Ptolemy, promised to consecrate her beauti

Council (the Swiss cabinet of seven members) ful tresses to Venus if her husband returned safe

and his power does not exceed that of his fellow from a certain dangerous expedition ; and he

ministers.
did return in safety. Soon after, Berenice be

ing distressed at the disappearance of the hair

from the temple, Conon the astronomer an

I. Above and to the east. 2. The shepherds nounced that the lockshad been transferred to

of Chaldea in Asia and the Iroquois Indians of theheavens, and in proof, pointed outthis little

America gave it the same name. 3. Jupiter ; ap- cluster of stars, hitherto unnamed . 15. The

pearing near Venus in themorning sky. 4. The stars irregularly scattered between Gemini,

fifth principal planet in order from the sun ; head of Hydra, Procyon, and Leo.

THE STARS FOR APRIL .

THE C. L. S. C. CLASSES.

1882–1894.

CLASS OF 1891.- " THE OLYMPIANS
." books could meet in conference and compare the

“ So run that ye may obtain." various entries made in our respective books. I

OFFICERS.
imagine that if any ordinary topic should be

President– The Rev. J. M.Durrell, D. D., Manchester , suggested as the subject ofdebate or for a joint

N.H.

article, our notebooks would furnish material
Vice- Presidents - The Rev. J. S. Ostrander, Brooklyn ,

N. Y .; H.R.Palmer,New York City ;Mrs. Mary A. Liver- sufficient for a readable paper. But such a

more, Melrose,Mass.; Mrs. Mary T. Lathrap, Jackson, pleasure is beyond possibility, and we fall back

Mich. ; Mrs. Hawley, Buffalo, N. Y .; Mrs. Guernsey, In
on ourselves. Self-reliance is, after all, one of

dependence,Kan .;Mr. J. H.Fryer,Galt,Ontario, Canada. the conditionsof success, andwhen a reader has

Secretarye Mrs. James S. Ostrander.

Assistant Secretary- Mrs. Harriet A. H. Wilkie, Onon- his own note-book well filled, he may be par

doga Valley, N. Y. doned for feeling thathe can at least say some

Treasurer - Miss Clara L. Sargent.
thing worth hearing, although he may not ex .

Class Trustee - The Rev. J. S. Ostrander,
haust the subject.

CLASS FLOWERS — THE LAUREL AND WHITE ROSE .

Now how shall the writer get out of his

THE PRESIDENT'S Chat. - It would be notes what he needs, and transfer it to pa

pleasant exercise, if all the 'gi's who keep note- per ? It is supposed , of course, that he has

a
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chosen his subject. The choice of a topic is I am up to date with all my readings and hope

largely determined by the channels of thought to be to the end of this year, which completes

in which themindhas been working, so that, in the full four years ' course. I have enjoyed the

the very process of taking notes, various sub- course very much and hope never to regret the

jects have suggested themselves. From out the undertaking though I am seventy-three years

many possible themes, one is finally chosen. old . I enjoy the study as well as I did literary

The nextthing to do is to get away by yourself work fifty years ago.”

and in ten minutes try to remember all you have
THAT '91 possesses its share of the spirit that

ever known about the subject. This is like the knowsno such word as failure, is shown by the

starting ofa train , and gives the initial velocity, following testimony from Mississippi: “ I am a

Next find books covering the subject and read member ofthe Class of '91, having joined a cir

as much as the time at your disposal will allow , cle three years ago in Kentucky. The next year

making re erences in your note -book as you Imoved to this place and sincehave been an in

read . When all the general reading has been dividual reader. Knowing the benefit of a cir.

done consistent with the time at which the ar- cle I have made many efforts to organize one

ticle must be ready, take your note-book here or even to get a few interested in thework ,

and , commencing at the first page, or, if but have met with no success. Notwithstand

it be a new one, at the first page of the pre- ing the difficulties under which I have pursued

vious book , and hastily run over the entries and will pursue the course, Imean to hold out

made on different matters. A little practice to the end of the four years and even longer.”

will enable the eye to detect at once the entries

that will help in the composition of the theme

in hand. Jot on a slip of paper the entry with

CLASS OF 1892.-- " THE COLUMBIA . ”

a reference to the page of the note-book .
“ Seek and ye shall obtain . "

When all the helpful entries have been noted, OFFICERS.

let the subjectmull in the mind . It will sur President - Col. Logan H.Roots, Little Rock , Ark .

prise those who have never kept note -booksto First Vice- President- Prof. Lewis Stuart, Ill .

Second Vice- President - F . W. Gunsaulus, Ill.
see how , in taking notes, they have in part fore

District Vice-Presidents -Mrs. Frank Beard, N. Y .; Dr.

cast the lines on which the writing will proceed . P. S.Henson, Ill.; Charles P. Williamson , Ky.; the Rev.

Continue to brood over the topic , making an J. C. Hurlbut, N. J .; Mr. J. T. Barnes, N. J .;Mr. Ernest P.

outline and putting it aside for more thinking. Brook , N. Y .; Issa Tanimura , Japan ; Mr. J. S. Davis, Al

Make two or three outlines at odd times in
bany, Ga.

Secretary - Miss Jane P. Allen , University of North Da

as many days. Continue to read , if you kota, N. D.

have found any new book or paper on the sub
Treasurer and Member of Building Committee - Lewis E.

Snow , Mo.

ject. Finally sit down in earnest for your Class Trustee - Mr. J. P. Barnes, Rahway, N. J.

last outline. Arrange under the heads of CLASS FLOWER - CARNATION .

the outline your notes with all the illustra

tions ; sketch what you propose to say in con FROM South Carolina a '92 sends her fee for

clusion ; then get at the opening, for the open- the current year and writes : “ I regret that my

ing is the last thing to be considered ; it is the fee is so much behind time. The delay was

flight of steps that leads to the house. Now caused by illness and death in myhome. I can

take your pen and write ; then re-write and not close without telling you what a blessing

correct and perhaps re -write again . Cross out Chautauqua has been to me. Myhome is in a

of
your note-book the things used in the essay quiet country neighborhood with very few social

so that in future writing you may not repeat.
pleasures and little to stimulate one to study or

This may seem a tedious process, but there self-culture. I have been for two years a mem

is no royal road to writing. After a number of ber of the C. L. S. C.and though I am taking

years this process will go on so naturally that the course alone, I cannot tell you how im

you will do it with ease and pleasure ; and you proving I find it to be. The readings for this

will incorporate among your mottoes that of year are particularly interesting and The Wom

Captain Cuttle, “ Which when found make a an's Council Table in THE CHAUTAUQUAN SO

note of. "
helpful. "

A good adjunct to a note-book is a scrap-book, FROM New York State : “ Perhaps I may be

of which we will chat at our next monthly older than the average Chautauquan, and Ihave

gathering many cares connected with my duties as matron

The race is not always to the swift nor only of an orphan asylum , yet I very much enjoy the

to the young, as the following testifies : “ Par- readings of the C. L. S. C. and am trying not

don oversight in sending inclosed slip . Yes ; only to fill out the four-page memoranda but also
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the twelve-page, not for the white seal but for magazine every month , and while reading at

the splendid review it affordsme. I do the most homein connection with my other duties, I find

ofmy reading in the evening." ourmottoes a great help."

FROM New York State : “ Wehave received

CLASS OF 1893.— “ THE ATHENIANS.” notice from you of our delinquency in the pay

“ Study to be what you wish to seem .” ment of our C. L. S. C. dues for this year, and a

OFFICERS.
word of encouragement to persevere in the

President- The Rev. R.C.Dodds, 337 Summer St., Buffalo, course . Wehave indeed found the readings

N.Y. enjoyable and profitable , but we do find it also

Vice-Presidents --Mrs. S. m . I. Henry, Meadville, Pa.; rather difficult to keep them up on account of

the Rev. Russell Conwell, Philadelphia, Pa ; Prof. T. F: other pressing duties. We inclose, however,

Wright, Cambridge, Mass.; Miss Kate McGillivray, Port
Colborne, Province Ontario, Canada; Mrs. E. c. Chap- our dues, and will endeavor to complete the

man , Oakland, Cal.; The Rev. D. T. C. Timmons, Tyler, course with our class in '93. Wehave enjoyed

Texas ; J. C. Burke, Waterville, Kan .; the Rev. M. D. so much being at Chautauqua for the past two

Lichleter, Allegheny, Pa.
seasons that we already begin to think whether

General Secretary - Miss Ella M. Warren, 342W.Wal

put, Louisville, Ky.
it will be possible for us to spend the coming

Prison Secretary - Mrs . S , M. I. Henry, Meadville, Pa. season there. "

District Secretaries - Miss A. M , Coit, Syracuse , N. Y .;

the Rev. T. H.Paden , New Concord, Ohio ; the Rev. E.S. CLASS OF 1894— " THE PHILOMATHEANS.”

Porter, Bridgewater,Mass.; Miss Anna C. Brockman, St.

“ Ubimel, ibi apes.”
Louis, Mo.; the Rev. Chas. Thayer, Minneapolis, Mion.;

L E. Welch , Albany, Ga.
OFFICERS.

Treasurer - Welford P. Hulse, 112 Hart St., Brooklyn, President- John Habberton , New York City .

N , Y. Vice-Presidents— TheRev. A. C. Ellis, Jamestown, N.Y .;

Assembly Treasurer and Trustee Union Class Building , the Rev. E. D.Ledyard , Steubenville, Ohio ; (third vice

Geo . E. Vincent, presidentto be selected by New England Branch C.L.S.C.);

Building Committee - The Rev. R. C. Dodds ; Mrs. H.M. the Rev. Mr. Cosby, Neb.; tSe Rev. Dr. Livingston ,

Anthony, Ottawa, Ill. Toronto , Canada ;Mrs. Helen Campbell, New York City ;

the Rev. J. W.Lee, D.D., Atlanta ,Ga.

OBSERVATIONS BY THE PRESIDENT. - Lan Secretary - Miss Grace B. Fowler , Buffalo , N. Y.

guage, like every thing else that is human, is Treasurer - Mr. Henry M.Hall, Titusville, Pa.

subject to change and to death . The language
Class Trustee - W.T. Everson , Union City, Pa.

of our English ancestors is a dead language. Pa.; Henry M. Hall, Titusville,Pa ; Mr. C. Foskey,

Building Committee - William T. Everson , Union City,

Some one has predicted that a century hence Shamburg, Pa.; Miss Grace Fowler, Buffalo,N. Y.

Dickens cannot be read in London without the

aid of a glossary. Many of our English words A CORRESPONDENT from Bogota, who has

have a history in themselves. They are memo- “ looked in vain for the address of the South

rials of the past. They tell us of political, so- American Secretary for the C. L. S. C.,” takes

cial, and economical conditions which ceased to matters in her own hands and writes to the Cen

exist centuries ago. tral Office for help . She writes, “ I am em

What a glorious age was the Elizabethan ! ployed here by the Presbyterian Mission Board

There were literary giants in those days, like to and am not sure that I shall be able to form a

whom the world has not seen since. Wecan- circle here, but am going to try . I at least will

not repress a feeling ofcontempt for the charac- be one and with a little effort may be able to

ter of Boswell. Hemay have “ made the best get two or three others.”

biography ever written,” but he gathered the The Pierian Circle at Stillwater,Minnesota, is

materials therefor at the expense of his own making steady progress. The new warden of

manhood . the prison has expressed himself as hearti'y in

It is interesting to note how many of ourmost sympathy with the work of the circle , and the

eminent English authors were born in obscurity following clipping from a recent number of the

and poverty. The list includes Shakspere, Prison Mirror will be of interest to all Chau

Chatterton, Dr. Samuel Johnson, Wordsworth , tauquans :

and Dickens. Last Sunday's meeting of the prison C. L. S. C. was

" I KNOW quite a number of people to whom very well attended ,and the work of themeeting was ex .

ecuted with more than ordinary dispatch . Warden Gar

thereadingswould be a greathelp butwhom with vin and Deputy Lemon werepresent. At the close of the

all our talking and trying to persuade we have exercisethewarden rose and made a few remarks perti

not yet been able to entrap. For myself I can nent to the circle,and healsomentioned that he expected

say that for a girl who has been disappointed in to organize a primary school for the benefit of thosewhɔ

a college education, the C. L. S. C. has fur- volunteer teachers among the Chautauquans. The re

were unable to read or write and that he hoped to find

nished her a solace and a help . I devour the marks of the critic, Chaplain Albert,were of an interest
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ing as well as instructive nature. It is hoped that those high grade seal to rank above the G. S. S.

members who were without their quotationswill find

timebetween this and the next fortnightly meeting to
To a recent inquiry in a journal for a suitable

prepare themselves with something more suggestive of course of reading a host ofresponses came from

their having studied than “ present." Chautauqua readers eager to testify to the value

The success of the work at Stillwater, and the of the C. L. S. C. The testimony of one grad

accounts published in the Mirror,have resulted uate tells an oft-repeated story, and yet it shows

in an attempt to start a Chautauqua Circle in so much courage and persistence that we ven

the penitentiary at Bismarck, North Dakota. ture to print it for the benefit of other graduate

Our correspondent writes, “ We are very readers : “ I cannot tell what a comfort the course

anxious to get a class organized here, and I has been to me. Rising at half-past five o'clock,

shall take great pleasure in doing all that I can .” going five miles to myplace of business, leaving

The Chautauqua Course has from the first there at six o'clock and getting homea little

after

appealed strongly to teachers and the following ing and sewing to do after tea,you can see the

seven , tired and weary and with mymend

testimony from a '94 is very welcome : " I have

been a school teacher for four years and have

day is a long, busy one. Saturday I am kept

until ten o'clock , so you see I am busy, and the

read many books on educational matters, but

none, have given half so much pleasure as

only time I have to read is on the street cars ,

the Chautauqua books. The benefit derived
night and morning. Yet I finished the course

in four

from the C. L. S. C. far exceeds my most san

and have since earned a few seals. "years

guine expectations." NEARLY two thousand five hundred C. L. S.C.

A '94 from South Dakota in a somewhat dif. graduates are at work this year upon special

ferent field of work states her experience as
courses of study under the leadership of the

C. L. S. C. While this is not as large a propor

follows : “ We have no circle here, and as far as

tion of the great army of twenty- five thousand

I can learn no one reading but myself. I have

almost induced two persons to take it up. I
as we should like to see thus enrolled, we re

think it fascinating notwithstanding Imust do whole truth . Webelieve that there are many
member that figures do not always tell the

my reading between interruption of customers,
graduates who have received the needed impe

sulphur, turpentine, strychnine, careful pre

scriptions, all incidental to the life of a phar- lowing out their literary tastes in various lines

tus from the four years' course and are now fol.

macist ; I am a woman forty -nine years old ,
suggested by the C. L. S. C., and to all such we

with home-keeping and home-making and boy
bid a hearty God-speed .

training, yet I would not give it up for consid

erable ." THE special seal courses announced for the

From Ohio : " I send you the blank showing study of the Gospels of Luke and John, have

As the examinationscompletion of work up to date. Thework has aroused much interest.

been very interesting, growing more so daily . in Luke were held in December, comparatively

The chief charm is that one cannot stop with few C. L. S. C.members attempted the neces

the required readings but is led on to read and sary preparation, but names are steadily coming

study outside of them . I wonder if everybody in for the examination in the Gospel of John,

feels that every article in The CHAUTAUQUAN and as this does not take place until next De

waswritten just for her ? I do. Those articles cember, students of this course will have ample

on the English Constitution were just what I time to make thorough preparation . The fact

wished.” that the International Lessons take up the study

ofJohn in July of this year, makes this course

GRADUATE CLASSES . especially attractive to Sunday -school teachers.

OCCASIONAL inquiries are received at the A fee of one dollar entitles any member of the

Central Office concerning a special seal to be C. L. S. C. to the leaflets, examination certifi

placed upon the S. H.G.monogram on the di- cate, and C. L. S. C. Seal if the examination be

ploma. For the benefit of those who
passed successfully . The leaflets contain

may

have wondered even if they did not ask , why clearly defined lessons with full directions for

no seal is awarded for the S. H. G., wewould study and are of great value.

say that the system of order seals was devised A C. L. S. C. graduate in Nicaragua, Central

some years after the diplomaswere issued, and America,nothing daunted by distance or strange

it was ot thought best to award a special seal surroundings, has pursued the first year of the

for the S. H.G. since the diploma itself is an graduate course in English History and Litera

evidence of membership in the society . The ture and now sends for the second year's books.

space will be utilized in due timehowever for a Shewrites : " Ihad hoped to find other readers
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in Grenada, but there is at present only one PRESBYTERIAN HEADQUARTERS.

other American besides myself and the English In response to appeals sent out through the

consul, both ofwhom expect to leave soon, so I denominational press and as a result of the ef

shall go on alone. But I hear from my friends forts made during the past few years at thean

of the Lewis Miller Circle of Rochester, and with nual sessions of the Chautauqua Assembly a

themagazine I feel that I am one of you if not a handsome edifice known as the Presbyterian

with you. Iwas glad to get the C. L. S.C. circulars; Headquarters is approaching completion at

every word was of interest to me, I ssure you. Chautauqua, New York .

When I gettired of thinking twice before Ispeak , Thework of furnishing this building andmak

as I am still obliged to do when I speak Spanish , ing the interior as attractive as the exterior will

I am glad to go to my room and have a reunion bebeautiful, devolves upon the women of the

with my English friends,my books.” church and the committee of ladies appointed

A GREAT BRITAIN graduatewho recently has to direct and oversee the furnishing of the build

received his diploma with the Class of '90 writes: ing. They therefore send out the appeal to the

“ I shallbe well pleased to have the rightsome women of the church , requesting contributions

day,perhaps,oftaking a seatatthe Round Table . large and small -- for this worthy purpose. All

I propose to take up two special courses, Modern who have everbeen at Chautauqua, New York,

History and French History and Literature ."
will appreciate how great a want the new de

nominationalheadquarters will supply , and de

GRADUATE CLASSES .
nominational pride will insist that the interior of

The following names are added to the list of the new homemust be as attractive as the head

the graduates of the Class of 1890 : quarters of other denominations now comfort.

Mrs. Emma G. Walker, Kansas ; Amy E. ably housed there.

Payson , Maine ; Ella R. Beall, Maryland ; Hattie Contributions should be sent to Mrs. John C.

M. Thompson , Massachusetts ; Ansley William Martin , 53 Fifth Avenue, Chairman of the Com

Arms, Mrs. Mary E. Arms, Michigan ; Mrs. mittee of Ladies.

Sarah Eastman Mathews, Minnesota ; Dora L.

Dauber, Missouri ; Bessie Lee Morris, New THE THIRD ANNUAL MOONLIGHT EXCURSION

Jersey ; Made ieneEdwards, New York ; Charles of the Chautauqua Circles of New York and

W.Earhart,Mrs. Lizzie D.Williams, Ohio ;May Brooklyn will take place on Saturday, June 20,

G. Beadle, Ellen J. Wallace, Anna Elizabeth 1891 .

Wicke, Mrs. Samuel L.Wood, Samuel L.Wood, Two of the Iron Steamboats have been en

Pennsylvania ; Mrs. Delia T. Hurd , Wisconsin . gaged for an afternoon sail up the Hudson to

Oscawana Island , where nearly four hours will

MEMBERSOF THE GUILD OF THE SEVEN SEALS. be spent on shore, returning to thecity by moon

By an unfortunate oversight the following light.

names of members of the Guild of the Seven Cappa's Seventh Regiment Band has been en

Seals were omitted in making up the list at the gaged to furnish the music, and refreshments

C. L. S. C. Office in Buffalo . The secretary will be supplied by Terbune, the well-known

would be sorry indeed to seem to slight so many caterer.

veteran Chautauquans, and trusts that when the The tickets will be sold by subscription , so

list appears next year, it will prove to be above that the company will be strictly select, thus af

suspicion, fording a quiet and orderly party .

Class of 1882. - Mrs. M.A. Cross, Iowa; Mrs. The character of these excursions is so well

Geo. J. Ha Iton, Miss Fannie H.Hamilton, known that further comment at this time is un

Mrs. Kate S. Hathaway, Miss Eleanor E. Jones, necessary, except to say that the committee in

Miss Eunice E. Tuttle, New York ; Albert M. charge have arranged for several novel features,

Martin , Pennsylvania.
prominent among which is an Athenian Watch

Class of 1883. - Mrs. Lucy A.Dennis, Illinois ; Fire.

Miss Anna Gardner, Massachusetts ; Mrs.Wm . Mr. F. M.Curtis, 2107 Seventh Avenue, New

Millard , Wisconsin ; Mrs.Emily H.Miller, Ohio. York, and Mr. N. H.Gillette, 322 Quincey St.,

Class of 1885. - Phoebe A. Holder, Massachu- Brooklyn, are in charge of the arrangements

setts. and will be pleased to furnish full information

Class of 1887. - Miss Genevieve Otis , Iowa. to any who may desire the same.
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C. L. S. C. MOTTOES.

“ We Study the Word and the Works of God." “ Let us keep our Heavenly Father in the Midst."

“ Never be Discouraged."

C. L. S. C. MEMORIAL DAYS,

OPENING DAY - October 1. SPECIAL SUNDAY - May, second Sunday .

BRYANT DAY - November 3 . Hugo DAY - June 21.

SPECIAL SUNDAY - November, second Sunday . SPECIAL SUNDAY - July , second Sunday.

MILTON DAY- December 9. INAUGURATION DAY- August, first Saturday after first

COLLEGE DAY - January, last Thursday. Tuesday ; anniversary ofC. L. S. C. at Chautauqua.

SPECIAL SUNDAY - February, second Sunday , ST. PAUL'S DAY - August, second Saturday after first

LONGFELLOW DAY - February 27. Tuesday ; anniversary of the dedication of St. Paul's

HUGH MILLER DAY - April 14. Grove at Chautauqua.

SHAKSPERE DAY - April 23. RECOGNITION DAY - August, third Wednesday after the

BLAISE PASCAL DAY -May 14 . first Tuesday.

THE

"HE Scribe has observed in the reports a ing organization ; we are the people who seek

marked partiality many circles.have for after knowledge. Knowledge unused is worse

English history and literature subjects ; no than unused gold . There is a town not far from

doubt some of the French characters are favor. Boston where dissensionshaveexisted for many

ites too. Probably by this time many have generations. These dissensions have been

chosen their “ special friend ” as was suggested healed by the people coming together in Chau

last month , and he is found so companionable tauqua work , and forming themselves into a

that every opportunity of furthering his ac- class. They forget their troubles in study and

quaintance is desired , the methods of study are just as helpful as

The question is, How can it be done? The the things that are discovered.”

Scribe would hint that where the world is not The Rev.W.R. Clarke was introduced by the

too much , there he will be found ; by the lakes toastmaster as the man who had done much to

and in the woods; he is a frequenter of the promote the success of the New England sum

Chautauqua Assemblies. These fifty or more mer assembly at Lake View . Dr. Clark stated

Assemblies in all parts of theUnited States will that he was proud of the New England Associa

furnish the opportunity, by entertaining talks, tion, and proud of the class that had assembled

broad -minded , scholarly lectures on these sub- year after year at the summer gatherings. He

jects. It is well worth self-denial to putone's self congratulated the members on being connected

in contact with those who have lived for years in with an organization that believes in culture and

communion with these master-spirits. The Scribe progress. They would be sure to exert a great

suggests that asmany as possible of local circle influence on account of the advantages which

members avail themselves of these convenient they enjoyed under Chautauqua methods.

occasions for going on with a well-begun work . The Hon . L. T. Jefts also lauded Chautauqua

and referred to the fact that the majority of the

CELEBRATION OF FOUNDER'S DAY.
members present were ladies. Majorities, he

THE New England Chautauqua Association said , should rule, and he hoped the ladieswould

celebrated Founder's Day, Monday evening, be given a chance.

February 26. More than one hundred and fifty It was a cause of deep regret that Bishop Vin

members of the organization were present. The cent could not be present; this was theonly thing

speeches were all brimming over with Chautau. lacking to make the occasion a perfect success.

qua ; every toast was loaded down with Chau .

tauqua ; and even the atmosphere itself seemed
THE PACIFIC COAST.

to be impregnated with its spirit. Evidences of MRS. M.H.FIELD, the secretary ofthe Pacific

a higher order of education, in line with Chau. Coast C. L. S. C., gives a fine report of the work

tauquan doctrines and beliefs, were perceptible in that quarter of the world . A greatmany old

everywhere. circles have gone on with the work and a large

The Rev. William Full, president of the asso- number of new circles have been successfully

ciation, after the feasting was over, introduced organized , and the number of individual readers

the Rev. A. E. Winship as toastmaster. Many was never so large. Summed up, there are

bright, witty , and suggestive toasts were given . twenty- four old circles, twenty-six new , with an

The Rev. A. E. Dunning said : “ This is a push- average membership of twenty each.
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NEW CIRCLES.
a short time ago. Our name is The Belmont';

CONNECTICUT. - An energetic circle starts at motto , ‘ I want to see the wheels go round.'

West Granby. One observes on the program Wehave thirty-seven members and took in five

that excellent aid to memory - a review drill. persons at the last meeting who will study the

Each member names five facts from the read. books for the remainder of the year and

ings. begin next fall in the Class of '95. We all

NEW YORK.- The Canterbury Pilgrims of feel that we have already been more than repaid

Victor go to work like old -timers. They have for the work and feel glad there is a C. L. S. C.,"

found the secret ofmaking every one interested , writes the secretary of Bellaire.

i.e., setting every one somespecialwork for each ILLINOIS.— The secretary of Chapin Circle

night. A few weeks ago it conducted a " Quiz writes : “ I do not believe 'Mother Chautauqua '

on Cromwell,” which gave universalsatisfaction. has a more loyal group of children than we.

A leaderwho had been chosen two weeks be- We are proud of the organization and feel hon

foreband came prepared with fifty questions ored to have the privilege of belonging to it.

which no one was allowed to see ; two members We have our meetings at the homes of the

chose sides and the contest began. The victorie members. Sometimes we have to go five or six

ous side was evident from the increase of num- miles ; stormy weather has not kept us from the

bers. Brooklyn has still another circle — the meetings. As our aim is to improve ourselves

Golden Arch , of sixteen members. -Two new in every way possible, we strive to master thor

circles in New York City, the Chelsea of fifteen oughly our text-books as we read them ; we

members and another oneunnamed ,of four. discuss all doubtful points, have questions on

The class at Port Jervis has made the wise rule our week's reading, a short sketch of the life of

that no member shall refuse to do the work each person of note, and try to fix in our minds

given him . Success awaits such efforts . important places and dates by talking them

NEW JERSEY. — “ We have been meeting over. I cannot begin to give you an idea of

every two weeks and have thoroughly enjoyed what the study has done for us; wewere hun

our work ; wehave gained much knowledge as gering and thirsting for weknew not what, and

well as pleasure from it," writes the Stelton this has satisfied us." -When a circle in a

club, “ formative state ” does such admirable work

MARYLAND.— The Bancroft Circle of Baltic as the one at Jerseyville, great things may be

more is composed of a quartet of young men of expected of its future . -The Danville gives

the Fayette St. M. E. Church. They start with the following outline of work : “ We first read

great anticipations for the future . the minutes ; then roll-call answered by some

PENNSYLVANIA.— Informalmeetings, follow- important fact in the life of the character being

ing THE CHAUTAUQUAN's suggestions, are the studied , or something relative to English his

plan of the Philadelphia Quintet. This city tory ; the object is to have it varied and in

adds the Chrysalis Club to its number, which structive. After finishing 'Our English ' we

starts off with much promise. Columbia is a had a lecture, 'Ramble Among Words,' from

newcomer into the Chautauqua province. which was gained much information of the

Much interest is manifested in the circles at derivation of words and the origin of names.

East Canton, Glenwood, and Taylorstown. Chaucer's Day was honored by an entertain

TENNESSEE. — A small but a decidediy pro- ment to which gentlemen were invited. Char

gressive circle has commenced the readings at acters were taken from English history and

Dayton . briefly sketched , the character represented being

KENTUCKY.- '94 is doing honor to its guessed by the company." - Circles at Engle

president. Ashland's new circle of eightmem- wood, Warrenville, Rochelle, Austin , and

bers says, “ Wehave decided to call ourselves Chicago are organized and are anxious to work

Habberton, in honor of our illustrious presi- and win. - The Secretary at Maquon writes :

dent." “ We are the first C. L. S. C. class ever organ

TEXAS.- A circle of faithful workers com- ized in our village. We belong to the Class of

mence the readings at Gonzoles. They start '94, and call ourselves the Galaxy Circle . We

with the spirit of the conquering hero. - Ameet once a week , and a more enthusiastic

circle is formed at Paris , circle would be hard to find . We follow to

OHIO.- Plain City and Ashley have the ad- some extent the programs as given in THE

vantage of two stirring and ambitious circles. CHAUTAUQUAN , varying it a little as seems de

“ Weare the first circle to be organized here, sirable. Ourmeeting is opened with Scripture

and, starting in late ,we had so much work to do reading and prayer ; the roll-call is frequently

thatwe did not select our name and motto till answered with quotations from some author
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previously assigned , or from a favorite author. SOUTH DAKOTA.— “ We are flourishing and

Our reviews in English History and English doing profitable work ,” is the message of the

Literature were very interesting. The review Madison Circle, which starts out in good spirits.

in English History was conducted by each of

the members in turn asking questions on a
OLD CIRCLES.

part of the History previously assigned to him CANADA.— The work of the Ionic Circle at

or her. In English Literature each member Moncton, New Brunswick, is systematically

had a five-minute essay on a given part.” . laid out. In addition to the regular officers it

“ Having read with interest the notices of has a program committee appointed for three

Local Circles, we wish to tell you something of months, which makes out the order of exercises

our circle. Though few in numbers, we are for each night, following in the main the plan

very enthusiastic and prosperous. The Argus of the outline in THE CHAUTAUQUA ) . No

has twenty -two members. Meetings are held matter if the wind is northerly , themeetings

from 2:30 to 4:30 p. m . Friday of each week ; are attended .

the average a tendance for the year has been MAINE.— The Bagaduce Circle of West

excellent. Weobserved Longfellow's Day in a Brooksville is a busy little band of five persons.

very appropriate and enjoyablemanner. Aine A program suited to the needs of the members

literary and musical program was followed by a is carefully carried out. The two programssent

banquet.” We are glad to hear this from Elgin . us show the ingenuity of themembers . “ The

INDIANA.- Sixteen persons form the circle at sweet influences of Pleiades ” suggested a de

Hammond. They did not commence until lightful roll-call of quotations on the stars,

February but expect to make up the course taken from the Bible . A table -talk on the pass

during the summer months. Success to them , ing events in February must have been full of

MICHIGAN.- AtGladwin a circle of nine has good things.---At Limerick the E.H.Perry

weekly meetings. It is controlled by the usual Circle is in its second year and doing excellent

officers and culture will be the outcome of their work . -Themembers of the Brunswick Circle

labors. live far apart, some of the number are away

WISCONSIN.— An energetic circle of seven teaching, and the stormy weather has made

starts on the Chautauqua way in Wequiock . regular meetings this year an impossibility , yet

Also circles at Prescott and Waukesha are their report shows that the spirit of industry is

studying. A circle of five was organized in still with them , as they keep up their studies

the fall at Prescott; they have lately been and hope for a reorganization . A lively

cheered by the addition of two more members . circle is reported from Biddeford Pool. One

Iowa.— “ Our little class of eight members feature of the evening's exercise is short im .

was organized in November. Wehave chosen promptu speeches, the subject assigned by the

for our name Excelsior and themost beautiful president. Mispronunciations are noted and

motto , Upward and Onward, which we are try- energetic discussions follow .

ing to weave into our lives. For the founder NEW HAMPSHIRE.— Fifteen regular and ten

of our delightful ‘ school' we have grateful local members form a wide-awake circle at

thoughts," is the word from DesMoines. Campton Village. The club reports a delightful

MISSOURI.- A club of twelve at Mt. Grove evening with Professor Myron I. Hazeltine in

has recently been admitted to the new circles. his original translations from Anacreon fol

KANSAS. — Still another Habberton Circle- lowed by the reading of “ Evangeline."

Kansas City . It numbers sixteen , two ofwhom Twenty persons make up the Lakeside Circle in

are working for seals, having graduated several Meredith . Copies of programs sent tell the

years ago. story of work being done that results in broad

ARKANSAS. -Several persons at Little Rock culture. -Swanzey has a club which meets

are taking up the C. L. S. C. work , every alternate Friday night and hasan average

NEBRASKA.— Circles at Wilcox and Bostwick attendance of eight. That numbers need not

have joined the hosts of Chautauqua pilgrims. affect enthusiasm is demonstrated by the Wil

OREGON . — Salem has an organization with mot Flat Circle, which announces fewer num

the pretty Indian name Si-mock’ti-Si'mox, bers but just as faithful study.

which being translated has the significantmean VERMONT. - Enjoyablemeetings are reported

ing , progressive friends. May the nameprove from Willoughby Lake Circle, West Burke.

symbolical. The lessons are learned and recited as indicated

CALIFORNIA. — San José reports a circle of in this magazine.

twenty members calling themselves “ Treasure MASSACHUSETTS. — The public observance of

Searchers. "
the tenth anniversary of the C. L. S. C. of
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Newton Highlands, in November last, was an gives most of its time to the delightful study of

event of rare interest. This circle was organ- astronomy, basing lessons upon Mr. Serviss '

ized in 1880 by seven ladies, and now numbers valuable articles.

twenty- five, to which number the circle is lim
NEW YORK .--- Brooklyn people are noted for

ited, as it has found one of the blessings of the the active interest they take in C. L. S. C. mat.

work to be that of close personal acquaintance ters. The Adriel, Ad Astra , and Strong Place

and familiar interchange of thought, which be- gave a union entertainment to increase interest

comes less easy as numbers grow large. They in the study of the Chautauqua readings.

believe it better to have severalsmall citcles in Amongmany excellent things on the program

a place than one too large. The members of was an address by the president of the A.E.

this circle have always been enthusiastic work . Dunning Alumni Circle, who said she had read

ersand have introduced many original methods of an old woman who had a good home, but

into their plans of study. The first half-hour of with only one window and that a small one

each meeting is spent on five-minute reports which opened on the back yard. The old

on Topics of the Day, which include “ Bills be- woman for a long time wished for a window

fore Congress and Legislature," " Indian and opening upon the street and at last was enabled

Mormon Affairs,” “ New Books," " Lectures to have such a window , when herhome became

andMusic,” “ Literary and Art Items,” “ Scien- so much more cheerfuland bright than it had

tific Discoveries and Inventions,” “ English and been that it was as a palace compared to

European Affairs,” “ Social and Labor Ques- what it was before. Chautauqua was such a

tions,” “ The Woman Question ,” and “ Recent window in her life , she said . It had opened to

Deaths of Prominent People.” In this way the her great fields of light. It had opened into

members are kept in touch with the latest in- the universe and shown her the wonderfulsys

formation on the leading questions of the time. tems of planets ; it had opened into the earth

The circle is thoroughly a mutual and demo- and shown her the wonders of the formation of

cratic circle, and each member has to take her this globe; it had opened into the past and

turn as leader in conducting the lesson , the work shown her the progress ofman ; butmost of all

for each year being assigned the previous June. it had lighted her life because it had let in a

The tenth anniversary of this circle was observed lightby which she could see God.

by a private dinner, at which reports were read A paper entitled “ Chaucer and his Pilgrims ”

of the ten years' work and papers and poems was read , after which the platform was con

written for the occasion, and music. A month verted into an old English inn, which was soon

later public exercises were held, to which other filled with Canterbury pilgrims laughing, eat

literary and study clubs and C. L. S. C.'s were ing, and drinking, an excellent reproduction of

invited. An excellentprogram was carried out, the description given by Chaucer in “ Canter

and the affair was an inspiration to all present, bury Tales.” The costumes were carefully se

resulting in the forming of a new circle to be lected to resemble those worn by the subjects

called the Vincent,making the third Chautau- represented . Each recited the tale assigned in

qua Circle in this one ward of Newton. Chaucer's work . The representation of the

Longfellow Circle of Brockton says, “ Not one famous scene was good . The pilgrims ap

meeting omitted since organization in October, plauded or not, as Chaucer directed, but the

1885.” There must be kindred spirits to form audience disregarded caste and applauded churl

such an indissoluble tie . — Rainbow Circle , and knight alike.

West Acton , increases in numbers and knowl Four other circles, the Columbia , Goodseli,

edge. The idea suggested in THE CHAUTAUQUAN Habberton, Oak Leaf, also united for an even

of dressing in costume and telling some of ing's entertainment and social. These circles

the “ Canterbury Tales ” was successfully belong to that growing, go-ahead body, the

carried out by some of the ladies. The Ap- Brooklyn Chautauqua Assembly. A remarkably

ponegansetts of South Dartmouth meet fort- good program was given. One of the attractions

nightly at the houses of the differentmembers. was John Habberton's talk on “ English Litera

A program is given and informal discussions ture." A circle of one hundred membersmeets

follow . Memorial Days are observed . -From every Monday night in the parlor of the Grace

Athol and Everett comenews of duty done. M. E. Church . The president conducts the

CONNECTICUT.— The programs of the Aurora lesson in English History and “ Our English ”

Circle, New Haven , are significant ; they show in the following manner : numbered slips are

a masterly grasp of the work laid out for the passed to each person, who answers as his num

English Year. The results are no doubt satis- ber is called . - Well-attended meetings and

fying. The Athena Circle of West Suffield good lessons is the word from Westmoreland
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Circle. This circle recommends a method of allow us to recognize this circle's poet. — Of the

conducting the lesson which it has tried and eleven members of theMagnolia Circle in Flor

found satisfactory : each member provides ence two expect to graduate with '91. The

three questions or more on the subject in hand ; order of exercise follows closely that suggested

the questions are gathered, mixed, and dis- by THE CHAUTAUQUAN .

tributed ; discussions follow. The Polenag Ohio . - Warren Circle of Columbus bas a

nian of Rochester has held its regular semi- membership of ten. At a regular meeting of

monthly sessions with unabated interest. The the Epworth League this circle gave an enter

topics discussed thus far have been English tainment. The C. L. S. C.mottoes and names

history and literature . Geology is to have were artistically arranged over the platform .

attention and the circle has the promise of a Members wore the class colors. The program

lecture by the Rev. Dr. Walker, on the coal de- was made up of music, papers on this year's

posits. The members are also anticipating a study, and a talk on astronomy illustrated by

visit to the Warner Observatory as an adjunct charts.

to the study ofastronomy. - The Fairportians TEXAS. - The Athenians of Tyler are enthu

make the circle work happy breaks in the daily siastic and perform their duties earnestly and

routine of household cares. Debates, original promptly . The club meets once a week, the

papers, biographical sketches, enliven the hostess acting as instructor.

meeting - -No tedioustime passed in listening KENTUCKY.The Prentice Circle of Elizabeth

to minutes is endured by the Camden Circle ; town is working, stimulated by the hope of re

as time is so precious the readings are com- ceiving diplomas in 1892. Some of the mem

menced immediately . A plan is suggested by bers are looking toward the white seal.

this circle, which might fittingly be called “ the MICHIGAN . - Battle Creek has a large and

crucial test ” : while a member reads, the others prosperous circle — the Pathfinders. They have

take notes; at the close of the reading each found help in the use of printed programs, the

member reads what he has obtained. - Circles expense of which has been defrayed by taking

at Bergen , Honeoye, Lewiston, and Walden up an occasional collection . The regular pro

report interest and improvement. gram has been supplemented by short drills in

PENNSYLVANIA.— The Franklin Circle at parliamentary practice.----- The Beacon Lights

Steelton says, Instruction is given as in the of Capac shine with their usual brilliancy.

class-room . Each one is expected to know the Specimen programs show subjects for excellent

lesson. Open meetings and lectures of varied work .—Eleven Hollyhocks grow and give

character are features of our work.” - New- pleasure in Grand Rapids. -Ovid has a class

town reports a flourishing circle oftwelve mem- numbering fourteen . The spirit of good fellow

bers, four of whom will graduate the coming ship and helpfulnesswhich pervades the Chau

-Montrose has a club of twenty- tauqua Circle at Sheboygan was illustrated by a

seven members. recent entertainment. · Henry VIII.” was

NEW JERSEY. — The Earnest Workers of read, after which an ode composed by one of

Flemington announce that they have emerged the memberswas sung.

from the “ Slough of Despond ” and now are INDIANA. - Beechwood Circle, near Greens

doing energetic, telling work .' Washington's burgh, is a wide-awake country circle of twenty

birthday found the members dressed in the five members. They have excellent plans of

quaint styles of " ye olden time” ; this with conducting study. - “ Thirteen good workers '

conversation brightened by historical anecdotes in Elm Circle, South Bend, are reported by the

inspired patriotic feeling. president. This club observed Cromwell Day.

MARYLAND. — Two Querists of Greensbor. It wants suggestions so it can make its sessions.

ough are still asking questions and getting wis- more entertaining than ever - read reports of

dom from them . They modestly say, “ Weare Local Circles in the magazine, as the best.

far from being Solons, yet think we havemade methods of various circles are given for the

quite an advance on the highway leading to the benefit of other circles. -The Epworth coterie

temple of knowledge ; and we are in nowise are reading the best of English - Shakspere.

discouraged ; we hope at the end of the course The Socratic method of conducting the reci

to come in with banners unfurled , displaying tation is used. -Circles at Wabash and Lo

honorable credit to our endeavors." gansport are flourishing.

South CAROLINA. — The White Rose Circle of ILLINOIS.— “ Weall enjoy thework and could

Yorkville has a membership of eighteen, and not be persuaded to give it up,” writes the sec

its meetings are full of variety and brimful of retary of the Dianthus Circle in Stillman Valley.
interest. We regret that our space will not Each member takes her turo in preparing a pro

summer .
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gram , thus dividing the responsibility . tion . — The Philomathean of Malta Bend re

Circles at Ravenswood and Kewanee are to be port a circle of twenty -four members. - The

classed with the progressive ones. Mary de la Vergne society has twenty - five in

WISCONSIN . — The Bryant Circle in Omro has defatigable workers. They are sure to win

only two members, but these two meet one great rewards. This club does not forget the

afternoon of each week and talk over the book social element. To carry those presentback to

they are using. They are determined to ac- their youthful days, at a meeting in February

complish thework . an old -fashioned lace valentine was given to

MINNESOTA.- A member of the Owatonna each lady, and she read the sentimental rhyme

Circle writes, “ If I only could make the people thereon .

here realize the worth of the course of readings, NEBRASKA.— The following is a model atti

I am sure the circle would be larger. Thework tude for all circles to take. The Oakland Circle

is a constant inspiration to one. I never look says, “ Our members are all enthusiastic and

at the picture of Bishop Vincent which hangs the meetings are beneficial, instructive, and

in my sitting-room without saying, 'God bless entertaining. We are always glad to receive

him for the work he is doing.' ” Various in- new members who will take an active part in

fuences have combined to make the circle the work . No one can afford to miss a meeting.

smaller and the meetings irregular, yet against We extend a hearty wish to all who wish to

cpposing odds it continues and is gaining in co-operate with us in this work.” The Paw

culture. - The Windoms of Marshall report nee Circle of Fullerton of fifteen members is

an excellent condition of affairs ; they have industrious and successful.

plans for extending the Chautauqua boundary. KANSAS.— It is to be inferred from the num .

Iowa.— The Alden Circle of Perry meets a ber ofmembers, plan of conducting the recita

month in each place and the housewife for tions, and earnest spirit of the club at Frankfort

that month acts as leader the next month . that excellent work is being accomplished.

Whenever practicable the plans for lessons The Hesperians of Ness City celebrated Long

in ' THE CHAUTAUQUAN are copied . Special fellow Day by a good dinner and a good pro

exercises on Bryant and Longfellow Days gram . A contest was a pleasing feature. Three

make them pleasant to be remembered . quotations on slips of paper were given to each

“ We think the History and Literature are member. The quotations were then read, the

the most important books of the year and we reader keeping the slip if able to name the

are trying to be thorough in our study,” this poem from which the quotation was taken ; if

from the Aldine Circle of Rockwell. Social not able to tell, it was passed on until the cor

pleasures sometimes engage this circle. At rect poem was given. Theonewho at the close

onemeeting the hostess invited themembers to held the most quotations was the winner.

hobnob with her. Tea and wafers were served. The circles of Horton and Kinsley are working

A favor in the form of a butterfly, bearing a and increasing in knowledge.

quotation and the word " hobnob,” was given WYOMING . -Eleven members constitute the

to each guest. Indianola has a circle of Clio Circle of Cheyenne, which holds weekly

fifteen persons, Kossuth one of four, Waukon meetings of much profit.

one of thirty , and Coon Rapids oneof eleven , COLORADO . — The secretary of Alpha Circle,

all of whom are enjoying the Chautauqua Denver, writes, “ Nearly all the members of our

course . circle are entering upon their fifth year of

MISSOURI.— The Habberton Circle of Mem . study. They are devoting themselves more to

phis , says, “ Tell our fellow -Chautauquans that history and literature than science . Twelve

prosperity attends us, and that our number at active members consider it their pleasure to give

this time is twenty -eight. Remarkable inter aswell as to receive and respond promptly to

est is shown at every meeting . January 30 the all demands. The sponges and drones soon

program consisted in imitating an English Par- fall by the way.” The South Broadway Circle

liament. HomeRule for Ireland occupied the of the same place has great enthusiasm and the

time of the session. A most enjoyable and interest in the work is growing . This club is

profitable evening was spent." --Much general doing special historicalwork and finds Professor

information the Vernon Circle of Sedalia is Freeman's articles particularly helpful.

gathering by the valuable papers two recently WASHINGTON.- An excellent circle of twenty

returned European travelers are giving it. A persons is doing searching study at Seattle.

description of a visit to London, Westminster Essays, biographies, talks, and reviews make

Abbey, and St. Paul's has engaged the atten- profitable evenings.
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SEASON OF 1891.

CHAUTAUQUA, NEW YORK - July -August MOUNTAIN GROVE, BERWICK , PENNSYLVA

24. Recognition Day, August 19 . NIA — August 7 -August 11. Recognition

ACTON PARK , INDIANA - July 28 -August 15 . Day, August 8 .

Recognition Day, July 30 .
MOUNTAIN LAKE PARK ,MARYLAND — August 4

BAY VIEW , PETOSKEY, MICHIGAN - July 15 August 18. Recognition Day, August 13.

August 12. Recognition Day, July 27 .
NEBRASKA , CRETE, NEBRASKA . - June 30 -July

BEATRICE , NEBRASKA - June23 - July 6. Recog 10. Recognition Day, July 8 .

nition Day, July 2 . NIAGARA-ON-THE-LAKE, CANADA - July 11

BLACK HILLS, DAKOTA - August 11- August 26. August 30. Recognition Day, July 29.

Recognition Day, August 26 . NEW ENGLAND, SOUTH FRAMINGHAM , MASSA

BLUFF PARK, IOWA - July 16 - July 27. Recogni. CHUSETTS - July 14 - July 24. Recognition

tion Day, July 24. Day, July 23.

CHESTER , ILLINOIS — July 3 -July 20 . NEW ENGLAND , FRYEBURG , MAINE - July 28–

CLARION , REYNOLDSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA August 15. Recognition Day, August 11.

July 22 - August 12. Recognition Day, OCEAN CITY,NEW JERSEY — August 6 -August 7 .

August 8. Recognition Day, August 7 .

COLFAX, IOWA - July 4- July 17. Recognition OCEAN GROVE, NEW JERSEY - July 11-July 22.

Day, July 15 . Recognition Day, July 22.

CONNECTICUTVALLEY, NORTHAMPTON ,MASSA- OCEAN PARK , MAINE - July 21- August 1. Rec

CHUSETTS — July 8 -July 17 . Recognition ognition Day, July 30 .

Day, July 16 . OTTAWA, KANSAS – June 16 - June 26. Recog

COUNCIL BLUFFS AND OMAHA , IOWA - July 2 nition Day, June 24

July 22. Recognition Day, July 16 . PACIFIC GROVE, SAN JOSÉ, CALIFORNIA - June

EAST EPPING , NEW HAMPSHIRE — August 17 24-July 1o . Recognition Day, July 1o .

August 22. Recognition Day, August 20 . PIASA BLUFFS, ILLINOIS- July 30-August 19 .

EPWORTH HEIGHTS, OH10 — August 5 - August Recognition Day, August 13 .

18. Recognition Day, August 18 . PIEDMONT, ATLANTA, GEORGIA- July 15 -Au

GEORGETOWN, TEXAS – July 1 -July 18. Recog gust 31.

nition Day, July 16 . PUGET SOUND, WASHINGTON - July 15- August

GLEN ECHO, WASHINGTON, D. C. - June 16 13. Recognition Day , July 28 .

July 4. Recognition Day, June 25 . ROCKYMOUNTAIN , PALMER LAKE, COLORADO

HIRAM, OHIO – July 9 -July 31. Recognition July 8 -July 24. Recognition Day, July 24.

Day, July 28. ROUND LAKE, NEW YORK- July 27-August 13.

ISLAND PARK , ROME CITY, INDIANA- July 29– Recognition Day, August 13.

August 12. Recognition Day, August 5. SAN MARCOS, TEXAS - June 24 -July 22. Recog

KANSAS, TOPEKA, KANSAS – June 23-July 3 . nition Day, July 16 .

Recognition Day, July 2. SEASIDE , KEY EAST, NEW JERSEY - July 6

KENTUCKY, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY - June 30– August 28. Recognition Day, August 27.

July 1o . Recognition Day, July 9 . SILVER LAKE , NEW YORK - July 7 -August 6 .

LAKE BLUFF, ILLINOIS - August 5 - August 16 . Recognition Day, July 16 .

Recognition Day, August 13. WARSAW , INDIANA - July 15 - August 13. Recog

LAKESIDE ENCAMPMENT, OHIO — July 15 nition Day, July 27.

August 5. Recognition Day, July 25. WASECA, MINNESOTA- July 1 -July 22. Recog .

LAKE TAHOE, CALIFORNIA - July 28 -August 17 . nition Day, July 21.

Recognition Day, August 3 . WEIRS, NEW HAMPSHIRE - July 20 -July 24.

LONG BEACH , CALIFORNIA-July 13-July 24 . Recognition Day, July 23.

Recognition Day, July 22 . WILLIAMSGROVE , NEAR HARRISBURG , PENN

MISSOURI, WARRENSBURG , MISSOURI — July 3 SYLVANIA - July 15 -July 24. Recognition

July 13. Recognition Day, July 11. Day, July 22.

MONTEAGLE, TENNESSEE - June 30 - August 26. WINFIELD, KANSAS--June 23- July 3. Recog

Recognition Day, August II. nition Day, June 29.
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CHORUS.

THE AMAZONS. Never to bless her or to fondle babes

ACHILLES. That climbmyknee and lisp their father'sname.

What's left the heart when love and hope are
What's left the hands when love and hope are

flown ?
flown ?

To live when all thatmakes life dear is dead ;

To walk with men but be with them no more

In thoughtand feeling than the shadowy forms To lift the spear in the defense of right,

That wander like the phantoms of a dream
To succor helplessness and smite the strong,

In the dim twilight of the underworld.
To pour libations to the living gods,

To view familiar sceneswith alien eyes,
To point the way to valor and to truth .

To watch unmoved the splendors of the dawn, ACHILLES.

Nor see in it a symbol of great deeds
What's left the feet when love and hope are

That shed their glory over wondering worlds ; flown ?

To note, without a thrill, themoonbeams lie
Never to wander in the echoing aisles

Among the flickering shadows of the brakes,
Ofwind-stirred forest or in mountain -glades,

Or touch with silvery softness craggy heights
While at the low words of the tender tale ,

That round the valley stand like sentinels,
Her lips part and her bosom softly swells ,

To tell the godshow fares theworld below ;
While her eyes tremble neath the drooping lids.

To hear without a heart -throb all the winds

Never to walk life's pathway by her side,

Making æolian music to the night,
Never to linger for her halting feet,

Whilehang the billows underneath the stars,
Orlean perchance herweakness on my strength .

Pallid with gazing on the white -faced moon .
What's left the feet when love and hope are

To breathe without delight the perfume borne
gone ?

From fragrant haunts of faun and woodland

nymph ,

To bind my brow with garlands while the cup To walk the heights before the eyes of men ,

Of Bacchus brings no pleasure ; to lie down And upward striving, reach theknees of gods.

On rose -strewn couches knowingbut the thorns ;

To feelunstirred the sweeping of the wings

ACHILLES .

Whose flight is life ; and hear the lapsing stream Sweet Love, yourmemory will live with me,

That sinks its waters in the ocean -flood ; As echoes haunt the air wheremusic dwelt ;

To wait for death as onewho waits for sleep, Or as the twilight lingers after day.

Through weary hours of sufferance and toil ; Your glory will not from my life depart,

To drop at last into the great abyss, Till life itself drop silently to sleep.

Without regret or longing for the world . The image of this maid within my heart

This, this is life , thebestgift of the gods. Will cast a halo on all deeds and thoughts,

What's left the heart when love and hope are And make them better for its presence there.*

flown ? - Virna Woods.

CHORUS.

CHORUS.

To share the burdens of a hapless world ,

THE PLEASURE IN NATURAL HISTORY.

To pour thehealing oil of sympathy
With a very little time and attention any one

On grievous wounds and aching scars of life ;
may become familiarwith the name and distir

To warm the soul thatwanders in the cold, guishingmarks of the principal rocksupon
the

To light the feet that stumble in the dark ;
surface of the earth , and collect around him a

To offer holy prayers to all the gods,
very large and beautiful cabinet. Someof the

And rise, renewed, from purifying fires
most delightful.hours of his life will be passed

Of sacrifices given in worthy deeds.
in gathering new specimens for his collection .

He will alwayshave an entertaining occupation

ACHILLES. for his spare moments, and a peculiar source of

What's left the hands when love and hope are pleasure in all his journeyings. I have known

flown ? * The Amazons. A LyricalDrama. Meadville, Penn'a :

Never to raise the loved one to my breast, Flood & Vincent.
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a busy physician to find sufficient time to col- that he had discovered by long and careful ob

lect a cabinet that a college was thankful servation about the grasshopper.

enough to receive, and the enjoyments of his One may live a very busy life, and may not

life were increased many fold . havemuch money to expend ,and still surround

I have known others to acquire a taste for flow- himself with many objects of interest and profit.

ers ; not cultivated flowers merely, but the A merchant in Boston, doing a very large busi

charming wild flowers with which God has ness, found time, and no ordinary pleasure, in

made the wayside and the meadow to blossom . the work besides, to collect in his library copies

I recollectmeeting, some years since, a delights of nearly all the different editions of the Bible

ful old gentleman, wearing the plain and neat that have been published since the invention of

Quaker dress. Hehad acquired a handsome the art of printing ; and another gentleman who

property in business, and was devoting most of began life poor, a leather dresser,who continued

his time to benevolent objects. Wherever he in his trade until his death , improved his mind

went he carried a little, convenient flower case and his taste in reading during all his leisure

with him , and whenever his quick eye fell upon moments, and by economy secured one of the

a new blossom , or even an old one if particu- largest and most valuable private libraries in the

larly attractive, he gathered it as a great prize, country. * — B . K. Peirce, D.D.

and with marked pleasure added it to the treas

ures of his case. He seemed to know each
THE TENACIOUSNESS OF THE TURKS.

flower by name ; all about its habits, and almost

to be able to hold conversation with it.
I CONFESS that this contempt of the Franks,

which the Turks do not disguise , gave memuch

I shall not soon forget the great pleasure an

eminent physician exhibited when shown a very ofthe earth, have not bowed the knee before

pleasure. They at least, among all the nations

large elm -tree. He had his tape measure out the idol of progress. Firm in the faith of their

ofhis pocket at once to measure it. It proved fathers, they calmly ignore Western civilization ;

to be a giant in circumference, and all the facts

about itwere carefu:ly noted down in hisdiary. Occidental, it is only to despise him , and not to

and if they do recognize the existence of the

He was acquainted with very nearly every large

tree in the state, and every interesting circum- ape him and thereby lose their own personality,

which has been the fate of so many nationswho

stance connected with them . He was familiar

have become the victims of Western propa
with all the different species of trees, and every

grove and forest he passed through afforded him gandism and Western ideas. AtConstantinople,

inexpressible delight in their examination .
or, at least in Stamboul, you feel that you, a

Frank , do not exist in the eyes of the Turk .
The reason why we do not feel the same en

You may wear the largest check suit that a
joyment in these things is, that we have never

London tailor can produce, and yet the Turk
become acquainted with all the interesting

facts about them ; just as when a stranger
will pass without deigning even to look at you .

comes into the place where we live, we feel but At the public fountains he will go through all

his religious ablutions in your presence as if you
very little interest in him at first, but after we

are introduced to him and become fully ac
were miles away. He will spread out his car

quainted with him we wish to be in his society pet, turn his face towards Mecca ,and say his

as often as possible. It will add more to our prayers while you are looking on ; and so mean

enjoyment in life, whatever our business or pro- For this dignity and stability of character I re

are you in his estimation that he ignores you .

fession may be, than can be told in words, to

have some one branch of science or nature so spect the Turk ; and I am grateful to him for

well understood as to enable us to perceive all procuringmea sensation which is not common

in foreign travel, in Europe at any rate_the
its beauties .

A great professor was aboutto lecture before sensation that I am an intruder, a contemptible

a class ofstudents , and he placed a grasshopper

dog , a person worthy oply to be spatupon and

killed . Happily , the diplomatic relations

upon the table before them and told them that

which the Sublime Porte still entertains with

this insect would be the subject of his conver

sation for the hour. The young men laughed
the Western world guarantees the material

aloud at this, not thinking that any thing new

security of the traveler in the Sultan's domin

could be said about this little skipping fellow ions. But every thing in Constantinople tells

they had seen so often . But they found the us thatthe Turk, although he has now been

hour was only too short, and that their interest living in Europe for centuries, is still a nomad

increased every moment as the professor opened New York : Hunt & Eaton. Cincinnati : Cranston &

before them all the singular habits and the facts Stowe.
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in nature and a conqueror by inclination . In spend the rest of her life in works of piety and

Constantinople the Turks camp rather than charity , such as she believed would form the

dwell, and were they to be driven outof the city most acceptable service to God. After many

to -morrow , they would leave behind them no difficulties and trials she found tranquillity under

monument of their genius but tottering tomb- the spiritual direction of the celebrated Bishop

stones and tumble-down wooden houses. * of Geneva, who appears to have been peculiarly

Theodore Child .
adapted to help and stimulate to their best work

all those who depended upon him . She took

MADAME DE SEVIGNE .
the habit of a nun , and having passed through

Chaste and true in an age of unchastity and a period of probation, in which ,on account of

treachery, frank and natural in an age of du- her good works, she becameknown asthe Saint

plicity and preciosity, Madamede Sévigné was
ofMonthelon, was asked by the good bishop to

not so much the darling of herown generation found a religious order whose only rule should

as of all the generations that were to come;
be “ charity, and the love of Jesus Christ,” and

and yet it would be an egregious blunder to whose object should be to care for the poor and

suppose that she was not greatly beloved by her
sick . She gladly obeyed, and all the remaining

own contemporaries. We love her better than years of her life were devoted to founding the

order of Nuns of the Visitation . Her death at
they only because through her letters of

which , outside of two or three persons, they
an advanced age occurred in December, 1641,

had but a few - we know her heart better than while she wasmaking a winter journey through

they. Possessed of a cheerful temper, a keen France to visit a few among the eighty-seven

insight, a ready wit, and a hearty affection for convents she had established . She was canon

all her friends, her society was courted in her
ized as Saint Chantal in 1767.

timeby the best and greatest men and women ,
Though most of Madamede Sévigné's letters

amongwhom she moved on terms of perfect display her as a woman who mingled freely

though unassuming equality .
with the world and enjoyed gay society, yet

And what a timeit was ! What a period of there is traceable in them an undercurrent

efilorescence for French genius ! Great gen rising more and more to the surface as shead

erals, Condé and Turenne ; great statesmen, in years — of other worldliness, and

Mazarin and Colbert ; great philosophers, Des- sometimes oftrue religious fervor, a fondness for

cartes and Malebranche; great dramatists, Cor- good sermons and religious treatises, and es

neille, Racine, Molière ; great preachers, Bos- pecially amarked partiality for the nuns of St.

suet, Massillon , Bourdaloue; great moralists, Mary's — all distinc.ly due to the influence of

Pascal and the Port Royal School; a great this pious grandmother, as is seen by frequent

critic, Boileau-Despréaux ; a great fabulist, La allusions in the letters. Madame de Sévigné,

Fontaine ; a great maxim -writer, La Rochefou. in fact, showed equal devotion and enthusiasm ;

cauld ; great ladies, influential in society, poli
but instead of dedicating those powers to God

tics, literature, Madamede Rambouillet, Made- and Saint Francis, she consecrated them to her

moiselle de Montpensier, Madame de Longue first born child . “ Mine, ” she writes to her

ville, MadamedeLafayette, Madamede Main- daughter, “ is whatthe devotees call a habitual

tenon, -- all flourished in the life-time of Ma- thought; it is what we ought to feel for the

dame de Sévigné, all are mentioned in her let. Divine Being, were we to do our duty. Nothing

ters, and many of them were among her inti. can divert me from it*.” -- Edward Playfair An

mate friends.
derson .

That not only the blueblood of rank but the

pure blood of character ran in the veins of this QUAKERS AND PURITANS.

Marchioness de Sévigné, is attested by the fact THE Quakers knew very well, what was so rife

that her father's mother was the famous saint, in England, that there was in Massachusetts a

Jeanne Fremiot, Baroness de Rabutin -Chantal, rule of the most oppressive and unrelenting se

the friend and helper of Saint Francis de Sales, verity both in civil and religious administration .

Bishop ofGeneva. Bereaved of her husband The English Court and Council had been beset

the Baron de Rabutin -Chantal, who was killed by the complaints of sufferers, and one might

while out hunting — but possessed of a rare ca- meet in the streets with those who, in telling

pacity for devotion and enthusiasm , this great their grievances, would bitterly portray the

lady dismissed her retinue of servants, gave harshness, bigotry, and cruelty of “ the rule of

away her plate and jewelry, and determined to the Saints.” The Quakers, by tests satis'actory

* Summer Holidays. New York : Harper and Brothers. * Chicago : A , C McClurg and Company,

J -May .

vances
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to themselves, trusted themselves in distinguish- them , the Friends, as a fellowship , have come

ing between thepromptings of mere inclination the nearest, both in spirit and in practice, to

and ordinary motives, and their direct impulses, conformity with the Christian rule of life, of all

monitions, and inspirations from God. They the sects which have borne the title of disciple.

were " free" or " not free ” to do this or that. Had they, here or elsewhere, sought to establish

Their own wills were held or controlled by a a theocracy, unlike that of the Puritans, it

power outside of them . The Puritans and Quak- would have found its model in the New Testa

ers, with equal sincerity and fidelity , acknowl- ment, not in the Old .* - George E. Ellis.

edged this controlling sway over them ,with this

extremely diverse source of it : with the Puritan

it was the letter of the Bible ; with the Quaker

A TOUCH OF NATURE.

it was the illumination of the spirit. The WHEN first thecrocus thrusts its point of gold

Quakers could judge when they had a divine Up through the still snow -drifted garden mold,

call to go or stay , to wander or abide in their And folded green things in dim woods unclose

places. They affirmed that they came here in their crinkled spears, a sudden tremorgoes

“ the moving of the Lord.” Messages also into my veins and makes mekith and kin

were committed to them to be communicated , To every wild -born thing that thrills and blows.

and few of these were agreeable to those who Sitting beside this crumbling sea-coal fire,

received them . They had “ burdens of the Here in the city's ceaseless roar and din ,

Lord,” to be relieved only by denunciations of Far from the brambly paths I used to know ,

judgments and calamities. Under this divine Far from the rustling brooks that slip and shine

prompting, successive Quakers, single or in Where the Neponset alders take their glow ,

companionship, were " moved of the Lord to go
I share the tremulous sense of bud and brier

to Boston,” there to confrontthe authorities and And inarticulate ardors of the vine. +

to bear testimony against the austerities and
- Thomas Bailey Aldrich .

formalism , literalism , deadness, and rottenness

of Puritanism . They had large, free, liberal

izing, and benedictive truths and principles to

KING CHARLES AND HIS FRIENDS.

announce. They were well aware what a re
Weopen this morning upon times when New

ception they would meet, and what treatment England towns were being planted among the

they would receive; and they werewell prepared pine woods, and the decorous, courtly, unfortu

for it. They would be blameless and harmless nate Charles I. had newly come to the throne.

in their relation to civil law , nonresistant Had theKing been only plain Charles Stuart, he

under violence; would pay no fines, swear no would doubtless have gone through life with the

oaths, make no pledges, yield no willing obedi- reputation of an amiable, courteous gentleman ,

ence to unjust commands, and bear their testi- not over-sturdy in his friendships - a fond

mony till conscience within gave them a full father and good husband, with a pretty taste in

discharge. art and in books, but strongly marked with

Such was theQuaker's view of their errand and some obstinacies about the ways of wearing his

duty here. Most faithfully and heroically did rapier, or oftying his cravat, or of overdrawing

they discharge it. Theirminds and consciences his bank account.

had been opened to what they believed to be
In the station that really fell to him those

the shameful and startling fact that the religion obstinacies took hold upon matters which

of their times, which pretended to stand for brought him to grief. The man who stood

Christianity, was the merest sham and hypoc- next to Charles, and who virtually governed

risy. The plainest teachings and doctrines of him , was that George Villiers, Duke of Buck

Jesus Christ, like nonresistance to evil, un- ingham ,who, by his fine doublets, fine dancing,

worldliness, seriousness of life, simplicity of and fine presence, had very early commended

speech , a prohibition of war, offensive or de- himself to the old King James, and now lorded

fensive , were with a cool effrontery pronounced it with the son . He was that Steenie who in

to be only " counsels of perfection " utterly im- Scott's “ Fortunes of Nigel ” plays the bragga

practicable in actual life. The Quakers set docio of the court ; he had attended Prince

themselves to carry out those counsels of per- Charles upon that Quixotic errand of his, incog

fection, and to allow that the very least portion nito, across Europe, to play the wooer at the

of literal Christianity is impracticable of obedi.
The Puritan Age and Rule in the Colony of the

Massachusetts Bay. Houghton, Mifflin and Company.

In the spirit of sincerity , of fidelity , con + The Sisters' Tragedy. Boston and New York :

stancy, and purity, which animated and guided Houghton, Mimin and Company.

ence .
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feet of the Infanta of Spain ; and when nothing find himself ranging freely in a French library.

came of all that show of gallantry and the lav- That particular fault of which in English books

ishment of jewels upon the dusky heiress of is all but universal, absolutely has not an exist

Castile, the same Buckingham had negotiated ence in the French. Speaking rigorously and

the marriage with the French princess , Hen- to the very letter of the case, we, upon a a large

rietta. He was a brazen courtier, a shrewd man experience in French literature, affirm , that it

of the world ; full of all accomplishments ; full would be nearly impossible to cite an instance

of all profligacy. Hemade and unmade bishops of that cumbrousand unwieldy style which dis

and judges, and bolstered the King in that an- figures English composition so extensively.

tagonism to the Commons of England which Enough could not be adduced to satisfy the pur

was rousing the dangerous indignation of such pose of illustration . And to make a Frenchman

men as Eliot and Hampden and Pym . Private sensible of the fault, you must appeal to some

assassination , however, took him off before the translated model.

coming of the great day of wrath . Butwhy ? The cause of this nationalimmunity

Another striking figure about the court of from a fault so common everywhere else, and

Charles was a small, red -faced man, keen-eyed , so natural, when we look into the producing oc

sanctimonious, who had risen from thehumble casions, is as much entitled to our notice as the

ranks (his father having been a clothier in a immunity itself. The fault is inevitable, as one

smalltown of Berkshire) to the position of Arch- might fancy, to two conditions ofmind - hurry in

bishop of Canterbury . So starched was he in the first place, wantof art in the second. The

his High -Church viewsthat the Popehad offered French mustbe liable to these disadvantages as

him the hat of a cardinal. Hemade the times much as their neighbors ; by what magic is it

hard for Nonconformists ; your ancestors and that they evade them or neutralize them in the

mine, if they emigrated in those days, may result ? The secret lies here ; beyond all na

very likely have been pushed over seas by the tions, by constitutional vivacity, the French are

edicts of Archbishop Laud. His monstrous in . a nation of talkers and the model of their sen

tolerance was provoking, and intensifying that tences is molded by that fact. Conversation ,

agitation in the religious world of England which is a luxury for other nations, is for them

which Buckingham had already provoked in a necessity ; by the very law of their peculiar

the political world ; and the days of wrath were intellect and of its social training, they are col

coming. loquial. Hence it happens, that there are no

This Archbishop Laud is not only keen- such people endured or ever heard of in France

sighted but he is bountiful and helpful within as alloquial wits ; people who talk to , but not

the lines of his own policy . Heendowed Ox- with , a circle ; the very finest of their beaux es

ford with great, fine buildings. Some friend prits must submit to the equities of conversation ,

has told him that a young preacher of wonderful and would be crushed summarily as monsters, if

attractions has made his appearance at St. they were to seek a selfisa mode of display, or

Paul's down on a visit from Cambridge — a a privilege of lecturing any audience of a salon

young fellow , wonderfully handsome, with who had met for purposes of social pleasure.

curling locks and great eyes full of expression, “ Demonologue," as Madame de Staël, in her

and a marvelous gift of language ; and the broken English , described this mode of display

Archbishop takes occasion to see him or hear when speaking of Coleridge, is so far from being

him ; and finding that beneath such exterior tolerated in France as an accomplishment, that

there is real vigor and learning, hemakes place it is not even understood as a disease.

for him as Fellow at Oxford ; appoints him In France, therefore, the form of sentence in

presently his own chaplain , and gives him a use is adjusted to thatprimary condition ; brief,

living down in Rutland. This priest of such elo- terse,simple ; shaped toavoid misunderstanding,

quence and beauty was Jeremy Taylor.* - Don- and to meet the impatience of those who are

ald G. Mitchell. waiting their turn . People who write rapidly ,

everywhere write as they talk : it is impossible

to do otherwise . Taking a pen into his hands, a
RHETORICAL STYLE OF FRENCH AND ENGLISH .

WITH respect to French style, we can imagine ifaddressing an audience. So far the English

man frames his periods exactly as he would do

the astonishment of an English author, prac- man and the Frenchman are upon the same

ticed in composition, and with no previous level. Suppose them , therefore, both preparing

knowledge of French literature,who should first to speak : an Englishman in such a situation

• Lands, Letters, and Kings. New York : Charles hasno urgentmotive for turning his thoughts to

Scribner's Sons. any other object than the prevailing one of the
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moment, viz : how best to convey his meaning. terior must surely reduce it, however high its

That object weighs also with the Frenchman ; temperature , to the condition of a solid , bymere

but he has a previous, a paramount, object to force of gravity and condensation .

watch — the necessity ofavoiding des longueurs. The idea of a liquid center to the earth be

The rights, the equities, of conversation are but comes clearly impossible when viewed in the

dimly present to the mind of the Englishman . rational lightof modern physics. Hence the

From the mind of a Frenchman they are never last word of modern science on the existing

absent. condition of our earth's center seemsto be just

Hence it is that in French authors, whatever this ; our planet consists of a cool and fairly

may otherwise bethe differencesof their minds solid but lighter crust poised upon the top of a

or the differences of their themes, uniformly we very rigid , hard , and immensely hot core , which

find the periods short, rapid , inelaborate. One would be liquid and molten, but for the un

rise in every sentence, onegentledescent, —that speakable pressure of the thick crust piled

is the law for French conversation ; even too heavily above it.

monotonously so — and thus it happens that such It is a great comfort to think that we need

a thing as a long or involved sentence could not not give up the solid earth which we all flatter

be produced from French literature , though a ourselves is so safe and secure beneath our feet.

sultan were to offer his daughter in marriage to True, science, like the world itself, is always

theman who should find it. — De Quincey. moving, and it has an awkward habit, in all

these abstruse matters, of unsaying to -morrow

THE EARTH'S INTERIOR .
what it told usyesterday. But for the present,

GEOLOGY shows us that our own earth , that at least, we may go to sleep in comfort, as men

sorid earth upon whose stability, in spite of oc- still do upon the flanks of a volcano, consoling

casional earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, ourselveswith the reassuring thoughtthat ifour

the inhabitants of this peaceful and easy -going planet is all one fiery mass within, it is, at least,

planet so greatly pride themselves, once passed , of solid not liquid fire. And, indeed , this con .

for its own part, through a stage of molten rock, clusion, likemost other final conclusions, has a

and only slowly settled down, like all the rest great concinnity and neatness about it. For, if

ofus, into a placid , calm , and respected old age. we regard the world as a whole , we shall see

It was natural to conclude, therefore, that the that the lightest materials in its composition

earth's interior consisted really still of liquid are just where we should expect them to be - on

fire, and that the solid crust, which composes the outside - and the heaviest, on the other

to most of us all that we ever think of as the hand, are just where we might naturally look

word, wasthe cooled surface of an internally to find them - at the bottom and near the earth's

igneous and distracted mass. We walk , said center. On the very exterior of all, surround

geolcgists, with perfect confidence, and, on the ing our globe like a thick but light envelope,

whole, justly so, upon the thin and quavering comes a deep layer of gaseous matter, the air ,

caked exterior of an indescribably hot and or atmosphere, thinner and lighter as we rise

molten globe. A few miles of hardened out- towards the top, on mountain summits or in an

side, at best, divide us from a vast core of un• inflated balloon, and denser and heavier near

speakable fire ten thousand times hotter than the solid surface or at sea -level. Next to this

the hottest furnace . And that the seething outer gaseous coat comes a more partial envel

mass thus pictured as the earth's main body ope, the water of the ocean, collected into the

was really liquid, a tremendous sea of white-bot profounder hollows of the crust, heavier than

molten material,was until lately the almostuni- the air , but lighter than the rocks and soil

versal belief ofall the greatest and most learned which form the solid tertiary layer. This solid

geologists. tertiary layer itself, we may conclude, is, in the

Still later, however, new trains of physical same way, lighter and less dense than the yet

reasoningwere brought to bear upon the correc- deeper inside; for, when the whole mass was

tion and rectification of this somewhat crude still liquid and molten, and the ocean existed

and unfixed idea . For if the earth's molten only on its face in the shadowy form of steam or

center were really liquid , how was it, people vapor, it is natural to suppose that the heavier

asked , that the solid crustwas able to floatupon materials,such as lead andmercury, would sink,

it, instead of sinking through it ? Consider the for the most part, steadily towards the center,

vast extentof the pressure exercised by whole under the influence of gravitation while the

solid square miles of rock and mountain super lighter,which compose in themain the existing

imposed upon a liquid central body. This vast crust - largely siliceous in character - would float

weight forever pressing down upon the hot in- on top like oil or water. — Grant Allen.
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Tłe tragic fate of Queen Penthe chief value of the present edition is the collec
Poetry .

silea is the theme from which tion it contains of the fourteen reproductions of

Virna Woods draws her inspiration for the Hoffman's series of pictures of scenes in the life

lyrical drama entitled “ The Amazons." * The of Christ. -The impressions created by wit

emosional and intellectual characteristics of the nessing the Passion Play of 1890 * have been

dramatis persone , -Penthesilea, Achilles,Ther- most acceptably set forth in verse by William

sites, Æneas, and Diomed - the picturesqueness Allen Butler. The illustrations show portraits

of the scene, -the plains of Troy - the spirit, of the principal actors and some of the most

that of a past order of civilization - and the de- important scenes. The book is printed on

velopment of the events following Penthesilea's heavy paper and beautifully bound. It is al.

challenge to Achilles, furnish ample opportu- ways a pleasure to turn to any of Aldrich's

nity for dramatic skill. The author has mas- graceful lines in this age of " limping triolets

tered every detail in the mechanism of her art and tame rondeaux." The latest collection of

and has neglected nothing to make a complete his, " The Sisters' Tragedy,” shows him in

and perfect structure. The dialogue is virile many moods, but always the true poet.

and spontaneous, and its tonality entirely Greek . Whether bantering or pleading, ironical or sin

The choral passages are as graceful in diction as cere, flattering or satirical, whimsical or what

they are beautiful in thought and noble and not, Frank Dempster Sherman's brilliant trifles

pure in sentiment. The book richly deserves are ever captivating and irresistible. “ Lyrics for

the success with which it is meeting in the lit- a Lute " I fill a hundred pages of a dainty 16mo.

erary world. The homeof this gifted young -The modest volume “ Rose Brake" || is

authoress is in Sacramento, California . Shehas composed of verses of a refined and poetic

contributed poems to various periodicals for quality and a delicate fancy.--Dr. Mitchell's

several years, but this is her first published new book, " A Psalm of Deaths,' & is an admira

volume. Miss Woods contested for a prize of ble collection containing many nobly wrought

fifty dollars offered last winter by a reputable passages. “ Piero Da Castiglione" is a truly

magazine for the best short poem , and was artistic piece of work, an impassioned story of

awarded the first honor for a sonnet on Life, love and sacrifice. - “ Women Poets of the '

“ The Amazons” is beautifully printed and Victorian Era " ** is a recent addition to the set

tastefully bound. The design on the cover is of Canterbury Poets. The representatives are

copied from an old Greek frieze representing all Eaglish. For the most part the selections

the duel between Penthesilea and Achilles. chosen representwell the strength and versatility

The hieroglyphics adopted by the publishers of their authors. -As refreshing as a breath

for expressing the date, are interesting asshown from the Canadian woods is “ Pine, Rose and

ing the origin of the Roman M and D , now ac- Fleur de Lis,” If with its local scenery and stir

cepted as standing for one thousand and five ring out-of-door life. Too much of one form

hundred, but which were copied from the of verse, the villanelle , detracts somewhat from

Greeks, from whom the Romans derived their

The Elzevir editions ofsystem of notation .
* Oberammergau 1890. By William Butler,

New York : Harper & Brothers . Price, $2.00 .

the sixteenth century contain a similar date

+ The Sisters' Tragedy with Other Poems, Lyrical and

line, the meaning of which has puzzled many Dramatic. By Thomas Bailey Aldrich . Boston andNew

an antiquary. It remained for the Chautauqua- York : Houghton, Mifflin and Company. Price, $1.25.

Century Press to unravel the mystery and use | Lyrics for a Lute. By Frank Dempster Sherman ,

this ancient and classical style of notation , as Boston and New York : Houghton , Mifflin and Company,

especially appropriate for this publication. | Rose Brake. Poems. By Danske Dandridge. New

In spite of the reverential treatment of the York : G.P. Putnam's Sons.

theme, the refined and scholarly phraseology,
& A Psalm of Deaths and Other Poems. By S. Weir

Mitchell, M.D., LL.D. Boston and New York :

the elevating thoughts, of “ The Light of the Houghton,Mimin and Company. Price, $1.50 .

World,” | the book is a disappointment. The | Piero Da Castiglione. By Stuart Sterne. Boston and

* The Amazons. A Lyrical Drama. By Virna Woods. New York : Houghton , Mifflin and Company. Price , $ 1.00 .

Meadville , Penn'a .: Flood & Vincent. TheChautauqua ** Women Poets of the Victorian Era., Edited, with an

Century Press. Price, 75 cents. Introduction and No:es, by Mrs. William Sharp . New

# The Lightof the World or TheGreat Consummation. York : Walter Scott, 3 East 14th Street.

By Sir Edwin Arnold , K. C. I. E., C. S. I. New York : # Pine, Rose and Fleur de Lis. By S. Frances Harri.

Funk & Wagnalls, Price, $1.75 . son . Toronto : Hart & Company. Price, $ 1.25.

Allen

Harv .
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*

the pleasure of reading, unless one is ex ces it is Douglass ' view , and not the author's

tremely fond of the villanelle.—The pretty that is presented on each of the leading ques

setting of “ Dramatic Sketches and Poems " * tions of the times, a method of treatment which

deserves something better within it. keeps thebook in the truest sense of the word a

biography. Dr. Stillé's history of John Dick

inson, * one of the early statesmen of America ,

To condense into one small vol- containsmuch new matter gathered from man

Biography.

ume thehistory of a life as long, uscripts and private correspondence. A full and

as busy, and as eventfulas that of John Wesleyt close investigation and an able vindication of

is to undertake a hard task . Such a task has Mr. Dickinson's part as an opposer of the Dec

been quite satisfactorily accomplished by Canon laration of Independence is made. The biog

Overton . His account is a strictly truthful one, raphy naturally leads on to a full history ofthe

showing no shrinking in presenting the weak part taken by the State of Pennsylvania in the

points as well as the strong ones in the character Revolutionary War. The book was prepared at

of the great reformer. Especially to be noticed the request of the Historical Society of that

is the chapter giving so clear and correct a pres- state and is a valuable work .

entation of the teachings of Wesley. -With In the “ Life of Alfred theGreat” + Mr.Hughes

a man of such decisive, upright character and seeks for the true foundation principles under

broad , pronounced views for the subject of a bi- lying a just system of government. A brief

ographical sketch as Dr. Wayland, the great quotation will best show his object: “ The events

Baptistdivine, and a man of such a perceptive ,ap- of the last few years have forced on those who

preciative spirit and literary ability as Dr. Mur- think . ... the practical need of examining

ray for a biographer, the resulting book $ must
once more the principles upon which society

be one of greatinterestand high merit. Though and the life of nations rest. How are nations to

the greater part of his life was spent as an edu . be saved from the tyranny or domination of

cator rather than as a preacher, yetDr.Wayland arbitrary will whether ofa Cæsar or a mob ?...

so presented the Gospel in his class-room and As a help in this search, this life of the typical

in hiswhole daily life, as properly to be ranked English King is here offered.” To what his

among the great religious leaders of America. search led is shown in the following words from

-Mrs. Campbell in her multifarious labors for the close of thebook : “ All the signs of our

the good of her sex has done nothing which can timetellus that the day of earthly kings has gone

be productive of greater influence in its special by, and the advent to power of the great body

line than her life of Anne Bradstreet.|| By ofthe people is at hand. ... Our first aim must

showing what one woman , true to herself, pos- be to develop to the utmost the sense of per

sessed of strong convictions and true courage, sonal and individual responsibility." —Dr.

was able to accomplish under the most unprom- Clark's “ Life of Savonarola " I is written in a

ising circumstances, she has brought out from very sympathetic spirit. The hard , sorrowful

obscurity and placed in full light a beautiful and life of the great Florentine reformer is faith

inspiring model for all women to follow , The fully drawn in all of its somberness. But the

book is a noble tribute to a noble woman . author has caught and fixed with rare skill the

About the life story of Frederick Douglass there light resting constantly over it which arose from

clings so much of peculiar interest that any bi- a hopeful spirit, the entire faith of the man in

ography of him always possesses simply in its his mission, and his undaunted courage in ful

name a great advantage. The volume concern- filling it. No better revelation of this singular

ing him recently issued in the series of American character and the times in which he lived has

Leaders is a very readable one. The author ever been given. — MayAlden Ward's “ Life of

is a sincere admirer of the great colored orator ; Petrarch " || is at once a clear, trustworthy his

he has faithfully gathered up all the links in his torical sketch, and a thoroughly entertaining

history, and effectively shown the influence he

exerted on his age. Save in a very few instan • The Lifeand Times of John Dickinson. By Charles J.

Stillé, LL.D. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott Company.

* Dramatic Sketches and Poems. By Louis J. Block . Price, $ 3.00 . ·

Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott Company. Price, $ 1.00. † Alfred theGreat. By Thomas Hughes, M.P. Boston

t John Wesley. By J. H. Overton, M.A. Price, $ 1.00 . and New York : Houghton , Mifflin and Company. Price,

| Francis Wayland. By James O. Murray. Price, $1.25. $1.00.

Boston and New York : Houghton ,Miffin and Company.
Savonarola : His Life and Times. By William Clark ,

|Anne Bradstreet and Her Time. By Helen Campbell. M.A., LL. D. Chicago : A. C. McClurg and Company.

Boston : D. Lothrop Company. Price, $ 1.25 . Price , $ 1.75.

& Frederick Douglass. By Frederic May Holland. New | Petrarch : A Sketch of his Life and Works. By May

York : Funk & Wagnalls. Price, $ 1.50 . Alden Ward . Boston : Roberts Brothers. Price, $1.25 .
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Studies in

book . The utmost care has been taken in by CharlesFrancis Adams is a fine piece ofwork.

searching into the events of the times and ofthe The books are excellent in style of type, ar

personal history of the great Italian poet, and rangement, and binding. ' Vol. I. has as frontis.

his character has been studied from all sidesand piece the portrait ofMr. Danawhen a youngman

in ali lights. The brief reviews of his writings and Vol. II. a portrait of him when advanced in

which the book contains bear evidence to the years. One gets in this work the very essence

appreciative and finely discriminating mind of ofMr. Dana's life and the times, a large part of

its author. --Dr. Abbott claims that the great- it being his diary, and to this, Mr.Adams, with

ness of Pericles * lay in the ideals which discriminating judgment, has added only what

he cherished, ideals which have served to was positively necessary .

kindle in other minds in all the ages since his

time the flames of highest endeavor. He says

the world at large is greatly indebted to this great

Elizabeth A. Reed gives a pop

Athenian leader for his ideas of democracy, for Literature. ular exposition of Hindu litera

the lasting work he wrought for art, for the great
ture.* A very intelligent idea of

encouragement he gave to education . But the subject can beobtained from herwork , though

Athens, his own country, owed to his lack of it is necessarily condensed. The relation of these

statesmanship the disasters which so soon over- ancient books to history, their teachings and

whelmed her. In bis opinion the present au- examples of their literary style is the foundation

thor differs from Grote and Curtius, but he sub- of the work. Care has been taken to make a

stantiates himself by clear and cogentreasoning. reliable and accurate book as well as a readable

-Books have been piled upon books treating one. -It is a wide sweep Miss Poor takes

of the life of Sweden's great king, and they have when she commences with Sanskritt and its

varied in their estimates of his character to ex- kindred literatures and ends with the modern

treme opposite points. Mr. Fletcher frankly poetry of Europe. A sketchy treatment of a

takes his stand with the hero worshiperswho form great many important subjects is the distin

the largest group, and sees in Gustavus Adol- guishing feature of the work . It is one more

phus f one rendering great service to mankind . book to enlist interest in the discoveries in an

His reasoning makes good his claim that this cient literature . Selectionsin " English Prose

position is the right one. It is impossible to from Elizabeth to Victoria,” I chosen and ar .

feel that the ardent admiration of the author ranged by Professor J. M.Garnett, will be very

doesany more than justice to this one of the few useful to students and teachers. The author's

greatmen who ruled the destinies of the world. object is to be able to place in the hands of stu

Through all that lurid history of the Thirty dents examples of the style ofthe author being

Years'War his figure is made to stand clearly out studied. From Lyly to Carlyle , a period of

as the great champion of the Protestant cause . three hundred years, hehas selected thirty -three

-The volume of “ Marie Louise and the representative writers. Words and allusions in

Invasion of 1814 " I forms the third one devoted the text thatmight be misunderstood or obscure

to the life of this princess in the series, Famous are made plain in briefnotes. — “ Russia, its

Women of the French Court. The book covers People , and its Literature,” || is the enticing sub

only a few months in time but it traces her ject ofa collection ofessays the first pagesofwhich

career from the proud position as empress of the call forth a frown . Yet one reads on to the end,

French , through her dethronement, her renun- spite of the fact that he is constantly troubled

ciation of France, to her re-transformation into by a certain marring vagueness.

a loyal Austrian princess, such as Napoleon had are presented in very readable English.—

found her. M. de Saint-Amand possesses the Looked into with a calm mind from a quiet

happy faculty ofmaking his characters live in his

pages. The whole series has won greatpopular
* Hindu Literature ; or the Ancient Books of India . By

ity. — The biography|| of Richard Henry Dana Elizabeth A.Reed, Member of the Philosophical Society

Chicago : S. C.Griggs and Company.

* Pericles and the Golden Age of Athens. By Evelyn Price, $ 2.00.

Abbott, M.A. New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, † Sanskrit and its Kindred Literatures. Studies in

$ 1 50 .
ComparativeMythology. By Laura Elizabeth Poor, Bos

Gustavus Adolphus. By C. R. L. Fletcher,M. A.New ton : Roberts Brothers.

York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, $ 1.50 .
I English Prose from Elizabeth to Victoria . By James

| Marie Louise and the Invasion of 1814. By Imbert M.Garnett, M.A., LL. D. Boston : Gian & Company.

de Saint-Armand . New York : Charles Scribner's Sons, Price, $ 1.65.

Price, $ 1.25. | Russia, Its People and Its Literature. By Emilia Pardo

Richard Henry Dana . A Biography. By Charles Translated from the Spanish by Fanny Hale

Francis Adams. In two volumes . Boston and New Gardiner. Chicago : A. C. McClurg anl Company.

York : Houghton , Mifflin and Company. Price, $ 1.25.

The essays

of Great Britain ,

Bazán .
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nook, the “ Essays in Philosophy present March " * will catch the fancy of boys and the

clear, bright views of the truthswhich they are author will show them what weapons are to be

intended to bring within closer range. Itmust used if victory will be on their side in the battle

be confessed, however, that some of the passages of life.

are inclined to be translucent rather than trans The title “ Errors in Campbellism ," t ex

parent. plains the nature of the book . A close

analysis is made of the doctrines of this reli

gious denomination, and those that are, accord

Simplicity and goodness of heart ing to the author's ideas, radically wrong are
Miscellaneous.

are the winning qualities in a vigorously assailed. The author takes a good

story which bears the inharmonious name of standpoint, makes fair charges against his op

“ Poky Clark.” | The beauty and power of ponents and hotly repels unfair ones against his

Christian lives form the ground work of the own demonination . Butthe book is too strongly

narrative. The military style of “ Forward controversialin spirit best to accomplish itsaim .

* Essays in Philosophy, Old and New . By William * Forward March : Through Battle to Victory . Illus

Knight. Boston and New York : Houghton, Miffin and trated. By Rev. Henry Tuckley. New York : Hunt &

Company. Eaton. Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowe. Price, $ 1.00.

† Poky Clark . A Story of Virginia . By N. D. Bagnell. † Errors of Campbellism . B. T. McK . Stuart, A. M.,

New York : Hunt & Baton , Cincinnati : Cranston & D.D. Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowe, New York :

Stowe. Price, go cts . Hunt & Eaton . Price, $ 1.25.

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT NEWS FOR MARCH , 1891.

HOME NEWS. - March 2. Generalcelebration FOREIGN NEWS.— March 2. A statue in honor

in the Methodist Episcopal churches of the of John Wesley is unveiled in London .

centenary ofJohn Wesley's death. March 4. Resignation of the ministry of

March 3. President Harrison signs the act Uruguay.

for the construction of a new mint building at March 6. The Conservatives have amajority

Philadelphia , of twenty-two in the new Dominion Parliament.

March 4. The Copyright bill becomes a law . March 7. The troops of the Chilian govern

-The Fifty-first Congress adjourns sine die. ment suffer a defeat at Pozo Almonte .

March 5. Opening ofthe International Con March 9. London is visited by the heaviest

vention of Seventh Day Adventists in Battle snowstorm on record.—- The electors of the

Creek , Mich. rebellious canton of Ticino ratify the new Swiss

March 10. Great damage is done by the constitution .

breaking levees of the Mississippi. -Death of March 13. A number of vessels and many

John F. Swift, U. S. Minister to Japan . lives lost in a blizzard on the coast of Devon .

March 14. Eleven Sicilians accused of the March 14. President Carnot signs the agree

murder of the chief of police, are lynched in mentwith England to submittheNewfoundland

the parish prison of New Orleans. dispute to arbitration. -Death of Dr. Wind

March 16. A statue of Washington is un- thorst, the leader of the Clerical party in the

veiled at Newburg, New York ,on the site of the Reichstag.

historic headquarters . March 16. The first conversation by tele

March 17. National convention of colored phone between London and Paris is exchanged .

editors at Cincinnati, O. March 17. The government troops of Chili

March 20. Death of Lawrence Barrett, the suffer another defeat. More than five hundred

eminent actor .
lives lost by the sinking of a steamer in Gibral

March 21. Death ofGeneral Joseph E. John- tar Bay.—Death of Prince Jerome Napoleon

ston . at Rome. -Death of Princess Marianne Bona

March 23. Dr. David S. Jordan , president of parte at Corsica.

Indiana University, accepts the presidency of
March 21. Russia and France form a treaty

Leland Stanford , Jr. University , California. of alliance. — The forty-eighth annual boat

March 27. Much suffering and loss caused race between Oxford and Cambridge is won

by a gale in the Middle Atlantic States. by the Oxford eight.

March 29. Death of the Rev. Dr. Howard March 27. M. Baltcheff, Bulgarian Minister

Crosby. of Finances, is assassinated at Sofia .
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WA

CHAPTER VIII. century when the Constitution was, we may

THE TIME OF THE CIVIL WARS AND THE BE- say, finally fixed . And when we come to

GINNING OF THE COLONIES. the end of the seventeenth century, we again

E are now drawing nearer to mod- feel as if themen who were then living were

ern times; we have reached times farther apart from the men who lived at its

in which everybody has someno
beginning than men who are a hundred

tion , if sometimes a wrong notion , of the years apart always are. And yet of formal

main events and the great names. The In
outward change there seems less than in

tellectual Developmentofthe English People someother periods of the samelength . The

goes on so fast and in so many ways thatit great events of the middle of the century

is hard to keep up with it on a small scale. look as if they were in a manner undone by

Every thing cannot be spoken of ; many
events which followed them . And the great

things, many men , must be left out.
event at the end of the century may in one

It

becomes largely a matter of chance what way seem hardly to mark any change at all.

we speak of and what we pass by.
But For it was before all things, not the estab

there are none the less great and character. lishment of any thing new ,but the confirma

istic events which stand out above others. tion of something old . The Civil War and

Themain tendencies of theage can begrasped
its results seem to have made less change

and set forth,while many of the particular than the Reformation of Religion and the

forms which they take must be left to shift other events ofthe sixteenth century,merely

for themselves.
because by the Kings' Restoration the old

We have now reached the seventeenth
state of things seemsto have been brought

back .

century. At the first glance of that century
In truth it was not brought back .

as seen in the isle of Britain , it stands outas
There was a wide and marked gap indeed be

a time even more full of stirring events than tween the times after theRestoration and the

the sixteenth . But it hardly seems a time times before the Civil War. And the men

ofsuch great and lasting force changes. No who lived at the time felt it so to be.

events in the English history of any age are
In short , there is no time when we feel

more striking than the Great CivilWar, the more fully than wedo in the seventeenth cen

putting to death of the King, the Common- tury that the familiar division into centuries ,

wealth , the Protectorate, the Restoration of convenient as it is, is often misleading. The

the Monarchy. And there is no one event beginning of the seventeenth century , if we

that makes a greater political landmark than take the year 1603 rather than 1600, is dis

the Revolution of the later days of the same tinctly a landmark ; a great dealmay be said

to have died with Queen Elizabeth . But

* Special Course for C.L. S. C.Graduates . there is no such gap as parts the times before

B - Jun .
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the Civil War from the times after it. The stir, that spirit of discovery and adventure,

time from the completion of the Reformation which caused the American continent to be

under Elizabeth to the beginning of the known at all. The political and religious

Civil War, a time somewhat less than a movements which gave rise to the Civil War

century, formsmore of a whole than the two greatly helped on settlement in America ;

halves of the sixteenth century or than the they found such settlement answered many of

two halves ofthe seventeenth . their purposes. But they did not give it the

But, if we look beyond the isle of Britain first start. In other words, Virginia is older

to the history ofthe English folk all over the than New England.

world, we shall see, not only that the seven We said just now that, in this way of

teenth century is, in that point of view , the looking at it , the seventeenth century was

most important age since the fifth and sixth , more thoroughly a whole than any other

but that it is of all centuries, the one which century of our history. The English settle

is most thoroughly a whole . The seven- ments in America belong to the seventeenth

teenth century stands out, in the history of century ; they fill up the seventeenth cen

our folk and of the whole world , as the time tury ; they largely derive their character from

when the English folk won themselves their the fact that it was in the seventeenth cen

third home. From this point of view we tury that they weremade. Before the seven

may sum up the history of the last three teenth century settlement was at most at

centuries in some way like this . At the be- tempted ; it was never really carried out.

ginning of the seventeenth century the En- During the whole of the seventeenth century

glish folk had but one home, in the isle of settlement was going on. After the seven

Britain . Wesay but one home, because in teenth century settlement became far less

the course of thirteen hundred years the active ; in the eighteenth only one wholly

English folk in Britain had so utterly new colony was added to those which were

parted from their first home on themainland founded in the seventeenth . The eighteenth

of Europe that themen of the first England century saw a great deal of conquest of dis

and of the second could no longer be looked tant possessions, but very little of coloniza

on as the samepeople. At the beginning of tion in the true sense. Its later years did

the seventeenth century then the English indeed point the way to a fourth homeof the

folk had but one home ; at the end of the English folk in the Southern Ocean ; but

seventeenth century it had two. But the they only pointed theway. The spread of

younger of the two was immeasurably the English folk , as a folk , winning new

smaller than the elder and was politically homes, over the whole world has been the

dependent on it. By the end of the eight- work of the seventeenth century and ofthe

eenth century the younger home of the En- nineteenth .

glish folk had become politically independent The settlement of the English in America

of the elder . And now , towards the end of in the seventeenth century had much in com

the nineteenth century , to which we are now mon with the first settlement of the English

drawing near, the younger home has, in in Britain in the fifth and sixth centuries;

every physical respect, become greater than it had also much that was widely different.

the elder. All this, in the history of the na. Thetwo are parted by all that parts the sixth

tion as a nation, is greater than the setting century from the seventeenth. That is, the

up and casting down of Kings, Common- English people in the seventeenth century

wealths, and Protectors . Wemust further had become widely different from the En

remember that the causes which had to do glish people in the sixth century . And be

with the Civil War had also a great deal to sides this, there were wide differences in the

do with the settlement of the English folk circumstances of the settlements themselves.

in its third home. But wemust again re- The later settlement was made at the cost of

member that, though those causes had a mere savages ; the earlier was made at the

greatdeal to do with the settlement, yet the cost of a people in some things more ad

settlementdid not owe its beginning to them . vanced than the settlers, a peoplewho kept

They did but give greater strength and a thememory of a great power which had but

wider range to a movement that was already lately passed away. Still the actual settle

at work . The settlementof the English in ment in a new land, the occupying of a new

America was a direct result of that general home, the beginning of every thing afresh ,
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were all common to both settlements. We old stock . It was a falling back, most likely

may say that the settlers of the seventeenth an unwitting falling back , on the oldest in

century found themselves in the same case stitutions of the English and all other Teu

as the settlers ofthe fifth , only with theben- tonic nations. The seventeenth century fell

efit of all the advance that had been made back on the sixth , because it found itself in

between the fifth century and the seven- some respects in the circumstances of the

teenth . Butboth were doing essentially the sixth . And there is still left on many things

same work, a work which no Englishman in America a strong impress of the seven

had been called on to do in all the ages be- teenth century. As is sure to happen in

tween . And yet there was one great differ- such cases, of the severed branches of the one

ence in their results . The settlement of the folk , each kept some old things that the

fifth century founded a nation in every sense. other dropped ; each took up somenew things

As we said before, the English who settled that the other did not take up. Thus the

in Britain parted off altogether from the En- British visitor to America, among much

glish who stayed on the mainland. The that is new , marks also much that is old.

English who settled in America did not in He marks much that comes straight from

the same way part off, they could not and the England ofthe seventeenth century . He

did not wish to part off from the English soon finds out that, while many things in

who stayed in Britain . Too much had hap- America are palpably very new , whatever is

pened between the two settlements to allow not palpably very new is commonly old ,

of this. The English settlements in Amer- often older than the thing which answers to

ica did not at once found a new nation , it in Old England. This is truein language,

though they led to the foundation of a new law , custom , and many other things. Es

nation in the next century . But it was only pecially what are commonly called “ Amer

in a political sense that a new nation was icanisms” in language, when they are not

founded . The English folk was split into palpably new , are pretty sure to be simply

two independent powers, whereas before it the English usage of the seventeenth cen

had formed only one. But,though this truth tury, staying on in America when forgotten

is sometimes forgotten on both sides , in all in Old England.

else that goes to make up a nation , in lan But there was one pointabove all in which

guage and law and countless other things, the English settlements in America connect

the two independent powers remained as themselves with the great English events of

truly onepeople as they had been before. the seventeenth century , and thereby with

The English settlers in America took with those of the sixteenth . Wemust go back to

them , as far as they could,the state of things the religious Reformation. Thatwas a work

which they left behind them in Britain . But of the sixteenth century ; but we see its

they could not take it with them in every fruits best in the seventeenth .. The result of

thing. A colony, simply because it is a col- the religious changes of the sixteenth cen

ony, cannot exactly reproduce the state of tury was, as we have seen, to give the En

things in the mother country, And there glish Church a shape intermediate between

were circumstances in someof the American two extremes on each side. But, while this

colonies which made the settlers specially divided the nation less than any other sys

wish in some points not to reproduce the tem could have done, it naturally displeased

state of things in the mother country. But both those who held that change had gone

on the whole the England of the seventeenth too far, and those who held that it had not

century was reproduced in America as far as gone far enough. It is hard to find names

it could be. It was naturally reproduced , for religious parties which will at once sat

both in manners and institutions, in a sim- isfy truth and please the parties ; but we

pler form . The settlers, having necessarily may distinguish those who held that change

fallen back on an older and simpler kind of had gone too far as Roman Catholics, and

life,naturally reproduced older and simpler those who held that it had not gone far

institutions. A New England town-meeting, enough as Puritans. The Roman Catholics,

for instance , did not exactly reproduce any after they found that they could no longer

thing that was in use in Old England at the conform to the established law in religious

time of the settlement. But it cannot becalled matters, became a small persecuted body,

a new thing ; it was a new shoot from a very glad if they could escape with their lives and
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goods. In England they could have been of itself either in themother-country or in the

no account at all, but for their connection other colonies. And it was a type of

with the Pope and other powers abroad . The character which , if we call it hard and nar

Puritans, on the other hand,were a largepart row , still developed some moral and some

ofthe nation, and, as a party seeking change intellectual faculties very strongly .

is sure to be , the most active and aggressive In Old England the Puritan cause won the

part. But wemust remember that the orig- day for a season ; but it wasonly for a season ,

inal Puritans had no wish to part from the and it did not show exactly the same features

English Church , but to reform it after their there as in either Scotland or in New England .

own pattern . No one as yet had any other But in one point all agreed, a point which

thought ; no one had yet conceived the idea has led to the deepest and most lasting effect

that there could be in the sameland several on English thoughts, habits, and literature

religious bodies , each acting freely after its ever since. Here again a work of the six

own fashion . The growth of the Puritan ' teenth century showed its full fruit in the

feeling , the enforcement, often in a very ill- seventeenth . There had been English trans

judged way , of ordinances in religious mat- lations of the Bible or of parts of it from very

ters which a large part of the nation did not early times, and such translation was one of

approve, combined with themisgovernment thechief objects ofWickliffe. Butit was in the

of King Charles the First in civil matters to sixteenth century that the English Biblebe

bring about the great Civil Warand theover. gan to be put forth by public authority , with

throw for a while of the existing institutions the art of printing to help on its circulation .

in Church and State. Out of all this camethe The effect has been felt ever since ; but it was

first thoughts of religious toleration . They felt most of all during the Puritan movement

grew slowly during the second half of the of the seventeenth century. To not a few the

century, till, at the Revolution towards the English Bible was their only book , not

end of it , it was at last found possible to only their book of religion , but their whole

allow by law fashions of religious worship literature, their only history, their only

which were not enjoined by law . poetry , to sometheir only law . And without

All this touches the history of the Amer- going to the wild lengthsto which some went

ican colonies very closely . The oldest set- in this matter, the English translation of the

tlements had no special religious character ; Bible — finally fixed early in the seventeenth

Virginia came nearer than any other to re- century - has had the most happy effect on

producing England as it was. But some- the English language and literature by give

what latermen of two kinds found that the ing our folk one of the noblest of models .

New World was better suited for them than The language ofthe Bible is at the happiest

the Old . The Roman Catholic, refused tol. distance from ordinary speech , near enough

eration in England, found it in Maryland. to be easily understood, but far enough off

The Puritan , unable to reform things after to be something specialand dignified, some

his own pattern , driven to set up congrega- thing marked off as apart from everyday

tions of his own, found that what the law life. Take such a great writer of English as

forbade him to do in Old England he could Lord Macaulay ; it has helped greatly to his

do freely in New . But he too had no more power of writing that he was thoroughly

thought of the doctrine of toleration than the steeped in Bible thoughtand language. On

men of any other party . Hehad crossed the the other hand, the religious Reformation,

ocean that he might be able to worship after and specially the translation of the Bihle, has

his own fashion ; but he had no thought of done something to part the later times of

allowing others to worship after theirs. He England from the elder. Men ceased in

had left Old England to escape the yoke of some things to be English and became He

bishops ; but the Quaker in Massachusetts brew . Religious and national feeling were

found the yoke of ministers and elders just parted asunder. Instead oftheancient saints of

as heavy. Roger Williams in Rhode Island England, men thought only of the worthies

alone grasped what no one elsewhere was of the Hebrew Scriptures. And in the thick

able to reach to. Just as in the case ofScots of the Puritan movement, the Hebrew history

land, the religious circumstances of New was often strangely perverted in the appli

England produced a certain type of charac- cation of it to the times in which men lived.

ter , which had less opportunity for showing The plantation of the American colonies
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has to do with so many things that it has specially of lawyers who, like Selden , com

carried us on to questions of language and bined other forms of learning with their

literature rather before their time. But the professional knowledge. The growth of a

plantation of the American colonies was only political system of large states in Europe had

one form , though in this century it was the led , chiefly among the jurists of the Nether

chief form , of the general spirit of enterprise lands, to the new science of international

in distantlands which began in the sixteenth law , which found its way into England also .

century , and which has gone on ever since. The study of our own history and of its an

The adventurous warfare with the Spaniards cient records wenton , and men began to make

in America which plays so great a part in something like a scientific examination of

the sixteenth century comes to an end in the our ancient tongue. Some branches of nat.

early part of the seventeenth . One may say ural science advanced ; every one has heard

that peaceful settlement in America takes its of the discovery of the circulation of theblood

place. But plantation in America was not by Charles the First'sphysician , Harvey. But

the only form that English enterprise took one may say roughly that learning strikes

at this time. It was the time of a great us more as a characteristic of the first part of

spreading of distant trade, and there are coun- the century and natural science as a charac

tries in which trade can hardly fail gradually teristic of the second.

to grow into dominion . The trade with Rus As for our language itself, it went on draw

sia began in the sixteenth century when ing to itself many Latin words. Perhaps its

Russia ,approached only by theWhite Sea ,was most remarkable feature just now is that this

almost a newly discovered land. Then there was the special time of experiments in lan

was the trade with the Levant. Neither of guage. New words and phrases were in

these could grow into dominion ; but when vented , some of which took root and some

the trade with India began , at the very end did not. It is not uncommon to find that a

of the sixteenth century, and went on in- word or phrase which has come in as an in

creasing in the seventeenth, the foundation novation in modern times was used by one

of distant English dominion was laid . The writer in the seventeenth century, and by

dominion did not comeyet, and, when it did one only . It was a great time of English

come, it was dominion and not settlement; prose, in some shapes grave and stately , in

but it could not fail to comebefore long . Ac- others full of quaint fancies. And a child of

tual possession began when Bombay was the Civil War itself ,the Puritan John Bunyan,

ceded by Portugal to England on the mar- knew how , without school-learning, to write

riage of Charles the Second. With it was clear and strong English such as was never

ceded Tangier in Africa , amuch nearer posses- outdone before or since. In poetry the great

sion of no real value, which was soon given Elizabethan drama with Shakspere at its

up. But it too marks the same feeling of head, wenton into the century withoutbreak .

striving ofenterprise and dominion far away. Poets, quaint and graceful, sacred and pro

The Puritan movement led us to the trans- fane, belongmore specially to the time. And

lation of the Bible. It is the translation of if Shakspere goes on into this half-century ,

the Bible which binds together the English Milton begins in it, and really belongs to it.

tongue and literature of all the times from If his greatest poem was written after the

the sixteenth century onwards. In other Restoration , it is the fruit of the time before.

matters of language, literature, taste, and For Milton lived and played his part in the

manners, the gap between the first and days of the Civil War, the Commonwealth ,

the second half of the seventeenth century is and the Protectorate, and was as famous as a

very wide. In the firsthalf, before and during writer of political prose as he was of poetry,

the Civil War,we seea certain stateliness and both religious and otherwise. His works

a certain quaintness standing sideby side. show the impress of the Puritan religious

Men seem in earnest, as men engaged , or movement brought to bear on a mind at once

likely to be engaged, in a great struggle. It fresh with poetic fancy and rich with vast

was a time of learning, a time of thought. stores of learning. And both in Shakspere

The religious controversy produced divines and Milton and in the literature of the time

and thinkers on all sides in theology, and generally , whatever foreign influence there is

somewho went beyond the bounds of any is Italian . Italy had not yet wholly lost her

theology. It was a time of great lawyers, place in Europe.
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This comes out yet more strongly in art. when the great church of Saint Paul in Lon

Charles the First had a strong artistic turn don was burned , the new one built by Sir

in painting , sculpture, and architecture ; but Christopher Wien , the chief architect of the

as yet painting and sculpture mainly came time, no longer followed any ancient English

from abroad . In architecture the.mingled pattern , but that of the church of Saint Peter

taste of the latter part of the sixteenth cen- at Rome.

tury still went on ; butthere was a strong ten In most things in short we seem to take a

dency, specially under the court architect new start in the latter part of theseventeenth

Inigo Jones, toward a more strictly Italian century ; we seem to come to the beginning

taste. On the other hand, therewas, especially of a time more like our own. But the

in ecclesiastical buildings, a considerable re- unbroken life of the nation goes on ; it

turn to the olderEnglish forms. This specially goes on specially in its political life, not

comes out in many of the college buildings withstanding the Civil War and its ef

in Oxford . Literature, art, every thing fects. Theold spirit of English freedom which

changed greatly after the Restoration. The had in somesort slept, or rather had only

gap is indeed wide. A flood of licentious- seemed tosleep, during thesixteenth century,

ness in every shape, the reaction after the awoketo full life in the seventeenth . And it

strict religious rule of the Puritan time,broke has never even seemed to go to sleep since.

forth and affected all that came in its way. The work of the famous Long Parliament

It wasthe court rather than the nation that was of two kinds. As long as it kept itself

was infected ; but the infection of the court to reforming abuses, restraining oppression ,

was enough to mar the outward look ofmost preserving ancient liberties, its work has

things. The greatness of the gap between lasted to this day. When in its later

this and the earlier part of the century is stage, it took to novelties, those novel

shown by the way in which men who had ties have not lasted. Then toward the end

played any part on either side, seem out of of the century camewhat we call the Revo

place . They seem far more so in the earlier lution , though as Lord Macaulay says, when

time now than the elder men of any other we think of revolutions in other lands, it

time. Clarendon, the Royalist statesman seemsstrange to call it so . Wechanged one

and historian of the Civil War, seems to king for another ; we established the old lib

belong to another age, just as much as erties of the land beyond doubt. The En

the Puritan Milton . Language and taste glish Constitution now took its final legal

change a great deal; new words and new shape, pretty much what it had at the be

fashions come in fact ; the foreign influence ginning of the fifteenth century . The two

is now far greater than before, and it is hundred years that have since passed have

not Italian but French . Style changes ; made hardly any legal change in it ; what

from Charles the Second's time onward, we they have done hasbeen silently to shape its

feel that English writing is coming far nearer practical working from time to time. But

to its modern standard . If the statelier one great, though incidental, effect of the

blank verse was brought to perfection by Revolution must not be left out. Since the

Milton, English rhyme was brought to its fifteenth century England had had compara

polished form by Dryden , a man who as dis- tively little to do with foreign wars. Eliza

tinctly marks this time as Milton does the beth's struggle with Spain was our only war

earlier. And this new time was a time of of any greatmoment,and save the repulse of

progress in many ways. Natural science the Armada, it was hardly a war on the same

stands out more distinctly than any thing scale as thewars of earlier or later times. In

else, and that in various forms. The great the course of the seventeenth century Eng

name of Newton stands highest of all. In land had wars with Spain , with France, and

moralandmentalphilosophy Lockeleads the with the Netherlands, and with the last it had

way . In matters of art, painting became very hard fighting by sea. But there were no

more naturalized in England ; in architecture wars like those of the fourteenth and fifteenth

the last traces of the elder taste, which had centuries, or likethose thatbegan towardsthe

lived on into the first half of the seventeenth , end of the seventeenth . In short, except

dies out. The fashion is now purely classical, when Cromwell was at the head , England,

and Gothic architecture is spoken of with through the whole seventeenth century down

contempt. The strongest sign of all is that, to the Revolution . held the lowest place in
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Europe that it had ever held since it became wars between England and France . Since

one kingdom . After the Revolution the that time England, and after it Great Britain ,

choice of the new king, William Prince of has always held , at whatever cost, the rank

Orange, led to the first of the great modern of one of the great powers of Europe.

PRACTICAL TALKS ON WRITING ENGLISH .

TO

BY PROFESSOR WILLIAM MINTO , M.A.

Of the University of Aberdeen , Scotland.

PART V. frock , a red coat ; or if implement, such as

FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE (CONCLUDING RE- pen, sword, trowel,baton, pasteand scissors ;

MARKS) .
or of residence, cottage, villa , palace ; in

short, any significantpart, property , adjunct,
METONYMIES.

or collateral,may be made the basis of an al

O complete our account of the leading lusive name.

kinds of figurative language, we shall
A11 such allusive substitute-names are

advert next to various waysofdescrib
loosely known as metaphors. There is no

ing things not plainly and directly by their reason against this in the etymology of the

own names but allusively or circumstantially word ;both metaphor andmetonym imply the

or symbolically. Consider, for example,how idea of transference of meaning or allusive

the following differs from plain speech :
suggestion. It was only for scientific con

If the French army under the great Napoleon venience that the old rhetoricians applied the

was inspired by the belief that a possible mar- one word to cases where the suggestion is

shal's baton was in every soldier's knapsack, so through a link of likeness, and the other to

the belief that the child of the log cabin may cases where it is through an accidentalcon

become the Chief of the White House pene. nection . Scientifically , the distinction has

trates the lowliest American homes, and adds to some value, because a writer may be rich in

the dignity of the home without subtracting metaphor and weak in metonym , and con

from the honor of the presidency .
versely , wealth in the two means of expres

Such expressions as " every soldier carries sion depending upon different faculties, the

a marshal's baton in his knapsack ,” for the one upon a keen and quick sense for resem

plain every soldier may become a marshal; blance, the other upon a strong memory for

" the child of the log cabin ,” for a poor man's details and collateral circumstances.

son ; “ Chief of the White House, ” for the Practically, however, the distinction is of

Presidentofthe United States, are technically less consequence ; that is to say, a knowledge

known as Metonymies or Metonyms. The of the distinction will not help a writer much

word hasnever, like “ metaphor, " found its in allusive description . Hemay use either

way into the common vocabulary , but some tool or both freely without being able to

such word is needed in the interest of exact namethem with accurate precision.

criticism . Metonymic expression is quite as Somethirty varieties ofmetonym , aswehave

important an instrument of effective style as defined it, have been distinguished by rhetori

metaphoric, and it depends upon a different cians. The number will not appear at all

principle. The principle of metaphor is re- surprising when you remember thatthe prin

semblance ; the principle ofmetonym is acci- ciple ofmetonymy is simply to substitute for

dental connection of somesort,accidental but the plain name of a thing a name or phrase

yet distinctive, so that the circumstance based on something connected with it . Many

named suggests the thing or person intended. of the figures classified by rhetoricians are

It is an accident that the residence of the really so common that they can hardly be

President is known as the White House ; called figurative ; they are part of the com

nevertheless, the Chief of the White House mon speech. Thus to describe a rich man as

is a sufficient description . Similarly , a man “ with a long purse ," or to say that

any distinctive peculiarity of dress, such “ New York was thrown into a state of great

as a white tie , a shovel-hat, a smock- excitement,” when wemean the inhabitants
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a

of New York, is technically to use the soil, smock-frock , chawbacon, clodhopper .

metonym of putting " the container for the It is the craving for variety that fosters the

thing contained.” Butsuch artifices are so periphrastic fine English at which critics

common that it takes some thought to see have often directed their laughter. It is un

wherein they depart from plain speech . der this influence that the barrister becomes

Instead of enumerating the varieties of a “ gentleman ofthe long robe," the doctor

metonym , it is more to our purpose to dis “ a disciple of Æsculapius,' * the angler a

tinguish the objects with which they are “ follower of Izaak Walton " or brother of

used . One obvious object is picturesque- the gentle craft,” a smoker “ a lover of the

ness, vividness, animation , color. A “ red- Nicotian weed.”

coat” is a more picturesque word than a sol To seek to banish such variations in plain

dier ; It calls up a picturesquecircumstance to language is a foolish enterprise on the part of

the mind's eye. Whether the intention is criticism . They are founded on a natural in

contemptuous or respectful it is more effect- stinct. The critic may pitch out somethat

ive to indicate a thing by some striking cir- have become, in Dr. Johnson'swords, “ easy,

cumstances than by a plain name : an " oil vulgar, and therefore disgusting ," but others

king ,” a “ cotton lord ,” a “ carpet-bagger," will come in their stead . Themerit of a met

a “ quill-driver," " the blind old man of onym as of other figures lies in its original

Chios ' rocky isle," * " the seer of Chelsea ,”'t ity , or comparative novelty ;when they have

" the glorious dreamer of Highgate ." I reached a certain pitch of commonness, they

Another object is to make the expression are dropped by all writers with any self-re

more vagueand dignified . The plain name spect. You mustmake your index expurga

for disagreeable things is apt to become too toriust for yourself, remembering that the

suggestive, and sometimes cannot be used fear of vulgarity is a very cramping senti

without harshnessor coarseness. Ourmean- ment, and that straining after originality has

ing must then be delicately hinted at, de- its own dangers. If the coining ofnew met

corously presented under a veil to hide its re- onyms does not come easy to you, you are

pulsive features. This is technically called better not to attempt it.

Euphemism .

Undoubtedly the most prevailing motive
CONCLUDING REMARKS.

for the use of metonymies , as for all figures I began by quoting theopinion thatthe best

of speech, is the mere love of variety. way to acquire a good style is to think as

To call a spade a spade is a good enough rule, little about it as possible . I do not alto

useful to rememberwhen you are tempted to gether agree with this, but perhaps someof

over-elaborate andsuperfine allusiveness, but my readers do, after following me thus far

too close an observance of it would result in and observing how many contradictory con

a very bald and poverty-stricken diction . A siderations arise when we begin to think on

newspaper editor who consults the popular any of themeans of expression. Better never

taste is obliged to proceed on an opposite begin thinking about expression at all if it is

principle. You may call a spade a spade so difficult to hit the right use of the various

once or twice or three times in the course of instruments.

an article, but if you have to refer to it oft The study of rhetorical principles in the

ener, you must find somemetonym for the abstract, probably does paralyze rather than

humble instrument, even if it is nothing bet- help the judgment. They should be thought

ter than “ this oblong implement of manual out in connection with the practice of good

husbandry.” An agricultural laborer may writers, and then they should help you , if

be introduced as such , but as the article pro- they are sound principles , in deciding foryour

ceedsthe changes are rung on plain synonyms self whether what you read is good writing

such as husbandıran and peasant, and famil- or not. If it impresses you, interests you ,

iar metonyms such as Hodge, ll son of the enlightens you , it is good writing for you .

My object is to help you in analyzing the ef
† Carlyle . Coleridge.

fect produced on yourself, and studying how
I The use of this word for countryman arose from the

fact that “ most country districts in England have one or

more families ofthe nameofHodge. ... It is said to be * [ Es-ku -lā'pi-us .) In Greek mythology the god ofmed

simply an abbreviation of Roger." - The synonym icine.

" chawbacon " was derived from the popular idea that a + [Ex-pur ga-to'ri-us. ] The expression is the Latin one

rustic lives entirely on bread and bacon . a list of prohibited books."

* Homer .

for
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It is done as a guide to your own practice . precision , are really decided from the effect

Nothing is to be gained by studying style produced on the reader bymatter and man

out of relation to the subject and the persons ner together. It is this joint effect thatwe

addressed, if you really wish to use words as judge from when we call a composition im

ameans of communication. Somepeople say pressive or simple or perspicuous.

that it is enough to be full of your subject A mistake often made by writers on style

and in earnestabout it. They are so far right is to speak of simplicity as if it were some

that this is indispensable ; you cannot have thing absolute, as if a particular form of ex

effective writing without knowledge and pression were absolutely more simple than

earnestness . The most effective speaker is another . Simplicity is really a relative term .

the man who is in earnest. But what does An expression is simple or abstruse accord

earnestnessmean ? It means that the speaker ing as it is familiar to the reader or the re

is determined to get a certain conviction verse.

home, to pass it from his own mind to an We are often told that we should use the

other. But is this enough ? Are we to sup- Saxon part of our vocabulary rather than the

pose that the powerful orator never thought Latin , because it is simpler. The late Dean

for a moment beforehand what he was going Alford raised the cry and it is often heard .

to say and how he was to say it ? That “ Latin ,” says Mr. Spurgeon ,“ is turf, Saxon

there was no premeditation, no previousprep- is stone, good to pelt sinners with ." But it

aration ? If he did pause to think before all depends upon whether the Saxon

he spoke, then he thought about style, only words are in common use . We have re

it was in the right way, about style in con- tained in our speech the Saxon words for

nection with the subject and the persons ad- many common things and primitive feel

dressed . ings, but others have been superseded by

Imay quote from a greatmaster of popular Latin words, and a word may be of Saxon

style, Mr. Spurgeon, some sensible remarks origin and yet be far from simple. “Gain

which have a bearing on this : say ” is not so simplea word as “ contradict.”

I know a good minister who prepared very “ Yeasay " may be a prettier word than “ as

elaborately. He told mehegot tired of thehard sent,” but it is not so readily understood .

work, and one day preached a simple sermon, “ Inwit ” is a good Saxon word, butwehave

such as he would have preached in his shirt to explain it by the Latin “ conscience.” We

sleeves if he had been wakened up in the mid- may, if we like, use " forewords " instead of

dle ofthe night. The people were far more im- “ preface,” to gratify a sentiment or carry

pressed than by his usual discourses. I said, “ I'd out a theory , but it is pedantic or affected and

give them somemore of that." But I should not not simple English . Thesimplicity ofa word

say so to you , young man . This was an elderly depends entirely on whether or not it is in

man , full ofmatter. Whatever he said in course

of conversation was good.
It is a mistake, again , to suppose that sim

The reason why speeches carefully studied plicity depends entirely on choice ofwords. It

and written out are often ineffective is that depends at least asmuch on structure. Take

the writer in his study loses touch with his a passage in any old author, and you will find

audience. A practised speakerwho has learned that though thewords separately are simple

by experimentwhat tells, who knowsand is enough you have often to read twice and

known to his audience, is often more effect- think, because the syntax, the turn ofphrase

ive offhand than when hehasmade elaborate or sentence, is unfamiliar to you . Mr. Spur

preparation ,because then he is apt to diverge geon's simplicity is dueas much to the col

into more abstruse trains of thought. To loquial form ofhis sentences as to his homely

keep an audience before the mind's eye and diction . In a thoroughly simple style the

follow its moods as if it were actually present words are familiar, the cast of sentence is

needs a vivid imagination . familiar, and the illustrations are drawn from

In writing, the nature of the subject and familiar sources. It must be added that the

the audience have to be studied at least as ideas also are familiar.

much as the mere expression . They must It is often impossible to express new ideas

be taken all together. What rhetoricians in simple language. When Burke was said

call the “ intellectual qualities of style,” such to be a less simple speaker than Fox and this

as impressiveness, simplicity, perspicuity , was charged against him as a defect, De

common use .
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ence .

Quincey repelled the charge on the ground Precision , exactness, is another of the vir

that Fox was merely the mouthpiece of an tues to which the beginner is generally ex

accredited party policy whereas Burke was horted. To combine this with extreme sim

trying to connect the events of the mo- plicity is next to impossible , for a reason that

ment with high general principles. “ Who is obvious upon a little consideration . The

complains of a prophet,” he asked , “ for be- more simple a word is,thatis to say themore

ing a little darker of speech than a post-office frequently it is used , themore vague and in

directory ?" exact it tendsto become. A much used word

It would , doubtless, be a hard thing to in- is like a much used coin : the superscription

sist that every thinker on every subject gets worn off. Try to define any common

should strive to make himself level with the word such as “ good," " wicked," " just,"

comprehension of the meanest capacity and " crime," " health ,” " education ," " cul

the most indolent intelligence. The amount ture,' progress," and you will find that the

ofeffort that you require of your reader must ideas you attach to such simple words are far

be regulated by circumstances. You may from exact. Socrates amused himself by go

purposely choose to address a limited audi- ing about among the people of Athens and

A treatise on the Appreciation of asking themeaning of such words, professing

Gold or the Philosophical Presuppositions of to be himself a very stupid person who could

Experience cannotbemade as simpleas Hints not understand them . Everybody was ready

on Marriage or a story ofthe adventures of a at first with an answer . “ Not know what

cat. There are abstruse subjects that have virtue means ! Why, every fool knows that."

something like a dialect of their own, and no- But themost confident were broughtto con

body can blameyou if you write for those fess that though they knew themeaning per

who have learned the dialect and shrink from fectly well, it was not easy to put in precise

the labor of trying to be intelligible in com- words.

mon speech . The same holds good to a cer Precision is not a popular quality. Socra

tain extentof feelings ; your language may tes fell a martyr to it. Other great propa

be purposely veiled and mystical, addressed gators of new ideas have gone on a different

only to the initiated . It would be a waste of plan, taking words in common use, employ

words to advise anybody not to adopt the ing them in a sense of their own, and leaving

oracular style . Carlyle sayssomewhere that the reader to guess the meaning. This is

no great writer was ever understood without often the cause of the difficulty of understand

difficulty. If a man takes this as an encour. ing greatwriters. It is so in the case of Car

agement to be willfully obscure, he does so lyle himself, and Emerson. Oneoften hears

at his own risk . If he is not a genuine mys- readers ofMatthew Arnold ask whathemeant

tic , but a bogus mystificator, hemay at least by culture. The word is a common one, but

afford some amusement to those who have he used it in a sense of his own ; only it is

the patience to read him . fair to say that Arnold did attempt to give as

One ofthe things that thebeginner is gen- exact a definition of his meaning as the sub

erally advised to aim at is perspicuity or lu- ject admitted of.

cidity . This is not quite the same thing as I have not touched on the question of

simplicity , which is attained by couching " purity ” of style. It is a negative virtue ;

simple ideas in simple language. Perspicu- we say that a style is pure when it is strik

ity is more a matter of arrangement, of order ingly free from foreign idioms, provincial

and connection, andmay be achieved when isms, slang, obsolete words and phrases, new

neither the ideas nor thelanguage are simple. and affected expressions. Generally speak

Herbert Spencer, for example, is a remark- ing when a style is such as to win the praise

ably lucid writer. Most of the hints I sub- of being classical English , there is a some

mitted in connection with sentences and thing stiff and old -fashioned about it.

paragraphs have for their aim perspicuity. There is no pointof style aboutwhich so

This virtue can seldom be attained without much has been written ;there isnoneon which

somesacrifice of simplicity. In order to be people are so ready to dogmatize asthis ques

lucid you have to keep to a point, and con- tion of purity . The corruption of the Queen's

nect your ideas clearly , and as the natural or theKing's English hasbeen a common sub

tendency of the simple man is to wonder, he is ject of lament among critics for the last three

conscious of a certain effortunder this process. hundred years. At any time during that
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Often per

period there have been purists who thought using it. Themeaningmay be one that you

the language complete and wished to shut the should not express, but that is another con

door on new words and phrases. Swift had sideration .

a project forfixing the language, and to many Of course grammarians are right to try to

of his contemporaries it appeared a most ju- keep new formations within the analogies of

dicious proposal. But a good many words the language. A word coined in defiance of

and idioms have become obsolete since the analogy is a grammatical monster, and they

days of Queen Anne and a good many new are right to try to extinguish it.

ones have been added . haps theymight as well let it alone ; it will

Most people now recognizethat you can no die of itself if it is not fitted to survive. And

more stop the growth of a language than you some of them are apt to forget that present

can stop the growth of a tree . Is there then usage is the ultimate test for a living language,

no standard of good English ? There is, but and that change of usage is not necessarily de

it is not a very definite one, and it is contin- basementand corruption . There is often a sub

ually shifting . The standard is simply usage, tle reason in popular forms ifwe have the pa

the usage of the time. tience to trace it. Why, for example, do we

Butwho fixes the usage? It is supposed so often see the irregular expression “ one

to be the peculiarprovince of thegrammarian roomed households" ? As a mere descriptive

and the lexicographer * to ascertain theusage, epithet “ one- room " would bemore accurate ;

but nobody can be said to fix or settle what it is in accordance with analogy to use a noun

is essentially unstable. There is nothing as an adjective withoutany formative suffix ;

constant in a language but its mutability. -ed is the termination of the past participle ;

Thegrammarian is not a lawgiver ;words and there is no very to " one-room ." Yet popu

idioms often makegood a place in the lan- lar instinct has reason and grammatical anal

guage in defiance of the law of all the gram- ogy on its side; it has a verbal force to ex

marians. press in " one-roomed " ; it prefers to say

Who coins new words? He would be a one-roomed households " because it thinks

wise man who could answer that question. of them as being made so, not merely exist

The parentage of very few words can be ing as indifferent facts , but forced into a cer

traced. Isaac Disraeli claimed the honor of tain dimension by social pressure. But the

being the first to use the word " fatherland,” casuistry of grammatical correctness is a

but Dr. Fitzedward Hallproduced a quotation wide and intricate field .

from Sir William Temple, more than a cen In concluding the remarks on style, I can

tury earlier. Many similar claimshave been not but feel that I have only skimmed the

similarly rebutted . Somebody must use a surface of the subject. I have tried to keep

new word for the first time, but the child goes to the main lines, and have resisted many

out into the world and its parentage is forgot- temptations to diverge. My object has been

ten. If fathered at all, it is generally fathered to set the reader thinking for himselfon prin

wrong upon someeminent name. Words are ciples.

children of the regiment. A new meaning is One remark only it remains to add, but it

in the social air ; somebody finds a word for is an important one. The old rhetoricians

it ; and the word is caught up and becomes laid great stress upon the character of the

currentbecause of its fitness to express the speaker as an element in the effect of his

meaning. words. This is no less so now than it was in

A common advice to beginners is to follow the days of Aristotle and Quintilian. They

the usage of the best speakers and writers. gave precepts for the education of the orator

That is fairly safe advice. You are not likely from the cradle to manhood. The modern

to go far wrong if you follow it. But if a rhetorician would be going beyond his al.

word exactly expresses your meaning, and if lotted province if he lectured you on charac

it is currentamong the people for whom you ter. It is none the less important. And I

write, you have the best of justifications for may be permitted to remind you that there

is one useful character within every man's
* [Lex-i-cog'ra -pher.) Greek lexikon, dictionary , and

graphein,to write. The author or compiler of a diction reach , a character for knowing what he is

ary, or lexicon. writing about.

( The end .)
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III. Converts were made by thousands. There

UTa second religious revival in England were indeed more than one hundred thousand

was at hand,more potent in its influ- of them at the date of Wesley's death (1791),

ences and more lasting in its results and now , as every body knows, theMethod

than Puritanism itself. Therewas stilla rem- ists are numbered by millions and flourish

nant oftheold piety among themiddle classes, in every quarter ofthe globe.

in places remote from the evil influencesofthe
It would be almost impossible to exaggerate

town, and it was from this germ that the the effects, direct and indirect, of this tremen

mighty tree of Methodism sprang, whose dous religious awakening upon English

branches spread to the farthest corners of the society and morals . In the first place it

kingdom . Three names stand out promi- startled the clergy of the established church

nently in the history of this movement, from their lethargy. John Wesley, indeed ,

George Whitefield and Charles and John always proclaimed himself an ally of the

Wesley . It was atOxford,as young students , Church of England , but the ministers of the

that they formed the society, very small and latter, or many of them , thought their very

despised in its early days, which grew into organization imperiled by the revolution in

the Methodist Church . Whitefield as sentiment which he and his associates were

preacher was conspicious above all the rest. creating. The rules ofthe straitest Puritan

Extraordinary stories are told of the wonder- ism werenomore ascetic than those enforced

ful effect of his exhortations. The passion by Whitefield and Wesley . They forbade

and pathos in his oratory carried all his women to wear gold ornaments, or gaily

hearers with him on a wave of enthusiasm , colored dresses , and they held it sinful for a

in spite of his occasional extravagance . It man to lay by any partof his income. White

is recorded of him that he once addressed a field called love a foolish passion . The

meeting oftwenty thousand colliers in the theater was denounced as a sink ofiniquity.

open air, and that the tears made furrows Dancing was rigorously forbidden and all

through the coal dust upon hundreds of their forms of recreation, considered simply as

cheeks. John Wesley was second to him as recreation, were pronounced sinful.

a preacher, but excelled him as an organizer, schoolwhich Wesley founded ,the pupils were

while Charles Wesley wrote hymns which to rise at 4 o'clock every morning and neither

stirred the hearts of the people into raptures holiday nor play-time was allowed . “ He

of adoration . that plays as a child ,” said he, “ will play

Thesemen and their followers,who seemed when he is a man.” It was said of White

to be inspired by their enthusiasm , preached field thatwhen he entered a town he put an

the Gospel to all kindsofmen in all kinds of end to every pleasant thing in it.

places, in the slums of London , in all centers
Contemporary reports prove conclusively

of industry , among the sailors and dock- that this revival, which wasdeeply emotional

laborers of the great shipping ports and in in its character, was accompanied by a great

themost secluded villages . The excitement increase of superstition , but this fact did not

at some of these meetings was prodigious. greatly lessen its wholesome influence upon

Women shrieked hysterically and fainted, the community at large. The clergy of the

strong men fell in convulsions, others were Church of England, spurred into energy by

stricken senseless and lay as if dead . Some- the example set them and the fear of losing

times the preachers were stoned, beaten , or what little authority they still had over their

thrown into horseponds, but such persecu- flocks, devoted themselves with a new energy

tion only kindled in them a new ardor. Each to their pastoral duties, and presently there

year the sect grew stronger in numbers, in arose throughout the nation a new spirit of

material prosperity , and in organization. devotion and philanthropy . The eyes of the

prosperous were opened to the misery and

* Special Course for C. I,. S. C. Graduates . degradation by which they were surrounded ,

In a
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and itwas seen , for the first time,that system- the need of intercommunication becamemore

atic and organized effort was necessary for urgent, the matchless roads which traverse

the relief of the wretched and the reform of England in all directions, were constructed

the criminal poor. Popular education had and thecanals which greatly facilitated com

its origin in the Sunday-schools which were merce and still further consolidated thewealth

established , at the close of the century, by and power of themercantile or middle class .

Mr. Raikes of Gloucester. Hannah More Next in order came the epoch -making inven

excited pity and horror by her revelations of tions of James Watt, who completed the sub

the shocking condition of agriculturallabor- jection of steam to the service ofman just at

ers . On all sides churches and hospitals the timewhen the rapid development of the

were built, charities were endowed, and English collieries provided an unlimited sup

money was poured out for the despatch of ply of fuel. About the same period the

missionaries to the heathep .
agricultural interests,which had long been

In the long lists of reformers and phi- languishing, were quickened by the reclama

lanthropists, like a planetamonglesser stars, tion of vast tracts of land, and the gradual

stands out the name of John Howard, who adoption of improved methods of farming,

attacked with indefatigable ardor and in- in accordance with the teachings of Arthur

dustry the hideous abuses existent in the Young, Mr. Coke of Norfolk , and others.

prisons. Each jail in the country was a In many departments of literature the

festering social sore , a den in which decency, eighteenth century was peculiarly rich . The

cleanliness, or discipline was unknown and stirring nature of events at homeand abroad

in which every abomination was practiced. offered abundance ofmaterial to the students

Hevisited them all, collected evidence of the of fact and powerfully stimulated imagina

extortion , cruelty , favoritism , and vice which tion , while the follies, extravagancies, and

marked their management, and startled the vices of the town were strong provocatives

public conscience by the terrors of his story . of satire and ridicule. Some of the most

He did not see the results of the labors brilliant stars in thewhole literary firmament

which cost him his life, but his fame will shone during the reigns of William III.,

always be associated with the great work of Anne, and George I. Pope , Addison, Swift,

social reformation in England, which began Congreve, and De Foe form a shining society,

more than a hundred yearsago and can never In Pope keenness of intellect and richness

cease until civilization itself is ended. and delicacy of fancy were allied to a biting

Itwas high time that some attention was wit,nice scholarship, admirableindustry , and

paid to the spiritual and temporal condition mostartistic taste. Hiswritings, both in prose

of the masses, whom further neglect might and verse,are polished with themostexquisite

have driven into a revolution similar to that care. His “ Essay on Man ," his “ Rape ofthe

which drenched France with blood. The Lock ,” his “ Messiah ," " Epistle of Eloisa to

population of the country was more than Abelard ,” his translations, and his satires,

doubled during the eighteenth century , and especially the savage " Dunciad,” aremonu

the increase in wealth was phenomenal. But ments of the versatility of hispowers. Joseph

in this material prosperity the poor had very Addison was the greatest master of English

small share. There was an abundance of prose in the golden age of the language, and

work, but prices were high and wages, owing has left behind him , in his letters and essays,

to the amount of unemployed labor, were the model of a style that has never been ex

low . An enormous impetus was given to celled for simplicity, clearness , flexibility,

manufacture by the invention of the spin- grace, vigor, and majesty. His tragedy of

ningmachine by Arkwright, of the spinning “ Cato ," although devoid of inspiration , is a

jenny by Hargreaves, and of the “ mule” by remarkable exampleofscholarly and dignified

Cromptom . The centers of industry in Lan- blank verse. The name of Jonathan Swift,

cashire were developed with marvelous rapid- the terrible Dean , still stands for all that is

ity , and furnished employment to tens of scathing in satire, and his “ Tale of a Tub ”

thousands of operatives. The potteries of and his adventures ofGulliver in Lilliput and

Wedgewood did as much for Staffordshire. Brobdingnag will be standards for alltime in

Countrymen , then as now , flocked to the spite ofthe coarseness with which they are

cities, and as the population swelled, the disfigured . John Gay possessed a rare fund

pinch ofpoverty was often bitterly felt. As of gentle humor which won a long popu
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larity for his fables, and Matthew Prior however, was not a success ; Home, the

would have been assigned to higher rank in author of “ Douglas," in which Mrs. Siddons

the poetic brotherhood if his light had not won someof hergreatest triumphs ; Fielding

been dimmed by the glory of his contempo- (the novelist), Samuel Foote, David Garrick ,

raries. Thomas Tickell, Ambrose Philips, and Macklin , whose “ Man of the World "

and Allan Ramsay are entitled at least to a has fallen into an oblivion which it does not

word ofmention . deserve. Of novelists there was a mighty

Turning to the dramatists the comedies of quartet, Samuel Richardson, over whose sen

Congreveare pre-eminent forwitofthekeenest timental heroines, Clarissa, Pamela , and the

and brightest type, but their indecency ban- rest, oceans of tears have been shed , and

ished them long ago from the stage. They whose Lovelace is still the type of the

were not unfaithful studies, however, of the polished profligate ; Henry Fielding and

manners of the period. Farquhar and Van- Smollett, whose truth , freedom , and vigor

brugh [Van -broo' ] were of inferior ability afforded the widest possible contrast to Rich

but equaled him in coarseness. Sir Richard ardson's effective but artificial style, and

Steele, as an essayist, was only second to Samuel Johnson , whose “ Rasselas,” con

Addison , and his partnership in the Specta- sidering the fact that it waswritten in a week

tor and the Tatler insure his immortality . to defray theexpensesof hismother's funeral,

In respect of fertility Daniel De Foesurpassed is a wonderful achievement. Of Johnson's

them all. To the present generation he is famous dictionary it can scarcely be needful

known chiefly by his immortal masterpiece to speak . To this same period belong the

“ Robinson Crusoe,” but he was the author historian Middleton ,thebiographer of Cicero ;

ofmore than two hundred books and pam- David Hume, the metaphysician ; Adam

phlets, and was famousas a politicalwriter be- Smith , the political economist; Dr. Joseph

fore he ever attempted fiction. Pope's friend , Butler, Bishop Warburton , and a numberof

Arbuthnot, was a satirical and humorous other eminent theologians.

writer of no mean powers, and the essays of In the last half of the eighteenth century

Lord Bolingbrokearestill read with pleasure. themost prominent poets (leaving Burns out

Among the metaphysicians Bishop Berkeley of the question as a Scotchman) were Oliver

mustbe remembered, and among the critics, Goldsmith and William Cowper .

mathematicians, and theologians, Richard the dull season in which the poetic field was

Bentley and William Whiston . lying fallow in preparation for the splendid

During the reign of George II. the poets harvest of the nineteenth century . Gold

were numerous butscarcely of the first rank . smith's genius, at least, was of a very high

The leader of them was James Thomson , order, although not employed in the loftiest

author of “ The Seasons," the “ Castle of subjects . His “ Deserted Village " is a gem

Indolence,” and “ Rule Britannia,” which of pastoral poetry , while of “ The Traveller "

has certainly proved its vitality. Edward it has been said that it does not contain one

Young's name is still familiar as the writer bad line. The ballad of " Edwin and Ange

ofthe “ Night Thoughts ,” but his readers are lina " is one of themostpopular ever written ,

few and growing less. The unfortunate Col- " She Stoops to Conquer" is not only a stage

lins had culture, imagination , and exquisite classic, but still preserves its freshness and

taste, but his career ended almost before it vitality, while the literary charms of his

had begun . Akenside in “ The Pleasures of “ Vicar of Wakefield ,” his “ Citizen of the

Imagination ," reached great poetic heights World,” and his historical and descriptive

at intervals, but could not maintain a lofty writings insure them a prominent place on

flight, being skillful, rather than inspired. all modern book -shelves. Cowper, nowa

William Shenstone was the author of some days, is remembered chiefly by the humor of

graceful and pathetic pastorals, and Thomas his " John Gilpin ," but the qualities of his

Gray secured an eternal monument in his master-piece, “ The Task," are of a rare order.

famous “ Elegy." The list would be incom- Many of his fugitive pieces , too, are exquisite

plete without some reference to the hymn- in their simplicity and pathos. His popu

writer, Isaac Watts , and such lesser lights as larity in his day was unbounded . Thomas

Mallet,Dodsley,Glover,andMerrick . Among Chatterton, the "marvellous boywho perished

the dramatists we find the names of the in his pride," was a phenomenon, but owes

mighty Samuel Johnson, whose " Irene," his famemore to his death than to his life.

This was
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James Macpherson, the translator of Ossian , fox -hunting squires, of the types so vividly

William Falconer, Sir William Jones, Eras- described by Fielding and others , gradually

mus Darwin , and William Gifford are among vanished from the scene, and were succeeded

the brightest of the lesser lights. Among by their sons, who had been educated at one

the dramatists , the most prominent name of the universities, or at least at one of the

after Goldsmith , is that of Richard Brinsley great public schools. The fox-hunting was

Sheridan, author of " The Schoolfor Scandal” pursued with as much ardor as ever, but the

and “ The Critic .” George Coleman was hunters no longer finished the evening under

also prominent as a humorous writer. Joanna the table . Drunkenness was not considered

Baillie is perhaps the best remembered of reputable in the House of Commons long

contemporary writers of tragedies. At the after the deaths of Sheridan and Fox . The

head of thenovelists stands Laurence Sterne, race of three-bottle men indeed was not

whose “ Tristram Shandy ” gave him a place wholly extinct thirty or forty years ago, but

at once among the immortals. His chief the survivors were few and farbetween. They

contemporarieswere Robert Pultock, Frances were to be found chiefly among the old war

Burney, a great favorite for half a century, riors who had fought under Nelson or Wel

William Beckford, Mrs. Inchbald , Ann Rad- lington .

cliffe,and " Matt " Lewis, of “ Monk ” fame. * The enormousconsumption of liquor by the

Edward Gibbon and David Hume stand out well-te-do classes in the early years of this cen

as giants among their fellow historians. The tury was doubtless partly due to the extraor

famous Dr. Paley was chief among the theo- dinary increase in the wealth of the country .

logians ofthetime. There are other names This prosperity , however , was not shared

which must not be passed without mention, at first by the laboring population, wages re

such as Boswell,Johnson'sfamousbiographer; maining low on account of the remarkable

Chesterfield , the arbiter ofmanners ; Edmund growth of the population . Every thing

Burke, the great orator ; HoraceWalpoleand tended to the development of that middle

Hannah More , the last of whom lived long class,whoserapid advance in number,wealth ,

enough to enjoy the first fruits of the rich and influence, has continued to the present

and abundant literary harvest of the nine- day. The improvement in agricultural

teenth century . methods, in draining, manuring, and deep

The gradual disappearance of coarseness ploughing, and especially in the application

from the imaginative literature in the last ofmachinery to farm work gave an immense

half of the eighteenth century marks the impetus to the cultivation of waste lands and

reformation that was gradually taking place largely increased the number of proprietors,

in English socialmanners. Hard drinking, while the social and political position of

hard swearing, and looseliving still prevailed traders was vastly improved by the extraor

in high places , and especially in the circles dinary extension of every kind of manu

of the Court. The scandals of the Georgian facturing enterprise. Great fortunes among

era will not be forgotten so long as Thackeray merchants, manufacturers, and tradesmen

is read . No worse example of brutal and became commoner every year, and the sons

selfish profligacy was ever known than that ofmoneyed businessmen flocked to the pub

of George IV., both as Prince of Wales and lic schools and universities, entered the

Regent, and hewas called the “ first gentle- learned professions, bought commissions in

man in Europe." But even in his day a the army or navy, won high positions under

growing respect was exhibited for decency in the government, and at all points passed the

externals. Brummel and thewhole schoolof barriers which had hitherto separated the

dandies , contemptible as they were in many workers from the hereditary aristocracy.

respects, yet did good social service by en Meanwhile the development ofmachinery,

couraging refinement of address, by their in its earlier stages, wrought greatmisery to

scrupulous courtesy toward women and their the workingmen , first by destroying many

condemnation of brawling on the ground of small trades , and secondly by throwing many

its vulgarity. The ignorant and drunken hands out of employment. The country was

crowded with paupers,and famineand plenty

* A romantic tale entitled “ TheMonk," was written by walked together side by side. In their des

Matthew Lewis when hewas only nineteen years
It containsmanyof the author's most famous ballads, peration the sufferers , especially in the north

and won for him the cognomen, “ Monk Lewis.” ern and midland counties, began rioting,

>>
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burning rick -yards, and smashing the hated and occasionally shows his power in a way

machinery . The disturbances were quelled that causes concern both to capitalists and

by military force, but the destitution became politicians. The labor question is a vital

more widespread and bitter than ever, and one in all the large cities of England to

threatened to bring about a revolution . The day, but the issue of some of the latest

smoldering discontent was fanned almost strikes there shows that unionism is a game

into flame by the flagrant abuses growing at which capitalists can play as well as

outof Parliamentary corruption, rotten bor- workmen .

oughs, and the lack of proper local adminis As to the upper and middle classes of En

tration . Thedanger continued to grow more glish society there can be no doubt that

imminent until it compelled the passage of democratic habits, if not democratic princi

the reform bill of 1832,which largely extended ples,aremaking much progress among them .

the franchise and effected a much needed re- The railroad and the telegraph are great

distribution of Parliamentary seats. One of levelers . There are ancient Tories yet living

the results was the Poor Law Amendment who hold that the best society and the best

act of 1834, which practically established the manners vanished with the stagecoach. It

present system of poor law unions and has is certain that fifty years ago there were dif

worked,upon thewhole, very satisfactorily in ferent standards of breeding, polite conduct

spite of the opposition which it excited and and polite speech in different parts of the

the fierce criticism to which it has been ex- kingdom , whereas to -day there is but one

posed. code of dress and manners,and a new fashion

But before the completion of this legisla- in a coat or a bonnet, a new phrase, or a new

tion the laboring classes,both in the towns style of raising a hat or shaking hands is

and the country districts , had begun. to known at once from John O 'Groat's to the

share, although in a limited degree, in the Land's End . There are exclusive circles yet,

prosperity of the manufacturers and agri- but their diameter is ever narrowing , and

culturists, the demand for labor increasing the accident of birth, although still taken

as themore generaluse ofmachinery opened into account, is no longer a matter of para

up new channels of trade. The labormarket mount consideration . General culture and

remained , as it still remains, overstocked , special ability are passports everywhere, and

but itwas not glutted, as had been the case literature, science, and artare platforms upon

a short time before . New factories sprang which all ranks, from royalty to thehumblest

up, almostwith the rapidity of mushrooms, commoner,meet upon equal terms.

and new hands were needed to run them . The nearest approach to the old exclusive

But the supply was always more than equal aristocratic life is to be found in those

to thedemand, as it has been ever since, and secluded country seats which have remained

is to-day, a fact that accounts for the enor- in the possession of one family for many

mous social and financial gulf that exists be- generations or even centuries. The owners

tween the English employer and his work- ofsome of these are commoners who would

man in spite of the abolition of the corn laws consider anymodern title a degradation to

and other similar legislation in the latter's their name. In the houses of the great

behalf. nobles the guests generally include men and

Nevertheless the social condition of the women of all ranks and many varieties of

English laborer has been bettered enor- occupation . Poets, historians, novelists,

mously during the last half century. He men of science, artists, a popular actor or

works fewer hours, is more comfortably two, clergymen , and diplomatistsminglewith

housed , enjoys opportunities of free educa- the representatives of hereditary rank or for

tion, and receives seventy -five cents a day tune and certainly do not feel themselves to

instead oftwenty -five . Statistics show that be the least worthymembersofthe company.

he now eats plenty of white bread andmeat, The sons of all sorts and conditions of men

neither of which did he taste in the old days. from all parts of the kingdom meet at the

Hesmokes more tobacco, drinks more beer, public schools and universities ,and the friend

and yet has something to spare for his ben- ships thus formed , together with inter

efit fund or his savings bank . He has marriages and a natural community of men

learned , moreover, the advantages of co- tal, social, political, and , possibly , business

operation , both in buying and in working, interests, all tend to destroy the distinctions
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which formerly separated what was knownas promote public and private morality and de

theupper middle class- well to -domerchants, cency, and the official example of the Court,

manufacturers , and professional men — from which has been , openly at least, in the in

the titled class and to weld them into one terests of cleanliness and decorum , has set a

great body . This is not meant to imply high standard for society in general, and has

that the aristocracy as a class is likely soon not been without its effect even upon the

to become extinct. The House of Lords is lower and more ignorant orders . Coarseness

still an actuality , but the nobility are no and profligacy are no longer regarded with

longer considered as another and peculiar admiration and the clergy may again enjoy

order of beings. It is acknowledged that the respect due to religion and the professed

they hold a degree of rank in the socialarmy union of church and state . There can be no

to which they belong, which entitles them to doubt that there are forces at work in Eng .

a certain respect, but only when they accept land, as in Europe generally, that threaten

and fulfill the responsibilitieswhich that rank the foundationsof society as now constituted,

imposes upon them . but the consolidation of the educated and

It would be difficult to exaggerate the ref- prosperous classes and the growth of what

ormation wrought in the general tone of may be termed a conservative liberalism ,

English society by Queen Victoria in the afford a promise of security , and although it

fifty years of her reign. The fierce light that is difficult to foretell the result of the fermen

beats about a throne has never been able to tation of discontent in the proletariat, it is

reveal a flaw in the purity of her personal always permissible to hope and believe that

character. All her life she has striven to a danger which is recognized,maybeavoided.

( The end.)

THE IRISHMAN AT HOME.

BY JOHN CODMAN .

T

HE description of a recent journey men with their wives, of a class who fre

through the island,the characteristics quently return for a visit to their old home.

of the people as well as of the scenery They left the sameport, years ago, at which

will be presented currente calamo. * they now land, but not as they come back .

We land at Queenstown, a place at which their uniforms then were ragged coats , cor

one American stops for his breakfast while duroys, brogans, and remnants of shawls fall

thousands of Irishmen leave it forever, and ing over green petticoats descending to bare

become the germs of millions of “ free-born ankles. They return as “ gentlemen and la .

Americans." I remember listening to the dies,” elaborately dressed and sparkling with

address of General Corcoran when in New jewelry. They are rich , and the richest are

York he was welcomed home from the war. the New York Irishmen who have fattened

“ Felly.citizens," he exclaimed, “ it rejoices upon the spoils of the city government.

me heart to return once more to me native Their aim is not to visit galleries, paint

adopted city.” And Irishmen do generally in- ings, and other wonders of the Old World ; it

crease rather than lose their love ofhome in the is literally to " astonish the natives "' - to

process ofbecoming Americans. It is not to drive in state to the inn of their native vil

be denied that Paddy hashad some grievances lage where twenty years ago they were glad

in his own country, but it would be better if, to earn a penny by holding a traveler's horse.

when he emigrates, he would leave his During the entire passage, and especially as

wrongs, real or imaginary, behind him , and we drew near the land, this desirewas clearly

consider America as the country thatadopts expressed in their countenances. As Mr.

him , instead of the country that he adopts. Maloney “ got himself up " on the last morn

Several of our fellow passengers were Irish- ing, I did wish that I might see him on his

arrival home.

" With running or rapid pen .'' Stepping upon the wharf we were greeted

C - Jun .
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by a crowd of lace and bog.jewelry venders, trunks and pointout to a porter his own, if

urging their wares upon us in most per- he can find them .

suasive, and honeyed accents. " You are On board the steamer in which we after

a swate gintleman, you are. There's light ward crossed over to Scotland, there was pla

in yer eyes and a purty spaking lip under carded this printed notice : “ Passengers are

yer moustache !" requested to take charge of their own bag

You buy some lace, and such innumerable gage, as the ship will not be responsible in

blessings are called down upon you from any way for its safety ." So our trunks re

heaven that if granted there would be none mained on deck, requiring periodical super

left for the rest of the world . If you persis- vision by day or night at every landing

tently refuse, you walk away followed by place to prevent their going ashore by mis

curses in equalabundance.
take.

Keeping step to their discordant music Although for a short journey there is un

we moved away toward the “ Queen's Ho- usual comfort in an English first-class car

tel” for our breakfast, followed by the usual riage, there is not that luxury and requisite

crowd of beggars. contentment which is to be found on long

And so weare in Ireland in the homeof American routes.

the genuine native. Weshall expect to see Once seated in the car bound from New

him swigging his whisky, dancing his horn- York to San Francisco you need not occupy

pipe,walloping his Biddy, swinging his shil- yourmind any more about yourself or your

lalah indiscriminately , overrun by his “ child- baggage. The ticket and checks are in your

ers ” and his pigs, living, likethem , on but- pocket. Persons and trunks are alike safe

termilk and potatoes, roosting on his rickety for a week , “ the danger of the land only ex

gate, meditating schemes of liberty for ould cepted," to vary slightly the phraseology of

Ireland ” to be accomplished by HomeRule an ordinary bill of lading. By " the visita

and by shooting landlords in the dark. tion of Providence,” which generally means

Weare not given to complaining of what the carelessness of a switch -tender, or the ir

we generally find in the British Isles, espe- regularity of a conductor's watch, your life

cially of the conveniences of travel, yet it is may come to an end, or you may crawl from

quite natural to compare them with our own. a pile of smoking rubbish to witness the pro

Therefore, while doing the British railway miscuous distribution of your effects. But,

system full justice in acknowledging its however thismay be at the end of your jour

greater security and adaptation to personal ney, at the outset you are comfortable and

comfort, we have no little fault to find with confident.

the careless treatment of luggage. A lady Alas, you are not so here ! There is scarcely

always travels with doubt and fear, for her a direct line of railroad in Europe. They

mind embraces her clothing in her individu- seem to run around in short curves, stopping

ality. She realizes that a large constituent almost as soon as they begin . Every engine

part of herself is stowed away in her trunks. and train has a local affinity to its littlecircuit,

On few , if on any, of the English railways and would rebel if switched off upon strange

or boats, has the traveler any guarantee that rails. Rather than force this practice upon

he shall receive his effects at the termination them it is considered vastly more easy to

of his journey . There is nothing approach- dump the passengers every few minutes ,

ing to the convenient American system of when they rush pell-mell in crowds “ to look

checks. It is true that one generally gets his after the boxes.” It was thus that on this

luggage, but occasionally , as has happened first trip I rescued from the top of an omni

to us and to others, he does not, and then bus one ofmy packages, just in timeto pre

there is endless trouble in theway of proof vent its loss. It may betherefore readily un

and often of law , before it is recovered, if it derstood that for a gentleman traveling in

be recovered at all. The passenger never can the United Kingdom in company with ladies,

give his check to a servantor a cabman, and the responsibility and anxiety attached to the

then dispose of his own time. No, he or she office of baggage-master make a partial bal

and for a lady the annoyance is excessive-- ance to the pleasure of their society.

must, with a hundred other people, any one “ How far is it to the cars ? ”

of whom , if dishonest, may claim what does “ How far is it, yer honor ? Jist fornent

not belong to him , crowd around a pile of the shed .”
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Really that is quite handy and an economy crossing a bridge on the Lee we cameonce

withal, I thought, as I told a porter to take more into the pure air and ascended the hill

our luggage outside. Following his lead we whereon is built the fine university of Cork .

discovered no railway station nor the sem “ Where will ye find the likes of it ? " asked

blance of one, but in lieu a long line of Mr. Balhagan . “ Ivery stone in it spakes

“ jaunting-cars," either one of which was like a book , and whin a gintleman has walked

ready to transport us to the station . No bet- his term here, divil a bit more in the wurruld

ter idea can be given of one of these vehicles is there fur him to larn !"

than to say it is a cart upon which can be “ Protestant or Catholic ? "

piled a great amountof trunks and humanity “ Both , yer honor. They goes in oneand

to the sorrow of a wretched horse. comesout the other , jist which way ye plazes,

This two-wheeled cart contains a seat for and they talk Greek and Latin like a Frinch

the driver in front, seats for five passengers man , they does. Och , it's the sate of larnin '

if required, two upon each side, back to back , sure !"

and one behind, with a box underneath for Of the interior we saw nothing, for it was

the sundries forwhich there is notroom upon the time of vacation , but if any judgment

the seats or the foot-boards. On this ma- might be formed from the outside, Teddy's

chine, getting glimpses of the beautiful bay panegyric was merited . The architecture is

of Queenstown, wewere driven rapidly to the costly and elaborate, the grounds tastefully

station . In an hourwe arrived at Cork , the laid out, and the view of thesurrounding coun

road being along the banks ofthe Lee . Here try , and especially of the river and bay, is

we had two hours to spare. superb. This was about all we saw of Cork ,

Having stacked our baggage on the plat- for the conscientious Mr. Balhagan, who had

form and established a youngster as sentry been engaged to return to the station in time

over them , we accepted the invitation of Ter- for the train , arrived there a half hour in ad

rence Balhagan to take seats on his jaunting vance, forwhich promptness he demanded an

car. On this wehad ample room to hang extra shilling . Besides this , he wanted

our feet over the wheels, and thus we pro- “ something for a dhrop o' whisky, yer

gressed through the streets of Cork , our way know ," and then " for a dhrop o' buttermilk

enlivened by the cheerful encouragement of for the childer.”

our driver, who cautioned us to " hould on " After compromising with him on these de

as he whirled around the corners. mands he suggested that we should contrib

In all our conversation with him or with ute something for the “ babbywhocomeanint

his countrymen I do not recollect a single in- the death of hismammy'' ;butmaintaining a

stance of receiving the reply of “ yes ” or callous indifference to his last plea of " divil

“ no.” The affirmative ornegative is always a pinny have I formerint,” we took leave of

expressed by a full sentence , not unfrequently Mr. Terrence Balhagan , his last words being,

in the form of a return interrogatory , for “ Sure, yer honor'll take me car whin ye

which ourown people are somewhat noted . come back , for isn't it purloit I've been to

“ Take us to themarket. ” ye ? "

“ To themarket is it ? I will, sir." From Cork to Killarney we have the day

Off he went, with a name applicable to before us, this long, lovely day in early June.

every large building on his line of march. So we take Blarney by the way - Blarney,

For the churches hehad the calendar of saints that noun proper , now much used as one so

at his tongue's end. To thefirst public edifice very common that comparatively few people

attracting attention he gave the name of know the origin of the word . Blarney is

a court-house. The next was also a court- a quiet little village, distant on the left a

house. And so on until he had supposed he mile from the station at which we alight

had exhausted our credulity on the subject of half an hour after leaving Cork.

court-houses , and then his mind ran upon Overlooking it from a slight eminence is a

banks for the remainder ofthe trip. Wedrove ruined castle built by McCarthy, “ Prince of

along the boulevard that borders the public Desmond,” in the early part of the fifteenth

gardens,and through someofthefrontstreets century . Itmust be remembered that princes

whereare themost fashionable residences, then were plenty as blackberries in the days when

we went spattering throughthe slumsamong Ireland was cut up into little kingdoms, and

a dirty, hissing crowd of drunken poor, then small tyrants owned all the land, horses,

7
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estates,and people, body and soul. Thesewere by following the general example. Like the

the days when Ireland was “ independent,” toe of that statue ofJupiter which stands for

and for the return of which Home Rule sighs St. Peter in the Cathedral of Rome, worn to

to -day. Prince McCarthy was a proud man, the quick - if images have feeling - by lip

for as our guide informed us, “ He was de service, so the Blarney stone is being grad

scended from Noah and cameout of the ar- ually kissed away. Then , some thousands

rack wid him ." of years hence, more or less , when the last

On approaching the ivy -clad tower it was atom disappears on the last pair of lips, the

pronounced “ lovely " by our young artist, millennium will come, foras flattery brought

who could not be induced to proceed farther sin into the world , so when flattery leaves it,

until it was creditably reproduced on paper , sin may be no more.

the drawing including the figure of the old Whenever we visit the ruins of old castles

guide, whom it was difficult to keep quiet imagination tries to reproduce their former

by such coaxing as this : inhabitants — those armed warriors prancing

" Now do sit still , you darling old lady, or about on fiery steeds, nobles and fair ladies

I can'tmake you as pretty as you are." feasting in thehalls, harpers, retainers, and all

“ Arrah now ," she replied, “ but ye've no the ancient crowd that history, softened into

occasion to kiss the stone !" poetry , tells us of. But ifwebelieve in prog

The old woman was pleased with this ress, as we pretend, wemust reflect that the

flattery , being the keeper of the stone sup- men ofthat time were a set of rough men

posed to breed it. astride of ill-bred, badly harnessed nags, rob

No one seems to know the exact origin of bers ofthe poor and of each other . And the

the Blarney stone, or how it derived its mi- " fair ladies !” Think of women in home

raculous power. It may have been in the spun dresses made by themselves, busy in

ark - ballast bequeathed to the prince by his their kitchens, or stitching away without

great ancestor. In some way it found itself sewing -machines, going to no lectures, never

on the very pinnacle of the castle tower, with arguing about high and low church , never

thedate 1703 carved upon it . To kiss it has reading novels or magazines, never going

been the ambition ofmany generations, who shopping or discussing woman's rights !

have laboriously climbed up to its dangerous It all amounts to this : Since those days, to

eminence. There have been many accidents begin with the horses, they are better bred ;

from falling. The fashion is to kiss it on themenmay have lost something in physique,

bended knees, expressing a wish at the same but they steal in a more refined manner ;

time, the theory being that a persuasiveness relatives are murdered in battle for the bene

is communicated to the lips that shall be ef- fit of political demagogues instead of for

fectual, especially where love is the object. such men as the Prince ofDesmond ; and the

Absurd as is the practice, the ceremony is ladies are better dressed , more refined, more

almost invariably performed by all visitors. intellectual, more extravagant, more beau

Sir Walter Scott did not find himself degraded tiful, and in every waymore charming.

HUNGARY'S PROGRESS AND POSITION .

BY ALBERT SHAW , PH . D.

F

OR five hundred years Hungary has oc. ofthe races that surround them . The Mag

cupied the pivotal position in the poli- yars, as the Hungarians call themselves, are

tics of Southeastern Europe ; and it of the same race as the Finns and Lapps of

promises to be in the future a factor no less Northeastern Europe, and came from the

potent than at any time in the past. Race highlands of the Altai Region into South

questionsare at the root of the unsolved com- eastern Europe many centuries ago. With

plicationsthat vex those regions. If the Hun- the aid of the Germans they replaced South

garians were Slavic or Germanic or Latinic, Slavic tribes in the territory they have since

they might have been found a reducible occupied . They have been a race of marvelous

quantity . But they have no affinity with any vigor, energy, and high spirit, although
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during very much of their sojourn in Europe in the provinces about Constantinople, the

they have been beld in abject political thral- Turks did not colonize largely, theirs was a

dom . Their environment for several centu- military possession . During all their stay in

ries was that of Slavonic nationalities on the ,Hungary , the country was considered an out

onehand and Germanic on the other.
lying part of the German Empire and had its

But the situation was rendered triply pre- sovereign in Vienna. The Turks held the

carious by the entrance of the Turks into fortresses, and exacted heavy tribute from the

Europe in the fifteenth century. The Hun- people, In the fortified towns there were

garians had established a brilliant kingdom Turkish colonies, made up of hangers-on of

under native rulers. Upon one side of them the garrisons; and the luxurious pashas* and

was the old German Empire extending far officers built their baths, someof which re

west and north from Vienna. Upon the other main to this day . But the original population

side was the encroaching power of Turkey. remained, with something of its former social

The sultans had conquered Bulgaria and and political organization and life. Warfare

Servia and the Roumanian provinces, Con- against the Turks was renewed from time to

stantinople had fallen and the Turkish power time,andby the taking of particular

had replaced the effete Eastern Empire . The certain regions would for a time be liberated.

ambition and zeal of the conquerorsknew no The campaigns of Prince Eugenet at the be

bounds, and they confidently proposed to ginning of the eighteenth century finally re

overrun Europe. Vienna was their immediate deemed Hungary, leaving the Turks in pos

objective point. But Hungary lay in theway. session of Belgrade and Servia.

It is easily within boundsto say that the little Though under theAustrian House ofmon

Hungarian nation alone prevented the Turks archs, the Hungarians possessed an ancient

from ravishing Austria ,Germany, Italy ,and constitution which made them a separate

France. It is notmy purpose to review the kingdom and guaranteed them certain rights

wars of the Hungarians and Turks. History and privileges; and no new sovereign has

hasno pages more thrilling or romantic . It ever been regarded as ruling regularly and

was themisfortune of Hungary, early in this lawfully until he has proceeded from Vienna

period, to lose its line of native kings and to to Pressburg or Budapest (boo'da-pest] to be

comeunder the royal sway of the Austrian invested with the iron crown of St. Stephen I

House of Hapsburg . Thiswas the period of and to take the oath of fidelity to the Hun

the Reformation ; and the doctrines of Huss, garian constitution . But the royal Hapsburgs

Luther, and Calvin gained ground so rapidly have not as a rule been careful to observe

in Hungary that a majority of thepeoplesoon their promises; and the Hungarians have

became Protestant. suffered bitterly , under some reigns, from

Thus while they were fighting the battles Austrian tyranny. In 1848 the Hungarians

of all Europe in keeping back the Turks, the rebelled , declared themselves independent,

Christian popes and emperors were punish- and organized a government oftheir own upon

ing them in every conceivableway for their the republican model of the United States.

religious heresies. Hungary was laid waste Great and brilliant men participated in the

from opposite directionsby the Catholic Ger- movement, those best known abroad being

man Empire and by the armies of the Sultan. Louis Kossuth and Count Széchenyi [sā'

The Turks were the stronger , and they held chen -ye]. Against the Austrians single

practical sway in Hungary for a hundred and handed the Hungarianswere abundantly able

fifty years. The eighteenth century had to defend themselves. But Austria made an

opened when at last they were driven from the alliance with Russia under the termsofwhich

fortress atBudapest. Butwhile they had final- a great Russian army invaded Hungary.

ly worn out and conquered the Hungarians, It would have been possible for the Hun

their ownmilitary power had been so depleted garians at that moment to have made honor

in the Hungarian wars that they were never * Pronounced pä shä ' or pä'shä.

able to take Vienna or to proceed farther into
† (1663-1736 .) A generalof French lineage in the service

Europe.

The nature of the Turkish occupation complete victory over the Turks,which was followed by a

of European countries should be under- re-apportionment of the subject provinces.

stood clearly by those who would have an in- and the expression,the crown of St. Stephen, is equivalent
St. Stephen (997–1038) was the first king of Hungary,

telligentidea of the Eastern Question . Except to the crown of Hungary.

ofAustria . In the battle ofZenta he led the Austrians to
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able and advantageous terms with Austria . a magnificent instance of modern city

But Kossuth and someof his associates were making . The ambitious Hungarians, many

implacable . Their one idea was that ofabso- of them returning in 1868 from an exile of

lute independence and separation. They were twenty years, were determined to have a

conquered by overwhelming numbers andthe capital that would rival famed Vienna ; and

leaders fled to escape execution as traitors. the success they have attained in little more

The Austrian yoke was made heavier than than twenty years seems incredible.

before ; but the Hungarians had been wonder Budapest lies on both sides ofthe Danube,

fully aroused and the revolution had been a and the river with its broad stone quays and

valuable popular education to them . magnificent retaining walls is the central

Their opportunity came when , in 1866 , attraction. It is lined with beautiful public

Prussia defeated Austria in the campaign buildings and with charming park -spaces.

that ended with thedecisive battle ofSadowa. The present city was formed in 1872 by the

Austria was not in condition to beunreasona- consolidation of the ancient Buda on the

ble toward Hungary, and was willing west bank with the newer Pesth on the east

enough to accept the arrangement that has bank . Pesth lies on the lower level ground

existed since 1868. Under the termsof that beyond which, toward the east and south ,

arrangement, negotiated on Hungary's part stretches the broad and rich Hungarian

by the distinguished statesman Francis plain ; while on the Buda side rocky emi

Deák [dā'äk ], the kingdom of Hungary be- nences rise abruptly from the Danube, and

came absolutely self-governing. Francis the receding landscape is oneof highlands

Joseph, the Emperor of Austria, became the and vine clad slopes. On the fortress height

King of Hungary ; but the government of is the great palace of Francis Joseph ; and

the country was placed in the hands of a re- among the hills are many beautiful villas

sponsible ministry , subject to the national the country residences of the prosperous peo

parliament which sits at Budapest. Prior ple of the city. The newer or Pesth side is

to that time the offices were largely filled by very much the more populous, and contains

Austrian Germans, the university at Buda- the business center. The great industry of

pest had a complement ofGerman professors, Budapest is flour-milling ; and it is surpassed

and the Austrian government was trying in only by Minneapolis in the quantity of

every way in its power to Germanize the the product of its mills. Modern processes

country . Under the new arrangement this for the making of flour were first developed

was all promptly changed. The Hungarian in Budapest, though quickly adopted at

languagebecamethe exclusive officialtongue, Minneapolis. The Budapest flour has the

and replaced theGerman as the language of highest rank in all the leading markets of

the schools, although German has continued Europe. Various other industries are de

to be largely taught and used as a second veloping, through the encouragement of the

language. For certain common objects, such government and ofthemunicipalauthorities.

as the military and diplomatic services, a The parks, boulevards, buildings, public

sort of federal government is maintained be- statues, and general appointments of Buda

tween Austria and Hungary ; but the Hun- pest are of marvelous interest and beauty ;

garians are quite as influential in it as the and this now almost unknown European

Austrians, and are more largely represented capital must soon attain the great fame it

as a rule in the cabinet and in the diplomatic deserves so richly, and attract the stream of

corps. travelers that has hitherto neglected it.

Since 1868 Hungary has developed and A part of the program for the recuperation

prospered remarkably . It had been left im- of Hungary was the construction of a series

poverished ; but itsnatural resources are ex- ofrailroads radiating from Budapest. There

cellent, and they are opening up rapidly un- was lacking the private capital to carry out

der the fostering care of an energetic govern- such enterprises, and the government itself

ment. The capital, Budapest, which was a owns and operates the roads. There has re

town of few attractions twenty - five years cently been adopted a novel schemeofpas

ago, has been made one of themost beautiful senger rates that may find imitation else

cities of the entire world . It has grown in where. It is called the zone system . The

forty years from about one hundred and fifty rates are made equal, upon all roads, to every

thousand people to half a million ; and it is station within a certain belt, Budapest being
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the center. There are some fifteen of these Few peoplebelievethat the present Austro .

belts in all. With this change ofsystem , the Hungarian empire can exist for a long fu

average charge was also greatly reduced ; and ture. The Hungarians are taking thought

inconsequencetherehasbeen an extraordinary for the timeof dissolution. They have com

increase of travel. This result is greatly aid- paratively little liking either for the Czech *

ing the government in its efforts to modernize or for theGerman element of the provinces

the rural population. With improving farm that pertain to the Vienna government.

methods, compulsory education, a wonder- They deem it likely that the German

fully active press , and many especial incen- provinces may gravitate to the powerful

tives to progress, Hungary is entering upon German empire on the north ; andmany of

a period of great growth and prosperity . them hope for the ultimate realization of a

The cloud that overshadows Hungary is great Danubian confederated power with

Russia . As Hungary stood in the breach Budapest as the capital, with Roumania ,

some centuries ago and saved all Europe Servia, and Bulgaria as members of the

from the ravages of the Turk, so Hungary is federal state, and with seaports on the

now in reality the power that holds Russia Adriatic, Ægean, and Black Seas. All such

back from an aggrandizement that would projects are wholly speculative as yet ; but

wholly destroy the European balance of that Hungary must play a very prominent

power. Hungary does not, it is true, stand rôle in the final adjustmentof the southeast

alone; but Hungary is the real soul and cen- of Europe, is sufficiently obvious.

ter of the anti-Russian league that sleep Hungary is essentially of the East. Its

lessly watches the frontier. For, in these great rivers flow in that direction . Its peo

southeastern matters, the Austrian empire's ple are wonderfully fitted to mediate between

influence is virtually that of itsmore concor- Occident and Orient, and to aid in the

dant and aggressive Hungarian half. It is adaptation of modern ideas and methods to

Hungary that sustains Bulgaria in that prin- the best uses of the now awakening and ris

cipality's glorious resistance of Russian ing peoples of Southeastern Europe and

tyranny and intrigue, and it was Hungary Western Asia . Precisely what position of

that for so many years upheld King Milan of authority or leadership they may attain , no

Servia in his efforts to withstand those same man can foresee ; but it must be admitted

malign forces. It is Hungary, moreover, that their determined policy of self-improve

that best of all European countries under. ment and of national advancement is the

stands the Turk, appreciates his good quali- best possible plan of preparation for a great

ties, and is most ready to fight with him future that shall affect favorably the destinies

against Russia . It is Hungary that best of neighboring peoples and conduce to the

knows Roumania. And from the sympathy peace and progress of the world .

that similarly heroic struggles for liberty

have engendered , it is the Hungarians who branch of the great Slavic family, which includes the
* (Check . ] Belonging to the Czechs, themostwesterly

can best comprehend Poland . Bohemians, Moravians,and Slovaks.
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[ June 7. ] solutely only to what is absolute and eternal,

AMIEL'S JOURNAL. and to enjoy the rest as a loan , a usufruct.*

ERLIN , 16th July , 1848. — There is but
To adore, to understand, to receive , to feel, to

onething needful — to possess God. All give, to act ; there ismy law, my duty, my

Let comewhat comeour senses, all our powers ofmind and happiness,myheaven .

soul, all our external resources, are so many live in the presence of God , in communion
will - even death. Only be at peace with self,

ways ofapproaching the Divinity , so many

modes of tasting and of adoring God. We

must learn to detach ourselves from all that right of using and enjoying the profits of a thing belong
* [O'zu-fruct.] Latin , usus,use, and fructus, fruit. “ The

is capable ofbeing lost, to bind ourselves ab- ing to another, without impairing the substance."
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with Him , and leave the guidance of exist- doubt, to be taken as signs. What dreams I

ence to those universal powers againstwhom have are all vague and indefinite ; I ought

thou canst do nothing ! If death gives me not to live, for I am now scarcely capable of

time, so much the better. If its summons is living . Recognize your place ; let the living

near, so much thebetter still ; if a half-death live ; and you gather together yourthoughts ;

overtakeme, still so much the better, for so leave behind you a legacy of feeling and

the path of success is closed to meonly that ideas ; you will be most useful so . Renounce

I may find opening before me the path of yourself, accept the cup given you , with its

heroism , ofmoral greatness,andresignation. honey and its gall, as it comes. Bring God

Every life has its potentiality of greatness, down into your heart. Embalm your soulin

and as it is impossible to beoutsideGod, the Him now ,make within you a temple for the

bestis consciously to dwell in Him . Holy Spirit ; be diligent in good works,

Berlin , 20th July, 1848. - It gives liberty make others happier and better .

and breadth to thought, to learn to judge our Put personal ambition away from you , and

own epoch from the point of view of univer- then you will find consolation in living or in

sal history, history from the point of view of dying, whatever may happen to you.

geological periods, geology from the point of Geneva, 27th May, 1849. - To bemisunder

view of astronomy. When the duration of a stood even by those whom one loves is the

man's life or of a people's life appears to us cross and bitterness of life. It is the secret

as microscopic as that of a fly , and inversely , of that sad and melancholy smile on the lips

the life of a gnat as infinite as that of a celes- of great men which so few understand ; it is

tial body, with all its dust of nations, we feel the cruelest trial reserved for self-devotion ;

ourselves at once very small and very great, it is whatmust have oftenestwrung the heart

and we are able, as it were , to survey from of the Son ofMan ; and ifGod could suffer ,

the heightof the spheres our own existence, it would be the wound we should be forever

and the little whirlwinds which agitate our inflicting upon Him . He also He above

little Europe.
all — is the great misunderstood, the least

At bottom there is but one subject of study : comprehended . Alas ! alas ! Never to tire,

the formsand metamorphoses of mind. All never to grow cold ; to be patient, sympa

other subjects may be reduced to that ; all thetic, tender ; to look for thebudding flower

other studies bring us back to this study. and the opening heart ; to hope always, like

Geneva, 20th April, 1849. - It is six years God ; to love always, -this is duty.

to-day since I last left Geneva. How many

journeys, how many impressions, observa
[ June 14.]

tions, thoughts, how many forms ofmen and Geneva, 6th April, 1851. - I am distrustful

things, havesince then passed beforemeand ofmyself and of happiness because I know

in me ! The last seven years have been the myself. The ideal poisons for me all im

most important of my life ; they have been perfect possessions. Every thing which

the novitiate of my intelligence, the initia- compromises the future or destroys my inner

tion ofmybeing into being . liberty , which enslaves me to things or

Three snow storms this afternoon. Poor obliges me to be other than I could and

blossoming plum trees and peach trees ! ought to be, all which injures my idea ofthe

What a difference from six years ago, when perfect man , hurts memortally , degradesand

the cherry trees, adorned in their green woundsme in mind , even beforehand . ab

spring dress and laden with their bridal hor useless regrets and repentances. The

flowers, smiled at my departure along the fatality of the consequences which follow

Vaudois [vo-dwä'] fields, and the lilacs of upon every human act,—the leading idea of

Burgundy threw great gusts of perfume into dramatic art and themost tragic element of

life , -arrestsmemore certainly than the arm

Geneva , 3d May, 1849. — I have never felt ofthe Commandeur. I only act with regret,

any inward assurance of genius, or any pre- and almost by force.

sentiment of glory or of happiness. I have To be dependent is to me terrible ; but to

never seen myself in imagination great or depend upon what is irreparable, arbitrary,

famous, or even a husband, a father, an in- and unforeseen, and above all to be sodepen

fluential citizen . This indifference to the dent bymy own fault and through my own

future, this absolute self-distrust, are, no error - to give up liberty and hope, to slay

my face !
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sleep and happiness — this would be hell. after all the same as that of grief ; anxiety

All that is necessary , providential— in and hope, hell and heaven, are equally rest

short, unimputable — I could bear, I think, less. The altar of Vesta * and the sacrifice

with some strength of mind. But responsi- of Beelzebub burn with the same fire. Ah,

bility mortally envenoms grief ; and as an yes, there you have life - life double-faced

act is essentially voluntary, therefore I act and double-edged . The fire which enlightens

as little as possible. is also the fire which consumes ; theelement

Last outbreak of a rebellious and deceitful of the godsmay becomethat of the accursed .

self-will, - craving for repose, for satisfaction ,

for independence !-is there not some relic of [ June 21.]

selfishness in such a disinterestedness, such Geneva, ad April, 1852. - What a lovely

a fear, such idle susceptibility ?
walk ! Sky clear, sun rising, all the tints

I wish to fulfillmy duty — but where is it, bright, all the outlines sharp, save for the

what is it ? Here inclination comes in again soft and misty infinite ofthe lake. A pinch

and interprets the oracle. And the ultimate of white frost powdered the fields, lending a

question is this : Does duty consist in obey- metallic relief to the hedges of green box ,

ing one's nature, even the best and most and to the whole landscape- still without

spiritual, or in conquering it ? leaves — an air ofhealth and vigor, of youth

Life, is it essentially the education of the and freshness. “ Bathe, O disciple, thy thirsty

mind and intelligence, or that of the will ? soul in the dew of the dawn !” says Faust +

And does will show itself in strength or in to us, and he is right. The morning air

resignation ? If the aim of life is to teach us breathes a new and laughing energy into

renunciation , then welcome sickness , hin- veins andmarrow . If every day is a repeti

drances, sufferings of every kind ! But if its tion of life, every dawn signs, as it were, a

aim is to produce the perfect man, then one new contract with existence . Atdawn every

must watch over one's integrity ofmind and thing is fresh, light, simple, as it is for

body. To court trial is to tempt God. At children. Atdawn spiritual truth , like the

bottom , theGod of justice veils from me the atmosphere , is more transparent, and our

God of love. I tremble instead of trusting . organs, like the young leaves, drink in the

Whenever conscience speakswith a divided, lightmore eagerly, breathe in more ether ,

uncertain , and disputed voice, it is not yet and less of things earthly. If night and the

the voice ofGod . Descend still deeper into starry sky speak to the meditative soul of

yourself, until you hear nothing but a clear God, of eternity and the infinite, the dawn is

and undivided voice, a voice which does away the time for projects, for resolutions, for

with doubt and brings with it persuasion , the birth of action. While the silence and

light, and serenity . Happy, says the Apostle, the “ sad serenity of theazure vault ” incline

are they who are at peace with themselves, the soul to self-recollection, the vigor and

and whose heart condemneth them not in the gaiety of nature spread into the heart and

part they take. This inner identity, this make it eager for life and living.-- Spring is

unity of conviction, is all the more difficult upon us. Primroses and violets have already

themore the mind analyzes, discriminates, hailed her coming. Rash blooms are show

and foresees. It is difficult, indeed , for ing on the peach trees ; the swollen buds of

liberty to return to the frank unity of instinct.

Alas ! we must then reclimb a thousand the sixth century B. C., and who held thatby the opera

times the peaks alreadyscaled ,andreconquer the universe, animate and inanimate, material and im
tion of a light fluid , which he called fire, " all things in

the pointsof view already won,-wemust fight material,were created and shaped.”

the fight ! Thehuman heart, likekings, signs * The Greek goddess who presided over hearths. A

mere truces under a pretense of perpetual sacred fire, tended by six virgin priestesses called Vestals,

peace . The eternal life is eternally to be re
flamed in her temple , and was never allowed to go out.

won . Alas, yes! peace itself is a struggle, popular poetry ofGermany. Tradition says that hewas
t (Fowst.) A prominent character of the national and

or rather it is struggle and activity which are a famousnecromancer who lived in the fifteenth century ,

the law . Weonly find rest in effort, as the who madean agreement with theEvil One that the latter

flame only finds existence in combustion . would serve him fortwenty -fouryears,after which Faust's

soul was to be delivered to the EvilOne. Goethe, in his
O Heraclitus! * the symbol of happiness is great drama named Faust,has given a poeticalsolution

of the legend . Thealchemistsbelieved thatdew possessed

(Her-a -kli'tus.] A Greek philosopher who lived in the power ofrestoring the charmsof youth .
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the pear trees and the lilacs point to the conversations of childhood ! I felt it this

blossoming that is to be ; the honeysuckles morning with a sort of religio:is terror. In .

are already green. nocence and childhood are sacred . The sower

Geneva, 26th April, 1852. — This evening a who casts in the seed , the father or mother

feeling of emptiness took possession of me; casting in the fruitful word, are accomplish

and the solemn ideas of duty, the future , ing a pontifical act and ought to perform it

solitude, pressed themselves upon me. I with religious awe, with prayer and gravity,

gavemyself to meditation - a very necessary for they are laboring at the kingdom ofGod.

defense against the dispersion and distraction All seed-sowing is a mysterious thing ,whether

brought about by the day's work and its de. the seed fall into the earth or into souls .

tail. Read a part of Krause's book, Urbild Man is a husbandman ; his whole work

der Menschheit, which answered marvelously rightly understood is to develop life , to sow

to mythoughtandmyneed. This philosopher it everywhere. Such is themission of human

has always a beneficent effect upon me; his ity, and ofthis divine mission the great in

sweet religious serenity gains upon meand strument is speech . Weforget too often that

invadesme. He inspiresmewith a sense of language is both a seed-sowing and a revela

peace and infinity . tion . The influence of a word in season , is

Still , Imiss something - common worship , it not incalculable ? What a mystery is

a positive religion , shared with other people. speech ! But we are blind to it because we

Ah ! when will the church to which I belong are carnal and earthy . We see the stones

in heart rise into being ? I cannot, like and the trees by the road, the furniture of

Scherer,* content myself with being in the our houses, all that is palpable and material.

right all alone. I must have a less solitary Wehave no eyes for the invisible phalanxes

Christianity . My religious needs are not of ideas which people the air and hover in

satisfied any more than my socialneeds or cessantly around each one of us.

my needs of affection . Generally I am able Every life is a profession of faith , and ex

to forget them and lull them to sleep. But ercises an inevitable and silent propaganda.

at times they wake up with a sort of painful As far as lies in its power, it tends to trans

bitterness. ... I waver between languor and form the universe and humanity into its own

ennui, between frittering myself away on the image. Thus we have all a cure of souls .

infinitely little, and longing after what is un . Every man is a center of perpetual radiation

known and distant. It is like the situation like a luminous body ; he is, as it were, a

which French novelists are so tond of, the beacon which entices a ship upon the rocks if

story of a vie deprovince t; only the province it does not guide it into port. Every man is

is all that is not thecountry of the soul, every a priest, even involuntarily ; his conduct is an

place where the heart feels itself strange, dis- unspoken sermon,which is forever preaching

satisfied, restless, and thirsty . Alas ! well to others ;-but there are priests of Baal, of

understood , this place is the earth , this Moloch , and of all the false gods. Such is the

country of one's dreams is heaven , and this high importance of example. Thence comes

suffering is the eternal home-sickness, the the terrible responsibility which weighs upon

thirst for happiness. us all. An evil example is a spiritual poison ;

it is the proclamation of a sacrilegious faith ,

[ June 28.]
of an impure God . Sin would be only an

Lancy, 2d May, 1852. — This morning read evil for him who commits it, were it not a

the EpistleofSt. James ,the exegetical volume crimetoward theweak brethren ,whom it cor

of Cellérier on this Epistle, and a great deal rupts . Therefore it has been said , “ It were

ofPascal,after having firstof all passed more better for a man not to have been born than

than an hour in the garden with the children . to offend one of these little ones.”

Imade them closely examine the flowers, the Lanry , 27th September, 1852,-To -day I com

shrubs , the grasshoppers, the snails, in order pletemythirty-first year...

to practise them in observation , in wonder, in The most beautifulpoem there is, is life

kindness. life which discerns its own story in the

How enormously important are these first making , in which inspiration and self-con

sciousness go together and help each other ,

* Edmond. (1815–1889.) A French author who wrote life which knows itself to be the world in

severalbookson religious subjects.

+ Country life . little, a repetition in miniature of the divine
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universal poem . Yes, be man ; that is to only to the imperishable, -this at any rate we

say, be nature, be spirit, be the image ofGod, can attempt. To believe in a good and

be what is greatest, most beautiful, most fatherly God, who educates us,who tempers

lofty in all thespheres of being, be infinite the wind to the shorn lamb, who punishes

will and idea , a reproduction of the great only when He must, and takes away only

whole. And be every thing while being with regret ; this thought, or rather this con

nothing, effacing thyself, letting God enter viction , gives courage and security . Oh ,

into thee as the air enters an empty space, what need wehave of love, of tenderness, of

reducing the ego* to the mere vessel which affection,ofkindness, and how vulnerablewe

contains the divine essence. Be humble, de- are, we, the sons of God, we, immortal and

vout, silent, that so thou mayest hear in the sovereign beings ! Strong as the universe or

depths of thyself the subtle and profound feeble as the worm , according as we represent

voice ; be spiritual and pure, that so thou God or only ourselves, aswelean upon infinite

mayest have communion with the pure being, or as we stand alone.

spirit . Withdraw thyself often into the The point of view of religion , of a religion

sanctuary of thy inmost consciousness ; be- at once active and moral, spiritual and pro

comeonce more point and atom , that so thou found, alone gives to life all the dignity and

mayest free thyself from space , time,matter, all the energy of which it is capable. Re

temptation, dispersion ,-that thou mayest ligion makes invulnerable and invincible.

escape thy very organs themselves and thine Earth can only be conquered in the name of

own life. That is to say, die often , and ex- heaven . All good things are given over and

amine thyself in the presence of this death, aboveto him who desires but righteousness .

as a preparation for the last death . Hewho To be disinterested is to be strong, and the

can without shuddering confront blindness , world is at the feet of him whom it cannot

deafness, paralysis,disease,betrayal,poverty; tempt. Why ? Because spirit is lord of

he who can without terror appear before the matter, and the world belongs to God .

sovereign justice, he alone can call himself of good cheer,” saith a heavenly voice, " I

prepared for partial or total death . How far have overcome the world .”

am I from any thing of the sort, how far is Lord , lend Thy strength to those who are

my heart from any such stoicism ! But at weak in the flesh -- butwilling in the spirit !

least we can try to detach ourselves from all -From the “ Journal Intime" of Henri

that can be taken away from us, to accept Frédéric Amiel.*

every thing as a loan and a gift, and to cling

* For a sketch of the life of Amiel see “ Classic French

• The Latin for the pronoun I. Course in English ," page 313.
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ENGLAND IN THE ISLANDS OF THE SEA.

BY PROFESSOR CALVIN THOMAS.

Of Michigan University .

O

UR study of England's expansion cant in comparison with the continental ex

would be incomplete without some panses of Canada, Australia , and South

attention to various islands of the Africa. Still they have an interest of their

sea which , for one reason and another, have own. They possess, perhaps, a strategic *

been brought under the British flag. Of importance. They are watch towers of the

course we omit from consideration here those imperial system , way-stations on important

larger islands that have been dealt with in lines of commerce, or points of vantage for

former articles upon the English domain . We the protection of British interests . The ac

have to do with a number ofmore or less quisition of them often has an interesting

isolated possessions that are, for the most history behind it. Perhaps British occupa

part , of no very great commercial or political

importance. Some of them , to be sure, are * [Stra-të'jik .] Having an advantage over an opponent.

productive, but as sources of wealth , as thea. Itis a military word derived from the Greek stratos , an

army, agein , to lead ; thenoun strategy being applied to

ters of civilization, they are quite insignifi. the science of military command ; genera ship.
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tion puts an end to an era of savage inter- bombarding fleets on the water, or by the

necine*warfare,and introduces stable, orderly wiles of diplomacy. Thelast great attack on

government where chaos had reigned before. Gibraltar was made in September, 1782, by

Perhaps it has a diplomatic interest as mark- the combined forces of France and Spain. It

ing some new and significant British move was hoped to carry the fortress by a joint

on the chess board of international politics. assault on land and sea . An enormous fleet

Wewill begin with England's possessions had been gathered and floating batteries,

in the Mediterranean ; but in so doing it will specially designed to resist the red -hot shot

be only natural to linger a momentover the of the British, had been stationed in the wa

famous fortress that commands the strait by ters at the foot of the rock . King Charles X.

which one enters the Mediterranean from the of France, at that time only the Count

Atlantic. The rock of Gibraltar has been in d'Artois (dar-twä], came from Paris to wit

possession of the English since 1704 – so long ness the dislodgmentof the redcoats ; but he

that the world has forgotten the dubiousness witnessed only the destruction of the fleet

of the title by which it was originally se- under the deadly fire of the fortress . At

cured . The capture of Gibraltar was an in- present, equipped as it is with all the latest

cident of the great War of the Spanish Suc- improvements in the enginery of death , the

cession. On the death of Charles II. of fortress is considered absolutely impregnable .

Spain , in 1700 , there appeared two candidates There it stands frowning over the straits

for the Spanish crown. One, the Hapsburg from a height of 1,400 feet, and saying to the

claimant, was the Archduke Charles of Aus- world , in a language not to be misunder

tria ; the other, the Bourbon claimant, was stood, that England holds, and intends to

Philip of Anjou , grandson of Louis XIV ., of keep, the key to theMediterranean .

France. England took the side of the Aus Gibraltar has a population ofnearly 25,000 ,

trian candidate, and it was for the purpose one-fifth of whom are soldiers. Its com

of enforcing his claims that the Grand merce is chiefly a transit trade in African

Alliance was formed by William III., of Eng- products. It is a crown colony ruled by a

land, in 1701. In the war which followed , military governor who enforces strict regula

Gibraltar was taken by the allies, the actual tions to keep out telltale visitors.

captors being an English - Dutch fleet under Passing eastward over the Mediterranean

Sir George Rooke, aided by a bodyofGerman we first have occasion to stop at Malta , a

troops under a German commander. As the station of great importance for the control of

place had belonged for centuries to Spain , the ocean highway between Gibraltar and the

and as England was ostensibly fighting not Suez Canal. Malta and Gozo [got'so ], the

on her own account, but as a member of the two largest of the four islands composing

Grand Alliance, the natural effectof the cap- the Maltese group, all of which are subject to

ture in good morals was to make Gibraltar Great Britain , have together an area of about

belong to England's candidate for the Span- 115 square miles, Malta being nearly five

ish crown . As a matter of fact, too, the times the larger of the two. The soilofMalta

Archduke's sovereignty over the rock was is thin but fertile, and is carefully cultivated

formally proclaimed by the captors in July , for grain , potatoes, and cotton . Although

1704 . Subsequently, however, Sir George in the latitude of Nashville, Tennessee, Malta

Rooke, having matters much in his own has a very mild winter climate, snow being

hands and seeing a chance to do a stroke of quite unknown. In the winter season, how

business on his own account, hoisted the ever, it is subject to furious and long

English flag and took possession of the rock continued winds from the northeast. It was

in the name of Queen Anne. The English one of these gales, called by the writer of

governmentquietly accepted the stolen goods, Acts (xxvii, 14) “ Euroclydon " [ u -rok'li

though it daintily refrained from rewarding don ), or as the revised version has it, “ Eu

Sir George. raquilo ” ( u -rak'wi-lo ], which , in 58 A. D.,

The foothold thus dubiously acquired was drove St. Paul upon the rocky northern coast

afterward maintained against all attacks, of the island and led to that enforced sojourn

whether by assaulting columns on land, by of three months during which the apostle

was “ shown no little kindness, " and taken

+ [In-ter-nē'sin .] Latin , inter, between, and necare, to for a god by the “ barbarians ” of the place .

kill. Mutually destructive; deadly . The summer climate ofMalta is hot and often
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rendered oppressive by the prevalence of the officer (with a salary of £ 5,000 ) who is

African sirocco. assisted by an Executive Council of seven

English occupancy ofMalta dates from the teen members, ofwhom eight are elected by

year 1800. Two years before that, Napoleon, the people, and nine nominated by the crown .

on his way to Egypt, had taken the island The revenue, derived chiefly from duties on

and, after a sojourn of a few days, had left imports and tonnage dues , is in excess of ex

matters in charge of Vaubois (vo -bwä] at penditures ; so that the colony , instead ofbe

Valetta , the capital. But the Maltese soon ing a drain upon the imperial treasury ,

revolted against French tyranny and laid actually contributes a surplus toward the

siege to Valetta, being aided in their enter- maintenance of themilitary and naval estab

prise by Portuguese, Neapolitan , and English lishments located there.

allies. After a siege of two years Vaubois Pursuing our eastward course from Malta ,

surrendered, whereupon the Maltese , having wepause next at one of Britain'smost recent

lost 20,000 men in recovering their capital, acquisitions, the island of Cyprus. The

voluntarily placed themselves under the pro- annexation of Cyprus was effected by an

tection of England , an arrangement after arrangement with Turkey in 1878.

ward confirmed in 1814 ) by the Treaty of plain the grounds and the bearings of this

Paris . Since then the islands have prospered particularmove on the part of British states

under British rule. In 1880 the population manship , we must devote a few words to a

was 154,892, not including British soldiers or retrospective glance at that tangled maze of

their families. Of this number 24,000 were conflicting interests known as the Eastern

English and other foreigners. On account Question . After Russia had beaten Turkey

of the gaiety of Valetta and its attractive in the war of 1877-8, a preliminary peace was

ness in other ways, as a winter residence, signed at Constantinople, by which Turkey

the alien population has of late been rapidly was to be greatly weakened and humiliated,

increasing. The island has a good university , and Russia correspondingly aggrandized.

and lower schools modeled after those of England refused assent to the treaty and at

England. In the schools until lately Italian once began to prepare for war, by sending

was the prevailing language, though the her fleet to the Dardanelles and bringing

population is rather of Arabic than of Italian Indian troops in large numbers to Malta.

stock . Lately , however, efforts have been The British government did not propose to

made to extend theuse of English , and no leave Russia free to occupy Constantinople,

doubt the lapse of time will see the Maltese absorb Asiastic Turkey atwill, and so in time

people pretty effectually Anglicized . threaten India from the northwest . Under

The value ofMalta toGreat Britain consists, these circumstances Russia , weakened by

of course, in its importance as a port of call,* war, consented to submit the questions in

a fortress, and a naval station. Valetta is so volved to a congress of European statesmen.

strongly fortified as to be hardly less im What policy was England to adopt in this

pregnable than Gibraltar itself. Here are emergency ? There were many of the Liberal

stationed 6,000 or 7,000 British troops, the party who would not have been loath to let

largest garrison maintained by Great Britain matters take their course . The Turk had

in any of her colonies. Here, too, for six just been permitting a wholesale murder of

months of the year, is usually found the Christians in Bulgaria , and there was a wide

British Mediterranean fleet with naval forces spread feeling that he deserved any fate that

amounting to about 5,000 men . As a depot mightbefall him at the hands of Russia . The

of coal and other naval and military stores , Liberals argued , too, that the advance ofthe

Valetta is one of the most important places Russians in Asia was in the interest of civil

in the empire. According to Miss L. T. ization ; that they would never think of at

Smith in the Encyclopædia Britannica, there tacking India , and that, if they did , they

was imported and sold at Valetta , in 1880, could be fought to best advantage near the

the prodigious quantity of 384,272 tons of borders of India itself. These views, how

coal. ever, found no favor with the Tory govern

Politically ,the Maltese Islands constitute ment ofLord Beaconsfield, who preferred to

a crown colony. The Governor is a British checkmate Russia by befriending the “ un

*** A portatwhich vessels are in thehabitoftouching for speakable Turk .” Accordingly, on the 4th

repairs, stores, coal, etc. ' of June, 1878 , just before the Congress of
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Berlin convened, Englandmadean agreement itself Ceylon mightappear better deserving

with Turkey to guarantee Asia Minor against of our prolonged attention than either Malta

the Russians and takeCyprus for her own by or Cyprus. It is much larger than either,

way of compensation . being about half as large, in both area and

When this agreement was madeknown it population, as the state of Pennsylvania .

fairly took away the breath of the English But since the island, though a separate gov

Liberals. A writer spokeof it as “ the most ernment, is for practical purposes, a part of

startling surprise ever recorded in history.” British India, we may properly speak of it

What in the world , it was asked , is England somewhat briefly . Ceylon is in the main

to do with Cyprus, an unhealthy island fertile, and its population are industrious

utterly devoid of harbors? Nothing short of tillers of the soil. The great obstacle to be

an enormous expenditure would ever be able overcome is the lack of water . The island

to create a good naval station at any point on formerly possessed an extensive system of

its coast. To this it was replied that it might irrigating canals , but most ofthese had fallen

become a useful point of vantage against a into disuse, and the fertile rice- fields of for

possible Russian fleet in the Mediterranean , mer times had grown up to swamp and

and that it would be opposite the terminus of jungle. The British government has of late

a possible railway from the Syrian coast been restoring the old canals and improving

toward India . And there the matter may be upon them . The staple product is rice, the

said to rest to -day. It is at least debatable most valuable, coffee. Cinnamon and tobacco

whether the acquisition of Cyprus, under the are also produced extensively .

circumstances, was not a grave mistake. Ceylon was taken by England from the

Only the future can settle the question . Dutch in 1796, and was at first turned over to

But for the protectorate of Asiatic, Turkey the East India Company. In 1802, however,

involved, onemight, perhaps, contend that it becamea crown colony, though it wasnot

the island is worth having for its own sake; until 1815 that the last refractory native

for, in ancient times , Cyprus was celebrated prince was subjugated . The colony is ruled

for its beauty , its fertility , its mineral by a governor, who is aided by an executive

wealth , and its timber. After Sicily and council, or cabinet, of five. There is no popu

Sardinia , it is the largest of the Mediterrane- lar assembly . Laws are made by a legislative

an islands, having a maximum length of 145 council in which the natives have a small

miles and a maximum breadth of nearly 60 representation, and the governoran absolute

miles . Its population is estimated at about veto. The government is thus a paternal

135,000, the Greeks preponderating over the despotism - a form no doubt best for the

Turks by two to one. A large part of the population, in which only one in four hundred

island is mountainous and unsuited to culti- is a European . The Christiansof Ceylon out

vation, though this part may prove, when number the Mohammedans slightly , but the

thoroughly explored , to be valuable for its bulk of the population - say 80 per cent are

minerals. Ancient writers speak of silver either Buddhists or Hindoos, the Buddhists

being mined at Cyprus and its copper mines exceeding the Hindoos by four to one. A

were famous, -a fact attested by our very highly prosperous railwayleads from Colom

word copper, which is derived from the Latin bo, on the western coast, to the central high

(aes ) Cuprium , or Cyprian metal,” as the lands, and other shorter lines have lately

Romans called it. The great plain of Mes. come into operation. On the eastern coast ,

saria, which was anciently covered with in the fine harbor of Trincomalee (trink'o

valuable timber, is now quite bare, but could , mä-lē ], is the chief naval station of the In

no doubt, bebrought under cultivation and dian Ocean .

made to yield all the characteristic products Between Ceylon and New Guinea there is

of the Mediterranean region . We must nothing to detain us. English civilization

at least admit a possibility that English has, to be sure, acquired a foothold right

civilization will in time redeem the island under the equator in Borneo , but that island

from theunthriftiness into which its shiftless must be classed as a Dutch , rather than a

inhabitants have brought it , and make it a British, possession. As to New Guinea itself

valuable possession of the British crown . -the second largest island in the world , with

Our way now takes us through the Suez an area one and a half times as great as that

Canal and the Indian Ocean to Ceylon . Of of theGerman Empire - it may be described
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as a huge unknown wilderness which has cannibalistic and slave-trading barbarities for

been slightly encroached upon by the Dutch which theSouth Sea wasuntillately notorious.

on the west and by the English on the east. Taking, now , a far flight to the southeast,

Should future explorations show that the in- with only a glance at Pitcairn Island,where a

terior is desirable property , we may assume few persons, descended from the mutineers

that English rather than Dutch authority of the “ Bounty,” and their native wives ,

will ultimately preponderate. still live and glory in their English blood

Wehave now arrived within that greatand (see Lord Byron's poem “ The Island ” ), we

promising sphere of British influence called round Cape Horn and find ourselves at the

Australia ; but this, with the islands of Tas- Falkland Islands, as far south of the equator

mania, New Zealand, and Van Diemen's as Vancouver's Island is north of it. An un

Land, have been discussed by Mr. Powers promising group of rocks this, so one would

under the prophetic title of “ The United think, where a drizzling rain falls two hun

States of the Pacific.” Continuing, there- dred and fifty days in the year, but even

fore, upon our southeastward voyage, we here British enterprise has planted the Union

halt next at the Fiji Islands. Jack * and found means to enjoy life and make

A generation ago the name Fiji was a com- money . The colony numbers, according to

mon symbol for the grossest and most repul- the latest figures at hand, about 1,250 . The

sive savagery . Thenatives were not simply principal occupation is sheep.farming.

cannibals,* but their cannibalism was an Another far flight from the Falkland

everyday affair, forming a necessary element Islands, this time northeastward, brings us

in every festivity . to St. Helena, ever memorable as the scene

The sovereignty of the islands was first of Napoleon's exile and death . Up to the

offered to England, after a distressing his building of the Suez Canal, St. Helenawas

tory of internal feuds, in 1858 , but the an important port of call on the route from

commissioner sent out to investigate re- England to India, but since then its popula

ported adversely . Meanwhile the influx of tion and its commerce have been decreasing

English and other European settlers in- rapidly. At the timeof Napoleon's residence

creased , and a stable government became a on the island, St. Helena belonged to the

necessity . In 1869, accordingly, theprotec- East India Company, but in 1834 it became a

torate was again offered to England and like- crown colony.

wise to the United States, but neither power Our tour of inspection around the world is

cared to undertake the dubious responsibility. now nearly ended . Pursuing ourway north

Two years later a brief experimentof consti- ward off the coast of Africa, and leaving far

tutional government under a native prince to the left the British West Indies, which

was tried , but this failed and Great Britain were treated by ProfessorColeman under the

finally came to the rescue of the civilized head of“ British America,” we find ourselves

settlers by accepting the sovereignty of the presently at the Pillars of Hercules, whence

islands, thus securing, at the same time, a we set out. Having endeavored not so much

wished -for port of call on the route from to be exhaustive as to dwellupon that which

Australia to Panama. is especially instructive and characteristic,

The administrative formsintroduced among we have, perhaps, told but imperfectly the

the Fijis are not peculiar enough to call for story of " England in the Islands of the Sea."

any long discussion . Here, as elsewhere, But even as here imperfectly presented , is it

the policy has been, while doing away with not, when taken in connection with what

savagery, to treat native usages as gently as has been said by others upon the greater

possible. The governor of Fiji is “ High British colonies, and when taken in connec

Commissioner of the Western Pacific,” and as tion with the development of our own coun

such has been a potent factor in checking the try — is it not a wonderful history ?

* Trench in writing on the use of new words says, * Thenational flag ofGreat Britain , which is charged

“ Cannibalas a designation of man.eating savages came with , or bears as its emblem , the three crosses of St.

first into use with the great discoveries in the western George, St. Andrew ,and St. Patrick , the respective saints

world of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries ; no certain ofEngland, Scotland, and Ireland . The word jack is de

explanation of it has yet been offered .” Humboldt has rived by some from the jacque or surcoat charged with

madeit probable " that it is a Latin corruption of Cari- St. George's cross,worn in the crusades by the English

bales, a form under which Columbus designated the in- soldiers,which namebecame in time transferred to the

habitants of the Caribbean Islands." cross itselfand finally to the flag bearing the cross.
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VII.-THE MAJOR PLANETS .
that charts or sketches of Jupiter's surface

UPITER.- Next beyond the orbits of the have also been made, but they represent only

asteroids we find the largestmember of theappearance of the planet at the particular

the solar system , excepting only the sun time when they were drawn. Someof the

itself - Jupiter. Jupiter'smean distance main features, such as the great dark belts

from the sun is 483,300,000miles . The period on either side of the equator, are always to

of its revolution in its orbit, or the length of be seen , but their details are continually

its year, is 11.86 years. Thetimeof its axial changing,while the smaller features vary in

rotation, or the length of its day, is 9 hours and such a way, and to such an extent, that we

55 minutes. Themean diameterof theglobeof can compare them to nothing except enor

Jupiteris 86,500miles , its polardiameter being mousmasses ofclouds filling an atmosphere

83,000, and its equatorial diameter 88,200 . that is never clear, and drifting, whirling ,

It is not easy for us to comprehend themean- and tossing under the operation of ceaseless

ing of such figures when applied to the disturbing forces . How variable these

measurement of the dimensions of a planet. phenomena on Jupiter are is well illustrated

We see that Jupiter's diameter is, in round by Fig . I, in which the aspect of the great

numbers, eleven times as great as that of the planet is shown in successive years from

earth . Since the surfaces of spheres vary as 1871 to 1882 inclusive. The drawings are

the squares of their diameters, the superficial copied from a series made by M. Flam

extent of Jupiter exceeds that of the earth marion. But not only do the features ofJu

about 120 times ;while its volume,or cubical piter's surface vary from year to year, or

content, which is measured by the cube of from month to month , but from day to day ,

the diameter, exceeds that of the earth over and even from hour to hour. Of course the

1,300 times ! But, as we have before re- changes that take place in these shorter

marked, the density of Jupiter is so much periods do not affect the general appearance

less than that of the earth that its weight of the planet except after the lapse of a long

does not correspond with its enormous mag . time, but they are perfectly evident to the

nitude. Its mean density being to the observer with a powerful telescope.

earth's a3 .24 to 1, its weight is only 316 The depth of the shifting clouds that cover

times as great as the earth's. The force of Jupicer is evidently enormous, and it is very

gravity on its surface is 2.64 times greater doubtful if any part of the real surface of the

than that to which we are subjected , so that planet is ever visible to us. In fact, it is

if a man weighing 150 pounds could visit doubtful if Jupiter has, as yet, any surface in

Jupiter, he would there weigh no less than the sense in which we speak of the surface of

396 pounds. the earth . The planet is not much heavier,

An explanation of the low density of Jupi- bulk for bulk , than water, and if we suppose

ter seemsto be furnished by the appearance it to be still in a fluid or semi-Auid condition

of the planet's surface when viewed with we can thus account not only for its low

powerfultelescopes. Wesaw in the case of density, but also for the chaotic condition of

Mars that the whole disk is covered with all that part of the planet which is visible to

permanentmarkings which are taken to be us. According to this view , Jupiter must be

seas and oceans, and that it is only occa- regarded as being in a transitional state be

sionally that part of its surface is obscured tween the solar, or sun-like, stage and the

by what appear to be clouds in its atmos- true planetary, or terrestrial, stage of cos

phere. The principal spots and shades on mical existence . It is probably still very

Mars are so definite in outline and unchange hot, and in the vast envelopes of clouds that

able in position that it has been possible for we see around it are suspended in steam or

astronomers to make very accurate charts of vapor the oceans that in the fullness oftime

that planet. A very different condition of may be deposited upon its surface. A huge

things is presented by Jupiter . It is true oblong spot, some 30,000 miles in length
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IV .

that made its appearance upon Jupiter in tionsmay be readily descried in an hour or

1878 and has remained visible ever since,and two of watching,while the passage of the

that has a curious reddish color, has been round black shadow of one of them across

thought by some to be a portion of the par- the disk of Jupiter as seen with a three or

tially formed crust of the planet rendered four-inch telescope is a spectacle well calcu

visible either by being thrust up through the lated to make the observer who beholds it

cloudy envelope, or by becoming, in some for the first time a confirmed star-gazer ever

unexplained way, perhaps through the ef- after .

fects of heat, denuded of clouds. A similar These satellites are not the insignificant

reddish hue is sometimes exhibited by the bodies that they appear to be when seen con

great belts on either side of Jupiter's equa- trasted with the giant bulk of Jupiter. The

tor, and which , notwithstanding their con- smallest of them is of almost exactly the

tinual changes of detail, are always the same size as ourmoon , while the other three

most conspicuous phenomena on the disk. are considerably larger. They are numbered

The “ Great Red Spot," as it is called , is I., II., III., and IV ., counting outward from

represented in two of the sketches in Fig . I, Jupiter , and their diameters, distances from

in the years 1880 and 1882. It would be vis- the center of Jupiter, and times of revolution

ible in all the views subsequent to and around the planet are given in this little

including 1878 , but for the fact that different table :

sides of the planet have been sketched . Timeof

We have remarked that Jupiter's time of Satellite. Diameter. Distance. Revolution .

rotation on its axis is only 9 hours and 55
I. 2,400 m . 261,000 m . 42' hrs .

minutes, and this notwithstanding its enor
II.

2,100 415,000 3 d . 134

mous size. The earth , whose circumference III. 3,500 664,000 7 d . 3/4 "

is only one-eleventh as great as that of Ju
2,900 1,167,000 16 d . 1672

piter, requires 24 hours to perform a rotation . It will be observed that while the inner

Accordingly, while a point on the equator of most of Jupiter's satellites is about 22,000

the earth moves around at the rate of about miles farther from its primary than ourmoon

1,000 miles an hour a similar point on Jupi- is from the earth , the distance of the outer

ter Aies with the great velocity of 28,000 most satellite is five times as great as that of

miles an hour. The belt-like forms assumed themoon from the earth. And yet, notwith

by the clouds on Jupiter are no doubt owing standing its great distance, it requires not

to this swift rotation . Careful observations very much more than half as long a time to

of the red spot and other notable spots on complete a revolution as the earth'smoon

Jupiter have established the exceedingly takes. This is owing to the great mass of

interesting fact that all parts of the apparent Jupiter, and the reader can find an interest

surface of the planet do not rotate with the ing and valuable exercise in applying the

same velocity. It is found that, generally third law of Kepler, given in the first of this

speaking,the farther a spot is from the equa- series of papers, to the motions of Jupiter's

tor the longer it takes to go around, so that satellites, using the earth and themoon as

halfway between the equator and the poles terms of comparison.

the timeof rotation is severalminutes longer SATURN . - Far beyond Jupiter , and revolv

than it is at the equator. This fact alone is ing around the sun at a mean distance of

sufficient to convince us that Jupiter does 886,000,000 miles , in a period of 296 years,

not present a solid surface to us, for the an we find the wonderful ringed planet Saturn .

gular velocity of the solid surface of a rotat. In describing the dimensions of Saturn we

ing spheremust be the sameat all points. have to distinguish between the ball and the

Jupiter has four satellites, and I know of rings. The ball of the planet has a mean

few scenes in the celestial spaces more cap- diameter of 73,000 miles, being 75,000 miles

tivating at once to the eye and the imagina- through the equator and 68,000 through the

tion than a telescopic view of the great belted poles. The system of rings, which is sus

planet with its four circling moons. Any pended concentrically over the equator of the

kind of a telescope suffices to show them , so planet, has an outside diameter of 168,000

that they are peculiarly an object for amateur miles and an inside diameter of 94,000 miles.

observation . Their motions are very rapid, There are three principal rings, two of which

and the changes in their relative posi- are bright, and one, the innermost, dusky .

D -Jun .
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The latter is sometimes called the crape or less than eight satellites. This little table

gauze ring , as it is partially transparent. contains the principal facts known about

The outermost ring , known by the letter A , them , arranged in the same order as in the

is about 10,000 miles broad. A gap 1,600 case of Jupiter's satellites. In this case the

miles across separates it from the middle satellites are indicated by names instead of

ring B , which is 16,500 miles broad. This by Roman numeral letters :

Diameter.

600 m ..

800 ". .

O

Satellite .

Mimas,

Enceladus,

Tethys,

Dione,

Rhea,

Titan , .

Hyperion ,

Iapetus, .

Distance.

117,000 m .

157,000

186,000

238,000 “

332,000

771,000

934,000

2,225,000

1,100

1,200

1,500

3,500

500

2,000

Time of Revolution .

22hrs. 37 min .

I da. 8 53

I 21 " 18

17 41

4 I2 25

15 22 41

21 6
39

79 7 54

. 2

66 66

ring passes by insensible gradation into the The diameters are quite uncertain , except for

dark or gauze ring, which is 10,000 miles Titan and Iapetus,on account of the difficulty

broad and reaches within about 9,500 miles of seeing bodies so small at a distance so

of the surface of the ball of the planet. Not- great as that which separates Saturn from

withstanding the immense breadth of the the earth . It will be observed that, as in the

rings they are amazingly thin , their average case of Jupiter, one of the satellites is very

thickness being probably less than 100 miles nearly of the samesize as ourmoon, and one

and perhaps not more than 50 miles. The is very much larger than the moon . The re

rings are suspended with their thin edges maining six of Saturn's satellites, however,

toward the planet. From the earth we al- are comparatively small bodies .

ways see the rings more or less inclined to Like Jupiter, Saturn possesses a remarka

the line of sight so that they presentan oval bly small density. As compared with that

outline, Twice in every revolution of of the earth Saturn's density is only one

Saturn around the sun the plane of the eighth, so that although it exceeds the earth

rings is presented edgewise toward the earth , 720 times in size it weighs only 95 times as

and then, owing to their extreme thinness, much . The force of gravity on the surface

the rings look like a narrow line of light, the of Saturn is only two-tenths greater than

general aspect of the planet resembling that upon the surface of the earth , so that as far

of a silvery ball with a long needle thrust as gravitation is concerned a man could live

through its center and projecting far out on comfortably enough on Saturn , enjoying the

either side. During the coming autumn the amazing scenes that the great rings sus

rings of Saturn will present this appearance. pended in his sky would present. But there

Only the most powerful telescopes are able are the same reasons that we have pointed

to reveal the line of the rings when they are out in the case of Jupiter for believing that

thus seen edgewise. It was at onetime sup- Saturn is yet a hot and vaporous globe,

posed that Saturn's rings were solid , but it which has not yet become encrusted with a

has been proved mathematically that solid solid rind like that of the earth . Saturn ro

rings placed as they are would inevitably be tates on its axis in 10 hours 14 minutes.

broken to pieces, and astronomers have ar URANUS. - It was the discovery in 1781 of

rived at the conclusion that they must con- this planet, which for a long time bore his

sist of an enormous number of little bodies name, that first made Sir William Herschel

or satellites revolving around Saturn, all famous. He supposed, at first, that he had

nearly in the same plane, and so numerous discovered a comet and so announced , but

and crowded that, as seen from the immense subsequently it was found that the stranger

distance of the earth , they present the ap- was a planet. This was the first discovery of

pearance of solid rings. In the crape ring a new planet with the telescope. No astron

these little bodies are evidently more thinly omer up to Herschel's time knew that there

distributed. were any planets revolving around the sun

Besides its cincture of rings Saturn has no beyond the orbit of Saturn . Uranus'mean
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distance from the sun is 1,782,000,000 miles ; Uranus resembles Jupiter and Saturn in its

its time of revolution is 84 years ; its rotation slightdegreeof density. Although the planet

period is not known with certainty , but some is 32,000 miles in diameter, and consequently

observers think that it is in the neighborhood 65 times as large as the earth , its weight ex

of ten hours, closely resembling the periods ceeds the earth's only 1484 times, and its den

of Jupiter and Saturn . Uranushas four satel- sity is only one quarter greater than that

liteswhose elements are given in the accom- of water. Very little has been learned by

panying table : telescopic inspection of the surface of Uranus.

Time of With ordinary telescopes no featureswhatever

Satellite. Diameter. Distance . Revolution , can be detected on its disk ,butProfessor Young

Ariel, . 500 m . 120,000 m . 2 days 12/2 hrs. with the great Princeton telescope has seen

Umbriel, 400 167,000 4 very faintbelts upon it resembling thebelts of

Titania , 273,000
8

17 Jupiter. The outlineoftheplanet is decidedly

Oberon , 365,000 13 elliptical like that of Jupiter or Saturn , and

. .

.
32 «

1000

Soo " II

( 822

1835 1810

1846

1800

FIG . 2 .

As with Saturn's satellites, the diameters this fact indicates that its rotation period

given are mere estimates. It will be ob- must be short, since the effect of rapid rota

served,however, that all of the Uranian satel- tion is to bulgeout a planet in the equatorial

lites are much smaller than our moon. A regions.

very remarkable fact about the satellites of NEPTUNE. — The most distant knownmem

Uranus is that the plane of their revolution ber of the solar system was discovered in

is so situated with reference to the ecliptic 1846 under circumstances that were almost

that they revolve nearly at right angles to dramatic in their interest . It had been no

the plane in which the planet revolvesaround ticed by astronomers that there were irregu

the sun . Consequently they never cause larities in the motion ofUranuswhich seemed

eclipses of the sun on Uranus, and are to indicate that the planet was subject to the

themselves never eclipsed by the shadow of disturbing influence of somemassive body

Uranus. revolving around the sun at a still greater
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distance. Leverrier, a French astronomer,and find no exception to the rule that all of the

Adams, an English mathematical student, large planets beyond the orbit ofMars are of

set to work independently to calculate the low density, and consequently are probably

probable orbit and other elementsof a sup- either in a vaporous or liquid condition . Nep

positious planet whose attraction would pro- tune has only one known satellite, situated

duce the observed irregularities in themotion at a distance of 225,000 miles, revolving in a

ofUranus. The nature of the problem is in- period of 5 days and 21 hours, and possessing

dicated in Fig . 2 , where the inner circle rep- a probable diameter of about 2,000 miles. The

resents the orbit ofUranus and the outer that noteworthy thing aboutthis satellite ofNep

of Neptune. In the year 1800 Uranus was tune is that the plane of its orbit is inclined

at the place indicated in the figure, and Nep- in such a way that it revolves from east to

tune (then unknown of course ) at the ex- west instead of from west to east . The ex

tremityof the straightline drawn from Uranus planation of this anomaly , like that of the

to the orbit of Neptune. It will be observed revolution of the satellites of Uranus, which

that the effect of the attraction of Neptune revolve about at right angles to the plane of

would be to hasten Uranus in its orbitalmo- the ecliptic, involves the question of the

tion. The sameeffect was produced in 1810 , origin of the solar system , and the perturba

and in fact all the timethough in a varying tions to which different members of it may

degree, up to 1822. After that date, as the have been subjected .

figure indicates, the effect of Neptune's at We have now completed a hasty review

traction was different, and it began to retard of all the known members of the solar system

Uranus in its orbit . with theexception of the comets and meteors.

These irregularities could not escape the Many of the bodies with which we have

notice of the astronomers, but it was a very had to deal are of enormous magnitude,

difficult thing to caiculate the exact elements and the distances separating them have

of the unseen and undiscovered planet that seemed almost too stupendous for the human

produced them . Leverrierand Adams, work- mind to grasp ; yet we have but put our feet

ing unknown to each other , produced re- on the threshold of the universe. Greater

markably similar results, and results more. suns than ours glitter all around us, grander

over remarkably nearthe actualfact. Lever- systemsabound in every quarter of the firma

rier was the first to reap the reward of his la- ment of heaven . We cannot study the other

bor. In September, 1846, he wrote to Dr. Galle solar systems that throng infinite space as

at Berlin to direct his telescope to a particu- we can that one in the midst of which we

lar spot in the constellation of Aquarius and dwell, and it would be the heightof pre

he would see a new planet there. Remember sumption for us to assumethat our own sys

that Leverrier had never seen Neptune, nor tem is in any sense a model for others. One

had anybody else ; but he had complete con- of the greatest lessons we learn from the

fidence in the accuracy of his calculations. studyof so much of theuniverse as lies within

The Berlin astronomers looked in the pre. the reach of our powers, is that the variety of

scribed place and lo ! the planet was there , God's creations is as infinite as their number

within 52 minutes of arc of the precise spot and their extent. The man or woman who

indicated by Leverrier. Fifty-two minutes comes back from an excursion like thatwhich

of arc is aboutoneand two-thirds times theap- we have tried to make among the celestial

parent diameter of themoon . orbs, with any lurking suspicion that after all

Neptune's mean diameter is 35,000 miles ; the SupremeGovernor of all these illimita

its distance from the sun is 2,791,500,000 ble estates is only a myth, has failed to grasp

miles, and its time of revolution is 164 % the true significance of the solar system and

years. Its density also is small, and thus we of the universe.

( The end.)

End of Required Reading for June.



BLOSSOM TIME..

BY EMILY HUNTINGTON MILLER .

ONE

NE were a miracle, for which to rear

A temple , where a white- robed priest might say ,

“ Lo ! the creative Spirit moves to-day ,

And, at his touch, fair shapes of life appear."

Yet their soft, changeful beauty , year by year,

Poured from the lavish bosom of theMay,

Decks the brown meadows, and the orchards gray,

And webutsmile to note that spring is here.

Delicate odors to the warm air cling,

And fine, tumultuous crowds of bees that speak

In elfin tongues, of Hybla's honeyed stream .

The busy oriole cannotwait to sing ,

But tosses upward , from his restless beak ,

Bubbles ofmusic , breaking asthey gleam .

THE AMERICAN PATENT SYSTEM .

BY WALTER HOUGH .

A

MONG the portraits of the world's no Appropriately, the first paper on the pro

table inventors which adorn the Pat- gram was by the present Commissioner of

ent Office is a picture of George Patents, the Hon . Charles Eliot Mitchell, of

Washington . Aspromoter and signer ofthe Connecticut. His topic was " The Birth and

act of 1791, he is entitled to the honor of Growth of the American Patent System ."

starting themachinery of a wonderful prog- Hebegan with the statement that the patent

ress in invention , by protecting the rights system had its origin in a statute against

of inventors ,and he stands at the head of the monopolies, caused by royal grants which

list as a patron of good enterprise. were the first patents. This was in England

The meeting in Washington in April was in the days of James I., 1623. Early inven

a unique one of its character in the history tors had to encountermuch hostility . Power

of any nation . The recognition of the in- ful infringers sought to trample on the rights

ventor to be a benefactor had never been of patentees, and lawsuits followed that were

practically realized and avowed before. The fierce as battlefields. Judges at last began

thread that ran through all thatwas said and to treat inventors as public benefactors, in

done, was the benefit of invention to the race stead of recipients of royal favor, and from

and respect for the man who workswith both that time the relationship of the inventor to

the brain and hands ; whose very unrest has the public has been better understood, and

moved the world forward . Over five hundred the foundation and framework of the patent

representative inventors, including names law were constructed .

familiar to every one, attended these meet Early patents were few . Among the colo

ings. nial patents was one in 1646 to Joseph Jenks

President Harrison opened the Congress for a new scythe, after which all modern

with a short address, in which he remarked scythes are fashioned ; a most important in

upon the great step in the progress of civili- vention by a forgotten inventor. Commis

zation, when the law takes notice of property sioner Mitchell detailed the history of early

in the fruit of the mind and that nothing patents and the passage of the first patent

more stimulates effort than security in the law on April 10, 1791, and said that the act

results of effort. of 1836 which established the Patent Office,
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was pronounced by an eminent statesman to people employed by railroads, telegraph, and

have been the most important event in the telephone lines, and electrical engineering.

history of the country, from the Constitution Inventors have also improved man morally ,

to the Civil War. The patent system has for “ poverty and pure religion cannot co

stimulated men to inventive thought, to exist as they did once." Inventors have also

transform their thinking into things, has en- improved man's social and sanitary sur

couraged them to disclose their inventions, roundings, and the length of human life

has enabled inventors to make their efforts is ten per cent higher than ever before.

fruitful, and has saved them from the folly of " Brain is king and machinery his prime

misdirected labor. The first patent issued minister.” Mr. Wright expressed as his

. under the act of 1791 was that of Samuel opinion that strikes are not evidence of

Hopkins for pot and pearl ashes ; the num- retrogression, but are crude attempts to

ber of patents has reached 460,000 now . ward the adjustment between capital

“ Inventors have made it possible for the and labor and do not aim to destroy the

constitution to overspread the continent and results of inventors. “ That the workman,

for our flag to bear forty-four stars, " said however, does not receive full justice as the

Mr. Mitchell. result of the use of inventions, must be the

Senator H. O. Platt, of Connecticut, made conclusion of every student."

a bright speech , full of epigrammatic sen Justice Blatchiord of the Supreme Court

tences on invention and advancement. He introduced the legal side of invention by a

painted in vivid colors the contrasts of prog- paper entitled “ A Century of Patent Law ."

ress and said that the spirit of invention The venerable and learned judge reviewed

had accomplished this. “ This is a machine the history of royal monopolies and patent

age. Neither philosopher nor madman law in England, dwelling on the litigatios

could have predicted it. Invention has en- following James Watts' invention, to show

abied men to know more and do more." He its effect in establishing this law . The act

discussed the indirect influence of invention of Congress of April 10 , 1791, entitled “ an

on man and then took up the wants ofman . act to promote the progress of useful arts,"

He asserted that there was more comfort and was commented upon , and its stipulations

less want in the world than ever before, and were explained . In conclusion he stated that

predicted the near approach of that time “ the principle on which the patent laws are

when man shall subjugate all the forces of based is to give to an inventor an exclusive

nature, making them subservient to his use. right, for a limited time, in consideration of

Of the seven wonders of the ancient world his fully disclosing his invention, so that it

only one, the lighthouse of Pharos, was for may bemade and used by the public after the

human good . The seven wonders of the limited term shallhave expired ."

modern world , the cotton gin , adaptation of The subject, “ Epoch -making Inventions

steam to methods of transportation, appli- of America ,” was treated in a most interest

ances of electricity in business pursuits, har- ing way by the Hon. Robert S. Taylor, of

vesters, the modern printing press, the Fort Wayne, Indiana. In a clear and witty ,

Biglow loom , and the sewingmachine are all mainly extempore, speech , he maintained

for the benefit ofmankind. “ Such hasbeen that the real and enduring wealth of the

the effect of inventions that the term of hu- world is in its thoughts. It is the capacity to

man life has been lengthened , we have more originate, consummate, and preserve thoughts

pleasure and less pain ,more ease and less thatmakes civilization possible. The cotton

hardship than any people who now exist. If gin and the sewing machine have given the

there is a man who does not believe this, let human body a new skin . The steam engine

him emigrate to a country where inventions is the breath and muscles, the telegraph the

are not known.” nervous system of the body politic . In the

The relation of invention to labor was the production of the electric light, man has

theme of the Hon. Carroll D.Wright, Com- come nearer to creation than anywhere else.

missioner of Labor. Hesaid that invention . The epoch of news came in with the Hoe

had acted on labor both economically and press, a new dimension for cities by the ver

sociologically . Modern machines,heasserts, tical railway - the elevator -- and the era of

have made more labor than they have dis- cheap food with McCormick's reaper. The

placed , as witness the immense number of typewriter is the sewing machine of thought
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and introduces an era of legible manuscript. way in which he spoke of speeds of one hun

“ Archimedes has found his fulcrum , the dred and one hundred and fifty miles per

brain of the inventor. The patent system of hour, by air and railway, one felt encouraged

the United States rests on twenty -two words at theprospects.

in the Constitution . Whatother twenty-two Any thing that can be drawn, or written

words ever spoken or penned have bornesuch with a pen , can be transmitted by the tele

fruits of blessing to mankind ? ” graph,” said Professor Thomas Gray, of

Senator John W. Daniel delivered an ad- Terre Haute , Indiana,who spoke upon “ The

dress upon " The New South as an Outgrowth Inventors of the Telegraph and Telephone."

of Invention and the American Patent Law .” This is thehighest advance of the telegraph .

Hereviewed the natural conditions that led The telegraph, like many other inventions,

the South to agricultural pursuits and the cannotbe said to be the work of any oneman ,

North to manufacturing . “ If I am asked the but is the product of severalminds working

cause of the Northern victory in the late in the same direction . It is really astonish

struggle, I look beyond the noise ofbattle to ing how near inventors cameto the solution

the Northern inventors, mechanics , and of the telegraph problem before Morse and

manufacturers." The South is improving in Henry. The invention and improvementof

invention , as the 3,000 patents issued in 1890 the telephone were also described and criti

witness. The Senator traced the part taken cised.

by the South in Inventions of all kinds and Colonel F. A. Seely, of Pennsylvania ,

spoke of the prophecy of the future develop- principal examiner in the Patent Office,

ment of its minerals. spoke upon “ International Protection of In

“ The farmer is not benefited so much by dustrial Property .” This is a new and inter

machinery as men in other occupations,” esting subject. Colonel Seely said that the

said Assistant Secretary Edwin Willets, of difficulty in securing protection, exists by

the Departmentof Agriculture. This seemed reason ofsystemsof law in many countries,

rather a bombshell to throw into the in- under which an alien Inventor is debarred

ventor's camp, but Mr. Willets showed that from protection by reason of having first

small farmers could use expensivemachinery complied with the law in his own country .

only part of the year. “ I believe labor- The difficulty would vanish, he said , if the

saving tools cause the mortgages. I am nations of theworld would enactthatpublica

glad there is no economical steam plow and tion ,when official and in connection with

hope there never will be," said the speaker. the grantof a patent in any country , should

“ There is fertility at the end of the spade, not affect the inventor's right in any other .

but there is sterility at the end ofthe steam A paper upon “ The Origin and Growth of

plow . A man can dig and care for 100 the Copyright System of the United States,"

acres, until he leaves it better than he found was read by the Librarian of Congress , the

it, butwhen a man undertakes to farm the Hon . A. B.Spofford. The United States was

whole country, his posterity will pay the the first nation to embody the rights of

penalty for the wholesale spoliation of all authors in its fundamentallaws. This system

there is in the soil.” Mr. Willets then spoke built up a truly national library, in which

of the benefits farmers had received from in- the collection of copyright books would be

ventions, such as the plow , etc. complete, if it had not been for the division

Octave Chanute, of Illinois, read a paper of copyright authority . The first book

entitled “ The Effect of Invention upon the issued was Philadelphia Spelling

Railroad and other Means of Intercommuni- Book,” on June 9 , 1790 , by John Barry, its

cation ." After the defeat at Moscow , Na- author. In the period between 1870 and 1890

poleon returned to France, a distance of 1,000 there were 476,000 books copyrighted . Mr.

miles in 5 days. Now any one can do it in Spofford said that the international copy

one day and need not be an emperor in order right law is an experiment that should be

to accomplish it. Mr. Chanute gave a clear carefully tried and the result waited for with

and succinct history of the railroad. He patience.

stated that thetubular boiler and the exhaust Dr. Edward Atkinson, of Massachusetts ,

of steam in the smokestack for draught, read a paper entitled “ Invention in its

were the great improvements in steam en-' Effect upon Household Economy.” The

gines by Stephenson. From the familiar theory advanced by this distinguished au

" The
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ex

thority on food , was thatwe paymany penal- that it would be inevitably succeeded by the

ties for the progress of inventions, but these magazine gun. In conclusion , he said that

penaltiesare being gradually removed . Dr. in a few years thearmament ofourarmy and

Atkinson expressed a decided preference navy would be more than equal to any other

for colonial houses , and condemned the armament in the world .

“ buzz-saw " ornamentation and the “ crazy • “ The Relations of Abstract Scientific Re

roof style " of houses. search to Practical Invention ,” were

Professor S. P. Langley, Secretary of the pounded by Professor F. W. Clarke, of the

Smithsonian Institution, was the central United States Geological Survey . Professor

figure of the fourth session , and in opening Clarke cited many cases to prove that ap

themeeting made a few well-chosen remarks plied science always has its roots in researches

on progress. of a purely abstract nature. The agencies

The address of Professor William Trow- which develop research are individual enter

bridge, of Columbia College, New York , prise, schools and universities, scientific

treated of “ The Effect of Technological societies and government aid . Of these the

Schools upon the Progress of Invention.” university is the chief, since it is a producer,

He showed that these schools reduced theory as well as a distributer of knowledge. Pure

to practice, that from them had resulted a research should be more cultivated in Ameri

scientific press for the spread of knowledge, can schools, where now the so-called “ prac

and thatthe legal training in the curriculum tical view " prevails . There should be

taught the inventor how to protect his rights. established laboratories for research , for

Then , they bring about a decrease of the which someof the wealth reaped by the in

foolish investment ofmoney in impossibili- ventor from applications of science, might

ties, such as the perpetual motion craze.' go back as seed.

Professor Robert H. Thurston , of Cornell, In the shadow of that Mecca of patriots

most ably treated the subject of “ TheInven- Mount Vernon - in the presence of the visible

tion of the Steam Engine.” Hebegan with results of Washington's labors, Dr. J. M.

the toy engine of Hero of Alexandria , ob- Toner, of Washington , delivered a masterly

serving that it was no more than a toy till address upon “ Washington as an Inventor

the eighteenth century. Newcomen, he said , and Promoter of Improvements.” Dr. Toner

was the greatest man in the history of applied reviewed Washington's connection with

steam , and that to him , if to any one, must the first patent law and gave accounts from

be given credit for the existence ofthemodern original documents of his experiments in

steam engine. One man with the aid of agriculture and other branches. Washington

steam can do what would havekept 250 men as an inventor was entertainingly portrayed

busy at the beginning of the century. by an account of his struggles to improvethe

“ The Effect of Invention upon the Progress plow , three successive adaptations being

of Electrical Science," was elucidated by described . He made and successfully em

Professor Cyrus F. Bracket, of Princeton. ployed a combination plow and seed sower,

The growth of electrical invention beginning which he called the “ barrel plow .”

with the labors of Dr. Gilbert before 1600, Ex-Representative Benjamin Butterworth ,

was clearly traced down through the two of Ohio , told of “ The Effect of the Patent

hundred years in which men experimented System on the Material Development of the

with what is called static electricity, and United States." Mr. Butterworth said that

through the later years of the voltaic battery there is a feeling that the inventor has no

and magnetizing helix , the one allowing a rights which the public is bound to respect,

continuous current and the other its applica- but he insisted that that which a man used

tion in many ways. he could afford to pay for, and that if a manu

Major Clarence E. Dutton ,of the Ordnance facturer saved so many dollars a day by the

Department U. S. A., presented a paper upon use of an invention, he ought to bemade to

“ The Influence of Invention upon the Im- share with the inventor some portion of his

plements and Munitions of Modern Warfare." gains.

The improvement in fire-armsand the recent The Commissioner ofEducation , the Hon.

nitro compounds, which are succeeding gun- Wm . T. Harris, read a scholarly paper upon

powder,were discussed. The breech -loading “ The Relation of Invention to the Commu

rifle was praised and the prediction offered nication of Intelligence and the Diffusion of
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Knowledge by Newspaper and Book .” He Billings, ofthe United States Army. Patent

spoke of the rapid growth in invention and medicines came in for a full share of the

of the beneficent effect of the press upon the doctor's keen satire , as having furnished a

advancement of the world, placing the news- great deal of work for themedical profession .

paper foremost in the rank of the great inilu- Themost important improvements in prac

ences that secure the world's advancement. tical medicinemade in theUnited States have

“ By reason of the printed page,” he said , been in surgery in its various branches. The

“ the humblestcitizen has access to thewisest greatest progress in medical science during

of mankind , so that he can becomewise like the next few years will be in the direction of

him ." prevention and to this end mechanical and

Professor Otis T. Mason, of the National chemical invention and discovery must go

Museum , spoke upon the “ Birth of Inven- hand in hand with increased biological and

tion.” He said that man became the first medical knowledge. Neither can afford to

inventive animal and by this trait puts to despise the other, and both are working for

shame his early and equal rivals. By the the common good.

most painfuland laborious series of efforts, The practical outcome of this congress is

each great industry has come to its present the establishment of a National Association

state andwemay trace back our complicated of inventors and manufacturers for mutual

machinery to the simple savage devices. No protection and " to effect any interest of a

statues are erected to the inventors, but national character,” which shows that these

rather the destroyers ofmankind. The most men are awake to their interests and believe

appropriate monument to an inventor is his in organization .

machine ; though his namemay be forgotten The National Museum placed in the Lecture

and we cannot find his grave, wemay erect Halla number oforiginal, epoch -making inven.

a worthymemorial in the NationalMuseum tionsin thekeeping of thatinstitution ,which

at Washington to the unknown dead and excited great interest. The original model

give them tardy thanks for all weenjoy. ofthe cotton gin, theMorse telegraph instru

The last paper on the program was upon ment, a series showing the developmentof the

“ American Inventions and Discoveries in electric light, the telephone,and photography,

Medicineand PracticalSanitation," by Dr.J.S. were a few of themany historic exhibits.

D

DR. SCHLIEMANN — THE EXCAVATOR OF ANCIENT TROY.

BY THOMAS D. SEYMOUR , M. A.

R. HEINRICH SCHLIEMANN , our and Pompeii, brought to the light of day by

fellow -countryman by adoption, who excavations, after being buried in lava and

died in Naples justat the close of last ashes for nearly eighteen centuries ; and also

year, had a more romantic life than is granted of Troy,neartheHellespont on the northwest

to mostmen . Starting from a discouraging corner of Asia Minor, which (according to

beginning, hemade his name familiar to all Homer's story) the Greeks under the leader

by his excavations on Homeric sites. His ship of Agamemnon , king of Mycenæ , be

personality was so closely bound up with his sieged for ten years and then sacked, three

work that thetwo cannot be considered apart. thousand years or so ago.

Only such a man as he, with unusual nature When the boy was seven years old , here

and extraordinary experiences, would have ceived a presentof Jerrer's UniversalHistory ,

accomplished what he did and in the same which contained a wood -cut of blazing Troy.

way . He was born January 6 , 1822, at The child was convinced that such walls as

Neu Buckow in the Prussian province of were shown in the illustration could not

Mecklenburg-Schwerin , where his father was have been utterly destroyed .

pastor of the little church. In the next year, like the ruins of Pompeiimustbe waiting for

the father was called to Ankershagen where the spade, and he resolved to search for them

theboy's early years were passed . The fa- at some future day. At this sametender age

ther told the child stories of Herculaneum he fell in love with a little maiden whom he
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inspired with his fine Trojan frenzy, and guage. This method consists in reading a

they agreed to marry and excavate Troy great deal aloud without making a transla

together. About twenty years afterward , tion, taking a lesson every day, constantly

after a long separation , he desired to carry writing essays upon subjects of interest,

out the first part of this arrangement, but correcting these under the supervision of a

found that he was just too late : Minna had teacher, learning them by heart, and repeat

married another ! ing in the next lesson what was learned on

Schliemann's mother died when he was the previous day ." Much of his success in

nine years old ,and he was sent to the care of acquiring a free use of foreign languages, lay

an uncle, also a country pastor, with whom in the same qualities which gave him emi

he studied and under whose guidance he nence as a man of affairs and as an ex

prepared a Latin essay on the Trojan War as plorer,-- his intense enthusiasm , great con

a Christmas present for his father, in 1832, centration of energy, undaunted persever

before he was eleven years old . When he ance, and the ability to work hard (almost

was fourteen, he left school and became a violently ) during twenty hours ofeach twenty

grocer's apprentice. In that occupation he four.

continued for nearly four years , on duty In his pursuitof English , Schliemarin went

from five o'clock in the morning until eleven regularly twice a Sunday to the English

at night. How small the business was can church for the acquisition of a good pro

be seen from his statement that the sales did nunciation and for practise in understanding

not aggregate $ 2,500 a year. His interest in the spoken language. He kept an English

antiquity was stimulated by the visits to the book by him constantly , and read and com

grocery of a drunken miller who had received mitted to memory when he was going on

some education , and whom he hired for errands or while he was waiting at the post

brandy to repeat verses ofHomer and Virgil. office. In this way he gained a good knowl

Before he was eighteen , he overstrained him- edge of English in six months. In the next

self in lifting a cask , and lost his position . six months hemastered French. The easier

He went to Hamburg , but failed to secure languages, Dutch, Spanish, Italian, and

permanent employment because of his weak Portuguese ,did not occupy him so long. He

chest, and so shipped as cabin -boy on a small tells us that in six weekshe learned “ to write

brig bound for Venezuela, but was wrecked and speak each of these languages fluently ."

on the coast of Holland, in November, 1841. This proved in the sequel to havebeen a very

With no means for his support, he feigned useful occupation for him , but it was not the

illness in order to secure admission to a hos- work for which he was hired, and we cannot

pital, but the story of his misfortunes not wonder that he did not receive promotion in

only excited pity , but brought him a contri- the establishment in which he was employed .

bution ofone hundred dollars, and a position But in 1844 he found a place in another office

in a commercialhouse in Amsterdam . at $ 400 per year. Then he began the study

Thenew situation wasnot altogether cheer- of the Russian language, that he might be

ful. Schliemann's duties were not instruc- more useful to his employers, who had

tive and his wages were only $ 160 a year. Russian connections. This new acquisition

Half of his incomewasdevoted to his studies. he found occasion to use in 1846 when hewas

His lodging cost him only $ 1.60 a month . sent to St. Petersburg as agent. He was

“ My breakfast consisted of rye-meal pore successful in Russia from the first, and es

ridge, andmy dinner never cost more than tablished a business of his own in the follow

four cents. ” He set to work at learning ing year.

languages and began with the English . His Schliemann was already in comfortable cir

views of the methods to be pursued in the cumstances in the spring of 1850, when he

study of languages have been often quoted, went to California in search of his brother

but are always interesting because ofhis own who went thither as an “ Argonaut of Forty

success in this matter. Naturally , he did not nine,” but who had died before his arrival.

attribute his success as a linguist to his ex- The settlement of the estate, as we are in

cellentmemory , but rather called his memory formed, required some time, but added to his

naturally poor and gave all the credit to his wealth . When California was admitted to

method. “ Necessity taught me a method the Union , July 4 , 1850, every male of the

which greatly facilitates the study of a lan- legal age within her borders became an
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American citizen , if he so chose, --and thus too hot for such work . From that time he

without any formalities Schliemann became never wavered in thebelief that he had found

a citizen of the United States, andmaintained Homer's Troy. His excavations were to per

that relationship , with pride, to his death . suade others, rather than himself, and he

The Crimean War helped tomake his fortune, was often impatient that scholars were so

He had already $ 100,000, which he invested slow to accept his evidence.

in indigo, and doubled his wealth at once. The year 1869 Dr. Schliemann spent in

He was successful as a business man, and this country, -in Indiana, if the truth is told ,

tells us thathe averaged $ 50,000 a year profit securing a divorce from his first wife, who

in his indigo trade, in addition to interest on would not leave Russia , her native country,

his invested capital. He says half apolo- while he was resolved not to live there on

getically that he was too busy to learn the any terms. About a year afterward hemar

Swedish and Polish languages until 1854, ried the talented and attractive Greek lady

and that he did not allow himself to begin who proved a true help -meet for him , sharing

Greek until the close of the Crimean War, not only his archæological enthusiasm but

fearing that the charm of that study would also the hardships of his campaigns of exca

withdraw his attention unduly from his busi- vation . After this marriage, Athens was

ness. But he took up Greek in 1856, and de- their home.

voted his leisure hours for two years to that In April, 1870 , Schliemann began excava

language and literature. He learned Latin tions at Hissarlik . This is not a village, but

in 1858 . a low hill, not a thousand feet in length and

In 1858. Schliemann , only thirty-six years four hundred feet in breadth (somewhat

old , made an effort to retire from business , larger than the Acropolis of Athens), only

with a fortune of $400,000. He traveled in about seventy feet above the plain , which

Scandinavia , Egypt, the Holy Land, and lies eighty feet above the sea . This hill is

went to Athens in the summer of 1859. three miles from the Hellespont, and about

Hence he was recalled to Russia by a law- as far from the Ægean Sea, on the west ; and

suit which drew him again into business, eight leagues from the Dardanelles. The

but in 1863 he finally abandoned commercial rival claimant for the honor of being the site

cares . In 1864, he made a journey around of Homer's Troy, Bunarbashi, lies nearly

the world , and published in French a work three times as far from the Hellespont.

on China and Japan. Hespentmost of 1866 The Turkish owners of the property refused

and'67 in Paris, studying archæology ,though to allow Schliemann to dig on reasonable

he was in America part of the time. In 1868 , conditions, and the work in 1870 was speed

he visited Greece, and published in the next ily abandoned, but negotiations conducted

year his book on “ Ithaca, Peloponnesus, and through the United States embassy , secured

Troy.” This work is not very different from formal permission , and work was begun in

what many another business man would earnest in October, 1871. Even then , the

have written . It is not profound and shows extent of the task was not comprehended .

uncommon credulity — the author believing . The excavations began with eight workmen

that the people of Ithaca had received from and eight wheelbarrows, imported from

their ancestors an account of Ulysses and his France. The number of laborers was speedily

family, entirely independent of the Homeric increased ten fold , but no more barrows were

poems ; but in this first visit to the places to be had in the region , and the dirt had to

which were destined to be the scene ofmuch be carried in baskets - which involved loss

of his future labor, he announces distinctly of time. Schliemann hoped to conclude the

his belief of the two principal facts which excavations that autumn, but found only

his excavations have proved: (1) that the site enough to whet his curiosity , and began

of the Homeric Troy was not Bunarbashi, as again in April, 1872, with 100men and better

scholars generally believed, but Hissarlik ; tools, including a full supply of English

and (2) that the graves of the ancient sover- barrows. The daily expenses amounted to

eigns ofMycenae were to be sought within one hundred dollars. Toward the close of

the wall of the fortress, and not without as that season , 150 men were employed , and

was generally assumed . He even hired five six dump-carts. In 1873, the season's exca

laborers in the hope of making explorations vations began earlier than before, and with a

on the hill of Hissarlik , but the weather was still larger number of workmen , Onemorn
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ing in June, Schliemann caught sight of a bit of sculpture on Greek soil. He also ex

glimmer which caused him to send hismen cavated some suburban “ bee hive ” tombs

off to lunch (though it was not yet time), or so -called Treasuries . Here, too, he was

that they might be out of the way. His aided by Mrs. Schliemann .

highest hopes were realized : he had found a In 1877, the composition and publication

great treasure of gold cups and ornaments, of “ Mycenæ ,'” in German and English edi.

which with his wife's help he secured and tions, furnished full occupation . In 1878

concealed in her shawl. The excavations the French edition of “ Mycenæ " was pub

were not continued long after that. Hewas lished, and excavationsmadeon Ithaca which

convinced that he had found the “ Treasure determined the site of the ancient city . Early

of Priam ,” hidden safely and abandoned in in 1879, Schliemann resumed work at Hissar

the sack of the city by the Greeks, and he lik , accompanied by Virchow , the distin

wanted to bring this to a safe place as soon guished German man of science, who did

as possible, and out of Turkey , where accord- much to secure for him and his work the rec

ing to the original agreement half of the ognition of German scholars. In 1880, the

finds were to go to the Turkish government. results of these later excavations were elab

The Turks had proved so annoying and, as orated , and were published in “ Ilios ” in

he believed, so untrue to their promises, that 1881. In 1880, excavations were conducted

hehad no scruples in keeping this treasure also on the site of Orchomenus in Bæotia,

from them . The Turkish government after- where work was resumed in 1881 and again

ward sued him for its share of the finds in 1886 .

and secured some damages , while he sent The excavations of 1879 were thought to

$ 10,000 as a gift to the museum at Constan- have settled the Trojan question forever, but

tinople. doubts arose as to the extent of the city, and

In 1874 , Schliemann published “ Troy and once more Schliemann undertook work at

its Remains," with an atlas of 218 photo- Hissarlik in 1882. This timehehad thegreat

graphs. The scholarly world did not receive good fortune to secure as his assistant Dr.

this work with hearty respect. The photo- Dörpfeldtwhohad been engaged for four years

graphs were poor, and showed merely a in the German excavations at Olympia, who

labyrinth ofwalls, with a mass of rude vases is now the First Secretary of the German

and whorls such as never had been seen be- Archæological Institute at Athens, and the

fore, with a treasure of gold ornaments. highest living authority on questions of

Nothing had been found which proved a con- Greek architecture. The plateau to the east,

nection with Homer's story , and the author's south ,and west,of the Acropoliswas explored

confidence in naming the “ Scæan Gate," more carefully, and was found to have been

“ Priam's Palace,” “ Priam's Treasure," etc., occupied by a city, while on the Acropolis

excited distrust of his scientific caution. were found the ruins of an ancient palace

The excavations had been in the form of a which coincided well in plan with the palaces

railroad " cut ” across the hill. No accurate afterwards found at Tiryns, at Mycenæ , and

note had been made of the depth below the on the Acropolis at Athens. The results of

surface at which most objects had been found. the last digging were published in 1884, In

Some things which were marked as found “ Troja ,” which is a supplementto “ Ilios .”

deep below the surface might have rolled In 1884, Schliemann dug with seventy men

down the side of the cut. The general ver- for nearly three months at Tiryns, the mas

dict of scholars was that the case was not sive walls near Argos, and discovered the

proven . ruins of an elaborate palace. This work was

In 1875, explorative excavationswere made continued by Dörpfeldt in 1885, and the results

by Schliemann at various points in Italy and published immediately in “ Tiryns.”

Sicily . In 1876 , he began work at Mycenæ , The theory had been propounded that His

the ancient fortress in a recess of Argolis, sarlik had not been the site of a city for the

where once ruled Agamemnon, the leader of living, but that it had been a necropolis for

the Greeks against Troy. There he found a the dead. In order to disprove this assertion

still greater treasureof goldthan he had found Schliemann called an InternationalConference

in Troy - justifying Homer's epithet, “ My- ofArchæologists tomeetatHissarlik in March,

cenæ rich - in -gold ” -in tombs just within 1890, that they might examine his methods

the Lion's Gate,which seemsto be the oldest and see the objects brought from the earth be
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fore they had been manipulated in any way. erred . He undertook excavations which

These archæologists were unanimousin their yielded no results , and several times stopped

judgment that no traces were found of the digging just too soon . Thus he hastily con

incineration of the dead, and no one seemed cluded that the mound on the battlefield of

to doubt that if there were a Homeric Troy, Marathon contained nothing of interest, but

It stood on the site of Hissarlik . That the renewed digging by the Greek Archæolog

Homeric poet was a contemporary of the ical Society , a year ago, foundmany interest

Trojan War is very improbable. Doubtless ing indications that this was the tomb of the

he never saw the city which he represents Athenianswho fell in thebattle with the Per

Agamemnon asbesieging. His poem cannot sians. He had his little weaknesses , like

have been intended as a literal history of the most men. He wanted his attendants to

war. But the discovery that at about the have ancient Greek names. Even his over.

sametime Mycenæ and Tiryns in Greece and seers were asked to take the name of Ilus

a city in Asia Minor, within a couple ofmiles instead ofGregory, and Laomedon instead of

of the place where Homer places Troy, were George. His personal attendants in 1882

wealthy and powerful cities , gives incom- were Edipus and Jocasta , who wemay be

parably greater probability to the belief that sure were not thus baptized . He named his

Homer's story was founded on fact.” oldest son Agamemnon and his oldest daugh

Schliemann had two small railroads con- ter Andromache.

structed to carry away the debris , and in Schliemann wasby nature a man of affairs

tended to remove the entire great mass of rather than a scholar. Hedesired the excite

earth , more than thirty feet deep , which cov- ment of making brilliant discoveries. But

ered the ruins of the second city from below that a man of business should be ready to

(for the site has never remained long unoc- give his money and his time to such work, is

cupied , and the ruins of five or six successive worthy of all praise . The occupation must

settlements form layers, which are distin- have been much morewearisomethan thatby

guished with greater or less ease), of which which he gained $ 50,000 a year. The incon

the ruins contain the mostmarks of wealth veniences and hardships of life at Hissarlik

and culture ,and bearthe clearest resemblance were enough to discourage most men. The

to those of Tiryns and Mycenæ ;-all being weather was generally either too cold or too

from about the fourteenth to the tenth cen- hot. No materialcomforts or society were to

turies B. C. be found in the neighborhood. A squad of

But last December, Schliemann was taken soldiers was needed for personal safety . Dr.

suddenly ill when alone in the streets of and Mrs. Schliemann themselves had to be on

Naples, and died within a few hours. His guard all the time, to watch the workmen

remains were conveyed to Athens, and in- who might ignorantly destroy what was of

terred on January 4 . The American Minis- archæological valueor appropriate any treas

ter and the Director of the American School ures which might be found. Only the most

of Classical Studies made addresses at the lively enthusiasm could continue the work

funeral,which was largely attended , -by the of excavation against such obstacles .

King and Queen ofGreeceas wellasby many Professor Sayce's wordsmay form a fit con

men ofscience, learning , and public life. clusion to this sketch : " Schliemann has in

Schliemann's services to science consist troduced a new era into the study of classical

rather in the material which he furnished antiquity and has given the impulse to that

than in theuse which hehimselfmadeof that ' research with the spade ' which is producing

material. His inferences were often hasty, such marvelous results through the Orient,

and his methods unsatisfactory. But his and nowhere more than in Greece itself. The

work of a score of years ago must not be light has broken over the peak of Ida, and

judged as if it were of to -day. Wemust re- the long-forgotten ages of prehistoric Hellas

member that hewas a pioneer in excavating, and Asia Minor are bathed in it before us.

and that what has now becomea sciencewas We now begin to know how Greece came to

then in its very infancy. Hewas quick to have the strength and will for that mission

learn from his critics, and no one hasdone of culture to which we of this modern world

more than he to establish fixed rules for the are still indebted . We can penetrate into a

conduct of excavations. Hehad no divining past ofwhich Greek tradition had forgotten

rod for the discovery of treasure. He often the very existence ."
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N 1877 Mr. Henry Fountaine, of France, furnaces, with 116 pots, in 1880 ; there are at

published an elaborate statistical com- present 48 furnaces , with 922 pots. The pro

putation of the extent and value of the duction of plate glass amounted to 1,700,227

glass manufacture of the world, in which he square feet in 1880; the presentproduct, accord

arrived at the conclusion that the annualpro- ing to the statementofMr. James A. Cham

duction of glass in the preceding twenty bers, Presidentof the Standard Plate Glass

years, had almost doubled ; and he estimated Company, Butler , Pennsylvania , is 12,000,000

the value of the world's annual product at square feet per annum , and the new works,

about six hundred million francs . now being built at Irwin, Ford City, and

Marvelous as such industrial growth ap- Charleroi, Pennsylvania , will increase the

pears, it has been surpassed in the United annual production to fully 15,000,000 square

States during the last ten years. The glass feet. The following comparative statement

industry of this country at present embraces shows at a glance the remarkable develop

almost every variety of manufacture, and is mentof the American glass industry during

especially remarkable in the production of the past ten years .

pressed tableware, in which , for many years
Furnaces. Employees .

past, we have surpassed every other glass
1880. 1890 . 1880 . 1890.

producing country of the earth.
Flint, 162

273 12,640 31,326
In themanufacture of flint glassware there

Window , 88 6,691
with 1,559 pots , inwere 163 furnaces,

9,771
opera

Green , 88 123 3,790 12, 203
tion during the census year of 1880. Accord

Plate, 956 4,625

ing to the annual reportofMr.Wm . J. Smith ,
Cathedral, etc., 16 83 1,200

President of the American Flint Glass

Workers' Union, June, 1890 , there were in
Total, 350 618

59,125
operation 273 furnaces, with 2,905 pots, show

ing an increase of 86.3% in thenumber of pots Glass workers (ormore properly ,the skilled

during the past ten years. This branch of workmen directly employed at the most im

the industry embraces the manufacture of portant manipulatory processes ofmanufac

tableware,medicine vials , globes and shades, ture) are firmly organized in the different

flintbottles, lamp chimneys, fine blown flint branches of the industry , and their trades

and colored glass articles, etc.; and taking unions regulate the number of apprentices,

into consideration the enlarged size of the the rules forworking, the hours ofwork , the

potsnow used,and the fastermelting capacity number of articles to bemade in a specified

of improved furnaces , largely operated with time, and the wages to be paid , and all, ex

natural gas, the increased production will cept the plate glass workers, enforce a sum

closely approach 100 % . mer vacation of from six weeks to two

A similar expansion has taken place in the months, during the months of July and

manufacture of window glass. Ten years August, annually. The number of organized

ago there were in operation 88 furnaces, with skilled workmen in the window glass industry

768 pots ; at present there are 158 furnaces, is about 4,000 ; in the flint glass branch , 6,700 ;

with a capacity of over 1,400 pots. in the green glassdivision , 3,200 ; and in plate

Themanufacture of green glass bottles and glass manufacture, 1,200 .

druggist's ware has grown from 88 furnaces By compact and well-disciplined organiza

in 1880, to 132 furnaces in 1890. tion, wages in most branches have been kept

Themanufactureof cathedral,architectural, above the average paid to skilled mechanics

and rough plate glass was confined to two in other industries.

small furnaces in 1880 ; at present there are A fair statement of the weekly wages

16 furnaces ofmuch larger capacity in suc- earned by Alint glass workers is as follows:

cessfuloperation . pressers, $ 16 to $ 25 ; finishers , $ 16 to $22 ;

Plate glass was manufactured in only ten gatherers, $ 12 to $ 16 ; chimney blowers, $ 20
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to $25 ; shade makers, $ 20 to $ 30 , and mold of their number, still in the prime of life,

makers, $ 16 to $ 24 . who diligently saved and judiciously in

Green glass bottle blowers earn from $ 4.50 vested his earnings, so that at the age of

to $ 8 per day ; druggist's ware blowers, from forty years he secured an interest in oneof

$ 3.50 to $ 6 , according to the class of work . the finest factories in this country, writing

Plate glass grinders earn from $ 15 to $24 of this phase of the subject, says: “ I am

per week ; polishers , from $ 16 to $ 24 ; cutters , sorry to say that the number of our people

$ 12 to $ 15 ; and glass examiners, $18 to $ 20 . who have risen from the ranks to higher po

Window glass blowers , on account of the sitions, is indeed very small, considering

skill and extraordinary strength required in their opportunities . This may be largely due

handling large cylinders of double strength to the high wages earned by glass workers.

glass, aided, also ,by a powerful organization There are but few professions that offer the

which embraces every window glass blower, same return with as limited education as one

gatherer, flattener, and cutter in the United findsamong themembers of our craft.”

States directly employed at the factories , and In spite of this pessimistic view , it is a

by vigilantly guarding and restricting the pleasure to record that a considerable num

number of apprentices, earn by far the largest bermake the best use of their earnings, and

wages paid in any branch of the glass in- embrace the opportunities thereby afforded

dustry. The Statistics of Wages, compris- for intellectual improvement. A very fair

ing Vol. XX., Tenth Census United States, proportion own their homes, and take pride

compiled by Mr. Joseph D.Weeks, from data in making them all that the homes of Ameri

furnished by R. C. Schmertz and Co., Belle can workmen should be. Many of them

Vernon , Pennsylvania , show that the average possess fine libraries ; are extensive readers

wages earned by the boss blower (working of the best literature ; their homes are ele.

large sizes of double strength glass) was gantly furnished ,and adorned with etchings,

$ 14.54 per day in 1882. A statement furnished engravings, and paintings of the better

the writer by Mr. William Loeffler, of R. C. class, and their children are provided with all

Schmertz and Co., shows that for the settle- the educational and religiousadvantages that

ment of four weeks ending October 16, 1890, parental ability can procure. Their wives

the boss blower earned $617 in twenty blow- and daughters are largely interested in social

ings of eight hours, or $154.25 per week , or and industrial reforms; many take a leading

$ 30.85 per each day's work of eight hours, part in Christian work ; others are valiant

or$ 3.85 per hour. Theaverage wages of forty laborers in the cause of temperance, and

blowers at the sameworks, during the same still others, as in Pittsburgh , have opened

time, was $ 208 perfour weeks, or $52 for forty schools for the free training, education, and

hours' work . advancement of the working girls of that

Of course it is not fair to assumethat this crowded , enterprising, and busy city.

average holds good throughout all the fac During July and August of each year, on

tories, because window glass workers receive accountof the excessiveheat,no work is done

10% less wages in New York , New Jersey, in any of the glass factories under control of

Maryland, and Massachusetts, than is paid the workers' unions. This annual cessation

in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and of work acts as a trade tonic, a regulator of

the West. The Window Glass Workers' prices, and allows demand to gain on supply .

Union allows this difference in wages, to During these months their conventions as

make up for the cost of fuel, difference in semble, and, guided by another year's ex

markets, and increased cost of manufacture, perience, they proceed to alter, amend, en

Blowers, besides, make the highest wages. act, and repeal laws in conformity with the

Gatherers earn from $80 to $ 120 per month ; changed conditions of trade. Wage commit

flatteners from $ 90 to $130 ; cutters, from $80 tees are appointed to confer with like com

to $ 120 permonth . mittees of the manufacturers, wages are

Regarding the social and economic condi- agreed on for the following year; new articles

tion of glass workers, it is painful to be of manufacture are listed, and the number

forced to admit that, in view of the high to be made per day and wages to be paid

wages they earn, the majority of them do therefor, are mutually agreed upon .

not improve their opportunities to secure During these two months the great ma

intellectual or material advancement. One jority hie away from the hot furnaces before
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which for ten months they have exhaled the who, by years of patient research, sacrifice,

breath that formed themultifarious products and toil, have succeeded in accomplishing

of the glass blower, and iy to the moun- the industrial independence of the United

tains,orbeside tree-fringed stream or restless States , and made their country the most

ocean, surrounded by theirwives and children, formidable competitor of the century -old

they inhale the pure, health-giving air of the glass-producing nations of the Old World ,

open country , fecuperate their wasted ener- until from a glass-importing , we are rapidly

gies, lay themselves close to nature's pulse, (far more rapidly than history has ever re

and, like school-weary children during vaca- corded of any other nation ) changing into a

tion, forget the world and laugh at care. great glass -exporting nation - most of these

But all of them do not forget the serious manufacturers were formerly glass workers ,

business of life . Some of them , following and learned their trades in American factories.

the idea that a change of work is also a rest, L. L. Pierce, stockholder in , and superin

attend college and fit themselves to serve so- tendent of, the immense American Plate

ciety in avocations and professions more Glass Works of the W. C. De Pauw Co., New

congenial to their tastes , and in closer accord Albany , Indiana, was formerly a window

with their aspirations and ambitions. glass blower . Alexander Chambers, father

As a result of such a course, Thomas M. of James A. Chambers, the largest window

Farrell was selected to represent the people glass manufacturer in the United States ,was

of New Jersey in the State Legislature ; a window glass blower, and afterward a large

Andrew Burtt stepped from the foot-bench of manufacturer ; Terrence Campbell, whose

a window glass factory into a professor's descendants still operate a works in Pitts

chair, became the author of an excellent burgh , was a window glass blower before he

grammar, published a splendid primer, and became a manufacturer ; so were Joseph S.

dedicated the largest part of his life to the Stewart and Harrison Estep, proprietors of a

cause of education in Western Pennsylvania . large works at Marion, Indiana ; the Hirshes

His family closely followed his example. and Elys, of Covington and Blossburg ,

Several daughters became enthusiastic and Pennsylvania , sprang from families of glass

successful educators ; one of his sons left the workers ; Charles Hurrle, of Toledo, and

bottle blower's stand and became one of Samuel J. Tappan , of Findlay, Ohio, worked

Pittsburgh's successful business men ; an- at the trade before they invested their earn

other son left themold shop and represented ings in glass manufacture.

the people ofWheeling in the West Virginia In Aint glass manufacture the above list

House of Delegates. Charles Gleason and can be duplicated , without even making a

John Corcoran ,members of the West Virginia fair beginning : the Bakewells, Pears , Bryces,

Legislature, were flint glass workers, and Adamses, Atterburys, Ripleys, Wards, David

John A. Howard , who studied law while and Thomas Evans, and Jenkin Jones, of

working at a Wheeling glass factory, is at Pittsburgh ; the Leightons, of Wheeling ;

present Prosecuting Attorney of West Vir- James Dalzell, Wm. Patterson, and David

ginia . Andrew C. Robertson, formerly a Jenkins, of Findlay , Ohio, all rose, by slow

member ofthe Pennsylvania Legislature, and gradations, from the glass blower's bench, the

now a successful Pittsburgh lawyer, was finisher's chair, or the presser's stand.

once a bottle blower. Just a little below these are themanagers

Indeed, the number of those who have and metal makers,the designers of formsand

risen from the ranks and won honor and dis- shapes, and the inventors of new processes

tinction in what the world chooses to call and improved machinery. They take care of

“ higher spheres of usefulness," would make the producing end of the business, avoid

a " roll of honor" of which any class of me- waste, oversee and direct, regulate and ad

chanics should justly feel proud. Some are just, properly apportion the work, attend to

in the pulpits preaching the Word of Life ; details, and keep things straight generally.

others are leading little children up the steps As a rule they are those who once were

of letters to the light- flooded heights of liter- " glass house boys," who, by dint of applica

ature and knowledge, expanding their men- tion and intelligence ,merited a place above

tal vision and flooding souls with the light the common average. Many of these men

and love ofGod. were formerly members or officers of glass

Most of the glass manufacturers of to -day, workers' unions.

E - Jun .
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The influence of these unions on the whole is a single glass manufacturer in the United

has been good . They increase in power as States to -day who would sell his workmen

they grow older, and experience begets con- liquor. More than that, they all prohibit

servatism . There is the best of feeling be- theuse of intoxicating drink in their works,

tween employers and workmen. They meet and most ofthem peremptorily discharge all

in conference on trade matters on perfect violators of this rule.

equality, and mutually discuss existiņg dif Some go even further than that. Some

ferences in the spirit which ever marks the years ago a workman at Belle Vernon, Penn

intercourse of gentlemen . During the recent sylvania, got drunk , and while in that con

tariff tinkering, committees ofmanufacturers dition quarrelled with and beat his wife.

and workmen went to Washington and One of the proprietors immediately dis

jointly enlightened our statesmen as to the charged him . A few days later the offender

amount of protection their industry required. penitently confessed his error, apologized ,

The character of their statistical data and and begged for re-instatement. Mr. Schmertz

the arguments advanced may be inferred from turned squarely on him and said , “ You

the fact that they succeeded in securing tariff know that I never tolerate a drunkard in my

advances on many glass products. works. But that is not your only offense.

Human progress has ever been slow , and I want you to understand that no man ,

slowest of all along those lines on which drunk or sober, who is mean enough to beat

moral gains must be accomplished by chang- his wife, can ever work forme."

ing deeply-rooted habits and customs. All glass workers ' unions take advanced

There are before us, as we write, two ground on the liquor question . Thewindow

ledgers in which Jeremiah Fox , whomanu- glass workers impose heavy fines on all

factured window glass at Nassau, Rensselaer members who carry intoxicating liquors into

County, New York , from 1801 to 1806 , kept the works, and allow summary discharge for

the accounts of the workmen. There was a drunkenness. The fint glass workers, green

company store in connection with the works glass blowers, and plate glass workers en

from which goodswere furnished the employ- force similar prohibitive laws, and the results

ees . These old ledgers show that a “ quart of have been marked and gratifying . As a

spirits " cost 2 shillings, 9 pence , and a quart whole, the influence of these organizations,

of rum 2 shillings,6 pence. The frequency of officered almost exclusively by native Amer

these charges for “ spirits” and “ rum ” is icans, is thrown in favor of sobriety , temper

sufficientto cast suspicion on the reputation ance, and social purity ; and among officers.

for sobriety and temperance ofthose pioneers and members there are thousands who daily

of the American window glass industry . strive and materially aid in hastening the

Since that day the cause of sobriety and dawn of theday in which,though our racemay

total abstinence has made considerable prog- not all be " pure and good,” it shall yetsteadily

ress, not only among workmen but among movetowardgrander heights and vaster issues

manufacturers. We do not believe that there than ever occupied its attention in the past.

THE COUNTRY BOY WHO GOES TO A GREAT CITY.

BY THEODORE TEMPLE .

A

city life.

FARM may seem a lonely place,when sees all these people apparently so indifferent

the nearest neighbors are milesaway; to his happiness or his misery. They pass

but it is not so lonely as a great city into homes from which he is barred , and he

to an utter and solitary stranger unused to can only imagine what goes on within . He

The very multitude of people , is surrounded with men and women , and yet

among whom to him there is no familiar for the first time in his life he feels that he is

face, makes his loneliness themore oppres- altogether shut out from human sympathy.

sive. The crowd streamsby him as if care Young or old, a man grows homesick un

less of his very existence. He feels that he der such circumstances ; he longs for com

is nobody in this mass. His heart fails as he panionship and for some manifestation of
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friendliness, for somerecognition of him as a advertise once only for a clerk or an office

fellow -being. And it is when hegets into that boy, and it will take almost a meal sack to

state of depression that he is most in danger hold the answers he will get. If he has told

as a stranger in a great city . Then, unless the applicants to call in person, a village

he is on his guard , he is most likely to make schoolhouse would hardly hold them all ;

acquaintances who will bring him into and people passing by will wonder what has

trouble ; for it is easier to pick up bad com- brought so great a collection of boys to

panions than good. The bad are lying in gether, boys of all sorts, sizes, and condi

wait for him , while the good may be as cau- tions, every one eager and expectant. Let a

tiousaboutforming intimacieswith strangers country lad see the crowd once and he will

asheought to be himself. He can find men get somenotion of the competition he must

enough who will be glad to drink with him be prepared for when he comes to town to

and to return the favor by introducing him make his way. Therefore the true course for

to thewickedness of the town, and perhaps him is not to leave home finally until he has

leaving him in the end to pass a night at the secured a foothold in the strange place.

police station . Such men are always about One reason why the number of these lads

hotels, and there are drinking places on al- looking for work is so great, is that so many

most every corner. of them are of poor quality. When they get

Therefore when a boy starts out from his places they do not remain in them long,

country hometo try his fortune in a great either because their employers are dissatisfied

city, heneedsmost of all to take a good stock with them or because they themselves do not

of principles with him . Hemust brace up like the work . They are not steadfast, pa

his courage as if he were going into battle , tient, and willing, but are fickle, easily dis

for he is sure to have a fight of it, and he satisfied , self -indulgent, and capricious.

will need all his moral fortitude to stand out They want to do as little as they can for the

against the temptations which will wreck his pay . They are more interested in their

career beyond peradventure if he yields to pleasures than their work , and they like

them . What he seeks he cannot get except change and novelty. Moreover, their train

in the fierce competition which results from ing and habits are bad . They do nothus

the struggle ofmany thousands to obtain the band their strength , but expend it in dissi

same prize. If he slips, there are multitudes pation, and therefore turn up in the morning

around him to take advantage of his mis- already exhausted . They smoke cigarettes

chance and to leave him far behind in the in great quantities, and in the evening they

chase. He must keep himself always in are wandering about the streets, or are found

training, both moral and physical, and waste in drinking places and pool rooms.

none of his resources. He will require every can raise the money they go to the theater.

bit of his energy and every atom of principle They do not look ahead and save their cap

in him will be putto the test. He must be ital of energy for a long pull. They do not

prepared to help himself, for he will get very increase their stock of knowledge by study.

little help from anybody else . They prefer to have fun, and they pay heavily

Yet a strong and self-reliant boy may for it in the loss of capacity for the labor

stand the ordeal, bitteras it is , if he is willing they must do to get the means to obtain the

to work and to control himself, if he has a fun .

place for his labors secured in advance, and Every great city has thousands of ladsand

ifhe begins his city career aright. He should young men of that sort, and from their ranks

never come until he has found such a place are recruited the hoodlums, the petty thieves ,

by previous exploration either on his own the bar- room loafers, and the criminal drift

account or through his friends. Hunting for wood of society in general. Themost of them

work in a great city is a terrible experience may not get down so low as that; but they

for a stranger unaccustomed to its ways. do not rise in the world . They are subordi

One may see columns of advertisements of nates always. They are incapable of com

“ Help Wanted ” in the newspapers, and peting with the wiser youth who are provi

therefore think that the opportunities are dentof their strength and their money, and

abundant; but the fact is that for every place who create a demand for their services by

advertised there are scores of applicants ; making themselves really useful.

sometimes there are hundreds. Let a man Hence a country boy who comes to town

If they
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must come prepared to work fully as hard as ramifications,which he cannot enter without

he has worked at homeon the farm , and to going down to destruction. Hemust also

exercise no less, but even greater, self- avoid association with the frivolous and

restraint amid the temptations to indulgence pleasure -seeking people who make light of

so infinite in their variety. Heneed not fear sacrifice to duty and estimate a man accord

that his worth will go undiscovered , for it is ing to his superficial quality only . They

sure to be found out in due time. Hewill be keep a young fellow down, instead of stim

gauged according to his merits, and every ulating his ambition to rise, and they arehis

good quality, high ability , and sound princi- enemies and not his friends. Yet that is the

ple in him will tell in the result. Even ifhis society into which he is most likely to fall if

conscientious devotion to duty does not seem he chooses his companions among thosewho

to be recognized at first, it will win its re- pose as “ good fellows." Really they are

ward in the end. It is a quality not so fre- very bad fellows as associates for any one

quent as to have lost any of its value, no who has the serious work of life to do, and

matter how great the city in which it is dis- who needs to preserve all his faculties and all

played . It is never a drug in the market, his moral equilibrium to do it.

but is always in demand , Once let a lad Where, then, shall the country boy go for

win a reputation for entire trustworthiness, society ? The best place is to a church. In

and he has secured thefoundation of success. these days a city church is the center of

If to that he adds industry , if he is never many social no less than religious activities .

afraid ofwork , and is not too fastidious as to It is a life of industry in which men and

what the work shall be, putting his hand to women engage, so that something is going

any honest employment that offers rather on ceaselessly, something to interest and to

than remain idle, he can build on such a give scope for the ability of a young fellow

foundation to good purpose, as the measure and to satisfy his social instincts and de

of his abilities is . He cannot tell whether mands. It is a community in itself, and no

a particularbusiness will lead him to fortune. body can belong to it for any considerable

Thehumblest occupationsmay have in them length of timeand exhibit sympathy with its

the richest rewards ; but he may be sure ambitions and projects without fitting into

that with health, strength, prudence, good some place where he can display his capaci

habits , good associations, constant effort for ties and win due consideration because of

improvement, and careful regard for the in- them . He will make friends and useful

terests of his employers, he will never have friends. He will have the social life and the

to beg for his bread , and the chances of social surroundings necessary for him . He

his elevation will be more than the chances should go to church from the first and regu

of his failure. larly ; makehimself known to the pastor, and

The first thing for a boy coming to a great then without putting himself forward take

city to do, is to takepains to start with right a hand in all the undertakings of the par

associations. In every such town there are ish . If he is patient the reward will come.

innumerable circles of society. The commu Even apart from merely religious profit,

nity is too large for everybody to know each such association will be of inestimable ad

other, and therefore it divides up into many vantage to a youth who goes to town a

circles of common acquaintances,and in each stranger. There ismuch talk in these days

of these the members are as well known to about “ rings ” and “ combines ” for evil

oneanother as are the inhabitants ofa village. purposes ; but there is one ring which is al

They are good and bad , evil in their influ- ways good and beneficent in its objects , and

ences and injurious in their tone and spirit, it is the circle of the church. Inside it a

or salutary and helpful. The idle and the young man formsthe intimacies which most

luxurious, the rich and the prosperous and contribute to his practical success, to

the fashionable make up a society of their say nothing of his spiritual health . Heen

own ; but it is not the society for a young joys the advantage of belonging to a frater

man who has his fortune to make as a nity. “ Your grand mistake,” said an old

stranger. It is self-indulgent, and hemust and distinguished lawyer to a brilliantmem

be self-restrained. It makes a pastime of ber of the New York bar, whose talents had

life , and he must make of it a struggle. notwon him the secure place to which they

There is also a vicious society, with many seemed to entitle him , was in not allying

-
-
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yourself with some church when you came stemious men ; for they want all their wits

to New York . You are admired for your about them at all times. They are afraid of

genius, but you are not respected for your “ whisky courage,” and leave it to the fools

character. You have squandered your time whose folly contributes to their wealth . Jay

on useless associates, you have got nostrong Gould does not drink cocktails ; neither does

foothold in the public confidence , and men of John D. Rockefeller, the President of the

inferior natural capacity have gone ahead of Standard Oil Company, and one of the very

you.” Thatmay not have been a high view richestmen in the world , himself at the start

to take of the benefits conferred by a church , a poor country boy. They are too wise , and

but so far as it went, it was true. Every- they have seen too many examples of ruin

body in a great city needs a social backing ; through drinking. The boy who has his way

and its character is likely to determine the to make should likewise let alcohol aloneas

estimate of the man and to mold his devel- too expensive and too dangerous an indul

opment. Hence it is of prime importance to gence for him .

a boy from the country thathe should start It is not hard to do it. Everybody respects

right in his associations, so hard is it to a young man who refuses a drink ; and in

throw off associations once formed and to es- these days sensible men , even those who are

cape from their influence. A man is known not opposed to drinking on principle, are

by the company he keeps the world over, as giving up the consumption of alcohol as a

the almost universal proverb so truly tells us. bad practice . They know by experience that

Another essential to the success of a coun- it is one of themost serious of the obstacles

try boy in a great city is to let drinking to material success. Hunt out the real cause

alone and absolutely . Hedoes not need the of half the bankruptcies and you would find

stimulus, and the habit of drinking is re- it in drinking. Discover the true cause of

sponsible for most of the personal and busi- the inability of young men to get ahead,and

ness failures in both country and town . It in themajority of cases it would be drinking.

is a bad sign when a young man's breath The country boy who tries his fortune in the

smells of alcohol. Confidence in him is im- city cannot afford to take that risk . Hemust

paired, and oftentimes more among those be in fighting trim always, with every power

who drink themselves than among those who at his full command.

abstain . The drinkers know what it means. Hecannot expect to have an easy timeof

They know by experience that the first effect it. People who are not kin to him will not

ofalcohol is to weaken thejudgment. They bear with his shortcomings as his own father

know that when the habit of drinking is and mother have done. Hemust stand erect

once formed it usually becomes more and and of himself, and be prepared to face diffi

more fixed and demands greater and greater culties even though he have no support of

quantities of the stimulant, so that habitual sympathy. Hemust keep his eyes upon the

drinkers are never in their real sober senses. future while he is doing the best he can in

You never can tell when it is safe to trust the present. He mustbe content with little

them . Drinking by a young man, too, sug- at the beginning, and perhaps for many

gests the possibility of dangerous companion- years, if he is to win the prize of success in

ship , of which employers are always fearful. the end. But youth is the time in which

In Wall Street, the great financial and hardship is best withstood . There is a spring

speculative center, there is a vast amount of of vitality which is always full. The very

drinking. Brokers will rush outof the Stock obstacles to success heighten the zest of its

Exchange on a day of excitement to gulp pursuit. It is not bad for a young fellow to

down cocktails to bolster up theirnerves and encounter difficulties if he has the real stuff

to give them “ whisky courage.” But they in him ; and country boys ought to bring to

are the small fellows,who comeand go,make town a fund ofmoraland physicalhealth and

money one day and lose it the next, and by endurance not easily exhausted . Without it

the timethey are middle-aged men , and even they should not go into the battle with the

before, they pass away burned outand broken crowd.

down in nerve, if not in mind. The great From such boys have come the greatma

leaders, the permanently successfulmen of jority of the successfulmen of all professions

Wall Street, are not found among them . and all departments of business. Their early

These, almost invariably , are sober and ab- training has been under the sharp discipline
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of the hard work and enforced self-denial of hand ; this country is increasipg so rapidly in

farm life. That discipline they have needed population and in the variety of its industries

even more in town than they did at home in and their demands that throughout its ex

the country . Instead of relaxing it, tempta- tentnew opportunities for a career are con

tions to self-indulgence have rather steeled stantly arising. Probably the United States

them to the more heroic estraint. They will contain at least 200,000,000 of people by

have found that it is easy to fail and fall by the time boys who read this paper have

theway, and that it is hard to conquer, and reached middle life, and are in the prime of

hardest of all to conquer themselves. The their manly power. New cities will grow up

crowd aremoving along the tempting paths, by the hundred and new outlets for energy

and it seems pleasant to go with them until and enterprise will rise. The twentieth

the end of folly to which they tend begins to century is at hand and it will bring abundance

appear. of work and plentiful opportunities for every

If a boy who comes to town can begin by boy of to -day who lives to enjoy its light and

paying his way in themost economicalman- participate in its progress . The chances of

ner, he will do remarkably well. The chances fortune in the future will be as great as they

are against his doing as much as that, so have been in the past, and the facilities which

great is the demand for places. Somemen a young man can obtain will be more numer

even pay to have their sons taken into great ous. With very few exceptions - you could

mercantile establishments , though the gen- count them on the fingers of one hand - the

eral experience ofmerchants is that the boys great fortunes of the Union have been ac

who come from poorer homes and have been cumulated within the last fifty years. All the

brotight up to hard work are more likely to greatest of them have been madewithin that

push ahead. Natives and foreigners who period, and they have been madeby country

have learned frugality and have known hard- boys. But there is something more, better,

ship from their boyhood, are getting ahead and higher than a fortune to make. It is

of thosebrought upmore tenderly. Yet, as character ; and there is acquirement more

I said before, a country boy who must earn valuable than the acquirement ofmoney, and

his own support from the very beginning it is the knowledge which enables a man to

should not risk his fortune in a great city get themost out of life and to make himself

until he has found an actual opening there. of themostuse,whatever his circumstances,

It is better for him to compel fortunewhere whether he lives among the crowd of a great

he is ; to improve the chance nearest to his city or in the solitude of a country farm .

PERIODIC CHANGES IN CLIMATE .

BY E. RICHTER .

Translated from the " Deutsche Rundschau " for " The Chautauquan ."

TN the realm of climatology some very invariability or the variability of climate,

broad and important discoveries have and how grave an interest it has for practi

been made, which deserve attention. tioners, for farmers, engineers of hydraulics ,

Through the instrumentality of a multitude and navigators.

of particulars, never before brought together For a long time it has not been doubted

in this way, Professor E. Brückner has that climatic changes have taken place on

shown that the climate of all parts of the the earth . This knowledge is as old as

earth is subject to a certain rhythmical geology ; for it was noticed that the animal

change ; that at intervals of about thirty -five and vegetable remains found in the deposits

years, wetter and cooler periods alternate of earlier periods, almost absolutely indi

with the warmer and dryer. cated a warmer climate than at present pre

One does not begin to comprehend thewide vails in those locations where they were

influence that a solution of this problem found. It seems naturally to follow that the

would exert, until he considers how exten- earth is in the process of cooling . Besides,

sive the literature is on the question of the physics has a wholly acceptable elucidation
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for this conclusion , in that radiation of the northern varieties of vegetation , also cooler.

heated interior from the earth's surface is In the border lands of the great African

just as easy to comprehend and explain as Desert, or in the desert Itself, indications

the diminution of the sun's heat. multiply that formerly the climate was more

Soon invincible objections arose to this humid and less desert-like. There are nu

lucid explanation. merous Roman monuments which stand in

One, a lesser one, was that in nowise utterly waste parts of the desert , wells and

could a uniform cooling have continued water conduits without a drop of water .

through all ages, because , to all appearances, Another very striking proof has been

earlier periods of uniform tropical climate brought forth for the constancy of climate.

have been preceded by a diminution of heat. There is no nicer indicator of climate than

The chief objection is the ice age or better a lake with no outlet. Every increase of

said , the discontinuation of it. It was in a rain and likewise decrease of temperature is

comparatively very recent geological period , immediately noticeable, so that the effect is ,

our mountains standing as now , the rivers in a certain sense, doubled . An increased

following their present channels, the divi- water ratio would supply more evaporation ;

sions ofland and sea the same as now , that but an increase of rainy weather is connected

the Alpine glaciers extended to Munich, simultaneously with a retrenchment of sun

Verona, and Lyons. The great Canadian shine, so that the evaporation will be less ,

lakes were glacier channels,on themountains instead of greater. Thus the directory for

ofmiddle Germany and France lived a polar the course of a ship must reckon for the

flora and fauna, and themoving ice extended most trifling weather-changes. Now , as

from Norway's mountains to the Harz it seems, observations on the bogs having

Mountains and Reisengebirge, and into the prospered, with the help of a French leveling

interior of Russia. This forms one ofour it is finally shown that one of the chotts, or

most valid geological facts. This ice period, salt lakes without outlet, which are found in

however, discontinued ; it has come back the south of Tunis, could not have had a

once , twice perhaps, but the earth has be- higherwater level than at present. The at

comewarm again and free from ice, and new temptsof the French officer Roudaire to con

flora and fauna have entered the freed lands. nect the chotts with the sea , have lead to a

Therefore all explanations are weak which positive admission that the elevation of an

take a general cooling of the earth as the cient ruins and the old water levels could be

cause of geological and historical climatic determined .

changes , - for it is easy to account for the No doubt the assertion of 1770 that the

earth's growing colder, but there is no gen- level of most European waters was rapidly

erally accepted explanation why it has be- sinking attracted the greatest attention .

come warm again . Internal navigation and the technical appli

It is the popular inclination to conclude cation of water -power were seriously endan

that climatic changes have occurred . There gered . Progressive congresses and assem

are not a few highly educated men who are blies, even parliaments, considered the

firmly convinced that in their youth the question ; they hit upon that explanation ,

weather wasmuch better. There is nomore which , it seems, always is ready , i. e., the

spring ! Meteorologicalreckoning can shake increasing destruction of forests, and re

as little as an opposing experience those quired an effectual forest protection by law .

witnesses which have for their foundation a But this is a mooted question. Technical

strong subjective sense. Besides they do authorities deny the usefulness of the data

not lack strong points of support. Themost employed . Finally the debates ceased, be

impressive group of facts appears in the cause complaints of water failure ceased ; no

Mediterranean coast region, and especially further sinking has taken place.

in the southern coast lands. There is no Similar accounts of variations in water

doubt that in the course of ages, a very ex- levels, often contradictory, of course, have

tensive change has taken place in the veg- been reported from other parts of the tarth .

etation of Italy , Greece, and the islands. Thus Utah has grown larger; in central

Two thousand years ago Italy resembled the North America , especially, the climate has

middle European countries much more than becomemoister with the increase of tillage.

now ; more wooded , more humid , possessing Thus we have the facts that an important
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number of climate changes have been noted, It is Brückner's great advantage that he

that a decision from them must be based has made his investigations universal. The

upon meteorological principles - not on hu- water levels of lakes with no outlet, and of

man exertion alone,-indeed even on most lakes with outlets , records of rain and heat,

weighty questions, such as the influence of of air pressure, finally the historical accounts.

forests, contrary views are expressed — also of good and poor years, and the beginning

that changes in climate are not always alike of the trees' dropping , were ascertained for

every time. an area of the whole world as far as practi

This last consideration suggests an ex- cal ; they gave the surprising result, that

planation by cyclic changes. But hitherto changes of heat and moisture actually take

this also has been vain . In particular the place , and in the same periodical succession

earth's connection with the eleven-year cycle as for glaciers .

of the sun's spots, which is perceptible in its Brückner first examined lakes, beginning

effect on the northern lights and magnetic with the Caspian Sea, whose condition could

forces, fails utterly . It is easily understood, be traced into the preceding century by the

too, when one reflects, that the only prelim- aid of several watermarks. Still better re

inary question not yet solved is, Does the sults were yielded by accounts of the Sea's

sun radiate more heatwhen with or without reaching the walls of Baku and of the van

spots ? ishing of several flat islands. The maximum

Yet if there were no meteorological tables of water level was reached in 1743, 1780, 1809,

to substantiate the assertion, there can be no 1847, and 1879 ; the minimum in 1715 , 1766 ,

doubt that quantities of heat and showers 1845, and 1856 to 1860. A variation in rain

vary in cycles. This fact is demonstrated fall in the river basins, is indicated by the

by glaciers. Every glacier and every lake meteorological notes for the last fifty years ,

without outlet is a close indicator of climate, for which time we have sufficient material ;

The glacier's position must change according but simultaneously there was a change of

to the quantity of snow feeding it , and the temperature. Indeed , these changes can be

power of heat' dissolving it. The changing traced back much further from accounts of

cold and warm , wet and dry years ,must play the endurance of ice on the Russian rivers.

a part in the changing condition of the gla- Here, too , the periods of longer and shorter

cier's length and thickness. It is for this durations vary , and in accordance with the

reason that glaciers advance and retreat in water level of the Caspian Sea , and the

very long periods instead of in single years . glaciers. Many other lakes in different con

The position of a glacier at any timeis not tinents were examined , and with few excep

the result of the preceding year, but of the tions show the last great change to be a uni

average properties of a whole succession of versal phenomena, that is the change from

years, —in a certain measure, a highly com- the high -water level of 1850 to the low level

plicated, but validly authorized mean. It is of 1860 and 1865, and back again to the high

known that the heightand depth of glaciers level of 1880.

have changed in the last century, that in 1770 , That varying of streams and bodies of wa

1820 , and 1850 glaciers were large, in 1800, ter is caused by a variation in the quantity

1830, and since 1860 small, until 1880, when of rain , is the result deduced by three hun

another period of increase began . The levels dred and twenty -one stations distributed

are known for 1600 , 1680, and 1718 ; and a re- throughout the earth . The observations of

porter has been able recently to point out only four stations reach as far as the begin

those for 1630 and 1740. ning of the eighteenth century ; the great

The next thing to do was to investigate majority begin in 1831or yet later. The result

whether any meteorological notes revealed is : Everywhere on the earth, the quantity of

traces of inconstancy of climate, which thus rain varies in comparatively long periods ;

necessarily must be inferred . Indeed there there are groups of ten or fifteen

are so few of the lists which reach back far everywhere it falls below the average and

enough , that the discovery of rainy and dry again above it. In four- fifths of the obser

seasons, as determining the prosperity ofthe vations the variations repeatedly corre

lang and trout, which correspond to these sponded to the lake and glacier variations.

glacier changes, would offer an explanation The exceptional regions in which they did

only formountainous circumstances. not correspond, lie on the shores of the

years when
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ocean ; but farther in the interior of conti- minimum , and to acknowledge the deducted

nents the differences are greater in the predictions with more or less superstition ,

quantity of rain through the wet and dry yet the attendant circumstances are so com

periods, therefore also the times agree better. plicated that a detailed explanation must be

In Europe an average of the variations for omitted ; perhaps it will be enough to say

many years gave ten per cent ; whereas in that also the air pressure, as ascertained at a

the interior of Siberia at the time of maxi- great number of stations, agrees with the

mum there wasmore than double the amount discovered pace of the periods. The difference

of rain which fell at the time of minimum . of air pressure between the sea and land is

In the interior of America the difference was greater in warm and dry periods than in

just as much ; thus for the plains of the earth damp ; hence when the influx of the sea on

collectively, the variation is uniform and the land is reduced , the climate becomes

certainly highly significant. more continental.

It now would seem that the temperature Therefore we have arrived at these conclu

must follow a like variation, for rainyweather ons. Theclimate changes, and with it, har

is always cooler than fair, for the simple rea- vests, rivers, seas, and glaciers. The periods

son that clouds shut out the sunshine. For- are from about thirty -five to thirty -six years

tunately this assumption stands the test. long ; the result is by nomeans inconsider

The observations of numerous stations report able. Of this there can be no further doubt.

a periodical variation of temperature, in the But what is the cause ? Air pressure itself

samemanner as of the other element. Since is not primary , it is only a result. But of

also these observations did not extend over a what ? There is nothing left unless to think

sufficient length of time, Brückner finally of that force which everywhere in the play of

resorted to another climate indicator, thebe- nature's forces on the earth represents the

ginning of the vine harvests, accounts of active principle, the motor, i. e., the sun's

which in a number of French and Swiss lo- rays. If the intensity of the sun's rays

calities date back to 1391. During the last varies periodically , then the difference of air

century this elementhas kept pace so exactly pressure is explainable, and with it , varia

with the other, that he made it a point of tions in the character of the weather, which

support for the progress of climate variation modify rivers, seas, and glaciers. Physical

through five centuries,-a late vintage al- and astronomical observations have not been

ways signifying a cool and rainy period, an taken on the corresponding inequality of the

early one, a warm and dry period . sun's radiation ; but that cannot weaken

By thesemeans the fact of climate changes the evidence of Brückner's comparisons.

seems to be fully demonstrated. The same "Only one thing is certain , it is not the sun

character of weather certainly is repeated in spot periods which bring back the climate

periods whose length varies between twenty- changes.

five and forty years. On an average the Not many more words need be said on the

periods equal about thirty-five years. It must consequences of the discovery . Above all,

not be understood that in humid periodsthere observations on so-called climate changes

are only wet and cold years, in dry periods have been given a new turn : A statistic

only dry and warm ones. It is only a pre- comparison yields the cheering result , that

ponderance of such years in the respective the prospects, whether the earth's climate

periods, with which we are concerned , and will be dryer or more humid , varies as the

which does not exclude the interposition of climate varies. In 1870 , after the experience

dry years in a wet period nor vice versa . Were of a very distinctly marked dry period, the

it not so, the circumstances would not have common cry wasthat the earth was in the pro

remained so long hidden. However, our dili- cess of desiccation . Twenty years from that

gentinvestigator has extended his supports a time the opposite was the case ; it was com

step further. Asis wellknown, the incidental monly believed that the earth was cooling.

weather depends upon the distribution of air Thus, at present,when the Swiss glaciers are

pressure, and a certain kind of weather advancing again , and a series of cool and

change prevails through a corresponding rainysummershas annoyed the traveling pub

change of air pressure. Although every lic, it will be no hap if some scholars should

newspaper reader is accustomed to hear of be of the opinion that the ice time is com

the state of air pressure, maximum and ing again ; although this has never been said
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to my knowledge by any competent person. waters in the desert, riverbeds, and appear

There are areas for which the changes of ances of erosion will be intelligible if one

climate are very serious affairs . In the in- keeps in mind that the few recent changes,

terior of Siberia as in the Great Basin , the which we know accurately , differed very

dry part of North America , a dry period much in proportion , so that without hesita

certainly brings bad harvests, failure of tion we may accept as practicable a result

brooks, and with it a considerably lessened exceeding a degree known to us ; for instance,

area of useful land. On the contrary , a wet water or glacier conditions which materially

period, in many parts of Europe, causes a surpass the present. It is no fantastic repre

poor crop of grapes and other useful plants sentation to picture these inequalities ar

requiring heat. ranged in a cycle so that the earth's climate

But the evidences of the former climate changes not only in periods of thirty -five

changes must be subjected to further proof. years, but, in yet greater periods besides,

Surely many inferences can be differently according to the intensity of the shorter

made from appearances formerly seeming periods. With thatwe have actually reached,

excessive, if one conceives them not as wit- if not an explanation, yet a conception of

nesses of a different climatic condition, but such great climate changes, as the geological

of a climate change. Many traces of great ages, especially the ice periods.

NEW YORK AS AN ART CENTER .

BY C. M. FAIRBANKS.

I

F you will hold up a black hat against cleverness. It aims to paint nature as she

the summer landscape, you will see how appears to the eye trained to the perception

hopelessly beyond the power of pig- of her subtler qualities ofcolor and tone and

ments to express appear the splendid light atmospheric vibration and the light of

and color of the view , and so you will per- heaven, and all this upon a foundation of

ceive, by means of this simple experiment, strong and accurate drawing. It is a revolt

just what the problem is that confronts and against the art that is literal and photo

invites the out-of-door painter of to-day. It graphic , the art that records the grain of

is a fascinating thing, this quest of the un- wood, the individual spear of grass, and the

attainable ; and no wonder that the ambi- known color of objects instead of the appar

tious painter yields himself, with half closed ent tints and tone as affected by conditions of

eyes, to the contemplation of the splendid lightand atmosphere and reflection .

sunlit view , and yearns for power to fix it The public — and by the term I mean, of

upon his canvas. course, the unpracticed and inexpert ob

And this, in a word, is the purpose and server — appears to havefound somedifficulty

aim of the newest movement in painting , as in comprehending the aimsof some of the

followed in New York by the disciples of its modern painters of this French fashion. It

Parisian founders. Monet is their Moses, is not easy, perhaps, for the untutored to see

and their promised land is all that lies outin things as they really appear to the eye edu

sunshine. Monet is the recognized leader of cated to scrutinize theworks of nature. One

the impressionists ; but impressionism as is apt to fancy that the long,luminous, purple

exemplified in his works is a very literal and shadows of the afternoon sun that fall across

matter -of-fact thing as compared with some the yellow wheat field in the picture, for in

of the shadowy and visionary achievements stance, should have been gray - it is thecom

of the affected extremists of his cult, whose mon idea of the color of shadows - or that

eccentricities have reflected little credit upon the sunlit lawn should appear to be of the

their avowed master. definite color of the familiar blade of grass,

The modern school, which now engages rather than as painted in the diluted golden

the attention of the painters of this metropo- green of bleached celery tops. It is a simple

lis , is the progressive school so -called , and it trick , but if onewill but gaze for a long mo

has attracted to itself all the younger men of ment at a summer landscape, under half
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closed eyelids he will realize in effect the which their studios and the shops were ran

picture as it presents itself to the vision of sacked after their death , passcurrentnow for

the painter ofthemodern French school. the works of masters and are squabbled over

That the extreme exponents of this school at well advertised auction sales, not for their

are somewhat in advance of the popular taste merits , but for the distinguished names they

and understanding, has been indicated by bear. In the popular taste, as stimulated by

two recent exhibitions of pictures in New the dealer in works of art, the name's the

York . Mr. J. H. Twachtman , one of the thing . That won , by whatever chance, and

most progressive and most capable of the in- themarket may be flooded, to the dealer's ad

structors in the Art Students' League, pre- vantage, with hack work for which the fash

sented a beautiful collection of works in oil, ionable collectors of means will fall over one

water color, and pastel, attractively ar- another in their eagerness to buy.

ranged in the Wunderlich gallery, but they And what of an American movement in

were caviare to the general. Mr. Twachtman painting ? I think it will be admitted that

has loved to paint in a minor key and in we have no school of recognized characteris

lovely silver grays, but in this last display tics as yet. We may have in time, as we

ofhis workshehas bloomed out in full sun- may even hope to have a recognized type of

light ; and while the decorative beauty of his American some day who shall be neither

compositions in respect of tone, harmony, British, French ,German , Asiatic, or African .

and color is apparent to every eye that is at And in art as in literature we surely have

all susceptible to pictorial charm , as faithful someexamples of hopeful promise. Weare

transcripts of phases of natural scenes, his not without clever native painters, men of

pictures are apt to be over the head of the originality , ability, and high purpose, but

casualspectator. Another young artist,Aug. there is yet lacking a something - perhaps it

Franzén, a Swede, but lately come to New is an atmosphere or environment calculated

York , fresh from the enthusiasm of study in to produce and to foster a native movement

Paris, recently showed a hundred examples ofconsequence.

of his work in water color, for themost part Two instances may be cited of young

done in the most daring and glaring ofmid- Americans who have won recognition on in

summer sunlight effects. They were ad- dependent lines, and quite apart from the in

mired by the artist for their technical quali- fluences of Paris or Munich. They are not all,

ties and for the sincerity with which difficult by any means, but they serve to show in a

problemshad been undertaken , if not solved , measure whatmay be done on native soiland

but the prices obtained for them at auction with native materials and inspiration . Mr.

showed how little the public had appreciated F. S. Church and Frederic Remington may

the motives of the painter . Someof his gray be regarded as aborigines in our present art .

November effects were more readily under- Neither has studied abroad, and yet one has

stood, and yet his sunlight effects were unde- achieved distinction , both at home and

niably clever, and undeniably beautiful. abroad, and the other has given great

But the question of their truthfulness to na- promise with every prospect of due fulfill

ture, which may have been open to some de- ment, when he shall have lived through his

bate, was settled by the picture buyers, present period ofcrudity and overproduction .

apparently to their satisfaction, in the nega- Mr. Church first attracted public attention

tive . by his black and white drawings for the il

But it is some comfort to thehonest and lustrated papers of the drolleries of the Cen

earnest painter to believe, as he has a good tral Park Menagerie. He found a knack of

deal of reason for believing, that the picture imbuing the animals there with almost hu

buyer is sometimes wrong in his judgment. man traits and has painted the patientmaj.

The commercial value of a picture is too esty of the captive king of the beasts, the

often accepted as the standard of taste, and complacence of the stork , the mock wisdom

commercial value is very much a matter of of the owl and the buffoonery of themonkey;

fashion . Corot and Daubigny have long been butbest of all he has created a new type of

popular idols,and good examples of Corot and American girl and in his poetic fantasies has

Daubigny are of course as good as they ever made her, in simple, unaffected beauty , the

were , and that is very good indeed ; but their mistress of the lawless creatures at her feet,

earlier and inferior paintingsand studies, for holding them subdued in a leash of roses.
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Mr. Remington “ has come out of the ablemodels. In the first place models are

West” with whirling lariat and clanking of scarce, and such as are available hold them

spurs and trappings. He dreams noneof selves at prices that often put them beyond

Mr. Church's charming fancies. His art is the free reach of the painter who has not yet

wide awake and shouting. Mr. Church has achieved the popularity that passes for suc

given us an original type of young woman- cess.

hood. Mr. Remington's contribution is of a Many Americans have proved themselves

broncho, flying through a cloud of dust abroad - J. S. Sargent may be named as such

thrown up by his own inspired heels as he a one- who very likely would never have

tears across the plain like a tornado. Mr. found the same encouragement at home.

Remington is still known chiefly as an illus- Prof. Hubert Herkomer, Whistler, George

trator, and so , too , was Mr. Church for a Hitchcock , Melchers, and Boughton are

long time, but Remington has done serious someof these who have achieved recognition

and hopeful work with a brush , though it is in foreign galleries.

as unconventional as one ofhis own subjects Of the means of art study in New York

taken from the frontier. much mightbe said . There are many studios

Mr. Edwin A. Abbey is another artist who here where pupils of ability may find such

might have been included with the two instruction as they would receive abroad, and

whom I have mentioned to illustrate what the surrounding atmosphere and influences

art may spring from our native soil. His that go so far to the developing and forming

first work was done here, but the fulfill- of the artistic temperament are to be found

mentof that early promise has comeduring here in increasing degree all the time. The

his later residence in England, where , still treasures of foreign galleries are lacking , of

claimed as an American, he ranks as our course, though the Metropolitan Museum of

leading illustrator. His rank as a painter is Art is rich in Old Masters andmodern works

second to that as a draftsman in black of value to art students. It is the great edu

and white. cator in esthetics in this country and it is an

I have cited these popular instances . But institution of which the artists in New York

there is a very earnest band of young men in are proud. The Art Schoolof the Metropol

New York , few of them so widely known as itan Museum is an excellent organization

these whose pictures have been carried into enlisting as instructors the assistance of

every home through the illustrated maga- some of the cleverest of the New York artists.

zines, who are working with all their hearts The Academy of Design is the oldest and

and in the right direction . But they are be- best known of theart schools of the country

set with discouragements, and it is only the and just now it is pleasant to record the fact

brave heart that wins. There is, first of all, that it is enjoying an awakening . Not for

the more or less unreasoning preference for ten years has so much spirit been displayed

pictures signed, no matter by whom , in as is indicated by the increased attendance in

Paris ; and then there is the fashionable de- its various classes.

mand for pictures, no matter how bad,by The escape from the rut of old -fogyism in

men ofsome name. The picture dealers, of which the Academy has been running for

course , cater to both these demands of the someyears is due largely to the young men

picture-buying public, and the man of ambi- who havebeen spurred on by the competition

tion, yet unrequited , who knows he has of that lively and progressive rival, the Art

painted an honest picture, may find that no Students' League,which was organized some

one will look at it. And then when some fifteen years ago at a timewhen the Academy

rich man has paid a fabulous price for an was obliged, for want of funds, to close its

enormous canvas because it has been ex . doors for a while . Professor Wilmarth from

hibited with theatrical surroundings and the Academy and later Walter Shirlaw and

advertised like a baking powder or a circus, William M. Chase were its earlier instruc

true ideals of art are unsettled , and the tors. The League represents themodern idea

young painter is apt to fancy in his gloomier in art and its methods are in line with those

moments that he must put an exorbitant of the best art schools of Paris. Its instruc

price upon his picture or it will never appeal tors are among thebest of the younger men,

to the heart ofMidas. Figure painters , too, who add to natural fitness for their duties

have a special difficulty in procuring suit- the attainments acquired by study in Paris ,
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Munich, and Florence. William M. Chase, called together to award the prizes for the

H. Siddons Mowbray, J. H. Twachtman , best paintings, landscape and figure, there

J.Carroll Beckwith , B. R. Fitz, W.L.Metcalf, were not present thenecessary fifty artists to

Walter Shirlaw , and Kenyon Cox are names bestow the Hallgarten prize and so for the

that will give some idea of the spirit and ad- second time it was not awarded.

vantages of the League. The leading picture show of the year, in

Then there are the excellent elementary the estimation of the artists of the town, is

and technical schools of the Cooper Union that of the Society of American Artists . It

and besides some twenty-five such smaller is an interesting exhibition because the best

classes as the Sharp Art School, for instance works of the artists are always reserved for

(the successor of theGotham Art Students), it. The Society was organized solely for ex

where the student in the metropolis who hibition purposes by the younger artists who

must do “ bread and butter work ” in some have rebelled against the methods of the

other direction while studying art,may work Academy that permit preference to be given,

from the nude or draped model for a small in the hanging of the pictures, to the old

fee , in the leisure permitted him from a fashioned men who fancy that they are “ the

regular occupation . These schools often re- people " and all artistic wisdom is doomed

ceive aid from some of the clever painters, to die with them . The exhibition of the

and many an artist of talent and pluck has society opened on April 27. It was a

by means of them been able to fit himself to good indication of the work that has been

enter the advanced classes of the larger done and the progress made by themost ad

schools.
vanced and modern of the painters of the

The public exhibitions of pictures have new school.

been unusually numerous this season and The small exhibitions of the black and

there have been several interesting sales, white work of the members of the Salma

including that of themuch-talked-of Seney gundi Club, the charming effects of the So

collection, in which were a few really great ciety of Painters in Pastel, of which Robert

works. The spring exhibition of the Acad- Blum , who chances just now to be in Japan,

emy of Design excited the widest diversity is president, and the show of the Architec

of opinion. Something like 1,300 pictures tural League are among the thingswell worth

were submitted ofwhich room could be found seeing during the season.

on the walls for but 400 . That left at least Among the picture exhibitions that have

900 unfriendly critics, and many of theworks attracted much public attention is thatof the

admitted provoked almost as many more. Russian traveler, soldier,and lecturer, Verest

Butwhile a lotof uninteresting andunworthy chagin. His pictures are imposing by reason

stuff was hung, some of it hung on the line of their great size and the subjects repre

and signed by the respectable Ancients of the sented ; but M. Verestchagin appears rather

academy whose " N.A.” gives them certain as a showman , whose paintings strung to

privileges that their merits do not always gether would make a magnificent panorama

warrant, there was still much that was praise- and illustrate powerfully the thrilling tales

worthy, good , strong work and done in the hemight tell on the lecture platform , of his

right spirit. Mr. Hovenden's “ Breaking adventures in the Russian army. His small

the Home Ties ” wasone of these, and among pictures are not well painted , and the power

others might be worthily mentioned Mr. of his colossal works must be attributed to

Tarbell's “ Three Sisters ," Sargent's admir- the life-like realism in scenes of carnage and

able “ Portrait of a Young Girl," and the con- torture represented in the size of life, rather

tributions of Mr. Curran and Irving Wiles. than to any imaginative qualities or tech

Curiously enough , when the exhibitors were nical felicities.
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BY EUGENE PARSONS.
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OME poets are not easily quotable. For it was in the golden prime

They do not abound in short sayings Ofgood Haroun Alraschid .

which can stand alone. Shelley suffers --Recollections of the Arabian Nights .

from quotation . Tennyson frequently gains Dower'd with the hate of hate, the scorn of

by it. Like Wordsworth , he is poetical only scorn , the love of love. -The Poet .

in random flashes. He is pre-eminently a Kings have no such couch as thine,

phrase-maker. In this respect he resembles As the green that folds thy grave.

Pope, whom he excels as poet and literary -A Dirge.

artist. He polishes his verses with a skill
So runs the round of life from hour to hour.

and taste that amount to genius. This gift -Circumstance.

is comparable to that of the old gem
I have not lack'd thy mild reproof,

engravers. His compact, felicitous utter
Nor golden largess of thy praise.

ances are indeed entitled to be called gems
- " My life is full of weary days."

a name commonly misused. His turns of
In the handbooks and dictionaries of quo

speech are as clear-cut and neatly wrought
tations, Tennyson does not occupy so much

as an antique cameo or medallion .

Tennyson is not a creator like Phidias
space as Byron, Wordsworth, and other

poets. But the probability is that living

Dante. His art is to be distinguished from

writers quote him more than some of the
theirs . It is decorative rather than creative,

older singers. Those who keep abreast of

but for grace and delicate beauty it is unsur
the literature of the day will bearmeout in

passed. The effect of his workmanship is

saying that single lines and short extracts

like that of chiseled volutes on a column, or
from his works occur with increasing fre

the rich tracery of a stained window . It is

quency in newspapers, magazines , and recent
something harmonious and delightful.

books. In future compilations Tennyson will
Tennyson's artistic faculty was developed

undoubtedly be more largely represented .
in early life . His quotableness is seen in

No other writer has characterized so aptly

some of the poems written when he wasonly certain phases of the thought and life of the

nineteen or twenty. “ The Lover's Tale,"

remarkable composition for a boy to write, finds in him its best exponent, though not in

nineteenth century. The spirit of the age

contains verses that sound like echoes ofhis

later strains, such as
all respects an adequate exponent. While

not a poet of great originality, his person

The Present is the vassal of the Past,

ality is so strongly marked that it deter

mines his manner and colors his diction.

Nothing in nature is unbeautiful.

His instinct for style is surely superior to

Herbert Spencer, in his essay on the “ Phi- that of Pope, Wordsworth, or Byron , Keats

losophy of Style," illustrates the power of being his only rival. Although his language

suggestiveness in words with these lines is sometimes marred by diffuseness , when at

from “ Mariana " :
his best Tennyson almost matches Shak

All day within the dreamy house, spere in conciseness.

The doors upon their hinges creak'd ; Matthew Arnold , in his discriminative

Theblue fly sung in the pane; the mouse lecture on Emerson says, “ What is thekind

Behind the moldering wainscot shriek’d , of phrase of which wemay fairly say that it

Or from the crevice peer'd about. has entered into English speech as matter of

Here the youthful poet proves himself to familiar quotation ? Such a phrase, surely ,

be a master of rhetorical effects. Several as the ' Patience on a monument' of Shak

other pieces published in the edition of 1830 spere ; as the 'Darkness visible ' of Milton ;

have supplied quotable passages, viz.: as the ' Where ignorance is bliss ' of Gray."

They never learned to love who never knew to It seems to me that ' Tennyson has fur

weep . -Love and Sorrow . nished several quotations of this kind, if not

a

or
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a large number. Among living authors he Shall be unriddled by and by.

stands supreme in his ability to coin pithy, -The Miller's Daughter.

telling expressions.
One finds many a

Love is hurt with jar and fret. -Ibid .

closely packed ,exquisitely worded sentiment Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control ;

of his adorning the printed page, or rising these three alone lead life to sovereign power.

spontaneously to the lips oforators.
- Enone.

Some of the things most often used on ac
Howe'er it be, it seems to me,

count of their consummate brevity and ex
' Tis only noble to be good .

pressiveness are the phrases :
-Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

Honest doubt, joyful scorn, graceful tact, The spacious times of great Elizabeth .

solemn gladness, mellow music, barren common -A Dream of Fair Women .

places, glorious insufficiencies, flying

Earn well the thrifty months, nor wed

smile, the breezy blue, the wizard lightnings,
Raw Haste, half-sister to Delay. –TOJ. S.

the larger hope, the sacred dust, across the
A truth

storm , faint Homeric echoes, pretty maiden fan

cies , one increasing purpose, sweet girl
Looks freshest in the fashion of the day .

- The Epic.
graduates, rivers ofmelodies, flash of joy , the dust

of change, the falsehood of extremes, breathing The meed of saints, thewhite robe and the palm .

of the sea, slender shade of doubt, claimsof long
-St. Simeon Stylites.

descent, in offices of tenderness, argosies of The slow sweet hours that bring us all things

magic sails, the Parliament ofman, deep as first good,

love, eager-hearted as a boy, the boyhood ofthe The slow sad hours that bring us all things ill,

year, the mystery of folded sleep, the specters And all good things from evil .

of themind, the tinsel clink of compliment, the -Love and Duty.

roll of the ages, the Vision of the world , the I am a part of all that I havemet. – Ulysses.

fairy tales of science, the long result of time, the
Beyond the sunset, and the baths

jingling of the guinea, the heir of all theages,
Ofall the western stars , -Ibid .

the daughter of a hundred earls, all the current

of mybeing, this gray pre-eminence of man,
In the Spring a young man's fancy lightly turns

that jewel'd mass of millinery, fading legend
to thoughts of love. -Locksley Hall.

of the past, short swallow -flights ofsong, echoes Love took up theharp of Life , and smote on all

out of weaker times, a tide of fierce invective, the chords with might ;

the sullen Lethe rolling down, one far-off divine Smote the chord of Self, that, trembling, pass'd

event, half-views of men and things, with the in music out of sight. -Ibid .

process of the suns, beyond the second birth of
Woman is the lesser man . --Ibid .

Death, the herald of a higher race, the perfect Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of

flower of human time, the mimic picture's
Cathay . Ibid .

breathing grace, these mortal lullabies of pain ,

to burst all links of habit, to fool the crowd
Whatever crazy sorrow saith ,

with glorious lies, portions and parcels of the
No life that breathes with human breath

dreadful past, to strive, to seek , to find, and not
Has ever truly long'd for death .

-The Two Voices.
to yield .

And others' follies teach us not,

And Tennyson is equally successful in the
Nor ch their wisdom teaches ;

rare art of making epigrams.
He can

And most, of sterling worth, is what

fashion a truth or develop an idea in a coup
Our own experience preaches.

let or stanza. Sometimes a single line is
-Will Waterproof.

sufficient to state a pointwith perfect clear
Tillmellow Death , like some late guest.

ness and completeness. Hundreds of such
-Ibid .

quotations have been turned to accountby

Name and fame! to fly sublime
writers and public speakers, many of whom

Thro' the courts , the camps, the schools,

are not aware that they originated with Ten
Is to be the ball of Time,

nyson . There is room here for only those

Bandied by the hands of fools .
passages most frequently cited , viz .:

- The Vision of Sin .

Thenight comes on that knows notmorn . But O for the touch of a vanish'd hand ,

-Mariana in the South ,
And the sound of a voice that is still !

There's somewhat in this world amiss -Break , break, break .
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This laurel greener from the brows

Of him that utter'd nothing base.

-To the Queen .

That man 's the best cosmopolite

Who loves his native country best .

-Hands All Round.

Not once or twice in our fair island story,

The path ofduty was theway to glory.

-Death of the Duke of Wellington .

Formen may come and men may go,

But I go on forever. - The Brook .

Poets, whose thoughts enrich the blood ofthe

world . - The Princess. II.

O hard, when loveandduty clash ! -Ibid . II.

What every woman counts her due,

Love, children, happiness. -Ibid . III .

Great deeds. cannot die ;

They with the sun and moon renew their light

Forever, blessing those that look on them

-Ibid . III.

Dear as remember'd kisses after death .

-Ibid . IV .

Then reign the world's great bridals, chaste and

calm . -Ibid . VII.

Our little systemshave their day ;

They have their day and cease to be.

-In Memoriam .

Men may rise on stepping-stones

Oftheir dead selves to higher things.

-Ibid . I.

For words, like Nature, half reveal,

And half conceal the Soul within .

-Ibid . V.

' Tis better to have loved and lost

Than never to have loved at all .

-Ibidh XXVII.

Her eyes are homes of silent prayer.

-Ibid . XXXII.

And so the Word had breath , and wrought

With human hands the creed of creeds

In loveliness of perfect deeds,

O life as futile , then, as frail !

O for thy voice to soothe and bless !

What hope ofanswer, or redress?

Behind the veil, behind the veil.

-Ibid . LVI.

And grasps the skirts of happy chance,

And breasts the blows of circumstance.

-Ibid . LXIV .

What fame is left for human deeds

In endless age ? It rests with God .

-Ibid . LXXI

Nor blame I Death, because he bare

The use of virtue out of earth :

I know transplanted human worth

Will bloom to profit, otherwhere.

-Ibid . LxxxII.

God's finger touch'd him , and he slept.

-Ibid . LXXXV.

Themighty hopes that make us men .

-Ibid . LXXXV .

I cannot understand : I love. -Ibid . XCVII.

Let cares that petty shadows cast,

By which our lives are chiefly proved .

-Ibid . CV.

For who would keep an ancient form

Thro' which the spirit breathes no more ?

-Ibid . CV .

Ring out the old , ring in the new ,

Ring out the false, ring in the true.

-Ibid . CVI.CVI.

Ring out the feud of rich and poor.

Ring in redress to all mankind .

-Ibid . CVI.

Ring out a slowly dying cause ,

And ancient forms of party strife ;

Ring in the nobler modes of life,

With sweeter manners, purer laws.

-Ibid . CVI.

Best seem'd the thing he was, and join'd

Each office of the socialhour

To noble manners, as the flower

And native growth of noble mind .

-Ibid . CXI.

And thus he bore without abuse

The grand old nameof gentleman .

-Ibid . CXI.

Move upward , working out thebeast .

-Ibid . CXVIII.

Not only cunning casts in clay :

Let Science prove we are, and then

What matters Science unto men ?

-Ibid . CXX.

Love is and was my Lord and King.

--Ibid . CXXVI.

More strong than allpoetic bidebat XXVI.-Ibid . XXX

To lull with song an aching heart.

-Ibid . XXXVII.

Hold thou the good ; define it well ;

For fear divine Philosophy

Should push beyond her mark , and be

Procuress to the Lords of Hell.

-Ibid . LIII.

The great world's altar-stairs,

That slope thro' darkness up to God .

-Ibid . LV.

cxx.
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no more .I see in part And a number of his phrases may

That all, as in some piece of art, grow out of date,-such as “ the riddle of the

Is toil co -operant to an end. painful earth,," " the faithless coldness of the

--Ibid . CXXVIII.
times,” “ by blood a king, at heart a clown,”

Wearing all that weight “ broad-based upon her people's will,” — if,

Of learning lightly like a flower. in some distant era, pessimism and mon

-Ibid . Conclusion . archy shall have passed away . These quota

Faultily faultless, icily regular, splendidly null. tions are not so universally applicable as

-Maud. II. Pope's “ Vice is a monster,” Burns' “ O wad

It is better to fight for the good, than to rail at somepower,” or Campbell's “ Distance lends

the ill. -Ibid . Last stanza.
enchantment."

These and other quotationsfrom Tennyson relations of the sexes will be better under
Possibly the time is coming when the right

are,with slightverbal variations,to be heard stood, and the passage, “ For woman is not

and seen everywhere. They are recited from

the pulpit and the lecture-platform , in judi- undevelopedman,” willbecome superfluous

cial chambers and legislative halls. They " the golden year.” And someof the Laure
commonplace, but that time is as far off as

are utilized by authors and journalists. ate's crisp reflections on the controversies of

They have become a part, not only of the lit- the last few decades may become trite, but

erature of the period, but of the everyday they will continue to be used by champions

vocabulary of cultivated people. Letters and of the arena until dies away the noise of

conversation would be poorer without them .
theological and scientific shocks.

The illustrationsgiven prove Tennyson to

be a poet in touch with his times. But as that Tennyson's poetry possesses in a con
Enough examples havebeen given to show

the fashions of the times change, so the siderable degree the quality of human inter

poetry that reflects them ceases to be in

est. This makes it perennially valuable.
favor. Tennyson has been a mirror to his

Whatever changesmay take place in politics ,

own age. Thus his popularity has been in- in the moralworld the same lawsand forces

sured during his lifetime. But someofthe
will be in operation a hundred years hence

characteristics of the Victorian epoch are
Sin will be present, jealousy,

peculiar and transitory. The poet who
malice , friction , strife, suffering, remorse, re

would live must voice what is permanent.

The phraseology ofone agebecomes obsolete pentance, redemption. The spirit will feel

the same cravings ; religion will have the

in another - except what is stamped in the

mint ofgenius.
same power to uplift and bless.

There is a great deal in Tennyson that ap
No doubt much of Tennyson's most ad

mired verse will not be in vogue by and by higher life.

peals to man as man , that ministers to the

Perhaps this will be the fate of the favorite written will and must remain “ a joy for

Perhaps this will be the fate of the favorite higher life. The best things that he has

line with Englishmen , from “ The Defence
ever." Whatever historical developments

ofLucknow " :
the future may bring forth , they are not

And ever upon the topmost roof our banner of likely to be outgrown. He has said them so

England blew .
well, it may be assumed that they will never

There is a difference between such a line be improved. We can hardly look for a lit

and
erary artist who shall surpass him . Not a

It is hard to wive and thrive both in a year . few ofhis terse expressions are

The force of this homely saying will never Jewels five-words- long

diminish . Theone is local,the other general. That on the stretch'd forefinger of all Time

If the oft-quoted “ kind hearts aremore than Sparkle forever.

coronets " is not already a hackneyed truism , If they do not confer immortality upon him ,

it willbecome so long before aristocracies are they will go a long way toward it.

as now .

F -Jun .



FARMERS' ALLIANCE AND OTHER POLITICAL PARTIES.

BY H. R. CHAMBERLAIN .

T

HERE is a cloud much bigger than a grain at an abnormally low price when the

man's hand above the political hori- producer is compelled to sell and holds it for

zon , which the leaders of both the a profit ofone hundred to three hundred per

great parties are watching with an anxiety cent. Hence the farmer's vague hatred of

such as no threatened storm of the last Wall Street and its ways.

quarter of a century has aroused . The These and other grievances the farmer has

cyclone has not reached Washington, but long cherished . When the opportunity came

the news of its devastation in the South and for revolt , what wonder that he embraced it ?

West has come to the Capital and it justi. It is not surprising that themovement takes

fies the apprehensions which Republicans the form of a political revolution . The

and Democrats all feelwho are good judges farmer believes he sees in legislation possi

of the situation . The danger, if it be a dan- ble relief from many of his troubles. Party

ger, has not been recognized or acknowledged ties never bound him so lightly as now . The

until within a few weeks, although it has stock political issues of the last decade inter

been a long time impending. It has sprung est him but little, compared with the con

whence it was least expected , from the most dition which confronts him . He has become

conservative element in American citizen- day by day less and less a Democrat or a Re

ship . Its growth has been a marvel. Its publican until finally the chief reliance of

present strength, if organized, is sufficient to each of the great parties, the agricultural

insure triumphant victory to either of the old vote, has been swept away. The breaking

parties to which itmight ally itself. up first attracted national attention last No

But what is the farmers ' movementwhich vember, when it was almost universally mis

is suddenly gaining such prominence in the understood. It took the form of an over

public prints ? The newspapers have chron- whelming Democratic victory, but who was

icled its overthrow of the Democracy in the more surprised by the measure of their suc

South Carolina stronghold,and its routing of cess than the Democrats themselves ? An

the Republicans in Kansas, where the party other time it is as likely to manifest itself in

was relatively strongerthan in any state in the a Republican tidal wave.

Union . Butwhat is the secretoftheuprising The form of union of which the farmers

and what is the mainspring of its power ? In have availed themselves is interesting and

searching for the answer to thedouble ques- significant. They haveorganized no political

tion, the first inquiry which logically pre- party as yet. They have sedulously avoided

sents itself is , Have the farmers of the land a partisanship in their doctrines andmethods.

grievance and what is it? The abandoned Neither have they confined themselves to one

farms of New England and the foreclosed organization , although they are rapidly

mortgages of Kansas suggest the answer. amalgamating their various unions. In fact

Agriculture in America to -day is in some the movement is truly a spontaneous one.

sense less profitable than ever before. Cer- The Farmers' Alliance has come to be re

tainly the uneducated farmer never had a garded as the embodiment of the farmers'

harder time. Fifteen years ago the farmer's movement and the exponent of their political

problem was how to maketwo spears of grass creed . Such it is in large measure, though

grow where one grew before. He solved that. it by no means represents the unanimous

Now he is struggling hopelessly with the sentiments of the farmers of the whole coun

question how to get as much for two spears try. The brief but remarkable history of

of grass as he used to get for one. But that the Alliance may be outlined in a short para

is only one of his difficulties . It costs the graph.

Western farmer one bushel of corn to send The organization had its birth in Texas in

another bushel of corn to market. Hence 1873, and it was chartered as a benevolentas

his antagonism to the present system of rail- sociation in that state in 1880. It began to

road management. The speculator buys grow rapidly three years later and in 1887 it
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!

had one hundred thousand members in that tains about the politicalmethods of the Alli

state . Then it united with the Farmers' ance :

Union of Louisiana under the name of the
Our politicalmethods are strictly non-partisan

National Farmers' Alliance and Coöperative and must ever remain so, because every candi

Union . Two years later it was consolidated date, before taking the pledge, is assured that it

with the National Agricultural Wheel and will in noway conflict with his political or re

the present corporate name, the National ligious views. All political parties are repre

Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union, sented in our ranks, and all are expected to work

was adopted. It is a secret organization and in their respective parties to secure a just recog

its membership is not strictly limited to nition of the rights of the farmer. All questions

farmers. It admits both sexes with sixteen in political economy will be thoroughly dis

as theminimum age, and most of the rural cussed, and when the order can agree on a re

population are eligible . Its membership form as necessary they will demand it of the

when the national convention was held at Governmentand of every political party , and if

Ocala , Florida, last December, was estimated thedemand goes unheeded they willdevise ways

between 1,600,000 and 2,000,000. At thatcon- to enforce it. The most essential reformsmust

vention, arrangements were made for union come from legislation , but that does not neces

during the year with the Farmers' Mutual sarily compel the responsibility of choosing can .

Benefit Association, having 500,000 members
didates and filling the offices. Such a course

in Illinois, Indiana, and neighboring states, may become necessary, but will not be resorted

to under any other circumstances.

and the National Colored Farmers' Alliance,

which has a membership of nearly 1,200,000 in It so happens that the most important

the South . The officers of theAlliancesay that features of the political demands of the Alli

the growth of the order since December, prin- ance are so radical that they can find no

cipally in the Northern states,has been rapid , place in the platform of either of the old par

so that the aggregated membership ofthe com- ties in the 1892 conventions. This fact is

bined organizations is now about4,000,000.
fully realized by the Alliance itself, and it is

In its declaration of purposes, the Alliance now no secret that a third party, based upon

is essentially a non -political organization . the Alliance platform , will be in the field in

These are its declared purposes :
the next national campaign . The planks in

To labor for the education of the agricultural the Alliance platform are few and simple.

classes in the science of economic government in They are :

a strictly non -partisan spirit. To endorse the The abolition of national banks.

motto , “ In things essential, unity ; and in all Government loans upon land and upon non

things, charity." To develop a better state, perishable farm products.

mentally , morally , socially , and financially. To The free coinage of silver .

create a better understanding for sustaining civil A graduated incometax.

officers in maintaining law and order. To con The prohibition ofalien ownership of land.

stantly strive to secure entire harmony and good
Government control and supervision of rail

will among all mankind and brotherly love roads and telegraphs, with government owner

among ourselves. To suppress personal, local, ship in case control does not remove existing

sectional, and national prejudices ,all unhealthy abuses.

rivalry , and selfish ambition . To assuage the An increase of the circulating medium to not

sufferings of a brother or sister, bury the dead , less than $ 50 per capita.

care for the widows, and educate the orphans ; Radical propositions these and of incal

to exercise charity toward offenders; to construe culable importance in their bearing upon our

words and deeds in their most favorable light, financial, commercial, and political systems.

granting honesty of purpose and good intentions Only one of them needs any explanation and

to others, and to protect the principles of the that is the so -called subtreasury plan of the

Alliance unto death .
Alliance. This is the one pet project of the

The politicaldeclarations of the Alliance in organization and it is made the test of Alli

its constitution are peculiar. While affirm- ance allegiance on every possible occasion .

ing the non -partisan character of the order, It is a very simple proposition although the

its purpose to compel the adoption of the re- bill which embodies it is a long and prosaic

forms which it advocates is distinctly de document. The Alliance asks the Govern

clared. This is all the constitution con- ment to establish subtreasuries or ware
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houses in districts where the production of silver dollar for the profit ofthe few who own

grain , cotton , and other non-perishable pro- the silver bullion . I have asked many Alli

ducts is large. It requests that upon deposit ance men for an explanation of their position

of such products in warehouse, the Govern- on the subject and they always beg the ques

ment shall loan to the depositor eighty per tion. They say they favor the coinage of

cent of their market value in legal tender seventy -five cents , bullion value, in silver

notes at one per cent interest. A negotiable as a legal tender dollar for the same reason

warehouse receipt is also to be issued. that they believe the Government should

The merits of this unique bill I do not pro- when necessary relieve stringency by issuing

pose to discuss in detail. It will probably paper currency of no intrinsic value . But

never become the law of the land in its pres- ask them why they would deal with thepres

ent shape. When first introduced at the Cap- ent practical question by paying one hun

itol it was ridiculed. Then it was attacked dred cents for each seventy -five cents' worth

on the ground that it would be unconstitu- of bullion held by the silver barons, when the

tional for theGovernment to loan money to owners of the bullion would coin it as quickly

the people. Its friends brought forward de- for a smaller profit if they could not get a big

cisions by the Supreme Court affirming the one, and the Alliance people have no direct

constitutionality ofGovernment loans to the reply to make. In other words, the Alliance

New Orleans Exposition and other enter- has not been shrewd enough to enlist general

prises. Then it was condemned as class leg- popular supportby heading a movement for

islation ofthe rankest description and it was the free coinage of a silver dollar of greater

pointed out that the margin of twenty per bullion value than the present one.

cent security allowed the Governmenton its The question of independent political action

loans did not cover even the average annual by the Alliance was practically settled at

fluctuations in the price of grain , etc. The Ocala last December. The subject was not

friends of the bill quote a precedent in reply directly acted upon in the convention but it

to the cry of class legislation , which most was tested in various ways. The decision to

people will find exceedingly interesting. They retain the subtreasury plan as the chief bat

say they ask the Government to do no more tle ground of the Alliance was enough to

for the farmers than it has been doing for make co -operation with either of the old par

years for the distillers. The Government ties no longer probable and it was so under

takes the distiller's whisky, houses it for him stood. This was the secret of a long strug

free for three years in a bonded warehouse , gle over themeasure in theconvention . Such

and it grows in value all thetime. It issues to of the delegates as were moreDemocrats than

the distiller its warehouse receipts which are Alliance men opposed the subtreasury plank

as freely negotiable at a bank asGovernment vigorously. Delegates who had been Repub .

bonds and also gives him complete protec- licans felt that, with the subtreasury plan

tion against illicit competition by suppress- eliminated , a combination with the Demo

ing the moonshiners. The result is that the crats in 1892 might possibly be effected .

Governmenttax when collected falls entirely Hence they were all themore emphatic in de

upon the consumer. No business in the siring the plank retained . It waskept in the

country comes so generously under the fos- platform by a large majority vote, but it is

tering care of theGovernment as that of dis- true nevertheless that it does not command

tilling spirituousliquors and nobody would so the unanimous support of the order.

strenuously oppose the removal of the in- cent revoltin Mississippion account ofthesub

ternal revenue tax upon whisky as the dis- treasury bill hasmade a serious break in the

tillers themselves. Alliance ranks, and there is opposition in

The only plank in the Alliance platform Missouri and other states.

which upon reflection seems a strange one The reason that no overt third party action

for the farmers to adopt is that regarding sil- was taken at Ocala was because the leaders

ver. The Alliance believes in greenbacks of the Alliance felt that the sentiment of their

and that the present volume of currency constituents would not warrant it at that

is far too small. The leaders say they favor time. They were right in this. A majority

free silver as one step toward securing more ofmembers had been scarcely more than a

money. But they do not explain why they year in the organization . Many of them , a

favor the unlimited coinage of the present majority perhaps,had not given up hope of

A re
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gaining the principal reforms demanded by nable Republican stronghold in Kansas must

bringing pressure to bear upon existing par- be credited with a mighty power in a national

ties. The Southern members had in many election , coming after a period of additional

cases found their influence potent enough to growth . The Alliance has had no opportun

accomplish this in local and state issues. Ity yet to show its aggregate strength . The

TheWestern delegates were theonly oneswho farmers have been working many minor po

demanded theraising of a new political stand litical miracles of which the country at large

and complete withdrawal from former asso- has heard little. Through the work of the

ciations. Theshrewd conservatism ofthe offi- Farmers' Political League the Massachusetts

cers of the Alliance held the premature Senate last November changed from a body

movement in check and at the sametimesat- four-fifths Republican to one evenly divided

isfied the enthusiasm of the Western hot- between the parties. Resistance to the farm

heads by a plan for future action. It was de- ers' demand forhonest butter legislation led

termined to keep the Alliance as an organ to the revolution . Hewould be generally re

ization out of the third party movement if garded as a foolish political prophet who put

possible, and to enable itsmembers to act if thetight little state of Vermont in the doubt

they desired through the Citizens' Alliance, ful column, but I shall be surprised if the

an avowedly political organization which usual 20,000 Republican majority in the Green

had sprung up in the West for precisely Mountain State does not disappear the next

the needed purpose. Arrangements for po- timethe farmers go to the polls. The farm

litical co -operation with the Knights of La- ers demanded that the Government bounty

bor and other industrial organizations were be transferred from theUniversity ofVermont

agreed upon and then efforts were made to to a new and genuine agricultural college.

postpone the actual revolt until the masses They were almost unanimous in thematter

within the order could be educated in its sup- and they became more deeply aroused over

port. A convention called to meet in Cincin- the issuewhen it was before the Legislature

nati in February to organize a National Union than they have been for years. They were de

party was postponed until May. In the feated and they are outspoken in their threats

meantime, the Farmers' Alliance, the Citi- of political vengeance. The situation in

zens' Alliance, and the Knights of Labor Massachusetts and Vermont, where the Alli

withdrew from allofficial connection with the ance is scarcely represented yet and where

proposed conference and announced that a someof its measures would not find much

convention under the direct auspices of these support, is significant of the spirit ofabsolute

and other organizations would be held in political independence and unrest which pre

February , 1892. It is tacitly understood that vailsamong themost conservative class ofour

that convention will launch a new party and fellow citizens. Senator Edmundsin a recent

nominate a national ticket. In themeantime interview ascribes this rampant spirit “ to

a systematic campaign of education , as it is the intrinsic qualities of the human mind,

called , has been undertaken by the Alliance. which has its periods of rest and then of ex

A call for fundshas been issued and an army citement.” Be that as it may, the existing

of “ lecturers" under direction of a " na- political and commercial situation seems to

tional propaganda committee " will preach furnish the averageagriculturist ample ex

Alliance doctrines throughout the land. The cuse for exercising his right of suffrage inde

expectation is that when the reform conven- pendent of past allegiance.

tion meets it will representa mighty army of Prophecy regarding the strength of the

industrial and agricultural suffragists who farmers' movement in the nextnational cam

will be ready to wage desperatebattle against paign would be vain . With its present re

their former political associates in either sources, I have no doubt the Alliance could

party . carry Kansas, the Dakotas, South Carolina,

The question of the effects of such a strug- and perhaps half a dozen more Southern and

gle opens an interesting field of speculation. Western states, but that is no indication of

Thus far one party has been about as hard what it may do next year. An organization

hit as the other. A new party which was which has gained its present magnitude in

strong enough by its first blows to strike scarcely more than two years may achieve

down Democratic supremacy in South Caro- victorious power or itmay collapse in an ad

lina and to capture the seemingly impreg. ditionalsixteen months. In one respect, the
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Republican party stands in far greater danger gical advantage. If the Alliance does not

than the Democratic. So impartially has the gain overwhelming strength they can afford

Alliance drawn from the Republican and the to allow it to carry a few Southern states, se

Democratic ranks that the indications are cure in the election of their candidate at

that it will succeed in preventing either party Washington if there is failure of a choice by

from securing amajority in the Electoral Col- the people. The methods of practical poli

lege. The election would then be thrown tics would of course suggest Democratic sup .

into the present House of Representatives, port of Alliance candidates in states usu

which is overwhelmingly Democratic, both ally Republican and the field would thus be

byl states and at large. Of course, in that narrowed and the effect of an Alliance

event, the Democratic candidate for president Democratic combination would be gained .

would be sent to the White House. This But speculation now is vain . The political

danger the Republican leaders fully recog- outlook on the wholewas never more befog

nize and admit. Senator Edmunds says ged . It is many years since the country has

frankly that he seesno danger to the Demo- seen a three-cornered political battle, and the

cratic party from the Alliance. Perhaps there onenow impending will be second in inter

is none in the present outlook, but there is est to none in our history. To my mind, the

nothing more uncertain in the uncertain field struggle threatens no serious danger to our

of politics than this revolt of the farmers. institutions or to our national welfare. It

The control of the House ofRepresentatives should be welcomed and fought out with

furnishes the Democrats with a vast strate- good American common sense .

THE LATEST PHASES OF ELECTRICITY .

BY ROBERT W. PRENTISS.

of Columbian University .

T

HE closing years of the nineteenth in which all electrical appliances are partici

century bid fair to unfold a most bril- pating, consider for a moment the extended

liant record of electrical discovery and use of only two of them : the dynamo and

invention. The perfection of the dynamo- the telephone.

electric machine, both as generator of elec In Germany a line is in process of con

tricity and as motor, the improvement of struction which is designed to transmit 300

storage batteries in lightness and cheapness , horse-power a distance ofone hundred miles.

the utilization of natural forces by the trans- This power derived from nature's rich store

mission of electrical power to great distances, is furnished by one of the picturesque cata

the electric welding process and the produc- racts of the Neckar River at Lauffen. Here

tion of aluminium by the electric furnace, are through the medium of a turbine water-wheel

indications of substantial and unusual prog- a dynamo is actuated generating a large cur

ress on the practical side. In the develop- rent of electricity at the low pressureof 100

ment of the industrial applications alone volts. This current, before it sets out on its

there is sufficient to awaken great expecta- long journey, is changed by a well-known

tions ; while the advance of pure science, process to much greater tension varying from

withoutwhich applied science is impossible, 25,000 to 33,000 volts. In this state it is car

is secured by a recent discovery effecting an ried to the grounds of the electrical exhibi

entire transition in our views of electricity tion to be held at Frankfort-on-the-Main .

and opening a wideand new field of investi. Here it experiences a second transformation

gation . Indeed, in giving a full and timely adapting it to run lathes, sewing-machines,

account, were such an account possible, of smallmotors,and to feed incandescent lamps.

the everyday achievements of the amber The success of this new experiment on a

sprite one is apt to be regarded more as an scale never before attempted is already

enterprising journalist than as a careful demonstrated . Think of a slender wire con

writer of sober facts. veying from Niagara Falls to Chautauqua

As illustrations of the generalmovement Lake enough energy to run a large printing
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establishment or to furnish light to a town transmuted into all the forms of power and

of 20,000 iqhabitants, and the importance of motion that go to makeup theactivity of our

this step will be appreciated. It shows how globe. The vitality of growing plants, the

the forces of nature may be used in the ser muscular power in animals derived from veg

vice of man. It suggests the great change etable food, the heatand light stored in coal,

our civilization will experience when our the mechanical power of the steam -engine,

light, heat, and mechanical power are ob- and the capacity for work in wind-mills and

tained directly from waterfalls, the wind and waterfalls, originally existed as electric

ceaseless energy of the ocean, and the heat waves quivering along the beams of solar

and light of the sun , instead of through the light.

costly mediation of coal and the steam Themost famous physical laboratories of

engine. the world are now entering the new domain

The telephone is steadily enlarging its opened by Hertz and it is not too much to

powers by the establishment oflong-distance say that every day brings new additions to

lines for the transmission of speech and our knowledge of the real nature of elec

music. Indeed, it does not seem unlikely tricity.

that Europe and America will soon bewithin These simple experiments so valuable, so

speaking range of each other. A telephonic fruitful, grow naturally out of our previous

cable has just been laid across the English knowledge of light and electricity . They in

Channel, connecting conversationally Paris volve the greater part of what is character

and London with very satisfactory results. istic of the present state of electricalscience.

Musical tones have been sent more or less Their full significance can be appreciated

distinctly through the Atlantic cable ; but only when examined by the help of the re

the best results in this department have been searches of Faraday and the complete theory

achieved through systematic efforts to convey constructed by Maxwell out of their results.

orchestralmusic over long -distance wires. In 1831, while pursuing his investigations

Not long since a band ofmusicians playing of the relations between electricity and mag

in New York City entertained an audience of netism , Faraday discovered that a current of

more than one thousand persons in Newton , electricity was produced in a wire made to

Massachusetts, some 250 miles away ; the move in the neighborhood of a magnet. Al

musicians conscientiously executing their though he fully realized the practical value

parts in full view of the large if not inspiring of this principle, the principle of the modern

funnels of the separate transmitters for each dynamo,he nevertheless regarded its discov

instrumentin one room ; the delighted listen- ery as only a step in his progress toward

ers , in another state, hearing the sweet establishing definite relations between elec

sounds as they came from six loud-speaking tricity , magnetism , and light. Undiverted

receivers dependent from the chandeliers ; from his main purpose of unraveling the

an unpoetic telephone wire many miles long mystery of electricity,he concluded a remark .

the only bond of harmony between them . able paper before the Royal Society of Lon

Similar results have been obtained over a don , giving a full account of his discovery

distance of 450 miles. These interesting ex- with these words : “ I have rather, however,

periments assign an important part to the been desirous of discovering new facts and

telephone in our future entertainment both new relations dependent on electro-magnetic

public and private. induction than of exalting the force of those

The attention of the scientific world , how- already obtained ; being assured the latter

ever, is absorbed at present in the most im- would find their full development hereafter."

portant discovery of recent years . The ex- The full development industrially ofhis prin

periments of Henri Hertz , a young German ciples by others gave to theworld the dynamo

physicist and mathematician, have shown and the telephone. Faraday's steadfast de

that light is identicalwith electricity or, sci- votion to experimental electricity made him ,

entifically speaking, that lightis an electrical as a most eminentauthority * says, the origin

phenomenon.
of nearly all we now know . Faraday next

One highly interesting conclusion drawn sought to connect the phenomena of elec

from his work is that all the energy radiated tricity and light. Indeed, some of his very

from the sun is really electrical energy ; as

such it is transmitted to the earth and there Sir William Thomson .
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first experiments were directed to this end air does the earth . The best vacuum science

and the last years of his long life found him can obtain is full of it. Its properties are

still engaged upon the same problem . His derived from the undulatory theory of light,

only result, a most important one, was to which requires it to be highly elastic , con

effect a change in the character of a ray of tinuous, and possessed of some degree of

light by the influence of a powerfulmagnet, rigidity , although it allows the planets to

to rotate the plane of polarization of light by move through it undisturbed. A globe, the

magnetism . This experiment constituted size of the earth , filled with this ether can

the basis of Maxwell's theory . notweigh less than 250 pounds. It has been

In order to understand the place of this compared to an impalpableand all-pervading

experiment in present views of electricity let jelly, through which light and heat waves

us study briefly the undulatory theory of are constantly throbbing,which is constantly

light, accepted in Faraday's time, and the being set in local strains and released from

properties of the luminiferous ether . them , and being whirled in local vortices,

Light is known to be a form ofenergy and thus producing the various phenomena of

to consist of exceedingly rapid vibrations of electricity and magnetism ." Although its

some kind or other . These vibrations are existence is as well established as the law of

propagated in the form of waves or undula- gravitation, its nature and constitution are

tions with a certain definite velocity which somewhat of a mystery and many scientists

has been measured experimentally and found are engaged in devising mechanical models

to be 186,330 miles per second. Themotions illustrating its action in conveying lightand

constituting light are very similar to the electricity. Positive and negative electricity

disturbances set up in a flexible, extended are almost regarded as opposite phases of

cord when one end is shaken rapidly and this ether and a somewhat speculative ten

steadily up and down . The wave-form is dency is manifest to make it not only the

sent onward while each part of the cord seat of all the known forces of light, heat,

swings in the sameplace up and down across electricity , andmagnetism ,butof gravitation

the length of the line. The more rapid the as well.

shake, the shorter are the waves. In the case Faraday's discovery of the change in light

of light the simple cord is replaced by a con- due to magnetism diverted his attention from

tinuous medium called the luminiferous ether the magnet and electrified bodies to the

and the vibrations are not simply up and spaces surrounding them . The old views of

down but in all directions transverse to the electricity , whose forms of expression we

ray. Some crystals possess the property of still retain , regarded electricity as a fluid con

suppressing the vibrations in one direction tained in conductors and flowing through

allowing only the vibrations at right angles wires. Faraday's chief contribution to our

to them to pass through ; the light is then present knowledge was in showing that the

said to be polarized in a plane. Faraday's forces of attraction and repulsion were the

experiment changed the position of this real things and that they were external. He

plane by electro-magnetism , showing some overturned the idea , derived possibly from

connection between electricity and light. the heavenly bodies , of action at a distance

Themotions constituting radiant heat, light and believed that the attractions were exerted

of different colors, and the chemical rays are through the intervening space. Themagnet

all of the samekind, differing only in rate of did not act at a distance on its armature but

vibrations or wave-length and are now in- by means of something in the space between

cluded in the term radiant energy.
them , which space he invested with whathe

The ether, the most important factor in called lines of force. In the case of a current,

modern electrical theory, was proposed by the electricity did not flow through the wire ,

Huygens originally to explain light only. but somemotion or state of themedium sur

It is now regarded as a material substance rounding was propagated outside the wire

many billion times lighter than hydrogen the wire being the only place where the elec

but not so rare as ourown atmosphere would tricity was not. And he showed the current

be at a height of 250 miles. This ether fills to bedifferent in the cases where the wire was

all space not occupied by grosser matter— surrounded by air, sulphur, or glass. He

the interstellar and interplanetary spaces— was led to conjecture that the ether in the

and surrounds themolecules ofbodies as the air , the glass, or thesulphur , in the space ex
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ternal to themagnet and electric charge,was depends on the size of the jar and on one or

the medium of transmission , but whether two other considerations. By proper changes,

the effect was instantaneous or took time for the discharges may be made as slow as from

its propagation hewas unable to say. 500 to 2,000 a second , giving rise to musical

Maxwell entering into the labors of Fara- notes. Instead of a Leyden jar, Hertz uses

day boldly assumed that the luminiferous what he calls a vibrator, -a circuit of wire

ether was the seat of all electrical and mag- with a break in it. Across this small break

netic forces. On this hypothesis, with Fara- he sends alternate discharges of electricity,

day's experimentas a basis, he formulated a every spark giving rise as in the case of the

complete and elaborate theory of electrical Leyden jar, to a series of oscillations about

waves, expressing in mathematical language 500,000,000 a second . These oscillations,

a large group of hypothetical facts, which for rapid as they are, set the ether all around in

subtlety and ingenuity have never been sur- vibration , forming, according to Maxwell's

passed . Even now his work on Electricity theory , electricalwaves in it that travel from

and Maguetism is a magnificent hieroglyph the point of discharge in every direction , just

only partially deciphered , awaiting the ad- as the vibrations of a tuning fork set the air

vent of some Champollion to unfold its about it in motion sending forth waves of

implicit record of unknown electrical facts. sound. If these electrical vibrations were

He showed that if electrical waves were much more rapid the break in the vibrator

conveyed through the ether they would be would become luminous and thewaveswould

have like light waves and travel with a cer- be light-waves. As, however, they are not

tain velocity depending on electrical consid- rapid enough to affect the eye, Hertz most

erations alone. This velocity he measured ingeniously adopted a second circuit called the

experimentally and found nearly equal to the receiver,similar to the first, to make them ap

velocity of light.* He therefore not only parent. This receiver vibrates sympathetic

declared the ether to be themedium that con- ally with the vibrator and when it is at cer

veyed electrical forces but advanced the very tain distances a microscopic spark appears

original proposition that light itself is an across the break. Hertz measured the inter

electro -magnetic phenomenon ; the proofs of vals and found them equal to the length of

this hypothesis being the identity of the ve- the wave, which varied in his experiments

locities and theagreementof another relation from several inches to several miles . He

depending on both the optical and electrical measured the velocity of these waves and

properties of all substances . These proofs found it equal to the velocity of light.

although they gained a considerable degree By means of the receiver he showed they

of acceptance for his theory were neverthe could be reflected and brought to a focus

less indirect. just like light. He sent waves through a

Hertz's method is to produce electrical large pitch prism whose face was over a yard

waves and show that they are practically square and found they were refracted just as

identical with those of light, thus affording a light is when sent through a glass prism .

direct proofofMaxwell's theory. To do this In short heestablished conclusively that they

he takes advantage of a principle discovered were in all respects similar to light-waves

in 1842 by our own Professor Joseph Henry except in the matter of wave-length . The

of the Smithsonian Institution : that the dis- undulatory theory of light thus receives a

charge of a Leyden jar is oscillatory. The dis- new and unexpected confirmation ; and the

charge of a Leyden jar and the passage of a labors of Faraday and Maxwell through half

spark between theknobs of an electricalma a century are crowned with a success that

chine are familiarexperiments of school days. completes in our own time an important

The bright spark and loud snap would lead us period in the history of electricity.

to suppose that the discharge was single and Several interesting developments depend

instantaneous ; but this is not the case. It more or less on Hertz's discovery :

really consists of a series of discharges back It would hardly be supposed that the fire

and forth , executed so rapidly as to appear fly and the glow -worm could give points to

like one. The rapidity of these oscillations the electrician in the matter of Illumination .

The fitful lightofthe oneand themodestglow

* A new determination of this velocity made in 1890 of the other do not appear to excel in any re

agrees more exactly with the known velocity oflight. spect the brilliancy of the arc- light or the
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brightness of the incandescent lamp. Pro- passing them all in economy and comfort.

fessor Langley has shown, however, that our The diurnal and annual variations of the

best sources of lightare surpassed by nature compass have been observed formany years.

in one very important respect : the produc- These minute changes in the pointings ofthe

tion of light unaccompanied by heat. Of the needlewere supposed to be due to themutual

energy supplied by gas and oil for lighting action of the sun and earth ; but in what way

purposesmuch morethan 99 per cent is given nobody knew . Professor F. H. Bigelow , of

out as heat. That is, for every dollarexpended Washington , has advanced the theory that

for light in lamporburner , ninety-nine cents they are due to electricity and magnetism in

goes for heat we do not want in order to duced in the earth by the sun . The theory

get a penny's worth of light we do want. is themore important becauses it embraces

Even in the electric arc-light the waste is 90 at the same timean explanation of the solar

per cent and in the incandescent lamp 94 per corona and the terrestrial aurora borealis,

cent. The insect world is much more eco- those companion mysteries ofour planet and

nomical. The most carefulmeasures made its luminary. Starting with Maxwell's prin

with the delicate bolometer * fail to show any ciple, corroborated by Hertz's experiments,

sensible heat in the light of the firefly . There that lightis electrical vibrations radiated from

is no reason why nature should not be suc- the sun along straight lines, Professor Bige.

cessfully imitated in this respect,and Profes- low supposes thatthe corona, too,sends along

sor Hertz hopes to make a practical appli- its streamers waves ofmagnetic energy, elec

cation of his discovery in a method of obtain- trical messengers which ultimately find a

ing better results than we now do from our home in the earth. They are drawn in by

present ordinary means in getting electrical the earth , so to say, along the lines some

vibrations similar in every respect to those times so beautifully indicated by the aurora

of light but of greaterwave-length . By mod- when it is visible.

ifying his original apparatusand making use The result of these two radiations, the one

of the rapidly alternating currents now avail- direct, the other coming by curved lines, is

able in later experiments he has some pros- to constitute a double field of magnetic force .

pect of producing waves so much shorter that within which the earth revolves on its axis

all ofthem will be luminous ; in other words, and swings around the sun . In other words

of developing a new source of light without the earth and sun together form a large dy

heat. The result if successful will be an en namo machine in which the sun is the field

tirely new method of illumination differing magnet and the earth is the revolving arma

as widely from the electric lights as they do ture. The currents of electricity thus set up

from gas light and lamp light, and sur- varying in intensity at different points in the

earth's orbitand according to the parts of the

* The bolometer is an instrument devised by Professor
sun and earth brought face to face by their

Langley to measure small changes of temperature. It

willmeasure accurately to less than one ten-thousandth rotations, give rise to the periodic changes in

of a degree Fahrenheit. the needle's position .

I '

CHRISTIANITY AS A FACTOR IN JAPANESE POLITICS.

BY W. C. KITCHIN , PH . D.

T is now three hundred and forty years name of religion, a European sovereignty

since Francis Xavier, the great mis- over Japan , that broughton themerciless per

sionary apostle ofthe sixteenth century, secution that terminated only with the utter

organized the first Christian church in Japan ; destruction of the native church in the first

and from his day until the present time half of the seventeenth century. It was to

Christianity has been a potent factor in Jap- prevent the re-introduction of thehated West

anese politics. Itwas thewell-grounded fear ern religion that Japan, in 1640 , excluded all

of the government that the early missionaries European nations from her shores excepting

were nothing less than the emissaries of a only the Dutch , whom she confined to a

foreign power seeking to establish , in the little artificial island in Nagasaki Bay, for
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bidding them to hold religious services, to mosity toward the religion of civilized na

have Bibles or other Christian books in their tions, the people of those nations would re

houses, to make public use of the Christian gard Japan as a barbarous country whose in

calendar, or to import coins, jewelry, or any habitants were no whit superior to the man

thing that bore the figure of the cross or any eaters of Fiji or the bushmen of Africa. Such

written or pictorial reference to the fore were the arguments with which the repre

bidden faith . sentatives of the several treaty powers backed

This condition ofthings continued down to their appeals to have the edict against Chris

the opening of the country in 1853. During tianity revoked and the persecution ofnative

the interval of more than two centuries that Christians forbidden . For a time these re

had elapsed since the expulsion of Europe monstrances were treated with a show of con

ans, a few foreign priests had dared to tempt. The government held that these

venture to Japan, but they were, without were matters of internal policy with which

a single exception , seized and either put to strangers had no right to interfere. The foreign

death or imprisoned for life, and their con- ministers nevertheless persevered in their

verts, if they had made any, were crucified undertaking and finally triumphed . In a de

or burned at the stake. It was only when cree bearing the date of February 24 , 1873,

coerced into doing so, that Japan again ad- the edict against Christianity was ordered to

mitted the foreigner to her shores , and her be removed from the public notice -boards

chief objection to his coming was the fear throughout the empire.

that hewould bring his religion with him . · That this important step was the result of

“ Our country is now open to foreigners,” the continued efforts of the foreign ministers

said the governor of Nagasaki, in 1857, to the and consuls there can be no doubt. That the

officers of the American man -of-war Powha- Japanese governmentwas led by purely po

tan , “ and we shall be glad of whatever you litical considerations tomake the desired rev

may bring us with the exception of two ocation is equally clear. The Japanese had

things, -opium and Christianity ." Two long before awakened to a knowledgeofthe fact

years later three missionary societies had la- that the foreign powershad taken advantage of

borers in Japan. For the first ten years no their ignorance when the treaties were made

progress was made,
to impose restrictions upon their government

The government looked upon the presence that must be removed before Japan could as

of the increasing missionary force with the sert herself as an independent and sovereign

utmost alarm and hostility . The old edict state . The extra-territoriality clause by

against the foreign religion, making conver- which foreign residents were considered as

sion to its teachings a capital crime upon the being under the laws of their own respective

partof a Japanese subject,was revived, and, governments was particularly offensive. Yet

in 1868, a new enactment was promulgated. they fully realized that they were bound hand

It ran thus : “ Theevil sect called Christian is and foot. To appeal to arms against a score

strictly prohibited. Suspected persons should of powerful nations was not to be thought

be reported to theproper officers,and rewards of. The only possible hope of redress was to

will be given .” A year latermany hundreds convince foreigners of their fitness to receive

of Roman Catholic Christians, descendants more rights in the great family of nations

of themartyrs of the sixteenth and the sev . and, by winning the good -will of Western

enteenth centuries, who had maintained a se people generally, thus to bring a pressure to

cret allegiance to the faith of their fathers, bear upon the governments of the several

were discovered and torn from their homes countries that would lead to a revision of the

near Nagasakiand were then closely confined treaties. But, if their attitude toward Chris

in prisons in different parts of the empire. tianity was calculated to make Europe and

It was at this juncturethat Christianity be- America regard them as barbarians, clearly it

camean important factor in Japan's political was incumbent upon them to take steps that

relations with foreign powers. The ministers would remove that impression. It took some

and consuls of Western nations united in a time for this view to prevail, but prevail it

protest against this unmerited persecution of finally did , with the result above noted .

native Christians. The Japanese govern The decree of February 24, 1873, brought

ment was madeto understand that so long as liberty of conscience in religious matters ;

it cherished such bitter, unreasoning ani. thenceforward themissionaries were virtually
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free to preach and teach wheresoever they someof the odiously rigorous clauses can .

wished . Yet the action of the government celled , but all to no purpose. Some of the

by no means carried with it the unqualified foreign representatives , influenced by the

assent of all of Japan's leading statesmen to cupidity of traders, refused to consider the

the freedom It gave to religious teaching. matter. Others from conscientious scruples

Many still regarded Christianity with feelings hesitated to take any steps toward placing for

of the bitterest hatred , and looked upon the eigners under Japanese law . Thus all ofthem

rapidly growing native church as a moral temporized and Japanese statesmen were at

cancer that would yet endanger the life of the their wits' end. Had they not done all that

body -politic. they could be reasonably asked ? Had they

Notably, among such thinkers, Mr. Fuku- not adopted thearts and sciences ofthe West ?

zawa, editor ofthe Jiji Shimpo (News of the Were not their laws modeled upon those of

Day ), the ablest newspaper in Japan, fought the foreigners ? Why then should the latter

with voice and pen what he regarded as a hesitate to accord them their undisputed

deadly peril to the state. Mr. Fukuzawa is rights as a nation ? Whatneedful condition

one of Japan's foremost thinkers, a political was still left unfulfilled that made the for

leader who looks at all questions from the eigners hesitate ?

standpoint of the patriot, and who values a It was Mr. Fukuzawa that proposed an an

movement in proportion as it promises to swer to these questions. In the early sum

benefit his country. Hehad long been known mer of 1884 there appeared an editorial article

as oneof the ablest opponents ofthe religion in the Jiji Shimpowith the astonishing title ,

ofthe West,and his little pamphlet, Yaso-kyo “ The Adoption of the Foreign Religion

Koku -gai (Christianity an Injury to the Coun- Necessary . " This new political creed of Mr.

try), had been widely read and had exerted a Fukuzawa's was the most remarkable utter

great influence. In 1881, Mr. Fukuzawa ance that Japan had heard for many a day .

published another book , Jiji Shogen ( A Brief That so shrewd and sagacious a thinker

Survey of Present Questions), in which he should change his opinion so completely as

spoke of Christianity as an unmixed evil, to take a position directly opposite to the one

full of future peril to the safety ofthenational he had held three years before caused a sur

life; andurged upon theauthorities their duty prise that was equaled only by the admira

of suppressing it while it was still weak and its tion that was called forth by the man's

destruction was easy. A believer in no sys- straightforward honesty and his courage in

tem of religion whatsoever himself, thewriter, boldly confessing himself to have been mis

as a patriotic Japanese, viewing thematter taken, in unhesitatingly renouncing what he

from a merely political-expediency stand- had come to consider an untenable position ,

point, decided that the adoption of Chris- and in advocating a policy still unpopular

tianity by a large number of his countrymen with his countrymen .

would be fraught with dangers of the most Mr. Fukuzawa, himself an adherent of no

serious character to the empire. Adherence religion , in 1881 had declared Christianity

to a foreign religion , he argued , would sap to be a dangerous thing and had urged its

the patriotism of the Japanese , create an un- suppression . Mr. Fukuzawa, an unbeliever

due fondness for foreign manners and cus- still by his own confession, in 1884 sees in

toms, and, as their numbers increased , a Christianity a bond of union and sympathy

powerful Christian political party would be among the Western nations, and,wishing to

formed, which might, at foreign instigation, have Japan enjoy the friendship and confi

rise in arms against the government, and, dence of these powerful governments, con

calling upon their Christian brethren of cludes that the quickest way to the attain

Europeand America,barter away forever the ment of this end is to encourage the people

sovereignty and independence of Japan. to adopt Christianity as the national religion

Such was Mr. Fukuzawa's belief in 1881. of Japan.

During the next three years ,theall-absorbing Said Mr. Fukuzawa, “ It is an undeniable

topicof discussion in the venacular pressand fact that the civilized countries of Europe and

in foreign and native official circles was the America excel all other lands, not only in po

proposed revision of the existing treaties litical institutions, but also in religion, cus

with thevarious Western powers. The gov- toms, and manners. It is as natural, there

ernment exerted itself to the utmost to have fore, that they should be inclined to despise
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nations that differ from them in these pare priety of the emperor's receiving Christian

ticulars as that other nations should appre- baptism has been seriously discussed, and

ciate their superiority and strive to imitate the number of those in favor of making

their example. Thus these features of a su- Christianity the established religion of the

perior civilization in Europe and America state is constantly increasing. The proba

constitute a certain social distinctive color, bility is that, before the beginning of the

world -wide in its character . Any nation, twentieth century, Japan , as far as an im

therefore , which lacks this distinctive badge perial edict can make it such , will be a Chris

ofWestern civilization stands in the position tian nation. At least the signs of the times

of an opponent and is not only unable to are, at present, all pointing that way .

cope with the superiority of enlightened Throughout the entire empire mission work

Americans andEuropeans, but is directly ex- has felt the influence of the new views with

posed to their derision. Hence one of the which Christian propagandism has come to

disadvantages under which inferior nations be regarded by the government, and the dif

laborwhen they present a different color from ficulty is no longer in winning converts but

that of Western nations. The adoption of in sifting the throngs of would-be com

Western religion along with institutions and municants and selecting only those that are

customs is the only means by which the so- worthy.

cial color can become so assimilated as to re Here lies the great danger of the Christian

move this bar to intercourse and this cause church of Japan. She has become popular.

of opposition. Government officials honor the commence

“ Looked at from this point of view , it ments of her schools with their presence in

would appear that we ought to adopt the re- the provinces, the mayors of cities and gover

ligion which in Europe and America exerts nors preside over mass-meetings for the dis

so considerable an influence over human af- cussion of Christianity, educators aud states

fairs and social intercourse, so that our coun men profess an earnest interest in her prog

try may become a part ofChristendom , pre- ress, the columns of the daily press are

senting the same social appearance as the thrown open to her scholars and writers. As

Western powers, and sharing with them the a result of all this political-expediency pat

advantages and disadvantages oftheirciviliza- ronage the church is threatened by the most

tion . We believe that the diplomatic ad- serious dangers. A people, like the Japanese,

justment of international intercourse with accepting the foreign creed in profession but

the outer world can be affected only by pur- retaining pagan hearts andminds,may injure

suing the course here suggested. Christianity by developing it in formsso pal

“ As before stated , if we are not mistaken pably corruptas to check its advance through

in our arguments, there is no alternative for Asia . Imperial edicts cannot convert the

our own country butto adopt the social color hearts of the people though theymay make a

of civilized nations in order to maintain our certain belief the religion of the state. It re

independence on a footing of equality with quired all the centuries between Constantine

the various powers of the West. Asan ab- and Luther to teach thepeople of Europe that

solutely necessary preliminary , however, the religion is a matter for the individual con

Christian religion must be introduced from science alone ; and it will be a sad thing if

Europe and America where it is propagated the East is fated to repeat themistakes of the

with the utmost enthusiasm . The adoption West. The tendency of the spirit of expe

of this religion will not fail to bring the feel- diency everywhere is to neglect means and

ings ofour people and the institutions of our grasp after results. Yet the results of a great

land into harmony with those of the lands of religious revolution which benefits no man's

the Occident. Weearnestly desire, therefore, religious condition , which is unattended with

for the sake of our national administration , any internal change in the minds of those

that steps be taken for the introduction of who promulgate or obey it, which, viewed

Christianity as the religion of Japan.” from a Christian stand -point, is only blas

The past six years have witnessed a wide- phemyand hypocrisy,must be useless to any

spread acceptance of these sentiments by country and injurious to the diffusion oftruly

Japanese statesmen andthinking men gener- religious ideas by checking the genuine con

ally . The constitution granted last year version of the people and substituting there

guarantees religious liberty to all. The pro- for the mere acquiesence of unbelief.
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DOMESTIC SERVICE.

By Margaret Maynard. -it's not that I am complainin ' of the

fam'ly ; butyou know yourself, ma'am , that
THE KITCHEN GIRL'S SIDE .

you wouldn't like niver to know just when

HAVE not the gift - for I believe it to be you are to be called . I'd rather work more

a special endowment - for vernacular, à la hours and thin have some as I know I'm

knows as Charles Egbert Craddock , or Now this, I fancy , touches the key -note of

with which Rose Terry Cooke is so especially the servant question . Girls go into factories

endowed ; so I shall tell the kitchen girl's and stores, and have, on the whole, often

side ofthe domestic story in my own dialect, harder work and less pay, considering their

so to speak . expenses in boarding ; but it is this one

Nellie is a very fair representative ofher feature of definite hours which appeals to

class, and when we come into a little per. them . There is a certain respect of individ

sonal sympathy with these working girls, uality which the kitchen girl does not re

and gain a clearer knowledge of their per- ceive.

sonal relationships and surroundings, we For instance Nellie tellsmethat the usual

shall realize that human nature is primarily breakfast hour of the Smiths is at half-past

the same, whether in the untaught domestic seven . The family keep two servants, Nel

or the college-bred girl, and that there are lie, the cook,and Mary, the parlormaid ,who

greater susceptibilities to influence in the waits on the table. A man comes in for an

girl in the kitchen than is commonly be- hour a day to regulate the furnace and at

lieved . tend to the sidewalk . Nellie's duty is to

Nellie is of Irish parentage, but American rise at six, get her kitchen in order for the

born . Her parents live down “ on the coast” day and have her breakfast nicely cooked and

in southeastern Massachusetts, where her ready to send up on the dumb-waiter at the

father works in a neighboring mill and her appointed hour. Mary arranges the table

mother in the summer adds to the family in- and places on it the fruit - oranges, straw

come by laundering for summer visitors to berries — whatever may be in season

the village. She has a sister who is a while Nellie bakes the rolls and gems,

chambermaid in a hotel and two brothers broils the steak, makes the coffee , and

who divide their time between the school after this frequently sends up a second

and “ odd jobs.” Nellie contributes to the course of hot cakes. In another hour the

family support. breakfast dishes come down, and the usual

Questioning her as to the satisfaction she washing and arranging must be done.

finds in her domestic work she tellsme she Luncheon is at one, and as Mr. Smith does

would much rather go to service in a hotel not come up to that it is a light meal, and,

than in a private family, because in that except when there are guests, as not infre

there are regular hours and regular duties ; quently happens, for Mrs. Smith is ex

she would know exactly what time she tremely hospitable, it is easily served. But

would “ have to herself ” and what hours dinner is - dinner . The hour is six, and

would be required of her in service. it requires the greater part of the after

“ Here, ma'am ,” said Nellie, “ it's not so noon to prepare each detail and complete the

hard that I am complainin ' of it ; Mrs. whole. By the time the soup goes up at six

Smith is a good woman , and Mr. Smith , he Nellie is often , in her own phrasé, " ready to

ivery now and then givesme tickets to the drop down .” It is half-past seven before the

museum , an' I can see a play,and Miss Alice repast is fairly and entirely over. It is nine

she tidies up me clothes a bit with a ribbon before order is finally restored to the culin

or a hat or a pretty dress she has left off ary regions.

a -wearin ', and very good it is, too, an ' I Nellie and Mary room together in a small

make it quite smartwith a little brightenin ' apartment under the Mansard roof. The
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running water is not on this floor. They Then, too, conditions are largely modified

must bring up their own in pitchers. Mary by the number of servants kept. I have

is frequently needed down stairs till a later taken , as myunit, an average city house

hour, and if Nellie goes to sleep she is sure hold, not rich, not poor ; not especially elab

to be wakened by Mary's coming . orate in its appointments , but still one that

But this is outlining merely one of the lives and entertains on rather a liberalmar

easiest days. There aremorningswhen some gin , and whose mistress is as considerate as

of the family desire to take an early train , will often be found. For when Mrs. Smith

and the breakfast must be served half an is to give a dinner party she orders all the

hour or an hour earlier. There are evenings sweets and ices and entrées from the caterers ,

when some guest or some memberof the thus giving Nellie scarcely more troublethan

family comes in at a late hour and must for the ordinary family dinner. If Nellie is

have something in thewayoffood served,often 111 she is attended to with cheerfulkindness.

necessitating the revival of thekitchen fire Mrs.Smith isnot tyrannicalnor hard -hearted ;

and some minor cooking . When Nellie is but she is thoughtless. It has never occur

called upon to do this she is expected to red to her that the constant liability to be

count it all joy. Is she not the cook ? Is called on at any minute is more wearing on

she not engaged for the family service and a girl's nerves than an even greater amount

convenience, and if John , the son and heir of work, in definite hours, would be.

apparent of the house of Smith , arrives at Is not this the initial reform needed in do

eleven p . m . with his college chum , and their mestic service, that, on engaging a servant,

very unascetic appetites demand an oyster be she cook , laundress, or parlor maid , defi

stew and a broiled steak , is Nellie to demur nite hours shall be assigned for her definite

at the hour ? By no means. She must be duties, and that outside those hours she is to

facile to the general family interests. In re- be the suprememistress of her time? The

turn , do they not do much for her ? They saleswoman works from eight to six , with a

mean to . They are not oppressive , and at little intermission ; the factory girl still

Christmas, John will remember her with a longer ; the teacher from nine till two, be

new gown ; but the one thing they do not sides all the vast educative work that over

remember is that Nellie has an individuality, flows the prescribed hours. Let domestic

and is not a machine. Nellie in all her rudi- service be placed on the same definite basis,

mentary state, has the same inalienable dis- and it will attract more intelligent and effi

like to be called upon at any hour, without cient workers. Let it be remembered that

ever feeling free, save in her one afternoon the cook , or the waitress, is not a body

out” and Sunday evening, that far more servant, but is engaged to do a certain defi

highly organized and complex beings would nite line of work, and that only .

feel. Then , too, there is a saving grace of life in

To my mind this point is the one root of remembering thatweare each,in oneway or an

evil regarding the servant question . If the other, our brother's keeper; that we are re

cook were given to understand that from six sponsible for the development and advance

till half-past two o'clock she will be expected ment of those with whom wehave to do,and

to respond to any reasonable demand, and whose lives, in the providence ofGod, touch

again from the time necessary to prepare our own .

dinner till it is over, but that on no account

is she to be summoned outside ofher liours

By Helen Campbell,

these hours to be determined beforehand, by

mutual agreementwhen she enters into ser A VOICE FROM THE SILENT SIDE.

vice - one of the greatest sources of friction “ TELL uswhat the servant thinks," writes

would be avoided . The hours of service the editor of THE CHAUTAUQUAN to this

must inevitably differ somewhatin each fami- second factor in the symposium ; a field

ly. They depend on many things. Where whose sides include the seed of even more

there is a midday dinner and only tea at wrath than has already been my portion. To

night, the domestic régime is much more claim that the servant has a side, is to arouse

simple. In city life this is usually impracti- on the instant the sense of wrong and the

cable, as business and professionalmen can- memory of fruitless efforts toward betterment,

not return to their homes at that hour. that lie in the breast of most housekeepers.
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Letters by the hundred , appeals public and the burden of care and perplexity imposed

private, even within the lastyear, have come by inefficient and untrained service, and who

in on this subject. It is impossible to men- learn no lessons of tolerance from any per

tion the sufferings of needlewomen , without sonal experience ? Not one means injustice.

the instant cry from matrons of all orders, Not one fails to mete it out to every soulwho

“ Why don't they go into domestic service comes under her direction .

then ? ” No statement of real conditions These are not lightly spoken words, nor do

avails to end this cry or bring any conviction they touch the numbers who work patiently

of the reason that may lie on the silent side. and most often silently toward better ideals

From the Philistine one does not look for and a truer comprehension of what is the

reason or justice. From women who have groundwork of the rooted objection to do

watched the course of American progress mestic service . They are the words of long

and the gradual conquest of our kitchens by experience ; the summary of many testi

the lowest order of foreign labor, comprehen- monies from servants of all orders , as well as

sion might be expected . The intelligent from wise mistresses, many of whom have

American is hardly likely to stand in the lot trained and kept for years women who in the

with the frowzy Biddy fresh from her native beginning were apparently hopeless speci

bogs, or even with Swede or German. Let it mens of the worst their individual countries

be understood at once that there is intended had to offer.

no onslaught on any nationality. I have had First among these testimonies comes a

life-long experience of Irish devotedness and group of over a hundred, gathered in the

affection in the person of an old nurse, in the “ New Century Guild for Working Women ,"

family for forty years, and know other cases one of the best of the many good things in

hardly less genuine. I speak simply for the Philadelphia . Its president, Mrs. Eliza S.

question as a whole and beg that every reader Turner, who handles her nearly twelve hun

will try to look at it in the samemanner. dred members as if they were a dozen only,

It is doubtful if even this appeal will have has year after year taken testimony on this

much weight, for always in making it , there point. Quaker by training and mental habit,

rises the picture of the matron already re- she has desired to bring domestic service into

ferred to , one of our popular authorities in the foreground and has quietly labored to this

cookery, etc., who wrote a year or two ago : end. Retaining my own connection with the

Fifty thousand victims of the seller's greed
Guild I have also asked questions and re

and the buyer's selfish thoughtlessness could corded answers. They are from every grade

to-morrow make breathing room and better of worker, from thebook -keeper in the great

wages for sister women, if they would accept bazars of Philadelphia, to the girl in the bag

for themselves easy work and good pay in vil- factory or jute mill, and all alike include

lages and rural districts. It is not the conscious- much the same objections. Add to this mass

ness of incompetency that holds them back the testimonies ofmany representative orders

from household service, for there is no competi- of girl already in service,and we have some

tive examination to make rusty the hinges of material for deduction. Let us see what the

kitchen doors. Still less is it the dread of un- summary is like, though in the space alloted

kind treatment from their employers. Caste here, only briefest outline is possible.

prejudice, contemptible in quality and mighty Taking the Philadelphia Guild as typicalof

in its grip upon mind and soul, condemns them workers everywhere, I find in myown col

to the woes graphically depicted by their cham- lection of testimony and as strongly in the

pions. Now and then one will boldly aver that general evidence, these counts against the

she prefers liberty and a crust to servitude and usual order ofmistress .

plenty . Let her, then, stand bravely in her
1. That mistresses do not know what a

chosen lot and make no drain upon sympathies day's work means and will seldom if ever

and alms that were better directed to the alle- guarantee any payment for over timeor give

viation of unavoidable suffering.

any portion of the day absolutely free to the

Here lies one portion of our text. If a worker, especially in the position of child's

woman who has knowledge sums up the sit- nurse.

uation in wordsabsolutely devoid of compre That a comfortably warm and decently

hension of any other side ,what shall be said furnished room with separate beds if two

ofwomen who do not think ;who simply feel must occupy it, is almost unknown, and de

2 .
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cent appointments for meals equally so. servants. Don't I know the way the hussies

3. That even where the servant is willing will do, comin ' outof a bog maybe, and not

to take less wages, the mistress is seldom knowin' the names even , let alone how to

willing to have the heaviest work arranged use half the things in the kitchen , and ask

for ; this meaning carrying coal up many in ' their fourteen dollars a month ? Don't I

fights of stairs, scrubbing pavements, wash- know it well and the shame it is to 'em ? But

ing, etc. then I know plenty of decent, hard -working

4. That often a livery is required , thus girls, too, that give good satisfaction , an '

setting the servant apart and forcing her to this is what I mean to say. They say the

take a social position which most regard as main trouble is the mistresses don't know ,

degrading. no more than babies, what a day's work

5. That there is seldom any place but the really is . A smart girl keepson her feet all

kitchen for receiving visitors nor any secure the timeto prove she isn't lazy, for if the

ity from espionage,whether they are male or mistress finds her sittin ' down she thinks

female. there can't be much to do and that she

6. The servant is often treated by themis. doesn't earn her wages. Then if a girl tries

tress as if her place and work were con- to save herself, or is deliberate like, they call

temptible and children are allowed to take her slow . They want girls on tap from six

the sameattitude. in the morning till ten or eleven at night.

These points give thereasons of reasonable Women make hard mistresses, and I say

and thoughtful girls, many of whom have again , I'd rather be under a man thatknows

had personal experience of precisely the dif- what he wants. That's theway with most.”

ficulties embodied here, and who earnestly The other statement is from an American

wish to see domestic service elevated and girl :

made possible. Precisely the sameorder of “ I was in a place, a big water-cure , where

objection is found in another collection of theman that ran it believed in bein ' all one

statements made chiefly by Irish domestics family . He called the girls 'helpers,'andhe

with a few German and Swedish testimonies fixed things so that each one had some time

added. Nearly fifty ofthese are before me, to herself every day, and he tried to teach

representing all grades of intelligence for this ' em all sortsof things. The patients were

class. They are often pathetic, often full of cranky to wait on, but you felt you was a

humor, and as often quite unconscious sum . human bein ', anyhow , and had a chance. I

maries of the evils encountered, but there is was thereninemonths,an ' I learned better'n

no space for them in detail. ever I knew before, how folks ought to live

I turn now to a sourceof information which on this earth , an ' I said to myself, the fault

even the most carping critic cannot question; wasn't so much in the girls that hadn't been

that of one of the Reports of State Bureaus of taught ever ; it was in them that didn't know

Labor, notably that of Colorado for 1889. 1s- enough to teach ' em . A girl thought it was

sued late in 1890. California has also done rather pretty an ' independent, an ' showed

work in this direction, but the Colorado re she was somebody, to sling dishes on the ta

port devotes more space. Here are the sta- ble, and never say 'ma'am ' nor ' sir,' and

tistics of this form of work and the official dress up afternoons an 'make believe they

statementof the wrongs and abuses endured hadn't a responsibility on earth . They

by many a servant who did her day's work hadn't sense enough to do any thing first

without complaint. To themany who ques . rate, for nobody had ever putany decent am

tion what side the servant can have, I sug- bitión into 'em . It isn't to do work well you

gest an immediate turning to this report as see. It's to get somehow to a place where

the surest testimony yet given on the silent there won't be any more work . So I say

side, and end this mere hint of what might that it's the way of livin ' and thinkin '

be said , with two representative statements, that's all wrong , an' that as soon as you git

in which both sides of the case find pres- it ciphered out an ' plain before you ,
that any

entation , woman, high or low , is a mean sneak that

“ I know all about it,” said an energetic, doesn't try to help everybody to feel just so .

capable woman of forty, an Irish .American Why, things would stop bein ' crooked an '

who had left household service for a shirt folks would get along well enough . Don't

factory. " Nobody need tell me about poor you think so ?”

G - Jun .
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BY MRS. KATE GANNETT WELLS,

T :

HIS new subdivision among women going is the shadow which will accompany

must now be counted as a factor in thegraduate throughout her life. Collegeis a

social development. Yet we query if wretched place when it is an offset from home.

there is as much difference between If the study of Greek and mathematics ends

college-bred women and those otherwise ed- in depreciation of home affection, be it ever

ucated as thewords suggest. Surely certain so trying orcommonplace, the girl would bet

tendencies are to be regretted in this classic ter never have left the narrow quarters which

fication , though caste founded upon edu- sheltered her. The love of tiresomeparents

cation is less to be deplored than the aris- and the cheer which daughters can give

tocracy of wealth . them , are not to be forgotten for the sake of

The assumption that non-college women college education. The graduatewho studied

lack the discipline or the benefits of educa- because she did not want to makebread, will

tion is gratuitous. We constantly hear that find her selfishness acts as a boomerang upon

college graduates best understand, not alone her own (intellectual?) enjoyment. The girl

the various techniques of special education, who takes collegeas a social incubating pro

butare best qualified to meet the emergen- cess, will find that it no more attains her ob

cies of daily life, to superintend charitable ject than will other social stepladders , which

and penal work, and to adjust the claims of are always too short to reach the socialheight

sociology . The old question of the relative to which she aspires. On the other hand,

worth of book and life education is revived when a college course is chosen because ofthe

under this new form . No one doubts that strength it gives for future noble service

such graduates comprehend specific subjects there is no doubt of its great worth. Stillwe

better than the uneducated, but a college question whether it is the only way of ob

course does not necessarily givebroad insight taining such training .

into the causes and results of to -day's social It is, however, more than possible that the

and philanthropic activities or produce hu- friendships, common purposes, and natural

man sympathy and democratic co-operation . excitements of a girl's college career do make

Graduates are apt to view every thing in re- the pleasures of home pall. When a girl

lation to themselves ; they are not interested graduates she is too old - even if she cares for

in people who do not care for their pursuits. society - to be a belle. She is too young to

They have studied books, not newspapers. be a leader in philanthropy , andmiddle-aged

They do not fit into home-niches. If they be- women will not elect her as their guide, for

come teachers, they crave the zest which she lacks experience ; yet sometimes it is

comes from working in the same lines with droll to see their modesty before the self

others, and though they like the home mo- assurance of a girl graduate, who, notwith

notony for their vacations, they could noten- standing her delight in the homage offered

dure it as a steady occupation . Home is sel- her as a superior young woman, still misses

dom the samepleasant place that it once was the college esprit de corps. Home is an unre

to a college girl,who farcies she has outgrown lated incident in her path . She longs for a

it. Many a graduate says, “ I must teach, career either in marriage oras a leader some

I can't stay at home. I missmy comrades how , somewhere, and soon her aging parents

and their stimulus. " reconcile themselves by turning to each other

Girls go to college from various motives, for the enjoyment they had hoped to find in

and on the motive for going depends largely their daughter, whose expenses of education

the result. Many are actuated by a general they have paid .

desire for education, others by the necessity It goes without saying that the educated

of acquiring training for self-support (how- know more than theuneducated, that there is

ever, knowledge of subjects is not pedagogy). cause for rejoicing in the large number of

Some go for the " fun of it,” others from a de- girls' colleges and that their graduates are

sire to escape from home. The reason for doing good work everywhere ; butweobject
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to the limitation of education as a process of to provide the wherewithal for a daughter's

absorption through colleges alone. Those or sister's college course . It is the quiet fit

who have gained knowledge through a fixed ting of one's self for the " ever womanly."

curriculum often know least aboutadaptation With such education are trained at the same

of means to ends. Common sense, Yankee time all the domestic, social, and charitable

grit, keen sympathy, the wisdom that comes faculties of the home-student. Knowledge

from experience, placesmany a middle-aged is seen in reference to its immediate appli

woman, whose school training ceased at cation . Life education keeps pace with in-.

eighteen, on an equality with a college grad- formation through books, which later may

uate. A knowledge of chemistry is a use develop into specialties of learning and oc

ful adjunct to cooking, but economical and cupation . Education is valued for its own

appetizing food can be prepared by observa- sake rather than as an opportunity for am

tion and practice. Coffee maybedeleterious to bition. There is little of the adventitious ex .

the human system ,but the scientist who ad- citements of a graduation day when knowl

vises a poorwoman to roast acorns instead of edge is gained athome, while on the other

the Mocha berry, should first find outwhether hand themore a college partakes of a home

or not thewoman lives in the vicinity of atmosphere and the freer it is from publicity

acorns and has a five-cent car-fare so that she the more enduring is its work. There are

can go to the oaks, or whether she works all many such colleges in the United States.

day and is too tired to gather acornsby moon- Perhaps there are enough !

light. Only by education can the final solution of

Again, college education is now regarded as the social problem be obtained , but even

so valuable that those who cannot obtain it when all the various extensions ofknowledge

regret such inability all their lives. The sor are welcomed , the belief deepens, —that edu

row is needless, for those who really care for cation must be gained by the individual for

knowledge can obtain it through such organ- herself from innate love of study, that all

izations as the Chautauqua Literary and the claims of family life must befulfilled, and

Scientific Circle. These put the burden of that sweetness of spirit, personal dignity ,

work which must be done, upon the pupil, and painstaking sympathy can give results

not upon the teacher. The teacher may be which are fully equal in national importance

inadequate compared with a professor , but to the technical worth of college education.

the pupil can bewhat she pleases. As aver. Both are needed, but if only the former can

age people rise in intellectual power, the be obtained, there need not be cause for indi

exceptional still stand pre-eminent, so that vidual despair.

any fear that partial knowledgemay cheapen The maternal quality, which is not neces

its own worth , is groundless . The education sarily related to the birth of one's own chil

which comes through homestudy has an en- dren, is the factor through which a woman

nobling effect upon the individual character can do most good in this world . College

(and through that upon thecommunity)which life need not interfere with the development

is fully equal to the special valueof a college of this faculty, yet practically it does, when

graduate. Moreover, home study in virtue of its graduates use their abilities for the bene

its very name, does not detract from the charm fit of others in an authoritativemanner or in

ofhomeas a place ofabode. The books and a philosophic spirit which lacks the element

specimens sent to the one student are seen by ofmaternalpersuasiveness that should belong

all the family , the little cluster of houses on to all women who long to shelter others. To

the hill-top or the village street is interested . be a homein one's self is the ideal ofmother

Here is something which each one can learn liness. That ideal is fostered by constant,

while doing the cooking and sewing. One progressive education. Themethod by which

does not go to this education ; it comes to it is gained does not constitute in itself a

one's door. It needs scarcely any money. mark of superiority.

There is no painful sacrifice of another's life
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BY MRS . EDNAH D. CHENEY ,

II. (CONCLUDED )
work , is not a fixed dead amount of which

ONEY is a very simple thing, but it what onehas, another lacks ; its power is in

has varied powers, and it is not al- its circulation, it travels from hand to hand,

ways easy to see how it represents leaving its value wherever it passes. The

the simple principle of a convenient amateur receives a hundred dollars for her

medium of exchange. picture . What does she do with the money ?

This is its first value, which enablesmen She buys books and so pays the author and

to practice a division of labor so that each the printer and the bookbinder, or the girls

man may do what he can do best, and get who fold the sheets, or she pays the milliner

what he needsmost,without a laboriousma- and the dressmaker, and all goes to keep

terial exchange of goods. But money has work active in supplying her variouswants,

also the convenient power of accumulation . while her picture delights many eyes. The

Your excess of potatoes will be worthless author cannot eat her own books, she must

next year, but turned into money to supply spend her profits on every one who will con

the needs of another, perhaps distant, com- tribute to her food and clothing.

munity, It will avail you to buy clothing at Another important consideration in regard

any time you may want it. It is this accumu- to paid work isthat it widens the opportunity

lation of power by means of money, or cap of the people to possess the highest results

italizing, as the political economists call it, of intelligent work . If the product is really

that enables money to command labor, and valuable it is desired by many who could not

produces the difficulties and heart-burnings receive it as a gift from the immediate pro

which so trouble our social life . Yet on this ducer.

power all great advance in civilization de Takean illustration from fruit, that delight

pends. of life, whose enlarged use depends so im

Another very important function ofmoney mediately on its cheapness. It used to be

is as a measure of value. What a thing will considered very mean to sell fruit, everybody

sell for, is a sign of what the world wants, must raise it for himself,and give the surplus

or rather what it is conscious that it wants, to his friends. One old gentleman who had

for there are values not measurable in gold . an abundance of fine fruit, but who could not

When Socrates told the Athenians that his command the service to send it about to his

reward ought to be “ maintenance in the neighbors, was still unwilling to sell a pear

Prytaneum ” they did not know their needs, or an apple, but his wiser wife arranged with

and were not willing to pay the petty price a restaurant keeper to take all their superflu

which would have saved them their most ous fruit at a fair price, and so the child who

precious possession . could command a penny had his pear or his

Now what difference does it make to the plums, and she could buy the nourishing

community whether a woman paints a pic- meats and warm clothing which their failing

ture and sells it for money, or does it as a strength required . Think of the pleasure to

gift or a contribution to charity ? In either thousands of families when by skillful cul

case, she adds so much to the work done in ture strawberries can be sold for five cents

the world , and if there is already too much less the quart ! Is it better that the rich

of that work , she may cause over-production, horticulturist should let them rot upon the

and so force others by lower prices to seek vines ? I shall never forget the shock it gave

different work . But if she sells her work in mewhen a rich woman showing me beauti

open market, there is this gain that she pro- ful wall fruit, said , “ The peaches rot upon

duces something that somebody wants, for the ground.” Shewas near a city where her

people rarely buy what they have no desire gardener could easily have sold them all, and

for, and so it is secured that her work has I thought of a hard -working girl who would

some utility. But you say theamateur, not gladly have worked a half-hour longer, to

obliged to earn her bread, takes the money have bought one of those luscious peaches

which the poor girl needs . Butmoney, like for which a dying sister longed . Doubtless
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the cultivator gladly would have given the and the other poormay desire the same situ

peach had she known the need , but that is ation as teacher. The rich girl may be the

just the blessing of the open sale, -It aims better teacher, and she will help the whole

to meet the want. body of teachers by raising the standard of

It is as a test or measureofvalue that work education , and improving the social status of

ing for money is especially important to workers.

women . Friends are always ready to praise I would say to the rich girlwho feels her

extravagantly work forwhich they would not privileged position a burden , that she has no

pay a penny. Dilettantism , superficial aim- right to throw away the advantage of her

less work , is the curse of women's lives. Let position, when she may by adding to it

the “ lightofthepublic square testthe statue” thought and conscience, make it a help to

not the rose-colored hue of the boudoir. herself and others.

Better a thousand honest failures, than one Use the opportunity to get the highest ed

make-believe success. This is a frequent vice ucation, to do the best work . Art, literature ,

of kindergarten training ; the child makes science, invention , need capitalized power.

something which has no merit but as an ex . Those who might advance them are often

ercise, and it is given as a Christmas gift to hampered by theneed ofwinning daily bread.

a doting friend who praises it as a precious At present, private means must often pro

thing of beauty and use. The richest women vide what to many seems indispensable for

who paint, do not now dare to call them- the public good. It may lead the way to a

selves artists until they have sold a picture. broad establishment of benefit to all. Whether

Another reason for working for money is, you have this power by inheritance , or win

that unpaid work tends to render the price it by your own skillful work , the responsi

of labor vacillating. To produce a useful bility for its use remains the same.

commodity by better methods, so that it can Look upon money not as dross, but as a

be sold at a lower price to all who need, is a power to help and bless others, accept it as a

general benefit, but to make the price uncer- measure of value, and willingly submit your

tain by irregular production embarrasses the work to its test. It is a test of work ofthat

market, overstocking it at one time so that which is done to supply the wants of others.

the laborer is not fairly paid , and leaving it Yet do not forget that there are priceless val

unsupplied at another,when the consumer ues in life, services that money cannot buy

must pay a higher price than he expected, or or pay, butbe sure that it is a higher not a

go without. A gradual rise or fall in prices lower standard that you are choosing, if you

is regulated by natural laws of supply and reject this one.

demand, but interference with the market The sweetness of money earned will help

embarrasses trade. you to understand theworkman better, will

Individual relationsmay call for departures put you into truer relations with your fellow

from the strict principles of social economy. men and women, and make you realize how

For instance, two girls one of whom is rich entirely its value is in its noble use .

WOMEN IN THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL .

BY CLARE DE GRAFFENRIED.

N Conservative eyes, the great governing that degenerate public sentiment which

body of the English metropolis has com- idolizes Gladstone and makes John Burns

mitted most of the sins in the calendar a hero. “ The County Council !” exclaimed

and stands pledged to as many other this stanch aristocrat. They are his

iniquities as wicked Radical brains backed Satanic Majesty personified ! ” - not im

by ungodly Liberal votes can invent and piously said, but with ferventunction and

achieve. A Tory lady unaffected as yet repugnance, the recollection of which occa

by leveling or socialistic ideas, her hus- sionedmuch amusementwhen afterward I be

band belonging to one of the oldest noble held that seemingly harmless company with

families in the kingdom , was deploring out the least diabolic air, presided over by a
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fat, ruddy, Innocent-faced, boyish looking desk. Thoroughness, patient application to

man in a sky-blue suit adorned with a huge details, characterizes the busiest man or

rose boutonnière, and not even a sulphurous woman in the whirl of London political and

figure of speech to bear out her comparison . social life. An introduction to a member of

To term the Council a municipal body is , Parliament elicits a reply in person or from

however, a misnomer. The City proper - a his own hand ; and when you meet, he has

small district a square mile in area extend- made memoranda about people who, he

ing from the Tower to Temple Bar within thinks,may be useful to you, has provided

limits once inclosed by walls with gates - has letters to them or brings about an interview ,

its separate police in special uniform , its and even troubles himself to write and ask

venerable privileges, its own mayor and al- notables in your line of work or thought to

dermen, altogether independent of the enor- call on you - in sharp contrast with the ready

mous straggling composite entity known as promises buthalting fulfillmentofmost of us

London , throwing out tentacles in every di- Americans.

rection and grasping new boroughs in its The Council convenes about half past two

rapacious arms. In the County Council - a o'clock, and often sits four and five hours,

governing agency borrowed from the French disintegrated at intervals by the slipping

by many English towns — the district known away ofall themen for that indispensable ad

as the City is represented by such men as junct of every English ceremony whether

Rosebery and Lubbock . London itself was pertaining to birth, life, or the grave, -after

a mere " geographical expression,” without noon tea . The chairman - Lord Rosebery

autonomy or definite boundaries until, out of at that time- flanked by two vice -chairmen,

Middlesex, Surrey, and Kent, the county of one of them the venerable scientist, Sir John

that namewas recently carved. The Council, Lubbock , occupies a spacious platform raised

voted for directly by the people , is really an a few feet above the floor level. Lord Rose

elective committee of the enfranchised from bery is an ideal presiding officer, fair, cour

the fifty -eight districts composing the county, teous, quick, logical, and business-like. The

with power to add to their number by desig- vote is taken by holding up hands instead of

nating aldermen , one of these aldermen so standing, the chairman slowly counting the

chosen from the City being a woman . In its number of hands raised for the ayes and then

make-up, all shades of political, religious, for the noes, announcing the totals . If a di

and economic faith are embraced , reflecting vision is called for, members file into oppo

truthfully the constituencies delegating au- site lobbies and walk between tellers,who in

thority. form the chairman, on reassembling , of the

Not a moss-grown institution like parlia- result. At this particular session the first

ment or the mayoralty is this remarkable measure discussed pertained to assuming

legislative assemblage, but the outcome of charge of some of the parks and gardens

recent changes demanded by lack of central opened for the people by the Council's prede

agencies and need for better administra- cessor, the Metropolitan Board of Works,

tive regulations to cope with increasingly and since the extinction of that body, closed

difficult problems ofmunicipal government. for want of funds. The motion was carried,

The trend of its action has been somewhat a victory for Lord Heath and his coadjutors,

determined by the enormous socialistic press- who are providing , for the poor, playgrounds

ure ofthe last few years . While succeeding and open spaces in the most crowded and

to the functions of various hoary, anomalous wretched quarters, taxing landed proprietors

executive bodies which it supersedes, the more heavily for the purpose. Indeed , the

Council itself, barely having reached its sec- radical dealings of theCouncil - although be

ond birthday, is essentially new . Every tween two fires of opposing criticism , not ex

thing connected with it is new , even its treme enough for the socialist and too revo

smart assembly hall near Trafalgar Square, lutionary for the steady -going citizen - have

large and light, half encircled by a gallery , effected as many improvements in two years

and brilliant in red plush upholstery . as were heretofore wrought in as many dec

For each session , a printed list of bills or ades. Rates have been levied on the rich to

measures to be acted on, forming a consid- build decent artisans' dwellings; inequitable

erable volume, is with true English thorough- ground-rentcontracts havebeen readjusted ;

ness prepared and placed on every member's the population has been dispersed from the
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lowest haunts where crowding had reached I recognize at once the original of a masterly

the saturation point, and settled in model portrait in the Academy painted by Collier,

blocks ; pestilential rookeries have been de- Huxley's son -in -law , and representing John

molished, infamous resortsclosed, dark streets Burns.

lighted .
The leader of the dock laborers' strike is a

In keeping with such progressive spirit is useful member of the Council, an unpaid of

the youthful character of this assemblage, fice he was unable to assumeuntil his con

the Councilbeing largely composed of men stituents forced his acceptance of a sum

scarcely yet in the primeof life. A few cler- equivalent to whathe earned at his trade of

ical black coats besprinkle the room where, engineer, two guineas a week . Even of this

in June, light business suits prevail, set off small amount, postage demanded for his

by the invariable blossom in the coat lapel. heavy correspondence absorbs the third ;and

At least two Israelites, sleek and irreproach- his intimates describe him trudging miles

able, are prominent in the proceedings. with his wife to the scenes of the labor agita

A tall blond man enters,serious, earnest, tions he controls,being too poor to pay tram

that young Charington, once a rich brewer, fare. Enemies charge that Burns made

who, converted by Moody, gave up his brew- money by thedockers ' movement.
No un

ery, pledged his private fortune toward a biased person believes such an accusation ;

people's mission hall in the Mile End, and for, though there was a deficit notwithstand

devotes his life to religious and charitable ing the vast sums flowing in for relief, it

ministrations
. The best military “ coach ” would have been a marvel and equally an im

in England wabbles about, a fat figure clad in possibility to account for every dollar dis

white flannels as if just shot over in a pneu- tributed in such need and stress. John Burns

matic tube from India. Among the socialists is to-day the idol of the workingmen
of Lon

presentare several peers ; other noblemen are, don ; and in case of an early appeal to the

or rather were, Home Rulers in politics, be- country, the champion of the dock laborers

ing members of the Council in virtue of their will surely be elected to Parliament.

broad advanced policy more than as protec To a woman, the most interesting figures

tors of the ancient privileged orders. Lord in any life drama are those, not of men , but

Monkwell is conspicuous
, his clear, penetrat- of her own sex who embody noble, effective

ing gaze and shrewd face framed by a close effort. Joan of Arc has upon the schoolgirl

clipped beard ; and the aristocratic personage imagination a hold which Richard the Lion

with blue black hair, dark eyes, and immacu- hearted never secures ; in female annals,

late vestments is Lord Compton, married to Mary Somerville is equally honored with La

the daughter of the celebrated Lady Ashbur- place ; and a tender reverence enwraps

ton who was the friend of Carlyle and is still, Elizabeth Browning's memory which all the

at advanced age, a marked celebrity in the gifts of her immortal husband fail to inspire.

English world of fashion . With a thrill of pride, an almost personal

Asthe chairman enterswith an old man on though vicarious sense of fruition, one be

his arm , there is a round of unwonted applause holdstwo women installed among the law

and the distinguished guest is shown to Sir makers for the greatest city on the globe.

John Lubbock's vacant seat where, his hand Masculine activities and accomplishment

curved behind his ear and just parting his seem but a frame, a luminous background to

gray locks, he listens with head bent for- throw outmore strongly the worth and dig

ward to every word of the debate, approval nity of those feminine faculties which com

or dissent painted on his speaking face. It mand such recognition. Isolation as well as

is Mr. Gladstone. His retirement an hour prominence and advancement make the fe

later becomes the signal for a second outburst. male members of the County Council note

The round of business is presently broken by worthy. In London , widowsand unmarried

a few terse words in a deep, rich , musical women who are householders or property

voice, proceeding from among the pillars sup- owners being allowed to vote for councilors,

porting the gallery. Every head is craned and any one possessing this franchise being

toward a nervous, wiry figure in a shabby eligible for election to that body, women in

coat, swarthy and pale, but so slight that sisted on the right to sit in the Council, and

one is puzzled to decidewhere can be packed two candidates were triumphantly chosen .

away that noble, sonorous organ of speech. This claim was bitterly disputed , the first at
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tack having been made on Lady Sandhurst, onymous in London with devotion to the

the result being that she had to vacate her working classes. By her own unaided effort

seat. Her colleague, Miss Cobden, and also she secured subscriptions of £ 30,000 to build

Miss Cons, who had been named alderman to in dreary, indigent Southwark a great thea

represent the City , retained their places ter for the pleasure of the poor. At Victoria

longer by feminine stratagem or rather by Hall every night she and her sister are to be

quick -witted foresight ; for a clause in the law found ; and there this alderman standing for

asserting that no seat in the Council shall be the powerful rich City enters as a friend into

contested after the lapse of a twelvemonth , the troubles of working girls and provides

these imperiled members quietly staid at wholesome recreation for their joyless

home, going their womanly way, their irate parents .

opponents forgetting their existence or con The solitary woman councilor, whose seat

gratulating themselves that the fight was in- has been declared untenable,modestly claims

gloriously abandoned. When the year had to have been put forward as standard -bearer

expired, the two ladies promptly reappeared , for her sex because of the influence attach

took part in the proceedings, and for a while ing to her father's name. Sheis well dressed,

controlled the situation . Butthe movement femininely handsome, with a brilliant pink

to unseat Miss Cobden was so far successful and white skin and brown eyes, an aureole of

that the court of Queen's Bench has lately de golden gray hair surmountingan intellectual

cided against her, with penalties and costs. brow . Fluent and forcible, her gentleness

In behalf of the principle which English overlying both will and spirit,wise in leader

women leaders consider to be at stake, she ship , unselfish in victory, and unmoved by

will appeal - with what issue remains to be defeat, if woman's cause can be furthered po

seen . litically , Jane Cobden will help to drive the

The name of Miss Constance Cons is syn- aggressive wedge.

THE KITCHEN SCRAP-BOOK .

BY MINNIE A. BARNEY ,

Y

OUNG Mrs. Martin tripped across the The two young housewives settled them

lawn to the side door of her next-door selves for a cozy chat. They were very fond

neighbor's house and found the little ofcomparing notes on the subject of domes

woman busy sprinkling a layer of fine tic economy.

salt upon a small engraving which was fas “ Do tell me what your Kitchen Scrap

tened smoothly on a board. book is. I have seen your portrait book , and

“ Whatdo you think you're doing, Ella ?” your collection of noted places, and your

was the laughing inquiry. “ Ulysses sowed scrap-books of poetry and prose, and thought

salt on the seashore. Are you too feigning that as a compiler you were a worthy succes

madness by sowing it on this marine view , sor to the late lamented Griswold ; butwhat

and if so, why ?” is this new compilation ?"

“ I'm only testing a recipe for cleaning “ The name doesn't signify much ," replied

engravings before I put it intomy Kitchen Ella , “ only the book stands on a shelf in the

Scrap-book . Sit down and watch the ex- kitchen , and I usually paste in the scraps

periment. The directions say that lemon when I am waiting for an angels' food to

juice must be squeezed on the salt until bake, or bread to rise , or salad dressing to

nearly all is dissolved , and that after every cool. You see, what troubled memost at the

part of the picture has been covered the beginning of my housekeeping was igno

board must be tipped to an angle of forty-five rance of the little things that comewith ex

degrees and boiling water poured over it to perience. Cooking and baking weren't hard

wash off themixture. There now , we'll leave because there were plenty of practical recipe

it to dry slowly so that it will not turn yellow . books, but just what could be found in none

If this is a success I have a large engraving of them I often wanted to know . For in

that I shall clean in the sameway." stance, how could I tell a fresh egg ? I re
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membered faintly something about putting my clippings was the hint that it would be

it in water and seeing which end came to the good for scraping porridge ormush from the

top, but which end indicated which state of sides of bowls and pots. For my pretty ma

freshness? Then I knew that flatirons could hogany center table which I thought ruined

bekept from sticking to starched surfaces ; because some ink had been overturned on it

was it by using beeswax or resin ? Unfor- (from a patent inkstand, by the way,war

tunately I experimented with the latter first. ranted not to spill when upset), I found a

The oxidizing was fast disappearing from remedy,and that was to brush the spotswith

our pretty wedding teaspoons ; how could I a feather dipped in diluted niter. The stains

keep that and yet make the remaining sur. faded as if by magic,and the polish waskept

face bright? What would take fruit stains by rubbing atonce with cold water."

out of silk ? Was it possible to remove “ Letmetake your book and see if there is

drops of sperm from a carpet ? If canned any thing practical for me,” said Mrs. Mar

fruit is beginning to 'work ' must it be tin . “ ' Flowers can be kept fresh for a long

thrown away or is there a way to stop the time if a pinch of soda is added to thewater.'

fermentation ? These and similar questions I knew that before. ' If an article has been

camewith provoking frequency. scorched in the ironing lay it at once in the

“ One morning I burned my finger on the bright sunshine.' Well, my washerwoman

oven door, and my German washerwoman doesn't even iron the clothes dry , so there is

told meto putmy finger on my ear. To my no danger of her ever scorching them .

surprise , just as she had said it would , the “ Clean carved ivory,' ah !that'swhat I want,

cool surface of the ear seemed to draw all the 'with a paste of dampened saw - dust and a

fire from the burn . That was too valuable few drops of lemon juice . Lay it on thick ,

to be forgotten and as I wrote it on themar- let it dry,and then remove with a nailbrush .'

gin of a recipe book the idea ofmy Kitchen I'll try that this very day on that pretty

Scrap-book originated . carved paper knife I bought in Paris."

“ In my firstleisure I searched all theHome She turned over theneatly pasted leaves .

Department columns of the papers stored in “ What are these initials on the margins of

the attic, cut out every paragraph that someof the slips ? " T. M.' makes methink

seemed to promise to be valuable, and have of the old lady who marked all her pies

since kept a systematic outlook for such T. M. for 'tis mince, and T. M. for ' taint

items,testing every thing before pasting it in , mince, and then complained that she couldn't

Itwas funny how any thing I watched for tell them apart after all.”

was sure to appear, and soon , too. We had Ella laughed merrily . “ Oh, those are the

someandirons stored away that had been in initials of the friend who recommended the

myhusband's family for years, and I could items, others are to show from what papers

have used them in our parlor fireplace, only they were cut. Notice this recipe ; it has

they had been neglected until they were as saved my buying new rubber overshoes for

dull as lead. I began to look for directions nearly a year. It is a quickly madecement

to clean old brass , and in almost the first for mending a break in rubber. 'Get five

mail came a sample copy of a story paper, cents ' worth of red rubber from the dentist's ,

worthless in itself, but having a paragraph cut it into small bits, put it into a bottle and

to the effect that old brass could bemade to dissolve it with chloroform . Apply quickly

look like new by pouring strong ammonia with a brush and it will harden at once.' The

on it and then scrubbing with a coarsebrush. next clipping has saved meseveral dollars

It worked like a charm , and the andirons on my ice bill this summer ; it says that an

when rinsed in cold water and carefully dried ice cream freezer packed three- quarters full

looked as you see now ," and Ella pointed of ice and salt and the other quarter with

with pride to their shining surfaces. newspapers, will freeze cream as quickly as

Her listener's face wore a sufficiently in- if packed full of ice."

terested look to encourage the little enthusi When young Mrs. Martin tripped back

ast to proceed, and she chattered on . across the lawn to her own door, she had her

“ My palette knife, which hadn't been out friend's Kitchen Scrap-book under her arm ,

of my sketch box since I painted those ri- and in her head a plan for copying all its

diculous panels before I was married , has at bits of advice and beginning a similar com

last found a sphere of usefulness, for among pilation ofher own.
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BY SARAH K. BOLTON .

A

goes out

CULTIVATED home is like a good life -size, hangs on thewall — the Rev.Herbert

harbor, a delightful place to anchor D. Ward , the son of Dr. Ward, who, with

in . If one is tired of the rush of New his literary wife, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps

York , Newark is not far away, and in Ward, well sustains the reputation of the

onehome there , at least, one can find cordial family.

welcome, esthetic surroundings, affection , Dr. Ward, like his sisters, has a passion

rest, and culture. for flowers, stopping each morning as he goes

Not that the family are not all workers, to his New York office to pick a pansy or

along the highest and best lines , but those other favorite. Joaquin Miller calls him

only know how to enjoy the rest which “ the man with a blossom ." His pet flower

comes from congenial friendship, who know bed on the lawn has a big castor oil plant

how to work . and otherluxuriantvegetation . “ When these

You walk up a broad street in Newark till are growing,” says a friend, “ he

you come to a brownstone house, the rocks morningand night,andwalks around them like

hewn from the quarry near by. It is two a Chaldean worshiper before his god, hands

stories high, besides attic, with broad piazza aloft and full of delight at their marvelous

covered with English and Japanese ivies. daily growth.” A rustic well-house on the

The latter vines are more luxuriant, it is said , boundary line between the Ward home and

than any except those at Hampton, Vir- that of their neighbors, adds to the beauty

ginia . Wistarias, blossoming in profusion , it of the lawn .

would seem from the sheer love of blooming The home within is just what the homeof

in the mellow sunshine, hang their purple artists and authors would naturally be, full

clusters among the various tints of green . of color, pictures , books, and things of inter

The grounds are full of flowers, ferns, fox- est gathered from all over theworld . Mary

gloves , blood-root ; old -fashioned flowers and Clemmer used to describe it as “ a house with

new , wild , and cultivated . It would not be a door in themiddle and rooms each side."

difficult to see that there is somebody in the At the right, as you enter, is the “ painting

lovely house who finds great enjoyment in room ” -I should call it the studio . Here

these gifts ofnature. any friends who wish suggestions in decora

Two sisters and a brother live in this home. tive work are cordially welcomed. Here, for

The brother, the Rev. William Hayes Ward, years, the sisters have had art classes each

D.D., the editor of The Independent for more week . Here the young ladies of the church

than twenty years, is well known by his of which the Wardsaremembers, prepare art

writings and his antiquarian research . In work for the Mission Band, Crewel Club,and

1884 he took charge of the expedition to other societies. Here, Miss Hetta Ward ,

Babylonia , and spent about a year in the attractive and capable, just at present is

ruins south of Bagdad . Miss Catharine writing poetry.

Wolfe, of New York , furnished themeans for Each week Miss Susan Ward prepares the

these investigations. Fine Arts columns of The Independent— both

He is an unusually fine linguist,especially sisters have written several Sunday -school

in theancient languages, and is president of books and made a collection of religious

the Oriental Society . I doubt if in any other verse and hymns for Christmas use - writes

home in this country, when they gather at articles for THE CHAUTAUQUAN and other

morning prayers , one person reads the Bible journals,doesnot forget orneglect her church

in Hebrew or Greek or Latin , another in work or the Chautauqua Literary and Scien

German, and another in French or Italian ; tific Circle, is president of the Philadelphia

none in English , save perchance a visitor. Branch of the Woman's Board , yet always

The other members of this scholarly house has time to read new books, to welcome

hold are Susan Hayes Ward , her sister Het. friends as a charming, cordialhostess, and to

ta Hayes Ward , and formerly — his picture, do good in a thousand ways, not the least of
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which is making theWard home a delight. rugs give a cheerful air to a room flooded

Of course it was known long ago that if one with sunlight. What a place in which to

wishes work to be done, one must go to the write, and think , and plan, and dream !

busiest persons. They only have leisure. The dining-room with its family portraits

Opposite the studio is the parlor. The on the walls, and oil paintings of fruits

walls are of rough plaster, tinted in fawn and flowers, the choice old sideboard which

gray, hung with water colors, copies of Tur- used to belong to the Rev. Nathaniel Niles,

ner, Sir Joshua Reynolds, and others,mostly the predecessor of the father of the present

gifts of artists. Turkish rugs are on the Wards, who filled the pulpit in Abington ,

floors, portières at the doors , and books, Massachusetts, the rare old china on the

books everywhere. In the hall is a large table, are all remembered by those who have

bookcase , and hanging shelves are full to been guests at the Newark home.

overflowing with books. Upstairs the floors,as everywhere else, are

The study is a place where one could lin- bare, with pretty rugs and antique furniture.

ger for days. It is amuseum of thingswhich Having slept in the " spare-room " under the

a student loves ; Assyrian in color , full of canopy, one does not forget the bed1-sprea
d

valuable book's,many on Assyriology, French woven by the great-grandmother of theWard

books with red backs, English with green, sisters, to which Miss Susan Ward has added

German with brown. Many are filled with her own delicate embroidery.

choice illustrations, in looking at which one Everywhere the artistic handiwork of the

forgets Newark and New York , and lives in sisters is seen ; perfect in harmony of color,

bygone centuries. In each Oriental book dainty in design , exquisite in execution .

one finds a unique bookplate, drawn by Miss The walls of the little eightby ten room

Susan Ward for her brother. The real im- where Miss Ward writes, are covered with

pression represents the sun god going up books on art and literature. In this con

over themountains through the gates ofday. genial room of a congenial home, she is one

Dr.Ward discovered the significance of this. of the busiest members of the Woman's

The bay window is full of growing plants ; Council Table, and she is also one of the best

the tall lamp with red shade, and the red and truest.

FÉNELON'S “ EDUCATION OF GIRLS.”

BY HARRIET CARTER ,

T

HE most marked trait of character in some directions which would aid her in the

Fénelon , the great French author,was training of her daughters . As he was at

his spirit of helpfulness. It was typ- that time engaged as teacher in the Convent

ical of his own nature that in “ Télé- of New Catholics, in Paris, an institution

maque,” his leading literary production , he established for girls, he was a most fitting

should have sent out as counselor to the person of whom to make such a request. As

young hero in his dangerous voyage, the his response , the world wasput in possession

goddess of wisdom under the assumed form of the “ Education of Girls," a work justly

of the sage old Mentor. To enact to the best described as " a masterpiece of delicacy and

of his ability in real life the rôle of a Mentor reason.” Fénelon was able to make the book

was themission of Fénelon's choice and the as useful and practical as it proved, because

one for which nature had especially adapted his quick ear caught echoing through this

him . His strong personality and magnetic mother's question the more pathetic cry of

influence led others to seek him ; his persua- all the girls of the period for help to lift their

sive power induced them to follow his direc- lives up to a higher plane. Heanswered his

his ability and his acquirements made friend by enrolling himself as a champion for

him a safe and a wise leader. the cause of woman's advancement.

Among themany appeals made to him for His book is written in a charming style ;

assistance there cameone from a lady friend, its spirit is liberal; its standard broad. But

a duchess, asking him to write out for her themodern reader is frequently astonished to
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find that a man who could propose so far in feeling again the courage of his convictions,

advance of his time such correct principles of headds, “ But
the weaker they are,

education, should so often have stopped themore important it is to strengthen them ."

short in his scheme without unfolding the Thus he vacillates, now pressing boldly up

higher possibilities toward which it so plainly to the extreme limits of his liberty,and then

led . To understand this it is necessary to go recoiling ; he ventures, retracts, trims, but

back to the timeand conditions under which always he pleads for progress.

it waswritten , and to obtain an insight into The evils arising from the neglected state

the temperamentof the writer.
in which girls grew up,he showed to be, that

Fénelon was a man who accepted situa- it left them devoid of the power of applica

tions, and then at once set to work to make tion , fond of trifling amusements, self

thingsmoveharmoniously within their fixed indulgent, vain , frivolous, and possessed of

environments. He lacked the one essential a romantic imagination which made real life

element of a reformer - defiance of an arbi- distasteful. Thetime to begin the remedy

trary established order of things ; but, for of these faults is in infancy. Then , after

attaining the highest permissible good, he giving copious directions for laying the

possessed an enthusiasm which led him to foundations of education, he proceeds to a

the very vergeof reform . detailed account of the matters in which girls

Unfortunately for him and the people by should receive special training.

whom he was surrounded , the despotic Louis First in the list he places the precepts and

XIV.was on thethrone of France. Fénelon, doctrines of the church , that allmothersmay

a devoted churchman, looked upon “ thepow- be prepared to instruct their children in holy

ers that be” as divinely appointed , and his things. Next there should be thorough drill

deeply religious nature must needs bow in in domestic economy ; and the leading prin

submission to royal authority. The peculiar ciples of general business should be taught,

bent of his conscience would notallow him to which he even carries so far as to include a

brave openly even the spirit of the agewhich slight knowledge of the legal profession .

had its birth in the wishes of the king. This One cannot help laughing now at the reason

age was averse to woman's higher education ; given for this : that this slight knowledge

Fénelon ,plainly seeing its need , urged it to its may show women “ how incapable they are

furthest expediency ,but dared go no further . of penetrating the difficulties of the law ,"

Hebegins his book by attacking the pop- and that they will therefore be prevented

ular prejudice against learned women . As from eagerly entering into lawsuits if left to

long as he is on safe grounds he fights val- manage for themselves. All girls should be

iantly , even using now and then little taught to read and write correctly , and to be

touches of sarcasm . Buthe shields himself familiar enough with grammar to insure a

behind such remarks as “ True, we must be proper use of language. A knowledge of the

on our guard against making them ridiculous four rules of arithmetic is important. Some

bluestockings." As a proof of the impor- branches of literature should be open to

tance of their training he states the fact that women , such as history and biography, as in

upon women rests the fulfillment of duties them they will find “ examples of courage

which lie at the foundation of human life ; and of disinterestedness.” Latin as the lan

the goodmanagement ofhomes, the right in- guage of the church they may learn . Of

struction of children . “ Is it not women," poetry and music they may be permitted to

he asks, “ who ruin or uphold families P” know a little, provided the greatest caution

And again , " Can men hope for any happi- be used in granting the privilege.

ness for themselves if their most intimate arts are “ poisonous delights." Painting is

companionship — that ofmarriage — be turned more useful,as it aids in the " planning of

to bitterness ?” fineneedlework . "

Then as if to curry favor with the sterner Such is the general outline of Fénelon's

sex for whathe is about to say, he makes the system , which for those days of intolerance

statement that “ women as a rule have still and absolutism was one of exceeding liber

weaker minds than men, therefore it is not ality. It contains the best things that the

expedient to engage them in studiesthatmay best man of his times could conscientiously

turn their heads. ... They may pass by say. It is only to be regretted that he did

certain extended fields of knowledge.” Now , not say the best heknew .
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WHAT CONTRACTS A MARRIED WOMAN MAY MAKE.

BY LELIA, ROBINSON SAWTELLE, LL. B.

Of the Boston Bar,

B

Ytheold common law a married woman verity concerningmarried women's contracts,

could make no contract whatever that but in somethe right of wives to contract is

could bind her orher property, unless much more restricted than in others. In

shehad a separate equitable estate held many states married women may now make

for her by trustees, in which case her con- all kinds of contracts with nearly or quite

tracts concerning such separate estate were thesame degree of responsibility that a mar

recognized and enforceable against the estate ried man or a single woman may do. There

in the chancery court. Even for the neces- are slight restrictionson these powers in some

saries of life she could not bind herself or her of the states I shall name, but space will not

property, and if she attempted so to do the allow of my going into minute particulars

contract was absolutely void and could never here. These states are Alabama, Arizona

be enforced against her or her property even Territory, California, Colorado, both Dako

after she becamea widow . Hard as this rule tas, District of Columbia, Idaho , Illinois, In

of law appears, the intent was to protect a diana, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Maryland,

woman's property and to make her husband Massachusetts,Michigan , Minnesota , Missis

solely responsible for her maintenance ; for sippi, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New

though she could not bind herself or her own Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New

property by her contracts for necessaries , she York , Ohio , Oregon, Pennsylvania, South

could make such contracts on her husband's Carolina, Utah Territory , Vermont, Virginia,

credit (unless he supplied her otherwise) and Washington, West Virginia , and Wyoming .

he would be obliged to pay her bills so con In a limited number of states husband and

tracted . This important subject of a wife's wife may makevalid contracts with each other,

power to bind her husband by her contracts namely, in Alabama, California, Colorado,

for necessaries will be considered somewhat Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan (in

at length in my next paper. It will be re- cases where equity would sustain them ),

membered that atmarriage all personal prop- Mississippi, Nevada, North Carolina , Ohio ,

erty went immediately to the husband, that Oregon, South Carolina, Washington , and

all personal property coming to her in any Wisconsin , In other states, such contracts

way during the marriage also became his, are not legalor binding. Thus in Massachu

and that the income and use of her real prop- setts ,although a wifemaymakeanycontract

erty was his during themarriage. Therefore of any kind and with any person — that her

the wife had nomoney or property which she husbandmay, a contractorconveyance ofany

could handle during the continuance ofthe kind directly between husband and wife is

marriage, and if it had been possible for her absolutely invalid and cannot be madebind

to make contracts binding on her real estate ing, and if a promissory note be given by

after her widowhood, it wasconsidered that one of a married pair to theother, it is utterly

she might be imposed upon by unscrupulous void and cannotbe collected from the maker

dealers, or even by a husband who should of the note or from his or her estate.

seek to evade his responsibilities. By this I will refer briefly to the states as yet un

system of law also , the husbandwho came mentioned. A wife may make contracts re

into possession of his wife's property atmar- lating to her separate estate, with more or less

riage became likewise responsible for her restriction (which differs from the broad

debts of all kinds contracted before marriage, power to make all and any contracts), in Con

which was someslight off-set to the counter necticut Delaware, Missouri, Texas, and

fact that the wife's property could be taken Wisconsin . Shemaymake binding contracts

by the husband's creditors immediately after only after becoming, by authority of the

marriage. court, a free trader or free dealer, in Florida,

There are few if any states where the com- Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, and North

mon law rule now prevails in its old time se Carolina. In Tennessee she may bind her
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separate equitable estate by her contracts un- enumerated classes of property and her real

less the power to do so is expressly withheld property, she can contract only by joint deed

in the instrument creating the trust,but such with her husband, unless he deserts her or

a contractmust clearly express the intention fails to provide, when she may apply to the

to bind her estate ; also she may contract if court for the powers of a single woman . So

her husband is judicially declared insane; if she comes to the state alone and remains a

and in Rhode Island a wife may make con- year without him , she has the rights and

tracts concerning the sale of her personal powers of a widow , but only till he shall

property, except her household furniture, come into the state.

plate, jewels , stock , or shares in an incorpor My next paperwill be on the subject, What

ated company, debts secured by mortgage Support a Married Woman May Claim from

and money on deposit ; concerning these her Husband.

WOMEN IN THE PATENT OFFICE.

BY ELLA LORAINE DORSEY .

T

WENTY-ONE years ago last fall the enough line-shading to determine concaves,

few ladies who had received appoint- convexes, and spirals were introduced , and

ments to the Patent Office were gath- the photographs made from the samehave

ered together into the first division of become the models for the Patent Offices of

that corps ofwomen bread winners who now the world .

permeate every corner of the stately building . Under Colonel Fisher's successor, General

Colonel Samuel S. Fisher (of Connecticut Leggett, the Examining Corpswas thrown

by birth, but of Ohio by adoption ) was at open to their competition , and in 1874, when

that time Commissioner of Patents, and he the last-named sturdy soldier went back to

had discovered , in acquainting himself with his law practice in Ohio, women were not only

the personnel of the bureau , that the several an accepted fact, but were already working

ladieswho carried on the departmental rolls at the samesalaries as the men of the three

did their work at home, coming for it and re. Corps named .

turning it, personally or by messenger, as it The number employed has gradually risen

was finished. This work , the copying of the from ten to two hundred and twelve, and of

specifications- forming as it did a vital part this number nearly all the original appoint

of the Secret Archives of the Office , he ees hold high places of trust and responsi

deemed too important, and too valuable to bility , changing administrations and parties

both inventor and public, to be scattered so having recognized theirworth and continued

widely and exposed to the dangers oftrans- to repose the same confidence in their loy

portation and loss or destruction by accident; alty and ability . Their promotions havebeen

and he therefore issued in the September won in all cases by competitive examination

of 1869 an order calling them into the build- or by such signal excellence in the special

ing where they were consolidated into the branch towhich they have devoted themselves

" Copying Division ," and Miss Mary Capen , as to make such examination unnecessary .

of Boston , was transferred from the Bureau Among them are Miss Shedd ,of New York ,

of Internal Revenue and put in charge of the the stenographer and trusted confidential

new force clerk of the successive Commissioners who

Thesame year Colonel Fisher opened an- have held office since 1869 ; Mrs. M. J. Bax

other door to ladies by introducing them on ter, of Boston, who examines and passes

the Draughting roll as tracers of drawings. upon every lithograph issued , and to whose

This resulted in a very valuable contribution fearlessness and impartiality in examining

to the Patent Archives, for the old drawings these same is due— more than to any one

were so highly colored and so heavily shaded official— the present high standard the office

-the brush being used altogether - as entire- has attained in photolithography ; Miss

ly to obscure at times the working part of Noyes, of Connecticut, Assistant Examiner

the machinery. Simple outlines and just of Electricity ; Mrs.General Neagle, of the
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District, Assistant Examiner of Fine Arts ; knownmicroscopist ; Miss Julia Wilbur,who

Miss Tyler, of Vermont, Assistant Examiner harbors the soulof a giant and the spirit of a

of Agricultural Implements ; Mrs. Lybrand, Savonarola in her tiny frame, and is the

the widow of a gallant young soldier, As- friend and teacher of the Freedman, the

sistant Examiner of Railroads and Civil En- lover and abetter of every movement thatad

gineering ; Mrs. Chapman, of Connecticut, vances women ; Mrs. Harriet Guest, whose

Examiner of Trade-Marks; Miss Harwood , war-service in the hospital at Annapolis se

of Virginia , has entire charge of the time- cured her both pension and decoration ; Mrs.

rolls and leavesofabsence ; MissMeikleham , Rex Van L. Brown, the widow ofthe gallant

a granddaughter of Thomas Jefferson, is a Confederate who held the Devil's Den at

Reviser in the Assignment Division ; and of Gettysburg ; Mrs. McKiggan, a grandniece

those appointed a few years later Miss Hatch of the Girards whose munificence founded

is the stenographer and private secretary of colleges ; Mrs. Upshur, the Florence Night

the Law Clerk, taking Miss Shedd's place ingale of the cholera plague that devastated

in the Commissioner's Officewhen that lady Philadelphia years ago ; Mrs. Talcott, a sis

goes on her leave ; Miss Nash , of Georgia , ter ofthe faithful court lady who followed the

assorts and enters all the mail, homeand for- waning fortunes of Maximilian and Carlotta

eign, received in , and audits all of the ac- until the light of his star was quenched on

counts of, the Scientific Library, which is the field of Queretaro , and hers set in mourn

pronounced by competent judges to be the ing and tears among her royal kin whose

largest and finest purely technical library in love, whose power, whose thrones and prin

the world ; and finally , thirty especially cipalities can give her only - keepers and a

chosen stenographers and typewritersare the mad -house ; Miss Stow , the Italian, French ,

Clerks ofthe Examining Corps. and German translator in the Scientific Li

These appointees of the first decade all brary, belongs to the famous race of that

have histories ; for they have sustained losses name, and on her mother's side is descended

and experienced vicissitudes so startling that in unbroken line from King Ethelred ; Miss

only a CivilWar and our extraordinary sys- Reading, a great-grandniece of Washington ;

tem of finance could account for them . Mrs. Bowles, a cousin of the lamented Gen

The older ones bear the ineffaceable marks eral Geo. H. Thomas ; Miss Mechlin , whose

of gentle birth and breeding,and there clings head - poised like that of a stag at gaze- with

to them still the air of court and salon ; his- its sad brown eyes and snowy hair has won

toric names dot the pay-roll ; culture and its crown through reverses and losses that

grace cropout in the pausesof official routine; wring the heart to remember ; Mrs. Fluellyn,

while a nameless dignity convinces the most widow of the late Judge ; Mrs. Payne, the

heedless that a woman's richest crown is in- widow of Admiral Payne, U. S. N .; Miss

dependent of court jewelers and lapidaries, Peabody , a cousin of the philanthropic mil

great fortunes and hereditary jewels. lionaire ; Mrs. Lloyd , Miss Parsons, and a

There are also many picturesque figures score more.

among them and “ survivals of the fittest ” Of ourhappier romances are those of Mlle.

delicate porcelains that have been jostled Berthe Guillaume, who left her drawing

perilously near to iron necessity in the mad board to paint for the world , and is peculiarly

war- floods or the tidal waves of ruin follow- successful with her large and ever increasing

ing the “ Black Fridays ” of Wall Street. classes ; Miss Lois Mygatt, who carried her

If you glance down the line you see Mrs. exquisite voice to new triumphs when she

LafayetteGuild, descended from Sir Thomas married and went to Pittsburgh ; Miss

More and Surry of Flodden , and who counts Sherwood, who married Mr. Esselmont, a

on her mother's side a no less distinguished few years ago the elected lord provost of

great-grandfather than Patrick Henry ; Miss Aberdeen, and now Member of Parliament ;

Walworth descended from New York's great- Miss Calvert, whose quaint old -world name,

est Chancellor ; Miss Ferry , through whose Araminta , seems to bring with it a whiff of

brave eyes looks the soul of some voyageur lavender and rose-leaves, and who recently

ancestor, who discovering the Ohio called it married a descendant of a Maryland colonist

“ La belle rivière ” ; Miss von Rodenstein , as well-born as her own ancestor ; pretty

descended from the old Graf of song and Johnnie Melvin, of Arkansas, whose family

story ; Miss Schaeffer, sister of the well- have just won a great lawsuit that will give
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her " gowd and silk and siller fine,” but can- sweetness from the fact that like the night

not add one whit to her frank, fearless soul ingale she sang with a thorn piercing her

and honest young heart ; Miss Capen, who breast. The thorn was poverty, and to her

married a generalof the late Federal volun- dear dependent ones she gladly sacrificed

teer service ; Miss Ellis, who, resigning, youth , hope, love, genius, health - and then

opened and successfully carries on themost when she had closed the last eyes and folded

satisfactory private school in Washington the last hands over the quiethearts she fell

city ; Miss Elwell, now the wife of a well- helpless and stricken , and lies now patiently

known Patent lawyer, to whose success she waiting for death . She is supported by sev

largely contributes ;MissMiddleton ,who, re- eral departmental friendswho manage out of

lieved of the care and education of several their salaries and needs to spare enough to

nieces and nephews, has opened an office and rent a small room and pay for a few comforts .

built up such a successful business that she Another ghost - a happier one though

is obliged to employ a number of clerks— all came wandering under the white façade of

women - to dispose ofthe stenographic notes, the great building the other day and whis

foreign and English specifications, etc., that pered the most touching message of peace

pour in upon her, the lawyers fully appre that the post bellum days can furnish , I

ciating her accuracy and discretion . think . The kinswoman ofGeneral Thomas,

Wehave our dead - a short list happily , already mentioned , received from the dead

and busy hands pause and anxious hearts soldier's sister a tiny box containing several

spare a throb to the memory of those who acorns and the message, “ Ask the Federal

have died in harness — Mrs. Freeman , who as authorities to permit these to be planted in

Miss Nichols, was the first lady appointed to the Circle bearing his name and containing

the Examining Corps ; Mrs. Fitzhugh Lud- his statue. They are from the tree he played

low , the widow of the poet ; Miss Gilfillan , under as a child ,dreamed under as a boy ,and

the sister of the Treasurer. in whose shade he bade farewell to state and

And we have our ghosts . But what com- family.”

munity so small, so compact, that Sorrow It is the first time the proud lips have

cannot wedge to its core ? There was one of parted to his name since that farewell, that

South Carolina's proudest daughters, whose the heart has opened its gate to Love and

family could scarcely reckon its wealth and a Memory ; for the doctrine of states rights

part of whose patrimony lay in the Sea set the seal on the one and cast away thekey

Islands. Under a fiery rain of bursting shells of the other. But the eyes that weptthem

through fields plowed deep with bombs and selves dim in secret see clearer now , and

sowed with the dead, she fled with her par- across the narrow divide that separates us

ents and little sisters and brothers back into from the Happier Majority she catches the

the interior for safety ; during the War, and gleam - not of the three stars on the Blue she

for a few years after, they wandered poorer thought the wrong color — but the golden

and poorer, living on what plate and jewels curls of the boy she loved , and so she asks

they had caught up in their flight, until Mrs. permission to root this monument as worthy

Hamilton Fish heard of their straits and told as thestone and bronzememorialhis Govern

GeneralGrant. Heappointed her before the mentand soldiers have raised .

pitiful story had lain an hour in his great Within the last five years more appoint

tender heart, but alas ! the crystal vase of ments have been made than during the pre

the brain was shattered bythe very relief from ceding fifteen . Those who are now coming

the long tension, and for years she has con- Into the office are the young high school

tentedly wandered through the scenes of her graduates, who fresh from class-rooms and

childhood conjured back by a merciful form lecture halls pass brilliant examinations be

of insanity. fore the Civil Service Boards of the country .

Another :Miss Haskell, of New England, a Their brisk business-likeways mark them as

woman of rare talent and worth , who would the new generation , and, while they lack the

have been great in the world of letters had grace and suavity of the older women, the

she been able to write a tithe of the songs bloom of their youth is a grateful sight in

that welled up from her heart. Perhaps the the long corridors and at their desks, type

few she wrote borrowed their pathos and writers, and phonographs.
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DANGEROUS, THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.

BY HENRIETTA E. PAGE.

T

1 )

HE demoralizing and impoverishing The case becomes distressing. The hus

tendencies of lotteries have becomeso band begs for an increase of salary only to

plainly evident that to arrest the evil be refused . He tries to borrow , but he has

the law has interfered and suppressed been living beyond his means, his friends

thecause. But there is another curse almost know it, and do not care to trust him .

as debasing, as hope and home destroying, as At last there comes a day when a van

were lotteries, which is left to go unmo- stands at the door,and the furnitureso dearly

lested . It is the " Installment Plan ." and so nearly paid for is carried off for the

A young couple are about to set up house want of a few dollars. All their savings and

keeping. Theman is earning a fairly good earnings are lost to them forever, and there

salary and has a small bank account. The is no restitution.

woman also has worked and laid by a little One bitterly cold night last winter there

sum . Thus fortified the future promises was a sharp ring at the bell. On going to

them bright things. Their plan is to take a the door and peering into the darkness, I

few rooms, furnish them modestly, and by found what seemed to be a child huddled

industry and thrift gradually to pave theway closely at one corner of the step . To my in

to larger possessions. quiry as to what waswanted there came the

They start out together to buy their plen- timid reply , “ Something for my children to

ishing, fully determined, as they suppose, eat.” I looked at her in blank amazement.

upon the limits of their purchases. But, “ Your children !" I exclaimed , “ you are

alas ! unluckily for them , they come across nothing but a child yourself. How many

and enter one of those traps of destruction have you ? ”

called “ Installment Furnishing Houses.”
“ Three, and we are starving .”

Their own desire for beauty and brightness “ How old are they ?”'

begins to encroach upon their predetermined “ The oldest four years, the baby ten

plan of economy ; the gilded bait of easy weeks. "

terms proves too tempting to be resisted ; it Imust frankly acknowledge that I doubted

seems so unreasonable to defer the enjoy- her word ; but as I drew her into the light

ment which can just as well be taken now , there was no mistake regarding themisery

for they are assured that in the end it will be and hunger that were depicted in her wan

no more expensive to buy after this manner face. Giving her enough to satisfy their

than to follow their original design ; they wants for the present, I took her address ,and

hesitate, they yield , and spend three or four next day went to seek her. I found her

times more than their combined savings. story true. They had evidently seen better

For a while all goes well,and they are very times , but were now miserably poor. Her

happy. It is quite easy to meet the required husband had sometime before lost his place

monthly payments, and they congratulate and could not find new work . The neigh

themselves upon theirwise decision ,and with bors said hehad grown shiftless and did not

growing recklessness keep adding to their want to find any. Driven to desperation by

belongings. The impetus gained by a good hunger,on the night before,she had resorted,

start carries them safely for quite a distance for the first time in her life, to begging . A

on their dangerous route. But by and by few friends helped all through the bitter

they become conscious that things are not winter to fight starvation from thedoor. She

running quite so easily . The friction , almost was obliged to accept charity, for nearly all

imperceptible at first, grows more and more the little money shewas put in the way of

apparent, and presently becomes a heavy earning had to go to keep their few remain

drag. Timebrings new demands upon their ing bits of furniture from falling back into

resources, and their cares are multiplied. It the hands ofthe installmentmen.

is weary pulling now and they become dis And yet this curse, only secondary , if in

couraged . But through all, the exacting in- deed it is secondary , to the lottery system , is

stallment demand must be punctually met. allowed to exist, is legalized .

H -Jun .
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NEW HEIGHTS FOR THE C. L , S , C.
the nature of any topic is such as to tend in

the least degree to make of it a heavy looking

The month ofJune brings the members of piece of literature, there have been deftly pro

the Class of '91 to theverge of a greatachieve- jected into it veins ofattractive questionings

ment. Butallachievementhas accomplished and alluring suggestionswhich rob it entirely

its true aim only when it ismade to serve as ofany thing like a forbidding aspect. Tomake

a step from the top of which there may be of study a pleasure seems to have been the

obtained larger views of future work . To be concerted aim of all those engaged in the

done with any thing simply for the sake of preparation of the work.

being done,means not much more than fail Especially will this be found true of the

ure ; to bedone for the sakeof strength gained readings to appear in THE CHAUTAUQUAN ,

to do more, is success. which will constitute at least one-half of the

All members looking forward now to the The best writers in the special lines

near completion of thefour years ' coursemust ofwork have been engaged to prepare the ar

be conscious of a strong impression that the ticles. The reader willbe led in fancy back

wise thing is to resolve not to stop short of to the early days of American history , and

reading all the SealCourses. To gain the in- will find himself the companion of his ances

spiration which will change this impression tors in their old -timeways ofliving. In this

if it is yet only an impression, to a decision , imaginary historic character he is then to

it is only necessary to attend someAssembly pass from age to age, noting the growth of

and take a personal part in the graduating the nation , the developments of political life,

exercises of the class. When under the in- and the fostering care given to education and

fluence of such a time there is placed in the science. He is to see as in a great cyclorama

hand the well-earned diploma, it will be the most important battle-fields up to the

comea joy to commit one's self fully to the time ofthe CivilWar, not simply because they

yet higher courses of reading marked out. were greatbattle-fields, but on account of the

And it is only by such commitments thatone influence they exerted on the destiny of the

can ever realize in any measure the success country . All other lines of reading and

which he will one day wish , in Shakspere's they have a wide range and dealwith current

might be found in the calendar of events as well as with those of past times—

[his ] past endeavors.” will be handled in as masterly a way as those

The C. L. S. C. members who are not yet having to do with history. A schedule of

ready to graduate will find the course of Re- work so full of promise as is the one now

quired Readings for the coming year one of awaiting all Chautauquans, must meet with

marked excellence. In addition to its own hearty approbation , and strengthen the de

intrinsic merits, it possesses, for Americans, termination to press onward to thevery end of

the advantage of dealing chiefly with the the undertaking, where all the victory lies.

homeland. Those who are already enrolled

in some class and have been devoting them

selves to Greece, Rome, England,will feel on

TREATIES WITH SOUTH AMERICA .

contemplating it like travelers returning With the close of the century there has

from foreign shores ;while those who join the come a new spirit among the nations. All

new class will be glad to start with theaffairs civilized nationsare becoming more andmore

of their own land. like “ plain folks." The ease of communica

The text-books are especially adapted to tion hasmade it possible for a nation ,through

the requirements in this particular field of its representatives, to " go a visiting " just

work . They deal with history, literature , like individuals. We saw this when all the

sociology, science, and religion ; and the sa- South American peoples ran over to take tea

lient points in each are brought out not only and spend the evening with our folks at

in a true and clear light, but in one that is home not long ago. International meetings

agreeable and interesting as well. Wherever of all kinds are becoming common and it is

words,
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come

curious to notice that when these meetings that larger and faster steamships will ply

take place, the visitors representing a foreign between our ports and those of all the South

nation are always warmly welcomed by the American nations. Create facilities for trade,

people of the country where the meeting and trade appears. A telegraph line calls out

takes place. This is particularly true of messages, and a steamship line calls out its

meetings of representatives from sister re- own freight. In like manner this friendly

publics like those of South America. Such arrangement with Brazil will create trade,

meetings show thatthere is really “ a brother- and trade means new knowledge of each

hood of man . " other between peoples, and acquaintance

It is said that there is no friendship in creates mutual respectand friendship .

trade, and that international interests are al There is every prospect that this first treaty

ways at swords' points. The visit of the will be followed by others. The sister re

South American peoples seems to prove that publics may all, in time, join hands with us

this is not wholly true for already there is an in mutual agreements of friendship for trade

actual business benefit to two of the nations and business. And with increased trade

present at the late tea party and family coun new acquaintances, new discoveries

cil. On the first of the month (April) the of common human interests. Trademakes

republic of Brazil admitted certain of our travel easy and travel educates peoples as

products to her ports free and reduced the well asmen. Thenew opening for trademay

duty on others. We, by proclamation of the not amount to much till we can compete

President, under a clause of the McKinley with cheap European ships, yet it is a step

bill , also agreed after the first of January in advance. It may lead to a drawing to

next to admit free certain of the products of gether ofnations and to a wider extension of

Brazil. In point of timeour sister republic the brotherhood of men.

is clearly more generous than we are, as we

wait nine months to do as we would be done

WHY SO MANY WOMEN DO NOT
by. It is notmaterialwhat goods are to en

MARRY .
ter each country free or at reduced duties.

The point is that the two nations agree , for A LADY asks us : · Why are there so many

the time, to have a fair deal and to try the intelligent and attractive unmarried women

effect of free and friendly trade. in this country when there are more men

Wehave gone on for some timein the old than women ?” She might have put the

sword -point fashion, fearing each other and question in another way, and asked us how

putting up walls and fences against trade, it is possible for so many men to remain sin

and it has not paid . Tariffs never do pay in gle when the number of attractive unmarried

either moral or business courage - for they women aboutthem is so great.

make a people timid and distrustful. We In whichever form it is put, the answer is

imported from Brazil last year $ 70,000,000 difficult, for the subject is full of complexity .

worth of her products , but she only bought Never before in the history of this country

our things to the value of $ 9,000,000, and we were women so well fitted for marriage as

had to settle the bill with gold . This iden- they are now ,-- so engaging, so capable of

tical gold went through her hands to pay for performing the duties ofa wife and amother,

goods bought in Europe. It is hoped that and so desirable in all respects as compan

by the new arrangement we shall take even ions and helpmates for men . Yet marriages

more of her products and shall be able to among people of intelligence, education , and

pay for them in our own.
refinement are reported as decreasing propor

It must be noticed that one reason why we tionately , perhaps more particularly in New

havedone so little trade with Brazil before is England. A like, and perhaps an even

the wantof cheap and rapid communication . greater, decline in the marriage rate appears

Last year only 15 steamships flying our flag in England, France, and Germany ; and

entered the port of Rio , while 703 British, various explanations of its causes have been

French , German, and Italian steamers an- suggested by recent writers in our own and

chored there. The new trade thatwehope European reviews. The most striking of

to see flow from the new treaty with Brazil these was presented in the Westminster Re

must and will bring forth better means of view of London, and it is that modern refine

communication. Already there are prospects ment has made both men and women more
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sensitive and critical in their requirements, should broaden and enlarge the mind and

and hasalso created in them a stronger spirit not weaken it with hyper-sensitiveness. It

of self-dependence. The argument is that should make its possessor all the keener to

the nicer cultivation of the taste and of the discover genuine worth, and it should ex

critical faculty has extended in our day far tend the range of the sympathies . Some

beyond the social limits within which it was men have more in them naturally than a

confined even a generation ago. The stan- whole lifetime of cultivation can develop in

dards by which it judges people are higher others ; and a good wife, herself refined and

and severer, and accordingly the number of instructed, will find more to provoke lasting

satisfactory and complementary mates for affection and command unvarying respect in

thosewho possess it is greatly reduced , since , genuineness and solidity than in any luster

wide as has been the extension of refinement, which may be produced by the friction ofar

the circle of the cultivated and the delicately tificial cultivation alone. Companionship

sensitive still excludes the greatmass of so- with herwill also be forher husband a liberal

ciety , with whom the finer minds and the education, a spur to improvement, and an in

choicer spirits find little congenial associa- centive to advancement.

tion . Their own intellectual and spiritual Undoubtedly , the tendency of increasing

development also tends to makethem self- cultivation is to put off marriage until a

sufficient, and it opens up to them occupa- somewhat later period of life.
Itmakes peo

tions and brings to them distractionswhich ple more thoughtful about taking a step so

make compensation
for the loss of the sup- momentous

. They want to feel safe that

port and companionship
of marriage. In they are not sacrificing the future to the

proof of this generalization
, statistics are ad- present and imperiling the happiness of

duced to show that the decline in themar- others to secure their own gratification
.

riage rate is among the more cultivated , and They will not take a leap in the dark under

notamong the humble and simple. the impulse of unreasoning sentimentmerely ,

It is undoubtedly true, also, that in our but as intelligent and sensible beings will

day the spread of refinement and of intel- wait to look ahead to see where they are go

lectual cultivation , in this country more ing to land ; and because they are not fool

especially , has been greater among women hardy slaves and victims of passion they are

than among men . Critical foreign visitors all the more deserving of confidence as hus

generally agree in the opinion that our bands and wives. They think of their obli .

American women are superior to themen in gations and not of their desires wholly . The

those particulars, probably because they have ignorantman may wed the ignorantwoman

more leisure in which to gratify their ambi- without stopping to deliberate ; but peopleof

tion for such improvement. The vastma more delicately adjusted natures and tem

jority of the readers of books are women , not peraments, of nicer intellectual and spiritual

merely of fiction, but of all literature which requirements , ofmore complicated social rela

cultivates the taste and enlightens the spirit. tions, and of greater and more exacting de

The men, willingly or unwillingly , are en- mands must bemore cautious. They must

gaged in a fight for material prizes ; the look at both the practical and thesentimen

women are accumulating intellectual and tal side of matrimony. They must stop to

spiritual treasures by the reading and the consider what such lifelong companionship

thought for which they have greater op- involves. Hence cultivation tends to delay

portunity , and thus are creating a gulf of marriage. But that also is not unfortunate

separation between themselves and themen if the delay is not too long. Men and women

with whom they are brought into asso- enter matrimony with maturer characters

ciation . and sounder judgment.

Even if such be the case, it ought not to It is true that in the total population of the

act unfavorably to marriage. There is some United States the males exceed the females,

thing that is better than this cultivation ,and but the difference is comparatively small.

it is manly strength , dignity, and integrity In 1880 there were 25,518,820 males and

of character. It is a safer reliance for a 24,636,963 females , and the difference in favor

woman and a better inheritance for the race . of themales was explained by foreign immi

It is not the polish of the gold but its intrinsic gration, more men than women emigrating,

quality that gives it value. Cultivation as a matter of course. Between the ages of
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15 and 19 years, however, the time of life oirs " first appeared, about fifteen years ago .

when girls becomemarriageable, the women The answer finally accepted was that Sher

were actually more numerous than themen , man was a universal genius ; this was very

standing 2,535,327 to 2,476,088 ,themalesmore near the the truth , and,besides, Shermanwas

readily succumbing to the diseases of child- known to have been always a literary student

hood than the females . A large part of the and critic, although he had written nothing

men also are engaged in employments which for print.

tend to discourage, if not to preventmarriage. But how about Grant ? Except the last

They are soldiers, sailors, adventurers, trav- half of his second volumewhen pain , sleep

elers , pioneers, nomads seeking fortune. lessness, and lack of nourishment made it

Multitudes, too, have not so far established impossible for him to write more than a few

themselves in business or in their professions moments at a time, his work elicited the

that they are able to support wives. They heartiest commendation ; it was dignified,

all look forward to marriage,with exceptions modest, direct, comprehensive, graceful, and

proportionately few , but the day of their sometimes delicately humorous. No other

happiness may be distant. historian of the war has equaled him at the

Finally , so far as our observation goes, difficult task of properly mentioning his

women were never before so attractive as many lieutenants and their achievements .

now , and never before were the inducements Yet Grant had long been reputed a silent

to matrimony so hard to resist. Both men man ; his enemies said he never read a book ,

and women are as quick to fall in love as nor even a magazine, and few of his friends

ever , and married life is the aim , the hope, took pains to remove the impression which

the ambition of all the unmated ; for the these statements made. While president he

bachelors by choice do not deserve to be had many opportunities to indulge in fine

counted as completely developed human writing, had he been so disposed , but he did

beings. not avail himself of them . Yet, in spite of

all this, many readers enjoyed Grant's vol

umes who had but little interest in the war

GREAT SOLDIERS IN LITERATURE.
or the writer - enjoyed them for their literary

FAMOUS men of action in modern times style .

seldom drop into literature, so Americans As for Sheridan , some critics were unkind

must always wonder at the books which enough to laugh with scorn when the report

someofour distinguished generals have left came that he was writing a book . It was ad

us. The great trio of Union commanders mitted that he was a spendid soldier and good

during the CivilWarwrotewar records which fellow , but the last man in the world who

must be read as long as the world remains should think of writing . Yet Sheridan made

interested in the men and the subject. An- a capital book, and instead of suffering any

other prominent soldier, Logan ,made politics pangs of authorship he heartily enjoyed the

instead of war his subject, and produced a work and gleefully announced that he never

book which became at once an authority on would have imagined that writing was so

the topics treated ;and many generals of less ridiculously easy. Logan was better pre

note have penned valuable histories of cam pared ,apparently , than his predecessors, and

paigns in which they were engaged. did creditable work , although his book neces

Many men with whom literature is a pro- sarily lacked wide popularity because of its

fession mix some vexation with the wonder avowed political bias.

which these books inspire in them . They There is no mystery, however, about the

cannot deny that Grant, Sherman , Sheridan , sources of the literary ability of our great

and Logan wrote in admirable style, with soldiers. It should not be forgotten that the

good sense of proportion, and with firm liter- West Point Academy, from which Grant,

ary grasp of their respective subjects. None Sherman, and Sheridan graduated , is not

of these soldier-authors had any assistance merely a technical school ; greatattention is

from the pens ofmen trained to literature, as paid there to belles-lettres , and, ofcourse, to

did someprominent civilians who have ven- the English language, its grammar and

tured into literature. “ Where did he get his composition. The first requisite of good

style p” was a frequent question among writing, which is to write distinctly and to

makers of books when Sherman's “ Mem- the point, is compulsory in the mass of so
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called " routinework " of which each officer our great generals is due;-it is that they

ofourarmymust do a great deal. The piano fully understood their respective subjects .

student who for five years has been faithful The greatness of the general topic of the war

to " scales " and " exercises " with not even must of course be conceded, but it is not

the ghostofa tune in them , is thereafter com- enough of itself to make a book great ; other

petent to play any music at sight ; in like wise some war histories which might be

manner the officer who has penned many named - histories by civilians who have writ

thousands of pages of orders, reports, etc., in ten able books on other subjects , would not

which accuracy, point, and distinctness are now be neglected and forgotten. There is a

absolutely necessary, is quite fit to write ofany largemoral in this for men and women who

subject with which he is familiar. This want to write ; whether the matter be great

brings us to a fact to which, after all else is or small, lack of full knowledge of it cannot

considered , much of the literary success of be atoned for by any degree of literary skill.

EDITOR'S NOTE - BOOK .

THE Chautauqua Assembly Daily Herald ous, and without any traces of partisanship ,

will be published every morning for thirty replete with apt allusions to localhistory, use

days during the Chautauqua Assembly. By ful lessons on social life and domestic cus

reading the announcement on page 259 in toms, devotion to the laws of the country ,

this number of THE CHAUTAUQUAN, you will and loyalty to the government ; in a word ,

learn of its many attractions. THE CHAU- the President has done vastly more by his

TAUQUAN and the Assembly Herald together speeches on this trip to promote public order

for the ensuing year will be $ 2.70 . THE and good government, than he could do by

CHAUTAUQUAN alone, $ 2.00 . Assembly Her six months in theWhite House hearing the

ald alone, $ 1.00 . tales of thepoliticians from all the states he

visited .

THE extensive tourmade by President Har

rison through several of the Southern States THE Hon. William C. Whitney, ex-Secre

to the Pacific Coast is a wise use ofhis time. tary of the Navy, is the plaintiff in a suit

The people should see the chiefmagistrate of brought by George F. Ormsby, an officer of

thenation when practical. A Pullman train the United States Navy, to recover $ 50,000

is a dignified and pleasant way for him to damages for false arrest and imprisonment.

travel. Postmaster-generalWanamaker and Ormsby claims that he was imprisoned at

Secretary Rusk of his Cabinet, Mrs. Harri Mare Island from January 26 to March 7 ,

son, and someothermembers of the Presi- 1889, by order of the Secretary without cause

dent's family made up the party. At no
or authority . The path leading out of public

points on his route was the President more office is liable to be as thorny as the one lead

cordially received than in the Southern States. ing into it. A faithfulpublicofficer is obliged

His reception was enthusiastic all along the at times to enforce the law against subordin

journey. It has been suggested that the ates ;then the subordinate turns and arrests

trip has a political meaning, but how can a his superior officer, but when this is done af

President elected by a party, perform any act ter a man's term of office expires and he is

thatwill notbe interpreted by somebody as engaged in other pursuits, it becomes a sort

political ? We look upon the President of ofpersecution . Surely public office presents

the United States visiting the people after an increasing list of penalties .

this fashion as discharging obligations THERE is a growing tendency among cer

he owes to them . It is quite as valuable to tain classes of people to ask for government

the country as some messages sent to Con- aid in conducting certain business enterprises .

gress ; more so than sitting in Washington Mr. Charles FrancisAdamsreplied to an invi

permitting politicians to monopolize his time tation to be present at the Western Commer

with their schemes for filling offices. The cial Congress with these wholesomewords :

speeches made by the President were numer What our country needs most of all, in my
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judgment, is in matters legislative to be severely of eminent abilities are offered flattering in

let alone, and that the industrious and thrifty ducements to serve corporations and private

people thereof be permitted to work out their interests, the government is likely to suffer

and its salvation in their own way. If so left, a loss in the withdrawal of her great states

they will work out that salvation a great deal man from the public service to acceptmore

quicker and a great dealmore satisfactorily than lucrative positions in new fields. Franklin

they will ever succeed in doing while the gov- Pierce resigned a seat in the Senate to be

ernment incessantly encumbers them with its come a preacher of the Gospel but he was

well-meant but most ill-advised assistance.
made President of the United States ; Henry

Shall the people of a town or city offer in- Clay resigned his place in the Senate on the

ducements to manufacturers, in the form of plea that public office had lost its attractions

money, land, or exemption from taxation for for him , but two years later he becamea can

a series of years, if they willmove into their didate for presidentand was defeated . Sena

midst ? That may and may not be wise tors Edmunds and Reagan have evidently re

policy ; but government aid to corporations tired from the Senate for reasons which lead

or private business enterprises is of doubtful them to new labors in their respective states.

expediency .

THE New York Tribune, the first copy of

The State Department has recently been which was issued April 10, 1841, celebrated

the center of discussion for several exciting the fiftieth anniversary of its existence

international questions . The Bering Sea in the Metropolitan Opera House in New

controversy, the reciprocity plan, and the York City. Horace Greeley's name became

Italian imbroglio , have given Secretary a tower of strength not as a member of

Blaine splendid opportunities to show his Congress or a candidate for president of the

qualities in diplomatic statesmanship in United States, but as editor of The Tribune,

treating with England, Italy, and South a position which was not created by some

American countries. Atthiswriting all three body else , but a place he made by his own

questions remain unsettled , though Mr. genius, which he defined as “ hard work .”

Blaine seems to be sustained in the positions He was a great politician , and a good

he has taken by the press of his own party organizer, a man of fertile brain , remark

and indeed by the American press in general. able talents, and great courage. A sagacious

On all such subjects American doctrine is man in journalism and political affairs, he

plain , and a prudent officer of the govern- devoted his life to one line of things and

ment is not likely to make a serious blunder, established thework of his hands, which con

particularly when public sentiment finds a tinues among usas one of the institutions of

voice every day in the public prints.
the country. The Tribune is a clean , high

SENATOR EDMUNDS of Vermont and Sena- toned , ably edited daily newspaper, and it is

tor John H. Reagan of Texas have resigned worthy of all the encomiums bestowed upon

their seats in the United States Senate. Mr. it at the recent anniversary by the speakers , -

Edmunds retires to private life, after serving Charles A. Dana, Mr. McKinley and Mr.

twenty -five years in the Senate, and at a time Hoar, Clarence Stedman andGeorge William

when there are two years of his term yet to Curtis .

He has been a statesman of high rank , FREE trade and protection have not formed

differed radically with someofthe chief men a very large part of the discussion on reci

in his party, and at the same time wielded procity to which we have been treated in the

great influence in shaping national legisla- public prints, till the recent question was

tion during the past twenty-five years . Mr. raised , “ Why is reciprocity moving south

Reagan was Postmaster-generalof the South- ward only ?” “ The best markets for farm

ern Confederacy, and was serving his first products are not to be found among agri

term as Senator, and had not reached the cultural, but among manufacturing, min

same prominence in the Senate that he had ing, and mercantile communities." It is

won in the Lower House of Congress where claimed that if reciprocity with South Amer

hehad served six successive terms. He be ica would open a market for $ 5,000,000 more

comes chairman of the Railway Commission of farm products that similar results, follow

of Texas. Asthe country grows richer and ing from reciprocity with Europe, would in

greatbusiness ventures prove successful,men crease our exports of farm products by $300 ,

run .
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000,000. Canada takes from us more than By the recent death of Dr. de Pressensé,

$15,000,000 worth of breadstuffs and provis- French Protestants have lost one of their

ions annually, while the southern countries ablest advocates and boldest defenders.

take less than $ 10,000,00 . It is possible His whole life was a plea for the largest

that out of the agitation now going on , liberty . As pastor of the Taitbout Church ,

reciprocity will open doors north and south , Paris, he defended the rights of all Free

east and west, for the produce of our Ameri. Churches, and pleaded in favor of entire sepa

can farms. ration of church and state. As a member

THE new commonwealth of Australia was
of the French Senate, he contended in all

organized amid great enthusiasm by the national questions on the side of liberty of

Federation Convention which met in the city

conscience . As an author his numerous

of Sydney in New South Wales , April 9,

books and articles on various subjects, rang

1891. The commonwealth is composed of always to the same key-note. As a philan

six colonies : South Australia, New South thropist his aim was to remove the galling

Wales, Victoria, Queensland, Tasmania, and restrictionswhich narrow down the lives of

New Zealand . The area of country is the poor. In his notable warfare against the
3,000 ,

000 square miles, with a coast line of 8,000 circulation of vicious literature he took the

miles and a population of 4,000,000 souls. ground that he was simply trying to restrain

There is an unbroken line of railroad for the hands of those who sought to bind the

2,600miles from South Australia to Queens- people with the basest chains ofdepravity ,

land, erected at a cost of $ 486,000,000 . The THE old Roman philosophers would doubt

chief export is wool, the American duty on less have recognized in misfortunes such as

which exceeds 100 per cent. This new com- those to which Dr. Talmage and his people

monwealth is up to themost advanced ideas have been subjected in the repeated destruc

of civilization in the world , in literature and tion of their church edifice, “ the protractive

art, churches and schools, and all themodern trials of great Jove to find persistive con

appointments of a flourishing nation . stancy in men.” And certainly no group of

FIELD-MARSHAL von Moltke died recently people have ever shownthemselves possessed

in his ninetieth year. He played a promi- of a more dauntless spirit. The first large

nent partas a staff officer and general in the church built by them was burned in 1872 ;

armies of Prussia and Germany. “ March and the larger onewhich replaced it, met the

apart, fight together,” has been the popular same fate in 1889. But the third and largest

expression of Moltke's strategy. The bom- of all was dedicated on the 26th oflast April.

bardment and capture of Paris was his last This new Brooklyn Tabernacle occupies an

victory . When the troops returned to Berlin entire block and has a seating capacity of

an adjutant-general of Emperor William five thousand. The Sunday-school room at

rode up to Moltke and handed him his ap
tached will hold half as many more. The

pointment to be General Field -marshal. For material of which the building is constructed

seventeen years he served as Field -marshal,
is red mottled brick, and the trimmings are

then early on an August morning he sent

of red sandstone. The style is mediæval

this message to his young sovereign,“ I have Gothic,with a great corner tower rising to

become too old , your Majesty, to mount a
theheight of one hundred and sixty feet.

horse," and requested his retirement.
The THE Rev. Dr. Phillips Brooks of Boston

great work of his life was done after he was elected Bishop for Massachusettsby the

reached the age of sixty -six . His great mil- Protestant Episcopal Convention on April

itary victories were won in his seventy -first 30. The vote of the clergy was,whole num

year. His death removes the greatest gen . ber, 154 ; necessary to choice, 78. Phillips

eral in the German Empire. Soon after he Brooks, D.D., 92 ; Henry Y. Satterlee, 58 ;

passed away Bismarck was elected to the A.C. A. Hall, 3 ; Geo. S. Converse , 1. Vote

Reichstag by a ballot in the Geestemünde of lay delegates : number of parishes, 109 ;

district ; the returns from 55 polling places necessary for a choice, 55. Phillips Brooks,

give the following figures : Bismarck 6,678 , 55 ; Henry Y. Satterlee , 32 ; Edward Abbott,

Schmelfeld 4,718 . This was the second bal. I ; divided , 5 . This election marks the rapid

lot cast, but it puts the iron man to the front growth of a liberal spirit in the Protestant

again in German politics. Episcopal Church . Bishop Brooks is one of
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themost distinguished preachers in Amer- War gave them their best opportunity to be

ica - he is a broad churchman and a reformer heard and known outside of their ecclesias

whose individuality has lifted him above the tical organizations. In the absence of a great

conventionalities of his church . He has a reform , in times of peace,nearly every preach

strong following which asserted itself by er's reputation is confined to his own people ;

placing him in the episcopacy. The office no swelling move of reform or popular up

of bishop will not be likely to increase his rising in a common cause to-day makes a

influence as a preacher. Instead of his preach- preacher known in all the land. Frederic

ing to an immense congregation in Trinity Robertson was oneofthe greatestsermonizers

Church , Boston , and operating from this of the age, and thatmeans preacher - because

center where he has made himself felt for through thepress he now preaches to tens of

good in a hundred ways, his relation is thousands - yet he was notknown outside of

severed ; he will haveno church or congrega- his own parish till hewas dead and his ser

tion of his own through which to work ; he mons were put into print. Some of the great

will travel here and there preaching to small est andmost powerful preachers in the United

congregations and scattering his fire. We States are in the pulpits of small churches

shall study Bishop Phillips Brooks in the dio- in rural districts, unseen and unknown ex

cese of Massachusetts carefully as compared cept by thepeople of their own communities.

with the Rev. Dr. Phillips Brooks, rector of

Trinity Church . May it not be possible ic Association for the best essays on the

THE prizes offered by the American Econom

when we think of doing good to men , that
he has left the greater for the lesser throne of subject ofwomen wage-earners were awarded

in April. There were about thirty compet
power ?

itors. The first prize of $ 300 was given to

OUR readers will remember an article on Miss Clare de Graffenried , of Washington,

“ Tremont Temple - A Baptist Church in Bos- D. C. The essay written by Mrs. Helen

ton ,” which appeared in THE CHAUTAUQUAN Campbell, of New York , received the second

in October of the preceding volume. It was prize of $ 200 . Miss de Graffenried is a de

written by the Rev. Dr. Emory J. Haynes, scendant of Baron de Graffenried , one of the

the pastor at that time. It appears that Dr. eminent companions of General Oglethorpe,

Haynes several years ago entered the Metho- who planted a colony in Georgia . She was

dist ministry, where he had marked success appointed in 1886 to the position in the United

as a preacher and pastor. After a time his States Department of Labor which she at

views of baptism changed , and he could not present holds. In this impression of this

serve at Methodist altars with a good con- magazine is an article on “ Women in the

science; then he resigned his place among the London County Council ” from the pen ofMiss

Methodists andwent to the Baptist Church, deGraffenried ,which showsthat she is active

was immersed and served with distinction in the cause of woman's advancement. Mrs.

in Tremont Temple, as the successor to Helen Campbell is a native of Lockport,

such men, as Drs. Fulton, Lorimer, and N. Y.,and now resides in Orange,New Jersey .

others ; finally he became unsettled in his Her article in The Woman's Council Table

views and turned back to the Methodist fold , in this issue of THE CHAUTAUQUAN is on her

and in March last he asked to be received into specialty , where her sympathies are most ac

the New England Conference of the Metho- tive : “ A Voice from the Silent Side," an ar

dist Episcopal Church. The preachers ap- ticle in the interests ofworking-girls.

pointed a committee who recommended that
In a recent issue of Edward Bellamy's

Dr. Haynes be elected a member ofthat body Nationalist Weekly this head -line appeared :

and it was done. When ministers can go
“ Forms of crime, fatality, and suffering,

back and forth among the churches after this which the adoption of Nationalism would

fashion with good cheer, the churches are be
render impossible.” Under this sweeping

coming one in faith.
title no less than twelve news items were

We notice an attempt in the press to de- placed , among which was the following :

cide who are our greatest preachers. Henry “ Robbers broke into the house of Mr. Rich

Ward Beecher and Bishop Simpson ranked 'ards at Porter's Bridge, near Colora , Mary

as the foremost pulpit orators of their time, land, last week. Mr.and Mrs. Richardswere

but the anti-slavery movement and the Civil aroused by the noise . The robbers shot Mrs.
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Richards dead, and having filled Mr. Rich- asking for a reduction of the working day to

ards with bullets , beat him to death with a eight hours and those praying for a re

poker.” Itmay be reasonably inferred from adjustmentofwages,either to provide a reduc

the above that conjecture is the means by tion or to get an increase. The matter of

which the conclusion is reached in the Na- competition is important in the consideration

tionalist syllogism . It would seem that the of the wage system and, indeed, in so far as

Bellamy school has provided for a violation of the length of the working hour is concerned ,

God's commandments to its own satisfaction it being said by an operator of northern

by the construction of a scheme in which the Illinois that in order to do business profita

Christian religion holds only a minor place, bly , they must reduce their rate of wages per

It is estimated that there were, on May 1, ton for coal passed over a one and one-fourth

nearly 200,000 miners involved in the strikes inch screen , from $.625 to $.50, the rate paid

in the coal regions of Pennsylvania , Ohio , by operators in southern Illinois. The de

Indiana , Illinois, Iowa, and other coal-pro struction of property seems to have been con

ducing states. The demands of the strikers fined to a narrow limit and it is to be hoped

were about equally divided between those that no serious complications will arise.

dents are,

C. L. S. C. COURSE OF STUDY FOR 1891-1892.

FOR the members of the Chautauqua Lit- and to show what is being done in this line,
erary and Scientific Circle we give a gen- THE CHAUTAUQUAN will have a series of five

eral outline of the work for the coming year : finely written articles, popular in style, by

The books to be used by Chautauqua stu- Major J. W. Powell, Director of the United

“ Main Facts of American His- States Geological Survey.

tory ” (illustrated), by D. H.Montgomery ; During the coming year there will appear

" The Story of the Constitution ," by Francis studies of the History of Political Parties in

N. Thorpe ; “ Initial Studies in American America ; the Growth and Distribution of

Letters," by Prof. H.A. Beers ; “ The Social Population of the United States ; the Finan

Institutions of America ,” by James Bryce; cial System of the United States ; Our Edu

“ German Course in English ,' by Prof.W. cational System ; American Morals ; the

C.Wilkinson ; “ Two Old Faiths - Hinduism Organization and Personnel of the Patent

and Mohammedanism ." Office ; papers especially valuable will be

THE CHAUTAUQUAN will publish particu- presented on Science, theHandmaid of Agri

larly interesting papers on American His- culture ; Scientific Use of Food ; Adultera

tory, the salient features of which will be a tions of Food ; Animal Industry,

series of papers on the Battles for American All the readers of the magazine will be

Liberty ; picturesquedescriptionson Colonial pleased to know that Bishop Vincent will con

Life, describing houses, amusements, dress, tinue to select for them the Sunday Readings.

manners ; papers on the Town Meeting , the
For post-graduates there will be as fine a

Shire System ,Grants made by the King, line of study as heretofore. English Litera

Trading Companies, early Presidents of the ture is the special subject : (1) Fiction, the

United States, States made out of Colonies General Theory , Realism and Idealism in

and States made out of Territories, Land Fiction , the First Novels in English,

Tenure in America ; Anti-slavery and the Modern Tendencies ; (2) English Poetry from

North in the War, Slavery and the Southern Cowper to Keats, the Classical and Romantic

Confederacy , and other papers making as Movements in English Poetry , Cowper,

complete a historical study as possible . Coleridge, Wordsworth , etc.

There will be short, pleasantly written , THE CHAUTAUQUAN is justly proud to be

practical papers on Physiology, Physical able to present to its readers such a com

Culture, and Botany. plete course of study, and it promises them

For scientific research in the United States a large number of discriminating, thought.

several million dollars are annually appro- ful, and polished writers on the subjects in

priated, andmanymen engaged in this work , the course.



C. L. S. C. OUTLINE AND PROGRAMS.

FOR JUNE.

First Week (ending June 8 ). 4. Biographical Sketch - Subject : Amiel.

“ Walksand Talks,” chaptersXL.-XLIII . 5. Paper – The song writer Beranger.

“ Classic French Course in English ,” chap
THIRD WEEK.

ters XVI. -XVII.

A REVIEW OF “ WALKS AND TALKS.”
IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN :

“ The Intellectual Development of the En 1. The difficult names in geology will make

glish People." the following game interesting. Select words

“ Life in Modern England .”
from thetext-book , write them on slips of paper,

Sunday Reading for June 7 . and place them on a table so that the writing

Second week (ending June 15).
cannot be read . The starter of the gamedraws

“ Walks and Talks,” chapters XLIV.
at random one of the papers, and pronounces

XLVII.
theword to the player seated nextto him , who

“ Classic French Course in English,” chap
is to spell it and give some fact called to mind by

ters XVIII. -XXI.
the word. If the spelling and the fact are correct

IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN :
the one who answers takes the paper, draws an

“ Practical Talks on Writing English .”
other, and propounds it to the one seated next

him ; but ifhe misses, the questioner takes the
“ Hungary's Progress and Position ."

Sunday Reading for June 14 .
paper and places it by itself. The oneholding

the largest number of slips is the winner,

Third week (ending June 22).
2. For the principal work of the evening have

“ Walks and Talks,” chapters XLVIII. -LI.
a review , which can be conducted in various

“ Classic French Course in English,” chap
ways ; for instance, each member may give a

ters XXII. -XXIII.
talk or a short paper on something in this sub

IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN :
ject which has particularly engaged his atten

“ The Irishman at Home.'.
tion ;

bemay illustrate it by charts, views, or

“ England in the Islands ofthe Sea.”
original drawings; or the leader may prepare a

Sunday Reading for June 21.
series of questions on the entire book and hold

Fourth week (ending June 30 ). all the class responsible for the answers.

“ Walks and Talks, " chapters LII. -LIV .
3. Round- Table_Experience Meeting : What

“ Classic French Course in English,” chap. I have gained from the study ofGeology.

ters XXIV . -XXV.
FOURTH WEEK .

IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN :

“ Studies in Astronomy.”
Do you remember the salons which are still regarded

with so much veneration , where people of merit and
Sunday Reading for June 28 .

quality assembled who composed a select court, numerous

without confusion, modest without constraint, learned

SUGGESTIVE PROGRAMS FOR LOCAL CIRCLE withoutpride, polished without affectation ?-Fléchier.

Give this evening to the study of the French

FIRST WEEK . Salons : the leaders of the salons, their wit,

Table -Talk - Is the “ Aristocratic Life ” in beauty , attainments, and influence ; the habitués

England as exclusive now as formerly ? of the salons, their discussions and amuse

2. Paper- The Influence of the Second Re- ments .

ligiousMovement in England .
HUGO DAY - JUNE 21.

3. Lecture — How the Coal Beds were formed.
Whoso cannot taste Victor Hugo is shut out from one of

4. Voltaire as a man, as a writer, as a “ liberal- the fullest and most intense of literary pleasures. The

izer of thought” (talks or short papers). Critic.

5. Book - Talk- " Paul and Virginia ."
After a sketch of Hugo's life it would make

SECOND WEEK . an excellent program to devote the rest of the

1. Reporters' Items Interesting Public Events. evening to his works. A fine paper could be

The members of the class should bring all made on “ Apothegms from Hugo's Works.”

themetonymies they have used or read in Have as many character sketches as possible .

the last week and subject them to analysis . The “ Good Bishop,” Jean Valjean , Cosette,

3. Essay - Subject : New Words. etc., would be wonderfully interesting subjects.

WORK .

I.

2 .



C. L. S. C. NOTES AND WORD STUDIES.

ON REQUIRED READINGS FOR JUNE.

one

“ WALKS AND TALKS IN THE GEOLOGICAL
“ Ichthyo ” (ik'thik ). Fishlike ; the Greek

FIELD .”
word for fish being ichthus.

P. 236. " Elasmobranchs ” [e-las /mo-branks). “ Branchial” (brank’i-al ]. Pertaining to

" Placoderms” (plak'o-derms]. “ Cestracion ” branchiæ or gills,the breathing organs of fishes.

[ses-tra'si-on ) " Occipital ” (ok -sip'i-tal]. Belonging to the

P. 237. “ Po-lyg'o-nal.” Shaped like a polly. occiput, or the back part of the head, or skull. --

gon , having many sides and angles. Greek , Condyls.” Protuberances rounded on

polus, many, and gonia, angle . side and flat on the other ; such as are found

“ Sūt’ūres." The seamsor joints which unite especially in the hinge joints of the skeleton .

the bones of the skull. In surgery the name is “ Septum .” See note on septa on page 244 of

applied to the uniting of the parts of a wound theMay issue of THE CHAUTAUQUAN .

by sewing. It is derived from the Latin word “ Orbits .” In anatomy the word is restricted

suere , to sew . to the cavities in which the eyes are placed.

" Stellate.” Resembling a star, “ Ventricle ." A small cavity.

P. 238. “ Trit'u -rāt-ed.” Latin , triturare, to P. 260. “ Thörax." “ The portion of the

thrash, which is formed from terere, to rub , trunk between the neck and abdomen ; the

to rub to pieces. Pulverized , ground, or worn cavity ofwhich , bounded by the spinal column,

to powder. the ribs with their cartilages, the sternum

P. 240. “ Mē'nēs." An ancient Egyptian [breast bone), and below , by the diaphragm , is

king ; the founder of the first dynasty. Author- occupied mainly by the lungs and heart ; the

ities vary as to the timeof his reign , someplac- chest.” The diaphragm is the muscle ormem

ing it in the fourth, others in the fifth , and still brane separating the chest from the abdomen .

others in the sixth century B. C. “ Tar/sus.” That part of the foot to which

“ Anachronism ” [an-ak’ro-nism ]. An error the leg is articulated .

in respect to dates ; the misplacing of persons “ Coracoid ” [kor'a -koid ). A small bone

or events in time. " Thus Shakspere makes firmly articulated to the scapula [shoulder

Hector quote Aristotlewho lived many centuries blade ] on one side and to the sternum on the

after the · assumed date of Hector. " See other. It gives attachment to certain muscles

“ Troilus and Cressida," Act II., Scene 2 . The used in flying. It took its namefrom theGreek

word is in almost the exact form of the Greek word for crow , korax , and eidos, form or re

word of the same meaning, and that is com- semblance, from its slight similarity to a crow's

pounded of ana, against, and chronos, time. beak .

P. 241. “ Sigillaria " [ sij-il-lā'ri-a ]. P. 261. “ Met-a-car/pals.” The separate bones

P. 247. “ Archegosaurus " Car-ke-go-sau'rus ]. of the metacarpus, which is the second seg

" Sā'crum .” The bone which formsthe pos- ment ofthe terminal division of the fore limb of

terior part of the pelvis.
a vertebrate. " In man the metacarpus corre

P. 251. " Ichthyosaur.” The first syllable is sponds to the part of the hand between thewrist

pronounced ik . and the fingers.” Greek , meta , beyond, and

P. 254 . “ Pentadactyl" [pen -ta -dak'til ]. karpos, wrist.

Having five fingers or toes. Greek pente, five, “ Dor'sal.” Pertaining to the back ; Latin ,

and dactulos, finger or toe. dorsum , back .- " Spinous processes.

P. 258. “ Concavo- convex.” Concave on one spine-like protuberances.— “ Uncinate ” [ữn'si

side and convex on the other. Any thing which nate ). Hooked at the end. Latin , uncus, a

is concave is hollow and curved or rounded, hook .

like the inner side of a watch crystal ; convex “ Mongrel.” From the Anglo-Saxon word.

means rounded out to a spherical form , like the mengan , to mix . Of a mixed breed, hybrid .

outer side of a watch crystal.- " Bi-concave,” P. 262. “ Bi'ped- al.” Having two feet.

concave on both sides. “ Phalanges " [pha-lan'jes). The separate

P. 259. “ Vesicular ” [ve-sik'u -lar ]. Latin bones which are contained in the finger or toe.

vesicula , diminutive of vesica , bladder . Full of _ “ Ischiac " [ is'ki-ak ]-ischial or ischiatic.

little bladders or glands or cells.
Pertaining to the hip ; derived from the Greek

» Sharp ,
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P. 313.

word for hip -joint.- " Post-pubic." A name P. 301. “ Potentiality " [po-ten-shi-al'i-ty ).

given to a part of the bones of the pelvis. Possibility, not actuality ; the state of being ca

“ As-trag/a -lus." The ankle bone.— " Man'di- pable to develop into actual existence . A Latin '

bles.” The lower jaws ; in birds applied to both derivation, from potis, able, powerful, and esse,

jaws.— " Pre -max'il-la-ries.” The front part of to be.

the maxillary, or the jaw -bones . The upper jaw “ Pec/to -ral.” Pertaining to the breast, the

alone is commonly designated as themaxilla . Latin word for breast being pectus.

P. 263. “ Mö'lars.” The large grinding “ Carpal.” Belonging to thecarpus, the wrist.

teeth, back of the eye-teeth.- " Ul’na.” The The carpal bones are the eight small bones

larger of the two bones in the lower part of which form the wrist.

the arm or fore leg , the smaller being the “ rā' P. 304. “ Trog'-lo -dytes.” Cave dwellers.

dius.” — “ Fib'u -la .” The outer and smaller Greek , trogole, cavern , and duein , to enter .

bone of the lower partof the leg ; the larger be P. 307. “ Lēsion.” Latin , læsio , from le .

ing the “ tib'i-a .” dere, to hurt. A hurt, an injury.

P. 272. “ I-so- therm'al.” Greek isos, equal P. 310. “ Syn -o'vi-al.” Pertaining to the

and therme, heat. This is a fine example of a synovia, which is the name of the clear Auid

comprehensive word , one which says singly secreted within a membranous sac, for the pur

what else would take many words to express. pose oflubricating the joints. Greek, sun, with ,

It is quite a modern invention. Isothermal Latin , ovum , egg .

lines, or isotherms, are imaginary lines passing
“ Räldi- Ź vec- to'rès." Plural of ra

over the earth's surface through all places hav- dius vector, a Latin expression meaning a

ing the same temperature. These lines differ radius bearer. It is the mathematical term ap

widely from the parallels of latitude. The line, plied to a straight line which “ connects any

for instance, marking the mean annual temper- point, as of a curve, to a fixed point or pole

ature of 59° F. passes along latitude 42° in round which it revolves . . In astronomy it

Europe, but descends to 35 ° in America. is an ideal straight line joining the center of

“ Névé.” Recall definition given on page 22 an attracting body with that of a body revolv.

of the text-book . ing round it , as a line joining the sun and a

Con -sen -tā'ne-ous." Consistent planet.”

with , agreeable or accordantto , “ Sir'i-us." “ Al-deb'a-ran .” “ Po- lar'is .”

P. 284. “ Pā-læ -o -lith '-ic." Greek, palaios, “ Bo-o'tēs.” “ Ca-pel'la."

ancient, lithos, stone.— " Ne-o - lith'ic." Greek , P. 314. “ Cat-a -clysm .” A Greek derivation

neos, new . meaning a deluge. It is composed of kata ,

P. 285. “ Proboscidians” [pro -bo-sid'i-ans]. down, and kluzein , to wash or dash over.

A name given to an order of mammals having a P. 316. “ Psychical” ( si/kik -al]. Relating

long proboscis or trunk ; it includes elephants, to the soul. The word describes “ the human

mammoths, and mastodons. soul in its relation to sense , appetite, and the

“ Con -tem -po- ra -nē'i-ty.” State of being con- outer visible world as distinguished from spir

temporaneous, living at the same time. Latin itual or rational faculties which have to do with

tempus, time, con , together. the supersensible world .”

P. 286. “ Par-a-pher -nä li-a ." Greek, para ,

beside , beyond, and pherein, to bring. The
“ CLASSIC FRENCH COURSE IN ENGLISH . ”

Greek compound was applied to the things P. 204. “ Apples of Sodom . ” A fruit said to

which a bride brought, over and above her grow on the shores of the Dead Sea, which re

dower . Hence ornaments.
sembles the orange in size and color, butis found

“ Mongoloids.” Same as the Mongolians, to be full of ashes or dust. It explodes when

the race which includes the Chinese , Turks, lightly touched , like a puff-ball. Byron in

Tartars, Esquimaux, etc. “ Childe Harold ” makes the following allusion :

P. 287. “ Pre-ad'am -ites.” For further ref Like to the apples on the Dead Sea's shore,

erence to this book see page 322 of the text

book . “ En -co'mi-ums." Formal praises,

“ Eth -nog'ra -phy.” Greek , ethnos, nation , laudations. The root of the word is found in

and graphein, to write. That branch of knowl- the Greek, komos, revelry, banquet ; from

edge which treats of the different races of men. which come also the words, comedy, comic.

P. 296. “ Vas/cu -lar.” Latin , vasculum , a In the revels of antiquity, the victor in the games

small vessel, diminutive from vas, a vessel. The was led home in procession with music and

vascular system includes the arteries, veins, dancing and high praises, hence en , in , komos,

lacteals, etc. revelry , came to be used for praises . In later

P. 273 .

All ashes to the taste .

P. 205.
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P. 215 .

antiquity, Comus was the name of the god of was a mythological character, one of the Titans,

festive mirth . a race of giants. When Jupiter in a war against

" Opera.” Latin, opus, work ; Italian , opera, these Titans, who were seeking to gain for them

work , composition , especially in music. A mu- selves the highest power, had conquered them ,

sical drama ; the house in which the drama is he compelled Atlas to bear up the pillars of

given . heaven on his head and hands.

P. 207. “ Chimerical " [ki-měr'ik -al]. Fan P. 242. “ Sieyès " [sē-yace]:

tastic, wild, imaginary. The word is another P. 245. “ Sar-don’ic.” Derisive, ironic . Sev

monument erected in the English language to eral curious legends are connected with this

mythical antiquity. The Chimera was “ a fire- word . One is, “ The Herba Sardonia (a plant

breathing monster, the fore part of whose body growing in the island of Sardinia ) is so acrid

was that of a lion , thehind part thatofa dragon, that it produces a convulsive movement of the

and the middle that of a goat. She made great nerves of the face, resembling a painful grin .”

havoc in Lycia and the surrounding countries, A stronger description of the effect of this plant.

and was at length killed by Bellerophon, a Gre- says that it threw the eater into violent convul

cian hero, who, mounting Pegasus, the winged sions, which often proved fatal; and during these

horse of the Muses, soared into the air and at- the face was so distorted as literally to give the

tacked themonster from above. The origin of sufferer the appearanceof dying from laughter.

this monster must probably be sought for in the Another account of the Sardinian laugh explains

volcano of the name of Chimera in Lycia ." it as follows : " Laughing on the wrong side of

P. 210 . “ Écrasez l'Infáme" [a-krä -sā lăng- one's mouth . The Edinburgh Review for July ,

fäm ]. - " Écrasons" (ā -krä -song]. 1849 says, ' The ancient Sardinians used to get

P. 211. “ Jean Calas ” [zhong kä -lä ] . rid of their old relations by throwing them into

P. 212. Coup de théâtre" [koo-dě tā-ä -tr ]. deep pits and the suffererswere expected to feel

French for " a theatrical effect."
delighted at this attention to their well-being." "

“ Agesilaus ” [a -jes-i-lā'us ]. “ A -ris P. 248. “ Mountain of Light." TheKoh -i.

ti'dēs. " noor, the famous diamond in possession ofQueen

P. 217. Saunter.” This word obtained its Victoria .

meaning when it was the fashion to go on pil P. 249. “ Syn'chro -nism .” The opposite of

grimages to the Holy Land . “ In French the anachronism . The concurrence of two or more

Holy Land is called Saint Terre (the pronouncia- events in time.

tion ofwhich is much like the word saunter ], P. 251. “ René ” [ rā -nä ].

and a man who was roaming aimlessly about P. 255. " Syl-lo -gis/tic " [ theg is soft like j] .

and did not wish to confess that he really had “ Ofthe form of reasoning by syllogisms. A

nothing in view was accustomed to say that he syllogism is the regular log
form of every

was making a pilgrimage,thathewas sauntering argument, consisting of three propositions, of

toward Saint Terre or roaming toward Rome.” which the first two are called premises, and the

Gilman's “ Short Stories from the Dictionary.” last the conclusion . The conclusion necessa

P. 218 . “ Catechumens [kat-e -kū'mens). rily follows from the premises.” The extract

Derived from a Greek word meaning to instruct. given is composed of two syllogisms, the one

Theword is applied to those receiving rudimen- depending in a measure on the other ; in each

tary instruction in the doctrines of Christianity . the statement containing the word " therefore "

P. 220 . “ Petit” (pā-tē ]. is the conclusion, and the two preceding state

P. 221. “ Pieces de six blancs " [pē-āse de sē ments are the premises.

blänk ]. Small coins. P. 255. “ Po-lem'ic.” A controversy, a con

P. 227. “ Sophroniscus” ( sof-ro -nis/kus]. troversial argument. It is derived from the

P. 228 . “ Bucolic " [bū-kol’ik ]. Greek , bu- Greek word for war, polemos.

kolos, a herdsman. Relating to rural affairs, P. 264. “ Girondists ” [ji-rond'ists ). Mem

rustic , pastoral. bers of the moderate party during the French

“ Eu-phe-mistic-al-ly ." Greek, eu, Revolution ; so called from the department of

well, phami, I speak . In a softened manner. France, La Gironde, from which the deputies

Euphemism is a figure of speech in which a forming the party, came.

delicate word or expression is used for a harsh P. 266. “ Pseudo " (sü'do ]. A prefix mean

or indelicate one. ing false , counterfeit. From the Greek word

“ Cenotaph " [ sen'o-taph ). Greek, for lying, false, pseudes.

kenos, empty, taphos, tomb. P. 267. “ Iridescent” [ ir -i-dės'sent]. Latin ,

P. 237. “ Stan'is -las."
iris, the rainbow . Having the colors of the

P. 238 . “ At- lan'te -an .” Atlas-like. Atlas rainbow .

P. 229.

P. 235.
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Deliquescent” [del-i-ques sent]. Latin , de, was fate . This was in accordance with the de

from , and liquescere, to become fluid , to melt. crees of destiny .

The adjective liquid . P. 284. “ Ap- o -the'o-sis.” Greek apo, from ,

P. 268. " Hautboy " [ho-boy ]. French,haut and theon , a god,the verb theoun ,to deify . The

[ho], and bois [bwa], the former meaning high act of elevating a mortal to the rank of the

and the latter wood, so called on accountof the gods.

high tone the instrument makes. A wind in P. 285 . “ Mort " (mor). Death .

strument, sounded through a reed, and some P. 289. “ Chrysostom ” [kris/os-tom ]. (347–

what similar to a clarionet. 407.) A Father and saint of the early Eastern

“ Achilles” [ a -killēs]. Thehero of church .

Homer's Iliad ; the one on whom the success of “ Rediviva ." Latin . Revived .

the Trojan War depended . Qua-ter'ni-on.” A group of four.

P. 276. “ Sobriquet” ( so -brē-kā ]. A French " Fra An-gel'i- co ." (1387-1455.)

word for an assumed name or nickname. One of themost celebrated of the early Italian

“ Diatribes." Greek , dia , through, painters. On entering the monastery near

and tribein , to rub . A continued discourse, es- Fiesole he took the name of Giovanni da

pecially one of a reviling nature. Fiesole. He painted only sacred subjects, and

P. 278. “ Im -pri-ma'tur.” Latin. A license the beauty of his angels and glorified saints

to print a book . caused his countrymen to call him the angelic

“ Les Miserables ” [ lā my-sa -rä-bl]. (Angelico).

P. 282. “ Hoc erat in fatis ." Latin . This P. 317. “ Sakyamouni” [säk -ya-moo'ne].

P. 275

P. 298.

P. 305.

P. 311.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

ON THE C. L. S. C. TEXT-BOOKS.

IN“ WALKS AND TALKS THE GEOLOGICAL
8. Q. When was the first form differing from

FIELD . ”
them observed ? A. In the Devonian Age when

I. Q. Give thekey-words to the physical his- the vertebrate animal appeared .

tory of the world . A. ' Uplift, erosion, sedi 9. Q. What three typesof these archaic fishes

mentation . could be distinguished ? A. Elasmobranchs,

2. Q. What more fundamental action pre- placoderms, and ganoids.

ceded these ? A. Cooling. 10. Q. Which one of these ancient families

3. l . When the Palæozoic Æon began what disappeared with the Devonian Age ? A. The

three outcrops of land had appeared in the placoderms.

Western world ? A. The GreatNorthern Land, 11. Q. What fishes exist to -day as represen

the Seaboard Land, the Cordilleran Land. tatives of the other two types ? A. Sharks, of

4. Q. In the two epochs separated by this the first named class ; sturgeons and gar-pikes

upheavalof land whatmarked contrast was pre- of the ganoids.

sented in the ocean ? A. In the remoter period 12, Q. What argument is advanced against

it seemed destitute of animal life ; in the nearer the theory that vertebrates originated as a new

one it was teeming with a variety of types. creation ? A. Recent science has found far back

5. Q. If there were tenants of the sea in the in theSilurian epoch traces of fishlike creatures.

early Eozoic days, why is there no means of 13. Q. If the line could be carried back still

proving their existence ? A. The conditions further what would it probably reveal? A. An

were such as to have completely dissolved their imals less and less fishlike and more and more

calcareous remains. allied to crustaceans.

6. Q. Ofwhat theory is this sudden adventof 14. Q. What greatpurpose was served by the

hordes of diversified creatures taken as evi- luxurious vegetable growths of the Carbon

dence? A. That the Palæozoic fauna did not iferous Age ? A. The atmosphere was purified

originate by descent from the Eozoic. of its carbonic acid and made fit for air-breathing

7. Q. Give the first argument brought to animals .

bear against this theory ? A. The cycles of the 15. Q. Why was not some other disposition

Cambrian and Silurian Ages showed no departure madeof the harmful gas ? A. Packed away in

from the fundamental types with which they coalbeds it could be saved for use in future ages.

began . 16. Q. During the Carboniferous period what.
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typeof life prevailed ? A. Amphibians,which 31. Q. What is nature's fundamentalmethod ?

formed a link between water animals and land A. A procedure through continuity from the

animals. general to the particular.

17. Q. How was the end of the long Palæo 32. Q. What is meant by continuity as ap

zoic era proclaimed ? A. By the birth of the plied to matter? A. That nature retains the

Appalachian Mountains. same matter in bringing into existence many

18. Q. Whattransitional form oflife appeared successive forms.

in the reptilian dynasty near the close of the 33. Q. Trace this continuity through the in

Mesozoic era ? A. A birdlike reptile. organic world . A. From the sameatomswhich

19. Q. What entirely new form discovered floated as cosmicaldust were formed the fire

then, became the type of the next age? mist, then themolten globe, and all the subse

A. Mammals . quent changes which brought the earth down to

20. Q. What fact tends to strengthen the its present form .

theory that there are lost linkswhich connected 34. Q. Stated in a different manner, how

thesemammals to previously existing formsof was each separate condition of the earth pro

life ? A. Theremust be links connecting them duced ? A. By development from some pre

to the later mammals — for it cannot be thought viously existing form .

that the sametype would be created twice- but 35. Q. In the realm of organic life where is

these links are lost .
a fine exemplification of nature's method ofcon

21. Q. What general truth is observed in the tinuity shown ? A. In the history of individual

nature of the succession of organic types? existence.

A. That there have been in every age creatures 36. Q. How is the inference of a common

uniting in themselves characters belonging to genealogical descent in the same sub-kingdom

past, and present, and future dynasties. of animals justified ? A. By their similarity of

22. Q. Give some examples of these mongrel structure.

creatures. A. The ancient ganoids possessed 37. Q. What evidence upholds the theory

reptilian vertebræ ; amphibians belonged to two that there is a genealogical connection between

dynasties ; certain reptiles, possessing the teeth thegraduated successionsof life ? A. The same,

of fishes, pointed backward, and others were or strongly analogous,series of gradations is pre

prophetic ofbirds and mammals. sented by successions of extinct animals, by dif

23. Q. Towhat did these comprehensive types ferent classes of living animals, and by the em

lead ? A. They were finally resolved into dif- bryonic stages of every individual animal.

ferent organismswhich embodied each separate 38. Q. What is argued from this fact ?

group of characters by itself. A. Continuity in method , the same plan being

24. Q. As the great plan of organic life was used over and over, as the same matter has

unfolding itself, what changes had been taking been .

place in the earth ? A. Renovationswhich fitted 39. Q. Looking backward over the field of

it for thehigher use of each successive dynasty . geological history what is learned concerning

25., 2. By what agent was the last prepara- man ? A. That he is the fulfillment of the

tion before the advent of man accomplished ? prophecies of the ageș.

A , Ice . 40. Q. Trace from man downward the suc

26. Q. When did man firstmake his appear- cessivemodifications ofthe vertebrate skeleton .

ance ? A. Atsometime during theGlacialepoch . A. Quadruped, bird, reptile, amphibian , to the

27. Q. What is known regarding theanimals oldest fish , the onchus.

contemporary with the first men ? A. That 41. Q. What still more striking series of

they belonged to species long since extinct. morlifications is to be seen ? A. The fin of the

28. Q. From the traces left behind what es- fish , the limb of the reptile, the wing of the

timate may be formed of these geologicalmen ? bird , the foot of the quadruped , the hand of

A. That as far as known they were the equal of man, are allmodeled after one plan.

existing races. 42. Q. In what other way is it shown that

29. Q. What does this stupendous system of Nature through the ages was working toward

things, whose two extremes are fire-mist and the one end, the advent of man ? A. In the

man, imply ? A. Matter, energy, law . transformations of the land, the clearing of

30. Q. What is the only question to be con- the atmosphere, the storing up of coaland of the

sidered in this connection concerning them ? minerals.

A. The nature of the law by which energy 43. Q. On what grounds is the conclusion

shapes matter and determines successions of reached thatman is the final term in the series

forms and events . of developments ? A. His erect attitude limits
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a successor.

further improvement in structure ; his ability 6. Q. For what is the infidel writer entitled

to roam over the whole earth leaves no place for to a high meed of praise ? A. His valiant cham

pionship of the oppressed .

44. Q. In this chain of evidencewhat is lack -7. Q. In turning from Voltaire to Rousseau

ing which could change the theory of evolution ' what violent contrast is noted ? A. That be

to an established fact ? A. Links supplying the tween a fairly high level standard of achieve

great gap between man and his highestmamma- ment and one passing abruptly from the heights

lian predecessor. of splendor to the depths of squalor.

45. & . How doesman arrive at a knowledge 8. Q. Of which of Rousseau's books is it said

of something superior to matter ? A. By the that it is at once his best and worst? A. The

fact that he can discover and in a measure un “ Confessions. "

derstand the laws governing matter. 9. Q. How is Rousseau described ? A. As a

46. Q. In his interpretation of nature what paradox of inconsistencies and self-contradic

leads him to a knowledge of an Omnipresent tions.

Being ? A. The control which develops differ 10. Q. What is said of the “ Curate's Confes

ent organizations and differentparts in the same sion of Faith,” found in “ Emile ” ? A. That

organization out of the samecell elements ; the it is perhaps the most seductively eloquent ar

operation of laws throughout the universe ; the gument against Christianity ever written .

prevalence of plans, with one great plan under 11. Q. Who is called Rousseau's foster-child

lying all the others. in literature ? A. St. Pierre.

47. Q. What facts go to show that this unity 12. Q. What is St. Pierre's famous book ?

of plan pervades other worlds than this ? A. The A. “ Pauland Virginia."

spectrum shows that they are composed of the 13. Q. What authors continue the succession

same atomsofmatter ; their orbits revealthe ac- in the same style of writing after Rousseau and

tion of the same law of gravitation. St. Pierre ? A. Chateaubriand and Lamartine,

48. Q. How do therelations between inor- Madamede Staëland George Sand.

ganic and organic nature prove a unity of plan ? 14. Q. What are the distinguishing touches

A. They respond exactly one to another ; as in the romances of these writers ? A. Natural

soon as the world was ready for it, each succes- ism and sentimentalism ,

sive form of life appeared . 15. Q. In what respect is “ Paul and Vir

49. Q. How do the relations between the ginia ” most severely criticized ? A. Its lack of

world and intelligence prove a unity of plan ? genuineness.

A. The instincts of all animals are true to some 16. Q. What was the threefold aim of the

thing which is real. French Encyclopædists ? A. To advance hu

50. Q. As the highest step of all what be- man knowledge, to undermine Christianity, to

sides this demonstrated unity of nature implies revolutionize politics.

one original Planner and Ruler ? A. The uni. 17. Q. Who was the leader in this move

versal consciousness of man . ment of insurrectionary thought? A. Diderot.

18. Q. Who appeared openly as the editorial

“ CLASSIC FRENCH COURSE IN ENGLISH .”
partner ofDiderot? A. D'Alembert .

1. Q. Namesome of the features which won 19. Q. How did the influence of these athe

for Voltaire's writings their renown. A. Vivac- isticalwriters, reacting against the political and

ity, versatility, variety, voluminousness. ecclesiastical oppressions of ages, terminate ?

2. Q. What counterbalances the fact that A. In the French Revolution .

there is not a great thought in thewhole collec 20. Q. To what is Madamede Staël indebted

tion ? A. That there is not a vapid expression for her fame? A. The twofold power she ex

in it. ercised as talker and as writer.

3. Q. In what style of writing does he come 21. Q. How the influence of her

nearest being dull ? A. Epic verse. conversational power always manifested ?

4. Q. What design is set forth in mocking A. Wherever she was, there was the center.

vein in his story of “ Candide " ? A. The 22. Q. Why was she exiled from France ?

portrayal of the vanity and misery ofmankind. A. On account of her prejudice against Na

5. Q. The benefit of what doubt should be poleon ,

vouchsafed to Voltaire's memorable motto ? 23. Q. As the author of what book did she

A. That though its blows fell upon Christianity, gain a European renown ? A. “ Corinne.”

they may have been aimed at the superstition 24. Q. Which ofher productions is esteemed

and despotism of the religious system of his hermasterpiece ? A. “ Germany."

times .
25. Q. Ofwhom was Madame de Staël alone

was

I - Jun .
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the rival and peer in the literature of her day ? abdication of Louis Philippe ? A. For three

A. Chateaubriand. months he may be said to have ruled France.

26. Q. To what happy coincidence did the 37. Q. In the group of French romanticists

“ Genius of Christianity " owe much of its re- who is the central figure? A. Victor Hugo.

nown ? A. Its appearance at the timeof the 38. Q. In what did he make his near ap

reaction against the former infidel writers,which proach to the illimitable in power? A. His

made it seem to create thatmovement. ability to do equally great things and small.

27. Q. In the publication of what other book 39. Q. In what does his glory as a novelist

did a favorable opportunity again serve Cha- lie ? A. In his climaxes of agony.

teaubriand ? A. “ Bonaparte andthe Bourbons.” 40. Q. Which is generally considered his

28. Q. In whatbook did he give idealized de- greatest work ? A. “ Les Miserables.”

scriptionsof theAmerican Indians? A. “ René." 41. Q. How is Saint-Beuve ranked in French

29. Q. Why did not the splendor of his fame literature ? A. As a critic withoutpeers .

continue ? A. On accountof the vein of false 42. Q. What was Balzac's attempt in litera

ness running through all ofhis writings. ture ? A. To represent in fiction all the mani

30. Q. Give the two quotations from Béran- fold phases of human life and character.

gerwhich describe his devotion and explain his 43. Q. With what English novelist is he

inspiration . A. “ My songs, they are myself.” often paralleled ? A. Dickens.

“ My muse is the people." 44. Q. Who, by choosing the sentiment of

31. Q. How did he account for his own pop- ideal life as the motive of her literary work ,

ularity ? A. By saying, “ The people wanted a made herself a social force ? A. George Sand.

man to speak to them the language they love. 45. Q. What was the marked feature in her

I have been that man .” style of writing? A. Easy improvisation .

32. Q. In what does the glory of Béranger's 46. Q. In what line of literary work did De

achievement lie ? A. He elevated song-writing Mussetaccomplish his greatestwork ? A. Poetry.

to the rank of acknowledged literature. 47. Q. Who form the group of nineteenth

33. Q. After a brilliant career what pathetic century pensée writers ? A. Joubert, Madame

phase of literary fame did Lamartine reach ? Swetchine, and Amiel.

A. That of being important in the history of lit 48. Q. What singular instance is presented

erature rather than in literature itself. by the published work and thefame of Joubert ?

34. Q. Which one of his works is said to A. That they are wholly posthumous.

have been a European event in literary history ? 49. Q. Amiel's “ Journal ” exhibits its author

A. His poem “ Jocelyn.” in what character ? A. As a man who always

35. Q. Under how many different charac- thought and felt and wrote and spoke on the

ters did he win distinction ? A. As poet, orator, side of what was true and good.

historian , statesman. 50. Q. How does Joseph Roux describe

36. Q. To what position did Lamartine's Madame Swetchine? A. As gentle, contem

eloquence and bravery raise him after the plative, mournful.

THE QUESTION TABLE.

ANSWERS IN NEXT NUMBER.

THE readers of THE CHAUTAUQUAN are re. memorates the reign of King Matthias ?

quested to send any question on family life, 4. With the name of what Hungarian king

social life, manners or customs, or the relations were Turkish mothers formerly accustomed to

young people sustain to each other in society, frighten their children ?

that they may wish answered in a thoughtful 6. Why was Stephen, the first king of Hun

and suggestive way. gary , created a saint ?

7. Coming down from the time of Stephen I.,

what has been the title of all Hungarian kings ?

I. What was the “ Golden Bull ” ? 8. Into what two houses is the legislative au

2. In imitation of what was the “ Golden thority divided in Hungary ?

Bull ” said to have been framed ? 9. In the dual monarchy, Austria -Hungary,

3. Who was known as Corvinus (little raven ) ? what are the common points of government for

4. What popular Hungarian proverb com- the two states ?

WORLD OF TO DAY - HUNGARY .
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2 .

10. The Kingdom of Hungary is also called 7. Learning condemns beyond thereach of hope

the Transleithan Monarchy ; give the origin of The careless lips that speak of soap for sõap ;

the word Transleithan . Her edict exiles from her fair abode

The clownish voice that utters road for road ;

THE STARS OF JUNE.
Less stern to him who calls his coat a coat,

1. To what is due the importance of Epsilon And steers his boat, believing it a boat.

Lyra, a small star east of Vega ? She pardoned one, our classic city's boast,

2. With what mythological interest is Lyra
Who said atCambridge,most instead ofmost,

invested ?
But knit her brows and stamped her angry

3. What causes the luminous spot between foot

the stars Beta and Gamma of Lyra ? To hear a teacher call a root a root.

4. What is the brilliant steel-blue star below -Oliver Wendell Holmes.

Vega ?
8. Correct the following sentences and under

5. Where is “ Job's Coffin ” ? stand clearly why they are wrong :

6. How may Cygnus (the Swan ) be described ?
I. Julia is the handsomest of thetwo.

7. Where is the star known as No.61? 2. Cut it in half.

8. For what is it noted ?
3. Shedone the best she could.

9. What does the constellation Virgo repre 4. Who does she look like ?

sent ?
5. Without you can behave you may leave.

10. What characterizes the spacetwo-thirds of

the way between, and a little above, a line con

necting Delta and Eta in Virgo ?
ENGLISH PHRASE AND FABLE . - IX .

11. Euripides (480-407 B. C.) makes the 1. In “ The Legend of Good Women ," what

chorus in one of his comedies ask the time thus : does Chaucer name as his favorite flower ?

What is the star now passing ? The purple pride

Which on thy soft cheek for complexion dwells,
The answer is :

In my love's veinstoo grossly thou hast dyed .

The Pleiades show themselves in the East ,

Shakspere referred to what flower in the above ?
The Eagle soars in the summit of heaven.

3. The sudden opening of the buds of what

The firstweek of June the Eagle rises about 9:00 night-bloomer had Keats observed when he

p . m .; at what hour will the couplet be appro
wrote,

priate ? How may this be determined ?

O'er which thewind may hover till it dozes,
12. What constellation is in the mid -heavens

O'er which it wellmight take a pleasant sleep,

toward the southeast ? How represented ? Butthat 'tis ever startled by the leap

13. Whose memory does it perpetuate in Ofbuds into ripe flowers ?

mythology ? 4. Shakspere's lines,

Goes to bed with the sun

THE QUEEN'S ENGLISH . - IX . And with him rises weeping,

1. Use the word “ nice " with discrimination . describe the habit of what flower ?

“ This word is now applied to a sermon , to ajam 5. What poet gave to themignonette the now

tart, to a young man - in short to every thing." common name of " the Frenchman's darling " ?

2. Remember that " compounds ending in 6. Hood condemnswhat blossom as,

ful and all those in which the principal word is
But a wanton witch

put last, form the plural in the samemanner as In too much haste to wed ,

other nouns.” Basketfuls, spoonfuls, etc. And clasps her rings on every hand ?

3. It is annoying to hear such pronunciations What is “ that sanguine flower inscribed

as attackted for attacked ; govermunt for gove with woe " of which Milton speaks in “ Ly

ernment; wisper for whisper; talkin for talk . cidas ” ?

ing ; heighth for height. 8. Of what " plant that wakes while others

4. Distinguish between radish and reddish ; sleep " did Moore sing in the lines,

eminent and imminent ; relic and relict; statue Buds thatkeep

and statuce : discernment and discretion ; and Their odor to themselves all day ,

all other words similar in pronunciation and
Butwhen the sunlight dies away

Let the delicious secret out
spelling

To every breeze that roamsabout?

5. Gent and pants. --Let these words go to

9. To what flower does Wordsworth refer
gether, like the things they ify . Richard

when he says,

Grant White .

Myriads . ..have shone forth in flower
6. Do not use “ expect” for “ suspect ” ;

Near the lark's nest,and in their natural hour

" funny ” for “ odd.”
Have passed away ; less happy than theone
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ENGLISH PHRASE AND FABLE.VIII .

10 .

name.

That, by the unwilling ploughshare, died to prove from us equal to that of theother stars,hewould

The tender charm ofpoetry and love ?
appear no brighter than they. 9. A star of

10. In what poem of Cowley's occur the lines, second magnitude, at the bend in the handle of

Theviolet, Spring's little infant, stands
the Big Dipper ; it has a minute companion,

Girt in thy purple swaddling -bands ?
Alcor, which now may readily be seen by a per

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN
son with good eyesight. Humboldt says it could

rarely be seen in Europe. 10. Rising balefully

in the southeast. The head is marked by sev
THE WORLD OF TO -DAY - TURKEY .

eral stars arranged in a slightly curving line ;
1. Byzantium . 2. Solyman the Magnificent. the tail by a series of stars winding around

(1495-1566.) 3. Emperor Nicholas of Russia. through the MilkyWay in a beautiful manner.

4. It refused the demands of Austria and Rus

sia to surrender him and his followers, when as
II. Antares ( a ), fiery red, of first magnitude,and

refugees they fled to Turkey for an asylum . placed among the constellations that they never

marking the heart of Scorpio. 12. They are so

5. That ofmaking it a free, neutral port under
appear in the heavens together . 13. Vega, the

the guaranty of the European powers. 6. Prac- beautiful steel-blue star in Lyra , beneath the

tically it is. 7. Turkey was pronounced by the feet of Hercules. It is at the vertex of a large

sultan a constitutional monarchy. 8. Hede and nearly right-angled triangle, whose hypot

sired to gain favor with the leading powers ; it

enuse is a line joining Arcturus and Polaris.
was an expedient political act. 9. The Turkish

constitution at the end of three months became

a dead letter. Mehemet Ali. II, Robert

1. Either from the German word lollen , to

College. 12. Turkey in Europe, Greece, Bul

garia and Eastern Roumelia, Rumania, Servia, old English word loller, an idler. Several other

sing, from their habit of singing hymns, or the

Bosnia, Herzegovina, the Crimea, and a part of
words claim the distinction of originating the

southern Russia ; Asia Minor to the borders of

Persia ; Egypt, Syria, Tripoli, Tunis, Algiers, makethe solarandlunaryears coincide. 3. From

2. The reformation of the calendar to

numerous islands in the Mediterranean , and
the timeof Edward VI. 4. Because, after he

Arabia .

lost his popularity with the members, so many

rose to leave when he began to speak . 5. From

1. The transit of Mercury . It will not pass Praise-God Barbon or Barebones, who took a

off the edge of the sun until after sunset. If the prominent part in the assembly . 6. Burning

sky is perfectly clear the transit will be visible 10,000 tons of shipping in the port of Cadiz

through smoked glass ; it may be viewed dis- shortly before the defeat of the Armada. 7. Sarah ,

tinctly through good field -glasses and small tele- Duchess of Marlborough. 8. Jenkins, the mas.

scopes. 2. OfVulcan . Leverrier concluded that ter of a trading sloop from Jamaica , asserted

theperihelion of Mercury'sorbit ismoving faster that his ship had been boarded by a Spanish

than can be accounted for by the perturbations guarda costa , and that, although no proof of

ofknown planets ; therefore he suggested the ex- smuggling had been found on the vessel, oneof

istence of intra-Mercurial bodies. 3. It equals his ears had been torn off. He carried the ear

11.86 of our years. 4. Jupiter's four satellites : about in cotton and exhibited it to his hearers.

Io, Europa,Ganymede, and Callisto. 5. Römer, It was asserted that he had lost his ear in the

a Danish astronomer ; in 1675. 6. He noticed pillory ; but the end aimed at (war with Spain )

that the observed and the computed times of the was attained , for the indignation of the people

eclipses of Jupiter's satellites did not corres- and the strenuous efforts of his party became

pond : the observed times were earlier than the uncontrollable . 9. Itwas a Norman innovation

computed times when Jupiter was nearest the introduced into England by William the Con

earth and later when he was farthest; therefore queror and provided that “ a man charged with

he concluded that the motion of light was pro- an offence by a private individual, had the right

gressive instead of instantaneous. 7. Neither to plead not guilty and declare his readiness to

hasany decided marking, both supposed to be defend his innocence with his body. If the

surrounded by layers of cloud Aloating in dense challenge was accepted by the accuser, the two

atmosphere, neither has any satellites. 8. proceeded to fight on a certain day ; if the de

Neither the largestnor the smallest of the fixed fendantwas defeated he was convicted and pun

stars, so that if he were removed to a distance ished , and vice versa. 10. Pope.

THE STARS OF MAY
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CLASS OF 1891.- " THE OLYMPIANS.” concerning all requirements for graduation, lists

“ So run that ye may obtain ." of Assemblies, Recognition Days, etc. Any

OFFICERS. member of '91 who does not receive the “ Re

Aresident - The Rev. J. M.Durrell, D.D., Manchester, port Blank ” by June I should at once notify
N. H.

the Central Office , in order that a duplicatemay
Vice- Presidents - The Rev. J. S. Ostrander, Brooklyn ,

N. Y.; H. R.Palmer,New York City ; Mrs. Mary A. Liver be sent. Much inconvenience is caused at the

more, Melrose,Mass.; Mrs. Mary T. Lathrap , Jackson, Central Office by the failure of graduates to note

Mich . ;Mrs. Hawley, Buffalo, N. Y .; Mrs. Guernsey, In- instructionssentthem ; therefore every member

dependence,Kan.;Mr. J. H. Fryer,Galt,Ontario, Canada. of '91 is urged to see to it that a copy of the
Secretary - Mrs. James S. Ostrander.
Assistant Secretary - Mrs. Harriet A. H. Wilkde, Onon- “ Report Blank ” is secured .

daga Valley , N. Y ,
MANY members of '91 will probably begin

Treasurer - Miss Clara L. Sargent.

Class Trustee The Rev. J. S. Ostrander.
next year a review of the four years' course with :

CLASS FLOWERS- TEE LAUREL AND WHITE ROSE. undergraduatemembers. This plan is heartily

commended, as the review of a book is usually

THE PRESIDENT'S CHAT. The scrap-book is of more value to the student than its first read

to the general reader and writer what a lumber ing . There will be others, however, who will

room is to themechanic. The carpenter has a desire to do more thorough work in speciallines.

large number of odds and ends that he cannot Those whose interest in the study of English

use for a particular piece of work on which he history and literature has been aroused by the

may be engaged, yet he knows that at some studies of '90 -91 will find the three years'special

timenearly every thing he has put into the clut- course in this subject an almost inexhaustible

ter corner will be useful. Tosave valuable mate- mine of wealth ; while to the students who turn

rial and to putit where one can lay his hand on with especial longing to the study of American

it and use it when needed , is an art. There are topics, a series of special courses to beannounced

several plans for filing away excerpts from the during the summer and early fall will offer

public press. Scrap cabinets in which the clip- tempting opportunities.

pings are arranged by topics, each topic having
ATLake View Assembly, Framingham , Massa

an envelope, properly marked , are very con chusetts, last year a small sum was raised for

venient. Those who cannot afford ten dollars
purchasing a class banner for '91 to be used at

for such an article may make a very good sub
the graduation this summer. The committee

stitute by purchasing a number of manilla en- need more funds and an appeal is made to the

velopes, assigning an envelope to a topic, and
'SI's scattered throughout New England to help

then tying them together in alphabetic order
a little in this object. All subscriptionsmay be

with a piece ofwide tape ; a new topic means a
sent to Andrew Howes, 49 Hancock St., Boston .

new envelope. For the use of many, however,

the common scrap -book answers all purposes.
CLASS OF 1892.- " THE COLUMBIA .”

The volumes of the Congressional Globe that
“ Seek and ye shall obtain ."

are frequently found at second-hand book stores,

and can be purchased for fifty cents each, are President- Col. Logan H. Roots, Little Rock , Ark .

just the books needed. Date the clipping with First Vice - President - Prof. Lewis Stuart, Ill.

a red pencil, and with thename of the paper or
Second Vice- President - F . W.Gunsaulus, Ill.

District Vice- Presidents - Mrs. Frank Beard, N. Y.; Dr.
magazine from which it hasbeen cut. This will

P. S. Henson, Ill.; Charles P. Williamson, Ky.; the Rev.

enable you to give the authority for a statement J. C. Hurlbut, N. J.;Mr. J. T. Barnes, N. J.; Mr. Ernest P.

when the time comes to use it. Do not feel Brook, N. Y .; Issa Tanimura, Japan ; Mr. J. S. Davis, Al

obliged to save a piece because itmay be good ; bany, Ga.
Secretary- Miss Jane P. Allen , University of North Da.

select only the best. kota, N. D.

CLASS OF '91, attention ! Note carefully the Treasurer and Member of Building Committee - Lewis E.

following : During the month of May a “ Re- Snow, Mo.

Class Trustee - Mr. J. P. Barnes, Rahway, N. J.

port Blank ” and “ Final Address ” to the Class CLASS FLOWER - CARNATION .

of 1891 will be sent out from the Central Office .

These two communications are of the greatest An unusually earnestand touching testimony

importance asthey give particular information comes from a member of '92 who has been sadly

OFFICERS.
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afflicted by the loss of a dear sister, she writes : memoranda and send it to you with fifty cents

“ The course ofreading has been very beneficial to for this year . I have already begun the re

me, especially during these last sad and lonely quired reading. I am so glad I commenced

months, turing my too sad thoughts into other and hope I shall be able to read the whole four

andmorewholesome channels . Although I have years ' course . I can only read with anydegree

never seen Chautauqua and hardly expect to, I of satisfaction by getting up at four o'clock in

love the very name of the place . The C. L. S. C. the morning, an hour before the rest are astir.

hasmademy life so much broader and deeper and Ofcourse I cannot always do that, but I enjoy

opened so many delightful avenues of learning the readings so much that it is no task to me.”

that I thoughtwere closed to me that I have
A PENNSYLVANIA '93 writes : “ I cannot tell

every reason for loving the work in all its how helpful the course is to me. I am reading

branches. "
alone; but trust that I have not alone been ben

THE Ray Palmer Circle of Newark, N. J., has efited , brightened , strengthened , and uplifted ,

contributed twenty - five dollars toward the Class for I have tried to enrich others, and to stir im

Building Fund. The money was raised by giv- pulses in weary brains, by showing them how a

ing an entertainment. This is a good example world of interest and pleasure may be reached

for other '92's . through good books. Wemothers need some

THE Class of'92 is still in need of more funds thing to stimulate us, to develop a large, com

to pay its quota toward the Union Class Build- prehensive, and noble life , in which ourdo

ing. Loyal '92's are urged to send contributions mestic affairs shall have their appropriate de

to Mr. Lewis E. Snow , 415 Olive Street, St. partment, but shall not be permitted to absorb

Louis, Missouri. our whole strength, time, and thought. God

has placed us on a throne in our families ; and

CLASS OF 1893.- " THE ATHENIANS.”
to administer and govern, demands knowledge,

“ Study to be what you wish to seem ."
judgment, culture, and resolution . The mother

generally brings the children up to her ownOFFICERS.

level. Ruskin says, 'No man ever lived a

President— The Rev.R.C.Dodds,337 Summer St.,Buffalo, right life,who had not been chastened by a
N.Y.

Vice-Presidents- Mrs. S. M. I. Henry , Meadville, Pa.; woman's love, strengthened byher courage, and

the Rev. Russell Conwell, Philadelphia, Pa ; Prof. T. F. guided by her discretion .' We, on account of
Wright, Cambridge, Mass .; Miss Kate McGillivray, Port

our indoor life, demand a variety of interests
Colborne, Province Ontario , Canada ; Mrs. E. C. Chap

man , Oakland, Cal.; The Rev. D. T. C. Timmons, Tyler, outside of our daily duties. This is just what

Texas ; J. C. Burke, Waterville, Kan .; the Rev. M. D. the C.L. S. C. provides for us, by enabling us

Lichleter, Allegheny, Pa.
to keep step with the best writers and thinkers

General Secretary — Miss Ella M. Warren , 342W.Wal- of the times ; it causes us to use our mental

nut, Louisville, Ky.

Prison Secretary - Mrs. S.M.I. Henry, Meadville , Pa .
faculties, to keep our accomplishments, which

District Secretaries— Miss A. M. Coit, Syracuse , N. Y.; we have been years in acquiring, instead of neg

the Rev. T. H. Paden,New Concord ,Ohio ; the Rev. E.S. lecting them .”

Porter, Bridgewater,Mass.; Miss Anna C. Brockman , St.

Louis,Mò.; the Rev. Chas. Thayer, Minneapolis, Minn.;

L. E. Welch , Albany, Ga. CLASS OF 1894— " THE PHILOMATHEANS.”

Treasurer - Welford P. Hulse, 112 Hart St., Brooklyn , “ Ubimel, ibi apes.”

N , Y.

Assembly Treasurer and Trustee Union Class Building

Geo . E. Vincent. President- John Habberton , New York City.

Building Committee - The Rev. R. C. Dodds ; Mrs. H.M. Vice- Presidents - The Rev. A. C Ellis, Jamestown, N.Y .;

Anthony, Ottawa, Ill. the Rev. E. D. Ledyard, Steubenville, Ohio ; (third vice

presidentto be selected by New England Branch C.L.S.C.);

A CIRCULAR recently sent out from the Cen- the Rev. Mr. Cosby, Neb .; the Rev. Dr. Livingston,

tral Office to lagging members of'93brings the the Rev. J. W.Lee, D.D., Atlanta, Ga.
Toronto , Canada ; Mrs. Helen Campbell, New York City;

following encouraging response : “ Had it not Secretary - Miss Grace B. Fowler , Buffalo , N. Y.

been for the Chancellor's letter I fear I should Treasurer- Mr. Henry M. Hall, Titusville, Pa.

hardly have rallied to join the class. I began
Class Trustee- W . T. Everson , Union City, Pa .

Building Committee- William T. Everson , Union City ,

the reading but sickness in my family and then
Pa.; Henry M. Hall, Titusville, Pa.; Mr. C. Foskey,

of myself has greatly retarded myprogress. I Shamburg, Pa .; MissGrace Fowler, Buffalo , N. Y.

am determined to try again . I can tell no one

how much this course is to me. The books
AS THE Class of '94 is approaching the close

seem almost likemembers ofmy family .” of its first year's work , a few words concern

A MEMBER of'93 who lives in an early rising ing the Memoranda may not cameamiss. The

community writes : “ I have at last finished my filling out of the four-page Memoranda, though

OFFICERS.
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not absolutely required is expected of every as in the mere book -learning. Circumstances

member of the C. L. S. C.who is really able to changing within the last year, Inow find myself

do it. The answering of the four-page Memo- a sophomore in our State University and what is

randa is not so formidable a task as it might at a great deal to a girl, not any older than my

first seem , especially if the reader answers the classmates . In my work here, I find my Chau

questions as soon as the books are finished. We tauqua reading of constant use. In a year or

therefore urge allmembers of '94 to fill out not two I expect to take up one of the seal courses

only the four but also the twelve-page Memo and thus keep upmy connection with thework .”

randa. Remember that these are not examina

tion papers. They are review sheets, and the

A '90 GRADUATE in British India writes : “We

necessary review of the required subjects in or- far Ihave found it very enjoyable reading. The
are taking the Oriental Course this year and so

der to fill out the papers will render the work of
the year of much more value to the student longer weremain in India, the less time we have

Set apart one evening a month for thenext two
for such work , but themore we need just what

Chautauqua courses map out for us. I trust I
or three months for work on the Memoranda,

plan deliberately to secure the necessary time, has been earned and catch an increased inspira
may visit Chautauquawhen a home furlough

and you will not only comply with all require- tion to keep up systematic reading and study.”

ments but feelthat you have given the C. L. S.C.

plan ofwork a fair test. CLASS OF '86, ATTENTION ! Five years ago

A TENNESSEE member of '94 writes : “ It is the Class of '86 became the bride of the C.L.S.C.

with intense pleasure that I forward the blank The four years' companionship preceding the

as requested , showing completion ofwork up to wedding day were marked by no deeper delight

January 1. I did not begin until that date, but than that which has brightened every hour since

hope soon to catch up with.the class. I have been the marriage certificate was placed in the hands

deeply interested and find THE CHAUTAUQUAN
ofthebride.

perfectly wonderful. I am always making new
It is proposed to celebrate the “wooden wed

discoveries of something interesting and in- ding anniversary " of the Class of '86 by an in

structive in it. I have been instrumental in add- formal lunch in Normal Hall, at the New Eng

ing one more to the thousands of '94 , and if land Assembly, South Framingham , Massachu

enthusiasm can do any thing, hope to persuade setts. The lunch will be served at high noon

others when I return to my summerhome.” on Recognition Day, and will be followed by

“ I WISH to join the Chautauqua Circle. I am
addressesby friendsofthebride and bridegroom .

sorry that I am so late in entering, but as I have
Tickets , at 35 cents, may be procured of Mr.

the books and THE CHAUTAUQUAN and have J. H. S. Pearson , Box 3657, Boston .

commenced the required readings perhaps it The following namesare added to the list of

will not matter. I am a solitary reader as the graduates of the Class of 1890 :

there is no circle in myneighborhood, but I am Mrs.R.M.Green, Alabama;Eva M.Herrington,

enjoying the reading and think it will be of ad- Cora Randolph Shinn , California ; Jennie Viola

vantage to me to have a regular systematic Brewster, Lucy JaneBrewster, Colorado ;Myrtle

course of reading and study. There are so Gilmer, Florida ; Sophia B. Adams, Ella M.Fair,

many things to occupy the time of a house- Maria A.Fair,Walter Stager, Illinois; Mrs. Ellen

keeper that reading is often neglected . I think Baxter, Carrie B. McKee, Indiana ; Mrs. Mar

the C. L. S. C. just meets our wants . Please garet A.Munsell, Massachusetts ; Amy M.Mc

send me the Membership Book , also some cir- Naughton,Michigan ;Rev. Horace E.Chase, Mrs.

culars to distribute among my friends." Sella E. Chase, Maurice J. Godfrey, Mrs. Fan

nie C. Truesdell, Minnesota ;George L.Haight,

GRADUATE CLASSES .
Nebraska ; Katharine Moore Barnes, Mary H.

THAT the C. L. S. C. fosters an interest in the Darrin , Susie Annie Davis, Isadora Palmer, New

higher education has been demonstrated re- York ; Silas J. Baird, Sadie L. Leukard , Ohio ;

peatedly and we are glad to add one more in- Martha B. Clarke, Sarah Louise Jessup, Pennsyl

stance to the many already on record. This vania ; Wildman Murphy, Utah ; Mrs. Gertrude

comes from a member of the Class of '90 in Kan- L.Wells, Vermont ; Miss BessieGraves, Central

sas, who writes as follows: “ When I took up America ; Ella Theodora Crosby, Hawaiian Is

the C. L. S. C. work I thought that my school lands; Mary E. Scott, India ; William Wheelock

days were over and began that as the next best Peet, Turkey.

thing. I could not begin to tell you thegood it The nameofMrs. Julia S. Conkey, placed by

has done me, which consisted as much in keep- mistake in Aprilamong graduates from Georgia ,

ing upmy determination to have an education belongs in Illinois.
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C. L. S. C. MOTTOES.

*We Study the Word and the Works of God." “ Let us keep our Heavenly Father in the Midst."

“ Never be Discouraged ."

C. L. S. C. MEMORIAL DAYS,

OPENING DAY - October 1 . SPECIAL SUNDAY – May, second Sunday."

BRYANT DAY— November 3. HUGO DAY- June 21.

SPECIAL SUNDAY - November, second Sunday. SPECIAL SUNDAY - July, second Sunday.

MILTON DAY- December 9. INAUGURATION DAY - August, first Saturday after first

COLLEGE DAY - January, last Thursday. Tuesday ; anniversary of C. L. S. C. at Chautauqua.

SPECIAL SUNDAY - February, second Sunday . ST. PAUL'S DAY - August, second Saturday after first

LONGFELLOW DAY- February 27. Tuesday ; anniversary of the dedication of St. Paul's

HUGH MILLER DAY - April 14 . Grove at Chautauqua.

SHAKSPERE DAY - April 23 . RECOGNITION DAY- August, third Wednesday after the

BLAISE PASCAL DAY - May 14 . first Tuesday.

IN

N our mail-bag we find the following from will find to be true of an author to whom you

one of the Local Circle constituency : “ The devote time. You will be astonished to find at

other day, when reading I came across this : ' I how many points he touches your life and how

hear a good dealabout living with the saints and much you have in common - the whole world is

angels, butwhen I go to the other world I want kin . Follow out the suggestion of a “ special

to go to my own folk . I can feel with humanity friend ” and test the truth of it.

but I don'tknow any thing at all about 'angel
BROOKLYN ALUMNI.

manity .' And I said to myself, ' Why, that's just

how I feel when I am told I'll get pleasure and
Wetake pleasure in giving to the circles the

benefit in taking a French author for a special excellent program of this alumniassociation at

friend.'. My life is made up of sweeping and
its meeting ofApril 7.

dusting with only a chance now and then to
AN EVENING WITH SHAKSPERE.

tidy up a bit and put on a fresh gown. The PART I.

Circle.
world you speak of is another one from mine. Chautauqua Song

Here is the scroll of every man's name.

I'm sure I won't enjoy it . I suppose though,

Is all our company here ?-Midsummer Night's Dream .

there's something in it or you wouldn't have
Roll-Call

Shakspere.
suggested it.”

On Hate - Ladies . On Love - Gentlemen .

There certainly is something in it ; something
Then Sir,

to get you out of yourself, to give you some This paper is the history of my knowledge.

thing out of your ordinary sphere to think of. -Cymbeline,

Letmegive you a friend's pointof view who is Minutes Secretary.

a teacher. She says, “ I will not have close ' Tis not sleepy business ;

fellowship with teachers, making them my con
Butmust be looked to speedily , and strongly . - Cym

beline.

stant companions. They talk 'shop,' so do I.
Business.

I want and need news from another life, it in
All the world's a stage,

vigoratesme, it gives menew thoughts, it broad
And all themen and women merely players.

ensmy life, and when we are thrown together,
They have their exits , and their entrances ;

as often wemust be,we are themore interesting And oneman in his time playsmany parts.

to each other from what we have gained in dif
-As You Like It.

ferent directions." Paper . . " The Theater in Shakspere's Time.”

Wesuspect you have just taken a rapid glance Here will we sit, and let the sounds of music

at some author and his works, and in this brief
Creep in our ears ; soft stillness, and the night,

Becomethe touches of sweet harmony.

look it all seemed strange and not at all enter
- Merchantof Venice .

taining. Did you expect “ to fall in love at first Vocal Duet ..." I know a bank ,etc.”

sight” ? Remember “ a stone ismany years be
-Midsummer Night's Dream .

coming a ruby.” When you first met the per
Madam , before you touch the instrument,

son who is your dearest friend now , did you
im To learn the order ofmy fingering,

mediately discover all her virtues ? Wemay be I must begin with rudiments of art ;

sure that there were frcquent and long inter
To teach you gamut in a brieter sort ,

More pleasant, pithy, and effectual,
viewsbefore she revealed all the beauties of her

Than hath been taught by any ofmytrade.

heart and mind to you . The same thing you
-Taming of the Shrew .

) .
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Paper . . “ Shakspere." With such delightful pleasing harmony. - Pericles.

He was a man , take him for all in all, Adieu ! be happy !

I shall not look upon his like again. - Hamlet.
Let all the numbers ofthe stars give light

I am never merry, when I hear sweet music.
To thy fair way. - Antony and Cleopatra .

- Merchantof Venice .

Music . . Piano Solo .
THE GOLDEN GATE UNION .

The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling ,

An enthusiastic meeting of delegates to ar
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven ;

And, as imagination bodies forth
range for the permanert organization of a Chau

The formsofthingsunknown, the poet's pen
tauqua Union was held recently in San Fran

Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing cisco. Six circles in the city were represented .

A local habitation and a name,

A plan of organization was presented and unan-Midsummer Night's Dream .

Gems from Shakspere. imously adopted. The unity binds still closer

Chautauqua ties.
INTERMISSION .

Ten o'clock ; within these three hours 'twill be time NEW CIRCLES.

enough to go home. - All's Well that Ends Well.
CANADA. — The Strathroy Circle, Ontario ,

PART II. started late with thework and finds it necessary

' Tis ten to one this play can never please to give all the time to the required reading.

All that arehere.
It hopes in the future to give more attention

I fear, all the expected good we are like to hear to the social element of the work . The class

For this play atthis time, is only in
numbers twenty-one. -The Onward and Up

Themerciful construction of good women ;

If they smile, ward Circle was formed in Hamilton City last

And say, ' Twill do ! I know within a while February.—The circle at Welland numbers
All the best men are ours ; for 'tis ill hap,

nine members and expects a much larger
If they hold , when their ladies bid them clap.

membership for the next year. A fine class
- Epilogue, Henry VIII.

Scenes from “ Julius Cæsar.” is atwork at Calgary , North West Territories.

MASSACHUSETTS. — The circle organized at
Theman that hath no music in himself,

Fairhaven last October has been encouraged byNor is not moved with concord ofsweet sounds,

Is fit for treasons, strategemsandspoils ; an increasing membership. The circle has

Let no such mau betrusted . - Mark themusic . weekly meetings.

-Merchant of Venice. NEW YORK. - An excellent circle calling itself

Male Trio . . “ Ye Shepherds tellme, etc."
the Ingleside is at work in New York City.

- The Tempest.
The Tuesday Club of twelve personsmeets every

I would entreat you rather to put on

week in Buffalo , and is doing special work inYour boldest suit ofmirth ; forwe have friends

That purpose merriment. - Merchant of Venice, English . -At Golden's Bridge a wide awake

Shaksperian Charades .
club is studying.

NEW JERSEY.- " Not what we have doneOur revels now are ended : these our actors,

As I foretold you were all spirits, and avails us, but what we do and are,” is the motto

Are melted into air , into thin air. - The Tempest, of the Orange Circle . At each meeting the

Fare ye well awhile ; readings are reviewed, questionsbeing prepared

We'll end our exhortation after dinner.
on the subjects by differentmembers. There is

--Merchantof Venice.
a strong desire for improvementand tomake the

Restauration .
most of the course. — Twelve persons constitute

And do as adversaries do in law ,
the circle at Berlin .-- The members of the

Strive mightily, but eatand drink as friends,
circle at Washington have found the

Taming of the Shrew .

winter's reading very profitable and enjoy
In dining -room , when ready to partake of re

able. The program committee arranged enter
freshments, the hostess says :

taining exercises. Much interesthasbeen manYou arewelcome,my fair guests ; that noble lady,

Or gentleman , that is not freely merry, ifested in the study of astronomy, with the aid

Is notmy friend. This to confirm mywelcome; of a chart of the constellations. The Question

And to you all good health. - Henry VIII.
Table in THE CHAUTAUQUAN was used . Two

To which the president responds :
public lectures were given under the auspices of

Come, love and health to all ;
the circle. This was the beginning of the first

Then I 11 sit down. - Giveme somewine(i.c. coffee); fill lecture course ever given in the town. Next

full :

I drink to thegeneral joy ofthe whole table.- Macbeth, year, without doubt, a course of six or seven

Hostess to gentlemen
of trio :

lectures will be arranged. The circle is named

-My ears , Perseverance ; the motto is “ Honest endeavor

I do protest, were never better fed brings honest success," and the flower, arbutus.
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PENNSYLVANIA . - A flourishing circle is re. la Vergne Circle, and has the same officers.

ported from Saegertown ; also one from The Fuller Circle ofKansas City is composed of

Bridgeville. ten workers, who report profit and enjoyment

WEST VIRGINIA . — A circle anxious to do from their readings. ---Brookfield organized in

C. L. S. C. work has started at Blackville. Suc- April a circle of twelve memberswho call them

cess to them . selves the Irving. Although late beginning,

TENNESSEE. — The Philomathean of Clarks- they intend to do the work of the year.

ville has twenty- five members, and the outlook NEBRASKA.– At Peru and Central City are

is hopeful.
circles composed of faithful students who are

KENTUCKY . — To the Hickory Grove Circle finding great rewards in systematic reading.

THE CHAUTAUQUAN extends the heartiest of An enterprising circle of ten members has been

greetings.—The Iris Circle at Shelbyville re- organized at Stanton.

ports seventeen faithful members who are al KANSAS. - The Triangle Circle in Cedarville

ways present at the meetings with lessons well is appreciative of the course of study. A good

prepared and ready to do any work thatmay be pointmade in the report is, “ Weare establish

assigned them .
ing the custom of forming reading circles

OHIO.— “ That life is long which answers among all classes of persons.”

life's great end,” .is the guiding principle of the COLORADO . - This state has a large quota of

Oneida Circle at Lima. It has chosen for its em new circles : the Yucca Palm at Lamar, eight

blem the sweet pea. The Standard Club of members ; the Shavano at Poncha Springs, six

Guysville meets once a week. Themembers are members; the Pueblo ; the Asbury M. E.

all up with the required readings. A program as Church at Denver ; and the University Park,

varied as possible does not allow monotony to ninemembers.

creep in . A successful future is prophesied.

Fidelity Circle of Steubenville numbers twenty
OLD CIRCLES.

six . May each one find real pleasure in the CANADA . — A comprehensive report comes for

studies. the Local Circle column from the London Cen .

TEXAS. — What greater studiousness could be tral Circle in Ontario . The circle is not as large

desired than that of the Rusk Circle, which is as formerly but it takes a philosophic view of

so busy at work it has not yet elected officers ! this fact — that it is better to have a few who are

At themeeting which was held on the anniver- interested than many who are only half-hearted .

sary of the Fall of the Alamo, roll-call was The evening exercises open with responsive

answered by a date or somebiographical sketch readings from the “ Chautauqua Liturgy," and

in relation to the history of Texas. The club prayer. Roll-call is responded to by quotations

is starting a library and the first book in it is from the author being studied or itemsconcern

“ A11 He Knew .” Such work as this wins. ing his life and works. English history and lit.

MICHIGAN. - Circles at Bay City, Vandalia, erature have engaged special attention, but not

and Midland have joined the Chautauqua forces. to the neglect of astronomy. One of themem

WISCONSIN . — The circle at Clintonville is con- bers gives talks on this in ceresting subject, illus

ducted on the class plan, themembers taking trating them by original drawings. Papers are

turn in leading. The lesson is reviewed and contributed on the great lights in English liter

discussed in an informal way, and occasionally ature and an extract from each author ismem

an essay is read . orized and subjected to critical analysis. An im

ILLINOIS . — A large class has been formed at portant feature of the program is a table -talk at

Tuscola . which each member is expected to take part.

INDIANA. - A warm welcome is given to the —The Pleasant Hour of Brantford , Ontario ,

circles at Orland and Muncie . continues its old “ competitive plan ” of cou

OREGON . – The Occidentals of Dallas are en- ducting the studies. It speaks of true devo

joying the benefits of C. L. S. C. study. tion to the work when there is such a condition

MINNESOTA. - A circle organized at Beaver that it is necessary to assign but few of the sub

Falls in December has been so industrious it has jects and that all the members hold themselves

done the entire work . Much progress has been in readiness to take part.

made, and the members are getting ready for MAINE.--Delightful evenings are spent in the

their examination papers . Delhi has re- Beauchamp Circle,Rockport. The members are

cently organized a circle of sixteen active mem- doing the sensible thing of paying particular

bers who are doing good work . attention to correct speech . - The Livermore

MISSOURI. - A post-graduate circle at Clinton Circle of South Union finds pleasure and benefit

reports itself as a sort of annex to theMary de in the work.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE. — The Hillside Circle select “ The Voice of Spring " as suitable to the

started in '84 at Franklin Falls and is still at time of year.

work . Kach bursting bud and leaflet ,

VERMONT. — The Constants in Plain field fully
The sun that shines above,

realize the molding power of the course of read

Tell us the spring approaches

And prove the Savior's love.

ing. The post-graduates are determined to keep The birds sing out so gaily
the circle alive. -The Alpha Circle of Rut

And seem to all to tell,

land is busy with the readings. “ The joys of spring are coming ;

MASSACHUSETTS. -“ We have a small but en . He doeth all things well !"

thusiastic circle, Our meetings are well Oh !may the warmth of springtime

attended, the programsare spicy - and wemean
Chase from each heart away ,

The cheerless cold of winter,

business,” is the spirited report from Nemasket Thenightthat has no day.

Circle of Middleboro . Six persons form the All nature now rejoices

Mount Tom Circle of Holyoke. And pays her tribute rare

CONNECTICUT.-- Vincent Circle of Bridgeport
To God , the loving Father,

For His unceasing care.

meets every two weeks. Special teachers con

duct the lesson . Papers on articles in THE
-A review of the work done in the Athena

CHAUTAUQUAN are a feature. Astronomy and Circle of Johnstown shows hearty endeavor and

geology are receiving attention . much accomplished. History contests have been

New YORK. - An interesting bit of history held and progressive conversations in which such

comes from the Adriel Circle of Brooklyn . Some subjects as “ What should be the chief aim of

years ago a social committee in the Tabernacle life ? " " Should women be allowed to vote ? ”

Church organized a literary circle, which at “ Do sane people ever commit suicide ? "

once attracted the attention of the young peo " Should Sunday -schools be abolished ? ” and

ple. At the end of the first season they saw the other attractive subjects for discussion . Real

need of some systemized method of study. They pleasure has been found in the study of the text

then changed their club into a Chautauqua books of the course. True culture is the object

circle ; as such it did good work and is now a in view .

strong circle. It is ambitious to spread the NEW JERSEY. — A flourishing condition of af

work . It sends out this notice : “ Is it not fairs is reported from Bridgeton. The third

the privilege of every church , mission , or annual banquet was held in March , an enter

Sunday-school to organize a literary society taining program was followed by toasts brimful

which its members, young and old , can join and of Chautauqua : “ The C. L. S. C. Abroad,"

by means of which its intellectual progress and “ C. L. S. C. in the United States," " C.L. S.C.

social recreation can, in a measure, be guided ? and Women,” “ Business Men and C. L. S. C.”

With that view your attention is earnestly called “ Just Three Years Old .” The Metuchen

to the Chantauqua course of reading,which is a Circle is another of those circles anxious to get

system of home reading, having religion for its others to enjoy the good things in the Chautau

heart and the Lord Christ for its type. Wewill qua course . They send out a circular full of

be glad to assist in the formation of new circles information to the uninitiated and extend a cor

and will furnish circulars, speakers, or counsel dial welcome to all to join . A public meeting

as may be desired .” Such business-like work was held in March at which time Dr. Doolittle,

as this is the best ally the Chautauqua idea can vice-president of Rutgers College, gave an ad

have. - Twenty -four members continue their mirable address on “ Books and How to Read

study at Watertown. --The programs from the them .” — Gladstone has a club of five.

Hoosac Falls Circle show capital work being PENNSYLVANIA. - A class of twelve is doing

done.—Twenty Crescents are still to be seen the work at New Wilmington. — The Clover

at Hornellsville . — Castile has a circle with the Leaf of Greenville has a circle of twenty

suggestive title, “ Never be Discouraged .” It Zinzendorf Circle of South Bethlehem is com

reports faithful and thorough work done and posed of five busy members.

will send out twelve graduates this year. MARYLAND. - The Bancroft Circle at Balti

Prettier programs than those the No Name more is composed of sixteen members and

Circle of Brooklyn send out, could not be de- meets every Monday night. The secretary sends

sired . There seems to be original talent in the following : “ Wecpen with prayer ; roll-call

this club, for wenotice the response to roll-call and reading of minutes of previous meeting

is given by originalmaxims or verses, and every follow . Then wehave a general discussion on

program has a poem by a member. Weshould what we have read in the past two weeks, with

like to give them all, but that is impossible , and one or two short essays, and report of critic .
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Wealso give about one hourto reading one of done by the Sunflowers of Wichita. The help

Shakspere's plays, each member assuming some fulness of the course is recognized by them .

character.” Previous to this year the town had Hays City also reports a Sunflower Circle of six

two circles , but by uniting they have strength- members .

ened their forces and never have done better MINNESOTA . - The Pioneers of St. Paul hold

work. The programs given in this magazine are weekly meetings and follow the programs in

usually the guide. THE CHAUTAUQUAN . -Minnehaha Circle of

OHIO.— “ Our circle is very enthusiastic this Minneapolis holds weekly meetings and reports

year and is doing good work. Wehave several great interest in the readings.

new members. Although this year completes NEBRASKA. - It must putnew life into circles

our four years' work we expectto go on," writes to read what such a circle as the one at Red

the secretary at Jeffersonville . -At East Cloud says: “ We cannot express the thanks

Liverpool is a circle of seven members ; at we feel for the blessing Chautauqua is bring

Ashland, the L'Allegro, nine ; at Geneva, ing us individually , and must to all who study

twenty -four. the course. May it spread until its influence is

ILLINOIS. — The Crescent Circle of Belvidere felt in every home and thus aid in civilization .

has an enrollment of thirty members, with an The circle is interested , studious, and devoted to

average attendance of twenty :-Acircle of its work. Two-thirds of the members are reg

nineteen read at Sullivan . Five members are ular attendants. We take the Suggested Pro

reading the graduate course . gram , change it to suit our needs, and have it

Iowa. - We give with pleasure the compre- printed in the city papers. Our time has been

hensive study of India by the Pleasant Hours of given to the regular course of study, no public

Sac City . Roll-call answered by quotations from entertainments or observance of Memorial

“ Lalla Rookh ” or “ British India,” in THE Days.” —Faithful circles report from Plain

CHAUTAUQUAN ; Description of India , a map view and Lincoln .

lesson ; The East India Company ; India under MONTANA. - A circle holds weekly meetings

the Direct Control of the British Government; at Dillon .

Commerce and Railroads ; American Missions SOUTH DAKOTA.- The Hiawatha, consisting

in India ; British Missions in India ; Native Re- of fifteen members, is reading at Mitchell.

ligions; The Liquor Questions — Native Bev CALIFORNIA. — The secretary of the San Vin

erages, Imported Beverages ; The Valley of cente of Santa Monica writes : “ Our circle is a

Cashmere- " Who has not heard of the vale of floating one, because this place is a seaside re

Cashmere ? " General discussion on the bene- sort, and our report does not show the work we

fits and ills arising from British occupation . have done in interesting those of other places.

In the Octavian Circle of East Des Moines each We also have a number of home readers, who

branch of study has its special instructor. This are unable to join the circle. Wehave a pro

club has observed Chaucer, Bryant, and Brown- gram committee who use the Suggestive Pro

ing Memorial Days. Circles report from grams as a guide.” -The members of the

Victor and Springville . Houghton Circle ofOakland are warm advocates

MICHIGAN . — The secretary of the Ruby Cir- of the course. They say, “ We love the Chautau- .

cle in Tecumseh, writes : “ We more than en- qua work ;with each lesson we seem instilled with

joy the work and find the reading much easier a greater desire to 'look up and lift up. Our

than last year,-perhaps because we are more desire for knowledge increases with each meet

accustomed to this style ofreading. Ifour name ing, and as we gain a little here and a little

indicates any thing, as in Bible times names there, and we look ahead to the vast fields of

did , we surely are brilliant and ought to shine knowledge we are yet to cover,we sometimes

forth with a luster bright enough to be seen become disheartened , but think of our motto ,

in our community at least. Wehope wemay do ' Never be discouraged ,' and take heart again .”

some good and convince others that wisdom Some of the San Francisco circles are hav .

is better than rubies." . -Circles are studying ing excellent opportunities for the study of

at Adrian , Oxford, and Republic. astronomy. A lecture was recently given which

MISSOURI. — The Columbian Circle of Hanni- was illustrated by stereopticon views of the

bal is increasing in numbers and now enrolls Milky Way, the Nebulæ of Orion and Androm

eleven members. eda, portions of the moon, etc. -Good work

KANSAS. - Steady,methodicalreading is being is reported from Selma and Stockton.



WINTER ASSEMBLIES FOR 1891.

MT. DORA ASSEMBLY , FLORIDA. The
very best of speakers and entertainers

MT. DORA reports its fifth annual Assembly to were present.

have been exceedingly satisfactory. Thebreezy The C. L. S. C. work in this part of the world

hills of Mt. Dora overlooking the beautiful lake is growing and spreading, and larger plans are

made attractive homes for the cottagers. The made for the schoolsnext year.

session was held from March 17-30, the season

of both orangeblossomsand orange fruit.
DE FUNIAK SPRINGS, FLORIDA.

Atthis session the gate receipts were fifty THE seventh annual session of this first

eightper cent greater than last year and the Florida Assembly was held at De Funiak

cottagers and tenters almost double the number. Springs, beginning on the 4th of February and

The Normal Class held seventeen sessions, closing on the 15th of March . The attendance

and was led by Dr. A. H. Gillet. “ The Be- was about the sameas on the two preceding ses

ginning of Bible History," " The Conquest of sions and the class work and general features of

Canaan ,” “ The Golden Age of Israel,” were the program reached the same standard of ex

some of the subjects considered . There were cellence . Classes were organized and taught

daily devotionalmeetings. in Fine and Decorative Art by Miss M. Louise

Mr. Stuart Hooker instructed a Gymnastic Bentley, in Elocution and Delsarte by Miss

Class , Prof. Case as usual made an enthusias- Anna Adele Powell, in Kindergarten and Kin

tic musical director. Prof. C. L.Woodworth dergarten Normalby Miss Mina B.Colburn, and

entertained by his recitations. a School of Methods for secular teachers by

Dr. J. H. Hedley, the Rev. C. H.Daniels, the Miss Lelia E. Partridge.

Rev. R. T. Hall, Will Cumback, Prof. N. Robin Some of the special features of the Assembly

son , theRev. J.L.Mailie ,and C.E.Bolton ,were were a series of Bible readings upon the Inter

very popular as lecturers. It was a serious dis- national Sunday school Lessons for the current

appointment that Maurice Thompson, who had year by the Rev. Chas. R. Barnes, and a course

announced a delightful list of subjects, could of lectures on Social and Economic Problemsby

not be present. Dr. Washington Gladden . Lectures were de

The heavier work of the Assembly was light- livered by Dr. Isaac Crook, the Rev. J. J. Tay

ened by concerts, readings, competitive speak- lor, Dr. J. W. Lee, Dr. J. H. Mansfield , Dr.

ing for prize medals, and an original story . John B. Eager, Dr. N. H. Eggleston , Dr. S. A.

Sunday-school Day, Temperance Day, and Steele, Dr. H.L. Stetson, Prof. Wm . H.Dana,

Farmers' Alliance Day were the special days Dr. Henry Tuckley, Dr. C. R.Wilkins, Dr. W.

observed . W.Ramsey, Dr. D.E. Bushnell, the Rev.W. D.

The next session will be held March 8-21, Parr, Dr. J. F.Marley, James Clement Ambrose,

1892. Already a brilliant program is foretold . Dr. W. L. Davidson, the Rev. O. S. Baketel, the

Rev. C. C. Albertson , Prof. Chas. Foster Smith ,

ALBANY ASSEMBLY, GEORGIA .
Prof. W. H. Crawford , Dr. W. H. Scott , Dr.

The third session of the Georgia Chautauqua, Merritt Hurlbud, the Rev. H. C. Jennings, Jahu

held from March 9 to April 8, was fuller than De Witt Miller, and James A.Green .

ever of enthusiasm and good works. During the first half of the Assembly the

This Assembly has become a recognized cen- Schubert Club, a splendid orchestra of twenty

ter of educational and refining influences. pieces, half of them ladies, was present from

Six thoroughly organized departments were Jackson,Michigan. The chorus work was un

ably conducted . Dr. W.A. Duncan superin- der the direction of Prof. W.N.Skinner. Mr.

tended the Assembly ; the Rev. Dr. Hurlbut in- E.H.Cady, Miss Gertrude Smith , and Mrs.

structed the Sunday-school Normal, and Mrs. Hall-Young did good solo work . The Sunday

Mary J. Sherrell the Primary Normal ; Prof. school Normal Class was taught by the Rev. O.

Case took charge of the music, Dr. Anderson S. Baketel. February 23 was observed as Chau

the physical culture , Prof. C. R. Wells thecom- tauqua Day, and a telegram of congratulations

mercial department, and Mrs. Wells the art. was sent to Chancellor Vincent.

The Special Days called forth crowds of peo The Board of Directors are very much en

ple. Press Day, Educational Day, National couraged over the outlook , and arrangements

Day, Governor's Day, Children's Day, Interna- have been made fornext year, when the Assem

tional Sunday-school Day , were celebrated by bly will begin on the seventeenth of February

appropriate exercises. and continue until the eighteenth of March.



THE ASSEMBLY CALENDAR .

SEASON OF 1891.

CHAUTAUQUA, NEW YORK - July 1 -August NIA — August 7 -August II. Recognition

24. Recognition Day, August 19 . Day, August 8 .

MOUNTAIN LAKE PARK,MARYLAND- August 4

ACTON PARK , INDIANA — July 28 -August 15.
August 18. Recognition Day, August 13 .

Recognition Day, July 30 .
NEBRASKA, CRETE , NEBRASKA.-June 30- July

BAY VIEW , PETOSKEY, MICHIGAN - July 15

10. Recognition Day, July 8 .

August 12. Recognition Day, July 27.
NIAGARA -ON -THE-LAKE, CANADA-July 11

BEATRICE , NEBRASKA - June23-July 6. Recog
August 30. Recognition Day, July 29 .

nition Day, July 2 .
NEW ENGLAND, SOUTH FRAMINGHAM , MASSA

BLACK HILLS, DAKOTA – August 11 -August 26 .

CHUSETTS — July 14 - July 24. Recognition

Recognition Day, August 26 .

BLUFF PARK, Iowa- July 16- July 27. Recogni- NEW ENGLAND, FRYEBURG, MAINE - July 28
Day, July 23 .

tion Day, July 24.

August 15. Recognition Day, August 11.

CHESTER , ILLINOIS — July 3-July 20 .
NEW RICHMOND, OHIO — July 21 -August 5.

CLARION , REYNOLDSVILLE , PENNSYLVANIA
Recognition Day, August 5.

July 22 - August 12. Recognition Day,
OCEAN CITY, NEW JERSEY – August 6 - August 7 .

August 8 .

COLFAX, Iowa— July 4 -July 17. Recognition OCEAN GROVE, NEW JERSEY - July 11-July 22.

Recognition Day, August 7.

Day, July 15 .

Recognition Day, July 22.

CONNECTICUT VALLEY, NORTHAMPTON,MASSA
OCEAN PARK, MAINE - July 21 -August 1. Rec

CHUSETTS — July 8 -July 17 . Recognition
ognition Day, July 30 .

Day, July 16 .

OTTAWA, KANSAS – June 16 - June 26. Recog .
COUNCIL BLUFFS AND OMAHA, IOWA -- July 2–

nition Day, June 24.

July 22. Recognition Day, July 16 .

OXFORD, ENGLAND — Second Session, July and

EAST EPPING , NEW HAMPSHIRE — August 17–
August.

August 22. Recognition Day,August 20.
PACIFIC GROVE , SAN JOSÉ, CALIFORNIA - June

EPWORTH HEIGHTS, OH10 — August 5 - August
24 -July 1o . Recognition Day, July 10.

18. Recognition Day , August 18 .
PIASA BLUFFS, ILLINOIS- July 30 -August 19 .

GEORGETOWN, TEXAS - July 1 -July 18. Recog Recognition Day, August 13.

nition Day, July 16 .
PIEDMONT, ATLANTA, GEORGIA - July 15 -Au

GLEN ECHO, WASHINGTON, D. C.- June 16– gust 31.

July 4. Recognition Day, June 25. PUGET SOUND, WASHINGTON - July 15-August

HIRAM , OHIO - July 9- July 31. Recognition 13. Recognition Day, July 28.

Day, July 28. ROCKYMOUNTAIN , PALMER LAKE, COLORADO

ISLAND PARK , ROME CITY , INDIANA- July 29 July 8 -July 24. Recognition Day, July 24.

August 12. Recognition Day, August 5. ROUND LAKE , NEW YORK- July 27 -August 13.

KANSAS, TOPEKA, KANSAS - June 23 -July 3. Recognition Day, August 13.

Recognition Day, July 2. SAN MARCOS, TEXAS— June 24 - July 22. Recog

KENTUCKY, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY - June 30 nition Day, July 16 .

July 10. Recognition Day, July 9. SEASIDE, KEY EAST, NEW JERSEY — July 6

LAKE BLUFF, ILLINOIS - August 5 -August 16 . August 28. Recognition Day, August 27.

Recognition Day, August 13. SILVER LAKE, NEW YORK - July 7 -August 6.

LAKESIDE ENCAMPMENT, OHIO - July 15 Recognition Day, July 16 .

August 5. Recognition Day, July 25 . WARSAW , INDIANA — July 15 - August 13. Recog

LAKE TAHOE, CALIFORNIA- July 28 -August 17• nition Day, July 27 .

Recognition Day, August 3. WASECA, MINNESOTA- July 1- July 22. Recog

LONG BEACH , CALIFORNIA- July 13-July 24. nition Day, July 21.

Recognition Day, July 22. WEIRS, NEW HAMPSHIRE - July 20 -July 24.

MADISON, SOUTH DAKOTA - July 15 -August 5 . Recognition Day, July 23.

MISSOURI, WARRENSBURG , MISSOURI — July 3- WILLIAMSGROVE , NEAR HARRISBURG, PENN

July 13. Recognition Day, July 11. SYLVANIA- July 15-July 24. Recognition

MONTEAGLE , TENNESSEE - June 30 -August 26 . Day , July 22,

Recognition Day, August 11. WINFIELD, KANSAS — June 23- July 3. Recog

MOUNTAIN GROVE, BERWICK , PENNSYLVA nition Day, June 30 .



he saw .

THE LIBRARY TABLE .

“ GOOD ENOUGH TO PRINT. "
General Court. Only it doesn't ; simply because

I REALLY believesomepeople save their bright “ that ” does not usually tell the whole , nor

thoughts, as being too precious for conversation. one half of the whole story.- " The Autocrat

What do you think an admiring friend said the of the Breakfast Table.”

other day to onewhowas talking good things, -

good enough to print ? " Why,” said he, “ you

are wasting merchantable literature, a cash
THE MANNERS OF TWO NATIONS.

article, at the rate, asnearly as I can tell, of fifty CODES of manner have a very restricted rule.

dollars an hour.” The talker took him to the They are national, and in the nation each class

window and asked him to look out and tell what has its own code. If, therefore, one nation

judges another by its own standard, it is evident

“ Nothing but a very dusty street,” he said , that abstract justice must be impossible ; yet it

" and a man driving a sprinkling wagon through is difficult to find any other criterion .

it . " The reader may try to find some criterion

“ Why don't you tell the man he is wasting outside of national peculiarities, but he will

that water? What would be the state of the certainly meet with this difficulty, thatalthough

highways of life, if we did notdrive our thought- people of different nations mightbe induced to

sprinklers through them with the valve open, agree about some virtue that manners ought to

sometimes ? ” have, they are not likely to agree about its

“ Besides, there is another thing about this practical application and expression .

talking, which you forget. It shapes our For example, let us take the virtue of cour

thoughts for us ;—the waves of conversation tesy. Are people to be courteous or discour

roll them as the surf rolls the pebbles on the teous ? We should find an almost universal

shore. Let memodify the image a little. I agreementon thegeneral principle thatcourtesy

rough outmythoughts in talk as an artist mod- is a part of good manners ; but we should dis

els in clay. Spoken language is so plastic, - agree on the application of it.

you can pat and coax, and spread and shave, and The great difficulty in judging such a ques

rub out, and fill up, and stick on so easily , when tion as this is that we require to have been long

you work that soft material, that there is accustomed to manners of a peculiar kind be

nothing like it for modeling. Out of it come fore we can estimate them at their precise sig

the shapeswhich you turn into marble orbronze nificance. If they are new to us, we do not

in your immortal books, if you happen to write understand them , we are not able to read the

such . Or, to use another illustration , writing thoughts and intentions which express them

or printing is like shooting with a rifle ; you selves in forms as in a sort of language.

may hit your reader's mind, or miss it ;-but The words used in epistolatory forms are the

talking is like playing with the pipe of an en- most familiar example of the second meaning,

gine; if it is within reach, and you have time the only true meaning there is in forms of any

enough, you can't help hitting it.” kind. If a superior in rank subscribes himself

The company agreed that this last illustration my obedient servant, I know that his meaning

was of superior excellence, or, in the phrase is as remote as possible from the dictionary sense

used by them , “ fust-rate." I acknowledged of the words. On the other hand, it would be

the compliment, but gently rebuked the ex a mistake to suppose that the words, as he uses

pression, “ fust-rate ," " prime,” a prime ar- them , are meaningless. Such a form , in Eng

ticle," " a superior piece of goods,” “ a hand- lish , is intended to convey the idea of distance

somegarment, ” “ a gent in a flowered vest,” without contempt. It is as much as to say, in

all such expressions are final. They blast the familiar English , “ I don'tknow you and don't

lineage of him or her who utters them , for gen- care to know you ; but I have no desire to be

erations up and down. There is one other rude to you .” The form Dear Sir, in English ,

phrase which will soon come to be decisive of a has nothing to do with affection . Itmeans, " I

man's social status, if it is not already : “ That know very little of you ; but wish to avoid the

tells the whole story ." It is an expression coldness of sir by itself.” My dear Sir means

which vulgar and conceited people particularly something of this kind, “ I remember meeting

affect, and which well-meaning ones,who know you in society ."

better, catch from them . It is intended to stop A literaltranslation ofthese forms into French

all debate , like the previous question in the would entirely fail to convey their significance.
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You must be on themost intimate termswith a dently took a pleasure, perhaps also somepride,

Frenchman before he will venture to address in being able to go through forms of politeness

you as Cher Monsieur. There is absolutely no gracefully, and without error. An Englishman

form of address that translates the meanings of would find it difficult to do that in equal per

Dear Sir and Mydear Sir. They can only be fection, his northern nature would not take

translated by Monsieur, which fails to differen- quite so fine a polish . Even among French

tiate them from Sir. people, as manners become more democratic,

The French formsin writing to ladies are still these old formsare continually reduced. - Philip

more severe . “ How would you begin a letter Gilbert Hamerton .*

to Madame I ?" I asked a French gentle

man who is a model of accuracy in etiquette. THE ARTIST'S SECRET.

" Well, in the first place, I should never pre THERE was an artist once, and he painted a

sumeto write to Madame at all .”
picture. Other artists had colors richer and

“ But if circumstancesmade it imperative that
rarer, and painted more notable pictures. He

you should write to her ? ”
painted his with one color, there was a wonder

“ In that case I should address her as Madame ful red glow on it ; and the people went up and

simply, and at the close of the letter beg her to down,saying, “ Welike the picture, we like the

acceptmes hommages respectueux ."
glow ."

Perhaps the reader imagines that the ladywas
The other artists cameand said , “ Where does

a distant acquaintance ; no, she was the wife of he get his color from ?” They asked him ,and

a most intimate friend, and the two familiesmet he smiled and said , “ I cannot tell you " ; and

very frequently. In this case the point ofinter- worked on with his head bent low .

est is that the lady would have been addressed
And onewent to the far East and bought

as a stranger from a want of flexibility in the costly pigments, and made a rare color and

French forms.

There is a Frenchman who receives me with Another read in the old books, and made a

painted , but after a time the picture faded .

the utmostkindness and cordiality whenever I color rich and rare, but when he had put it on

visit his neighborhood. We correspond occa- the picture it was dead.

sionally , and his letters begin Monsieur just as
Butthe artist painted on . Always the work

if he had never seen me, ending with the ex
got redder and redder, and the artist grew

pression of his sentiments respectueux . whiter and whiter . At last one day they found

A very intimate friend in France will begin a him dead before his picture, and they took him

letter with Mon cher Ami. I have only known up to bury him . The other men looked about

three Frenchmen who used that form of address in all the pots and crucibles, but they found

to myself. Two or three others would begin nothing they had not.

Monsieur et Ami, mingling the formal
And when they undressed him to puthis

with the affectionate. Englishmen hardly ever grave-clothes on him , they found above his left

write Mydear Friend ; that is now an American breast the mark of a wound — it was an old , old

form .
wound, that must have been there all his life ,

The French tendency to be ceremonious is not for the edgeswere old and hardened ; but Death ,

confined to letter-writing. It comes upon French who seals all things, had drawn the edges to

people in personalintercourse in a curiously oc- gether, and closed it up.

casional way. I remember a physician , now And they buried him . And still the people

dead, whohad excellent French manners of the went about saying, “ Where did he find his color

old school. Hetalked with great ease and with- from ?"

out the least affectation , but on all those little And it came to pass that after a while the ar

occasions when a Frenchman feels bound to be tistwas forgotten — but the work lived. — Olive

ceremonious hewas so in the supreme degree. Schreiner.t

After talking quite easily and intimately with

some lady whom he had known for manyyears,
AMIEL .

he would rise to take leave with graceful old

fashioned attitudes and phrases, as if she were
HENRI FRÉDÉRIC AMIEL was born at Geneva

far his superior in rank and he had spoken to in September , 1821. He belonged to one of the

her for the first time. emigrant families, of which a more or less

It has happened to me to know rather inti- steady supply had enriched the little republic

mately six or eight old French gentlemen
* French and English . A Comparison, Boston : Roberts

who retained the manners which had come

down from the eighteenth century. They evi + Dreams. Boston : Roberts Brothers .

Brothers.
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during the three centuries following the Refor His was not a nature to be generally appre

mation . Amiel's ancestors, like those of Sis- ciated at its true value. Themotives which gov

mondi, left Languedoc for Geneva after the rev- erned his life were too remote from the ordinary

ocation of the Edict of Nantes. His father motives ofhuman conduct, and his characteris

must have been a youth at the timewhen Geneva tics just those which have always excited the

passed into the power of the French republic ,, distrust, if not the scorn , of the more practical

and would seem to have married and settled in and vigorons order of minds. Probably there

the halcyon days following the restoration of was a certain amount of self-consciousness and

Genevese independence in 1814 . Amiel was artificiality in his attitude towards the outer

born when the prosperity of Geneva was at its world ,which was the result partly of the social

height, when the little state was administered difficulties we have described, partly of his own

by men of European reputation . sense of difference from his surroundings, and

In 1833 Amiel, at twelve years old , was left partly again of that timidity of nature, that self

orphaned of both his parents. They had died distrust, which is revealed to us in the Journal.

comparatively young - his mother was only just So that he was, by nomeans generally popular,

over thirty , and his father cannot have been and the great success of the Journal is still a

much older. On the death of the mother the mystery to the majority of those who know him

little family was broken up, the boy passing merely as a fellow -citizen and acquaintance.

into the care of one relative, his two sisters into But his friends loved him and believed in him ,

that of another . Certain notes in M.Scherer's and the reserved student, whose manners were

possession throw a little light here and there thought affected in general society , could and

upon a childhood and youth which must neces- did make himself delightful to those who un

sarily have been a little bare and forlorn. They derstood him , or those who looked to him for

show us a sensitive, impressionable boy, of affection. “ According to my remembrance of

health rather delicate than robust, already dis- him ," writes M.Scherer, " he was bright, so

posed to a more or less melancholy and dreamy ciable, a charming companion . Others who

view of life, and showing a deep interest in those knew him better and longer than I say thesame.

religious problemsand ideas in which the air of Themobility of his disposition counteracted his

Geneva has been steeped since the days of Cal- tendency to exaggerations of feeling. In spite

vin . The religious teaching which a Genevese of his fits of melancholy, his natural turn of

lad undergoes prior to his admission to full mind was cheerful; up to the end hewas young,

church membership , made a deep impression on a child even, amused by mere nothings ; and

him , and certain mystical elements of charac- whoever had heard him laugh his hearty stu

ter, which remained strong in him to the end, dent's laugh would have found it difficult to

showed themselves very early . identify him with the author of so many somber

At the collége or public school of Geneva, and pages.”

at the Academie, he would seem to have done M.Rivier , his old pupil, remembers him as

only moderately as far as prizes and honorswere “ strong and active, still handsome, delightful

concerned. We are told , however, that he read in conversation, ready to amuse and be amused .”

enormously, and that he was, generally speak . Indeed , if the photographs of him are to be

ing, inclined rather to make friends with men trusted, there must have been something spe

older than himself than with his contemporaries. cially attractive in the sensitive,expressive face,

Amiel is full of contradictions and surprises, with its lofty brow , fine eyes, and kindly

which are indeed one great source of his at. mouth . It is the face of a poet rather than of a

tractiveness. student and makes one understand certain

Had he only been the thinker, the critic, the other little points which his friends lay stress

idealist, he would never have touched our feel- on -- for instance, his love for and popularity

ings as he now does ; whatmakes him so inter- with children.* - Abridged from Mrs. Hum .

esting is that there was in him a fond of he- phrey Ward's Introduction to " Amiel's Jour

redity , a temperament and disposition , which nal."

were perpetually reacting against the oppression

of the intellect and its accumulations. In his
A GARDEN BY STARLIGHT.

hoursof intellectual concentration he freed him

self from all trammels of country orsociety,or themost venerabledevotee of his“ own ground "
A MIDNIGHT visit to one's garden, even by

even, as he insists, from all sense of personality.
But at other times he was the dutiful son of a will perchance reveal the fact that he doesn't

know beans" after all.
country which he loved , taking a warm interest

in every thing Genevese.
• New York : Macmillan and Co.

J -Jun .
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The perennial familiar blooming borders of changing winks thitherward now and then, and

those “ old -fashioned flowers," as well as the hover about the room among his friends in the

more prosaic domain of our gardener's imme- proud consciousness of a certain prefermentnot

diate concern ,whose paths lead to the kitchen , vouchsafed to common mortals .

wear a strange look at night, and seem peopled The effect of such a bank of nasturtium leaves

with foreign shapes. His “ Limas" and scarlet as the writer rec tly observed is irresistibly

runners now excite his wonder, ifnot solicitude, queer. So instinct with mischievous conscious

with their apparent drooping foliage, all the ness did it seem that he found himself entering

three leaflets nodding as if broken at their junc. into conversation at once, and laughed outright

ture with the stem , the two side leaflets in many in the darkness. It has been supposed thatthis

instances touching their backsbeneath the stem . vertical position of the leafwasassumed to avoid

But he will find them firm and self-willed in their the collection of dew , but this is obviously an

attitude. error . There is no disposition in thenasturtium

His pea blossomshave taken in sail, and nod to avoid moisture, as would be apparent to any

on their keels. Theleaves of his young cabbage one who has watched the leaves during rain ,

plant, usually more or less spreading, now catching and coddling the great dancing drop

stand quite erect, guarding that promising young at its hollowed center, and loath to let it fall.

head within , for this plebeian cabbage head Our midnight gardener has still further sur

knows a trick or twoabove its garden associates , prises in store for him among his plantations.

and can get a blessing from the ambrosial ether Following the alluring fragrance of his melilot,

in a bright, glistening sheen and a border of he turns the rays of his lantern among its

dewdrops, even on a cloudy night,when all his branches, and finds them full of nocturnal capers.

neighbors are athirst. The single leaflet of the melilot is threefold ,

The tobacco field over the wall looks be like a clover, to which it is closely akin . At

witched and all on end, the plants simulating night these three leaflets twist edge uppermost

the conical shape they soon shall bear in the on their stems, with the faces of the outer pair

drying-house . The flowers on the potato plants, turned inward , while the end leaflet folds its

sancer-shaped by day, are now perchance nod- face flat to one sideor the other, to the cheek of

ding with their open rim puckered in gathers its chosen chum for the night, and there they

around the central stamens - a common caprice are, a dozy company in truth, yetnot without a

of these flowers, butdependentupon somewhim subtle suggestion that it may all be a subter

which I have not yet solved. fuge for the moment to cover somemischief or

Turning to his posies,” our floriculturist other.

may pick an exotic bouquet from his own famil And here is another interesting specimen

iar borders. His starry “ bluebottles ” have close by, a member of that same somniferous

raised their horns and assumed the shape of a tribe- the blue lupine - the “ sad lupine " of

shuttlecock , His balsams wear a hang-dog Virgil (tristis lupinus). Just why Virgil should

look , with every leafsharply declined . Certain have attributed sadness to the lupine I believe

of his coreopsis blossomsare turned vertically has not been satisfactorily decided , although

by a sharp bend at the summit of the stem , many learned pensand much printer's ink have

Many of his favorites, like the Eschscholtzia been devoted toward a solution of the problem ,

blossoms, have closed their eyes or perhaps hung one authority finding a last resource in his exas

their heads, and refuse to look him in the face peration in thebeliefthat the antique poet'stood

while his climbing nasturtiums, especially if in need for the meter of his verse of two long

they should be of tie dwarf variety (minus), syllables which the word tristis supplied him

await his coming in hushed expectancy, and with .”

their wall of sheeny shields flashes a " boo " at The plant is certainly bright and cheery

him out of the darkness, which immediately re- enough by day, and whatever its changed as

veals the changed position of their foliage. pectby night, it is certainly not one of sadness.

Every individual shield is now seen to stand The blue flower-spikes rise up precisely as at

perpendicularly , the stem being bent in a sharp midday, but the foliage presents a striking con

curve. In themidst of his surprise the flowers trast, every wheel-shaped leaf now drooping

one by one now seem to steal into view , peering like a closed parasol against the stem . The va

out here and there behind the leaves, and he rious lupines are full of individualwhims in their

will discern a grimace there that he never noted choice of sleeping postures, some species raising

before. That bright bouquet upon his mantel their leaflets in the form of a beaker, and others

will henceforth wear a new expression for him following the bent of the nasturtium already de

and a fresh identity . He will find himself ex- scribed. Every corner of our garden offers
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somesimilar revelation , and even the plebeian bered that the man who was invariably ad

weeds have caught the odd contagion, and “ do dressed as 'dear and illustrious,' or ' sublime

as the Romans do ." * - W . Hamilton Gibson . master,' was the last of his generation ; that he

stood erect on the ruins ofalmost a century ,and

that he had buried all his adversaries, even to a

VICTOR HUGO .
Napoleon . Hehad become deity and prophet,

He set the trumpet to his lips, and lo ! thanks to a remnant of Latin idolatrous tenden

The clash of waves, the roar ofwinds that blow , cies in his countrymen. The crown of laurels

The strife and stress of Nature'swarring things, had been placed upon the brow of themarble

Rose like a storm -cloud, upon angry wings. effigy under the very eyes of the living model,

He set the reed -pipe to his lips, and lo !
on a memorable occasion , at the Comédie Fran

The wreck of landscape took a rosy glow ,
çaise. No man , not even Goethe, ever enjoyed

And Life, and Love, and gladness that Love so much glory, and so uninterruptedly . The

wonder rather is that heremained charming ano
brings

Laughed in the music, like a child that sings.
affable in spite of every thing, for it is possible

to cite more traits of simplicity than of pon..

Master of each, Arch -Master ! Wethat still posity in his life.”

Wait in the verge and outskirt of the Hill Rousseau tells us that when the first idea of

Look upward lonely - lonely to the height one of his works flashed upon his mind, he

Where thou hast climbed , for ever, outofsight ! experienced a nervous movement that ap

-Austin Dobson.t proached to a slight delirium . Descartes heard

a voice in the air that called him to pursue the

truth .

ANECDOTES OF FRENCH AUTHORS.

AMONG Frenchmen there is no lack ofvanity. anthor once met by special invitation at a

Madame de Staël and some other famous

Voltaire is a notable instance. There is yetpre- French country -house, and each brought a

served at his villa at Ferney a large picture handsomely bound book of their own to present

planned by himself, and painted by a wretched
to the other. Both were profuse in their flat

artist, in the foreground of which stands Vol.

taire holding the “ Henriade,” which he is pre- a priceless value, to be preserved by them with

tery , both declared the other's work would have

senting to Apollo, who has just descended from infinite care. When they had made their

Olympus to receive it. The background is the
temple of Memory, toward which dies Fame, at gushing adieus and departed, the amused host

the same time pointing to the “ Henriade.” ess found the respective volumes carelessly left

on table and sofa !

TheMuses and the Graces are surrounding Vol

taire, and are carrying his bust to the temple of Saint-Beuve says : “ Madame deMaintenon

Memory. The heroes and heroines of the was never more ingenious in amusing Louis

“ Henriade ” are standing astonished at his XIV . than Madame Récamier in interesting

wonderful talents ; the authors who wrote Chateaubriand . I have always remarked , said

against him are falling into the infernal re- Boileau on returning from Versailles, thatwhen

gions, which gape to receive them and their the conversation does not turn on himself, the

works,while Envy and her Imps are expiring king directly gets tired, and is either ready to

at his feet. yawn or to go away. Every great poet, when

A writer for London Truth says : “ Many le
he is growing old , is a little like Louis XIV . in

gends are current about the atmosphere of in- this respect. Madame Récamier had each day

cense in which Victor Hugo always lived , about a thousand pleasant contrivances to excite and

the theatrical surroundings in which he used to to flatter him . She assembled from all quarters

receive homage, and aboutthe apocalyptic lan . friends for him , new admirers. She chained us

guage in which he expressed the consciousness
all to the feet of her idol with links of gold .”

of his genius. These stories are not without a “ The extreme mind is near to extrememad .

considerable substratum of truth, and thepoet's ness,” says Pascal. “ Ofwhat are the most sub

satellites were the first to amuse themselves dis- tle follies made, but of the greatest wisdom ?”

creetly at his expense in the familiarity ofun- asks Montaigne. “ Genius bears within itself a

official conversation . But it must be remem- principle of destruction, of death , ofmadness,"

says Lamartine.

Strolis by Starlight and Sunshine. Illustrated by the

Author. New York : Harper & Brothers. Balzac's vanity is constantly revealed in his

| Poems on several Occasions. New York : Dodd, letters. Here it becomes a force which leads a

Mead, and Company. man to reckon himself among the four greatest
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heroes ofhis age. It develops a kind of mono ' Observe all men ; thyselfmost.

mania leading to utter absorption in his own To err is human , to repent divine, to per

affairs, in his literary ambition , and, above all , sist devilish .

in calculations as to the number of francs into

Many a long dispute among Divines may be

which his genius can be coined .
thus abridg’d, It is so : It is not so ; It is so ;

The proposition to erect a statue in honor of It is not so .

Balzac has called out many stories of the great
Good Sense is a thing all need, few have, and

writer , some illustrating his literary vanity.
none think they want.

“ There are only three writers of the French

language-- Victor Hugo, Theophile Gautier, and
What signifies your patience, if you can't

find it when you want it.

myself !" he used to say proudly . On oneocca

sion he was at a dinner where a young writer
Reader, I wish thee health ,wealth ,happiness ,

said before him : “ Weother men of letters.” and may kind heaven thy year's industry bless.

Balzac broke out into a laugh and cried : “ You ,

sir, you a literary man ! What a pretension !

What foolish assurance ! You compare yourself
IS GENIUS CHARACTER ?

to us ? Do you forget, sir,with whom you have ALL the views heretofore had of genius have

the honor of sitting ? With the marshals of treated it purely as an intellectual force. The

modern literature ! " * - Kate Sanborn . one we now present differs from these in re

garding genius in the light of a great moral

THE SAYINGS OF POOR RICHARD.
power.

John Burroughs, writing on the subject, says :

To lengthen thy life, lessen thy meals. “ Indeed, there is a strict moral or ethical de

Tongue double, brings trouble. pendence of the capacity to conceive or project

Without justice courage is weak .
great things, upon the capacity to be or to do

Would you live with ease, dowhat you ought,
them . It is as true as any law of hydraulics or

and not what you please .
statics, that the workmanship of a man can

never rise above the level of his character. He

Noman e'er was glorious,who was not labor
can never adequately say or do any thinggreater

ious.
than he himself is. There is no such thing , for

Lawyers, preachers; and tomtit's eggs, there instance , as deep insight into the mystery of

are more of them hatched than come to perfec- Creation, without integrity and simplicity of

tion ,
character.” And De Quincey affirms: “ Besides

Who pleasure gives, shall joy receive. its relation to suffering and enjoyment, genius

The poor man must walk to get meat for his always implies a deeper relation to virtue and

stomach , the rich man to get a stomach for his vice .”

meat. Diametrically opposed to the foregoing is the

view that next follows.

The family of fools is ancient.
It is a passage from

Lowell's essay on Rousseau. He says : "Genius

Threemay keep a secret, if two of them are is not a question of character. Itmay besordid ,

dead.

like the lamp of Aladdin , in its externals ; what

Are you angry that the others disappointyou ? care we, while the touch of it builds palaces for

remember you cannot depend upon yourself. us, makes us rich as only men in dream -land are

Do not do that which you would not have rich , and lords to the utmostboundsof imagina

known. tion ? So,when people talk of the ungrateful

Wealth is not his thathas it, but his that en- way in which the world treats its geniuses, they

joys it.
speak unwisely . There is no work of genius

The noblest question in the world is, What which has not been the delight of mankind, no

good may I do in it ?
word of genius to which the human heart and

soul have not, sooner or later, responded . But

Nothing so popular as goodness.
the man whom the genius takes possession of

Grace thou thy house, and let not that grace for its pen , for its trowel, for its pencil, for its

thee .
chisel, him the world treats according to his

There are lazy minds as well as lazy bodies. deserts." * -- N . K. Royse.

The Vanity and Insanity of Genius. New York :

George J. Coombes,

• A Study ofGenius. Chicago and New York : Rand ,

McNally & Company.
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“ The Memoirs of Talleyrand " * my friends, before the true interestsof France. "
Biographies .

come like a voice from the past, But in spite of all attempts his own words show

ringing out from the very center of the forces him to have been a treacherousman. TheMem

which in the last century shaped the destiny of oirs are divided into twelve parts, which will

France, Published fifty-two years after the appear in five volumes. Two of these are now in

death of their author, they have long been the hands of the public, thesecond ending with

awaited with a sort of eager dread . The Hon . the Congress of Vienna. Thework shows that

Whitelaw Reid says in his " Introduction ” to in addition to his other talents Prince de Talley

the work, " They began to be looked upon as a rand possessed that of an able and agreeable

species of historical dynamite, only to be ex- writer. His views on all matters are shrewd,

ploded after everybody in danger had been re- discriminating, and as far as they touch him

moved from the field of human activity." But personally , plausible. His style is easy, grace

this fear has proved groundless ; the book has ful, flowing. The recent handsome uniform

hurt no one ; its object is a personal one - to edition of the works of Fanny Kemble contains

clear the writer from the obloquy attaching to one new volume, “ Further Records." * It is

him , and to heighten his fame. Talleyrand's made up of a series of letters written between

career was one of the most remarkable in the the years 1848-83. Bright, keen , versatile , and

annals of history. Presented at court in the philosophical, it affords no end of interest. In

year 1774, the year of the coronation of Louis theuntrammeled style offriendly correspondence

XVI., he received from that monarch his first this actress -author gives her views ofthe current

appointment; and in 1834, while ambassador to topics of the times, and sketches the persons by

England, under Louis Philippe, he negotiated whom she was surrounded. The letters are dis

a treaty between France, England, Spain , and connected and the reader is left to interpret

Portugal. In the long intervalbetween these references and situations as best he can. -A

two events, he had served in office six rulers of recent book on the life and works of Charles

France. He was president of the Constituent Darwin t written by the naturalist, Mr. Holder,

Assembly which organized the French Revo- is adapted to the requirements of young read

lution , and it was he who at the head of the ers, which is only another way of saying that it

Senate pronounced the deposition of Napoleon is mademore interesting for the older ones.

and called Louis XVIII. to the throne. Thus plain , straightforward language the author tells

ever at the very front of political affairs , he was the story of the celebrated voyage of the Beagle ,

yet a man whose personalcharacter always awak- during which Darwin visited so many lands,

ened the suspicion of his peers. He apparently studied strange form's of life, and made wonder

donned and doffed allegiance to suit his own ad . ful discoveries in science. A very plain outline

vantage . Butdespite this distrustofall statesmen sketch of his published works and of his theory

toward him ,heneverlost his commanding power of evolution is appended.-- " The Sovereigns

in public life . His plan in the Memoirs for remov- and Courts of Europe" I is an album of pen

ing thereproaches from hismemory seemsto have photographs of the personswho at the present

been that of engrossing the attention ofthe read - time are holding the reins of government in

ers by the great interests of the country, which European monarchical life. Each brief sketch

to so large a degree he held in his hands, andby attempts to do nothing more than to bring out

showing that they had been managed so as to in plain relief distinctive personal characteris

secure the greatest good to the greatestnumber. tics as they are manifested in private life and in

Hewastes no time in answering personal accu . the home relations. One is struck at the odd

sations. He says boldly, “ Of all governments arrangement which makes the collection begin

I have served, there is not one to which I have with the Sultan of Turkey and end with Queen

not given more than I have received . . : .1 Victoria. The character in which the former is

have notabandoned any, till it had, first of all,

abandoned itself. ...
...I have never considered • Further Records. By Frances Anne Kemble. New

the interests of any party ,my own, or those of York : Henry Holt and Company. Price, $2.00.

+ Charles Darwin . By Charles Frederick Holder . New

Memoirs of Prince de Talleyrand . Edited by the Duc York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, $ 1.50.

de Broglie. Vols I. and II. New York : G. P. Putnam's I The Sovereigns and Courts ofEurope. By " Politikos."

Sons. Price, per vol., $ 2.00 .
New York : D. Appleton and Company. Price, $ 1 50.

In
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presented,thatof abenevolent,mild,progressive are as delightful as those of the preceding ones.

man devoted to the welfare of his people, is A little of every thing makesup “ Every -Day

quite the opposite of thegeneralopinion concern- Etiquette, A Manual ofGood Manners." * It con

ing him . -Aswell as an interesting sketch of tains many wise hints in regard to one's conduct

his life, “ The Biography of Dio Lewis "'* gives on all occasions, and de tes a spicy chapter to

a full account of his system of physical culture “ Conversation and Speech .”

--that " great national reform " which he in “ The Best Letters of Madamede Sévigné " +

augurated - and a history of the Temperance are put into a pretty volume. The customsand

Crusade from which sprang the W. C. T. U. morals of the timeare pictured . These letters

The book was prepared with the co -operation of are charming, and by their hosts of readers bear

his wife ; sympathetic in tone, it faithfully shows record of the wide influence a woman can wield

the great philanthropist in his true character. who is true to herself and to her friends.

Many quotations from his own works are used . It is peculiar that a subject so much debated

as capital punishment has never had an ade

quate literature ; for this reason Mr. Palm's

“ Good NightPoetry " t is a sugar.
Miscellaneous. “ Death Penalty " I will attract public attention .

coated pill for the children. Mr. He is a strong opposer of the penalty that de

Garrison knows little folks do not like sermon- mands a life for a life. Hismain argumentsare

izing so he has made a collection of poems con- by means of illustrations. He predicts the time

taining excellent moral lessons, of which the when the spectacle of designedly and deliber

parent when he puts his child to bed is to give ately putting a man to death will be looked

one or more as the case requires ; and if the
upon with the same horror that we now feel

child has been particularly delinquent during when reading of the tortures of the Inquisition .

the day he ismade to chew the pill — that is he It is a book worth reading.

must commit the selection to memory. No

" Japanese Girls and Women " || is a fascinat

doubt many parents will be glad to have such ing study of a class which makes up one-half of

an assistant in moral discipline. The book is the population of the Island Empire. Close as

to be heartily commended in that it does not sociation let the author into the secrets of their

contain any poor poetry or “ goody-goody ” sen social and inner home life ; she discovered their

timents , but is healthful in tone.
strength and their weakness ; and the vivid por

A very interesting little book on a big subject trayal of the needs of these admirable women

is Hoyt's “ Handbook of Historic Schools of calls forth deep sympathy.

Painting." | One can get from this work a very
One rarely finds a book written for young

clear idea of the principal historic schools of people so carefully planned and logically ar

painting, their distinguishing traits, their ar- ranged as “ Java : The Pearl of the East.” & The

tists, and the celebrated paintings of each .
information is definite, no slipshod statements.

Young America will give the “ Captains of
It is a saving of time and temper to have on

Industry ” ll a warm reception ; there is a gen- one's library table such books as “ Literary

uineness about these people that is always at- Manual of Foreign Quotations" and “ A

tractive to him . Mr. Parton in popular style Browning Guide-Book." The first one, which

tells briefly the life and work of such men as
“ the hunger and thirst of friends ” made the

Governor Edward Winthrop, the businessman

of the Pilgrim Fathers, Ezra Cornell, theme
* Every-Day Etiquette. By Louise Fiske Bryson . New

chanic, David Rittenhouse, the clock -maker. York : W.D.Kerr, Price, 75 cents.

Those artistic Knickerbocker Nuggets still + The Best Letters of Madamede Sévigné. Edited by

increase in number and grow in the affection of Edward Playfair Anderson . Chicago : A. C. McClurg .

the public. The contentse of these just issued Price, $1.00.
I The Death Penalty . A Consideration of the Objec

* The Biography of Dio Lewis. By Mary F. Eastman . tions to Capital Punishment. With a Chapter on War.

New York : Fowler & Wells Co. By Andrew J. Palm . New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons.

Good-Night Poetry. Compiled by Wendell P. Garri. Price, $ 1.25 .

son, Boston : Gion & Company. I Japanese Girls and Women . By Alice Mabel Bacon .

| Handbook of Historic Schools of Painting. By Deris. Boston and New York : Houghton, Mifflin and Company.

the L.Hoyt. Boston : Ginn & Company. Price, $1.00 . Price , $ 1.25 .

| Captains of Industry. Second Series. By James Par & Java : The Pearl of the East. By S. J. Higginson .

ton . Boston and New York : Houghton , Mimin and Boston and New York : Houghton , Mifflin and Company.

Company. Price, $ 1.25. ( A Literary Manual of Foreign Quotations,Ancient and

* Representative Irish Tales . Vols. I. and II. With an Modern . Compiled by John Devoe Belton. New York :

Introduction and Notes by W. B. Yeats. Chesterfield's G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, $ 1.50. A Guide Book to

Letters to his Grandson. Vols. I. and II. By the Earl of the Poetic and Dramatic Worksof Robert Browning. By

Carnarvon . with Portraits and Illustrations. New George Willis Cooke, Boston and New York : Houghton ,

York : G.P. Putnam's Sons. Price, $ 1.00 each . Miffin and Company . Price. $200 .
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author publish, is a selection of literary quota- peculiar interest and toy-likeness of all things

tions from Latin and the languages of continental Japanese.

Europe which have been used by modern In “ My Journey to Jerusalem ," * theRev.Mr.

writers. This work is distinguished and excels Hubbell tells of the things of interest en route as

others of its kind in using interesting extracts if he were conversing with some friend. , He

from modern writers, showing their use of the talks easily and naturally and with consider

quotation. The second, we are happy to say, able spirit.

is not a so -called interpreter or expositor of Atthe request of his thirteen grandchildren ,

Browning, but rather annotations put into a Grandpa Trumbull narrates how he became a

volume by themselves. The titles of the poems sailor.f Inspired with the generosity of old age

are arranged alphabetically and the notes placed he also tells them all about when he was boy.

under these. This is one of the needed books. It is a genuine“ grandpa's story,” not excepting

“ Talks with Athenian Youths " * is charming. any of the righteous pride.

Translations from theCharmides, Lysis, Laches, “ The Perseverance of Chryssa Arkwright " I is

Euthydemus, and Theaetetus of Plato are made a highly interesting story thatleaves no unpleas

in an attractive style . A preface and excellent ant aftertaste . Indeed, it awakens the reader

notes add to thework . to a consciousness of the innate goodness of the

A book for a quiet hour, a book to be silent human heart, -because he feels that he can

over, is Miss Larcom's “ As it is in Heaven.” sympathize with the good people, of this story

Heaven is here and now , is within us, is our re- book at least, in times of trial as well as of tri

lation to our fellowmen and to God, is her mes . umph , even when their circumstances change

sage. most adversely.

The “ Brickmakers' Manual't possesses par Boys of theunconth age will promptly appro

ticular interest for the industrialworld , and is priate as a favorite possession the book " Thine,

withal very readable to those not engaged in any NotMine." || They will find the title more sig .

branch of the brick industry . The material, nificant as it appears on the book cover, -it is

carefully compiled and arranged with additions written on a baseballman's belt which is twisted

by Mr. J. A. Reep, consists of practical points around a bat. The book is throbbing with mis

and suggestions, gathered in years of experience chievous school-boy life.

in the manufacture of brick , and will prove a

strong incentive to the revival and furtherance
The vital forces which form the

of this , one of the oldest, though least under . Religious
« foundation of the government of

stood, industries of which we have record. The
the United States, and the best

volume is conveniently indexed and illustrated . methods of preserving and strengthening them

The thrilling story || of Mungo Park's explora

tions of the Niger hasthe additional charm of and Religious Forces.” & The ground is taken

are the themes treated in the book , “ Civil

being a real biography. It bears the reader that while the safety of the nation lies in the

along comparatively unconsciousof anymedium

of language. The volume is superior to most tion as a political body should absolutely re

highmoral character of its people , yet the na

books written on similar subjects.
frain from influencing the people by religious

In “ Honda the Samurai: A Story of Modern teachings. In themain the standpoint is the

Japan ,” f the authorhas attempted by a series of
true one, but in a few instancestheauthortends

little stories and pictures to entrap the young to extreme radicalism . In advocating the com

folks into an acquaintance with the his
plete separation of the church from politics, he

tory of Japan. The ruse is rather too palpable, goes so far as almost to sanction dishonesty in

but allobjections to it are soon quelled by the the great political parties and then insists that

* Talks with Athenian Youths. New York : Charles * My Journey to Jerusalem . By Rev. Nathan Hubbell.

Scribner's Sons, Price, $ 1.00 . New York : Printed by Hunt & Eaton . Price, $ 1.00.

As It is in Heaven. By Lucy Larcom . Boston and |How I Became a Sailor ,and Other Sketches, By Omer

New York : Houghton, Mifflin and Company. Price, $1. T.Gillett, A.M., M.D. Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowe.

I Brickmakers'Manual. By R. B.Morrison. Compiled New York : Hunt & Eaton. Price, 75 cents.

and arranged with Additions by J. A.Reep . Indianap I The Perseverance of Chryssa Arkwright: A Lesson

olis : T. A.Randall & Co., Publishers. in Self Help . By Ella V. Talbot. New York : Hunt &

Mungo Park and the Niger. By Joseph Thomson. Eaton . Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowe. Price, $ 1.00.

New York : Dodd,Mead & Company . 1 Thine, NotMine: A Sequel to Changing Base. By

E
Honda the Samurai: A Story of Modern Japan . By

Boston : Roberts Brothers, Price, $ 1.25.

William Elliot Griffis, D.D. Boston and New York : & Civil and Religious Forces. By William Riley Hal

Congregational Sunday-School and Publishing Society . stead. Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowe. New York : Hunt

Price, $ 1.50. & Eaton . Price, 75 cents.

Works.
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the church should keep clear of this contamina- them by quotations. A full index both of Eng

tion . The book is alive and full of clear, cogent lish and Greek words enables one readily to

reasoning . The third volume of “ Word search out any particular term. -In arrang

Studies in the New Testament" * is devoted to ing his book of selected sacred readings* the

six of the Pauline Epistles beginning with author has given the verses exactly as they

Romans. As the work proceeds one becomes appear in the King James Version . Only the

more impressed with its great value. Entirely passages adapted to devotional use have been

distinct from a commentary, it confines itself to chosen. The selections are made from different

separate words, taking them up in order, giving books of the Old and the New Testament; sev

them as they appear in the Greek text, throwing eral are adapted to special occasions. Thebook

different lights upon them , and illustrating is ofconvenient form and attractive appearance.

* Word Studies in the New Testament. By Marvin *Selectious from the Psalms with AdditionalScripture

R. Vincent, D.D. Volume III. New York : Charles Readings. Arranged by W. I, Lawrence and W. I. Nich

Scribner's Sons. Price, $ 4.00 . ols. Cambridge,Mass.: John Wilson and Son.

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT NEWS FOR APRIL , 1891.

HOME NEWS. - April 1. The new Free Sugar April 30 . The Rev. Dr. Phillips Brooks is

law and the new Immigration law go into chosen Episcopal Bishop of the diocese ofMassa

effect. -Death of the Hon . J. B.Grinnell. chusetts.

April 2 . In the Connellsville cokeregion a

crowd of striking workmen fired upon by dep FOREIGN NEWS. - April 1. Death of Earl

uty sheriffs ; eleven killed and forty wounded . Granville. -The German Surgical Congress

April 4. President David Starr Jordan accepts opens in Berlin .

the presidency of Leland Stanford University . April 3. Opening ofthe InternationalMiners'

April 6. The Grand Army of the Republic Congress in Paris.

celebrates its twenty-fifth anniversary . April 8. Death of the French author, Ed

April 7. Death of the Rev. Dr. Edward D. mond de Pressensé.

G. Prime and P. T. Barnum . April 9.
Creation of the Commonwealth of

April 8. Opening of the congress of inven- Australia by the Federation Convention at Syd

tors andmanufacturers at Washington . ney .

April 12. Chicago suffers a $ 1,000,000 fire. April 11. Opening of theAustrian Reichsrath .

April 13. President and Mrs. Harrison leave April 13. An assemblage of 10,000 striking

Washington for a transcontinental tour. weavers at Bradford, England, is dispersed by

April 16. Lieutenant Schwatka starts for the police and military .

Alaska to explore west of the Yukon . April 14. The Liberals of the House ofLords

April 17. Death of Prof. C. W. Bennett of choose Earl Kimberly their leader.

Garrett Biblical institute. April 16 . Ninety persons drowned in the

April 18. Eightmen killed in a railroad col- wreck of a British ship off the Caroline Islands.

lision at Kipton Station , Ohio. April 21. The natives of Portuguese Guiana

April 21. Opening of the annualmeeting of revolt and raise the French flag.

the National Academy of Sciences atWashing April 23. A powder explosion near the city

-A streetrailway strikeoccurs in Detroit. of Romedemolishesmanybuildings and injvres

April 23. International convention of Young a large number of people.

Women's Christian Associations opens in Scran April 24. Death of Count von Moltke,

ton , Pa . The insurgent Manipuris are subdued. - Por

April 25. Enos H. Nebeker, the new United tugal yields to the free passage of the Pungwe

States Treasurer, takes the oath of office. River.

Thetwo thousand five hundred employees of the April 25. A Chilian rebel warship blown up

Michigan Car Works in Detroit go on strike. by a torpedo and two hundred lives lost.

April 26. Opening of thenew Brooklyn Taber. Death of Grand Duke Nicholas.

nacle. National Convention of Theosophists April 28. Death of ex -King Tamasese.

opens in Boston . April 29. The Dominion Parliament opens.

ton .
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THE CHEVALIER ALAIN DE TRITON .*

BY GRACE KING .

B

CHAPTER I.

St. Louis, a very little, insignificant affair,

THE CHEVALIER.
as far as size and materialwent, was already

IENVILLE'S little city , pushing its beginning to assume, at least in the eyes of

way on through its infantile history, the same pleasure -loving, the anticipatory

was well under the Spanish domina- demeanor for the infliction of discipline ; and

tion . The bloody blotch which marked the the subservient bells, ever too eager for the

beginning of the new period was still a hor- event, were changing their careless , jingling

ror from which memory recoiled , and around piety into the annual, doleful, affectedly

which the most thoughtless and indiscreet solemn intonation of the priestly, “ Live to

tongues had learned to make broad, careful die ! live to die ! live to die !" It was also

detours. an alarum , however , which called , " Live to

It is a city that has not been ignorant of live ! live to live ! live to live !" to thehearts

conquest, spoliation , tyranny, insult, humil- of the unrepentant, ofwhom , itmust be con

iation, and bloody climacterics — it is her fessed, the Chevalier Alain de Triton was

history that has aged her before er time- one.

but as she sits and broods over past and fu Wayfarers in New Orleans a century ago ,

ture , as imagination loves to picture a as well as to -day, were committed to much

mother city, sitting and brooding over the ill-tem per during their promenades, over the

generations of her bosom , she must start as, wretched condition of the streets and ban

in nightmare chill, she feels, once again , quettes . The streets were described long af

O'Reilly's grasp upon her throat, and his re- terward by a courteous writer as “ chasms

lentless, mailed hand tearing from her breast in which carriages met ruin ” ; the banquettes

her first-born martyrs.-- for with cities as might also have been described as pitfalls in

with mothers , the first-born lie ever nearest which equanimity met destruction . They

the heart . were meremorasses,bridged, when they were

But it was now a decade from O'Reilly, bridged, with loose, ill-fitting, treacherous

and time, which it seemed would never boards,which, sagging, seesawing, shaking

again flow beyond that fateful spot in thebar- under foot, could contrive, with the mali

racks yard, had long since begun to flow se- cious ingenuity of inanimate objects, to deal

renely over it, burying it in fact, more se- most surprising shocks to the innocent pas

curely under its sediment from its very ar- senger; always maintaining, even in dry

restation, as that other great stream , the weather, a hidden reservoir of liquid mud to

Mississippi, buries obstructions and arresta- be squirted with precision and accuracy into

tions under its sediment. the face of even the most dignified , in de

It was the eve of Mardi gras, and Lent fault of tripping and depositing the same

hung like an impending pall over the spirits face in the gutter alongside. As for the

of the pleasure-loving. The little church of gutters , they had been selected by weeds.

B -July. * Copyright, 1891, by T. L. FLOOD. All rights reserved .
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and theweeds by reptiles , for a safe and un The young wife, who had come to him for

disturbed breeding -place. his prospective cross and glory , and who had

It was not unusual, therefore, to see chol- received in lieu poverty and ill-temper , did

eric young gentlemen pursuing their way, not live long enough after her old husband

sawing the atmosphere with their hands, and to enjoy either her widowhood or mother

shocking it with their expletives ; the nat- hood. She followed her husband almost im

ural inference being that an accident or an mediately to the grave, leaving the infant

escape from onehad just occurred . Alain to the pious nurture of his stepsister

Strained of the oaths, expletives , and ejac- Odalise .

ulations, however, with which a man's tem Thus it was that fate consigned the present

perament seasons his language, the residue Chevalier de Triton to that unbearable lack

of the Chevalier's soliloquy consisted not of of money which he was never able to con

a protest against the Cabildo butagainst an sider without vituperative protest.

authority more august even than Spanish ar Young, gay, handsome, and lusty , he was,

rogance could assume. It was the voicing of as his complimentary nation would express

an exasperated acknowledgment of financial it, twice a noble : by title and by the quali

depression ; financial and moral also , for in ties that illustrate the title. He was a gen

those days in New Orleans morals weremore tleman, born for joy and sociability ; a fre

dependentupon finances than they are to -day. quenter of places of amusement, an abhorrer

The Chevalier's morals, however, be it re- of counting-houses; good-tempered , easy

marked at the outset, were what he allowed going , graceful, with impregnable ' health

no man in New Orleans to question , though and inexhaustible strength ; in short, lacking

all were free to observe them . He was nothing from Providence butmoney to be the

cleverer with his sword than with his tongue ; most contented ,as well as the best equipped,

therefore, it was with the sword that he de- man in New Orleans. He was, perhaps, at

fended them . As for his finances, he was that moment the very one ofall her twenty

far from defending their weaknesses ; in fact, five hundred inhabitants who was suffering

he courted questions upon them , and would most for the want ofmeans to buy a ticket to

allow any one to better them who would . the ball that evening . It was to be a ball

The Chevalier's ancestors had fought for which one could not think of coolly, a mas

generations in the religious wars of France, querade, with a kind of theatrical prelude,

during which, no doubt, they had acquired and a banqueting postlude, with an inter

not only their morals but the courage with mission of dancing and frolic that increased

which they defended them . The Chevalier's the young man's wrath , as he pictured it.

grandfather had comeover from France with Hehad applied for a loan to a respectable

that vigorous colonist, Iberville, and in maternal uncle of his, who lived over his

course of time he received that recognition counting-room on Bienville Street facing the

of his service and merit which is shaped in a river,—but if he had applied for the recession

cross of St. Louis. The Chevalier's fatherwas to him of Louisiana, his proposition could

continuing the name and reputation bril-, not have been more illy received. In truth ,

liantly in the hope of similar recognition and in the opinion of the Chevalier , the bloody

reward, when the news came to the colony O'Reilly was an angel of gentleness in com

that it had been ceded by His Majesty of parison to this maternal uncle , who had a

France to His Majesty of Spain . The De temper that could shame the efforts of the

Tritons were soldiers, not mercenaries nor whole united Spanish artillery in the city .

marchandise, and, therefore, not cessionable. If words could have killed, the Chevalier

The Chevalier Hector sheathed the sword on would never have survived his sixteenth

which, poetically speaking, the blood had not birthday,-he was near twenty, but he

dried for centuries ; renouncing at the same smarted under themorning's experience.

time the salary which also for centuries , to He had thought, for he had few resources

speak prosaically , had supported the family . in emergencies, of trying his sister, Madame

Heundertook the life of an alien to the rec- Odalise . He had more than thought of it .

ognized government, and a pensioner of He had sketched in his mind a half dozen

principle. Similar to another well-known different stories to tell her, any one of them ,

experimenter in existence, he died , just as in his judgment, plausible to conviction .

he had mastered the problem . But there were reasons to prevent his using
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these stories. In the first place, Madame wasnobetter off than a Bohemian. When his

Odalise was an exceedingly clever woman. co -citizens credited him with infinite wit, it

In the second place, she had requested him was no unauthorized statement, for Massig

that very morning, the usual end of a frater- was now twenty-three years of age, and to

nal conference , never to speak to her again , the knowledge of everybody hiswits had fur

Thirdly , she would not believe a word he nished him his sole capital and means of sup

said, however elegantly put. Fourthly , she port.

would be at church at this hour, and, exalted Ashe advanced , Alain took his hand from

in rectitude at all times, she was never so his head, put it in his pocket, and pulled out

supremely elevated above earthly petitions his purse. Opening it he shook it in the air,

as when fresh from her heavenly ones. In and, as he would have said , nothing fell out

the fifth place, the reasons increasing as he in abundance.

reflected upon them , would have mounted Massig had not even a purse to shake. As

and surpassed the number of commandments he said, when he had money a purse was

that formed that very decaloguewhich his an impertinent obstacle ; when he had none

sister, during their morning interview , ac- it was a disageeable reminder of the non

cused him of having shattered more com- existent.

pletely than Moses ever did , thereby mis " And the farce ! And the ball ! And the

leading him wilfully as to Moses' morals. supper ! And after the supper !" exclaimed

He stood still, shoved the skin cap he wore Alain .

back on his head , passed his fingers sooth “ It is going to be, I hear,” Massig kissed

ingly through his short, crisp, black curls all his finger tips bunched together with an

and fixed his eyes on the ground, hoping by expression of beatitude, as if each finger

assuming the attitude to obtain also the re- tasted of a separate delight.

ward of the contemplative , -an idea . He Alain watched him ruefully. “ But what

heard a hail behind him , and turning, re- have you done ?” he asked.

sponded as gladly as if he had felt the stir “ What have you done ?”' asked Massig .

ring of intelligence under his curls. In “ Tried to borrow ; and you ?' '

truth , not one idea , but a head fuil of them “ The same."

was approaching in the person of his best “ Whatare you going to do ? " asked Alain .

friend, Massig , who might indeed be said to “ What are you going to do ?” asked

have been his intelligence . That hewas de- Massig.

voted to him goes without saying ; not that Alain ,who was not original, burst out into

it went without saying, however, for it was a well-worn and well-known tender of his

one ofMadameOdalise's most repetitious re- soul,and his last chance of entrance into Para

proaches, that the Chevalier would forget dise, only formoney sufficient to buy his en

even his patron saint for his friend Massig . trance into theball-room — that, and a chance

atthe inventoried anduninventoried pleasures

therein to be enjoyed . Had he possessed as
CHAPTER II.

many souls as his maternal uncle possessed

MASSIG .
dollars, he would unfortunately have been

MASSIG was physically as well as mentally just as far away from his desires ; for he had

the opposite of Alain . Short, thick-set, a been throwing souls around in the market

pock -marked face , wide mouth, and a nose ever since he had first needed money, which

which abused a nose's privilege of conform- dated from the time when he first needed

ing to the useful instead of the beautiful. It pleasure,which dated from the timewhen he

was a nose which even to the most imagin- could first run away from Madame Odalise .

ative could suggest nothing but smelling. Butas usual there was no one there to take

His eyes were small and far apart, but,with advantage of the bargain , Massig being the

respect be it said , in them drifted enough only devil in sight, and he, rather a body

devilment to rout the seriousness of an en- than a soul affectioner.

tire calendar of Spanish saints . “ I am at the end , at the last end of my

Unlike Alain , Massig was not a born , but resources,” concluded Alain .

amade, gentleman. There was no aristocracy “ My friend , men of wit are never at the

behind him ,to “ visé ” his leisure and love of end of their resources .” Massig took Alain's

pleasure, and as for natural connections, he arm , and began to walk slowly along the
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planking with a certain air that Alain knew resource in financial straits ; had been sold ,

of old .
pawned, and rented over and over again ,

“ A man who lets himself be overcomeby proving, indeed, as long as he lived , a greater

misfortune, is a man of no consideration comfort than philosophy, in misfortune. But

whatever. Difficultiesare the real discoverers one day, death capitalized what remained of

of talent. A smooth life means impotence, the negro's body, for his own, and Massig

idiocy. Poverty is the grave only of fools, a was rendered slaveless and clientless.

wise man burrowshis way out of it as a cray “ Mirâcle," he said , “ Mirâcle has forfeited .

fish burrows his way through a levee. . . his name ; ifhe had only lived, he would

Alain listened admiringly . There is no bave immortalized himself andme” ; which

doubt that his patron saint had never im- was a specimen of his wit that Alain partic

pressed him as favorably as Massig did . ularly enjoyed .

Philosophy, politics, religion , morality, The friends closed the door on their delib

Massig's tongue had them in as fluent pos- erations; they would have closed the window

session as if he had invented them ; and his- also had the room afforded this further dem

tory he could quote in a manner to charm onstration of secrecy , for, living as they did ,

Clio . in frank , careless vagabondage, a delibera

Unlike the Chevalier, who was so easily tion in the eyes of the community would

confused about Moses, Massig was a man of have meant a confession of weakness, and

reading, and when he began to air his wares, the confidence of the community in their

his friends always drew a long breath, for mastery over their good -for-nothingness been

they knew that a brilliant stroke was being shaken - at once, a taint spot in their popu

prepared against luck . Alain , therefore,was larity ; and in their own line, being without

completely restored to equanimity by the rivals in New Orleans (pot so much it is

time their leisurely pace had brought them feared to their credit as discredit), their pop

to the dilapidated little cabin , the place of ularity was a willing meed of their constitu

Massig's abode. ents. It was decidedly the sweetest bloom

“ Fate,” said the proprietor, pausing on of their lily -like lives. Like all popularity it

the threshold to conclude a sentence, “ fate had comeat first of itself, but like allpopular

is afraid of the strong, but ill luck settles on ity also, it was a capricious, conscienceless

the weak , like flies on a corpse." woman who had to be wooed and won day by

Alain assented perfunctorily . It sounded day.

potent and he had confidence in it, but it There was no candle in the room , so in a

was as mysteriously unintelligible to him as twilight in which less hopeful wits might

his Latin prayers. have felt an ominous discouragement, they

It was a true philosopher's dwelling. Noth- sat the one on the table, the other on the

ing inside but one room , and in that room , a chair.

table, a chair , and a blanket on the floor in “ Ah, Pleasure ! Pleasure !" perorated Mas

thecorner, which , ifMassig did not spend his sig . “ There thou art in Bourbon Street, and

nights in the saloons, might have been sup- we thy votaries are here, not three squares

posed to serve him for a bed . Even the old away — and yet — theGulfofMexico separates

negro Miracle, who had helped to serve as a us ! And to get to thee, we have what? A

kind of furnishment to the bareplace, was no table , a chair, and our wits !"

longer there. “ Flies on a corpse " brought “ It is not only the entrance we have to pay

him to Alain's mind. for," suggested the Chevalier, “ but our

“ It is at such moments that one regrets dominos.”

Miracle ," he said , looking around. “ And not only our dominos and our sup

Miracle was the diseased refuse of a slave per, but the smiles of our ladies," added Mas

ship ,whom Massig had picked upon the levee, sig , for whom the sex had noneof the illu

in a windfall of affluence and pity. He had sions which chivalry has thrown around it .

been instrumental in revealing his master's “ If it were just the contrary,” exclaimed

latent talent for medicine, which he also de- theChevalier, “ that pleasure broughtmoney,

veloped by furnishing in his own body a hos- instead ofmoney bringing pleasure!"

pital's opportunity for practice and experi “ Then would money be pleasure, and

ment. And after he had earned his nameby pleasure money," answered Massig . But

a temporary cure, he had been an unfailing this kind of talk on his part was merely a
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beating of sticks in the distance to decoy at- an Indian ambush. The heavy, cypress,nail

tention ; his wits were already at work, hum- studded doors and windows were closed as

ming around the chair and the table, the table tightly as if the hidden life had been hidden

and the chair, like bees around a withered corruption . But the Chevalierknew she was

stalk , as determined to force a yield of pleas- in there, his sister , Madame Odalise . He

ure as they a yield of honey from sterility could see her in his mind sitting in there in

itself. Whether the comparison struck him , meditation , or kneeling in prayer, or — and

or merely association of circumstances, he this was the important question for him

began himself to hum a creole catch that the teaching Didon her catechism .

negro rowers on the river sang, when they There was nothing in the yard but weeds

were in a good humor, to time their stroke ; to assist him to a conclusion there. He fol

something they had picked up,they said , from lowed the fence, peeping through the cracks,

the bumblebees. The negroes were reputed until he came to where there had formerly

then falsely or truly to understand the lan- been a gate,or rather where there was a gate;

guage, as they called it, of the birds and an unopenable one, for it had been fastened

beasts. on its hinges by the rigid Madame Odalise,

Brum , brum ! Brum , brum ! to assist Didon , in Christian practices.

' Tis a long way,
Itmight be said that MadameOdalise was

Brum , brum ! Brum , brum ! Didon's slave, instead of the reverse fact.

' Tis a hard way, For if the one were a physical and material

Brum , brum ! Brum , brum ! provider, the other did spiritual servitude

' Tis a steep way, out of all proportion in difficulty to mere

Butwe will sure get there ! cooking and cleaning. Didon worked but

half of her time, and no perceptible portion

of her intelligence in her sphere. Madame
CHAPTER III.

Odalise gave all the timeapart from her own

DIDON .
curé, and all of her intelligence to impart

It was twilight outside as well as inside such qualifications of religious training as

the little room when Alain opening thedoor would enable the servant to follow themis

quickly , stepped into the street and hurried tress into Paradise. It was the dream ofthe

down the banquette, evidently propelled by Christian white ladies of that day, -a retinue

someresultant liberation of force from Mas- of Indian and African converts in Paradise,

sig's intellect. Heturned the corner into a and how conscientiously and patiently

street or rather straightened swamp, that ladies can work to attain even impossible

would have sorely disgraced its royal name ambitions, none but lady saints can testify .

had the latter not been securely inured from If Didon were at her catechism , the Cheva

human knowledge in the city archives. lier had no chance whatever. If Didon were

It was but a short walk to the angle which in the kitchen, surreptitiously sinning on

held the De Triton concession ; a twelfth of forbidden meat or forbidden fish , then - he

one of the original sixty-six squares given to whistled low and distinctly with a certain

theold Chevalier de Triton by Bienville when intonation which he could easily imitate.

De la Tour laid off the city, very much as he If she were in thekitchen , as she mightbe,

would have done a vegetable garden ; this she would raise her head and listen for a

square for potatoes, that for cabbages, here a second whistle,-which he gave. Then she

place d'armes , there a church. would wait and listen if her mistress had

Behind the tall, close-set, sharp-pointed heard. She would even give a snore and

palisade fence, which had been one of his pretend to be asleep, as a greater precaution ,

father's demonstrations against sociability before she put her head outof the door to

under the Spanish government, stood the catch the next call, and she would cross her

low , brick , tile- covered cottage, the Cheva- self and say a prayer (he had watched her so

lier's birthplace, and theresidence of Madame often as a boy ). She would long ago have

Odalise, out ofwhich he had been so piously hidden what she was eating and have care

and so wordily ejected that morning. Ex- fully wiped her mouth.

istence itself seemed to have been ejected at As it was possible that the whistler might

the same time. The Chevalier walked care- be Zombi her familiar African guardian

fully around it, eyeing it as suspiciously as devil, shewould say another prayer, cross her
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legs, and fumble the scapulary she wore tesquely large. Her thick black skin hung

around her neck, and then if she still heard as loosely on her as her clothes, and they

another whistle (which she did ), she would always seemed at the critical pointof falling

slip her feet out of her sabots and softly off. She watched Alain with intense

creeping to the door, open it as if it were of anxiety .

air, and like a cat, a black cat, which her “ Ah, you arewell found out ! And all the

figure really resembled , glide into the yard church -going ! and all the catechism ! and

and cross it, as Alain could see her do, the penances and the prayers ! The gate

through the interstices of the fence. pulled up by the post !”

" Didon !” he whispered, in a voice very “ Hé! For pity's sake ! Master Alain ,

unlike his own. She walked along without she will hear you ! She can hearmewhen

turning her head. I am only thinking ! Don't talk so loud !

“ Didon !” he whispered again . They could hear you at the Governor's."

“ Is't you, Bomba ?” she whispered , al “ Come! Come!. To your mistress !"

though no onewould have supposed she was “ Master Alain !Master Alain !” Shefell on

saying any thing . Shewas on her knees on her knees,but alwayswith regard to the win

the ground, apparently looking for some dow behind her, -so that, although shewas

thing very minuteand very valuable . on her knees to him , to an observer from that

“ No," answered Alain . quarter she seemed picking something up off

“ Néron ? " the ground.

" No !" “ I beg yourpardon ! I did not know what

It looked as if she were going back into the I was doing ! It is not my fault ! God

kitchen . knows it is not my fault ! It is Zombi ! It

“ Didon !” is the devil ! He is always after me! He

The sameevolution over again . will not letme alone ! He will dragmy soul

“ Is 't you , Louis ?” to hell ! You will see, he will drag my soul

“ No !" to hell ! That is all he wants !" While her

“ Mata ? ” ejaculations were dropping from her , she

Her voice showed that Mata was the ex- managed to edge herself on her knees to

pected one. the gate which she deftly, with onehand and

“ Open !" shoulder, put back into its place . The other

No cat could have combined such quick- hand was stroking the Chevalier's arm .

ness and noiselessness. One jerk pulled the “ How could I know it was you out here ?

gate- post out of its loosened socket in the Oh, holy Virgin ! And I try so hard ! But

ground, and the gate swung open on its pad- the devil conjures me, he voodoos me ! And

locked chain for a hinge. my poormistress who works all the time at

Alain pushed himself through . me, to save my soul, to make me a Chris

“ Your Bomba ! Your Néron ! Your tian ! And the catechism ! The Good One

Louis ! YourMata ! Your how many more knows, if I could only learn the catechism I

black rascals slipping in at nightfall, and the might do better ! Poor old negro ! Poor old

gate pulled up by its post ! The gate that Bambara ! Poor old Didon !"

was nailed fast by yourmistress expressly to It was no difficult matter to obtain after

keep out visitors and temptation ! Andyour this what he wanted . The old woman,who,

mistress , your pious mistress, in her room however, was old only in appearance, went

trying to save your good-for-nothing pagan backward and forward between the gate and

soul !” Hewould not give her a chance to the house at his command, each transit a

say a word although she kept plucking at miracle of secrecy and dispatch , promising

his sleeve all the time, saying :
silence, obedience, fidelity , any thing ; ex

“ Hush ! Don't speak so loud ! Formercy's claiming, “ Hé! Holy Virgin ! Master

sake don't speak so loud ! Someone might Alain !” in well-guarded whispers at each

be passing ! Hush ! S - s -s -s-sh !" She was so demand .

short that she stood under his elbow as she Ah, if Madame Odalise's worldly instinct

twitched it, but she was sturdy with a con- had only been as acute as her heavenly !

centrated strength that her equals took into Very sure from nomantel-piece in that heav

consideration in their intercourse with her. enly chamber above, on which her spiritual

Her head, with its masses of wool,was grow eyes lived fixed asmagnet to polar star , could
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silver candlesticks have been abstracted , un- to her evening devoir of attending her mis

detected . Silver candlesticks, consecrated tress to church.

from their purchase, to the waxen lights of

mortuary pomps, or the no less funereal

celebrations, when Madame Odalise in the CHAPTER IV .

sanctity of her chamber and of her inscruta- Cabritt quipasmalin ,pasgras. - Creole proverb.

ble heart, held mystical communions with The goat that isn't cunning never gets fat.

holiness in blissful moments when periodical

exercises of adoration brought perchance THE Chevalier returned to Massig's room

divine cognizance of herself and her pure with the bundle under his arm . During his

lambent devotion . absence his friend had not been idle . Indeed

And the linen taken from her armoire ; Massig wasnotone to fail to re-enforce thought

linen brought over stormy seas, from distant with action . His person evidenced recentab

France, -- and heavy as it was ,well worth its lutions,and the floorhad been swept by means

weight in copper ; and other articles. Well of the blanket for a broom .

might Didon exclaim , and appeal to divine Alain opened his booty with satisfaction .

attestation of her surprise, She closed the “ There it is ! Nothing is wanting but

mocked-at gate behind the Chevalier and Monsieur Corpse.”

kneeled, to press with her hands the loosened “ Depend upon me for that,” said Massig .

earth around the movable post; effacing, as “ None knows better than a physician how to

her custom was, all signs of tampering with make a corpse." And he proceeded without

it ; and she fell into an abysm of dejection , delay to prove his words ; talking all the

which was also a custom , or rather habit. time, and arranging his accessories, par

“ That is the way ! that is always the way ! parenthèse .

I tell Madameso. Zombialways gets ahead “ As a good king should know how to

of God with me. Why did not God makeme be a good subject,” spreading the sheet over

learn my catechism ? If I had learned my the table, “ and a good master, a good

catechism , I would have been in the room slave,” placing the silver candlesticks one

with my mistress ; and I would not have at the foot the other at the head, " so a

heard the whistle, or I could not have come good physician should know how to be a good

out if I had . But Zombi, he prevents my corpse,” placing the candles in the candle

learning my catechism , hemakes me putmy sticks. “ This is the whole rationale of the

mistress in a temper ; she throwsmy cate golden rule an excellent rule," putting can

chism atmyhead, she orders meout of her dles in the candlesticks, and getting out flint

room , and there I am in thekitchen , and the and steel to strike a light ; “ butwhich would

whistle comes ; how could I know that the merit its qualification better, if the rich , who

whistle was Master Alain's ? Zombi drives alone can administer it, should ,” striking his

mearound as if he were mymaster. Why implements, “ follow it.” Strike, strike. “ But

does not Zombi go aftermy mistress? No ! as it is, it is only the poor, that I observe,”

he is afraid of her ; it's only thepoor negroes strike, strike, “ who give as they would be

that he drives . God looks after Madame. given to , and spend as they would be spent

He prevents her from sinning. Why does upon ," lighting the candles. “ It is this

not God look after me? If I were white like golden rule that we shall now proceed to test

Madame, God would look after me. How do upon the community at large," sitting on the

I know what to do ? God tells me to do edge of the table and kicking off his shoes.

things and Zombi tells me not ; or Zombi “ Now let our friends do as we would do if

tells meto do, and God tells menot. How wewere by,” folding a cloth properly , “ and

can I tell what to do ? Me, poor old Bam- may the Samaritansbe in a cheerfulmajority.

bara ? I can only tell afterward.” Have
you a pin ?"

He fastened the napkin

She heard the Angelus beginning to ring, around his jaws. ' Open the door, put the

and hastened to the kitchen , where she had plate well in sight, seat yourself where you

but time to throw herself into a chair and can command the situation , let your wits

drop her head in slumber, whose innocent guide you, but beware of letting any one

cloak shemore than once had been forced by enter ."

circumstances to assume, when Madame With this , he extended himself upon the

Odalise opened the door, and summoned her table, brought his feet rigidly together, folded
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or

or

his hands upon his breast,and closed his eyes.
“ Master Massig- "

Night had fallen , with all the unmitigated “ Ah , one of the unknown ! Neverthe

blackness of unlighted regions. Passersby , less — " and this coin would be carefully

the gentlemen , tapped their way along the laid in the center of the plate.

banquette, with gold-headed sticks, like blind But Massig unfortunately was not always

beggars, stumbling and tripping, and break- unknown. It was more often than not !

ing into the profanity which they say blind “ What, that roisterer ! that loafer !-with

beggars are given to at night and in loneli- pleasure "

ness , to relieve their tongues from the strains “ Massig ,did you say ? So much the better !

of protracted pious adjurations which their I willingly contribute ” .

profession exacts. The ladies had slaves “ My dear sir, trouble not yourself, send to

with lanterns, to precede them , and cavaliers Galvez, it would give him all the pleasure in

to accompany them , and soothe their little life, to pay for the last services " -or

screams of fright or surprise, with masculine “ Dead ? What luck ! but as you say , un

assurances and assurance. der the circumstances ..

The vulgar canaille, the men , swaggered Not that Alain , however, ever said any

their way safely , always escaping,as they es- thing ; his wit, to which Massig, with sur

caped other dangers in life, by mere bravado ; prising faith , confided himself,suggesting in

preferring, in fact, darkness to light, and vi- these trying moments the effectual reproofof

cissitudes to ease ; and the women of this simply pointing to the motionless figure be

class took the banquettes with other hard- tween the candles .

shipsofGod's sending , as a matter of destiny, But there were others who took a different

and endured the inevitable accidents, accord- view .

ing to their characters and tempers . “ What, Massig ! poor Massig ! that is the

But the sudden illumination in the little Chevalier ?”

room , under thelow , beetling tile roof,would “ He himself !"

arrest all, and, after the first frank look of in “ Dead ? "

quiry, even the most hurried steps would “ Alas !"

pause , to accommodate the furtive glances, How ? When ?"

cast ahead , then aside, then from backward “ Ask me not, gentlemen - this morning .

turned heads. The eyes seem to have a nat- Aswell as you or I - now - as you see him !"

ural taste for biers. " Well, he gave us many a good laugh dur

Alain needed not a reference to the plate on ing his life, we can well afford to give him

the doorsill at his feet to quicken gener- something more than tears , now he is

osity ,-in fact, when the passersby saw the dead "

wretched room , and the single mourner, they " Thanks, gentlemen , thanks !"

looked instinctively for the plate ; and the “ Hé ! Chevalier.' What is this I hear ?

corpse could hear, as other corpses perhaps Massig dead ? Let me in to him ."

also had heard , but in spirit, the prompt re “ Pardon , Captain ,-his last request, be

sponse to his appeal for decent burial. fore waving his hand toward the bier

“ See ! death in thatmiserable little cham- “ 'No one look upon me !'”

ber !” “ Ha ! ha ! ha ! afraid of the priests and

" In truth ,” the words and tones were evi- women ! well, always original !--With my

dently from a companion mind to Massig's ; complimentsand regrets,” depositing a silver

“ death should strike only the rich and pros- piece in the plate.

perous, and leave life to those who have only “ With assurances of my highest consider

life for happiness." ation," added his companion and insepara

Our friend Massig ! What a triumph for ble Tonquet, as usual stealing the pattern for

death ! Young, handsome, rich, powerful his wit.

“ A Spaniard , Massig dead, and in his own room ! Who

“ Oh death , Consider.' ” And the gay would have believed it ! I wish I had more ,

party moved on , throwing their tribute care- poor soul!"

lessly on the floor. “ Well ! Anybody is liable to die if Massig

“ And who, sir, was— the gentleman ?” a dies ! Here— I wish it were for another pur

courteous,middle-aged specimen stopped to pose !"

inquire .
“ Poor Massig ! in a grave ! Depend upon

>>
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it he will make a new life out there in the “ Ten piastres ! hush - some one coming !"

cemetery - I mean death ." But - it is curious to relate - it was the

“ If I had to be a corpse I would rather women , the good -hearted women, whomost

have Massig for a companion than any one inconvenienced him . The better-hearted, the

in town !" more charitably disposed they were, the more

“ You are welcome, Chevalier ! I would occasion he had tomaltreat them in his heart.

give a thousand times the amount to see him They would advise so much , and offer so

alive !" much - and insist so much , --for a good

“ Whew ! Who would ever believe that woman can no more restrain her goodness

Massig would die the night of a ball !” – than a mad dog the rabies :

and so on . Why did you not do this ?”

It is curious, the amount of reminiscence “ Why did you not do that? "

that death can set in motion in the twinkling “ Why did you not send forme?”

of an eye . Individuals after giving their “ Ah, if I had been there !"

quota , would collect in little groups, and “ You remember when my uncle died ?”

what gushes of memory or imagination ! “ You know when my husband was

Oneknew as a fact that Massig , a deported taken --- "

lad, or the son of a deported girl, had been sold “ I feared it when I saw him yesterday ."

out there on the levee, like a slave, to the “ I saw it in his face night before last."

highest bidder . “ I told my mother so .""

Another remembered seeing him , a ragged “ I mentioned it to my daughter .”

urchin, learning his letters from the official “ When I last saw him he was standing

proclamations affixed to the portals at the so and so — and he was saying so and so --

church, asking this person and that person “ When I last saw him he was sitting so

to tell him which was a , and which 6 — the and so — and talking so and so

priests driving him away as if he were a In the utmost exasperation of calmness

swarm of flies ,—which accounted for his firm- they would thus proceed , Alain the while ,

grounded prejudice to priests. Apropos of in grief-stricken accents, thanking them , re

which , some one recalled how , when he had thanking them , begging them not to fatigue

learned to read - of course no onewould lend themselves, nor discommode themselves ;

him books— he used to steal them , display , making them observe that the ground was

ing the most wonderful ingenuity and clever- dampundertheir feet, that the nightwaswear

ness, purloining from the governor, from the ing on , and the streets filling with unrespect

very priests themselves --for a thirst for ful ball-goers.

knowledge was as conspicuous in him as a It was these friendsthatcurtailed the finan

thirst for Spanish wine - always returning cialresults , for when the Chevalier had finally

the book however, afterward , with the most eased them away — he and the corpse made

proper and courteous acknowledgment. And a simultaneous movement to shut the door.

apropos, some beneficiary, perhaps, averred The platter was quickly overturned on the

that when any one was thirsty either for white cloth, and a hasty count and di

knowledge or Spanish wine, Massig was al. vision made. Reason urged a hasty evacu

ways theman to treat. ation of the premises - and pleasure, jubilant

And there were numerous other creditable pleasure, with the excitement of a score of

reminiscences of Massig evolved . He never violins and ten score dancers, a farce, a

fought, he rarely quarrelled , had had no deal- supper, and a frolic, was raising a whirlwind

ings with the tender passions ; as for his good of longing in their hearts.

nature,he could have passed as a modelto the

saints themselves . When Alain , to sustain

his rôle, was making such calls on his wit CHAPTER V.

as that feeble deposit had difficulty in an

swering, his critical position was further en- cuille on longue.- Creole Proverb. When you

Quand on mangez evec guiabe, quimbé on

dangered by the recklessness of the protago- eat with the devil see thatyourspoon is long.

nist of the drama, who would cast through

every lull in the outside conversations and The entertainmentwasmore, farmore, than

foot-steps the impatient question : “ How they expected. It was really the kind of en

much ? ” tertainment for which Alain felt himself
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born, Massig made ; and they threw them " An almanac may provide rain and sun .

selves into it with their usual ardor and with shine,but I am not dependentupon it for life

so little thought for themeansby which they and death.”

had procured admission , that the subterfuge “ You impress me,'' retorted the generous

passed completely out of their minds. There contributor, getting farther and farther above

were farces, songs, and pantomimes with the gauge of equanimity , “ as rather indis

side-splitting burlesque addenda, not only creet in your wit, and your methods of rais

permitted but solicited from the audience. ing money from honest peoplemight be crit

There was no lack of wit in Massig nor icized as grazing good taste.”

boldness in Alain, that they should keep “ Gentlemen have risen from the dead be

quiet when others were noisy ; and under the fore without having their taste impugned,”

disguise of their dominos and masks, they answered Massig ; while the cotillion paused

sped their powers to the brink of audacity . to listen .

Not only the loudest laughers in the room , “ Under some circumstances, sir, death is

they were the provocatives of loudest laugh- more honorable than life to a gentleman .'

ter in others ; and their spirits inflating with “ Monsieur is apparently a corpse," said

success, they seemed to rise outofthemselves Massig , bowing to his opponent.

and soar like balloons in the empyrean far “ Monsieur is coarse," said the young man

above theattainmentsof any other balloons- haughtily .

in other words, their popularity intoxicated " Monsieur is spiritual," said Massig ; " it

them . Long before the violins were tuned is his post-mortem privilege."

for the ball a secret ballot would have elected “ Monsieur is not a gentleman ."

them , by a large majority, heroes of the oc “ Monsieur is too kind , putting me in the

casion , and as ladies love nothing so much same quandary as himself.”

as a hero , when the dance commenced the Tearing off his mask and his restraint, the

magnetic maskers had but to pick and choose young enraged Creole appealed demagog

among the fairest and best for partners. ically to the crowd -- for all the dancing had

Their dancing was as vivacious as their hu- stopped and the bowing, smiling cavaliers

mor, so not only did they entrance their own and dames were a listening crowd. The dis

partners, but seduced the attention of the honorable farcewas related in a loud and irate

partners of more honest, if less brilliant, ri- manner, and qualifications of it were in

vals. By watching the heads of the ladies, dulged in which were rather exaggerative.

one could tell in an instant where they were At least the gay crowd, which at this time of

chasséeing and pirouetting ; in fact, this was the year prefer a joke to justice, seemed to

so marked that an ignorant observer would consider them over-charged -or it maybethe

have supposed that some malicious fairy ladies exerted themselves , as ladies will in

striking all the fair dames with the " torti- favor of wit and audacity, regardless of

collis,” had given their necks a twist and moral consequences - it may be they gave

turned their headsaway from their cavaliers. the cue of laughing good-naturedly and

This would have fretted the temper and senselessly instead of protesting angrily in

awakened the jealousy of an anchorite. A response to the orator ; particularly as Mas

cavalier vis-à -vis of Massig , whose patience sig , his mask in his hand, his droll face

and politeness had been under pressure too beaming with fun, stood his ground, deli

long for his nature, in a momentof exasper- cately pickinguphis antagonist's spentshafts

ated inspiration, asby a flash of light, pene- and sending them back tipped with ridicule.

trated the jaunty disguise. Unfortunately The young fellow becoming more and more

hewas one of those who had contributed helpless and infuriated, soughtand found an

most generously a few hours ago to Massig's easier opponent in Alain . Alain ,not having

interment. He apostrophized him loudly Massig's serviceable tongue,met anger with

and cavalierly : anger, insult with insult, and menaces with

“ I thought you were dead , Master Mas- menaces ; swords were drawn . The ladies,

sig !" frightened now , and threatening on all sides

“ So I was, but I am so no longer," was the to faint,were hurried away. Fortunately the

impudent reply . alguazils received an intimation - and ere

“ Your almanac has deceived you , it not blood could be shed, ejected the perturbers

yetMardi gras, nor the first of April.” into the street, and closed the doors of the
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dancing hall. In the hospitable and conven- popularity more to be admired than desired.”

ient cabaret , however , the affair met with its They took refuge in the at least unreproach

due and proper consideration , and a meeting ful dullness and solitude of Massig's little

was arranged for a trial of its merits in the chamber, left so gaily the evening before.

earlymorning. The remainder of the funeral The frolicsome bier was still in the middle of

fund was consumed in the only way known the room , with its white pall crumpled and

of Massig and Alain to ensure matutinal soiled with thewaxen drippings, the traces of

punctuality . the plateful of coin , and the soot from the

Alain had studied thesword as Massig had charred wicks ofthe candles thrown down in

studied books, and his wielding of it was as her haste by Didon, who according to con

easy and graceful and convincing as a Jes- tract,had comeduring the night and re- stolen

uit's argument. Before his opponent could the silver candlesticks.

utter a fenceful nay or but, he was stretched Solitude and seclusion are the last thing de

upon the grass in a faint, not in death , sired by the gay-spirited ; they were the last

which unfortunately all were not reasonable thing the Chevalier andhis friendwould have

enough to find out, but judged on the im- sought in their discomfiture. Far rather

pulse, and foolishly, by appearance ; carried would they have been with the roisterers out

home on a litter, through the streets by his there, forgetting , forgotten, running the

friends, a cloth over his face, his side wet streets in Mardi graslicense, frolicking with

with blood, he was dead to all intents and the frolicsome, thoughtlesswith the thought

purposes, in the eyes of every beholder. He less, happy with the happy . As the young

was dead to his mother, who ran screaming gentleman at the ball had twitted them with

with disheveled hair to meet him ; dead to anticipating Mardi gras — so, now , was Ash

his sisters, whose hair and tears imitated the Wednesday anticipating them . For once

mother ; dead to the priest, pushing hisway they hid their reflections in silence, which

through the throng to shake his head over sleep ,the alleviator of solitude and seclusion,

thedisgraced tenementof an unabsolved soul; turned, ere long, into oblivion.

dead to the throng , the men, women , chil The excitementwas not as Massig said , the

dren , negroes, and half-breeds, who made a ephemeral sensation of a death ; the indig

queue behird the litter, and who in truth nation, not the volatile effervescence of a

would accept nothing less than death as moment. Worse had happened and been

compensation for their interest. Mostdead , condoned , more unpardonable had been par.

however, he was to Massig and Alain , who doned ; but what Massig had not taken

were called upon to witness the real applica- into consideration , whatMassigs never take

tion to another, of that sympathy and gener- into consideration ,was the staid , ponderous

osity of statement which they had meretri- government ; the queer ascetic religion of the

ciously acquired . Spanish monarch, had begun to leaven in

Truly for this victim there appeared no their own despite , the incongruous elements

drawbacks, no allowances of criticism . He of the community , and a public opinion had

was all that was desirable to have in life ; all been fostered in the secrecy of moral work

thatwas to bemourned in death ; and as ex- ings, to burst forth , not when most pro

tremes have associative relations - exactly as voked , but when best fitted to resent provo

all the youth, beauty , goodness, virtue, and cation . Whatwould have been to all at an

aristocracy of the city seemed steadily cen- other date (and not so very far away) a

tering in the supposed cold clay of the un. laughable buffoonery, was now from unap

fortunate, all the converse qualities seemed parent reason a violation of the innocent

steadily traveling in the direction of Alain . spirit of the carnival, a desecration of the sa

Even the suffrages of the cafés showed a dis- cred appurtenances ofburial, a blasphemy of

paraging discrimination against the survivor death itself ; ribaldry at a place of public

of the deed , that cheapened life, in Alain's amusement, defiance of the etiquette of so

opinion , and took the genius out of his re- cial life, unchivalry in the presence of the

freshments. sex , the sex ofthe blessed Virgin - foul prov

“ I have apparently killed ,” he said rue ocation, ingratitude, taunts, and insults to

fully to Massig , " a holy martyr.” a youth of good standing, family , and mor

" It is but the ephemeral popularity of a ality , a devout son of the Church, and willing

corpse," rejoined his friend consolingly , “ a subject of His Most Catholic Majesty ;mid
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night carousery, murder, or at least attemp- wit in the young victim to appreciate a good

ted murder. Thoughtupon it only increased joke, lack of wit in Alain to find laughable

the indictment against the unfortunates,who answers to serious questions, “ for themost

like many merry monarchs before them ,were serious question," he said , “ has its laugh

unceremoniously lifted from the throne, to able as well as its serious answer, and witty

be dropped into a cellar. Talk followed men always select the former in preference.

thought, and action supervened . The priest In my own humble experience, and in the

worked, the magistrate of the law worked, recorded experience of others, stupid men

the Spaniards, the reconstructed French- only fight duels. The first sword was in

even the unreconstructed French , and all vented for the first dolt who could not find

those who in a change of government have brains to run his tongue. Wars would cease

neither the principles to belong to ascend- to -morrow if men of wit were seated on every

ing or descending parties, but who occupy throne, and armies would crumble away like

thehypocriticalmean between thetwo- they sugar in water if the heads of the soldiers

saw their occasion and worked also . Galvez could be cracked open and extra brain mat

was visited and solicited ,and he had the rare ter dropped in the hole . There was lack of

satisfaction for a Spanish governor (or any wit in not promptly investigating the extent

other governor of Louisiana) of pleasuring of the young Creole's injury, a lack shared

all classes and nationalities by vindicating by his attendants, friends, family , and the

according to his oath of office, the innocency throng in the street ; but the greatest and

of life .
most deplorable lack was evidenced by the

It was the vindication of a Spanish father , governor, by Galvez - who, however, as a

however, rather than a Spanish tyrant. As Spaniard,was nolle prosequi-ed " -for Massig

the revelers in the streets were dispersing affirmed that when a Spaniard and an ass

under the evening vigilance of the serenos, met without witnesses, the Spaniard always

the Chevalier was awakened from his slum- uncovered to the ass.

ber by an official knocking at the door, and But the Chevalier, in the simplicity of his

his protesting eyes were startled open by the nature and intelligence ,never getting beyond

thrusting of an official document almost into the original lack of all, only sighed and re

them ; a document, alas ! which had to be peated his refrain, “ And all for lack of a few

read aloud to him by Massig . miserable coins to buy an evening's pleas

Behind the stately seal, on paper stiff with ure."

the starch of Spanish majesty itself, in fair,

fine, easy, courteous Spanish chirography,

with paraph, compliment, and abbreviation , CHAPTER VI.

lay the Chevalier's appointment to an expe- Z'affai, cabritt, pas z'affaimouton .

dition , leaving the next evening against the
--Creole proverb.

Choctaws, where hewas assured in magnilo- The goat's business is not the sheep's affair.

quent, sonorous diction hewould have abun

dant opportunity to exercise that proficiency ALTHOUGH time was an over abundant

with the sword of which hehad given so re- commodity in the slow -growing , leisurely

cent and notable an exhibition in the city little city, the governor had seen fit to accord

limits .
Alain but a miserly portion of it,in which to

As for the plebeian and brilliant Master prepare his departure from his birthplace

Massig, the officers had received verbal com- and abandon the only inheritance his father

mand simply to show him the prison, and had left him ,-a well established hostility

warn him to amend his witty ways. against the Spanish government. He was

Truly wit and audacity seemed never fur- not only to serve the Spanish flag, but per

ther from meeting the reward promised than haps die for it. “ And all for want of a few

on this occasion , as the Chevalier could not miserablecoinstobuy an evening's pleasure!'*

help remarking to his friend. Massig , de- the young man repeated to himselfagain and

fending his own investment in the failed en- again , in disconsolate stupefaction.

terprise, persistently reasoned and demon The twenty- fourhours were nigh run out,

strated with wherefores, therefores, exam- the sun, now hanging over the middle of the

ples, and quotations that it was not wit, but river, was measuring off the few remaining

the lack of wit,which was at fault ; lack of hours all too rapidly for a hesitating resolu
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tion . The glistening ripples that caught the of swarthy cut-throats were dutifully allow

twinkling rays seemed speeding away with ing themselves to be kicked and cuffed and

the precious minutes, the trees on the other cursed without resistance , as from custom

side of the broad stream seemed looming up immemorial, while they swore and shouted

higher and higher to receive the tired orb against theuntrustworthiness ofthe captain ,

and ease it down to earth and hasten its set- the unseaworthiness ofthe vessel, and theun

ting hour. The city was doughtily fortified readiness of themselves.

against nature and man. A high levee run Massig's face showed the seriousness of

ning across the front, held the threatening profound thought, an expression rarely seen

Mississippi at bay, while the easily visi- on it except in private. Was it the hopeless

ble termini were held with bristling forts, reality of Spanish domination, a domination

the ramparts plumed with Spanish colors. ofmind and body, that struck him ? Was it

The Chevalier could feel the grim visaged the aspect of the low , dark swamp-flower

cannoneer standing within , with lighted city that struck him - with its amphibious,

fuse, to fire the evening shot which would denationalized cast of population ? Orwas it

signal him an outlaw or a Spanish hireling. the sudden consciousness of the shortness of

Butthe levee was not simply armed , it was human life, and the longness of the progress

also adorned. The summit of the earth em- from a new world to an old , or was it a

bankment was shaded by a long avenue of sudden passion of desire in him , an Old

low branching trees , which furnishedfurnished a Worldling , for theOld World , its civilization ,

pleasant promenade or pleasanter lounging its science, its book-making,men-and epoch

place for the idle , the unemployed , and the making literature, its every thing pertaining

restless ; not to reproach the government or to the human mind which he craved and

the population be it said , but the place was which he had not ? Or was it something

always crowded. more purely personal,-obtruding reflections

Idie, unemployed, and restless in the ex- during his simulated death , when perforce

treme, the Chevalier and his friend lounged silent he had had to submit to a judgment of

under the trees turning their eyes from Minos, which like all such judgments must

city to river, and from river to city . From be more poignant in its commendation than

their slight elevation , the prominent features its condemnation ? Was it the galling plebeian

in the low hollow area of the latter were immunity from a gentleman's punishment,

plainly discernible : the place d'armes the pilferer's showing of the prison doors ?

packed with artillery, the sentinels, the The sun was setting , the evening breeze

church packed with its invisible instruments began to blow . The vituperative captain had

of force, with its army of soldiers hurrying hustled his last brigand on board , the sails

in and out, busy with the spiritual litigation were loosening, the foot plank withdrawn,

of Ash Wednesday ; the priests' houses,the the ropes untied .

court houses, the prison, the barracks, the " Adieu , Chevalier !" cried Massig , “ Colum

handsomebuildings of the Ursuline nuns ; bus was a fool.” With a bold leap , he

the roofs of the low cottage dwellings, squat- cleared the space over the water and landed

ting along the edge of their muddy streets ; on the stern of the receding vessel.

a monotonous level, broken here and there The main sheet filled , the Embuscade had

by official or social or financial elevations ; left.

cottages risen from their squatting in the “ I told you so !" Alain answered at a ven

mud to stand over it, propped on high stilt. ture ; not fastening at themoment, the name

like pillars. on any particular person in New Orleans, but

“ Faith and force , force and faith , sloth , quick enough to seize the rare opportunity of

poverty, pretension " ; murmured Massig . assertion of superior wisdom over his friend

There was one small ship at the levee , get- But the words expired on his lips as he re

ting ready, if the evening breezewere favor- alized what had occurred . His first impulse

able, to sail ; a presumptive slaver, and a sus- was also to jump (which perhaps Massig had

pected buccaneer. The captain , a ruffianly foreseen) but the wind had caught themain

giant, was kicking, cuffing, imprecating, sail, and the vessel was out of his stretch.

shouting , haggling, in the time-honored He looked blankly after it ; he could not even

captain's way of embarking an unwilling see Massig, who perhaps again had taken

crew ; and the crew , a villainous-looking band his precautions.
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The Embuscade got into midstream , and The trading commenced atthe firstbail ; as

by sail and current rapidly reached the bend the cargoes were unloaded, they were sold ;

in the river ,which was the point of disappear. by the time the pirogues were drawn up on

ance for outgoing vessels . shore, the paddlers of them had filled their

This sudden abandonment by his friend purses, and while the crowd still gazed on

was a contingency which had been absent the motley sylvan produces , being sorted

from even the most rueful anticipations of over and divided by the earnest buyers, the

the Chevalier. The incomprehensible adieu hunters were striding toward the cabarets ,

echoed in his ears , only to reiterate its in- followed by a retinue, which only the Cana

comprehensibility or excuse Massig's in- dians could attract.

sanity. The cabarets which had received timely ad

Hefell into a state of nervelessness, a novel visement, had their best and strongest in

state to him , which was substituting sorrow readiness for the visitors, and the attendants

for temper over his unfortunate venture, and their broadest smiles of welcome, and most

which would have led him infallibly to the 'agreeable services . For who could drink like

knees of Madame Odalise and the feet of her the Canadian trappers or tell such stories of

priests, when there fell on his ear what in adventures, -adventures not made from the

an instant liberated the sinner in him , to imagination or furnished by gasconade, but

spring phoenix -like from the very ashes of real adventures made from good blood and

repentance. He heard the sound of paddles sinew of living live life,-French blood and

keeping stroke with singing . sinew of French life ! And to the cabaretiers

It was a trump of resurrection also, for the no songs were finer than the songs of the

vagrant and idle levee loafers. Canadian trappers ; songs that made all men

“ The Canadians ! The Canadian trap- that heard them thirsty ; thirsty for liquor to

pers !" they shouted . “ The coureurs de send their blood coursing through their veins,

bois !" as the Canadian blood coursed , as Gallic

They jostled one another in their haste to blood should always course, prompting the

get to the extremewater's edge to peer and heroic deeds that made the songs, and rous

stretch and look, fixing their eyes on the ing the heroic voices to sing them . And as

bend, up stream , the point of appearance for they sang, all drank , to feel like heroes, if

incoming craft. A cheer greeted the first but drunken ones .

pirogue's prow . They were turbulentguests, the Canadians,

There were no boatmen on the river who but welcome to Frenchmen, even the most

could paddle like the Canadians! And what discreet and reasonable in New Orleans, for

voices were strong like theirs to fix the they recalled the glorious period in America

stroke of the oar ; or soft, to ripple the words before France had been whipped or nego

like running water ? How gallantly and tiated out of her possessions in the New

steadily they rode the swift, strong, savage World, when from Quebec to New Orleans,

Mississippi current, as if the river should from Florida to Mexico, the lily flag held

have been proud to bear along the heavy unresisting sway ;what could the English do

pirogues, almost sinking under the weight against it ? or the Spaniards ? or the Indians?

of skins, antlers, bear grease, and hunting And who were the standard -bearers, but the

booty. Canadians ? They carried their flag where

By the time they touched the shore, the even the priests feared to carry their cross,

news had spread round about the open place , they planted it at the risk of tortures before

and gentlemen , tradesmen , priests, soldiers, which the martyr-aspiring priest recoiled .

men, ladies ,and every negro thereabouts who The Canadian trappers, they were the best

could steal away from the mistress and still gift of France to the New World . What

the fear ofpunishment,hurried to the spot were De la Salle, Champlain , Joliet, but Cana

to witness the landing . dian trappers ? and Iberville, Bienville, and

And the Canadians could comport them- the others of that heroic family , Serrigny,

selves like the event ; they were fine, stal- Maricourt, St. Helénè, Chateaugué, -but

wart, handsomemen in their prime, with Canadian trappers ? As the New Orlean

regular features , shrewd, brave eyes,weather- ians thought, talked , and drank upon the

tanned skins, and spare bodies trimmed to memories of it, nervous ladies closed their

symmetry by discipline.
windows.
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As for the order-loving Spanish officials, broiler, duelist, cut-throat, brigand, traitor !"

they were too wary to interfereatsuch times. For the uncle had in nowise felt himself

If the Canadian voyageurs stirred a dor- committed to the hostile attitude assumed by

mant nationality , it was only to a dream , not his brother-in -law against the Spanish gov

to an awakening ; and the dream itself was ernment. His genius lay in the making of

short. Heroic spendthrifts that they were, money, not the making of patriotism , two

they could be depended upon to gamble, totally incompatible professions, and he had

drink , kiss away in a night their year's gain ; often cursed the day, as he now cursed the

glad enough to pawn in the morning the young man, when a family alliancewas con

capotes from their backs for the means to re- tracted which had thrown unwise and im

turn to their forests.
politic obstacles in the pursuit of his career.

With their songs and drinking bouts, their “ Wanderer, spendthrift, out ofmy sight !

glistening virility and Homeric language Would it were out of my life ! Makeshift !

these trappers opened the eyes of the Cheva- Scorner ! Blasphemer ! Apostate ! Heretic !"

lier Aiain de Triton to his heretofore un- Avuncular wraths and insult could go no fur

known ideal; and he suffered a miraculous ther for the instant. In the pause that ensued,

perversion . He listened to their stories, as while imagination sought for still moreex

he could never bring his mind to listen to the tended expression (the old gentleman still

Evangel and the promises of Paradise . thinking only of debauches, duels, orgies,

MadameOdalise’s strongestand most brunted and consequent money absolution), the

theological tenet faded beside the alluring Chevalier explained his errand, and allayed

promises of adventure. Prenascent warrior the misapprehension .

passions started in his heart, and an alarm When persuaded of the facts of the case,

from the old French religious wars (or from the uncle, seeing, like the canny tradesman

recent potationsof Tafia ) sounded in his ears. that he was, the profitable, if not the ro

“ Bel, -le Rivière.” He essayed a mantic, side of the opportunity , changed his

song, and his tongue and throat seemed to address . He suggested adding trade to ad

makethe trill equal to any Canadian among venture, and proposed not only to furnish a

the throng. pack of such commodities by which the wis

Through the ripple of the words he could dom of the white man makes money out of

hear the cooling ripple of running waters, the foolishness of the red , but also to hire a

waters ofunknown streams, flowing through pirogue to convey the same to a marketable

unknown forests, filled with unknown ad- destination ,

ventures ! Game to slaughter, territories to “ But go ! go !” he said , “ and fetch me

conquer, and Indian tribes to subdue, Indian Louis Belisaire !” ,

chieftainships to grasp , and what not in ad It was useless for Alain to demur or in

dition in the way of achievement, to send quire. Louis Belisaire once thought of, he

the old De Triton name echoing down the was thrust forward unceasingly as the one

aisles of New World fame and without per- unalterable condition to be attached to what

functory service to the Spanish Aag. The appeared ,at first sight, a handsomespecimen

Tafia passed away, but his dreams remained, of generosity . Not another word would be

to become determination with daylight. listened to in thematter, until the old hunt

His long-suffering maternal uncle had er had been brought from his hut the other

submitted unwillingly to much nocturnal side of Fort St. Ferdinand, to give personally

disturbance on his account, but never was his consent to head the expedition ; or at

slumber more uncomplainingly sacrificed leasthead Alain , whose body, although it had

than when a summons in the early dawn ilowered so beautifully at the top, had fruited ,

conveyeda notification ofthe Chevalier's reso so the uncle averred, most stingily into

lution to join his fortunes or rather to be cor- brain .

rect, his misfortunes, to the Canadians. The Chevalier drew a seine, as it were,

But in the first ten minutes of confusion through certain localities wellknown to him ,

the nephew had to listen to a severe objur. and netted a crew for his pirogue ; an ex

gation, of which the nightcapped head had artillerist, a sailor, a Persian come to New

amassed a considerable quantity since thelast Orleans by way of Paris, an Indian , and a

meeting . negro , all well armed and well provided with

“ Ah, temporal beggar! Simulator of death, ammunition , and as for characters, equipped ,
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as they said in the city , by the devil for fire ; was tall , slight, and so spare that he im

and all of them easily spared by the com- pressed one as being absolutely naked of

munity.
flesh , He was a brave man and true, and

When the Canadians, or what was left of trusted, as has been seen, by the most sus

them after their orgies , paddled away from picious. Although his reputation for wit

the city the evening after their arrival, with might have been disparaged thereby, his

their empty boats and their empty pockets, coming out of great opportunities for money

the attendant spectators had great satisfac- making as poor aswhen he entered them ,was

tion in seeing Alain with his little fleet pad- always the first recommendation cited in his

dle after them . favor. In their own line of acquirements he

was considered as good as any Canadian in

all but drinking, but such was his inferiority
CHAPTER VII.

in this respect that he had to abstain alto

UP THE RIVER .
gether.

WHEN one mentioned old Louis Belisaire Above the city , the banks of the river were

in those days in New Orleans,onementioned dotted with settlements , the concessions of

all the geography that Louisiana contained ; land following continually one after the

not the insignificant fragmentary Louisiana other. The crops, tobacco, sugar, and

of to -day, but the once royal domain well indigo - experiments so far - could not take

worthy to be named for a resplendent sun- credit for the residences, most of which

king of a monarch - a domain that held the showed an emigrated taste and an emigrated

standing place of the most magnificent for- .wealth ; someof them fashioned with porti

ests , the running ground of the most stu- cos after the Italian style, gleaming in the

pendous river in the then known world. brilliant whitewash made from Gulf Coast

Louis Belisaire held it all in his small, round shells ; surrounded by flower gardens, with

grizzle pate so clearly that if the original avenues of trees, terraces, rustic seats, aris

had been lost, he could without doubt have tocratic and picturesque in the extreme. But

furnished a copy almost as correct as the most of the residences were still the log and

Creator of it,--the great riverwith its outlets split rail constructions of those workers and

and inlets, the bayous, lakes, swamps, awaiters to whom the future had not yet

mounds, bluffs, hills, mountains, prairies , come.

and forests with all their trees , herbs, fowls , To pass the settlements by was to run

fish , animals , and stock of Indians. It was the gauntlet of temptation. News of their

a great deal to know , but he was eighty approach always ran ahead of the pirogues,

years old and had taken a lifetime to learn it. and wherever there was a landing there was

It was said that his education began with a crowd to wave or shout greetings, halloo

the scalping of his mother by the savages, for tidings from the distant city, and always

while he hung to her breast. Every old to halloo invitations to stop for a meal and

hunter of that period thought it essential to rest. Oftener than not, boats were sent out

his reputation to begin his biography with to intercept them , with information of the

the scalping or captivity of one or both pa- ball or the barbecue or the dance or some

rents ; so this of Louis Belisaire's was ac- other gathering of the young and pleasure

counted by me a myth , as many of such loving, to be given that very night or the

pretensions had been proven to be. There very next night. And so naively hospitable

were tragic surmises also to account for the were the inhabitants of the upper coast at

loss of one of his eyes ;butthe truth was , as that day, that the same ball and the same

he took pains to explain to the inquisitive, barbecue and the samedancewere to be given

it had been flipped out in some domestic em- that very night or the very next day, as long

ployment. It was impossible to imagine as the settlements lasted. Sometimes , for

him seeing more with two eyes than he did mere good fellowship, the young men would

with his one remaining orb , buthis face had throw themselves upon their small, short,

suffered great ugliness by the absence of it, trotting ponies and ride along the bank for

shriveling around the empty socket, the miles, waving their hands and hallooing

wrinkles running from it and divagating pleasantnonsense to the pirogues, and join .

over the high cheek bones, like the cracks ing in their songs.

down the sides of a pictured volcano. He But the Canadians kept straight along in
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their course, nor turned aside to any seduc- girls or the more respectable “ filles à la cas

tionsof roast or dance ; and old Louis Beli- sette," so old Louis Belisaire could tell the

saire, proving his necessity in these emer- intimate history of every point of land, every

gencies, kept Alain's boat in virtuous pur- inlet and outlet. For every turn in the river

suit of the Canadians,whose quick stroke of therewas a turn in hismemory,and a story in

the paddle the Creoles labored hard to imi- it about Indians, English , Spaniards, French ,

tate, whose songs they repeated in refrain , particularly theearly explorers. His fatherhad

rippling their voices as they glided along, accompanied Iberville on this firstexpedi

and starting the echoes which rippled after tion , and to hear the old hunter swell his

them long after they were out of sight. voice and see him straighten his back to

The songs that were all “ amour” and imitate the short, sharp imperious address of

doux retour,” “ bel amie ” and “ pour la the intrepid sea and land captain , one would

vie ," " vin ” and “ don divin on the way suppose he was inspired by original, not in

to the city , were now all “ Vierge Marie,” herited, recollections. Bienville heknew , and

and “ sainte patrie," " enfance and souven- that was a differentrepresentation , calm , con

ance," and that fine stirring “ A la garde du tained , reserved, and determined ; not a

bon Dieu," which for rousing theblood and largeman , for Belisaire sank his shoulders

stimulating the energies, was the very when he acted him , but, as he said, a large

“ Tafia ” of song,-the voices getting al- head. Tonti, Sauval, St. Denis , the old

ways clearer, and the strokes of the oar man's repertoire contained them all, even to

steadier, with increasing distance from the the great monarch himself, with his crown

city . and scepter, for Belisaire thought that a king

The Creoles , always in the wake of the went around with crown and scepter, just as

Canadians, not only copied their strokeand a coureur de bois went around with gun and

their songs, but cheerfullyassumed also their pouch .

rules of discipline ; the start at daylight, the In front of Pointe Coupée hetold them how

pause every two hours in the shade, for a Iberville had shortened the course of the

pipe and a measure of Tafia, dinner at noon, river eighteen miles in one evening. The

camp atnightfall. Indian guides showed him a little stream

Journeying thus they passed all the plan- running muddy water, not six feet wide, and

tations and settlements, the bayou La but a foot or two deep, telling him if he

Fourche des Chetmachas, which in the time could only get through there he could save a

of Iberville had been thought the principal day's journey, a day less of weary fighting

outlet to the sea ,and the bayou Plaquemines, against an unrelenting current, a day less of

whence the youth Bienville had to beat such short rations, discontent, and anxiety , a day

a hasty retreat before the vindictive Attaka- less from his waiting ships. With ax and

pas and Opelousas Indians ; and the portage hatchet he put his Canadians to work , in the

by which the bold Iberville made a short cut front rank himself, as usual, where fighting

to his ships lying in the Mississippisound, or work was to be done ; they cutdown trees,

pushing on even when his guide deserted , they cleared drift, they smoothed out obsta

determined , he said , to show the Indians he cles, they rigged strong ropes and pulleys to

could go where he pleased ; the bayou the barges and pulling themselves along by

Goula's Landing, Baton Rouge, Pointe the trees, they dropped into themother stream

Coupée,the Houma's Landing, thePortagede again just eighteen miles from where they

la Croix, justbeyondwhich Iberville, consign- had left it a few hours previous, Bienville

ing to the purgatory of the untruthful those always leading the way in his pirogue, for

makers of " relations " who allured him so as Louis Belisaire expressed it, no sovereign

far from his vessels by their mendacious ac. in Europe could wield a pirogue paddle bet

counts, turned , convinced , all priestly writ- ter than Bienville.

ing to the contrary notwithstanding , that Nature, as they traveled onward, became

this was the Mississippi, La Salle's great ex- vaster and wilder and more stupendous in

ploration . her gigantic processes of destruction and

Just as he could tell the nameof every reconstruction. Giant trees, thewreckageof

family living along the coast, and whether it storm and overflow , borne down on the ris

had sprung from intermarriage of Canadian ing currents, waving their tangled green

or Frenchman with exported “ Hospital ” branches helplessly in the air, their roots

C - July.
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still grasping clods of native earth ; broad CHAPTER VIII.

banks, caving and disappearing in the bub

bling waters with all their growth of life

LOUIS BELISAIRE.

aboard ; shallows rising from the deep ; de THE boats secured , the men would dis

posit beds shallowing away ; rafts, the drift perse, some to gather wood for the fire, some

of years, unexplorable jungles, rising and to take a gun for a chance shotat stray game.

falling with their under -hidden tides, lodged The fires lighted , the fumes of boiling bou

in someelbow curve, or wedged across some caned beef or salt pork would call the eager

inlet, barring and frustrating the natural appetites to supper,—which would be eaten ,

flow , repulsing the driving waters which recumbent, on their skins or blankets or the

yet broke their way into the Mississippi, soft , naked earth, around the cheerful blaze ,

stirring themuddy depths into thousands of and sleep would comeas hunger left .

shifting whirlpools, which looked like Sometimes , before sleeping, they talked

frenzied, toothless , suckingmouths, circling and sang. If the moon were arisen , they

wider and wider, eager to swill in such ani- would tch the golden fluctuations on the

malculæ as pirogues and men ; and themile water and tell moonlight tales broughtoppor

lengths of impenetrable canebrake, and the tunely to memory ; tales of spectral visita

pyramidal accumulations of vine growths tions, goblins, haunts , miraculous healings

bending down the smothered heads of lofty or punishments, legends of childhood, and

trees, a never-falling, ever -threatening ava- village tradition .

lanche of green ; and the new -born islands If there were no moon, the stars quiet the

rising, all stocked with fresh willow verdure turbulencies ofthe heart as the moon cannot,

and germinating weeds to contradict to- they would in the darkness tell of themselves,

pography - for the Mississippi laughs at not of their conquests and triumphs, their

charts as time does at almanacs. Tafia gasconade, but of their griefs, their

In the early dawn when the paddlers troubles, their disgraces and afflictions, and

felt through the mist for the water they the simple tragedies of their weather -beaten

could not see, the rising veil never rose lives ;moonlight or starlight rudely respond

but on the unexpected ; and each successive ing to the invitation of the great universe

hour held its sensation, as they pushed about them ; confessing, in naïve upcon

their way along the sinuosities of the great sciousness to thepower of the hereditary good

hieroglyph of the river. It was a course in them over the hereditary evil, showing

that baffled astronomical knowledge, ren- themselves, in their humility , to be the best,

dered useless the willing guidance of the instead of the worst of criminals : heart open

stars, and confused all but the sure pilot- ings, novel to the Chevalier.

ing instinct of the Canadians and Louis In these hours old Louis Belisaire, after the

Belisaire . others had finished, would begin to talk also

The sun seemed to rise at will on the one and tell of his life, his pipe in hismouth , and

hand or on the other, and appointed its set- muttering half-articulated ejaculations and

ting place capriciously, behind, before, or on commentaries between the sentences ; begin

either side of the ascending pirogues, which ning always with the scalping ofhismother,

paddling round and round the compass in a and his miraculous escape as a boy of ten

day's journey, paddled, as evening neared, from his Indian captors — how he was the

and the journey closed into ever widening, pet of the French garrison and a favorite of

deepening, increasingly glorious revelations the commandant Bienville,-his expeditions

of color,-or into the reflections of it, into and exploits, which were so wonderful that

undreamed-of violet landscapes or golden they were frankly discredited by his Canadian

yellow landscapes or into rose or emerald hearers. How could they believe, having

lighted vistas through which the river ran someexperience of daring adventures them

glistening and glimmering like a melted selves, that alone,and on foot, he had crossed

rainbow ; thetrees all around darkening into the continent from ocean to ocean ? It had

chimerical monstrosities, and the evening taken him ten years to do it, and, counting

star flashing into brilliancy at any point it the days of fasting, he calculated thathe had

chose ; while the distant voice of the Can- lived five of those years without food. The

adian leader musically signalled the night's Canadians not given to counting or calcu

camping ground . lating, would press him beyond these statis
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tics, to the bear hunts and buffalo hunts ,the dle a pirogue and shoot alligators , and when

shooting of cataracts, the exploration of you made your escape, and when you were

cañonswhich were so deep down in the earth running the country for Bienville, hunting

that the heavens aboveseemed as faroff as the game, killing, scalping,keeping the Indians

end of eternity - the petrified seal, and cities in order, and ambushing those cold , lying

and populationsthathesaw ,thesunkenmoun- devils of Englishmen,and fooling those asses

tains, and the elevated lakes. As oneby one of Spaniards (whom the king, God forgive

the tired boatmen would drop off to sleep, the him , afterward gave us to ), all that time the

old hunter would get nearer and nearer the Good Man up there was planting and grow

core of his narrative and his life, that enigma ing a little wife for you — not a girl whom

of Providence, which he had never, however you had to gallant and kiss away from other

long he lived , been able to solve. Only the young fellowswho were also gallanting and

Chevalier was awake to hear it, the Cheva- kissing too, but a little wife, all ready-made

lier, who reminded theold man somewhat of for you.' You see, Chevalier, my patron

his own youth . saint naturally was St. Louis, and my

It happened when he was eighteen ,when mother had put me in charge also of the

hewas so good -looking, so lusty and strong, blessed Virgin ,whô saved me,nodoubt,when

that even the commandant Bienville inter- the poor woman was scalped — but after that

ested himselfto procure a wife for him . There they did nothing for me, and so I got so

were only a few girls in the colony, and none at last that I did not trust St. Louis. He

of them pleased the handsomeLouis. When either paid no attention to my affairs or he

onewas pressed upon his notice,or another,he saw I would never makemoney enough to

would alwaysputher aside. “ No ! she is not reward him . So I trusted myself entirely to

my affair !" " Ce n'est pasmon affaire" -as he the good God Himself,who I observed, asked

expressed it. 'Tis truehenevercared for girls, no candles, and no altars, and no gifts, and

not even for the Indian girls, whom a great no churches, nor priests. And I believe He

many of his companions preferred to the noticed me, for I gotmore from Him in one

white , on account of their youth and docility . year than I ever got from St. Louis allmy

Itwas at the timewhen thegovernment from life.

time to timewould send out a shipload of girls “ It takes ships a long timeto get here from

for wives for the honest, hard -working set. France, but the longest time of all is taken

tlers ; girls who had been selected for the pur- by the ship which brings your wife whom

pose ; honest, virtuous, and of sources above you have never seen. I began to long for

reproach ; sent out, with clothes and provis- that ship as the black night longs for day

ions for a year, under special charge of some light, and I,who did not know what fear was ,

religious sisterhood. Bienville had been no- but even whenmymotherwas scalped , laugh

tified of such a shipment, and “ Mon ing they said I was all the time, I began to

garçon,” he said to Louis, " your wife is be afraid of the weather. Every time the

among them . So get ready to receiveher .” wind blew , I trembled, and when a storm

The old hunter drew the smoke from his came with thunder and lightning, thinking

pipe,muttering to himself : “ Wife ! wife ! itmust be on the sea as well as in the city, I

What cared I for a wife ? Wife ! wife ! But, cried ; yet I cried to myself in my cabin ; for

Mon Chevalier,when he told memy wife was I always lived in a cabin to myself. And the

onthatship , itbegan to be different,youknow ; Commandant would jokeme abouther, 'And

she was there,and she was to bemywife, you the little wife, Louis ! are you getting ready

know , -- and just from that, the thought for her ?' ' All ready , Mon Commandant.'

about it began to grow upon me like moss And I could feelmyface getting as red as a

upon a tree, and I became all choked from it, Red River bottom , and a million of stars

until I could see nothing else, feel nothing would break out all around my eyes, only

else, but these thoughts about the young they were more like roses than stars for they

girls coming over the sea to us, one of them would feelso soft and smell so sweet;andin my

coming to meto be my wife . I said tomy- mouth, it would taste as if the blessed sacra

self, ‘Louis Belisaire, consider, when your ment had been dropped upon my tongue ;and

mother was being scalped by the Indiansand I would laugh loud as fools do when they are

when you were nursing papooses in wig- happy, and I would go to my little cabin and

wams, and when you were learning to pad- work like a madman to get things still more
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ready, pulling every thing to pieces, over and gratification of their curiosity . And I had

over again , just for the sake of working for gone to the Commandant myself — not to see

her,my little wife. Oh you may answer for the young girls, nor to ask any privileges,

it, Chevalier ,the husband and the home were only to tell him to see that the little wife

all ready when that ship arrived . sent me by the Good Man up there should

“ But it is one thing to fill yourpipe and put come to meand not go to any one else, ‘ for if

it in your mouth , and another thing to smoke she goes to any one else, Monsieur le Com

it. The ship came; you may imagine if I mandant,' I said, ' she goes to a corpse, were

wasthere among the first when it landed. You it the president of the council himself,'

should have seen us young men looking for which was a way of talking , for the presi

our wives. So clean , so fresh , with our best dent of the council was a married man ; but

clothes and our church manners. St. Peter there were others in authority not married ,

himself could havebeen fooled by theappear- and I thought only honest to let him

ance of the very worst one of the lot. know my plans.

“ I do not know , Monsieur, but it seems to “ Well, they came into theroom and ranged

methatthe young girls are no longer so beau- themselves all on one side ; weranged our

tiful as they used to be, and this was the selves on the other, face to face, and then I

handsomest shipment ever sent to Louisi- raised my eyes, I had not looked before. All

ana - owing to the Commandant's always in a row ; dressed in brown gowns, with black

writing to the government at home: ‘ Less silk aprons and white kerchiefs and white

catechism , my lord, and more good looks ! caps, with a bundle of clothes at the feet of

What do you take my Canadians for ?' each one ; all well-grown, handsome girls ;

Andso the governmenttook more painsin as Monsieur the Minister had written , the

the selection ,and there came, each one, a per- king of France himself could not havehad a

fect flower. But you think we saw one of finer lot to choose from .

them ! Hum ! The Commandant was there, “ The notary called over the names of the

the officers of council were there, priests were men so fast, we hardly had time to say ,

there, gentlemen were there at the landing ; 'Here,' before he had gone on to another .

all had the advantage over us, and the brave One of the sisters answered for the girls ,

looks got up to greet our ladies began to making a mark on the paper for every one

change to scowls, and it would not havebeen called. At the end she asked for a receipt ;

hard for St. Peter then to tell who was who. and the Commandant was going to make the

But, the good sisters be thanked , the fine distribution, but before he could open his lips,

people saw no more than we did . In their a clear voice, it was like the voice ofan angel,

long cloaks, and closed hoods, and.veils over Mon Chevalier, cameoutofthe line of girls,

their hoods, they might have been Africans and the words were, “ Monsieur le Comman

for allweknew . They were hurried away to dant, I choose this one ! Such a laugh , for

the nuns' quarters, and three days were itwas not they who were to choose, but we.

given to rest. Those three days, it was like While they were laughing I felt my hand

being in a desert, with nothing to see and taken , for I was the man she had chosen .

nothing to hear. The city felt like a church, And Iwas so sure that shewas the little wife

and whatever I did , I felt as if Iwere at mass. who had been planted and raised formethat

I think that is the way the priests must feel Idid notlook attheothers. Idid not even look

all the time. at her ; I raised my eyes to the Monsieur de

“ Then the Commandant sent us word. We Bienville, and said while I held fast the little

went to contession and took the sacraments hand in mine, ‘ And I choose her, Monsieur

early in the morning, and from the church, le Commandant.' I looked at him straight

ran to the hotel of the Commandant. The in the eyes, and he gave a nod. What

young girls, they had been to confession and name? What name?' Asquick aswe could

communion in the nuns' chapel, they ar- answer , the notary wrote them down, ' Louis

rived under charge of the two sisters who Belisaire, Marie Marguerite Girard .' And

brought them from France. then as soon as the procès-verbalwas finished ,

“ The Sieur de Bienvillehad, of course, seen we all went to the church where themarriage

them , and the officers of the council, and no ceremony was performed.

doubtmany of the fine young gentlemen in But little wife was not to bemywife,mon

New Orleans, who had money to procure the garçon ; the Good Man up there had not
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sentme a wife, only a poor girl in misfor- five years ;-- of yellow fever, in an epidemic,

tune, whom they sent to me because she for she became a sister and nursed the sick .

prayed and prayed during the voyage, 'Oh “ That was a curious thing that God did ,

myGod ! letmy eyes rest on an honestman wasn't it ,Mon Chevalier? ”

who will saveand deliver me ! And all on

thevoyage, when I was praying in myway
CHAPTER IX .

at home, getting the little cabin in order, she

was praying that, and God inspired her
MADAME ODALISE.

what to do. And, Monsieur, she selected As Didon and the neighbors said , God

well. God senther to theright address. It aloneknew how good Madame Odalise was,

might have been that dog Louis, called Le as He alone can discover the germ of good

Loup, or that drunkard Martinet . ness , as hidden sometimes under the prac

“ I abandoned her that night according to tices of religion , as under those of evil. It

her directions. I would rather have killed was supposed that her ambition was to be

myself - one little shot through the head, but come a saint ; to havemiracles performed on

I did not tell her so . It was not formeto do her tomb, and to be canonized . Whetherher

what I wanted but what she wanted . aspirations were based on red or imitation

“ She was so beautiful, Monsieur, that the virtues, the last day alone will reveal; what

most beautiful girls since have appeared to were visible to her admirers were substantial

me likewitches ; and she carried herself like enough to warrant their oft-repeated asser

the wife of a governor-general; but she was tion , that if her soul carried out after death

thin , as thin as a humming bird in winter, but a titheof what her body performed in life ,

and when I looked in her face, I saw all the she would be canonized beyond a doubt. The

suffering she had had on the vessel, not Spanish government allowed no heretics for

knowing whether God hadheard her prayer. her to practice her zeal on, and as sheal

For she could not go to the saints, she said , lowed herself to know only the most pious,

it was too important. She went to the King her field of conversion was restricted ;butshe

over them all. I had found out myself that was accustomed to say : " Every human body

God is moreapt to consider you, if you go however virtuousand orthodox, holds, in the

straight to Him . sight of the Almighty, still a heretic and a

“ And if He had not heard her prayer, sinner.” And so her inquisition, so to speak,

Monsieur, heaven , in my opinion, would waskept busy with herself and Didon .

have been proved a no better place than She held every species of sin in abhorrence.

purgatory . There were absolutely no venials for her ; all

“ I showed every thing in the cabin . I put weremortal and damnatory , and supremely

her in the chair I had made for her, -for, in so , those gentle failings for which her and

truth, shewas ill and trembling beyond power former beauty should have cried mercy. In

to stand. I took my gun,my pouches, and these cases she had the inflexibility not of

my deer -skin cap- and I was passing out the theorist but of the convert. The soften

without a word , and she called me by my ing moments ofmemory, and memory is the

name, ' Louis !' I turned , she was holding last thing in a woman that ceases to be fem

her hand toward me, I knelt down before inine,merely excited her to greater rigors,

her, and took the hand, but dropped it -my and she confessed and did penance for being

tears would have fallen on it - but she caught a woman, as an assassin might do for being

myhand, and kissed it , as Iwanted to kiss an assassin . In purity itself she could detect

hers. “God bless you !' she said ; and that a soilure , and in her eyes the whitest napkin

was all . held defilement unless laundered by the

“ I leftmycabin and walked . When I came Church . " The fires ofhell," she would say,

to myself, I was on the shores of the great were kept lighted, burning the refuse

ocean to the west of us. I turned then and of Mother Church ,” meaning those whose

walked back , and when I reached the city natural vileness excluded them from the

again, they said itwas ten years since I left sanctuary, and the refuse comprised not only

and,mon garçon, in walking back, I thought, heretics and recalcitrant Romanists ,but even

maybe the good one will letme seeher again ; those luke-warm natures who did not burn

and whenever I thought that, Iwould break as she did , with a living fire of consuming

mywalk and run. But no ; she had been dead passion for devotion .

sex
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By the interposition of heaven in her be blessed saints forgive his short-comings as I

half in a certain duel, she had been relieved do ; I pray for him .” And warmly pressing

from a marriage, which , if prolonged , might the hands of her devotees, for she really had

have interfered with the culture of her soul, devotees already, “ Pray you for him .” “ It

as matrimony does too often with the soul- is a cross !" “ The blessed Virgin knows

culture of women . Widowhood had been a what is best for me!” An aphorism she

grief only until she aspired to become a made which even the priests repeated admir

saint, and then, alas ! her vision began to ingly , “ When the world ,when one's enemies

change , and she began to see thedefunct hus- forbear, the good Lord sends our nearest and

band with colder and corder eyes, until her dearest to throw thorns under our feet" ; and

reminiscential glances at him becamethe another , “ One learns patience and resigna

passionless look ofa sister ; and by compari- tion on family crosses " ; and yet another, “ I

son with her, he grew worse and worse in the welcome crucifixion even at the hands of a

retrospect as she grew
better . brother or a husband ; as Hewas crucified

If the colony had notbeen transferred from for me, what more grateful sight to Him

France to Spain , Madame Odalise might not than to see me crucified for Him !” She

have been considered a saint, saveby that told her friends, “ I pray for crucifixion as

complimentary canonization which a gallant some pray for bread, for is not suffering the

world has always conferred upon a pretty bread of heavenly life ?”

widow . Father Dagobert, as history knows, Asthese sentiments were not prevalent in

was not one who believed in a crown of the colony, even at that day, it was not sur

thorns, as a parure for the feminine head. If prising that Madame Odalise was looked

flowers of an unbecoming hue were not al- upon with somewhat of the awewith which

lowable instead, he thought that the prickles one looks upon the inexplicable.

might be pared off, to at least comfortable What Madame Odalise practiced publicly,

endurance, for the fragile sinner . that practiced Didon also. From external

But when Spain entered upon her royal observation , she was as good a Christian as

functions in Louisiana, therewas an inven- any made by the Spaniards, from the un

tory taken of the morals, as well as other worked and neglected dough left over by the

stores left by the French. An allusion is all French, and there seemed to be no reason ex

that is necessary to the celebrated report ren- cept illogical discrimination of color why

dered by Father Cirillo to Don Santiago she alone and not her mistress also , should

Hechevarria, Bishop of Cuba, a report that be subjected to the daily and hourly persecu

the sinners qualified as a scandal, but in tions of evil spirits.

which would-be saints recognized a warning. The negress carried amulets around her

Madame Odalise, in fright, took her morals neck and charms in her pocket , and offered

instantly from under the lax régime of the herself as a patient to every voodoo conjurer

French and gave them in chargeof the Span- she could hear of, in the commendable hope

ish capuchins,the efficacy of whose methods of assisting the Christian God against the

of dealing with carnal nature she lived to ad- African devil in her ; innocently enough,

vertize. No people on earth are required to being thus led into nocturnal sorties, and

be so circumspect in their society as saints; contraband reception of visitors , and decep

hence Madame Odalise's contended estrange- tions of all kinds, with affirmations of false

ment from so notorious a sinner as her hoods and denials of truth to her mistress,

brother , and after his departure, her mind and such consequent fear of earthly punish

resignedly contemplated consigning him and ment asmade the terrors of eternity light in

his memory to a complementary niche in her comparison with the possible ones of the

past, similar to that filled byher husband. As current day. How many times had she not,

her Spanish priest did not speak of him to fresh from catechism and a homily on the

her, as the imaged saints on her walls did cardinal virtues, hastened to a secret corner

not recall him , as he was not personally of the yard to try herhand at somenew " gri

mentioned in her prayer book, she had but gri ” incantations, or with the facile music

to impose her wishes upon Didon , to pro- of a Latin prayer on her lips, dropped into

gress uninterruptedly in the rôle she had se- the forbidden - the unrepeatable words of a

lected to fill. She had begun already with , voodoo song ?

“ I trust he will find grace ! and may the How much did the mistress suspect ? How
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much of the slave's real nature lay hidden in CHAPTER X.

the darkness under that opaque black skin ?
TINTA .

Absolutely nothing. At least so thought

Madame Odalise ; not indeed from confidence SUMMER and winter sped . With the spring

in the integrity of the regenerated slave's na- old Louis Belisaire conducted his Creoles

ture, but from her trust in the infallibility of back to the Indian village on the bank ofthe

her regenerative methods. Arkansas where their pirogue had been kept

“ It is impossible for an ulcer of sin to exist in safety for them . The water, which , ac

under the curing remedies of the church ,” cording to Belisaire, was to carry them home

was one of her axioms. In her hours of on its downward flood with barely a stroke

temptation, that is if she ever had tempta- of the paddle, was at its full.

tion, one suspects her confessions of such The old man , as usual, was as poor in

being merely the working of her vast humil- pocket as when he started out. Not so

ity in her, she would fly to the church, the theothers. The spirit of trade and their

one place, as she told Didon, sacred from own hunting skill, had multiplied their pack

Satan . And Didon , with whom temptation of paltry trumpery into such magazines of

was not a simulation but a sharp reality ,was beaver, buffalo, and bear skins and bears' oil

made also to seek thesanctuary, at anyhour of and boucaned beef,and occasional nuggets of

the day, when her barriers of virtue seemed gold that the hunters tossed restlessly

threatened ; but thechurch held noimmunity around their camp-fires at night, and the

for her from the evil one - which she did not peaceful slumber of wholesome fatigue was

confess to her mistress, having found out in visited by the feverish dreams of the over

which direction the unpardonable blasphemy wealthy, and painful calculations, byminds

lay. On the contrary , it was while going to not used to calculating gross results, were

church , and performing devotions in it, and substituted for innocent bavardage, as each

returning from it, that her deviations from one sought to transpose his wealth into its

rectitude occurred or were inspired by equivalent of city pleasure. " To the city !

meeting people, talking to them , hearing the to the city !'' The Canadians themselves

news, and imparting it, in short, the in- could not have been more imperious, more

creasing her knowledge and her opportuni- rebelliously impatient ; nor could they have

ties oftrespasses. sung more rollicking songs, nor assumed

“ Madame," shewould say to her mistress, more prospectively defiant airs ; and the

“ to-day at the holy sacrament, did you see stories which the Creoles were preparing to

that Spanish captain who ran his sword grace their reappearance in thecabarets were

through his soldier that day . ..." more extravagant than the daring of even

“ My child ,” would , Madame coureurs de bois .

Odalise, “ at the holy sacrament I see noth But the one pirogue which had borne their

ing butthe holy sacrament,” for when they empty pockets and exhausted energies so

met on religious grounds Madame Odalise easily, even against the up- stream current,

shared her most exalted language and was inadequate, to a fractional nothing,before

thoughts with Didon ; sometimes they were the present accumulations of booty and fat

second-hand, sometimes an experimentive tened strength. Additionalmeans of trans

originality. portation had to be procured, but no boats

“ Madame, in going to church to -day I are procurable in high water in an over

met ...
flowable country ; they must be made,-pi

“ Whom do you go to church to meet ? I rogues and a flat-boat, with all the haste that

meet no one when I go to church but the eager, prospective spendthrifts could throw

blessed Host." into the task ; by the time they had found

“ Madame, did you hear those people talk- the trees, cut them , hollowed their “ dug

ing behind us to-day, saying . outs," and made the timber for the flat-boat,

“ Was there any thing elsebut the sermon , the water , a short rise , began to fall ; by the

the hymns ? Iheard nothing ... timethe task was completed ,bars and snags,

It was as much as to say to Didon , al- emerging from their harmless depths into

though the inference came from Zombi : hidden perils blocked the river's mouth. The

“ Do -- talk as you please -- I neither see nor autumn rise had to be waited for.

hear any thing ." The spirits of themen sank with the river,

answer
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and with it maintained a low water level, man as I would give a brother a child to

during which , like the river, they showed raise. The Great Spirit of the red man

uncanny fillings in of their character bed . is raising her, could the Great Spirit of

Discontent, murmurings, rebellious looks, the pale-face do better p” He pointed toward

and insolent bearing ,with robbery , desertion , Tinta.

bloodshed, even assassination peeping from She sat apart - she was always apart from

sullen eyes .
Belisaire and the Chevalier, them all, except the old chief, her foster

commandants, army, sentinels, spies , all in father — thesilent, shy, flitting little alien, the

two persons , frustrated plansand anticipated cast -off booty of some passing marauding

designs, stood on watch and guard night and band of savages, flying red-handed from

day against the mutinous passions of their a midnight carnage.

companions and dependants, as they would “ I picked her up in the forest, where she

all have stood together against an army of had fallen or been torn from a mother's arms,

revengeful assailants -- stemming the oppor- as I would pick up a featherless bird, dropped

tunity for evil. or cast out of the nest. The trembling,

It might have been of another ending with naked bird grows into redbreast, blackbird ,

different Indians, but the village belonged to or jay - the trembling, crying baby grew into

the Kappas, the “ gentle Kappas," as the likeness of the pale-faces of blood and gold,

early pioneers learned and loved to call like themen from the far west, or from the

them ; civilized and refined in their own east, in the country of the Apalachees ; why

lines, simple, brave, handsome, and truebe- did she not grow also into a child of the

yond their own times. The freedom ofwig- Great Spirit of the pale -faces ; why does she

wam , camp-fire, hunting parties, feasts, and not ask for the God of the black gowns? She

primitive pastimes, was extended over the asks for them not; she asks not for the land

newly enforced sojourn of their unwilling of the pale-faces, she asks not for a pale

guests, and it was only natures who could faced father, she asks only for me- for it is

be disappointed into churlishness and se- love that makes the father, as it is love that

dition, to whom the simple hospitality could makes theGreat Spirit” -and as he pointed to

have appeared in the light of an infliction this foundling, so he could have pointed to

and a grievance. Itwas more a family than other foundlings,-Natchez, Tensas, Houlas,

a tribe, over whom a patriarch presided with Bayougoulas, who also had come into the

parental authority and solicitude. His age tribe, as children by adoption .

antedated the colonization of the French on The river began to rise again , and with it

theGulf, and his religion was the pure na- rose the spirits, morals, and good sense of

ture worship of the unconverted Indian ; and themen. Their daily elevation could be

the missionaries had never found lodgment measured with the same guage that bore the

among them except as guests. record of the water when the pirogues rode

“ My son,” he said to the first priestwho flush with the bank ; the loading commenced ,

accosted him , “ did theGreat Spirit wait for the peltry, the feathers, dried beef, and the

you to comeand lead him tome as a mother “ fawns," the skins of animals filled with oil,

leads a little child ? The Great Spirit him- grotesque effigies, like bloated corpses. So

self came to me and my fathers, ashe came many pots of oil to a fawn, so many hours

to you and your fathers. The Great Spirit pleasure to a pot, so many fawns to a

is the same everywhere, as the sun is the man - with boisterous alacrity the regen

same everywhere ; but when it shines on erating brigands worked , counting aloud

different lands it calls out different trees and as they stowed away in frolic their share of

animals. The Great Spirit shined on our each commodity . From daylight to noon ,

land and he called up the red men . He and it was done ; to the breaking up of the

shined on your land over the water and he camp, and the carrying aboard provisions ,

called out the pale- faces." blankets, pots, and ammunition . The war

And so after the lapse of seventy years he riors helped in the preparations for depar

spoke to Alain . ture , the children gamboling under foot hin .

“ Why does not the Great Spirit of the dered , the squaws seated in groups on the

pale-faces speak to her ? Why does he leave bank , laughing and talking, calling to the

her to the Great Spirit of the red man ? No, children , and joking with the men added

'ne gives her to the Great Spirit of the red that vividness of interest to the work which
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even the presence of savage women can to It were better to have been lost forever , it

men's activities. were better so , it were better so !

The whisperings ofautumnwere in the air, “ It were better I had gonewith my people

the trees , the sensitive ones, were changing unto death , it were better that bloody hands

their colors, showing wondrous sun stores of had seized me, and not the hands of pity and

red and yellow beauty in their exuberant sap. gentleness. It were better so ! It were bet

The swollen stream rustling along, grazing ter so !

the overhanging boughs, the ripples It were betterwe had gone away from the

turned into musical gurglings, filled the ear banks of the river - wandered far away, even

as it did the eye. In mid -stream the sun to the desolate place where no game is. It

dappled the water with leaf shadows over were better so !

played and over-laced with flashes ofdancing “ It were better he had not come ! It were

light.
better he had not seen us. It were better I

The Chevalier Alain stood apart on an were chasing the butterflies now ."

eminence, the better to issue orders and di Every thing seemed to be struck with sud

rect the loading. Looking at the pretty den quietness around the Chevalier ;the men

scene before him , or, perhaps, looking at other and women were laughing, working, talking

pretty scenes suggested by it, in the past or in silent pantomime. His own heart stopped

the future, for to the young the future is as beating for fear of interrupting the singing

sure as the past, he fell into what passed in sound behind him .

his gay head for thought, and as even light “ It were better he had gone into other

est and pleasantest thoughts were somewhat forests ! It were better he had gone unto

of a burden, he stepped backward to brace other people ! It were better, far better I had

his stalwart shoulders against a convenient not known him !"

tree, a tree around which a bunch of sumach The Chevalier's head became fixed and

bushes seemed to have made a rush - as stark on his shoulders ; he dared not move

sumach has a way of doing, flaming red an eyelid .

around trees and up eminences. “ I can follow the boat ! Down the bank

Through the vigorous language ofthe noisy of the river I can follow the boat, follow the

men and the laughter and chattering of the boat till' I die .

women and the gamboling cries of the chil “ When the boat goes out of my sight,

dren and through the rough vernacular of like a butterfly out of my sight, I can lie

his self-communion came from time to time on the bank till I die !

a sweet, soft, pattering sound to his ears ; “ And the cries ofmy heart will comeout !

words too low to be distinct, too faint to The lonesome cries of my heart ! With the

carry meaning . cries ofmyheart I will die !".

“ Tinta !" said the Chevalier to himself With a quick dart the Chevalier's arm

without moving, “ shemust be on the other pierced the sumach bushes, his hand met

side of the sumach ." an arm . He caught and held it fast,the slim ,

It was not worth listening to, no one lis- bare , delicate arm of Tinta . It was like

tened to Tinta except the grim -visaged old holding the limb of a squirrel or partridge.

warrior, her foster- father. It was not worth Hedrew her into the woods out of sight

listening to , but the Chevalierfound it better and out of sound of the boatmen.

than his thoughts, which in his experience Barely speaking the necessities of her lan

carried with them an almost limitless capac- guagehe could only stroke her long glossy

ity for ennui.
hair, and murmur her name caressingly in

At first it was all unintelligible to his stu- the tones that even the dumb animals com

pid , one-languaged ear, but as he listened prehend, and look into her eyes , the soft,

more and more, dominating his attention and dreamy eyes that denote intelligence of the

banisbing from it the voices on the river and heart in women .

the bank , the rugged Kappas dialect came Thepale-faced waif struggled and strove to

through the clear low tones , like shells escape, her heart fluttering through her cot

through a limpid stream , or perhaps it was ton kerchief, like the heart of a bird through

his own turgidity that becamemoreand more its plumage ; her lips open still from the last

transparent under the soothing sound. word of her song, her heart panting pite

“ It were better not to have been saved ! ously with great fear of her life , the fear of

>>
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all women's lives ; the fear that becomes the bered the going away of her young master,

great joy.
and never rose without her loosening the

" The cries of her heart !” They were gate post still more in its socket. And she

audible now to the Chevalier as the cries of talked about him on the streets, and thought

other women's hearts had never been. He about him in church, and soughtnewsof him

bent his head over her ; the soft murmurs of everywhere , precisely as if she had not been

her long song singing again in his ears . forbidden so to do by her mistress.

And he saw himself in a new rôle . Not Two years had passed, and another onewas

the Chevalier de Triton as he knew himself filling with the insignificant happenings of a

to be ; not what his sister Madame Odalise well-to-do colony . Publicaffairs resided secure

was perhaps right in considering him to be. ly in the hands of government officials ; pri

He saw himselfas he had never seen himself vate affairs, noless securely in theno less well

before, as he had never aspired to see himself: organizedmembers ofthepriesthood. Human

that poetry of poetry , the pure dream god, thought carefully nightcapped, balanced

the white hero of nascent womanhood . easily and somnolently in the prescribed

Tinta knew him not. She knew not love ; cradles ofbelief, cradles thatwere pretty much

but she loved him with that swift upward the same time-honored cribs that soothed the

flight of love by which women's hearts and slumbers ofthe Middle Ages.

larks' songs touch heaven . It was the true At no time, perhaps, in its history, could a

love, for she felt death in it ! And the general unroofing of houses and unroofing of

Chevalier ? heads have been less discreditable to the

The Chevalier Alain felt stirring in his city , and less shocking to human and divine

heart the spirits ofhis long line of De Triton inspectors.

ancestors ; great fighters and greater roister In the De Triton cottage quietudeseemed to

ers, perhaps , than he, but moving at that have accumulated almost to the stagnation of

moment in his heart - as the spirits of dead the good life within , which resembled some

ancestors do at criticalmoments in the life of hidden , protected , beautifully clear, and per

a descendant, to dictate action - he discerned fectly useless private pond ; and the road to

not onewoman-stealer among them , although beatifications was a prolonged " treadmill ”

Tinta's form had grace and her face beauty. progress of devotion ; a treadmill of ennui, at

When Belisaire, the loading of the boats least to Didon .

being completed , cameto summon the Chev On a particular summer afternoon , which

alier to his waiting expedition, he found him in its sameness was as iterative small beads

still holding his woodland captive by the in an eternally long chapter of afternoons,

hand, still caressing her hair, and still using Didon saton the steps ofher kitchen , building

the one Kappas negative that he knew , one of those rude structures which house the

“ No, Tinta ! no. " dreamsof the slave, as “ castles " hold the

Butwhen the old man , pointing in the di- dreamsof the rich .

rection of the river, pronounced the word Notwithstanding the efforts of hermistress ,

which no language can soften or conceal, the it was not an ecclesiastical structure she

little brown hand gave a throb , the soft eyes builded , her head nodding over her lap . There

opened wide and shut again , the head was not a priest, nor a function, nor a cere

drooped. mony, nor a catechism , in all its contents ;

The Chevalier raised his hand, and point- nor any bellto timethe hour and order the

ing also in the direction of the river, com- mind. Her edifice wasmore like a great hos

manded his counselor, “ Go you ! conduct telrie, with theunswept corners and undusted

them home! Pay what I owe ! I remain heights that show a lenient mistress, and

here !" the unavoidable litter of the careless one ;

with the well- filled and unlocked larders of a

negligent mistress, and the overplus of fish ,
CHAPTER XI.

flesh , and fowl of the prodigal ;with kitchen

PIETA .
fires always burning, summer and winter ,

MADAME ODALISE was enabled in her su- and kitchen hospitalities unnoted and un

periority , to shake her brother as she had counted ; with slaves for every duty , their

shaken herhusbandfrom hermemory. Not so loud, unchecked voices filling the yard with

Didon . The water never ſell but sheremem- talk , laughter, even quarreling, -- for quarrel .
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ing is a feast in the famines of silence - the any ofher friends and associates of the con

yard filled with negroes, and the negroes fessional and sacred table , or any of her ac

filled — not with piety , which would betoken quaintances, or any one, in fact, that she had

any thing but a saintly mistress. ever seen ; even onewould havesupposed she

Indeed the whole condition of affairs that would have looked for him first there- even

reigned in the negress' dream -elysium , de- her skillful Spanish confessor. No- all were

noted no less than that the long hoped -for strangers surrounding her, supreme in title

beatification of this present mistress had and worldly estate, and, very sure, discon

taken place, and that the future onehad been nected even by ignorance of the little city of

installed in authority. The future mistress, New Orleans.

who was to be young , gay , handsome, and She satthus in the low , dim , failing light,

(a significant contrast to Madame Odalise) almost feeling the premonitions of that di

fat. Didon could see her, this ideal, lenient, vine state of ecstasy which she felt herself

negligentmistress ; she saw many such all approaching , nearer and nearer —when the

around her , or heard of them from other door of her room was violently opened by

slaves, the slaves of worldlings whom Ma- a rude strong hand, and her young brother

dame Odalise despised - mistresses, with stood before her.

dimpling elbows and rosy cheeks, smiling In a flash the cherished spiritual isolation

and good natured, with babies hanging about destroyed, the pure mystical atmosphere

them - and about this ideal mistress, this polluted ! The domestic world , the most

ideal wife, also hanging a teasing, torment pernicious of worlds to such saints, yawned

ing husband, a young fellow of irrepressible like a gulf before her.

jollity, side-splitting deviltries, and wonder It was no holy anchorite as she had prayed

ful bravado, a spendthrift, a high liver , a for, no repentant recluse ; the first glance re

dancer, a fencer, a - in short, her young mas- vealed that to her. After a second glance she

ter, the Chevalier Alain de Triton . refused to look athim , but fixed her eyes on

The while Madame Odalise sat in her the crucifix hanging against thewall.

chamber, in the lofty state of spiritual con The Chevalier had Indian additions to his

tent, which , so serene was now her life, had dress, to his face and manners also . Hewas

become an habitualafternoon mood with her. taller, larger, darker ; two yearsand a half in

She sat, as no doubt she thought she would the forest had obliterated the eighteen years

be sitting one day in heaven , surrounded by of city life.

the originals of the pictures that now sur He carried a bundle in his hand . Throw

rounded her on the walls of her chamber; ing open the covering of it, he exposed an in

her admirable earthly record known and ap- fant.

preciated by the real connoisseurs , the only No piouswoman would have needed an ex

knowers and appreciators of earthly records, planation, surely Madame Odalise did not.

those who have gonethrough their examin- She turned herhead away and kept it so .

ation and passed perfect. If she could only haveclosed her ears also !

If she were fond of rehearsing the scene, But the ears, of all the members of the body,

as she rehearsed it now , it was notan individ- they are the hardest to manage ! They still

ual failing, it was only because women from persist in hearing, when the eyes refuse to

birth are anticipators, always, by a species of see , and when the lips, as in MadameOdal

atavism , fixing their eyes on the oasis be- ise's case, rigidly refuse to speak to sup

fore them , instead of thedesert around them . posed sin .

“ Such an evening as this in heaven ! It The Chevalier without hesitation made

must always be the beautiful early summer known his request, extending the infant in

weather in heaven." The expression she as- his hands: “ She is my child ! You must take

sumed when she thought of it was the uni- and care for her !"

form expression of saints : a conscious, sweet Shecould havebeen painted as shesat there,

patience of the mouth and the conscious and not be distinguished from the author

modesty of downcast eyes, which perhaps ized version ofthe canonized about her on the

prevented her seeing ; maybe she thought it wall. An aureole would have become the

not worth while to look for them in the con- face, so cold , so reserved and strong in ac

gregation of the saved , either for her long- quired impassibility toward the things of the

lost husband, or her degenerate brother, or world and the things of the heart.
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With the baby of Tinta outstretched in his gotten her, his wife, as he would have for

hands, the Chevalier proceeded , like the good gotten a flower - she was so slight, so fragile,

swordsman he was, to thrust at every point, so unreal.

but everywhere he foundher protected by her But she she waited for him , month by

coat of Spanish mail against such puny steel month , week by week , day by day . After her

as his . child was born she waited for him hour by

Didon, as shewas in thehabit of doing, lis- hour. They had held her to life from a sun

tened at the door. rise to a sunset by a false report of his com

“ The mother is dead,” he explained , in the ing. She died waiting with eye and ear for

forlorn hope that this would move one to him ; never a complaint or a reproach , but

whom a similar bereavement had happened “ the cries of her heart,” he could hear them

in infancy . all the time now , and he could feel them .

“ Do not misjudge ! We were married, They had sent messengers for him , but what

solemnly married according to the rites of messenger could trail him and his lawless

her religion ." fancy ?

“ There is but one religion .” “ When Icameback I found this , only this !"

It was the first timehe had heard her voice Hecould have told her more, more of the

since their memorable morning interview waif, his bride, her looks, her ways, hermys

when she had compared him to Moses. terious unknown parentageand nationality ,

“ She was better than I.” His voice fal- more of the thousand and million details

tered at the words. that had cometo him in his pirogue as he

His long journey down the river in his paddled ,day after day, fetching his daughter,

pirogue,alonewith the child ,had mademuch a De Triton, as he, as she, Odalise, was, back

more than this truth heavy upon him . He into her estate ofcivilization. But he could

broke into a confession, which was a literal give only the facts, all that one can give in

quotation from his self-communings and told an audible voice to an averted face in the dis

exactly what had cometo his mind in the tance,

clear outlines of the irretrievable past,-how At last Madame Odalise broke silence, her

after the short month of the honeymoon, the slow -gathering resolution found utterance .

spirit of hunting and adventure had led him She opened her lips to say : " I shall pray for

away, and kept him away, week after week, you both ," and then closed them , apparently

expedition after expedition . The fatal long- forever.

ing of the coureur de bois had comeupon him ; The Chevalier waited, and still he waited ;

ever onward and onward he pushed, travel- then heasked :

ing even from the unknown to the still more “ Is this your answer ?"

luring unknown ; flinging behind him as only “ I shall pray for you both .”

a Frenchman can fling, all, all, to respond to The Chevalier then did what Didon ex

the passion of the moment ; reveling in the pected would be resented as a god should re

delirious excitation of his own free, untram- sent, by promptly crushing them all under a

meled nature. He had ascended the great blasted house. He blasphemed as the Span

river to its source, he had journeyed through ish law had it, “ God, Our Lord, His Mother,

the great fresh water lakes, he had passed the the very Sacred Virgin Mary,” not once, but

great falls, had — but he stopped the recital repeatedly and vociferously , daring not only

short to tell of his return to the Kappas after the imminentdivineretribution but that pen

an absence, not of the intended month , but of alty which the Spanish law had affixed to the

a year. He returned ; the Indian warriors crime, -having his property confiscated and

turned away from him , the Indian women his tongue cut out.

met his inquiries with silence, even the chil “ Pray for me ! Pray for me! You will

dren avoided him ; the old chief, motionless pray for us both !' ”

from infirmity, warned him away with his He paused, looking down at the woman be

eyes. He looked around ; wherewas she who fore him ; he advanced until he could have

must expect, who should welcome him ? He touched her with the burden in his hands,

ran to his cabin ; no one was here. He and he sunk his voice, as ifhe would shelter

called ! On the low cot he found “ this ,” that burden from whathe was going to say .

nothing, nobody else.
" Pray for me, and my existence , that was

He owned that at times he had almost for- too ignoble for even your memory, you will

1
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thrust in the presence, mynamethat was not his solitary camp, the strange, almost fear

good enough for your ears, in the ears of the fulburden , clasped to his bosom , and his an

Almighty ? I ask you to succor my child, ticipations of the burden's girlhood ,woman

what are you going to ask of Him for us ?” hood , rose before him .

He paused again . “ But Odalise ! You will remember this

“ What you cannot tolerate, you expect hour ! Wait ! Only wait! Wait until the

Him to condone? You expect Him to ac- end ! Live in peace and selfish security

cord what you refuse ? What you reject you through your own chosen life. As you for

expect Him to receive ? Miserable paltry got your husband, as you forgetyourbrother,

soul with a miserable paltry God !" forget this. But wait until the end - when

He took a long breath , with an effort at self- old age finishes with you and you cometo

control, and rushed through a few sentences, die ! When,” his voice rising in scornful re

looking not at his sister but at the infant in sentment, “ your holy priests from the

his hands : church over there file into this chamber and

“ A Spanish settlement in the west com- cluster around that bed , the bed of an agoniz

mitted an act of treachery against an Indian ing saint ;when they have confessed and ab

tribe. The Indians, surprised, overwhelmed, solved and anointed you ,and stand watching

abandoned their village and fed , what was for your soul to rise to that heaven for which

left of them , to the east, far, far to the east, they have dressed and trimmed your soul

where a great river stopped them . They when your members are still wet with their

made another village ; planted other fields, consecrated oil,when your sightis failing and

married other wives, and had other children your breath flickering, when you cannot

to replace what the white men massacred . movehandnor foot, turn your head, shut your

“ The sons grew into men andwarriors ,and eyes , close your ears — then, Odalise , beware !

while the route ,the place,and the people still Bewarethata voicemaywhisper ; notthevoice

lay in living memory, the old warriors con- of your priest, not the voice of your saints,

ducted their young ones back to their once not the voice of your Virgin , not the voice of

home. Pointing to it, they gave the word your conscience, not the voice of yourChrist,

of command, and onemassacre waswiped out but the voice of God Himself, whispering :

by another . But the old men in the village, 'And thy brcther whom thou refusedst ? Thy

the old women, those who could not accom- brother whom thou turnedst away ?' Then

pany the expedition, where was their ven- remember, Odalise, remember !" vindictively ,

geance? They could not go to it, itmust be “ remember what I tell you now , these, my

brought to them ,-men and women for them solemn words, that I voluntarily seek hell

to massacre with theirown hands, as the pale and damnation through you, and out of con

faces had done. tempt of you and your religion . You have

“ It was a long journey and a hard one, and saved souls,know what it is to lose one. A

vengeance, to be secured , had to be executed saint in heaven who lost her brother's soul !

by proxy hands,on the roadside, day by day. “ I takemy daughter back to thered men

“ They hastened their march, traveling day and the forest, back to barbarism and pagan

and night, throwing aside useless baggage, ism .

killing the laggard victims. An old warrior “ Remember, I voluntarily make my re

of a peaceful isolated tribe , hunting, came jected daughter a pagan that she may learn

across the ghastly trail - men, women, and to despise you and your religion !-But

children , dropped like carrion - among them , when - stilling even the voice ofGod, as you

an infant, starved , dying - and - he did not stilled the voice of your heart, you ascend

' pray for her ' - she wasmywife.” — Breaking confidentand happy to heaven,to the heaven

away into his morenatural selfand language: that you debased yourself, that you denied

“ Enough ! I shall go ! Never fear to see me your own blood to attain , beware, then, that

or this again ! You know what I have a figure may not rise and confront you , rise

asked - you know whatyou answered — you in your very path , and bar the open gate be

are a woman ; you were a child , a motherless fore you ! A figure that you will not know ,

infant - you know betterwhat you have re- a strangerwhom you cannot recognize ; but

fused , than I what I have asked ; what I a figurewho will know you, recognize you !

thought ; what I meant- " his voice faltered A terrible figure in the sight of your God and

again , asthe lone pirogue, therushing water, your saints, a figure to frighten you to hell !
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The figure of mypagan daughter , and your The city , with all its bravery of life and

pagan niece !" motion lay far behind him , its sounds and

He turned to leave. Didon ran as fast as colors, its balconies and banquettes full of

she could toward the kitchen to escape detec- men and women and children, its gardens of

tion . flowers, for it is a city that has always loved

When she returned after a long intervalon and had its flowers, its great pleasures, and

tiptoe to her peeping place again , the Cheva- its little pains, for it is not in the early sum

lier was gone, butthe baby was in her mis- mer weather that griefs grow and joys di

tress' lap . minish in the eyes of the contemplative New

Orleanian . Then , if never else, the men are

all prosperous, the women handsome, the

CHAPTER XII.

children healthy, and the slaves happy ; and

ON THE BAYOU .
in such hour of evening stillness, if ever, the

WHILE MadameOdalise and Didon housed guardian angel of the little place (and who

their aspirations in dream structures, beauti- can doubt, knowing its history, that it has a

ful and impossible according to their natures, guardian angel ?) then , if ever, shemust fold

old Louis Belisaire smoking on his cabin her wings and close her eyes in relaxation .

steps, filled in the hours of the lovely sum But a shiver passes through the rushes on

mer afternoon with what material his nature the bayou banks, the leaves on the oak

also furnished for reverie. quiver, the needles of pine and cypress give

Beyond the ramparts of the city, the little a gleam , the water crisps its placid surface.

cabin in its peaceful, calm isolation might Theold man taking off his cap and raising

itself have served for a dream structure in his head also to greet the evening breeze, saw

which to house aspirations purified into the Chevalier approaching, striding down the

prayers. footpath from the city, as he strode in the

The sky surcharged with light and color, early daylight once before, when sent by his

and all abloom with flower clouds, arched not uncle to secure a head for the contemplated

too far above the lonely roof to distance it expedition .

into alienship ; and the small sluggish bay This was also one of the thoughts of the

ou in front, moving so stealthily , so imper- young man coming down the river in his

ceptibly, through its banks, thick with vines pirogue to reinstate old Louis Belisaire on

and purple lilies , held not too close to earth his shoulders for head, and use his cabin as

to fetter the imagination . Heavy, immobile he had used his friend Massig's for that

oaks and cypresses, standing here and there, refuge which his home, not so much through

singly or in groups, lent themselves to the its fault, as through Madame Odalise's, had

rapt quietude as of somesupernal region. never granted him .

The cabin stood without any of the en It was the lack of a head that distressed

closures which had originally marked off its him now , as the lack of money had once

share of the flat surrounding territory and done ; and he found it as hard to supply the

shielded it from intrusion ofman and beast. one from his own resources as the other.

The fences, fallen and decayed , had rendered “ Hé, camarade !” Belisaire arose and

their trust long since, back to vast indiscrim- gave the Canadian greeting.

inating nature. “ Bon soir, camarade !” answered Alain ,and

Madame Odalise ascended in hermoments then with true Canadian selection of topics,

of future contemplation ; Didon traveled far “ Your bayou is low .”

out and beyond her boundaries, following “ It has all run into the lake. ”

only too happily in her mind her innate love “ The water's low up the river, too."

of the contraband. The old hunter was as “ What's the news up theriver ? "

immobile as the oaks and cypresses in his Nothing ! What's thenewsdown here?”

reverie. The country about him , the cham The old man shrugged his shoulders. The

ber behind him , contained his loftiest and day was past when there was news in the

his broadest fights - and wherever he went colony. When the French were there in the

he took them , even as Madame Odalise took government every man had his hand in the

heaven with her to receive them , and without ruling , and not too many hands were they

the poetry and the imagination with which either. With the English , Spaniards, and

thedescribing pen , not he, idealizes them . Indians to fool or fight, with expeditions up

19
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up there."

the Mississippi, up the Mobile , up Red River, “ I took myshare,” said the young man,

all at once - in those good old days a scout as if talking to himself, “

and a coureur debois were ofmore importance “ The old man , your uncle, he wanted to

than a commissary now . Theold man tossed keep it for you , but I said I would keep it

the smoke from his mouth as he thought for you , and he knew me, and that is how I

upon it ; all wasorder, regularity, precision, kept it for you ."

officers of the law , officers of the army, offi * How much p

cers of the church , regulations for trade, reg “ A hundred .”

ulations for slaves ,regulations for the streets , The Chevalier balanced it in his hand ; it

regulations for the diseased — and a coureur was the heaviest purse that broad palm had

de bois was as useless to the governor as ever held ; the only one it had ever earned .

reading and writing to a coureur de bois. “ The old man , he wanted me to go back

“ Galvez is gone ; Milo's there,” he said, again ."

nodding his head toward the city, and he “ To go back again ?"

pointed to some undefined place in the rear “ Yes, to go back again . He has an eye,

of his house where he said they had put up a the old man, that can see money from here to

hospital for lepers, so as to have still more Canada ."

order in the colony. “ Humph !"

“ Now when the Sieur de Bienville was “ He always goes back when he can find

over there . . . , " and he began to talk of money ; butme, I told him , me, I never go

the time of his youth, arrived at the end of back twice to the same place for the same

his future , fixing his eyes on the beginning thing."

of his past , as old men do. “ And me,” said the Chevalier falling into

The Chevalier, not listening, as young men his tone and sentiment, “ I never go back

do not in such circumstances, allowed hisown either.” And he sat a long time in silence

thoughts to wander whither they would , and balancing themoney in his hand.

perhaps from an old habit revived by the “ The Good Man up there,He never goes

sight of old haunts again , they led him to an twice the same way," commented Louis.

old haven in emergencies. “ He beats the Indians that way, for

“ After all,” he said to himself, “ it is Mas- bushes ; eh , Chevalier ?”

sig I need,” and he began to regret that he “ Yes. "

had not hazarded the leap to the Embus " The oldman, your uncle,hewillbe caught

cade after all .
someday. Some people are caught the first

As they sat on the steps the mistbegan to time, and some the last. Me, I am always

rise from the bayou until it was like a wall caughtthe first time."

before them , and all the noises of insect life " And me, too ,” assented the Chevalier

arose with it until they towered above the again .

ears , as the mist did before their eyes , dead " That is what I found out. Some people

ening even the buzzing of the mosquito find out one thing, some another. I found

swarms above the charmed circle of the to- that out."

bacco smoke about their heads ; little chir “ The old man , youruncle , he hasn't found

ruping and big chirruping, ticking as fine as outmuch yet ; but he will find out one of

the governor's watch and as coarse as the these days; theGood Man up there, He's only

clicking of the negro driver to his team ; and playing with him . He never played with

the whole diapason of frog vocalization, for me, no— He always treated me like a man .

which it would seem the human ear should You can always tell what He thinks of you

in this region have been provided with some by theway Hetreats you ; like a man, or like

special support. a baby alligator tied by the tail. Me, I al

“ Hé, Chevalier," the old man interrupted ways wanted to be treated ' like a man .' "

himself suddenly , “ I forgot. Here's your “ And me, too," again responded the Chev

share.” Heput his hand into his pocket,and alier .

fetching out a parcel, dropped it into the hand “ He's a Frenchman, up there. He's not

of his guest on the step below him . a Spaniard , with his officers , and his priests,

“ My share !" ejaculated Alain . and his regulations. He's a Frenchman like

“ Yourshare from the trade, the pirogue, the Sieur de Bienville. When the Sieur de

the skins, and oil when they were sold .” Bienville was here

am
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" Louis," interrupted the Chevalier, " you Savior was walking before me- I kept farbe.

started from here that time; when you hind , a way far behind - not to frighten her ,

started on that trail, that long trail to the you know — though she had made the choice

West. "
ofme, and a good choice it was.” One could

“ You see that thorn tree down thereby the see by the way he talked that that was the

bayou ? My pirogue was tied there, and that way he had thought it out in his mind.

was where I started .” “ It was a good thing for theGood Man up

“ Humph ?" there to have had me there. I knew what

‘ But there's no money out there," said kind the others were, -- and if she had chosen

the old hunter. Le Loup- he was good -looking too - hé,

" Did you go for money ?" asked the what would have happened that night ! It

Chevalier. mademe think about the girls sent out to be

“ Me? No, I didn't go formoney. I never wives, what they think on that ship , fetch

wantedmoney I don't want money now .” ing them over here to husbands —— it is one

“ Nor me either. " thing to be a husband, but it is another to be

And then Louis Belisaire related it all over a wife. I didn't say any thing when she told

again , from the beginning, that is the begin- me, except ‘My girl, you did right,' and she

ning of his adventures, telling it as he did must have been the mostbeautifulof them

around the camp-fire ; all the adventures first all. I have never seen another so beautiful

and the cause of them last of all. as she— and such an air - if she had said ,

The moon arose , and it was curious to see ' Louis shoot yourself,' it would have been

the mist disappear before it, as if every ray the same.

were a knife to shred it, until only what was “ But,” fetching himself back to thepoint:

hidden in the osiers along the bank re- “ I don't say it didn't hurt. A wound never

mained. It, the moon , arose on the opposite hurts its worst at first ; it is when the in

side of the bayou, behind the trees which flammation sets in , and the swelling,and the

glowed at first as if prairies were burning fever, and the loosening in the mind. I had

beyond them . When it arrived at the top of it out there all by myself, walking, walking,

the trees and began to dissipate the mist, all nightas well as day ; that is the best thing

the sounds, even the frog croakings, began to to do at night when themind rises up like a

subside, and the atmosphere enjoyed the si- thousand Indian tribes crying for war,

lence of the ante-sunset hour. The old lapping their tongues for blood. The fever

hunter talked through the transformation, in mymind was worse than any thing. But

which was as slowand long as his narratives . it passed , Chevalier, it passed ; it all got

“ I was no older than you , my boy." cured in the end. He can cure every thing ,

He pushed the door open behind him . The theGood Man up there. He cured me and

moon itself seemed to fall into the room , so He can cure everybody.” The voice became

bright every thing became. lower and lower, and he took his hand from

“ That's where she sat, in that chair. You his pipe, and leaning forward , let it fall on

see, from the thorn tree there, I could have the Chevalier's shoulder.

looked back and seen her ; but I did not turn “ It gets cured, Chevalier ! It gets cured !"

my head, no more than if a Choctaw had " Louis ," said the Chevalier, sinking his

been there pointing his rifle atme. That's voice also to a whisper, as his heart at last

what theGood Man up there likes, a young arose to his lips, “ she died !”

man to be brave and strong. The old man behind him nodded his head.

“ Young woman -no, she was notmy little When one has been a hunter and a scout for

wife ; only a poor girl in misfortune. That's three -quarters of a century,one does not need

not the path wecameby - I made a new path to be told every thing , even though one has

for her for that day. I wonder what the Good but one eye.

Man up there was thinking when He saw me Themoon passed over the house and went

making that path ? shining its way over grass and tree to the

“ Yes, I wonder what He thinks ! Some distant new hospital on the Terre aux Le

people make their paths to things and walk preux, where other unfortunates were, per

in them many times, me, no -- I walked in haps, waiting for its silver rays, counting their

that path once. She walked beforeme,my plaints also , one to another - for even leprosy

boy, and it was to meas if the mother of the is assuaged by sympathy — and on the moon
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went, over swamps and canebrakes to the “ A la patrie !"

lakes. That was it ! What Iberville, what Bien

TheChevalier carried his narrative onward , ville, what all the governors, all the writers

propping his maligned head in his hand, had written of the colonists: they would not .

while that to him new and original organ , make thenew country their home. Go into

theheart , demonstrated its weaknesses and any crowd of colonists and cry suddenly, “ A

failings. la patrie !" and the whole cabaret would an

The moon was far on its eastward journey swer with one voice “ Vive la France ! "

ere he finished , and the mist, lurking in the La patrie ! Iberville, Bienville, and all the

flags and willows, issued again , covering like rest of them might well despair if encourage

forgetfulness the little scene, hiding some ment for them lay in the substitution of

things completely , draping others into a Louisiana for France . France ! When a

beauty not original, filling up the bayou Louisianian of that day said France ,he said ,

into a cloudy highroad, enveloping the what, indeed , he would not put into words

trunks of the trees — but let the moon come whatwords could nomore say than the dust

again , and it would all be dissipated - as old of the street. Ask a woman what she says

Louis Belisaire knew , about mist and about to her heartwhen alone, and what she thinks

forgetfulness. when she pronounces the word love ; ask a

“ But it gets cured, Chevalier, it gets mother to put into words the baby's lips at

cured,” he asserted at the end as at thebe- her breast - and then ask a man , a colonist,

ginning of the young man's narrative. what hemeanswhen he says patrie ? It is

They stretched themselves as best they one of those words which God alone can de

could on the floor for the short remainder of fine.

the night. They were both oversized men, The Chevalier stamped the ground under

and the chamber was small, and the old his feet ashe walked ,-his eyes flashed fire ,

man's fancy had been to fasten the furniture his hand clenched what should have been the

where it was as it stood that nightwhen his hilt of a sword at his side. The Canadian

bride entered his door — and his heart too . boat songs ! What shouted now through his

As for the bed -men of the woods scorned a ears, were the old war cries of France ; and

bed in those days, and he would not have what he saw were not forest glades nor rush

used that one. ing torrents, nor Indian tribes, but the flash

The next morning the Chevalier went to ing of swords,the smoke,the din , the
carnage

see the old man , his uncle . Timeand cir- of battle, and what he felt was the resurrec

cumstances may change, but uncles never do, ted warriorhood of all the fighting De Tri

at least such was the young man's experi- tons who had contributed a drop of their

ence. He returned to old Belisaire's, after the hot blood to the caldron now seethicg in his

interview , with the old accustomed feeling of heart ; and oh ,the ambition that swelled his

having gained rather less than more. But he head, the vigor that nerved his arm , and the

had been through his old exchange-places, complete oblivion that swept over his past,

the cabarets, where, although a great many and his future also , except the one loophole

men talk , some few read,and where,although which the cabaret had opened in the curtain

Tafia seemed to be the only inspirer, it was ofexistence to his martial eye !

only a temporary supremacy to be cast down “ Listen , Louis," and he told what he had

by other inspirations when they came to gathered about France,the queen , the king

hand or head. ' Different from his experiences perhaps they themselves considering their

with his uncle , the Chevalier had never gone relative positions, could not have done much

to a cabaret without leaving it with the feel better with the facts picked up in their

ing that hehad gained themore,not the less. court than the Chevalier did with the facts

“ Louis,” he called as soon as he saw him , picked up in the cabaret, although his pres

“ I'm off !” entation , or rather acceptation of them , if

It was just the way he had called out for overheard by his maternal uncle, would have

that other expedition three years ago. assisted very little in ameliorating the lat

“ Which way ?" answered the old man . ter's slighting opinion of his nephew's

The Chevalier pointed at a venture, to that brains.

point of the horizon which he considered “ It is a pity !" exclaimed the old hunter ,

most distant from New Orleans. “ it is a pity that Bienville is gone. He

D - July ,
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would know what to do. As long as he was deck day after day thereafter with an impetu

in Louisiana osity that would have been better than the

But the Chevalier could not listen, he wind for conveying him to his port had the

· could not wait. Hemust hasten back to the ocean but been decked all the way over there .

city , to the cabaret ; he must hear more news, The day that the wind did come, old Louis

he must walk , he must talk , exercise his stepped on the deck , accoutered for an expe

sword arm - he must, hemust- in short, de- dition , blanket pack, frying pan , rifle, and

fend France at once, instantly , and all by tomahawk, with the old fire in his one eye,

himself, and to begin hemust seek out her and the spring in his step, that Bienville

foes immediately , beginning here in New would have recognized on the instant.

Orleans, there in the cabaret, out on the “ Hehanded us over like a tribe of Indians

streets , anywhere where a challenge could be to the Spaniards, and that is true. But

passed or an insult made good. Hewas in when he was a young man he was good to

the humor to make enemies even if they did the young men . Didn't he send wives over

not exist, that hemight vent his patriotism to us ? And now heis old - well the old man

in fighting them . will do whathe can over there for him ."

He was out of sight of Belisaire's cabin, In the old loyal days, when one was far

and in sight of Fort St. Ferdinand before he enough away from him , each one had his

bethought himself of going to the levee to see ideal king, and the ideal hovers over each

when the next vessel sailed for France. one's meridian - young to the young, old to

There was nearly always one now , loading the old, good to the good, vicious to the

or unloading at the levee. In former times, vicious and so each one's king, if he were

months, sometimes, elapsed before a deter- only far enough away , suited . Old Louis'

mination to go to France foundmeans of ex- kingwas old and blind of an eye ; the Chev

ecution . alier's , young and strong with the sword .

“ Tomorrow , if it is his good will,” the “ As I always said of them ,” remarked the

captain answered , pointing to the effigy of maternal uncle, apropos of the De Tritons

St. Anthony that ornamented the prow ofthe and the last departure: “ Lions in war and

dingy vessel; “ or nextweek, or nextmonth, asses in peace.”

or next year, just as he says ,” evidently

hoping by a servile show of humiliation to

flatter his desires out of one from whom he CHAPTER XIII.

had so much to gain , feeling all the time the
Soleil couché ; malher pasjamain couché.

hatred and resentment of an ungrateful de --Creole proverb.

pendent againstonewho, give what hewould,
The sun sets ; misfortune never sets .

had never yet given what was expected ; a

feeling he took great care to conceal, for as The Captain mightwell refer all business

heknew , St. Anthony was as good at remem- inquiries to the patron saint of his vessel,

bering insults as compliments . for it took all the benignity of divine and all

“ Hewill not have a wind for a week ,” pre- the ingenuity of human powers to navigate

dicted Louis Belisaire when the Chevalier re- the Mississippi in a day when a different

peated the answer to him , “ and then it will wind was needed at every turn , and weeks

be capricious, and perhaps storm ." sometimes needed for a wind, and where

This was one of his gifts, weather predic- every mile forward meant fourmiles around.

ting. He could foretell winds and rains, But it is the good sea captains, the honest

frosts and sunstrokes, from hidden signs crews, and the sound vessels that the saints

known only to himself, so much so that when take pleasure in governing and directing to

there was any military enterprise on foot a safe port. Such a scurvy boat and such a

even at the governor's council board some villainous lotasnow , it is to be hoped , seldom

one would be sure to ask , “ Has any one sailed down the Mississippi under patronage

found out from Louis Belisaire what the and patronymic of St. Anthony. The ves

weather is going to be ?” .
sel settled down in the river like one of the

The wind di not come before a week , but saint's own swine in a wallow , and was as

the Chevalier with his usual extravagance of hard to move under persuasion of the wind

impatience, took up his domicile on board as the former under persuasion of words.

the ship the next morning ; striding the The captain's evil temper flaunted a black
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flag in his face ; he bullied the elements, as had once for all revealed all hearts in reveal

Jupiter Tonans himself would not have been ing her own to her. “ God's eye upon me,”

warranted in doing, and he never addressed was her motto , and her fixed idea was, that

his crew without describing them according the constant realization of the sentence as a

to all the adjectival varieties of the con fact, would regenerate the world without

demned . Not perhaps without cause, as far further effort.

as the passengers could judge, and they A voyage to France was usually consid

looked with some anxiety among them , to ered a third over by the timea vessel reached

find a soul with some claim to salvation . or was cleared of themouth of the river. At

Rominet, the old cabaretier, who was the common rate of computation , it should

taking his acquired wealth back to France to have been half over by the time the St.

invest in home pleasure and comfort for his Anthony came in sight of the Gulf.

old age; he who knew the conscienceless as Whenever the sisters were well out of sight

he knew his own glasses and decanters , he and he out of hearing , the captain would re

tightened his concealed money bags about capitulate his day's curses , the log of his de

his person,as if in every sailor he recognized lay as it were. And surely , if he had taken

another cabaretier by the name of Rominet. the precautions he enumerated, both in New

The young religious, who was accompanying Orleans and Nantes, to secure St. Anthony's

a sick and infirm Spanish sister to Havana, favor, the latter deserved the daily grum

framed prayers involuntarily whenever she bling, growling vilipending he received for

even thought of them . breach of contract. Whichever way the

' They are bad children," would remark , vessel turned, and she boxed the compass

in broken French , the old Spanish nun, every day , she met a head wind, and one

“ but they are children all the same. If strong enough almost to blow her up stream ;

they only knew it, God has His eye upon besides this there were other derelictions of

them . " which the captain accused the saint.

It was the old Spanish nun , who after the The passengers took the wind as it came,

captain filled the highest office in the ship . as they took one another's companionship ,

If the latter represented visible, the former for better or for worse ; and long as they were

at least reminded one of invisible, power, in arriving at the great open,which would

and theway that the captain courted the sis- not be closed for some of them until they

ter was sufficient in itself to make her an reached France, they still had a stock of

object of superstition. His outward demon- patience to subsist upon .

strations to her were as pointedly flattering The young religious, at first view of the

as to St. Anthony, with perhaps as much vast, restless, limitless expanse before her,

sincerity in his heart toward the one as to- exclaimed, “ All moving, all moving !”

ward the other. However much the saint clasped the elder sister's hand, fell upon her

may have been deceived, the sister pierced knees, and hid her face in her lap. It had

through the disguise and saw the captain's frightened her when she had crossed it that

heart as clearly as she could have seen her other time in her life ; a wee little child .

own face in the looking -glass, if she had not “ All moving ! all moving !" she had cried

made a vow early in life never to look at her then,hiding her face and clasping her parent's

face again . If she had been put upon oath , hands ; and since, each thought of it was a

she could not have told the complexion ofher thrill of terror, so gray and white ! So toss

forehead . She saw not only the captain's ing and leaping , so vast ! so vast ! so vast !

heart but the heart of every man brought The thrill passed over her again — as it passed

under her eye. As for the young religious, over her of dark nights, when she remem

it is not surprising that she knew herself bered the ocean, remembered it frightened,

less than the elder woman did her own face ; yet longed for it — the powerful, the omnipo

the young do not, cannot know themselves. tent, the frightful, the beautiful ! She turned

They are feeling their own natures, as they her head on the old woman's lap, so that she

would a dark room , creeping inch by inch , could open her eyes, and look at it , and shut

touching with outstretched finger tips their them again quickly as a shiver passed over

own furnishment and boundaries, until a her, and yet still frightened , she would still

flash of light of life illuminates them . The look, clasping his elder's hand still tighter ;

old religious looked as if such a flash of light the old woman, looking not at the ocean, but
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down upon her companion - looking, one Captain , the Chevalier, Rominet, Belisaire,

would have said , at her heart. fell to their knees around her ; she could not

The Chevalier's heart leaped in his bosom , kneel on account of her infirmity , but she

and if he had been imaginative he could gave the wordsof the prayer, looking around ,

have felt the rattle of armor inside him , beckoning here and there, until all in sight,

as if a mailed warrior were leaping to horse sinful as well as good children of God, were

for a charge. For the waves charging before in unison. And then she raised the tune of

him , billow on billow , were to him , horses the Latin hymn, which, so long had the voy

passing to combat with tossing manes, and age already lasted, they had almost learned ;

flying foam , and the sough ! sough ! sough ! a hymn that seemed made for the sunset,

ofpanting breath- would not one say, that so full of sinking, lowering tones and rich

that sough ! sough ! sough ! was the heated , sonorousharmonies ; they all followed asthey

pantingbreath ofthundering chargers ?-with did in the prayer ; the young sister's voice,

the King of France in the van, and the Chev. high and wavering, imitating like a half

alier Alain beside him , heaving, thrusting , fledged mocker, the mother bird ; the Cheva

crying - his hand clasped the hilt of his lier, bearing up more than his share of the

weapon ,and heshook his head in the stiffen- bass, Rominet unchesting his cabaret-worn

ing breeze. tenor, the Captain humming a rancous ac

A bar thumped the bottom of the ship , companiment, his mind, in sight of that

shaking them all to their feet ; a lurch this ocean , more than ever harrassed with mis

way, and a lurch that, almost sent them givings of St. Anthony. From the rigging

sprawling. The Captain , as with a blast of here and there, the plaintive falsetto voices

words had blown his men into the rigging ; of the topmen came down so sweetly , so

a flapping of sails and a careen of a moment, sweetly, that the indurated wickedness of

and fathomsof salt water lay under their keel; their faces and hearts seemed incredible .

they were upon the ocean . Voices of the angels themselves could not

Rominet with his hands to his sides , where have been sweeter to the old nun , -and her

he could feel his money girdle, screwing up own voice went up to the topmen , louder

his eyes, as he would have done to a prayer and clearer,more beseeching, more approv

for credit, looked , if he did not say, to the ing. She had never sung better in the choir

thrilling terror of the young nun : “ Not a in her young days, than she sang on theawk

sou ! Not a sou ! purse robber !" For that ward ship lumbering through the ocean ;

same ocean, to him , held but the significance and song is God's best gift of eloquence to

of a robber's cave strewn with the pelf of vio- woman .

lated millions, government bound galleons, And thus it was, moved by her own voice

vice-regal extortions, independent pecula- (it was all of her old self that she allowed

tions, and homing fortunes like his own, for- herself to recognize ), she would talk to the lit

tunes made from the luxuries or necessities , tle group about her, loungingwhere they had

passions or pleasures of human nature - all knelt. One would have said , a mother talk

thrown to the dogs ofwaves jumping, snap- ing to her children, after their day's sport or

ping, snarling, pushing, spitting, around the work, telling them what? Nothing, every

beset vessel. thing, for when a mother talks to her children

The old sister passed her eyes from the at the bed-time hour, it is not what she says

Chevalier to him ; and then to the ill-favored that matters, it is the way it is said . The

Captain who cameup to remind her as he did old nun related, recounted old things and

every hour : “ It all rests with him , you new , general and particular, the passings of

know - with good weather, a quick trip and truth through the world , the incarnations of

safe arrival. It all rests with him ," point. goodness in it. Through and in the world ?

ing to the wooden figure whose head arose What could a cloistered woman know of the

dripping from thewhite crested billows. The world ? Through and in her own life. Is

old trapper, Belisaire, began his answer, there any thing in the world that a woman's

which was never in spirit of toleration with life cannot contain ? And cloister a woman's

the Captain's faith , when the old religious life, you but increase the horizon ofher soul.

held up her hand . It was the hour when And when she would glance over her

the angelus should be ringing on land. They shoulder, and catch the glimpse of a crouch

knew the signal. The young sister, the ing body behind a mast, a cask , or a pile of
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the rope.

rope, her voice would rise again as it had pulse, saw in it, as in the ocean in thenoon

done in the song, and the words would gain day sky, in moonlight, starlight, or even

in distinctness and there would thrill through in his own uncomfortable bunk down below ,

the tones such an expression of yearning, martial inspirations and personal achieve

supplicating affection — it was not the voice , ment. The topmen saw it ; and as they al

it was the very mother's heart itself, yearn- ways did when confronted by either the un

ing and thrilling after her lost children ; for, expected or the inevitable, they cursed the

“ a child is a child ," she would say, as the Captain under their breath .

eye of God sees all.” Oh , there can be no It did not steal upon the ship as clouds

mother's heart tenderer to children than sometimes do, taking man and bark un

the cloistered heart of some of these nuns ;at awares. Lightning flashes laced it round

least, than the heart of the old Spanish nun . about and pierced it through and through ;

The Captain did not sleep of nights, once and like a quivering eyelid the world opened

upon the Gulf. As well imagine a money- and shut into blackness and brightness.

bearer sleeping upon a high -road infested by And as it advanced, growing in size and

cut-throats or a cut-throat sleeping in an ef- deepening in majesty, the dark waters under

ficiently policed city . The cloud no bigger neath advanced with it ; all the waters from

than a span in the southern horizon, might the great unknown to the rear, leaping and

prove to be the dreaded " standand deliver!" quivering, running together surge upon

or the whiff of breeze caressing the neck , surge, hurrying, hurrying forward, from the

the finger of justice feeling its way to adjust Gulf, from the south , muttering and groan

ing, hissing and swishing, paling and darken

Like a coward or a conscience-haunted cul- ing under the cloud above.

prit, the old hulk shambled through the And still the old ship skulking along with

waters , with its cargo, and passengers who a furtive eye for turns where there was no

unlike the Captain slept the sleep of the ig- turn, for corners where there was no corner ,

norant if not (what would be inapplicable to with the cloud pursuing after.

Rominet) that of the innocent. The dreaded And then the thunder clap that called the

of the coward and culprit, is the unexpected halt - and - what the Captain had always

of the ignorant and innocent. The span- foreseen voyage after voyage, had always

cloud in the southern horizon had caught the hoped still once more to escape : the execu

old nun's eye, as she looked around giving tion of judgment.

out the prayer;to her , lighted by the western As he had foreseen , the crash of the easily

glow , it beamed with the omniscient love of shivered mast, the crack of the easily riven

the eye of her motto. timbers , the tearing of sails, the snapping of

The young novitiate saw it as she lifted up cordage, the lunging from stem to stern of

her head to sing ; still burning and chilling, the infirm keel, the rushing of disheveled

fainting and thrilling, under new emotions half-dressed passengers to the deck , the rush

that played over her as ifshe were a window- ing ofthemurderous,mutinous drunken crew

set Æolian harp and they thewind ; she fixed to the boats.

her eyes on it, and again seemed strangely And far beyond the black waves still hur

wroughtupon by the colorand softness and rying forward , wolves to the flood ; and over

the contrasting vast gray moving mass un- head the squall, paling the very blackness of

derneath , and her eyes seemed afraid to look hell, which had risen up in heaven.

and yet fascinated would look ; and they “ Oh holy Virgin ! , Oh blessed Jesus ! St.

shone, and her fair skin , tinted , as if the rush Anthony !” The Captain rushed from side

of emotion underneath were a rush of illu- to side, as his vessel, rocking from side to

minating fluid . side, dipped its guards under the waves .

The old trapper, looking always to the “ To theboats ! To theboats, she is sink

west of an evening, as to the east of a morn- ing !" The hoarse voices of the crew rose above

ing, recalled burning prairies, buffalo hunts, the elements.

and the soles of his feet tingled as when “ To the boats !” The little band of pas

speeding over the smoldering earth . sengers, huddling together, followed the crew ;

And the Chevalier,who remembered neither the old trapper carrying the old nun ; the

past nor future in the present, and in the young novice clinging to him .

present could feel only the dominating im Then the scuffle about the boat ; curses,
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threats , the Chevalier Ainging men to the “ Go to hell !" cursed the trapper, crash

rightand men to the left, Rominet edging ing the tomahawk through his skull. An.

forward, creeping under to get nearest the other crash ! It was the last. With the wild

side ; the vessel lurching , the lightning flash- scream of liberated denuded nature the

ing , crashing, for lightning and thunder young novice clung to the Chevalier and

wereone ; the waves rising ,cresting, to break closed her eyes against his breast .

over them . And so the St. Anthony went down.

Suddenly the struggling crew broke, mak

ing for the other side of the ship ; the Cap

tain was there undoing the ropes of the other
CHAPTER XIV .

barge.
Quique fois wou planté zaricots rouzes ; zaricots

“ Dog ! thief! traitor ! cut-throat !” The blancs qui poussent.-- Creole proverb.

maddened crew flung themselves upon him ; Sometimes you sow red beans, and white beans

jerking him , cuffing him , with curses such as
grow .

no woman ever heard before.

“ Children ! children !" the voice of the MADAME ODALISE bent herself to the ma

nun could be heard . ternal task thrust upon her with all the mi

" I shall get in ! I shall get in ! pirates ! nute conscientiousness of the microscopist.

dogs ! thieves ! cut-throats !” and the Cap. But never did saint or sinner have a more

tain's curses overtopped the crew's. And distasteful one, or one more at variance with

still Rominet, his money girdle showing in natural inclinations. Childlessness, that

the lightning under his drenched garments, secret grief of so many poor, weak, and

slipped through them to the side. religiously- feeble women, had been to her,

“ Your rotten hulk to hell with the rest !" like widowhood, a mere temporary fretting

yelled the crew flinging their captain again of her heart. She not only had risen above

back into the wrecked rigging. it, but she had risen above it in such a

“ Children ! children !” called the old nun way as to have the appearance of having

again . And the lightning gave them all thrust it down below her feet ; converting

sight one of another : the old nun raising in heaven's own despite, as many trades

her hand as if the angelus were ringing ; the men do, her very griefs into profits. “ Heart

novice , her hair hanging, her garments torn losses are milestones to measure our advance

from her by the waves, still clinging, still hid- by,” was one ofhermaxims,and then she im

ing her eyes; the pale face and naked breast proved upon it : “ Tombs are stepping-stones

of the Chevalier bending over theboat ; Beli- to heaven ,” ascent being more expressive to

saire hacking at ropes with his tomahawk ; her than advance .

Rominet, thrust back by the crew , rushing Shemust have imagined that intercourse

again to the side, to get in first. above would be carried on by means of such

The waves dashed the life -boatagainst the aphorisms and maxims as saints furnish to

ship ; It went to pieces; “ rotten like the ship , their biographers ; and , not to be silent in a

like the Captain !” crowd of talkers, that horror of women , and

“ Take me in ! Take me in !" screamed animated by her old desire to please and cap

Rominet, again on the other side of the ship, tivate any society shewas placed in , shetaxed

at the receding barge. " A thousand ! five her imagination as sheused to , in old days of

thousand ! ten thousand dollars !" bellehood , to furnish her with brilliant and

“ Oh, holy St. Anthony ! mercy ! pity ! ” applicable colloquialisms. And in the old

the agonized cry of the Captain broke from days of bellehood, there was no one in the

the deck where on hands and knees he was Creole circle, or French circle either, who

creeping through the water. could vie with her either for apt or brilliant

“ Holy fiends and the devil !" roared the sayings.

Chevalier springing toward him . The Chevalier's child was commended as

Another crash and another flash, the prow namesake to the most influential saints in

went under. Rominet clasping a water cask, the calendar. Marie, Anne, Joseph ; it was

ran before the waves. painful self-denial in Madame to stop short

“ In heaven .... " The old nun dashed anywhere, when partaking of sacred hospi

to the deck . “ St. Anthony ! " called still talities ,but shewasmore severely tested than

oncemore the voice of the Captain . usualwhen outof a calendar, she had to se
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lect a half dozen , when a hundred would not and could have stocked a subterranean cave

have been too many,-when shehad to slight with the drippingswhich inquisitive prying

hundreds, when one could not have been of servants caught. As distributers of news,

spared. In the darkestmoment of her em- the world has yet to show journalistic talent

barrassment, inspiration brought to her the that could compete with the enterprise of

solution , as only inspiration can ; and the the good old domestic slave ; what was

synthesis of the whole calendar, and the done and undone, what was said and un

symbol of her whole endeavor, flowered into said, nothing was to be kept a secret, in

the appropriate name, for her and the child : those days ; it was as if the volume of the

“ Pieta .” Pieta ! Foreordination was ex- angelGabrielwasbeing continually prepared .

hausted in it ; it was as when woman was The cottage itself, with its batten doors and

called woman, not only an appellation , it windows, was So discreet and Madame

was a function , a quality, a destiny. Pieta ! Odalise so skilled in the dialectician's art of

Nothing Madame Odalise had ever invented answering , without satisfying, inquiries, that

in theway ofaptitude gave hermore pleasure the little interested world of New Orleans

than thatname; it carried with it the stamp would have been deprived of someof its le

of a denizen of Paradise . At first, invented gitimate rights , had it not been for Didon ;

for the child , the child , however, had so to and Madame Odalise and her Pieta would

speak , to become in itsturn, invented for the most assuredly have been curtailed of some of

name. their legitimate celebrity .

“ Conceived in sin , and brought forth in Didon told every thing , without drawback

iniquity,” could a six months' old baby be or reserve, telling as she would be told to .

more so , with such a paternal endowment of How , during the animal period , the little

lawlessness as Madame Odalise knew by animalwas trained into the trick perform

heart, and such a maternal legacy of what ances of her age, only , with intent to her

MadameOdalise knew by Christian intu- name, they were trick performances ofpiety ;

ition of a pervert from religion and a fixing her little hands in prayer, at a sign ;

pervert from race? It all had to be eradi. bowing her head in prayer before holy im

cated — to immaculation , and regeneration ages ; kissing the crucifix ; making the mo

forced upon nature. MadameOdalise's vision tionswhich meant the sign of the cross ; all

becameecstatic as she thoughtofmaking not of which, as she had histrionic talent, the

one but two saints, carving not one but two slave could make visible to her listener, with

statues at the same time; halos thenceforth the addition of Madame Odalise's attitudes ,

came to her in couples , as if for twins. Na- expressions, and ejaculations.

ture cunningly assisted the processby turn As there were no parents to receive the first

ing the child in looks away from its mother's babbling dedications of speech , inchoate

features ; molding its face in the old Gallic Ave Marias and Pater Nosters were cele

mask of the De Tritons and notably of Ma- brated and passed for the initial venture of

dame Odalise herself ; but the obstinate the infantile tongue on the vast expanse of

characteristics of the De Tritons, nature, woman's talk ,-were celebrated and passed

wisely, for MadameOdalise's purposes, cast only by the grace of the same Didon ; for

aside, fashioning the little one's temperament tempted as usual, and as usual seduced by

according to themodel of sweet docility and Zombi,had shenotfar, farantedated Madame's

humble obedience which Tinta furnished . pretty and pious conceit, by secretly impos

But she grew and throve after the mannerof ing the easy syllables of her own heathen

both parents, who were pre-eminently pio- name, upon the indiscriminating tongue ;

neer children born to stand the discipline of substituting in her kitchen obscurity , her

frontier life and Indian neighborhoods. love-trained practices for Madame's stiff

The Chevalier's departure was a nine days' artificialities ? Time is too short for the tell

wonder, but the advent of his child , not only ing of a babyhood ; with Didon's utmost

in the city, but in the neighborhood, in the endeavor much remained untold ; for every

the house, was one of those surprises which day was a miracle of growth and expansion ,

was limited by no time whatever ; and every day a miracle of sweetness and pretti

gossip , which crystallizes around any dan- ness, every day a miracle of God's goodness

gling thread of circumstance ,made stalactites to childless women .

in the way of parentage for the little orphan, Butin sober truth,thefoulfiend himselfcould

.
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not have tampered more efficiently with the havoc of the interior devotional life that

pietistic atmosphere of the house, than she lay behind the closed batten doors and win

who was named to be an expression, an ex- dows of the still, bigoted -looking cottage.

emplification of it. And this was one item . The confessor himselfwho pried into Ma

which even Zombi permitted Didon to silence . dame's conscience as he dared not pry into

Call her what they would , she was still a his own, ignored it ; was the good lady her

baby ;-and can anymother,orproxymother, self aware of it ? Did she notbelieve her own

or even African nurse, practice the exercises excuses and explanationswhen shebemoaned

of churchings, retreats, devotions, recollec- frustrated attempts and did penance for un

tions, catechism , confessions, communions, willing dereliction ? When she accused the

fastings, disciplines , in fine, all the finger- child, when she regretted its distracting

work necessary for the acquisition of the presence, when she called all children

technical facility which in all professions ualties, unseemly for spiritual eyes," was

distinguishes the professional from the ama- she talking of herself, or, like the Cap

teur, with a baby in the house?-and it will tain of the St. Anthony, seeking to propitiate

have been seen that Madame Odalise had a possible eaves-dropper from heaven ?

ambition to be far better than an amateur, in Perhaps she did not know ; perhaps her

her art . eyes and her mind from long practice, only

It was not a mere matter of time, it was a on the supernatural over the supercompre

matterof concentration of will ; and cannot a hensible, had lost their earthly skill ; perhaps

mother or nurse or any woman concentrate she could not know , for to know a woman's

mind, apart from the heart, when the heart heart surpasses many a woman's intellect,

is in an infant, although its namebe Pieta ? and a woman's affections are always her de

Massig used to say , that give him babies ceivers and betrayers. Thrust them , with all

enough, and he could arrest the machinery the determination in the world out of one

of any conventof saints ; and so if this were a door, and they will come masquerading

device of Satan it was not an original one, through another one, harlequinading if need

although itwas new in its application and be, in the most sacred ,most consecrated ha

entirely unsuspected . Disobedience did not biliments. Never had Madame Odalise ut

enter the Garden of Eden more insidiously tered a truer word of herself and her

than irregularity ,that sin -appleoftheChurch- sex than “ A woman to be spiritual must at

people, into this garden of the Church . Mis- every moment say to her heart : " Vade,

tress and maid , suffering themselves to be retro , Satanas !' ” She was fond also of

beguiled by their pleasures ortheir apprehen- figuring to herself the heart of a woman

sions, no longer hastened together to and fro , filled with worldly , as she called human, af

over the space between cottage and church ; fections, as possessed of a cancer, on which

alternation of duty and pleasure seemed a ne- the divine hand was continually operating ;

cessity ; and even then moreand more single cutting here, burning there ; tearing out by

attendance becamedependentupon the pap- the roots somewhere else ; eradicating ruth

fed will and constitution of a teething, lessly ; for leave a germ of cancer or affection

mouthing, tottering infant. For weeks at a' in the organ — and the skill of the surgeon

time, the neglected catechism lay swamped has been in vain . Madame Odalise herself

in Didon's mind ; and it is doubtful if it ever knew what cancerous troubles were.

recovered its pristine vigor as a contestant But the salvation of women , and of con

with Zombi, in her. And it is no lessdoubt- vents, lies in thetransitoriness ofbabyhood ;

ful whether, in those rare intervals of mys- whata speck in the length of a life a babyhood

tical communion , when the spirits of saints is ! A little more durability than an orgy ;

and holy personages used to comeas if to a a little less than a passion . It is only a honey

rendezvous with her soul ; it is doubtful, if moon ofmaternity , which waxes, wanes, and

Madame did not - as many a mother has disappears, and leaves life pretty much as it

done to the discomfiture of bodily guests— found it ; with a golden beatification of a

carry the child with her. Notoutwardly, not moment to look back upon, at best with

publicly, but secretly , so secretly did the pleasure and longing, at worst with sorrow

transformation take place; regeneration and despair.

working degeneration . Not even the most Madame Odalisewas just learning to laugh

intimate friend could draw an inference of the when Pieta's babyhood terminated .
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The end of babyhood for a girl was thebe- night, the sensitive flower of friendship ,

ginning of convent. So it had been with folds its petals before the coming shadows of

Madame Odalise, so was it to be with Pieta. old age and trouble. Whether the mystical

For the men in the colony , there were other surgeon took money as an affection and was

schools and discipline ; education for them operating it away as a cancerous germ , is an

meant not a thing of books, but of swords, inference for those to whom the simile is fa

pipes, and guns ; but for the women, the pa- vorable ; certain it is that the fire which laid

ternal eye of royalty itself - that royalty of the business portion of the little city in ashes

France , who educated himself as royalty in about this time, cauterized away a considera

women, he had provided for the needs of ble portion of MadameOdalise's subsistence

womanly culture in his far off province, by in burning down a building she rented , and

sending the Ursulines to it. It was the same which she was not able to replace.

as a royal edict, that henceforth thewomen of It was Didon who suffered most both from

Lousiana should be educated , refined , and the withdrawal ofmoney and the withdrawal

trained in all the virtues and graces of the of friends. Her nature was not formed for as

trainable sex ; and the Spanish king, not ceticism , and it is improbable, even if the

a matriculate, as the king of France was, catechism could have been domesticated in

had added to the original curriculum , a her intellect, whether she could have made

standard of such high religious excellence, profession of the same resignation to loneli

that it seemed that he desired to make of ness and a spare larder as her mistress.

Louisiana women, more than women, trel- Without catechism , and without an ascetic

lising them into Spanish devotees. nature, she could not beblamed for adopting

It was into this most favorable atmosphere a suggestion ofZombi,which had in view the

for maidenly development that Pieta was frustrating of the manifest (according to

transplanted at the age of seven - to remain Madame Odalise) will of Providence. It

until the next climacteric , takes timefor things to come about, time to

relapse intoarid bigotry after a Maymorning

of baby enjoyment, time for friends to desert
CHAPTER XV .

and funds to vanish, time for resignation

MONSIEUR MÉANCE. and time for rebellion . Time was the com

AND life again flowed in its old channels in modity of which New Orleans never suffered

the cottage. Before time had made up a lack - and if it took Didon five years to

half another sufficiency for a babyhood, comprehend and accept Zombi's solution of

Madame Odalise was well set in her Sahara the situation's becoming more and more em

again — that is , returned to her bigotry, and barrassing, she was notmore extravagant in

Didon to the semblance of it ; and the in- her leisure than place and circumstances per

terior of the dwelling corresponded perfectly mitted . And if she had been more hasty ,she

to its rigid exterior. had not perhaps been so successful..

Some more of the cancer had been re When the old Chevalier de Triton married

moved , and the place was healing according MadameOdalise's mother, therewas another

to the fanciful figure, but the very healing sister in the family who shortly after mar

was a scarred distortion ,which ,added to other ried ; and when the province was ceded to

cicatrices, made the poor organism more re- Spain , her husband, who had more means

pulsive in its wholesomeness than it had been than De Triton (who had no means, so to

in its disease.
speak , only a way, his sword ),was enabled to

As may be supposed, the lady's natural vis- testify his disapprobation by returning to

itors, her relations, found intercourse with France. But he held on to his property, a

so austere a performer of duties whom they wise thing for even the most patriotic to do,

neglected unattractive, and going to her house and instead of suffering, made money at the

no better for dullness than going to a church . hands of his enemies . The property was a

To say that they neglected her would be do- concession on the river bank opposite the

ing them injustice ; they only forgot her as city, upon which an agent replaced him ,

did those other visitors whose attentions are clearing , planting, buying slaves, develop

a convention of society when they are not ing, improving, and making money gener

one of trade : friends like the delicate plant ally , as agents sometimes do, in a manner

that closes its leaves at the approach of far superior to their principals.
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The large tract had by degrees been turned As has been seen , there was no discretion ,

into a vegetable garden and orchard , which no concealment, no silence in Didon. In

not only furnished the market, but which asking for a loan of cabbages and potatoes ,

really was the market of New Orleans. she could tell almost as much as the All

Hitherward Zombi directed Didon's pitying Eye could discover in the samespace

thoughts , and hitherward about the same oftime.

time his unfortunate destiny directed the Long before daylight the plantation's fleet

course of thedescendantofMadameOdalise's ofskiffs would cross the river to the city, and

sister,Monsieur Méance Delaunay, or as he by daylight the buxom , broad -shouldered

was called , to distinguish him from an older young negresses,with their hampers on their

Delaunay, Monsieur Méance, ormore famil- heads, would be calling in their musical

iarly by intimates and servants ,Mémé, and voices the names of the finest and freshest

Monsieur Mémé. vegetables to be procured that day in thecity .

It was a long series of events that brought And as it is a city where to know the good is

the Louisiana episode into the young man's to love it and to have it, at least in gustatory

life. Thathe had prepared it for himself, he things, the hampers were not long in empty

refused pointedly to admit. It was a far ing ; and before the sun was well in its place

different couch indeed, the one he was so as- of business, the thrifty plantation could see

siduously preparing for his young limbs to its rowers and venders laughing and chatter

repose upon, than this low , flat, swampy, ing, crossing the river again , fresh and hearty

isolated, stupid, ignorant, provincial Spanish- for the next task.

French lot, in which he was bid make As to Bomba, thenegro manager, he it was

himself comfortable. But to lie amid the who marshaled the fleet and the rowers before

luxurious satins and laces of his taste de- day, distributed the hampers, loaded thene

mands a certain amount of geniality and gresses himself, and started each one off with

generosity from one's family ; the amount, a good slap between the shoulders and some

great or small,wasmore than was disposable new attractive cry ; for he had a great talent

by the treasurer of his family, who was his for street cries, and sometimes made rhymes

grandmother and also it may be remembered which sold the vegetables and fruit as well

the aunt ofMadame Odalise ; aunt, not only as their vaunted freshness and succulence, -

by identity of blood, but by that far more when the venders returned, he received the

salient kinship , identity of mind , temper, proceeds of their wares and his cries, counted

principles, and other furnishment of the it, and sent the force back to the plantation .

soul. And then he would wait, hour after hour,

That he should voluntarily in exile perpet- in a manner that would cause the old agent,

uate the recollection of the author of it by ifheknew it, to turn in his tomb. Mass

frequenting the society of Madame Odalise, after mass would ring, the church would fill

waswhat his epicurean nature forbade. One and empty, fill and empty again ; had it not

visit had been enough, as he expressed it, to been for the pleasant amenities of his race

satisfy theutmost exactions of his heart,and and kind, timemight have hung heavy upon

his heart had been the member of his elegant his hands ; as it was, he had never more than

body whose exaction it had been most diffi- learned the domestic occurrences of half of

cult to satisfy ; in fact if he had said that his the good families in the city, for only the ar.

life had been in one incessant state of op- istocratic interested him , when his master,

pression under it, he would not have over- MonsieurMémé,made his tardy appearance,

stated the truth of the case. usually about midday, to receive the gross

Didon evoked what she invoked in the amount of the sales and after deducting his

name of kinship - cabbages and potatoes. private expenses deposit them in bank , ac

It sometimes seems as if discretion is the cording to the simple avocations of the gen

great curse of the world. Could God the tleman farmer of those days.

Father Himself be our Charity, our Love, our Bomba's most faithful antidote against

Goodness, if He did not see and know all for ennuiwas Didon, and it may have been his

Himself? If each one knew every other advice that turned her to supplement thesur

one's affairs,could there be so much grief, reptitious cabbages and potatoes of theman

loneliness, and suffering, even in the little ager, by the fully accredited generosity of

river city New Orleans? the kinsman ,
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But he had much more than cabbages and the cottage, that the old lady amused him ; to

potatoes to give. It was this weakness of have supposed any thing else would have

MonsieurMémé's to give always more than been more amusing than theold lady herself,

was asked for, that had contributed to his with her tall angular figure, her limp cling

exile. ing garments, her rapt expression ; her head

The way to the bank passed directly in in the air and her feet in flat boats , as the

front of the door of the old recluse , his rela- large shoes which she wore through self

tive ; and it came about, as much worse abnegation or economy were irreverently

things comeabout in this world , that from a called.

first yielding to impulse a habit was formed ; One afternoon Monsieur Mémé, in a flow

and as a matter of fact, it arrived that four of sparkling spirits toasted imagination.

days out of six , in passing hewould use the " Imagination !” he apostrophized, “ thou

knocker on the door. The first day it was goddess of the godless , thou saint of the un

fastened tight with the rust, and it pleased sanctified , thou guardian angel of the em

the young gentleman to remark how day by barrassed, as Aurora clears the dawn, so

day its joints smoothed under his manipula- clearest thou the half-lightofthehalf lighted ,

tions ; very different were the rusted joints as Flora scatterest flowers to bloom upon a

ofhis aunt's heart. dull, ugly earth , so scatterest thou those little

“ Good day, my aunt !" flowers of thine which render dull, ugly life

“ Good day ,my nephew .”' lovable, etc., etc."

“ All well ? " His friends thought that asusual imagina

“ All well, thank God !" tion had comeonce again in one ofthose crit

“ I thought I would look in a moment icalmoments of social life in which nothing

just .... less than the truth seemed impending. And

To which there would be no answer. so she had to follow the personification. For

“ If you need any thing you know ." the formula at the cottage becoming daily

“ God will provide, my nephew !” more irksome and awkward , the visits had

Constant repetition of the same formula attained a degree of absurd ungracefulness

had worn it down to such facility and celer- unbearable to any one with so fine a sense of

ity that the gentleman's taste in such mat- humor and grace as he, -and yet to omit

ters, and he had exquisite taste in every them entirely was much like condemning

thing relating to social life, suffered and he one's grandmother to loneliness, isolation ,

strove with all the address of his politemind and unimpeded descent into poverty . And

to add to or amend his share of the conver- Madame Odalise, more and more, seemed to

sation . Sometimes he originated that it be taking upon herself resemblances to the

looked like rain , or that he had a business maternal grandmother, whose purse and

engagement and must hasten - but this was whose principles were so rigid ,--and these

all that an imagination usually prolific to a resemblances contended more andmore with

fault on such occasions could contribute. the similarly increasing temptation to relieve

And in either case the excuse was fictitious, himself of a good-naturedly self-imposed

for there are some social spheres which are duty . Then imagination suggested religion

elevated above the petty eventualities of the as a topic of conversation, and the situation

weather, and he belonged to such an one.
was saved .

Every thing, thenceforward ,

And as for business, Monsieur Mémé, after sped as on thewings of love ; and while the

depositing his money in bank, had no busi- old lady in a thousand different delicate

ness more important or engagement more ways, insinuated aids to reflection and devo

pressing than his own pleasure. Inasmuch tion in his heart, he with no less variety ,

as he was a young man of family and for- insinuated those comforts into her life which

tune his business might have been said to be a man would not care to see even a disciplin

his pleasure, and in such a quiet place as ary grandmother deprived of - comforts and

New Orleans after Paris, it taxed his ability , alleviations of Didon's suggestion or inspi

keeping him on the rush , and granting him ration -- and the time approached, agreeable

very little leisure to secure an ordinary com- enough for both of them , according to their

petence in the way of amusement. standards of taste, when they both began to

And this was the excuse his friends made indulge in a hope she that his eastern duties

for him , hearing of his daily devoirs to would be resumed , he that he could restore
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her burnt property in a way that would ap- to open a discussion . His qualities, like the

pear profitable to him but would be so to qualities of any rich young Parisian of that

her .
day in New Orleans, were a fruitful subject

She opened to him the store of her aphor- of argument and often an occasion for the

isms and maxims. He himself was almost display of partisanship. Opinions ran close

an adept in such trifles of wit and words, as to his final merits, and in a viva voce

eminently well suited to his mind, which , ballot - as the ballots of ladies are apt to be

incapable of long reaches of thought, took two voices more or less, would often have

great delight in the short brilliant flights. consigned him to oblivion ,
as an aristocrat

In his coterie at Paris, conversation wasmade of great pretensions and no intellect” or to

of such flights, and the more ingenious the fame as “ a charming gentleman of fortune

antitheses, the more loved and admired the and wit.”

author. As love and admiration were the re

wards not alone of society, but of life for

Monsieur Méance, he made aphorisms and CHAPTER XVI.

maxims, as the preux of old shivered hel
Montagnes zamézoindes, do mounde zoinde.

mets and pierced breastplates. Madame
-Creole proverb.

Odalise did not contemplate her efforts in Mountains never meet, people meet.

this direction with anymore satisfaction than

he did his . Even in Louisiana the recollec THEIR success in turning out the femi

tions of them refreshed him . “ Woman ex- ninely attractive might have been considered

ists till love bids her live.' “ Love is the almost miraculous by those who did not

atmosphere , and hearts the celestial bodies of know the specialty of the Ursuline sisters.

the realuniverse .” “ When beautifulwomen They really seem in their abdication of sex to

die they become roses - or when roses die have retained the power of appointmentover

they become beautiful women,” he never the charmsthey have renounced ,and to have

could decide which were the better or more nominated beauties as other abdicating po

original turn . “Giveme thy heart,” asks the tentialities have nominated chamberlains,

man ; “ Can I give thee the universe ?'' at least so one might think as recollection

answers the woman . “ The stars of heaven presents the long rôle of beauties that have

are the loves of earth," and so on . He in passed from behind the convent grating of

reality thought them as he breathed ; and if St. Ursula, into the little world of New

they were all formed of the same recurring Orleans ; beauties whose celebrity has passed

materials, stars, roses, love, it is because into proverbs, and even into the chronicle of

these formed the staple of his thoughtmate- historical pride.

rial, just as MadameOdalise's material was And as for the interior finishing , the mor

all sorrow , afflictions, crosses, and cancers. als, or Christian piety as they were then

Butwhile she gave him her maxim she with- called , the young girl in the convent could

held his, and although he composed many attain not only education , but erudition , his

variationson hers, he never confided them to tory ,mythology, chronology, and expunged

her . “ Loves are the steps by which a heart literature ; like treasures , they were there

ascendsto heaven.” “ When I look back on administered with a book-keeper'smethod -

my loves, I count them as milestones in my so much given out, so much entered against

life toward the beautiful.” “ Theheart is a recipient. And such were the order and reg

garden in which cupid plants flower after ularity in the venerable institution , that

flower ,” etc., etc. And of these variations should one wish to know one's ancestress'

hemademost effective use in the salons, fre. weakness or strength in any given educa

quented by the beaux and belles of the élite, tional locality, one could find to the day, and

in which, for want of the Parisian sphere, he enumerated by marks of conventual value,

diverted himself by shining. whether the death of Charlemagne had been

Το say that Monsieur Méance pleased is to credited with a good or the birth of Louis le

proclaim that he was handsome- and to pro- Débonnaire credited with a bad mark .

claim that was useless, for as the expressive But recognizing their limitations, the wise

ladies used to voice it in their own way, “ it sisters touched nothing after fourteen . One

jumped in the eyes of everybody.” To say can imaginethe respectable Mother Superior

that he was clever and charming,was always handing the candidate then over to Nature,
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“ à vous, Madame." The first term after the knew men , felt a distrust in her heart of her

fourteenth birthday was the end of the own Spanish confessor ;was a distrustcreep

curriculum , wherever the contestants were. ing into her heart also of those calm , severe

Knowing, as it were,ceased then ,being com . personages , those prospective celestial com

menced . panions of hers, whose elevation after death

It was the winter before the Easter about typified the earthly elevation of their souls ;

which Monsieur was trading the hope with frozen zones above the tropics of the heart ?

Madame, that Pieta's age gaveher education Was ever a saint up there who looked like

summary weaning . Madame Odalise had Pieta , or the companion of a saint?

handed a bud to the convent, an opening “ My child ," she seized the cue of her con

bloom was returned ; a year later and the duct and language immediately , that face,

magical beauty of the blooming perhaps that look must be nullified , no embraces, no

might have been missed . warmth , no emotion, calm , cold denegation

A carefully written report or catalogue of of earthly, firm , steadfast affirmation of

her accompanied her. All the seven years' heavenly , gifts . “ My child ,” looking at her

details summed up in gross amounts ; good coldly and distantly , “ do not imagine that

conduct and geography, piety and chronol- you have only left a convent, you have also

ogy, vouched and certified for. But why entered one. You will find here not only

quote from the report of theMother Superior, the samelife, but a more disciplined one ; a

or even glance at it, why not throw it down life not ofthebody,but of the soul. Thelife

asMadame Odalise did , and gaze in despair ofthe body ...

at the bringer of it ! For whatever of erudi Standing aghast herself, as at some stu

tion or Christianity Pieta possessed , she pendous failure, the girl looked and listened ;

possessed first, last, and most conspicuously her tall form , for in height she took after her

what Madame Odalise had not noticed in her father, seeming to droop, her eyes , the eyes

hurried furtive interviews with the girl at of Tinta , chasing not the bright-winged but

the convent,what the Mother Superior had terflies that flit before the eyes of young

not catalogued or valued -- what, perhaps, all dreamers, but black -winged horrors and

of her educational currency would have been frightening thoughts .

incompetent to value; she possessed great “ The body is the sepulcher of the soul.

beauty. Without circumlocution, asMadame When one looks in one's mirror, one should

Odalise estimated it, she owned a face that say, ' Behold the face of a sinner '; and the

could triumph in a trice over all the virtues more beautiful the face, themore will it need

that a Spanish capuchin could invent in a the correction of scars to fit it for heavenly

year. The girl had had two types to choose beatitude ; the uglier, the more repulsive a

from , and she had not stinted herself, she had face is on earth , the morebeautiful it appears

selected the best, unfalteringly , in each . In in heaven - the more beautiful on earth , the

her own most beautiful youth Madame uglier in heaven. The saints turn in horror

Odalise could not have been more danger- from physical perfection ...

ously , more adorably, seductive. With the text before her , she could have

The mariner whose calculations havefailed unrolled reflections by the hour; the girl still

him , the inventor whose idea has betrayed standing before her, still looking for some

him , the maiden whose letter has miscar- thing she saw not, still seeing what looked

ried, the general abandoned by goodweather, like funeral thoughts in her staring eyes.

the philosopher before theashesofhis youth's “ Pam ! Pam ! Pam !” The cannonade from

manuscript - in short, biography could have the now thoroughly amenable knocker rang

been exhausted and not have shown a more through the house.

disappointing failure of a well laid , cherished A humming bird could not have darted to

scheme than that which stared Madame a flower quicker than the heavy, clumsy Di

Odalise in the face as she stared at the face don darted to the door, and a humming bird

of Pieta . would have shown more discretion under the

The devoted ! the vowed ! the consecrated ! circumstances.

the regeneration ! the propitiation ! St. “ It is by fixing the eyes above ...

Mary ! St. Joseph ! St. Anne ! Pieta , forsooth ! But Monsieur Méance was in the room ,

Call her Rosamond - or Bellegarde- or.... bowing as he had done at this hour almost

In looking at her, Madame Odalise, who every day , Sundays excepted , for three years
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past. Madame Odalise had forgotten the sentences which were piling up like hand

habit, but Didon who never forgot any thing grenades to be used for sudden assaults of

but her churchly duties, remembered it. the flesh and the devil.

The young man thought in his gallantry When the door closed upon the graceful,

that Diana had put on the costume of a con- self-possessed , but mystified Monsieur Mé

ventgirl to play some farce on this incense ance she calmly continued her address ofwel

dried aunt ofhis ; only Diana never had such come, the recipient still standing, waiting

a fresh morning dew of innocence glistening with all her unsatisfied wants in her eyes :

in herwide-open eyes. " regularity , discipline, self-examination .."

For the chaste Diana was never innocent MonsieurMéance proceeded down the street

which was a theme Monsieur Ménace had to the Exchange, taking careful precaution

often descanted upon in the Paris salons be- against the innate maliciousness of planked

fore he had been sent out to the New World banquettes, but gesticulating, ejaculating ,

to recuperate his own innocence. Venus, he talking to himself, abandoning himself as a

had maintained, was the more innocent of gentleman of his inward state of excitation

the two, inasmuch as she had been born and would naturally do, to the confidence of the

must necessarily have enjoyed a time of ab- sun, the air, or any other eavesdropper, stop

solute ignorance, which means innocence. ping to repeat over and over again Didon's

(In the Parisian world ignorance and Inno hurried answer to his hurried question .

cence have alwaysbeen accepted assynonyms.) “ Her niece ! Her niece ! Of all things her

And at best Venus had always been an ig- niece ! An incarnation of love in the house

norant, or as one would say, a rustic beauty. of a saint ! Whew !” he blew through his

Whereas Diana on the contrary had come lips. “ Her niece ! But how ? But when ?

into life in a city , the Paris of the ancient Butwhere ? A niece ! Doesmy family hold

world , and had come into it full grown and indeed a niece ? Oh , my grandmother ! A

full wisdomed ; consequently there had never niece ! Mamzelle Pieta ! Pieta ! Pieta !

been a time in her life when she did not Flower in ecclesiastical stucco ! Pieta ! Oh

know the world (and when a Parisian says piety ! What conceit ! What egotism !

world , he says sin ). What vanity ! She stood looking like Made

Although it came from a young man who moiselle Eve at the first sight ofMonsieur

prided himself on knowing the world of Adam ; her heart blossoming like a lily from

mythology and the world of life with all the her eyes ! What a conception ! What a

goddesses contained in both , it sounded more beautiful conception ! The lily heart of a

like a quibble than close reasoning. But it young girl ! The archetypal flower ! The

was neatly said, and the young men ofMon- archetypal heart ! Pure to an impossibility ,

sieur Méance's age and set in Paris enjoyed and impressionable as St. Veronica's nap

a neat saying almost as much as a truthful kin ! No, faith ! It is Iwho am thenapkin !

one, particularly on the charmsof simplicity A miraculous face, and I the image bearer

and ignorance; besides,their sympathieswere for," he said " life," presumably he meant

ratherwith Venus than Minerva. " weeks. ”

Whatever he thought or saw , Monsieur Notwithstanding his elation and his tor

Méance betrayed it not,butwent through his turing state of intrigue he forebore to ques.

manual with presence of mind down to the tion any oneabout the niece, or even to men

weather excuse at the end. tion her name, respecting not so much the

Madame Odalise was preoccupied , sum- evident reserveofMadameOdalise in themat

moning internal forces, digging internal ter as the traditions of his set,which did not

trenches, throwing up breastworks, storing counsel the signaling the discovery of god

ammunition , promptly making those hurried desses or demi-goddesses, one to the other,

preparations for an unexpected foe with the be they Venuses or Dianas ! But like the

military energy which had recommended her good little girl in the fairy tale, he could not

fighting forefathers. None knew better than open his lips without a jewel dropping from

she the dangers and temptations she was dis- it ; a jewel of an aphorism or a maxim . Atthe

covering in the prospect ahead ofher — it was feet of themost beautiful woman you some

a battle-ground she had been over before. times find the impossible. “ Lilies are the

She answered the young man abstractedly , flowers that spring from a pure woman's,

almost throwing at him one of the homiletic roses from a beautiful woman's , heart.”

9 )
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“ Lilies are the saints among flowers." Whenever they went through the street,

“ Piety ," or as he called it, “ Pieta is the lily the aunt would herself pin over the young

of virtues.” Hefelt that therewasan enigma girl's face the double veil, which has been

somewhere in the lily flower or a beautiful well called the gallant's despair. And while

woman or the virtues, the answer to which she held the young girl's hand, well tucked

should be Pieta - andthesense ofwhich would under her arm , and Didon closed up the ranks

be a mystification to his friends,but he could well behind, according to private directions,

not properly frame it. “ Why is the most she would detail the ever fresh and new max

beautiful of flowers the fairest of women ? ims,which cameinspired by the new vocation .

What should be the name of the flower of “ Guard thine eyes, and thou guardest thy

purity ?” soul.” “ The eyelids cover the nudity of the

He could not keep his mind away from the soul." “ The eyes should be raised but to

nameor the enigma ; it was something like God.” “ The prayer of the spiritualwoman

the entrain of old days in Paris. should be , ‘Make my eyes, oh God , blind,

my ears deaf, my mouth dumb, except to

Thee.' " Madame Odalise had her own par

CHAPTER XVII.
ticular reasons for selecting the eyes about

STILL WATERS. which to rampart hermaxims.

Li zié n'a pas una balisaze.- Creole proverb.
Still, with all her inflexible patience and

dare-sin courage, she did not hide eventuali
Eyes have no boundary .

ties from her sight - in fact, she could not ,

PIETA took the place assigned her in the and, in her despondency, shebemoaned what

routine of the house, and the routine of life. has been the supreme consolation of other

Her serious duty was to be religious ; her women . Even across her moments of reli

amusement, embroidery and reading aloud gious self-abandonment, there would flit dis

the lives of themartyrs. There was no ques- tracting reflections as to the fallacy of the

tion of any thing else, and no more doubt in frailty of human beauty, and she would cal

MadameOdalise'smind about the accepting culate what number of years it would take

than about the administering of her code, before Pieta's veils could be safely lightened

which in its definition and treatment of or removed entirely .

pleasure as sin and of pain as virtue shehad Had she consulted Monsieur Mémé, who

found so admirably adapted to the mainte- was an authority on such subjects, he would

nance of piety. But the Ursulines had an have answered most decidedly : “ With im

easier task than she. The impermeable walls punity, never, Madame!"

of a convent are the only sure retainers of The weather improved its promises , as this

the volatile essences of youth and beauty , gentleman's business suffered a sudden re

and the absence of mirrors, the only guar- laxation, for he found the time not only to

antee of self-unconsciousness ; and the self- increase the length ofhis visits but their in

unconsciousness of youth and beauty is, in terest. Heexerted with grace and ease those

conventual parlance, their innocency. Ma- arts of conversation which had charmed a

dame Odalise did what she could ;her increased fastidious circle in Paris ; and imagination ,

rigidity and asceticism would have taxed the which had awakened at one time such rap

cloistral capacities of not one but a score of turous gratitude for a solitary effort, im .

convents, and her discipline, as she had agination now seemed on the tiptoe of readi

promised Pieta , was of an exalted inflexibil- ness always to drop pics like bonbons into

ity , which not only resembled but so far sur- hismouth . He had not to exert any thing to

passed the girl's school days, as to make make the charmsof his manner and his face

them appear a roseate relaxation in compari- felt.

son . That for the interior ; for the outside The embroidery of Pieta was cross-stitch ,

world, the precautions were minute ; limited that thread and needle heirloom of the nuns;

only by Madame's fears,and they were limited a mechanical affair of counting and copying .

by nothing, for when memory of her own It was as good as bigotry for transforming

experiences of the impishness of temptation into stiff, conventual lines the sweet grace

ceased, imagination gladly extended the pros- fulness of the human body ; it was better

pect ; and the imagination of a saint far sur- than a punishment for enforcing silence.

passes thatof a sinner in devising temptations. “ One, two, three, blue ; one, yellow ; one,
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red ; one, two, three, four, five, six , green .” right one. And his mind became the haunt

What the young girl thought as, raising ing ground of considerations which never

her eye from blue to green, she encountered obtrude but to heighten love with the sus

the animated handsome figure, looking so picion of sacrifice .

virtuously always at her aunt, not at her ; His friends had no need to tell him that he

orwhat she thought as she listened , who can was young, rich , and handsome, and could

tell ? Or in her room afterward , what she not only pretend to,but claim , the hand of the

thought as she recalled it, who can tell ? She best and richest in Louisiana ; this he had

had none of the soliloquial facilities by which worldly sense to know for himself. They

an outsider can penetrate into the inmost also had no need to smile and insinuate about

workings of a young girl's mind ; and her the Chevalier's woodland bride. He also as

convent trained tongue forbade a confession a man of the world knew how to classify the

to Didon,which most assuredly would have pretty idyl about the Spanish waif, the In

been betrayed , and which would have fur- dian rites, and marriage ceremony. That his

nished anotherway, although an indefensible pa ats in France would not only never con

one, of arriving at what must be left to con- sentto, but would never forgive, union with

jecture. There is no member of the human the child of such an idyl, he considered him

body that responds so readily to training as self foolish to doubt. He had theories also

the tongue, or shows quicker the lack of it. of his own, cherished theories, which hehad

Monsieur Mémé's tonguewas franker, not always intended to prove by his life , theories

only with himself but with others. It con- against the enchaining of a young man to a

fessed without reservation that a daily sight of woman ,matrimonially ; and he had a keen

the silent,beautifulyoung girl with thedown- sense of humor, that is, of the fitness of

cast eyes , had become a daily necessity to things.

him , if only to see them rise and reveal; he “ While my ancestors were jousting in

called them eyes of immaculate conception, tournaments,” he said to himself, “ hers

whatever hemeant by that,and whenever he were scalping one another. While my an

thought of them , the necessity to look into cestresses had pages to carry their trains,

them became so keen that it cut away his hers were trooping naked through forests ,

judgment and almost threatened his discre- with papooses on their backs. " This

tion. thought alone should have been sufficient to

He could never resist a necessity. In this extinguish love, but it did not. Love excited

case he did not even make the attempt. He Monsieur Méance Delaunay's intelligence,

not only indulged in the morning visit, but and increased his sensitiveness only to tri

he indulged in it,as hewould have said , with umph themore brilliantly over both.

passion ; for when hepersonally left the cot He not only represented to himself the

tage, hismind remained behind ; still talking ridicule of his position by his friends, but he

and looking at Madame Odalise, still seeing lent them his own wit to sharpen their ridi.

Pieta ; watching her eyelids rise, her lips cule with ; supposing, with the egotism of

count the stitches , her hands thread the the aristocrat, that to all of his friends, to

needles ; and then guessing at the restof the the whole world even , the very name of an

day ; the reading the lives of the saints, the alliance between a Delaunay and a whole,

trips to church, the prayers, the angelic sweet- half, or quarter Indian would be unbearable.

ness, the goodness, the silence, in short, the Unbearable ? yes — but, but, indispensable .

all of her life that he could extract from Indispensable ! so indeed it began to appear

Didon . At hours extremely inconvenient to to MonsieurMéance, and the irresistible force

himself, his necessity drove him to follow of his silent passion became so great that

the ladies to church , or at least Didon , for one day, sweeping away all barriers , it flowed

she followed the ladies ; and like a brigand under the eyes, not of Madame Odalise her

he buried his face in his cloak ,while he stole self, but of one who replaced ocular by

the looks that were elevated to the Virgin , auditory evidence of the fact. Thereafter

and waylaid the sighs that accompanied Monsieur Méance manipulated the knocker

prayers. And of nights, on his way to the in vain , and what he could not deny himself ,

plantation, he fell into an old Parisian weak. MadameOdalise had abundance of firmness

ness, that of window adoration , before the to deny him .

aperture which Didon had designated as the And thereafter for the young girl it must
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have been one lethargy of mass, embroidery , her peep through the window at night to

and mute cross-stitching of " Joseph vendu show her the young man standing there ; if

par ses frères." How much red there was she had not made her understand the sub

where there should have been blue , andhow stance of the reason for his absence, how

many times three and five had been put for could Pieta have found it out ? Can love,

six and two, it would be interesting to find even true love, accomplish the impossible ?

outby reference to the model. The idea of And Didon herself was more dependent

such a comparison as a test of the worker upon Bomba for information than Cupid

never occurred to MadameOdalise ; and what- might haveliked to own. Bomba got it from

ever deviations from the original of color and MonsieurMémé's rowers, and he, when Di

angularity Joseph and his brethren suffered don came to him in the morning for vege

at the hands ofhis copyist, were as unknown tables , told her all or if not all, enough to re

and unsuspected as the deviations from the veal whatmight be all to Didon .

original sample of angularity and coloring When Didon repeated what little she did

in Pieta's own organism . Holding the keys repeat to Madame Odalise, the stem , thin

of ignorance and knowledge in her own face of the old lady looked as if it had had a

hands, Madame Odalise felt as secure as cursory view of hell. It was worse than in

when with her own hands she fastened the the time of the late Chevalier ,not thatMon

back gate against Didon's deviations. The sieurMéméwas so much worse than he, but

cause of Monsieur Méance's sudden exclu- that their own standard, Madame Odalise's

sion was not only not alluded to, but his ex- and Didon's, was so much higher.

istence in the world was as completely It was to Pieta that Didon emptied the bot

ignored as though it had ceased ; only Ma- tom of her basket, to Madame Odalise she

dame Odalise led her little armymore relent- barely revealed the nature of its contents.

lessly than ever, over churchings, fastings, “ Of the world she knows nothing ," so

penances, and novenas, up the slow advance wrotetheMother Superior in her reportabout

of that inclined plane which was to end in Pieta , to Madame Odalise, “ Of men and

post-mortem recompense . women less than when she was born . Her

While Monsieur Méance just as surely re- mind is tabula rasa ; may you maintain it so ."

treated down the plane toward that other ex That was the finest blossom of conventual

tremity where post-mortem punishments are education ,-innocence . Send them a mere

awarded . At least so it appeared. human infant of seven , they restore you an

For the one restraint put upon him by the Eve of fourteen .

stern deafness of Madame Odalise, for the If thenegro rowers lied to Didon it was ex .

one cross that hesuffered, he indulged in ex. cusable on account of the sufferings inflicted

cesses by the score. It was not only gam- upon them ,andthe sin musthave been trans

bling and absinthe , it was not only balls and ferred to the sin account of their master. If

banquets, it was not only love-making and Didon lied to Pieta , and heaven forgive sus

love-breaking, it was not only the thousand picion of such a pious soul, she must have

ways by which relaxed gentlemen resent a had urgent reasons tempting her thereto , or

disappointment in love, it was the million Zombi. And Pieta believed these lies, her

ways which the imagination of secluded credulity growing with her sorrow ; she was

ladies can invent for men to lose soul and only making good the Superior's report of

body. her, and responding to her convent edu

cation ; every thing was truth there, every

thing credible ; a doubt of an orthodox source

CHAPTER XVIII. was a heresy, and Didon was orthodox to a

fault. That Pieta could believe Didon , was
Macaque dans callebasse. - Creole proverb.

Monkey in the calabash . owing beyond question to the eloquence

the Cathedral preacher, who had taken this

IF Didon's election had been certified , if occasion to unveil and denounce the seven

her conversion had only been what it ap- capital sins, and whose graphic descriptions

peared, there would be another nun up in of the world andmen and women in it would

heaven this day. have given Eve in thesametimea knowledge

If Didon had not told her of theyoung man that could not have been obtained during two

following her to church ; if shehad notmade lifetimes in Paris.

E - July .
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Oh the blackness of the world ! Oh the that, she must rush to , with her floods of re

Satanic beauty of sin ! Oh the fragility of sentment and eloquence , “ to send them

human resolution ! Oh the perishability of back , to rebuff them ! With armed men to

human souls !
touch the holy body ofevery Mother Church ;

Theappalling hopelessness of it would have it was, it was the act of a hangman arrest

frightened a braver heart than possessed by ing the mother hastening to nourish her

the daughter of Tinta. But where her children ." Words could not convey, her face

mother had courage she had faith, and in the could not express the scorn , contempt, and

daily enlightenment acquired from preacher anger of her heart, that the brothers of the

and Didon, she prayed with a fervency that holy office of the Inquisition should not have

might have made angels of every gentleman been permitted to chide sin , here in her own

of New Orleans. And from day to day she city. “ Arrested and sentback in the dead

awaited in faith an answer to her prayers. of night by Miro ? By Miro ? No ! by Satan ,

It seemed a year, in truth it was only six by the devil, by the fiend himself ! The an

weeks, since Monsieur Méance's last visit, gels wept in heaven that day, to see the in

butweeks counted by the day are long . And sult passed upon the mother of God ! Blas

it was January weather. Four fair days, phemy ! blasphemy ! blasphemy ! A mother

three cloudy days,and two stormy days, that should correct her children. To save their

is the program then as now for New Orleans bodies from sin , she should correct them .

weather. The fair days of blue skies and But to save their souls, to save a soul from

sunshine, flower fragrance and bird song, everlasting hell, from everlasting hell, what

to make one love life ; the sultry days to is there a mother should not do ? And as.

make one long for it ; the stormy days children should bow to our mother, even ,

to make one despair over it. At least it even as when like Abraham , she raises the

seemed so to Pieta . January is a terrible sacrificial knife even if she asks the

month for the masculine soul and for the blood , the blood ofonenearest ... "

feminine, too, and it is a terrible month This was the way they talked when to

for rowers to be kept night after night in gether, this was the tone of conversation Ma

a skiff on the river until daylight - at least dame Odalise adored. The timepassed .

so thought Pieta. “ Tante Oda !" the girlbegan again after

It was during the stormy days, Pieta sat a long pause, a long stitching of her canvas ;

with her embroidery under the eye of her and again she changed hermind.

aunt. It was a period when the limpid stream “ I hope the weather will change, so that

of a young girl's life was supposed to flow more can go to vespers to-day."

purer under supervision . The hour was the Her great eyes were haggard ; one would

onewhen Monsieur Méance used to call. have said that from looking, looking so much ,

“ Tante Oda ? " they had been unable to close, even if, as.

“ What is it , Pieta ? "
her aunt said , the opened lids revealed the

She was going to ask something she was nudities of the heart . And her face - one

thinking about, but she changed hermind. would have said , that not each day , but each

“ That sermon last Sunday ... did it not hour of six weeks,had been an eternity of sus

seem the true inspiration ?” pense ,waiting, inquiring, anxiety .

“ The inspiration of holy men is the con “ Tante Oda !” she wanted to say , “ Oh !

demnation of sinners. Satan does well to Tante Oda ! The souls, the souls out there,

entice them from the Church . There would can wedo nothing to save them ? The souls .

be, there would be no sin , were the Church in the blackness of the world , to die into the

our home ; the Church should be our blackness of hell ! The souls, Tante Oda !

family , our friends, our past, our present, think of them , the souls of men . And life

our future . At the point of the bayo- is so short , and eternity so long ! And oh !

net, yes, at the point of the bayonet if the torments, the tortures , the anguish ! You

necessary, should webe forced to recognize heard the preacher ! the frown of God ! the

this. Mychild , when Satan holds down the scourge of fire, the hissing serpents, the hiss

eyes , when Satan closes the ears,then should ing sins that have coiled around human

instead " - jumping to her excitable lives, the cries, the groans, the tears, the

point, the excitable point of all of her set, and supplications — too late ! too late and we, the

-start the conversation where one would- saved , to see, to hear, and unable to succor,

•
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even so much as to speak, to look - noteven the I can see the boat go over --Oh God ! I have

drop of water ! Oh !the anguish of the saved ! seen it night after night ! I see them go

Oh ! the hell in heaven ! Tante Oda ! For our down, I see them stretching their hands

own happiness, for our own sakes, let us above the waters , the black hands of the ne

go out, let us go out to the lost, to the sin- groes, the white, white hands of Monsieur

ning - Oh ! Tante Oda ! Let us go this instant Méance, with the diamond ring glittering on

to Monsier Mémé, you and I ! Let us repre- his finger - I see the look in his eyes ! I hear

sentto him , let us implore him to save his the cry from his lips ! Oh to be a saint

soul, his life ! He doesnot know , he cannot then !

know ! I would fall on my knees to him . " How dark it is getting , and so cold , and

·Monsieur,' I would say, “ Monsieur, think of what rain ! It might be such a nightas to

yourmother , of your sisters, of your grand - night ! He is in thecity -- I saw him pass. Did

mother.'— Tante Oda ! Let us pray for him . you not see him pass, Tante Oda, a while

Yes, but let us dosomething also, let us force ago ? -That ugly , ugly river, I hate it !

him to amend ! Let us not sit here day after I am afraid of it. I have looked at it from

day copying little prints with our hands, the convent terrace , in daylight. I have

copying little prints with our lives ; and the seen it at night, peeped at it from the win

men outthere going to destruction, the great, dow when all were sleeping. Ugly always,

strong, handsome young men , the hope of but in a storm !--He will go down under it

the world ! Is it to be a heaven only of and his soul, Tante Oda ! Think of his soul !

women and priests !-Listen to the rain , Tante His young, handsome, brave, strong soul !

Oda ! And look at thesky -- that cloud ! that Better a few more women lost, and a

cloud ! It looks like the anger ofGod ! And few more men saved !"

the sullen ugly earth ! Does it not look as if She wanted to say it, over and over again .

it were full of sin and wickedness ? Oh ! She wanted to say it. It was so poignantly

the dark , gloomy, hopeless, poor world - loud in her heart, and still,,when she opened

It thundered and lightened all night, I could her lips to do somit was always and never

not sleep for thinking ; I could not pray for anything elsebut, “ Tante Oda,the church ,"

thinking or, " Tante Oda, the sermon .”

“ Did Didon tell you, aboutMonsieurMémé,

Tante Oda ? He crossed the river last night.

The more furious the storm , the more de CHAPTER XIX .

termined he is to cross the river. What is

Ça que ti bien feré zaméti mal feré.

theuse ofmy praying for his soul if he is
What's rightly done, is never wrongly done.

going to lose his life ? If the saints would

but keep him from crossing the river ! He The little city went trembling into the

does not even carry a scapulary, Didon says. night, with clouds and rain and thememory

Didon says the water foamsmountains high . of past stormsand hurricanes thick upon her .

It is so black they cannot see their hands be- The inhabitants of brick structures may have

fore their faces. The poor negro rowers call felt less acutely their own littleness and in

upon the saints and the Virgin , but Monsieur sufficiency in a combat with the elements,

Méméonly curses them the worse for not but those who were condemned by poverty

rowing harder. The thunder claps so loud, or their own parsimony to the instability of

they sometimes think they are gone, and the wooden provisions,they could do little better,

lightning, they can feel it burn allover them . these householders, as they fastened their

He is always in a terrible rage, they have doors and windows,shaking and rocking with

never seen any thing like it, and he looks so thehouse, than repeat the exhortation of their

fierce , so fierce they get frightened. Some- intendant, addressed as a consolation , after a

times they run into drifting trees ; one time past devastation by wind and rain : “ Let us

the boat nearly capsized , Didon says. - In put our faith in the divine Providence , who

the name of heaven , Tante Oda ! so cold and will appease our alarmsand remedy the evils

so still ! Do you not know ? Can you not with which we are afflicted . Let us give a

think ? Doyou not see ?-Oneofthese nights last proofof our loyalty to one sovereign by

Monsieur Mémé will cross the river - but he not abandoning a country which we have

will never reach the other side. The thun- conquered and preserved in spite of human

der will clap , and the lightning will flash , - foes and the elements leagued againstus. Let
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us give toGod theproof of ourperfect resigna- pounded into the boat as if to pound it to the

tion by saying with the holy man Job, etc.” bottom ; two of the men had to drop their

The Mississippi surged and swelled under oars and bail, bail for life - as Didon said .

the wind now dashing its spray over the The furious water hissed and heaved about

levee, now sinking into ominous hollows, as them ; and thenight so black, so black ; the

if cowed and quelled under the heavy dis- sky right upon them -- almost mashing them

charge of rain , which riddled and honey. into the river. They ran upon a log - all was

combed the opaque surface. There was no over ! No ! no !not yet. Thenegroes called

sun to sink , for for two days the sun had not aloud on the Savior, the Virgin , while the

risen . A hundred muttering thunderbolts master cursed because they did not row

would break and blast at once , staggering better.

the earth with noise, and shivering the heav That they ever reached the opposite shore

ens with lightning flashes , and the wind was the miracle that always bewildered the

would scream out as if the lightning hurt it. rowers. As soon as the stern touched the

The rowers lay in their blankets under the gunwale, Monsieur Méance leaped out.

tarred cloth awning of the rocking, rolling When hewas at a little distance old Ulysse

Delaunay skiff, muttering prayers, holding lifted up a sodden blanketand pointed out the

fetiches in their hands against the elements ; direction of the negro quarters to the huddled

nodding in spite of their fears, and dreaming creature underneath, who had crossed the

hell-dreamsof the storm about them , starting river and braved death in contraband.

to false alarins, waking to find the reality “ For God's sake,” he said , “ go !" It was

worse than their dreams, and sinking again not the first time that the ferryman had

with African impotence against sleep , into helped a woman of his race to a friend or

oblivion of danger and oftheir master . lover - buthe had never seen so desperate a

“ Here, Ulysse ! Neron ! Paco ! Dalt ! case as this. It must, he feared , be for life

Fools ! Animals ! Brutes !” that was the or liberty .

way the master always accosted them in “ Not that
way !” he called as loud as he

storms. “ Idiots ! here ! are you going to dared , “ the master !" But she fled as if she

keep mein the rain all night !" had not heard him , and disappeared in the

They jumped out of their blankets, over- darkness.

throwing the awning , tripping over their The residence was not far from the bank .

oars, jostling one another in their haste to It stood high up on brick pillars. The wind

help him into the skiff to wrap his cloak raged ,assaulting it with mightand fury ; the

about him , to steady him on his way to the rain ran down the stairway as if it were a

seat in the stern, while he took advantage of gallery. The old negro house guardian lay

the lulls in thewind and the pauses in the stretched on his blanket inside the door.

thunder to vent his ill-temper upon them ; Monsieur Méance stepped over without

making the unfortunate slaves responsible waking him and opened the door of a cham

for losses at club and lapses of courtesy , dis- ber where a fire blazed and wax candles

appointment in love and disgust of life, ha- burned brightly . He shivered with cold at

tred of himself, hatred of Louisiana ; daring the sight of it. Behind him came the figure

the devil, daring sin , daring the very ele- that had followed him from the boat, running

ments, when even to the bravest courage as he did through the rain , stepping as he

whispers, " Go not forth to -night !" did over the sleeping negro ; meeting his

Didon was right ! None but a desperate eye as he turned to cast aside his dripping

man were capable of crossing the river , so cloak .

after a frolic . A soul in immensity were not “ Pieta !"

more insignificant than this frail boat in the Sodden by the rain , buffeted by the wind,

night. but in her convent uniform , her hair, plaited

The boatmen pulled and strained and in two long plaits ,smoothed down the side of

struggled against the current, the effort her face, exactly as she looked and stood the

forcing out shoal-grooves from them , as first day he saw her, when she reminded him

Didon said . The thunder fell over them , the of Diana. Fixing him with her eyes, which

lightning played about them , the waves more than ever were not the eyes of a Diana,

broke over the sides of the boat, the whirl- the daughter of Tinta spoke her words of

pools twisted them around, and the rain barbarous simplicity.
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“ I prayed for you to return and you did to a chair. Her long plaits were dripping,

not return . I prayed for you to amend and even her face, so pinched and blue and cold

you did not amend. I can pray no longer. I where the rain had pelted it, was glistening

have come. If you had lost your life out with water, buthe did not touch them . He

there on the river, I would have lost mine. pushed her in the chair to the fire . She

If you lose your soul, I shall lose mine." leaned her head back against the soft cush

Out there on the river ! In that hell of ionsand closed her eyes ; whether he were

rushing water, lightning, thunder ! Out in the room or not, she could not tell.

there with but one small plank between them Mela , the wife of the porter, slept in the

and eternity ! Out there, unflushed by closet nearby.

wine, unpushed by bravado ! She ! The He called at her open door. Thatwas what

young man blanched ,he struck his head with she was there for, to hear, night or day, the

his hand, an exclamation of horror escaped first call from the young master, Mela , the

him .
daughter of old Mela , the old housekeeper,

She stood looking at him . Had he heard ? and nurse of the old master. The grand

Did he understand ? Had she said it yet ? mother would hardly have insisted upon his

She did not remember. She had repeated it exile except to replace her nursing and su

so often to herself, she could not tell pervision at the other end of the world .

whether she had said the words or only " Mela !” he grasped the two shoulders of

thought them ; she opened her lips again . the half-dressed woman and whispered. A

The wind and the rain outsidewere still half word only is needed when generations

rehearsing their tempest ; the time came for ofcommand and obedience have skilled the

another clap of thunder, another flash of understanding.

lightning . Sheclosed her eyes involuntarily By the time Pieta's eyes were reopened , he

and like a child caught at something during was still at the back of her chair pushing her

the thunder. into position before the fire.

Afraid ! She was then afraid ! She looked around ; thebright fire,thewax

Afraid of that child's play here in the candles ; was this a dream or that other : the

house, and yet, and yet He crossed cry of agony that burst through her lips,

where she was and knelt before her. Her when the night's danger cameon after the

dripping garments brushed his cheek ; he long day's apprehension ; the running

took her hand ; he bowed his head, and he through the streets, finding the boat, the

seemed unnerved, he that had laughed and lying there for hours , with the rain pelting ,

cursed during the storm . the wind blowing, the thunder and lightning

It was then that Monsieur Mémé made his foot grazed her as he stepped into the

proof of himself. He repulsed it all back skiff - was that a dream or was this ?

into his mind , his heart , the thoughts of the He called her name again . It was aston

hell on the river, the shivering, trembling, ishing to himself the controlhe had over his

agonized form under the negro blankets ; the voice, making it say Pieta so gently , so

youth , the purity ,the innocence, the beauty, smoothly, so conventionally . Mela touched

his own unworthiness — and - oh ! the raging his arm . She was still half-dressed ; her

of the elements in his heart ! a Louisiana woolly hair sticking out from under her

tornado in a Louisiana heart ! her love !her sleeping head-kerchief, her arms and neck

love ! her love ! Thrusting it all back, emo- bare. She held two smoking glasses on a

tion pressing against eyes, lips, breast, he waiter, indicating with a sign, the one forthe

laid his forehead one moment against the lit- young girl. The young man made a motion

tle cold , trembling hand. It was so cold ! so with his head in the direction of the river ;

trembling ! and he arose from his knees . the woman understood and nodded again .

“ Pieta !” he said , so natural, yet so unnat “ Pieta, we are both so cold , so wet ! See,

ural for him . Hewas indeed the finished I am shivering worse than you,” and he

actor his friends accused him of being . Even was shivering and trembling as he came to

his face was no longer haggard nor his eyes the frontofher chair.

wan , as they had a right to be.
The liquid was so warm and grateful ; she

“ Pieta !my sister !" raised her eyes to him as she took the empty

And she was so trembling , tottering, how glass from her. It was the worst glance

easily he could have carried her. He lead her MonsieurMémé had to stand. He moved
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away with the glasses ; and though he drew They were the fresh oarsmen whom Mela

an ottoman close to her chair, he sat so that had roused ; the dry, clean skiff she had had

they did not meet face to face. launched from the props under the house ;

It was not long ; the exhausted nerves, the but Monsieur Méance glancing at the sky

warmed limbs relaxed, theweeks of anxious above him , cursed himself for returning so

waiting, the intense suspense, the cries of late the night before - one half hour earlier ,

emotion , the fear, fatigue, and physical ex . and he would be certain . The storm was

haustion ceased ; Pieta slept. slinking away ashamed like the nocturnal

Foronemoment he looked to assure him . marauder It was, the wind and rain feebly

self of it. It would seem from his taste and trying to keep up a while longer their show

characteristics he would have looked with a of violence, the thunder in the distance sul

thousand other intentions. Turning on his lenly muttering threats to return .

heel he left the room .
Day seemed to be breaking somewhere ;

but not there yet, not in sight ofthose brood .

ing, leaden clouds. The yellow river, with

its foam lashings, still frenzied from its mid

CHAPTER XX . night madness, broke viciously against the

Ça on rivé dans semaine quatre zeudes.
skiff, tossing in its way, trees, branches , and

-Creole proverb.
fragmentary wharf wreckings of wind and

That will happen in a week of four Thursdays.
lightning.

The church bells might ring from instant

MADAME ODALISE was opening her eyes to instant, and the strokewould fall unpre

not upon thelight butupon thedarkness ofan- pared ! The cathedral bells were still far

other day ;oneof those days when early mass from ringing when the skiff landed at the

seems being celebrated atmidnight,when Di- city bank ; and as ifthey might ring the next

don had to pilot the way to church with a instant, he sped to the cottage.

lantern, and Madame made votive offerings His grandmotherwas older ,much older,but

of her wet feet and prospective ailments upon Madame Odalise in night-cap and camisole

the altar consecrated to the day. By volun- did not evidence it. The life of a recluse and

tarily assuming the inevitable, and putting bigot ages a woman and debilitates her , as

it to the account of an approving and solvent the young man saw - he had pushed Didon

rewarder, the domestic tribulations of but aside, running to the chamber ahead of her.

a single day could almost support the And the news he had to communicate !

soul in piety, and overbalance any little “ Wait !" he cried . “ Wait !” raising his

discredits.
hand, any thing but that, her suspicions, her

MadameOdalise in her self-abnegation and accusations of him , of her ! “ Wait !" and

presence ofmind, lived nothing for herself; he told her, beginning from the first day, the

if sheenjoyed, that is, if what passed for such first interview , himself, himself, himself

with her could be called enjoyment, she en- coming to the point; here and there going

joyed to such a saint ; what she suffered , she back again - to himself - still raising his hand

suffered to another, and indeed , nothing less and praying, commanding the old lady to

than a divinebank could havereceived such an wait — to pause not to speak , not to say it

accumulation of deposits as she had got into until she understood all.

the habit ofmaking . Heunderstood it so well ! It is only the

She did not need morning bells to arouse young who can understand one another. The

her ; she could easily have roused the bells old see so correctly , feel so correctly. He

themselves , as she was in the habit of rous- understood her so well — the sweetness, the

ing Didon and Pieta . purity , the youth , the conscience, the divine

This was the moment Monsieur Méance conscience ! --And he came to the place again

had thought of, this what hemust forestall. when hemust tell of it, the crossing the river ,

The picture of his grandmother in the early the storm , the— “ I have prayed for you to re

dawn rousing her family for church ; go- turn and you did not return . I have prayed

ing from bed to bed , and finding one who for you to amend and you did not amend.

should be there not there ! One - and he I have come. If you had lost your life out

urged his rowers to pull still stronger , still there on the river I should have lostmine. If

faster.
you lose your soul I shall lose mine."
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How could herelate that? How could any that does not exist somewhere in some

man ? How could he find the voice , the woman as they find out themselves when they

eyes ? And he with all his wit and philoso- once love.

phy, his experience and tact, was young . And when in the dim gray dawn of a

He tried - turned , looked , and flinging him- woman's chamber, with the saints' faces, like

self beside the old lady's bed , he buried his latent spirituality, coming out ofthe twilight,

face in the pillows and sobbed . and a far off devotional taper lighting the

Madame Odalise thought. The emotion , figure ofthe crucified One,when a man prays

the tears had produced their effect. She se- to a woman as if she wereGod, confesses to

lected themildestoffering of her mind . her as if shewere a priest, bathes her hand

“ Shemust return ; she must be brought with tears as if she were a mother, kisses it

back immediately !” as if she were a saint; and when timeis pass

“ Return ! Be brought back !" The young ing, and it is a question of confidence in a

man was on his feet again , his eyes now dry , young girl's purity of conscience and inten

his voice resonant, enough . " Return ! not tion -- and so ofher security afterward - and

while I have life , or she either !" he spoke of this, as if hetoo were a woman

“ Do you mean—" exclaimed the old and when it is a question of a young girl's

lady. awakening in the arms of a parent - or in

“ Return ! I have not touched her - Ihave those of only her affianced husband - and of

not looked ather scarcely - " the affiancing and the marriage --Monsieur

“ Ha !” exclaimed MadameOdalise with a Méance spoke not for himself - he could not

voice as resonant as his own. “ You dared have spoken so for himself - any more than

not !" the Chevalier could have spoken for himself

“ Dared not ! Yes, I dared not ! Not for when he spoke for this same Pieta . But it

you, understand ! Not for friends, relations, could not have been entirely the circum

church, government — No, no ! For herself ! stances and surroundings. It must bethat

for myself ! She came to save ” -dashing MonsieurMéance knew the heart of Madame

his hand over his eyes, his voice failing Odalise before hemade the attempt ; just as

again— " but give her up ? Not while there's the Chevalier knew it when he made his ap

a breath of life . ” peal. And both succeeded ; for they knew

But that was no way to gain the point ! well the heart of a woman was there, under

Hebegan now to tremble that she would all the trappings of ecclesiology, was there,

awake while he was absent, would look for as perhaps only Didon, the Chevalier,Mon

him , would ask , would fear, wou tremble. sieur Méance, and God knew .

MonsieurMéance had never prayed in his The sleep fulfilled Mela's calculations; the

life ; perhapshe had had too little to ask for- awakening,MonsieurMéance's. Pieta opened

perhaps he obtained it without the asking . her eyes on a rectified situation, on the con

Heaven aswell as earth , seems favorable to so ventional world which Monsieur Méance had

young, handsome, and attractive a man. But created in the short space of three hours ,and

he got upon his knees now , and it is ex- literally outofnothing. It wasonly Monsieur

tremely doubtful if he could have prayed to Méance himself who was changed, who was

' his deity more fervently than he did to the unconventional, or rather most conventional

old lady in her night-cap and night camisole , according to his standard . Hewas still sit

prayed with a simplicity and devotion that ting on the ottoman before the fire when she

she could not have matched , and with a opened her eyes, her eyes of the immaculate

frankness that she had never dared. He told conception. Again he knelt in obeisance

her all, all, bared his heart, until it lay at her before her, again he took her hand ; but this

feet as bare as her brother's babe, Pieta , had time there was no restraint — he pressed it to

often lain upon her knees. his lips, " Pieta ! Pieta !” hesaid . It seemed

And he spoke of Pieta. This time, thus too much , even for him , even for the eloquence

kneeling, he could speak of her. After all, that had gained themorning's triumph . But

what he said was mainly imagination on his he said it after all, although it took time.

part ; orwhatis generally called imagination ; When he commenced, Madame Odalise was

butmen cannot imagine any thing about a there ; when he finished, hours afterward ,

woman's goodness, purity , innocence, upself- she had disappeared , and itwas aswell. The

ishness, bravery ,devotion , heart-truthfulness storm ? When had there been a storm ?
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CHAPTER XXI. of a portion of the good counsel ; but, with

Chaque béte -à -fé eclairé pou n'âme ye. his usual brilliancy selected the study of

-Creole proverb. medicine, which he had already practiced so

Every firefly makes light for its own soul.
extensively on the numerous clientèle fur.

nished by the body of old Miracle.

MASTER MASSIG had left New Orleans, as it Entering the school of Montpelier, he dis

turned out, forever . His after career, had he tinguished himself not only by his intelli

given publicity to it ,might have afforded in- gence,which was to be expected , but by his .

teresting evidence as to the stability of the assiduity and docility. He took his degree

philosophy in which he trusted . But likeall with credit, and established himself in Mar

such philosophers, he not only did not offer seilles, as far as possible from the location of

his career publicly , but took inordinate pains his relative. Fortune favored him , in that

to destroy each chapter of his life as fast as it he found so manyof the Marseillais suffering

was finished , thus nullifying any efforts that from the chronic complaint that had afflicted

might have been made to extract from his old Miracle, and their bodies yielded to the

success themeans to success in others . treatment practiced upon him , without any

The ship in which he literally took pas- perceptible difference of color.

sage so arbitrarily, was engaged in trade on Not only the humble but the aristocratic ,

the coast of Africa. The Captain learning of and what wasmore to his purpose , the rich

his acquaintance with the human body, at Marseillais employed him . His credit spread

least of Africans,welcomed the intruderwith until it becamereputation ,and by degrees ex

pleasure, engaged him permanently as physi- tended until it reached the ears of a certain

cian, and was looking forward to a profitable royal personage who, most opportunely for

companionship ,when the Embuscadetouched Massig , had, of all the maladies that afflict

at St. Domingo. Here Massig disembarked humanity, been elected to groan on the

as suddenly as he had embarked , and with as throne, from the sameone that thepoor old

satisfactory a leave-taking .
negro had moaned over on his pallet.

Hesailed on the next ship for France. The The celebrated Marseilles physician , Doc

Captain , for reasons of his own, changed his tor Massig, was sent for. That was the cul

destination at sea; instead of going first to mination. The son of the barber spent the

Brest, he went to Marseilles . Agreeable to rest of his life at Court. He concealed so

his determination of landing at the first port well his origin that no one suspected it ; on

made, Massig turned himself adrift in that the contrary, from the qualities of his mind ,

city . Walking the streets one day endeavor- the nobility always claimed him ; and he was

ing to conjure wit and audacity into bread notone to disallow such a compliment. The

and a night's lodging, he recognized his own malicious observed that the royal patient did

name on the sign of a respectable shop. Pur- not die until the physician had amassed a

suing the discovery ,heunearthed a relation, fortune and secured a title. He nevermar

who, withoutmuch difficulty, found his place ried .

in the family and acknowledged him . For It is related that when admiring ladies, as

the gossip about his being sold on the levee ladies will do to physicians, worshiped him ,

and the romance about his motherwere un- wondering how and where hehad acquired

true, as such gossip usually is. He was in such superhuman skill and insight, he would

reality the son of a barber, who with his wife answer, “ Mirâcle,Madame, Miracle." And

had died of yellow fever shortly after landing. this was the reason why the belief was prev

The worthy Marseilles tradesman with cor- alentthat Doctor Massig was orthodox and

dial kindness forced the hospitality of his pious, while on the contrary he remained to

home upon the young stranger; and after the end of his life the scoffer he was born ,

they had become intimate enough to warrant as the epitaph which he composed and re

advice, forced that upon him also . Thiswas, quested by testament to be put over his tomb

to go seriously to work and abandon wit and will show :

audacity as a livelihood , suggesting, that I lived once, who here now dead repose,

he adopt some profession, such as cupping So who yet live, regard of life the close.

or leeching . Onemoment have ye life's day-feast to keep ;

Massig perceived the wisdom or necessity This tomb is night ; eternity's my sleep .

( The end .)



A SYMPOSIUM — WHERE SHOULD A COLLEGE BE LOCATED ?

T

IN A COUNTRY TOWN , in the gymnasium , nothing can take the place

of exercise in the open air . The freedom of

By Prof. Julius H. Seelye, D.D., LL.D.,of the fields and woods, the exhilaration of the

Amherst College.
hills , the constant fascinations of nature in

HIS question I can best answer by em- the wondrous variety of a country life, fur

phasizing the distinction between a nish the best and strongest stimulus for joy

college and a university . ous and wholesome exercise. In Amherst

The method and spirit of a university are College, according to statistics kept for the

those of investigation. Its aim is the en- last thirty years , it appears that the average

largement of learning. It does not seek to health of a student is likely to increase with

perfect the worker but it takes the worker, each year of his college life.

already prepared for his task , and gives him It is well, also , that the moral life of a

the facilities for the best accomplishment. young student be kept free from the oppor

This fact itself indicates thebest location for tunities and incentives to vice furnished by a

a university . A university will find a con- great city . No spot of perfect purity will yet

stant stimulus and strength in the energy, be found upon the earth and themost secluded

the enterprise ,and the wealth of a great city . country town will have its temptations.

But it is quite otherwise with a college. But these are likely to differ in prominence

Themethod and aim of a college are those of and harmfulness as they do in numbers from

discipline and culture. The college does not those in a great city .

attempt investigation for its own sake. Its
The passions and propensities of a young

sole aim is the perfecting of its students. It man being as they are, I would seek to guide

seeks, above all else , the discipline of those them by the best moral influences in my

comitted to its care — their discipline in body power. I would carefully seek to instill the

and mind , in intellect and heart and will. principles of purity and uprightness until

But the most important power in thewell- these should control, if they could not de

trained mind is its power of concentration- stroy, every vicious impulse , but I should

the power to bring all its resources to bear feel much more confident of success if strong

upon what it undertakes to do. The difficulty temptations could be kept from the young

with most men is, that their energies are man'sway, until his purposes could be strong

scattered and cannot be collected and set at enough to meet andmaster them .

work at will. To gain complete mastery of
In my judgment, the tendency of our edu

one's powers, there needs the most careful cational life will soon demand the separation

training and, unless with intellects excep- of the college from the university. The

tionally endowed , this training is best con- method and spirit of these two are so different

ducted in a certain degree of seclusion. The and they need such different surroundings

whirl ofa busy life, the excitements of a great and adjustments, that the attempt to keep

city, are not best fitted for this work of a col- the two together is likely to injure both. The

lege. By and by,when a person has become best results are likely to follow the complete

well-trained, he can, perhaps, do his best separation of the two, giving to the one the

work in a great city . But the influences scope of the city and confining the other to the

most favorable for the work of a well-trained seclusion and strength of the country town .

mind might be destructive to the process of

its training, as thewind which fans to an in

tenser blaze the well-lighted fire would put it By Henry Wade Rogers, LL.D., President of

out if permitted to blow upon it in the pro Northwestern (Iniversity .

cess of its kindling . The answer to that question must very

The bodily , as well as themental, training largely depend upon the purpose for which

of the student is likely to be better secured the college is established , and the nature of

in a country town than in a city . Whatever the work which it proposes to do.

may be the results of the training furnished A collegeof law or a college of medicine
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may well be established in a large city. The be established in a comparatively small place

students of law will then havethe advantages may now be stated.

incident to proximity to courts where they 1. In such a place the students will best

can see cases tried by able lawyers, and it will do their work , for therewillbe less to distract

likewise be possible for them to spend a por- their attention from their books. In a large

tion of their time in the law offices where they city the attractions of society, the amuse

will gain some experience respecting the ments ofthe play -house, the pleasures of the

manner in which cases are prepared for trial concert-hall, and the many things that are

and legal business is conducted. And in such continually coming up to interest and attract

a city the students of medicine will have the serve to break in upon studious habits and

benefits which come from superior clinical seriously to interfere with a scholastic life.

opportunity afforded in large hospitals. Col 2. In a small place, too, the professors can

leges of law and colleges of medicine should best do their work , and for similar reasons.

be placed in thelarge cities. The largest law 3. Again it is possible to live in a small

school in Europe is established in Berlin , and place on less money than would be required

the largest medical schools are found, as a to live in a large city . And this is an im

rule, in large cities. But I do not wish to be portant consideration for both students and

understood as intimating that law and med- professors .

ical colleges cannot flourish except in large 4. The fact should not be overlooked that

cities, for the facts prove the contrary . One in a large city the temptations to dissipation

of the largest law schools in the United are of necessity many times greater than in

States is in a town of only ten thousand in- a small place. Not only are the temptations

habitants, and the success of the medical more in number, but the possibility of escap

schools connected with the universities of ing detection is so much greater in a large city ,

Tübingen , Bonn, Jena, and Würzburg has that the fear of being discovered has little or

been marked . no restraining influence.

But I take it that the question was in 5. A college placed in a comparatively

tended to apply to colleges of liberal arts, small town creates a scholastic atmosphere

rather than to those designed for professional which is alike helpful to students and to pro

training A college which proposes to con- fessors. But in a large city this stimulating

tent itself with doing undergraduate work of influence is lost .

an academic nature would best be placed A college of liberal arts is in my opinion ,

in a small town . ideally located when it is established in a

It appears that most of the leading and suc- small place near a large city. In that way its

cessful colleges are thoseestablished in towns students may avail themselves of the un

or small cities rather than in large ones. questioned advantages which a large city can

Columbia College is an exception to the rule, offer in its magnificent libraries, museums,

but the academic department of Columbia and collections of art, and at the same time,

College has never flourished to the same de- in a great degree, be removed from the temp

gree that its law schoolhas. And so it may tations to which they would be continually

besaid that in the University of Pennsylvania , exposed if they were within the city itself.

the academic department has hardly attained

to the samerelative degree of prosperity that

has attended its medical department. The President James B. Angell, of the University

largest university in the United States, the of Michigan .

University of Michigan, is in a town of not I UNDERSTAND the question submitted to

more than ten thousand people . Harvard me to refer to the college, in the strict sense

and Yale are in comparatively small cities. of the term . Professional or technicalschools

Princeton is in a small country town. Ithaca, are not under consideration . I am of the

the seat of Cornell University, is a place of opinion that the country town or the small

twelve thousand inhabitants. Evanston , the city is a better place for the American col

seat ofNorthwestern University, is a town of lege than the large city.

the same size . The largest university in The constituency of the college in the large

Ohio is the one at Oberlin , a town whose pop- city is almost wholly from that city. This

ulationmust be less than five thousand. gives a local and narrow spirit to the body of

Someof the reasonswhy a collegemay best students, and makes membership in the body
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IN A CITY .

less instructive and inspiring than life in the cago ,and able men have formed their facul

college which draws students from many ties, they have been surpassed in numbers

places. Columbia Collegeand theUniversity and in influence by not a few colleges of far

of Pennsylvania have during their whole ex . smaller means in smaller cities or in country

istence furnished striking illustrations of this towns. There seems no explanation of this

fact. Parents are unwilling to send their except in the fact that the large city is not the

boys to a large city for college training, and best site for the college,whether it be the best

for reasons which are too obvious to need or not for professional and technical schools .

statement here .

It seems to me that the difficulties of se

curing good results from teaching must be

greater in the college of a large city than in By Prof. Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen , of Colum

the college of the town. The student cannot
ba College.

be so imbued with the enthusiasms and in THERE is a curious confusion in the Amer

spirations of constant contact with his fel- ican mind regarding the terms college and

lows and his teachers. He goes from the university, and I venture to predict that this

class-room to his home, and is almost neces- confusion will last until two classes of insti

sarily drawn into the engrossing amusements tutions, with distinct and different functions,

and excitements of social life, or imbued with shall have been evolved out of the present

themercantile spirit of those who are about chaotic condition. It is a mistake to sup

him . Manifold distractions beset him and pose that the terms college and university

disturb the temper of scholarly serenity or are synonymous; and when Harvard and

divert him fatally from his books. This Yale are designated now as the former and

might not be if he were shut up in college now as the latter, it is not so much a mis

as the student of a French lycée is kept. But use of terms as an indication of the doubt

such confinement is impracticable in the which exists in the minds of all as to the

American college. proper classification . President Eliot of

Not the leastvaluable part ofthe education Harvard is making the very hazardous ex

of a student is received from this constant periment of transforming the old American

and close association with other students in college - which is a secondary and interme

inspiring intimacies of college life. In the diate institution , corresponding approxi

small city or the town the college creates the mately to the French lycée -- into a univer

atmosphere in which the student lives. And sity , in the German sense ; that he is trying

there is alwayssomething in that atmosphere to lift the old college where boys formerly

which not only gives a joy for life to those graduated at fifteen or sixteen out of its old

who have breathed it, but also a certain class,which it had outgrown, into a new one,

scholarly spirit that is never quite lost. In which , as yet, it does not fill. President

the great city the college is comparatively Low of Columbia , on the other hand, is

unseen . The atmosphere is that of trade or trying to restore the college to its proper

manufactures or social pleasures. In the function as an intermediate institution ,

town the interestof the student is concen- preparatory to the higher study of the uni

trated in the college, in the large city his in- versity ; and he is superimposing the uni

terest is divided among many things. versity as a new structure upon the secure

Morally , the student is doubtless safer in a and well-grounded foundation ofthe college.

town, in which he cannot long hide his mis I have insisted upon this distinction of the

deeds, if he begins to go astray, than in a terms,becausemyanswer to the query directly

large city in which he is pretty sure to escape depends upon it. A college which,when re

observation , if he desires to conceal his in- stored to its proper function, would supply

iquity . what in France is called secondary instruc

I think itmay be said with truth that it yet tion to boys between the ages of fourteen and

remains to be demonstrated that an Ameri- eighteen , ought to be situated in a country

can college can be in an eminent degree suc- town where there are fresh air and fine op

cessful in a large city, that it can in fact be portunities for allout-door sports. Thestudies

much more than a localschool. Though very in such an institution are altogether disci

large resources have been expended on the plinary , and require no very elaborate appa

colleges in New York , Philadelphia, and Chi- ratus. It is perfectly proper and in nowise
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humiliating to youths of that age to be under modern sense , and scarcely 'profess to en

the supervision of masters who interest courage independent research or to assist in

themselves no less in theirmoralwelfare than widening the domain of human knowledge.

in their intellertual progress. The surplus They are merely agglomerations of colleges,

vitality which accumulates in every normally with more or less mediæval methods of in

constituted boy, and which seeks vent in struction. Their professed object is to train

rough play and ill-regulated behavior, can be gentlemen rather than scholars. The two

worked off in the country in all sorts of English seats of learning are therefore prop

healthy and natural activities ; while in the erly enough located in country towns, and

city it is apt to make its possessor a trial to they will remain just what they are as long

all with whom he comes in contact, andmore as they are thus located .

over to lead him into vagaries of conduct

that may be a permanent injury to him .

As will be observed,my reasons for giving By W. R. Harper, Ph. D., President of the

preference to rural towns as seats of col University of Chicago.

leges, take more account of the advantages The reasons for locating a college in a city

of the country than of the disadvantages of and not in a country town group themselves

the city. But in the case of universities this about four general considerations.

argumentno longer holds good. A univer 1. The advantages to the college in general:

sity is a collection of schools where thebest (1) Its sphereof influence is thus expanded .

facilities are offered for advanced study and The college has a special work and a general

independent research . It consists in Ger- work. The education of individuals is not

many of four faculties, viz.: law , theology, all it should do . It is intended to influence

medicine, and philosophy, the latter includ- the community in the direction of sound

ing all linguistic and scientific study not learning . It stands for the dissemination of

embraced in the curriculum of the profes- light and truth by its very presence in a

sional schools. There is no very good reason, community. The country college must in

however, why new faculties should not be large measure, if not entirely , lose this in

added in accordance with the requirements of fuence. Even the suburban college practi

the times . In Columbia the School of Po- cally fails at this point. To accomplish this

litical Science is recognized as a university work as it can best be accomplished colleges

faculty ; and the School of Mines, which is must be stationed at the centers of modern

really a School of Applied Science, has rep- life, i. e ., in cities.

resentation in the University Council. It (2 ) The college thus situated obtains the

goes without saying that these schools, in largest constituency. The want of this has

order to keep abreast of the age, require an kept country colleges in the back ground .

enormousapparatus in thewayof machinery, This local constituency of a city (a ) supplies

laboratories, museums, libraries, etc. The a large number of students, (6 ) is composed

medical school, in order to be efficient, has of men whomay be and are induced to give

to be located where access is to be had to time, brains, and money to foster the college.

hospitals,which afford daily opportunities for It cannot be denied that the brainiest men

clinics, and where practice can go hand in and the largestwealth are gathering into our

hand with theory . cities. City colleges will capture them .

A young man between the ages of eighteen (3 ) The city influences the college for good .

and twenty -two ought no longer to need the Colleges naturally tend to isolation and

supervision of the schoolmaster, but needs scholasticism , to narrowness and indifference

rather the strengthening discipline of life it- to practical human life. The modern city

self, which sooner or later hemust encounter life corrects just these tendencies in the local

if he is to reach mature and vigorous man- college. Such an institution must be in

hood. touch with the needs and demands of the

As a matter of fact the world's greatest city , its curriculum mustbe flexible, itsman

universities are all situated in large cities . agement and its intellectual spirit cosmopol

Berlin , Leipsic , and Vienna haveof lateyears itan , vigorous, progressive.

entirely dwarfed Bonn, Güttengen , and Jena. 2. The advantages to the community in gen

Oxford and Cambridge I do not take into eral :

account, for they are not universities in the
(1) This is partially a consideration from
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another point of view of some of the reasons The advocates of country colleges urge the

already presented. Why should we consider demoralizing character of city life. The

the community in determining the location argument is all the other way. A bad man

of a college ? For the same reason that we in a country college finds abundant oppor

consider the community when we determine tunity . The necessity of secrecy cultivates a

to locate a church where the largest number depraved and debasing kind of vice. Such a

of people are and where the greatest help can man can work havoc by corrupting his fellow

be given. students to an extent which in a city institu

(2) A city college always draws a large tion is utterly impossible . In point of fact

proportion of students from the city itself. experience proves that, while in the city one

They settle in the city, form a constantly in- is exposed to more kinds of evil, in the coun

creasing nucleus of educated men , constitute try town the quality and power of the seduc

the salt of the community , lift it into a higher tion to vice are greater and the results more

plane of intellectual life . destructive.

(3 ) The college in a city can get hold of the

laboring classes in a directly helpful way.

(4 ) The work of college extension is in By Prof. Herbert B. Adams, Ph.D., of Johns

every way best accomplished by a city col Hopkins University ,

lege. The highest type of a university is catho

(5) The plant of the college museums and lic and cosmopolitan , not sectarian or

libraries, not to say teachers, can thus do provincial. The nearest approximation to

the largest service to the largest number. the ideal university can be made in an

3. The advantages to professors: academic environmentthat is metropolitan or

(1) They are broadened by the life of the at least municipal. Rural types of university

city , preserved from narrowness and dry rot, life are historic survivals ofmonastic ideas of

brought into contact with business men , education, of country colleges , or else they

made practical. are begotten of an individual, narrow , pro

(2 ) They have opportunities for larger in- vincial, or sectarian spirit. The idea that

fluence. universities can flourish apart from theworld,

(3) They can secure interest in their special far from great centers of life and society , is

lines of work on the part of those who will as false as the whole theory of monasticism .

give money to build up their own depart. Neither men nor students can be properly

ments . developed by seclusion. The hermits of the

4 . The advantages to students : desert were not free from temptation , and

(1) Opportunitiesof self-help for the largest country colleges, from their very poverty of

possible number in the largest possible va- amusements, are exposed to evils more gross

riety of occupations. than those affecting city universities. The

(2) Opportunities to see and hear men dis- most dissipated students are usually to be

tinguished in all lines of thought and life. found in small towns, where there are no

(3) Opportunities to use great public li- concerts, no parties, no attractive society.

braries and museums of art, science, and The sooner country colleges abandon their

archæology which ourgreat cities are foster- monastic retreats or dormitories, and merge

ing. their cloistered life with larger civic life ,

(4 ) As a result of all this the student is whatever the local environment, the better it

under the influence of constant mental stim- will be for public morals and good citizen

ulus, the variety of which frees it from in- ship . The isolation of a country college from

jury to his mind, and which under the guid- its local surroundings is as bad for the insti

ance and restraint of the college curriculum tution as for a town to have no railroad con

becomes an immense force in the acquisition nections.

of knowledge.
The greatest and most successful universi

(5) The larger variety of interests social ties, whether in the ancient or the modern

and intellectual broadens and develops the world , have been in or near great cities .

whole man and thus fits him the better for Athens and Alexandria ; Paris, Bologna, and

modern life.
Prague ; Berlin ,Munich , and Leipsic , Illus.

(6 ) This same variety of interests reduces trate this fact. The strongest tendency of

to its lowest point the liability to temptation . English university education to -day is toward
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London, where Oxford and Cambridge grad- tained in a sheep pasture or in an academic

uates have joined forces in a “ Society for the village. A great city is the proper base of

Extension of University Teaching,” and support for a republic of science, literature,

where the demand for a great secular and and art. Boston upholds Harvard . New

teaching university is every day increasing. York largely sustains Yale and Princeton as

Like Berlin and Paris, the metropolis of well as Columbia and other institutions.

England is already an educational as well as Philadelphia and Baltimore are both flourish

a political and economic center . ing academic centers ; and now ambitious

Professional schools belong to a complete Chicago, with a growing interest in art and

university and can never really flourish in letters, in great libraries and rare collections,

country towns. The best American schools is likely to repeat the experience of the com

of law , medicine, and even of theology, are mercial cities of Italy and establish a great

now in cities. All great schools of learning university of her own.

need materials for work , a rich environment, Country colleges cannot long competewith

a good food supply. Educational institutions, city or state universities in advanced work.

courts of law , hospitals, libraries, churches, They must affiliate or federate with great

museums, art galleries, society, business, academic centers, and thus become organic

capital, enterprise, energy, busy life, easy parts of a higher university system . Local

communication with theworld , these things and sectarian rights must be harmonized with

help the growth of universities in municipal states rights. The national or federal idea

environments. will finally prevail in education asin politics .

Country life and sports are good for college The city of Washington is manifestly des

boys and girls,butthe city university is the tined to becomethe head center of American

place for college graduates,whethermale or university life. With the Smithsonian Insti

female, who want to do advanced work under tution and National Museum , the Congres

favorable conditions and to prepare them- sional and other libraries, the bureaus of

selves for the complex duties of professional, education and ethnology, the departments of

scientific, or literary life . The highest aims agriculture and labor,and themany branches

of university education are the advancement ofscientific work now fostered by the United

and diffusion of knowledge for the helpful StatesGovernment, together with the various

service of man in society . To this end all existing colleges and universities in Wash

the best forces of life and civilization should ington , the federal city already occupies, like

be utilized where these forces are actually to the city of London , a unique position in the

be found. A great university cannot be sus- educational life of a great nation .
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[ July 5. ] for the whole man. The aspirations which

AMIEL'S JOURNAL.
such a book represents are generous and po

ENEVA , ist August, 1853. - I have etical, but in the first place dangerous, since

just finished Pelletan's book, Profes- they lead to an absolute confidence in In

sion de foi du dix -neuvième siècle.* stinct ; and in the second, credulous and un

It is a fine book. Only one thing is wanting practical, for they set up before us a mere

to it - the idea of evil. It is a kind of sup
dream -man , and throw a veil over both pres

plement to the theory of Condorcet - indefi- ent and past reality . The book is atonce the

nite perfectibility, man essentially good, plea justificatory of progress, conceived as

life,which isonly aphysiological notion , domi- fatal and irresistible, and an enthusiastic

nating virtue, duty, and holiness - in short, hymn to the triumph of humanity. It is

a non-ethical conception of history , liberty earnest, but morally superficial ; poetical,

but fanciful and untrue.

identified with nature, the naturalman taken
It confounds the

progress of the race with the progress of the

" Profession of Faith of the Nineteenth century ." individual, the progress of civilization with
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the advance of the inner life. Why ? Be- cult to decipher. What one seeks for in them

cause its criterion is quantitative — that is to is the dæmon , the fatum , the inner genius,

say, purely exterior (having regard to the themission, the primitive disposition — both

wealth of life)—and not qualitative (the what there is desire for and what there is

goodness of life). Always the same ten- power for — the force in them and its limita

dency to take the appearance for the thing, tions.

the form for the substance, the law for the A pureand life-giving freshness ofthought

essence , -always the same absence ofmoral and ofthe spiritual life seemed to play about

personality , the same obtuseness of con- me, borne on the breeze descending from the

science , which has never recognized sin Alps. I breathed an atmosphere of spiritual

present in the will, which places evil outside freedom , and I hailed with emotion and rap

of man, moralizes from outside, and trans- ture the mountains whence was wafted tome

forms to its own liking the whole lesson of this feeling of strength and purity . A tbou

history ! sand sensations, thoughts, and analogies

Catholic thought cannot conceive of per- crowded upon me. History ,too — the history

sonality as supreme and conscious of itself. ofthe sub-Alpine countries, from the Ligu

Its boldness and its weakness come from one rians to Hannibal, from Hannibal to Charle

and the same cause from an absence of the magne, from Charlemagne to Napoleon,

sense of responsibility , from that vassalstate passed through my mind. All the possible

of conscience which knows only slavery or points of view were , so to speak, piled upon

anarchy, which proclaims but does not obey each other, and one caught glimpses of some

the law , because the law is outside it, not concentrically across others. Iwas enjoying,

within it . and I was learning . Sightpassed into vision

Geneva, 11th October , 1853. - My third day without a trace of hallucination, and the

at Turin is now over. I have been able to landscape wasmy guide, my Virgil.

penetrate farther than ever before into the All thismade me very sensible of the dif

special genius of this town and people. I ference between me and the majority of

have felt it live, have realized it little by lit- travelers, all of whom have a special object,

tle, as my intuition became more distinct. and content themselves with one thing or

That is what I care for most : to seize the with several, while I desire all or nothing ,

soul of things, the soul of a nation ; to live and am forever straining toward the total,

the objective life, the life outside self ; to whether of all possible objects, or of all the

find my way into a new moral country. I elements present in the reality . In other

long to assume the citizenship of this un- words,what I desire is the sum of all desires,

known world , to enrich myself with this and what I seek to know is the sum of all

fresh form of existence, to feel it from within , different kinds ofknowledge.

tolink myself to it,and to reproduce it sympa

thetically, —this is the end and the reward of [July 12. ]

my efforts. To -day the problem grew clear to Geneva , 27th October, 1853. — I thank Thee,

me as I stood on the terrace of the military my God, for the hourthat I have just passed

hospital, in full view of the Alps, the weather in Thy presence. Thy willwas clear to me ;

fresh and clear in spite of a stormysky. Such Imeasured my faults, counted my griefs ,

an intuition after all is nothing but a syn- and felt Thy goodness toward me. I realized

thesis wrought by instinct - a synthesis to my own nothingness — Thou gavestme Thy

which every thing - streets, houses, land- peace. In bitterness there is sweetness ; in

scape , accent, dialect, physiognomies, his- affliction, joy ; in submission , strength ; in

tory , and habits contribute their share. I the God who punishes, the God who loves.

might call it the ideal integration of a peo- To lose one's life that one may gain it, to

ple,or its reduction to the generating point, offer it that one may receive it, to possess

or an entering into its consciousness . This nothing that one may conquer all, to re

generating point explains every thing else — nounce self that God may give Himselfto

art, religion, history , politics,manners; and us,-how impossible a problem ,and how sub

without it nothing can be explained. The lime a reality ! No one truly knows happi

ancients realized their consciousness in the ness who has not suffered, and the redeemed

national God. Modern nationalities,more are happier than the elect.

complicated and less artistic, are more diffi Sameday.-- The divinemiracle parexcellence
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consists surely in the apotheosis of grief, the ing gentleness in the sunshine - joy in one's

transfiguration of evil by good. The work whole being. Seated motionless upon a

of creation finds its consummation, and the bench on the Tranchées, beside the slopes

eternal will of the Infinite Mercy finds its clothed with moss and tapestried with green,

fulfillment only in the restoration ofthe free I passed some intense, delicious moments,

creature to God and of an evil world to good- allowing great elastic wavesofmusic,wafted

ness, through love. Every soul in which to me from a military band on the Terrace of

conversion has taken place, is a symbol of St. Antoine, to surgeand bound through me.

the history of the world . To be happy, to Every way I was happy - as idler , as painter ,

possess eternal life, to be in God, to be as poet. Forgotten impressionsof childhood

saved , -all these are the same. All alike and youth came back to me-- all those inde

mean the solution of the problem , the aim of scribable effects wrought by color, shadow ,

existence. And happiness is cumulative, as sunlight, green hedges, and songs of birds,

misery may be. An eternal growth is an un- upon the soul just opening to poetry . I be

changeable peace, an ever profounder depth came again young,wondering, and simple, as

of apprehension, a possession constantly candor and ignorance are simple. I aban

more intense and more spiritual of the joy of doned myself to life and to nature, and they

heaven - this is happiness. Happiness has cradled me with an infinite gentleness . To

no limits, because God has neither bottom open one's heart in purity to this ever pure

nor bounds, and because happiness is noth- nature, to allow this immortal life of things

ing but the conquest ofGod through love. to penetrate into one's soul, is at the same

The center of life is neither in thought, nor timeto listen to the voice of God.

in feeling , nor in will, nor even in conscious Geneva, 18th February, 1854. - Every thing

ness, so far as it thinks, feels, or wishes. tends to become fixed , solidified, and crys

For moral truth may have been penetrated tallized in this French tongue of ours, which

and possessed in all these ways, and escape seeks form and not substance , the result and

us still. Deeper even than consciousness not its formation, what is seen rather than

there is our being itself, our very substance, what is thought, the outside rather than the

our nature. Only those truths which have inside. Welike the accomplished end and

entered into this last region , which have not the pursuit of the end, the goaland not

become ourselves, become spontaneous and the road, in short, ideas ready-made and

involuntary, instinctive , and unconscious bread ready-baked , —the reverse of Lessing's

are really our life - that is to say, some principle. What we look for above all , are

thing more than our property . So long as conclusions. This clearness of the “ ready

weare able to distinguish any space what- made” is a superficial clearness — a physical,

ever between the truth and uswe remain out- outward , solar clearness, so to speak , but in

side it. The thought, the feeling, thedesire, the absence ofa sense for origin and genesis,

the consciousness of life, are not yet quite it is the clearness of the incomprehensible,

life . But peace and repose can nowhere be the clearness of opacity , the clearness of the

found except in life and in eternal life, and obscure. We are always trifling on the sur

the eternal life is the divine life, is God. To face. Our temper is formal — that is to say,

become divine is then the aim of life ; then frivolous andmaterial, or rather artistic and

only can truth be said to be ours beyond the not philosophical. For what it seeks is the

possibility of loss, because it is no longer figure, the fashion, and manner of things,

outside us, nor even in us, butwe are it, and not their deepest life, their soul, their secret.

it is we ; we ourselves are a truth , a will, a Tóth March , 1854 (from Vevay to Geneva ).

work of God. Liberty has become nature ; Whatmessage had this lake for me, with

the creature is one with its creator - one its sad serenity ,its soft and even tranquillity ,

through love. It is what it ought to be ; its in which was mirrored the cold , monotonous

education is finished, and its final happiness pallor of mountains and clouds ? That dis

begins. The sun of time declines and the enchanted , disillusioned life may still be

light of eternal blessedness arises. traversed by duty, lit by a memory ofheaven .

I was visited by a clear and profound intui

[ July 19. ] tion of the flight of things, of the fatality of

Geneva, 1st February, 1854.- A walk . The all life, of the melancholy which is below the

atmosphere incredibly pure_a warm , caress- surface of all existence, but also of that deep
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est depth which subsists forever beneath the symbol, live and burn within me ; I touched,

fleeting wave. proved , tasted, embraced my nothingness

Geneva, 17th December, 1854. - When we andmy immensity ; I kissed the hem of the

are doing nothing in particular, it is then garments of God , and gave Him thanks for

that we are living through all our being , and being Spirit and for being Life. Such mo

when we cease to add to our growth it is ments are glimpses of the divine. They

only that we may ripen and possess our- make one conscious of one's immortality ;

selves. Will is suspended , but nature and they bring home to one that an Eternity is

timeare always active, and if our life is no not too much for the study of the thoughts

longer ourwork, the work goes on none the and works of the Eternal; they awaken in

less. With us, withoutus, or in spite of us, us an adoring ecstasy and the ardent hu

our existence travels through its appointed mility of love.

phases, our invisible Psyche weaves the silk Geneva, 23d May, 1855. - Every hurtful

of its chrysalis, our destiny fulfills itself, and passion draws us to it, as an abyss does, by

all the hours of life work together toward a kind of vertigo. Feebleness of will brings

that flowering-time which we call death . about weakness of head, and the abyss, in

This activity, then , is inevitable and fatal ; spite of its horror, comes to fascinate, as

sleep and idleness do not interrupt it, but it though it were a place of refuge. Terrible

may become free and moral, a joy instead danger ! For this abyss is within us; this

of a terror . gulf, open like the vast jawsof an infernal

serpent bent on devouring us, is in thedepth

[ July 26.] of our own being, and our liberty floats over

Geneva, 17th April, 1855. - The weather is this void,which is always seeking to swallow

still incredibly brilliant, warm , and clear. it up. Our only talisman lies in that con

The day is full of the singing of birds, the centration of moral force which we call con

night is full of stars - nature has become all science , that small inextinguishable flame of

kindness . which the light is duty and thewarmth love.

For nearly two hours have I been lost in this little flame should be the star of our

the contemplation of this magnificent spec- life ; it alone can guide our trembling ark

tacle. I felt myself in the temple of the In- across the tumult of the great waters ; it

finite, in the presence of the worlds, God's alone can enable us to escape the temptations

guest in this vast nature. The stars of the sea, thestormsand themonsters, which

wandering in the pale ether drew mefar away are theoffspring of night and the deluge.

from earth . What peace beyond the power Faith in God, in a holy, merciful, fatherly

of words, what dews of life eternal,they shed God, is the divine ray which kindles this

on the adoring soul ! I felt the earth float- flame.

ing like a boat in this blue ocean . Such How deeply I feel the profound and terri

deep and tranquil delight nourishes the ble poetry of all these primitive terrors from

whole man - it purifies and ennobles . which have issued the various theogonies of

Geneva , 21st April, 1855. — I have been the world , and how it all grows clear to me,

reading a great deal : ethnography, compar- and becomes a symbolof the one great un

ative anatomy, cosmical systems. I have changing thought- thethoughtofGod about

traversed the universe from the deepest the universe ! How present and sensible to

depths of the empyrean to the peristaltic my inner sense is the unity of every thing !

movements of the atoms in the elementary It seems to methat I am able to pierce to the

cell. I have felt myself expanding in the in- sublime motive which, in all the infinite

finite, and enfranchised in spirit from the spheres of existence, and through all the

bounds of time and space, able to trace back modes of space and time, every created form

the whole boundless creation to a point reproduces and sings within thebond of an

without dimensions, and seeing the vast eternal harmony. From the infernal shades

multitude of suns, of milky-ways, of stars, I feel myself mounting toward the regions

ofnebulæ , all existent in the point. of light ; my flight across chaos finds its rest

And on all sides stretched mysteries , mar- in paradise. Heaven , hell, the world , are

vels, and prodigies, without limit, without within us. Man is the great abyss.-- From

number, and without end. I felt the unfath- the “ Journal Intime ” of Henri-Frédéric

omable thought of which the universe is the Amiel.

F -July .



THE DISAGREEABLE TRUTH ABOUT POLITICS.

BY GEORGE HEPWORTH .

T

HE fact thatwe are living under a gov- uation. The people are indeed King, butthe

ernment, republican in form , excites monarch sleeps most of the time, and the

a degree of gratitude which is not dis- power behind the throne runs the empire to

turbed by the consciousness that it is merely suit himself. It is not the King , but the

a form and not a reality . King's bosses, whom I criticise with " a rod

Our theory is well -nigh perfect, butmany in mymouth.”

ofour practices would be better if we should You would be more nearly correct if you

put a live coal under them and fan it into a were to say that the peoplealways can beand

blaze . should be masters. The changed assertion

Permit me to illustrate by referring espe- covers sarcasm , hides a disagreeable insinua

cially to New York State, with whose affairs tion of negligence.

I am more intimately acquainted . If I seem In some great emergency, and when thor

to be invidious in the choice, you can safely oughly roused, the people have their own

lay the flattering unction to your soul that way. So does a landslide, an earthquake, a

ex uno you can discere omnes. New York is cyclone. At such times popular indignation

neither better nor worse than other states, becomes frenzy . The plans of wily politi

butwhen engaged in the work of vivisection, cians are torn to shreds and tatters, this man

one victim will serve the purpose of many. is wrenched from his office, that man is ar

Orators tell us in glowing periods that our rested for malfeasance, the other man packs

representatives represent us in Albany. It his gripsack , gives vent to his remorse_at

is a flattering generality, an effervescent being found out - and takes the next train for

metaphor, and a figment of the imagination . Canada. In such contests the people are al

If they had an ordinary regard for the truth , ways victors. Their " grained ash an hun

and less ambition to win the applause of dred times hath broke, and scared themoon

groundlings- and, incidentally , " cakes and with splinters .”

ale " —they would say bluntly that the chief The spectacle of a puissant multitude

purpose of our representatives is to mis- clamoring for honesty in high places and

represent us. wreaking a righteous vengeance on rogues,

It may be a hard saying ,but it must sooner pilferers , and conspirators , would seem to be

or later come from the lips of someone, that very impressive,but I am justcynical enough

politics is nowadays a business, a trade, a to think it amusing. These expressions of

profession . The end in view is not the wel- popular feeling are merely ebullitions,spring

fare of the masses , but the personal advan- tides, freshets. They show what the people

tage of the office-seeker. His opinionsare, ought to do all the time, and suggest thepa

in the great majority of instances, a mercan- thetic and painful truth that they never do

tile commodity , for sale to any one who has them unless they are exasperated beyond the

use for such wares. His vote is also in the pointof endurance. If this Jove-like thun

market, purchasable by lobbyists who have derbolt mood could be prolonged, weshould

large axes to grind. have a paradise on this side of the Canadian

In a word, politics is not patriotism adul- line, while on theother therewould be a good

terated with deviltry , but deviltry with a sized sheol.

slightadmixture of honor and honesty. But themasses are capricious. We-- for I

There are somemen in public lifewhowear am one in the great aggregate - swing from

their hearts on their sleeves ; there are others extreme violence to utter indifference ; we are

who have no use for an intrusive conscience. either insane with excitement or in a condi

The former will receive my statements more tion of coma. The athletic exercise neces

in sorrow than in anger ; the latter will be- sary to the performance of our whole duty ,

come indignant because they are guilty . taxes our resources so severely thatwe in

But you tell me, and with becoming pride, dulge in it only once in twenty years, and are

that the people are always master of the sit- then so exhausted thatwerequire a long rest.
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The politician - shrewd rogue - is acquainted It is a crisis of dramatic interest. If they

with that peculiaricy . When, therefore, the play their game well, they win it, and the

people become restless, when Vesuvius citizens'movement becomes a roaring farce.

belches forth smokeand cinders, he suddenly They take charge of all executivework , and

changes to a monk as his prototype did when begin to organize. From that moment you

he was sick . That is to say, he is the first see a perfect machine, that of the enemy,and

to cry, “ Stop thief!”' From a spoilsman a ramshackle machine, that of the reformers ,

soaked to the reeking point in all conceiva- opposed to each other. The next step is a

ble and inconceivable rascality , he suddenly peculiarly interesting one.

turns patriot and hypocrite, and obstreper These so -called leaders of the reform move

ously demands reform . ment have been waiting for just this oppor

When one line of business ceases to pay, tunity. It has come, and they propose to

he changes his tactics and has a new line of work it for all it is worth . They , therefore,

goods for sale . He leads the party that begin at once - to lay plans to secure honest

would build barricades in thenameof liberty, government? You dear innocent soul,will

equality , and his ownpocket --and more than you kindly remember that you are not living

probably, he will play the unsuspecting peo- in Paradise? What care these adventurers ,

ple so shrewdly that in the end he may be with empty wallets and brazen impudence,

appointed to the very place - as a white for the people ?

winged reformer — which he tried in vain to They have suddenly acquired a degree of

purchase corruptly when he was a raven- political influence. Their sole object is to

winged rogue. sell out the citizens' movement for their own

I hate these so-called citizens' movements , personal advantage. To this end they open

because such creatures as I have described negotiations and make deals with the enemy.

are the only ones who benefit by them . There They have something to trade with, and ask

is nothing more pitiful or pathetic than such a good price for it.

a movement, flying aloft the banner of honest Thereformers,meanwhile,think every thing

government. It is generally little better than is going on swimmingly . . They dream of a

a ghastly burlesque. Of course , like the ter- greatmoral uprising. That is what they in

ritory to which we hope never to emigrate , it augurated, and what they have paid their

is paved with good intentions. The loyal money for. The city is to be wrested from

and true,a multitudeofpure-hearted citizens, foul fiends, and given into the hands of high

who inaugurate the movement, are beyond minded , honorable , pure-hearted citizens.

the reach of criticism . Their motives and What would they say if told that their

plans are redolent of sanctity . They are reform leaders , organizers, were at that

crusaders bearing shields untarnished by dis- very moment in conference with the “ foul

honor, and wielding swords which havebeen fiends” under cover of secrecy, and driving a

consecrated at the altar oftruth and honor. mighty hard bargain in the hope ofgetting

They see at a glance, however, or as soon something more than the forty pieces of

as the movement begins to take practical silver? These leaders can emasculate the

shape, that they constitute an untrained new movement by the process in which they

crowd, while they are face to face with a are expert and will do so the moment they

thoroughly disciplined opposition. Organi- hear the jingle of gold or get the promise of

zation , therefore, is necessary . But they are perquisites.

all novices in such work, know nothing about Thusyou see that the thunder of your pop

it. They are willing to give money freely, ular uprising is all tin thunder, theatrical

and as much of their time as business en- thunder , and its lightning never strikes, at

gagements will allow , but these are all they least not often . What kills your cause is care

have to give. fully kept out of sight. When the polls are

The moment they look about for organi- opened, the first bulletins announce that the

zers, leaders,men of experience in handling fight goesmerrily on . “ Beware ! Takecare !

a campaign, this group of old stagers , who She's fooling thee .” There is scurrying to

have kept well in the background, properly and fro. Strong men meet, shake hands,

disguised as modest citizens ready to surren- congratulate each other, and stupidly declare

der their all - even their principles - for their that it is as easy to reform the government

country, volunteer their services. as to turn your hand over. High spirits are
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rampant and expectancy is on tiptoe. How Tiber in 't," and the nameless convivialities

your nerves tingle because your native city and pleasures which he schedules as neces

is to be redeemed ! saries of life . Salary, therefore, is no allure

The next news is that the cause of reform ment. His object must be either to serve his

is positively carrying all before it. Samson's country for sweet virtue's sake, or - some

hair, shorn by the Delilah of indifference, thing else .

now hangs about his shoulders , and the old Our candidates are generally men of small

fellow is doing wonders . Sound the loud means. We hope they are patriots , but we

timbrel, bring out your harp of a thousand know they are poor. That they too fre.

strings ! quently dispose of their patriotism in order to

Later on , at about one p. m ., some slight allay the pangsof their poverty, is a question

doubts fly through the air like dust. At not to be discussed by the initiated . If we

three o'clock there is so much dust you can- follow them with ordinary powers of observa

not see, and at nightfall comes the astound- tion , wediscover that ifthey carry both their

ing truth that, well, that unforeseen circum- patriotism and their poverty to the Legisla

stances occurred, some trick of theopposition ture, they are likely to come home without

suddenly assumed formidable shape, and in either. The patriotism has been exchanged

spite of the efforts of your leaders ,thevictory for the means to pay off a mortgage or buy a

at the last moment fell into the hands of the corner lot.

other party . You ask , How do these poor creatures suc

Thebald ,hard , stern ,and brutaltruth is,you ceed in obtaining office ? There's the rub.

have been deliberately sold out. You are the The good and wealthy neglect their duties .

innocent victimsof schemers who dug your There is the secret of all the infamy with

grave while you were looking on, and drew which weare saddled . The fault is ours, and

from your own wallets the cash with which ours alone. We do not want office ; they do.

the spades were bought. They have buried Wecannot make money out of it, because

you , with the apology of a hypocrite on their conscience and self-respect restrain . They

lips, and you did not even know that you can and do make money, have a thousand

were being gulled and swindled . opportunities, and, if shrewd, avail them .

So much for citizens' movements in gen- selves of every one. To us it is a bore ; to

eral. There are exceptions, but they are so them it is a bonanza. We refuse to do our

few that they only serve to make the rule public duties,are too busy, have other things

conspicuous. to think of. They make politics their trade,

Now supposewefollow the natural or rather and go into it with the purpose of getting a

the unnatural history of an election for the living. We have, therefore, no right to com

choice of Assemblymen . plain. If the present condition of affairs is

I am quite within the limits of conservative criminal, it is our fault. If we are harassed

statementwhen I say that if the newspapers by oppressive laws, if the treasury is looted,

can be kept quiescent, a majority vote in the if robbery is rampant, we need not waste

Assembly is not difficult to purchase. The time in swearing at the thieves ; it were bet

press is very much more feared in Albany ter to swear at ourselves.

than either the Lord or the devil. It is not The public, for example, never attends a

conscience but the newspaper correspondent primary meeting , and yet that meeting is as

who whips our lawmakers into line, and important and as decisive as the first ten yards

either forces them to be half decent or to which a bullet travels on its way to the tar

cover up their trackswith unusual care . The get. Well, if the best citizens refuse to go,

terrors of the Day of Judgment are as nothing then the worst citizens will take their places,

ir comparison with the terrors of a scathing, “ fusty plebeians," and give complexion to

blood-curdling, truth -telling editorial. Sup- the approaching campaign.

press the newspapers, and you would have in A primary meeting has come to be a gath

the Legislature a first-class sheol of which ering ofmen , each ofwhom is the happy pos

his sulphurous majesty would have a right sessor of a pull. The object of the meeting

to be proud. is to sell these pulls for a price. They are not

The pay of an Assemblyman, fifteen hun- necessarily exchangeable for money, though

dred dollars, will hardly cover his bill for they frequently have a market value of that

cigars, “ hotwinewith not a drop of allaying kind, but they are always worth something,
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an office , a compromise, a concession , or a dient servant of theman who has a bill with

position for a henchman. a job in it which hewants to get through.

It is as safe as it is painful to assert that Corporations whose interests can be inter

regard for the interests of the dear public fered with by adverse legislation find it easier

does not intrude upon those deliberations. to pay than fight. A simple law may seri

Dicker is called discussion, and arguments ously handicap them . The knowledge of

for honest officials stand for personal de- that fact is a bonanza to our ideal patriot.

mands. There is some eloquence with a He" strikes," as it is called , that is to say ,

motive- a very interesting display of tactics, he threatens to bring in a measure which will

pipe-laying galore, and pandemonium inde- knock the corporation into kindling wood.

scribable. The sole object is to grab,and the What is to be done? Before they can right

candidates are chin deep in pledges. the wrong, they will be ruined. Their only

Then this meeting of free-born American course is to prevent the passage of this

citizens adjourns, the name of the successful menacing bill. This is very easily accom

trickster is announced with “ acclamations plished. The striker is sent for, a conference

hyperbolical," and the curtain rises on the followsbeyond the reach of intrusive ears , a

next act, sum - not a bribe ! but a token of personal

Why was that particular candidate chosen ? esteem , a mark of appreciation - is agreed

Well, he was the most “ available " man, a upon , placed in the horny palm of your hon

word which , like charity , covers a multitude est representative,and the disaster is averted .

of sins. Being interpreted, it means that he Such is the stress of circumstances, for

can control this or that class of voters, or is many times it is a matter of life and death ,

anxious for the position and willing to sup- that the corporation cannot help themselves.

ply funds with which to persuade the waver. It is literally the only way out. But, you

ing . If you shrug your shoulders and ask say, the legislator's conscience ? Well, it is

why someprominent citizen was not chosen, a minus quantity. He is simply doing bus

the answer is that a man who has scruples is iness on business principles, that is all.

not “ available .” Well-known ability, un This is one instance. Time is too short

impeached integrity, are the worst and last to adduce all which occur to me.

qualifications for a man who seeks office. And now you ask me if there is a remedy

What is needed is a man who can be used ; for this fathomless evil. Assuredly. Other

none others need apply. wise, let us invite some czar to rule over us

Now then the candidate is elected to serve and have done with it.

in the Assembly . To support himself at Al Our difficulty is that we have a govern

bany and his family at homeon his slender ment which ought to rest evenly on the

income from the state, is an impossibility . shoulders of all good citizens, but which

need not waste your sympathy on really rests on the shoulders of a few rogues

him . If he is " a glib and slippery creature” and pilferers. In private life, we attend to

he will make both endsmeet and something our business personally , and watch its prog

more. He has a “ place of potency ,” and ress with solicitude ; our public business

unless the press hammers him , will wear we do by proxy , let any one who chooses at

good clothes and pay off a mortgage. One tend to it, and make no complaint, provided

such said recently to a newspaper reporter, can escape the irksome service. In pri

and there were tears of genuine sorrow in his vate life, our ambition is to do every thing

voice , “ You have pounded these bills so ourselves ; in our life as citizens, our chief

furiously that there is no money in them for object is to do as little as may be, and, if

me. I am almost sorry I came.” possible , nothing .

How can he make money ? Why, good Then we growl and grumble because we

sir, he must make it. That is what he is are misgoverned, want massmeetings called

there for. Heis simply plying his vocation. as protests , and fail to attend them when

Politics is his trade, and by his trade he they are called.

hopes to make his penny. When honesty is indifferent, rascality

The opportunities are many and various. flourishes. If, therefore, rascality flourishes

Thechance of detection is not worth consider in your district, it is safe to say that you

ing. With " soaring insolence” hemagni- have neglected your duty and the rogues

fies his office , preys on the lobby, is the obe- have simply taken advantage of the fact.

But you
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BY THEODORX TEMPLE.

WROTE lastmonth ofwhat lies before a the obstacles and the hardships in the path

country boy who goes to town in search of a farmer's boy were vastly greater and

of fortune. The career of Horace Gree- more numerous than they are now . Those

ley affords a practical illustration and a were the days before railroadsand telegraphs.

profitable example of what one country boy Travel was by stage coaches, —the progress

who went to a great city was actually able to was slow , and the fare was high. Thenum

accomplish against obstacles to his progress ber of books in possession of the people was

which seemed well-nigh insurmountable. small, and even the number produced was

Horace Greeley was born eighty years ago not great. Of books for boys specially there

last February, on a farm at Amherst in New were very few ; you could count them on the

Hampshire . It was a very small farm , of fingers of your hands. Bunyan's Pilgrim's

fifty acres only , situated four or five miles Progress was one of the chief of these, and

from the village, and was made up of some the little Horace read it again and again with

of the poorest and hardest land to till in the absorbing and never diminishing interest.

whole township . It was either rocky and He also read the Bible through from Genesis

uneven , or moist and boggy. Only by to Revelation. The other books within his

arduous and persistentlabor could the family reach were mostly of a sort from which the

wring a scanty living out of its thin soil. The boys of to-day would turn asdull and dreary.

plow had to be driven cautiously to escape At that time, too, and in the country

the rocks and stones which lay everywhere more particularly, the artificial light obtain

around . Horses were few in the New Eng- able at nightwas poor. It was furnished by

land of those days, and oxen toiled over the home-made tallow candles or by pine knots.

rugged fields. Horace began to assist in Kerosene did not comeuntil fifty years after,

the work of the farm almost as soon as he and gas had only been introduced , experi

could walk . Before he could talk well enough mentally, in a few streets of London,at about

to articulate the longer words,he could read ; the time of his birth . It was not used in

and between reading and study and doing Boston until 1822 , or New York until 1827 ,

chores, he was always busy. As the family and in Philadelphia until 1835. In theGree

was large, there being seven children, of ley household at Amherst, so scanty were its

whom he was the third in age, work was means of subsistence, Horace had only the

forever ready for his childish hands in that light of pine knots by which to read after

straitened household . He had to feed the dark ; and evening came early in the New

chickens, drive the cows to pasture, draw Hampshire winters. Hence he took care to

water, and fetch wood, and assist in many cut and keep on hand an ample supply of the

ways in the tilling of the farm . Yet he found knots. Lying down by the huge kitchen

time to read every book in his father's little fireplace , he could read and study by their

library, or which could be borrowed from the flaming light; for when the weather was cold

supply of the neighborhood ; for everybody there was no warmth in the wooden farm

findstimeforwhathe is eager and determined house amid the bleak hills except close by

to do. The difficulty is in finding time for the blazing logs.

what you don't want to do. This farmer's Hehad learned to read without regular in

boy had no more time than anybody else. struction ,probably under the frequently inter

The day had the same number of hours for rupted tuition ofhis mother, who was a great

him as it had for other boys ; but itgave him reader herself of the few books which came

time enough for farm work and for study. If to her hands. He first went to a district

he had been lazy , the case could have been schoolwhen he was three years of age, but

different. He could not have found time for before that time he had picked out words in

either. the Bible , When hewas old he used to say

In 1811, when Horace Greeley was born thathe could not remember the timewhen he

among these New Hampshire hills and rocks, could not read . The school-house was a little
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were over.

building of one story and one room , a sort of in those days to direct and help him in his

inclosed shed only , rough and unpainted, home study. It could not have existed at

standing at the cross-roads, unprotected all seventy years ago. The facilities for com

and unshaded by trees. Hither the little munication were not many and rapid enough .

Horace eagerly trudged through the snow as Books cost too much and were too hard to get.

soon as his breakfast and his morning chores Postagewas high, the mail routes were few ,

When the drifts were too high and the mails slow . Letter writing was in

for him to push his way through,then one of frequent ; the increase in the number of let

his aunts would carry him on her shoulders, ters posted was small ; between 1800 and 1830

or perhaps one of the bigger boys would help it did not keep pace with the growth of the

the little tow -head along the road ; but even population of the Union. The amount of

with such aid the journey to school on these money in circulation was comparatively lit

biting winter days was hard work forman or tle, business in the country being done

child . Sometimes children would be lost in chiefly by barter. Garments for the farmer's

the drift and frozen to death . The log fences family weremade from homespun cloth and

along the road would be invisible under their were fashioned by the handsofthe mother of

cloak of snow . The winter also took up more the household . Fresh meat was a dainty

than one-third of the year, and summer came confined to the season of the killing ofhogs

almost before the snow was melted in the or when a calf or an old cow or ox was

shaded places and upon the high hills. slaughtered. The supply of poultry even was

By the rules of the school the youngest of not great , and gardening was rude as com

the pupils sat nearest the fireplace, in which pared with what it is now . Few boys in the

great logsburned, and,therefore, Horace soon Union to -day, no matter how poor, fare as

warmed his toes, butsoon after thatwas done badly as Horace Greeley fared when he was a

he wished he was farther away from the boy on the New Hampshire farm . Self

fire ; for while those at a distance were too denial, severe labor, the humblest of living ,

cold, thosenear by were too warm . Hestudied fell to his lot. No hod-carrier, no street

the English Reader, geography, arithmetic, cleaner, works harder than he worked , and

and spelling. He also learned to write, the none has food as poor and plain as that with

teachermending his pen ; for those were the which the youth of this great man was nour

days of quill pens only. Steel penswere first ished. Hewas, too , a boy who was by no

introduced into England at about that time, means physically strong.

but they did not come into general use until When hewas only ten years old his father

long after . Of writing he made a bad fist, was utterly broken financially , the homestead

and he was a poor penman always. In the was sold for debt, and the Greeley family

later days when he became a great editor, removed to West Haven in Rutland County,

only a printer accustomed to his hand-writing among the Green Mountains of Vermont.

could set up his manuscript without losing Here Horace, his brothers, and his father had

half his time in trying to decipher it. But of to put their hands to the task of clearing a

spelling he was always a master. He could farm . Horace also took outside jobs, and by

out-spell every boy and girl in school ; when the closest economy was able to save a little

the minister of the village tried to pick out money, even often after giving nearly all his

words from the Bible with which to puzzle earnings to his father. The entire family

the boy, hehad to give up the attempt as a wore only the coarsest homespun , butternut

failure, for Horace had already by himself dyed, and made up by the ever-toiling

tackled every hard word in the Book . His mother . Horace's shirt was of tow of the

avidity for knowledge and his industry in same shade as his hair ; hewent barefoot in

acquiring it were so remarkable that a neigh- summer and wore cow -bide shoes in winter.

bor offered to send him to the academy of a Mr. James Parton estimates that during the

town not far distant ; but both his parents whole period ofhis childhood, up to the time

and he himself were too proud to accept the when hecameof age, not fifty dollars in all

favor. Moreover the family were poor, and were expended on his dress.

Horace must get to steady and uninterrupted Fortunately he had the opportunity of go

work as soon as possible. ing to school during three winters at West

Hecould not afford the luxury of an educa- Haven . Here, also , he out-spelled every com

tion, and there was no Chautauqua system petitor ; and when once, and once only , he

1
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missed a word, it was long before he got over Horace turned in to work, as usual, for the

the mortification. Then and afterward he family was desperately poor. At length, in

was likely to look as if his attention was order that hemight do more for them , he got

away from what went on around him , as if work at his trade in a printing office of Erie ;

his wits were wool-gathering ; but whoever but it was hard to find employment, so

thought to catch him nappingmade a sad rustic was his speech and so uncouth his gar

mistake, for nearly nothing escaped his at- ments. It would nothave been easy to pick

tention . He observed little things as well as out anywhere so ungainly a youth . Strangers

great, and was only quietly absorbing knowl- looked upon him almost as if he were a

edge when people who did not know him tramp, or what we call now a crank . They

thought he was half asleep. They found thought he must be a dull and stupid fellow ;

that out when they gave him a chance to but when they knew him better they discov

catch them tripping in a statement of fact or ered their mistake, as afterward did many

the logic of an argument. other people who fancied that the careless

His great ambition from his early child- ness of his dress indicated a corresponding

hood was to become a printer, and at West intellectual deficiency . Hehad then and al

Haven when he was barely eleven years old ways a piping and squeaking voice, which

he tried to get into the village printing office, assisted to mislead a casual observer as to

but was rejected on account of his youth . his real and great quality.

Three years later, however, he was taken as Horace sent more than four- fifths of his

an apprentice in the office of a paper at wages to his struggling father, himself spend .

Poultney, not far from his home. Here he ing a trifle only , and saving fifteen dollars

learned the printer's trade rapidly , as he on which to start for New York, whither he

learned every thing, for he gave his whole had determined to go . He tied up
his clothes

mind to whatever he pursued . He did not in a bundle, slung the bundle over his shoul.

squander his time, and he did not waste his der, and sallied forth on foot. The country

health and his money in drink, theprevail- through which he went to Buffalo was then

ing vice of the region at that period. Both a wilderness. Buffalo, though a great town

his parents were habitual in their use of for that time, contained less than ten thou

alcohol and tobacco, but Horace Greeley sand inhabitants ; now it has much more

never smoked nor drank . AtPoultney while than a quarter of a million . Here he was

in the printing office, he had as an associate, able to take a canal boat and proceeded to

Mr. George Jones, now the proprietor of the Albany. Now all along the line of travel he

New York Times, and both of them attended followed is an almost continuous chain of

the Baptist Church of the village ; for the cities and towns ; but then the peopling ofcen

religious element in the character of Horace tral New York was only beginning . The far

Greeley was always strong. west of those days was Kentucky, Ohio , and

In the office of thePoultney paper he showed Western New York. The population of the

that he was much more than a quick and whole Union was less than 13,000,000, and it

accurate compositor. It was found out that was nearly all east of the Alleghenies and

he was a mine of political information, espe- along the Atlantic Coast. Chicago was a

cially statistical information , and, therefore, mere hamlet ; ten years after it contained

hemade himself useful both as an editor and less than 5,000 people. The population of

a printer. Yet his pay was forty dollars a St. Louis was under 6,000, San Francisco

year only ; but he saved money . Nomatter was unknown. In all Illinois there were not

how little he earned he managed to save 200,000 people. Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota ,

money, though afterward when great success Wisconsin, and all the far western states

came to him he was a poor hand at large were not even organized as territories .

accumulation , never becoming a really rich On the 18th of August, 1831, Horace

man even when his opportunities for the Greeley arrived at New York . It seemed a

acquirement of abundant wealth were many. city of prodigious size to this back country

When he was in his twentieth year the young man , but it then was of about two

paper at Poultney suspended publication and hundred thousand inhabitants only ; now it

he went to Western Pennsylvania, whither is eight times as great. In New York, Hor

his father had already gone to clear up a farm ace Greeley seemed more than ever uncouth ,

for himself about twenty miles from Erie. and so difficult was it for him to overcome
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the impression madeby his outward appear- dead and the rancor of the political contests

ance that he had spent nearly all of the ten in which he engaged so stoutly, has died

dollars he brought with him before he got a away also , the world gives him the honor

place as a printer. Then he had the hardest which was his due.

kind of work put before him . It was to set It is a life of which every American boy

up a little New Testament in type of nearly should know . He will find inspiration in it

the smallest kind made, in double columns, to fight his way against the difficulties in

and with a middle column of notes in the type his path , and it will furnish him with an ex

actually smallest. Other compositors had ample of what industry , temperance, princi

thrown up the job as unprofitable ; but Hor- ple, and steadfast courage can accomplish .

ace Greeley stuck at it untilhe finished the Of course, not every boy has the natural

task. Though hemade poorwages, he saved abilities of Horace Greeley, for he was a man

money, nearly the whole of which he sent to of genius, and thatmeansone only out of a

his father. The strain was terrible for the great multitude ; but the principles of con

young man. It was a test so well borne duct which governed him are equally ap

that it opened for him a career in the great plicable to every other farmer's son, and

city . He had shown the sort of stuff of equally desirable for all boys who have their

which hewasmade, and never afterward had own way to make in the world . They can

he any trouble in getting work . He took not afford to dissipate their energies any

the task that came to his hands and he per- more than Horace Greeley could afford the

formed it well. That is the way to begin . loss. The only oats for them to sow are

People who must work for a living must not those which yield a valuable crop .

start out by rejecting work because it is hard If any boy who reads this has been in

or not of the exact kind they prefer. They clined to bemoan the hardships of his lot and

must show that they are not afraid of exer- to grow impatient and rebellious because he

tion . If ease comes to them , it must come has to work hard for a little money, or to

as the ultimate reward of early industry . perform his filial duty by helping his par

From that time onward Horace Greeley ents, let him think of the career of Horace

moved steadily ahead. Hehad his setbacks Greeley. Not one of them all has so hard a

when he started out to publish a newspaper time as he had amid the snows and the rocks

of his own ; buthe was not discouraged, and of New England. Work as steadily as they

at last he founded successfully the Tribune, may, they do not work so hard as heworked .

which on the oth of last April celebrated the If their prospects for the future seem dismal,

fiftieth anniversary of its establishment. they are brighter than were his when, clad in

Men of renown, from the President through homespun , he started out on foot from his

a long list of the most distinguished of our father's Pennsylvania farm , having all his

leaders, political, religious, and literary , then possessions on his back, and only fifteen dol

joined to bear tribute to the greatness of lars in his pocket with which to begin his

Horace Greeley . The memory of other edi- struggle with the world . If they are poor,

tors once conspicuous has passed away, he was some poorer. Even themere growth

though they belonged to the sameperiod as of invention has made them rich as com

he. Even their names are now little known pared with him . The knowledge for which

to the people ; but Horace Greeley's fame he had to delve comes to them on the sur

grows as time passes . He was one of the face ; it is all about them . Opportunities of

really greatmen produced by our republican instruction and guidance which he could not

institutions and social conditions. He pụt hope to get are now free to every boy.

principle and conscience into journalism , Yet, after all,thetask of building up charac

and he put them above any greed ofmaterial ter and developing the moral muscle is as

profit or any ambition of personal glory . difficult now as it was in HoraceGreeley's

The samedevotion , to duty which made him youth . The temptations to dangerous in

sacrifice money and pleasure for the good of dulgence are the same and every successful

his struggling parents in his boyhood, led resistance made to them increases in the same

him to work for the good of the people in measure the strength and capacity for further

the manhood which brought to him as great resistance. The chances for American boys

a share of power and influence. It was a re- are as good to-day as they ever were ; but

ligious sense of duty ; and now that he is the pitfalls are as many also.



ENGLISH -SPEAKING CARICATURISTS .

BY C. M. FAIRBANKS.

IT

T is told of the days when Nast's carica- England from Holland, odd as that may ap

tures of certain public men in the United pear, about the year 1710 , when Dr. Sachev

States had made their faces as familiar as erell, the famous Tory parson, preached

their names throughout the country , that the politics from his pulpit, and becamethe ob

late John Kelly , Tammany's once eminent ject of attack on the part of the Whigs. It

Grand Sachem , waswalking down Broadway was nearly fifty years later thatthe name of

in New York . Suddenly he paused before a the newly introduced art was introduced into

long-legged gentleman who wore a full Dr. Johnson's excellent dictionary .

beard and eye-glasses. Thetall man stopped The caricature is, by nature , a thing of the

too. Mr.Kelly smiled , then hesitated , and moment, called forth by somequestion of the

when the long-legged gentleman's features time, and which , like the wasp in the un

relaxed responsively, and the light ofmutual scientific belief of the schoolboy, loses its

recognition was reflected from his gleaming sting where it has once implanted it. And

glasses, Mr. Kelly put forth his hand and in- for this reason worksofcaricature commonly

troduced himself to the Hon . Carl Schurz. have no permanent value, as, often, their art

Nast's familiar caricatures had made them value is small ; but no more interesting rec

acquainted and they met thus for the first ords of the temper of the times can be found

time, each with the unuttered thought: than the collected drawingsof Hogarth , the

" Well, your face is certainly familiar to me." first of English caricaturists, Gillray his

Both men had been victims of Nast's greater successor, or in a later 'day Cruik .

powerfulsatirical pencil. He had discovered shank , Leech, and Nast.

their salient features, and while perhaps con Strictly speaking, caricature is whatever

cealing or slighting their beauties , had ex- may be distorted or exaggerated in art with

aggerated their characteristics broadly in the ridiculous intent, but its practitioners have

pages of the widely circulated paper for come to be divided into two classes : those

which he was then drawing ; but in all the whose cartoons are directed to the destruc

distortion of burlesque, the features of the tion of opposing parties in politics and public

men had been retained , and,though they met abuses, and those gentler souls whose shafts

in the street as strangers, a common sỹmpa- are aimed at social foibles and passing fol

thy made them shake hands. lies. From Hogarth to Nast, the men who

And that is the first principle of successful have achieved lasting distinction in the war.

caricature ; to retain a marked and unmis- like field of political caricature may be

takable resemblance to the person operated counted upon the fingers of the hands, and

upon ,while using him to point a moral and without the thumbs either. But of comic ar

adorn a tale . It is, of course, the first essen- tists there have been a plenty, social satir

tial to the popularity of the artist that the ists, simple humorists, whose mission has

object of his attack be always recognizable. been to amuse and whose darts, aimed at

The meaning of the word caricature is not human frailties, have not wounded.

always understood, perhaps. In its original The earliest English caricature was com

Italian form , caricatura, it signified to over- monly anonymous, scurrilous, and not well

load and thus to exaggerate. The art itself executed ; but its coarse and pungent wit

is indeed contemporaneous with the very suited the times . The English school of car

earliest Greek and Roman art. icature, of which William Hogarth was the

To omit allmerely historical record of the most distinguished example,was not fully

birth and development of the art of carica- established until the latter part of the eigh

ture, and to come at once to the era of En- teenth century. Hogarth's political cartoons

glish comic art, it may be stated in a word created a sensation in their day, but his last

that the first manifestations of this irresisti- ing fame is founded upon the social satires

ble method of reductio ad absurdum in ques- that came from his pencil in series and that

tions of public affairs were introduced into he liked to call moral comedies. He was a
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wonderful story -teller , condensing whole acts of posterity was that he gave to the world

of the drama, so to speak , into a single plate, that very delightful artist, George Cruik

and with unsurpassed delineation of charac- shank, who only a few years ago died in

ter. But he was a strong and a positive per- London, mourned by a whole people with a

sonality, and was cordially hated by his feeling warmer than that of simple respect.

artistic as well as his political contempora- George and his less distinguished brother,

ries for certain qualities of arrogance and Robert, studied and worked with their

intolerance . father, and both entered public life as polit

At the time of the death of Hogarth in ical cartoonists. But George's ambition

1764, James Gillray,who wasdestined to suc- presently led him into the footsteps of Ho

ceed him as the leader of English caricature, garth , whose moral comedies he aspired to

was seven years of age. Hewas in turn a imitate ; and with greater skill with thepen

strolling player, a student in the Royalcil or the etching needle than had his illus

Academy - the formation of which not many trious example, he presently achieved a new

years before Hogarth had opposed — and a place in the public favor by his telling

designer and engraver. He developed, with pictures in series, illustrating the foibles and

the early manifestation of his bent for carica- vices of society and always pointing an un

ture, a wonderful skill in seizing the vulner- mistakable moral. He drew with great

able points of the object of his attack ,and his spirit and unbounded humor, employing

drawing was better than any thing known with skill an immense number of figures and

before his time, in black and white, in point the utmost detail in accessories, and making

of design and composition. Moreover Gill- every thing contribute to the telling of the

ray was not " a hired libeler,” as were some story in hand. George Cruikshank was the

ofhis lesser rivals and predecessors, perhaps last of the school of caricature that grew up

not excepting the great Hogarth . He chose under the reign of George III. Hewas the

his own subjects and expressed in his car- first of the modern school of accomplished

toons the results of his own convictions. It pictorial satirists. He avoided the coarse

is in respect of this independence and origi- and brutal tendencies of the art of his youth ,

nality of conception that there have been so and elevated it. The grossness that passed

few worthy followers of Gillray among the for wit in that earlier day is never found in

hundreds of draughtsmen in the generation the plates of the admirable and lovable

since his death in 1815. His collected works Cruikshank . In a long life before the public

form a political history of the greater part of henever drew a picture ofwhich he need have

the reign of George III., besides giving been ashamed .

pictures ofthe social life of the times not to Following upon theadvent of Cruikshank

be had otherwise . came the elder Doyle, “ H. B.," and later his

Thomas Rowlandson, who was born a better-known son , Richard Doyle, the de

year before Gillray, and whose earlier pic signer of the present title-page of London

tures were in the political spirit of Gillray's, Punch and of many a grotesque fancy and

is chiefly known now among collectors of his comic scene. Then followed Robert Sey

pictures of the social and sporting life ofthe mour,who invented Pickwick , the Fat Boy,

English people . He studied art in Paris and and Mr. Winkle, about which creations

London, buthis career in the formercity was Dickens was engaged to write sketches , and

interrupted by an early inheritance that up- who killed himself presently when he found

set his moral balance, and he soon dissipated to his chagrin that the writer and not the

his fortune in gambling and other vices in artist was dominating the joint work and

the French capital. Returning to London winning the applause from the public

hedrew only as his needs required, but he that the artist fondly fancied belonged all to

was versatile, imaginative, and skillful, and himself.

was praised for his work by Sir Joshua Rey The establishment of Punch in London in

nolds and applauded by his countrymen. 1841 was a great event for the caricaturist,

He died in poverty in 1827. and in the pages of that paper have since ap

Early in the present century one Isaac peared many of the cleverest and drollest

Cruikshank , now all but forgotten , won some pictures of the brightest men in the history

passing fame as a clever draughtsman of po- of the art. Caricature then became an ele

litical satires. His chief claim to the regard ment in periodical literature, and the weekly
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paper has taken the place of the etched or dozen years past form a panorama of English

engraved plate of the printshop window of society and its hobbies. He has drawn al

less than a hundred years ago. John Leech ways without bitterness or malevolence.

was the first political caricaturist of Punch , His later drawings have commonly repre

and he has been succeeded by John Tenniel, sented the parlor, the music room , the ball

a clever draughtsman and a dignified car- room , the hunting field, and the fashionable

toonist, but lacking in Leech's drollery London promenade, each peopled with the

and exuberant humor. Leech was a satirist same dramatis persone . His letterpress

and the series of his drawings up to his re- would fit one picture, perhaps, almost aswell

tirement more than twenty years agomakes as another. But years hence, when ourways

an unparalleled record of the political and so- and hobbies and fads, if you please, shall

cial incidents of the time. Leech and Ten- have changed , then we must turn back to

niel too have developed the resources of the Du Maurier's drawings for the best and most

art of caricature, though the later artist's complete pictures of English society ever

range is narrower, as his technical skill with drawn.

the pencil is greater than that of his imme Contemporaneously with Du Maurier's

diate predecessor. The comic and satirical charming pictures in Punch have been Lind

artists of the present day, here and in Eng- ley Sambourne's manneristic but clever cari

land, certainly are more skillful and finished catures on current topics, Harry Furness'

draughtsmen than were the vigorous and very clever drawing of parliamentary charac

violentmen of a generation ago ;and though ters and subjects, and Carbould's neatly

bitterness in political caricature has not en- drawn, if somewhat commonplace sketches of

tirely disappeared , their drawings are char- sports afield .

acterized by greater good humor and a more Benjamin Franklin was the first American

innocent spirit of jollity. Our latter-day caricaturist, as indeed he was the father of

satirists and grotesque artists too have a American humorous literature . He knew

mellower and finer humor, and their shafts Hogarth in London, and the last letter that

of merriment oftener penetrate without pain the Englishman ever received was from the

. and leave no poisoned wound . American humorist, diplomatist, and philos

Of the kindly satirists and amiable hu- opher . Franklin was in London during the

morists of the Punch school, the most excel- years immediately preceding thewar of the

lent of all was Charles Keene, who died a Revolution, and he employed his pencil as

few weeks ago at an advanced age. He loved well as his pen in the cause of a peace that

to play with the oddities of the Scotchman, was not to be.

the dominie, the green-grocer, and the old From Franklin's time to Nast's there was

fogy - man and woman . He was a consum no recognized caricature in this country .

mate artist and his humor in the delineation Even the war of the Rebellion evoked noth

of character putnew life and point into many ing of greatmerit in the way of caricature,

an old joke of which he made use in his though there were evidences in a rudeway of

pictures . a propensity to comic art, andmany pictures

George Du Maurier is the present comic bearing upon the issues of the day and illus

historian of English society . He has had a trating the heated condition of the public

greatvogueandgreatinfluence on themanners temper were printed in the newspapers, in

and fashions of his day. A most carefuland handbills, and especially upon envelopes.

painstaking draughtsman , with a certain A scrap-book filled with these envelopes

technicalmannerism quite his own, he,more bearing all sorts ofdefiances and threats, col.

than any one else, has pictured and formed lected by William B. Thomas, postmaster at

the social fashions of the time. His earlier New York during the War, is now in the

drawings were of children , the healthy, museum of the Historical Society of New

hearty , picturesque children of English York City.

homes we have since learned to know so But it was the war that produced Th . Nast.

well. Later the relations of parents to their Then but a boy of eighteen , and but just re

children came in for good-humored treat- turned from the campaign in Italy where he

ment, and finally the esthetic tendencies of rode with Garibaldi, the young Bavarian ar

modern society came in for their share of his tist was fired with patriotism , and he drew a

humorous attention . His pictures for a series of inspired pictures for Harper's
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Weekly , emblematic of the virtues of peace and in Italy, but it was a long time after he

and union and of bravery and patriotism . came to America before his work attracted

They were a comfort to the citizen in those any attention except for certain artistic and

trying days, and a cheer to the soldier whom graceful characteristics. He drew with great

they reached by the campfire. He was facility for several papers in New York and

drawing then in dead earnest (as indeed he St. Louis, but it was not until he started

has ever done) but there was no element of Puck that he found the right field . He is a

caricature in these earlier works of the de- capital caricaturist, but his merit lies chiefly

voted young artist. It remained for Andrew in the clever and comical delineation of the

Johnson , on his famous tour “ round the suggested subject, and it does not show that

circle,” to touch Nast's sense of the ridicu- he is a man of especially strong convictions.

lous and give first inspiration to that comic His style is broad and Teutonic, and he is

genius, the developmentof which placed him often powerfuland always fearless.

in the list with Gillray and Leech . His Bernhard Gillam has made a rapid success

pictures in Harper's Weekly , which had so on Judge. He studied law as a young man ,

much to do with the breaking down of the meantime sketching at his leisure, and later

Tweed Ring , which surrounded and emptied did work for the Harper's, Frank Leslie's,

the New York City treasury, have never been Puck , and Judge. His work is often original,

excelled in power, in fertility of invention, but is apt to be ponderous in its humor

fearless aggressiveness, and cutting wit. In and lacking in pure fun . Hedraws well but

fact, so irresistible was the force of his lam- with apparent care rather than with an in

poon that the guilty robber chief, Boss spired pencil. Mr. Hamilton, of Judge, a

Tweed, sent an emissary to suggest to the still younger man, has a clever vein of

cartoonist that if he desired to realize his humor and the faculty of expressing it. He

original ambition of becoming a painter of began life as a machinist, started out first

historical subjects , provision would bemade under thetuition of a houseand sign painter ,

for his studying abroad, at whatever cost, if and afterward painted cheap auction pictures ,

he would only leave the country . It is not meantime sending sketches to the New York

necessary to say that Mr. Nast remained at illustrated papers until he had won recogni

his post, and Tweed it was that left. tion .

There are sure to be differences of opinion Among the comic artists and social satir

on questions of party politics, and it cannot ists - character artists as some of them like

be expected always thatmen will agree as to to be called — there are a number of men in

the fairness of Nast's partisan views as ex- New York who draw charmingly. They are

pressed in caricatures. But it is certain that primarily artists, whose ambitions are above

they are honest views always, and strictly the comic work that they do so well, men

those of theman whose curious signature is who expect some day to be painters, and

so wellknown . Mr. Nast has always been a some of whom will realize their ambitions.

defender of American institutions, a devoted C. Jay Taylor, for instance, is a graceful and

guardian of the public schools , a friend of the talented draughtsman who has done much

soldiers, and, so far as “ the time has given black and white ofreal artistic value,butwho

it proof,” he has always been on the side of is entitled to rank with the comic artists by

right. reason of his satires on the “ Tailor-Made

Nast's work has had the greatest influence Girl ” and the fashionable set of New York .

in the development of our present caricature. M. Woolf is a veteran who aspired in early

Other and younger men who have won rec- life to paint butnow draws comic sketches of

ognition have been his imitators and disci. the child -life in the tenement districts . Fred

ples ; and their condition has been improved Opper, of Puck , was oneof the earliest of the

and their work better appreciated and re men to find fun in the discomforts of the man

warded by reason of his achievements and who lived in the suburbs, and in domestic

influence. emergencies and mishappenings, and within

Joseph Keppler, of Puck, Bernhard Gillam certain definite limitations he is humorous.

andGrant E.Hamilton ,of Judge, aremen who Syd. B.Griffin is a newer man with a facility

show the influence of Nast in the field of po- with the pencil and an apparently inexhaust

litical caricature. Keppler had advantages ible fund of humor. Eugene Zimmerman

of art training in Vienna, where he wasborn , was one of Puck's importations from Switzer
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land, whose forte lies in the grotesque. He an amusing interpreter of Southern darkey

is now on Judge and no one of the comic character ; Syd . B. Griffin , the droll; Erhardt,

artists of the day seems fuller of fun of the Dalrymple, and Verbech, clever young men

broad and irrepressible character. of promise; F.G.Attwood and J. A. Mitchell,

Thomas Worth, of Texas Siftings, is one Life's accomplished and genteel humorists ;

of the veterans in caricature. He has per- and Dana Gibson, Charles Howard Johnson ,

haps done more work than any of his con- Van Schaik , and H.M.McVickar, a quar

temporaries in the same period, and if it has tet of most talented artists, whose work ,

not won for him a high place in comic art, it artistically and technically, is superior to that

is for no lack of industry. C. G. Bush , of ofmost of their fellows and who perhaps are

Harper's, is one of the clever comic artists too serious delineators of character to be

who have studied for higher things. He is a classed among the comic artists whose chief

finished draughtsman in serious work as mission is to make fun.

well, but as a caricaturist he deals with the Many of themen whom I have mentioned

grotesque countryman or grotesquely citified are entitled to a place in the list of the comic

ward “ heeler " in a style quite his own. artists ofthe day chiefly on account of their

But the list of the pictorial humorists and cleverness with a pencil. They are notas a

satirists of the day in New York is almost rule originators, and the funniest of their

without end, and even the admirable men subjects are often suggested by unknown

among them are so numerous that I cannot satirists. Indeed, the good-humored satirists

mention them all. I must content myself of these comic peers borrow their ideas to

with a sort of condensed catalogue of the re- such an extent nowadays, that the furnish

maining names of the fanciful delineators of ing of suggestions for comic drawings has

the droll or humorous incidents or aspects come to be a regular business with certain

of ourmodern life. There are, for instance, choice spirits who see the possibilities of

W.L. Sheppard, the veteran and inimitable fun - and incidentally of gain — in the pass

artist of the Virginia negro, and P. Newell, ing follies of contemporaneous society .

SHALL FRANCE HAVE AN EIGHT-HOUR DAY ?

BY VICOMTE GEORGE D'AVENEL .

Translated for " The Chautauquan " from the " Revue des Deux Mondes."

A

REACTIONARY movement is at the cently been proved false in every particular .

present time sweeping over Europe. “ You have learned that it was said to the

One hundred years after the revo- ancients," write the editors of the socialistic

lution of 1789, labor, freed then by so many gospel of the new times, “ that the price of

struggles, is again uttering cries apparently every thing depends upon supply and de

as bitter as those coming from the galleys. mand. The truth is , that the price depends

The demands made on all sides are rather be upon the state, which can determine it ac

wildering, and, even after close attention and cording to its own good pleasure. As you

study , fail to reveal any feasible object. On workmen form the majority in the state, its

listening to them one cannot resist the im- good pleasure oughtto be secondary to yours ;

pression that the impelling motive with and you have only to dictate the laws.”

many is a desire to greet the dawn of the Such is the language which the socialists

twentieth century marching under an eco- called “'collectivists ” are addressing to the

nomic banner whose remarkable inscription people.

should read , “ Ask us to do almost nothing . If there is a man old -fashioned enough or

Ask us to do without almost nothing." brave enough to dare to take up openly the

According to these new demands, it would defense ofthis old political economy, towhich

seem that the very word economic ought to we owe in great part our modern prosperity,

be banished from the language, recalling, as his wordswould cause upon the lips of the

it does , a race of impostors called " econo- public a smile of pity , the signification of

mists,” who invented a science which has re- which would be as follows : “ It is all in vain
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that you seek to deceive us ;weare no longer is of no import that it ought to interfere in

your dupes, for we know now what we ought them if it cannot, it signifies nothing that its

to know . Weknow that the abundance of duty ought to be very widely extended if its

productions does not make a cheap market, power is quite limited , quite null. And the

nor their scarcity cause the price to rise. We attempts to legislate concerning working

know that there are needed only good laws men's affairs are worse than useless , since

and theappointing of a sufficientnumber of they have no other effect than to injure them ,

careful inspectors in order to fix satisfactory by paralyzing the natural voluntary move

prices for all commodities . But as the ments of modern society to come to their

economists never knew how , nor wished help in various ways.

to make these beneficial laws, it follows that In 1848 there was passed in France by

they were wicked men and their science a the provisional government a law fixing the

wicked science,withoutcompassion and even maximum length of a day's work in factories

without justice ." and shops, at twelve hours . At that time as

That is not a pleasantry . The real end in our day therewas a great agitation about

sought by these " advanced men " is to keep social reforms. The right to labor, progres

all in a relative poverty , to prevent all work . sive taxation , and a day of ten hours were the

men from becoming rich , because as soon as demands made then,which demands show

they grow rich, they become patrons and that the preceding generation was less exact

capitalists ; and of patrons and capitalists, ing than ours.

these reformers see no need . Theminister In order to give a certain point of satisfac

of the interior struck a strong blow at the fal- tion to these views thelaw of1848 was passed .

lacy of their schemes, a few weeksago,when It was a good law ,wasduly recorded in the

in defending before thetribune a formerwork. Bulletin of the Republic, and then lay dor

man who had became a millionaire, he said mant for thirty-five years. When it was

to the party advocating these new views, awakened , in 1883, in order to do service,

“ You wish that workmen should be favored there had been great progress, wages had in

in order that they may make their fortunes, creased , the average length of the working

and yet whenever any among them have day had diminished the sum of twelvehours

made fortunes and have become capitalists, being now very rarely reached . Indeed , it is

you immediately hold them as such in found that a day of ten hours, which less

horror." than half a century ago the laboring masses

In theory , socialism is the most respectable foresaw as a dream , and the middle ranks

thing in the world , as its avowed object is to considered without doubt as a menace , is now

put in motion the forces of the state in order almost the normal state, the present reality .

toameliorate the condition of theunfortunate, Seventy -two qut of a hundred workers labor

those men who earn their bread from day to ten hours a day, or less than ten hours ;

day, and to whom life from the cradle to the eighteen work eleven hours, and only ten

grave is alwaysstern and often cruel. These work twelvehours or more.

workers whose lot is so hard , form , moreover , It is very necessary in this study to under

the immense majority of the nation. If it stand perfectly the sense of the words work

were possible for public authority by decree and workman . They are generic terms

to lighten and sweeten their lives,whetherby which include a thousand different species .

diminishing the hours of labor without re- This fact is one which the advocates of the

ducing their wages, whether by increasing eight-hour day do not consider . Shall all

their wages without lengthening the time of occupation, all employmentbe called work , -

work , or whether by lowering the cost of food, that of the office boy, which consists in re

of rent,of clothing, without lowering also the maining seated in an antechamber; that of

rate oftheir pay, I should say emphatically an employeesmoking his piperbehind a wicket

that the ministry that did not propose the whence he answers the questions of the pub

laws for such a purpose, and thedeputies who lic ? Shall the nameofwork be restricted to

did not vote for them would be unworthy purely manual labor? But this admits of in

citizens, and, if they called themselves Chris- tervals of rest which make up part of the

tians, discreditable to their profession. whole day, and shall such intervals be in

But in practice, the state is radically pow- cluded in , or deducted from ,the length ofthe

erless in the domain of private relations. It day ? The men of toil who bear the heavy
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burdens have times of repose longer or, each place only one, or very nearly one, price

shorter ; there is not a ditch -digger who, for flour and for meat, and for all the neces

leaning upon his pick , does not have now sities of living .

and then a little chat with a comrade. On In order to set forth a true knowledge

the other hand in factorieswhere themachin . of this question and to give to the argument

ery works without interruption, the rôle of a solid basis, the minister of commerce insti

manyworkmen consists, it is true, of simply tuted the commission ofwork which collected

watching it, but the attention must be con- the testimony of laborers ; the minister of

tinuous. foreign affairs asked of ambassadors reports

The same work may demand more or less of the condition of labor in the different na

effort. Many men might tell you that ac- tions ofthe industrial world . These reports

cording as to whether they work by the hour and testimonies are very instructive.

or the piece, they put forth varying degrees They show that the wages of differentmen

of effort. In one case they are satisfied vary from two to eight francs [a franc is about

simply to fill out their day ; in theother they nineteen cents] a day in the north of Spain ,

are ambitious to accomplish as much as pos- from one to about ten francs in Prussia, and

sible. The fatigue which can be endured in from one to twelve in Austria . These wages

the two cases varies greatly in amount. In are not at all proportionalto the cost of liv

the presence ofthe infinite degrees ofmeaning ing. So in France high and low wages are

to be given to the word work , it is readily not proportional to high and low provisions.

seen that eight hours may be too long or too Living is much higher in Paris than in

short for a day . Havre,butwages are higher in the latter than

The easiest tasks are those commanding in the former city. Between Paris and the

the least pay, on account of thegreatnumber province in generalthe difference in wages does

of persons ready to do them ; as these tasks not correspond to the greater cost of living in

are poorly remunerated it is necessary that the capital, but to the greater skill of the

those who engage in them should work a Parisian workmen .

greater length of time in order to earn enough Again the highest paid daily wages do not

for a livelihood. And precisely because they always result in the greatest yearly gains.

are easy a greater amount of time can be There are interruptions in work ofwhich the

given to them without taxing the strength. eight-hourists do not seem to take account in

In fact the uniform day of eight hourswith- their project, interruptions arising from the

out uniformity of 'salary is a great humbug. season and from the nature of the industry.

Far from contributing to the equalization of Theremust be, to offset these interruptions,

the condition of laborers , it would increase higher wages for the available time of work ;

in a marked degree the inequalities which compensation must be regulated according

now exist.
To-day the workmen on small to the occupied parts of the year and days of

wages eke out the sum by making longer the week. Nothing has been said, either,

the days. When they shall not have a of the vacations taken at the will of the

chance they must resign themselves to be workmen . There can scarcely be found a

more poorly fed , clothed , and housed than man who works regularly six days in the

now , andthe distance between them and their week the year round. Would the advocates

comrades in the more skillful trades will be ofthe eight-hour system prevent such a one

still more augmented . There are already from making up lost time if he wished so to

countries in which the workmen toil from do ? In every tradewages undergo notable

morning till nightwithout complaint, to earn fluctuations, resulting from supply and de

that which a Parisian laborer will spend after mand, against which as yet no one has de

dinner in pleasure. And not only between creed abolition .

countries is this difference noticed , but be Sometimes it is the abundance or the

tween the provinces ofthe same country ; and scarcity of hand-labor which causes the varl

in the samecity some men earn two, three , ation , as in the case of compositors who after

five, ten, times as much as others , according having received during the first half of this

to the trade. And in each trade, each factory, century more than double the wages of the

each shop , there is a scale of wages corre- other workmen in the printing offices, since

sponding to individual ability and to the the time of the improvement of the printing

special character of the work . But there is in press have been obliged to be satisfied with
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almost their old rates. At Copenhagen the are becoming each day. But then they cease

pressmen are still paid as high as twelve to be workers. Persons change,but situations

francs a day, goldsmiths and saddlers twelve are changeless . It is so trite a saying that it

and a half francs ; and yet the average price seemsalmost idle to repeat it , that no human

paid to workmen in the capital of the little force can ever organize a state of things in

kingdom of Denmark , is only about three which capital will share with labor in all

and one-fourth francs per day. AtAmsterdam gains, and reserve to itself alone all losses.

after the discovery of the diamond mines in The legal reduction of daily work to a

South Africa the number of available work- definite number of hours — for the reformers

men being no longer sufficient for thedemand, seek to makethe length of the day arbitrary

wages rose to four times their former rates. and not optional- would be a dangerous and

Naturally they have since diminished . a hypocritical transaction . Either the law

Sometimes it is the prosperity or the de authorizing it would be held a dead letter,

preciation of the industry at which themen and those so disposed would make the day of

are engaged which affects the price of labor. such a length as would suit their own

In Belgium the average sum paid to miners wishes ; or if by miracle --and it would re

( counting men, women , and children ) was in quire one-- it could be enforced, the sum

1889, 869 francs, about 54 francs more than total of work done yearly would be lessened

that paid in 1887, and 86 more than in 1886. from twenty to twenty-seven per cent. Pro

The depression which for several years af- duction would consequently be reduced in

fected the miners, was overcome by the ad- proportion . What must necessarily follow

vance in the price of coal, but the advance in regarding the rate of wages and the price of

coalmade harder times for other workmen . merchandise ?

Another complaint is thatthe remuneration As a first consequence of the diminution

of labor increasesmuch less, proportionately, of production , all the necessitiesof life would

than the profit of capital. Certainly , but it increase in value. The middle and poor

is also diminished much less according to the classes of society who are obliged to devote

losses sustained by capital. The yield of one the greater part of their earnings to the

of the greatest coal mines in Anzin , after necessities of life, would find themselves

having been valued at 1,200,000 francs and compelled to retrench in the matter of the

having given 40,000 francs dividend, has luxuries or comforts , simple as they may

dropped to one-eighth of this last figure, or have been, in which they could formerly in

to 5,000 francs annual revenue, and to 150,000 dulge. They would have, it is true, more

francs in capital. If the returns are valued time for recreation, since they could com

to -day at 500,000 francs, the increase is the mand sixteen hours out of the twenty-four.

good fortune of those holding shares of long Those industries and trades which are of

standing, but those who bought an interest secondary necessity or supply luxuries, hav

sixteen years ago at the high rates of that ing henceforth only the patronage of the

time, are yet not to be envied . rich, of little importance in comparison with

Among the methods of increasing wages, that of the great masses of workmen, would

profit-sharing is at first sight one ofthe most languish and decline. Wages everywhere,

seductive,and at a second view ,oneofthe least as a consequence of this, would be reduced,

practicable. If capital did not lend to labor since thoseno longer needed in these estab

the aid of its almost infinite elasticity in re lishments would seek employment elsewhere

covering itself and repeatedly resuming en- and there would be moreworkers than busi

terprises which, before finalsuccess is reached , ness for them . The men would emigrate to

swallow up millions of money, workmen the country and agriculturists would employ

would often find themselves out of employ- enough of them to make up the loss of labor

ment altogether , because manufacturing es- which the shortened day would cause them ;

tablishments would not be able to support a few would thus be provided for but the

the lossesnor even the lack of profits ; nor, in- standard for wages everywhere would be a

deed, could they be established at all without lower one.

a pre-existing capital. In order that work Rich families or those in easy circum

may be able to dowithout capital, it is neces. stances would be disturbed by this state of

sary that the workers themselves be capital- affairs, but they could reduce their expenses

ists, that which themost skillfulamong them without great personal inconvenience. But

G - July.
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the working classes would have to endure absurd hypotheses, only to furnish the easy

cruel miseries ; all the weight of this crisis pleasure of being shown their absurdity . It

would fall on them . The material gain ac- will be claimed that there was never any

cruing from themultiplied Inventions of this thought ofapplying theeight-hourregulation

remarkable century which hasnearly doubled to all trades, tasks, and employments. The

wages within the last fifty years and at the idea is much less ambitious than this , and

same time diminished the length of the day embraces only the great industries such as

about one-sixth of what it then was, would gas works, mines, and factories of all sorts ,

be for a long timelost. all those places in which theworking masses

The.socialists putthe cart before the horse ; are asmuch more oppressed as they are more

they think by shortening the day to increase numerous. This class of establishments, it

wages, while it is just the contrary that is is claimed, from the very fact of the great

true. It is by increasing wages that the day numbers employed, make necessary some

can be shortened . For, while at higher pay kind of administrative power ; and they are

there will be found some men who would the only ones over which the state would at

continue to work as long as before in order tempt to exercise any authority .

to earn more, others would be content with Butthose employed in these larger indus

the former pay and would work less. This tries form only a very small part of the entire

would be regulated according to the taste of class of workers. By what right should they

the individual. It is in this way that the be the objects of a favor so unjust as that

day has been shortened within fifty years, which seeks to help them to the detriment of

and in this way, let us hope, it will continue others ?

to shorten itself. But all the power of the The remedy for workmen ought to be

state, wielded by the most determined ty- sought, not in the increase of their wages,

rants ,would be incapable of reducing it by but in the reduction of their expenses, in

law , even a quarter of an hour, without ruin- measures which tend to lessen the cost of

ing thosewhom they pretend to enrich. living, making cheaper the prices of provis

But it will be said that I have built up here ions, of clothing, and of rent.

THE NICARAGUA CANAL .

BY JOHN R. SPEARS.

I

F hewhomakes two spears of grass grow failed miserably is known to all, but to sup

where but one grew before, should be pose that the failure there decided the fate of

counted a public benefactor, as the old interoceanic communication is ridiculed . In

proverb says, what shall be said of the man deed those who have seen the country as I

who shortens the sailing route between New have, and understand the conditions, are

York and San Francisco by ten thousand confident that, within twenty-five years,

miies? In the answer to that question may ships will find two routes from sea to sea, of

be found an incentive to ambition that has which one will be this much decried and

led to the waste of hundreds of millions of much abused Panama route .

dollars and thousands of lives ; while the The other route, and the first to be com

execution of the project thus suggested , is pleted, necessarily will be that by Lake

the most magnificent engineering enterprise Nicaragua. On the 14th day of March last

now before theworld or ever attempted. To Mr. Warner Miller, formerly senator for the

connect the Atlantic with the Pacific Ocean state of New York , and a small party of en

by means of a ship canal has been the dream gineers, capitalists, and newspaper writers

of fortune-hunters and engineers for more sailed from New York for the port of San

than three hundred years. It was a dream , Juan del Norte, commonly called Greytown,

if one may be allowed the expression, that on the coast of Nicaragua. Mr. Miller was

culminated in a most depressing nightmare (and is) the president of the Nicaragua Canal

at the Isthmus of Panama. Construction Co., a concern that had within

That the attempt to dig through Panama a recent period acquired the right to con
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struct and operate for one hundred and tion . This will be called the San Francisco

ninety-eight years a canal from sea to sea by basin . Then another cross ridge (and a big

the way of Lake Nicaragua. For about two one, too) is encountered which will be served

years this company had been at work on this in like manner , and after making a third

ship highway and Mr.Miller had determined basin they will reach the end oftheir limit of

to see for himself and through his guests to summit level navigation . Two locks will

invite the whole world to see whathad actu- lower the vessels to a small basin from which

ally been accomplished in thework his com a third will lower them to the sea level, the

pany had undertaken. How the party was sea from that point being about ten miles

cast away in the Caribbean Sea and coral away. The low ground is a marsh with a

where the buccaneers used to maroon unfor- sand subsoil, through which dredges arenow

tunate merchant seamen , and how they were cutting their way. The highest point

eventually rescued and accomplished the ob- throughwhich a cutmust bemade is 327 feet

ject of their journey need not be related here. above the bottom of the canal, while the cut

But the facts in regard to the canal are all through the entire divide ridge is 3 miles

important. long and 150 feet deep.

To understand these facts properly the On the west side of the lake the Pacific is

reader must either look at or recall a good reached by a like scheme. A small river will

map of Nicaragua. The most conspicuous be dammed to make a basin , and the divide

feature of this map is a lake 110 miles long- ridge which is only 41 feet above the lake,

not so very much smaller than Lake Erie. will be cut through to connect basin and

The lake's outlet is the San Juan River, that lake. Three locks and a ditch will complete

by several mouths empties into the Caribbean the channel to the sea .

Sea . For half the distance from the lake to Besides this work a harbor must be created

the sea the San Juan has a deep , rocky chan- on each coast. On the Pacific side a bend in

nel with a gentle current save at three places the coast line needs only to be improved by

where tumbling rapids are found . Below two stone breakwaters a few hundred feet

the last of these rapids comes in the San long to make it just what is wanted. On the

Carlos River from Costa Rica, and thereafter low -lying Caribbean coast it willbenecessary

the San Juan is everywhere obstructed by to build two long breakwaters to protect the

shifting sand bars. harbor entrance and then to dredge out the

To create a ship channel from the lake to lagoon within to make room for theshipping.

the Caribbean it is proposed to build a dam Now , although by this route the distance

sixty one feet high across the San Juan at a from sea to sea is 169.4 miles, the length of

point justbelow San Carlos. This dam will ditch to be dug is but 26.8 miles, the rest of

back up thewater until two of the rapids are the route being through the navigable lake,

buried beyond reach,while at the upper rapid river, and basins. The readerwho revels in

the blasting out of some thousands of yards figures willbe pleased to learn that the total

of rock will open the way clear through to excavation will amount to 70,000,000 cubic

the western shore of the lake. The summit yards, while the rock and earth fills for dams

of the dam is practically the summit of the and embankments will amount to 10,000,000

lake. cubic yards.

The route from the dam to the sea is notso Such are the plans for the Nicaragua ship

easy to accomplish , As the water rises be- canal. We arrived at the eastern terminus,

hind the great dam and flows over the north- where an American settlement of engineers ,

erly bank of the stream it will find there etc., called America City, has been formed,

between two parallelridges a valley that runs on April 2, and straightway began to look

in almost a direct line from the dam to the about us. Wefound first of all that wecould

west end of the lagoon at San Juan del Norte, enter a harbor and land at a pier. The har

| By building up these ridges where they are bor was not complete for great ships, but

too low , the engineers propose to make a 1,015 feet of the length of one pier and 300 of

navigable lakeof the valley and call it the another had been built and the effect of those

Machade basin . At the end of the valley a piers had been to open a ten -foot channel

low ridge is found and they will cut a chan- across the bar that had been three or four feet

nel through that and make a lake of another out of water before the piers were made. The

valley beyond, which leads in the same direc- waves had dug out the channel. The piers
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had demonstrated the effectiveness of the are essentials in these days, and to the clear

plans for a harbor at the eastern end of the ing of some thirty miles of the route ; while

canal. Then we overhauled the charts and the fact that about ten miles of eight-inch

field notes of the engineers. We found that pipe is on hand to draw a supply of pure

the surveys were thebestand most extensive water from the hills for the use of themen ,

ever made for such a work ; that the country can have but passing reference. But what is

had been gridironed by transit and level so beyond question the most important piece of

that minutely detailed topographical maps information gained by the inspectors re

ofthe region were before us — that, in fact, 80 mains to be told , and that was as to the cost

miles of lines had been run for every mile of of the work so far done. The original esti

the proposed canal. We found that borings mate for the cost of the railroad was $60,000

had been made along the entire route so that per mile. Enough has been done on it to

completeknowledge of the kind of earth and show that it will cost about $35,000 . The es

rock to be excavated was had. timate on the cost of digging the sand from

Then we turned to the buildings. There the east end ofthe canal was 40 cents a cubic

were the quarters for the chief engineer and yard . The actual cost will be less than 25

his officers - airy, dry , and comfortable cents. The great breakwater will be 1,700

wooden structures, and yet, as we afterward feet long. The cost of the 1,015 feet built

learned , less pretentious and less expensive shows that when done the outlay will be

than the cottages erected at Panama for fore- about two-thirds of the original estimate.

men of gangs of laborers. There were the In no work completed has the cost even

hospitals no more to be compared in ap- equaled the amount set aside by the engi

pearance and cost with the palatial sanitari- neers for the purpose, let alone exceeding it.

umsat Panama than spruce bark camp is In undertaking to construct this canal Mr.

to be compared with a Fifth Avenuemansion , Miller must first get money and men . Το

but when the record ofdeaths was inspected, get themoney he must convince capitalists

well able to speak for themselves. Last of that the canal will pay. To get themen he

all was the machine shop - a great one-story must convince them that they can live and

establishmentmuch like the shops in navy work along the route of the canal. More

and ship -building yards — fully equipped with than that he must see that the affairs along

no end of machinery, as well as the plant for the route, as the work goes on , are honestly

making iron and brass castings. managed, for had the money sent to Pan

Next we examined the railroad they are ama been honestly used instead of stolen ,

building to carry materials, etc., along the ships would be sailing now from sea to sea .

route of the canal. For six miles this road Of the honesty and economy of theman

runs over what was once called an impassa- agement ofthe Nicaragua affairs I have such

ble swamp. The Yankee engineers built a testimony as opponents of the scheme could

corduroy road first, wading with their men afford. Imet a number of such men . One

in water that averaged four feet deep to do it, of them laughed jeeringly because we had

and then ballasted it with sand . It is ten arrived at San Juan del Norte without hav .

miles long and as substantial a piece of new ing a fête day in our honor ;because theonly

road as was ever seen, while its equipment salutes fired by the employees in honor of

includes three new locomotives, half a hun- the President of the company w sundry

dred cars, steam shovels, etc.
charges of dynamite placed where they would

Meantimewe had seen that work on the blow stumps out of the way of the dredges ;

ditch itself had been begun . Engineers because we walked over the route ; because

know that the actual digging is not of so there was neither free wine nor fireworks at

much importance at first as is the work of the villages we passed on the San Juan .

properly preparing to construct the canal. 'When Lesseps came to Panama they

Nevertheless the preparatory work was so far spent half a million in his honor," said one

along that two great dredges were scooping man . And that was true. To paraphrase a

up sand from the channel at the rate of 3,000 Frenchman's expression on a different occa

cubic yards a day each , and had made a ditch sion, every thing done at Panama was mag

of full width, 1,300 feet long and 20 deep . nificent, but it wasn't ditch -digging. The

Only mention need be made of the tele- fact is , the contractors who have comeup

graph and telephone lines put up, for they from Panama to get contracts in Nicaragua

8
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say they can make nothing worth mention- Juan del Norte be given : From November 1,

ing out of thework offered them there,which 1889, to December 31, 1890, fourteen months,

means that the Panamawastes are not to be 1,347 medical and 322 surgical cases were

repeated. treated , of whom 23 died. Of the deaths 5

In thematter of labor the company can get were due to accidents, and 12 to climatic

both natives and Jamaica negroes. They diseases. Since an average of 1,000men were

have had an average of 1,000 men employed employed in a hazardous occupation (one li

for over a year, to whom they pay $ 20 a able to accidents), the death rate will compare

month and board . Wewere told at Managua very favorably with that of any city in the

that the best class of native laborers,thefarm states. Of thescores ofAmericans employed

hands, could not be had for less than $ 25, but by the company not one died of disease, and

that at that price all the men wanted could yet they lived and worked for months at a

be had. It is certain that the same price stretch in the swamp along the Caribbean

will bring as many negroes from Jamaica as coast where rain fell steadily every day — it

can be handled , while $ 20 brings more men rained at therate of 306 inches a year - so that

than are needed just now . they never had a dry thread on them when

If themen must die at Nicaragua as they at work .

did at Panama in spite of elaborate hospitals, Perhaps our own experience there, though

is the canal worth the sacrifice ? Must they brief,may be taken into account. Our party

die so ? Is there not a difference between the numbered old men and young, those used to

two localities ? roughing it and those who were not. We

During our stay in Nicaragua we visited tramped for three days through the woods,

Granada, Managua, and Leon , the three prin- along the cleared trail, up hill and down,

cipal cities of the country . It would be a through rain stormsand in the hot sunshine.

pleasing task to tell of all their characteris- Webecame heated and thirsty with ourwalk

tics, but of their apparent healthfulness and satdown by the streams to cool off and

there was no doubt. The streets were wide drink copiously of the water found there.

and clear of offal, the houses neat, the air We used neither lime nor whisky “ to kill

everywhere sweet. Afterward we visited the germs,” as wehad been instructed to do

Panama and found the stenches everywhere, before leaving the states. In fact, we dis

and particularly around the market, horribly regarded all the advice our friends had given

offensive. Certainly there was a difference us. Wetraveled up the river and across the

in the sanitary measures prevailing in the lake in steamers, we stopped in the cities

two localities,but there must havebeen more and everywhere, walked about in the hot

than that. There must for instance be a afternoon sun, which even the natives avoid ,

difference between the soils . Further than because timewas short and the view to be

that there is a difference in the air, due to lo- had of tropical life was long. According to

cation , A look at a map of Central and rule and travelers' tales we should have died .

South America shows that the Panama route Nevertheless, a healthier, happier party of

is about two degrees further south (a small tourists than we were never saw the southern

matter); it lies under or to the west of a cross. The tropics are unhealthy in spots,

knuckle of land or mountainous cape ; it is perhaps, butNicaragua is not in one of the

well down behind the northern end of South spots .

America, and so hidden from the tradewinds. The reader will remember that a bill passed

At Nicaragua the trade wind comes booming the Senate, last session, binding the Govern

along unimpeded all the way from the ment to indorse the bonds of the Nicaragua

Madeira Islands to San Juan del Norte. Canal. It failed in the House, and it will

Then it strikes the low -lying hills of the in- not be introduced again . It is a great pity ,

terior, and gathers up the malarial exhala- for had that bill becomea law , the stock and

tions of the forest and carries them away. bonds on which commerce using the canal

Month in and month out the wind is north- would have had to pay interest would have

east on the Caribbean coast and northeast on represented the cost of the canal. Now we

the Pacific as well. The air stagnates at know what the canal will cost, butwho can

Panama; it is always moving over the entire tell how many millions of stock and bonds it

Nicaragua route . will have to carry ? It is proposed to issue

However, let the hospital records at San securities and sell them for what they will
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bring. It is supposed that $ 100,000,000 of than 8,000,000 tons. At $ 2.50, the proposed

stock and $ 150,000,000 of bonds, at the out- toll per ton, the income on 6,000,000 tons

side, will suffice. Chief Engineer H. G. will be $ 15,000,000, which will be very good

Menocal estimated the cost of the canal at interest indeed on even $ 250,000,000 cash, let

$65,000,000 cash ; a board of engineers who alone $ 250,000,000, of which three- fifthsmay

reviewed his figures, but did not see the be called water. The ditch is planned for the

ground, raised the estimate to $ 90,000,000, largest ships, and it will have a capacity of

" in order to have an outside estimate" ; while between 15,000,000 and 20,000,000 tons a year.

President Miller tells everybody who asks It saves over 10,000 miles of the sailing route

that the cost will reach $ 100,000,000. That between New York and San Francisco, and

is to say, in order to raise the cash needed over 7,000 in the distance between Liverpool

to build this canal the company expect to and San Francisco . The sailing distance be

float $ 250,000,000 worth of bonds and stock . tween Liverpool and Yokohama is shortened

They think the bonds should bring 66 cents by 3,000 miles. The shipswill not only take

on the dollar if the stock is thrown in as a the canal route, but because of distance and

premium . Somebody is going to make a timeand therefore cost saved, commercemust

heap of money out of this canal. increase very rapidly . It will increase so

Certainly no one need doubt the success of rapidly that the full capacity will soon be

the canal once it is opened . The official re- reached .

ports of the United States Bureau show that Among our party were two engineers sent

in 1879 the vessels trading from our own out by British capitalists who wished to in

eastern coast and from Europe to the west vestigate the scheme with a view of invest

coast of the Americas aggregated 2,700,000 ing. One of them was Captain H. F.Gooch ,

tons, while in 1885 the trade had increased to of the British army, and the other Mr. H. F.

4,250,000 tons. Lesseps said that in 1895 Donaldson , of the Manchester Ship Canal.

there would be a traffic aggregating 10,000,000 They were united in their opinions of the

tons for his canal, but Mr. Miller says mod- work done and the prospects.

estly not less than 6,000,000 tons can be de “ Do you think British capitalists will

pended on . According to a report made by think well of Nicaragua bonds ? " said I to

Congressman Hardy, of the Committee on Mr. Gooch. Hereplied , “ I think they will

Commerce , the traffic “ in sight” is not less be hungry for them ."

MODERN METHODS OF TREATING INEBRIETY.

BY H. R. CHAMBERLAIN .

TH

HE agencies for combating the evils method is alone sufficient to cope with the

of intemperance were never so strong, issue ; that both allied are in fact inadequate

never so well organized, as now . The to the tremendous emergency ?

cause of Christianity itself has notmore val Where are thereserves ? Whathas become

iant leaders , more devoted workers, than are of the Third Division , so long silentthat those

enlisted in the struggle against alcoholism . in the battle-front have ceased to rely even

But is there any genuine prospect of victory on itsmoral support? What is science do

in the battle royal, and if not, why not ? Has ing to sweep with victory a battlefield so

the issue, after all, been made sufficiently long fought for that the blood of wounded

broad ? Have all the available resources on soldiers wets but the dust of their fallen an

the side ofright and virtue been called out? cestors ? Science has been the laggard in the

Two divisions of the same great army have fight and that, too, when it has claimed the

borne the brunt of the fight thus far, and issue as peculiarly its own.

right nobly have they struggled , each for The physicians composing the American

the same end . One division has used the Association for the Study and Cure of Ine

persuasive force of themoral law , the other briety assumed a grave responsibility twenty

the physical interference of statutory en- years ago when at their first meeting they

actment. Is it not time to admit thatneither declared that drunkenness was a disease.
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eases are .

The first words of Dr. Willard Parker, of New prescriptionsand the restraints of a “ home.”

York, the chairman of thatmeeting were : Would the army of inebriates be larger or

This isnot a temperance but a scientific gath- smaller than it is to-day? Ormakethe ques

ering,made up of men having charge of the tion a present one, and let it be asked ifmed .

asylumsand homes already established in the ical science is prepared now to cope with its

United States for the cure of the unfortunate share of one of the greatest social tasks of

victims of alcoholism . In the beginning of the the age.

present century, insanity was regarded as a visi When it comes to a study of the progress

tation of God's displeasure,andnot as a disease, made in the treatment of inebriety - dipso

the subject of scientific investigation and ame- mania is the medical term - it should be re

nable to treatment. The important subject of membered that the subject is comparatively

inebriety is regarded now as was insanity some a new one. Intemperance as a social evil is

seventy years ago ; the disease being considered as old as the race. In its aspect as a recognized

irremediable and its victimsas forever doomed . disease, it hardly antedates the present gen

Before that meeting adjourned, the asso
eration . Indeed, it can by no means be said

ciation adopted a pithy declaration of prin- that it is universally so regarded to-day.

ciples to which it has ever since adhered . It Medical men , most of them , recognize it as

affirmed :
such, butmany experienced men and women

Intemperance is a disease.
who have studied the evil for years believe

It is curable in the same sense thatother dis- it should be fought in all its stages as a vice

and sin . The unequivocaldeclaration of the

Its primary cause is a constitutional suscepti- Association for the Cure of Inebriates twenty

bility to the alcoholic impression. years ago caused a great deal of controversy.

This constitutional tendency may be inherited Itwas considered a dangerous doctrine.'Many

or acquired. there were, and still are , reluctant to admit

Alcohol has its true place in the arts and that inebriety is a disease , lest such admission

sciences. It is valuable as a remedy, and like should seem to palliate the offense and re

other remedies may be abused. In excessive lieve the inebriate of responsibility . But the

quantity it is a poison and always acts as such association of experts in response to the cry

when it produces inebriety . raised, reaffirmed its declaration and further

Allmethods hitherto employed having proved declared that " the effect of poison on the

insufficient for the cure of inebriates, the estab- blood and nervous system and the reflex ac

lishment ofasylums for such a purpose is the tion of this morbific agent upon the whole

great demand of the age. physical structure is the same in the virtuous

Every large city should have its local or tem . as in the vicious and that antecedent or sub

porary home for inebriates, and every state sequentmoralconditions areincidental to the

one or more asylums for the treatment and cure main fact of disease " ; and further, that,

of such persons. “ any average percentage of public crimebe

The law should recognize intemperance as a ing accounted for by the fact of the confirmed

disease and provide other means for its manage- inebriety of the criminaldoes not in our opin

ment than fines, station houses, and jails.

ion increase the responsibility nor should it

Here then is the acknowledgmentmade by add to the punishment of such offenders."

science two decades ago , that the solution of The stand taken by the association attracted

the most difficult featureofthegreat problem even more attention in England than in

lies exclusively within its domain. Such a America and at the request of a committee of

declaration logically limits the scope of gen- Parliament in 1872 two delegates from the as

eral temperance agencies to the work of pre- sociation went to London to give their views

vention . The task of reclamation and cure is upon the subject of the control of habitual

assigned to the physician. But consider for drunkards. A special committee ofthe House

a momentwhat would havebeen the effect if of Commons made an exhaustive investiga

society had yielded to the medical profession tion , embracing every topic within the range

the self-imposed burden. Suppose that tem- of inquiry, from the pathology of inebriety to

perance societies and individualworkers had the practical usefulness of prohibitory laws.

confined their influence and efforts to those The result was an indorsement of the Amer

still untempted or not yet fallen , and had ican affirmation that inebriety was a disease.

dealt with the drunkard only with doctors' There followed a more extensiveand thorough
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test of the asylum idea than has been given ards then are not dipsomaniacs. The prob

in this country , and , it is said , with somewhat lem of diagnosis is not a clear one to the non

better success. Prominent members of the professional mind. Dr. L. D. Mason , of

American Association for the Study and Cure Brooklyn, Vice-president of the American

of Inebriates have admitted to methatgreater Association for the Study and Cure of Ine

progress is now being made in thehospital briety , and consulting physician of the ine

treatment of inebriety in Europe than in this briate's home at FortHamilton, Long Island,

country . which is the only institution ofthe kind near

Twenty years' study andexperiment in the New York City, illustrates the difference be

treatment of inebriety has brought little tween true and false dipsomania by two typ

change in themethods ofeven the best prac- ical cases within his knowledge :

titioners . It is declared to be a specific dis A convict suffering the tortures of an un

ease, butthe regular schools of physicians gratified appetite for liquor seized an ax in

have no specific remedy for it. It may be the prison workshop and chopped off his

said in general terms that they do not even left hand. He shouted for whisky to check

attempt to cure it by medication . But ine the hemorrhage. A dipper half filled with

briety is not one of the smalland diminishing the liquor wasbrought. The man plunged

number of incurable diseases in the estima- the bleeding limb into it for an instant, then

tion of physicians. The records of well- snatched up the basin with his remaining

managed inebriate asylums show a good per- hand and before hecould be interfered with he

centage of what are asserted to be radical drank it all.

cures. But the whole method of treatment A businessman of good family had been in

can be described in a sentence. Inebriety , the the habit of drinking to excess for years. On

physicians tell us, rarely exists without com- Sunday especially he almostinvariably drank

plications,most of them , of course, sequelæ to the point of intoxication at his club or

of intemperance. The manager of an ine- among his friends. One Sunday, his wife,

briate home aims first to cure the incidental just before she went to church , produced a

diseases. Then he relies almost solely upon bottle and poured out a glass of whisky.

timeand enforced total abstinence to cure the “ John,” she said, " if you will drink , I

inebriety. Nomedicine is used exceptharm- wish you would drink at home. Here is

less palliatives to make less intolerable the whisky, and if you must have it, drink it

extreme cravings of appetite. The reme- here and don't expose its effects in public."

dies are simple anodynes, such as are em When the wife camehome, thewhisky was

ployed in cases of extreme pain or nervous untouched , and John never after touched

excitement from any cause, and they are not liquor .

curative. An honest practitioner will admit The man who cut off his hand for a drink

that the only advantage which an inebriate of whisky, Dr. Mason says, had true dipso

homeas now conducted , has over a jail in the mania against which any and all means of

treatment of drunkenness, is that at the moral suasion would be powerless. Theman

former institution greater attention is paid to who voluntarily abandoned his cups, the doc

an inmate's general physical condition and tor declares, never had dipsomania. In other

that, therefore, a cure can be effected more words, it is only the intemperate man who

quickly , and probably in a greater proportion has lost the power ofvoluntary reformation

of cases. Someaccount should bemade of who is a dipsomaniac. How large a propor

the superior moral influences of an asylum , tion of so -called drunkards are embraced

but the physiciansmake little accountof this within this class the doctors themselves do

feature of treatment. not pretend to say .

Most specialists in the treatmentof dipso This question has recently been much de

mania affirm that persuasion ,reasoning, and bated amongmedicalmen : How long a time

other methods depending upon a patient's is required with the best known means of

will power for success are of no greater avail treatment for the cure of true dipsomania ?

in combating the disease than they would be The appalling answer is : Between oneand

in the treatment of insanity . Their explan- two years. And even then there is no cer

ation of cases of sudden reformation, such tainty of results. The proportion of cures at

as often occur, is that the victims never suf- theFort Hamilton home is about 44 per cent

fered from true dipsomania. Some drunk- and that is a representative institution in
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that regard . “ But," say the doctors , “ it is number . They formed a state league and ar

unreasonable to expect speedy or more ranged to hold yearly meetings to celebrate

numerous cures. The patients do not come their release from the bonds of appetite.

into our charge until they have been ten They gave a banquet at which themayor and

years diseased , on the average. And in most other prominent citizens were guests and the

cases they have in complication other trou- manner in which the temperance problem

bles even more serious than the dipsomania . was discussed in the after-dinner speeches

It is an open question, whether the health of was interesting, to say the least. A few sen

the drunkard does not suffer more from the tences from the presidentof the association ,

exposures and neglect of sanitary laws to Editor Robert Harris of the Missouri Valley

which his habits subject him than it does Times, spoken with characteristic Western

from the whisky he drinks. So if we cure freedom are worth quoting :

in one year or two years what he has been

ten or twenty years in contracting, we are

The intelligent, big-hearted , whole-souled,

accomplishing a great deal.” genial men are the ones who succumb to the

In states which authorize the commitment insidious influence of liquor. They are the

of habitual drunkards to homes for inebriates kind who have the love of mankind in their

on application of their families or friends, hearts - they are the ones that fall by the

the term to which confinement is limited is , wayside. The man who is so stingy that he

the doctors say, much too short .
won't say his prayers for fear that he willhave

Three

months is the usual period, whereas a year institute.

to give thanks to the Lord , don't come to the

He goes down to the grave a sober

should be the minimum , with power vested
man , but it is not because he is better than his

in a medicalboard to extend the time.
brother who has fallen. Missouri Valley, Iowa,

There have been heralded before thepublic, the city in which I live, is not a very bad city in

scores of “ cures for drunkenness,” nostrums the drinking line — just an average prohibition

of every name and nature which themakers city ; butsince Imademy pilgrimage to Dwight

put forth as antidotes ofalcoholic poisoning. I have sent thirty -two of the boys to that place

Most of them have been worse than humbugs. or to Des Moines to be cured , and I am proud to

The American Association for the Study and say that they are all sticking to the faith , and

Cure of Inebriety has had some forty of the are to -day as sober men as can be found in Iowa.

mixtures analyzed with the result that they I am not egotistical, but I believe thatmy cure

all proved to be either inert,useless liquids or has done more good to the temperance cause

compounds of alcohol itself. It is not sur- in the city in which I live and in western Iowa

prising, therefore, that the members of the than all the temperance lectures ever delivered

association have becometired ofmaking such there. I was known as a drinking man. Now

investigations and that they are inclined to I am known as one who was thoroughly cured ,

condemn indiscriminately every “ cure ” and hundreds of my friends have gone and done

that is publicly offered .

likewise .

This is probably why an experiment in the
The state should take this treatment in hand.

West looking to the cureof drunkennessby a The liquor habitué is afflicted with a disease

specific remedy has attracted more attention worse than insanity. Hehas a chance for his

from the general public than from the medi- life in this cure, and why should not the state

furnish the institute ? If the state owned the
cal profession . The people of Illinois and

Iowa have become more or less familiar institution for the cure ofdrunkards, there would

be no need of prohibition laws, for when a man

within a year or two with the testing by an
has gone through the treatment he ceases buy

Illinois physician of bi-chloride of gold as a
ing liquor, and if all drinkers will quit buying,

specific in the treatment of dipsomania .
the saloons will soon close.

The experiment hasmet with such apparent

success in the treatment of five thousand Thenew treatment consists in theadmin

cases that some influential secular papers istration of bi-chloride of gold in solution

have demanded the adoption of the remedy hypodermically and through the stomach

by public institutions which admit inebriates. for a period of aboutthree weeks. Its effect

There was held at Des Moines, Iowa, a few in destroying the appetite for narcotics is

weeks ago, one of the most remarkable re- said to be immediate . In fact, it is the prac

unions ever assembled . It was in fact a re- tice of the physician to allow the patients to

union of ex-drunkards, aboutone hundred in drink all the pure whisky they wantwhile
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under the treatment. But none of them call was the cause in two -thirds of all the cases we

for the liquor after the third or fourth day. have had in this Home, showing conclusively

It is voluntarilydiscarded and the appetite, it that it is a habit acquired , and that in 1,290 in

is said , never returns. The reports submitted stances the habit was acquired after becoming

show only five per centof failures or relapses of age and leaving the domestic fireside. If

in five thousand cases treated during ten such a sin is hereditary, why is it that in ninety

years. But is not such news too good to be nine cases outof a hundred the boys catch this

true ? When we are told that a judicious use

" disease " and its terrible blight and curse does

of the hypodermic syringe for three weeks not fallupon the girls of those homes?

will banish intemperance from the land, we I asked Mr. Bunting if he succeeded in

must not be blamed if we hesitate a little subduing the appetite in any except those

about accepting the glad tidings. The only who professed Christianity .

point I urge is that the evidence is worthy “ Wedon't expect to ," he replied . “ We

most careful investigation by the best scien- can do nothing for them if they will not ac

tific minds, in order that a pardonable intol- cept Christ and His promises."

erance may not deprive society of the fullest The reports of the Home show that 3,212

benefits of what may be a most valuable dis- men were admitted during thirteen years.

covery . Ofthese 2,716 professed to be converted and

There is one other system of asylum cure 496 did not. The number who " remained

of inebriety which deserves consideration . steadfast as far as can be ascertained ” was

It is that employed at the New York Chris- 2,026 . This is a much larger proportion of

tian Home for Intemperate Men . It is an in- cures than the Fort Hamilton institution

stitution some fourteen years old, which en- under the most enlightened medical super

joys the patronage of many of the most vision reports . The answer of the doctors

prominent men in the metropolis. Its di- would be that none of the so-called cures at

rectors and trustees are such men as Corne- the Christian Homewere real cases of dipso

lius Vanderbilt, Cornelius N.Bliss, the Rev. mania , for none of them remained long

Dr. William Taylor, and Charles Lanier. enough to be cured according to the medical

The late William E. Dodgewas the most ac- system . Inmates of the Christian Homere

tive and liberal of its founders. Its large main on an average a month only and Mr.

and attractive building is upon Madison Bunting says the appetite for liquor leaves

Avenue near Central Park . The managers them as miraculously as did his own, and

of the Christian Home seek to cure inebriety without any of the torturing pangs which

by saving the soul of the inebriate and in no torment the physicians' patients. The doc

other way. The first question asked of an tors must at least admit that if the men re

applicant for admission is, “ Do you earnestly claimed at Mr. Bunting's home are not

desire to becomea Christian ?” Two or three strictly dipsomaniacs they are doomed to be.

religious services are held daily in the chapel comesuch unless rescued and that the work

of the institution and much personal work is is a grand one.

done by the manager and his assistants Investigation of the modern methods of

among the inmates. Charles A. Bunting , the treating inebriety yields an insight full of

manager, is an interesting man and someof horror into kindred evils which are taking

his experiences and opinions are as interest- deep root in society . The appetite for nar

ing as he is himself. Fifteer years ago he cotics is rapidly taking new and more dan

was a hard drinker. He was converted at gerous formsof indulgence . Thenumber of

one of Moody's New York meetings and he victimsof opium in various forms, of cocaine,

says his appetite for liquorleft him in answer of chloral, of hashish , of every new and pow

to prayer. That he says is the experience of erful drug which becomes known is almost

every drunkard who is cured in his institu- beyond belief. There are many people, phy

tion. He affirmsuncompromisingly that in- sicians say,who are constantly in search of

dulgence in the appetite for alcohol comes new forms of narcotic indulgence. So rapid

not by disease but by sin . The appetite he is the growth of the opium habit that even if

declares is not inherited . Hesays : the liquor problem were solved, society would

This is proved by two- thirds of allwho come find itself face to face with an evil almost as

to us. One-half and more had neither intem- gigantic and far more deadly. The danger is

perate parents nor grandparents. Association farmore insidiousbecause more secret.
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There are some figures available which evidence with regard to the treatment of

give an idea of the hold it has upon inebriety is it after all as conflicting as it at

the nation . The importation of opium dur- first appears ? Those who deal only with the

ing 1890, the estimate being based partly souls of the sufferers condemn the medical

upon official returns and partly upon con- plans. Most of the doctors denounce offhand

servative estimate, and making small allow- the idea of cure by specific remedies and

ance for the great quantities which are smug- make light of the efforts to effect a physical

gled ,was about 900,000 pounds. In 1880 the regeneration by purely moral and religious

official report was 533,451 pounds. To get agencies . But is any single method the only

an idea of the quantity consumed per capita right way to deal with the evil? Are they

take the figures for 1890 and reduce them to not all good ? Because one method fails to

grains. The result is 1,382,400,000. Five succeed in a certain case or class of cases

grains of morphine or opium would be for a while another system proves efficacious,

person unaccustomed to its use a dangerous should the first be condemned and the second

and usually a deadly dose ; and yet the fig . be pronounced the only true method ? What

ures furnish twenty-three such doses for every is needed to-day more than all else in dealing

man , woman , and child in the land. with this most vital problem is a broader ,

When wearray before us for review all the more liberal spirit of co -operation.

THE SWANS AT RAGLAN .

BY CLINTON SCOLLARD ,

No ripple broke the water's dark repose ;

As though to mark each languid summer hour,

Its dying petals dropped a pale wild rose .

Wewatched upon themirror of themoat

The clear reflection one dim doorway made ;

Half hid among the steely reeds, a boat

Lay keel-uplifted , broken and decayed.

Only the topmost branches of the beech

Felt the soft wooing of the lover breeze ;

The soothing quiet was too sweet for speech ,

Melodiouswith whispered harmonies.

And as in wide-eyed dreamswe lay the while,

Where boughs inwoven made a leafy night,

There sailed around that lily -cintured isle,

In silent loveliness, two swans snow -white.

In majesty they passed us, breast to breast,

Leaving a dimpling wake as on they bore ;

Like wraiths that hastened on some spectral guest,

They vanished swiftly, and were seen no more.

Through all the years, as Time on fleet foot Aies ,

Whene'er beneath green beechen boughs we lie,

From out its moat great Raglan's tower will rise,

And those majestic swans go sweeping by .
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GIVE THE RICH MAN A CHANCE .

BY ELIZABETH EMERSON .

A

WOMAN may write on the title of wealth and think it is a panacea that can

this article with perfect freedom , I heal all the troubles thatpoverty brings.

think , because women are engaged in There are, however , some things which a

raising money for a variety of reforms, rich man cannot do, even with money ; for

for the support of the churches, and are ex- instance, he cannot satisfy the claims of all

pected to contribute to promote every sort his poor relations, because their imagination

of benevolent and charitable enterprise. We exaggerates both their needs and the power

depend on our rich men for large contribu- ofmoney to satisfy them . Give to every one

tions, therefore they should be considered in just what he asks, and gifts very soon be

our plans. They should be treated fairly ; come a dangerous means ofsupport. Indus

and their sympathies not divorced from try and honest labor produce equable desires

worthy merciful institutions. I send this as well as a contented spirit. The rich , by

article to the Woman's Council Table that their gifts, often generate poverty and in

others may be led to ponder on the subject. timerender those they help utterly helpless

What a trial it is to be rich and have poor to aid themselves. This is true, when the

relations ! That is, if one is sensitive and time of failure and bankruptcy cones.

permits applications for financial help to an No plan of life is well made which does not

noy the conscience . When riches come to encourage self-reliance and economy, indus

one, they are over- estimated by everybody try and independence of character .

but their possessor. Heis worth a million Oneor two generous rich men in a church

dollars , one says ,when, in fact, he cannot may dwarf the benevolent spirit of eight or

count up more than two hundred thousand. nine hundred people who worship in that

The editor of a metropolitan daily wrote a congregation. If there is an organ to buy,

friend ofmine recently , asking this question : the two rich men give two- thirds of the

“ How many millionaires are there in your money ; is the preacher to pay, the people

city of eighteen thousand inhabitants ?” My contribute what they think is their share and

friend went to the banks and propounded the the rich men pay thebalance, if that amounts

question and to Dunn's and Bradstreet's to half the claim . If a new church is to be

Agency reports and looked up the record of built at a cost of $25,000, the two men agree

the rich men and found that there was not to give three dollars for every one that the

one millionaire in the city. It was rather people subscribe.

humiliating, for there were severalwell-to do Here is where rich men see an opening to

manufacturers, bankers,and speculators, but contribute. They do it generously , with a

of millionaires not one. good motive, but people of moderate means

It is singular, since we have not less than study the situation and think we shall be

six men whose local reputation is that they excused. Wewill hide behind our poverty ,

are worth from one to four millions each ,but then enjoy the privileges of the church and

not one of them reckons his wealth at any of let the rich men cancel the bills.”

these fabulous sums. These rich men are permitted to build our

The class of people who look on from com- hospitals, endow our colleges, and establish

parative poverty, estimate a man's wealth public libraries ; the poor are benefited by

after this fashion , by what a house is worth, these institutions. Is it not true that the

a farm , a bank ; and a bank may represent Roman Catholic Church is the only one

but
very little capital ; indeed, it may screen whose members are trained to give small

the poverty of the stockholders or of a bank sumssystematically from their small incomes

officer and misrepresent them . to help build merciful institutions?

Some of our rich men become the prey of Weare sometimes in danger of imposing

their poor relations, because the poor, from upon our rich men , though I do not suppose

their standpoint of poverty , overestimate any of them give too much. It is not often
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that we hear of a man failing financially be- tained in these ways:

cause he gave too much to the church , but First, let them give. Giving educates one

when a rich man sees that others out of their to give. It brings its own joy to the donor.

small income neglect to give their propor. To learn to give, however, after wealth has

tion , when rich and poor are helping a com come to one is a hard lesson .

mon cause, then it is that the rich may be Second, the churches assume to influence

offended . It is imposing upon them , and, the rich to be generous, but is not theirwork

what is still worse , the reflex influence hurts a partial failure ? A multitude of our rich

the people of moderate means more than it men do not come under the direct influence

does the rich .
of the church ; and so manymen are growing

Havewe not fallen upon timeswhen a good rich that the unsanctified rich people ,holding

many people think it is wicked to be rich , their unsanctified riches, make one of the

and that, too, without considering whether chiefdangers in our civilization.

their wealth was obtained by legitimate or Dare I make this bold inquiry : Are thefew

doubtfulmeans, by conducting an honorable rich people who attend church preached to

or a disreputable business ? There are peo- plainly , pointedly, and powerfully about

ple who hold that it is a crimeagainst society the temptations and sins to which wealth

for oneman to be worth twenty -five or fifty exposes them , as the Great Teacher states

millions of dollars, yet Solomon was a mil. their case in the New Testament ?

lionaire, and he and someother rich worthies Third, the rich provoke one another to

in ancient Israel seemed to be favored with give. One gives a large sum to the church

the divine sanction . or a benevolent cause and another is provoked

I do not plead for rich men because they to do the same. I have found but few rich

are rich ,but I insist that equal justice should men who were studying what to do with

be measured to rich and poor alike in their their surpluswealth . Said one of these men

social relations. The rich man is entitled to to me, a millionaire, a widower, with no

fair treatment in his acts of benevolence as children ," I am an uneducated man ; I did not

well as the poor man. His contributions have theprivilegeof schools in myboyhood or

should not excite envy or jealousy. The fact early manhood ; I spent my life on the Mis

is a man should receive the kindly judgment sissippi River, working on steamboats , and

of his fellow -men , even if he is worth forty at night we would tie up at a town or city

millions and his neighbor is not worth one and I would attend the theater or a negro

dollar, since by studying his millions you minstrel show , but now , as I grow older and

may learn that theman is a Chase or Hamil- think ofmy early life and then look upon

ton in financial management, and itmay be society as it exists to-day, I pity the young

that his talents created hismillions. How people who spend their evenings in the way

often a rich man is the prey of every good I spent mine. If I had been favored with

cause that is in need of funds ! books and teachers, I could have secured a

Not a few rich men are goaded to be suspi- good education by a wise use of my even

cious of preachers and solicitors of money ; ings. Now I have a good business educa

they grow chary , put on a coat ofmail, think tion, and I have plenty of money ; this is

how they can decline and not offend the so- true, you are the only person thathas ever

licitor, or they often put down a small sum suggested tomethat Iwould bewise in using

as a self-inflicted penalty for being rich, and a portion ofmy wealth to promote the cause

thus becomethe target of criticism . Stephen of education, and I can assure you,” said the

Girard subscribed one hundred dollars to a man , “ it is just what I have been thinking

good cause because a preacher requested it, about occasionally for more than five years."

but the minister remonstrated that he ex “ Well, how aboutmy case ?” I inquired .

pected five hundred dollars and said , “ I am He replied , " I will give you my check for

disappointed.” Girard asked for the book, one thousand dollars for your educational

erased his subscription, and bowed the enterprise."

preacher out of his office. At the present writing, that man is devis

The thankful acknowledgment of a contri- ing liberal things for the needy of his city

bution , even if the sum is small, is good and state.

policy, besides being a good business rule . What I ask is this , give the rich man a

The best education for rich people is ob- chance.
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THE SPANISH CREOLE.

BY ANNIE R. KING .

N the South the Spanish woman is rapidly broad, though in later life she is prone to be

creolized ; in New Orleans she soon be come physically so.

comes one of a numerous sisterhood in She is always a Romanist in religion, be

habiting the faubourg d'en bas. lieves in the historic church , would burn

Here where gaiety is the rule, their vivacity heretics , yet rebels against interference from

excites little comment; still they keep their any less in importance than the Pope. She

charm , their individuality . The Spanish performs scrupulously her religious duties ,

women , while conforming to the general yet criticises with unbridled tongue her par

dictates of fashion , dress according to their ish priest.

own interpretation of her laws. They in She takes no part in organized charities ,

novate, yet adhere to all beliefs ofwhat their for the church absorbs the individual in its

mothers considered becoming in dress. They commonwealth . It dispenses charity through

love flowers as they do children, both are bands or societies, and only asks the indi

their constant companions. The child clings vidual to contribute his quota to the support

to them , the flower rests in the folds of their of the enterprise. Spanish women seldom

dress or in the glossy braids of their hair. read after their common school education has

The women are coquettish , yet flirtation is proclaimed them fit aspirants for matrimony,

with them by no means a fine art ; their yet now and then they do read the book fin

frankness of speech frequently borders on gered years before by father or grandfather.

coarseness. This may be attributed to the They are usually fair musicians and play by

fact that for centuries theear has been accus- preference selections from the operas , or con

tomed to receive direct compliments from certed pieces bristling with runs over the

even the casual passerby. piano keys. They sing , too , the songs in

The Spanish wife is jealous of any atten- vogue at the moment.

tion paid her husband ; her method of reme Whenever it is practicable they speak

dying theevil, is neither to pout nor pine in French to thechildren and care but little for

silence ; with firmness, yet with flashing the English language, though they have a

eyes, she prohibits theman from ever speak- sincere admiration for the American .

ing to or looking at the so -considered rival They take no part in political wrangles

again . Whatever oath she takes in marriage either in state or country ; their creed is,

to obey her husband is an elastic one; she that money carries the day, therefore, get

always retains her independence, and from all you can , leaving your neighbor to

the start in connubial life, she is master in gather up the remnants, and do not criti

the home.
cise or envy. They are not ambitious for

TheSpaniard is hospitable to a degree,and their sons ;monarchicaltraditions possibly

never has a doubt that the housewife will still clinging to them , they realize that of

make the unexpected guest thoroughly wel- fices are for the chosen few - an upper set

come. There is no false shameabout quality and not to be placed within reach of every

of wine, quantity of viands, or coarseness of or any American .

napery. The best the house affords thatday They rarely speak of revisiting Spain , for

is placed before you in simple hospitality . such a voyage would necessitate an outlay of

She knows it is well prepared , deliciously money, and the impossible in their vernacu

seasoned ; she trusts to your indulgence for lar is ever to have more money than is just

all shortcomings. Life meansto the Spanish adequate for the moment. Why kill one's

woman an exchange of civilities between self with work ? Yet they are notlazy. The

persons of congeniality . She is pleased and house is always exquisitely clean, and the

you must be a brute if you are not so too. beautifully fashioned and fitting costumes

She has none of the supersensitiveness of they wear are generally the work of their

American women ; introspection is an un- own hands. They look upon Spain as the

known word to her. She is not mentally American does upon heaven , as a land far ,
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far away, where fate may some day place she has hermission from her birth - to be a

them . true friend, wife , and mother .

They never intrigue to an end , they state She floats down the stream of time ; the

simply what they want, and expect their American swims. She dances through life to

friends to aid them in getting it. the accompanimentof jests and compliments ;

They present a restful contrast to their the American marches through it to martial

American sisters. While the American music. She has no end in view , all thought

woman labors to push herself socially beyond is for the present moment; the American

whatever position shemay have been placed lives to leave an impress on her time. The

in , chafes over domestic occurrences, has Spaniard reaches an end ; the American a

spasms of despair over her failure to find a destination ; death comes after ease no less

mission , bemoans her small value as a factor than after struggle.

of the world, the Spanish woman knows, George Eliot said that God made women

or at least recognizes, no social scale. to match themen, so that it rarely happens

Whether her friend sells cigars , or is in the that even in the South the Spanish woman

commission business , he is her friend, and is marries the American man . The Spanish

endowed with ideal rank . He is like herself man cannot be taken too seriously, the

an exile from the kingdom of “ the what- American woman cannot be taken lightly ;

might have been.” A laugh greets the daily a balance of power is struck , and the nation

mistakes in domestic service,which form the alities live side by side in harmony, separated

burden of the American woman's complaint ; by a stream of deep individuality.

THE WOMAN'S WORLD OF LONDON .

BY ELIZABETH ROBINS PENNELL .

N my last article I spoke of a new scheme new position in literature , One has only to

of co -operative housekeeping about to remember how fifty or even twenty -five years

be tested in London. To none will it ago the woman who wrote was exceptional,

appeal more directly than to the liter- tolerated by a few , sneered at as a blue

ary women whose numbers are continually stocking by the many, and then to see how ,

increasing in the metropolis. William Mor- nowadays, she is accepted as

ris, dreaming Utopian dreams, may declare course. One of the leading London publish-

the perfect life for man and woman alike ers, talking to me the other day, told me he

to bemade up of an evenly balanced combi- was more and more struck , as timewent on,

nation of manual or domestic and brain la- with the conspicuous part English women

bor. But in actual life those who haveworked were playing in theliterature of their country.

intellectually to good purpose know that they Every day, it seemed to him , more camewith

have little energy left for other undertakings. MSS. and schemes to submit to his consider

Already in London one sees women , likeMrs. eration , and, what is of further significance,

Lynn Linton, for example, living in Queen these MSS. and schemes were also growing

Anne mansions where for a good price they daily in commercial value and importance .

arespared alldomesticresponsibilities,or, like It is only right, in passing, to call attention

Miss Olive Schreiner (when she is in town) to the fact that woman's very literary success

established in the Women's Chambers on threatens her literary excellence. In litera

Chenies Street,where expenses are small and ture the number of its professors is not the

men not allowed on the premises. main consideration .

Onewatches with interest every innovation In London the literary woman has also be

that affects the conditions of life for literary come a greater social factor than she ever

women, now that this life is being broadened was before. Since the days when George

and developed so rapidly. Perhaps of a :1 the Eliot gave her Sunday afternoons in St.

changes that have taken place in woman's John's Wood, the house of the literary woman

world , none has been so great and none so has been a favorite rendezvous for artists and

little rialized as that between her old and her writers and all the principal thinkers and
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workers of the day . A dinner at Mrs. Hum . ers, that when the two sexes share the same

phrey Ward's and an afternoon at Miss Jean interests and work ,they should meeton equal

Ingelow's or Miss Mary Robinson's (Mme. grounds. Women aswell as men who write,

James Darmesteter) will show how well they belongto theSociety ofAuthors . When theso

are able to gather around them all the peo- ciety was started Mr.Walter Besant promised

ple best worth knowing . man's strong protection to all poor, weak

And this change in woman's literary and women authors. But Mrs. Fenwick Miller,

social position has led to a more satisfactory in good strong language, protested , declar

state of affairs in her financial relations. The ing that if women were not received asmem

well-known literary woman commands the bers on exactly the same footing asmen , they

same prices as the well-known literary man. would far better not be received at all.

Ofcourse there are literary women the world At theannualmeetingmen and women are

over, and in towns like Paris and Boston and present in equalnumbers and show equal in

New York , they take a very prominent place. terest. At the annual dinner both sexes are

But it is above all in English -speaking races very evenly represented ; though at the three

that woman has within the last generation dinners which have been given as yet only

boldly adopted literature as a profession, and one woman has been asked to join in the

for all English-speaking races London is the after-dinner speaking , but at this I am not

headquarters. The British Museum alone surprised. It is a curious fact that,while En

would be enough to attract her, even as it glish women have had endless practice in

proves a magnet to the literary man. To public speaking, the good speakers are in a

be sure, in the British Museum one seldom sad minority ; indeed some of the chief polit

sees the women who have made the greatest ical orators among women here are Ameri

reputations. I remember, on my first visit, cans. And when it comes to an after -dinner

how eager I was to have all the celebrities speech they do not seem to have the faintest

pointed out to me, and how disappointed idea as to what is expected of them .

when the official,who wasshowingmearound But there is one distinction made in this

asked me if I had never heard of the poor society to which, strange to say, no woman

“ devil ” who came to drudge for the great has so far taken objection . The Counciland

man or woman . And indeed, most of the Executive Committee are composed as ex

women who are daily habitués of the Reading clusively of men as thetwoHouses of Parlia

Room — and they are many - are the veriest ment. Sincemanywomen of high literary

hacks, making research on commission or standing are included among the members,

drudging for publishers and editors on a it would seem but a fair arrangement if they

starvation wage. There are exceptions, how too were represented in the management of

ever. Two women of note who are very reg- the Association .

ular frequenters, though one more correctly I know of only one instance in which the

speaking is a scientist, are Miss Clarke, literary women of London have acted quite

known as an astronomer,andMiss Lucy Smith independently ofmen . For two years a few

Toulmin , a learned authority on old English have joined together and met at what they

MSS. and texts;while there are few English- called the Literary Ladies' Dinner. Both

orAmerican for that matter - literary women years there hasbeen but a small attendance

who do not spend an occasional day in this not more than twenty -five I think , and last

most fascinating, if most badly ventilated of year one could not help noting how few of

all reading rooms. those who had been present on the previous

Now that the literary women of London occasion cameto the second dinner. Ibelieve

havebecamesocial leaders in the large liter- that a third will be given this spring. The

ary and artistic set, now that their influence idea is a good one, if thename of the function

is so keenly felt in the publishing world, it could be changed— “ Literary Ladies " is too

may at first seem strange that they have pretentious. But the dinner brings to

not combined forces and formed themselves gether women whose work should be a bond

into somesort of an association , defensive of union .

and progressive. But that they have not is Ofwomen who are journalists essentially

really a proof that they understand their po- and of the work they do in London, there is

sition too well, and that they frankly real- so much to be said I must wait to talk about

ize the doctrine preached by women reform- them another time.
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BY CATHARINE HUGHES.

Men can do best, and women know it well, cation . In the different sectionsof the United

Pre-eminence in all and each is yours,
States — the East, the West , and the South

Yet grant somesmall acknowledgment of ours. the history of the whole development and

-Anne Bradstreet.
growth of the important movement is care

T IS the history of woman's struggle for fully traced . It is shown how the entering

an " acknowledgment" of her part of the wedge was at first driven which by degrees

world's labor that forms the subject of forced a way for women through common

the recent book “ Woman's Work in schools, high schools, and even colleges. At

America ." * The book has been criticized as every step men raised their hands in holy

being one-sided in its demonstrations, horror at their unbecoming aspirations. But

which it certainly is. But it will be only by the victorious women steadily pursuing their

extremely one-sided efforts put forth for a cherished aims gradually quieted the wild

long timeyet to come, that any thing like an apprehensions of evil consequences from

equilibrium can be restored to the unjust their acts.

balances used for ages in estimating the work
Education prepared woman for careers in

of the sexes. Critics have said too, “ Why literature and in journalism ; and the chap

divide work into man's part and woman's ters treating of these two fields show that

part ? Is it not enough to be a factor in the their competency in the work soon led to the

world's growth ?” And the critics are right opening of these callings without reserve to

again in their question — it is enough to be a all who wished to enter them .

factor. The book itself openly grants this, The story of woman's introduction into

but it denounces the injustice of compelling the practice ofmedicine and that oflaw shows

one of the component elements to go unrec. that in these professions perhaps the bit

ognized . That all of the remuneration, all terest opposition of all wasmet. And these

of the recompense of reward , should go to are the very two professions in which time

only one of thetwo factors involved, is suffi- has proved that there was pre-eminent need

cient ground for making a formal division of of their services. Strange it is that it should

work . ever have seemed to anyone out of place that

The book comprises eighteen chapters, women should minister to their sisters in

each one of which is written by a different sickness, or plead for them ,and by their very

woman and each woman is a specialist in the presence protect them when involved in the

subject of which she writes. The same
troubles of a court room ,

method of procedure has been pursued by all, The chapter graphically setting forth what

which shows a well-laid scheme and fine woman hasdoneand can do in the state may

generalship in its execution on the part of be summed upby saying it does exactly what

the editor. The early difficulties surround- was accredited to " good Queen Bess " by an

ing woman's entrance into the different fields early American poetess in a finely sarcastic

considered ; her steady perseverance in the couplet :

face of all opposition ; the success which She hath wiped off the aspersion of her sex,

slowly crowned her efforts and proved her Thatwomen wisdom lack to play the Rex .

actions right ; the constant widening of op In entering the great marts of industry

portunities for others of her sex in each of women were implored " to stop and consider

the invaded fields, until the fact that they what homes would become if they were to

are toiling there wakes no feeling of sur- take their places beside men in the field of

prise - form the general framework to toil.” The writer points out how purely senti

which the special history of each calling is mental was the cry, as the great majority of

adapted . women had always toiled at work often every

Very logically the opening chapter and the whit as rough, as coarse, as that done by the

two following it are devoted to woman's edu- men . Shemakes clear, too, the vast amount

*" Woman's Work in America." Edited by Annie of good done to the poorest,most oppressed

Nathan Meyer. New York : Henry Holt and Company. class of wage earners from the fact that many

H -July .
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among thebetter classes ofwomen have gone selves when at work , and were painfully

into active business .
aware that frequently they were held up to

It is shown that certain women have gained ridicule before the world . On the contrary ,

for themselves a world -wide reputation by all things worked together to cheer and in

their public labor in seven fields of philan- spire men in their tasks. Women assisted

thropy, -- charity ; the care of the sick , of the them in every possible way, not least of

criminal, of the Indian ; in anti-slavery work ; which was the ready “ acknowledgment " of

the W. C. T. U .; and the Red Cross. It their ability. As the fabled Muses - and

seems impossible that any could ever learn what a contradictory conceit it was that

of such lives and yet honestly say that feigned those wise beings as of the female

women should have no voice regarding the sex - in a figurative sense inspired man's

institutions of the state, institutions includ- soul for his calling, so in a practical sense

ing prisons, reformatories, industrial schools , woman , by her encouragement and her mani

and the like, in which they have labored so fested faith in him , nerved his arm and

effectively. strengthened his will and assisted him to do

The work done by women in all of these his best. Had she toiled under similar cir

fields in which they have only gained a cumstances, a critical comparison of her work

fairly independent foothold , is often critically with his would be a fair proceeding.

compared with that done by men, and de Yes, “ man can do best, ” for justice, oppor

nounced as being inferior. Of course it is, tunity , encouragement havealways been his .

as a whole,much inferior. The different cir- They will soon be woman's also, and then it

cumstances under which it was wrought will henceforth be a question only of how to

could lead to no other consequence. Women accomplish in the best way the highest good

fought for the right to work , defended them- ofthe world .

THE ARTIST MADAME BERTHE MORIZOT.

BY T. DE WYZEWA.

Translated for " The Chautauquan " from " L'Art dans Les Deux Mondes,"

OMEN painters are not lacking in less paintings. They succeeded in spite of

the history of art ; but that which their faults, in producing a vision of that

tive painting ofwomen ,thepaint. different from the world which men see - a

ing expressing the particular aspectwhich world sweeter, lighter,more fleeting.

things should present to feminine eyes and If neither Rosalba Carriera nor Madame

minds. There is no doubt that this as- Vigée-Lebrun knew how to transfer this

pect is very marked, and moreover very de- vision from their minds to canvas after the

lightful, and that it ought to be expressed manner of true artists, they at least have

in an artistic form . Itmight bemaintained the merit of respecting it and of holding it

that women have not a distinctive style of worthy to be transferred . Most other women

thinking or of feeling and that therefore lit- painters, on the contrary, seem to have had

erature and music do not hold for them spe- only scorn for their distinctive visions, to have

cial provinces. But they certainly see with tried to efface them from their sight ; and if

their own eyes ; and what they see is very their pictures have always the air of having

different from what men see. been painted by their hands, they also seem

However, a very few women in the past to have been seen through the eyes of their

have attempted this art of feminine painting. brothers. Several of them have succeeded

The pastels of Rosalba Carriera and the por- marvelously in assimilating men's ways of

traits ofMadame Vigée-Lebrun - which have seeing ; they know accurately all the secrets

none of the qualities of genuine works of art, of design and of color ; they would be co
con

expression, design, color - are impregnat
ed sidered as true artists were it not foran un

with a special charm marked enough to keep pleasant impression of artfulness and of un

them from being lost in the crowd of value- truthfulne
ss which one experience

s
in look
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ing at their work . Something gives out a bile surface, infinitely variegated , over which

false ring in whatever they do in this line of passes, as in a fairy scene, an enchanting cor

art. It is not a natural world which they tége of transitory impressions.

paint. One feels that they have placed their Among all the artists of the school ofim

skillfulhands at the service of other eyes. pressionists, MadameMorizot is the only one

The fact that she looks at things with her who in every particular has maintained its

own eyes is the firstmerit ofMadame Berthe principles without any exaggeration. In

Morizot. Every one of her works offers the truth , she seemsto have had no other mas

same indefinable charm ; at the first glance ters than her own eyes. The world is for her

they reveal an original view which is purely only a delightful drama in which nothing of

feminine. But MadameMorizot is not con an unpleasant or distressing character has a

tent with merely attempting to reproduce her part. A harmony of soft variations , of light

individual impressions ; she knows how to and graceful forms, is the one object of her

adapt to them the most perfect means suita- paintings, her pastels, and designs. The

ble for the work ; so that shemay be said to figures appear there as shadows, but as

have created an art, homogeneous, complete, shadows so charming and having such a soul

comprising all the qualities which ought to ful expression that no one can regret the re

constitute an art, and which is absolutely lief and the life which they lack .

exquisite . Yes , it is not too much to say But, if from the first she has shown the es

that the works of Madame Morizot, in their sential qualities of the artistic temperament,

special characteristics , touch even upon per- she has never ceased trying to give to these

fection . Nothing is out of tune in them ; qualities a purer form . Her last works differ

nothing is lacking in all that which can in- greatly from her earlier ones ; the harmony

vest them with the most noble artistic value, of colors is sweeter, the figures more clearly

the delicate sensations of a woman.
defined ,the design firmer. Ifear, though, that

The excellence ofher art I believe is due in in time shewill becometoo anxious to give to

large part to the happy chance which gave her figures the relief and energy she admires

her for a teacher Edward Manet; and which in the works of the great masters. Butthese

thus from the beginning attached her to the masters were men, and there is not one of

impressionist school. The impressionist them who, with all his genius, would not

method is especially adapted to true feminine have envied Madame Morizot for her tender

painting. Its exclusive use of clear tones touches and her womanly impressions. Her

accords with the lightness, the transparency, last works are in truth masterpieces.

the easy elegance, which should constitute the MadameMorizot however is not celebrated ;

essentialtraits of woman's painting. And, the public scarcely knows her name. Her

more than the process, it is the principle of style is as yet appreciated by a very small

impressionism which contributes to makeof number of persons ; the mass of the people

it a method of feminine art. A woman should in all lands admire themore pronounced and

perceive the universe as a graceful and mo- showy works.

CONGRESS PROMOTES WOMEN .

BY MISS E. L. MORSE.

M

EN , women , and clerks, constitute to toddle about after the fashion of other ladies

the three main divisions of human in diplomatic circles . And exclusive Corea

life in Washington . Themen and felt the wings of female ambition expand as

women are much like their broth- soon as the first delegation raised its eyes to

ers and sisters everywhere ; in fact they that conventionalized goddess of liberty - the

might be called a brotherhood and sisterhood Indian squaw — which surmounts the dome

of the world, since in the nature of things a of the national capitol.

national capital draws to itself representa But the clerks form a little world of their

tives from all lands. Even conservative China own, which satellite revolves around thecen

is gradually permitting the little celestialwife tral government, always at the toe of the con
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gressional boot, in company with its faithful hold and increasing in numbers is most inter

body-guard, the civil service commission . estirg to those who value woman, and watch

As it has been remarked of the first at- her work and advancement.

tempts at organizing governmental offices It has been a mooted question as to which

when three departments constituted all the department was the first to introducewomen ,

paraphernalia necessary to transact the busi- the Post-Office Departmentor the Treasury .

ness of thenew world -- that Benjamin Frank . But to GeneralSpinner women owemore than

lin was the Post-Office Department, and care to any other oneman, as in all his official life

ried the mails in his hat ; probably the first he never failed to urge the value of “ female

clerk served without a regular appointment clerks," or to defend them against Congress

as he collected the letters which the wind dis- and the politicalworld generally , when the

tributed , when the Department incautiously inexpediency of their appointment was as

raised its hat. serted .

Uncle Samuel's housekeeping closely re It is related in the Post-Office Department,

sembles individual enterprises and woman that a man died , or resigned - a very unusual

occupies a relative position under the national circumstance according to departmental sta

banner to that which she is expected to fill in tistics — however, as he surrendered his posi

smaller principalities ; where she is fre- tion either from necessity or choice, two ladies

quently called upon to collect paper, strings, were appointed in his place, by way ofexperi

hammer, nails, etc., forming an arabesque ment, and the salary which he had formerly

very like a spider'sweb — if shehad that little received was divided between them , by which

creature's power of outlining its path - in her distinguished consideration each became the

zealto collect all the implements necessary recipient of forty dollars per month . One of

for the head of the house to execute a chef- those ladies is still in that department. The

d'ouvre in domestic art, while the said man , other was fortunate enough to be able to re

after a more or less successfuluse ofthe con- sign after twelve years of service. They

tents of the little domicile together with some made fine records for themselves and ad

not inventoried, steps back , surveys his fin- vanced the interests of all women . Cau

ished work ,beams on his helpmeet and with tiously and gradually , with strong congres

elation somewhat disproportioned to the suc- sional influence, other women were admitted

cess of the enterprise from a feminine and their salaries increased to fifty dollars a

point of view - promptly leaves her to bring month, until, when it was discovered that

order out of chaos and restore harmony to the they were doing double the amount of work

deranged household . Now how could he get for one half the pay that the men received,

along withouther ? Atall events , shethought they naturally expressed greatdissatisfaction ;

that she could not get along without him and the manifest injustice finally induced

and here she is. Congress to " fix " the salary of the “ female

A characteristic street scene in Washing- clerk ” at seventy -five dollars per month,

ton, is the procession of clerks entering the on which the “ collective she ” continued

variousGovernmentBuildings at nineo'clock to work with patience and fidelity, until

in the morning, and issuing therefrom in the daily consideration of the matter led her to

evening at four o'clock , daily . From eight believe that thework itself should command

to nine a . m . the streets and parks are gay the salary, and the question by whom it had

with clerks wending their way from the rail- been executed ought not to enter into the

way stations, as many of them live in the transaction . Justice is blind, it is said , and

pretty suburban places, a few even having believing thoroughly in the immortal god

their homes in Baltimore, forty miles away. dess, who surely ought not to discriminate

The street-cars are over- flowing with them against women , being clad in their mortal

and not infrequently a cycler darts along on garments herself, they began to petition for

his phantom steed, which makes his country the same pay for the same work . So they

home an independent possibility . Of this bored, bothered , and begged every congress

army of clerks— they are numbered by the man whohad not a heart of adamant, for equal

thousand now - a goodly proportion are consideration .

women ; and it isdifficult to realize that thirty The first bill for equal pay for equal work,

years ago there was not a woman among was prepared by the joint effort of Senator

them . The history of their getting a foot. Ferry, of Connecticut, and Senator Trumbull,
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of Illinois, and introduced in the Senate on for the cause of woman, who improved every

the last day of the session , March 4 , 1869, a opportunity to agitate the question of her

very unusual proceeding, showing interest work and wages, and some faithful friend was

and earnestness not often met with in the rush always ready to take the floor in either House

and press of business at the close of the short of Congress when the appropriation bills

session of Congress. cameup, and advocate no discrimination in

It was a very difficult bill to draw , as salaries between male and “ female” clerks,

women were creeping into the departments supported by thepowerfulwords oftheUnited

by the strength and energy of their political States Treasurer, faithful General Spinner,

friends against the vigorous opposition of in favor of the latter.

those who had the protection of a vote. One Up to this time, no woman in any of the

would find some interesting reading on the departments had received more than nine

subject in the files of the “ Congressional hundred dollars per annum , while the male

Globe ” of those years, as it never failed to service was classified into first, second, third ,

call forth instructive remarks from mem- and fourth class clerkships, with salaries

bers in both Houses of Congress, whenever graded respectively at $ 1,200, $ 1,400, $ 1,600,

the question of salaries came under discus- and $ 1,800 , per annum . The connection be.

sion — as is inevitable once a year, when the tween class and salary occasionally causes

annual appropriation bills are in order - in- embarrassment, as in the case of a youngman

volving as it did , the question of women or who thought that his services during an ex

no women in the departments. Therefore, to citing presidential campaign had been suf

word the bill so that it should be operative ficiently valuable to entitle him to live at the

for the salaries of women and yet not detri- expense of the government. In reply to the

mental to their appointment, required legal notification that he had been appointed to a

skill as well as long experience in congres- fourth class clerkship in the Treasury Depart.

sional word -building and the ways of intri- ment, he answered , somewhat testily , that it

cate legislation generally . It is true- and he could nothave a first class clerkship he did

not surprising — that this bill was defeated in not want any, blissfully unconscious that his

conference committee, but the ball was set annual income would be reduced six hundred

rolling and there were a few earnest workers dollars by the exchange.

BALLAD OF SWARIN THE SEA KING .

BY KATHARINE LEE BATES.

[It is doubtless very savage-- that valor of the The fair-dyed,woven hangingswhere the bed

old Northmen . Snorri tells us that they of Swarin stood .

thought it a shame and misery not to die in bat

tle ; and if naturaldeath seemed to be coming Night-long had the leeches pondered the lore

of the woodland green ,
on , they would cut wounds in their flesh , that

Odin mightreceive them as warriors slain . oid Runes scored on the bark of birch trees

kings, about to die, had their body laid into a whose quivering branches lean

ship, the ship sent forth with sails set and slow To the east, and wan for sorrow they waited

fire burning it ; that once out at sea, it might
the weird of themorrow ,

blaze up in Aame, and in such manner bury For sore their hearts misdoubted what the

worthily the old hero, at once in the sky and in brooding Nornsmight mean.

the ocean ! Wild, bloody valor ; yet valor of its

kind; better, Isay,than none. — ThomasCarlyle.] For the strength wasshorn from Swarin . As

a storm -uprooted oak

N thehall ofSwarin the SeaKing thethanes Lay the Lord ofthe Ice -Hills mighty in the

were heavy ofmood , play of sworded folk ,

Though red on the carven benches shone the But the white hair, oft uplifted by the whis

light from the pine-tree wood , tling sea-wind, drifted

Ablaze on the hearth , and golden It flashed Like foam on the blue-stained bed-gear, and

on the many- folden , the women's sobs outbroke.

IN
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Sudden the gray lips parted with a glad, far- On themail-girt breast of the Fearless, and

echoing cry : smiled to his smiling , tearless ,

“ Long is the road to God-home, but behold ! And wished him weal in his faring , for their

my feet draw nigh . hearts were the hearts of kings.

Wide on the wold the faring,but the hoursof

night are wearing ,
Last knelt his daughter beside him and

kissed him soft and sweet,

And my day of days is dawning in yonder
And lifted her child to nestle once more where

pallid sky.

the great heart beat ;

“ Make room , O heroes of Odin ! room at the Till the sunny ringlets blended with the

mead -crowned board !
hoary beard, then wended

Yet shamed am I that I fall not by bite of the Shoreward her way full queenly, guiding the

singing sword
youngling's feet.

Amidst the eager rattle of spears , the thorns
And the dragon leapt from the tether, the

of battle,

Shall Swarin die as a coward ? My hearth . And blithely the ship ran over the blue hills

golden beak sprang free,

friends, lift your lord."

Then the wall waxed great and grievous, and Whilst a long cry followed after, butthe white

the gleemen rent atwain ,
waves foamed with laughter ,

Their shining harpstrings witless to mend And the salt wind sang in the cordage the

the people's pain ,
song of Æger's glee,

For love's eyes, nothing blinded , wist well

And thekeen gray eyes of Swarin, whilst the
that the king was minded

clouds sped by above,
To go home that day to Odin and his heart

Waxed dreamy as maiden's musing on her
of death was fain .

blossoming days of love,

But the Dauntless of Spirit raised him and For afar from his gaze had drifted all sights

called for his war-array . save the east sky rifted

And in crested helm they dighthim and steel By the ruby gates ofGod-home, and his heart

shirt gleaming gray.
had peace

thereof.

On his gold-rimmed shield they borehim , his

banner of famebefore him ,
But the fire -seed yearned for harvest, for the

And the horns blew up as for battle, while
praise of those who reap,

And the stealthy flames, a -whisper, crept up
they took the seaward way .

the bulwark steep,

Then the pale world glowed with sundawn, Whilst wide o'er the Sea Queen's acre rang

and over the blue sea - floor the shout of the Battle-Breaker,

Fell a ruddy shaft like a pathway to Odin's As thereddened sword of Swarin in thebitter

wound stood deep .

With gold was the king's helm smitten , and

the dragon -keel was litten
Clear rose the hero's death song :

And the blazoned sails , and the sea-runes cut

count of slain I fill.

deep in the flashing oar.

Welcome me home, All-Father ! On earth

have I wrought thy will.

On the deck they laid King Swarin , with Now are the bright doors parted , and over the

treasure for Odin's need , gulf, leal-hearted ,

Fur cloaks, andhammered war-gearand many I clasp for thy cloudy garmentand follow thy

a silken weed , footsteps still."

With gold ofthe world's desire, and they hid

The wild fire wrapt the sea bird from topmast
the seed of fire

unto wave,
In the heartofthe foam -necked sea bird , while

But loud laughed out King Swarin on the
the war-host wept for thedeed .

latest breath he gave,

But in seemly guise his kinsfolk heaped store For flashed in the flame-rent spaces gold

of priceless things,
shields and glimmering faces

Glittering stones from the earth -caves , and OfOdin's Victory-Wafters, the Choosers of

battle-spoil of rings,
the Brave.

open door.

- Thusmy
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PROTECTIVE AGENCY FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

BY MARY ALLEN WEST.

OTHING is so defenseless as a poor day, the entire amountwas fifty -six dollars of

woman alone in a great city. Sharp- which only four remained unpaid . She im

ers look upon her as lawful prey ; plored him to give her back her old machine

sewing-machine robbers and chattel with which she could earn bread for her chil

mortgage fiends dog her footsteps, and their dren,buthewould not. Orthewoman and her

more infernalbrother pursues her ; city courts little girls are subject to criminal assault, and

seem in league with her tormenters, and the what little protection or redress she might

grave her only place of refuge . But if these claim of the courts must be purchased at such

powers of evil can be made to know that back a fearful cost that she dares not seek it .

of every such woman stands thebest woman All these things and many more, became

hood of the city, a wall of defense is thrown known to philanthropic women in Chicago

around her. To build this wall is thework through their work for women and they de

of the Protective Agency. termined to put their united strength back of

In your sheltered homesyou havenevermade the weakness of their poor sisters ; the Pro

the acquaintance of the chattel mortgage and tective Agency is the result. It was a union

sewing-machine fiends ; let me introduce movement of the leading women's organi

them to you . A laboring man is stricken zation of the city . At a meeting of repre

with consumption ; he is sick for months and sentatives of these bodies in the fall of 1885,

every centof his savings is used up before it was decided that the Chicago Woman's

death comes. The mother has keptbread in Club, as the largest and most representative

themouths of her five children by the very one, should take the initiative and invite the

hardest work ; now come funeral expenses co -operation of the others. This was done

that must bemet immediately . She cannot and resulted in the formation ofthe Agency,

bear the thought of a pauper burial, so mort- with a governing board consisting of repre

gages her scanty furniture for twenty - five dol- sentatives from about twenty of themost in

lars to bury her husband. The usury ex- fuential women's societies in the city. Mrs.

acted is at the rate of two hundred per cent Caroline M. Brown, founder of the Woman's

in a state where eight per centis the highest Club and primemover in the organization of

interest allowed by law . By washing and the Agency, became its president and con

scrubbing and almost starving she keeps up tinued to be so till her removal to Cambridge,

themonthly payments exacted on penalty of Massachusetts, compelled us to elect her suc

taking her furniture ; at the end of the year cessor . After two years, the Agency was re

shehas paid the amountofthe loan twice over, organized on a more independent basis, the

yet it has all been swallowed up in interest, governing board being now elective instead

not one cent applies to the principal. She of representative. Its objects and general

breaksdown from overwork and fails to make working remain the same.

one payment ; her goods are seized under The center of power is the agent, a frail

power of the chattel mortgage, the family littlewoman,Mrs. Charlotte C. Holt, so quiet

broken up, themother sent to the hospital, she would slip through a crowd unnoticed,

and the children scattered. This is the work yet fully charged with that dynamite whose

of the chattel mortgage fiend. chief ingredient is moral courage. She is

Or the victim is a sewing-woman , earning wise as a serpent and during her fouryears '

her living with amachine ; it is gettingworn , service has so won the respect and confidence

and a smooth - tongued chap persuades her to of the courts thatwhatever case she presents

exchange it for a new one of improved pat- is sure of respectful hearing. An attorney

tern, “ on easy payments.” Hetakes the old is now constantly employed to look after

and brings the new ,by whose aid she makes these cases in court ; both agentand attorney :

all the payments but one. Then sickness always exhaust every other means of secur

comes ; she fails to make that payment on ing justice before resorting to the courts. As

the day due,and this fiend takes hermachine. the Agency becomes known, the number of

In a case which came to my knowledge to- cases that are thus settled increases ; often
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the simple knowledge that their poor victim The Protective Agency secured the first

has such a backer, is sufficient to make a conviction of a man for inveigling girls into

scamp disgorge his ill-gotten gains or pay the notoriousdens ofthe Wisconsin pineries ;

themoney out of which he was attempting it has secured a law which curtails the power

to cheat a poor woman . of the chattel mortgage fiend ; working

During the last year 1,614 cases have been conjunction with the Woman's Christian

entered on our books ; of these 454 were for Temperance Union and other organizations,

wages withheld and other debts, of which it has succeeded in raising the age of consent

$ 3,599.30 was collected ; the total amount col- in Illinois from ten years to fourteen, and in

lected during the four yearsis $ 8,582.50. Often getting laws by which in abduction cases ,

the smallness of the claim is very pathetic, previous character under eighteen years of

as it measures the destitution thatmakes its age, shall not be called in question and by

collection a matter of vital moment. But which girls under eighteen can be rescued

whether the claim be fifty cents or fifty dol- from the dens into which they have been en

lars it receives respectful attention . Fifty- trapped .

six were chattel mortgage claims, which re To make the work of a Protective Agency

sulted in the saving of many hundreds of most effective it is necessary to have a chain

dollars and preventing the breaking up of of organizations in the principal cities, so

several families. There were twelve cases of that villains escaping from one city may be

criminal assault and several of abduction of traced into another; such national organiza

young girls for immoral purposes. tion has been planned but is not yet perfected.

OBJECTIONS TO COLLEGE TRAINING FOR GIRLS .

BY EMILY F. WHEELER .

T

made up.

HE world seems of late touched with But it is the answers to the last question

the mania of gathering information which are most instructive, as showing the

by means of questions on all manner prejudices still ruling the averagemind. The

of topics addressed to all manner of chief objections urged are : “ College train

people , As a way of reaching average opin- ing is unnecessary ; women need to learn

ion the postal-examination system has only household duties. They soon forget all

merits, though so many addressed have no they learn , have no use for it in after life,do

opinions, or no time to write them , that it is, not remain single long enough to profit by it.

after all, only a minority report which is thus It is useful only to those who have to support

themselves or who enter a profession . It

But a recent trial of it has proved interest- makes women masculine, causes loss of

ing as showing theaverage objections to col- pretty , lady -like ways; makes them strong

lege training for girls. To the sweet girl minded , vain , independent, disagreeable, dis

graduate of high , normal,and private schools satisfied with home life, injures the health,

in a large Eastern city four questions were unfits them to be economicalwives, destroys

addressed . They were asked if they would thematernal instinct, and hinders them from

like to go to college, if theymeant to go,and marrying."

if not, why not ; and finally what objections Now it may be useful to note how entirely

they had heard urged against such training. the social fallacy underlies most of these ob

Seventy-seven answered , and of these, six- jections. Substitute “ men ” for “ women "

teen had no desire to go, sixteen meant to in them and more than half of them become

go, and the rest would like to, but could absurd . But is education one thing formen

not - chiefly for lack ofmoney. A few were and another for women ? Precisely , answers

unwilling to postpone so long their entrance society . A man's education is for his indi

into society ; and one, a normal graduate, vidual profit in knowledge and character ,

was of opinion that though shemightknow society gaining in turn from his gains. A

more after four years at college, she would woman's training is for the good ofthe home;

be no better fitted to teach . she cannot be considered apart from her
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specialmission as mother and home-maker. edge for their own sakes, it is , perhaps, be

In that case, our homes are still, in the main , cause this reason has not yet comeinto their

“ dolls' houses. " There are, of course, num- lives.

bers of people who think all college training Let us be rid of the idea that a college

a mistake ; who oppose it equally for boys training is only for teachers. The boy goes,

and girls , urging, with slight variations, not because he is to be teacher or lawyer, but

these same objections. This is at least con- because it is the best education of a gentle

sistency if it is not good sense. But the peo- man. Until his sister goes for like reason ,

ple who believe in it for the average boy, because it is the best culture of a lady,we are

should show causewhy the average girlmay still in the backwoods. Let us be rid , too, of

not equally profit by it ; whyonly the excep- the fancy that the higher education is, in

tional girl who means to teach or take a pro- some vague way, inimical to marriage and

fession should be given it. The question, the common lot. If there is comfort in sta

indeed, resolves itself into this : Has a woman tistics, they show that college-bred women

a right to life on her own account? If so, marry like their sisters, only a little later.

then the good of society will give to her, as Statistics long since disproved the “ injury

to her brother, the broadest development, to health " objection. As for the moralists

and trust to profit indirectly by her culture who cry thatwomen's extravagance and love

as it does by his ; no more , no less. of dress hinder marriage, they must surely

A late writer in a magazine, like these ob- see that a society life fosters these passions,

jectors, lays the blame of declining marriage while an intellectual one such as college

on college training and the " selfish ambi- training should develop, controls them by

tions ” it fosters . And, always with the substituting nobler ambitions.

good of society in view , he recommends, as a Meantime college women are warned by

cure, earlier marriages. Let the girl be these objections not to be vain, disagreeable,

trained in household arts so that the youth independent, or “ anxious to occupy posi

can afford to marry , and then let her be given tionsmore suited to men.” There is, indeed ,

home and children to absorb her energies and a certain vagueness about this last, and we all

the “ selfish ambitions,” which it is so wrong know vain and disagreeable women who are

for her to cherish, will wither. But it is pre- not college-bred. Butbehind the criticism is

cisely thebest mothers of to-day, themost in- a truth . It is part of the mission of college

telligent and conscientious, who mourn over trained women to-day, to recommend that

their intellectual deficiencies,their imperfect, education to the averagemother. If we are

old -time training, because they feel these open to criticism because of deficient social

deficiencies with their children. They form grace and tact, the cause will suffer , for, as

classes and literary clubs, because, — “ I want Howells tells us, “ It is certain that our

to know something for my boy's sake - my manners and customs count for more in life

girl's.” If the younger women wantknowl- than our qualities.”

ELIZABETH THOMPSON , THE PHILANTHROPIST.

BY FRANCES E. WILLARD .

President of the W.C. T. U.

P

ROBABLY no figure in the current forher days on earth arewell-nigh numbered .

group of distinguished men andwomen Nearly two years ago a paralytic strokebe

in America is less accentuated to the numbed her faculties, and she sits in the

average eye than that of this great eclipse of her great and beautiful powers,

character. Noris she even a voice , so few have waiting for the call that will be so welcome

either seen orheard her,but her life is amelody to one whose thoughtsand sympathies have,

full of tenderness, nay, an anthem rich and for almost a lifetime, dwelt in theworld in

holy . There is something pathetic about the visible. But there is perhaps nothing more

reflection that Elizabeth Thompson will never pitiful in the varied elements of this melodi.

be personally known to theAmerican people , ous life set to theminor key, than her gentle
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query, not infrequently reiterated in the ears mous picture entitled " Signing the Emanci

of sympathetic friends, “ I wonder how it pation Proclamation ," which Mrs. Thompson

was that when I so loved God and loved hu- purchased for twenty-five thousand dollars,

manity I was not better guided in my give and presented to theAmerican people through

ing ?” This despondent note was not heard the Congress - a picture which is perhaps

in her life until weakness of body had caused the most prominent single painting at the

a loss of tone, so that we may well believe National Capitol. Mrs. Thompson was

her benefactions to have been much more greatly interested in the philosophic and

efficient than she is now inclined to think . scientific studies of Professor Joseph Rhodes

Riding down Fifth Avenue with her from Buchanan , then of New York, and I met her

the eleganthomein which Iwas entertained at a morning class where ladies of wealth

at the National Convention of the W.C.T.U. and thoughtfulness were wont to assemble,

in New York City, 1888, Elizabeth Thomp- my friend Mrs. Hascall among the rest. She

son said to me in that full, mellow voice afterward called upon me, and we talked for

which is so characteristic ofher, “ I might hours. With affectionate but keen scrutiny

have had a carriage of my own, and an ele- I then imprinted once for all upon the photo

ganthomein New York City, but I was just graphic plates of memory, a woman ofme

fool enough not to desire them .” I had in- dium height and proportions as symmetrical

duced her to be present at our opening exer- as they were generous, of quiet and womanly

cises , securing a private box for her, as her attitudes, with a head and face quite remark

dread of the public amounted to an idiosyn- able, the head noble in all its outlines, rising

crasy . She remained during my annual dome-like above the ears, with a fair full

address and gave a partial promise to be brow indicativeofgreat intelligence, and the

present in the evening, when the flag of all arching line of perception , benevolence, rev

nations, designed by her for our society, and erence, reflection ; dark brown hair, simply

one of her many unobtrusive gifts, was to be parted and arranged after the olden style ;

formally presented to the convention by the brown eyes full of sweet and tender bright

Rev. Annie Shaw ; but when the evening ness ; a clear complexion tending a little

came Mrs. Thompson was not there, and toward the olive; a nose sculpturesque and

next morning I received a note of apology strong ; a mouth full of the most motherly

saying that she had filed to her country home and winsome qualities ; and a smile of infi

in Connecticut. nite intelligence and good -will ; a pronounced

I suppose that she has received tens of chin to balance her broad forehead ; and that

thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of mellow , pathetic voice of which I have

letters in the last quarter of a century asking spoken .

for help. She told me they came by the peck She told me her history . Her maiden

and half bushel; that her homeseemed like name was Rowell. She was born in Ver

the whispering gallery of humanity's sorrow mont, in Caledonia, the same county that

and sin , and that theweight of her sympathy was the native home of both my parents.

in reading these letters became so heavy a She was of sturdy stock, the daughter of a

burden that she was wont at frequent inter- farmer , born into a home where hard work

vals to change her place of residence, so that was plenty, with an honest father of good

her whereabouts waskept hushed up among habits and good life , but not, I judge, of

her friends, I know I have for years re- high spirituality ; and with a mother who

garded it as treason to tell any one where must have been a saint according to her

she lived, because she was pursued not only daughter's definition , a woman of the deep

by letters but by visits from persons in dis- est and most intuitive nature, in whom the

tress . spiritualities welled up of their own sweet

Tomy gifted and accomplished friend Mrs. will, nor needed to besuperinduced by study,

M. P. Hascall, of New York City, wife of a culture, observation , or any outside help ;

lawyer, daughter of a judge, and devoted all her body, soul, and spirit, being the homeof

her life to the study of religions, I owemy the Spirit of God. She had many children

introduction to the great philanthropist. It and a hard life. Elizabeth toldmethat she

occurred in 1876 , I think , at which timeMrs. could never put into words the pity, the com

Thompson was greatly interested in Frank passion , the tenderness she felt toward her

B. Carpenter, the artist, who painted the fa- mother, and from this fountain had flowed
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all those tidesof a larger sympathy that have when they weresummering in Brattleborough ,

since gone almost to the ends of the earth. that gem of a town embosomed in hills, he

Hermother was beautiful in body as well as 'came to her one evening with a formidable

in soul, and bequeathed her nature and gifts, looking document, and said , “ Elizabeth , I

both interior and exterior, to her daughter have made my will and bequeathed every

Elizabeth . Neither had, in any degree be- cent I have in the world to you ."

yond the rudiments of the English language, She said : “ Oh, why did you do that ? I

the training of the schools, but to both the am not wise in worldly ways. I should not

great open book of nature and of the soul know how to expend it as you would have

gave constant and devoutly treasured les- wished. I should be the prey of the design

sons,
ing, and should be caught in the meshes of

I do not know just how it came about, but the law ."

a Boston gentleman of the highest culture, “ In what way would you like then to

a graduate of Harvard University, in the havemechange my will,” he said, " for all I

same class with George Bancroft and others have must go to you ."

of our most distinguished men , a bachelor She looked out over the lovely evening

who was living with his mother and sisters landscape and into the calm heavens, then

at the Hub, was traveling through Vermont down upon this manufacturing town where

on a pleasure trip one summer, and in some there was so much misery, and said :

casual way, as we are wont to call it, met haps I can use it for the good of humanity

Elizabeth ,who was, I judge, enough younger while I am alive, but as to its final use I am

than he to have been his daughter. I sup- not willing to have the responsibility. Can

pose that her great beauty and earnestness you not leave it for my benefit during life,

of nature attracted him . Somemonths after, and say that atmy death one-half of it must

if I remember right (for I am giving only im- go to the poor women of Brattleborough, and

pressions), they met at a concert in Boston, the other half to thepoorwomen ofRhinebeck

to which she had been escorted by her uncle on -the-Hudson , where we have so often

whom she was visiting . From that time stayed ?”'

their acquaintance and friendship went on So simple was her heart , so much it dwelt

until they were married, not, as I judge, in the concrete misery that she had wit

with the approval of the aristocratic ladies in nessed with her own eyes, so little was she

his home, but at least without any revolt on cognizant of thecauses ofhuman sorrow , and

their part. so absorbed in the impression of their effects.

Elizabeth came to the magnificent resi- He said very little to her, butwhen, a few

dence of her husband, finding a library of the years after, his generous heart had ceased to

choicest andmost varied selections from the beat, the will was found to be drawn just as

authors of all literary nations, Mr. Thomp- she had desired it. And so she became a

son being well versed in five languages, and widow at about thirty years of age, with a

delighting to read the works of Dante , fortune whose annual income was about one

Goethe, and Voltaire in the original. It was hundred thousand dollars. She would never

a wonderful world into which this lovely touch the principal, and her tastes were very

country maiden, heretofore living in the simple. Society had no attractions for her,

beautiful out-doors of Vermont, that be- and her dress was always of the plainest,

witching Switzerland of America , was thus though in good taste. She wore no costly

suddenly ushered. Her husband set about ornaments. “ How can I," she said , " when

educating her, but you might as well have so many lack bread and shoes ?” She

tried to make a hot-house plant out of a dressed according to the laws ofGod, that is,

fragrantwild rose . She liked to hear him there was no ligature anywhere about her

read aloud, and thusby observation gained a clothing,and shewas a loyal adherent of that

great deal of knowledge,but did not set her- blessed medical faculty , Doctors Diet, Sleep,

self to the definite and consecutive pursuit of and Open Air. She does not seem even to

books. They traveled much by carriage, have desired that delight of almost every

doubtless because she greatly loved the coun- 'woman's heart, “ a home of her own,” but

try , and their summers were passed in the lived in boarding houses and at hotels and in

most beautiful scenery of New England. the homes of her relatives. She told methat

Once, not many years before his death, the first thing she did when she had any
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power over money was to build her mother a just how to use it ?" And relatives of hers

lovely home and surround her with every assure me that this was her intention, but

comfort, trying to atone to her she loved best the purpose had only been formed when the

for the hard life she had led so long. She illness came or from which she is not likely

has no relative whom she has not helped to ever to recover. Shewas greatly interested

the utmost of her power, first to education, in Father McGlynn and his anti-poverty

then to a start in business or to a home. society. She believed that the theatermight

The curse pronounced upon him that pro beredeemed , and made a school of humani

videth not for his own household will never tarian teaching and culture , and in this hope

lie on her. Every true heart must in- expended tens of thousands, from which she

cline to call Elizabeth Thompson blessed , realized perhaps her greatest disappoint

and first of all, those hearts bound to her ment.

own by ties of kindred and affection . “ Her There was a sadness about her that I think

brothers and sisters, her nephewsand nieces , came from finding so often that the gratitude

all owetheir education and start in the world , of manywhom she helped wasnothingmore

and many of them their entire support, to than a lively remembrance of favors to come.

her kindness and generosity .” This sen- There was a loneliness about her like that of

tence I quote from a recent letter written by all great characters. She found few who

one of them .
drank in of her spirit ; indeed in oneof the

Shemanaged her own business affairs , and towns where she had lived longest I heard

became quite a notable business woman. her spoken of as “ a temperance crank , an

Her check book was her fairy-wand, and I eccentric woman whodidn'tknow how to get

have been told that at the close of every any good outof her money."

month she had drawn out the entire install Probably no woman has lived in America

ment for that period , often going beyond it. who has had a personal acquaintance with

When the paralytic stroke cameupon her, more distinguished persons (Imean distin

and others took her business in hand, it was guished in the work of philanthropy, reform ,

found that there were twenty -eight families and the effort to bring about a universal

in a New England town where she was then brotherhood) than Elizabeth Thompson. For

living , entirely dependent upon her bounty . the most part when they would do good their

Any toiling aspiring inventor who had a hands were empty of the wherewithal, and

patentto bring out and no money with which they naturally sought onewho regarded her

to do it, and no influence to back him ; any self as the almoner of the Heavenly Father's

author with a worthy book to publish who bounty. But her benefactions have been al

could not get a hearing ; any educator with a most wholly secret, because those whom she

theory for the better teaching of the young ; has helped were persons of such a character

any reformer who would advance the cause that she would not betray their need, and the

of temperance or of woman or of the indus- great enterprises that she has fostered per

trial classes, was sure to find assistance from tained to education and philanthropy, and

Mrs. Thompson. She gave for theadvance were assisted by her in a personal way, for,

mentof the cause of peace and arbitration ; woman -like, she delighted to give to the per

she was devoted to the kindergarten ; she son rather than the society ; so that the ele

was an enthusiastic believer in the spiritual ment of privacy seemed to her to be an es

power of music over the human heart, and sential feature of her beneficence. I remem

paid musicians and orchestral leaders to give ber her sending me once a check for an exi

open-air concerts for the people. She was a gency in which she had helped me before,

student of heredity and sent out books by but which now had ceased to exist, and I re

tens of thousands to the leaders ofthought turned the money. A more astonished letter

whose post-office addresses she obtained by I never received , for she was not wont to be

means of college catalogues, philanthropic treated after that fashion, so she said ; and I

journals, reports of great societies, and they think this action may have given me a

never knew where the books came from . , vantage ground in her confidence.

She said to me, “ If I should let you I do not intend to represent Elizabeth

have ten thousand dollars a year to expend Thompson as a model of perfection . She has

in publishing temperance items in the press erred in judgmentmany times,nodoubt. She

of this country do you think you would know is not so orthodox as I wish she were, but a

-
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heartmore saturated with a sense ofbrother- duty, in destiny, but alas, the Light that

hood I have nowhere found in literature or never shone on sea or shore, which is the

life, and I kpow that she would have loved Light of Life, has not been to her a steady

to be an avowed disciple of Christ. She has guiding star.

looked atme many a timewith an unuttera I am sure that all good men and women

ble sadness in her beautiful face, and said , will feel toward her the same affectionate

“ I wish I could believe as you do. It would reverenceand gratitude that I do. Nay, they

be such a happy and such a restful thing.” have known few who are so well deserving

She does believe in God, in immortality, in of their love, their faith , and prayers.

WHAT SUPPORT A WIFE MAY CLAIM FROM HER HUSBAND .

BY LELIA ROBINSON SAWTELLE, LL. B.

of the Boston Bar,

B

Y common law and by the law of all Many people suppose that a husbandmust

our states , a husband must provide pay any and all debts contracted by his wife,

his wife with necessaries. Much ju- but this is not so. Hemust pay her bills con

dicial wisdom has been spent in de- tracted for necessaries , butonly if he fails to

fining this term “ necessaries," and in apply- provide her with suitable necessaries other

ing it to various cases, but the term is a broad wise. It he is a rich man ,butprovideshis wife

one and elastic, many things being prop- only with calico dresses, shemay go to a store

erly regarded as necessaries to the wife of a and buy herself suitable clothing , to a reason

wealthy man which would be luxuries to the able amount, of silk or wool or other proper

wife of a poor man . The station of life , the material, andmay havethe garments made up

manner of living, and the financial standing by a dressmaker at reasonable prices, and the

of a man are all taken into consideration. In husbandmust pay the bills, even though he

an old English case a man was sued for the has forbidden these very parties to give his

board and lodging of hiswife - who had left wife credit. But if he purchases suitable

him because of his ill-treatment - her maid , goods and brings them home, even though

and her lap-dog. The bill for mistress and the colors are not becoming to her com

maid had to be paid , for the judge considered plexion ; or if he gives her credit at a

that a waiting-maid was necessary to thewife particular store ; and if he then notifies other

of a man in the defendant's rank of life, but tradespeople not to trust her on his account,

the lap-dog was held to be a luxury, and the this is all he is legally required to do, and the

bill for its board and lodging was thrown out. price of further purchases made by her can

An eminent judge once remarked, “ It is not be collected from him . If a husband has

said in thebooks that necessaries consist only notified certain tradespeople or the public in

of food , drink, clothing, washing, physic , in- general not to give credit to his wife on his

struction, and a suitable place of residence,” account, or if husband and wife are living

Construed with regard to the pecuniarymeans apart from each other, then anyone who fur

of the husband, this definition is still fairly nishes necessaries to the wife cannot rely

accurate, though how far and in what lines upon the husband for payment unless assur

of study, a husband could be compelled to ance first be had that the husband is not ac

pay bills for his wife's “ instruction ” is tually furnishing his wife with suitable neces

somewhat doubtful. Perhaps a course at a saries of the particular kind .

cooking- schoolwould be safely considered a A few months ago a lady was obliged to

necessary, if the fees were nottoo extrava- leave her home and husband, although he

gant. Medical attendance may or may not desired her to remain . By my advice she

be a necessary , so say our courts, according went to a friend who knew enough of the cir

to thekind. A Massachusetts judge once de- cumstances to believe thatthe separation was

cided that a clairvoyant's attendancewas not unavoidable , and obtained board with her .

a necessary , but a luxury , and the husband As soon as the husband learned of this, he

was not required to pay the bill. sent a formal notice to the lady not to harbor
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his wife or give her credit on his account. are very few states where a wife's property

Some months later when the case cameup may be taken in payment for necessaries for

for a hearing, the court was satisfied that the herself or for the family, even if the husband

wife was living apart from her husband for is penniless and cannot pay. Unless, of

justifiable cause , and rendered a decree for a course , the wife contracts for necessaries on

separate maintenance. This decree dated her own credit instead of his , in which case

only from the time of the hearing, but the she and her propertymay now be held nearly

somewhatheavy bill already run up forboard everywhere. But the support which she can

and lodging also had to be paid by theunwill- claim is only such as accords with her hus

ing husband. band's means, not her own. And he is the

It is only in the capacity of agent that a sole arbiter as to the place where the family

wife
may bind her husband by her contracts. shall live and themanner of life, so that it be

The mere fact that she is his wife and living reasonably healthful and comfortable.

with him , or living apart from him for justi- recent case, a wife owned a fine house and

fiable cause , is sufficient to authorize her as estate where she wished to reside with her

his agent, to contract, in his name, debts for husband and family , but he required her to

necessaries . But she may also make other live elsewhere with him in a much humbler

contracts of any and all sorts, if he gives her fashion , probably expecting her to lease her

authority , as his agent, so to do. And this own place and apply the rent-money to family

authority need not be written , though it may expenses. It was held that shemust go with

be. Any wordsor actsofthe husband show- him where he chose to establish the family

ing that he knows his wife is trading at a domicile, and that if she refused so to do , it

certain store for articles other than necessa- would be desertion on her part.

ries or is purchasing real estate in his name Every husband must support his wife, so

or buying horses on margins, and that he is long as she is his wife,whether they continue

willing she should do so, is sufficient to con- to live together or not, unless the separation

stitute her his agent for these contracts and is due to her fault, in which case, if he can

to bind him by them . But this is not because prove it to the satisfaction of the court, he is

she is his wife. He could make anyone else relieved from all further responsibility for

his agent for such purposes in precisely the her support . If there is a separation caused

same way. But unless she does have some by his fault, and if he refuses to support her

specialauthority to act for him , his wife can- apart from him , there is in nearly all our

not bind him by any contracts except those states someprocess by which,withoutapply

for necessaries already referred to. ing for divorce, the injured wife may yet

At common law and in the great majority compel her husband to provide reasonably ,

of states, a wife, however wealthy she may according to his means, for her support, to

be in herown right,may yet claim and re- gether with a decree of court authorizing her

ceive from her husband necessaries suitable to live apart from him , and, perhaps, also ,

to hismeans, however poor he is. And there giving her the custody ofminor children .

WOMAN'S DEPARTMENT IN THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION .

BY ANTOINETTE VAN HOESEN .

W

HEN the Board of LadyManagers, This conclusion was emphasized by the elec

appointed by Congress to pro- tion ofMrs. Potter Palmer as president,who,

mote the interests of women in up to that time, was known to the public

connection with the Columbian only as a brilliant social leader. While the

Exposition held their first meeting last au- authorization of this board by Congress was

tumn such powers as the National Commis- in a manner designed as a recognition of the

sion had conceded to them were ofthevaguest good work women had done at the Centen

sort. So evident was this that it was gen- nial Exhibition at Philadelphia and later at

erally assumed that all that was expected of the Cotton Centennial at New Orleans, their

them was simply to ostentate themselves. creation proved nothing and whether the
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work of the Board of Lady Managers was to through the Exposition can distinguish it at

be ofany real value or not,remained to be de- a glance . In addition to this it is quite prob

termined by its own action. With the most able that in the women's building there will

exquisite discretion and loyal industry Mrs. be a showing of the most important and in

Palmer led in the work of solving this prob- teresting works that women have given to

lem . the world . The Board are also arranging to

After the obtaining of an appropriation of make a thorough canvass in order to discover

$ 36,000 per year for the current expenses of the condition of women wage workers. They

prosecuting their work, and also suitable propose to ascertain the amount of child labor

provision for a woman's building, the most employed ; the proportion of wages that

important concession secured by the Board women get for their share of the world's work ;

ofLady Managers was from the chief of the whether their taste and delicacy of touch are

Bureau of Installation . As soon as it was of distinctive value, and to enlarge upon the

decided that woman's work should be spe- work of statisticians by bringing to light

cially and not separately exhibited, the ladies salient facts in regard to woman's work which

requested that there should be printed on all have never yet been made a matter of record .

entry blanks a question asking whether the In order to secure the concurrent action of

particular article entered for exhibition is the women of different nations, the Board of Lady

product in whole or in part ofwoman's work . Managers are arranging to send petitions to

This request was granted. As an act of foreign governments, through the American

Congress provides that the Board of Lady Ministers , asking each of these governments

Managers “ may appoint one or more mem- to appoint bodies of women to co -operate

bers of all committees to award prizes for ex- with them . The power of the state being so

hil which may be produced in whole or in much more considered abroad than here, an

part by female labor," the Board was certain appointment of this kind, it is believed,

of being able to appoint women on all juries would be considered at once a complimentand

of award where women had taken any a command. Furthermore, to women in

part in producing the article to be con- dorsed by their government all doors would

sidered . It is an interesting and signifi- be opened . The Hon . JamesG.Blaine is espe

cant fact that of the thousands of en- cially interested in this department of the

try blanks which have already been received work of the Board and has assured them of

there is a very small proportion indeed that his assistance .

do not answer the question as to whether The name, Board of Lady Managers, to

women have been employed in its manufac- gether with the statement that has been

ture in the affirmative. Mrs. Palmer in speak- given wide publicity that the Board is for the

ing of this in an address before a Chicago most part composed of ladies of leisure who

Women's Club, said : “ When I asked the have nocomprehension of, or sympathy with ,

Board of Control at the time they were pre- bread-winning women , has created an erro

scribing our duties, how many representa- neous impression. The fact is that a large

tives wewere to have on the juries which proportion of theBoard are practical business

would pass upon exhibits that were wholly women . There are among them farmers,

or in part the work ofwomen , his reply was real estate agents, photographers, painters,

that we might appoint all the members that editors, authors, doctors, lawyers , philan

were to award prizes in departments where thropists, and also capitalists. In this con

women's work was to be judged . Imodestly nection the fact is of interest that with the

insisted that we name only one-half of such exception of the removal from the office of

juries, for I knew - although I did not tell secretary of Miss Phoebe Couzins, there has

him so — that otherwise we should have the been nothing to mar the harmony and good

appointing of all themembers of most of the feeling existing among the members of the

juries of the Exposition ." Board. Furthermore, it is but just to state

It is the intention of the Board of Lady that since Mrs. Palmer was elected to the

Managers to present a complete showing of office of president of the Board she has

thework of women at the present time. To worked as industriously and persistently as

this end there will be some desire to indicate any wage- earner could for the furthering of

just what part of thework exhibited has been the interests of everything connected with the

done by women , so that persons passing forthcoming Columbian Exposition. In ad
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dition to refusing to accept any remuneration with roof gardens. In this building will be

forher services she has paid from her private held the congresses of the Woman's Branch

purse for such office help as has been needed of the World's Congress Auxiliary. This

asthe funds appropriated will not be availa- organization , although under the direction

ble until July. of the Commission , is in no way con

The securing of a woman's building has nected with the Board of Lady Managers,

been an important part of the work of the who deal exclusively with the objective

Board of Lady Managers . The building will exhibit, while the World's Congress Auxili

be four hundred by two hundred feet. On ary deal entirely with theories, their motto

the first floor there will be, in addition to en- being, “ Not things, but men ; not matter,

trances, main gallery, and toilet rooms, two butmind.” The Isabella Association ,which

large audience halls, a model hospital, a is often confused with these two organiza

model kindergarten, a library, and a bureau tions, is in no way connected with the

of information. The second story is devoted World's Columbian Commission .

to an open colonnade, parlors, reception , Just at present a systematic canvass is

committee, and dressing rooms, a model being inaugurated by the members of the

kitchen for demonstration lessons, assem- Board of Lady Managers, in their respective

bly and administration rooms, and the states and territories , in accordance with a

office of the president. Theadding of a third report of the committee on immediate work,

story is being considered , and it has been in regard to the industries in which women

decided that thebuilding shall be ornamented are engaging.

PERFUMERY-MAKING AS AN OCCUPATION FOR WOMEN .

BY COUNTESS ANNIE DE MONTAIGU .

N mediæval timeswhen feudalism and op- rude appliances, sweet-scented waters from

pression were rampant, a knowledge of the the delicate blossoms.

arts and sciences was confined to a small As far as the ladies of modern times are

number of persons , even people of the concerned, perfumery may be regarded in the

highest rank being ignorant and unlettered. light of a lost art, itsmanufacture being al

Much of the learning was buried within the most exclusively carried on bymen .

gray walls of the cloister, the cowled monks In thebattle for bread, many women have

and the hooded sisters being adepts in the strayed from their legitimate sphere, and

preparation of certain perfumes and lotions, have essayed to becomeblacksmiths, butch

which were much in request. These secrets ers, tooth pullers, etc., in order to earn a

were jealously guarded, and many of the for- living .

mulas of the present day have been derived Most ofthe trades and professions are over

from old yellow manuscripts and quaint crowded , and women clamor for something

black -letter volumes which have been trans- do which is at the same time womanly and

mitted from generation to generation as remunerative.

preciousheirlooms. It seemsnever to have occurred to them

In those days men were unversed in the that by adopting perfumery-making they

gentler arts, and on the women of the might solve the money-getting problem ,

family devolved the duty of compounding and at the same timeengage in an occupa

sweet odors, unguents, and powders that tion refined and elevating and lucrative.

were to make one forever beautiful ; also Most persons imagine that a knowledge of

salves to heal the wounds of their husbands chemistry is necessary , but this is a mistake,

and lovers. Old -fashioned plants such as as many successful perfumers are not chem

lavender, bergamot, the cabbage rose , and ists, although an acquaintance with the fun

the fragrant jasmine were cultivated for damental rules of chemistry is of inestima

the purpose, and the chatelaine surrounded ble value to onewho intends to engage in the

by her handmaidens, distilled , by means of business.
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There are many points in favor of this em Most women use cosmetics in some form ,

ployment, and notoneobjection. It requires and many of the goods put upon the market

no arduous labor either of brain or body and are exceedingly harmful and cost enor

is devoid of monotony. Another great rec mous sums. They can bemanufactured at

ommendation is the small amount of space homeat a fraction of the price and without

requisite and its cleanliness. The business the innocuous ingredients.

can be carried on as well in the parlor as in Pure cooking extracts are difficult to obtain ,

the laboratory. It is a most fascinating occu- and the making of them also offers a wide

pation and eminently adapted to ladies who field for the enterprising woman. Most of

are thrown upon their own resources. It is the flavoring extracts bear no resemblance to

not difficult to learn,and once acquired it is a the fruits they are supposed to represent,and

perpetual delight. besides they often contain deleterious sub

Women are better equipped in every respect stances and cost a good deal.

thanmen to makesuccessful perfumers. One A perusalofthe foregoing remarkswill con

ofthemost important requisites is a nice sense vince even themost skeptical of the manifold

of smell, which is possessed to an eminent advantages which might accrue to women

degree by themajority of women, as their ol- who desire to learn some profession by which

factories have not been dulled by indulgence they can maintain themselves , and in the

in smoking and drinking, as is the case with pursuit of which there is nothing repulsive,

many men . unpleasant, or unwomanly.

Themost delicate manipulation is neces A practical chemist who is an expert in all

sary in order to produce good results , five- the various branches, makes a specialty of

sixteenths of a drop too much or too little giving instruction in the art to men em

often materially changing the odor. The ployed in the business. He says that women

perfumer must, besides, appreciate the influ . are becoming much interested in the subject

ence of timeand temperature upon his goods and are eager to acquire a knowledge of it.

as this is an important element of success. During the last twelve months he has taught

Almost every woman has an inherent several ladies, some of them merely learning

love for flowers ; women as a rule have fine it as a source of amusement, while others

sensibilities and are better acquainted with have applied it to the practical purpose of

their distinctive odors than the sterner money-making .

sex who pay but scant attention to such One lady in particular, who took a course

matters . of lessons, owns an extensive raisin -ranch

Not only is the almost limitless domain and also cultivatesmany rare flowers . She

of perfumery open to feminine breadwinners, became an expert and now makes a business

but they are also at liberty to engage in the of compounding perfumes from the sale of

kindred arts of manufacturing cosmetics and which she derives a fine revenue, as she dis

flavoring extracts. poses of her wares at an excellent profit.

TO THE REFORMER .

BY MARIE BRUNEAU .

All things comeround to him who waits. - Spanish Proverb.

Oh ! thou who pinest for the truth to grow
All things sweep round to him who waits ,

In weedy waste or on the steppes' wan snow ,

Who criest out thine anguish , moaning low , Or calmly gazing toward eternity ,

Holding his breath in agony,

While Time pours from his urn the years in

Life's lessening thread, the open shears, the

even flow ,
Fates

Be comforted ; the season waits a space,
Grown sweet to the palled vision, -get ,

As one, ere weighted words, scans the un
though late it seem , most late,

conscious face
Truth's timemust surely come to thosewho ,

Till o'er it, like some pattern of rare lace,
trusting, wait.

The soul's responsive, mystic legends race.

1- July .
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THEOSOPHYANDMADAM BLAVATSKY. a spiritualist, speedily followed. Other kin

dred spirits were drawn within the magical

THE dèath of Madam Blavatsky in London , circle , and a few years later the New York

last May, ended an active and mysterious Theosophical Society was organized . Madam

career. It is not likely that the mystery Blavatsky's roomswere the scene notonly of

of her life will ever be dispelled : thosewho interchange of opinion and the organization

believe her to have been the teacher of a re- of a new religious society , but of mysterious

ligion and a morality will retain their faith ; and apparently supernatural occurrences.

those who regard her as an impostor of a After remaining in this country five or

high class will not modify their judgment. six years Madam Blavatsky returned to India

Mysterywas one of theelementsofher success; for the purpose, as she said, of enlarge

it gave her an interest to which no one who ing the work of the Theosophical Society.

was brought in contact with her could be en- Her stay in India was marked by a multitude

tirely indifferent. Those who mether in New of reports of marvelous occurrences with

York a few years ago recall a dark , thickset which she was connected, and also of palpa

woman of strong face and searching eyes ; ble impostures in which she was detected .

eminently unattractive through her habit of TheLondon Society for Psychic Research be

constant cigarette smoking, butstimulating, came interested in these stories , and Dr.

and, in her way, fascinating. Hodgson went to India for the purpose of

Russian by birth , and accused on appar- studying Madam Blavatsky's performances

ently good grounds of being a spy in the on the ground. After a careful investigation

service of the Russian government, she and personal examination of various individ

seemed to belong to no country, but, like the uals who had been concerned in Madam Bla

religion she professed to teach, to represent vatsky's alleged miracles , Dr. Hodgson made

the universal principle of life. She affected a report to the Society for Psychic Research ,

the East rather than the West, because the in which he pronounced Madam Blavatsky

vagueness andmysticism ofOriental thought an unblushing impostor . This report was a

were attractive to her, and also because they serious blow to the Theosophical Society.

served her purpose . She seemed to be famil Madam Blavatsky left India three or four

iar with all parts of the world, her informa- years ago and returned to Europe, fixing

tion was of marvelous reach, and her mind her residence in London, where her striking

of a very comprehensive order. Her conver- personality and her plausibility have shown

sation had an amplitude ofinterestand knowl- themselves in the increased interest in theos

edge which was in itself a fascination, al- ophy among a certain class of English

though the critical listener often discerned in thinkers . That Dr. Hodgson's characteriza

it distinct traces of superficiality. She was tion was just and accurate is the belief of

a woman of a very marked personality ; she most people who did not come under the

carried others with her by her strong individ- speli of Madam Blavatsky's mind ; but al

uality, and converted a good many people to though proven an impostor, her influence

her views who would not have fallen under over a large class of persons has undoubtedly

the spell of a less potent impostor. For an been very great, and has given the Theo

impostorwebelieveMadam Blavatsky to have sophical Society a great impetus not only in

been . This does notmean thatshewas at all England but in this country .

times and in all things dishonest. The things In its broadest terms theosophy startswith

she taught had a natural attraction for her ; the assumption of the existence of God, that

her own temperament fell in with the vague Hemay be directly known by contactwith

doctrines of theosophy and especially with the human spirit, and that the end of all

the thaumaturgicalside ofit .
knowledge is to secure this immediate con

Madam Blavatsky cameto New York about tact ; that contact conveying, among other

eighteen years ago, and the conversion to things, mastery of the spiritual and physical

her views of Colonel Alcott, who was then forces of life. So far as its original stand
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point is concerned theosophy as now pro The other sister was engaged to a gentleman

claimed as a world -religion has been the faith for about eighteen months, and had made all

of all great religious natures ; for such nat- her arrangements to be married ; but the man

ures arrive at the idea of the existence of broke the engagementand immediately began

God not by a logical process butby direct to pay attention to another lady, whom he

perception . The difficulty with theos- married .

ophy lies not only in its vagueness but in
What can be done to correct this evil in social

the fact that it opens the door for every sort life ? It has depressed the lives of my sisters

of self-deception and imposture. Miracle
and put a cloud into our family sky which has

remained there for a number of years .
working, which has been the incident ofthe

very highest spiritual development, is among
Very truly yours,

many theosophists the end of their research.

They aremere wonder-seekers, persons of the It seems to be indisputable that cases of

smallest religious instinct and the slightest the kind described by our correspondent, so

spiritual development, who are hungry for sadly, are increasing in this country . Per

the supernatural, and who vulgarize, as in haps the rapid growth and extension of the

the days of Christ, religion into mere magic. class of traveling commercial agents has had

That there are profound and noble ideas in something to do with their multiplication .

Oriental philosophy and faith, no intelligent Most of these men are honorable in all their

person questions; but thosewhohave looked dealings, and many of them are the loyal

into the theosophical movement cannot but husbands of faithful wives ; but some of

feel that its interest is not so much in its them , unquestionably , are as destitute of

fundamental ideas as in a certain attractive moral principle, so far as women are con

Orientalism which surrounds them , and above cerned , as the pirates and bandit barons of a

all in themarvelous possibilities of human former day . They are like the old -time sail

action which it professes to open up. It pro- ors who had a wife in every port. In their

fesses to hold the key of all religions and re- wandering life they feel free from social and

gards each as good in its place. It interprets moral obligations, and they look on every

Christianity as an historical expression of woman as fair prey . They may not be

racial character and human need and Christ many, but as they pass from place to place

as a great teacher ; but it has the same they can leave a trail of broken pledges and

regard for Mohammed and the faith which sorrow and suffering inexpressible.

bears his name. It substitutes for belief in a It is painfully apparent, too, that there are

God manifest under historic conditions a large numbers of other men whohave thrown

vague and undefined Energy whence all off the old American respect for womanhood,

things proceed and to which all return again . so honorable to this country , and so provo

The condition of India is the best comment cative of well-deserved praise from foreign

on the essential force of such a system as visitors. Indications of this deterioration

theosophy ; it utterly fails to help a strug- appear in the decrease of courtesy toward

gling race ; its adepts withdraw , according women, in the great cities more especially .

to the theosophic tradition, into remote re It used to be the proud boast of an American

treats and India sinks lower and lower. Its that in this country an unprotected woman

pretended miracles are proven to be impos- could travel far and near and mix in any

tures of a very crude kind. crowd without danger of encountering even

a glance from which she could take reasona

ble offense, and with the sure confidence that

BREACH OF PROMISE OF MARRIAGE . in every gentleman she would find a delicate

This letter comes to us from a lady of a defender. In these days ladies traveling on

New England state, and as it relates to a city railroads and walking in city streets com

subject which now , lamentably, requires plain that they are abashed and outraged by

serious discussion, we give it in full : the insolent stares and even the actual in

DEAR SIR : Should a lady bring suit for a trusion of shameless and impudent fellows

breach of promise ? I have two sisters, one of dressed like gentlemen. To the great honor

whom was engaged during oneyearto bemarried of the poor people, such a degradation of

to a lawyer. He broke the engagement that he manhood is rarely observable among them ,

might propose marriage to another lady. butrather among men who pretend to social
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superiority. The evil seems to have been of Women themselves, we are sorry to say,

foreign importation, and to have come in are partly responsible for the light regard of

with the imitation of foreign manners. In the obligationsofbetrothalon the part ofmen .

Paris, for instance, a lady alone on the public Some girls will enter into an engagement of

streets is always liable to be insulted by men marriage, of all contracts the most solemn

followers, by audible comments on her and most momentous, in a spirit so near

looks, and even by actual address. In Lon- frivolity that afterward they will break it in

don , asmany recent exposures have proved , mere petulance or fickleness, sometimes re

men of nominal social elevation make it a peating the process and vainly rejoicing over

business to prey upon girls and women who themultiplicity of their discarded conquests.

are without immediate protection. These Worse still, as in the instances so painfully

fellows are careless of the consequences , and described by our correspondent, women even

they are of a bottomless depravity , brazen, justify and encourage dishonorable breaches

cynical, and utterly vile . of promise to their sisters by marrying men

These indications of failing honor and in- guilty of the perfidy, even when it is within

creasing turpitude are otherwise and further their knowledge. Themost effectual punish

displayed in conduct like that described by ment such dishonor could receive would be

our correspondent. Such scoundrels deserve the complete social ostracism of themen ca.

and should receive bitter punishment. Yet pable of it. They ought to be branded by all

if the women deceived and flung aside by women and forever excluded from their com

them seek to administer the punishment by pany,when the promise is broken, and by

means of a suit for breach of promise, they whomsoever it is broken , in lawless and in

punish themselves, necessarily , more than defensible contempt of its obligations. Such

they avenge their injuries on the authors of men are guilty of a breach of trust and confi

their sorrows. Theymustbare their wounded dence, one of themost grievous sinsagainst

hearts to the whole public, and the pub- the very foundations of all social society.

lic is not tender and sympathetic, delicate Except in very rare instances, an engage

and considerate. They make themselves mentof marriage should never be entered

subjects of gossip and, it may be, scan- into unless it can be announced and is an

dal ; inevitably , too , of ridicule from the nounced to the friends and acquaintances of

Alippant and evil-minded . The seclusion and both the parties. Public sentiment sur

sanctity ofdomestic life are invaded , and the rounds marriage with its most wholesome

most sacred of feelings are exposed to the and effectual safeguards, and it should like

vulgar gaze. The woman who sues for wise erect its muniments about the betrothal

breach ofpromise is sure to be accused ofthe ofmarriage.

merely mercenarymotiveof seeking to plaster

sentimental wounds with money damages.

Shebecomes a public character at once, and
THE LEAVEN OF HERESY.

is in danger of being classed as of the num FOR several weeks the press of the country

ber of depraved women who lure men to has been proving that religion is still the

· make them their prey. most interesting subject - by the amount of

Hence the advisability of discontinuing the attention and by the prominence it has given

action for breach of promise of marriage al- to theological matters. Wemust take leave

together has been much discussed among to doubt that the public is as much exercised

lawyers and legislators. It has been ques- about the particular matters as the papers

tioned whether experience has not proved are ; but the public is certainly interested in

that the legal remedy for a sentimentalwrong religion, and therefore reads the theological

is worse than the disease itself, both for the columns. The religious views of many

individual and for society . Wesee that the prominent clergymen are being examined

ability to bring the action does not prevent and in a sense tried by the newspapers ; and

the increase of such perfidy. The statute there is below the surface indications a cer

law and the courts are unavailing to stay its tain amount of real theological disturbance .

progress. The cure, apparently , must be The Reformed Presbyterians arehaving some

found in thecultivation of a public sentiment trouble with ministers who believe they

more elevated as to the solemnity ofan engage ought to bear all the responsibilities and do

mentofmarriage. all the duties of American citizens. Dr.
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Bridgman , an eminent Baptist pastor of New that the Bible contains too many errors to

York , has gone into the Protestant Episco- be considered “ the Word ofGod.” In short,

pal Church in a thoroughly commendable the doughty critic has shocked orthodox

fashion ; having changed his views he be feeling. Webelieve that the last word can

haved like a Christian gentleman and went not yet be spoken respecting these matters

to the church holding and teaching his re- of Higher Criticism . Further study may

vised opinions. That was wiser than the at- prove that the critical judgment of Dr.

tempt so often made to " reform " one's own Briggs is as imperfect as his controversial

denomination and its theology . temper.

A number of other changes of this quiet Dr. Heber Newton has for several years at

and gentlemanly self-transfer to more con- tracted attention by the boldness and origi

genial theological air have been reported in nality of someof his sermons. In general

the papers. Obviously this is theway to do terms, Dr. Newton may be said to reject the

it if it is to be ldone at all, and it should be Reformation theology which is recorded in

donewhenever a clergyman must for the sat- the Thirty-nine Articles of Religion. He

isfying of a good conscience preach a doctrine seeks to return to the poetic simplicity,

at odds with that of his denomination . breadth ,and non -committalism of the ancient

There is a deeper interest in the cases of creeds. The Articles define and prescribe

Drs. Briggs and Heber Newton of New things to be believed which are not defined

York ; and for several reasons the general and prescribed in the ancient creeds. He

public may wisely suspend its judgment un- holds that these Reformation doctrines and

til fuller light is given upon the matters in definitions are not binding upon him as a

controversy. The facts are difficult to com- clergyman of the Protestant Episcopal

press into a short article, but are about Church . Here, too, the proper tribunals

as given below . Dr. Briggs is a professor in must decide.

the Union Theological Seminary of New There is one large view of all these contro

York , a Presbyterian institution for training versies. The agitators representto a certain

young ministers. It is plain that there extent a strong tendency in the church of to

should be no question of the doctrinal loy- day to concentrate upon “ the simplicity that

alty of a man in that position That the is in Christ,” to dispense with fine defini

question has arisen in the case of Dr. Briggs tions of faith , and to find theology in the

seems to be due to a certain pugnacity and hymnal rather than in the creed . There can

aggressiveness in his temper and methods. be no doubt of the existence and powerful

Whether he is actually heretical to Presby- character of this feeling. Whatever tends to

terian belief must be settled by the proper free us from definitions of things beyond

tribunals, since Dr. Briggs vehemently de- knowledge, whatever takes all from us but

nies that he rejects any part of his church's Jesus Christ and salvation by Him ,meets

creed or adds to it new tenets . On the face with a certain sympathy in the laity of all

of his published views there seemsto be a churches. But on the other hand , the icon

very clear hostility to the Westminster Con- oclastic method of reform and the practice of

fession of Faith respecting the infallibility of hunting for orthodox mistakes with a brass

the Scriptures and the sanctification of be- band find no sympathy in the general

lievers after death. Hehas his ownmethod Christian public. Drs . Briggs and Newton

of reconciling the apparent difference ; and and a few score more would hardly bemissed

there can be no doubt that he is thoroughly by the great communions to which they be

loyal to Presbyterianism in his sympathies. long. What their denominations have to do,

Themain matter is his resolute adhesion to if they degrade them from their high office,

what is called the Higher Criticism of the is to make it clear to the public that the

Old Testament. He accepts and maintains “ reformers ” have stepped outside of their

conclusions respecting the history of the He several church standards of belief. Nor is

brew Scriptures which are revolutionary and the error of an old church a sufficient founda

would require very serious modifications of tion for a new one. The publicwill ask what

the orthodox view of the Old Testament; else besides the errors of the Westminster

such , at least , must be the judgmentof the Confession and the Thirty -nine Articles a

general religious public. The result of a new communion has to offer to a world weary

reading of Dr. Briggs' conclusions is a feeling of religious strifes.
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THE Chevalier Alain de Triton, the hero of have died or retired from the field . It will

the novelette by Miss Grace King in this im- be interesting history, by and by, to read

pression of THE CHAUTAUQUAN , is a his- what thewomen have accomplished . They

torical character, and the story is founded are making a new and novel piece of his

upon matters of fact in history. A descrip- tory in this reform . Woman's power to

tion of the principal character was discov- bring about results in the social fabric by

ered in a historical collection belonging to an an exclusively woman's movement will be

old Creole gentleman , Mr. Z. de Moruelle. watched closely to the end. It is the first

As a historical romance it depicts faithfully great attempt of a woman's organization to

the times in which the scenes were enacted dealwith a gigantic wrong in the lives of

and the city of New Orleans where the cha- men, and on its final issue depends very

racters lived .
largely the world's future judgment of

ALL through our late discussions of pro- woman's ability for managing great public

tection , in political campaigns, a number of questions.

our statesmen have made pilgrimages in the The temperance movement is receiving or

summer time, to Europe, where they have ganized support from two industrial sources,

made economic questions a study. The state of which there seems to be but little appre

of Maine has furnished a good quota of these ciation. The freight and passenger traffic of

distinguished travelers. Senators Frye and the railroads of this country, in the opera

Hale have crossed the Atlantic, looked upon tion of which some689,912 persons are em

the institutions, and made notes on the con- ployed, is practically controlled by 600 cor

servative governments of the old countries. porations, and of these no less than 375 pro

James G.Blaine occupied himself for nearly a hibit the use of intoxicating liquors by their

year in Italy, France,and England in this sort eniployees. The action of the Brotherhood

of student life just before the present admin- of Locomotive Engineers in the same line,

istration went into power, and we imagine illustrates the helpful influence which may

that he gathered a fund of information which be exerted by labor organizations. Mr. Ar

is of great service to him now in negotiating thur, theexecutivehead of the organization, is

with Italy about the conduct of the mob in authority for the statement that “ whenever

New Orleans, and in treating with England a member of the order is known to be dissi

about the seal fisheries in Behring Sea . It pated ,we not only expel or suspend him , but

so happens that the Speakerof thelast House notify his employers, and during the last year

of Representatives, Thomas B. Reed, of 375 were expelled for this cause." While this

Maine, is now traveling as far east as Rome, is purely a matter of business with the rail

Naples, and Pompeii, replenishing his mind road companies, and indeed with the en

with facts and theories concerning capital gineers, these rules serve, in a measure, to

and labor, parliamentary usages and roy- promote the spread of temperance.

alty . It is a very hopeful sign when our We Americans may congratulate ourselves

great statesmen make of European nations a that we do not have a Monte Carlo, such as

summer school which they attend after this is found where a Russian noble recently lost

fashion .
by gambling 800,000 rubles, and then said

In the temperance work of these times the there was nothing left for him to do but to

women occupy the field . TheW. C. T. U. commit suicide, and shot himself. A num

does not admit men , except as honorary ber of suicides have occurred within a year

members; it is a woman's crusade, and is not from the same cause at thesame place. Even

this organization a good illustration ofwom- the Prince of Wales is reported as having

an's ability to organize, to govern , to con- been caught in thewheel ; he lost heavily ,

duct campaigns, to make literature, and to and Queen Victoria was obliged to come to

keepmankind stirred up to see what they are his rescue with a fabulous sum of ducats to

doing ? Men as temperance reformers, like save the honor of the royal family. In Chi

Gough, Jewett, and others ofyears gone by, cago the new mayor, a couple ofmonths ago,
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warned the gamblers to leave the city; scores General Conference of the M.E.Church will

of dens were closed and the operators took meet nextMay in Omaha. President Harri

the first trains in search of new homes. Why son made his tour to the Pacific Coast, and

should wenot have an organization in this preparations for the Columbian Exposition

country besides themunicipalities to contend in Chicago show it to be a magnet which

with gamblers ? We do not have a Monte draws enterprises of every variety toward the

Carlo ,but from the sale ofoptions in the great setting sun. For at least two years to come

exchanges all the way down to the saloon our alert and enterprising western fellow -citi

wheremen throw dice as a gameof chance zens willhave exceptional influence in locat

our towns and cities are honeycombed with ing great bodies of people among them .

places for gambling . Is not this blot on our
SECRETARY FOSTER of the Treasury De

social structure -which appears at times al
partment has appointed a commission of

most everywhere as an attachment to base three

balland political contests and fairs - a prob- and Powderly , to go to Europe and investi

persons,Messrs.Grosvenor, Kempsted ,

lem which moral reformers must soon meet

gate the steerage passenger business at
for the protection of the weak , and for the

European ports by interviews with the

safety of society itself?
agents of steamship companies. American

AFTER a prolonged discussion the trustees Consuls in European countries have recently

ofthe New York Metropolitan Museum of sent to the Government at Washington a

Art have yielded to the popular demand and number of important reports , which will aid

hereafter the building will be open to the the commission in their investigations. With

public on Sunday . The objections which the material the commission will furnish ,

have stayed the action of the trustees until Secretary Foster hopes to influence legislation

this time have been , first : that the collection in the next Congress on immigration . The

was the result of contributions from in- press of the country has kept agitated the

dividuals most of whom were opposed to question of pauper and criminal emigrants

the opening on Sunday, and second : the as- coming to the United States from foreign

sertion by the ciergy that it would be a " per- countries until reform is now begun .

ilous experiment" opening theway toamuse
The great strikes which have been the dis

ments of a degrading class. After consider- turbing influence in Belgium politicaland in

ing an endless petition containing the names dustrial life for so many weeks,have been

of many hundreds of citizens these objec- withdrawn. The conflict centered between

tions have been over-ruled. New York is the combined forces of the working classes

now in company with Boston and Philadel

on the one hand, and the landed proprietors ,

phia where similar institutions have been capitalists, and large manufacturers on the

thrown open to the public on Sunday for ten other. The peculiarity ofthe demands made

years.
by the strikers was that they were confined

ONE of the curiosities of taxation is found solely to the extension and increase of polit

in France, where the government still levies ical rights, namely, the revision of the Na

a tax on doors and windows. To thepeasant tional Constitution and the concession of

in his small but this tax amounts to a little universal suffrage. The present limited

more than three francs a year, but in the franchise restricts the electorate of Belgium ,

towns it rises to seventeen francs annually with its 6,000,000 inhabitants, to 133,000 vo

for each family. Nor is the United States be ters, composed almost exclusively of the

hind in the matter of ancient laws, for in classes representing the wealth of the coun

Massachusetts there has been a provision try, giving them almost absolute control of

since colonial days for thetaxation of incomes the government. It was probably for the

derived from a profession ,trade, or employ- purpose of retaining this great power that

ment, butwith the restriction that income de- the action of the workingmen met with such

rived from property shall be exempt. strong opposition . The desperate character

The tendency of great gatherings in both assumed by the laboring classes as the strike

church and state seemsto be westward. The progressed, heightened somewhat by the ap

Farmers' Alliance and labor people held their pearance of the National Militia under arms,

great convention recently in Cincinnati. The called forth an emphatic expression of opin

Presbyterian Synod met in St. Louis. The ion from King Leopold, favoring the conces
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sion demanded by the strikers, in which the ties existing within the social clubs ofmod

upper classes reluctantly concurred by grant- ern lifelay hidden until discovered by women .

ing , finally , the desired changes. The out. They saw there a practical means of educa

come of this struggle is especially significant tion which might be made to bear toward

in that it is the victory of labor over capital adults a relation which is not strained in

in one of themost important industrial cen- comparing it to that which the school bears

ters of Europe. Thoughtful people every- toward children. Rapidly they began util

where will watch with interest the use which izing them as a means for disseminating

will be made of their success by the Belgian practical knowledge and broader culture .

working classes. What may be accomplished in this manner

THE position of theRoman Catholic Church
is plainly shown by the results attending

on social questions is defined by the Pope in the efforts of the Woman's Street-Cleaning

his recent encyclical. Divine law forms the Aid Society and the Health Protection As

basis of the manifesto , and forces the rejec
sociation. The quiet, educative influence

tion of the socialist solution of the social exerted in these two clubs aroused a popular

problem ,which would abolish private prop of the nation, political ascendency and com

sentimentwhich overthrew in themetropolis

erty , substituting a collective and common
ownership. Concerning the relations of the pelled the execution of sanitary laws.

state to the individual, the Pope disputes the IN May 1816 in the city of New York , the

rightof the state to interfere with individual American Bible Society was organized. The

freedom or more particularly as it is termed , constitution adopted declares : " The sole

“ family intimacy .” Great emphasis is laid object shall be to encourage a wider circula

upon the value of labor associations, which tion of the Holy Scriptures without note or

shall have for their purpose the promotion of comment.” On May 13 of the present year

themutual interests of the working people. it celebrated its seventy- fifth anniversary .

Without suggesting any new remedy, the The reports read show that during its exist

conclusion is reached that universal co ence it has received over $ 20,000,000 and dis

operation in line with Christian influence tributed 54,000,000 Bibles. Among the quiet.

is the solution of the social problem . forces lifting the world up toward the high

est liberty, one is overwhelmed at thethought
It appears that the recent legislation

ofestimating what proportion of power may

adopted to check desertions from the army is
be due to this society.

acting precisely as intended . April andMay

are considered theworst months of the year in A WAVE of doctrinal discussion , or of dis

point of desertions, and the present adminis- cussion over long standing customs and

tration of theWar Departmentmust be grat- threatening innovations, seems at the pres

ified over the result for April. In April, 1886, ent time to be sweeping over the whole

there were 286 desertions ; in April, 1890 , the Christian church. Scarcely a denomination

number was 201 ; in April this year the de- has escaped its influence ; if not marked

crease was nearly fifty per cent, there being enough to affect the wholebody, some prom

only 112 desertions.
inent church has been disturbed by its in

The convention held at Cincinnati the last tion all reforms are born , and all insidious
flow . It is a time of agitation ; but in agita

ofMay was significant by reason ofthe form- evils are discovered and uprooted . It is a

ation of a new political party. The new or
hopeful time. No lurking, skulking foes

ganization consists chiefly of the Farmers'
can pow escape the alert eyes of the aroused

Alliance, the labor organizations, and social

reformers. The platform demands the abo- ardice can , under an assumed garb, stand in
people ; and no tyranny, arrogance, or cow

lition of nationalbanks, advocates the ““ sub
the way blocking true progress. If in the

treasury plan ,” favors free coinage of silver, outcome it shall appear that the cords of an

a tax on incomes, the election of President, cient usages havebeen lengthened ,thestakes

vice-President and Senators by popular vote, of the fundamental doctrines will also have

and the Government control of natural been strengthened, and, within the enlarged

monopolies.
habitations, Christianity will move with

It would seem that the highest possibill- greater freedom and inspire stronger zeal.
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THE Chautauqua Literary and Scientific in the North and Slavery in the South.
Circle never had presented to it a more

The scientific research in the United States

complete or broader course of study in is ofmore value each year,and that our read

the text-books and in THE CHAUTAUQUAN

than the one arranged for the coming year. CHAUTAUQUAN has engaged Major J. W.

ers may be acquainted with this work THE

The books to be used by Chautauqua stu- Powell, Director of the U.S. Geological Sur

dents are : “ Main Facts of American His- vey, to furnish five articles on this usbject.

tory ” (illustrated), by D. H.Montgomery ;

The interest which the present agehas in
“ The Story of theConstitution ," by Francis

N. Thorpe : “ Initial Studies in American Physical Culture will be fostered by practical

Letters,” by Prof. H. A. Beers ; " The Social papers by an experienced and vivacious

Institutions of America ," by James Bryce ;
writer. There will also be papers on Physi

“ German Course in English, ” by Prof. W.
ology and Botany .

C. Wilkinson ; “ Two Old Faiths - Hinduism
Bishop Vincent will select the Sunday

and Mohammedanisa ." Readings.

THE CHAUTAUQUAN has engaged a large
Papersunusually valuablewill be presented

number ofdiscriminating, thoughtfulwriters. from time to time on Science, the Handmaid

The literary , scientific , philanthropic, prac
of Agriculture ; Scientific Use of Food ;

tical work of the world will be treated by
Adulterations of Food ; theAnimal Industry .

masters in these respective lines. Among themany subjects will be found the

American History will be a particularly in . History of Political Parties in America ; the

teresting subject in these pages the coming Growth and the Distribution of Population in

year. One striking feature will be a series of the United States ; the Financial System of

papers on the Battles for American Liberty . the United States ; Our Educational System ;

One of the Counselors, Edward Everett Hale, American Morals ; the Organization and

has promised to write of the Colonial Life in Personnel of the Patent Office.

the United States, giving picturesque de Post-graduates who were delighted with

escriptions of the houses, amusements, dress, their course of study last year willbe no less

manners, etc., of this period of our land. pleased with the one for the coming year.

There will be by historians valuable papers English Literature is the special department

on the Town Meeting, the Shire System , of work. The well-known author, Maurice

Grants made by the King, Trading Compa- Thompson,will discuss the Theory of Fiction

nies, Early Presidents of the United States, Making and Poetry since the timeof Pope.

States made out of Colonies , and Statesmade There will also be comprehensive articles by

out of Territories , and Land Tenure in eminent authors on the First Novels in Eng

America . There will be a unique treatment lish , the Modern Tendencies of Novels, and

of the Rebellion : papers on Anti-slavery English Poetry and Poets.

WORLD OF TO -DAY - HUNGARY.

THE QUESTION TABLE ..

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN THE CHAUTAUQUAN reign survived in the adage. 5. Mathias Cor

FOR JUNE.
vinus. 6. For his merit in Christianizing his

people. 7. “ His Apostolic Majesty.” 8. House

1. A Hungarian Magna Charta of freedom of Magnates and House of Representatives.

and liberties exacted of the king in 1222. 2. Of 9. They have a common sovereign , a common

the charter granted by the English King John army, navy, and diplomacy, and a customs

at Runnymede. 3. General Janos Hunyady, union . 10. It is derived from the little river,

made governor of Hungary in 1445. 4. The Leitha, which separates lower Austria from

son of General Hunyady, the glory of whose Hungary .
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THE STARS OF JUNE .
measures 90 °. Aquila will reach the summit in

I. It is a double double star. To the naked six hours. 12. The Serpent Bearer (Ophiuchus).

eye it appears slightly elongated : through the With his feet on Scorpio and grasping the

opera-glass two stars appear, and through a “ Serpent,” the head of which is marked by a

larger telescope each of the components sėpa- group of small stars just south of Corona Bo

rates into two. 2. It is the celestial lyre ofOr- realis, the tail extending nearly to Aquila .

pheus, at the sound of whose eutrancing music, 13. That of Æsculapius, the Father of Medi.

wild beasts forsook their fierceness to gather cine. Pluto complained of him that his skill

round and listen , streamshalted in their course, had restored several to life , at the expense of

and even rocks and trees were charmed . 3. The depopulating Hades ; whereupon Jupiter struck

most remarkable of theknown annular nebulæ . him with a thunderbolt, but afterwards placed

4. Altair, 5. The constellation Delphinus, him among the constellations.

which appears in the east above Pegasus, is

sometim s so called from its diamond shape.

6. Due east, above the Dolphin , it appears with
1. These floures white and rede

its four principal stars in the form of a cross, Soch that men callen daisies in our toun .

whose upright piece lies along the Milky Way . 2. The violet. See Sonnet XCIX . 3. Evening

7. In Cygnus, a minute star, scarcely visible to primrose . 4. Marigold . 5. Cowper, See “ The

the naked eye. 8. It is nearest to the earth of Task,” Book IV ., lice 765. 6. The pea . 7. The

any of the fixed stars in the northern hemisphere. flower into which Hyacinthus was transformed.

9. A beautiful maiden with folded wings, bear. It is evidently not the modern hyacinth , but

ing in her left hand an ear of corn . 10. A fine some species of iris, being described as of a hue

nebula . II. About 3:00 a . m . Owing to the more beautiful than the Tyrian, and its petals

revolution of the earth on its axis, the en- marked Ai, the Greek word 'for woe, in token

tire celestial sphere appears to revolve uniformly of the grief of Phoebus over the death of Hya

once daily around the earth , or at the rate of cinthus. 8. Jasmine. 9. Daisy. 10. “ Hymn

15° an hour. From horizon to summit the sky to Light.”

ENGLISH PHRASE AND FABLE. - IX ,

OFFICERS.

THE C. L. S. C. CLASSES.

1882–1894.

CLASS OF 1891.- " THE OLYMPIANS.", someof these are choice souls whose friendship

“ So run that ye may obtain .” we shall ever prize . It is gratifying that so

many appreciative words have been said in com

President– The Rev. J. M. Durrell, D. D., Manchester, mendation of our course of study . The books of

N.H.

the course have brought gladness to the farm
Vice-Presidents - The Rev. J. S. Ostrander, Brooklyn ,

N. Y.;H.R.Palmer,New York City ; Mrs. Mary A. Liver. house during the long winter evenings, and the

more, Melrose,Mass .; Mrs. Mary T. Lathrap, Jackson, room of themechanic in the city has been made

Mich.;Mrs. Hawley, Buffalo, N. Y .; Mrs. Guernsey , In- cheerful by the presence of noble men and

dependence, Kan.;Mr. J. H. Fryer, Galt,Ontario , Canada,
women who have talked with the artisan in

Secretary- Mrs. James S. Ostrander.

Assistant Secretary - Mrs. Harriet A. H. Wilkie, Onon- print. Large boys have grown to be men, and

daga Valley, N. Y. girls have developed into women , while they
Treasurer - Miss Clara L. Sargent,

have met around the table of the local circle ;
Class Trustee — The Rev. J. S. Ostrander.

life will seem and will be different from what it
CLASS FLOWERS- THE LAUREL AND WHITE ROSE .

otherwise would appear and be. A number of

THE PRESIDENT'S Chat. For the last time young people have been aroused to the need of

in our undergraduate course we salute themem- an education, whose names are now on the rolls

bers of '91. We are about to graduate ; for four of preparatory schools or colleges. Even college

years we have studied together and looked for- graduates have found pleasure in reviewing

ward to the day when from someone of the As- topics studied in academic days, and have en

semblies, perhaps from Chautauqua itself,we joyed the themes presented more than when

might receive our diplomas ; the anticipated preparing for daily recitations. Some have

hour is athand. written to us from chambers of sickness, testi

Wehave found the experiences incident to fying that pain has been forgotten while read .

C. L. S. C. life delightful; we have made ac- ing or hearing others read the subjects treated

quaintances that will be helpful in the future ; in our volumes and in THE CHAUTAUQUAN ;
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more than onediplomawill be received by those CLASS OF 1893.- " THE ATHENIANS.”

unable to leave the house ; all honor to our in “ Study to be what you wish to seem ."

valid graduates. It also gives us great satisfac OFFICERS.

tion to know that the spirit of Christ has President- The Rev.R.C.Dodds, 337 Summer St., Buffalo ,

breathed through the pagesofour literature and N.Y.

Vice-Presidents - Mrs. S. M. I. Henry, Meadville, Pa .;
science, so that a number have been stimulated

the Rev. Russell Conwell, Philadelphia, Pa ; Prof. T. F.

to take up their crosses and follow their Lord . Wright, Cambridge,Mass.; Miss Bate McGillivray, Port

During the quadrennium , the Presidenthas Colborne, Province Ontario, Canada ; Mrs. E. c . Chap

had little opportunity to see his fellow -students, man , Oakland ,Cal.; The Rev.D. T. C. Timmons, Tyler,

and has been able to communicate with the Texas ; J. C. Burke, Waterville, Kan.; the Rev. M. D.

Lichleter, Allegheny, Pa.

Class only through the monthly “ chats ” of General Secretary - Miss Ella M , Warren, 342 W.Wal

these columns ; butnow even these must cease ; nut, Louisville,Ky.

parting has come; he shakes hands with each Prison Secretary - Mrs . S.M. I. Henry, Meadville , Pa.

District Secretaries - Miss A. M. Coit, Syracuse, N. Y .;

member of the Class, wishes for each all possible the Rev. T. H. Paden , New Concord ,Ohio ; the Rev. E.S.

joy , and says good -by. Porter, Bridgewater, Mass.; Miss Anna C. Brockman St.

THE Class of '91 is to be congratulated upon I. E. Welch, Albany,Ga.
Louis,Mo.; the Rev. Chas. Thayer,Minneapolis, Minn.;

the fact that Mrs. Margaret E. Sangster has Treasurer - Welford P. Hulse, 112 Hart St., Brooklyn ,

consented to write the Class Poem to be read on N , Y.

Recognition Day. Assembly Treasurer and Trustee Union Class Building

Geo . E. Vincent.

FULL fifty Assemblies are to hold their ses Building Committee - The Rev. R. C.Dodds ; Mrs. H.M.

sions during the summer of '91, and many
of Authony, Ottawa, Ill.

our classmates who are denied the privilege of

visiting Chautauqua will find a cordial welcome Chancellor's letter of inquiry rep:ies: “ Many

A '93 who has been " brought to light” by the

at some sister Assembly.
thanks for thereminder and wordsof encourage

ALL members of '91 who expect to be present ment that came to meon the 17th . I am far be

at Chautauqua or at any of the Assemblies are hind. The reading goes on slower than it will

urged to be on time in sending in their reports, when I get more used to going to schcol again .

as the Chautauqua machinery requires much I appreciate this opportunity and do not mean

less oiling when frequent stops do not have to to lose any of the benefit of it. I am a busy

be made for " belated ” and “ exceptional"' housekeeper and during the past year have had

cases.
an unusual amount of care but I have studied

very thoroughly as far as Ihave gone."

“ We are enjoying ourreadingsvery much and
CLASS OF 1892.-- " THE COLUMBIA."

are delighted with the Bible memoranda, which

“ Seek and ye shall obtain ."
weare finding a realmine of good things. I am

OFFICERS.
also taking the Garnet Seal books and am en

President- Col. Logan H. Roots , Little Rock , Ark . joying every bit of them . We shall take the

First Vice - President- Prof. Lewis Stuart, Ill.
Book a Month for our summer reading when we

Second Vice - President- P . W.Gunsaulus, Ill.

District Vice - Presidents - Mrs. Frank Beard, N. Y .; Dr.
have a greatdeal of leisure. Wehave entirely

P. S. Henson , Ill.; Charles P. Williamson , Ky.; the Rev. lost all relish for light literature and thank the

J. C. Hurlbut, N. J.; Mr. J. T. Barnes, N. J.; Mr. Ernest P. Chautauqua Circle for two very pleasant years
Brook , N. Y .; Issa Tanimura , Japan ; Mr. J. S. Davis, Al

with promise ofman
ymore. "

bany, Ga.

Secretary - Miss Jane P. Allen , University of North Da

CLASS OF 1894 —- " THE PHILOMATHEANS.”kota , D.

Treasurer and Member of Building Committee - Lewis E. “ Ubimel, ibi apes."

Snow , Mo. OFFICERS.

Class Trustee - Mr. J. P. Barnes, Rahway, N. J.
President, John Habberton, New York City .

CLASS FLOWER - CARNATION . Vice -Presidents — The Rev. A. C. Ellis, Jamestown, N.Y .;

the Rev. E. D. Ledyard , Steubenville , Ohio ; (third vice

president to be selected by New England Branch C.L.S.C.) ;

“ Myregular course of Chautauqua reading is the Rev. Mr. Cosby, Neb .; the Rev. Dr. Livingston,

almost finished . It has been a delightful year; Toronto , Canada ;Mrs. Helen Campbell, New York City;

next year will be mylast in Chautauqua reading the Rev. J. W.Lee, D.D.,Atlanta,Ga.

unless I take the post-graduate course which I
Secretary - Miss Grace B. Fowler, Buffalo, N. Y.

Treasurer - Mr.Henry M.Hall, Titusville, Pa.

presume I shall do. I have worked hard , but Class Trustee - W.T. Everson , Union City, Pa.

have labored under great disadvantage, as I Building Committee - William T. Everson , Union City,

have never been able to meet with a class and Pa.; Henry M. Hall, Titusville, Pa.; Mr. C. Foskey ,

have no idea how the other students do their Shamburg, Pa.; Miss Grace Fowler, Buffalo, N. Y.

work . ” MEMBERS OF'94 aswell as of other classes will
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be interested in the annoncement of the new make arrangements this coming season for the

summer courses, which offer supplementary observance of our tenth anniversary, which will

reading in standard authors for the summer occur next year. Come to tell us what you have

months. Those who have not been able to keep done in the past years, what you are doing now ,

up to time with their reading for the year, will and what you purpose doing in the future. -

of course complete the required work first, but Presidentof the Pioneers.

we are sure that many will find time for the de A MEMBER of '86 writes : “ The delay in re

lightful recreation offered by these courses, es- turning the annual circle report is due to my

pecially since they are to be “ personally con- wish to induce all our readers to join the regular

ducted ” by so wise a guide as Professor Beers. C. L.S. C. I had hopes that I could secure all

A '94 FROM South Dakota records her experi- of them for regular membership but the small

ence of the year as follows: “ I commenced the fee seems to stand in the way as they are all

course for '90-1 last November and have kepton working girls who must earn all themoney they

with ever increasing interest. I did not send expend . I can
never express to you all

myname earlier, fearing I might not be able to the C. L. S. C.membership has been and will be

complete the year's work, as I do all the work to me. I joined the Class of '86 when fifty- five

formy family including the entire care of four years of age and from that day to this much help

children, but I have never done it better or more and enjoymenthave comethrough its delightful

easily than since I commenced the C. L. S. C. studies.”

readings ; and what at first I was inclined to re
The following names are added to the list of

gard as a task has grown to be a pleasure which the graduates of the Class of 1890 :

I should be very sorry to give up. I shall allow Mrs. Eda Smitten , California ; Jennie R.Mes

no ordinary obstacle to prevent a completion of ser, Connecticut ; Nellie A.Noyes,Mrs. James F.

the course .
Todd, Illinois ; Mary D. Brackenridge, Indiana ;

A CALIFORNIA '94 writes: “ I inclose appli- Mrs. James E. Bell, Mrs. Emily F. De Riemer,

cation for the Garnet Seal Course . The Iowa ; Helen Newbert Brainerd, Mrs. Florence

C. L. S. C. has given me a desire for a higher M.Merrill, Miss Lucilla Reed , Cornelia R. Til

education. It is the grandest movement of this ton , Maine ; Ella StewartHopkins, Georgianna

century.” F. King, Lizzie L.G. Stage, Michigan ; Leona

FROM Maryland : “ Inclosed please find
M. McKinney, Mississippi; Mollie Caldwell,

ap

plication for Garnet Seal memoranda '90 -1. I Frances M.Steele, Missouri; Mrs. Hannahette

have been a school-teacher for four years and Baker, Louise M. Henermann, Hiram Jason

have read many books on educationalmatters, Knapp, Jennie C. Webber, New York ; Alma

but none have given me half so much pleasure Wood, Ohio ; Sue R. Reighard , Pennsylvania ;

as the Chautauqua books. The benefit derived Mrs. Mariam R. Warriner, Wisconsin ; KateM.

from the C. L. S. C. far exceeds my most san
Middlemiss, Canada ;Mrs. Eleanor Elwes, Eng

guine expectations."
land ; John Laker , India.

ERRATUM .

GRADUATE CLASSES.
To the Editor of The Chautauquan :

In behalf of the beloved Pioneers who come DEAR SIR :--Please permit me to correct a

annually to Chautauqua, I send to each mem- strange and most annoying oversight in my ar

ber of our Class of '82whose face we havenot ticle on the major planets in THE CHAUTAU

seen, but long to look into, “ greetings ” and a Quan for June, I have there said , though what.

personal invitation to be present with us this could have induced me to say it I cannot im

comingseason at Chautauqua. Not only to those agine, that the satellites of Uranus never cause

who come semi-occasionally, but to those who eclipses of the sun and are themselves never

have never been therewe say, come! Wherever eclipsed by the shadow of Uranus. The state

you are, Chautauqua honors you ! Pioneers from ment is wrong and indefensible, for the fact that

the family altar of Pioneer Hall where the vestal the satellites revolve nearly at right angles to

fire is ever burning send to brothers and sisters the plane of the planet's orbit does not prevent

this invitation , together with loving, helpful them from coming, at certain times, between

thoughts of all that is good and uplifting, say . Uranus and the sun .

ing, Come to Chautauqua. Come to see our
Very truly yours ,

Hall, your Chautauqua home. We want to GARRETT P.SERVISS .



HOW TO ATTEND A CHAUTAUQUA ASSEMBLY.

BY JEAN HALIFAX .

IN

' N the first place, if you are not a full- fledged of sufficient height to shelter yourtent from the

Chautauquan - and, therefore, thoroughly sun , willkeep it much cooler than if it stands

posted as to the subjects under discussion — as all day long in the hot sun. There are places

soon as the programsof the Summer Assembly where the sunshine is needed , of course, but I

which you think of attending are printed, pro- speak only of sites in general - of no particular

cure a copy, and read up on the topics of the Chautauqua Assembly grounds.

lectures and discussions before you start Chau Often the large double tents are as cosy as

tauquaward. some of the cottages. With the central portion

Of course, if you are a Chautauquan of the curtained off from the sleeping apartments on

first water you are already thoroughly posted in either side, a carpet laid down over theboards,

regard to the subjects under discussion. But to a bright cover on the big pine table, and a

the forlorn outsider it is slightly embarrassing, softly shaded student lamp shining on the

to find himself puzzling over some eloquent family group gathered around in camp or rock

Sentence of Dr. --' s, with a most unintellec . ing chairs, one such I remember that was as

tual, un Bostonian, un -Chautauquan blankness pleasant and as comfortable as any cottage.

of expression, long after some wide-awake Take one hammock at least. If your party is

C. L. S. C.-er by his side has that same state, a large one, take several. When you are resting

mentnicely packed away, classified ,and labeled , between classes the hammocks will soon prove

in some corner of his brain , if not in his note- to you their usefulness. They can bemade of

book . Therefore, so warned , be armed ; and ducking, with a rope put through a hem at

escape this calamity by becoming so wise that either end, and the children of the party can

you can follow each speaker as closely as— the swing in them to their hearts' content.

C. L. S. C.-er.
A folding cot and bedding, dish-pans, cooking

So much before you go, as regards your men , utensils, a tin wash -dish , tin pails, tin cups ,

tal preparations. As for the physical part of towels, table cloths, etc .; a chair or two ; if you

your outfit, that depends largely on whether you wish it, a plain, light kitchen table ;but if your

camp or board. If you choose the latter. you goods are packed in boxes, these will serve as

avoid a good deal of petty work , but you also cupboards, and a few boards laid across them

lose much of the pleasure of these summer will resolve thewhole into a table which answers

schools. its purpose very well. Lengths of carpet or

The boarder's name is Legion ; he has already rugs, though not necessities, add to the cosy,

learned all that he needs to know. But the home-like look of your tent.

camper's band is not so large, and a few sug A smallmirror can be fastened to a tent post.

gestions may make the days — and nights - of the Even if you are above any little vanity , you may

Chautauqua season more comfortable to those like to know that the " sweet disorder in the

who attend for the first time. dress " is as slight as the poet would advise.

Tents, cots, and furniture can be rented on Take along games for amusing the children,

the grounds ; but it is better, and usually less if you have younger ones in the party . Wear

expensive , to take with you as far as possible dresses that dust and water will not injure.

the necessities of daily life, and these are not And, most important of all, attend the classes

SO numerousas one is inclined to think . regularly , and be punctual. If you do not, you

As for the location of your summer home, if not only miss much yourself, butmakethe class

you are obliged to engage it by letter, you must work harder for the leader,

often content yourself with Hobson's choice. I hope that by this time you have decided to

But if you can choose for yourself, a site by a go to Chautauqua - somewhere and somehow .

hollow or mcund, which will prevent any one There are many off-shoots of the Chautauqua

else setting up a tent in too close proximity to by the Lake, planted all over the country - little

your quarters, will usually prove themost de saplings now , someof them , butdestined in the

sirable situation. It should also be convenient not far distant future to becomegrand monarchs

to the place where your drinking water is ob- ofthe forests ,

tained , as it is no small task to carry water for a The " groves were God's first temples ” -a

large party . And a large tree , or several trees, fitting place for these summer schools.



THE SUMMER ASSEMBLIES.

FOR 1891.

sons.

CHAUTAUQUA, The Chautauqua Assembly house problem . Unusual interest has been

NEW YORK. has become an established shown in all of the arrangements pertaining to

factor in the history of American summer sea- the art of teaching. Col. Parker, of Chicago , is

The coming session numbers the eigh- to be the Principal of the Teachers ' Retreat, and

teenth since its founding, and the great length is to speak on several occasions from the plat

of timedevoted to it, from July 1 to August 24,
form ,

forcibly marks the growth of the interests at
Dr. H. R. Palmer still continues as General

taching to Chautauqua since the first session Director of the School of Music, and the entire

which opened and closed inside of two weeks.
faculty remains the same as last year, which

The preparations making for the coming fête makes any commentunnecessary . The Boys and

are on a greater scale than ever before; but this Girls' Class and the Normal Courses will be

is only repeating a fact connected with each of conducted on the established plan . The School

the seventeen previous years, which proved of Bible Study remaining under the general

in every case the wise foresightof themanage management of Dr. Harper, is to be, as hereto

ment. Each year has demarded more than its fore, at once elaborate and specific in all of its.

predecessor, and that there has been no disap- subdivisions. The Schools of Language with

pointment in the supply is proved by the fact their competent corps of teachers are fully

that the demands still increase. No better as- equipped for the highest classofwork. Woman's

surance than its past history gives, could be work in its various phases is to have full repre

asked either by the management or by those sentation both in class-room work and upon the

participating in the benefits of the institution . lecture platform .

All must be convinced by this time that Chat
The C. L.S.C.department stands at the very

tauqua's birthright is success.
forefront of all the interests of the Assembly,

The detailed public program is given in the and has received its corresponding amount of

present impression of this magazine. Greeting consideration . All of theregular exercises con

the eye from the pages necessary to contain it, nected with it will be carried on as usual. On

appear the names of many of those who from Recognition Day,August 19, Mrs. Mary A.Liver

the platform in former years not only delighted more will deliver the address to the graduating

the audiences, but also won for themselves feel
class .

ings of personal interest and friendship ; the
Chancellor Vincent will be present during the

sight of the familiar names calls up pleasant session . President Miller, as usual,will conduct

memories and excites glad anticipations for the the Assembly Sunday-school. Mr. George E.

coming session . There is also a plentifulsprink. Vincent, to whom , as vice -chancellor, most of

ling of new names all through the list, names the arrangementof the program is due, will take

belonging to personswho have awakened public the generalmanagement ofthe platform .

interest in themselves, and whom Chautauqua ACTON PARK, The committee of arrange

people especially will wish to know .
INDIANA , ments are pushing their

All topics of timely interest will be thoroughly preparations for the seventh annual session of

discussed . American histo ccupies a large the Acton Park Assembly. All will be in readi

place on theprogram . Among thenoted speak , ness by the opening day, July 23 ; and a rich.

ers who will lead the thought of the audiences program of the exercises which are to fill all the

out into these great fields are Professors John days until the closing one, August 10 , will soon

Fiske and John B.McMaster, who are known as be ready for publication. The President and

the greatest authorities in this line of study. To the Superintendent of Instruction are the Rev.

the great social questions now uppermost in E. L. Dolph , D.D., and the Rev. J.W.Dashiell.

public attention much thought, as will be seen, Among the leading speakers already engaged

is to be given . Prominent among the speakers are Dr. John Williamson and Dr. H. A. Buchtel,

on such themes is Mr. Jacob Riis, author of there- the latter of whom will give the address on .

centpopular book, “ How the OtherHalf Lives.” Recognition Day, Au 5 .

No one is better qualified than he to present The interests of the C. L. S. C., whose pros

in a forcible and convincing manner theneces- pects in the surrounding territory are good, will

sity of the public consideration ofthe tenement- be furthered by all possible means, and the
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special plans devised for this purpose will be of its existence, bids fair to be still greatly in

announced at a later date. creased during its third season .

BAY VIEW , THE characteristic which has On Recognition Day, July 2, a large graduat

MICHIGAN. won for Bay View its reputation ing class will be present, pass through the usual

is, that themost of its lecture course is planned exercises marking the day, and receive their

to supplement the work done in the University diplomas.

Schools, and is thusmade to yield the most ef BLACK HILLS, THE second session of

fective results. For the coming season , July SOUTH DAKOTA. the Black Hills Assem

22-August 12, the special lecturers will be Dr. bly is to open on August 11 and close August 26.

J. M. Buckley, Mrs. Lydia von Finkelstein Many improvements in the buildings and

Mountford , Mr. Louis C. Elson, Homer Moore, grounds will then be noticed by those who were

Prof. C. J. Little, Prof. J. B. De Motte, Pres. in attendance last year. Every thing is being

Stanley Hall, Dr. C.M.Coburn, Dr. L. Dicker- done by the management to show that this,

man, and Miss M. E. Beedy . The general among the youngest of the Assemblies ,means to

course embraces such names as the Rev. Rus- march abreast with them all in the matter of

sell H. Conwell, Dr. S. A. Steele, Mr. Robarts progress . The President is Mr. T. T. Evans,

Harper, Bishop John P. Newman, George W. and the Superintendent of Instruction , Chan

Cable, the Rev. A. J. Palmer, the Rev. Robert cellor J. W.Hancher.

McIntyre , Miss Florence Balgarnie, the Rev. For the C. L. S. C. there will be daily Round

D. W.Fiske, Egerton R. Young, H.H.Emmet, Tables. Recognition Day will be observed on

and others. August 26, on which occasion Dr. Freeman and

For Recognition Day, August 8 , Mrs. Alice Chancellor Hancher will be the speakers. The

Freeman Palmer has been invited to deliver the various classes, including those in Bible study for

address. For the numerous departments of in- adults and for young people, normal training,

struction able leaders have been provided . English literature, music, elocution , and meth

Numerous improvements have been made on ods of teaching are all provided with experienced

the grounds since last year, and every effort has directors.

been put forth to make the coming session , Among the speakers to appear on the popular

which will be the sixth in the history of Bay platform are Prof. J. C. Freeman , LL. D., Dr.

View , the most successful one yet held . The S. P. Leland, Jahu DeWitt Miller, the Revs.

President is Mr. H.M.Loud, and the Superin- P. E. Holp and C. B. Mitchell, and Dr. J. D.

tendent of Instruction is Mr. J.M.Hall. Searles.

BEATRICE, THE managers of the Beatrice BLUFF PARK , DURING nearly the entire

NEBRASKA . Chautauqua announce some
IOWA, summer, from June 3 to Sep

rare attractions for the approaching Assembly to tember 1, the Bluff Park Association will con

be held from June 23 to July 6 inclusive. A tinue in session, this forming its eighth annual

few of the names included in the long list of gathering. But of this time, only that included

speakers are Sam P. Jones, Dr. P. S. Henson, between the dates of July 16 and July 27 will be

Dr. A. A. Willits, ex-President Hayes, Dr. given to the Assembly proper. The latter will

Powers, the Hon . Ignatius Donnelly, Prof. be under the direction of the President, Prof.

Freeman , Robert Nourse, and Prof. W. W. D. L. Musselman, and the Superintendent of

French , the crayon artist. Instruction, the Rev. O. E. Hart.

The class instruction will be especially fine. On July 24 , Recognition Day , the graduating

The music will be in charge of Prof. C. C. Case. class will be addressed by Dr. Charles S. H.

Madame Rosa Linde will be the soloist of the Dunn , and the day will conclude with a Chau

occasion , and the Swedish Male Quartet will tauqua Camp Fire and illumination at night.

be present for a week . The musical department will be in charge of

Dr. M.M.Parkhurst will conduct the Minis- Prof. J. H. Rheem ; that of elocution in charge

ters' Institute. Prof. W.W.Carnes will con- of Miss Orrie Brown.

duct classes in elocution and give platform
The leading platform speakers engaged up to

readings. The Sunday-school Normal Class for the present time are, Dr. Chris.Galeener, Dr. L.

adults will be in charge of Dr. E.L. Eaton . There F. Berry, W. E. Muse, Esq., the Rev. J. E.

will be in all twelve different courses ofstudy in Corley, Dr. T. J. Fairall, the Rev. J. H. Poland.

charge of able and enthusiastic instructors. CHESTER, OF all the Chautauquas now in

Bishop J. P. Newman is the President of the ILLINOIS. operation none has heretofore

Assembly , and Dr.W. L. Davidson the Superin- been in charge of a woman. But the Chester

tendent of Instruction , The great progress Assembly begins its career with Mrs. Clara

which the Assembly has made in the two years Holbrook Smith as its Superintendent, who as
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sumes the entire responsibility of the undertak In the C. L. S. C. Department the Round

ing, including the engaging of speakers, and Table willmeet daily. It is expected that a

the keeping of all parts of thework in running large number will be enrolled in the Class of

order. This newcomer into the great sister. 1895. Recognition Day is placed on August 8 .

hood ofAssemblies will hold its first session July

3 -July 20 .

CONNECTICUT VALLEY, JULY 8-17 is the

All the departments of instruction are placed

NORTHAMPTON, MASS. timeselected for

in the hands of efficient directors, Prof. H. S. the fifth meeting of the Connecticut Valley As

Jacoby leading the Sunday-school Normal sembly. The date chosen for Recognition Day

classes, and Prof. N. Coe Stewart being musical is July 16 , on which occasion the class of 1891

director. There willbe daily Round Tables for will beaddressed by the Rev, H. C. Farrar, D.D.

the C.L. S.C., and the usual services will be ob- The usual services, characteristic of the day,

served on Recognition Day, July 16 .
are to be observed .

From the public platform there will be lec
The Rev. G. H. Clarke, President of the As

tures 'by Dr. Talmage, Miss Willard, Mrs.Gen. sembly, and Prof. J. H. Pillsbury , its Superin

Logan , Mrs. Zerelda Wallace, Jahu DeWitt tendent of Instruction , are using every means

Miller, Prof. Charles F. Underhill, J. F. Am- to make the coming session themost enjoyable

brose, W. F. Crafts, the Hon.Owen Scott, Judge and profitable yet held, and they have excellent

Robert Bell, Mrs. Mary A. Holmes, Col. C.H. prospects to cheer them in their endeavors. A

Jones, and many others. One of the greatest large new building, containing Normal Hall,

attractions of the session will be the Ben Hur C. L. S. C. Headquarters, and Director's Office ,

Tableaux. isnow ready for use .

Several special days will be celebrated such
The departments of instruction are the Nor

as G. A. R. Day , Press Day, Epworth League mal Union Course,Music, Elocution , and Kin

Day, Christian Endeavor Day, Temperance dergarten , presided over respectively by Prof.

Day. That the infuence of the whole Assem . J. H. Pillsbury and the Rev.G.H.Clarke, Prof.

bly may be such as to cause the stepping heaven . G. C. Gow , Prof. R. G. Hibbard , and Miss

ward of all who cometo its great christening
Bertha Vela .

party, is the desire of the management.
The leading speakers for the session are the

Chester is a thriving city of about 3,000 peo- Rev. J. H. Mansfield, D.D., the Rev. W. L.

ple situated at the confuence of the Kaskaskia Davidson, Prof. Daniel Dorchester, the Rev.

Riverwith the Mississippi, seventy miles below C. M. Melden , the Rev. H. C. Farrar, D.D.,

St. Louis, Missouri. The Assembly will be
the Rev. H. C. Hovey, Prof. C. T. Win

held in a grove adjoining the city, on a high chester, Robert Collyer, Dr. Russell, D. W.

bluff commanding a view unsurpassed for Robertson.

grandeur and beauty .
Musical attractions areMiss Bell Goldthwaite

and the Ladies' Schubert Quartette .

CLARION , The fourth annual ses.

REYNOLDSVILLE, sion of the Clarion As- COUNCIL BLUFFS AND THE following

PENNSYLVANIA . sembly convenes July
OMAHA, IOWA. speakers have

22 and closes August 12. In the line of im . promised to lecture at the Council Bluffs and

provements there have been erected since last Omaha Assembly during the coming season ,

year a Seminary Summer School Building and July 2-21: Lyman Abbott, Lysander Dicker

a Chautauqua Normal Union Hall. The hotel man, John J. Ingalls, James A. Green, L. H.

has been improved , and a C. L. S. C. park has Vincent, Jahu DeWitt Miller, Dr. Emory Miller ,

been laid out, which for the coming session is Mrs. Lydia von Finkelstein Mountford .

to be provided with a large tent. The leading F. O.Gleason, the President, and the Rev.

officers are the President, the Rev. F. H. Beck , A.H.Gillet, the Superintendent, are furthering

and the Superintendent, Dr. D. Latshaw . all plans to make the season, the third one in

The lecturers already engaged are : Dr. W. the history of the Assembly , the best yet held .

F. Crafts, Dr. C. A.Holmes, Mrs. C. B. Buell, Many improvements are made on the grounds.

H. H.Moore, D. D., J. M. Thoburn , the Rev. The departments of instruction to be open are

J. B. Neff, the Rev. Wm . Branfield , Dr. Con- the Normal Class for Sunday-school workers,

way, Dr. C. W.Smith, N. T. Arnold, Esq ., the an Itinerants' Club, and lecture courses on lit

Hon. W. P. Jenks, Dr. N. H.Holmes, Prof. A. erature and comparative religion .

J. Davis, Dr. I. C. Ketler. Dr. Lyman Abbott is to deliver the address on

TheNormal Union Course is placed in charge Recognition Day, July 16. Through the entire

of the Rev. C. C. Hunt. The Rev. L. Beers is session the members of the C. L.S. C. will meet

Principalof the Seminary School. regularly at their Round Tables .
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FREEMONT, The first meeting of the Free- certs, in which the Washington Marine Band,

NEBRASKA. mont Assembly is to be held the Rogers Orchestra , and a grand chorus of 500

June 23 - July 6. Preparations for a fine and voices will be heard . The New York Stars, the

prosperous opening have been made. An audi- Swedish Male Quartet, and other first-class

torium capable of seating 3,000 persons hasbeen musical organizations will appear. A large

constructed , as also have other buildings suit- chorus pipe-organ is to be ready for the Opening

able for Assembly work . The leading officers Day.

elected are for President, the Hon. Jacob Faw The summer school is to continue through

cett , and for Superintendent, Dr. A. W.Patten . July and August. Departments of instruction

Their aim is to bring this young Assembly to the provided for embrace special classes, including

front as a vigorous member in the numerous Music, French, Physical Culture, Oratory, Del

sisterhood . sarte, and Kindergarten ; the Institute of Bib

The ChautauquaNormal Union, theMinisters' lical Literature ; Sunday-school Normal Classes,

Institute, the Teachers' Retreat, and special and Christian Work . There will be several

courses of lectures are the departments of in- special courses of lectures .

struction for which provisions have been made. The President,Mr. Edwin Baltzley , the Super

Bishop Vincent delivers the Recognition ad- intendent, Dr. A.H.Gillet, and all the other

dress on July 2 . The Round Table will meet officers of the association are making the best

daily . of preparations for all of the C. L. S. C. inter

The lecturers engaged are Dr. A. A. Wright, ests. The Assembly will start off with daily

Prof. E. S. Shelton , W.F. Crafts, C. F. Creigh- meetings of the Round Table, and there will be

ton, A. K. Goudy, James Clement Ambrose , the customary observances on Recognition Day,

Conrad Haney, W. M. R. French , Leon H. June 25.

Vincept, Robert McIntyre, the Hon. John M. Thus thoroughly well equipped in all partic

Thurston , ulars for its first session , every prospect for this

GLEN ECHO , THE Glen Echo As
favored new Assembly is most auspicious.

WASHINGTON ,D.C. sembly sprang into life HEDDING, EAST EPPING , AUGUST 16-22

with a gift of eighty acres of unincumbered land
NEW HAMPSHIRE. is the time

situatedl'on the high banks of the Potomac selected for the sixth session of the Hedding

River, and on the very boundaries of the Na- Assembly . It is the aim of the officers -- ofwhom

tion's Capital. With its magnificent river the Rev. J. M.Dutton is President and the Rev.

front, delightful shade, running streams, leap- O.S. Baketel, Superintendent— to make this the

ing cascades, and picturesque rock forms, it is best season in the series. All departments of

an ideal location for such an institution . Two instruction are manned by most competent

great buildings are now nearly completed, the directors. The session of the summer school

amphitheater of stone and iron, which will seat known as the Hedding Academia - continues

six thousand people, and the Hall of Philoso- from July 25 through till the close of the As

phy, of stone. The sites of other buildings soon sembly.

to be erected are already chosen farther up the The C. L. S. C. Office is placed in charge of

stream ; these buildings are an Academy of Mrs. Rosie M.Baketel. All questions of inter

Fine Arts, lecture halls, a chapel, and Class est to the members of the C. L. S. C. will be

Headquarters . freely discussed at the Round Tables. Mrs.

The general program arranged for the open- Alice Freeman Palmerwill give the Recognition

ing season, June 16 — July 4, comprises lectures, address on August 20 .

concerts, readings, spectacular entertainments, Among the lecturers are the Revs. J. W.

and other features. The speakers will be Dr.T. Adams, D.W.C. Durgin , R. S.MacArthur, D.D.,

DeWitt Talmage, Hon . John J. Ingalls, Chan- and J. M. Buckley, D.D., Mrs. Alice Freeman

cellor John H. Vincent, Dr. W. R. Harper, the Palmer, the Revs. T. J. B. House , Brevard Sin

Rev. Russell Conwell, the Rev. Thos. Dixon, clair, Prof. Olin A. Curtis, and others. W. E.

Prof. John B. DeMotte , Dr. Lysander Dicker. Thomas has charge of the music, with his cele

man, Dr. Lyman Abbott, Dr. W. L. Davidson , brated orchestra,and theAriel Ladies' Quartette.

Mr. James A.Green, Dr. Samuel G.Smith ,Jahu Among the special features of the season are

DeWitt Miller, Thomas Nelson Page, Maurice out-door band concertsand stereopticon lectures.

Thompson, Dr.George L. Spinning, Mr. H.A. HIRAM , PRESIDENT E. V. Zollars and Su

Moore, P. von F.Mamreov, Mrs. J. Ellen Fos OHIO . perintendent F. Frendley, with all

ter, Miss Annie Shaw , Prof. W. A. Scott, Leon of the other officers of the Hiram Assembly,are

H. Vincent, Miss Jane Meade Welch, and putting forth every effort to win for the under

others. In the way ofmusic there will be con- taking the support which is due it from the

J-July .
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surrounding country . The program for the KANSAS, TOPEKA , THE seventh session of

second season , to be held July 9-31, is a re KANSAS, the Kansas Chautauqua

markably fine one. Audiences will be ad- Assembly will beheld at Oakland Park , June

dressed by G. W.Bain , Gen. W.H. Gibson , the 22 - July 2 , inclusive. It has been the aim of

Rev. Geo. R. Leavitt, the Rev. F. D. Power, the management to make the program for 1891

Hon. E. B. Taylor, Hon .W. I. Chamberlain , the eclipse that of any former session , and to equal

Rev. H. R. Pritchard, President C. L. Loos, the that of any Assembly platform . The superin

Rev. J. Z. Tyler and others. tendent is J. B. Young, D.D., who has had

The departments of instruction, including charge of this work for the last five years.

Bible study, Secular Normal, Sunday-school Among the platform speakers are the Rev. Sam

Normal, art, music, elocution , are all placed Small, Robert Nourse, P. S. Henson, D.D.,

under the care of most competent leaders . Prof. T. H. Dinsmore, Ph.D., Herrick Johnson ,

Recognition Day occurs on July 28 , when the D.D., Capt. A. J. Palmer, E. B.Graham , Dr.

Hon. W. I. Chamberlain gives the address to Tyler, Dr. J. B. Young The Washburn Glee

the Class of 1891. In the afternoon there will Club will be present and entertain the hearers.

be several short speeches and a reunion of the Special days are G. A. R. Day, Epworth

members of the C. L. S. C. League Day, Y. P. S. C. E. Day, etc.

ISLAND PARK ASSEMBLY, THE dates of C. L.S. C. Recognition Day, July 2, will be

ROME CITY , IND . the opening of unusual interest this year, with songs,

and closing of Island Park Assembly are July marches, passing through the Golden Gate and

29 and August 12. For the coming session , under the arches.

which will be the thirteenth , various im The grounds are being improved and ample

provements are being made in the building of accommodationswill be made for all who may

cottages and the beautifying of the grounds. attend this Chautauqua of the West.

The Rev. N. B. C. Love is both president KENTUCKY, LEXINGTON , THE depart

and superintendent. The leading platform
KENTUCKY. ments of in

speakers are Bishop J. W. Joyce, C. C. struction ably provided for by the Kentucky

McCabe, D. D., Robert McIntyre, D. D., Gen. Assembly are the Institute of Sacred Literature ,

R. A. Alger, J. F. Spence, D. D., Samuel

Sunday-school Normal, Secular Normai, School

W. Small, D. D., J. C. Hartzell, D.D., D.H. of Methods, Music, and the W. C. T. U.

Moore, D. D., Col. J. H. Brigham , J. P. D.
The regular Recognition Day exercises are to

John, D.D., Jahu DeWitt Miller, Dr. L. Dicker- be participated in July 9 ; the Rev. W. T.

man, A. J. Fish , D. D., Sylvester Scovell, Poynter being the chief speaker of the day.

D.D., I. R. Henderson , D. D., L. E. Prentis, The prospects of the C. L. S. C.are reported as

D. D., the Rev. A. E. Mahin , the Rev. B. A.
improving all the time.

Kemp, the Rev. C. W. Wade, Prof. A. A.
On the popular program appear the names of

Graham , Dr. Mary A. Allen , Miss Adelia A, the following speakers : Robert Nourse, Dr.

Powers, Mrs. D. B. Wells, Mrs. McClelland Lockwood , Senator Daniels,Robertson Brooks,

Brown, and others.
Thomas Nelson Page, A. P. Burbank , J.W.Lee,

Classes in painting, drawing, book-keeping, Robert McIntyre.

elocution, kindergarten , physical culture, are
A special feature in theway of entertainments

provided with excellent instructors. The direc- willbe the Ben Hur Tableaux.

tor of music, Prof. J. J. Jelley, will be ably
The President of the Association is Dr. J. L.

assisted by Miss G. Smith, Madame Carrington , McKee, and the two Superintendents are Prof.

Mrs. Willett, and other soloists,
W. D. McClintock and the Rev. C. P. William

The C. L.S. C. will have unusual attention ,

Dr. Fish having special oversight. He will

This, the fifth session of the Assembly, is to

give a series of lectures on topics of great in
open June 30 and close July 10 .

terest to them , and will be assisted in this work

by the Rev. J. M.Mills , and Prof. Zeller. LAKE BLUFF, AT the time of writing, the

There is ready for use a neat and commodious ILLINOIS. detailed announcements of

C. L. S. C. building. the Lake Bluff Assembly have not been for

Bishop J. W. Joyce and Robert McIntyre, warded . The coming session is to open August

D.D., are to be the speakers on Recognition 5 and to continue to August 16. Recognition

Day, August 5 . Other exercises on this occa- Day is to be observed on August 13. Such ar

sion will be the procession, recitations, and rangements are being made as willkeep the

singing . A grand illumination at night will Assembly up to the former high standard of ex

close the day. ercises.

son .
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LAKESIDE, The Lakeside Assembly holds The program as at the present time is ar

OHIO . its fifteenth annual encampment ranged : Lectures to be delivered by President

the present season from July 15 to August 6. A Quayle, President Hirst, Dr. P.S. Henson, Dr.

partial list of speakers for the session contains W.H.Withrow , Col. Copeland, theRev. Hallen

the names of the Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, beck , Prof. J. Ivy, Dr. Selah W. Brown , Prof.

Bishop John H. Vincent, the Rev. Dr. C. F. C.L. Logan.

Thwing , the Rev. Russell H. Conwell, the Hon . Class work will be carried on in natural his

William McKinley, the Hon. W. C. P. Breckin- tory, art, and general history . There will be an

ridge, the Hon. Joshua Crawford , Dr. David Itinerant Club and a University Glee Club,

H. Moore, Dr. D. H. Muller, Dr. John F. Mar- and provisions are made for a Children's Class.

ley, Dr. Thad. A.Reamy, Judge W.R. Warnock , August 3 has been chosen for Recognition

the Rev.W. A. Hale , Prof. Lysander Dicker- Day, on which occasion Dr. W. H. Withrow

man, the Hon. L. J. Beauchamp. will be speaker .

Classes are to be instructed during the session LAKEMADISON, SOUTH DAKOTA is have

in the Sunday-school Normal Lessons, in kinder SOUTH DAKOTA . a pew Chautauqua As

garten work , art, physical culture, political
sembly, and one of the best. The Lake

ethics, in the W.C. T. U.work , and in music. Madison Chautauqua Association was incor

Mr. Alfred Arthur is the director of the School
porated last fall. The Assembly grounds,

of Music and he has given greatcare to the ar- which comprise sixty acres beautifully 10

rangement of all the courses.
cated on Lake Madison , have been platted by

The leading officers of this veteran Assembly landscape engineers, and extensive improve

are President Dr. L. T. Belt and Superintendent
ment thereon are now in progress. The first

Dr. B. T. Vincent. In the long line of success
Assembly will be held from July 15 to August 5,

ful seasons, none ever presented a more prom- and one of the finest programs ever given in the

ising outlook than does the present.
West will be presented. Dr. Talmage, Joseph

The daily Round Tables of the C. L. S. C. will Cook, Jahu DeWitt Miller, Frank Beard , and

be conducted by Dr. B. T. Vincent, Chan

Prof. J. C. Freeman are among the speakers

cellor Vincent will deliver the address to the

already engaged . Recognition Day is July

C.L.S. C.graduateson Recognition Day, July 25.
30 .

Special days will be devoted to the interests

of the Epworth League, the W.C. T. U., the Teachers' Retreat and w . c . T. U. School of

A fine musical program will be given , and the

American Sabbath Union, the National Reform Methodswill be special featuresof theAssembly .

Association , the G. A. R., the Sunday-school, Many of the leading societies of the state have

and other organizations.
arranged to hold their annual meetings on the

LAKE TAHOE, LAKE TAHOE is described as Chautauqua grounds during the Assembly. It is

NEVADA. a charming spot. “ Its beau- confidently believed that the Lake Madison

tiful shores and magnificent surroundings are a Assembly will be a great success from the be

perfect enchantment. It nestles most delight- ginning, and that its influence will be strongly

fully among glo :ious old mountain peaks that felt in the future of this young state.

lift their heads from five to ten thousand feet to

ward the stars, and yet its surface ismore than
LANGDON , THE Assembly to be held

six thousand feet above the sea. Little steam- NORTH DAKOTA . at Langdon this year is at

ers sail its clear, cool, placid waters, swinging this time of writing in a very indefinite con

dition .
around capes and promontories, and darting in

Last year at the first Assembly in this

and out ofcoves and bays of marvelous beauty. place it was decided to hold the coming one at

If one would find grand scenery, panoramic Bathgate but it is now hoped to have a course of

views, Italian skies, gorgeous sunsets, salu- lectures at Langdon in July. There is no doubt

brious air, pure water, dense forests, aromatic if themeeting is held that there willbe new in

pines, profound solitude, roaring torrents, roterest and a corresponding growth . Mr.'N . C.

mantic excursions, rest and recreation , hotels Young, of Bathgate, is President.

and cottages, tents and camps, fishing and LONG BEACH , The dates July 13 and July

hunting , boating and bathing, he can find all CALIFORNIA. 24 mark the opening and

and more in and around Lake Tahoe. "
closing of the sixth meeting of the Long Beach

An Assembly will be held here for the coming Assembly . Those having the responsibility of

season continuing from July 28 to August 7. the undertaking are cheered by the present en

The President is the Rev. E.W.VanDeventer, couraging outlook and are anticipating the best

D.D., and the Superintendent is the Rev. W.A. C. L. S. C. season known on the coast. The in

Quayle. terests of themembers havebeen closely studied
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in the preparation for the coming season . On of Methods of Church Work , W. C. T.U.School

| July 22 the graduating exercises of the Class of of Methods, Kindergarten.

'91 will take place and during the day there will Among the speakers and lecturers who will

be addresses by Dr. S. H. Weller, Dr. A. C. discuss general subjects will be the Rev. C. C.

Hirst, and Dr. P. S. Henson . There will be Woods, D.D., the Rev. John W. Geiger, the

a Round Table in the afternoon and a banquet Hon . J. C. Tarsney, Dr. Geo . P. Hays, the Hon .

in the evening. E. W. Stevens, the Hon. T. F.Willets , theHon .

Full arrangementshavebeen madefor impart- L. L. Polk , the Rev. Robert Nourse , Mrs. Alice

ing instruction in the following subjects : Sun- Williams, Mrs. C. C. Hoffman. Three concerts

day-school Normal, English history , art, music , by the original Fisk Jubilee Singers will be

photography, and cookery. Able instructors given during themeeting, and two concerts by

and pleasant class roomshave been provided . Dr. Perkins. Negotiations are in progress to

Thegeneralaudience willhave theopportunity have present the Hon. John J. Ingalls, Bishop

ofhearing lectures by Dr. Manley Benson , Dr. Bowman, and Bishop Hendrix .

H.M. Homma, the Rev. W.A. Quayle, Dr. W. Recognition Day will occur on July II.

H.Withrow , the Rev. J. W.Hallenbeck , Dr. J. MONONA LAKE , THE Monona Lake Chau

D. Driver, Dr. Bugbee, Prof. W. S. Monroe. WISCONSIN . tauquans will gather this

The Assembly has as its President and Super- summer for the session which is to make the

intendent respectively S. H. Weller and Dr. number of their annual meetings reach a

A. C.Hirst. round dozen . A ten days' encampment it

LONG PINE, DR. J.T. DURYEA and the Rev. is to be, lasting from July 21 to July 31.

NEBRASKA . J. D. Stewart, the President The program is so far completed at the pres

and Superintendent of theLong Pine Assembly , ent time as to give a fair summary of the

with all the other officers are pushing toward attractions to be offered . Dr. J. H.Barrows,

completion all the plans for its fifth season, to Russell H. Conwell, Gen. George A. Sheridan,

be opened on August 1 and to continue until Dr. T. DeWitt Talmage, A. P. Burbank , Mrs.

August 16 . For the general program they Lydia von Finkelstein Mountford, the Rev. A. J.

have secured as speakers Dr. J. S. Ostrander, Palmer, Mrs. Clara C. Hoffman , Mrs. M. V.

Dr. A. Turner, the Hon. J. P. Dolliver, the Hon . Terhune, Mrs. M. E. Sangster, the Rev. W. F.

C. H. Vanwyck , the Hon . J. S. Morton, Dr. A. Crafts, and others are to speak from the plat

R. Thain , the Rev. A. W. Lamar, President W. form .

F. Reigland . The department ofmusic is to be in charge of

The indications are that a large Class of Dr. Palmer. The Sunday-school Normal de

C. L. S. C. readers will be enrolled for 1895. partment has at its head Dr. J. A. Worden, who

The class of the present year will receive the is also Superintendent of Instruction for the

Recognition honors on August 15. The speaker Association . The Hon . W. L. Main is the

on this occasion is to be Dr. A. R. Thain . President.

The departments of instruction, manned by Dr. J. L. Hurlbut gives the address on Recog

efficient leaders and provided with pleasant nition Day, July 29. There will be daily Round

quarters, to be in session during the Assembly , Tables.

are the Sunday-school NormalUnion, Natural MONTEAGLE, THE ninth annual session of

Science, Music , Art, and the W. C. T. U. TENNESSEE . the Monteagle Assembly will

MISSOURI,WARRENSBURG, THE annual open June 30 and close August 26 . The Presi

MISSOURI. session of dent is Major R.W.Millsaps, and the Superin

the Missouri Assembly will be held July 3-15. tendent is Dr.Wm . H. Payne.

The four preceding seasons at Pertle Springs For theplatform the following are among the

having been prosperous in every way, thepro- speakers already engaged : W. R.Garrett, J. J.

moters are determined to make of the fifth an Taylor, D.D., Miss E. F. Andrewes, the Rev. R.

even greater success, and to that end have in- Lin Cave, ex -Governor A. S. Marks, G. H. Bas

augurated many new features which will add to kette, the Hon . J. D. Richardson, Prof. J. B.

its popularity and usefulness. The leading DeMotte, W.B.Murrah, D.D., M. B. DeWitt ,

officers of the Assembly are Prof. C. H. D. D., W.R.L. Smith , D. D., Chancellor J. H.

Dutcher, President, and the Rev. J. Spencer, Vincent, Governor W. J. Northern , Mrs. Lydia

Superintendent. von Finkelstein Mountford, J. G. Harris, D. E.

Well conducted departments of study to be Bushnell, D. D., Bishop C. B.Galloway, T. F.

opened are the Chautauqua Normal Union, Gailor, D.D.

Music , New Testament Greek , Old Testament A special feature of the session will be the

Hebrew , Missouri State Training School, School Southern Authors' Week, duringwhich lectures
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will be given by T. C. DeLeon, James Lane Dr. A. H. Gillet, Prof. J. C. Freeman, Prof. W.

Allen, J. Wm . Jones, Alcee Fortier, and Harry H. Dana .

Stillwell Edwards, with a literary conference, Recognition Day will beobserved August 13,

Wm . M. Baskervill presiding, July 29 . Other and it is expected that a large class will grad

distinguished writers will be present. uate. Dr. A. A. Willits will be the speaker on

TheSummerSchools, embracing the school of the occasion, and the day will close with a

pedagogics , primary methods, grammar school, Camp Fire.

schools of languages and literature, science , NEBRASKA, THE announcements of the

music , elocution, art, and physical culture, are CRETE . Nebraska Assembly show that

all presided over by specialists.
a most inviting program has been prepared for

August 11 is the date of the C. L. S. C. Rec- its seventh annual session to be held in June

ognition Day. The annual address and pre- 30 -July 10. The audience will be addressed

sentation of diplomas will bemade by Chancel- from the platform by Professor J. C. Freeman,

lor J. H. Vincent.
Dr. A. J. Palmer, Mrs. von Finkelstein Mount

MOUNTAIN GROVE , A FIVE days' session ford , the Hon . Will M. Cumback, the Rev. E.

PENNSYLVANIA . of the Mountain R. Young, Frank Beard , Mrs. Frank Beard, Miss

Grove Assembly is to be held this summer, K. F. Kimball, the Rev. Geo . W. Miller, D.D.,

August 7-11, inclusive. The first day is set and many others.

apart for temperance work . The departments of instruction provided for

Recognition Day occurs on the 8th . There by the management are the Sunday-school

will be the grand march, the passing under the Normal, Bible study, music, literature, and art. «

arches and the Golden Gate , the formal Recog- The leading officers of the Association are the

nition , and addresses, the presenting of diplo- Rev. Willard Scott, President, and Dr. J. L.

mas, the Round Table, and the Camp Fire . Hurlbut, Superintendent.

August 9 is Missionary Sunday. Epworth The interests of the C. L. S. C. are to be pro

League Day occurs on the roth , and Sunday- moted by daily Round Tables. The C. L. S. C.

school Day on the rith . Office will be in charge of Mrs. M.H. Gardner.

Among those to speak on these different days Miss K. F. Kimball gives the address to the

are Mrs. C. B. Buell, the Rev. T. F. Clarke, graduating class on Recognition Day, July 8 .

Mrs. T. L. Tompkinson, Mrs. R. Hinkle , the NEW ENGLAND, The twelfth season

Rev. E. H. Yocum , Mr. Charles Barnard, Mr. SOUTH FRAMINGHAM , oftheNew England

Thomas Lippiat, and Miss Eva Rupert. MASSACHUSETTS. Assembly

MOUNTAIN LAKE PARK, THE Assembly July 14 and closes July 24. Instruction in the

MARYLAND . of the present following classes has been arranged : Sunday

season opens August 4 and closes August 18. school Normal, special course in Bible history,

Dr. W.L. Davidson, the Superintendent of In- New Testament Greek, music, and physical

struction, has charge of the program and has culture. The Superintendent of Instruction is

already secured a number of fine attractions. Dr. J. L. Hurlbut. The President is the Hon.

The Presidentof the Association is the Rev. C. B. B. Johnson .

B. Baldwin . On July 23, Recognition Day, Dr.M.E.Gates ,

Class work along many lines will be in the President of Amherst College, gives the address .

hands ofcompetentandexperienced instructors. The usual exercises will form the order of the

Music (under the directorship of Prof. W. S. day.

Weoden ), physical culture , photography, art in The names of the lecturers are as follows:

its various departments— including wood carv- The Hon. George Makepeace Towle, Dr. E. B.

ing, elocution, kindergarten - astronomy and Andrews, the Rev. J. M. Durrell, Dr. A. W.

microscopy, Bible exposition and Ministers' Small, Prof. A. E. Dolbear, the Hon. J. M.

Institute are some of thedepartments. Langston , Dr. Geo .M.Stone, Leon H. Vincent,

The following names give but a hint of the Prof. D. Dorchester, Dr. H. C. Hovey, Dr. J. B.

rich program in preparation : Dr. A. A. Willits, Thomas. Besides there will be nine addresses

Dr. M. C. Lockwood , Jahu DeWitt Miller, on Temperance by distinguished speakers.

James A. Green , Dr. W. A. Spencer, Judge Music will take a prominent place in the en

Selwyn Owen, the Rev. R. H.Gilbert, Frank tertainments. There will be several concerts

Beard, Dr. L. C. Muller, Dr. E. L. Eaton, Dean and a variety of instrumental music. There

Alfred A. Wright, the Rev.Henry Tuckley ,Gen. will be stereopticon lectures, fine readings, and

W.H.Gibson, Peter von Finkelstein Mamreov, entertainments given by a humorist, E.W.Em

Leon H. Vincent, Dr. W.L.Davidson, Dr. C. R. merson, a magician, G.H. Pray, an imperson

Manchester, Mrs. Frank Beard , Robert Nourse, ator, H. T. Bryant.

opens
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NIAGARA-ON - THE -LAKE , DURING the members and to the graduating class.
On

CANADA . coming ses- both days there will be Round Table meetings

sion of this Canadian Assembly, to be held July and Vesper Services.

II-August 30 , daily Round Tables will convene, The time of the short session will all be

On Recognition Day, August 29, Miss K. F. thoroughly occupied . Dr. D. W. Bartine, the

Kimballis to be one ofthespeakers, also the Hon . Rev. J. B. Haines, the Rev. C. B. Ogden , and

R.Harcourt. The prospects of the C. L. S. C.are others will lecture.

reported as good.
OCEAN GROVE , The Ocean Grove Assem

The platform speakers are to be the Rev. NEW JERSEY. bly will celebrate its

Dr. Clark , Dr. Daniel Mark, the Rev. Drs. seventh session July 11-22.

Dawe, Walk , Potts , Hart, Prof. Austin , the Hon .
The Rev. E.H. Stokes, D.D., will officiate as

W. H. Howland,and many others.
President, and B. B. Loomis, Ph.D., as Superin

The departments providing competent instruc- tendent of In'struction.

tion are those ofpedagogy, art,music, literature, Of the speakers who are to appear on the
and science.

platform for this season, the following have

Mr. J. N. Lake is the President, and Dr. been secured : Bishop John H. Vincent, the

W.H. Withrow , the Superintendent of the As- Rev. Geo . K. Morris, D.D., the Rev. John H.

sembly.
Coleman, D.D., theRev. John F. Clymer, D.D.,

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND, THE time and Philip Phillips.

FRYEBURG , MAINE. hitherto de Able instructors have been engaged for the

voted to the sessions of this Assembly has been variousdepartments. TheRev. John F. Clymer

extended nearly a week for the coming summer will be in charge of the Normaldepartment, the

season, the seventh in its history, this ses. Rev. B. B. Loomis, Ph.D., of the Post-graduate,

sion to last from July 28 to August 15. But a and Mrs. B.B.Loomis, ofthe Junior department.

glance over the crowded program will convince Recognition Day, July 22 will be honored with

all that there has been no attempt to spread two dueobservance, the program including addresses

weeks' talent over three weeks' time.
The by Chancellor Vincent, Drs . Stokes and Loomis,

management- Mr. Freeman Hatch being the and the C. L.S. C. March .

President, and the Revs. G. D. Lindsay and A.

T. Dunn, the Conductors — have planned to make OCEAN PARK, PREPARATIONS on a large

almost every hour of every day present some
MAINE . scale are making for Recog

especial attraction. The only burden which the nition Day at Ocean Park Assembly for the com

Assembly imposes on those who attend is the ing season . This day will occur on July 30 .

burden of choice as to the good things which The Recognition address will be made by the

are offered . Rev. R. S.MacArthur, D.D. In the evening

Among the platform speakers are the Revs. C. there will be a Grand Concert by the Ariels,

E.Melden , R.D. Grant; Drs. C. H. Spalding, of Boston, Mrs. Martin Dana Shepard , and other

artists.
J. S. Sewall, R. S. MacArthur, A. W.Small, w .

N. Brodbeck , A. Dalton ; Profs. W. S. Battis, The Assembly for '91 promises to be one of

C. H. J.Ropes,G.H.Palmer; Major H. S. Mel- the best yet held at this resort, in its concerts,

cher. There will be an afternoon with the entertainments, Normal Union work, lecture

King's Daughters, when the Misses L. A. New- course,musicaland youngpeople's departments,

hall, Ella Robinson , and Alice Bucknam will school of oratory , and other features .

speak . Specialdaysare Socialistic Day,G.A. R.
The list of speakers contains besides others

Day , Temperance Day, Young People's Day, the following names: Dr. R. S. MacArthur, Dr.

Missionary Day, College Day, and Grangers' T. L. Townsend, the Rev. C. A. Vincent, the

Hon . G. R. Stone.
Day.

August 11 is Recognition Day . Mrs. Alice The session opens July 21 and continues ten

Freeman Palmer addresses the C. L. S. C. grad . days, or until August 2, every one of which is

full of interest.
uates .

The departments in which classes are taught OTTAWA, At the Ottawa Assembly the ses

are the Sunday -school Normal, practical cookery, KANSAS. sion for the present year is to be

elocution , Swedish gymnastics (under Prof. W. held June 16–26. Eleven times preceding

A. Robinson ), and music (under Prof.Morse ). this have the loyal Chautauquans gathered at

OCEAN CITY, The fourth annual session this place for their annual meetings ; and the

NEW JERSEY. of the Ocean City Assembly past success adds to the present happy antici

continues through two days, August 6 and 7. pation.

The second day is to be devoted to the C.L.S.C. The prospects are reported as good. Dr. D. C.
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Milner , and Dr. J. L. Hurlbut are President and PIASA BLUFFS, On the Piasa Bluffs As

superintendent, respectively.
ILLINOIS . sembly grounds since last

Music, drawing, literature, Greek , Hebrew , year have been erected a fine new hotel and

Bible study, Church work, and the different di- several cottages ; the grounds have been

visions of the Sunday-school Normal, are the greatly beautified. Ample provisions are being

departments in which instruction is provided. made in every particular for the fourth annual

Prof. W.D.McClintock , the Rev.G.P.Hays, session, July 30 August 19. Dr. Fry, the Presi

Frank Beard , Mrs. Frank Beard , the Rev. E. dent, Dr. Lenig, the Superintendent, and all the

R. Young, Jahu DeWitt Miller, Sam Jones, Mrs. other officers have spared no pains in their

von Finkelstein Mountford, Will M. Cumback, preparations.

and others are to be the lecturers. The Rev. Dr. Coxe has charge of the Normal

OnRecognition Day, June24, Dr. J. T. Duryea work, which forms the chief feature of depart

makes the address . ment study of the session . The Superintendent

OXFORD, The plansfortheOxford Assem . directs all of the C.L.S. C.work . There willbe

ENGLAND. bly are not yet known, further daily Round Tables and Vesper Services. Dr.

than thatthesessionwillopen on July 31,and con. Benj. St. James Fry will deliver the Recognition

tinue through the whole of the month ofAugust. address on August 13. A banquetand Camp Fire

It is probable that the same general methods in the evening will close the exercises of the day.

pursued in previous years will be again adopted The best program ever presented at this As

for this session, as they have always met with sembly is the one arranged for the coming sea

favor. They are the outgrowth of a blending son. It contains at this early date the names

of the general plans followed at Chautauqua
of the Rev. Dr. Coxe, Peter von Finkelstein

with those used in the English University . Mamreov, Rollo Kirk Bryan the chalk talker,

Extension movement. the Rev. Jesse Bowman Young, James Clement

PACIFIC COAST, THE managers
Ambrose , C. F.Williams. Music is to form a

MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA . of the Pacific prominent feature of the entertainments.

Coast Assembly — the President being Dr. A. C. RIDGEVIEW PARK, THE Assembly of

Hirst, who also fills the office of Superintend
PENNSYLVANIA . Ridgeview Park will

ent- have fixed the date of the opening of the hold its second session during the coming sum

twelfth session on June 24. That day and Re- mer, beginning July 30, and continue in session

cognition Day, July 10 , with which the season for two weeks, or until August 12 .

is to close, will be the festal days of the occasion , The true old -time Chautauqua spirit ofenthu

The graduating class in the state is a large one siasm marks all the efforts put forth by this

and it is expected that many will be present to young Assembly. Its management undaunted

receive their diplomas. Dr. A. C. Hirst will by any difficulty have their faces set toward the

give the principal address. As usual the day success which they must surely win .

will be a general celebration . Great promi The general program consists of lectures,

nence will be given to C.L.S. C. work through elocutionary entertainments, concerts, stereop

the entire session . ticon views, class drills in Chautauqua work ,

The departments of studyopen during the ses- graduating exercises, and the teaching of nat

sion will be conducted largely by those to whom ural science, elocution , and music .

they have been entrusted in former years, and
Arrangements have been concluded with the

will include Sunday-school Normal work , his- following speakers : the Rev. J. A. Brandon ,Dr.

tory, language literature,music,science,and art. E.M.Wood, the Rev. J. B. Koehne, the Rev.J.

The Assemblies which have been held in past C. Oliver, the Rev. W. C. Weaver, John R.

years at PacificGrove are a sufficient guarantee Clarke, Dr. S.E. Burchfield , Prof. A. M.Ham

to the public that the program outlined for the mers, Gov. Pattison , the Hon. T. M.Mar.

coming summer will not be lacking in any shall, the Hon. H. White, Major Dane, Dr.

respect. On it as lecturers are the names D. H. Wheeler, Dr. D. H. Muller.

of Dr. P. S. Henson, Dr. W.H. Withrow , Prof. Full arrangements are not yet made for the

Homer B. Sprague, Prof. John Dickinson, Prof. C. L. S. C.meetings, but Recognition Day has

E. Distrilla, Prof. E. E. Barnard, Dr. J. H. been set for August 10 .

Wythe, the Rev. Selah Brown, the Rev.Robert ROCKYMOUNTAIN , THE present date is

McKenzie, Mrs. E. M. Stanton , Mrs. Florence COLORADO . too early for a state

Williams. ment of particulars as to the Rocky Mountain

The spirit of progress is present at Pacific Assembly . Thedates for the opening and clos

Grove, and each year the public interest in- ing of the fifth annualgathering have been fixed

for July 8 and July 29.creases .
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The following are to be the departments of normal, oratory, physical culture, kindergarten,

instruction open : Sunday-schoolNormal Union , art, schools of language.

science, music, elocution . The closing day of the Assembly will be July

The officers in chiefare theHon . R.H.Gilmore 22 .

and Dr. A. H.Cameron , respectively the Presi SEASIDE, The opening exercise of the

dent and the Superintendent of the Assembly .
NEW JERSEY, eighth session of the Seaside

ROUND LAKE, A PARTIAL list of the speakers Assembly will be a service of song held on the

NEW YORK . engaged for the Round Lake evening of July 5. Recognition Day will be

Assembly for the coming summer is the follow . Thursday, August 27, on which occasion the ad

ing : Bishop J. P. Newman, D.D., the Rev. dress and presentation of diplomas will be made

Henry A. Buttz, D.D., Prof. James Strong, by the President,George C.Maddock.

S. T. D., Chancellor C.N.Sims, D.D., the Rey. Instruction will be given in biology, mathe

Wm . V.Kelley, D.D., the Rev. Frank W.Rus- matics, political science, languages, Bible

sell, D.D., the Rev. Jesse Bowman Young, D.D., study and Sunday-school work , literature,

Col. Judson A. Lewis, Prof. Edward Fabian, Prof. Delsarte, kindergarten, art, writing,music.

S. L. Bowman, Prof. LeRoy F.Griffin , Chas. D. Prominent lecturers are to be J. W.Menden

Kellogg, the Rev. Joseph Zweifel, the Rev. R. hall, D.D., W. W. McLane, D.D., Edward M.

L. Savin , Prof. W.M. H.Goodyear, Prof. Mel- Deems, A. M., John F. Crowell, Litt. D., S. D.

. vil Dewey, the Rev. George H. Clark , Prof. McConnell, D.D., W. C.Wilbor, Ph.D., Edward

Wm . J.Baer, the Rev. H. C. Farrar, the Rev.W. J. Hamilton, D.D., Francis T. Patton, D.D.,

H.Groat. LL.D., and the Hon. W.H.Arnoux.

There will be class drill in the following de The closing day of the session will be

partments of study : the academic, assembly, August 28 .

theological, art, college preparatory, language,

music, oratory , kindergarten , stenography and SILVER LAKE, THE Silver Lake Assembly

typewriting.
NEW YORK , will open July 7 and close

Thirteen annual sessions have preceded this August 6. The session is thus lengthened from

coming one, which is announced to convene twenty -five to thirty -one days. Quite early in

July 27 and to close August 13.
the season occurs the C. L. S. C. Commence

The customary Recognition Day exercises ment Day, July 16. The speaker is not yet

will be observed on August 13. All theman- determined upon, but the day will be especially

agement are seconding the efforts of the Presi- emphasized .

dent and Superintendent, the Rev.Wm . Griffin , The list of prominent speakers includes the

D.D., and H. C. Farrar, D.D., to make this names of the Rev. C. A. Vincent, Dr. Milne, A.

gathering better and broader and brighter than S. Draper, Prof. W. L. Sprague, Lewis Swift,

Prof. J. L. Davies, J. S. Halaplian, Dr. Berry,

SAN MARCOS, THEseventh annual Assembly
the Rev. H. V. Givler, J. C. Ambrose, Dr. A. B.

TEXAS. of the San Marcos Chautau- Leonard , Jahu DeWitt Miller, Robarts Harper,

Gen.W.H.Gibson , Gen. Veazey.

qua will be opened on its beautiful grounds on

June24. Recognition Day occurs on July 16 , and
The departments are school of theology ,

it is hoped that all in the vicinity who are reading schools of languages, stenography, typewriting,

the course will attend theAssembly, and that all music, each of which is well manned. The

graduates of 1891 will take their diplomas in chief officers of this the fifth annual session are

the President, the Rev. H. C.Woods ; Superin
person. A fine program is being devised for

the day which will comprise all the customary tendent, the Rev. T. F. Parker.

exercises. It is not yet determined who will be TEXAS,GEORGETOWN, THE Texas Chau

the speaker.
TEXAS. tauqua will hold

PresidentE.P.Reynolds and Superintendent its fourth annual session beginning July 1 and

Rev. H. M. DuBose have bent all their en- closing July 18. There will be some improve

ergies to make the coming session the best in ments in groundsand buildings to accommodate

the history of the Assembly. The speakers the growing patronage of the Assembly. The

who have promised to appear on the platform President is the Rev. W.H. Shaw, who also is

are the Rev. Sam . P. Jones , Gov. Will Cum- Superintendent of Instruction .

back , Mr. Eli Perkins, Mr. Robert Nourse , A fine platform program of lectures, concerts,

the Rev. P. C. Archer , the Rev. E. W. Alder- stereopticon exhibitions, etc., hasbeen provided.

son , Dr. M.C. Lockwood, the Hon. E.G.Senter. Some of the leading speakers are Robert J. Bur

Able directors have been chosen for the fol- dette, R.W. Douthatt, C. E. Bolton , Sam P.

lowing departments of instruction : teachers' Jones, W.B. Palmore, A. Coke Smith .

ever.
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The Assembly provides for a first-class sum Leading speakers engaged as yet are the Rev.

mer Normal for school teachers , Prof. C. C. N. T. Whittaker, D.D., Dr. C. C. Rounds, U. S.

Cody, Principal; a Sunday-school Normal, of Senator J. H. Gallinger, the Hon . McKinney ,

which the Rev. J. D. Scott is Director, and Dr. and Mrs. M. V. B. Knox, the Rev. J. K.

schools of music and elocution under competent Ewer.

instructors. The time of writing is too early to give

A well organized and thorough Teachers' In- details concerning the departments of in

stitute, a Sunday- school Normal, the Chautauqua struction ; arrangements are now being made

Literary and Scientific Circle, and other schools for them .

are all under able instructors. All the exercises center in the C. L. S. C. As

The C. L.S. C. daily meetings of the Round during last year there will be expositions of

Table are to be held atthe pavilion . A full pro practical circle work . Recognition Day occurs

gram for Recognition Day, July 15 , is provided . on July 23 ; the special exercises are yet to be

The “ Chautauqua Idea ” is growingmore and determined .

more in favor, and the outlook for the work in WILLIAMSGROVE, AFTER a pleasant and

Texas is hopeful. A larger attendance than PENNSYLVANIA . profitable experience

ever hefore is confidently expected for the com- of seven years, the Chautauquans of Williams

ing summer session .
Grove are looking forward with eagerness to the

WASECA, The dates, July 1-21,are fixed next Assembly to be held July 15-24. The

MINNESOTA . for the opening and closing of prospects for it are very encouraging. W. D.

the eighth session of the Waseca Assembly. J. Means is President, the Rev. T. S. Wilcox, Su

F. Chaffee , D.D., is the President in charge, and perintendent.

Dr. H. C.Jennings, Superintendent of Instruc The lecture platform will be occupied by

tion. The leading speakers are Dr. Lysander Joseph Cook , C. N. Sims, George P.Haze, W.

Dickerman, R. W.McKaig, D.D., the Rev. W. L. Davidson, Dr.Morrow , the Rev. J. H.Hector,

F. Crafts, the Rev. T. E. Fleming, D.D., Dr. C. and others.

F. Deems, C. F. Underhill, James A.Green , The Normal Department will be in charge of

Prof. J. C. Freeman, Bishop J. H. Vincent, Prof. several leaders ; the C. L. S.C. will be con

E.H. Foster, Prof. C. H. Cooper, Dr. T. DeWitt ducted by the Rev. H. C. Pardoe ; provision

Talmage,Mrs.Lydia von Finkelstein Mountford, will be made for the kindergarten.

Dr. C. H. Stocking, Dr. Arthur Edwards, Dr. Mr. Cook , Dr. Sims, and possibly Governor

John Strafford. Pattison will take part in the Recognition

Able instructors have been procured for the Day services, July 22. The C. L. S. C. interests

following departments of instruction : music , are growing, and it is expected that a large new

Teachers' Retreat, Itinerants' Club, athletics class will be organized.

and physical culture,art,Sunday-schoolNormal, WINFIELD , The fifth annual session of the

kindergarten , French , stenography, elocution .
KANSAS. Winfield Chautauqua Assembly

Dr. D. F. Deems will deliver the address on

convenes June 23 and closes July 3. The lead

Recognition Day, July 21.
ing officers are the President, J. C. Fuller , and

WEATHERFORD, A NEW Assembly is to be the Superintendent of Instruction, the Rev. B.

TEXAS. opened at Weatherford T. Vincent, D.D.

July I and to continue until July 8. Careful
The departments of instruction opened in

preparations are being made in order that the charge of excellent leaders are the Sunday

first session may prove so enjoyable and so school Normal, School of Music, Elocution and

profitable to all that it will settle the question Oratory, School of Pedagogy, Ministers’ Insti

of the permanency of the institution .
tute, Mothers' Meetings, W. C. T. U. School of

Daily features of the program throughout the Methods.

session will be the devotional exercises, the
Recognition Day will be observed on June 30 .

Ministers' Class, the Woman's Class, the Elaborate arrangements are made for the

Sunday-school Normal, and Bible study. C. L. S. C. ceremonies. The speakers of the

Prominent lecturers will be ex-Governor R. B. day are to be G. W.Muller and Dr. B. T. Vin

Hubbard, Dr. B. F. Boller, Dr. A. B.Miller, Dr. cent.

R. M. Tinnon , the Rev. A. H. Stevens.
The speakers engaged for the lecture platform

WEIRS, THE session of 1891 will are Sam Jones, Dr. Tupper, Dr. Willets, Prof.

NEW HAMPSHIRE . be the fifth in the his- Dinsmore, Robert Nourse, Sam Small, Dr.Geo.

tory of the Weirs Assembly. The dates are W. Miller, Robert McIntyre, and Mrs. A. S.

July 20–24. Benjamin .
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A FOURTH OF JULY THOUGHT. climates that come into the number of her

THER

HERE is a love of country which comes un- months ; the silver paths of her trade, wide as

called for, one knows not how . It comes
the world ; tell him of her contributions to hu

in with the very air, the eye, the ear, the in- manity, and her protests for free government;

stinct, the first beatings of the heart. The faces keep with him the glad and solemn feasts of her

ofbrothers and sisters and the loved father and appointment;bury her great names in hisheart

mother, the laugh of playmates, the old willow
and into your hearts; contemplate habitually,

tree and well and schoolhouse, the bees at work lovingly, intelligently, this vast reality of good ;

in the spring, the note of the robin at evening, transform this surpassing beauty into a national
and such an institution may do somewhat to

the lullaby, the cows coming home, the singing

book, the visits of neighbors, the general train- lifewhich shall last while the sun and noon

ing, -- all things which make childhood happy,
endure.- Rufus Choate .

begin it.

And then , as the age of the passions and the THE SAYINGS OF POOR RICHARD .

ageof the reason draw on, and the love ofhome
What is Serving God ? 'Tis doing Good to

and the sense of security and property under Man.

law come to life, and as the story goes round ,
What maintains one Vice would bring up two

and as the book or the newspaper relates the
children .

less favored lot of other lands, and the public and

It is wise not to seek a Secret and Honest not

private sense of theman is forming and formed,
to revealit.

there is a type of patriotism already . Thus

they had imbibed it who stood that charge at
He that by the Plow would thrive, himself

Concord, and they who hung on the deadly re
must either hold or drive .

treat, and they who threw up the hasty and im The Heathenswhen they dy'd, went to Bed

perfect redoubt on Bunker Hill by night, set on without a candle.

it the blood -red provincial flag , and passed so Liberality is not giving much, but giving

calmly with Prescott and Putnam and Warren wisely.

through the experiences of the first fire .
When you're good to others, you are best to

To direct this spontaneoussentiment of hearts
yourself,

to our great Union , to raise it high, to make it

Half Wits talk much but say little.

broad and deep, to instruct it, to educate it, is

in some things harder, and in some things
Most fools think they are only ignorant.

easier ; but it may be, it must be done. Our He is not well bred, that cannot bear Ill

country has her great names, she has her food Breeding in others:

for patriotism , for childhood, and for man. Content makes poor men rich ; Discontent

“ Americans, ” said an orator of France, makes rich men poor.

“ begin with the infant in the cradle ." Let the
Too much plenty makesMouth dainty.

first word he lisps be Washington. Hang on

his neck on that birthday and on that day of
To-morrow every Fault is to be amended ; but

that to -morrow never comes.
death at Mount Vernon , the medal of Congress,

by its dark ribbon ; tell him the story of the
He that sows Thorns should never go bare

flag as it passes glittering along the road ; bid foot.

him listen to that plain , old -fashioned, stirring Drink does not drown Care, butwaters it, and

music of the Union ; lead him when school is makes it grow
faster .

outat evening to the grave of his great-grand Different Sects like different clocks, may be

father, the old soldier of the war ; bid him , like all near thematter, tho' they don't quite agree.

Hannibal, at nine years old , lay the little hand
If your head is wax, don't walk in the Sun.

on that Constitution and swear reverently to ob

serve it ; lift him up and lift yourselves up to
Having been poor is no shame, but being

the height of American feeling ; open to him ashamed of it, is.

and think for yourselves on the relation of
'Tis a laudable ambition , that aimsat being

America to the states ; show him upon the map
better than his Neighbors.

the area to which she has extended herself ; the All would live long, but none would be old .
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reap Praise

There are three Thingsextremely hard , Steel, Paintings and Fightings are best seen at a dis

a Diamond and to know one's self. tance.

Hunger is the best Pickle .
If you would you must sow the

Graft good Fruit all, Or graft not at all. Seeds, gentle Words and useful Deeds.

'Tis hard (but glorious) to be poor and honest; Ignorance leads Men into a party, and Shame

an empty Sack can hardly stand upright ; but if keeps them from getting out again .

it does, 'tis a stout one ! Many have quarrel'd about Religion , that

No one can be happy without virtue.
neter practised it.

Little Strokes, Fell great Oaks.
He that best understands the World , least

likes it.

You may be too cunning for One, butnot for

all. When out of Favor, none know thee ; when

Geniuswithout Education is like Silver in the in , thou dost not know thyself.

Mine,
The discontented man finds no easy Chair.

You can bear your own Faults, and why not
When Prosperity was wellmounted, she let go

a Fault in your Wife ? the Bridle and soon came tumbling out of the

Saddle .

Hide not your Talents, they for Use were

made. Friendship cannot live with Ceremony, nor

without Civility .
What's a Sun -Dial in the Shade ?

He that doth what he should not, shall feel
Tim was so learned , that he could name a

what he would not.

Horse in nine Languages. So ignorant, that he

bought a Cow to ride on .
A long Life may not be good enough, but a

good Life is long enough.
The Golden Age never was the present Age.

Love and be loved .

Glass, China, and Reputation , are easily
A wise man will desire no more than what he

crack'd, and never wellmended .

Who is powerful ? He that governs his Pas- and leave contentedly .
may get justly, use soberly , distribute cheerfully ,

sions.

The Tongue offends, and the Ears get the Cuf

WeMay give Advice, but we cannot give Con
fing.

duct.

He that's content hath enough .

Love and Tooth -ache have many Cures, but

none infallible, except Possession and Dispos

session . A STUDY OF ROSES.

Don't judge of Men's Wealth or Piety, by their
Two months ago the apple trees were white

Sunday Appearances. with the foam of the upper sea ; to-day the

Friendship increases by visiting Friends, but roses have brought into my little patch of gar

by visiting seldom . den the hues with which sun and sea pro

If your Riches are yours,why don't you take claimed their everlasting marriage in the twi

them with you to the t'other world ? light of yester even . In the deep, passionate

' Tis not a Holiday that's not kept holy.
heart of these splendid flowers, fragrant since

The busy Man has few idle Visitors ; to the they bloomed in Sappho's hand centuries ago,

this sublime wedlock is annually celebrated ;

boiling Pot the Flies comenot.

earth and skymeet and commingle in thismir

Calamity and Prosperity are the Touchstones acle of color and sweetness, and when I carry

of Integrity.
this lovely flower into my study all the poets

Generous Minds are all of kin ,
fall silent; here is a depth of life, a radiantout

Old Boys have their Playthings as well as come from theheart of mysteries, a hint of un

young Ones ;the Difference is only in the Price. imagined beauty, such as they have never

Philosophy as well as Foppery often changes brought to mein all their seeking. They have

had their visions and made them music ; theyFashion ,

have caught faint echoes of rushing seas and
A great Talker may be no Fool, but he is one

falling tides; the shadows of mountains have

that relies on him .

fallen upon them with low whisperings ofun

When Reason preaches, if you don't hear speakable things hidden in the unexplored

she'll box your Ears.
recesses of their solitudes ; they have searched

It is not Leisure that is not used . the limitless arch of heaven when it was sown
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with stars, and glittered like " an archangel full " IMPATIENT TO MOUNT AND RIDE."

panoplied against a battle day''; but in all their AND you want to learn how to ride, Esme

quest the sublime unity of Nature , the fellow- ralda ?

ship of force with force , of sea with sky, of As you are an American , it is reasonable to

moisture with light, of form with color, has presume that you desire to learn quickly ; as

found at their hands no such transcendent you are youthful, it is certain that you earnestly

demonstration as this fragile rose, which to wish to look pretty in the saddle, and as you are

night brings from the great temple to this little a youthful American, there is not a shadow of a

shrine the perfume and the royalty of obedience doubt that your objections to authoritative

to the highest laws, and reverence for the di- teaching will be almost unconquerable.

vinest mysteries. Here sky and earth and sea There are girls who seem utterly impervious

meet in a union which no science can dissolve, to teaching by gentle methods. Is it not a

because God has joined them together.* - Ham- matterof tradition that Queen Victoria owes her

ilton Wright Mabie . regal carriage to the rough drill-sergeant, who,

after making endless respectful suggestions,

with no effect upon his pupil, horrified her gov

erness and astonished her , by sharply saying :

FOUR SWEET MONTHS.

“ A pretty queen you'll make with that dot.

FIRST, April, she with mellow showers
and-go-one gait ” ? Up went the little chin ,

Opens the way for early flowers ;
back went the shoulders, down went the elbows,

Then after her comes smiling May,
and, in her wrath , the little princess did pre

In a more rich and sweet array ;
cisely what the old soldier had been striving to

Next enters June, and brings us more make her do.

Gemsthan those two that went before ;
If you were a German princess you would be

Then , lastly, July comes, and she
compelled to sit in the saddle for many an hour

More wealth brings in than all those three.
without touching the reins, while your patient

-Robert Herrick .
horsewalked around a tan bark ring, and you

balanced yourself and straightened yourself

and adjusted arms, shoulders, waist, knees, and

I AM STILL LEARNING . feet, under the orders of a drill-sergeant.

It was in Michel Angelo's old age that he
If you were the daughter of a hundred earls ,

made a drawing of himself in a child's go -cart you would be mounted on a Shetland pony and

with the motto Ancora imparo — I am still learn- shaken into a good seat long before you out

ing. And one winter day toward the end of his grew short frocks, and afterward you would be

life, the Cardinal Gonsalvi met him walking
trained by yourmother or older sisters, by the

down toward theColosseum during a snowstorm . gentlemen of your family, or, perhaps, by some

Stopping his carriage, the Cardinal asked where trusted old groom , or in a good London riding

school.

he was going in such stormy weather.

“ To school,” he answered, “ to try to learn
But you object that you cannot afford to pay

something."
for very careful, minute, and long -continued

Slowly, as years advanced , his health de training ; that you must content yourself with

clined , but his mind retained to the last all its such teaching as you can obtain by riding in a

energy and clearness ; and many a craggy son
ring under the charge of two or three masters,

net and madrigal he wrote toward the end of his receiving such instruction as they find time to

life, full of high thought and feeling - strug- give you while maintaining order and looking

gling for expression “ and almost rebelliously
after an indefinite number of other pupils.

submitting to the limits of poetic form ; and at Your real teacher in that case must be yourself,

last, peacefully, after eighty-nine long years of striving assiduously to obey every order given

earnest labor and never -failing faith , he
to you , nomatter whether it appears unreason

away, and the great lightwent out. No ! it did able or seems, as the Concord young woman

not go out; it still burns as brightly as ever
said , “ in accordance with the latest scientific

across these long centuries to illumine the developmects and the esoteric meaning of dif

ferentiated animal existences. "
world ." - W . W. Story .

You are to be your own best teacher, you

Under the Trees and Elsewhere. New York : Dodd, know that one of the foremost horsemen in the
understand, and you may be encouraged to

Mead, and Company.

† Excursions in Art and Letters, Boston and New country says : “ I have had many teachers ,

York : Houghton , Mimin and Company. butmybestmasterwas here ,” touching his fore

passed

" )
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head. “ Where do you ride, sir ?" asked one of
PICTURESQUE HOUSES.

his pupils, after vainly striving with reins and THE Americans have not the art of making

whip , knee, heel and spur, to execute a move- houses or a land picturesque. The traveler in

mentwhich the master had compelled his horse Southern California is enthusiastic about theex

to perform while apparently holding himself as quisite drives through these groves of fruit,with

rigid as bronze. “ I ride here, sir,” was the the ashy or the snow -covered hills for back

grim answer, with another tap on the forebead *. ground and contrast, and he exclaims at the

- Theo . Stephenson Browne. pretty cottages, vine and rose clad, in their

semi-tropical setting, but if by chance he comes

upon an old adobe or a Mexican ranch house in

THE BENEFITS OF A STROLL .
the country, he has emotions of a different sort.

The practice of sauntering may especially be there is little left of the old Spanish occupa

recommended as a corrective of themodern vice tion , but the remains of it make the romanceof

of continual reading. For too many of us it has the country , and appeal to our sense of fitness

come to be well-nigh impossible to sit down by and beauty. It is to be hoped that all such

ourselves without turning round instinctively historical associationswill be preserved , for they

in search of a book or a newspaper. The habit give to the traveler thatwhich our country gen

indicates a vacancy of mind, a morbid intel- erally lacks, and which is so largely the attrac

lectual restlessness, and may not inaptly be tion of Italy and Spain .

compared with that incessant delirious activity Instead of adapting and modifying the houses

which those who are familiar with death -bed and homes that the climate suggests, the new

scenes know so well as a symptom of approach. American comers have brought here from the

ing dissolution . Possibly the two cases are not East the smartness and prettinessof ourmodern

in all respects analogous. Books are an in- nondescript architecture . The low house, with

estimable boon ; let menever be without the recesses and galleries, built round an inner

best of them , both old and new . Still, one court, or patio, which, however small, would fill

would fain have an occasional thought of one's the whole interior with sunshine and the scent

own, even though, as the common saying is, of flowers, is the sort of dwelling that would

it be nothing to speak of. Meditation is an old- suit the climate and the habit of life there . But

fashioned exercise ; the very word is coming to the present occupiers have taken no hints from

have an almost archaic sound ; but neither the the natives. In village and country they have

word nor the thing will altogether pass into fore done all they can in spite of the maguey and

getfulness so long as the race of saunterers— the cactus and the palm and the umbrella tree

the spiritual descendants of Isaac - continue to and the live oak and the riotous flowers and the

inherit the earth .
thousand novel forms of vegetation, to give

There is little danger that the lives of any of
every thing a prosaic look .

us will be too solitary or lived at too leisurely a But why should the tourist find fault with

rate . The world grows busier and busier. this ? The American likes it, and he would not

Those whose passion for Nature is strongest like the picturesqueness of the Spanish or the

and most deep-seated are driven to withhold Latin races. * - Charles Dudley Warner.

from her all but the odds and ends of the day .

Werebel sometimes; the yoke grows unendur

able ; comewhatmay, wewill be quit of it ; but
TOO MUCH PERFUMERY.

the existing order of things proves too strong
YOUR worship is almost destroyed in church.

for us, and anon we settle back nto the old

One smell is before you, another behind you .

bondage . And perhaps it is better so . Even

The odors ofsanctity are manifold abominations.

themost simple and natural delights are best If you repair to the concert-room , the air is pol

appreciated when rarely and briefly enjoyed, luted and waiting for you. Good manners for

So Ipersuademyself that, all in all, it is good bid a gentleman to hold his nose while talking

for me to have only one or two hours a day for with a lady drenched with cologne or lavender.

the woods. Human nature is weak ; who

One may almost recognize his friends, as dogs

knows but I might grow lazy, were I my own do game,by their peculiar odor.

master ? At least, “ the fine point of seldom

Every one affects a peculiar smell. Wemight

pleasure” would beblunted.t - Bradford Torrey. almost name persons by their favorite odor.

* In the Riding School : Chats with Esmeralda. Boston :
Miss Vanilla smilesyonder ; nexther the charm

D.Lothrop Company. ing Miss Orris-root. There are several of the

TA Rambler's Lease. Boston and New York : Hough

ton , Mifflin and Company. Our Italy , New York : Harper and Brothers.
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one .

Lemon Verbena family present, and yetmore of I am free to admit I know very little about

the Lemon family . Then, there are the Berga- the town. It has ever been a cheerless place to

mots, the Orange-blossoms,the Bitter Almonds, me: cold as charity in winter, hot as an oven in

and other old and respectable families.
summer, and lacking nearly all those features

Once in a while comes a lady of transcendent that make the country well-nigh a paradise in

good taste, wholly inodorous. She does not spring and autumn. Vividly do I recall the sad

carry a sandal-wood fan . She wears nothing dest sight in my experience-- that of seeing on

kept in a camphor-wood trunk. Her silks have the window -sill of a wretched tenement house

neitherbeen hung in a cedar closet, nor smoked a broken flower-pot holding a single wilted

with French pastilles. Her gloves smell of kid buttercup, and near it, was the almost fleshless

leather - as they ought to. No myrrh , no in- face of a child .

cense, no nuts , blossoms, fruits, seeds, or leaves, To be indifferent to the town is to be misan

have been crushed to yield for her any odor of thropic, says one ; and is affectation , says an

offense. She ispure as water, and as inodorous ; other. Perhaps so ; I neither know nor care. It

as brightas a pearl, and as scentless ; witching concernsme only to know it is the truth . None

as an opal, and as devoid of perfume. Oh that loves company better than I ; but may I not

she might live a thousand years, and be the an- choose my friends ? If I prefer my neighbor's

cestress of ten thousand just like her !* --Henry dog tomyneighbor, why not ? I have not in

Ward Beecher.
jured him , and if harm comes of it, it is the dog

that suffers. Have not most people far too many

friends? Hoping to please all, you impress no
COUNTRY PLEASURES.

You hold yourself up as a model, and the
Uz GAUNT was, in the writer's experience, the

chances are you are secretly voted a bore.
most level -headed of farmers. He once re

marked , “ Town folks smile atmyvim and way bors are comparatively few and far between, runs
Certainly , he who lives where human neigh

of putting things, but I'd rather be next neigh- the least risk of social disasters.* -Charles C.

bor to Natur' than to most of the town folks."

Abbott, M.D.
That remark impressed me many a year ago

as a nugget of pure wisdom , and now ,
when on

the shady sideof forty , I stillthink itwiser than
OH , WHICH WERE BEST ?

any casual remark, learned essay, or eloquent Oh, which were best, to roam or rest ?

oration I have ever heard in town. The land's lap or the water's breast ?

It is a sad error to suppose that a rustic is To sleep on yellow millet sheaves,

akin to a fool; and a citizen's real worth may be Or swim in lucid shallows just

measured by his manner of speaking of the Eluding water-lily leaves,

country people. That a significant difference An inch from death's black fingers, thrust

obtains can scarcely be denied, but it is not one To lock you whom release hemust ;

that altogether exalts the dweller in town and Which life were best on summer eves ?

degrades the farmer. -Robert Browning .

The thrifty farmer may see nothing that at

tracts in the ball-room , and fail to follow the

thread of the story or be charmed by the airs of
THE AMERICAN GIRL IN WESTMINSTER ,

an opera ; but has he not a compensation there I WANTED to be taken to the Poets' Comer.

for in the Gothic arches of his woodland, be- “ Of course you do,” said she ; " there are rows

neath which tragedy and comedy are daily en- of Americans there now , sitting looking mourn

acted ? And what of the songs at sunrise, when ful and thinking up quotations. If I wanted to

the thrush , the grosbeak , and a host of warblers find an American in London , I should take up

greet him at the outset of his daily toil ? my position in the Poets' Corner until he ar

I prefer an oak -tree to a temple ; grass to a rived . You needn't apologize — it's nothing to

brick pavement; wild flowers beneath a blue your discredit,” remarked Miss Corke, as we

sky to exotic orchids under glass. I would walk turned in among the wonderful crumbling old

where Ido not risk being jostled , and, if I see fit names, past the bust ofGeorge Grote , historian

to swing my arms, leap a ditch , or climb a tree, of Greece.

I wantno gaping crowd, when I do so , to hedge “ Where is Chaucer ?” I asked , wishing to be

me in . In short, I prefer living “ nextneighbor gin at the beginning .

to Nature. " “ Just like every one of you that I've ever

ܗܘ

* Beecher as a Humorist. New York : Fords, Howard,

and Hulbert.

* Outings at Odd Times. New York : D. Appleton and

Company.
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“ This way

broughthere !” Miss Corke exclaimed , leading To those so mourned in death , so lor'd in life ,

the way to the curious old rectangular gray
The childless parent and thewidowed wife

tomb in the wall. meaning the same lady ; it was only a neat way

“ There, now — make out that early English they had of doubling up a sentiment in those

lettering , if you can .”
days !

“ I can't make it out. It is certainly very With tears inscribes this monumental stone,

remarkable ; he might almost have written it
That holdstheir ashes and expects her own !

himself. Now , where is Shakspere ? " “ There's a lovely epitaph for you, of Edmund

“ Oh, certainly !” exclaimed Miss Corke. Spenser's,'Whose divine spirrit needsnoe othir

And after that you'll declare witnesse than the workes which he left behind

you've seen them all. But you might just take him .' You will kindly make no remarks about

time to understand that you're walking over the spelling, as I perceive you are thinking

' O rare Ben Jonson,'who is standing up in his of doing. Try and remember that we taught

old bones down there as straight as you or I. you to spell over there. And when ·Edmund

Insisted — as you probably are not aware- on be. Spenser was buried there came a company of

ing buried that way, so as to be ready when poets to the funeral- Shakspere , doubtless,

Gabriel blows his trumpet in themorning. I among them — and cast into his grave allman

won't say that he hasn't got his coat and hat on . ner of elegies. ”

Yes, that's Samuel -- I'm glad you didn't say “ Of their own composition ?" I inquired.

Ben was the lexicographer. Milton - certainly “ Stupid !-- certainly ! and the pens thatwrote

it's kind of you to notice him . Blind, you re
them !"

member. The author of severalworks of some I said I thought it a most beautiful and poetic

reputation - in England." thing to have done, if they kept no copies ofthe

We looked at Shakspere, supreme among poems, and asked Miss Corke if she believed

them , predicting solemn dissolution out of anything of the kind would be possible now .

“ The Tempest, ” and turned from him to Gay,
“ Bless you !” she replied . “ In the first

whose final reckless word I read with as much place, there arn't thepoets ; in thesecond piace,

astonishment as if I had never heard of it be there isn't the hero -worship ; in the third place,

fore : the conditions of thepoetry-market are different

Life's a jest, and all things show it ; now -a -days— it's more expensive than it used to

I thought so once, and now I know it. the poets would prefer to send wreaths from

This has no significance at all read in an the florist's — you can get quite a nice one for

American school-book two thousand miles and
twelve-and-six .

a hundred and fifty years from the writer of it,
“ Weused to have all poets and no public,

compared with the grim shock it gives you
now we have all public and no poets !” she de

when you see it actually cut deep in the stone, clared , “ now that he is gone and Tennyson

to be a memorial always of a dead man some
can't live forever.” Miss Corke pointed with

where not far away. her parasol to a name in the stone close to my

“ That you should have heard of Nicholas right foot. I had been looking about me, and

Rowe,” said Miss Corke, “ is altogether too aboveme,and everywhere but there. As Iread

much to expect . But he was poet-laureate
it I took my foot away quickly , and went twoor

for George the First - you understand the three paces off . It was so unlooked -for, that

term ? ” name, so new to its association with death, that

“ I think so," I said . “ They contract to sup. sion . Hehad always been so high and so far
I stood aside, held by a sudden sense of intru

ply the Royal Family with poetry, by theyear,

at a salary . We have nothing of the kind in off in the privacy of his genius, so revered in his

America . You see our Presidents differ so .
solitudes, so unapproachable, that it took

They might not all like poetry . And in that one's breath away for the moment to have

case it would be wasted, for there isn't a maga walked unthinkingly over the grave of Robert

zine in the country that would take it second
Browning

hand. ”
Miss Corke said something about the royal

“ Well, Mr. Rowewas a poet-laureate,though tombs and the coronation chair, and about

that has nothing whatever to do with it. But getting on ; but, “ if you don't mind,” I said,

he had a great friend in Mr. Pope - Pope, you
“ I should like to sit down here for a while

know him — by reputation — and when he and with the other Americans and think." * - Sara

his daughter died , Mr. Pope and Mrs. Rowe felt Jeanette Duncan .

so bad about it that he wrote those mournful
* An American Girl in London , New York : D. Apple

lines, and she had 'em put up. Now listen ! ton and Company,

be ;
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A collection of such thrilling steps in human feelings, the reader is led back
Summer

Reading.
short stories as only Elizabeth and forth . The stories are all separated one

Stuart Phelps can write, composes from another by a brief “ Interlude," the key

the volume “ Fourteen to One. " * The situa- note of which is quiet irony applied to the

tions in them are, to quote from her own words, foibles of modern society.— " A Violin Ob

“ too preposterous for fiction .” The sketches ligato " * is a touching story of an old man

are the histories of real tragedy, folded in the whose life from a practical standpoint had been

“ film of fiction.” - A group of tales presenting an abject failure because hemade the sad mis

in a most effective manner different phases of take of being too ideal. The other sketches in

plantation life in the South is contained in the the book , like this one, are mostly those of per

book “ Balaam and his Master.” + Natural, en sonswhose liveswere madesomberby sadness,but

tertaining, original, the different characters whose characters were rich and bright with no

form excellent companions for leisure hours. ble purposes, high aims, and visions of the true

A book of dialect tales whose scenes are laid in and beautiful. Of “ Criquette ,''t with its

the Southern States, is “ Otto the Knight, and dainty paper covers, clear print, widemargins,

Other Trans-Mississippi Stories." Bright, etc., it must be said that the mechanical partof

wholesome sketches they all are, full of charm- the book is very fine ; the translator has done

ing originality and presenting a series of fine his work well; butthe story itself, one of life

analytical studies. — " Ryle's Open Gate " || on the stage, has no especial interest or merit.

is a tale of a summer spent in a rambling One of the oddest conceits that was ever

old house in a small out-of-the-way fish- spun from the brain of an author is that set

ing village. Character studies of the sur- forth in “ Tourmalin's Time Cheques." I A

rounding people form the bulk of the book , vivid imagination and a facile pen have made it

which will furnish easy reading for a stray half one of the most delightfulof light stories.

hour. — That in human experience “ still Mystery and love — a smallamountof the former,

waters run deep ” was nevermore strikingly set a large supply of the latter-- are the principal

forth in fiction than in “ Mademoiselle Ixe.”' & elements composing “ The Sardonyx Seal.”'ll

It is the story of a woman whose life was thor. These most familiar ingredients are mixed in a

oughly controlled and outwardly calm , appar- manner not at all original, and yet the result is

ently oblivious ofself and yet concealing a con a fair production marked with a pleasing indi

stantly burning sense of bitter wrong and an viduality of character. - " The Iron Game" %

unwavering determination to be avenged at any is a very readable story of the Civil War, with a

cost. The strength of the book lies in the fact complicated plot, and full of tragic scenes. At

that in spite of the many intimations scattered last the right triumphs ; all ends in a very sat

all through its pages, the dénouement comes to isfactory manner ; and peace settles down over

the reader as an utter surprise. Bound in unique two new households founded after long and

form , long and narrow , so that it can be slipped deeply tried love experiences. — " The Rector

into the pocket, it will form a convenient as of St. Luke's ” depicts in its hero and in sev

well as a delightful book for travelers. — A eral of the persons introduced in its pages great

volume of short sketches,such as the recentone nobility and strength of character. The book

by Arlo Bates called, “ A Bcok O'Nine Tales,” [

gives to that author the best possible opportu- * A Violin Obligato and Other Stories. By Margaret

nity to use his versatile powers. From richest Crosby. Boston : Roberts Brothers. Price, $ i.co.

humor to deepest pathos via all the graduated
Criquette . By Ludovic Halevy. Translated by Arthur

D. Hall. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally, and

Company. Price, 50 cts .

* Fourteen to One. By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps. Price, | Tourmalin's Time Cheques. By F. Anstey .

$1.25.-- | Balaam and his Master. By Joel Chandler Har. York : D. Appleton and Company. Price, 50 cts.

ris. Price, $ 1.25.- Otto the Knight. By Octave Thanet. I The Sardonyx Seal. By Belle Gray Taylor. New

Price, $ 1.25.- Ryle's Open Gate. By Susan Teackle York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, $1.50 .

Moore. Price, $ 1.25. Boston and New York : Houghton , 2 The Iron Game. By Henry F. Keenan. New York :
Miffin and Company .

D. Appleton and Company. Price, $1.00.

ởMademoiselle Ixe. By Lanoe Falconer. New York : [ The Rector of St. Luke's . By Marie Bernhard . Trans

Cassell Publishing Company, Price, 50 cts. lated by Mrs. Elise L.Lathrop . New York : Worthing

SA Book O ' Nine Tales. By Arlo Bates. Price, $ 1.00.– ton Company. Price, 75 cts.

New
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are

is well sustained throughout the interest It is a strong argument against the use of

awakened at the beginning increases until the intoxicants. Dr. Hurlbut has done a useful

finale is reached .
service for the leaders of family worship who

The readers of translations from theGerman feel themselves incompetent to decide what

are deeply indebted to Mrs. M.A. Shryock for chapters of the Bible are most profitable for de

her unique selection of the novel “ Elizabeth ,' * votional purposes. He has selected a Scriptnre

it is outside the usual type. It is a timely piece passage * for each day in the year, suitable in

of work treating of the “ incompatibility in mar- length , and so arranged as to follow the general

ried life " and divorce; the author's views of di- currentofhistory and to pass from Genesis to

vorce are from the Bible standpoint. The trans- Revelation within twelve months. — " A com

lation is delicate in style and refined and elegant prehensive selection of the living thoughts of

in expression . the founder of Methodism , as contained in his

miscellaneous works,” + is the explanatory sub

THE pages of Mr. Gladstone's title of a valuable compilation . From Mr. Wes

Theology.
latest book full of solid ley's writings, sermons excepted , the articles

thought, conservative and cautious, yet with and paragraphs which seemed to the compiler

a scholarly sweep of reasoning and force of most worthy of consideration, have been sepa

argument which cannot fail to convince. The rated and systematically arranged so as to show

themes are all connected with Biblical criti- the vital points ofthe teachings of early Method

cism and their treatment goes to show that
ism . -Mr. Wesley's original selection of

the Scriptures are justly called “ The Im . Psalms† for every day in themonth and for

pregnable Rock .” |--Vol. XIII. of “ The Pea special occasions, has been given a new dress by

ple's Bible ” deals with the Book of Proverbs. the publishers and deserves wide use as a hand

The character of this valuable series is so well book of Methodist worship .-—-Earnest and

known that it is necessary only to call attention helpful are the suggestions in Dr. Van Anda's

to the fact that another volume has been issued . little book on “ Prayer : Its Nature, Conditions,

A thoughtful and stimulating study of and Effects." || A careful perusal can scarcely

Dante's “ Divina Commedia " || Has been made fail to lead to a wiser use of

by Dr. Harris, in which is emphasized and hon
The soul's sincere desire

ored the spiritual sense of this great poem . Its
Uttered or unexpressed .

philosophy and its allegory are made subjects of
-Mature thought and reverent treatment en

special inquiry , but there is a commendable ab- ter into Mr. Davies' discussion of the “ Doc

sence of the fanciful interpretations given to trine of the Trinity.” % It meets and answers

every peculiarity of structure and incident by every objection that could reasonably be raised

some would-be enlighteners. -The allegorical. against the statement that all the evidence of

mystical method of interpretation is somewhat the Old and New Testaments is in favor of the

overdone in Mr. Latch's “ Indications of the doctrine that three persons co-exist in the unity

Book ofGenesis,” but the book deserves respect
oftheGodhead. - “ Fire from StrangeAltars" T

for its consistency and earnestness . --All the throws the light of its flame into the far distant

references to temperance and intemperance past, showing the religious cults of “ the land

in the Bible have been collected and the between the rivers,” the godsof the Phænicians,

facts and arguments arranged under their re- and the faith of the Pharaohs. To gaze upon

spective heads in “ Bible Temperance Studies.” I these polytheistic eras is to turn back with in

* Elizabeth. From the German of Marie Nathusius. and the world -God, who alone is able to

creasing faith in the one imperishable religion

ByMrs.M.A. Shryock . Philadelphia : Porter & Coates.

Price, $ 1.00. satisfy thehuman heartand mind.

+ The Impregnable Rock of Holy Scripture. By the lessons for our everyday life which may be

Rt. Hon. W. E.Gladstone, M.P. Philadelphia : John D. learned from the history of the prophet Elijah **

Wattles. Price, $ 1.00 .

I The People's Bible : Discourses upon the Holy Scrip * Scripture Selections for Daily Reading . Compiled by

ture. By Joseph Parker, D.D. the Rev. Jesse L. Hurlbut, D.D. Price, $ 1.00. Living

Wagnal's . Price, $ 1.25. Thoughts of John Wesley. By James H. Potts. Price ,

| The Spiritual Sense of Dante's “ Divina Commedia .” $2.00. Select Psalms. Arranged for the use of the

By W. T. Harris. New York : D. Appleton and Com
Methodist Episcopal Church . By JohnWesley. | Prayer :

Its Nature, Conditions, Effects. By C.A. Van Anda, D.D.
pany. Price, $ 1.00.

Price, 45 cts. À Doctrine of the Trinity. The Biblical

2 Indications of the First Book of Moses. By Edward Evidence. By Richard N. Davies. Price, 90 cts. ( Fire

B. Latch. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott Company. from Strange Altars. By the Rev. J. N. Fradenburgh,

Price, $1.50 . Ph.D., D.D. Price, go cts. ** Elijah, theManofGod . By

Bible Temperance Studies. By M. JosephineGriffith , Mark Guy Pearse. Price, 50 cts. New York : Hunt &

B. S. Chicago : Press of the W. T. P. A. Eaton. Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowe,

K - July.

The many

New York : Funk &
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are set forth in the graphic and original style so have got at the heart of Meredith's power, but

characteristic of the writings of the Rev. Mark it is only to one who already knows the excel

Guy Pearse. It is full to the brim of wise spirit- lent qualities of his style that this book will

ual counsel. appeal,and for those there is much pleasure in it.

“ Mine own romantic town ”-Edinburgh *

receives royal treatment at the hands of Mrs.

The outdoor studies of Mr. Ham . Oliphant. In an extremely fascinating style she
Miscellaneous.

ilton Mabie in the volume “ Un- writes of thekings, queens, scholars,and poets

der the Trees and Elsewhere"'* are irresistibly all that hasmade Edinburgh one of the most

charming. Through such sympathetic interpre- interesting of cities. Sixty illustrations add in

tation Nature has new delights for the house- terest and beauty .

weary person and she offers to him a repose of “ Our Common Birds and How to Know

spirit not to be found anywhere else. “ The Them ,”'t a small, plain volume, serviceable for

Forest of Arden ” has a magical influence ; it practical field use, is a fairy in disguise, by its

liſts one from the prosy everyday life to one of magic peopling of even barren places with charm

unfailing sympathy and strong thought, in fact ing woodland inhabitants that are unseen to the

into theregions of the ideal. ordinary eye. The book contains sixty - four

The flower lover and amateur gardener will plates.

find pleasure and excellent suggestions in Mr. “ The Compounding of English Words,” I at

Ellwanger's “ Garden's Story ." | From early once so vexing and so important in these days

spring to late autumn he follows the succession of printing, telegraphy, etc., has been discussed

of plants, calling attention to their beauties and and somewhat extensively revolutionized by F.

suggesting how they may best bemade to give a Horace Teall. He deals tersely and lucidly

wealth ofbloom . These “ charming attendants ” with the points in question, and with excep

of all gardens, the bees, birds, and butterflies, tional consistency throughout, though from the

are shown to be fascinating utilitarians. complex nature of the case, some inconsistency

The pleasing, good-humored style in which necessarily ensues. The discrepancies, which

Charles Dudley Warner writes of Southern Cali- in the dictionaries continually present puzzling

fornia, under the title of “ Our Italy,” I makes annoyances, are obviated , to a reasonable de

this part of the United States niore alluring than gree, by the broad, plain rules here proposed .

Notes on the climate and resources sup Of Andrew Lang's “ Essays in Little ,”'ll the

ported by interesting statistics make it a valu- biographical sketches are excellent. They dis

able study. Picturesque sketchesof places and play good taste in selection and treatment and

people, with profuse illustrations give a very at- will serve as a worthy passport to the volume of

tractive book . essays, several ofwhich are quite ordinary .

The journal “ Garden and Forest" || for the Bishop Vincent's “ Study in Pedagogy : For

year 1890 forms a fine volume when bound . People who are not Professional Teachers " & is

The good type, fine illustrations, and interesting prepared to aid the child's friends to supple

readingmatter make it a very desirable work for menthis school education . It is a dainty little

one's library . book in every respect. Though containing no

No doubt the future will have clubs indus- new truths, the contents are fresh and bright in

triously studying “ Meredithese," and with presentation , and adapted to accomplish a more

good results too . One of the appreciators of the far-reaching usefulness than the bulkier, more

poet and novelist GeorgeMeredith & writes en- complex treatises designed for professional

tertainingly of his characteristics . He seems to teachers.

ever.

* Under the Trees and Elsewhere. By Hamilton Wright * Royal Edinburgh . By Mrs. Oliphant. New York :

Mabie. New York : Dodd, Mead & Company . Price, $1.25. Macmillan and Co. Price , $ 3.00.

+ The Garden's Story of Pleasuresand Trials ofanAma Our Common Birdsand How to Know Them . By John

teurGardener. By George H. Ellwanger , New York : D. B.Grant. New York : Charles Scribner's Sons. Price,

Appleton and Company. , $ 1.50 .

1Our Italy . By Charles Dudley Warner, New York : I The Compounding of English Words : When andWhy

Harper & Brothers. Price, $ 2.50 . Joining or Separating is Preferable. With concise rules

Garden and Forest. A Journal ofHorticulture, Land- and alphabetical lists. By F.Horace Teall. New York :

scape, Art and Forestry. Conducted by Charles S. Sar John Ireland, 1197 Broadway. Price, $ 1.25.

gent. Volume III. New York : TheGarden and Forest | Essays in Little. By Andrew Lang. New York :

Publishing Co. Charles Scribner s Sons. Price, $ 1.00.

&George Meredith, Some Characteristics . By Richard Ở A Study in Pedagogy : For People who are not Pro

Le Gallienne. With a Bibliography by John Lane. New fessional Teachers. By Bishop John H. Vincent New

York : United States Book Co. Price, $ 2.00. York : Wilbur B.Ketcham , 13 CooperUnion . Price, 60 cts .
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The striking features and the peculiarities of a cursions in Art and Letters.” He throwsnew

country seem to impress themselves at a glance lightupon old subjects and illuminates them .

upon such a veteran traveler as M. M.Ballou, Michel Angelo , Phidias, and the Elgin Marbles,

and in his “ Aztec Land " * he gives in his usual the art of casting plaster among the Greeks and

entertaining manner the impressions which Romans, a talk with Marcus Aurelius, and dis

come from a look at Mexico on all sides, -- her tortions of the English stageare the subjects to

history, her climate, her products, her people, which attention is called .

and her scenery .-- Mexico is seen from a different Mr. Cecil Charles' “ Honduras " || is full of

pointof view in Janvier's entertaining “ Stories practical information of a country and people

of Old New Spain .” + The most delicate lines for which he shows a strong admiration . His

are used in drawing the romance and the wild genuine, good humored, hearty way of seeing

life of the people. things is very enjoyable.

The prince of guides is W.W.Story in “ Ex
| Excursions in Art and Letters. By William Wetmore

Story . Boston and New York : Houghton , Mifflin and

* Aztec Land. By Maturin M.Ballou. Boston and New Company. Price , $ 1.25.

York : Houghton , Miffin and Company. Price, $ 1.50. | Honduras : The Land of Great Depths. With Map

Stories of Old New Spain . By Thomas A. Janvier. and Portraits. By Cecil Charles , Chicago and New York :

New York : D.Appleton and Company . Price, 50 cts. Rand,McNally & Company. Price, $ 1.50.

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT NEWS FOR MAY, 1891.

HOME NEWS. - May I. Strikes in the North May 29. The American University is or

and East for the eight-hour day and higher ganized at Washington , with Bishop Hurst as

wages. -Forest fires in New Jersey and Penn- Chancellor,

sylvania.

May 2. Opening in Washington of the

American National Conference of State Boards FOREIGN NEWS. — May 1. Prince Bismarck

of Health and of the American Academy of returns to the Reichstag. Serious encounters

Medicine, between workingmen and troops in many cities

May 4. Convention of the National Associa- ofEurope.

tion ofMachinists opens in Pittsburgh. May 2 . In the Charleroi district, Belgium ,

May 5. A $750,000 fire occurs in Pittsburgh. 30,000 miners go on a strike -Opening in

May 6. Opening of the twenty -ninth Inter- London of the Naval Exhibition .

national Convention of the Y. M. C. A. at May 4. Announcement of the signing of a

Kansas City . commercial treaty by Germany and Austria.

May 9. Forest fires do much damage in May 5. Death ofthe Archbishop of York .

Michigan and Wisconsin . May 6. Death ofMadameBlavatsky .

May 14. Opening of the annual session ofthe May 9. The Reichstag adjourns to Novem

Scotch -Irish Society in Louisville, Ky.

May 16. Twenty blocks of buildings in Mus May 14. The Bank of England rate is ad

kegon , Mich., destroyed by fire. vanced from 4 to 5 per cent.

May 19. The National Union Conference May 17. The eruption of a new volcano in

opens at Cincinnati and the Trans-Mississippi Armenia destroys several villages.

Congress at Denver. May 20. Opening in Vienna of the Inter

May 21. Opening of the General Assembly national Postal Congress.

of the Presbyterian Church at Detroit, Mich ., May 21. A new Portuguese cabinet is formed .

and the Reformed Presbyterian General Synod -Pierre Loti becomes a member of the French

at Philadelphia .
Academy.

May 26. Death of the Rev. Dr. Henry J. May 25. One hundred and sixty -five mem

Van Dyke, of Brooklyn.-- Meeting of the bers of the Mala Vita Society in Italy sentenced

American Baptist Missionary Union in Cincin- to imprisonment.

nati, and the Congregational and Unitarian May 30. The Newfoundland Legislature is

Associations in Boston . prorogued after the longest session on record.

May 27. Death of General B. B. Eggleston . -Opening in Milan of the International Peace

May 28. Death of Judge S. M. Breckinridge. · Congress.

ber II.
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Wednesday, July 1,

OPENING DAY.

P. M. 2:30Opening Exercises, Season

of 1891.

4:00 Lecture :
« Causes of the

American Revolution ," Prof. J. A.

Woodburn ,

7:00 Vespers.

8 :00 – Illustrated Lecture : “ The

New World .” Prof. M. L. Williston ,

Thursday, July 2.

A. M. 11:00 - Lecture Recital: Mr. 1. V.

Flagler.
P.M. 2: 30 — Lecture : “ The Northwest and

the Ordinance of 1787.” Prof. J. A.

Woodburn .

5 :00 – C . L. S. C.Round Table ,

8 :00– Readines and Ballads. Mrs.

Chas. Waldo Richards and Mrs. Jen

nie Hall Wade.

Friday, July 3 .

P. M. 2:30 - Lecture :
" The Financial

Measures of Hamilton.” Prof. J. A.

Woodburn ,

4 :00 — Readings. Mrs. Chas. Waldo

Richards.

8 :00 – Illustrated Lecture : “ The

Revolution of'76 .” Prof. M. L.Wil

liston .

Saturday, July 4.

INDEPENDENCE DAY.

A.M. 11:00 - Lecture : « The Politics of

the Declaration of Independence .”

Prof J. A. Woodburn .

P. M. 2: 30 – IndependenceDay Exercises.

3:15 - Opening of College and

Teachers' Retreat.

8 :00 – Students ' Reception (Hotel

Athenæum ).

9:30 Fireworks.

Sunday, July 5 .

A. M. 9:00_ Bible Study. The Epistle to

the Ephesians. Prof. R. F. Weidner.

11:00 - Sermon . Dr. W.H.McMillan ,

Sunday School ( Temple ).

P. M. 2:30— Assembly (Amphitheater).

4 :00 — Society of Christian Ethics.

5 :00 — C . L. S. C. Vesper Service.

7 :30 — Song Service.

Monday, July 6 .

P.M. 2:30 — Lecture : “ The Story of Bac

teria.” J. B. Burroughs, M. D.

4 :00 - Lecture : “ The Americanized

Delsarte System .” Mrs. C. E. Bishop .

8 :00 - Readings. Prof. R. L. Cum

nock .

Tuesday, July 7.

A. M. 11: 00 -- Organ Recital, Mr. I. V.

Flagler.

P. M. 2 :30 -- Lecture : 1 . “ Dante, Pe

trarch , Boccaccio and Chaucer." Dr.

H. B. Adams,

P. M. 4:00 - First Tourists' Conference.

“ The English Lake District."

5 :00 - Lecture: “ Marriage and Family

Life in the Bible.” Prof. R. F. Weid

net .

8:00 Musical Entertainment. D.

W. Robertson , Fred Emerson Brooks,

and Jennie Hall Wade.

Wednesday, July 8.

P. M. 2: 30 — Lecture : II . “ The Republic

of Florence. " Dr. H. B. Adams.

4 :00 — Lecture : “ The Delphic Or

acle .” Prof. Martin L. D'Ooge.

5 :00 — C . L. S. C. Round Table.

7 :00 — Vespers.

8:00 Annual Address before the

Ohio State Teachers' Association .

Dr.J. W. Bashford .

Thursday, July 9.

A. M. 11:00–-Lec
ture- Recital. Mr. 1. V.

Flagler .

P. M. 2: 30 — Lecture : III. " The Republic

of Venice ." Dr. H. B. Adams.

4:00 Second Tourists' Conference,

English Cathedral Towns."

Lecture : “ Some Features of Mes.

sianic Prophecy.” Prot. George S.

Burroughs.

8 :00 – Entertainment. A. S. Dur.

ston , Reader ; D. W. Robertson ,

Musician ,

Friday, July 10 .

P.M. 2 :30 — Lecture : IV . “ The Revival of

Learning.” Dr. H. B. Adams.

4 :00 - Lecture : “ The Study of Lit

erature.' Prof. Wm . Houston ,

5 :00Lecture : “ The Inspiration of

Hebrew History ." Prof. W.R. Har.

per.

8 :00 — Prize Spelling Match , Con

ducted by Prof W. D.McClintock .

Saturday, July 11,

A. M. 11: 00 – Lecture : “ Horace Mann and

the Common School System .” Col.

Francis W. Parker.

P. M. 2:30 – Concert, Apollo Quartet and

Jennie Hall Wade.

8 :00 - Lecture : “ Physical Culture."

( Illustrated with Stereopticon .) Drs.

Anderson and Seaver .

Sunday, July 12 .

A. M. 9 :00 – Bible Study. The Epistle to

the Philippians. Prof. R. F. Weidner .

11:00 - Sermon. Dr. J. W. Bashford .

Primary Class(Kellogg Hall).

P. M. 2:30 Sunday -school (Temple ).

Assembly (Amphitheater ).

4 :00 — Society of Christian Ethics.

5 :00 – C . L. S. C. Vesper Service,

7 :30 — Song Service.
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Monday, July 13. Sunday, July 19.

P.M. 2 : 30 - Lecture : I. “ The Nativesof A.M. 9:00 – Bible Study. The Book of

the Northwest Coast," Prof. Fred Ruth , Prof. George S. Burroughs.

erick Starr. 11 :00 - Sermon .

4 :00 - Lecture. I. “ The Struggle for ( Primary Class (Kellogg Hall).

Expansion, 1763–1867.” Prof. John P. M. 2:30 Sunday-school ( Temple ).

Bach McMaster . Assembly (Amphitheater ).

5 :00 - Lecture. “ Work for Women." 4 :00Society of Christian Ethics.

Mrs. Emma P. Ewing. 5 :00 — C . L. S. C. Vesper Service,

8 :00 - Entertainment. Miss Maud 7 :30 — Song Service.

Murray and Apollo Quartet. Monday, July 20.

Tuesday, July 14 . P. M. 2:30–Lecture : “ Manners and Mor.

A.M. 11:00 Organ Recital. Mr. I. v .
als in the Common School.” Dr. W.

Flagler.
T. Harris.

P.M. 2:30 – Lecture : « TheMound Build 4 :00 – Lecture : “ The Beginnings of

Prof. Frederick Starr. Government in America.” Prof. F. N.

4 :00 - Lecture. II. “ The Western Thorpe.

Movement of Men and Institutions, 5 :00— Lecture : “ Only a Cook."

1790–1890." . Prof. McMaster. Mrs. Emma P. Ewing:

5:00 — Third Tourists' Conference. 8:00- Readings. Prof. R. L. Cum

- Oxford and Cambridge.”
nock .

8 :00 - Illustrated Lecture : Tuesday, July 21.

Tour of the Nile in a Dahabeih .” Dr.
A. M. 11:00--Organ Recital. Mr. 1, V.

Charles S. Welles. Flagler

Wednesday, July 15 .
P. M. 2: 30 — Lecture : “ The Greater New

P. M. 2: 30 — Lecture : III. “ Cliff-Dwellers
England.” Prof. F. N. Thorpe.

and Pueblos.” Prof. Frederick Starr .
4 :00 — Educational Address. Mr.

4:00 - Lecture : III. “ A Hoop for

C. W. Bardeen .

the Barrel; the Struggle for a Govern
5 :00 — Lecture : “ Memory Training.”

ment, 1776–1789. Prof. J. B. Mc
Prof. W.W. White .

Master.
8:00 - Illustrated Lecture; I. “ How

5 :00 — C . L. S. C. Round Table.
the Other Half Lives.” Mr. Jacob A.

Riis.

7 : 00 – Vespers.

8 :00Readings. Miss Maud Murray.
Wednesday , July 22.

Thursday, July 16 .
P.M. 2: 30 –– Lecture : “ The Children of

P. M. 2:30 — Lecture, IV . “ Aztecs and the Old Dominion.” Prof. F. N.

Mayas.” Prof. Frederick Starr. Thorpe.

4 :00 - Lecture : IV . “ Millions for
4 :00 – Readings in Job. I. “ Intro .

Defense; Not a Cent for Tribute. The
duction ; the Prologue." Prof. W.R.

Struggle for Commercial Independence,
Harper.

1793-1815." Prof. J. B, McMaster.
5 :00 - C . L. S. C. Round Table.

5 :00-- Fourth Tourists' Confer .
7 :00 — Vespers.

“ London ."
8 :00 - Illustrated Lecture:

ence .

8:00 -Illustrated Lecture : “ The
“ How the Other Half Lives." Mr.

Tour of Palestine, and to Constanti
Jacob A. Riis.

nople.” Dr. Chas. S. Welles . Thursday, July 23.

Friday. July 17 .
P. M. 2:30– Lecture : “ The_Chautauqua

Country in History." Prof. F. N.

A. M , 11:00Organ Recital. Mr. I. v .
Thorpe.

Flagler. 4:00 Readings in Job . II . “ The

P. M. 2 : 30 -- Lecture : « The Philosophy of
First Circle of Speeches." Prof. W.

Education . Dr. W. T.Harris.
R. Harper .

4 :00 - Lecture : V. “ Who Reads an 5:00 Lecture : “ Higher Education

American Book ?” The Beginnings of
and the State .” Mr. Melvil Dewey.

American Literature. Prof. McMaster .
8 :00 – Pronunciation Match , Con .

5 :00 - C . L. S. C. Round Table .
ducted by Prof. R. L. Cumnock .

8 :00 – Entertainment. Miss May

Donnally and Apollo Quartet.

Friday, July 24.

A. M. 11:00 – Lecture- Recital. Mr. I. V.

Saturday, July 18 .
Flagler.

A.M. 11:00_“ What Shall We Study in the P. M. 2: 30 – Lecture. “ The Supreme Law

Common School? " Dr. W. T. Har of the Land.” Prof. F.N. Thorpe.

ris. 4 :00 — Readings in Job . III. “ The

P. M. 2:30 – Concert . Apollo Quartetand
Second Circle of Speeches.” Prof.

Miss Donnally . W. R. Harper.

4 :00- Lecture : VI. “ Men andMan 5:00 - Lecture : “ Modern Libraries

ners in America, 1789-1837 .” Prof. and the Chautauqua Movement," Mr.

J. B. McMaster. Melvil Dewey:

8 :00 -- Illustrated Lecture : “ Na. 8:00 Entertainment. Apollo Quar.

tive Races of North America .” Prof tet and readings by Miss Jessie Dal

Frederick Starr. rymple,

II.
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Saturday, July 25. Friday, July 31.

A. M. 11:00 - Lecture : “ Four Centuries GRANGE DAY.

Atter.” The New Nation. Prof. F.

N. Thorpe.
A. M , 11:00 – Platform Meeting . Ad

P.M. 2:30-- Address : “ Political Equality ." dresses bymen prominentin the Grange.

Mrs. Zerelda Wallace.
P.M. 2: 30 – Platform Meeting, Ad

5 :00 - Resdings in Job. IV . “ The
dresses by Hon . Mortimer Whitehead

Third Circle of Speeches.” Prof. W.
and others.

R. Harper.
2 :30 – Lecture : “ Pascal.” Prof. C.

8 :00 - illustrated Lecture : “ Two J. Little (Hall).

Years and a Half with Edison ." Dr.
5 :00 – Lecture : " What Wide-awake

Frank M. Deems.
Christian Teachers Ought to Know

Sunday, July 26 .

Aboutthe Science of Theology.” Prof.

R. F. Weidner.
A.M. 9:00 -- Bible Study. The Book of

8:00 - Lecture : " Clambering Up."

Esther. Prof. George S. Burroughs. Dr. G. T. Dowling.

11:00 - Sermon. Rt. Rev. W.A.

Leonard, Bishop of Ohio.
Saturday, August 1.

Primary Class (Kellogg Hall). MISSIONARY INSTITUTE .

P. M. 2:30 Sunday-school ( Temple ).
Assembly (Amphitheater ). A , M. 9:00 – First Woman's Missionary

4 :00Society of Christian Ethics.
Conference . “ Missionary Workers

5 :00 – C . L. S. C. Vesper Service.
Equipped."

7 :30 — Song Service. 11:00 - Lecture : “ Hugh Miller, or

Monday, July 27,

The Workingman's Education .” Dr.

John Henry Barrows.

P. M. 2: 30— “ Bernard of Clarvaux.” Prof. P.M. 2:30 — Address : “ A White Life for

C. J. Little. Two. " Miss Frances E. Willard .
4 :00 — Lecture : “ Is it Practicable to

Simplify English Spelling ?"

4:00 First General Missionary

Mr.
Conference.

Melvil Dewey.

“ The Baptism of the

Holy Spirit for Christian Service."

5 :00 – Readings in Job . V. 5 :00 -- Lecture : “ Both Sides of the

Speech of Elihu and the Reply." Isaiah Question.” Prof. Sylvester

Prof. W.R. Harper . Burnham .

8:00 — Readings. " Miss Jessie Dal 8:00 - Wagner's Operas, " Rinegold "

rymple , and “ Walküre ” ( Illustrated ). Stere

Tuesday, July 28. opticon and Chorus. Mr. Homer

A.M. 18:00 – Lecture- Recital. Mr. I. V.
Moore, Lecturer and Soloist.

Flagler. Sunday, August 2.

P. M. 2:30 — Lecture: “ Hildebrand.” Prof.

C. J. Little.
MISSIONARY INSTITUTE.

4 :00 — Lecture : James Russell
A.M. 9:00 - Second Woman's Missionary

Lowell.” Mr. Leon H. Vincent. Conference. Five-minute addresses

5 :00 – Readings in Job . VI. “ The by Foreign Missionaries.

Lord Out of the Whirlwind.” Prof.

W. R. Harper.

Bible Study. Selected Psalms. Prof.

S. Burnham ,

8 :00 - Lecture : « The Good Old
11:00 -- Sermon. Dr. John Henry

Times .” Dr. George Thomas Dow Barrows.

ling Primary Class (Kellogg Hall).

Wednesday, July 29. Sunday-school ( Temple ).

P.M. 2:30 – Lecture : “ Dante.” Prof. C.
P. M. 2:30 Assembly (Amphitheatre ).

J. Little.
Young People's Bible Class

4 :00 - Lecture : “ Washington Ir.
(Hall).

ving .” Mr. Leon H. Vincent. 4 :00 - Second General Missionary

5 :00Readings in Job . VII. “ The
Conference , Five-minute addresses

Epilogue ; Conclusion,” Prof. W. R.
by Home Missionaries.

Harper.
5:00 – C . L. S. C. Vesper Service.

7:00 - Vespers.
7 :30 — Song Service.

8 :00 - Illustrated Lecture : I. “ The 8:00 — Sacred Readings. Prof. R.

Navy, Past and Present.” Mr. H. W.
L. Cumnock .

Raymond. Monday, August 3 .

Thursday, July 30 .
MISSIONARY INSTITUTE .

A. M. 11:00 – Organ Recital. Mr, 1. V.

Flagler . A. M. 9:00 – Third Woman's Missionary

P. M. 2:30 -- Lecture : “ Ignatius Loyola.” Conference. " Christian Stewardship ."

Prof. C. J. Little. 11:00 - Lecture. Bishop John H. Vincent.

4 :00 - Lecture : « Oliver Wendell P.M. 2:30 Lecture : “ Wendell Phillips

Holmes." Mr. Leon H. Vincent. and the Anti-Slavery Crusade.” Dr.

5 :00 – C . L. S. C. Round Table. John Henry Barrows.

8 :00 -- Illustrated Lecture : II. 4 :00 - Third General Missionary

“ The Navy , Past and Present," Mr. Conference. “ The Best Missionary

H. W. Raymond.
Literature."

66 6C
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P. M. 5:00Lecture : “ What All Women P. M. 2: 30 – Lecture : « How to Abolish

Should Know .” Mrs. C. E. Bishop. Poverty .” Dr. Edward McGlynn.

8:00 – Plat orm Meeting C. M. L,
5 :00 - Lecture : “ The Conditional

Annualaddress by Dr. A. B. Leonard . Element in Prophecy.” Prof. Sylves

ter Burnham .
Tuesday, August 4.

8 :00 – Readings. Mr. George Rid

OPENING DAY. dle.

A. M. 9:00 – Fourth Woman's Missionary
Sunday, August 9 .

Conference . « Effective Missionary A. M. 9:00 – Bible Study, Selected Psalms.

Organizations." Prof. S. Burnham .

11:00--Lecture : « Pre-Columbian 11:00--Sermon . Dr. R. S. Mac

Voyages to America ” Prof. John Fiske. Arthur.

P. M. 2: 30 -- Lecture : " Shakspere and ( Primary Class (Kellogg Hall).

His Relation to Religion.” Dr. John Sunday-school ( Temple ) .

Henry Barrows. P. M. 2: 30_Assembly (Amphitheater).

4:00 Fourth General Missionary, Young People's Bible Class

Conference. “ The Obligation of (Hall).

Systematic Giving." 4 :00 – Society of Christian Ethics.

5 :00 -- Lecture : 6 The Memory.” 5 :00 – C . L. S. C. Vesper Service.

Prof. W. W.White . 7 :30 – Meeting in the Interest of

7:30 - Chautauqua Vesper Service. the American Sabbath Union .

8 :00 - Opening Exercises of the Monday, August 10.

Eighteenth Assembly.

9 :45 — Fireworks.
A. M. 11:00– “ The Empire of the Czar."

Dr. R. S. McArthur.

Wednesday, August 5 .
P. M , 2:30_Question Box. Dr. J. M.

A. M , II:00 -Lecture : “ The Discovery of
Buckley.

America .” Prof. John Fiske.
4 :00 - Lecture : • History and Prin

P , M. 2 :30_Grand Concert: Schumann
ciples of Church Service.” Rev. W.

F. Faber

Quartet, Miss Annie Park, Miss

Bertha Waltzinger, Chorus.

5:00 — C . L. S. C. Round Table.

4 :00 - Lecture : “ Critics. " Miss 8 :00 – Readings and Music. Mr.

Agnes Repplier .
Geo. Riddle, Schumann Quartet,

5:00 – C .Ls. C. Round Table.
Charles D. Kellogg .

7 :00--Vespers. Tuesday, August 11.

8:00 Wagner's Operas, " Siegfried" A. M. 11:00 Lecture :

and “ Götterdammerung ” ( Illustrated ).
“ Wit, Humorand

Pathos of Travel.” Dr. J. M. Buck

Stereopticon and Chorus. Mr. Homer

Moore, Lecturer and Soloist.
ley .

P. M. 2: 30 --Readings and Music. Mr.

Thursday, August 6 . George Riddle, Miss Annie Park,

Miss Waltzinger.

A. M. 11:00 – Lecture : “ The Conquest of 4 :00 - Lecture : “ Complaints of the

Mexico. " Prof. John Fiske.
Farmer and Wage-earner." Dr. E ,

P. M , 2 :30 -- Address : “ The Hebrew and W. Bemis.

the Nation .” Rabbi Gustave 'Gott
3:00 Cottage Holders'Meeting.

heil .
8 :00 - Illustrated Lecture : “ Yosem

4 :00 – Lecture ; “ Letter Writers." ite and Yellowstone." Mr. H. H ..

Miss A. Repplier.
Ragan .

5 :00 – C . L. S. C. Round Table.

8 :00 – Costume Entertainment. Wednesday, August 12.

« The True Life of Jacob.” Mrs. L. DENOMINATIONAL DAY.
Von F. Mountford .

A. M. 11:00 – Lecture : « Both Sides of

Friday, August 7 . Nihilism .” Dr. J. M. Buckley.

A. M , 11:00 - Lecture : “ Las Casas, Pro P. M. 2: 30— Denominational Congresses .

tector of the Indians.” Prof. John
5 :00 — Lecture : Monopolies and

Fiske.
Public Works.” Dr. E. W. Bemis .

P. M 2:30 Grand Concert : Schumann
7 :00 — Vespers.

8 :00 - Illustrated Lecture : “ Treas
Quartet, Miss Annie Park , Miss

Waltzinger , Chorus.
ures of the Rockies.” Mr. H. H.

4 :00 - Lecture : Reading.” Miss Ragan .

Agnes Repplier: Thursday, August 13.

5 :00 – C . L. S. C. Round Table .

8 :00- Illustrated Lecture : “ The
S. S. ALUMNI REUNION .

Two Russian Capitals and Glimpses of A.M. 11:00 - Lectare: “ Gladstone." Hon .

the Land of the Midnight Sun.” Dr. G.Makepeace Towle.

R. S , MacArthur. P. M. 2: 30 – Grand Concert. Marie

Saturday, August 8 .
Decca, prima donna , Annie Park,

Bertha Waltzinger, Charles Kel.
A , M. 11:00 - Lecture : “ The Use and

logg , Schumann Quartet, Chorus.

Abuse of Prejudice.” Dr. J. M. 4 :00 – Lecture : “ What Shall We

Buckley . Tax ? ” Dr. E. W. Bemis.
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P. M. 5:00 — C . L. S. C. Round Table. Longfellow and Emerson.” Mrs. Julia

8 :00 – Platform Meeting. Chau Ward Howe.

tauqua S. S. Alumni, P. M. 5:00 – C . L. S. C. Round Table.

Illuminated Fleet.
8 :00 - Promenade Concert and

Feast of Lanterns.

Friday, August 14 .

Wednesday, August 19.

A. M. 11:00 - Lecture : * Ireland. " Hon .

G. Makepeace Towle.
RECOGNITION DAY.

P.M. 2: 30 — Athletic Exhibition , under

the direction of Dr. W. G. Ander

A. M. 11:00 Address to the Class of '91.

Mrs. Mary A. Livermore.
son .

4:00 Lecture : “ The Ethical Side
P , M. 2: 30 — Presentation ofDiplomas.

of Social Problems." Dr. E. W.
7:00 — Vespers.

Bemis.
8 :00 – C . L. S. C. Rally.

5 :00 – C . L. S. C. Round Table. Thursday, August 20 .

8:00 --- Illustrated Lecture : A. M. 11.00 - Lecture :

Trip to Alaska.” Mr. H. H. Ragan . P. M. 2:30 – Grand Concert,

Saturday, August 15 .
4 : 00 -- Lecture : “ Is Polite Society

A , M , 11 :00 - Lecture : « Victoria ." Hon .
Polite ?” Mrs. Julia Ward Howe.

G Makepeace Towle.

5 :00 – C . L. S. C. Round Table.

P.M. 2:30Meeting of the Law and
8:00 Meeting in the Interest of

Order League. Addressesby Gen.
the Evangelical Alliance. Ad

Stewart 'L. Woodford, Hon . J. J.
dresses by Dr. Josiah Strong , and

Dr. Frank Russell.

Maclaren , and Hon . Chas. Carroll

Bonney. Friday, August 21.

3:45 – Grand Concert. Chorus, A.M. 11:00 - Lecture. « The Place of Our

Quartet, and Soloists. Government in the Advance of the Chris

5 :00 — Lecture : « Palestine Explora tian Civilization .” Dr. Gilbert De

tion .” Rev. T. F.Wright.
La Matyr.

8:00 - Readings from his own P. M , 2:30 — Lecture. « What Shall We

works. Mr. Thomas Nelson Page.

Music : Schumann Quartet.

Do with Our Daughters?" Mrs. Mary

A. Livermore.

Sunday, August 16.
4 :00-- Lecture : “ Paris : Literary ,

Social aud Historical.” Mrs. Julia

MEMORIAL SUNDAY. Ward Howe.

ſ Primary Class.
5:00 – C . L. S. C. Round Table .

Sunday-school. 8.00 — Camp- fire.

Saturday, August 22.
Young People's Bible Class .

G. A. R. DAY.

11 :00 -- Baccalaureate Sermon.

Bishop John H. Vincent.
A. M. 11:00 – Address : “ The Mission of Our

P.M. 2:30Memorial Exercises. Country.” Bishop John P. Newman.

4 :00 — Society, of Christian Ethics. P. M , 2:30 – Platform Meeting .

5 :00 – C . L. S. C. Vesper Service.
8:00 - Steoreopticon Lecture :

7 : 30–
“ Charleston to the Everglades.” Dr.

A. H.Gillet.

Monday, August 17.
Sunday, August 23 .

A.M. 11:00 – Lecture : “ The Story of the

Dominion.” Hon . J. J. Maclaren .
A.M. 9:00 – Bible Reading ,

P.M. 2:30 — Readings from his
11:00– Sermon . Bishop John P.Own
Newman .

works. Mr. T. Nelson Page.
( Primary Class.

4 :00 - Lecture : “ The Chautauqua

Arboretum .” Dr. J. T. Edwards.
Sunday-school.

5 :00 – C . L. S. C. Round Table.

8 :00 - Stereopticon Lecture :
Young People's Bible Class.

the Heartof the Blue Ridge,” Dr. A.

4 :00 – Society of (hristian Ethics.

H. Gillet.
5 :00 – C . L. S. C. Vesper Service.

7 : 30 – Song Service.

Tuesday, August 18 . 9 :30 — Night Vigil. Class of 1892.

C. Y. F. R. U. DAY. Monday,August 24.

A.M. 11:00 - Lecture : “ Christopher Co A. M. 11:00 – Organ Recital, Mr. I. v .

lumbus,His Life and its Results." Dr.
Flagler

E. E. Hale.
P. M. 2:30

P. M. 2:30 - Address: " A Life Lesson for
5.00 — Closing Round Table.

Young Americans." Hon . Henry
8 :00 - Stereopticon Lecture. “ New

Watterson .
Orleans and the Bayou Region of

4 :00 - Lecture : nisc of
Louisiana," Dr. A. H. Gillet.

A.M. 9:00
Assembly.
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OLD CHAUTAUQUA DAYS.*

BY THEODORE L. FLOOD.

A

CHAPTER I. herited the line of things that the French had

prepared to their hands. This new idea is
THE FIRST OFFSHOOT OF CHAUTAUQUA.

too large for that locality ; it will rankle in the

BOUT sixteen years ago, themost ex- minds of men till it spreads its influence

aggerated ideas were in circulation in farther than the shores of Chautauqua Lake.

the East concerning a cosmopolitan Somebody has studied the place and thepopu

meeting of Christian people that had been lation , and the idea that is being put into the

held in Western New York. They had taken minds of the people is a test of the temper of

text-books, and with teachers had gone into the church.” These and many other similar

a grove to study sacred geography, peda- thoughts awakened by that firstmeeting were

gogy, the mission of the Christian Church , put into the air ; they flew thick and fast

the sciences, and moral reforms. At certain among church people in the Eastern states.

times in the day a cornet band discoursed These reports attracted me to New York

music, and the nights weremade brilliantby for an interview with Dr. Vincent, because I

pyrotechnics on the shores ofthe Lake. The was anxious that New England should enjoy

effect on New England people, living five the earliest fruit of this new growth in the

hundred miles from the shores of Chautau- church . The Doctor seemed to have leisure

qua Lake, when they heard these reports, then ; his mind was free from the numerous

was one of wonder ; some were bewildered, cares that have burdened him in later years.

others sought to understand what this new There was an ease and quiet in his manner

departure meant ; but no one seemed to in- which invited conversation ; and he was al

dorse it fully, and it is equally true that no ways glad to talk about Chautauqua with

one openly condemned it . people from distant points. Hewas gauging

“ This is a magazine arranged with care public sentiment and getting his bearings on

and placed under that old institution called the greatest undertaking of his life. One

the camp-meeting. The first explosion has could not fail to read these things in his

comeand these are simply the reports of it," demeanor at that time. Hehad projected a

were the words of an intelligent and very de- great idea into the public mind and now he

vout advocate of that old -timemeeting in the was quietly studying the effect . His bear

grove. Others said , “ Many of the people ing impressed me that he was conscious

out there, at that point where New York , that he had the attention of the people, and

Pennsylvania , and Ohio almost meet, are that he was directing their thoughts to the

Yankees ; they went out from among us. new departure. But to read public opinion

But they have lived so long away from New correctly is always difficult. Was it curi.

England that they have been assimilated by osity, approval, or disapproval that he was

the older settlers there . That place was now obliged to meet? He looked mein the

first inhabited by the Indians ; the French eyes, to see if there was harmony between

drove them out; and then the Yankees in- mymind and his plans.

* Copyright, 1891, by T. L. Flood ,
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“ What do you think of it ?” he asked. the book which sanguine persons believed

“ Ofwhat ?" was to grow into an extended history.

“ Why, Chautauqua.'' I saw that his mind was full of the idea ;

I had not been there, and how could I tell ? that it had already become the dream of his

It was only six months old and the complete life. It was born amidst the pain of a thou

idea of his own mind had not yet appeared . sand disappointed thoughts and baffled en

With Mr. Lewis Miller , who was his partner deavors. Hehad a firm grip on the plan ,

in the conception , I was not then acquainted ; though he was almost afraid to tell it. But

indeed I had never met him and I did not he was not a coward. No man who has met

approach him at this time. Mr.Miller's home him in the closest relations will fail to ac

was in Akron, Ohio . He and Dr. Vincent cord to him the courage of his convictions.

undertook the enterprise together and in Heknew what everybody has since learned,

its management they went forth like David that if the idea had success it would over

DR . S. J. M. EATON AT THE GOLDEN GATE .

and Jonathan. They believed that the Bible turn a thousand old customs and notions

could be studied and Sunday-school people among church people. Hewas just in the

trained at a summer meeting in a grove. They primeof life, filling an elective office in his

made inquiries verbally and by letter con- church , and must soon appear in the ecclesi

cerning lakes and groves in different states . astical arena for re-election or defeat. Of

They studied locations together and finally church politics people heard a great deal in

went to Chautauqua Lake, where they de- those days among the Methodists, and if a

cided to plant their idea. That the place was man in his position veered from the estab

a wise choice has been the quick judgment lished order of things, he placed in peril his

of the multitudes who have gathered official title. The ecclesiastical guillotine

there summer after summer for sixteen was worked mercilessly by the manipulators

years . conversation with Dr. of public sentiment in theAnnual Conferences

Vincent I learned that he had so gauged and in theGeneral Conference. Fortunately,

the situation to see that the new there was no question of how orthodox the

scheme was an innovation, and he hesi- Doctor was, or how heterodox he proposed to

tated in speaking emphatically concerning be at Chautauqua. It rather became a ques

its future success . Hewas now studying tion of methods in teaching the Bible and in

the opinions of people on the first chapter of promoting Sunday-school and church work .

In my

as
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The danger point was the old -fashioned

camp-meeting. Its gatherings were popu

lar among themost spiritual folk in all parts

of the country. It was upon camp-meeting

grounds that the first Assembly had been

held at Chautauqua, and to substitute the

one for the other was a serious difficulty for

him as an officer in a church which had been

largely built up by the camp-meeting spirit.

It required the courage of a pioneer and a

reformer to face his own church and all

churches of America with such a radical

movement in the interests of religious work .

Onemust see that religious prejudice is often

eccentric and the hardest of all prejudice to

overcome. Dr. Vincent feared that his new

idea would awaken strong prejudice, and

that for it to win the approval of either the

judgment or the conscience of the church

would be hard .

Wehadmet for the purpose of looking at

the new idea on all sides. I soon found that

it was necessary to study theman who orig

inated it and was to hold it before the peo
THE OLD AUDITORIUM .

ple. His talent for talking to an audiencewas
purpose of spreading the Gospel among the

sufficient to make it listen,and with a novelty masses of the people. It had becomepainful

to talk about he would at once becomean to witness in somecommunities with a popu

attractive and popular man on the platform . lation of five hundred or a thousand souls from

The churchesofthe country seemed to pride three to five church organizations, each with a

themselves upon their dignity. Sectarian
pastor,and not one church able to do efficient

lines were drawn sharply , and each church work because there were too many organiza

was toiling to build up its own establish- tions for the territory . This condition of

ment, with very little thought about promot- things existed to an alarming extent in the

ing united effort and fraternal feeling for the old states ofthe Union,and sometimes it was

found in the new states. Someof the wisest

men in the church deplored this divided con

dition of Christian people , butthey were help

less ; they were handicapped by membership

in a particular church and their influence for

reaching other churches was abridged .

The man to meet this occasion and lead the

churches to liberty by teaching them to frater

nize, to comparemethods for work , to modify

each other's views of unimportant doctrines,

and to brush away non - essential differences,

had notyetappeared. Dr.Vincenthad traveled

extensively among the churches. He saw

this evil and had studied how to meet it.

It was hewho devised the InternationalSys

tem of Scripture Lessons now in use in the

Sunday -schools all over the world, and hav

ing commenced on this broad basis he was

impelled to continue in the direction to which

Chautauqua itself led .

The first few months after the Chautauqua

LAKE AVENUE, CHAUTAUQUA.
meeting it was found that a great deal of

LUDVACE
MARVEL A
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THE HALI, OF PHILOSOPHY.

criticism had been excited on the point of his What kind of a program should bemade, and

loyalty tothe church organization ofhis choice. what attractions should be placed upon it to

His viewswere toobroad and his spirit too lib- bring the people and make progress certain ?

eral toward people of every denomination . In fact, he found himself the hardest of all

The conservative element interpreted his men to follow ; and he must follow himself

views and spirit as disloyalty to his own the coming year in the same grove playing

church, and it did not hesitate so to express the same rôle, making programs for the peo

itself. It was plain to an observing man ple of all churches.

that as soon as this new enterprise was Mymission to him was this : to ask him to

started , Dr. Vincent was launched upon a go to New Hampshire the ensuing summer

sea made turbulent by people who did not and establish an Assembly on this new plan

understand him , and in part because the at Lake Winnepesaukee. He was not to

movement itself could not bemade known leave Chautauqua, but to embrace New Eng

in a day but had to grow tomaturity through land in his general plan and give that part of

future years. In the meantime it would be the country a chance at the beginning of this

an object of tenderest care and ultimately the new and popularmovement.

product ofmasterly organization . He expressed surprise to think that I

Dr. Vincent interrogated me untilhe got should approach him with such a request,

all my own opinions and those that I had and said ,“ It is too early , the thing is not old

absorbed from others. At that first inter- enough ; there are dangers ahead ; too much

view , he impressed me as a good questioner ; prejudice will be excited , and I think we

indeed that has always been one of his would bettertakemoretimeat Chautauquabe

strong points. He was ten years my senior, fore we venture into New England territory."

had seen more of men and the world than I ; My readers will remember that I had not

but he looked at his work as a colossalun seen the first experiment at Chautauqua

dertaking, and seemed like a man dazed by Lake. All I knew about it was gathered from

what he had done. The blow had been struck , men and women who had been there and

and hewas anxiously waiting for therebound. written about it in the newspapers. There

Hedid not conceal his anxiety ofmind,nor was a good deal of wise writing done,and the

that of his associate , Mr. Lewis Miller , con- press wasadroitly used by theChautauquapeo

cerning the second Assembly which must be ple. Indeed the Associated Press put enough

held in six months from the time Imet him . about what was done into the daily papers of
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the country to makethemovement an agitat- my part of the work and to have everything

ing element in church circles ; while the re- in readiness .

ligious press of all churches felt obliged to W.H.H.Murray, “ Adirondack Murray,”

give full accounts of themeetings, as things as he was afterward called by reporters,

that they could not afford to omit. was then in the height of his prosperity as

I had passed through Boston on my way to pastor of the Park Street Church in Bos

New York. It was my opinion that that ton . I had already seen him , and he had

town had accomplished a good dealin its past given me his pledge to be present. I

history in projecting new notions on lines of had prepared him for what might be a sur

moraland church reforms; and because I lived prise, by telling him he would have a small

in New Hampshire I was jealous for New audience,perhaps from three to five hundred.

England and decided that as for me, I would “ All right,” said he, “ then I will talk to the

catch this “ new bird ” and put it into the ten thousand angels in the tops of thetrees .”

grove at Lake Winnepesaukee . There were Bishop Janes, of New York , who had for

people who encouraged it. United States many years shown a fatherly interest in me,

Senator Blair and Superintendent Dodge, of also consented to lecture. The good Bishop

the Boston, Concord, and Montreal Railroad, was more ready to be present because he

were in the background, besides some other thoughtthe Ark needed steadying. He was

sagacious and influential laymen, and a a conservative man , and Dr. Vincent's new

number of prominent ministers idea was a kind of shock to his understanding

I thoughtmyplan a failure formore than of Methodism . The Bishop was quick to

an hour after I had presented it to Dr. Vin- say, “ Yes, I will go ," but he did it in such a

cent. His objection to spreading his idea paternal, kind, intense manner that he

out into too many places was hard to remove ; aroused my suspicions and led me to think

but finally he expressed himself as being thathe believed he ought to go to superin

ready to encourage the new enterprise and tend Dr. Vincent and all the rest of us, lest

agreed to be present as the head of the plat- weshould run away with a part of the church .

form , on condition that plenty of money When I gave Dr. Vincent these two names for

should be put into it and that the speakers se . the platform hewassurprised . I felt that with

lected should be up to the occasion . But," the three men , Vincent, Janes , and Murray,

said he, " youmust engage the lecturers,make my enterprise was safe. The day was won ,

the program , and have some fireworks on and I joined fortunewith Dr. Vincent in help

the lakethree evenings of the meetings." , I ing to establish the second Assembly , and

accepted the terms gladly, promising to do that one among the hills ofNew England .

C G

XUNCENE MEADVILLE

AN OLD-TIME CHAUTAUQUA AUDIENCE.
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CHAPTER II. his addresses, his expressions in social life ,

GETTING THE LAY OF THE LAND." and his whole plan for carrying on such a

The Winnepesaukee Assembly proved to
meeting The impression had been made

be a moderate success.
that here, in the brain of this man , was

At the gathering

I presented to Dr. Vincent the program ,
thebeginning of a great movement ;hence his

which he used with skill, as he quietly in personality entered into the program and the

occasion in a forcible way.

troduced the new methods that had made a

profound sensation at Chautauqua. There

Dr. Vincent was born in Alabama, was at

was a lack ofesprit de corps among the peo- New Jersey,with an editorial office on Broad

one time a pastor in Illinois ,and now lived in

ple ; they did not know how to act at such a

meeting ; they were strange ; they looked at way, New York . Hewas not familiar with New

the program with somedoubt, as though they
England character, particularly of the New

were making a venture without the full con
Hampshire type. These people are notable

sent of their will. A man of Murray's gifts for frankness and earnestness blended with a

and of Bishop Janes' type might have frater- quiet firmness, which does not allow them to

nized on a platform in a city , in advocating greet a speaker's utterances with applause .

moral reforms, but there seemed to be an in- The Doctor simply felt his way at this meeting

compatibility between them on a Methodist and did not seem to be sure of his ground ;

camp-ground . Dr. Vincenthimself was new to besides, his idea, planted five hundred miles

this particular audience and the people gath- away, was too young to be transplanted, par

ered there were mostly strangers to each ticularly to this kind of soil and under exist

other. The introduction of fireworks on the ing circumstances. Altogether, I think it

lake shore in the evening seemed to be too
was a premature exhibition of a grand idea

great an innovation for the audiences. The that was too tender for such an open airmeet

folks were not of the quiet, confiding sort, vout ; they did not act as though they were
ing. The people were curious, but not de

who accept every new thing without ques. there for purely religious exercises ; they

tioning; further, they had to be educated to heard the speakers but did not accept their

adapt themselves to the program , and it was

a real question whether they were ready to
teachings with promptness. We could not

champion this kindof reform in religious ed . help believing that there was a contest in the

ucation . There were no positive reasons mind of the average hearer between the old

given for the introduction of new ideas ; we

simply assumed that the Assembly ought to

be held , and on that assumption proceeded to

deliver lectures, sing songs,and carry out the

program .

Wewere weak because nobody felt safe in

saying that this new kind of meeting in the

grove would be an exact fit in the church , or

that it would fit into our civilization . How

ever,wehad to bide our timeand ascertain the

effectproduced bywhatwouldbesaid and done.

A great dealwas expected of Dr. Vincent,

who was the recognized head of this untried

movement. Those who knew Mr. Lewis

Miller's relations to Dr. Vincent appreciated

him at his full worth. Hehelped to select the

ground at Chautauqua Lake, and to present

the idea of an Assembly in its original form ,

and that he was to be of great influence

in connection with Dr. Vincent in thedevelop

ment of the plan , was admitted by everybody

who knew the men . But in New Hampshire,

at Lake Winnepesaukee, Dr. Vincent was

giving a practical illustration of his Chau

tauqua idea and everybody studied him , GEN . JAMES A. GARFIELD .
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Chautauqua; for he loved his own and that,

too, with an intensity which he manifested

by an enthusiasm that one would scarcely

expect in a man of his temperament. I re

member, in the early days, that, after an ab

sence of eleven months from Chautauqua, as

he and I sat together in a steam yacht glid

ing over Chautauqua Lake, when werounded

Long Point and Chautauqua appeared to

view ,he rose in the boat and making action

and words agree , exclaimed, Come to my

arms, beautiful Chautauqua !"

He put bis whole energy into the plans

he was introducing at that place ; soul and

body, official position , reputation , every

thing he had in life that was dear to him he

laid on the Chautauqua altar . John Brown

at Harper's Ferry, Napoleon at Waterloo ,

both gave their all and lost themselves. John

H. Vincent gave himself and saved his life,

his official position, his reputation . His

cause went on to victory .

F & V It was a freak of genius to pass by great

cities and large towns with spacious halls, to
BISHOP MATTHEW SIMPSON .

leave great trunk lines of railway and wan

order of things and the new régime. The old der over a lake twenty miles long to break

order won , as was evident at the close of the ground in a grove which was twenty miles

Assembly by the summary manner in which from the nearest city and some fifteen miles

they dropped the plan, the idea , the local be- from the nearest main line of railway, to be

ginning, and, in fact, everything belonging to gin a movement for popular education which

the occasion . was to spread overalltheworld ; but “ wisdom

Boston, thatgreat and radical city,which was is justified ofher children ” andmen often build

only a few hours ' ride away, gave little atten- better than they know . John H. Vincentand

tion to this gathering ; it had been advertised Lewis Miller were dominated by an unseen

very extensively ; some of Boston's star lec- influence to select the spotwhich the world

turers were honored with places on the has learned to know as Chautauqua.

program , but Boston people stayed at home Popular education was the cause to be pre

and let the Chautauqua idea be aired in the sented . That is, the literature provided for

salubrious climate of centralNew Hampshire, young people and their teachers in Sunday .

without their presence or support. Itwas, schools was to receive special attention. But

in a certain sense, the germ of themost won- it was a dry subject and had very little in

derfulmovement for popular education that it to attract public attention. Whether the

had been seen in this century, but New Eng- novelty of a summer vacation spent in out

land people failed to get their eyes open wide door study by a beautiful lake and in a charm

enough to see it. It was left for a later day re- ing grove, would satisfy the people as a

ception among them ,and the timefor its adop- summer outing, was a question not easy to

tion and appreciation came in after years. solve ; but people were to be enlisted in the

Reserve in stating a cause which requires cause, people of every grade of society and

both confidence and boldness is essential to all sorts of religious beliefs. They were to

its acceptance. This reserve marked Dr. come from nearand far. No onenow looking

Vincent's course in the early stages of Chau- back upon the early history of Chautauqua

tauqua history . Not every place could get can have a moment's doubt but what it re

every thing that he put into Chautauqua ; quired a great dealof faith in the causeitself,

they might get him , but not all the ideas that besides tact and skill to manage such an enter

filled his brain . Whatever was worthy of prise so that people who would come should

coming into his plan appeared first at his own receive enough of benefit to satisfy them that
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there was real meaning in the movement, of Jamestown, New York, who rallied in large

and that they should be identified with it, and numbers and paid gate fees,pitched their tents,

aid in its development as Christians and phi- erected cottages, and laid the temporal foun

lanthropists. dations of thisnew religiousMecca. In James

There was also a financial side to the whole town, merchants foresaw the coming mul

schemewhich had to bemanaged with a sub . titudes passing through their city , stopping at

lime faith and a masterly spirit. At this their stores, increasing their trade, and filling

point, as at others , Dr. Vincent never ceased theircofferswith money;hotelmen had dreams

to mention the name of Mr. Miller as the of summer visitors who could notbe accommo

greatest benefactor of Chautauqua. There dated atChautauqua, swarming in the rooms

was no endowment, no bequest of any sort ; and corridors of their hotels, giving a new

but at once the gate fees were made the impetus to their trade ; preachers stationed at

revenue that should pay the enormous bills different points on the Lakewere at the focus

incurred in order to secure thebest talent that and they could go at small cost to see emi.

could be found on two continents, to present nentmen and hear their teachings. Thus

correct ideas of church life, the Sunday-school, they swelled the number ofChautauqua dev

and the Bible ,and also defray all otherexpenses otees. It was ambition that animated the

incident to carrying forward the enterprise. people ; in some instances it was a lofty am

Financial creditand munificent contributions bition, in others itwasa mercenary ambition ;

such as Lewis Miller furnished were a neces- but whatever the character of the impulse

sity ; and talent as varied as that required for that moved them to identify themselves with

the promotion of any cause that ever chal. the new cause , it was done. They were stirred

lenged the support of a human soul must by the efforts of men who came from

pilot this undertaking. outside their locality , to put money, and

This was to be the center of a circle whose brains, and influence, and organizing ability

circumference should be the globe. Often it to work to make an Athens of the beautiful

has been said that it was an audacious and grove thatborders the shores of Chautauqua

venturesome spirit that moved Vincent and Lake.

Miller to project Chautauqua ; but it was a Another class of people contributed largely

sublime effort worthy of the greatest genius to the strength and early growth of this

in the nineteenth century and it excited ad- movement. They were found in the oil coun

miration in the minds of all. The stakewas try, stretching from the borders of Chautau

driven ; the name was put into the air, and qua County down through the Allegheny

there it stays, “ Chautauqua.”' valley to Pittsburgh. In this territory there

Disappointments come to the brave, but was to be found in those early days a new and

they depart in a day. The people of Cleve- growing population , with whom " oil” was

land, Ohio , did not come ; the denizens of the talismanic word . It had been a profit

Buffalo , New York , gave no heed. A few en- able business to many ; an excitement had

terprising spirits in Pittsburgh were present, been created by the discovery of oil in that

but there was no general uprising, no gravi. territory which has been equaled only by the

tating of the people to Chautauqua in its first discovery of gold in California. People had

or second year. It was, rather , a local insti- come from the Eastern towns and cities in

tution, conducted by men who camefrom dis . large numbers into the oil territory. They

tant localities , butwhose spirit was conta- were enterprising, resolute business nien

gious and whose enterprise never permitted who were bent on making their fortunes ;

them to cease advocating Chautauqua as the they settled wherever oil was struck ; a town

most useful modern movement in the Chris- of five or ten thousand inhabitants sprang

tain church . They madean impression every- into being in a month's time,and as quickly,

where they went, and particularly did they perhaps, disappeared , as in the case of Pit

enlist the sympathiesofpeople in their cause hole . Railroads were built, telegraph wires

by unselfishly leaving their own homes and were stretched , schools were established ,

going to the shores of Chautauqua Lake for churches were erected , corporations organ

the purpose of discussing great questions ized ; a man would make a fortune in a day ;

and creating new interests on the most ad- indeed, towns and cities sprang into being as

vanced ideas of the times .
if an Aladdin's lamphad been rubbed by a be

It was thepeople of Chautauqa County and witched hand , and so made doubly efficacious
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in the production of wonders. It was new these energetic 'young people asked for a

blood flowing with life and energy, coming summer resort. " Where can we go to escape

from the heart of each little oil center, into the monotony of home, of our own town ?”

the veins of every living cause that needed Chautauqua appeared at the right time just

money and friends. Thefew old families that when it was needed , and it became a charmed

held older notionsof life, who had been set- spot for these people . The beauties of the

tled in this territory formany years,were for- place and its work had been put into poetry,

gotten in the greatsinflux of population and the poetry was set to music by Chautauqua's

the tremendous schemes for speculation that own poets and musicians.
The printing

filled thebrains of newcomers, who seemed press and bookbinder did their work and the

to take charge of town and city govern : books were sent abroad. The songs were

ments and political parties, and to be the sung in the parlors and by the firesides in

F & V

THE PIER AT CHAUTAUQUA.

new power that had suddenly come in to hood and young womanhood. Presently

make itselfknown . hundreds of homes. Chautauqua was sung

It was a new country , entered and occupied into the affections and lives of thousands of

by new men and new women of progressive human souls .

spirit, steady nerve, and hopeful heart . Thus it was in the early dawn of the Chau

Their ambition was on the stretch to make tauqua day that the local population put out

a fortune. It seemed as if a human soul was its hands and paid the gate fees, thus creating

worthless as compared with a fortune in oil. a revenue which soon placed the whole en

Very manywon brilliant success, while oth- terprise on a firm financial basis and estab

ers lost money and keart and lived to curse lished the center of this movement in that

speculation and the fate which had drawn grove.

them into this maelstrom of uncertainty .

The winners in the field could point to

CHAPTER III.
vast wealth and they built fine dwellings.

Others acquired moderate means which gave GOOD CHEER FOR THE PEOPLE .

them a competency . Families grew up The hunger of young people for amuse

around these men ; children were to be edu- ments manifested itself very early at Chau

cated and gradually they reached youngman- tauqua. It was not to be suppressed by
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dogma, church custom , or the sacred charac- they chose. Nobody was consulted but the

ter of the surroundings. Nature had pre- heads of the institution . Dr. Vincent and

pared every thing for the exhilaration of Mr. Miller had their ideas ; they adopted

spirit and blood in both young and old . their plans and the regular program revealed

Young people daily arrived in large numbers their creed concerning popular amusements

seeking in this retreat new liberty and con- for young people.

genial company. Not a few young women Frank Beard, of New York , was selected to

and young men who have rowed over the entertain at certain points in each series of

Lakeand wandered along the shores in the meetings. He was an artist by nature and

evening shadows of the grand old trees , by profession ; he was regarded as a “ hit ”

heard here the first Autterings of Love's for the new order of things. With wonder

silken wing, and are now enjoying married ful effect he made pictures with crayon on

life and a home. great sheets of brown paper. His caricatures

The grinding cares of business, of town and were strong pieces of work and, as was evi

city and home life were left ind, whilethe dent, he had carte blanche from the manage

more delightfuloutdoor life of the grove and ment to use his crayon . Nothing that could

Lakebrought health and good cheer. It was be put into ludicrous form escaped his pen

good sense which called for the poetic in the cil. A pug dog running after a lady coming

daily life of the place and we are happy to from the deck of a steamer , or lying in her

say that this desire was met, in its early his- arms as she sat on a cottage veranda, was a

tory, with a candor and frankness which good subject. A pug dog picture was his de

drew and enlisted the sympathies of young light. Frank set all the boys and girls in

people. the audience wild with excitement and laugh

There was no attempt on the part of Dr. ter as he drew a dog's form in outline and

Vincent and Mr. Miller to conceal their dis- colored him , then put on his head, nose,ears,

taste for certain amusements that were ta- tail, legs, and feet. In finishing he reached a

booed by the rules of most of the Chris- climax ; the crowd roundly applauded the

tian churches . Games at cardswere discour- artist. Dogs were banished from Chautau

aged ; dancing was put under ban ; and as qua by caricature. Their owners could not

no theatrical troupe could enter the grounds face the platform and then meet people who

to play without the consent of the authori- looked at the dog and then into the face of

ties, we are sure that no such company ever its ownerand smiled . Everybody seemed to

made application. These customs were not put on an annoying facial expression after

proscribed by any published creed, because seeing one of Frank's pictures, on meeting a

Chautauqua has never even formulated one. lady with a dog .

There was no necessity, because people who Frank's geniuswas inventive. He could

came to the place were not favorable to this produce an illusion on the platform equal to

class of amusements and they needed no law Kellar and clothe it with enough ofmystery

in these matters. It was a prime object of to cause the observers to talk about it for

Chautauqua to show that legitimate amuse- days after the program was over.

ments could be used for pastime and recrea When the telephone was first introduced

tion and to elevate the taste, withoutbecom- into the country and was yet a crude inven

ing a dissipation . tion, being tried only as an experiment, be

There was painful need of such a lesson fore it had been introduced into the business

to check the tendency of all the churches world as in any sense a medium of communi

toward a mode of life that was growing cation in townsand cities, Frank anticipated

too severe and was repelling young people, its use. He erected poles at different points

while it was weakening the influence of in the Auditorium , stretched wires from

the church over them . Any movement that pole to pole , and brought them to a main

looked toward breaking this spell in the office on the rostrum . Then in his lecture on

church was a positive gain to Christianity the telephone he talked into an oyster can ,

and a real vantage ground for the churches. and adjusted his ear to hear, the audience

Amusements were put into the platform being entertained by his repeating all that

program at once, without any discussion , was said over the wires. Mr. Beard was an

and it was left with the audiences to accept actor and knew the power of gesture in a

or reject, stay away or come again , just as lecture, and the force of good posing. He
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could make his hand or foot excite merriment In the early times, one night in every sea

in the audience, especially among the boys. son was marked by a spectacular street exhi

When he appeared on the platform on an bition . It was a procession thatmarched in

afternoon or evening , his attire was faultless. two ranks. Each person was clothed in

In full evening dress , his appearance to a white ; a white hood covered head and face ,

stranger, at first view , was that of a well with eye and mouth holes. The tunic was

dressed, dignified society man , with a touch gathered closely about the neck and like

of the professor in hismakeup ; but hismanner a flowing robe extended to the feet, covering

revealed the humorist themomenthe spoke. armsand hands and concealing the whole

Hewas a wag and a wit, and a caricaturist person . When such a costumewas seen in

besides. He had studied the ludicrous, and the grove on a dark night,with streams of

knew that side of a line of thought or sen- electric light and the heavy shadowsofdense

tence as soon as he saw it. It seemed at foliage falling alternately on it, it excited all

times as if thatı was the only side of any the imaginations of childhood and brought

question that he did to the view of scholar

study, because, as a ly people thewitches,

humorist ,hefound fun ghosts, and visions of

lurking in the most history and ancient

unexpected nooks and mythology.

corners.
The procession com

Chautauqua was a prised about fifty hu

good place for his ge man beings. The wild

nius to range. He man of the forest , on

hovered around every horseback , appeared

meetingheld , and, like in front of the van ;

a rollicking boy, he and a band of musi

was ready to poke fun
cians making wheezy

at themost grave and sounds while trying

sedate of his seniors. to play a dismal tune,

There were so many kept time for the

new plans and ideas marching
column .

abroad here that he The devil,monks,her

found abundant op mits, hobgoblins, and

portunity to criticise bewitching forms of

and to find fault with fairy tales were repro

themanagement. He
duced in these com

would bring out the binations, whichmade

weak points of a lec
FRANK BEARD.

a ghastly and ,at times,

turer, the defects of a singer, and exhibit the awful appearance in these somber proces

funny side of what they said or did so oddly sions. In their march through the avenues,

and with such force , that,while he furnished over the Park of Palestine, in front of the

a great deal of amusement,heproved to be a ancient tabernacle itself, they made a most

good critic. His criticism was not caustic, weird exhibition .

but good humor flavored all his utterances, For several days previous to the march , a

and withal he showed so much sympathy mysterious notice was nailed to a tree :

with the object criticised, that he rendered a “ The Arkites Coming ; the White Folks

valuable service to both the people and the Going to March.”

cause ; yet the very serious ones styled him That was enough ; everybody saw the

“ the clown of Chautauqua," and insisted point, for they read between the wordswhat

that it was not in accord with the dignity of was to appear.

the place or work in hand to permit such Dr. Vincent never dignified these novel

spectacular exhibitions as were made. But sallies by placing them on the program , por

his severest critics were always on the front did he ever allow them any room even in

seats in his audience , that is if the boys and point of time, to come in naturally in con

girls did not reach there first and crowd them vection with the round of daily work. But

back . Frank Beard could make a place and he did .
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beauty, while other steamers coming down

from Mayville adorned with their lights on

every side, doubled the attraction ; fireworks

sentup from a barge or from the shore lighted

up all the sky.

For such as did not care for these exhibi

tions and desired another sort of pleasure,

there was fishing for bass, pickerel, and other

fish of the deep , and this sport became a very

popular recreation and pastime; bathing in

these pure spring waters must be added be

fore wecomplete the round of recreations.

These were the days before lawntennisand

base ball became national games ,but croquet

was an outdoor exercise in which social life

and the skill of the player were combined. It

is very remarkable that in those early times,

some good, but not very wise, people ex

pressed grave doubts as to the propriety of

playing croquet, seeing fireworks, fishing, or

having an illuminated Aeet on the lake. It

was their judgment that Chautauqua was de

HOTEL ATHENÆUM . generating and the evidence of it could be

Night washis time, and it was usually after seen in this love of pleasure and the valuable

all other exercises were concluded that the time spent in recreation . Hence, all sorts of

convivial procession appeared . They were predictions were made concerning the evils

not a meaningless set of ghosts marching that would betall Christianity, how its prog

through the grove, to excite wonder ; on the ress would be retarded and the church hin

contrary they always gave an exhibition dered in her work, and the young people

which had a substratum of ideas concerning whoi'frequented ,the place have a false taste

the Normal Department, Women's Meetings, developed .

scientific lectures, or a platform meeting . Wehave lived to see that excess of church

The recreations of the place often put on discipline is a dangerous policy, because

other forms, and, while less amusing, they nothing has worked so much evil in the his

were none the less restful, as they furnished tory of the Christian church during the past

a respite from the labors of the recitation twenty years as the condemning of legitimate

room and the student's sanctum . There amusements, the erecting ofbarriers toprevent

were promenades , flower gardens, statuary, young people from indulging in reasonable

and fountains to add to the natural attrac- and harmless recreations and amusements.

tions of the grounds ; and rustic seats scat Chautauqua seized this feature of human

tered here and there in the grove and on life with a firm hand,which was guided by

the lake shore invited the pedestrians to strong convictions and good common sense,

rest awhile and enjoy the beauties of the and she has demonstrated to the world the

place.
wisdom of her course . She discriminated

Sailing and rowing on the lake became wisely against hurtful amusements and safely

popular just as soon as the camp-meeting in favor of such recreationsas were harmless,

came to an end and the Assembly began . and thus settled doubts and brought good

Ladies were especially fond of rowing and cheer to both young and old .

took pride in handling the oar.
The man

agement would put a band in a boat, or send

the Jubilee Singers out on the water, and

CHAPTER IV .

“ music on the lake " became an inspiring “ THROUGH THE EYE TO THE MIND. "

feature of evening recreation. An illumi TWENTY years ago the Sunday-school

nated fleet in which the steamers from James- the ward of the Christian church. The

town, decorated with Chinese lanterns,would method of teaching the Bible to children and

comeup the lake in the evening,as things of young people was of a haphazard sort. There

s
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was no school for training teachers and offi- of Sunday -school history in those days will

cers; so that those who came to Sunday-school reach the conclusion that the progress of the

for an education in the Scriptureswere not al- Gospel in every church and in every land was

ways intelligently and ably instructed. Itwas retarded by the ignorance of the people who

a timewhen the church,with an efficient Sun- pretended to teach it. They defeated them

day-school organization , could have trained selves and prevented the work they tried to

a vast army of children and young people in do. Every intelligentminister who was ed

the doctrines and polity of the Christian ucated for his work and knew how to do it,

church , but there was a serious defect in the was handicapped by a band of unqualified

methods employed for the training of teach : Sunday- school teachers whom he wasobliged

ers ; therefore the Sunday-school was in dan- to adopt as his co-workers .

ger of becoming the weakest place in the It was part oftheoriginalChautauqua plan

churches of the land. There was a lament- to meet this condition of things in the Sun

able amount of ignorance of the Bible , the day-schools of the land and it was a task of

church's Book , at that time among Sunday- great proportions, large enough to begin

school teachers. The geography of Bible with , and any thing more at that timewould

lands, the chronology of the Bible, its doc- have produced confusion . The people who

trines, and all that pertained to exact infor- joined in the movement at Chautauqua were

mation which would qualify men and women impressed with the necessity as well as the

to be competent teachers , seemed to be lack- novelty of the work .

ing, except in an occasional teacher or of Investigation proved that teachers in these

ficer, church schools were, in many instances, poor,

No general effort seemed to bemade to pre- or working on small salaries, so that they

pare instructors for teaching the Scriptures, could not purchase the books or command the

or to furnish them with a knowledge of hu- time needed to prepare to teach . Often they

man nature . Whatever information children were young boys and girls who had joined the

who grew up in the Sunday-school obtained , church , and because they had a membership

was the amount of preparation they secured in the church , that was sufficient recommen

in succeeding to the office of teacher. It dation to give them the office of teacher .

wasthe fashion to have a Sunday-school con- It was even supposed that a literary education

nected with every church . People who could obtained in the high school or the seminary

organize a Sunday- school seemed to be num was sufficient preparation for one to explain

erous; but teachers, intelligent in the Bible, the Scriptures. This , however, proved to be

could not be found to man these schools. a fallacy , and it was difficult to reach ; but it

The common schools wasa partof the Chau

were busy teaching tauqua work to ex

the rudiments of edu plode these theories

cation ; academies and
and to show that to

seminaries, colleges
teach the Scriptures

and universities , onemusthave a knowl

taught the higher edge of the Bible, the

branches that would geography of the an

be needed by young cient Bible world , un

people in the pursuits
derstand the authen .

of life. But the teach ticity of the Scrip

ing of the Bible was tures, its chronology ,

relegated to a class in the times, habits, and

the Sunday-school, customs of the people

where children and of the Bible, know

young people were something about the

left to the mercies of doctrines, and treat

untutored and the Bible as the most

women or boys and
real book in all the

girls .
world . Chautauqua

Anybody who will undertook this task by

study the philosophy VERANDA OF THE HOTEL ATHENÆUM ,
inviting the Sunday

niên
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courses

schools of every church to send one or to the west. Along the coast are the

more representatives who, like a traveler cities of Gaza, Ashdod , Joppa, and Cæsarea,

going over into the land of Canaan, would and along the sea beyond is Carmel ; the eye

learn what was done and how to do it, get sees successively the city and plain of Akon ,

the plan and inspiration and return to the Tyre, and Sidon . Nearly parallel with the

local church . One representative said , after line of the Mediterranean coast extends a

a single season at the Lake, “ I secured in great range of mountains. To the south

spiration enough to lastmefor twenty years.” are the mountains of Judæa, with Bethlehem ,

The novelty and practicality ofthe Chautau- Hebron , and Beersheba in sight ; to the north

qua plan was shown first in a miniature park of are themountains of Benjamin , of Ephraim ,

the Holy Land. Thewhole country of Pales- Samaria, Lower and Upper Galilee, with all

tine was laid out on the other mountains,

the grounds of the As great and small, until

sembly and became a we see on the eastern

means of object in verge the villages of

struction for teachers Endor, Nain , and

and students whowere Jezreel.

interested in Bible his There were the Dead

tory . The park was Sea and the River Jor

an accurate and valu dan and all the out

able representation of lines of the Holy

the general outline of Land ; miniature

the country, of its towns and cities lo

hills and valleys and cated here and there,

water and represented faithfully

cities. the ancient and holy

The Rev. Dr. W.W. country . This model,

Wythe was selected prepared at very great

.by the management cost, was the general

to put this idea into attraction for students,

form , on the shores who, with book in

of the Lake. The hand , were led by a

ground selected was wise instructor from

near the dock ; the mountain to moun

plot was seventy-five tain , and from the
JACOB MILLER.

feet wide by one hun .
Mediterranean Sea to

dred and seventy feet long and it represented the Valley of the Jordan , from Jerusalem to

the salient features of the sacred land where Jericho, and, indeed, to all the towns and

Abraham and Isaac, Jacob and Joseph , Sam- cities of the Holy Land, two and three times

uel and Saul, David and Solomon , lived ; and, a day. It was a powerful method of in

greater than all, where Jesus Christ lived structing the beginners, and its praise was

and died and rose from the dead, and thence spoken far and near. It furnished to many

ascended to heaven . their first accurate ideas of Biblical geog

This little Park has been carefully laid out raphy.

with strictest accuracy in all essential de There is always an amusing side, however ,

tails. If one came in from the south , and to themost serious task in life, and the Park

traveled toward the north , he would go of Palestine furnished the newspaper corres

at once to Jerusalem , the ancient capital pondents a splendid opportunity to say smart

of the country , and from that city take thingsand in a humorous way to excite mer .

9 survey of the land. The Park is not lo- riment. I think it was Bishop Peck who

kated geographically right as regards the camelate one evening to Chautauqua, and as

points of the compass ; but the relative posi. a Bible student was at once attracted to the

tions are all correct, and was necessary to Holy Land. Not knowing this country, he

make Chautauqua Lake serve as the Mediter- walked on as the evening shadows gathered ,

ranean . To make the representation perfect and taking a careless step put his footon He

one has only to imagine the Lake as lying bron, oneofthe oldest cities in the world , and
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an

was con

a good part of it was ub in the holy place

laid in ruins. The city
in the Tabernacle.

of Damascus suffered Farther down the

atthehandsof a group hill there was between

of playful children , the Park of Palestine

who,at an early morn and the Jewish Taber

ing hour, were per nacle, Oriental

ambulating the coun house , the architec

try , and, seeing the
ture of which was

little houses and tem copied from a house

ples arranged in ex in Jerusalem . Here

act order, they seized were to be seen , at all

them . When the sup times of the day, men

erintendentofthe land and women in the cos

came to look for his
tumes of the Orient,

city of Damascus, he pursuing their various

found that the young . vocations, illustrating

sters had carried it the customsand habits

away. Jericho suf of the people in the

fered a similar fate , land of the ancient

while boys and girls prophets and patri

made their little ships archs. An Oriental

and sailed them on museum
MOUNT HERMON IN PALESTINE PARK .

the Dead Sea and the nected with it . Near

River Jordan .Onecan readily understandwhat by was modern Jerusalem , with its streets

a fine opportunity a reporter of a secular or and avenues laid out with exactness ; many

political newspaper would have in the Park of travelers who have visited that city have

Palestine, when her cities were treated after pointed out upon the model, to their com

this fashion by the denizensof the grove. panions, the house where they resided and

This Park became a very useful method places of interest they visited.

of advertising Chautauqua, and its effect on As one goes back on the hill, he finds the

the public mind was well illustrated by a sectional model of the Pyramid of Cheops,

good old man who said on his arrival, “ I which gives at a glance the various passages,

came five hundred miles to see the Holy vaults, and chambers in this wonderful Cyclo

Land, which I am informed has been brought pean structure.

from the far East and set up at Chautau There was an old building located south

qua.” When he saw it his righteous soul east of the Park of Palestine, near the shore

was vexed, because, as he declared he had of the Lake, which was of antique design . It

been deceived. The country he knew was was two stories high, with verandas running

small but he believed it was much larger along both sides and across one end. There

than here represented . was nomodern door in the structure, but sim

Another objectlesson was the Jewish Taber- ply a white curtain hung over the end of each

nacle, which was located on a hill that over- room , which opened on the veranda. There

looked the Lakeand was presented on a scale wasnot an inch of plaster in thebuilding, but

one-half the original size. Here was the altar good board partitions divided the rooms, and

of sacrifice , the holy place with its altar of in- a stairway led from the ground to the second

cense , table of shew bread , and the holy of story. This building was “ The Ark ” ; after

holies, with the ark of the covenant and wards called “ Noah's Ark ," and still later

cherubim overshadowing the mercy seat. As was given the suggestivenameof “ Knowers'

one entered these precincts, he could well Ark .” Here were domiciled from year to

imagine himself with the Jewish people in year, on their visit to Chautauqua, bishops

the wilderness. and reformers ; philanthropists, and profes

When I first met Dr. W.W.Wythe, he was sors of universities, colleges, and seminaries ;

in a tent near the pier at Chautauqua,mak- lecturers and eminent preachers. The old

ing an angel out of mud and adorning it structure and its near location to the shore of

with gold leaf, that it might serve as a cher- the Lakewas suggestive of pictwes we have

C - Aug .
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seen in somepublications of the olden time, the Normal lessons that had been prepared by

which represented Noah in his ark , on the Dr. J. H. Vincent. These lessons gave a sys

billows of the boundless sea .
tematic and complete course of instruction as

The Ark found a place in the traditions of to how one should proceed to study the Bible

Chautauqua, rather than in its literature . It in its various parts ; and they also showed

was never recognized in the program or on clearly the dutiesof the teacher and the qual

the platform , but it was a very battery of ifications which hemust possess to makehis

thought and influence, set down in theheart work truly successful. When oneaddsthese

of the Assembly .
models and text-books and the living Bible

After spending two nights in the Ark , the at Chautauqua, to all the facilities and op

Rev. Alfred Taylor's poetic muse was aroused portunities ofthis, thechurch's bestuniversity

to sing of the place and its occupants after for preparing Sunday -school teachers for their

this fashion :
work , onecan form an estimate of the valuable

and efficient work the Assembly is doing in

This structure of timber and muslin contained teaching theword ofGod. In so plain and prac

Of preachers and teachers some two or three tical a manner is all done, and so adapted to

score ; the work are the surroundings and influences

Of editors, parsons, a dozen or more. that one here at the lake side, in the most

There were Methodists, Baptists,and ’Piscopals, delightful climate to be found in all the land,

too, can easily imagine himself transported to the

And grave Presbyterians, a handful or two.
most salubrious climate of the East, and

There were lawyers, and doctors , and various
traversing the pathway of the ancient and

folks,
honorable men whose names have been pre

All full of their wisdom , and full of their jokes.
served in the Bible .

There were writers of lessons, and makers of
This modern movement for the education

songs,

And shrewd commentators with wonderful
of Sunday -school workers is at the focus of

the best civilization the world has ever seen .

tongues ;

And all of these busy, industriousmen
One needs now only to visit the place , and

Found it hard to stop talking at justhalf-past ten. to have for a guide, an old sight seer whose

They talked ,and they joked, and theykept such memory is good, who can point out to him

a clatter
the places thathavebeen made sacred by elo

Thatneighboring folks wondered what wasthe quence and song and lofty purpose inspired

matter.
in human souls, in order to read in sacred

But weary at last, they extinguished the light places located so near to nature's heart, the

And went to their beds for the rest ofthe night. story that has made theSunday-school of the

land a more powerful interpreter and teacher

There wasnot then at Chautauqua,as now , of the word of truth .

a line of railway stretching from the Atlantic

Ocean on the East and the Pacific Ocean on

CHAPTER V.

the West , down to the very borders of the

Park of Palestine . In the early days the
AN INVITATION TO PRESIDENT GRANT.

oil lamp lighted the tent and the public EARLY in the morning of a lovely day in

streets. There was no noise of an electric June, 1875, I stepped on board a steamer at

light plant located on the southern border Jamestown, with a ticket for Chautauqua. It

of the Holy Land, manufacturing electricity was my week -day of rest and I set out on my

to light up Mount Hermon and the Valley first ride over Chautauqua Lake. My des

of the Jordan and the city of Jerusalem , tination was Fairpoint. The namehas since

as the streamsof electricity light this Holy been changed , and it is now known in the

Land at Chautauqua in these last days. business world , in geography, and in lit

The telegraph canie in , to be sure, but we erature as Chautauqua.

had not yet secured the opportunity of talk . A ride through the outlet is slow , because

ing up and down and across Palestine to the the stream has a winding channel for a mile

ancient tabernacle and the Oriental house by and a half, but it is full of interest, which

telephone. reaches a climax to the new traveler when the

Bible students received the greatest help at steamer emerges from the outlet into the open

Chautauqua from the practical teachings of expanse of water known as Chautauqua Lake.
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man

can

After a journey of an hour and a half I seated at lunch , Beecher's name was sug

landed in the famous grove, where, to my gested , in an artless way, for the Chautauqua

surprise , Imet Dr. Vincent. He was sug- platform . Mrs. Vincent, promptly, and with

gesting improvements in the Auditorium and an expression of anxiety, said :

trying to gain the general effect he desired in “ Mr. Vincent, are you going to have Mr.

the grove. Hewas planting ideas in the Beecher lecture at Chautauqua ?"

minds of subordinates and I soon found that “ He has not been invited yet, but we

he located one in mymind. are thinking of it . What is your judg

We had not met since the last benediction ment? ”

was pronounced at the Winnepesaukee ex “ Well,” she continued , “ yourmovement

periment. That episode had cooled my ar. is but an experiment and at present it is not

dor. I had divorced myself from the new certain that Mr. Beecher has a great fol

movement. lowing. I do not

Dr. Vincent pre think that at this

sented at once a prob critical time I would

lem . He said , “ What put a of his

kind of an attraction class to the front. ”

we get for the “ I don't think they

August meeting ? " are both experiments,

“ Why not invite do you ?"

HenryWard Beecher ?” “ No,but in onepar

I replied. “ He is pop
ticular they are very

ular with the masses similar ; in order to be

and he is available." safe , I should not in

Beecher is under a vite him now . Let

cloud. Can he reach him come, if at all, in

the people here ? This the future. ”

is a critical timewith
That settled the

us. Will he hurt us matter ; Beecher did

or help us ? What do not come.

you think ? " said the
The Doctor and I

Doctor. went back to Chautau

“ Well," I replied , qua in the afternoon ,

“ I think well of where we talked about

Beecher's pulpit and different men of great

platform abilities. He BISHOP JESSE T. PECK , LL.D. power on the plat

has a large following form , who might be

in this country. I don't know your plans secured for that year. At last he suggested

here. It is an anomalous program that you that President Grant might be induced to

aremaking, and I may not appreciate all the visit the Lake and proposed that I go to

bearings, but I think Beecher would attract Long Branch and invite him .

a multitude of people." I was sceptical. “ Grant does not make

I saw that the Doctor's mindwas troubled , speeches , but his presence would attract at

that there were some thingsabout Beecher he tention to Chautauqua ; the newspapers

admired, and, if agreeable to the spirit of his would talk about his coming, his staying ,

plans, he would like to have him . But there and his going , and it would give you an im

were objections, and it was embarrassing to mense amount of free advertising, and that

think of it. He hesitated , and finally closed is what you greatly need.”

the interview by saying : The Doctor always looked on the serious

“ You lunch with me at Mayville to -day. side of a question, and he replied, “ This is

Mywife is up there ; she has excellent judg- where Christianity and moral reforms can

ment ; I will submit the case to her and then secure the public indorsement of the

decide what to do. If she is against it, I world's distinguished men. It will be a

shall not do it ; if she favors it, I think it positive gain for the Bible, the Sunday

may be done.” school, and the Christian church if the Presi

When the noon hour arrived and wewere dentof the United States should comehere."
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“ That is true, but there is Mr. Beecher, to invite President Grant, and bowed myself

and you don't invite him , and he is a minis- out of the Vice-President's room .

ter in the church .” “ Yes,” I said to myself, “ it is well ” ; but

“ No, because it is not now expedient. there had been a change in his countenance

Beecher preaches in his own pulpit and is which I thought was produced by my last

known to be on the side of Christianity , but suggestion and it aroused my apprehension .

President Grant is not a member of any I said to myself, “ Do the President of the

church . Heattends preaching and is a man United States and the Vice-President ever go

ofmany good qualities of character. Iknow on journeys together,or is it their custom , in

him personally and very well, for at one each other's company, to visit public gather

time I was his pastor at Galena, Illinois . If ings ? I have known them to attend the

he should come to our meeting we would funeral of a prominent man together, but I

make a point for the cause . And now the think they don't hobnob much over living

question is, will you go to Long Branch and questions on journeys, nor do they very

invite him ? "

“ But,” said I, “ I never met him . After I

came out of the army, I saw him once in

Washington ; but I cannot go to the Presi

dent of the United States and persuade him

to come to Chautauqua."

“ I will give you a letter of introduction to

the President and send him an invitation, by

your hand. You can find publicmen in New

York who will aid you in approaching him .

There is ex-Governor Fenton of Jamestown ,

whomay be able to suggest a plan for your

visit.”

“ I will go," I said , “ but suppose I invite

the Vice-President too, Mr. Henry Wilson ?

He is at Saratoga Springs, and I can go that

way .”

This was acceptable to the Doctor and it

was so arranged .

The next day I went to Saratoga Springs

and here I found the Vice-President,who was

resting from the annoyances of political life BISHOP VINCENT'S COTTAGE.

at Washington , by writing on his book in

his room . He was surrounded with books often meet on the same platform at public

and papers and looked like a student in his assemblies.”

den . Hence, I madeupmy mind to this, -if the

To him , Chautauqua was a new revelation. President goes, the Vice-President will not

When I spoke, he heard me patiently , and go ; but if the President does not go, the

with a good dealof interest. When invited Vice-President will.

to be presentat our August meeting , he ac I went to the telegraph office and wrote this

cepted the invitation promptly by saying, dispatch :

“ Yes, I will come.”' Dr. J. H. Vincent, Mayville, N. Y.:-Jackson

His expenses were to be paid , but that was will come. T. L. FLOOD .

all he would allow , We had arranged that I should telegraph ,

“ Nothing, nothing at all formy address," in cipher , the result of my visit ; therefore I

he said . “ I never accept remuneration for called the Vice-President “ Jackson .”

speaking at a religious'gathering . I am in I went to New York , where I called on

political life and hold a high office under the General Clinton B. Fisk and explained to

government and receive a salary which is him mymission and invited him to go with

sufficient formy support. I shall be pleased me to see President Grant, which he kindly

to serve you at Chautauqua in August." consented to do.

I stated that I was going to Long Branch The General and I went to Long Branch
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your visit ? "

and spent the night. In the morning we " No, that will be arranged by my private

were to call on the President at ten o'clock . secretary.”

TheGeneralwas summoned to New York at “ Mr. President," I said, “ we shall be

seven in themorning, by a telegram ,and the pleased to see Mrs.Grant and othermembers

President was in Washington . However, I of your family , and any friends you may in

concluded to explore the ground. With a vite to accompany jou ."

span of horses, a carriage, and a driver, I “ General Babcock will go with me, and

called on General Babcock , the President's perhaps one ofmy sons."

private secretary . He was located in a “ Mr. President, according to the schedule

pleasant cottage facing the sea. There was of the Erie road you will arrive in Jamestown,

no red tape in gaining access to him . I N. Y., at noon on Saturday. Will you take

stated my object and asked him to open lunch at ex-Governor Fenton's house, or will

the way for me and direct me to the Presi- you pass on up the Lake ?"

dent. “ Pass on up the Lake, pass on up the

He informed me that the President was on Lake," was the prompt reply .

his way from Washington to Long Branch , This embarrassed me exceedingly, but I

and said , “ He will arrive at his cottage at covered my disappointment and proceeded

eleven o'clock this morning." with the conversation .

I inquired what would be the best hour to “ Mr. President, what date can you fix for

call on him .

" About noon ,” he replied . " Give methe opening and closing days of

I ventured to ask General Babcock , “ At your meeting and in a few days I will write

what hour does the President take his smoke you when I can come. I shall be obliged to

after his noon lunch ?" timemy absence bymy public duties, but I

“ At about two o'clock ," he said . “ You think I shall take pleasure in making the

comedown here and I will go with you ; that visit.”

is the best hour in the day to call on him ." All was now adjusted except the matter of

So it proved . I was at General Babcock's lunch on the President's arrival at James

cottage with a carriage at 1:45 o'clock , and town. My suggestion that ex-Governor

promptly the General and I were at the door Fenton's hospitality would be extended to

of PresidentGrant's cottage. the President was, I saw , an embarrassment

It was a simple ceremony. I sent in my that would confrontus in the days to come,

card and letter of introduction written by Dr. unless it was settled at this interview .

Vincent. That was enough . The President Governor Fenton had been a member of

remembered his old pastor and immediately Congress , Governor of New York , a United

I was ushered into his smoking room . States Senator, and hewas the most promi

He inquired with great interest about Dr. nent political man at this time in Western

Vincent and his family . I then presented the New York. I knew that a breach had been

written invitation from the Doctor to the created between the President and Governor

President to visit Chautauqua. Fenton , and that Senator Conkling was the

When he asked, “ Where is Chautauqua close political friend of the President. The

located ? What is the distance from Long President had turned away from Governor

Branch ? What kind of a meeting is held Fenton and recognized Senator Conkling as

there?” I answered the questions briefly , the leader of the Republican party and be

finding that to each of them itwas easier to stowed upon him the government patronage

make reply than to the last one. I hardly in the state. How I could get around this

knew what Chautauqua was and therefore I lunch at Jamestown and preserve peace in

was somewhat embarrassed . social circles and perpetuate harmony be

I frankly said , “ Mr. President, you will be tween political factions,had grown to be even

part of the program . Weshall be pleased to a larger question with me than getting the

have you with us on the Sabbath day." President to Chautauqua.

He replied , “ I might go out on Friday Finally , to close the conversation and es

nightand arrive there on Saturday and be cape from the emergency, I said , “ Mr. Pres

with you for the Sabbath." ident, the president of the First National

“ Shall I provide a special car on the Erie Bank , Mr. Alonzo Kent, is a Republicanwho

road for your accommodation ?" supports your administration , and I am sure
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you ?"
an

he would feel highly honored to have you CHAPTER VI.

share the hospitality of his house and serve

a lunch for you and your party before you
UNEXPECTED COMPLICATIONS.

take the steamer at Jamestown for Chau The public was a good deal aroused by the

tauqua.” announcement that President Grant would

* Very well, I will leave that with you and visit Chautauqua in August. It excited in

Dr. Vincent." terest in the Chautauqua Assembly , among

Now , Mr. President, permit me to sug- all classes of people. “ What takes the

gest that Governor Washburn , from the President there ?” ' Who is at the bottom

West, is visiting Governor Fenton, and he of it ?” “ How was it done ?” “ When was

intends to remain for several weeks in that he invited ?" These and many other ques

vicinity ; would it be agreeable to you if tions were asked on all sides . But the fact

Governor Washburn
, Governor Fenton , and was there ; it caught and held public atten

a few oth tion to the place which the

friends President was to visit.

should be I was a little forward in ex

invited to
tending the President an in

lunch with vitation to lunch at Mr.

Kent's house. It was

" Perfectly audacious thing to do, when

agreeable, " it is remembered that I had

he said, and never spoken a word to Mr.

then bade Kent about it nor had he

me good spoken a word to me on the

bye . subject, nor did anybody

General know that I was going on

Babcock had such an errand except Dr.

bowed and Vincent. I tendered the Presi

retired when dent the invitation to share

he intro Mr. Kent's hospitality be

duced me. cause he lived in a fine house,

The Presi was rich , was a Republican , a

dent kept public-spirited man, and my

me talking personal friend , and I pre

while he sumed on his generous im

smoked two pulses.

cigars . His I expected that he would

F & V . carry out my plan , but it

easy ; he never occurred to me how
EX -GOV , R. E. FENTON .

talked free strange it would seem when I

ly , expressing himself with the utmost frank- cameto tell him that I had invited the Presi

ness on many subjects of vital interest at dent and his party, Governor Fenton and

that time; it was pleasing to find him in Governor Washburn to his house ; that he

real life so different from the pen pictures was to serve an elegant lunch for them and

given of him in the press of the country as provide carriages to bring them from the cars

“ the silent man ." and then convey them to the steamer.

Every thing now seemed to be agreeably When I reached homeand settled back into

arranged . Iwas pleased at having secured a the quietude of the town, Iwas amazed at

promise from the two chief officers of theNa. myself for being so generous with my friend's

tional Government to visit Chautauqua. I hospitality .

went to the telegraph office and sent this dis Early the next morning after my return ,

patch : my door bell rang and it was announced that

said :Long Branch, Dr. J. H. Vincent. - Jonathan Governor Fenton was at the door.

says he will come. T. L. FLOOD . " I see by the Associated Press dispatch

that PresidentGrant is coming to Chautau

Mymission was ended, and I went home. qua. ”

manner was
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particularly as this will be the first visit

the Presidenthasmade to Jamestown. It

ought to be arranged so that he can come

to my house. I will provide for the en

tertainment of the President and his party ;

and any guests that you and Dr. Vincent

may desire to be present, can be invited .

But,” theGovernor added , “ I must go up

to Mayville and see Dr. Vincent and per

haps I can adjust it through him ."

“ Of course you can do that, but it is

not necessary since Dr. Vincent has placed

in my hands the arrangements for the

President's coming, with the understand

ing that what I do he will approve ; in other

words, he will hold me responsible for ar

ranging every thing in an orderly and

proper manner."

I had a most intense desire to tell the

Governor what the President had said

when I proposed that he be entertained at

his house, but I hesitated , and at last de

cided that it would be cruel to say a word
FXV

about it, and resolved not to do it ; which

GENERAL U , S. GRANT. resolution I kept.

“ Yes, I have been to see him and he has TheGovernor suggested that he should see

promised to come.”
Mr. Kent and explain it to him , and assured

“ I cameover to see who has charge of the me that he would make every thing satisfac

arrangements, that I may show the Presi- tory and pleasant. That he could do this I

dentproper respect when he passes through very well knew , because he and Mr. Kent

our city.”

were close friends, socially , politically , and

This was characteristic of the Governor. in business.

Hewas one of themost finished gentlemen
I had to decline. It was a hard thing to

in politeness and in all the high arts of

courteous deportment to either friend or foe,

who can be named in the list of American

politicians.

I was dazed for a moment by his inquiry,

but replied that I was in charge and that the

President had been invited to lunch with Mr.

Kent on his arrival in the city, and I con

cluded, “ I was going to call at your house

to day, Governor, and invite you and Gov

ernor Washburn to lunch with the President

on his arrivalhere."

By this time we were in the parlor ; the

conversation , begun at the door, promised

length, and we sat down to finish it.

“ Now ," said the Governor, “ this is em

barrassing . I will appear to great disad

vantage before the public, because I have

been Governor of this state and Senator at

Washington . To permit the President of

the United States to pass through our city

without inviting him to my house is a dis

courtesy that I cannot be a party to , more PRESIDENT LEWIS MILLER'S COTTAGE.

>>
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two. It was largeness of soul and a pa

triotic impulse that prompted him to be so

earnest in presenting his claim to enter

tain the President.

I think the Governor's kindly feeling

toward me was chilled that morning and

it always seemed that the old warmth did

not return . He misunderstood my con

duct and thought that I discriminated

against him and in favor of another,

though wenever exchanged words on the

subject after that morning.

We parted, and he went his way . Pres

ently I called at the bank and was soon

closeted with Mr. Kent.

“ What is up now ?" said he.

“ Why ?" I inquired .

“ TheGovernor has just left the bank

and tellsmethat the President is coming

to Chautauqua and that you have invited

him to lunch at my house. I told the

Governor that there must be a mistake

somewhere ; that I knew nothing about

it ; I had said nothing to you and you had
GENERAL CLINTON B. FISK .

rot said any thing to me. Indeed, I told

do. I could not give him any real reasons, him that I thought the report that the Presi

but I did say, “ Governor, the program which dentwas coming needed confirmation. He

we have already arranged we shall be obliged is coming,' said the Governor, whereupon he

to carry out.” turned and walked out ofthe bank as though

It hurt him , I could see, and it hurtme. he was offended and disgusted with the

It was a cruel thing to do. I did not blame whole affair."

him . There he was, themost prominent cit “ Well, I am in a pretty fix , " I replied ,

izen in Western New York , entertaining “ and I hardly know what to do . I have

Governor Washburn , come to ask you to

and to receive this help me out of a

cruel treatment from dilemma. I have been

a humble citizen of to Long Branch and

his own town, under have seen the Presi

the circumstances, dent. I oughtto have

made it appear dis telegraphed you last

courteous and unkind night for an interview

on my part. But I on my return , but I

was weak or I would neglected it , and the

have told him the first man I saw this

conversation at Long morning was theGov

Branch , and that the He called at

President refused to my house and said

share the hospitality thathehad read in the

of his house . papers that the Presi

In these complica
dent was coming, and

tions, I thoughtmore he was told by a

oftheGovernor'scon friend on the street

duct than I did of the that I had been to

President's. TheGov Long Branch to in

ernor was the more vite him , so he called

magnanimous of the THE ASSEMBLY HERALD OFFICE OF EARLY DAYS. to propose that the

ernor.
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President should be his guest on his way President to myhouse when he wants him

through the city. " as a guest at his house ? "

“ That is just like the Governor, and he “ Let that regulate itself. The President

will do it elegantly,” said Mr. Kent. would rather go with you , because you are

“ But there is something in the way. The unknown as a politician . He is on his seç

President has declined to be entertained ond term , and is being talked of for a third

there ."
term , so I think he wants to avoid new and

“ Political reasons, I suppose,” said Mr. strange political gossip . He is coming to an

Kent. “ The President is on good termswith educational meeting and will tarry at your

Conkling, but I know he does not like the house a couple of hours . That is all there is

Governor. What did he say about being en- in it. The Governor will be kindly treated ,

tertained there ? " for I invited him to lunch with the President.

“ Well, the President said he would go to You open your house and do the honors of

your house for lunch, and I suggested to him the day. Let patriotism have its course."

that we invite Governor Fenton and Gov “ Well, I will see the ladies," said Mr.

ernor Washburn , Judge Marvin , and a few Kent, “ then give you my answer.”'

other citizens to lunch with him , whereupon This was done and Mr. Kent and his

he expressed his pleasure." family decided to entertain President Grant

“ What did he say about being entertained as their guest .

by the Governor ?" Mr. Kent persisted in

asking.

CHAPTER VII.

“ I told him at what hour he would arrive

in Jamestown and asked the question , Will PRESIDENT GRANT'S JOURNEY.

you be entertained by the Governor, or pass THE Republican politicians of Western

on up the Lake ?' and like a shot from a rifle New York were bewildered by the fact that

he said , ' Pass on up the Lake ; pass on up the President was coming, when no political

the Lake,' and that ended it . Then I pro- organization had invited him . By a few per

posed that he take lunch at your house and sons it was regarded as a piece of party dis

he consented ; and now I beg your pardon loyalty , but the President acted independent

for the liberty I have taken with your lunch of his party in this matter, and that point

table, but I want you to help meout of this could be left for him to settle with his po

predicament. "

Mr. Kent was puzzled , but gratified . I

knew well that he was a plain man , econom

ical and methodicalin all the habits and cus

toms of his life. He objected to entertaining

the President, and pleaded :

“ Wehave no style at our house and I can .

not cut much of a figure as an entertainer of

great men. You must excuse me; I cannot

do it.”

“ No, I will not excuse you , Mr. Kent ; it

won't do . You must do it . This will be a

fine chapter in your family history to read to

your grandchildren , that PresidentGrant, the

greatest General of modern times, came to

your house and was entertained at lunch ;

besides, you have a beautiful home and your

wife and daughter can do the honors of the

occasion . Come, you must do it. I will not

excuse you. I believe you will always look

back upon the event with pride."

“ You always succeed in talking me into

your plans,” said he, “ and I should not

wonder if you would get me to do this. But
F & V

what will the Governor say, if I take the DR . STEPHEN M , VAIL .

)
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litical friends. Wehad nothing to do with shock from a political battery.
This was

that . Hewas engaged to bethe guest ofChau- fortunate for Chautauqua.

tauqua, and as such he came, and it was so It should be remembered that Grant was

understood by the public . more to the people than simply President of

But politicians are men of many expedi- the United States. He had recently returned

ents, and Chautauqua County has always from theWar where he had led the armies of

grown a good many of them of all sorts. At the United States to victory . A million sol

this particular time the supply was abun- diers whom he commanded were scattered

dant ; there was no immediate danger that all over the nation and in no section ofthe

the stock would run out, or that the quality country could there be found more returned

of Republican blood would change. The soldiers than in Chautauqua County and

lines were drawn between the Liberals and Western New York . It set thesemen almost

Stalwarts . Governor Fenton, with a large wild to know that their great General was

number of influentialmen , led the Liberals. coming . As the Duke of Wellington and

Walter L. Sessions was a Stalwart and was Von Moltke won distinction on the field of

themember of Congress at this timefrom the battle and lived in thehearts of their country

Chautauqua district, but they were all en men, so General Grant, if he had not been

rapport with Chautauqua.
President, would have excited the populace

The President's visit promised to create a in any town or city in the land to gather on

the streets and in the highways to cheer him

as he passed by. It was not hero -worship,

but appreciation of a man who had wrought

grandly for his country in the hour of her

peril. Everybody , without regard to party

lines, seemed to be in the spirit of the occa

sion to honor the greatGeneral.

Orsino E. Jones was prominent in party

politics. His hand was in every public

movement in the city of Jamestown and

county of Chautauqua. He was a hail- fel

low -well-met among men on 'Change, in so

cial life, and in political movements. He

was a Stalwart of the Stalwarts . Hewas

GeneralGrant's friend, whether hewas com

ing to a Sunday- school Assembly or camp

meeting or to preside over the nation .

“ Sine " went on the street to set things in

order for the President's coming. He seemed

to be the happiestman in town . He came to

see meand talk up the kind of a reception

we ought to prepare to give. “ Sine” was

one of themen who lead people by pure good

F & V
will. Hehad a daring and a courage in do

ing things on the street and in public assem
GEN . JOHN A. LOGAN .

blies in a manly fashion, and an aroma of

good deal of excitement among political victory in his manner which caused every

men. They aimed at making political influ- body to fall into line and move forward with

ence and at intensifying party loyalty in the him , because he was a public spirited man

county and state by his visit ; but he was to who believed in his town and always

be present on Sunday. There was no way to achieved success. So “ Sine ” enlisted his

make a demonstration except as the Presi- men a few days before the President's arrival

dent passed through Jamestown on Satur- and put up evergreen arches across the

day . streets, flagswere hung on the outer walls of

In Mayville, Dunkirk , Fredonia, and all public buildings and private dwellings. The

through that country,the leaders oftheparty streets were decorated with bunting, flags

and the people generally were moved as by a were hung everywhere , and it looked as if
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This so ap

favorite state, as was shown in his later life

when he made New York City his home. I

do not know that it was true, but I could not

help thinking that there might have been a

little irony in his coming . Sometimes acids

and alkalis seem to be in confusion, butun

der themanipulation of a skillful hand, they

produce health and new life .

peared from the time of the first public news

of the President's intention . New tone ap

peared among political men, and a new

spirit entered the life and heart of the Chau

tauqua forces. It was a great event for these

people to see this typical President of the

United States on their streets , spending sev

eral days and nights among them . The an

ticipation was an awakening force . It pro

duced an excitement in the public mind and

caused people to forget their local organiza

tions, churches , and parties ; this, some

people thought, was a part of the design , in

this new departure of bringing a man ofthe

world to Chautauqua to spend the Sabbath

and draw a crowd.

THE REV . E. J. L. BAKER .

It required delicate management to receive

the people of Jamestown would steal Presi- the President of the United States and his

dentGrant from Chautauqua, for they made train of noted politicians, to entertain them

more preparation and display over his com over the Sabbath, to keep everybody in good

ing than did the people of Chautauqua. feeling , and to bring Chautauqua out with

This was a healthy condition of things. head up, crowned and made stronger and

It proved without doubt the fact that Chau- more beautifulby the experience. To turn a

tauqua was growing in importance and great public excitement from one line and

influence and that it was growing very utilize it in another line, to make the world

fast. There were a great many people, serve the church, was a feat to be noted

taking the town and county together, for and commended.

Chautauqua County was densely popu The first act was ended ; the second was

lated, but their blood moved slowly ; it

did not run quickly under ordinary press

ure, but the plan for the President's visit

was doing good work . It stirred Republican

blood and Democratic blood and, indeed ,

every other kind of blood. All through

that section politicians were cheering for

Grant and the party , but Chautauquans

cheered forGrantandChautauqua ; and when

Grant landed at the head of theLake, of all

the crowds that had been at Chautauqua,

that was the greatest and, I shall presently

show , that event was the turning point in

Chautauqua's history .

It will be borne in mind that up to this

date but one session of the Chautaʻiqua As

sembly had been held . The Presiden was

coming to the second meeting, in the secona

year. I do not think he knew much about

the gathering. With him New York was a THE ARK .

as
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cions had led me to think at Saratoga, that

the Vice-President was not coming, though a

letter from him soon after I had seen him

satisfied me that he had changed his mind

and would not come.

The President's party was in a state of

anxiety , caused by a report which somebody

had brought into his car along the route to

the effect that he was to be entertained that

day at lunch by Governor Fenton .

When we had shaken hands and looked

over the vast crowd of people gathered at the

station , when we had been amused by the

curiosity of the Indians from theReservation

who mingled with the throng , and when the

train had passed themusic of the band, Mr.

Hoyt said :

*Where shallwe lunch to -day ?"

“ At Mr. Kent's house in Jamestown."

Hequickly said , “ You go and sit down by

the President and tell him all about it, for a

newspaper man said , just after we left New

York , that we were to lunch at GovernorFen

JOHN B. GOUGH . ton's , and it vexes the President. "

“ That was the newspaper man's way of

now to come. Dr. Vincent requested the asking you if you were going to Governor

Hon . Walter L. Sessions and myself to meet Fenton's house."

the President at Salamanca, thirty miles east I immediately joined the President and

of Jamestown, and escort him to Jamestown found that he was disturbed by the rumors,

and Chautauqua. but more so because I had failed to give him

On a bright morning of August wewent to detailed information concerning his journey

Salamanca ; this was after he should leave

the terminus of the the train at James

Erie Railroad , which
town .

here joined the Atlan This I proceeded to

tic and GreatWestern do , hastening to as

Railroad , making a sure him that every

through trunk line thing wasworking as

from New York to the planned in our con

West. The latter road versation at Long

ran close to the shore Branch . The Presi

of Chautauqua Lake, dentwas an interested

touching two piers, observer . He in

Jamestown and Lake quired about the In

wood . dians on the Reser

The President ar vation in Cattaraugus

rived in a special car, County, which joined

and there were with Chautauqua, their

him as traveling com habits, their religious

panions his private customs, and how

secretary, General they adapted them

Babcock , his son , and selves to the civiliza

theHon. Oliver Hoyt, tion of the white peo

of Connecticut. ple around them ; the

I learned here , in prices of land and of

fact, what my suspi THE REV. JOSEPH LESLIE . horses , and the dairy
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interests of the country interested him ant sail. There were not enough steamers or

greatly . Of politics he had nothing to say ; other craft on the Lake that day to serve the

no question of government was mentioned . waiting multitude who clamored for trans

He conversed as though he were away from portation. Fortunately for all, the weather

home for rest and recreation and he seemed was fair, the Lake was calm , and the sailwas

delighted to take up local interests. delightful. The people remained on the

He commented on some of the features of decks of the steamers and enjoyed the fresh

the Chautauqua Assembly. Evidently he air and viewed the beautiful landscape on

had learned that it was a new departure either side of the Lake. The stars and

among religious people, and that many of stripes adorned the shipping and strains

themost progressive and eminent people in of martial music from bands and stringed

the different churches were in sympathywith instruments contributed much to the joy

themovement,and that the religious press of ous occasion.

all the churches had given it their indorse The steam yacht Josie Bell received the

ment. Upon these facts he based his faith in President and other distinguished guests.

the enterprise and seemed pleased that he The President went immediately to the bow

was about to visit the place. of the boat and seated himself in a camp

It was only an hour's run from Salamanca chair, where he would have a good outlook

to Jamestown. When the train pulled into on all that was to be seen on water and land.

the latter city we found the people crowding The yacht looked like a fairy ship, so beauti

the railroad platform , the sidewalks, and fully was she draped and festooned with the

streets. Bands and drum corps played stars and stripes. The “ Clotho Society ,”

“ Hail to the Chief," and on the lawn in made up of fifty young ladies in the Meth

frontof Governor Fenton's house, near the odist Episcopal Church of Jamestown, had

station, a cannon boomed a Presidential sa- made the boat a beautiful picture.

lute . The town was gay and in a patriotic Other steamers, large and small, sailed on

mood ; the sun shone brightly on the whole eſther side and in the rear of the Josie Bell.

scene ; the weather was charming and the

city was beautiful.

When the train stopped , from the car win

dow could be seen , on the crown of the arch

which spanned Main Street, the words,

“ Welcome to President U.S.Grant. " There

were a dozen carriages in waiting for the

Presidential party ; citizens and dignitaries,

prominentpoliticians, church people, waited

to do him honor ; indeed it seemed as though

everybody was there.

Mr. Kent took the President and myself

into his private carriage, which was drawn

by two large black horses. The President's

judgment of the horses found expression in

“ That is a fine looking span, but they are

too fat for speed .”

The lunch was elegant and consisted of

twelve courses. There were seated at the ta .

ble the President and his party, Governor

Fenton , Governor Washburn , the Hon . Wal

ter L.Sessions, Judge Marvin, theoldest ex

member of the Lower House of Congress now

living, with other distinguished citizens. Of

that company few are living at this writing.

President Grant and General Babcock , Mr.

Kent and his wife , and Governor Fenton are

all gone.

From Jamestown to Chautauqua is a pleas A. O. VAN LENNEP.
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The great stern wheeler Jamestown with scene without being infected with the gener

three thousand souls on board , was far on ous spirit and broad viewsof Lewis Miller,

the right. The Griffith , with eight hundred as he came from his great manufactory in

people on board, sailed half a mile to the Ohio to aid in conducting the Assembly, and

left . The Moulton , the Vincent, and a nu- now , with urbanity , ease, and elegance en

merous fleet sailed near by, like so many tertained the President of the United States

ships of war, laden with loyal people , in and his companions in his tent and cottage

whom party spirit seemed to vanish , for the home in the grove.

present, amid a sweeping wave of popular While Grant sat on the veranda an old

enthusiasm . soldier stood about three rods from the tent,

When the Josie Bell steamed up to the pier and tears gathered in the veteran's eyes ,

at Chautauqua onewould havethought as he while memories of the War filled his mind.

looked out on the crowd that lined the shore ' By Jove,” he said , " the old boy looks just

that there was not enough room in the grove as he did in his tent down at Shiloh ; I'm

for any more people, so dense was the throng going to speak to him ," and with an enthu

that had gathered to receive the President. siasm which did not consider the propriety

The police opened the way, and Dr. Vin- which etiquette suggests when ladies and

cent greeted President Grant and bade him eminent people are present, he pressed

welcome to Chautauqua. President Lewis through the crowd up to the veranda and

Miller joined in the ceremony and , with Mr. called out, “ How are you, General? I fought

Miller on one side and Dr. Vincent on the with you at Shiloh and Vicksburg ." The

other, the President walked between two President met him cordially and seemed to

walls of human beings, from the pier to a enjoy the liberty of the welcome.

place on the platform in the old Auditorium , The introduction of Chautauqua to the

which is now known as Miller Park .
whole country by the President's visit was

A public reception was given the Presi- emphatic,and gave to the place a distinctively

dent. Speeches of welcome were made by patriotic air. Anagentofthe Associated Press,

Mr. Miller and Dr. Vincent, and the Presi- and a number of staff correspondents from

dent bowed his acknowledgments . great daily papers in the chief cities , were in

The President was the guest of Mr. Lewis the President's party . In their published dis

Miller, who entertained him with simple but patches and letters, these men gave pictur

elegant taste. Next to the cottage a tent of esque accounts of Chautauqua,what itwas, its

black and white stripes was located ; it was personnel, the program , the place, and its at

commodious and divided into two compart- tractions.

ments, with a wide veranda in front which It was a season of the year when Congress

the President occupied much of the time, sit- was not in session ; the public mind was at

ting where he could face Miller Park and rest, and no exciting questions monopolized

have a good view of the Lake. The people the columns of the daily press , so that more

congregated in front of these apartments con- than usual space was given to the accounts of

tinuously , to see the distinguished guest ; the scenes enacted at Chautauqua Lake.

this was particularly true of the children , in The Presidentwas in the public congrega

whom the President took much interest. One tion to hear the lectures and sermons de

little girl, with simple, unaffected manner, livered during his sojourn ; and on Sunday

charmed him into conversation and finally morning, at the close of the sermon , he was

he called her up to the veranda and took her on the platform .

in his arms and kissed her. This attention Dr. Vincent presented him with a copy of

seemed to arouse a spirit of jealousy in the the Bagster Bible. No speech, not a word

little beauty's companions because they were did Grant utter, but, with a graceful bow , re

not thus highly honored.
ceived the book and sat down. It was in

A caterer, with his corps of assistants, tended as a souvenir of his visit, and he car

brought an abundant supply ofdelicacies for ried it homeand washeard to refer to it sev

the table , and the spacious Miller cottage eral times in after years , as a peculiarly

was the scene of a large hospitality, where a pleasing episode in his visit to the Assembly .

goodly number of visitors were presented to In presenting him with a Bible all the peo

the President, and many sat with him at the ple who witnessed the ceremony and those

festal board. One could not look on the who would read the story, could see the real
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foundation of the Chautauqua Assembly . It the movement, it caused the people of the

was the Book on which the whole super country to look at the rising sun.

structure was to be erected . This gave the

enterprise a broad base, which was made

CHAPTER VIII.
known to the world, as they thought of

their President who was not a member of DEAD, BUT LIVING IN HISTORY.

the Christian Church , giving his sanction The talented and cultured men who joined

fortunes with Chautauqua from itsbeginning

have been many, and their words and work

have been set like mosaics in the methods

and literatureof the place. In a long listwho

are now dead, there are somewho stamped the

impress of their personality upon the au

diences, moved the multitudes by their elo

quence, inspired them by song , or helped

them by instruction in the recitation room .

Dr. Stephen M. Vail was my professor

in Hebrew in a New England Theological

School. A master of the language, he came

early to teach Hebrew at the Lake. Hewas

a character in the great throng and helped to

begin the movement which has grown into

the Schools of Language. “ Let us keep our

PROF, W. F. SHERWIN ,

to the Bible and to the Chautauqua Assem

bly .

At once, without discussion , church lines

fell down in that grove and here was a place

where men and women of every church met,

and where laymen were seated on the plat

form with ministers. Ordination was not a

password to ascend the pulpit stairs ; a spirit

ual democracy which recognized the brother

hood of man and the fact that all men need

the truthsof the great Book, was now coming

to the front in our civilization .

The subsequent history of the Assembly

shows that many of the most enterprising
F & V

and progressive leaders in different churches,
P. P. BLISS.

in moral reformsand education , came to the

place as lecturers and teachers. Itwas in this Heavenly Father in the midst," is the motto

way that President Grant's visit broadened Dr. Vail coined for the Chautauqua Literary

the foundation of the movement. “ Where and Scientific Circle, and it is so much like

the President goes, we can go ," was the sen- the plain , substantial man he was that the

timent that spread abroad. If he had come in sentiment has its greatest force with those

a later year, it would not have been so strong who best knew its author.

an example, but coming in the early dawn of P. P. Bliss, whose life was sacrificed in the
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great Ashtabula railway disaster, was Chau That man of mild spirit, Dr. Bradford K.

tauqua's first famous singer who charmed the Peirce,came on from his editorial sanctum in

people with his melodies . He belonged to the Boston to visit Chautauqua in '76 . Healways

Ira D. Sankey school of gospel singers. tried to silencemeif, in companywherehewas,

The positive spiritual quality of his reli- I essayed to tell our experience on the Mount

gious life was manifest in his songs. He Washington railway. It was on a bright

aimed at making a religious impression on morning in June, 1873. The Doctor and I

the audience he trained to sing and he suc- ascended Mount Washington on therailroad ;

ceeded ; to this fact may be attributed his on the way down while crossing Jacob's Lad

fame in the churches. On an August day der, he stood on the rear platform of the car.

in 1876 , Arbor Day, he was introduced ,when Looking across the deep ravine below , he

he planted the last tree and playfully said , said , “ I now know what the ' great gulf

fixed ' means." The next day being theSab

“ Last, but not least ,
bath, he addressed a congregation in a church

The finest tree in the lot, I ween,

at Whitefield ,when he told thepeople , “ Yes
Spreading so broad, so tall, so green ,

terday I stood on the platform of a car com
Beautiful, beautiful, beautiful tree,

ing down over Jacob's Ladder, and felt like
How very, very much likeme."

raising my hands and saying, " The grace of

Bishop Simpson was usually found among our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all.

the most advanced friends of reformsboth in Amen '. " Until I heard that utterance I did

church and state. Hebelieved in the Assem- notknow that he was so badly frightened .

bly and hastened to put himself in line with His sermon in MillerPark at Chautauqua,on

its supporters. His sermons and lectures on “ Going forth sowing seed andweeping," I had

the platform extended both his fameand that already heard three times , but its deliverance

of Chautauqua, for it should be remembered on this occasion impressed me far more pow

that the public addresses delivered there, erfully than ever before. I have often thought

were printed in a daily paper issued from a hemust then have reached the climax of his

press established in the grove. The paper pulpit power ; so calm and fervent, impres

was sent every day by mail to all parts of the sive and pathetic , practical and Scriptural, he

land. It was this Bishop who counseled me seemed like a man who was strangely gifted

to giveup the pastorate and devotemytime to for thehour. Heswayed his congregation on

THE CHAUTAUQUAN, and urged, " the time is the platform and in the Auditorium , for there

here ; do it and do it now ." He insisted that were peopleeverywhere; he stamped his mes

no man who is a minister need leave themin . sage on thousands of human souls and the

istry of his church to become editor of a mag- occasion lives in thememory ofthemultitude,

azine such as THE CHAUTAUQUAN was grow- as a mountain stands in a beautiful landscape.

ing to be. It would reach hundreds of thou- It was his first and last visit to that shrine

sands of readers and influence them in their but thememory of the scene still abides.

belief of the Bible and their attachment to General Clinton B. Fisk was delighted to

the church . find the Jubilee Singers from Fisk University

It was singular that Bishop Gilbert Haven, (named after him ) at the Assembly , as he

who was even more progressive than Simp- said , “ to assist him in entertaining the peo

son, when visiting me in Meadville, advised ple.” Their plantation melodies and see-saw

against THE CHAUTAUQUAN, presenting as motions while singing " Swing low , sweet

an argument the idea that " no magazine has chariot ” and other songs peculiar to the ne

lived long that was published west of New gro cabins of the South , carried the General

York ." When questioned closely, it was back to the days of theWar and added to the

found that he favored the magazine but not enthusiasm with which he addressed the au .

its location . Time has shown that he was dience concerning the progress of the colored

wrong in his opinion . Success demonstrates race.

that the westward distribution of a large and “ I have been a Chautauquan from the be

growing population creates a demand for such ginning,” Professor W.F. Sherwin loved to

a magazine, and in the future much of our say in the old pavilion on the hill and in the

literature will naturally emanate from the old Auditorium down near the Lake where

brains of writers and publishers who are lo- his audience always received him with ap

nated far toward our western borders. plause. He became widely known in this
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country through the Assemblies, Chautauqua nished the funds to erect the Museum and

and Framingham , Crete and Monona Lake, “ Newton Hall.” Thenameit bearsmarksit as

Island Park and De Funiak . All heard him a memorial to his first wife. Hewas a man of

sing and speak and pray. He wrote songs power in any company, and, in connection

and music, and admirably fitted them to with the trustees, hehelped to lay the foun

gether , adapting them to the Chautauqua dations of the Chautauqua Assembly by put

work ; and then, as a skilled leader, he in- ting his strong financial name to commercial

structed the choir and the great congregation paper in the hour of need. He never ceased

in singing them . He was one of the Assem- to uphold the hands of themen who carried

bly's poets and in '83 he introduced a new the standard in the very front of the multi

song which runs : tude.

The morning call to prayers which in an

Hither we come, Chautauqua's host,
unknown tongue rang out from the flat roof

A joyous, earnest throng ;
of the Oriental house and from the cupola

Wesend the greetings from heart to heart,

By word and cheering song.
of the Museum , was given by A. O. Van

Lennep .
From hill and valley and widening plain,

His familiar form was always clad

in a costume of the far East. He was thean
With heart aglow we come,

Again renewing the altar fires
imating spirit among the Orientals at pub

In this our woodland home. lic entertainments and in giving the whole

Assembly its flavor of life from the people of

A gentleman of kingly form and courtly Bible lands.

manners, was the Rev. E. J. L. Baker. He Dr. S. J. M. Eaton, who for thirty years

belonged to the old school of ministers. His served at the head of a Presbyterian Church

grand voice was the vehicle for many a ser- in Franklin , Pa.,'was a man of broad and

mon in this grove, in the olden timewhen generous spirit. When he saw the scope of

the camp-meeting was in the fullness of its Dr. Vincent's plans, the depth and thorough

strength . But he was flexible enough to pass ness of his work , hewent down to Washing

from the old to the new . Hebecamea trus- ton and Jefferson College and requested that

tee of the Assembly, owned one of the best the faculty and trustees confer the degree of

cottages, and always exerted a strong influ- LL. D. on the man who was leading the

ence in favor of the cause he advocated. He Chautauqua hosts , and it was done. Dr.

was a good conversationalist, a kindly spirit, Eaton located himself and family in a cottage

a person devoted to his friends. His was a com on Simpson Avenue, in the outer southern

manding figure in any congregation or on circle of cottages. It seemed to be far away

any platform . All his speeches and sermons from the center of activity , but his pro

were marked with good sense, strong logic, phetic eye caught a view of the coming mul

and spiritual power. titude and he often gave word pictures to his

General John A. Logan was at Chautauqua friends of how the shores of the Lake would

when his political star was at its zenith . A be dotted with cottages inhabited by people

reception was tendered him in the great Am- who would come for study, as students

phitheater . He stood on the platform , when thronged the groves at Athens in ancient

one by one I presented to him more than five days. When his feet pressed his veranda for

thousand people, each person as he passed the last time, his house was about the center

by, naming the state in the Union from which of the city in the grove . Hewas among the

he hailed . General Logan had a vigorous, first to join the C. L. S. C. and more than

muscular wayof shaking hands and when the thirty seals were attached to his diploma

crowd had dispersed I said to him , “ General, when he looked upon it just before he died .

how can you shake hands so vigorously with John B. Gough was at the Lake to tell his

so many people and not grow weary ?” story of rum's ruin and how temperance

“ Ah,” said he, “ there is a secret. A man raises men to usefulness and honor. I studied

doesnot shakemy hand ; I shake his. It is him with wonder, as he sat on the platform

less wearing to shake a man than to let him before several thousand people oneday, wait

shake you ." ing to be introduced to deliver his lecture.

Jacob Miller, an Ohio man,brother to Pres. Heextended a gloved hand as he greeted ac

ident Lewis Miller, a vice-president of the quaintances and strangers on an August day .

Assembly , and one of its truest friends, fur. When he reached the steps leading to the

D - Aug .
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platform he removed his gloves. A country- theater, to say, “ When that vast audience

man , observing his " style," complained that voted for your side, it was evident you won

Mr. Gough was “ too aristocratic to have the debate ; but don't be flattered , you didn't

much influence as a temperance lecturer ” ; do very much when you did beat the other

but that man might have learned that a sore man's arguments .”

hand is the best reason for such '“ style." A. K. Warren was trained to business and

For fully five minutes before Mr. Gough be- he brought to his office of Superintendent of

gan his lecture, his handswere clinched so Grounds, a clear head, practical ideas, good

tight that they seemed to be bloodless. The organizing powers,and executive abilities of

nails must have sunk into the flesh of the a high order ; he was not connected with

palms. When he began his lecture, his fists any church , but he was chosen by theman

were locked ; as he proceeded to speak, the agers for what he was and not for what he

tension loosened , his hands opened and be was not. The office was one of splendid op

camenatural. It appeared thatwith clinched portunities for a man ofhis parts. Some of

hands he held himself, and that, as his the most valuable buildings in the Chautau

thoughts flowed and his tonguebegantomove qua grove were erected under his supervision :

and varied facial expressions were produced , the Amphitheater and Museum , the Chil

his hands were unlocked and a wonderful dren's Temple, the Hall of Philosophy, and

force spread through the whole man, giving Hotel Athenæum ,the last named costing one

momentum to every gesture and word,mak- hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars.

ing a powerful orator whom the people heard Themoney for these improvements had to be

with delight, as he presented living truths raised by somebody's ingenuity and general

to their inner sight. ship, because the gate fees , which at that

President Garfield said at Chautauqua (it timewere the chief source of revenue, were

was before he became President), “ You are hardly large enough to meet the expenses of

solving the problem here ofhow to use one's the program ,

leisure." Butthe representativemen to whom wehave

Dr. Daniel Curry , that giant with the pen, referred are gone;the rankswerebroken when

looked at the place and studied all thework they fell ; their places were hard to fill ; their

in the groveand declared tome, “ This is the work remains ; theirmemory is precious ; the

most complete organization I ever saw ," and lessons they taught cannotbe effaced. Their

he was without a peer in organizing forces for worksdo follow them and as the years have

great campaigns in the church . passed , other noblemen have appeared to fill

Dr. L.H. Bugbee, President of Allegheny these places made vacant. In the years to

College, one of the talented contributors to come, there will be needed men of strong

Chautauqua literature in the early days, put character and eminent ability ; men great in

his name down as the first member of the achievement must stand in these places to

Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle, the keep thewheels of progress going round and

sameday that that organization was publicly the chariot of learning moving forward .

announced by Dr. Vincent in Saint Paul's To such as have not observed the growth

Grove at Chautauqua. It is a singular co- of Chautauqua, the foregoing mosaics from

incidence in history that THE CHAUTAUQUAN its history will prove deficient if I should fail

is edited and published, and The Chautauqua- to emphasize the present existence of certain

Century Press is located in the very town organizationswhich are the first fruits of the

where Dr. Bugbee lived when he uncon- planting and cultivating of the past seven

sciously made his name the first on the teen years . There has been from year to .

C. L. S. C. roll which has increased to the year a broadening of the base under the

enormous proportions of nearly two hundred whole system of popular education at Chau

thousand members. The frontispiece in this tauqua . The teaching of foreign tongues has

number of The CHAUTAUQUAN is a good been gradually introduced till a Summer

portrait of Dr. Bugbee at thattime in his life . School of Languages on a liberal plan has

The Rev. Joseph Leslie, a man of local but been established in connection with the As

excellent name, a trustee under both the old sembly . The Assembly itself, with many of

and new régime, called onmein the evening its features, has been duplicated in nearly

after I had advocated woman's suffrage for an every state and territory in the Union. There

hour and a half in a debate in the Amphi- are now nearly sixty Chautauqua Assemblies
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in practical and active operation in theUnited intellectual power for the real work of life.

States, whose managers preserve a fraternal It is in no sense to take the place of a uni

relation to the original Assembly. This is versity education, yet the C. L. S. C. does

oneof the grand results of Chautauqua in brighten and beautify human life, and it has

New York . It marks the decadence of open taken such a strong hold of the people, and

air religiousmeetings of the old type in this they have taken such a strong hold of it,that

country, and the coming into their place of a we now consider the Chautauqua Literary

new type of grove meeting for the study of and Scientific Circle one of the established

the Bible, and also for the study of such lit- educational institutions ofthe United States.

erature as will aid one in gaining a practical The permanency of these Chautauqua or

knowledge of the Bible. ganizations indicates that in the

The second fruit of the Chautauqua Assem- Chautauqua Days” men were the chief fac

bly is the “ Chautauqua Literary and Scien- tors, men made the Assembly , men won its

tific Circle " ; it has spread everywhere ; its fame; but the men , John H. Vincent and

roots have struck down into good soil in Lewis Miller, built with so much wisdom that

towns and cities all over the land till the list strength marks their work and their work

of members is counted by tens of thousands. abides. And now we have reached a period

It has become a factor in churches of every in history when the Chautauqua organiza

name, and a useful system of education to tions are compact, well in hand , their work is

multitudes who do not frequentany of the well defined , and a unity which excites the

churches. It is a four years ' course ofstudy admiration of statesmen is their chief glory .

for working people, business people , proſes Chautauqua is to be known and perpet

sional people, and people of every class . uated in the “ New Chautauqua Days," not so

One of its chief advantages is that the much by men as by the two great organiza

studentniay do his reading at homeand then tionswehave characterized, the Chautauqua

find the examination, by writing, compara- Assemblies and the Chautauqua Literary and

tively easy, while the diploma will mark Scientific Circle, to which multitudes now

the completion of a task which has brought point and say, “ These are the capstones

to the victor renewed vigor of mind, a large which have been laid with joy in every land

fund of knowledge, and an increase of under the sun."

( The end .)

AT EVENTIDE .

BY VIRNA WOODS.

TELL me old tales of elfin folk and sprites,

Of nymphs and satyrs in Hellenic woods,

Of fairies, in their misty solitudes,

And phantom formsthat haunt the dreamless nights ;

And when the paling stars put out their lights

About the orbéd goddess of themoon,

Sing me the plaintive strains of somelove-tune,

Such as Apollo breathed upon the heights

Of lonely mountains when the oreads

Left timidly their coverts to behold

His radiant face ; and let the music glide

To pæansas were chanted when the lads

Wreathed the fair altars where the shepherds fold

Their flocks at eve on uplands smooth and wide.



FLYING BY MEANS OF ELECTRICITY.

BY PROF. JOHN TROWBRIDGE.

Of Harvard University .

A

BELIEF is current that we shall fly employment of storage batteries. In brief,

some day by means of electricity, it is this : A light storage battery capable

although no definite method ofemploy- of containing at least one horse-power is to

ing this great agenthas been devised. There turn an electric motor in a suitable airship ,

are twomethods suggested for the application and by the means of a light source of pow

of electricity to flying. One is a modifica- er and a light motor the problem is to be

tion of the so-called telpherage system which solved .

has been tried in England and Wales for the Let us see what are some of the conditions

purpose of transporting small packages on a of flying . Birds apparently do not exert very

kind of aërial railway. An electric motor greateffort in order to soar, or even to rise from

runson a species of elevated railway at a great the earth. Let any one take a wild goose, for

speed and since the railway can be practically instance, attach one of its feet to a spring bal

an air line, deep cuttings, tunneling , and ance and measure its pullon the balance as it

sharp curves can be avoided. strives to escape. In general it does not pull

It is but a step from this method of aërial more than two or three times its own weight ;

locomotion to that of a system which pro- and in its efforts does not differ so greatly

poses to employ air ships. Suppose for in- from the power a man can exert in his own

stance that a suitable balloon should be pro- peculiar way of exerting strength in a pull.

vided with an electric motor properly fitted A bird thereforemust take advantage of cur

with screws, vanes, and rudder, and that a rents of air in order to soar without percep

powerful electric current should be led to this tible motion of its wings.

motorbymeans of trolley wireswhich slip , or There are, however, other conditions in the

the ends of which run along elevated wires bird's art of flying . Ifthe sameduck or goose

such as are now used in certain double trolley we have been experimenting upon is allowed

electric railroads. Such an air ship would to rise freely from the surface of a pond, it

have certain advantages over the electric rail- will be noticed that it springs upward and

way on the ground. It would have the ad- paddles heavily along the surface of the water

vantage ofthe steam ship -- free to go through striving to get an impulse or initial velocity

a wide stretch of air unhampered by con- in order to set its flying method in operation .

ditions of stability of roadway or limitations Then , too , when an eagle soars, it generally

of curves and gradients. It is true that it throws itself down an aërial inclined plane

would have currents of air and head winds to a species of toboggan chute - gaining in this

contend against. These obstacles the steam- way an initial velocity which enables it to

ship on water also encounters. soarwithoutperceptible movementof its wide

To the believer in the possibility of flying , stretching wings.

however, thismethod we have outlined seems The smallest boy also knows that in the

humiliating. It is not flying in the pure operation of skipping flat stones ,he must give

It is telpherage. The aëronaut the stone an initial twist, acquiring thus a

wishes to cut loose from the earth entirely , velocity which answers at anyone instant

and to compete with the birds in an element to the velocity acquired by the bird in allow

which has been theirs for countless ages. ing its weight to fall down an aërial inclined

The method we have described deserves plane. In reference to birds' taking advan

careful consideration ; for it is the belief of tage of currents of air to enable them to soar,

many who have studied the question of ily , it is pointed out that salmon in ascend

ing that it is the only method bymeans of ing rivers take advantage also of favorable

which man will rise superior to certain mun- eddies and currents, setting their fins suitably

dane limitations. to accomplish this . Weare inclined to think ,

Themethod, however,which is thought to however, that these gymnastic feats of the

be the coming one, is that based upon the bird and the fish correspond to man's tobog

sense .
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ganing rather than to his usual methods of comethe defects ofweight, ofthe buckling of

locomotion. Any one who has seen the la- the lead plates of the cell, that is theyielding

bored fight of a crow against the wind will and deformation of their shape. Fairly pow .

be convinced of this . erfulbatteries are now made and are supplied

It is generally conceded, however , that if to the public . In certain cases the compan .

we are to fly by electricity we must first be ies take entire chargeof thebatteries, assum

shot off from some suitable height in order to ing the loss from the inevitable deterioration

attain the requisite initialvelocity . charging ten per cent a year on the cost of

Now let us examine the condition of a light the battery. In a certain limited sense there

storage battery. Great hopes were excited fore thelead storagebattery can be said to be

when the Faure storage cell was invented. a success.

Here was something which the world had The weight of the averagecommercial lead

been long waiting for and many prophesied storage battery is about 100 pounds per horse

that it would revolutionize methods of loco- power per hour. If onewishes to run a mo

motion . Unfortunately these hopeshave not tor for six hoursthe battery should becharged

been realized . for ten or twelve hours, and under the most

When one speaks of a storage battery one favorable conditions ; 80 per cent of the cur

rarely has a clear conception of its operation . rent which is used to charge the battery can

Few realize the length of time and the great be recovered by its performance.

expenditure of energy which are required to I have said that numberless attempts have

store up electricity, according to common been made to decrease the weight of the lead

language, in the storage cell. In the Jeffer- plates of the Faure accumulator, or storage

son Physical Laboratory at Cambridge a gas cell . My experiments leadmeto believe that

enginewhich runs the lathes in themachine moderately thick lead plates are more eco

room charges at the same time the storage nomical than thin light ones. The expansion

cells which are employed in one of the lab- and contraction of the oxides of lead which

oratories. If wewish touse the current from are pasted into holes and irregularities in the

these cells for four hours they should be lead plates lead to deformation of the plate.

charged for at least six hours.
The paste thereupon drops out ofthe recesses

The construction of the lead storage cell is or holes which contain it and the battery

extremely simple. Each cell is provided with loses its charge. I have replaced the lead

from six to eight corrugated lead plates and plates by porous carbon ones containing holes

the corrugations or holes are filled with a for reception of the lead paste and a thin

pastemade of red oxide of lead and sulphuric backing oflead for electrodes.

acid . In some cases one-half of the plates in This last form of storage cell wasvery light

each cell are pasted with litharge and theother and would receive a strong charge; but the

half with red lead, and in this case the plates plates rapidly deteriorated . Apparently we

are placed alternately - the charging current must be content in the lead storage battery

is led to the plates covered with red lead and with comparatively heavy lead plates. Since

leaves the battery from the plates coated with the weight of this form of cell is so great, and

litharge. The charging current in the pro- since there is apparently little prospect of

cess of electrolyzing the liquid of the cell the weight being reduced it seems to be out

which consists of sulphuric acid and water , of consideration in the question of flying .

changes the proportions of oxygen in the A new storage cell has recently attracted

oxides of lead covering the plates of the cell, much attention and it bids fair to compete

and when the charging current is reversed successfully with the lead battery , certainly

the cell tendsto redistribute the proportions in the problem of flying. This cell is a mod

ofoxygen in the oxides of lead . ification of the alkaline storage battery or ac

The lead battery answers admirably for cumulator invented two or three years since

laboratory use , where the plates can be in France by Desmazures. This cell weighs

readily repeated after they disintegrate. The in rough terms only about half as much as

faults of the Faure lead storage cell are its a lead cell of the same capacity . One pole

weight and its rapid disintegration when a of the alkaline storage battery is of iron,

severe demand is made upon it. Much in- while the other is finely divided copper.

vention has been wasted upon this cell. It The liquid is potassium zincate. The zinc

has been modified in numberless ways to over- is deposited upon the iron while the copper
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being finely divided , can be readily oxidized . lighter than any electrical attachment which

Two American inventors, Waddell and a man can affix to his body and which will

Entz, have modified the original Desmazures enable him to imitate the bird. Even if a

cell in certain slight but important particu • lighter storage battery should be invented of

lars. The result of the endeavors has been which there is increasing probability, the

the production of a remarkably efficient ac- weight of an electricalmotor stillwillremain

cumulator. In a recent trial in Philadel- necessarily great. What invention may ac

phia, according to the Electrical World , 100 complish in the way of lightening electrical

battery cells weighing , complete and filled , motors no one can predict. At present elec

30 pounds apiece, gave 75 to 80 voltsand were trical motors are too heavy to be seriously

capable of delivering 300 amperes without considered for the propelling agents of fly

the evolution of gas or without serious heat- ing machines which are not in part balloons.

ing. The saving in weight of the battery We therefore return to the firstmethod we

over the lead storage battery is about 1,500 have described , that of a balloon ship driven

poundsper car. A car furnished with this bat- by an electrical motor which is driven by a

tery togetherwith its motor weighssomewhat current fed to the motorby a trolley wire --in

less than the electrical car of the ordinary short a modified telpherage system . This

trolley system . method of flying, although ignominious to

There seems to bemore hope for aëronauts onewho desires to cut himself entirely free

in this new battery than in the leadbatteries ; from all connection with the earth still seems

butthis hope is a smallone ; foralthough the to be a possible solution of the endeavor to

weight of the storage battery has now been use the air as steamships now use the water .

reduced to nearly one half, it is still very The new method of step up and step down

great ; and the weight of the motor has still converters iwould enable comparatively fine

to -be considered . wire to be used to convey the electrical cur

It is not probable that the future bicyclist rent from the wires on the earth through the

of the air can support himself and progress trolleysto the balloon ship . The latter could

with less than one horse-power at his com- therefore be at a height sufficient to move

mand. If he employs electricity he will find freely without any fear of touching house

it difficult to construct an electrical motor tops or trees .

which will yield a horse-power and which The step up transformer is merely the old

will weigh under 100 lbs. With 100 lbs. in Ruhmkorff coil. The primary of this is sup

his battery and 100 lbs. in his motor, to say plied with a powerful alternating current ; a

nothing of the weight of the gears, wings, very high electromotive force is thus gene

and rudders of the iying machine, the elec- rated in the fine coil of theRuhmkorff coiland

trical aëronaut will be heavily handicapped this electrical pressure can be transmitted

even for a short trip. If an initial velocity along comparatively fine wires to the ma

could be gained by some species of send off chine where it is desired to obtain electrical

like a toboggan slide it is improbable that a power . At the machine the high pressure

flying machine with such a heavy electrical current passes into a step down converter or

equipment could be made to soar, and the un- transformer which is simply another Ruhm

lucky experimenter would speedily find him- korff coil and the quantity current with low

self among the débris of his machine. pressure is taken off the inner coil of the

Thewild goose which we have taken as an Ruhmkorff.

example resembles one of Edison's new dy This in brief is the method of the step up

namo and steam engines combined . Its heart and step down transformers. And it is possi

is the engine. Its nervous organization an- ble that wemay step up into the air by such

swers perhaps to the dynamo and its current. a system on the telpherage plani. The step

The simile is not perfect ; butthe reader can ping down can be accomplished electrically ,

carry out an imperfect analogy and perceive but theproblem of stepping down safely from

that the bird's apparatus for generating flying machines still puzzles the aëronaut

nervous activity and its apparatus for apply ., whether he proposes to employ electricity

ing its power are far more compact and far or some other source of power .



ILLUSTRATION AND OUR ILLUSTRATORS.

BY C. M. FAIRBANKS.

T is doubtful if our ideals in fiction are artist's design. The cut thus produced had

ever quite realized by the artists who il- nothing, of course, of the artist's individual

lustrate the stories we read, and yet the ity . It was stiff and angular. A step in ad

charm of well-drawn pictures, scattered vance wastaken when the artist drew in lead

through the textof a romance, is undeniable. pencil upon the boxwood block and the en

But it is a charm that our fathers rarely if graver simply reproduced the draughtsman's

ever knew , for the modern art of illustration lines in facsimile. Later came an attempt

has developed quite within thememory of to represent the tone of the drawing in wood

many of us who are not yet willing to admit engraving, the picture to be reproduced being

that we are old men . drawn with a brush in black and white, and

It is a matter of but a dozen or twenty the engraver by methods of his own seeking

years since nearly all book and magazine il- to express, as nearly as he might, the tex

lustrations were laboriously and very often ture, color, and tone of the original. This

roughly carved out of blocks of boxwood by period in the history of wood engraving

men who, for themost part, were not artists dates back not more than fifteen years , in

and were withoutartistic feeling. Drawings which time, however, there has developed a

upon the block were rendered by certain fixed school of craftsmen who may be regarded as

and unsympathetic methods of the engraver, artists in everything but originality .

and were wholly lacking in those qualitiesof With the wonderful advances made in the

beautiful finish , faithful expression , and in- study and practice of photography in recent

telligent appreciation of the purpose of the years, the work ofthe engraver has been rev

designer,which characterize the pictures of olutionized . Mechanical processes have now

to -day — than which nothing finer has ever been devised by means of which pen and ink

been done in black and white . and pencil drawings may be reproduced in

A remarkable advance in processes of re- exact facsimile, and drawings done in water

production within a comparatively few years color, and even in oil, may be rendered in re

hasmade possible,and in fact has stimulated , lief plates, from which impressions with

a corresponding progress in the methods of amazing fidelity to the original,may be ta

drawing for reproduction. Itmay not be un- ken by the ordinary process of printing.

interesting to consider briefly how the pic Besides the desire for a means of perfect re

tures are made which beautify our American production , the great cost of wood engraving

magazinesand who the men are who make served to stimulate investigation and experi

them . ment in the field of reproduction for illustra

The wood cut illustrations of the early tion ; with what gratifying results may now

part of the century , something of an achieve- be seen in the pages of our current maga

ment, perhaps, for those days, appear gro- zines and books. Years ago when photo

tesque to the educated eye of these later graphs were to be engraved , it was necessary

times. They are absurdly lacking in all to redraw the picture upon the wood in re

sense of proportion and perspective,andwhile verse for the engraver. Some fifteen years

the art of steel-plate engraving hasnever sur- ago it was made possible for the engraver to

passed the perfection attained by the famous photograph the picture to be reproduced

men of more than three hundred years ago, directly upon the block and , without the in

our early wood cuts, even in Bewick's time tervention of the draughtsman at all, to en

(excellent in scientific accuracy of detail as grave it directly upon the photograph. This

were his representations of British birds and process is still employed in combination with

quadrupeds) were almost wholly lacking in improved methods of engraving. But now

pictorial and artistic interest. adays the practice most in vogue is for the

Up to within say sixty years the aim of artist to make a pen and ink drawing in

the engraver in wood was to translate into lines, which is engraved by a photo -chemical

certain set series of coarse parallel lines the process , producing a relief plate in metal at
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something like a tenth of the cost of an great part, are the secrets of each engraver,

equally satisfactory wood cut. but the underlying principle is the same in

In wood engraving, as I have described it, each . It consists in the making by photo

the drawing upon the block is rendered in re- chemical means, of a plate in relief from

lief by the careful cutting away of all the which the engraving is printed precisely as

plain surfaces of the block, or if it be a wash in the case of the wood cut. The picture to

drawing, by so rendering the lights and be reproduced is first drawn with pen and

shades in lines of varying strength and vary- ink in lines or stifile. It may be of any con

ing degrees of nearness to one another as to venient size. The drawing is then photo

preserve the values and tones of the original. graphed down to the exact dimensions of the

Our American engravers have excelled in desired engraving ,the reduction thus render

this art, and for many pictorial subjects no ing the lines finer and giving the drawing an

substitute is half so good in respect to sym- appearance of greater finish than in the orig

pathetic rendering of thespirit and individual inal. The thin gelatine negative is then

character of the artist's original. stripped from the glass and placed in reverse

In drawing from photographsor from na- upon a zinc plate which has been first cov

ture for reproduction , the camera is fre- ered with a thin sensitized emulsion . This

quently called into play to simplify the labor then is exposed to the light of day or to the

of copying the picture. A photographic rays of a powerful arc light and a print of

copy of the photograph , painting , or scene thenegative thus made upon the silvered

to be reproduced may be taken and a print from surface of the zinc plate . The design or

this negative made upon what is known as drawing is then etched by nitric acid , the

plain silver paper. Directly upon this pho- lines to be left in relief for the purpose of

tograph , then, the artistmay trace his draw- printing being protected from the action of

ing in pen and ink, using such lines as the acid by being first coated with dragon's

please him in expressing the masses of light blood, a resinous gum , which , when heated

and shade. The photograph itselfmay then upon the plate, covers the lines of the draw

be completely effaced by bleaching it outwith ing like a varnish and permits all of the un

a solution of corrosive sublimate and alcohol, protected surfaces to be eaten away by the

and the pen and ink drawing alone remains, acid bath . This, in a word, with such modi.

and may then be reproduced by photo- fications in the details of manipulation as

engraving. each engraver may find expedient, is the

The reproductive processes generally em- general process of photo -engraving, as it is

ployed to -day in illustration are wood en- employed in reproducing pen and ink draw

graving, as already described , “ process," or ings for the magazines and the daily news

photo-engraving, and “ half-tone" engrav- papers thatnow undertake to print pictures.

ing . It is to the possibility thus presented This process, however, is applicable only

of reproducing faithfully the drawing of the to the engraving of drawings made in clear

artist, with all its spirit and technical felici- black lines. In the beautiful reproductions

ties , that we owe the perfection to which we of photographs, paintings, and wash draw

have attained in illustration ; for theartists ings (that is drawings made with a brush in

themselves have been stimulated to greater water color) a more delicate process is em

achievements, and a wholly new field has ployed , the present perfection of which is of

been opened to workers in black and white. quite recent date. Bichromate of potash is

Even color may be said to be not wholly the essential element, and this is combined

lacking in modern black and white illustra- in an emulsion ofgelatine upon a metalplate

tion , if one has but trained his eye to per- upon which a print of the picture to be en

ceive it in the silvery grays and velvety graved is made through a negative very

blacks that lie within the range of recent much as in photo-engraving. This is then

processes of engravings. soaked in water until the gelatine swells and

No further description of the manner of then it is exposed to the light, which , acting

wood engraving need be given . The theory through the negative , hardens the bichro

of printing from the relief block is as old as mate of potash in the parts upon which the

the art of printing itself. Photo -engraving light acts, and leaves the unaffected surfaces

as it is called, covers in that name a great of the gelatine easily soluble in warm

variety of processes, the details of which in water. This soluble gelatine being care
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fully washed away, leaves a relief from which he said , the American publishers had paid

a cast may be made in plaster or other ma- twice as much for illustrations as had been

terial, and in which metal relief plates may paid for paintings in all the American art

be cast for printing . galleries. Mr. Frazer is in a situation to

But inasmuch as a shaded surface like that know what he is talking about, and there is

of a photograph , if printed from in the usual no doubt that he speaks truly .

way, would produce but a silhouette, it is Illustration is no longer to be regarded as

found necessary to reduce this plane to a the last resort of an unsuccessful painter. It

granulated surface, and this is accomplished is true that many a young man, with a high

in the " half-tone." process by photograph- ambition beyond the making of magazine

ing the subject to be engraved through the pictures to be enjoyed but for a month and

minute meshes of a very fine net or veil then lost to sight in the charming wilderness

placed over the negative. The resultant of back numbers and bound volumes, has telt

plate, thus resolved into an infinite number himself forced by the necessity of bread and

of fine checks or dots presents a granulated butter and perchance occasional cake and

surface, almost like the finest sand paper, pie on holidays— to do what to him seemed

from which a printmay be made in the usual to be back work ; but it is none the less true

manner. Improved methods of producing that among our notable painters in black and

this effect have led to the invention of an in- white are to be found artists of the first rank ,

genious and delicate machine for ruling the in whose pictures is shown a thorough mas

glass of the negative with the finest hair tery of drawing and composition , and origi

lines, crossing obliquely, and so microscopic nality in a degree not always to be observed

as to be hardly observable except upon very in more ambitious and pretentious works

close examination . By this substitution for in color.

the veil, drawings in charcoal, crayon, or I cannot hope to include in an article of the

water color, or paintings in oil are reproduced present scope all the worthy names of the il

with the faithfulness of the photograph, lustrators of our American periodicals . I

while the autographic work of the artist is may however cite someof the leading expo

preserved in facsimile in the printed picture. nents of ourwidely famed and much admired

Something of definiteness and strength of school of workers in black and white. The

clear color is lost unavoidably in the process present advanced movement in illustration

of producing this granulated plate, but this in this country started nearly twenty years

is made up for in great part by a skillful re- ago.

touching of the stronger blacksand whitesof The impulse to do artistic illustration was

the original in the negative. borrowed from a coterie of talented men on

But despite the beauty of the soft half-tone the London Graphic, headed by Frederick

engravings, the superiority of artistic wood Barnard , and in which were Prof. Hubert

cutting remains unimpaired ,and a greatpart Herkomer, William Small, Charles Green,E.

of the best work in ourmagazines is still pro- J. Gregory, W. J. Hennessy , Luke Fildes ,

duced by the “ painter-engraver,"who is able the late Frank Holl, and Henry Woods. The

to preserve the color values and tones of the admirable pictures of Small and Green are

original as no photographic process is quite familiar to students of good illustrations in

able to do as yet. Bright reds and yellows in the magazines of to-day, and they aremodels

naturewill insiston coming outblack in pho- of correct and spirited drawing. Adolf Men

tographing , and the darkest blues appear as zel, the venerable painter and draughtsman

white, and these errors of the camera the ofGermany, was perhaps the model for this

wood engraver can correct. strong school of English illustrators, and

In a recent lecture before the Art Students ' they in turn afforded examples to our own

League in New York upon the subject of il- young men of a few years ago. It is to the

lustration , Mr. W. Lewis Frazer said that clever, fantastical, humorous Barnard, to

there were practically but three profitable Charles Green , and to William Small that

fields of work open to the younger American Edwin A. Abbey, our own most illustrious

artists of to-day - portraiture, illustration, illustrator, Charles S. Reinhart, and others

and teaching - and of these he thought there of the pioneers in American illustration owe

was no doubt that illustration presented the very much of their early bent for black and

most promising field . For in two years past, white.
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With Mr. Abbey and Mr. Reinhart perhaps things long ago. Mr. Reinhart, notwith

Mr. Frank Millet, a talented New Englander, standing his life abroad, is very American in

should be included among our earliest illus- the directness of his style and in his chosen

trators, for certainly he won his spurs by subjects for illustration . He draws with fa

clever letters as well as drawings sent from cility and , as has been said of him , with

the frontier in the Russo- Turkish war when agility and his characters are alwaysvery hu

he went as correspondent and specialartist. man and very much alive.

Hehas traveled much and drawn much , but In passing to the younger menwho are now

of late years he has appeared but little ex- making their mark in the field of illustra

cept in his paintings in the galleries of Lon- tion, I should not neglect tomention the late

don and New York . Abbey , who has been Felix 0. C. Darley, one of the very earliest

intimately associated with Millet in their rural of the American men of merit,whose illustra

English retreat at Broadway, is still a young tions to James Fenimore Cooper's novels, and

man , buthe has achieved wonderful things, of some of Irving's sketches remain to -day

both as to quantity and quality. His facility models of their kind. Harry Fenn , too, is

is not greater than his felicity . No one one of those who were early to find means to

among the artists is more highly esteemed express the picturesque and rustic beauties

by his fellows, nor is he any the less popular of our scenery, and he has kept pace with the

with the public , that cannot be expected to advanced methods of picture making. His

care especially for purely technical or man- “ Picturesque America ," published many

ual dexterity in drawing. I fancy that there years ago,was at the time quite the best thing

is no illustrator now before the public to of its kind that had been done in black and

compare with Mr. Abbey in the charming white in this country .

manipulation of pen and ink , in which me But of the men of to -day , that is the

dium his most effective work has been done. younger men of promise, whose future is all

Mr. Abbey was born in Philadelphia in 1852, before them , there is a host of whom I may

and pretty much his whole artistic career has name only the representatives . Coming

been an open record . Hewent to England early nearest to Abbey in daintiness of execution

in his career to study and he has remained to and individuality is Robert Blum , A.N.A.,

worship . Even before going aboard he gave who just at this time chances to be painting

some taste of his quaint fancy in his exqui- in far off Japan . Mr. Blum comes from Cin

site drawings to Herrick's old songs, and cinnati, but the greatest part of his artistic

later in rural England he found out the se- life has been spent in Paris, Florence, and

questered nooks, old inns, thatched cots and Venice, where he acquired a maturity and a

hedges and gardens, which he has peopled rare felicity in the use of the pen and the

so charmingly with the companions of Ju- brush .

dith Shakspere's time and with the droll W. T. Smedley, one of the very strongest

cronies of Tony Lumpkin and other charac- of our present illustrators, like Mr. Reinhart,

ters ofGoldsmith . records the passing fancies of the day. He

Mr. Alfred Parsons should be mentioned draws remarkably well, and his gentlemen

with Mr. Abbey because they have lived and and ladies are usually persons of fashion,

worked together in their different fields. He faultless y attired and have the merit of ap

is the interpreter without a rival of the beau- pearing really to live and move and have

ties of the rich English landscape. His their being among the familiar surroundings

drawings to Wordsworth's sonnets and many of our daily life.

other illustrations of country scenes have Frederic Remington , whose ambition it is

charmed an appreciative public in America . to be known as the truest interpreter of the

Charles S. Reinhart is another of the form and action of the horse, is likely to find

Americans whose drawings bear a foreign his ambition realized . In recognition of his

date, for after achieving wide distinction distinguished talents the National Academy

here he sought the influences of Paris and of Design has recently elected him an Asso

London for artistic stimulus. He has been ciate, and his breezy Western and Canadian

much associated with Mr. Abbey. But he and Mexican drawings (or rather paintings,

lacks Mr. Abbey's fine poetry , and contents for allof his larger illustrations are engraved

himself with observing and picturing the from oil studies in black and white) have at

present, while Mr. Abbey is dreaming of tracted unusual attention . Mr. T. de Thul
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clever power

strup is another man whoknows something derfully expressive, and Frost can do with a

of the horse , but it is not the angular beast few.well placed but hasty lines almost as

of the Western plains that he draws. In fact much as the lamented Callcott. He is a

while someof his military drawings have strong and skillful draughtsman and is

identified his name in some fashion with such known for his faithfuland spirited scenes of

subjects, there is almost nothing which Mr. hunting and camping, as well as for his hu

de Thulstrup does not do well, but he is morous delineations of the life of the town.

rather literalthan imaginative. Kemble combines with a somewhat careless

But it would be insidious for me to under- and unattractive sketchiness - not to say

take anything like an enumeration in the scratchiness - of style a very of

order of their importance of the clever expressing the characteristics of his chosen

and noteworthy artists in black and white types in Southern plantation life.

whose drawings add a certain charm to the Representatives of whatmay be called the

occupations of our leisure ; and when so classic in illustration are Elihu Vedder , the

many of them are clever, it is not easy to find artist of the weird and of the Rubiat, Will

words fitly to describe the degree or character H. Low , whose pictures to Keats' “ Lamia ”

of their cleverness . I must be content to serve to show his bent, and Kenyon Cox , one

group together a few namesof themen whose ofthe strongest figure draughtsmen we have,

work is seen everywhere in these days of if one will but make allowance for a certain

manifold publications of wide circulation . exaggeration of anatomical display.

There is a certain group of men who observ Howard Pyle is known by his quaint me

ing somewhat superficially periaps, the traits diæval subjects, his knights in armor and his

of our fin de siècle civilization, find amuse. fortified castles, quite as well as by thestrong,

ment for themselves in chronicling some of confident method of his treatment of them ;

the elements that go to make up society. and Alfred Brennan, of lighter fancy and less

Mr. Charles Dana Gibson is conspicuous powerful pen , has distinguished himself in

among the artists of contemporary manners, the same field .

and his men and women (though he repeats But now I have left myself but scant space

his types) always impress you with a sense for the consideration of a host of names that

of their true gentility . Mr. Charles Howard will come to themind of every follower of our

Johnson is of Mr. Gibson's set, while in the illustrated magazines. There are the charm

work of Mr. C. Jay Taylor there is apparent 'ing drawings of the English cathedrals and

a little greater versatility and a taste for certain Venetian scenes by Joseph Pennell,

broad fun, together with a daintiness of exe- quite as light and graceful in their way for

cution . landscape as are Abbey's figures ; and there

Speaking of Mr. Dana Gibson's frequent is Reginald Birch, who draws pretty chil

use of a few familiar types suggests the fact dren ; and Mrs. Rosina Emmet Sherwood ;

that nearly every artist has ideals from which the veteran F. Hopkinson Smith , of Tile

he is rarely able to free himself. Mr. Ab- Club fame, artist, litterateur, traveler, and

bey's young woman , tall, frank, and self. man of business and affairs ; and Zogbaum

contained , her charming head and full round and Vandenhoof and Blashfield ,
There are

neck well set upon her shoulders, no matter Otto H. Bacher , strong and individual, and

in what age he may place her, is at once as Carroll Beckwith and Willard Metcalf; and

recognizable as Mr. Reinhart's American Albert Sterner and Irving Wiles and Chester

tourist or watering place belle, or Mr. Tay. Loomis, Harry Hall, Francis Day, Herbert

lor's well-known " tailor-made girl.” Mr. Denman , Oliver Herford and Farney and Al

Harry McVickar's somewhat supercilious lan C. Redwood and E. J. Burns ; together

young woman is the same in what extreme with J. O. Davidson, famous for his marines,

of fashion he may attire her, and Mr. Van and Carlton Chapman too, not to forget

Schaik's well dressed person of the " swell Hamilton Gibson's dainty treatment of some

set ” always speaks to one of themodes of of nature's most charming fantasies, and so

Paris . on to the end of the chapter - that must needs

A. B. Frost and E. W. Kemble may be be a long one, to include them all, and a no

spoken of together, though their manner of table one for the distinguished names it

work is entirely different. Butboth are won- might contain .



WHAT SHALL BE TAXED ?

BY EDWARD W. BEMIS .

Of Vanderbilt University.

T

HE Chancellor of the English Ex- that the only people who could always be

chequer was once described as a mere counted on as sure to protest vigorously and

taxing machine “ intrusted with a make trouble unless their taxes were reduced

certain amount of misery which it was his were the two richest men in the city who

duty to distribute as fairly as possible.” were never taxed on over one-tenth of their

Taxation has always been unpopular with property.

those who have borne it, unless, indeed, we In more than one large city have I been

except such indirect taxes as tariffs and ex- told by assessors and men of property that it

cises , whose burden is borne by many un was not prudent for an assessor desirous of

consciously . Yet so long as the public retaining his office to assess personal prop

revenue is expended wisely , as will be as- erty at a fair value. Usually a property

sumed in this discussion,the only legitimate owner is not forced to tell of his property .

question we can ask is this : “ Is the tax Theassessor guessesat it and guesseswildly ;

raised as fairly as possible?" consequently many ignorant reformers ad

Perfection is not to be looked for in any vocate the requirement of an oath from

human work , but we may reasonably de- everybody as to every form of property.

mand, in such a vital matter as the raising This has been thoroughly tried in Ohio , as

of the rapidly increasing revenues which our Prof. Ely has shown in his “ Taxation in

public bodies need, the greatest attainable American States and Cities.” The failure is

fairness or justice. Our present systems of complete. So great a premium has been

state and local taxation are so far removed placed on lying that, according to universal

from fairness and wisdom as to awaken the testimony, perjury in filling out theassess

wonder of every investigator that such sys- ment lists has become the common and ex

tems endure for a year. Only the great ig- pected thing in Ohio . Let every one who

norance of how to improve our methods of proposes reform by retaining the personal

taxation can account for it. property tax look to the experience of this

When theassessed valuationsof real estate state.

in theUnited States increased from $ 6,973, The reasons for such evasion of our present

006,000 in 1860 to $ 13,036,767,000 in 1880 , taxes are easy to see. The general property

while the assessed value of all personal prop- tax,when originally imposed in Greece and

erty in thatperiod of rapidly growing wealth Rome, and then revived in Europe in the

declined from $ 5,111,554 to $ 3,866,227; when middle ages and imported to this country by

in New York State, similarly , real estate, ac- our ancestors, did quite truly fulfill the most

cording to the assessment, rose from $ 1,960,- widely accepted of all the canons of just tax

000,000 in 1875 to $ 2,762,000,000 in 1885,while ation, namely , taxation according to ability

personal property declined from $ 407,000,000 to pay. A man's ability to pay varied with

to $332,000,000, something must have been his land, his cattle, barns, and visible imple

wrong .
Personal property in the shape of ments of toil. To-day, through the vast

stocks, bonds, mortgages, money, most of development of corporations and credits and

the annual products of industry and agri. fine homes, a man's property often consists

culture, equals and in the wealthier states of objects which bring him little or no in

exceeds more than two- fold all the real es- comeand thus do not increase his ability to

tate, yet over four-fifths of it escapes all contribute to the support of society. Much

taxation , property is valuable only because of its cost

Ourmiddle and poorer classes pay nearly or prospect of future income and not at all

all our taxes. Our rich have even concluded from present income. Thus, even if we could

that they ought not to be taxed. In a most reach all property we would not attain to

flourishing and beautiful city of the Connec- equality of sacrifice or fairness.

ticut Valley the tax collector told me in 1888 Butmost forms of personal property , and
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those the most valuable, being easily con- such part of the wealth as it can administer

cealed , the honest must pay for thedishonest. for the general good better than can indi

The public conscience revolts at this and viduals. There oughtmerely to be equality

justifies evasion. A man knows that if his of burden , or fairness in theapportionment

business rival escapes taxation and he him- ofthe tax.

self pays, he will be fatally handicapped. If There are no natural rights in social ques

a tax of $ 2 on $ 100 were collected on a 5 per tions. There is no natural right to property .

cent bond the rate of income tax would be $ 2 Wecannot exist without the state, and the

on $ 5, or 40 per cent, and the net interest state can and should regulate the holding of

would be reduced to 3 per cent. No wonder property solely with a view to the general

that, as the writer discovered in St. Louis in welfare. The state limits even the time of

1889, the widowsand orphans of two years ' our right to inventions and the written pro

standing of that city, whose property is in ducts of our brain , and in some states pre

the probate courts, and so impossible of con- vents our full control over the whisky we

cealment, pay one-half of all the taxes on cer- might produce or the houses webuild .

tain classes of personalproperty . A promi There are other ethical questions however

nent banker tells methat in order to induce in the single tax . This will appear if wedi

him to buy some state bonds paying 4 % per videthe subject into two parts : (1)the situa

cent, and subject to taxes of nearly one-half tion of affairs when the tax should be in full

that, the governor of the state, one of the operation , and (2) themode of attaining to it .

large states of the West, illegally promised As to the first, it seems probable that if only

the banker exemption from all taxes. the rental value of land exclusiveof improve

Reform is imperative. All over the coun- ments were taxed , industry would be en

try the demand arises. As President An- couraged, for all burdenson capitalwould be

drews of Brown University has declared , here taken off. The rent tax would probably

is the greatest need and opportunity for suffice for all the needs of government, na

change in the action of governmentof any tional, state, and local.

within the conception of the economist or the A tax on land would stimulate its best use

statesman . by the present owner or lead to its transfer

Wemay reform in two ways, according to to one who would so use it. The tax also

ourtheory of what is the best mode or taxa- would not tend to drive capital away as

tion . We may, believing that every man might be true to a slight degree with an in

should be taxed only according to his natural come tax , in any one of our states , until

opportunities, confine ourselves, as does several neighboring states had adopted the

Henry George, to taxes on the rental value same tax. Land, of course, cannot run away.

of land and the purely monopoly value of No great effect on involuntary poverty or on

natural monopolies like railroads, or we may wages would be produced save through in

accept themore general view that every one crease of business prosperity thatmight fol

should be taxed according to his ability as low removal of present taxes on general

determined by his income, and then levy property.

such taxes in accordance therewith as will On the other hand such a tax , if carried

be suggested in the latter part of this paper. out to the full extent desired, so as to dis

Let us first consider for a few moments, and place all other taxes, would enable all save

necessarily in too brief form to do justice to land owners, and even all new land owners

the subject,the George, or single tax, theory. who bought land for a song after the imposi.

The advocates of the single tax are mis- tion of the tax, to escape any contribution to

taken in holding that all values except those government. Henry George here wrongly

of land are the product of one's own labor holds that we should pay taxes as we do rent

exclusively, and not to be taken away in any for rooms in a large compartment house or

measure by taxation. All values are largely hotel, i, e ., according to thebenefit the rooms

a social product. The difference between the are to us, instead of according to our ability

wealth a Vanderbilt could make in the to pay, as all economists, I believe, save the

United States and among the Hottentots is disciples of Henry George, contend.

due to society , or at least dependent on so As Prof. Seligman showed , in a recent de

ciety . The latter , being a silent partner in bate with Mr. George, by arguments and il

all wealth production , has a right to take lustrations which deserve careful study :
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The reason that we pay taxes is not because As to other forms of taxation aside from

the state protects us, or because we get any ben- that on real estate, wehave already seen that

efits from the state, but simply because the these must realize the only ethical principle

state is a part of us. The duty of supporting in taxation ,-contribution according to ability

and protecting it is born with us. The state in instead of for a particular service rendered ,as

civilized society is as much a necessity to the in the case of fees, or for special benefits re

individual as the air he breathes. . . . In so far ceived as is true of assessments . We have

as he demands particular services he pays his seen, too, that the general property tax, the

particular fees. But, in so far as he is born into tax, that is, on all personal property as well

the state , he is bound toösupport it to the best
as real estate,was originally imposed because

of his ability .
such property did then sufficiently indicate

But though the land tax as the only tax is ability to pay, but does so no longer. The

based on a fast disappearing theory of taxa- best mode of applying the principle of taxa

tion as payment for benefits received , and by tion according to ability to corporations

allowing most able citizens to escape their which occupy a prominent place in the busi

just contributions is a violation of ethics, yet ness of to -day has been carefully worked out

there seems to be no economic or ethicalob- by Prof. Seligman in several published

jection to a specialtax on the rental valueof articles. After showing the utter chaos

land considerably higher than the tax on and diversity of corporation taxes in this

buildings or many other sources of income. country , the author of the above arti

The reasons for this are those given above, cles urges most convincingly that the

the inability of land to run away and thefact only fair method is for every state to

that a tax on it imposed solely according to tax such portion of the net incomeofevery

its value independent of all improvements corporation doing business in the state as is

would stimulate business. the ratio of the gross receipts of the corpora

The George theory must also be referred to tion in that state to its entire gross receipts

on its second side, the mode of introducing everywhere .

the tax . Whether done quickly or very By net income is meant gross receiptsmi

gradually there would be loss to present land nus all operating expenses and such allow

holders, but if effected gradually through ance for repairs, depreciation , insurance ,

several years , the tax being increased only a etc., as are necessary to keep theworks in as

small amount a year, as now proposed, the good condition attheend of the year as at the

writer fails to see the injustice in this phase beginning. But all interest on bonds as well

of the matter that some, but not all, econo as dividends on stock and all permanent im

mists do. Just as we injure special interests provements or additions to the surplus

for the good of the whole by changes in should be considered as a part of the net in

tariffs and liquor licenses, and by patents to come. Interest on bondsof a corporation are

new inventions that displace the old , so may part of the net incomeof the business, for the

we do in the case of any form of taxation, bonds form part of the capital and are so

provided only it is done very gradually . treated, being very different from the debts

In a perfected system of taxation real es- of an individual. Among the many hundred

tate taxation will occupy a prominent place, nominally distinct railroad corporations of

and land may be taxed higher than the im- the United States, the statistician of the

provements. But taxation on real estate will Interstate Commerce Commission , Prof.

be confined to counties and their subdivi- Henry C. Adams, finds but one that is mak

sions, the state getting its revenue from en- ing or apparently intends to make any effort

tirely different sources, such as incomes and to pay its bonded debt. The bonds are one

inheritances, as soon to be explained . form of capital. The same thing is probably

This separation of state and local sources true of all corporations.

of revenue is vital. As long as our states de The tax cannot be evaded . It is easy to

pend for any part of their revenue on local require all corporations to reveal their gross

assessments, so long will towns run a race in receipts and the items of their expenditure.

undervaluation
to escape their just share of The tax would not be heavy enough to make

dues to the state. The attempts of boards of it an object for stockholders to vote exorbi.

equalization in twenty states to prevent this tant salaries to a few officials merely to evade

have proved the farce they always will. part of the tax by lessened dividends. The

.
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loss in dividends by such a process would But city ownership , or at least active man

exceed the gain in lower taxes. In Europe, agement of street transportation , seems still

where similar taxes prevail, there is no such distant, though a few cities have tried it in

complaint. countries just mentioned, and with success.

It is probable, unfortunately , that the fed- A reduction in street -car fares , too, below the

eral supreme court which has declared the convenient nickel seems hardly called for.

gross receipts tax on railroads unconstitu- Street-car companies are thus, as perhaps the

tional, as a tax on interstate commerce, will best example we see of an absolute natural

likewise forbid state taxes on net receipts of monopoly, making enormous profits, and

such corporations. In that case either the sure to make still more as our cities grow .

national government will have to levy the The investment is not even ordinarily haz

tax and turn it over to the states according ardous. Yet the monopoly character of the

to gross receipts ormileage in each state, or, business enables twenty to forty per cent

more probably , the next best thing will have profits on the actual cost of the plant, aside

to be adopted, namely , to tax thecorporation from expenditures to “ influence” city coun

on such portion of the value of its stock and cils, to be a common thing. A special tax

bonds as its mileage in the state bears to its on street-car franchises is now , May, 1891,

total mileage. If the state is not allowed to absorbing the Massachusetts legislature.

tax the bonds save when owned in the state, The best remedy seemsto lie first in absolute

as recent decisions hold , then the Tennessee prohibition of the issue of stock or bonds be

plan adopted in 1889 for the taxation of gas, yond the actual cost of the plant, and second

water works, electric light and street-car a sharply progressive tax on the net income.

companies can be applied also to railroads. The income tax has never had a fair trial

This avoids all supreme court decisionsby in this country. Even when the law had

not directly taxing stock and bonds but by just been introduced by the national govern

assessing the corporation on an amount ment toward the close of the Civil War, and

equal to the market value of its shares of the mode of administrating such a law had

stock and its bonds. To be sure bonds in not been understood or the details of the law

this way escape all tax, but they could be perfected , the assessors nevertheless hit the

reached by a general income tax on indi- truth as to a man's income far better than

viduals. they do now relative to his personal prop

In addition to state taxes on the incomeof erty. This is proved by the fact that the rich

corporations,the communities in which they in 1865 and 1866 objected to the income tax

have real estate, whether depots or factories as revealing to the public their real income.

or other forms, should tax this real estate Who ever objects on that account to the gen

like any other owned by individuals. The eral property tax ? It is too well known that

tax, being imposed by a different authority taxes under ourpresent system bearno rela

from that which imposes the state income tion to ability to pay.

tax , would not be a double tax. Professor It is said that a progressive income tax

Seligman also argues that to place a state in- would drive capitalists away. If low as it

come tax on individuals even on that part of should be, it probably would not, im .

their income resulting from corporations, portant extent. It does not in Switzerland.

would not be double taxation. His reasons In Zurich , under a graduated system of tax

appear sound, but space forbids their pres- ation , as shown in typical instances given by

entation here .
our Consul:

I believe that wemust go further than does An average laborer is taxed 2.1 per cent, an

Prof. Seligman in taxing, especially valuable average mercantile employee 5.29 per cent, an

franchises like street-car and gas companies. average well-to -do manufacturer 10.5 per cent,

Possibly in case of the latter it would be bet- and an average capitalist 25.5 per cent on the

ter to force reductions in price rather than to annual yield ofhis labor, his labor and capital

increase the taxes. It is to be hoped that combined , or his capital, as the case may be.

our cities, taking lesson of the great suc Besides, the movement toward income

cesses of city ownership of gas works and taxes is spreading so rapidly that several

electric lights in this country, will soon more states are likely to adopt it at about the same

extensively follow English and Australian as time.

well asGerman example in thismatter . As no income or other tax, however, can

to any
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be perfectly applied , and as society is inter- cent on small properties to 10 per cent on large

ested in securing the division of large estates (only widows, children, and grandchildren

during the life of the owner, a moderately being subject to a reduced scale), has worked

progressive tax on inheritance, increasing well, bringing in a large amount ofmoney with

with size of the inheritance and remoteness out greater unpopularity than attends taxes of

of the party receiving it , is coming into de- every kind, and it has been imitated in all the

served favor with all thinkers . New York , South Sea colonies.

after experimenting with a 5 per cent tax on This tax cannot be evaded. It stimulates

collateral inheritances, from which it obtains division of estates among the living and is

$ 1,000,000 yearly , has just introduced a i per every way worthy of far more attention in

cent tax on all direct inheritances above this country than it has yet received.

$ 10,000, which is expected to yield fully To sum up : Let all our taxes on stocks,

$2,000,000 more per annum . The tax should bonds, money, furniture, credits, and in fact

be somewhat progressive, as in Australia . all personal property be abolished. Let the

Every one should in this connection , read mortgagor pay only on the value of his real

Dilke's account and praise of this tax on estate less the mortgage and themortgagee

that continent in his “ Problemsof Greater on the mortgage, as in California . Let the

Britain .” In one place he says : state abandon all taxes on real estate and

levy income and succession taxes, distribu

Although large land -owners and great capi- ting therefrom to the towns and cities what

talists as a class dislike graduated taxation , it the latter may need after they have taxed real

cannot be said that the institution of property estate, land being rated higher than im

as such is weakened by it ormoney or rich peo
ple driven from the colonies. The extreme provements. Local communities might also

retain liquor licenses . Almost all of the
limit which as yet hasbeen reached by such tax

ation is the 13 per cent upon certain large prop
other license taxes, such as prevail in the

erties in New Zealand ; but this amount is borne Southern states alone, to any extent, save in

Not being
so quietly that it is certain that a far higher rate Idaho, should be abolished.

could be sustained . The tendency ofDemoc- graded according to the profits or even the

racy in taxation lies this way. The Australians magnitude of the business , they violate all

have chiefly chosen, as I think wisely, the death principles of just taxation .

duties for their experiments. . . . Introduced We are behind every other nation of the

in the colony of Victoria by a minister, who, civilized world in our methods of taxation .

though not originally a Conservative, had be- Reform cannot wait much longer. When it

come a Conservative before he carried it, the does come it is likely to come chiefly , I think,

graduated succession duty , varying from I per along the lines indicated.

SUNDAY READINGS.

SELECTED BY BISHOP VINCENT.

[ August 2.]
lose their religion in getting their education .

" And beside this, giving all diligence, add to He did not believe in the cynicalmaxim that

your faith valor and to your valor,knowledge." " Ignorance is the mother of devotion .” If

-II. Peter 1 : 5 .
indeed that were true, we should want as lit

“ And beside this, giving all diligence , add to tle to do with the child as with themother ; a

your faith manliness ”-virtue it is in our Eng- devotion that isborn ofignoranceweshould do

lish version, butmanliness would rather repre- better not to possess. And yet it cannot be

sent the original- " and to manliness knowl- doubted that the Church has, at least in some

edge." ages of the world , rather hindered than pro

T is evident that the Apostle Peter did moted certain phases of education . It has

not think there was any incongruity be- promoted education up to a certain pointand

tween education and religion . He was then has cried to the human mind, Halt !

not afraid lest those who read his epistle It has forbidden it to go beyond a fixed and

should become too highly educated or should predetermined boundary line. In the Middle

I
T
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seem

Ages the very Bible was closed to the com- science that cannot abide the cross-question

mon mind , lest the Bible should stir men to ing of criticism .

too great thinking, should inspire them with How then shall we in our faith add knowl

too great independence and render them too edge ? Or, to state the problem conversely ,

free of the Church and of the priests. To. How shall we in theacquisition of ourknowl

day in Protestant churches there are not a edge add to our faith ? How shall we so con

few , and some even in Protestant pulpits,who duct our educational processes of this nine

are afraid of scientific education , and others teenth century that instead of weakening

who labor to reconcile science and religion as our faith , weakening our
hold on the

though somehow they were enemies one to eternal verities , making God
less

another thatmust be reconciled .
sure and real to us, they shall make our

Now with all this conception of the rela- hope and faith and love more assured and

tions of science and religion the Apostle certain ? How shall we conduct education so

Peter evidently has no sympathy. Nor does that these eternaltruths will bestrengthened

he think that religion is to be a kind of fringe and made clearer to us, so that our religious

of light about education , that it is to be an life will be disciplined, so that we shall ad .

attachment and an incident, that men are to vance in religion while we are gaining in

be educated with a little piety superadded, knowledge ? It has been said that theological

that they are to have, for example, the read- students even, often lose religion while they

ing of the Bible or the Lord's Prayer in the are getting theology. If that is true, they

public schools by way of a pinch of salt that make a very poor exchange. How shall we

will preserve the whole system of education get increased religious life in the process of

from becoming irreligious or godless. No ! getting increased intellectual life ?

He neither thinkson the one hand that there I believe that if we look at this question

is an incongruity between the two, nor on the with any thoroughness, with any real depth ,

other hand that education can be sanctified by we shall see that the dangers to piety come

a little religion at the beginning by way of from a superficial knowledge ; we shall see

invocation and a little religion at the end by that what is swept away by education - a

way of benediction ; but hesays, “ In your genuine, deep , profound education — is not

faith add to yourmanliness ,and in yourman- piety at all but superstition and the sooner

liness add to your knowledge." that goes the better.

If I were to modernize his language and ap

ply it to ourown time, I would say, Let your
[ August 9.]

piety be an educated piety and do not be What is education ? The feeblest thing

afraid of any question that can confront you . God ever makes is an infant man, the babe.

Bring to all the problemsof life an intellec- Hedoes not know how to see, nor to feel, nor

tual courage. First, have faith in God and to hear, nor to walk , nor to reason ; he does

the invisible world , then in that faith have a notknow anything . He is less capable than

courage that will dare to grapple with every the infant of any other one of the animalcre

problem that may come before you . All ation. Hecan simply coo and kick and cry .

questions of literature, all questions of his. That is the oneextreme. Attheother extreme

tory , all questions of science, all questions of is a Newton, who reaches out his hand and

philosophy, all questions of theology , all takes the planets in his palm and weighsthem ;

questions of Biblical history, of Biblical sci- tells you what are the constituent elements

ence, and of Biblical theology - grasp them of yonder blazing sun ; reads the message of

all, be afraid of none. the falling fruit and discovers the secret force

The spirit of this injunction is precisely that binds all the worlds in onemagnificent

the sameas that of Paul's text, “ Prove all system . What is the difference between the

things ; hold fast that which is good.” There babe in his cradle and the astronomer in his

is nothing, says the Apostle Paul, that you observatory ? The path that has been trod

may not bring to the test of your reasoning. den is education . And all the processes of

Question everything. Question your immor- life are educating. The family begins the

tality ; question the inspiration ofthe Bible ; education of the child ; the school takes it up

question the existence ofGod ; question what when the family drops it ; life takes it up

you like. There is nothing to stand finally when school and family drop it ; while the

in the courtofhuman reason and human con- Church takes the questions of moral life and

E -Aug.
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" the

ofhis relation to Godandto eternity through- the features , that sees beneath the body and

out childhood , youth , and manhood. interprets the soul.

Education is character-building ; it is man Let us see what this book has taught us

making ; and if wetake education in its large, as science has interpreted it in one single as

profound sense we shall be able to see that pect. The Israelites engaged in war with the

all true education promotes true and profound Philistines. They had one tentwhich was a

religion. “ Knowledge,” said Bacon , “ is sacred place where their God was supposed to

power.' Knowledge is good for nothing if abide, and here , under the shadowing wings

it is not power ; it amounts to naught. As of theangels was a box, and this box was to

we cultivate the soil thatwemay get fruit in the Israelite what the idol was to the Greek

harvest, so we cultivate the mind that we or the Roman . The Philistines came up

may get fruit in action and in life. So I put against Israel, conquered them , ransacked

again the question which I ask you to look at their tabernacle and carried off their box - and

with me, How shall wecultivate this mind of all Israel was in despair. The Philistines

ours so as to get fruit in action , in life, in were sure they had captured the Israelites'

character? I shall not attempt, in the brief God and the Israelites half thought so too.

timewhich Imay properly occupy , to cover That was the notion of a god at a time

the whole ground of education, but I shall when the Mediterranean was the Great Sea ,

ask you to look at it withmein three branches, when thewisest men thought the world was

in science, in literature, and in history . a plain extending a little beyond the horizon

Nature is a vast and magnificent machine of their own country, when the common

stored full of sublime forces. Science teaches phrase descriptive of Palestine was

us how to lay ourhands upon these forces earth .” Men talk of American pride in our

andmake them obedient to us ; it is because country, but I do not think there is any Yan

science has taughtus the laws of nature that kee so exalted that he will quite claim that

we can make them do our bidding. But na- Yankeeland is “ the earth.” Years of scien

ture is more than a machine; nature is also a tific training have passed by, and we have

book. In its pages are written transcendent learned that we lived not on a plain but01 a

truths. . To study nature is not merely to globe, and that this globe of ours is but a

learn the laws and forces which we can make grain of sand on the vast seashore of the

to grind our flour for us, or transport us universe ; we have learned tsatthe stars above

across a continent, or flash intelligence to us were not made merely as torches to light us ,

under the depths of the sea . To study na nor the sun to revolve about us, Wehave

ture is also to understand whathas been writ- learned that this universe is immensely be .

ten in this book ,what is revealed in the pages yond all conception that the ancients ever

of this book . Wecome to nature as we come had . We know that light travels 190,000

to the hieroglyphs in ancient lands, strange miles a second, and yet we know as we

. inscriptionswhich we study for a while ard look off upon yon fixed star, ifwe could im

out of which, by and by, bit by bit, make out agine those who dwell upon it had some tele

some old history . So we come to the foot- scope by which they could see what is going

prints of the Creator in the rock3 ; to the rec. on upon this globe, they would see not what

ord of a life long gone by inscribed in carbon- is transpiring to-night, they would see the

iferous strata . So we come to the record ofthe Declaration of Independence first signed and

the activities God has in the world to-day, in the flag first run up in challenge to Great

flower, in herb , in tree, in manifold mani- Britain , for it has taken a hundred years,

festations ; and as we look to see what it is though light travels 190,000 miles every

that is written in this book , we draw aside second of time, for the light to travel from

the veil and behold the soul that palpitates this globe to that. And beyond it is another

beneath it. star, on which the observer , if he could dis

cern the history that is transpiring upon this

[ August 16. ] globe, would behold to-night the Cross

Imagination is not a creative faculty ; it is planted on Golgotha and would see thereon

not something that invents and attributes to the dying Savior, for it has taken eighteen

nature. What we call imagination, that centuries forthe lightto flash from this planet

crowning faculty of the prophet and the poet, of ours to yonder star. And beyond it is still

is an eye that sees beneath the veil beholding another , on which if the observer were stand
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ing to-day, he would see this globe coming is but a shell that lived and perished . Under

gradually into existence, the first rays of light the shell there was an animal; behind the

flashing from its half-illumined surface , for it document there was a man. Why do you

has taken thousands of years for the light to study the shell except to bring before you
the

travel from this globe of ours to that. animal? So you study the document only to

Weknow these things now . It is not the know the man . The shell and the document

Bible that has taught us, nor the priest, nor are lifeless wrecks, valuable only as a clue to

the Church ; it is science that has taught us. the living existence. Wemust get hold of

Weknow that thatmost distant globe, so far this existence and endeavor to re-create it.

distant that it is impossible for the imagin- It is a mistake to study the document as if it

ation to conceive its remoteness, is governed were isolated. This were to treat things as a

by the same laws that govern this, is under simple scholar, to fall into the error of the

the same stellar regulation that governs this, bibliomaniac.”

has in it the same laws oflightand heat that Westudy nature that wemay learn some

govern this, possessesthesamechemistry that thing of God ; we study literature that we

governs this, is, in one word, under the same may learn something of man . And it is im

divine governmentas this . In shortweknow , possible to study literature with any depth,

not primarily because wehave learned it from with any genuineness, with any thorough

the Bible, certainly not exclusively because ness, and not learn the essential unity of the

we have learned it from the Bible , we know human race. It is impossible to gather to

because science has taught it to us, that there gether the literature of the ages and not per

are not many gods butoneGod, that there is ceive behind every book a man, and behind

not a little god but one great, sublime, tran- the mass of men a something that unites

scendent God, beyond all imagination to every man to every other man. The love of

measure, beyond all thought to conceive. Ulysses for his wife, the patient waiting of

You might pile all the churches together, and the wife in loyalty for the return of her hus

all the Bibles on top of the churches, and all band, is just that which you may see to-day

theministers and priests of religion on top of in America ; the heroism of the old Greeks is

the churches and the Bibles ,and all the teach- repeated in our own Civil War ; loyalty to the

ers of religion in the Sunday-schools added to Eagles of Rome repeats itself in the loyalty

thegreat funeral pile, and then you might set to the Stars and Stripes. Affection that binds

fire to them and in one great bonfire, church men and women together , faith that opens to

and Bible and minister and teacher might be them theinvisibleworld , hope that cheers and

consumed , and unless the world went back beckonsthem on through the desert and the

to barbarism , if science remained to teach wilderness- these are the same in all ages.

what it has taught, the world could not go Not Israel alone has walked through the

back either to the worship of many gods- desert led on by pillar of cloud by day and

polytheism , or to the worship of a little god- pillar of fire by night; every great nation

idolatry . Itmight go on to scepticism , athe- that has ever wrought out a noble achieve

ism , anarchism , night, and so by reaction to ment in the world has been beckoned on its

superstition ; butif science survived , the wor- course by a divine hope flashing from the

ship ofthe little god or the worship of many face of a pillar of fire by night and has been

gods would be impossible. shielded by a pillar of cloud by day .

Paultells us that knowledge is transitory ;

[ August 23. ]
our philosophies and our creeds change ; we

What is literature ? What do wedo when prophecy in part ; weministers, though we

we study literature? Not mere language, try to presentthe whole truth , do present but.

not merewords, but the heart of literature ; little fragments of it ; but three things, he

when westudy a Homer or a Dante ora Chau- says, abide, namely, faith , hope, and love.

cer or a Shakspere or a Tennyson or a Now turn to the pages of all literature and

Browning ? see whether he tells us the truth . You see

“ What is your first remark,” says Taine, creeds altered , philosophies changed, but

" on turning over the great leaves of a folio, faith in the invisible, hope cheering the soul

the yellow sheets of a manuscript, a poem , a in the darkest hours, and love knitting to

code of laws, a confession of faith ? This you gether parent and child , husband and wife,

say , did not comeinto existence alone. This patriot and compatriot, friend and friend,
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these you find the sameto -day thatthey were is to know how under Cromwell it was finally

when Isaac married Rebecca, or Abraham established thatthe power of theEnglish gov

gathered thechildren around the family altar ernment should be derived from the people

and prayed for theblessing ofGod upon wife and not from theking ,and the people should

and child and slave. If religion consists in be the ruler and the king the servant. It is

faith and hope and charity you cannot read to know how these ideas, wrought into the

literaturewith profound reading and not have fabric of English history, were transplanted

your religiouslife deepened and strengthened across the ocean and planted in our more

and enriched thereby. favorable climate and better soil. It is to

know , in other words, how the very roots of

[August30.]
our democracy run far back into the past,

We study history. What is history ? I into the institutions of the Mosaic common

suppose there are somepupils, and when I wealth , and how they have been fed by En

was a pupil I thought there were some teach- glish blood on many a battle field . It is to

ers, who thought history to be a collection of knowthat Englandis in very truth ourmother

dates , the dryest, the dullest, the stupidest land, since all that is dearest and most sa

theme that any boy or girl could be set to cred in our free institutionshas been wrought

work at. But history is the record of the for us on her soil and passed across the ocean

progress of the growth of the human race. by her hands to ours. To know this, or some

It is the story of the way in which the in- thing like this, is to know English history

fant race has grown to manhood. You ask a and to know how in this alland over this all,

mother what interests her most and she will a good God has been supervising, guiding,

tell you seeing her baby grow . History is leading,directing, thatHemightmake a free

the story of baby's growing and how far he nation the witness of freedom unto all the na

has gotten toward manhood nobody knows. tions of the earth . It is a grand history and

Someof his pranks seem still very infantile, a divine one when we study it deeply and

somevery boyish, and his wisdom is notmore thoroughly .

than sophomoric. A young lady comes out Sometimes, our eyes blinded by the smoke

of school ; she has studied history and she ofour immediate battle , we wonder what is

knows the year in which Columbus landed to be the destiny of our nation to -morrow or

on these shores , and she has an impression the next day. In history we climb the

that Henry VIII. was not exactly a chival- mountain peak , look down upon the whole

rous husband, and that Luther had something battle field and see how the hosts of liberty

to do with the Reformation , and she thinks are steadily pressing on despotism and how

she has learned history . To know history its cohorts have fled and are fleeing away.

is to trace the river of human progress, this Standing on thedeck of ourship ,we are fog

mystic Nile, from its secret source in the bound and can scarcely see ourvessel's length ;

mountains to its home in the sea . in history we climb to the masthead, look up

It is to know , for instance, that in the into theblue sky above, then look off upon

Wilderness, long, long years ago, Moses un- the ocean and see the harbor not far away,

folded to the children of Israel the great fun- As it is impossible that a man should study

damental principles that were to underlie not science thoroughly and not grow into a pro

only the Hebrew commonwealth but all free founder conception ofGod, as it is impossi

institutions in all times to come. It is to ble that a man should study literature

know that Alfred theGreat, the Bible student, thoroughly and not grow into a more chari

gathered from his Bible those fundamental table conception of man , so it is impossible

principles and wrought them into Anglo- that he should study history profoundly

Saxon law . It is to know that the Anglo- and not grow into a larger hope for man in

Saxon Witenagemote was the seed , the germ , God.

outofwhich the English Parliamentand sub Interpret Him as you will, noman that ever

sequently theAmerican Congress was to grow . lived upon the earth has wrought so power

It is to know how the power of the nobles fully as Jesus of Nazareth wrought. Think

slowly grew stronger and stronger against the ofHim as a man , then you will say that He

power of the king , to know how the power was the most potent man that ever walked

of the people gradually grew stronger and the earth . Believe in Him as the Son ofGod ,

stronger than thatof either noblesor king. It then you will believe thatHemust have taken
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the greatest power to accomplish the great all the world see them ; He plucked from the

results which He was seeking to accomplish . Hebrew Psalmist the one verse, “ Like as a

Open your Gospels and see what was the father pitieth his children, " and as He held it

kind of knowledge Christ used for the world's in His warm hand and the currents ofhuman

redemption. Headded nothing to the world's sympathy coursed through His veinsand fer

inventions or discoveries ; He seems to have tilized it, it blossomed out into the Parable of

known nothing of nature as a machine, or if the Prodigal Son .

He knew , to have made no revelation of it ; He studied no history by tables of dates,

but nature as a book He read and interpreted said nothing of epochs or æons, told us

to others. The lily told Him of theGod that nothing aboutGreek historyor Roman history

fashioned it. The birds sung in the air above or Oriental history ;butHe saw as never man

Him , “ Care not, but trust ; cast your bur- saw before, with a clearness of vision which

den on the Lord .” The seed dropped in the Hehas given to those that follow after Him ,

furrow told Him of the truth springing to how that all that preceded in human history

fruitfulness in human hearts and minds, was preparing the way for the coming of the

growing slowly to blossom and to seed . He King, how all that had gone before was but

read in nature's miracles what poets and as spring getting ready for the summer and

prophets have been reading ever since. He the kingdom of God that was finally to come

was not a literary critic ; He said nothing to its perfection in the earth . And He gave

about questions of date or authorship
of the us the keynote of history when He taughtus

sacred books, never discussed them , never to pray with faith , “ Thy kingdom come, Thy

disputed the question who wrote those first will be done on earth as it is in heaven .”

five books, who uttered those prophecies
, who Annual Sermon before the Brooklyn Chautau

sung those psalms; butHe saw love and faith qua Assembly , by the Rev. Lyman Abbott,

and hope in that old literature and He made D.D. Plymouth Church , Jan. 11, 1891.

AMERICAN SPORTING ON THE SEAS.

BY J. H. MANDIGO .

Tº

" O theman or the woman who is fond of sure that your food will suit you during the

things aquatic there is no kind of cruise. But this must cost a good deal you

craft afloat that will contribute as say . Of course it costs , but if you have

much enjoyment for a given timeand a given money enough to build or buy a steam

amountofmoney as the steam yacht. There yacht, it is to be supposed that you have

is almost as much difference between the money enough properly to equip and run her.

steam yacht of ten years ago and the one of That prince of entertainers, Commodore El

to -day, as there is between the present ocean bridge T.Gerry of the New York Yacht Club

steamship and the tugboat. It goes without was asked one day by a guest on board his

saying thatthemodern steam yacht is com- steam yacht Electra what theexpense of run

fortable - she is more than comfortable, she ning the boatamounted to . “ I really don't

is luxurious. Like a first class city residence know ," said the Commodore, in his off hand

she has all themodern improvements. They way, " and to tell the truth about it,when one

are stowed away in a small compass it is stops to think of the cost, it takes away half

true, but naval architects are up with the of the pleasure there is in yachting ." He

times, and nothing is lacking afloat that you was right. Few steam yachtsmen care to cal

would utilize on shore, even to the porcelain culate the cost of their pleasure until the

lined bath tub with its hot and cold water, season is over.

electric lights by the hundred , and electric While the yachting season for sailing ves

bells at every spot convenient to your hand . sels in North American waters is limited

If you have at home so valuable a per- to the months of June, July, August, and

son as a good chef, perhaps you can induce September, the steam yachtsman can keep

him to take a yachting trip with you and cook his boat in commission much longer, in fact

for yourself and guests. Then you can be all the year round if he wishes, and his bank
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account permits. The larger steam yachts, the alterationsand additionsmade to the boat

such as Jay Gould's Atalanta , William As, and her outfit.

tor's Nourmahal, and William Vanderbilt's Next to a man -of-warthere is no place where

Alva are powerful enough to make ocean discipline is required more than on board

voyages, and this they frequently do . The a yacht, for without it you can never expect

Alva has just returned from a Mediterranean to enjoy a cruise. Your first step then,while

trip , and the only reason that some of the yourboat is being built, is to secure a compe

smaller steam yachts do not make trans- tent sailing master , a thorough engineer, and

atlantic trips is that they cannot carry coal a capable steward . With the engaging of

enough to last them from port to port. thesemen begins the first item ofrunning ex

This fact suggested to designers the neces- penses. Men of experience should beselected,

sity of thehappymedium known asthe aux- and such command good wages. To them is

iliary steam yacht - a craft, that by reason of left the hiring of help in their several depart

her well-balanced sail plan, is practically in- ments, and they are responsible to a great ex

dependent of the engines which she carries. tent for the good or bad behaviorof themen .

The consumption ofcoal is reduced to a min- Theowners of the largest steam yachts en

imum in these yachts, and by calculating the gage their sailing masters by the year, and

chances of calms and of the prevailing winds pay them a good round sum -more than

that will be encountered on a voyagearound many a politician gets in a pretty high office .

the world , the coal can be made to last very For instance,Mr. W.H. Vanderbilt pays his

much longer than in the steam yacht pure skipper $ 5,000 a year to command the Alva .

and simple. One of these yachts ,the Sultana, Jay Gould pays the same sum to the sailing

designed by J. Beavor Webb , and built by master of the Atalanta , and William Astor's

Handren and Robbins of Brooklyn, for Trenor captain receives a likecompensation for com

Park , is fitted with a Bevis patent feathering manding the Nourmahal. These are, of

wheel which is triced up when the yacht is course, exceptionally high salaries. They

under sail. In all her evolutions under sail are paid by owners who are well able to af

the Sultana has proven most satisfactory . ford it, and to men who are the most skillful

Having the rig of a barkentine she will lie in their profession. All three of the captains

close to the wind, and it is said she tacks mentioned have commanded ocean steamers ,

splendidly , never missing stays, and that her and they are therefore navigators competent

speed is very good. The Sultana's principal to take a steam yacht to any part of the world .

dimensions are : 187 feet over all ; 155 feet The average wages paid to sailing masters

water line ; 27 feet 6 in beam ; 15 feet draft. of such steam yachts as CommodoreGerry's

Her registered tonnage is 410. She has triple Electra , Pierpont Morgan's Corsair, Joseph

expansion engines,with three cylinders, 33 '' , Stickney's Susquehanna , and others of their

13'', and 24'', with 24 inches stroke of piston. size is $ 125 per month . The chief officer re

Her boilers are of the Belleville type. ceives about $ 100 , the chief engineer $ 100, the

Notwithstanding Commodore Gerry's re- first assistant engineer $70, the second assist

mark , the expense question as applied to ant $ 50, the second mate, or boatswain - as

steam yachts is a very interesting one. Take, he is sometimes called— $ 50 , the firemen $ 40

for instance , the first cost of his fine steel each , the oilers $50, the quartermasters $35

yacht Electra with her splendidly furnished each , and seamen $ 30 . The chief steward is

saloonsand state rooms, herpowerful engines, a very importantman on board a yacht. His

dynamos, search light, steam steerer , wind- salary will average as much as the sailing

lass, and other modern appliances, things masters , $ 125 — while his right hand man, the

that would have astonished the steamboat cook gets $ 100 a month , the second cook $65,

men of even ten years ago ; $ 150,000 would third cook $ 25 , and waiters $45 and $30. The

be a low estimate of the cost. Since her messman who waits on the officers gets $ 35 ,

launching at Wilmington, Del., on Easter and the forward messman who waits on the

Monday, in 1884, the Electra hasbeen in con crew $ 25 a month . The Electra's crew all

stant use every season . For five years she told number twenty- eight, and the Corsair's

has been the flagship of the New York about the same. This includes, besides the

Yacht Club, her owner having held the po- officers named , three quartermasters, seven

sition of Commodore for thattime,and $ 50,000 seamen,three firemen , and several waiters in

may safely be added to the original cost , for the steward's department.
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50 00
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100 00

210 00.

. 90 00

2 "60 00

Thus it will be seen that the pay -roll for a Newport and other places, having one hun

month will foot up as follows: dred guests on board at a time, the expense

Captain , $ 125 Co in the steward's department is more than

Chief Engineer
doubled in a season .

First Asst . 70 00 A brief description of the interior arrange

Second “ 50 00 ment of the Electra will give a fair idea of the

Chief Officer interiors of modern steam yachts of her di

Second mensions. Just abaft the forward bulkhead

Chief Steward
125 00 are thequarters of the crew known as thefore

Cook castle . The mate and secondmate have rooms

Second
65 00 in this part of the yacht, where the officer's

Third 25 00 mess room is also situated . Abaft these

Messman 35 00
roomsis the Commodore's privatecabin . It is

Forward 25 00
thirteen feet long , and occupies the entire

3 Firemen at $40
width of the vessel. On the starboard side is ·

2 Oilers at $50 .
a stateroom nine feet long, and eleven feet

7 Seamen at $ 30 .
wide. There is also a bath room leading off

3 Quartermasters at $35 105 00
this cabin, and a separate stairway leading

2 Waiters at $ 45 .

through the deckhouse to the forward deck .

$30
The boilers and engines occupy the space

be

$ 1,555 00 tween the forward and themain saloon, which

For an ocean cruise at least $ 300 should be is seventeen feet long and also as wide as the

added for additional firemen and sailors , for yacht. There are two staterooms for guests

they then have to work night and day. abaft this saloon . That very important an

The general running expenses, which in- nex, the kitchen , is situated just forward of

clude paint, oil, varnish , wear and tear of the after cabin bulkhead and between that

gear and machinery in the deck and engi- and the engine room . The cook's quarters

neer's departments, amounts to about $300 are rather cramped, but it would astonish a

per month. The regular expense in the stew- good many hotelmen to see the meals that

ard's department per month for food is about Commodore Gerry's chef can furnish. The

$800 , and for clothing, uniforms, etc., for all decorations, upholstering, and hangings in

hands, $ 1,500 a year. the Electra's cabins are of the most expen

Coal bills depend somewhat on the quality sive kind and it is considered by many a priv

used and the fluctuation in prices, but for or- ilege to be invited for a day's sail with the

dinary cruising purposeswhere coal is bought Commodore if only for the sake ofinspecting

in Philadelphia , New York , Newport, Boston , the boat. The Electra's dimensions are,

Portland ,and other ports, $ 2,000 will cover ex- 172' 6 '' over all, 161' 6 " water line, 23 ' beam ,

pense for a season . Anitem that sounds insig- and 9' 6 '' depth.

nificant but is not so by any means, is the The newest,and probably themost expensive

water bill. It will run as high as $ 90 a month steam yacht recently launched is Pierpont

and the average is $80. It costs $75 to haul a Morgan's new Corsair. Her dimensions are

boat out on theways,and this has to be doneat 238' over all, 204' water line, beam 27 ', draft

least twice during the season. Two coats of about 15 '. Shewill be a veritable floating

paint to cover thehull cost $ 125, and last but palace when completed in the course of about

not least comes thebill forputting the boat in three months. Mr. Morgan intends to use

commission, which means stripping her in her for long voyages as well as for short

the fall, of gear and sails, and putting them cruises. She will be commanded by Captain

all back , scraping, varnishing, and getting B. H. Hawes, an old steamship captain .

stores on board and seeing everything in run The only steam yacht club in America is the

ning order. This will break a $ 5,000 note all American, at Milton Point,Rye Beach , N. Y.

to pieces, so that in round figures it costs the Its handsome club house stands on a rocky

owner of a modern steam yacht of the size of point facing Long Island Sound. Jay Gould

the Electra during a season, ofsay fivemonths, and a few other wealthymen founded theclub

about $ 20,000. some six years ago, and to -day its members

This is really a low estimate, for where an and their yachts represent not less than $50,

ownerentertains,as Commodore Gerry doesat 000,000 . A steam yacht race in which Mr.
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Gould's Atalanta and all the fastest steam rowing in the Harlem regatta on June 13.

yachts in American waters will compete for Bermuda and Florida seem to be the two

the $ 10,000 silver Cup offered by Mr. Gould , popular winter resorts to which the business

will take place this season over a ninety-mile man and his family and the yachtsman with

course from Milton to New London. This is his yacht go to avoid the chilly northwesters .

the first steam yacht race for three years, and The saloons of th steamers Trinidad and

it will excite considerable interest as the speed Orinoco of the Quebec Steamship line are

of these fine pleasure craftshasmaterially in- thronged with a merry party of Bermuda

creased in that time,
bound passengers every week during the

Sport on the water this year will include month ofDecember, January, and February .

somefine racing in thenew forty-six foot class. Under summer skies in a haven of rest they

There are a dozen yachts of this length of enjoy life for six weeks and then return to the

water line now in course of construction each city . Florida is fast becoming the yachts

of which cost about $ 10,000 to build . They man's Paradise . At CocoanutGrove a num

are designed for racing purposes pure and ber of them have organized the Biscayne Bay

simple, and prizes will not be wanting from Yacht Club, and with tarpon fishing and

the many yacht clubs and individuals who yacht racing they have a jolly time for two

want to witness the contests of this new class months or more. Some of the best yachts

of boats . men in the country belong to the St. Augus

Of the rowing interests about New York tine Yacht Club, and many yachts seen in

little that is new can be said . The oarsman's New York waters during the summermonths,

home is on the Harlem River with its mile swing at anchor in that pleasant harbor.

straightaway course, and on Decoration Day Lieut, William Henn , the owner of the cut

the season is opened by a regatta , which is ter Galatea , that raced for the America's Cup

witnessed by thousandsat the finish near Mc- a few years ago, has becomeso Americanized

Coombs Dam Bridge. The principal clubs and so pleased with Florida waters, that he

that row on the Harlem , most of whom are has purchased a light draft schooner yacht in

members of the Harlem Regatta Association , which he and Mrs. Henn will cruise down

are the Atlantas, Unions, Metropolitans, there next winter. It is Henn's firm belief

Columbias, Dauntless, and New York Ath- thatwe shall have an international yacht race

letic , Single scullers , double scull , and in 1892. Since the Volunteer has been turned

eight-oar crews are out for practice spins by General Paine into a schooner, the Amer

nearly every day at this season of the year. ica's Cup is thought by the British to be in

It has been the custom of the Harlem jeopardy. The man who designed the Vol

Association to open the season with their unteer however, is still alive and when an

regatta on Decoration Day, but the Pas- other yachtcrosses the Atlantic to sail for the

saic Association opened the season this Cup we shall be ready to meet her on equal

year on their river at Newark , their crews terms.

AFRICAN MYTHS AND LEGENDS.

BY HELI CHATELAIN .

T

HESE stories were told by a native lad animal world to be thinking and acting just

who has accompanied me to the States . as men do. The turtle dove is for the An

He comes from Malange, about four golans, as for us, a symbol of innocence and

hundred miles east of Loanda, the capital of chastity, but at the same time also of wis

the Portuguese Province of Angola in West dom .

Africa. The following is an exact transla

tion of the originals in the Mbaka dialect of
I. The Blacksmith and the Blackbirds.

the language of Angola , called Ki-mbundu . Letme tell the story of a blacksmith .

The stories giveus an insight into the indus He had made a lot of hoes, and said : “ I

trial and commercial customs of the natives will go and sell them .” He set out and ar

of Angola , and show how they imagine the rived in a village of blackbirds, and said :
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" Do buy some hoes." “ Leave them with Mr. Katete said , “ I am at a loss how to

us,” they said , “ and call again for the wax decide this case. Thou ,Mr.Blacksmith , name

in payment. Wewill go to the forest and the one to whom thou didst sell thy hoes.”

empty the hives. Come again in three The blacksmith said , “ The blackbirds."

months. " The blacksmith agreed to this, They replied : “ All of us are here. Just

gave them all his hoes, and went home. point out the one who bought thy hoes, and

One month , two months passed ; the third he will pay."

month came. Says he : “ This is the month The blacksmith could not single him out.

which the blackbirds appointed, I will go Then Katete said : “ Well, I cannot judge

now and fetch my wax. this case .” Then he paused.

Hedeparted and soon arrived at the village. At that moment the turtle dove came fly

All were present. “ Please pay now my ing and perched on a tree, saying , “ What

wax," says he. are you debating ? What case is this ? ”

The blackbirds answer : “ To whom didst The blacksmith said : “ The blackbirds

thou sell thy hoes ? ” have boughtmy hoes , and now they refuse to

The blacksmith says : “ To you." pay for them . I have had them summoned

The blackbirds reply : " Before the baobab- before the court.” They replied : “We owe

fiber can be hammered , the bark of the tree thee nothing for thy hoes.' ”

must be pealed ; so a person must be named , The turtle-dove pondered a while ; then

to be known. Do not say merely ' It is said , “ I am coming directly , and will decide

you .' We all, who are here, are blackbirds. your case.” She flies off, out of sight. She

Our faces are alike and our color is alike. waits a moment and returns. She alights

The one to whom thou soldest thy hoes, again on the tree, and calls out : “ Thou ,

thou must name him , saying, " Thou , Mr. blacksmith, bind this fellow ! bind this one !

Peter ,' or, ' thou Mr. Dominick ' ; then he bind that one ! bind that other one !” The

may pay thee." blacksmith bound them all .

The blacksmith's heart choked him ; he In his terror, each one confessed ; one say

could not find words to speak . He thought ing : “ It is not I.” Another : “ Letmeloose,

a while ; then said : “ Now I am going to and I will namethe debtor.” Another : " It

have you summoned .” is I," and still another : “ It is I.” They all

He left them and went home and slept. brought the wax and paid off their debt.

At dawn, he said , “ Now I will go to have This is the lawsuit of the blacksmith , who

them summoned .” He arrived at the court had sold his hoes to the blackbirds,and when

of Katete (the king of the harmless birds) he came to get his pay, they denied the debt.

and said, “ I have come to accuse the black- The one who could decide that case was the

birds. I sold them my hoes and they refuse turtle dove,

to pay me." To-day , when she is cooing , people say :

Katete said , “ All right," and sent for them . “ The turtle dove is cooing.” But it is not

The whole lot of them came, and what a so : she is judging the case of the blacksmith

blackness filled the place ! The blacksmith and the blackbirds.

said , “ It is I who have summoned you to I have finished .

court that you may pay me formy hoes.”

Mr. Katete said : “ You , blackbirds, why
II. The Dog and the Jackal.

do you Mr. Blacksmith ? " In olden times, the dog used to live in the

The blackbirds answered : Master , truth bush with his kinsman , the jackal.

above all . Before the baobab - fiber can be One day the jackal sent him , saying : “ Go

hammered , the bark of the baobab must be to the houses of men , to fetch some fire .

pealed off. So shall he first name the debtor, When thou hast brought it,wewill burn the

saying, 'Mr. So-and-so, he owes me such a dry grass of the prairie, and catch locusts,

debt. We, the blackbirds, have all come; and eat.”

every one is here. Now let him , Mr. Black The dog obeyed . He went, and arrived at

smith , who is sitting there, pick out from the village. Here he entered a hut, and

our number the one to whom he sold his found a woman feeding her baby with mush .

hoes. We, the blackbirds, have pleaded our The dog sat down and looked . He forgot to

cause . Thou , Mr. Katete, chief of the birds, take the fire. The woman has fed her child ,

we have spoken ." and now she scrapes the pot. She takes

not pay
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some of the mush and gives it to the dog . IV . The Huntsman and his Dogs.

The dog eats, and says to himself : “ Why, I often tell the story of Nianga ria Ngenga ,

in the bush I am all the time feeling the who was a hunting man, and had two wives.

pangs of hunger ; here, in the village, there Healso had two dogs, a female and a male .

is plenty of good food.” He did not go back ; He used to shoot much game; then he began

he settled down with the people . to think thathe was no longer fortunate, that

In the bush , where he stayed, the jackal luck had left him . He said : “ I will call a

was looking out for him whom he had sent medicine-man, that he may prepare some

for fire . He looked in vain . medicine (charm ) for good luck in hunting .”

Whenever the jackal howls, people say, He called the medicine-man, and the

“ The jackal is howling , twey ! twey !” medicine-man prepared the charm and gave

But it is not so. He is lamenting and saying, it him . Then the medicine-man enjoined on

“ I am surprised and afflicted , I, Mr. Jackal him some precepts, saying, “ When thou go

the shrewd. The dog, whom I had sent to the est a-hunting, if thou hast been over night

village of men to get some fire, when he at the house of thy head-wife, thou shalt

found somemush and tasted it, it beguiled climb and sit on the tree-seat (a stick which

him . He stayed there for good.” the hunter sets up in a fork of a tree, to sit

The human beings, when they lived in vil- on while watching for the game). But if thou

lages, at first they had no dogs. This is hast been in the house of thy second wife ,

what brought the dogs, that the jackal sent thou shalt not climb upon the tree ; thou

his kinsman to bring some fire from the vil- shalt sit upon a white-ant hill.” Nianga

lage. The dog, on coming to the village dis- agreed to this. Hewent a -hunting and had

covered the food of men, and liked it. Since again good luck , shooting much game.

then , he lives with themen .
Oneday, he set out with his two dogs. He

I have finished .
arrived in the bush ;he set up his seat in the

tree , and went up. The dogs were sitting

III. The Sow and the Wild Boar . under the tree. A while after , the antelope

In the beginning, the sow used to live in came. He shoulders the musket and fires.

the forest with her relative the wild boar. The antelope drops and is finished by the

When they were thus together, the sow dogs. He, the hunter, tries to get down from

once said , “ I am going to the houses to live his seat ; but he cannot. He struggles and

with the human beings.” struggles to come down until he has to give

The boar answered, “ To the houses? Do it up. Finally the sun sets .

not go there ; those beings hate us animals." Then his male dog thus speaks in his

The sow insisted, “ I will go to the village, heart : “ If I hold my peace,mymaster will

I want to eat forever the food which they eat. never comedown." So be speaks to hismas

The plants of the forest are bitter." ter and says : “ Throw down thy hatchet,

Thus the sow went away and reached the and wewill save thy life. Be not dismayed,

village. She was well received. A house saying “ this is an omen .' ' Nianga let the

( sty ) was built for her, she entered it and hatchet drop. The dog picked it up, and with

stayed there. it felled a young tree. The bitch carried the

After a time she had a litter of young ones . pole to the place and set it up against the

All at once the men seize her and they kill tree .

her, because now she has left someoffspring. Then the dog said to his master : “ Now

Every time a hog squealswhen it is being set thy foot on the pole." Nianga set his

killed, it is trying to speak and say : “ The foot on the pole, and now he could get down.

boar , the boar, he told me, saying, “ To the He flayed his antelope ; cut it open and

village, do not go there' ; but I persisted , cleaned it out, then he tied it up in the skin .

saying , “ That is justwhere I will go.' When As he was going home, his dogs said : “ O

but a little bit of life is left it, the hog yet master, we are going to tell thee something ;

squeals: " I am dying, Iam dying ,I poorhog." but do not get discouraged, saying, “ I have

In the first times, when men lived , they had met a bad omen .' Remember themedicine

no hogs. The reason why thehogs cameto man,whom thou didst call; when hehad made

the habitations ofmen is this, that the food the charm for thee, he gave thee injunctions.

which men are wont to eat , is good . To-day thou forgottest one injunction ; there

I have finished , fore didst thou stick up in the tree. And we
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took thee dową. All that we have said , thou She refuses to enter any more her daugh

hast both heard and understood. Henceforth , ter's house ; but goes and puts up at another

whenever anything speaks, thou shalt hear house , in the village. The daughter cooked

what it says.
When a fowl speaks, thou some food, and took it to her mother ; but

shalt hear it ; when a goat speaks, thou shalt she rejected it.

hear it ; when a cow speaks, thou shalt hear The woman comes and lays hold of her

it ; when a little bird sings in the bush , thou lord , saying : “ Thou hast insulted my

shalt understand it . But thou shalt only mother .”

hear and hold thy peace. If thou happen to Her lord replies : " I have but just told

tell it to any one, thou shalt die.” thee, that I was thinking about some private

Nianga ria Ngenga said , “ All right.” He matter of my own.”

took up his antelope and carried it home. The wife says : “ Then thou shalt tell me

Hewent into the house and slept. what thou •wast thinking about. If thou

Early in the morning, the mush is cooked. wilt not tell me, then, surely , thou hast in

He takes some meat ;. places it on a plate sulted her."

with gravy and mush, and gives it to the Finally the man said : “ Let us sleep in

dogs. His wives exclaim : “ Why all that peace ; to -morrow I shall make it known.”

meat to the dogs ?” So they slept.

Sayshe : “ Because they are my compan Next morning , the man sent word to call

ions who always hunt with me.” the people of all the town. All have come.

* The wives said nothing more. The rest of Then the man speaks: “ You , O my towns

the meat Nianga distributed among the men , listen to what I have to say, for soon I

townspeople. Thus they lived on for some am going to die. But my death , do not re

time. As to Nianga, every time an animal member it.” Again he says : “ You, my

said anything, he heard it ; but he kept his people , you know that I learned my craft of

secret. huntsmanship . When I thought my luck

One day, he was sitting outside his house was failing, I called a medicine-man to give

with his dogs playing around him . One of mea charm .• He made it for me and gave

his wives , the head-wife, was by the mortar, me injunctions, saying, 'When thou hast been

pounding manioc ( cassava). All at once the with thy head-wife, climb up into the tree ;

fowls began to whisper, and one says to the when thou hast been with thy second wife,

goat, “ A visitor is coming to-day . By and never go up .' One day I went a-hunting

by they will kill thee, goat." with my dogs. I forgot the injunction of the

“ No,” said the goat, “ it is thee, fowl, they medicine-man. I went up into the tree and

are going to kill.” shot an antelope. It fell ; but as I tried to get

“ No, not me." down , I could not. My dogs cut a pole, and

“ Yes ," said the goat, “ they will first kill I came down thereby. Then they spake to

thee to-day, to-morrow they will killme, too." me, saying : ' Wehave taken thee down from

Nianga,who was hearing all this,burst out the tree, and thou hast heard our language.

laughing ; when lo !hismother-in -law comes. Henceforth, whatever an animal may say,

The head-wife hearing her lord laugh, turns thou shalt hear it. But, never let any man

around to see what it is. There she sees her know of it; for the moment thou tellest any

mother coming , dressed in rags. The woman one, thou shalt die .' This I agreed to. Days

says : “ Thou , my lord , art laughing at my passed by. Yesterday the chickens were

mother, because of her rags.” quarreling with the goat. I heard them and

Theman said : “ Thy mother ! I did not see laughed. I had no thought in myheart that

her, as she was coming. I was laughing my mother-in -law was coming . I laughed

about someother business of my own, which at the chickens. My wife turned round and

I had just in mind.” saw her mother coming . She accused me,

The wife cried : “ It is not true ! It wasmy saying , “ Thou art laughing atmymother.' I

mother thou wast laughing at.” denied it, but she insisted on knowing what

She tells her mother : “ Hear, mother, thou Iwas laughing about You ,mypeople, are

who art coming on a visit, thy son -in -law has witnesses, the rule which my dogs laid on

laughed at thee ."
me, saying, “ Thou shalt not tell the secret to

Hearing this, her mother was shocked , and any man,' to -day my wife has forced me to

said : “ Son - in -law , thou hast insulted me. " break . Therefore,my people, have I called
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you together. Now Iam going to die. Good Nianga ria Ngenga hadmarried twowives.

by. " When he went hunting he forgot the injunc

The people said , “ It is with God.” tion ofthe medicineman. He stuck on the

Nianga arose and went into the house and tree ; his dogs saved his life, and he heard

stayed a long time. When his wife went in their words. They forbade him to tell the

hewas dead . secret, saying, “ Themoment thou tellest any

The relatives of Nianga then said : “ Thou , one, thou shalt die.” But the day his wife

woman, hast killed our kinsman ; for , if thou urged him , that same day he told her, and

hadst not forced him , he would not have died that same day he died . The dogs, too, died

so soon . Now pay for him .” with their master.

· The uncles of the woman said : “ How I have told my little tale ; whether it's nice

much do you want us to pay ?" or not, you know . If we shall tellmore, we

They said : “ You shall pay six head of will tell more ; if it is time to sleep , then let

cattle."
us go to sleep.

The uncles took the cattle and paid . . I have finished .

A STUDY OF LONGFELLOW .

BY JOHN VANCE CHENEY.

N birth, in prosperity, in health and hap- without fancying a kindly shade rising and

piness, in length of years, —in all these standing before him with a smile of rather

was Longfellow blest. Favored of gods wonder than reproof, as much as to say,

and men , his very disposition, his tempera " Brother , why putyourself to the trouble ?

ment, was a boon seldom accorded to mor- The world has been answering you point by

tals, and the events of his life, separately and pointand year by year ever since the dawn

combined , seem one conscious effort to con- of song upon the workaday dark of ourwon

tinue the first benevolence. All that one drous young land.” Really , it would seem

could ask at the hands of heaven and of his that the critic has very little to do with Long

fellow men Longfellow received . His native fellow . To separate and analyze his verses

powers were fostered by every attention from is very much like pulling apart the summer,

without and from within ; he and fortune hour by hour, or flower by flower , knowing

worked together, and complete development only too well the while that whatever we

was assured. A born man of letters, a born may say of these things, combined as they

poet, encouraged on every hand to guide his were , God made the summer, the glad time

willing instinct to the highest reach of cul- for every creature with a heart to beat and

ture, easeful in matters pecuniary, happy in feel.

his home life , called to just the positions for Bring to bear the technics , talk learnedly

which he was fitted , and called at the nick of of hexameters and trochaics : “ But,” comes

time, advancing by swift degrees from the answer, “ behold ‘ Hiawatha ' and 'Evan

most popular of professors to the most pop- geline.' ” Cry foreign influence : “ But,"

ular of poets ; widely known, widely loved, - comes answer, “ 'Hyperion,' 'Kavanagh ,'

surely here is a son of man to be envied . It “ The Courtship of Miles Standish ,' 'Hia

all but brings tears to the eyes of the poor watha,' 'Evangeline,' — both prose and poetry ,

poet of to -day when he reads that Long- both early and mature work, it is Amer

fellow's verse, every line of it,was accepted , ican, if not in the entire structure yet in the

while the author was still in the greenest of spirit ; these compositions and many besides

the teens. Happy bard ! never an objection were plainly enough written by one of the

to the offerings of his muse from either pub- soil to be read and re-read by the thousands

lisher or reader until so late that objection of the soil.”

was futile , productive of nothing unless it Plead excessive passivity, a lack of depth

was the suggestion of impotent judging . and of strength and of fire. “ But,” comes

So complete was this poet's success that answer, “ what is wiser than submission,

one cannot approach him in a critical spirit what profit fretting and rage and despair ?
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Whether for the living or for the singing of they may vary in the individual exercise of

life, wherein may we better qualify ourselves them ; and if we are right in finding thedefi

than by restraint, by hiding the discord and nition of poetry as formulated by Matthew

discontent, disclosing only the harmonious Arnold themost serviceable so far presented

and peaceful ? Does it not show depth of we should first recall the elementary rules,

thought and feeling when one so probes into and see wherein Longfellow has obeyed or

life as to find it vain for man to struggle with disobeyed them , should first inquire ifhe is

the eternal mystery, to find that, whatever one of the anointed, one that has made a

appearances may be, the world is what the powerful application of ideas to life under

old prophets found it, beautiful, good ? And the dictates of poetic truth and beauty . The

where shall skill , as well as strength, be elementary demands of poetry, number at

found, if not in one that, in order to support least these factors : first, fit subject matter ;

and adorn this finding, has drawn with ex- second, clearness, simplicity , imagination,

quisite scholarship , with an unfailing in- passion ,music, as essentials ofexpression.

stinct for the beautiful from the life about Not to go too deeply into detail, Long

him not only , but from the life of all lands fellow's instinct for poetic matter is over

wheresoever, has drawn upon all sources whelmingly evident ; he dropped on theright

from the savage to theman of fullest cul- matter in most unexpected places, dropped to

ture, from the old time and the new has so it as by sheer gravitation . To put it another

presented the message that it has sunk into way, good hunter that he was, he had but to

the souls of his fellows as the rains sink into take his station and the game came to him

the thirsty ground ? And even on the point from the four corners of the world . The

of fire and verve, in the restricted sense, are subject-matter secure, becoming expression

not these to be found, for example, in ' The was fastened on at one and the sametime.

Skeleton in Armor,' in ‘ The Leapof Roushan This is as it should be with the whole poet,

Beg ,' in the ' Ballad oftheFrench Fleet,'and so it was with Longfellow . Among the es

in The White Czar ' ? Right steady and sentials of poetic expression ,we cannot go

strong, too , is ' The Musician's Tale,' espe amiss in naming first, clearness . Without

cially " The Wraith of Odin ' and ' King clearness there is not expression, butmerely

Olaf's Christmas.” ” attempt at expression . Whatever thing

Again , sound the old cry of commonplace, Longfellow tried to say, he said . This may

“ But,” comes again ready answer, “ by not seem at first blush a remarkable victory ;

commonplace you evidently mean what the but a victory it is, a rareand glorious victory .

world can understand and love, can be inter- Giants have striven to win it,and gonedown,

ested in , can profit by , can live by . Is it the defeated .

poet's mission to sing to a little coterie of If Longfellow had clearness, he had also

critics ? Where were critics without the simplicity ; indisputably, too , hewas gifted

poets to give them by practical use the rules with the magic accent, the witching cadence,

they measure about with so nimbly in the with music. Coming now to the grand fea

empty space of theory ? Is commonplace to tures of imagination and passion ,we proceed

be the label of the work of theone poet among with more caution . Imagination Longfellow

us whom his people have, as a whole, found certainly had, but the prose of his life-long

interesting, helpful, beautiful, and abiding ? friend, Hawthorne, shows only too plainly

The very thing that you critics call common- that its place among his many gifts is not

place, the people call genius ; and the work first. The sweep of Longfellow's imagina

being for the people,who shall complain tion is restricted , so to speak, in the move

when thepeople are satisfied ? " ment up and down. Sublimity, profundity

And so we might go on indefinitely. these are out of its way ; but on the long

Nevertheless , it is our duty to approach level sweep, there it is unflagging, and the

Longfellow in the critical spirit ; for he, like sureness and endurance go not a little way

every other poet, is at last but a special toward offsetting the daring vaults and

phase, an impersonal phenomenon of the plunges of the few , the very few , in whom

great art of song . If weare right in the as- this power forces us to the use of the word

sertion that art is an inheritance, that the divine. Longfellow cannot awe and amaze

great artists of all times and lands are gove us, cannot snatch us up to heights undreamed

erned by certain elementary rules, however before, but he can lift us well above the
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ground and sustain us delightedly on ex- tle more closely. It is possible to be a poet,

tended journeys through regionsby nomeans yes, a great poet, and at the same time be

monotonous ; the charm if not superhuman , bookish ; there is no doing away with Milton .

is exceedirgly human, native, close, and un- Longfellow naturally and by reason of de

failing. liberate judgment found that he could make

Wemust speak guardedly on the point of a richer accumulation through selection from

passion also . While the passion of Long. the researches of others than by restricting

fellow is notintense, it is always at command, himself to his own personal observations.

and if webe not greatly moved , we journey He was a borrower by instinct and by re

on in a healthful summer glow , in a grateful solve, but in this he had themost illustrious

ripening warmth . Though Longfellow has of precedents, and so sure was his instinct of

less passion than imagination, he has enough selection , so wide his range of scholarship,

passion to keep his lines alive, to keep him that he may well be pardoned for such lack

what he loved best to be, not of the “ bards of originality as he exhibits ; this, since his

sublime," but the “ humbler poet" whose scholastic attainments lead us into new fields

songs gush from the heart. He would fain it was not possible to travel personally, and

follow and would haveus follow the paths of especially since his happiness of treatment

pleasantness and peace. We must not look is so original as to make the subject-matter

for it all in one man . Longfellow had a large pass for a personal discovery. There is bor

if not leaping heart ; the life current, though rowing and borrowing. Longfeilow did not

slow ,was full, full enough to flow for many borrow his individuality of presentation ; he

years into the life of his fellows, feeding them did not borrow the secret which enabled him

bountifully, the source remaining fresh and to speak to theheart and mind of his people

constant to the last. and of the civilized world . In the mastery

If we find Whittier freer of the books, of this secret he stands with a very small

closer to the heart of nature,more penetra- company about him ; this, we take it,means

tingly tender at times, as in " In School Days," originality, and enough of it to set against

more terrible, as in “ Ichabod,” if Longfellow deficiencies elsewhere.

fails to strikeus anywherewith quite the force Again , there is a chance for a detracting

of that unsurpassable stroke of manhood, stroke on the point of didacticism . Over

“ My Triumph,” — we must remember that bearing didacticism is perhaps the onemis

the fire of the dear old Quaker-warrior is more fortune of Longfellow's inheritance. The old

fitful, gleaming, if brighter, at longer inter- Puritan blood, elsewhere beneficent in its ac

vals, that the bleak tracts are more frequent, tion , here certainly works against him as an

the inspiration is less steady.
artist . He could so far defy the Puritan mar

If wemay be allowed amoment,we would row in his bones as to be a faithful lover of

say parenthetically that two stanzas of Whit- beauty, but the dry old moralist would too

tier's “ Lexington ” exhibit the bald power oſten force his way in and stick on a patch

which differentiates him from Longfellow : here and there by way of antidote and re

buke. Clear as the sightwas for every shape
No Berserk thirst of blood had they,

and hue of loveliness, the Puritan film would

No battle-joy was theirs, who set

gather, when on must go the ugly tag ; for

Against the alien bayonet

Their homespun breasts in that old day .
example, the last stanza of “ The Village

Blacksmith ." In our un-Christian moods

Their death- shot shook the feudal tower,
we feel that we could spare the last two

stanzas of “ The Arsenal atSpringfield,” yes,
And shattered slavery's chain as well ,

On the sky's dome, as on a bell,
the last two of “ The Two Angels," all of

Its echo struck the world's great hour. “ By the Fireside " after the first two stanzas,

and “ Santa Filomena " bodily . And would

Deficient comparatively in quality of im- we could find a way to snub, as he deserves,

agination and in quantity of passion, it may the old Plymouth Colony ghost for sticking

be said , too, that the censors are right in on the first stanza of “ TheChildren's Hour"

saying that Longfellow was somewhat too when the poor poet was for themoment lost

bookish, too content to take things second- in the happy land of the young heart. Still,

hand, and unduly inclined toward the didac- there is this to be said ; if we are to be put to

tic. But let us look into these charges a lit- school before the poet has done with us, no
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mastermay be more easily forgiven this par- he finds, too, that he falls short of the high

ticular infirmity than the genial, wholesome ideal of the poet. And could this be other

instructor in whose class we find ourselves wise with one whose heart has ever leaned

at this hour.
against the heart of themasses, who was of

Wehave spoken of the sureness of Long- allmodern poets the voice ofthe people ? In

fellow's instinct in tracing sight subject- deed, could one who was so warm a lover of

matter , and of his ability to treat it when his kind, wish to have it otherwise ? There

found. From the artistic point of view , are those whothink that the people read, that

however, it must be said that to find the ex- they know and love, pure poetry ; it is a beau

pression worthy of the matter wemust take tiful delusion . The comprehension of high

it as a whole. When it comes to detail, off- art , and the affection for it, dre restricted to a

hand work , easy, breezy, stimulating though very few . Sosure are we of this, and so hon

it be,iz sure to prove defective. Longfellow's estly convinced of the importance of poetry in

artistic sense saves him in the wholeness of the common walks of life, that we feel like

impression, which is the main thing, but flinging away the critical robes, accounting

more than this must go to the making of the them as frippery or rags in the presence of

consummate workman, of the chosen re- the one poet, or one of the two poets , of our

porter of the master artist. Examined in day that has themaster secret ofgetting him

detail, the work of Longfellow is so uneven self read. People talk about Emerson's poe

as to surprise one who has simply met the try , talk about Lowell's poetry, talk , and

romancer on his own genial terms, hearing with somewhat more right, about Whittier's

rather with heart than head.
poetry, butthe poetry that they read is Long

Dr. Holmes says the lines beginning, fellow's ;hisand his only ,unlesswego abroad

“ This is the forest primeval,” are as familiar and make an exception of themessage of

as those beginning , Arma virumque cano. Tennyson. Here is Longfellow's power, here

They are familiar, and delightfully so ; but is his genius ; here may he divide honors

here, so far as art is concerned , the parallel- with the greatest in the commanding line of

ism stops. The Æneid holds up, line by line, song.

while in “ Evangeline " the charm is broken But all the adverse counts in , Longfellow

at the end of the sixth line ; the seventh and is an artist ; in a way he is our best story tel

eighth lines are below the level of those pre- ler since Chaucer. Never so slipshod as By

ceding, and the ninth is a decided drop. ron, his choice of themes evinces more wis

Beautiful as this poem is in spirit and in gen- dom and taste. Hehas points of superiority,

eral inspiration, one has but to catch the too, over Tennyson and Morris ; over Tenny

opening accents of that poem wafted from son since he never forgets the inactivity, the

across the sea, heaviness, of the common mind - the mind

Long lines of cliff breaking have left a chasm , most in need of the elevating ministry of

And in the chasm are foam and yellow sands, song - since he always writes on the level of

the throng ; and over Morris, because, with

to learn that the tender captivating tale of
never a thoughtof himself or another, poet

Acadie is, after all, not first and last a work or critic, herecognizes the limits of endur

of art .
ance of his vast clientage, so difficult to serve

Wehave said , too , that Longfellow has the and at the sametime maintain allegiance to

gift ofmusic. True, buthereagain wemust austere, jealous art. Nor would we be under

speak of the general impression , wemust not stood to say that thecritic's yielding to Long

listen measure bymeasure, wemust not look fellow's claim as an artist stops here . Ex

for the poet's most delicious melodies, for ception may be taken to details of the mass

the ravishing harmonies. Longfellow , with of his work , but this does not prove inca

all his winning effeminacy - in sweetness and
pacity for well nigh perfect work . If any

gentleness he rivals woman herself- could
perfect work has been done in America, the

not overcome a certain crudity, a certain two sonnets introducing “ Inferno,"

looseness, not hard for the loverof perfect art

Oft have I seen at some cathedral door,
to forgive, buthard to overlook . Yes, while

the critic finds Longfellow a whole poet , with and

right subject-matter and becoming expres. How strangethe sculptures that adorn these tow

sion ,while he finds him thoroughly readable , ers !
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•and the second introducing " Purgatorio," ual, a man so patterned as to be the symmet

With snow -white veil and garments as of flame, ric embodiment of goodness and loveliness,

if any perfect poems are to be found in our
a man blestwith allthe requisites for heaven's

literature these are amongthem . And where voice to the earth, Longfellow was the first

but among these shall we place “ Curfew ," to bring us, as a people, under the spell of

“ The Arrow and the Song," " Midnight beauty , to lift us into the sweet serene air of

Mass for the Dying Year," and a few others; the higher life ; and still must we look mainly

these being followed hard by the spirited to him to hold us where he alone could place

“ Skeleton in Armor,” “ King Witlaf's Drink- us.
The great bards sound down through

ing-born,” and the “ Wreck of the Hespe other mouths, which tone their high accents

rus.” It is a defthand, too,that can pen such to the acceptance of the common ear, but this

light and charming lines as “ To the River bard speaks directly , infuses his soulwithout

Yvette," and the airy translation familiar as
help or hindrance directly into the great soul

our own names , Beware." And how many
of the world ; and because of this assuredly

poets come to mind who have been able to we do not err in claiming for him , greatness,

hold the even excellence of the volumes, substantial, permanent greatness, of an or

“ Tales of a Wayside Inn ” and “ Evange der by itself, an order all but his own.

line ” and “ Hiawatha " ? Thekey is not the
It may be glorious to write

highest ; true, but it is held to ; indeed, the
Thoughts that shall glad the two or three

prelude to “ The Tales " is perhaps the most High souls, like those far stars that come

finished composition ofthe length to be found in sight

in the pages of our home writers . And this Once in a century ;

leads us to say that, lovely as “ Evangeline "

is, we find “ Hiawatha " the more artistic
But better far it is to speak

production , and furthermore that it stands One single word, which now and then

perhaps first among American additions to Shall waken their free nature in the weak

literature.
And friendless sonsofmen ;

We have not spaceto speak ofLongfellow's To write some earnest verse or line,

admirable reproduction of the song of the Which seeking not the praise of art,

eternal Tuscan . Room remains for but a Shall make a clearer faith and manhood

word more. A born benefactor of his kind , the shine

mental endowment second only to thespirit In the untutored heart .

THE PHYSICAL AND THE MENTAL IN HYPNOTISM .

BY ALFRED FOUILLÉE .

Translated for " The Chautauquan from the " Revue des Deux Mondes."

A

CCORDING to the theory adopted by monologue of “ Hamlet ” than the ray of the

manyphysiologists andpsychologists, star reflected by the surface of the sea deter

consciousness counts for nothing as a mines the course of the star. The history of

factor in evolution . The composition of Shakspere, the history of humanity and of

Hamlet, for example, was a result determined the world , would have been the same under

by purely mechanical phenomena in which a all other conditions, if ' imagination , senti

unique rôle was played by certain molecular ment, and desire had had no existence.

changes in the brain of Shakspere. When Further, in this lineof arguing , it is said

the poet put into the mouth of his hero the that not only are the states of consciousness

tragic interrogation , " To be or not to be?” without action in the general history of the

the sentiments of love of life and fear of world , but that they do not produce the least

death , and the aspirations for an eternal ex . effect, one upon another ; there is not any

istence were, they tell us, only the simple such thing as exerting an influence. Every

" accompaniments” to the agitation of the act has as its only cause some exterior

cerebral molecules ; these ideas and feelings change. If I feel impelled to withdraw my

no more co -operated in the production of the hand from the fire, it is notbecause I suffer
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and that simultaneously there pass into my icalworld , and also the idea of the power

brain certain impressions, but because the which the mental force exercises in universal

cerebral molecules are, independent of all evolution . In the normal and in the abnor

psychical reasons, in certain reciprocal rela- mal conditions of the brain movements and

tions, and are animated by purely physical ideas will appear more and more, we believe,

movements ; the series of conditions is ex as different manifestations of the samemo

clusively cerebral and material. Ideas, senti- tive power. The experiences of hypnotism ,

ments, and desires are incomprehensible asmade known by M. Pierre Janet, are a

mysteries ; they give birth to nothing ; they striking confirmation of the doctrine of idea

accomplish nothing ; they leave behind them forces ; and if these experiences seem at first

no consequences. Such a supposition is a to relegate us to the rôle of machines, they

:scandalput upon nature, which could much show us very soon that by means of ideas we

better do without parasites, and yet for some can direct this mechanism and make it the

blind reason, has produced this absolutely servitor of themoral life.

useless thing , thought, for the sole pleasure The greater number of physiologists who

or the sole grief of contemplating its own believe in the superfluousness of themental,

image and of demanding with Hamlet,which uphold the doctrine of evolution. But their

were better “ to be or not to be ? ” hypothesis seems to us exactly contrary to

The discoveries of hypnotism seemed at the theory of evolution . As a matter of fact

first sight to confirm this hypothesis and to nothing is developed in living beings except

reduce men , when under its strange influ- it has for them a practical and vital use. A

ence, to inert automatons. Behold , liter- sensation which could not express itself in

ally , the 'man-machine' of La Mettrie," the movements would be without any utility ; it

physiologists have said. “ We can take apart could then never be developed by selection,

and put together again before your eyes , all by the movements which correspond to it ; it

themachinery ; we have only to press such a would never have been selected in the assem

spring to make him act, or such a one to blage of impressions, more or less confused,

makehim talk . Stranger yet, even after he produced in usby the exterior world . Life

awakens from this sleep, we can makehim in its origin, absolutely ignores contempla

execute actions which he attributes to his tion . It recognizes only action . The phi

own will power, when it is we who are hold- losophy of evolution in refusing the power of

ing the string of this human machine and development
to all that which is not practi

moving it according to our will." cal, consequently to everything that is not a

However, to look closer at the question, motive power, permits us then already to de

has it not been discovered that the very duce the thought that the facts of conscious

-states of consciousness are themselves the ness are not inefficacious reflections, but the

true springs which move the automaton, motive springs of action .

are the true internal conditions of the very When Shakspere wrote the versebeginning

movements ? Without doubt an idea intro- " To be or not to be," there was not one of

duced into the human head necessarily de- his ideas, one of his feelings which had not

velops its consequences and tends to realize for its correlative a movement of the cerebral

itself in actions. But precisely because there molecules, caused by the prior mechanical

is thus a struggle for life among ideas, it is condition of these molecules. But at thesame

essential to make predominant in human time each mechanical state implies a psych

consciences the highest, the best ideas. The ical state of the molecules, and as a result a

force of ideas is, then , the true, the real general state of consciousness.

force belonging to thoughtful beings, who chanical, as such, is to be explained mechan

are, perhaps, themselves only the ideas of ically and is the subject of the natural servi.

the eternalnature . ces ; the psychical, as such ,must be explained

A great problem of general philosophy psychologically and is the subject of the

growsout of these psychological curiosities mental sciences. But in reality the psychical

of hypnotism which is an abnormal magni. and themechanical are united , and it is the

fying ofthe laws of sensitive and imagina- first which forms the basis of the second.

tive life. To our view the experiences of Such is the essential principle of idea forces.

hypnotism are especially adapted to give us Without pretending to make here the com

the idea of our intimate union with the phys- plete study of hypnotism , we wish to trace

F -Aug.

The me
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the general principles of what has been attention upon any idea leads to the fatigue

termed " psychological automatism ." of attention, which is a sort of cramp in the

Wemust bear in mind first that the brain will power.

is ruled by two great laws, excitation and There is a mode of hypnotizing which is

prohibition . The excitation of one part of manifestly produced by the influence of an

the brain by fixed thought on any determined idea ,and which is frequently used after a sub

subject produces by that very fact a prohibi- ject has been put to sleep several times by

tion as to all other parts of the brain or ofthe the usual processes. It is that of simply

nervous system . Take away from an animal commanding him to go to sleep. Indeed new

its cerebral hemispheres and the excitability subjects can be hypnotized in this way . It

of the spinal marrow will be increased so follows very logically that subjects over

that the least excitation is liable to produce whom the hypnotic influence is already

convulsions. As there are thus in the brain strong will be susceptible even to very slight

vibratory waves which oppose and annul one suggestions of it. It is well known that

another, so there are in the consciousness many can be put to sleep by correspondence ;

ideas and tendencies which antagonize and as soon as they read the command the influ

often neutralize one another. Consciousness ence is felt. The same result is produced by

also is ruled by two great laws, the con means of a telephone message.

course of mental forces and the conflict of Personsof docile minds, old soldiers , arti

mental forces.
sans, all who are accustomed to passive

The lawsof the brain and of the conscious- obedience , are, according to Messrs . Lié

ness remain in force during sleep , natural or beault and Bernheim , more impressible than

artificial. Each cerebral cellule is like a man those more independent persons who often

in a confused crowd who uses his elbows to unconsciously oppose a certain moral resis

maintain his position and to advance in his tance to the influence. It is necessary that

own direction . Paralyze a group ofmen in the idea of sleep should notbe opposed by a

some important point in the crowd, and they contrary idea . This idea artificially isolated

will no longer oppose any resistance to the ends by provoking a sort of suspension of

movements of the rest of the crowd, and the other ideas, which manifests itself by a par

general result will be modified in favor of tial paralysis ofthe brain .

those who still have the use of their mem This paralysis introduced into the brain by

bers. This is precisely what takes placeboth the hypnotizer, very soon develops all its

in natural and artificial sleep. Certain parts consequences, both mental and physical. If

of the brain , those which give direction to thehypnotizer says to the sleeper , “ You can

thought and action are reduced to a state of not now open your eyes," and if this affirma

inactivity more or less marked . tion carries with it into the exhausted brain

Hypnotic sleep can be produced by physical the idea ofcompletepowerlessness, the subject.

causes, such as fixing the regard upon an ob- utterly in vain makes an effort to open his

ject, or as any monotonous stimulation ; one eyes. The fixed idea of the eyes invincibly

can in the same way put a child to sleep if it closed had for its correlative a certain nery

has not beforehand an idea of what is being ous state of the eyes themselves which de

attempted . But as one studies the question scended to them from the brain , and to which

closer he finds there is in it a psychical they comply . This idea , by the vibrations

element. The fixing of the regard , being a which are inseparable from it, has ·rendered

fixing of the attention , also produces a sort immovable in the cerebral keyboard, the key

of a fixed idea or artificial “ monoideism ,” which it is necessary to spring in order to

which thus leads very naturally to the deduc- open the eyes. In the same way the com

tion that there is a psychical cause for hyp- mand, “ Wakeup,” is an exterior excitation

notism . Uniform excitement of the senses which falls upon an explosive part of the

produces a deadening of sensibility ; this is brain , and provokes there, with the idea of

a general law . A uniform and long con- awakening, the first sensations and the first

tinued sensation of odor exhausts the sense movements of awakening. The vertigo is

of smell ; the same thing happens under the dissipated and the person comes to himself.

same treatment to the sense of taste. All There is such a change of view that all the

are familiar with the phenomenon of cramp- dreams of somnambulism sink at once into

ing . The concentration of the will and the the under -ground apartments of the cerebral
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theater , ready to repair again to the stage at movement." In other words, to all suppres

call . Here again reviving sensations and sion of ideas there responds the suppres

impulses respond to the idea of awakening, sion of motive force, as to all introduction of

and, on the physical side, movements re- ideas there responds a production of move

spond to these sensations. ment.

The sleep provoked, according to M. Hypnotism confirms still another conse

Bernheim , does not depend upon the hypno quence of the law of idea-forces, which is ,

tizer , but upon the subject. He says, “ It that every idea not counterbalanced by an

is his own faith which puts him to sleep. No other, appears as a reality . In a state of

one can be hypnotized against his will, if he monoideism , as consciousness is reduced

resists the command.” There seems to be an wholly to sensation, so the exterior world is

exaggeration in this statement. M. Ochoro- reduced to an image. From thiscome allthe

wicz declares that he has several times put hallucinations ofthe hypnotized . Every illu

those to sleep who resisted with all their sion which is suggested to them seems to

power . The reason of this is, that the influ- have a real existence. If a subject is given a

ence of the idea force remained after the con- glass of vinegar and water to drink under

trol of the willwas lost. The idea of an ex- the na:ne of champagne he will find it ex

traordinary sleep, due to the marvelous cellent, and may even become apparently in

power ofa magnetizer,may produce an effect toxicated by it. Inversely , real intoxication

of paralysis even upon one who resists it. may be dissipated by suggestion . A bottle

There is a lack of confidence in himself ; a of ammonia presented as cologne will give a

doubt arises ; then comes an unconscious, or delightful odor.

at least an involuntary , submission . It is a On the other hand real sensations can be

sort of fascination which gives to the very abolished by the idea that they do not exist. •

idea to which hewill not voluntarily assent One can pull a tooth or amputate an arm

to submit himself, a power over him . while affirming to the sleeping subject that

From the causes ofhypnotism we will now he does not feel any pain . The sensation of

pass to the effects. Wehave seen that the hunger can be abolished. A patient went

induced sleep arrests all the faculties, that of fourteen days without any desire for food ;

restraint, or prohibition with the rest ; there his faith alone nourished him . The force of

is then a cessation of the power to produce a an idea receives in all of these experiences

cessation. It is in the fullest sense of the a strong confirmation .

word a realization of the free reign of idea The influence of ideas upon organic life

forces . reaches in hypnotism its highest degree and

By the theory of idea- forces, as there is produces most curious effects, which are

never a sensation , idea, or hallucination , best fitted to show that the mental element

without a correspondingmovement, so there is always found as the basis of the physical.

is never an abolition of a sensation or of an Our consciousness, in its normal state , is

idea without a suppression or a modification formed by a group ofsensations coming both

of corresponding movements, consequently from without and from within ; but those

without a paralysis. If I have forgotten the from within are obscured by the others as are

name or the place of an object I cannot pro- the stars by the light of the sun .

nounce this name, normake a movement to pressing or restraining by hypnotism the

take the object from its place. It is this communication of the brain with the exterior

which M. Pierre Janet has very forcibly world , new perceptions furnished from within

shown . A hysterical person who completely are rendered possible and their succession is

loses all sensibility in a member can no lon- able to constitute a new existence, different

ger speak of or move that member. " Here from the ordinary. The mental life is con

then the exterior and visible side of human fined to the interior. The only impressions

activity is only the shadow of its interior and now coming from the outside are those made

psychological side." by thewordsof the hypnotizer. A crowd of

Nervous paralysis is, on the mental side, a organic sensations and of reactions of the

loss of memory . “ In reality, these two brain upon the internal organs can now ac

things, forgetfulness and paralysis, are only quire an unaccustomed relief. Every idea

one and the samething considered from two goes directly to the organ which is in league

different standpoints, as the image and the with it, and exercises its influence upon ic .

In sup
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Instead ofacting directly upon the organs of malady, becomes a force capable of producing

the body the hypnotizer acts indirectly upon physiological effects. Once persuaded that

them bymeans of an idea ; he paralyzes and he will be cured , the cure begins. The idea

restores them notwith his hand, but with an of returning health takes possession of the

idea transmitted to the brain , und by the mind, reacts against the former morbid iniu

brain to the organ . ence, heightens the vital tone ; thewhole or

In order better to understand this influ- ganism is strengthened and reinforced ; the

ence which the mind has over the body, idea of health gives birth to health itself.

we must remember that at the beginning of Weare next going to see how this blended

life all the organs were more or less under physical and psychical chain binds one indi

the dominance of the will, and there was a vidual to another. Between the hypnotizer

consciousness more or less distinct of the and the hypnotized there is established a

condition of each organ , and it was more particular sympathy which is called themag

easily controlled by the will. Certain per- netic influence. The brain of the subject will

sons are known now to have the power to recognize acts of the operator so subtle that

suspend the heart beats. Wecan all volun- they entirely escape the notice of all other

tarily stop our automatic respiration . At persons. The subject is often blind or deaf

the beginning it is probable that the con- to the presence or to the voice of every one

sciousness was aware of all the conditions of save the hypnotizer ; or he sees and hears

the inner life ; iis perception of the states of only those with whom the latter puts him in

the body was more highly developed and connection . A very sensitive subject will

morecapableofmaking accuratedistinctions. follow , either in person or with his eyes, the

Each being felt its existence ; felt the work- hypnotizer all around the room , or amid a

.ing of the glands, felt all the internalmove. hubbub of voices will clearly distinguish his

ments. To-day wedo not notice the normal tones, imperceptible to every other ear. The

beating of the heart or the normal respira- reason is, that in the brain of the subject

tion ; but these sensations,though en feebled , there is one point always ready to vibrate

do not any the less exist in the general con- and respond ; it is the fixed idea of the hyp

sciousness , mingled with the mass of other notizer , with the particular impression which

sensations. All the organs and all their it produced . Every thing connected with

movements have yet as in earlier life their this impression provokes the sympathetic re

representatives in the brain in the form of action of the subject; all other things do not

ideas, distinct or indistinct, actual or possi- exist for him . It is a monopoly, an engross

ble, separated from the mass ormingled with ment of the consciousness, a prohibition of

the others ; they all execute their part in the every thing else by the idea -force of the

concert of the consciousness. Hypnotism power belonging to the hypnotizer .

in suppressing the relationswith the exterior A favorite experiment with M. Gurney

world heightensallthe sensations of theinner was to conceal the hand of a subject behind a

life. A person, for instance, is threatened thick curtain , and then to touch one of the

with bronchitis ; he feels an irritation in the fingers which immediately became insensible

chestand a desire to cough. Soundingshere or rigid . If an assistant touched another fin

and there upon the chest provoke a cough. ger, even at the same time as he himself

But such an examination is vague and in- touched the one, no effectwas produced upon

complete. If the person is hypnotized he it. Even when awake, certain subjects ap

will instantly make known his interior con- parently absorbed in conversation with a

dition. Hewill seize the finger of the hyp- third person have had a finger stiffened by

notizer and place it with precision over all the touch ofM.Gurney.

the affected points . This sympathy between the operator and

There is then an exceptional accuracy of subject makes itself felt at a distance.

the vital senses . Now , let the hypnotizer Messrs. Pierre and Gibert have repeatedly by

employ the suggestion of the idea ; let him theconcentration of their thought and will,

declare to the person , in a certain number of put a subject to sleep at a distance of over

sittings, that the irritation is disappearing, sixteen hundred feet. M. Hericourt and Dr.

that the wish to cough will cease , that the Dusart have made numerous similar at

disease no longer is present, and that, of tempts which have been successful. Not

course, he is not sick . This idea obscures the only can one be put to sleep by the force of
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concentrated thought, but suggestions can first are reproduced in the second bymeans

bemade which the sleeper will remember. of the aërialmedium which transmits them .

M.Gibert suggested mentally to Madame B Weare now coming to a domain still more

that she should water her garden the next marvelous and still less explored as yet. Ac

day at twenty minutes after two o'clock . At cording to Messrs.Gurney and Myers, many

the very hour appointed she filled her can persons receive impressionsof different kinds

and carried out the suggestion. regarding an absent person who at the same

The transmission of sensations as well as moment is undergoing some intense, crit

ofthought can bemade at a distance . If in ical emotion . The most frequent of such

another room M.Janet ate and drank while impressions are either a clear vision of the

Madame B was in the hypnotic sleep, she absentone or the sound of his voice. This

thoughtshe was eating and drinking, and sympathy manifested at a distance is the

there could be seen in her throat the motions true telepathy. M. Gurney explains the

of swallowing. She could tell when he put occurrence by the fact that the person pass

in his mouth sugar or salt or pepper. If ing through the crisis transmits the vibra

still in another room , he sharply pinched his tions of his brain through somemedium to

arm , she, asleep, suddenly cried out. Once the brain of theone he loves. These are sim

when he burned his arm quite badly, she ut- ply phenomena of nervous induction similar

tered terrible cries, and the one who was to those of electrical induction.

with her, watching the effects, had difficulty As instances of this fact , it is known that

in holding her. The watcher did not know Madame Severn awakened with a start, feel

where M. Janetwas going to burn his arm , ing that she had received a violent blow in

butMadamewith her other hand grasped her the face. At the same moment her husband

arm on the exact spot, as the watcher after- who was sailing on a lake, had been struck

ward learned . by the tiller of his vessel. Madame Bettany

The theory has been advanced that the was walking in a field , when suddenly she

thought of the operator is really transmitted had a vision of her mother stretched upon a

to the subject by the intermediary of a form bed in a dying condition. She ran for a phy

of speech . Wecannot think, in fact,without sician and hastened to the house where she

mentally pronouncing the words, andwecan- found her mother just as she had seen her in

notmentally pronounce the words without her vision. Madame C was at church , and

pronouncing them physically also with the suddenly cried , “ Some one is calling me.

larynx. To think is in reality to talk low . Something is the matter." She soon re

The ideas are so inseparable from their cor- ceived a message calling her to the death bed

responding movements that they are always of her husband who was in a distant city .

translated in the larynx bymuscular sounds Two brothers who were devotedly attached

fainter than the finest ear can possibly de- to each other lived one in America and one

tect . It has been thought that onehypno- in England. One suddenly saw the other

tized might possess an acuteness of hearing sitting up in bed with a distressed look on

necessary to distinguish the things said in his face. Deeply impressed, he noted the

this inner language. Some authorities have time, wrote to America and learned that his

conceived that thesubjectmight read this si- brother died at the very moment when he

lent language as it is expressed upon thelips had seen him in his vision. Two sisters be

of the hypnotizer, as a deaf person can read ing together both heard their names called .

common speech. Whatever the exactmeans At the samemoment their brother in the de

of conveying thought from one to another lirium of fever had cried out for them . In

may be, itmust be somemethod of transmit- this case there was a reciprocalhallucination.

ting through somemedium a vibratory en- In other cases there have been collectivehal

ergy. That is the only means by which the lucinations, when the same apparition ap

changes in one portion of matter can be re- peared to several persons.

produced in another portion . Through some Hallucination is perception in which the

medium the changes occurring in one brain objective is entirely lacking. But right here

mustmake an impression on another brain . it is necessary to recall that in all perception

Cause one diapason to resound, and another there is a construction of the object by our

diapason in unison with the first will also selves. To see a house is not to remain pas

resound. The sonorous undulations of the sive ; it is to collect into a mass a multitude
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of separate signs, it is to interpret these ence only the sensations directly advanta

signs, it is to deduce the reality from ap- geous to life itself. Wefeel the agreeable and

pearances, to judge of the situation in space, useful coolness of a glass of water ; butwe

time, etc. To perceive, therefore, isalways to do not feel the animalcules without number

imagine. Then an impression more or less which inhabit the glass of water. When we

vague transmitted from a distance is suffi- think of translating faithfully all realities

cient to constitute a datum , a center of asso- into the language of our sensations, we are

ciation. The impression becomes an idea , like a person who, gifted only with hearing,

the idea an emotion, the emotion gives an should attempt to translate into symphony

impulse to the imagination,which constructs all the events of the Punic Wars.

a vision and the objective. The hallucina On the other hand , we can conceive that in

tion is the work of the one who experiences certain individuals, under certain circum

it, but it is provoked by an impression trans- stances , faculties of feeling are exalted and

mitted from another brain . made manifest, which ordinarily remain in

Up tothe present timethefacts of telepathy a latent state. The phenomena known long

are far from offering any scientific certitude. ago under the nameof clairvoyancy, are ex

It is necessary to make allowance for chance , plained by the exaltation of certain senses.

for coincidences, exaggeration , forgetfulness, Wemust then admit that there are in nature

and hallucinations of memory. But there is unknownmodesof force and in consciousness

nothing in it contrary to the facts of science . unknown modes of perception .

It is in all probability one of the methods of Physical nature shows that we are sub

communication across space of which we are jected constantly to forces of which we are

yet still ignorant. A telephone reproduces unconscious. The earth draws us to itself

at enormous distances the vibrations caused by the force of gravity, and the sun attempts

by the voice . One dare not assert that cer- to lift us into the air. We are subjected to

tain cerebral vibrationscannot be transmitted the action of the whole universe, and we re

in such a way as to produce a sensible effect. act against these forces in every atom ofour

From these considerations we must con beings, but we are not conscious of so doing .

clude that there are forces in nature which The progression of evolution is toward the

escape our perception and our consciousness. ascendency of mental life. In the next age

These forces probably act upon our general instead of saying that the mental is the

state of susceptibility , but we cannot distin- shadow of the mechanical, it will be theme

guish separately each distinct sensation. In chanical which is the shadow ; the mental

the struggle for life sentient beings experi- will be infinitely themore real.

CHARACTER .

BY PHILIP BURROUGHS STRONG .

THE

CHE flask of musk held hidden in the The diamond in themud doth still retain

hand
Its own intrinsic worth ;

Is soon to sense revealed ; The dust thewindslift heavenward allin vain ,

The heart's true nature can at no command As dust it falls to earth .

Of ours be long concealed .

The good man, like the pillared palm , that

For whatsoe'er one is within his heart grows

Will he be everywhere ; Unheeding every weight

No grace can mere environment impart, Bound on its top, and every blast that blows,

No excellence impair. Forever strong and straight,

Grows on, though every adverse circumstance

Against his soulmay press,

With steady, strong, symmetrical advance,

In regal righteousness.



DEATH VALLEY.

BY R , S. DIX .

O

UT in the western part of our conti- flashing white turned to the softened gray of

nent, where the southeastern bound . twilight, until all had faded into the calm

ary line of California touches the colorlessness of approaching night. Above

southwestern boundary line of Nevada, in it all hovered the gigantic mirages, re-produ

a part of the country known as Inyo County, cing the fantastic shapes of the rugged

we find a tract of land which has for years mountains and adding to the panorama a

been wrapped in a cloud ofcombined mystery touch of supernatural beauty which struck

and fear. This is the Death Valley of min- the rough miners dumb. Alas for them that

ers' tale and travelers ' dread ; the Death Val- they did not realize the extentof themirages

ley which got its name years ago from the which gave promiseofsafety and water which

direful fate which, in 1850, overtook all but they would never find within the confines of

two of the thirty immigrants who first ex- the valley !

plored it. The following is the story of their When the morning dawned , they descended

sufferings as told by the two survivors. into the valley and commenced their journey

The party ofthirty men were on their way through it to the south ; butthis was soon

to the California gold fields, and thinking found to be impracticable because the few

they could shorten the trip , they decided to pools of water they could find were so alka

take a route farther south than that usually line as to be useless ; then they turned about

followed — and in that decision lay their death and tried to make their way out to the north

sentence. When they left Great Salt Lake, or northwest ; but this was equally impossi

they went south to the valley of the Amagosa ble because of the rugged nature of themoun

River, which rises in southwestern Nevada tain . Atlast in despair, starving and thirst

and flows south and then northwest reaching ing, they abandoned their teamsand in small

the marsh of Death Valley. This brought parties ofabout five men each endeavored to

them to the FunerealMountains seen in the find their way out of the death trap, but all

map. perished save the two whose tales of strug .

Having ascended the eastern slope, the gle and misery gave the valley its name and

party were treated to a view of natural beau- furnished substance for the stories which, for

ties almost unparalleled , and certainly mar- many a long day, turned theback of any wise

velous enough to lure wiser men than these traveler upon its salt splendor.

fortune-hunters to a fatal conclusion . The Oflate years, however, more venturesome

flaming ball of the setting sun lay low in the spirits have penetrated its mysteries, and

west. The reflection of its red glare illum- strangely enough the love of gold was the

ined far to the east theazure sky, and touched incentivewhich prompted the second success

with golden points the second range of moun- ful invasion as it did the first, and the ac

tains which loomed up just beyond. And be. count of the second trip is not less interest

tween the mountains upon which they stood ing , though less exciting, than that of the

and the second range, in a chasm five thou- miners of 1850.

sand feet deep , lay a valley of marvels like In the meantime the United States govern

unto those of the Arabian Nights. As far as mentmade, in 1871, partial surveys of the ter

the eye could reach, there was nothing but ritory , but with no practical results, so that

gleaming white splendor ; not a trace of vege- when a civil engineer employed by some cap

tation, not a creature to break the solemn Italists interested in borax and soda, went

silence which pervaded the place like a bene- out tomake an investigation of the place, he

diction ; nothing butwhite everywhere,dotted found not only that little had been done to

here and therewith twinkling pools of water. ward a thorough survey,but thatmuch ofthat

Slowly sank the setting sun. Slowly the little was incorrect. At present, however ,

golden light rose higher and higher upon the the Agricultural Department at Washington

mountain peaks until it drifted quietly off is organizing an exploring party to study

from the highest of them ; and slowly the the deadly peculiarities of the valley. But
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we will confine ourselves to the prospecting formed of pure borax, salt, and soda. The

engineer's interesting accountof its climate, valley was once a great salt lake, not unlike

geography , geology, vegetation , and animal the Great Salt Lake of Utah , but the water

life, and the deceptive mirages which have has slowly evaporated through the years, and

been so fatal to the unfortunate traveler who as this evaporation took place the least solu

may have strayed in his wanderings within ble ingredients were first precipitated. Thus

the bounds of the valley, only to die miser- upon the higher levels is found the sodium

ably of thirst and heat, leaving his bones to biborate, or borax, then the sodium chloride,

bleach among the whitened rocks which or salt, and then sodium carbonate, or soda.

mark, as natural gravestones, his lonely rest. The salt lies in a crust from six inches to a

ing place. foot thick , just above the salt marsh which

The exploring party left the Atlantic and covers all the bottom . Unfortunately it is

Pacific Railroad at Daggett's Station, and- not of commercial value, but the borax beds

with two horses and a buckboard, upon which are the richest in the world ; yet they have

were packed their provisions and water, and lain unnoticed for years .

the fodder for the horses - started for the Borates are found mostly in countries sub

mountains upon the west of the valley. Af- ject to earthquakes, such as Chili and Italy,

ter driving some eighty miles, they cameto a and Inyo County experienced a great shock

spring in these mountains from whence they very recently. It is estimated that at Borax

went east down into the southern part of the Lake in California , the springs which dis

valley, and thence up the opposite range. charge themineral would replace the supply

From here they commenced to explore in se- of borax , were it allremoved , in from three to

rious earnest ; but we have but space to deal five years, and probably so here. The springs

with results and must follow in imagination which supplied the old lake with borates are

only their journeyings, with the attendant still alive, and still discharge the stuff in so

hardship and danger.
lution , but are useless as drinking water, so

Death Valley is about sixty -five miles long, that a man may die of thirst while by the

running northwest and southeast, and is from side of the stream . It is a remarkable fact

five to fifteen miles wide. It lies in latitude that these borax deposits are notworked, but

36 ° 45 ' north ,and longitude116 ° 50' west,and it is probably due as much to the fearful heat

is bounded on the east by the FunerealMoun- prevailing in the valley as to ignorance of

tains, and on the west by the Telescope their existence or the distance from any rail

Mountains, the highest peak of which , called road. No one cares to toil much in a temper

Telescope Peak, attains an altitude of 10,937 ature ranging from 103° to 130° Fahrenheit in

feet above the level of the sea. The distance the shade, yet such is frequently the heat in

from that peak to the highest peak in the this terrible place . It is mitigated by the

FunerealMountains is but thirty miles in an fact, however, that thehumidity is practically

air line, and the lowest portion of the valley nothing - one per cent, say, asagainstninety

lies directly between them . There are about eight per cent in an eastern city - and there

forty- five miles of this depression , which is fore the evaporation from the human body,

the center of the valley, and it lies from one which is so rapid as to prevent any percep

hundred to two hundred feet below the level tible perspiration , prevents sunstroke.

of the sea ; hence Telescope Peak is some Exposure to the direct rays of the sun for

11,000 feet above the level of the valley. The any length of time with no water to allay the

depth of the valley is a most remarkable fact thirst, will bring on a form of dementia which

when we consider that it is nearly two hun. is, fortunately , only temporary, and is cured

dred miles from the Pacific Ocean, and the by a few hours' rest and cooling. Each per

lofty Sierra Nevada Mountains, as well as son requires about three gallons of water per

many other ranges, lie between it and the day there, as against three pints ordinarily,

coast,--but this wonderfulplace is full of re- which addsmuch to the difficulty of travel,

markable things. because it is all butimpossible to carry enough

Its most noticeable feature is the white and water to last an exploring party from one

gray blanket which covers its every part, as drinkable stream to another. As the horses

well as portions of the surrounding moun or oxen require the same increase in propor

tains, and it is this blanket which makes the tion , there is little hope of being able to util

place of such valueto commerce ,because it is ize the wealth of mineral in the valley until
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Abovemany more useful springs are found, or some lies the only safeguard to animal life.

relatively inexpensive way of introducing where the chemical deposits lie is a slight

water into the place is hit upon .
vegetable growth consisting ofmesquite trees

Thegathering, refining, and shipping ofbo- or brush and a salt grass which is of no value.

raxinvolvesmuch tediousopen air work . At The brush attains a height of about thirty

Borax Lake in the Slate Range in California, feet, but is avoided byman and beast alike

four hundred miles east of San Francisco— on account of its terrible thorns. Still far

the largest borax minewhere the salt is found ther up themountains are found sage brush

under exactly the same conditions as to sur- and dwarf pines , but the intense heat and ab

roundingsas in Death Valley — the sodium bi- solute absence of water prevent any form of

borate is first gathered into heaps with sharp practical vegetation . Thus the animal life is

thin steel shovels. This has to be done care confined to the most repulsive forms, such

fully, in order to avoid as far as possible get- as the lizard and rattlesnake, the scorpion

ting either salt or soda mixed with it. The and tarantula , the horned toad and, in some

salt is easy to distinguish because of its taste, months, gnats. Occasionally a few black

but only the accustomed eye can distinguish birds and crows hover about, but usually

the soda crystals from those of borax. only in the trail of the traveler in hope of

The mineral is then carried in cow -hide finding food in the scraps left behind.

baskets to ox carts which convey it to the re Geologically, the formation of Death Valley

fining factory - a long, shed -like, wooden is anomalous, as the pitch of its strata is to

structure upon the outskirts of the lake - in theeast and they are composed chieflyoflime

which are large vats, or boilers, filled with stone and dikes of diorite and porphyry ;

water. Here the borax is emptied into the while the strata of the Sierra Nevada are com

boilers and boiled five hours ,when it is puri. posed mostly of granite and gneiss. The

fied sufficiently for shipping. The solution presence ofboracic acid in solution in the old

containing the salt is then run off into zinc- alkaline lake was probably due to the springs

lined coolers where it crystallizes around the which supplied it with salt and borax from

sides. When cooled , the crystals are scraped tourmaline granite by the reaction of sul

off and packed in bagsor boxes and carried phuric acid on theborax and submitted to

by mule -teamsto the nearest railroad. heat before emittance. Strangely enough ,

Although borax is in common and daily Owen's Lake, sixty miles to the west of the

use all over the world , of late years, notably valley, is, chemically ,what the old lakemust

since the discovery of borax beds in Thibet have been , and from the pitch of the strata it

in Asia, and in California and Nevada, where would seem as if the alkaline springs which

it is found in a natural salt covering the sur- rise in Death Valley and the surrounding

face of the ground, the margin of profit desert must originate in Owen's Lake. In

upon it has been so small that it would be an oasis called Furnace Wash lying onemile

impossible to accomplish economically and east of the valley are found seven alkaline

practically the required amount of labor in a springs,all differing in alkalinity and in tem

waterless country, even were it possible for a perature, and in all seasonsthe quantity and

man, having a full supply of water, to do a quality of the water discharged from them is

full day's work in a climate whose temper- the same.

ature has been approached only in the Desert Perhaps the most dangerous feature of the

of Sahara and on the Persian Gulf — the re- place is its mirages, which appear and disap

port from each , respectively
, being 127° and pear without any apparent reason or scien

128° Fahrenheit as the highest known tem- tific explanation
. They picture lakes and

perature, cooling shades to the weary traveler, leading

In contradistinction to the fearful heatof him on and on in the hope ofwhat is to come,

ninemonths in the year, the months of De- and then in an instant are gone, leaving him

cember, January , and February are painfully without hope or succor, in an arid waste ,with

cold , while terrible storms of alkaline dust no water, no shade, no relief from theblister

and sand sweep the valley from end to end, ing sun or cutting sandstorm .

making mere existence miserable ; but from Not an attractive account, nor one that

year's end to year's end , there isnever a drop would encourage one to travel far in order to

of rain nor a flake of snow ; hence the lack of view the place in its desolation . Burning

humidity in the hot seasons -a lack wherein salt marsh at its bottom , pathless tracts of
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salt and borax just above, then the thorny of saltand alkaliare scattered thedead bodies

brush , and yet higher the mournful stunted of men and animals preserved for all ages to

pine, all under the glare of a blazing sun , un- come.”

refreshed by brook or pond, and enlivened And yet, in the midst of this desolation ,

only by scorpion and snake ; and last ofall, lies that which represents not only benefitbut

the bones of hundreds of lost travelersbleach- wealth for the many, and out of these direful

ing in one's path . “ Such is the Valley of surroundings are gathered facts which illus

Death . One does not need burial, for the trate or prove the conclusions of science, con

body will not decay, butwill simply be shrive clusions which help usto protect human life ,

eled up to a mummy, and lie there to an to enlighten the mind, and better the con

eternity, imperishable, staring upat the burn- dition ofman theworld over. Truly the ways

ing sky. Hereand thereall over theawfulplain of the Lord are inscrutable.

TRAVELING IN PROVINCIAL FRANCE.

BY ELIZABETH ROBINS PENNELL.

TH

HE traveler who crosses France in a unlike than Brittany, with its gray towns and

railway train on his way to Paris, or serene landscape and somewhat silent peas

even to Switzerland or Italy , is apt ants, and Provence, ringing with the laugh

to think of it only as one vast plain , almost ter of the vintage, its shining white cities

treeless, save for long lines of poplars which decked for the weekly bull fight, and its men

follow roads and canals with monotonous and women, with true southern gaiety, al

regularity . This is not strange, for French en- ways gathering their rosebuds while they

gineers, in building their railroads, havekept may?--what more unlike than the delicate

to the levelest ground with marvelous skill, foliage of pale Picardy and the dense forests

while the Alps have cometo be so identified of Fontainebleau ? -what more unlike than

with Switzerland few remember that someof the mediæval walls of Carcassonne and the

their highest peaks are, notSwiss, butFrench. Roman ruins of Arles ?

Ofother parts ofthis beautiful land the ave I can scarcely understand how it is that so

rage tourist knows nothing. delightful a country is almost entirely neg

The truth is that probably no country of its lected by the tourist who professes to love

size can boast of greater variety. On three picturesqueness and beauty as well as the

sides it borders the sea with perhapsthe love- correct shows of the guide book . This sum

liest shores in Europe ; to the east it rises mer I have been traveling in France, as far

with the heights of Jura, to the south with southwest as the Pyrenees , as far southeast

the green ranges of the Pyrenees ; it has its as Marseilles, and in two months I have not

lesser hills in the Vosges and the Cévennes, met one American or Englishman or, indeed ,

its great fertile plains in La Beauce and Le foreigner of any nationality.

Bourbonnais , its château -crowned rivers in The popular idea is that Paris is the one

the Loire and the Rhone. It stretches from place of world -wide fame to be seen in France.

where bleak dawns, under gray skies, over. For, just as all the Alps are usually supposed

look the rough northern waves, to where, to be Swiss, so Nice and the Riviera , where

in radiant sunshine, olive orchards and vine- tourists do congregate, are apt to suggest

yards are watered by the blue Mediterranean . Italy ; Biarritz and Pau, also , beloved by the

And it has not only its one unrivalled capi- English , Spain . It may there ore be well,

tal andmany rich manufacturing cities, but its before saying anything about how to travel,

silentold -world villages and sleeping forgotten to point out what makes the true provincial

towns, not merely its mountains and seashore France worth traveling to .

resorts sacred to fashion, butits lonely monas In the first place then , there are compara

teriesand places of pilgrimage which have bor- tively few French towns, or even villages,

rowed from history or poetry a certain sanctity . without a fine old cathedral or church. In no

Better still, to the picturesqueness of France part ofmediævalEurope did the ecclesiastical

is there no less variety. What could be more architects work such marvels as in France ,
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and even those who do not know the lay- corded in Baedeker, a French provincial town

man's a b c of architecture, to be learned in is still worth seeing for itself. There is a

such publicationsas Parker's Handbook , can- certain charm about it which I can hardly

notbe wholly indifferent to thesolemn beauty put into words — the charm of its large place ,

of an old Romanesque church or thegrandeur or square, its very center, so deserted during

of a great Gothic pile. It has become the the day, so crowded and brilliant in the even

usual thing for the tourist to make the ing, its caféswhere groups forever sit at the

rounds of the cathedral towns of England ; little tables at their doors, its life , so wholly

but too often , if he has stopped between trains and immeasurably different from that of our

at Amiens or Rouen , he thinks he has ex- towns, its people, its good restaurants, its

hausted those of France, though the latter are parks. Indeed ,were it but to wander through

far more numerous. Unfortunately, of late the latter, I would gladly make a tour of all

years the modern fever of restoration has France . I know of nothing fairer than the

raged , wellnigh unchecked in France. In park at Poitiers, with its shady alleys, its.

several towns, as in Moulins and Périgueux, carefully clipped trees , trim and regular and

hardly a trace of the old work remains. But elegant as the garden of some old palace ;

still, just as the old churches took long in and as you linger there in the afternoon , you

the building, so must they now , despite the can lean over the old town wall and look for

eagerness of the French government for new down the valley , where was foughtthe great

" jobs,” take long in the restoring, and it will battle of which England's Black Prince was

be many a day before the last has disappeared the hero ; nothing fairer than the park ai

and been replaced by the contract work of the Montpellier, wiere a marble balustrade runs

modern Jerry builder. That they are going, about its terri.ced slopes, as in front of a

is all the more reason for the journey in stately old Italian villa , and where a great

France to be made at an early date ; that the fountain , like a classic temple, filling a wide

least known are those which so far have least basin , would not be unworthy of Rome, the

suffered , all the more reason to include in city of fountains;and from it an aqueduct, even

this journey many towns without commercial as in the Roman Campagna, stretches far

ormanufacturing or guide-book fame. All, across the country, here covered with vines

I fear, it would be impossible to see ; often and fig trees and fields of corn , to distant

rich treasures of architecturalbeauty are hid- blue hills. These are but twoof many French

den in an out-of-the-way corner, as , for ex- parks, thememory ofwhose beauty will ever

ample , in the little Pyrenean village of St. remain a pleasure to me, and I mention them

Bertrand de Comminges or the unvisited simply because they happen to be the last I

town of Abbeville. have seen . There is not a town, however in

But for the student, interest does not cease significant, that has not its peaceful green

with the ecclesiastical monuments. The enclosure .

ruins, the vast arenas and theaters and tem Alikeas most of the towns are in their mod

ples, that in Provence still stand to bear wit- ern boulevards, in their new streets and

ness to the once mighty Roman rule, are houses and cafés, for which Paris has invari

second in importance only to those of Italy . ably been the model, there is scarcely one

Many towns are to -day filled with houses which has not preserved a distinct character

rich in the beauty and memories of mediæ- of its own. A few like Arles, have even their

valism ; in Rouen, in Troyes, in Bourges, you own costume. Or else they have their special

find yourself again , as it were, in theMiddle feast, or games, or market. Not even Italy

Ages. In others, as in Toulouse, in Nancy, can boast ofmore infinite variety.

in the cities that border the Loire, are some The time of times for a journey through

of the loveliest palaces and castles and gate- this country, which has so much to repay the

ways that rose during the best days of the traveler for his trouble, is during the warmer

Renaissance . France is simply an inex : months, from April or May until the end of

haustible mine for the architect or the lover October. The French dearly love an outdoor

of architecture ,
existence, and even in thenorth the people

And even where there is nothing very old live and work in the streets to an extent

or quaint, even where there are no mu- which we cannot easily realize. Therefore,

seums (and many provincialmuseums con a place which in winter is sad enough , in

tain very fine collections), no curiosities re summer wakes into life again . And as for
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the south , it is not really seen unless visited at thestation to attend to one's baggage. I

when the sun is shining its brightest. agree with Baedeker that it is wisest to travel

In Provence and the provinces bordering on the Continent only with a handbag. Bag

the Mediterranean , September is the best gage is always a nuisance, for there are no

month , for on the first the vintagebeginsand French Union Transfer Companies. You

the busiest time of the year is practically a must carry yourtrunk yourself to the station ,

holiday for the people. It may bewarm ; deliver it over to the porter, buy your ticket,

Englishmen would call the weather unbear- and then take yourplace in the usually long

able. But to an American the heat seemsbut line of people waiting to register their traps.

trifling. I have been in the south of France But for this bother , the arrangement is really

all through the month ofAugust, and, while admirable, for each person is allowed so much

I have found itwarm and even oppressive at baggage free, the weight varying with the

noon , I have never suffered as I have at home different classes by which you can travel,and

at midsummer. By traveling in the early only two sous, or cents, are charged for hav

morning, before the railway carriages have ing it registered . But at the end of your jour

had time to be thoroughly heated by the sun, ney you mustagain waitto claim your trunk ,

one can manage to keep on one's journey and you must see to having it removed to

with comparative comfort. I must confess your hotel or to wherever you may be going .

that in theafternoon there is a familiarhome. This is after all a much simpler matter, not

like look in the wilted collarsandunbuttoned only in France, but in almost every part of

coats and vests of travelers, and in the linen Europe than it would be with us, since hacks

dusters which one never sees in England. or stages between the stations and any and

But by starting out in the cool of themorn- all quarters of the town or hotel, are al

ing and going only a short distance each day, wayswaiting, and the prices charged seem to

one can forget how hot it is. Throughout us ludicrously small :half a franc or ten cents

the greater part of the south - the midi, as as a rule for the stage, a franc or franc and a

the French call it, -- there is a wind known as half, twenty or thirty cents, for the carriage.

the mistral which blows sometimes for days If you are only going to stay over night in a

together without bringing a single cloud, town it is less trouble not to claim yourtrunk

and which saves this district, though it is until the nextmorning, butto let it stay in

really as far south as Italian Tuscany and the the baggage room in themeanwhile.

Roman States, from the long spells of stilling I never grudge the time I have to wait in a

heat to which the American is but too well French railway station . The French as a na

accustomed . tion are tremendously given to traveling, and

The most perfect way to travel is, of course, they make such an amusing crowd. The

on a cycle. From it the country can be seen scene, with the soldiers in slouchy red and

to best advantage, since the cycler can stop blue uniforms, the priests in cassocks and

at every little village or little town on his broad -brimmed hats , the nuns, the peasant

route and learn something of the beauty of women in neat white caps, themen in blouses,

the land that lies between . But to cycle, the is so essentially foreign . And all the railway

traveler must have plenty of time, and time officials are as effective as if effect was their

with the American in Europe is usually a object — the porters in blue trousers and

limited commodity . I take it for granted , blouses belted in with wide red belts, and

therefore, that as a rule he will make his above all, the Chefde la Gare, or Chief of the

journey in the commonplacemanner and rely Station , a gorgeous creature in gold braid and

upon the railroad . buttons, who stalks up and down and does

The railways of France are not only tri- nothing for your benefit at coming-in and

umphsofengineering skill, but they are also going -out of every train .

very well managed, so well in fact that some In France, as elsewhere in Europe, there

of the regulations are to us irritating . The are three classes or three kinds of carriages

closing of the ticket office a few minutes be- and prices. An American at first is apt to

fore the train starts is an excellent plan, but think it absolutely necessary to tra
first

when these few minutes are lengthened into class. · As a friend of mine (who has since

fifteen , as they have been on certain lines this gone almost all over Great Britain and the

summer, orewould be just as happy were Continent in third class carriages) explained ,

rules less strict. However, one needs time it takes such a lot of moral courage the first
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time you frankly admit yourself to be a sec- had got into the hotel stage at Troyes to put

ond class , or, worse still, a third class per- his head in at the window and wish us Bon

son ! But there is no use in spending one's voyage and say a last Je vous salue, Monsieur

money for a little extra upholstery, a few et Madame; all because a few minutes before

inchesmore space.
In England the second- in the railway carriagewehad told him that

class carriages are often unpleasant because we were Americans, and it so happened that

they are filled with lady's maids and valets he had a sister in New York .

and footmen , for someunknown reason a pe But the manners of the people are always

culiarly and aggressively odious classto travel charming - up to a certain point. No man

with , and there it is best to go either first or gets in or out of a carriage without touching

third. But it is usually said that in France, his hat or wishing you good -day. Any small

as in Italy, it is out of the question to travel civility is graciously rendered . But it is not

third . This is a great mistake. For short always safe to leave your seat, even if you

distances I almost invariably go third ; for have marked it with your baggage. It has

long distances I admit that it is not practi . been within my experience that you come

cable, as third class carriages are attached back and find your place occupied . Then the

only to what are called omnibus trains which only thing to do is to claim it and not to

stop at every station ; you seldom find them mind a short, stiff war of words. This is the

on express trains, so that on a journey of course a Frenchman would take, and the

many mileswhat is saved in expense is far chances are you get back your seat and make

outbalanced by what is lost in time. It is true the rest ofthe journey on the friendliest terms

that in third class carriages, save on one or with the enemy. This, however, is likely to

two lines, you must sit on bare boards, such happen in any class carriage.

a luxury as a cushion being beyond third class It would not be quite honest if I did not ex

prices. But for two or three hours this is no plain that there are times and places when

great hardship and you would be fastidious thirdclass carriages are to be avoided. If there

indeed if, to secure a softer seat, you would should chance to be a big fair or feast ormar

give up such delightful company as that of ket at any town on the route which you must

the peasantswho almost always fill the third follow , travel second. As I have said , at all

class carriages. times the French have a mania for traveling,

The peasants are amongthemost confirmed but on such occasions it becomes acute.

travelers. In most parts of France they talk Third class carriages are then filled to over

a patois which varies with their distrust and flowing, and attractive as thepeasants are in

which the best French scholar could notun- dividually, collectively in close quarters they

derstand. But when they do talk French , as have their drawbacks. Toward the south it

they will to you as soon as they see that you is wise to desert the third class compartments.

are not of their pays, their conversation is One's companions there may become more

charming in its simplicity and frank person- picturesque, but unfortunately personal un

ality. Each other, they ask, without hesita- cleanliness increases in the same proportion

tion, whence they came and whither they are as picturesqueness. Coming from the Pyre

going, andmany have been the family secrets nees the other day,when I saw the third class

I have been forced to overhear. But with carriages crowded with Spanish peasants

you, a stranger , they scarcely like to be so who had just comedown from themountains

straightforward , and their polite endeavors and from a country where cholera has been

to draw you out are simply irresistible. It is raging all summer, I felt thankful that I

always an advantage to tell a French peasant had bought a second class ticket, though,

that you are not English , but American. with their knee breeches and short jackets

The McKinley bill this summer hasdisturbed and handkerchiefs round their heads, the

the friendliness of the newspaper and the Spaniards would have been far more delight

politician , butalmost every peasant or artisan ful to look at than the ladies in the latest

has at least one in his family or among his Parisian fashions who shared the carriage

friends in theUnited Statesmaking a fortune, with me.

and he welcomes you as a sort of country Nothing could be more to the traveler's

man. I shall never forget the polite little comfort than the care taken to provide him

mason who, in longwhite blouse with bucket with something to eat on his journey. On

of plaster in his hand, ran after uswhen we almost every railway line it is so arranged
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that at the French breakfast hour, eleven there is nothing to be learned from England

or twelve, the train stops for twenty min- in this respect. For a room the average

utes or half an hour at least at a station price is low , being only two or three francs a

where there is a restaurant. Here you may night, in small towns even less, in large

be able to order what you choose. But in towns more. A half a franc or a francis

France you always fare better if you do as commonly charged for service, another for

the natives do,and the wisestcourse is to eat lights. In small townsthe supply of water

the table d'hôte breakfast sure to be prepared. and towels may be limited , butthen it is

There is usually a choice between having necessary only to ask formore. The service,

a three-franc breakfast, and one for a franc too , is good, and though every ring of your

and a half. The latter, I think, is to be pre- bell will not bring to your door a boy with a

ferred, as the more expensive is really too pitcher of ice-water, you will find, with rare

elaborate for a railway journey. But to give exceptions, all hotel servants obliging to a

an idea of how well the French know how to degree which their American colleagues

do this sort of thing, let me quote the bill of would scorn .

fare for my last railway breakfast. It was at In one particular only , and that is unmen

Lunel, a town in the south between Mont- tionable, is there cause forgenuine complaint.

pellier and Arles. For the three-franc break- The French are in most respects far more

fast, there were radishes and butter ; fish ; highly civilized , they understand far better

filet andmashed potatoes ; grilled tomatoes ; the little refinements of life, than any other

mutton cutlets and salad ; cheese , grapes, and nation , But in one, they are far behind the

peaches ;and a bottle of wine of course . For rest of the world . If cleanliness is no object

the franc and a half,which I had,-soup, filet, to them , sanitary laws should be, and yet

tomatoes, cheese , and a bottle of wine. A they pay no heed to the simplest demands of

better breakfast one could not ask for. The decency and health . Their almost criminal

cooking was good, and the dishes were de carelessness in this regard is, without exag

cently served. geration , a blot upon thenational character ,

But this combination of cheapness and ex- for it is in thenorth as in the south, in the west

cellence belongs exclusively to provincial as in the east, even in the smaller less pre

France . On the greatnorthern lines between tentioushotels of Paris. It is only right in

Paris and London, where Englishmen and speaking of the pleasure and beauty and en

Americans are many, you may always expect joyment of traveling in France, to refer - I

to pay well for your meals at the principal cannot do more — to this one drawback .

stations. Amienshasthe reputation ofbeing But to enter more into detail about hotels,

themost expensive buffet in France . On ex- such an important subject to the tourist in

press trains with only first class carriages, provincial France. The best as a general

you can beforehand order your breakfast or rule, except in the very large towns, are those

dinner , and when you reach the station which ofthecommercial traveler. In going to them ,

has the buffet, it is given to you in a basket. there is seldom cause for regret. I have

Thus, last month when , being somewhat stayed in one or two to which I should never

hurried , I took this train from Paris to Poitiers , return . But this, though my travels in

the baskets were waiting at Orléans. Of France have been long and weary, has hap

course the arrangement of the carriages, ex- pened only on rare occasions. The French

cept on a very few trains where Pullmans are commercial traveler likes to live well, and at

run , makes it impossible to adopt our dining- his hotel, good meals are a certainty. Here ,

room car. as at the railway buffet, it is wise to conform

When oneknows nothing of a town where to the custom ofthe country. I know a man

the night is to be spent, it is best to rely upon who, with his wife, cycled over a large part

Baedeker in the selection of a hotel. The of France and at every hotel at which he

hotels of France are in most respects excel- stopped for a meal, ordered a special break

lent. The cooking is delicious, often better fast or dinner for themselves alone always

than any to be had with us, except in our a beefsteak , I believe, and a certain wine ;

Delmonicos and Bellevues. The rooms are the consequence was thathe paid something

comfortable and clean , though not as immac- like two dollars and a half for every meal,

ulate and spotless as in English inns ; in the and cameaway declaring that Francewas the

better hotels in the large towns however, dearest country through which he had ever
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traveled . Now had he been willing to live as he who has not been in France, does not

the French do, he would have found at al- know , has not imagined , in how many ways

most every hotel, commercial or other, a meat can be cooked, has never learned the

breakfast and dinner of many courses for real use of olives and mushrooms and capers

which he ould have paid about three or and herbs, has never understood the true end

three and a half francs ; or often much less. of vegetables. Many American papers pub

The breakfast is served at eleven or twelve, lished daily menus and recipes for their read

usually eleven. You are ushered into a long ers ; I cannot help wishing that they would

dining room very simply furnished. Allat- borrow a few of the former from the French

tention has been reserved for the table which table d'hôte, a few of the latter from the

stretches from one end of the long room to French chef of a commercial hotel. Some

the other. Fruit and cakes and pots of flow- times, in smallhouses, it is thepatron , or

ers decorate it its entire length. Between proprietor, himself who presides in the

every two places is a bottle of wineand often a kitchen , and then you may be doubly sure of

siphon of soda water. You sit down and the a meal very much to your taste .

man next you at once or after the soup, if The dinner , at six or half past, is more

there is any — takes the cork from the bottle, elaborate. Soup and a sweet and perhaps one

pours a drop of wine into his own glass, turns or more dishes of meat are added to themorn

to you and says Monsieur, with a bow , and- ing'smenu. But dinner and breakfast alike

the first time to yourastonishment - half fills are brought to an end with fruit and the little

your glass. When you get used to table cakes which , if you wish to be very French ,

d'hôte etiquette , you know thatwhen he says you will dip into your wine and then eat last

Monsieur, you say Pardon , and then Merci, of all. As in France the two principalmeals

when you have had enough , or you begin by are, rightly , such important incidents of the

saying, “ Will you allow meto offer you some day , atthe risk of seeming a great gourmand ,

wine ?” Wine, except in someparts of Nor. I cannot help adding a word or two further

mandy and Brittany, where cider takes its about them . There is no doubt that, excel

place, is invariably included free in the table lent as the meal is, it gains much from the

d'hôte breakfast and dinner. It is the ordi- manner in which it is served . Instead of a

nary wine of the country and varies in quality great mess of dishes placed before you all at

in the different vine-growing districts. Some once , each forms a course by itself, and each

times it is very good and unmistakable grape therefore is fairly tested . There is not a vege

juice ; at others it is bad and suggests a table, the delicacy and flavor of which can

chemical preparation, for of late years the not be better appreciated when it is eaten

phylloxera has simply destroyed many of the alone. For every one of these numerous

most famousold French vineyards. Butnow courses your plate is changed, but in good

that American vines have been planted , the commercial houses, if you want to appear

outlook is more promising. The harvest of very much at home, remove your knife and

grapes last autumn was one of the best fork after each , for the same must serve for

for years. The Frenchman never drinks his all, save fish and dessert. Even one's way of

ordinary wine pure ; to half a tumblerful of holding a bottle or passing a plate, however ,

wine he adds as much water. Perhaps be will show to just what degree one is accus

cause they are a wine-drinking nation, the tomed to table d'hôte politeness.

French are more temperate than most peo After breakfast or dinner a lesson of wis

ple .
dom is to be learned from the French . In

But the wineand his neighbor's civility are stead of rushing off at once for a walk or for

not all that will astonish the novice at his work , they go to a near café and devote an

first breakfast. Thenumber of courses, be- hour ormore to a cup of coffee and thepapers.

ginning with melon, or radishes and bread The café is a national institution, and unless

and butter,or someother good hors d 'auvre , you know something of it, you know little of

continuing with omelette, fish , two or three French life. After dinner or after breakfast

dishes of meat and vegetables, and ending coffee is to be had at the hotel, but it is not

with fruit and cake, will seem endless. He the custom to take it there . And in a quiet

will probably eat very heartily of the first French town where there are few resources,

dishes, only to find that something he likes that is in the way of amusement, there is

better follows when he can eat no more. And nothing pleasanter than, on a summer even
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ing , to sit atone of the little tables drawn out bargain . For one night, however, it is not

on the front pavement and even to themid- worth while to even ask his price .

dle of the street - much to the inconvenience To makea successful journey it is necessary

of the passer-by, but greatly to your com- to be able to speak French - at least after a

fort - and slowly drink a cup of coffee which fashion. You can get along if you do not,

is almost invariably good. And all you have but if you are taken for an inexperienced En

to pay for an hour so spent is 25, 30 , or 40 glishman or American , you are made to pay

centimes (5 , 6 , or 8 cents) for the coffee and for it. A Frenchman , though he can speak

a sou to the waiter. The café is brilliantly nothing but French , sometimes nothing but

lighted , every little table has its group of patois, has nevertheless a strong contempt

men , somemerely drinking their coffee and for whoever cannot talk it with him . Occa

talking, others looking over the illustrated sionally he will do his best to converse with

papers,and still others playing cards or domi- you by gestures , but oftener after the first

noes . On summer nights wandering music few words, he will turn away, not through

cians and singers stop to play and sing, peo- rudeness or indifference, but simply because

ple pass up and down on the street, and he knows it is useless to stay .

simple as it all is, the scene is brightand gay. Nowadayswhen every other tourist carries

France adds to its other attractions that of a kodak, it may not be amiss to warn the

being a very cheap country for the traveler, traveler in France that if he uses his camera

But you must understand how to make it in that country , he runs the risk ofbeing ar

cheap,or rather how not to make itdear. Ifyou rested . The French live in constant dread of

come full of American prejudices, convinced spies from foreign lands - from Germany

that only in America do people understand above all - and their laws forbidding sketch

the meaning of comfort , and that without a ing, photographing , etc.,within a certain dis

hearty breakfast at eight and a half dozen tance of fortified places, are very strict. The

vegetables served with fruit or fowlat dinner, country, moreover, is full of private police

and furnace heat in every room , life is not agents who wear no uniform , and you are al

worth living, you will spend more than you most sure to be under police inspection . Of

would at home. Each country has its own course thearrestmeans only a temporary de

ideal comfort. But if you make up your tention , but the delay is often a serious in

mind to live as the natives themselves do, convenience. It is best to obtain a special

you will soon find that you receive far more permission either through the United States

in return for your money than you would Minister or from the local authorities.

anywhere else . And after you have had some I have endeavored here merely to give a

little experience, you will be able to reduce few practical hints to futuretravelers through

your expenses still further. French people provincial France . Myown wanderings have

are not, like Italians, prepared to cheat you been so delightfulthat I often wonderwhy

unless you refuse to be cheated, but a French all the world does not take its holiday in

landlord is often willing to make a second French towns or on French roads.

ENGLAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

BY EDWARD A. FREEMAN ,

T

HE eighteenth century may for our it is the name that both have come to bear.

purpose be best looked on as taking And the latter of the two dates marks the

in the last dozen years or so of the completion of a third Revolution very dif

seventeenth, and as leaving the last dozen ferent from either. The year 1789, which

years or so of itself to the nineteenth . saw the beginning of the French Revolu

That is to say, we may reckon it from the tion, saw also the crowning of the series of

English Revolution of 1688 to thebeginning events which split the English folk into two

of the French Revolution in 1789. As Mac- separate political bodies . Almost at the

aulay says, it seems hard to apply the same time begins the first attempt, if it

samename to two such different events ; but amounts to an attempt, to win a third home

G -Aug .
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for the English folk in the Southern Ocean . distinction could be drawn between the two

It is here needful to remember the dif- thingswhich we are anxious to distinguish ,

ference between two quite distinct processes, the expansion of the English folk and the ex

the expansion of the English folk and the pansion of the British power. Every expan

expansion of the British power. Each has sion of the folk carried with it an expansion

influenced the other ; but thetwo things are of the power. The conquest of the lands

distinct both in idea and in fact. The time north of theOhio ofwhich we just now spoke,

from 1688 to 1789 was only in a small degree did both . It gave the English folk an abid

a time of English settlement,while it is one ing settling.ground ; it gave the King of

of the greatest times of British Conquest. It Great Britain a new , though not an abiding,

is the time of the great struggle between dominion. After this separation , the two

England and France for dominion in India processes became distinct ; they might go to

and in America . The conquest in India was gether or they mightnot. They might even

in itself simply an extension of British power; be opposed to one another. Thus the sepa

it founded no home for the English folk . It ration itself, the independence of the United

has donemuch to enlarge the rangeofknowl- States, was a great lessening of the British

edge, of thought, of commerce, of enterprise power ; it led to the greatest of all expan

generally , to some extent for the whole civ- sions of the English folk .

ilized world , and specially for that part of The same thing happens in later times .

the English folk which it specially concerned . The one English folk advances and wins

But India after all remains simply a domin- new homes alikewhen New Zealand becomes

ion ; it is not a colony. Thestruggle between an English-speaking colony and when Cali

France and England in America was of fornia becomes an English -speaking state .

quite another kind. The conquests made But each is the expansion of a different polit

from France bythe joint action ofthe mother- ical power from the other. So when Burmah

country and the colonists had two effects . becomes a province of the British Crown,

The conquest of the lands between the Ohio when Alaska becomes a territory ofthe United

and the Lakes gave room for the existing States, there is in both cases the expansion

English colonies in America to advance west- of a distinct political power; butwecan hard

ward , even before they had gained indepen- ly say that there is even in Alaska,much less

denceand much more so after it. The conquest in Burmah , any expansion of the common

of the lands north of the Lakes gave room English folk . The thing is to remember that

for the growth of a new set of English settle there is a common English folk . At the

ments in after times.
separation , the English folk , hitherto pa

In the general history of the English folk litically one power, became two distinct

the great event of these hundred years un- powers. But neither of these powers should

doubtedly was the political splitting asunder ever forget that, though the folk becametwo

of the English folk . The century had already powers, it remained one folk . It remained

seen one stage of its union, a final stroke one folk in its common origin , its common

putto thework of William the Conqueror and language, its common memories , to a great

the West-Saxon kings before him . The extent in a common law .

northern part of the English folk , hidden un It would greatly help to clearness if we

der the name of their Scottish neighbors, be- could , on both sides of the Ocean, learn to

camepart of one kingdom with the rest of use a few words, especially the words British

the English folk in Britain . Since 1603 Eng- and English , in their right places. English

land and Scotland had been separate, king- and American are words which should never

domsunder one king,kingdomswhich might be opposed to one another ; British and

possibly be parted asunder. From 1707 on- American are words which constantly must

ward England and Scotland together have be opposed. English is the name of a folk

formed the one kingdom of Great Britain . in which , and in all its possessions, the

It wastherefore Great Britain ,not England, English -speaking peopleof America havethe

of which the English colonies in America same right as the English-speaking people

were dependencies. It was Great Britain , of Britain . Britain is the nameof a political

not England, of which they declared them- power with which the English-speaking peo

selves independent. Up to that separation ple of the United States have, since the Dec

between Great Britain and the colonies, no laration of Independence, had nothing to do .
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are

To keep this distinction is simply to fallback to the sameextent relaxed in practice . The

on thelanguageofthedaysof theWarof Inde- state of mind which neither enforced nor

pendence ; it is to speak asWashington spoke. abolished an intolerant law was perhaps

Washington did not speak of those against characteristic of the time. No timewas, on

whom he had to strive as the English , but as the whole, less a time of religious zeal than

the British . That is to say , the political tie was the eighteenth century .

severed ; the higher tie of race and speech re Of the hundred years of which we

mained . So of old the Phænicians and the speaking the early part may still keep

Greeks were none the less one folk because some traces of the strong passions of the

they formed many political powers. TheGer- seventeenth century ; the latter part is stirred

man folk at this day are divided among four by the religiousmovementof theMethodists.

political powers ; but they are one German But the very nature of thatmovement shows

folk none the less . We should teach our- the character of the age . Theoriginal Meth

selves to look on the severed branches of the odist teaching under John Wesley, and even

English folk as in the same way one, in the under George Whitefield , differed altogether

sameway separate. from any of the religious movements of the

And now what kind of people were the sixteenth and seventeenth century . It could

older branch of the stock , the English folk of hardly be said to be the teaching of any new

Britain , at the timewhen the youngerbranch , dootrine. The object of the earliest Metho

the English folk of America , parted off from dists was neither to separate from the Church

them ? The difference between the mother- nor yet, Hke the Puritans, to reconstruct the

country and the dependent colonies was per- Church after their own model. It was more

haps in some things wider than it is now be- like the reform of the friars in the thirteenth

tween the two independent lands. New Eng- century, an attempt at practical improve

landwas not the whole of the American colo- ment, at throwing greater life into religion .

nies, but it was themost characteristic part; it And if the system ofthe Church had been as

was the part where circumstances had given flexible in the eighteenth century as it was

the people the mostmarked character of their in the thirteenth , Wesley might simply

New England and all that belonged to have founded a new order . As it was, very

it had grown up under the influence of Puri- much against his will, he founded a new sect.

tanism . The dominant religion of New Eng. At the same timethe Methodist movement

land was in Old England a secondary influ- undoubtedly did much to stir up religious

It was represented by the Dissenters , life both in the established Church and in the

the descendants of the old Nonconformists Dissenting bodies.

of thedays of Charles the Second. The eighteenth century, one might say,

In the time with which we are dealing, aimed before all things at being rationaland

dissent was not persecuted , but it was treated moderate . It discouraged enthusiasm . It is

as something inferior. Perhaps the most characteristic that an eighteenth century

characteristic illustration of its position is book of theological controversy was headed

this. During the greater part of the eigh- “ The Enthusiasm ofMethodists and Papists

teenth century and the former partof the nine- Compared .”' The word was perhaps then

teenth , the law required all holders of many used in a sense somewhat different from that

offices to be in communion with the Church in which it is used now ; but the change is

of England. Gradually men came to be ap- much less in themeaning ofthe word than in

pointed to offices in the teeth of the law ; the way in which the thing is looked at. It

they thereby incurred penalties ; for a long was largely a time of religious controversy ,

time therefore an Act of Indemnity was specially in defense of Christianity against

passed yearly to free them from the penalties the Deists ; the general line of argument

that they had incurred . When in the nine- taken is the reasonableness of Christianity ,

teenth century the need of such conformity the moderation of the Church of England,

was taken away by law , it was the removal, avoiding both Popish and Puritan extremes.

rather, of a kind of slur, than of a practical The same notion of reasonableness, modera

grievance. Roman Catholics meanwhile tion , correctness , run through manners ,

suffered under many disabilities for in- literature, every thing. The eighteenth cen

stance they could not sit in either House of tury is an age well-pleased with itself, and,

Parliament - and in this case the law was not from its own point of view , not without rea

Own .

ence ,
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our own .

son . It does not aim at any thing very King James the Second try to win back the

great, but for that very reason it is less in lost crown by arms. But in England the

danger of great failures . We cannot call it, attempt was utter failure ; save near the Scot

in England at least, a learned age, though tish border, hardly any one loved them well

some of the learning of the seventeenth cen- enough to fight for them . In short the gov

tury lived on into it. No timeever had less ernment under the early Hanoverian kings

real understanding of the times that went was not of a kind to makemen zealous for or

before it . It was a time of national feel- against it. The constitutional advance was

ing and national pride ; men were proud of real and great ; but it was gradual and si

their country, its constitution , its religion, lent. The greatest political act was the

its history as far as they understood it. And union of England and Scotland ; but that in

yet to most men of the eighteenth century no way touched the constitution or law of

the early days of English history , the record England. Throughout the century there

of all that had made England what it was, was much useful legislation on particular

seemed an uninteresting story of barbarians. points. And, more than all, the unwritten

The only antiquity that was thoughtworth constitution was shaping itself by one prece

knowing any thing about was Greek and dent after another, without change in the

Roman antiquity. Of course to all these law .

general remarks there were exceptions. It The eighteenth century went far to estab

would not be hard to show an under-current lish the doctrine that, of the powers which

of something different, something that binds the law gives to the Crown , some shall

the seventeenth century and earlier times to not be exercised at all, while others shall

But this character of avoiding ex- be exercised only by the advice of min

tremes of all kinds and the result thatcame isters approved by the House of Commons.

of it are the things that stri us most The House of Commons, to be sure, was far

strongly on the surface. Yet the timewas from being a real representation of the peo

a timeof progress in many ways, a time of ple ; but the reform of that fault came later.

thought, a time of invention, a timeof scien- The received system of a Ministry, a Cabi

tific advance. And perhaps the very lack of net, what it has latterly become the fashion

religious zeal was in some sort supplied by a to call a Government, dates from the eigh

more general benevolence, a feeling for man teenth century, and made great advances

It was the time in which the wel- during that time. Wehave now come to the

fare of prisoners was for the first time age of great ministers, holding a position

thought of, the time in which slavery was such as no minister did before.
This we

declared illegal in England, and in which the see distinctly in thewars of thetime. While

first attempts weremade toward the abolition still within the seventeenth century, themain

of the slave trade throughout the British do- figure , military and political, is the King ,

minions. In former times the most charac- William the Third. Then follows John, Duke

teristic foundations were monasteries
, col- ofMarlborough

. Among the statesmen two

leges, schools, hospitals, and alms-houses for names stand out above all, Sir Robert Wal

poor and aged persons. The characteristic
pole, the minister of peace, and the first

foundations of the eighteenth century were William Pitt, the EarlofChatham ,theminis

hospitals for the sick . The change amounts ter of war. Walpole in truth may be called

to a change of language. The word hospital the first minister in themodern sense of the

now most commonly suggests the meaning word.

of infirmary. Ofthe ancient hospitals some Ofthewars of this time we have already

were infirmaries ; but such was not com- spoken indirectly. The rivalry with France

monly their object. is throughout the one thing manifest on

The political side of the age shows its gen- the surface. But in the earlier part, under

eral character. The twomost stirring events William the Third and Anne, that rivalry

are exceptionswhich distinctly prove the rule. takes the shape of the part in European

There are two civil wars , or attempts at civil affairs played by England or Great Britain

war ; butwhatmost strikes us about them is in its new character of a great European

how little came of them , and how utterly out power. In the later days, those of George

ofplace they seem . Twice, in 1715 and 1745 , the Second and Third , a character comes out

did the son and the grandson ofthe banished which , if not wholly lacking , is quite sec

asman .
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ondary in the earlier period , a character with ical literature . The novel too dates from

which we are more concerned . Great Britain this age ; fictitious writing, closely imitating

still plays a great part in Europe, but its reality , like DanielDe Foe's famousRobinson

greatest part is out of Europe. The real Crusoe, hardly comes under this head,though

struggle with France is the struggle for do- it leads the way to it. The real novel in

minion in India and America , which goes far its fullness , stands forth in Fielding , Richard

to recall the struggle with Spain in the six- son , and Smollett. A very different kind of

teenth century. This strife in distant lands composition, that of religious hymns, as

stirred up, as before, a general spirit ofenter- distinguished from the versified translations of

prise and adventure . Combined with the the Psalms in which the sixteenth and seven

growing scientific spirit, it led to a zeal for teenth centuries delighted , also belongs to

discovery which is easily connected with the eighteenth century . From ThomasKerr,

either conquest or colonization , but which is Bishop of Beth and Wells ,and the Dissenters

in itself distinct from either . The English Isaac Watts and Philip Doddridge, it reaches

settlements in the Southern Ocean , the its fullest influence in the hands of the Wes

great colonies of Australia which we now see, leys, John and his brother Charles. But no

grew out of voyages of discovery of this man now more fully sets forth the better side of

kind . The beginnings both of dominion in the age than the famous Samuel Johnson ,

India and of settlement in America were of both prose writer and poet, but who lives

quite another kind. neither in his prose nor in his verse, but in

When we come to literature and the like, the record ofhis daily talk at thehand of his

the names of famous men press so thick on friend James Boswell. Toward the end of

us that, as it is hopeless to speak of all, it the time, belonging to the time, impressed

may be better to name those only who were by the time, but with impressions rather for

either the beginners of something fresh , or eign than English, comes the first great En

who had a distinct influence on later times. glish historian, in the later sense of that

Then , as at other times, very famous men word, Edward Gibbon .

have had but little abiding influence on their As for art, as far as architecture is con

own or on later times. In the age with cerned , one can hardly say that it existed .

which we are concerned, therewas no greater In music and painting this age was one of

genius than Jonathan Swift ; but it is ofmore great advance ; butwe still largely borrowed

abiding importance that, in that branch of from other lands. Thus themusic ofGeorge

philosophy which bears on politics, our cen- Frederick Handel has become so thoroughly

tury takes in the later days of John Locke national that we almost forget that he was a

and the earlier days of Edmund Burke. foreigner. Thenameof Sir Joshua Reynolds,

Among the many disputants whom the the- the friend of Johnson,and the foundation ofthe

ological controversies of the timeturned out, Royal Academy under George the Third,

we shall hardly find a more original thinker mark the advance of painting ; but as a wit

than Joseph Butler, Bishop of Durham . The ness to the history of the nation, as a painter

prose and poetry of the time both show the of its manners, a satirist on canvas, we may

general characteristics of the time. Among be inclined to put the nameof William Ho

many poets it may be enough to say that the garth above all.

energy of John Dryden , the great poet of Thus this time of a hundred years, full of

Charles the Second's day, who lived on into great events from some sides, a creative age

our time,wassmoothed down into the perfect alike in the far East and in the far West, is

finish , the artificial accuracy, the envenomed on the whole, within the isle of Britain ,

sarcasm , of Alexander Pope, who set the somewhat of a dull age. But it did its work .

standard of poetry for some generations. Things of all kinds as it were settled down

Among the prose writers who began a new after the stirring life of the seventeenth cen

style of composition may fairly rank, in the tury to make ready for the stirring life of the

earlier part of the time, Joseph Addison ,who nineteenth . In that period the two severed

with his fellow -worker Sir Richard Steele, branches of the English folk begin to walk

may pass as oneof the beginners of period- apart but side by side .



THE SPELL OF THE PAST.

BY JOHN BURROUGHS.

my

were

NOTICE that as a man grows old he is they brought him , the seventies have come

more and more fond of quoting his fa- and gone and the eighties have knocked at

ther ,-what he said , what he did . It has his door.

more and more force or authority with him . The earlier years one took to his heart as

It is a tribute to the past. Not until one has he did his early friends. How much wemade

reached the meridian of life or gone beyond of them ; what varied hues and aspects they

it, does the spell of the past begin to creep wore ; how we came to know each other ; how

over him .
rounded and complete were all things. Ah,

Said a middle -aged woman to methe other the old friends and the old years, we cannot

day, " Old people are beginning to look very separate them ; they had a quality and an

good to me; I like to be near them and to affinity for us thatwe cannot find in thenew .

hear them talk .” It is a common experience . Thenew years and thenew friends comeand

I have seen many a granny on the street go, and leave no impression . Youth makes

whom I felt like kidnaping, taking home, and all the world plastic ; it creates all things

seating in chimney corner , for the sake of anew ; youth is Adam in Paradise, from which

the fragrance and pathos of the past which the burdens and the experiences of manhood

hovered about her ; for the sake also , I sup- will, by and by, cause him to depart with

pose, of the filialyearning which is pretty sure longing and sorrow . “ When we

to revive again in one after a certain time. young," says Schopenhauer, “ wewere com

No woman can ever know the depths of pletely absorbed in our immediate surround

her love for her motheruntil she has become ings ; there was nothing to distract our at

a mother herself, and no man knows the tention from them ; we looked upon the ob

depths of his love for his father until he has jects about us as though they were the only

become a father. When we have experienced ones of their kind,as though, indeed , nothing

what they experienced, when we have trav- else existed at all."

eled over the road which they traveled over, It is perhaps inevitable that a man of sensi

they assume a new value, a new sacredness bility and imagination should grow con

in our eyes. They are then our former selves servative as he growsold . The new is more

and a peculiarly tender regard for them and more distasteful to him . Did you ever

awakens in our hearts. There is pathos in go back to the old homestead where you had

the fact that so many people lose their par- passed your youth or your early manhood ,

ents before the experiences of life have and find the old house, the old barn, the

brought about that final flavoring and ripen- old orchard, in fact all the old landmarks

ing of the filial instinct to which I refer . gone? What a desecration , you thought.

After one has lived half a century, and Thenew buildings, how hateful they look to

maybe long before, his watch begins to lose you . They mean nothing to you but the

time, the years come faster than he is ready obliteration of that which was very dear to

for them , while he is yet occupied with the you. This experience proves nothing except

old , the new is upon him . How alien and that the past becomes a part of our very

unfriendly seem the new years, strangers selves ; our roots, our beginnings, are there

whom we reluctantly entertain for a timebut and we bleed when old things are cut away .

with whom we seem hardly to get on speak After a certain age is reached, how trivial

ing terms,with what uncivil haste they come and fitting seem the new generations. The

rushing in . One writes down the figures on people whom we found upon the stage when

his letters or in his journals , but they all we came into the world — themiddle-aged and

seem alike ; before one had becomeat all inti- elderly people who are bearing the brunt of

mate with them so that they come to mean the battle , they seem important and like a

anything special to him , they are gone. While part of the natural system of things. When

he is yet occupied with the sixties, living they pass away what à void they leave.

upon the thoughts and experiences which Those who take their places, the new set, do
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not seem to fill thebill at all. But the chances How can these youths here by our side

are that they are essentially the same class of feel as we have felt, see whatwehave seen ,

people, and will seem permanent and im- have the same joys and sorrows, the same

portant to our children as the old people did friends,the same experiences, see the world

to us. clad in the same hues, feel the same ties

To repeat the experience go to a strange of home, of father and mother, of school

town and take up your abode. Everybody and comrades, when all the world is so

seems in his proper place, there are no changed ,when these thingsand persons that

breaks, wemiss nothing, the social structure were so much to us are forever past ? What

is complete. In a quarter of a century go is there left ? How can life bring to them

back to the place again ; ruins everywhere, what it brought to us ? But it will. The

nearly all the old landmarks gone, and a new same story is told over and over to each suc

generation upon the stage. But to the new- ceeding generation, and each finds it new and

comer nothing of this is visible ; he finds true for them alone. Aswe find our past in

everything established and in order as he others, so our youthswill find their past in

first found it. It is so in life. Our children us, and find it unique and peculiar.

are the newcomers who do not and cannot The lives of men are like the sparks that

go behind the visible scene. shoot upward ; the same in the first ages as

Weare always wondering who are going in the last, each blazing its brief moment as

to take the place of the great poets, the great it laps forth , some attaining a greater bril

preachers, the great statesmen and orators liancy or a higher Alight than others, but all

who are passing away . We see thenew men ending at last in the same black obscurity .

but they are not the worthy successors of Or they are like the waves that break upon

these. The great ones are all old or dead. the shore ; one generation following swift

Thenew ones weknow not ; they cannot be upon the course of another, repeating the

to us what the others were ; they cannot be same evolutions, and crumbling and vanish

the star actors in the drama in which wehave ing in the sameway.

played a part, and therefore we fancy they Probably no man ever lost his father orhis

are of little account. mother or his bosom friend without feeling

Hence also the new generation always go that no one else could ever have had just

astray according to the old, and run after such an experience. Carlyle in writing to

strange gods. “ And also all that generation Emerson shortly after each had lost his

were gathered unto their fathers ; and there mother said , “ You too have lost your good

arose another generation after them , which old mother, who stayed with you like mine,

knew not the Lord, nor yet the works which clear to the last ; alas, alas, it is the oldest

He had done for Israel. " Law of Nature ; and it comes on every one of

How ready we are to believe in the past as us with a strange originality, as if it had

against the present; to believe that wonders never happened before.”

happened then that do not happen now . Speaking of these two rare men , each so

Miracles happened then , but not now . The attractive to the other , how unlike they were

Divine One came upon earth then, but He in their attitude toward the past ; the one

Our whole religion is ofthe with that yearning, wistful, backward

past. How hard to believe in a present reve- glance, bearing the burden of an Old World

lation , or to believe in the advantages and sorrow and remorse, long generations of

opportunities ofthe presenthour. baffled , repressed , struggling humanity com

From the standpoint of each of us the sun- ing to full consciousness in him ; the other

rise and the sunset seem like universal facts ; serene, hopeful, optimistic , with the spell of

it must be evening or morning throughout the New World upon him , turning cheerfully

the world we think , instead of just here on and confidently to the future. Emerson de

our meridian . In the same way we are scribes himself as an endless seeker with no

prone to look upon youth and age as com- past at his back . He seemed to have no re

mensurate with human existence ; the world grets, no wishful retrospections. His mood

was young when we were young, and it is affirmative and expectant. Thepower of

growsold as we grow old ; youth and agewe the pastwas not upon him , but it had lain

think are not subjective experiences, but ob- its hand heavily upon his British brother, so

jective realities. heavily that at times it almost overpowered

comes no more .
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him . His dominantnote is distinctively that and unknown, but the past is a part of our

of retrospection . He yearns for the old days. selves. So many ties bind us to it. Indeed ,

The dead call to him from their graves. In the past is the cemetery of our days. There

the present he sees little, from the future he they lie every one of them . Musingly we

expects less ; all is in the past. How he recall their faces, and the gifts they brought

magnifies it, how he re-creates it and reads us, the friends, the thoughts, the experi

his own heroic temper into it ! The twelfth ences, the joys, the sorrows, many of them

century is more to him than the nineteenth . we have quite forgotten, but they were all

It is true that the present time is more or dear to us once .

less prosy , vulgar, commonplace to most If our friends should comeback from their

men ; not till we have lived it and colored it graves, could they be what they once were to

with our own experiences does it begin to us? Not unless our dead selves came back

draw us. This seems to have been pre- also . How preciousand pathetic thethought

eminently the case with Carlyle ; he was of father and mother to allmen ; yet the en

morbidly sensitive to the crude and prosy chantment of the past is over them also.

present, and almost preternaturally alive to They are in that sacred land ; their faces

the glamour of the past. What men had shine with its hallowed light, their voices

done, what they had touched with their come to us with its moving tones.

hands, what they had colored with their In view of this power and attraction

lives, that was sacred to him . of the past, what do we mean by saying

Is it not a common experience that as we we would not live our lives over again ?

grow old there comes more and more a sense It seems to be an almost universal feel

of solitude and exposure? Life does not ing. Cicero says, “ If any god should

shut us in and houseus as it used to do. One grant me, that from this period of life

by one the barriers, walls, wind-breaks are I should become a child again and cry in the

taken down, and we become more and more cradle, I should earnestly refuse it," andr

conscious of the great cosmic void that en- Thomas Browne says, “ For myown pai. I

com passes us. Our friends were walls that would not live over my hours past, or begin

shielded us ; see thegaps in their ranksnow . again the thread ofmy days." Sir Thomasdid

Our parents were like the roof over our not want to live his liſe over again for fear he

heads ; what a sense of shelter they gave us. should live it worse instead of better. Cicero

Then our hopes, our enthusiasms, how they did not regret thathehad lived,but intimates

housed us, or peopled and warmed the void . that he had had enough of this life, and

A keen living interest in things, what an ar- wanted to enter upon that new and larger ex

mor against the shafts of time is that. Al- istence . “ Oh, glorious day ! when I shall

ways on the extreme verge of time: this mo- depart to that divine company and assem

ment that now passes is the latest moment of blage of spirits , and quit this troubled and

all the eternities. New time always. The polluted scene."

old timewe cannot keep. Theold house, the But probably the true reason was not given

old fields, and in a measure the old friends in either case . We do not like to go back .

may be ours, but the atmosphere that bathed Weare donewith the past; wehave dropped

them all, the sentiment that gave to them it, sloughed it off. However pleasing it may

hue, this is from within an cannot be kept. be in the retrospect, however fondlywemay

Timedoes not becomesacred to us untilwe dwell upon it, our real interest is in the

have lived it, until it has passed over us and present and the future. Probably no man

taken with it a part of ourselves. While it regrets that he did not live at an earlier

is herewevalue it not, it is like raw mate- period , one hundred , five hundred, two thou

rial not yet woven into the texture and pat- sand years ago ; while the wish that our ex

tern of our lives ; but the instant it is gone istence had been deferred to some future age

and becomes yesterday, or last spring, or last is quite common . It all springs from this

year, how tender and pathetic it looks to us. instinctive dislike to going back , and this

The shore of time ! I think of it as a shore zest for the unknown, the untried . There

constantly pushing out into the infinite sea, are many experiences in the lives of us all

stretching farther and farther back of us like that wewould like to repeat, but wedo not

a fair land idealized by distance into which want to go back . Wehabitually look upon

wemay not again enter. The future is alien life as a journey ; the past is the road over
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which we have just come; these were fair Hence in saying wewould not live our lives

countries we just passed through , delightful over, we are only emphasizing this reluctance

experiences we had at this pointand at that, we feel at going back , at taking up again

but we do not want to turn back and retrace what we have finished and laid down. Time

our steps. There is more or less a feeling of translates itself in the mind as space ; our

safety. Wewant to go ahead, butofwhat is earlier lives seem afar off to be reached only

behind uswe have had our fill. Wethink by retracing our steps, and this we are not

of the world as moving on, everybody and willing to do. In the only sense in which

everything as pressing forward. To live our we can live our lives over, namely in the

lives over again would be to go far to the lives of our children, we live them over again

rear. It would be to give up the presentand very gladly . Webegin the gameagain with

all that it holds ; it would be a kind of death . the old zest.

Take from life all novelty, newness, sur Who would not have his youth renewed ;

prise, hope, expectation, and what have you what old man would not have again ifhe

left ? Nothing but a cold pancake,which even could , the vigor and elasticity of his prime?

the dog hesitates over. One's life is full of But wewould not go back for them ; we

routine and repetition, but then it is always a would have them here and now , and date the

new day ; it is always the latest time; weare new lease from thismoment. It argues no dis

on the crest of the foremost wave; weare taste for life, therefore, in deep dissatisfaction

perpetually entering a new and untried land. with it to say we would not live our lives

I am told that lecturers do not weary of re- over again . We do live them over again

peating the same lecture over and over, be- from day to day, and from year to year ; but

cause they always have a new audience. The the shadow of the past, we would not enter

routine of our lives is endurable because, as it that. Why is it a shadow , why this pathos

were, we always have a new audience ; the of the days that are gone? Is it because , as

day is the last birth of time and its face no Schopenhauer insists, life has more pain than

Lan has before seen . Life becomes stale to pleasure ? But it is all beautiful, the painful

us when we cease to feel any interest in the experiences as well as the pleasurable ones ,

new day, when the night does not re-create it is all bathed in a light that never was on

us, when we are not in some measure born sea or land, and yet we see it as it were

afresh each morning. As age comes on we through a mist of tears. There is no pathos

become less and less capable of renewaiby rest in the future, or in the present, but in the

and sleep, and so gradually life loses its relish , house of memory there are more sighs than

till it is liable to becomea positive weariness. laughter.

MODERN SURGERY.

BY C. R. HAMMERTON .

T

HE world keepstolerably wellinformed until very recently sought to conceal this

about the progressmade in physical knowledge from unprofessional eyes and ears.

science. Every new discovery in as- It was only a few weeksago that at a conven

tronomy is heralded from one end of the tion of physicians in New York the subject

earth to the other. Every great invention is of giving information upon medical and

speedily recognized , every new triumph in surgical subjects to newspaper reporters was

the chemical laboratory is promptly told . discussed. There were objectionsraised even

But how little is known comparatively of to the policy of themore liberal practitioners,

the progressmade in conquering the ills that who declared that they would furnish such

flesh is heir to . information whenever the subject inquired

The reason for this lack of popular infor- aboutwas a matter affecting the public health .

mation seemsa strange one in the light of the Physicians are glad to make known their

broad civilization of the close of the nine- discoveries to others in their profession , but

teenth century . It is because the peculiar the traditions of centuries forbid a wider

code of ethics of the medical profession has spread of their knowledge. So it happens
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that the record of medical progress is told velous triumphs ofknowledge and skill over

only in technical literature which is almost desperate conditions, some of those opera

unintelligible to the average layman. Oc- tions have been. Thrilling even to a breath

casional great triumphs of skill have within less awe have been some of the struggles

a few years been described in secular print, with ever present death upon the operating

and the intolerance of the past is fast disap- table. But there was nothing in any of the

pearing. scenes that ever called for secrecy or conceal

There has been at least one regrettable ef- ment. Much there was on the contrary to

fect of drawing a veil of mystery between inspire admiration and veneration of these

the public and the means and methods of masters of a noble profession whose skill in

dealing with disease in all its forms. There the face of the arch enemyseemed sometimes

has long existed an unreasonable prejudice more than human .

against public medical institutions. In the Bellevue is the largest acute hospital, so .

minds ofmany, a public hospital is as much called , in the world . Architecturally it is

to be dreaded as the disease which sends one neither very large nor well-appointed , but

there . Many well-informed people prefer to more accident and other emergency cases

be taken to their homes rather than to a hos- ·are treated there than anywhere else. The

pital in case of accident or sudden illness. arrival oftheambulance with somemangled

The hospital in fact, is a much misjudged in- or suddenly stricken sufferer is an hourly

stitution , and all because so little is known occurrence. It follows that surgery at Belle

aboutwhat goes on within its walls. It is a vue is more varied in its accomplishments

place of suffering necessarily ,but not ofmys- andmore frequently resorted to than in any

teries and nameless horrors. The ban of se- other institution .

crecy has been removed from all departments Nobody ever forgets a first visit to an ope

of the best managed hospitals, except, of rating room . It is not what he sees there so

course , against inquiries which are based on much as his own feelingswhich indelibly im

mere curiosity or which seek to violate the press hismemory. An involuntary dizziness

confidential relations which properly exist be- and nausea assail nine out of ten even of the

tween physician and patient. medical students who gather around the sur

But it is a rare thing for a layman to occu- geon's table for the first time. Many are

py a seat on the high bank of benches in the overcome by the strange influence which

operating amphitheater of a great hospital. seizes them and are obliged to retire from the

Hehas no real right to be there except for ether-burdened air. But it is not what they

some definite purpose which few circum- see which gives rise to the peculiar sensa

stances justify . Meremorbid curiosity which tions. The feeling usually passes away

attracts a man to a surgeon's table is hardly soon after an operation has been actually be

a creditable attribute. gun under their eyes. The sensation gives

When an invitation first cameto mefrom way to a great surprise which comes to them

a prominent surgeon to visit a famous am- when they realize that modern surgery isnot

phitheater on operating day, I received it cruel, butmerciful and painless. The sur

with a good deal of misgiving and surprise. prise becomeswonderand astonishmentwhen

He was a wise old man. The popular dread they find that the scenes before them are not

of the surgical ward of a great hospital, he shocking and sanguinary, but that opera

said , was sometimes a serious obstacle to suc- tions are for the most part demonstrative of

cessful work by the surgeons. Themental coolmechanical skill and almost bloodless.

suffering of patients who conjure up mys Thewhole science of surgery has been twice

terious terrors in an unknown place of pain revolutionized within half a century . The

was an added elementof danger in their con- discovery of anæsthetics only fifty years ago

dition which he believed should be removed . more than doubled the surgeon's power. The

He askedmeto visit frequently the operating general introduction of antiseptic agents less

room where he often was the chief surgeon than a quarter of a century ago broadened his

and he gave me permission to write freely field in almost as great a proportion. All

about anything I saw there . Since then I the wonderful progress of the art has been

have witnessed hundreds ofoperations,most based upon these two discoveries. The first

of them by famous surgeons, in three of the inestimable boon to mankind is no doubt the

best known hospitals in the country. Mar- one most appreciated by suffering humanity.
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The ex

sues.

The gift of anæsthesia has stripped the sur- hand, jumps off before the vehicle stops. He

geon's table of almost all its horrors. looks at the crushed ankle ,makes sure that

But even with that the sequela of the mer- there is no hemorrhage and then carefully

ciful work of the knife were more to be places the unconscious figure upon the

dreaded than the operation itself. The in- stretcherwhich thedriver and policeman have

flammation and fever which were the al- brought. The stretcher is returned to its

most inevitable effects of the surgeon's work place , and off goes the ambulance at a sharp

were far more dangerous than the shock to trot to Bellevue. There the stretcher is car

the system caused by his invading instru- ried quickly to the reception room .

ments. Hundreds of operationswhich were amining surgeon detains itonly long enough

mechanically possible were never attempted to ascertain the nature of the case and as.

because ofthese dreaded febrile effects which signs the sufferer to one of the surgical

prevented a natural union of the severed tis- wards.

Now and then a surgeon obtained that In the operating room of thatward mem

rare result a “ healing by first intention , ” . bers of thehospital staff are ready to give the

the closing of a wound without suppuration still unconscious lad instant attention . They

or other inflammation . He could never decide after a very brief examination that

trace cause and effect in the phenomenon the leg must come off. It is only in ex

and he ascribed the good fortune of his pa- tremecases that amputation is necessary in

tient to luck . these days. A limbmay be injured appar

The bacteriologist cleared up the mystery. ently beyond repair. The bonesmay be not

He discovered the bacteria or germs which only broken but crushed and yet if lifeenough

throng the air and water and which breed in- remains in the surrounding tissues tomaintain

flammation and disease if they find lodgment a living connection with the almost severed

in a wound or other exposed surface . The parts themembermay be saved . But in this

problem then became how to keep them out. case the wheelhad so crushed the flesh as

It was not long in solving. Various antisep- well as bone that it was impossible to obtain

tic , or germ -killing, fluidswere tried and sev- any circulation in the veins and arteries of

eral effectual ones are now in common use. the foot. The limb was practically dead be

The surgeon now keeps his hands, instru- low the point of injury . It was best to per

ments, andthe surface ofhis patient's wounds form the operation at once so as to avoid a

thoroughly cleansed with one ofthese agents subsequent shock to the already suffering

and hemay confidently expect quick healing system .

and prompt recovery without any of the slow , No preparations were needed, and the sur.

exhausting suffering that used to follow geon whose duty it was, began work as

even his most skillful work . soon as thelad's unconsciousnesshad become

Take a familiar incident in metropolitan a deeper sleep under the influence of the ether

life to illustrate the operation ofthe hospital cone. An amputation is a simple and almost

system . There is a shout of warning and bloodless operation. In this case a tight

then a cry of pain on Broadway, New York. rubber cord was tied about the leg just above

A carstops suddenly, but not quickly enough the pointof amputation . This cut off abso

to prevent a cruelwheel from passing over lutely all flow of blood into the injured part.

the ankle of a mall newsboy who has slipped It was necessary to amputate a little above

and fallen upon the track . Tender hands the point of injury . Skillfully and quickly

pick up the little sufferer and carry him to the surgeon fashioned the flesh just above the

the sidewalk . A policeman comes and sees laceration into two flaps which he designed

at a glance that the injury is onewhich ama, to bring together over the ends of the bones

teurs cannot deal with and he goes quickly when he should sever them . He did this

to the red signal-box on the lamp-post at the with a rather long, narrow -bladed , sharp

corner and rings an ambulance call. Then pointed knife. As fast as the ends of the

he returns to find that the lad has mercifully now empty arteries were disclosed they were

fainted, while a curious crowd believing that seized with artery forceps and quickly tied up

the boy is dead is expressing its voluble sym- by an assistant. Then a few strokes of a

pathy. In less than five minutes, the sharp small saw severed the bones smoothly . The

clang of the ambulance gong clears the street rubber cord around the limb was removed to

and the uniformed young surgeon, bag in make sure that therewould beno hemorrhage
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from any overlooked blood -vessel and then In no branch of surgery has the introduc

after a thorough deluging with antiseptic tion of antiseptics had such important effect

fluid the wound was closed . The edges of the as in operations upon the Internal organs.

flaps were brought together neatly and sewed Opening the abdomen for any purpose - lapa

so deftly that it was almost impossible to de- rotomy it is called - used to be an operation

tect the point of union . The surface was rarely resorted to and followed by a high per

dusted with iodoform as a further precaution centage of fatal results. With modern anti

against fever germs and the leg was carefully septic resources, it has come to be an

bandaged. everyday operation in all great hospitals,

About half an hour after his admission the and it can hardly be ranked as in itself

lad began to regain consciousness in a cot dangerous.

in the generalward, where itwas a long time Until within a few years , an injury which

before he could realize what had really be involved puncture of an intestine by bullet ,

fallen him . Hesuffered a few daysfrom weak- knife, or other instrument was regarded as

ness and then followed the natural restless- inevitably fatal. Now the surgeon under

ness of youth during the remaining days of takes the treatmentofsuch a casewith strong

convalescence. But in scarcely more than hopes of success. How the terrible mortality

three weekshe was out again . The misfor- record of the army hospitals during the Civil

tune which had befallen him may be said to War would have been lessened, had surgery

be only a temporary one. As soon as he has thirty years ago possessed to -day's enlight

attained manhood's development, he can, if enment ! There remains but a single organ

he has themeans, so far makegood his loss in thewhole body which the surgeon dares

that no onewill suspect that he is a cripple. not invade. The heart itself is all that he

Mechanical ingenuity has so well supple- has not touched . It is asserted , however ,

mented surgical skill that an artificial foot that one bold operator succeeded in restoring

enables the wearer to walk or run without life to an apparently dead man after all other

crutch or cane and with nothing to betray the means had failed by piercing the still heart

loss of the natural limb.
with a fine needle and starting it into action

I have even seen a case in which the pa- by a shock of electricity .

tient submitted to the loss of a leg which The achievementsofmodern surgery are too

might have been saved because the time many even to classify in a sketch as brief as

necessary for a cure was more than the limb this. Not only is life saved which under old

was worth. It was that of a man of middle conditions would have been lost, but ills

age suffering with necrosis, or death of the which formerly were treated by slow and im

bone, just below theknee. The surgeons said perfect processes of medication are overcome

that a cure was possible,but naturewould re- by the quick and sure skill of the operating

quire at least two years to rebuild the dam- room . Certain diseases of the delicate struc

aged structure. They advised him to have ture of the brain are overcome, Internal

the leg off and substitute an artificial one. tumors and cancers are readily extirpated,

The patient wisely decided that the natural and any condition no matterhow deep -seated,

leg was not worth two years of his life with which the knife can improve, is confidently

all the suffering involved . dealt with .

It has come to be literally true that recov The fear of death under operation is great

ery from an amputation usually takes place among patients who go for the first time into

in about half the time required to mend a the surgeon's hands. It is an almost base

broken limb. If you fall and fracture one of less fear, and born of ignorance of the won

the bones of your leg, you must stay in bed derful resources ofmodern medical science.

with the limb in plaster of Paris and splints It seldom happens that a patientactually dies

for at least six weeks. I happened to see in under operation. Sometimesan unsuspected

Bellevuenot long ago a man whose arm had condition is disclosed under the explorations

been caught in machinery and torn off near of the surgeon's instruments and immediate

the shoulder . The surgeons amputated at collapse follows. A regular attendant in the

the shoulder-joint. Three weeks from the amphitheater of a great hospital occasionally

day of the accident the bandages were taken witnesses a scene that makes his heart stand

off for the last time and the patient was dis- still. Sometimes in great emergencies there

charged in perfect health . occurs a mavelous demonstration of man's
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modern power over death itself which awak- did not surrender their patient to the grim

ens nothing short ofawe in the observer. messenger so easily .
The chief surgeon

I was one of a small group of spectators withdrew his instruments and abandoned his

sometimeago who had one of themost thrill- work. The surgeon's chair in which the pa

ing experiences that ever occur around a sur- tient was seated was tipped back , and an as

geon's table. A man of about forty years sistant endeavored to restore breath to the

was placed in an operating chair in the am- empty lungs by themanipulation resorted to

phitheater of a famous Boston hospital. The with persons rescued from drowning. An

case was a desperate one and thesurgeon was other physician applied the full current of an

to operate with a bare chance of success electric battery atvarious points on theman's

which the patient had elected to take. A body. Nothing had any effect, but the efforts

small, hard tumor had grown in the tissues werenot relaxed for an instant.

upon the right sideof theneck. The growth The situation was one of awful suspense

had crowded upon the carotid artery, the for those who looked on. Every known re

larynx, and important nerves, and for days storative had been applied in vain , and it

the sufferer had been in constant agony. seemed thatnothing less than a miracle could

The only possible relief wasby the knife and relight the spark which had utterly gone out.

even with the chances against the patient to Ten full minutes had passed. Finally there

operate was the only merciful thing to do . came a slight twitching of themuscles of the

The neck is a dangerous location for an op- chest in response to the intense electric cur

eration ofany kind. It is full of great nerves, rent applied there. A little later there was a

arteries, and veins which it is death to touch futter of breath from the lungs, and slowly

with a knife . In the present case some of the gray look of death merged into a more

themore important organs were probably di- natural pallor. Other signs of life appeared

rectly involved by thetumor. The operating and finally the patient sufferer was called

surgeon said he should attempt the complete back from a merciful death to another space

extirpation of the tumor. If the patient sur- of pain . Then arose the question whether

vived that radical operation he would prob- to pursue further the operation which had

ably recover. The sufferer had borne the been undertaken . The chief surgeon ex

etherization well and the surgeon went to plained that the collapse of the patient thus

work at once. By a slight incision he laid early in the work proved that the tumor pen

back the skin and thin tissues covering the etrated even deeper than they supposed and

tumor. He began to work around it with that it involved the pneumo-gastric nerve.

greatest care. It proved to be an extremely To continuethe original operation would re

hard growth , firm and deeply seated . The sult in immediate death beyond possibility

surgeon had been engaged but a few minutes of reviving . The surgeon contented himself

when the patient began to show signs of col- therefore with removing someof the outer

lapse. An assistant surgeon quickly injected portion ofthe tumor in the hope of thus re

a strong stimulant into the patient's arm by lieving the pressure upon the vital organs of

meansof a hypodermic syringe. The princi- the neck . The wound was then closed up

pal operator kept steadily on, working as rap- and the patient cameback to consciousness

idly as the delicate nature of the task would and to a lessened degree of suffering, but he

permit. But a moment two later the col- lived only a few weeks.

lapse of the patient becamecomplete. The Detailed statistics which will demonstrate

breathing grew fainter and ceased altogether. the vast progress madeduring the last half

The pulse at the wrist disappeared. The of the nineteenth century in medicaland sur

heart itself stopped beating. The features gical knowledge and skill are not yet avail

took on the strange gray look of death. The able. It is a subject worth careful investi

man was dead. gation. It will undoubtedly appear that the

Instantly the scene among the doctors span ofhuman life is perceptibly broadening.

changed . There was no excitement. The And who can compute the sum of pain and

expected had happened . But the surgeons suffering which have been subdued ?
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THE SOROSIS CLUB AT BOMBAY, INDIA ,

BY MRS. M. B. DENNING .

י
ס

PON invitation of Dr. Emma Ryder, the company came from the soft and shim

the President of the Sorosis Club of mering silks ofthe Parsi ladies, —white, rich

Bombay, I drove one afternoon down red , peach pink , blues, pale yellows, and

the beautiful esplanade to theGirls' lovely tints of light green , blending and

School, where an “ athome” of the club was mingling in kaleidoscope fashion . These

given in honor of the Governor's wife . graceful garments were trimmed in gold and

Atthe gate of the compound , or yard,my silver braid , rich lace,and embroidered bands

husband left me and I ascended the stairs of ribbon . The necklaces, bracelets, and in

alone, for gentlemen were not permitted even the case of the Hindu women , the nose jew

on the second landing, as many ladies had els and anklets, made a soft, tinkling noise,

accepted the invitation of Dr. Ryder on con as their owners moved about. It was an

dition and promise that gentlemen were not Arabian Nights' scene. And yet the very

to be present. tinkle of thewristlets and anklets sounded to

It was a brilliant scene. The room was melike the noise of chains, for as I looked

large and airy, with almost numberless doors into the beautiful faces I thought theshadows

and windows opening upon verandas on of oppression were there.

either side. At one end of the room , par But what is Sorosis and what are its ob

tially hidden by curtains and a screen, was a jects ? It is, in brief, the daughter of the

table spread with dainties new and rare to New York Sorosis, a club which was started

Western eyes. Huge pots of fine palms for purely literary purposes, and aimed at a

adorned the archways of the room , and taste- confederation ofmany similar clubs.

ful articles of Indian bric - à -brac were used in When Dr. Ryder arrived in India she was

profusion . wonderfully impressed with the narrowness

The company could well be called " exclu- of the lives lived by even themost favored of

sive society," for we were admitted behind India's women . Family weddings , births,

the Mohammedan perdus ” and enjoyed and deaths- and for the rest the merest

associations which would have been closed to trifes — madeup the sum total of their lives.

all a few years ago. There were present rep- History, deeds of heroism , and the vivid life

resentatives of at least six nationalities and of to -day seemed scarcely to reach them at

of almost as many religions ; a few Ameri- all. Mrs. Ryder felt it her plain duty to open

cans, a few English ladies, someMohamme- the world in some way to these women . The

dans, and some Hindus, while the larger first step in this direction was a notice in the

part of the company were Parsis. This was Bombay papers to the effect that on a certain

due in part to the proximity of the Parsi Saturday afternoon she would be glad to re

girls' school, and also to the fact that some ceive all women who would comewith a view

of the young ladies from the school took part to forming a woman's club .

in the program . Great apprehension was felt by Mrs. Ry

A more richly dressed assemblage it would der's friends as to the outcomeofthis notice.

be difficult to find, and yet not a singlespeci. They were sure it would end in failure or in

men of so -called “ full dress ” was there. The gathering together a very doubtful company ,

Hindu women were dressed in a tasteful and However, the day arrived and with it forty

costly manner, but their garments were of women of various creeds and nationalities.

sober hues. Their head ornaments of gold A club was formed and christened Sorosis.

were massive and beautiful. The hair was A reading room forms the center of attrac

drawn smoothly back into a knot and fas- tion for this club. To this women may come

tened by these gold medallions. The Mo- who never ventured anywhere alone before .

hammedans wore rich dresses and fine orna- To many it is the only thing of interest out.

ments, and were distinguished by embroi- side their homes. Here are choice books and

dered turbans ; but thebrilliancy and light of magazines, and here these women come and
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discuss all sorts of topics and fraternize in a Christian atmosphere in these gatherings,

manner new and unheard-of in this land of still a good work is being done in the open-,

caste and barriers. ing ofhitherto closed doors and in the burn

Here the Hindu meets the Parsi, and both ing away of caste barriers in the fires ofso

the Christian, whether European , Eurasian , cial life and kindred interests.

or native ; and strangest of all the secluded Over the door of the room is the motto

Mussulman steals in shrouded , and, un- sent to Dr. Ryder by the President ofthe New

veiling , takes her share in the new com- York Sorosis : “ Tell them the world was

radeship. made for women also .” Strange new doc

There are regular fortnightly meetings and trine for India ! and yet in this very gather

an occasional at homeor tea . At the regular ing in the mission schools for girls all over

meetings a twenty -minute lecture is given the Empire, in the passage of the “ Bill of

on the life of some worthily distinguished Consent," and in Pundita Ramabai's school

Elizabeth Fry, Miss Carpenter, for widows here in Poona, -in all these we

Frances Willard , and others have, in this see the dawn of hope for India's woman

way, been infusing new aspirations and hood.

thoughts into theminds and hearts ofthese Some day such gatherings will not be so

Eastern sisters. Essays are read and music rare, Pundita's school will not be the “ lone

is rendered in Persian, English , Marathic, star" of hope for twenty-one millions of

and Arabic. As will be seen, many of these widows. Ah ! some day this beautiful Eas

women know something of certain branches, tern world will indeed be made for women

but their lives are shut in and narrow . This also . For someday our God will rule in this

club gives them some opportunity to exer- land of the palm and the citron and King

cise their mental muscle and to belong in a Emmanuel will be the Lord. Then little in

measure to the age in which they live. fants will not be married , and child widows

There is no missionary work connected will not cry by reason of theirbitter bondage.

with this movement. But, although wemay Then will the Sun of Righteousness arise

deprecate the presence of an idol on the with healing in His wings and there shall be

piano, even though it be for ornament “ no more curse " upon the women and the

merely, and mightwish there weremore of a homes of India .

woman .

A COLORED CREOLE TYPE .

BY JULIE WETHERILL BAKER .

N a quiet cornet of New Orleans is a large ment and a large Maltese cat dozes in the

old -fashioned house to which the notice sun . There are flowers everywhere, in pots

“ Furnished Rooms” is attached and at and tubs and boxes - ferns and geraniums

the rear of the house is the usual back and coleus andbroad -leaved, tropical looking

yard. plants that bear no blossoms.

It has a picturesqueness characteristic of Suzanne standsby a table cleaning knives,

New Orleans. The pavement is of flagstones very trim and tidy in her neatly fitting dress

and at the end of the yard which opens upon and white apron . She is a quadroon, short

the alley there is a brick archway roofed over and slenderly built, with a rich color in her

by the second story back gallery. Buckets cheeks. Her features have rather a Japanese

and washtubs stand upon benches in this cast. Her silky black hair, which just rip

alcove, and there is also a tremendous earthen ples a little at the temples, is twisted up into

water jar that looks as if it had comeout of fantastic puffs pierced by an amber dagger.

the pages of “ Ali Baba .” A mocking-bird Fifine is busy at the washtubs. She is a

swings in a cage ; two canaries trill pierc- shade darker than Suzanne, with a glow

ingly ; and a pair of Java sparrows are cud . burning under the clear yellow of her skin .

dled side by sideupon their perch, with their Her abundant hair has something of the Af

stupid red beaks very close together. A rican crispness, and the curves of her figure

black puppy sprawls aimlessly over the pave- are generously molded. Fifine is hand
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some, and she knows it, and so she smartens hires a piano for Fifine to strum on and

her workaday gown by knotting a scarlet haunts auction sales, where she falls a vic

silk kerchief about her neck . tim to her own weakness for gaudy and use

Maria , the sewing woman who works by less vases. Her male lodgers have a way of

the day, is busily clicking away at the sewing disappearing without paying their rent ;

machine. She has locksasblack and straight yet, unsoured by such experiences, she

as those of an Indian, and might be easily actually supported one of them for more

mistaken for a sickly , sallow white woman . than a year - an old gentleman,once wealthy,

Her daughter, Violet, who sits on the pave- but now fallen in fortunes, who had lost his

ment, playing with the puppy , is a child of situation and was left without resources.

remarkable beauty , with clear-cut features She is a generous creature, and no beggar is

and a fair complexion. Her flaxen tresses turned away hungry from her door. If the

are guiltless of curl or wave ; but she has her poorest of her lodgers is ill she will toil up

mother's glittering, restless black eyes. stairs a dozen times a day, with ministering

Mrs. Kidder, the mistress of the lodging intent.

house, presently waddles out into the yard. Mrs. Kidder can read and write, -her chief

She is a stout mulatto woman with grizzled literary diet being the localnewspapers. She

hair, and she keeps a sharp lookout over the has a way of prefacing her remarks thus : “ I

spectacles that are always slipping down to may be black , but I havemy feelings,” - yet

the end of her short nose.
this is only a figure of speech, and it would

“ 'Most finished them sheets , Maria ?” she not be safe for any one else to call her black .

asks as she bustles about. Fifine, you Though kind -hearted, she is no respecter of

don't seem to be makin' good progress with persons when her hasty temper is aroused .

the clothes ." On one occasion she even shook her fist in

Before the workers have time to frame ex . the face of a foreign consul whose tone she

cuses, the doorbell jangles sharply , and Su- found offensive. She has a high opinion of

zanne hastens to answer the summons. In a her own wisdom , and all her blunders and

few minutes a cackling voice is heard talking failures cannot convince her that she is fal

volubly all the way down the hall. lible.

“ The music teacher,” Suzanne announces, Though she was “ set up ” in the lodging

reappearing house business by a “ protector” now dead

This music teacher is a white woman clad and gone of the white race — she will allow

in shabby genteel mourning , with an air of no one to enter her establishment who does

“ better days " abouther. not come up to the proper standard of re

Fifine gives her water -curdled hands a spectability . “ I've never taken any but

hasty wipe, and soon the strains of “ The real ladies into my house," she says with

Monastery Bells ” are heard, played with dignity.

some dash , but little accuracy, while the Mrs. Kidder is strict in the training of her

teacher sings the timewith nasal shrillness. orphaned nieces, Fifine and Suzanne, whom

Mrs. Kidder, the colored mistress of a gen- she has “ raised,” and they are hard -working

teel lodging house, is a type peculiar to New and modest-mannered young girls. They

Orleans. She is a bustling, active woman , go out seldom , except under her wing, and

with little of the proverbial sloth of the seem to haveno companions of their own age,

negro . She has a passion for sweeping and and none of the diversions of youth . Gentle,

cleaning, taking up carpets and moving fur- low -voiced, and soft-stepping, Suzanne pos

niture . Her kitchen stove shines like a sesses a natural refinement of manner and

black diamond. But with all her energy, feeling. She is the very genius of orderli

she is continually in money difficulties, for ness, performing her household tasks with

she is improvident and extravagant. This automatic regularity . Fifine is a good

cannot be ascribed to the irresponsibility en- natured girl, with more of the helter- skelter

gendered by slavery ; for there is very little heedlessness of the darky, and would enjoy

slavish blood in her veins. Her grand- life if she had a chance . She dotes on novels ,

mother— " as far back as that ! ” she says -singeing her front hair in the candle, one

proudly - was " a free woman of color ” night, as she hung entranced over some

who came from Richmond to New Orleans. thrilling piece of fiction .

Though Mrs. Kidder is deeply in debt she As a consequence of the repressed life they
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lead, they are both morbid . Fifine declares enough to be really useful to them , yet it has

sentimentally , that she does not expect to sufficed to refine them above their station.

live until she is thirty ; while Suzanne White men will not marry them , and col

frankly expresses the hope that she may not ored men of their own class they would find

live to be old . far from congenial. One need not be a

" What have I got to look forward to ? ” negrophile in order to think with pity and

she asks, and the initiated are fain to echo, sadness of the future of these two young

“ What, indeed ?” girls,who are but types of many in the great

Their education has not been thorough city of New Orleans.

WHAT WOMEN'S CLUBS HAVE DONE FOR WOMEN .

BY MRS. KATE TANNATT WOODS.

T

HE history of women's clubs and which cannot be reduced to any set terms.

their influence upon women and the Women's clubs have taught women to know

world at large, would form a volume themselves, to understand the highest duties

exceeding in bulk the records of of motherhood, to feel the sacredness of

many lands and quite surpassing most of homelife, to see existing wrongs and to ap

them in interest. So much has been silently ply needed remedies, to attempt reformson

done, and so little faithfully recorded , that the broadest basis, to value the power of

women themselves are ignorant of the great higher education, to discuss measures amica

educating process which has been steadily bly and logically , to value social duties and

going on for centuries. There is not the business habits, to think earnestly, and to

slightest doubt that the Norse women had express their thoughts clearly .

clubswhere they told stories ,sang songs,and In small towns and villages the club has

openly discussed public topics. Hypatia , been a special providence to many a weary

who was born at the close of the fourth cen- mother, or to the woman of few early advan

tury, regularly assembled her maids and tages and large aspirations. In our great

ladies-in -waiting for study, mutual improve- cities women's clubs have been the first to

ment, and discussion ; she was virtually the institute social reforms and to call public at

President of a Woman's Club. tention to crying evils . They have con

From the earliest records we find that trolled superficial and selfish social customs

women were constantly endeavoring to learn until such customs have become obsolete.

something of art and the exact sciences ; of In home government and the training of

the world and its management. children they long ago struck the key-note of

In past centuries, scholarly women were a grand choral of reform which will become

scorned by their own sex and honored by more and more harmonious as the years roll

men who applied to them for council and in- by. Out of the selfish " ego,” they have

struction . In the present century merit and evolved the progressive “ we.” They have

scholarship receive their due meed of praise strengthened two weak hands with the com

irrespective of sex . The . “ restlessness ” bined power of twenty or a hundred ; they

ascribed to women is their divine Excelsior, have taken a dull uncut gem of thought and

which has led them on step by step until polished it until it has been fit for the purest

club life has become a necessity of modern setting in refined gold ; they have mastered

life as wellas a valuablemeansof intellectual great difficulties, conquered absurd prejudi

development.
ces, and solved difficult problems; and the

All over our land women are finding in grandest work of all has been to teach the

their social and intellectual club a vitality, women their own possibilities and the glory

stimulus, strength, and inspiration which of their own heritage.

their grandmothers hungered for and never Club life gives to the club woman , not one

found. The scholarly woman finds in her degree, butmany ; in it she finds her univer

club the social companionship which she de- sity , her lectures, her mental tests, and her

mands, and the appreciative working force intellectual outings as well as her deficien

H -Aug,
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cies. A true club woman can never ride one been the work of our women's club in

hobby ; club life forbids it. Broadness of America ; and the good work is steadily

vision and variety in study and thought are growing .

imperative. The club woman must hold the The lonely woman in her prairie home feels

bridle of her pet hobby wisely and firmly its power, although she may not share its

with one hand ,while she reaches out with the councils in person ; the devoted missionary

other for all that theworld can give her. All on a foreign station knows well that ten lines

paths arehers to choose from ; all roads lead of appeal from her to her distant club sisters

to the Eternal Source of intellectual and will bring a response which will illumine her

spiritual life. darkest hours of despondency .

Attrition and communion soften the caustic Let the clubs increase , and multiply ; let

and aggressive woman, encourage the timid , their aims be diverse and their union strong ,

and stimulate the gifted . Thought-sharing making one common cause against sin and

develops the character, as profit-sharing injustice in every form ,

develops the laborer ; both are part of the Where order in variety we see,

divineprinciple ofmutual helpfulness. This And where, though all things differ, all

thought-sharing and character-building have agree.

A TOWN MINUS POVERTY.

BY CLARE DE GRAFFENRIED .

A

Sa tonic for pessimists discouraged by only onehouse outofmore than fifty that I

the wretched condition of workers in visited did as many as three families live,

many manufacturing centers or as and childless couples these were, inhabiting

an antidote to scepticism regarding several tidy rooms,which, in devices for sav

the existence of real industrial prosperity , ing work and concentrating conveniences,

a visit to certain New England villagesmight were models of Yankee thrift. Usually , a

be prescribed. substantial barn finished off theabode, shel

The township which I select for description tering a cow , and , in some instances a horse ;

from many othersof the same character con- for mill operatives frequently keep, in the

tains about 2,500 inhabitants, the village vernacular, “ a team ," a horse and convey

about 1,800 , of whom nearly a fourth are em ance of some sort, liberally used on Sundays

ployed in two woolen mills that constitute and summer and autumn Saturdays when

the main dependence of the population and work ceases at 11 a . m .

indirectly contribute to the welfare of every Unlike most unmarried workers, the men

citizen . The factory operatives are not cor- from their sixteenth or seventeenth year

ralled off in shackling abodes of tabooed dis- often lay by a little money, the owner of one

tricts eyed askance by respectability . They farm stating that his cash paymenton it rep

are the community itself, their homes on resented savings from his boyhood. The

every street among the best, their children wife — nearly always older than herhusband

pupils ofthe schoolsand institute,theirwives generally works in the millawhile after mar

building up themerchant's trade, their sav- riage ; and if children come, the pair have

ings swelling bank funds and loan associa- their furniture, at least, paid for, and, inde

tions.
pendent of the installment fiend, can better

High , too, is the standard of comfort in brook privation and narrow means. Fre

these separate cottage residences containing quently , no children come.
It is a grave

from five to eightgood rooms, always a par- ethnic fact thatmany New Englanders of to

lor, carpeted and inviting, often a piano or day bring into the world no offspring to suc

organ, and great stands of blooming plants ceed them . The largest native-born family

that any florist might be proud of. Two- encountered
contained five heirs , whereas al

story dwellings surrounded by garden or most the only two Irish households boasted

lawn are sometimes arranged in two compact four and six respectively
. Ofnative workers

suites of five or six apartments each ; but in the majority are childless or have had but
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one son or daughter,-a typical condition one of these land owners , chucking up his

passing into a proverb in New England . engine fires.

Thus almost free from domestic cares, the ' For how much ?" I inquired .

wife earns an income of from $ 20 to $ 50 a “ A dollar and ninety- five cents a week and

month , soon converted into a house and lot. washin ' throwed in " -an answernot surpris

I - a homelesswanderer --cast enviouseyeson ing when in thetownthehighest pricecharged

two especially attractive cottages adorning students and adults for room and meals is

one ofthebest streets,bay-windowed frontand from $ 2.50 to $ 3.25 a week, butterand eggs

side , porches ample, the yards terraced , and averaging 18 to 20 cents the year round .

a capacious barn suggesting new -mown hay Contributive to the general prosperity are

and a spanking trotter. Each coveted dwelling the excellenthabits ofthe men , not an intox

proved to belong to a young mill operative at icated person being seen within a four weeks'

$ 9 a week, the wife in both cases childless and sojourn , though liquor in spite of prohibition

a wage-earner, yet finding time, in the sys- was sold freely .

tematized, simple existence she leads, to The fact was noticeable thatmany men be

makeher surroundings orderly and sweet. long to societies whose influence encourages

Not always is the helpmeet allowed to toil, good morals — the Masonic fraternity and the

a fine sense of man's duty as caretaker in- Odd Fellows, the latter paying valuable sick

ducing some husbands to struggle single- benefits and insurances. Ontwomill pay- rolls

handed under the severe privations entailed covering each a full year only one unfortu

by rearing children on theincomeofunskilled nate was marked as “ trusted ” for debt,-a

labor. Where savings were notmade in early disasterrepeatedly befalling the spendthriftor

married life, debt is considered almost in- overburdened operative in other manufactur

evitable until the little ones becomegainful. ing districts.

Although good six -room cottages are rented To this sturdy, shrewd native element of

by the mill-owners for $ 5.50 and $ 6 a month workers has gravitated immigration of kin

and separate houses in other localities cost dred fiber and quality , the Scotch, attracted

from $ 6 to $ 10, yet even in this favorable spot by the nationality ofthe founders of onemill.

to support a family , however small, on $ 1.25 a Since like seeks like, the better class of Scotch

day is possible only for the frugal and pru- factory labor locates here ; but factory labor

dent ; childless couples dependent on such is detrimentalto health , as the poor physique

a wage being forced to live with but scant attests, parents and children having toiled in

margin . mills till shambling gait, narrow chest, and

Any untoward occurrence, such as stop- sickly pallor have become hereditary and

page of the mill, plunges workers into debt, fixed. Physically inferior to the native type,

not to mention vicissitudes from illness com asrespects intelligence, industry, and frugal

mon in that severe climate .
ity these newcomers compare favorably with

Intelligence and good address characterize the sons of the soil. The immigrant it is,

the wives ofmost of all the mill operatives, who, until firmly rooted in the community, oc

their street garb , too, and that of their chil- cupies themillcottageswhich are in a row and

dren being of excellent cut and material. of the same color, comfortable and cheap, but

In a few families — three among half a hun- beneath the ambition of the plucky Yankee

dred - young children had been placed in the who aspires to and attains what usually

factory to eke outthe scanty incomeand were awaits the Scot of the second generation

thus deprived of school advantages,an occur- only, -individual homeownership and social

rence chiefly ofthe past , for most of theyoung prominence.

folks now labor only in vacation and many One bushy-browed, canny Gaelic citizen

not at alluntil their sixteenth year. Two hun . spent a surprising portion of his income

dred dollars had already been saved by one for books, producing with reverent pride a

lad of seventeen whose widowed mother was very handsome Bible just bought from a

married again to a stripling just twenty-one, book agent for $ 12, to be handed down as an

A notable feature in the mills is the num- heirloom . A compatriot of his, beguiled by

ber of operatives who have acquired farms another plausible vender, purchased an ex

wholly or partly paid for, on whose produce pensive atlas, heedless that only a scholar or

the household lives at half the cost in village specialist needsdetailed references and forget

homes. “ Weboarded the teacher,” explained ting that Stanley and European wars upset
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all boundary lines. If from one standpoint work from fair -dealing employers who can

indiscreet, this literary taste is nevertheless not afford to be over-exacting.

hopeful, coupled with the fact that its owner Contrasting this town with other New Eng.

wastes nothing on tobacco and has no pleas. land manufacturing places no larger, where

ures beyond themonotonous round of village has appeared that inferior type of French

life, -a round in which all except a few rest- Canadian from the mouth of the St. Law

less young girls seemed to find wholesome rence, with his low scale of living, lack of ed

human interest. ucation , and clamor for occupation for himself

Both an economic and a moral basis un- and his fifteen children at any pay however

derlies the prosperity of this thriving factory small, the prosperity in this commonplace vil

town. The mill owners - making no claim lage seems more remarkable. Only six

to possess model surroundings, in fact neg. French names, and these anglicized almost

lecting to profit by the simple but studied de. beyond detection by a generation of residence ,

vices used by some corporations with such appear on both mill pay-rolls. The Irish

admirable results in adorning the homes of American and sprinkling of English opera

their operatives — assume no credit for fur- tives found here are also ofgood stock.

nishing decentdwellings on reasonable terms Again , where crowding is needless and in

or for keeping up a good tone among their expedient and the industrial population so

workers . Fortunate in the material from sparse that two jobs often seek theman in

which their employees are selected, free from stead of twomen seeking the job, thedangers

the enticing rivalry of other industries and and evils incident to a congested metropolis

therefore able to retain thesame laborers year have no play. Wages are fair, indeed , reck

after year, providing steady occupation with oned from cost of living, higher than in gen

fair pay, these manufacturers, moreover, do eral. In one mill, ordinary weavers average

not submerge humanity in greed for gain , but $35 a month , medium weavers $ 40, the best

live and let live .
$50. Good feeling exists on both sides, not

Apart from the personal equation of the an unkind word being heard concerning the

New England operative and the potentialities proprietors.

latent in the Puritan temperament, three Would that the urban influx might be con

causes explain the absence of grinding pov- trolled and the stream be distributed among

erty and the high level of general welfare : country and village communities where life ,

discouragement of excessive, undesirable im- far from being fierce struggle or hopeless

migration,freedom from the congestion ofpop- apathy, is sustained by material comforts and

ulation that characterizes large cities ,and full gladdened by higher joys.

COLOR AND CHINA PAINTING .

BY LAURA A. FRY .

W

ELL, dear, was it a success ? ” “ When thetea was served, imagine the sur

asked Mrs. Brayton , as Mar- prise to find our own initials in the bottom

garet returned from Miss Mor- of the cups which had been handed us. It

gan's four o'clock tea . was a happy company, but Mary herself

“ 'Success ?' Yes, indeed ; and just see, each looked fairly radiant over our delight and

guest had a souvenir of the occasion , a dainty said she hoped the cup would form the be

little cup decorated by Mary Morgan herself. ginning of a collection to which each might

She went to town only two months ago and add one of her own handiwork .

joined a class then forming to paint china, “ She is so interested that she has bought

and now she is able to do these exquisite 'a kiln and will burn her own china, declaring

things. We did little else this afternoon but it a thing easy enough and quite worth while

admire her work , and Mary was so good in if one paints much or wishes to make origi

explaining how the tinting was done and nal experiments .

about bright gold and dull gold and how the “ It would need fair words indeed to de

colors are burned in and lo ! are fixed forever. scribe the different pieces of Miss Morgan's
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collection . She seems to have drawn the periment to try all sorts of lovely schemes of

coloring and tints from the sky and clouds. decorations. Take for instance a lunch set.

Flowers furnished the motifs for those em- What pleasure to select first the color, then

bodiments of loveliness, not realistic flow- themotif for design, and to make the whole

ers with thorny stemsand crudegreen leaves throughout in perfect harmony.

that one might feel tempted to pick up and Imagine a table covered with snowy

throw away, but designs suggestive of life , linen , and set with delicate blue china of

growth, color, and form in harmonious rela- your own decorating ; in the center, in con

tion to the things ornamented . trast to the china, a bowl of pale pink roses,

“ What a joy to use such china – what at each plate a card tied with a butterfly bow

topics for table talk ! Discuss your cups, of blue ribbon , and you have a charming

your plates, your jugs, your jars, say I, and picture,--onewhich will furnish topics suffi

away with village gossip. Who cares cient for a gossip -banishing conversation ,

whether the flowers on Mrs. So-and-so’s bon- the promoter of which should be looked

net are the latest style or the feathers were upon in the light of a benefactress to her

curled over or — butthere comesMary and she gentle sisters.

will tell us all about how the work is done." “ A pretty effect for plates and other flat

“ What ! this lovely dish for me?" ex- dishesmay be produced by painting the un

claimed Mrs. Brayton in surprise, as Mary der side of the rim in some deep color and

Morgan , with a flush of color rivaling the the upper side a pale shade of the same, into

shades of Pompadour and Rose du Barry on which may beworked a border pattern . The

the bonbonnière she held in her hand, pre color under the edge will show a glow ofthe

sented the dainty trifle to her friend . same tint, on a white cloth , producing a

“ Yes,” she replied . " It is offered as an very beautiful effect. Bright carmine, car

inducement for you to attempt the samekind nation , yellow , apple green , and blue are

of experimenting, and to satisfy my impa- perhapsthe prettiest. Thesame color should

tience I want you to promise to begin right be used above and below . The designsmay

away . Do not plead lack of training in be conventional or natural, but in either case

drawing and coloring . My theory is that the color ofthe decoration should bethe same

there are certain things, any one, every one, as the ground tint.

may do if she chooses. Themechanical ma ' Another idea for plates is to shade the

nipulation is only a matter of time and edges with bright colors and burn them on ,

patience. Don't you want to take down a and adding patterns for gold in raised paste.

few notes to help you at first ?” After burning the paste , cover it with gold

Mrs. Brayton quickly procured pencil and and dust gold over the color, being careful to

paper, and her enthusiastic teacher chatted get it heavy enough on the edge to make a

clear gold line. Both color and gold should

“ Colors come ready ground ; tints come however fade entirely away at the inner line

ready mixed - they are called grounding or of the rim to produce an effect which is al

tinting colors - and spread more easily than most iridescent.

the rest. “ The paste for raised gold is easily man

“ It is a simple matter to tint a piece. You aged if ground well in water and afterward

mix the colors with light- flowing oils, spread mixed with oil of tar. It should be burned

them thinly over the surface of the china and before the gold is applied .

soften or blend the tint with a pounce, which “ Gold comes ready prepared and is no

may be made of fine silk tied over a ball of more difficult to use than color. Perhaps the

raw cotton . Then dry the paint quickly richest of all effects on china is produced with

over an alcohol flame to prevent dust from gold . But even gold should be considered

adhering to it. somewhat from a color standpoint, too much

“ As to tints which may be selected for cer or too little being equally out of place.

tain things— that is a matter of taste. We “ I have found that color as applied to

may hardly say one color, shade, or tint is china is not satisfactory or pleasing if clear

more suitable than another in the abstract, or pure, for the effect is crude. Only soft

but to carry out an idea one and one only ened shades render artistic results. A study

has the preference . of nature in her less pronounced moods

“ To me it seems such an interesting ex- helps greatly to cultivate the sense of color

On :
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harmonies. I think we should seek to per “ But what a long lecture I am giving ,”

petuate the pale rose of thedawn rather than laughed Mary ; " it surely is time for me to

the glorious red of sunset, the reflections of thank my audience for their kind attention

azure blue instead of the brilliant sky, the and bow myself out. But first let us make

pale silver of the poplar leaf instead of the an appointment for the initialmeeting ofthe

emerald grass , the veiled yellow of a butter- china painting club of which we three willbe

fly's wing rather than the gold of the sun- the charter members. To-morrow morning ?

flower. Till then au revoir."

MUSIC LESSONS AT HOME OR IN A SCHOOL.

BY IRENE HALE.

T

HIS is a question which cannot well other studies besides her specialty . She di

be answered positively in either way . vides her time in working at harmony, his

Too much depends upon tempera- tory of music, and her instrument, and is

ment, individual need , and the state expected to attend chorus and sight-reading

of the purse . The following questionsmust classes. Of course all these studies are nec

first be answered : essary in the education of a musician , and

I. The age at which serious study is be- those who study for the profession should

gun .
work at them in someway, either privately

II. Whether one is to study for pleasure or in a school. Naturally , while dividing

or the profession .
one's timebetween several studies, the prog

III. The length oftime which the student ress in any one is not so rapid . In private

can devote to the study of music. instruction the individuality ofthe pupil can

Then again , music schools differ. In the be more developed , and her peculiar needs

conservatories abroad the pupil has only more carefully studied.

class instruction ; i. e., she takes her lesson The majority of music students in America

in the presence of several other pupils, and begin serious study rather too late for the

often outsiders, who have obtained permis- best results. Too often they go to Europe

sion to listen to the lessons, or hospitiren and try to crowd two years' work into oneon

as it is called in Ger ny. Of course the that account, or are obliged to do so from

time devoted to each pupil is short- perhaps pecuniary reasons. The greatest criticism

twenty minutes — and the ordeal of playing made by teachers abroad on their American

and being corrected before a little audience is pupils is, that they try to accomplish every

trying to nervous girls. On the other hand , thing in a very short space of time. This

for those who are not hopelessly nervous the cannot produce the most thorough musi

discipline of playing before the others is ex- cians, and only too often the result is nervous

cellent, and the benefit derived from listen- prostration or nerve trouble of some kind.

ing to their classmatesand profiting from the Then if an instrumental pupil begins late ,

corrections made upon them is great. Some- the work of disciplining the muscles is the

times excessive nervousness is permanently harder. Those who begin young with good

cured by this heroic method . teaching, have of course a great advantage

In some of the American music schools both in development of the hands and in the

each pupil, though in the school, has wear and tear on the nerves.

her lesson privately . The lessons are as a To enter a conservatory when the musical

rule about three-quarters of an hour long. education is begun very late and when the

Sometimes other pupils of the sameteacher timefor study is limited would neither be

sit in the room , but it is not the custom . profitable nor satisfactory. Private instruc

With this systein the student really combines tion would be better. The cultivation of the

the benefits of being in a music school, with voice cannot be begun at as early an age as

the particular attention which teachers can the training of the fingers, but I am talking

give them in private lessons. to young women who have reached an age of

In schools the pupil is obliged to pursue reason. The subject ofhow ,when, andwhere
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children are to study I do not now consider. I. A girl who begins seriousstudy for the

If a young woman is to makemusicmerely profession at a suitableage,andwith theexpec

an accomplishment, the question of going tation of several years for study should enter a

into a school or studying privately is not first class music school and work there for

very important and might be decided by in- perhaps three years. The technique should

dividual inclination. In most cases private then be developed and a pretty general

lessons would be preferable . knowledge of music be gained , and she

If music is to be her profession the ques- should be well fitted to profit greatly from

tion is important. If she does not wish to studying privately with one or more of the

enter a school, and can afford the greater ex- masters of her special art. She should be

pense of private instruction in all the ready for polishing and developing her

branches that are necessary to a thorough style, and she should then change from a pu

musical education, she could certainly in that pil to an artist.

way become a good musician . Ofcourse she II. A young woman who, having studied

would not have the peculiar stimulus which considerably, though only privately , wishes

pupils feel in a school where others are striv- to fit herself more thoroughly for teaching

ing in the same paths. She would not have but can devote only a year to it. Private

the discipline of playing ensemble and in lessons would be decidedly more advisable .

the pupils' concerts at regular intervals. III. A young woman having studied

The question of length of time necessary some timeprivately , wishes to devote three

for acquiring a thorough musical education years to serious study for the profession .

would be decided in each case according to Here I should advise a year, or better, two

the talent, capacity ,and perseverance. There years in a conservatory, and then a change

is no royal road to musical learning , and of master with private instruction .

those who try to learn twice as quickly as IV . A young woman wishes to have two

others , seldom succeed in reality, or if they years of study rather late in life. She is sup

apparently succeed , they pay for it in some posed to have had somemusical training in

way. Often they neglect all study except the past. I think in such a case private in

music, forgetting that there are other arts , struction would be more satisfactory .

and that there are books to read . With vocal students thematter is slightly

To make a general rule I should say : If different. Here the most important question

musical study is begun at a suitable age and is the teacher . In almost all cases private

the time for gaining a musical education is instruction is preferable. The voice is so

reasonably long, the experience and disci. delicate an instrument that the most careful

plipe gained in a music school, polished and handling is necessary. The teacher, if a

developed afterward by private instruction , good one, will study each voice minutely.

would bemostdesirable and satisfactory. Only the very best teachers should be trusted

In summing up I shall take a few cases and with a voice, and such ones should be em

suggest the best course for each of them : ployed , in a music school or outside.

WOMEN IN THE PENSION OFFICE .

BY ELLA LORAINE DORSEY .

T

HE employment of women in the Pen This earliest appointee was Mrs. Sidney I.

sion Office dates from the same year Lauck , the widow of a former Chief Clerk of

that saw the gates of the PatentOffice the Pension Office and her commission , da

opened to them , and the Commis- ting from April 1, 1869, is still in force.

sioner who made the first appointment was Now the rolls number four hundred and

Dr. Christopher C. Cox of Maryland, a gen- twenty -eight employees, the majority of

tleman of the old school, whose courtly man- whom are on duty in the Record and Certifi

ner and chivalrous attitude toward allwoman- cate Divisions, although the Board of Re

kind made Sir Charles Grandison seem a view and the Medical Divisions include a

very possible personage. large quota, as do also the Eastern , Western,
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Middle,and Southern adjudicating Divisions. braver than thatwhich carries a soldier to the

The three ladies who have met with the cannon's mouth — for fame and glory are his

most appreciative recognition as to salary reward -makes the pride and pathos of De

and responsibility are Miss Chandler of Vir- partmental-life in Washington .

ginia , Miss Hartwell of Ohio , and Miss In the Pension Office as elsewhere the roll

Shirley of West Virginia . of interesting histories and personalities is a

The first named is the daughter of thewell- long one. Perhaps the best known figure is

known Lucius Chandler of the Old Domin- that of Mrs. Pickett, who was the second wife

ion ; she was appointed in 1877, and she is and is the widow of the famous Confederate

assigned for special work in the Commis- whose charge at Gettysburg made the world

sioner's Office -- the examination of Pension wonder, that charge of which one of the sur

Certificates. vivors told mea few years ago :

The second was appointed in 1873 and is in “ Weswept up the hill in a burst of flame

the Certificate Division. She is so thorough- and a roar of guns that made every man for

ly qualified by her long experience , and so get his body and feel like nothing so much as

perfectly conversant with her work that the a furious soul driving through the circles of

late Commissioner's emphatic statement: hell. On the crest the smoke cleared and a

“ She is fit to be made Chief,” is the uni- silence fell, more surprising than the whirl

versal opinion . She is a small, slight woman , wind of noise had been . I looked down the

with soft waving hair of a bright bronze line of my company and counted five men

brown and has hazel eyes so clear and true standing ; Iwas the sixth . ‘MyGod !' I said ,

that strangers and children instinctively 'myGod !' And then we were four, for the

trust her as warmly as do her friends. Like color bearer was stệuck full in the forehead

so many in office she has borne on her slight and dropped with the flag across his face.

shoulders the cares and burdens of those not His brother leaped to catch him , but fell

directly dependent on her, filling the gaps in too - the fifth of the brothers that went down

home ranks wherever trouble or death broke that day . And I got these " -pointing to

the circle, and always having a helping hand the silver curls that covered his head.

for any friend or acquaintance.
Mrs. Pickett was atGettysburg a few years

The third - a singularly beautifulwoman ago at the reunion of the Blue andGray , and

was appointed in 1878 and has won her way shook hands with such numbers of our sol

grade by grade to her present position. She diers that her hand and arm were disabled for

is so universally beloved that wherever she days after. As each would grip her fingers

appears in the office her presence is hailed as he would pay some sturdy compliment to her

a benediction . Her work is incessant and husband. The favorite one was : I had the

difficult, but she will assure you with the honor of defending this place against your

utmost sincerity that it is not really special, husband'smen , madame. Theworst fight I

and in proof of it will say, “ All I have to do was ever in and the pluckiest lot of Johnnie

is to remember the names, faces, and ad- Rebs I ever struck ."

dresses of the two thousand clerks in the Pen Her son has the watch her husband wore

sion Office" -- for shemakes out the pay rolls, from the time he graduated at West Point.

and twice a month identifies to the disburs- On the front are crossed our flag and the

ing officer the recipients of salaries , the ab colors of the Confederacy done in enamel ; on

sent, and those who, being detained by sick- the inside of the cover and running all over

ness or otherwise, are obliged to send for the inner cover as well, are the names of all

their pay. It is a Herculean task of memory the battles in which he took part during his

butshe cheerfully insists, “ It is not much to military career. There is not an eighth of

do and it is subordinated by the still heavier an inch left uncovered and the wars include

work of the Chief.” Shehas fulfilled with de- the Mexican , the Floridian, and the Civil.

votion every relation in her care-laden young Contrasted with this dependent figure that

life — daughter, sister, niece, and then in now moves so slowly on its crutches is the

turn aunt and guardian of helpless orphan alert self-reliant one of MissKeumm of Ohio ,

nieces and nephews. whose early pupils hold her in such affec

Such women make labor lovely and sweeten tionate memory that they never fail to call

the atmosphere of daily toil. That there are on her in passing through the city . As some

so many whose lives are filled with a heroism one said : “ Every body worth knowing in
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this administration
has been her pupil or is Another notable group includes : Mrs.

her devoted friend." Among them is the Throckmorton
, themother and widow of the

Hon . Calvin Brice, who insists that her Cols. Throckmorton
; Mrs. Gaston , the

teaching started him on the road to fame and mother of the youngest Judge on the Ohio

landed him in the Ohio delegation . bench ; Miss Mohun, a brave and beautiful

Another very attractive woman is Mrs. descendant of that Sir Reginald Mohun ,

Jackson , whose husband was Postmaster whose valor and piety won him the “ Golden

General in the Hawaiian Cabinet. They are Rose " —the only instance on record where it

both held in such affectionate memory in the was conferred on one not of royal blood ;

hearts of the Island people that when the Mrs. Barry , the widow of one ofGen. Crook's

majesties were here and were entertained by staff officers ; Mrs. Rosillo , the widow of one

the State Department Mrs. Jackson was in- of the Spanish Commissioners to the Cen

vited by the President and Mrs. Harrison to tennial; Mrs. Simpkins,the sister of Senator

be one of the special party that went on the Call ; and Miss Scott-Smith , who is the best

jaunts with them . mathematician in the office .

Another is Miss Weeks of Louisiana, who But indeed there are so many notable

is a daughter of a family once among the women in this Pension building that another

wealthiest in the old state. Their planta- pen sketch will be necessary to catch even a

tions covered hundreds of acres, and their passing glimpse of them .

slaves darkened the fields. Her mother's Before closing this , however, I should like

kin includes names that have made Virginia to add a line about two employees who are

history formany generations — that prince of usually considered outside thebounds of his

raconteurs Beverley Tucker being one of tory and interest, but who by their fidelity

them . She is the recipient of many courte have made a place in the hearts of those

sies and much affectionate attention from whom they daily and hourly serve, — " Buffy "

Mrs. Harrison , and is a frequent occupant of the charwoman , and “ Aunt Fannie ” the

the White House carriage, as she is a favorite dear old quadroon who has charge of the

companion of the “ First Lady's " drives. ladies' cloak room . The first was the nurse

Another whose name was a power in the of the late President Garfield's children, and

world of youth , wealth , and beauty is Mrs. the latter is an institution . To her kind ad

Wysong, a daughter of Judge McClure of vice many a young girl owes the avoidance

South Carolina,and a sister of Mrs. Pride,one of imprudent behavior in her new life with

of tbemost cultured and elegant women of its strange surroundings ; aching heads are

the Palmetto State. Their little house here soothed by her ministrations ; pleurisies and

is a center for the best of the social life that pneumonias averted by her little fires and

drifts up from their old home, and the hos- bottles of hot water ; rips are sewn, stitches

pitality they exercise, although clipped per- taken , and a placid patience opposed to tired

force of its redundancies, is as gracious as it nerves that is as good as a rubber buffer on a

was when fortune favored them .
railroad car.

THE INDIAN WOMEN OF DAKOTA .

BY KATE CARNES.

E are deeply and earnestly inter- Americans in the first and best sense of the

ested in our sister women over the word .

I refer to thewomen of the numeroussmall

ergy of “ The Women of Persia ,"" tribes of Indians such as the Cheyennes ,

the “ Women in Armenian Villages " and Sioux, Ogalalla , Yanktons, and other tribes .

their strange dress and manners. But we The women of the different tribes do not dif

have in our midst women of more than fer materially in personal appearance, all

equal interest to us, because, being more at being rather below the average of other

home in this land of ours than weourselves, women in stature.

they should have our first attention , being In general they have small hands and
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feet, which are often so perfectly shaped that unselfish but careless or unthoughtful of the

they would cause almost a feeling of envy in little kindnesses so necessary toward the

the breast of many a " pale-faced ” belle. sick, often leaving them to the care of any

Their hair is of raven blackness ; when chance nurse if the care of them interferes

dressed for church in the two smooth strands with their inclination to go and come as

close behind each ear, which is the universal they are continually doing. They have a

style of hairdressing among them , one can- keen sense of the ridiculous at any time or

not imagine any thing more glossy or shin- place and can be more sarcastic and con

ing. Some have an abundance of well-kept temptuous than any people it has been my

tresses, which beauty they fully appreciate. fortune to meet. There is a stolid endurance

In dress they have changed for the worse, in about them thatmakes them seem indifferent

regard to picturesqueness at least. Most of to pain or hardship,though they do not reach

them wear what is known in Western terms an advanced age, probably from the reason

squaw -dress," it being of very simple of their exposure to all kinds of weather

cut, merely a sack -like gown wider at the while on their roving, gypsy expeditions,

hem than at theneck,material usually calico , and so we do not often meet with an Indian

but oftentimes of gorgeous color, such as woman who is too feeble from age to perform

bright green trimmed in red, and the fit of the work of a household. They haveno sys

the dress of no consideration ; and always, on tem about their work and are seemingly very

warmest summer days, or coldest winter indolent about housework . But the unset

evenings, at home or abroad, folded in an tled , nomadic life they lead is not conducive

oblong and drawn closely to the form , the in- to settled habits or systematic arrangements

dispensable shawl or blanket, the head with- of duties. The necessary comforts of theday

out a covering of any kind. or hour is their only incentive to duty. And

Last summer we saw on one of their fête they being still the slave and drudge of

days, three ideal Indian girls. They were themen of the family circle we cannot won

daughters of a chief and their dresses were der that they have not a great love for the

marvels of Indian art. The dresses were of home-making which is so dear to the heart of

buckskin and reached from neck to ankle , their American sisters .

gradually widening toward the lower edge, In the freqrert wanderings of the Indian it

with wide, fowing sleeves, all parts of the is thewoman who finds the fueland carries it

dress entirely covered with beautifuldesigns on her back to kindle the fire and cook the

done in many colored beads of every shape food for the “ noble red man ” ; she who pick

and size, which threw off rainbow colors as ets the ponies, makes and breaks camp,

they rode swiftly from place to place on their taking the tepees down and loading the

sleek little ponies. Suspended from their wagons, and performs all work which we are

ears were bead ornaments perhaps three accustomed to see performed by themen. The

inches wide and reaching to the waist. Their man is merely ornamental with them , and it

moccasins and leggings were beaded to match has been their condition so long that there is

their dresses and one could not desire a more no thought of another state of things nor

beautiful or appropriate setting for thedusky word of complaint.

beauty of nature's children . On the reservations, when they are at

In characteristics the Indian women differ home, they now have for each family a small

in many respects from the Indian men . As log house , and the women like them better

a rule the women are cheerful, good -natured , than the tepee, though we nearly always

and almost too social for the good of their do- see a tepee standing near the house, and

mestic arrangements. also a summer house built of poles and

They are very hospitable toward their own green boughs, the same being used as sleep

race and consider no visit complete without ing apartments during warm weather, it be

having broken bread with a guest, no matter ing impossible for them to abandon entirely

at what hour of the day the visit may be their free , out-door life . There is a strange

made. Someof the women are good cooks fascination in their free, wandering life,

and exceedingly neat but much as we should and those who have in any way been asso

like to state it otherwise, those are excep- ciated with them , have been impressed with

tions to the general rule . the fact that it is much easier to fall into their

Toward one another they are forgiving and ways of living than to convert them to ours.
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In the way of work it is wonderful to see ponies , cattle or groceries, the amount paid

the beauty and originality of the designs of varying according to the purchaser's wealth ,

their artistic work , which consists chiefly of or the bride's worth and social standing, and

bead-work on buck -skin or covering bottlesof now though they are married in accordance

all shapes with their many-colored beads. with the rites of the church of which they are

They tan the buck-skin themselves and some members,we cannot say themorals have im

are adepts in the art. Among them we find proved greatly or that they are truer to the

excellent glove-makers, and we also to our marriage vows. In their religion they are

cost find them usually very keen, shrewd earnest and reverent worshipers. At one

traders, having profited by their advanced agency we visited there are three denomina

civilization in the one particular at least of tional churches, supported mainly by the

learning the value of a dollar. Under all HomeMissionary Societies, each church pre

circumstances we find them greatly opposed sided over by a resident minister. TheEpis

to speaking the English language ; not even copal, Presbyterian , and Catholic churches

when they understand it perfectly will they have a large membership each . The

utter a word of it. The older women, of Episcopal services seem to havemore attrac

course, are withouteducation, except in a few tions for their rude natures than a less formal

instances where they have acquired, by the service.

aid of some educated younger person , a We had the pleasure of attending the

knowledge of reading in the Indian lan- litany service at the latter church one even

guage. ing in the summer. The prompt, hearty

Their amusements are few . They have a responses from every onewould have put to

great fondness for dancing and bathing. In shame many a luke-warm congregation of

public they are quiet and retiring in manners, worshipers in our own churches.

but in their homes use more freedom of Altogether the surroundings and the pic

speech and action . ture left impressions never to be forgotten ,

There have been essential changes in the and inspired one with a desire to give up all

marriage customs in these days of churches, to work for the awaking souls before us.

schools, and missionary workers. Formerly Heaven seemed very near with its over

the bride was purchased by the groom for shadowing love and rejoicing.

A DEBATE IN GERMANY.

THE WOMAN'S PETITION IN THE REICHSTAG AT WEIMAR .

Translated from the " Frauenberuf" for " The Chautauquan."

In order to help women earn a livelihood and We quote first from Deputy Schrader's

to benefit thehealth of many thousand German opening speech :

women and girls, the “ German Women's Re It is already recognized that, according to

form Union " requests theReichstag to take the the trade regulation , women as well asmen ,

proper steps for the admission of woman to the are authorized to practice medicine. It is

practice of medicine in the German Empire, also recognized that women are not permit

which already has been done in most other civil- ted to go through the training necessary to

ized states ; and to this end, to make possible establish them in the profession.

woman's admission to the study of medicine in
Since the trade regulation prescribes that

theGerman universities.
man and woman shall be given equal rights

HE discussion which followed thepres- in the practice of this calling , it is a simple

entation of this petition to the Reichs- matter of duty that the government ought to

tag was long and sharp . It is not establish equal facilities for both sexes in the

our intention , however, to report the acquirement of the preparation necessary for

full formal proceedings of that body regard- the work ; for otherwise they act against the

ing the matter, but simply to select the lead- lawful regulation which recognizes both

ing thoughts from a few of the speeches women andmen .

made on both sides, and thus present a fair According to the trade regulation as issued

view of the question . by the Bundesrath, the real test of ability

T
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rests on the finalexamination, and this final also needed in it. It is so ommonly recog

examination is conducted in such a manner nized that it hardly needs demonstration ,

that there will be no difficulty in adapting it that in some maladies women and girls are

to women students. The oral, the written , better treated by women physicians; and in

and clinic examinations can be taken with- many cases woman's specific qualities ofcare

out difficulty by women . The real difficulty and nursing are of great importance.

lies in the previous study courses. Theman Objections of overwork and of unfavorable

agement simply require the candidate for the surroundings are raised in woman's own in

study of medicine first to present a testimo- terest ; that the work is too hard , and she al

nial of fitness given by some good college. ready has it hard enough, and it would take

It is not necessary for him to have attended her into unfit places ; but I believe we can

the college ; it suffices that he receive from it trust this question to woman herself. We

a testimonial of his fitness — and up to this cannot deny that in our social arrangements

time no college has been found to confer we have unhesitatingly assigned tohermany

upon a woman such a testimonial. heavy duties . Certainly, the activity of an

The second difficulty is, as now promises authoress or of a good actress is more strain

to be the case , that the previous examination ing and fretting than the work of a physi

test will be done away with , and the study, cian . So this objection is of no weight.

or at least a part of it, must beundertaken in Respecting woman's admission to the uni

theGerman universities ; and German uni- versities, it is objected that the tone which

versities , to my knowledge, hitherto havenot prevails among the students is not fitting for

admitted women . But this difficulty, too, the society ofwoman ; also that the compan

can be evaded. The Bundesrath is in a posi- ionship of woman would be detrimental to

tion to grant the same privileges to those ed- the other students . But these are things

ucated at foreign universities as to those edu- over which other lands have triumphed .

cated at home. There is another way , cer Woman's study in the university certainly

tainly more convenient for the Empire. The is not harmful to the university, and if the

Bundesrath, exercising full control in the tone should change,it would be a good thing

division of Alsace-Lorraine, could pass a law to banish many improprieties now existing.

requiring the Strassburg University to If you turn to the more cultured English

adopt regulations enabling women to study company you will quickly perceive the en

medicine there. nobling influence upon society ofthis higher

As to woman's ability to practice medi- education ofwoman .

cipe, it is generally recognized . In many The common discussions familiar to every

lands she is actively employed in this capac- body, such as, woman belongs to the home,

ity, and is said by capable men to conduct and the like, have nothing whatever to do

her practice entirely satisfactorily . But by with this question. The number of women

German women , no sort of stand has been who would pursue earnest study is not great,

gained in this profession . The main reason and you may rest assured that women who

for this is, that a greater share of the Ger- devote themselves to earnest study are much

man medical circle is opposed to woman's more worthy of home and family than those

entrance into this calling . who squander their lives in frivolity .

You may be convinced that if serious In Deputy Orterer's address the following

objections had arisen against the previous remarks are found :

practice of this calling by women they would Wehave, to be sure, a large number of in

have come into publicity long ago ; in- tellectualwomen of deep and broad culture,

deed, even in Germany there are women who to whom the practice ofmedicine would pre

are practicing this calling,but they have not sent no greater difficulties, perhaps,than to

the recognition accorded to men . Still I the greater proportion ofmen physicians. I

know that they compare favorably with the grant, too, that there are circumstances in

students from men's colleges, and they are which the services of a woman physician are

sometimes even taken into consultations, and desirable and necessary for women. These

in every point they show themselves com- circumstances lie so plainly at hand that

petent. Hence this argument is broken. they need no further discussion . It has been

Another argument is, that women are not shown that in Russia , England, and Amer

only capable for this calling, but they are ica there are great numbers of women physi
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cians. Nevertheless, I can never give my universities, for what they not infrequently

consent to extend further this struggle, and do there has very little to do with higher

generally to increase the pressure in the med- aims and a desire for higher education . In

ical profession , which would result from very many cases it is only respect for posi

opening the entrance to women .
tion , respect for social claims, which induces

If you create the possibility that woman them to attend the universities a few years.

through the college or preparatory school Finally , of necessity , they pass an examina

can attend the university without further tion , often to enter, incapable, the service of

ceremony, I fear the greatest calamity from the state and country . If the competition of

over -crowding. If you give woman entrance women would serve as a goad to interest

to the university, you must give her also the these young men in their studies, that alone

possibility of practically serving the state is a great advantage which would result from

later in life to a much wider extent than for- the admission of women to the universities.

merly . Then it is certain there will bemuch In regard to the other question, I would

greater danger to the state. We have evi- call attention to the fact, that thousands and

dence ofthis in Russia , a representative land thousands of women are educated in this line

of woman's high culture. You know what to serve as nurses.

resulted there. Those dangerous and out Deputy Hultzsch opposes : Of course, if

breaking elementswere found largely among once we open the medical course to women,

the women students. theresoon will be also women Ph.D's , LL.D's,

Deputy Bebel said : It is incontestable,that etc. Deputy Dr. Harmenig has dictated what

in wide circles ofwomen, the necessity exists justice demands. But justice does not demand

for social self-dependence and independence. that all shall be dealt with alike. Justice de

The single fact which especially concerns us nds for woman what is becoming to her

in Germany is, that according to the last and for man what is becoming to him . We

census the number of women in the state ex- know that nature has prescribed for woman

ceeded the number ofmen by farmore than her circle of work ; it is thehomeand the fam

a million --this single fact compels a mass of ily , but not conflict with the world , its pas

women who cannot fulfill the so-called nat- sions and tumult. If wetear woman from her

ural calling of wife and mother, to gain an prescribed circle, family life will go to ruin ,

independent position in life. It is in this so- for its training willbe lost, and as a resultwe

called educated class , that when fortune shall see a distorted and overstrained youth .

fails, woman's social condition is saddest ; Deputy Rickert spoke next : I deplore the

she cannot marry for lack of money, and yet speech of the preceding gentleman because

she must live. It is not among the women in it he offered an explanation in the name

ofthe common people that these matters are of his party. Surely, this is not a party

urged ; but, as has been said, among the question. Neither do you kill the question

women of the higher classes, who in conse- with your ridicule . Wehave not asked that

quence of their sad social position are often women shall vote and come into Parliament.

constrained to employ their abilities and nat. That is not the aim of this petition. As

ural talents in new fields. They ask above soon as you hear of woman's rights, you

all things to be able like the men tocomplete picture woman as she is portrayed in would

their studies in the universities. They wish be witty journals. This is preposterous.

to fit themselves to turn to advantage their It is a fact that in America, England ,

power's and abilities in the higher callings. Switzerland, Sweden, Italy, these questions

From decade to decade the demand will are solved. The queen of Italy and the queen

continue to grow more pressing. The com- of Roumania already have their woman phy .

pany of women in the higher classes who de- sician for the court ; these noble women have

mand this admission will be always greater ; recognized the expediency of the demand .

and from this outlook it is foolish to think The social side of the question is this :

that if you pass the question over now , it there are millions of the human race who

will be discharged for all time. have a right to desire this education, which

There is no doubt that a large percentage enables them if they hunger, to earn bread,

of the young men who devote themselves to and no one has any right to turn them off.

study only because it appears proper for their This is a question of justice, of humanity , of

rank , would do better to stay away from the equal rights for both sexes.
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“ SOCIAL ASPECTS OF AMERICAN and customs as to the observance of theSab

LIFE ."
bath day ; as a logical result of the influx of

foreign population , this day of rest for the

It is dangerous for a man to undertake too American people is being changed into one

great a task for his abilities. This sentiment of disquiet and activity in social life.

is forcibly suggested by a perusal of “ Social If the American people are intense and ac

Aspects of American Life," a three-thousand- tive, it is in business enterprises rather than in

word article in The Contemporary Review social life. European peoples, especially the

from the pen of Hamilton Aïde. Hedeclares English , French , and Germans, have a larger

that he will avoid social questions as dis- number of holidays than are found in the

cussed by Mr. Bryce in his “ American Com- American calendar. These days are used,not

monwealth ," and yet he discusses noneother for repose, but social life. The European Sab

than social questions ; he fails quite signally bath is the time for a varied and active social

to treat with clearness of insight our social life such as is offensive in large part to true

structure and has literally no penetration of Americans. From the time the Pilgrims

judgment as to the social character of our landed on Plymouth Rock , true Americans

church life . have argued and prayed and fought against

New York City , he claims, is in the hands European customs for a Sabbath in which

of the Irish ; Cincinnati is ruled by the Ger- they understood they could find the delight

mans ; New Orleans by the French and of repose, but the invasion from beyond the

Italians ; and in California , he says, we find the sea continues, and our Sabbath of repose

whole quarters of the cities and occasionally is threatened only by immigration .

a village inhabited by the Chinese . This is The churches have the finest type of social

the fund of information he supplies concern- life in America ; it is intelligentand religious,

ing the mixed population of the cities without sham or nonsense, and it is an inspir

named ; no other nationalities are mentioned ing force in our civilization . With this con

and no census given, so that his uninformed dition of society in full view , Mr. Aide seized

English readers would be led to think that upon two theatrical entertainments given by

these great American cities were composed two Methodist Episcopal churches in Col

only of the particular foreigners hementions. orado and an advertisement of “ Oysters for

Readers of THE CHAUTAUQUAN have the sale ” in a Baptist chapel, and without expla

facts in a series ofarticles we have been pub- nation or modification presented theEnglish

lishing for several years on the foreign pop- peoplewith a description ofthese affairs tode

ulations of America and will not be misled fine and picture what is the quality of social

by Mr. Aïde. life in thechurches ofourWestern States. The

He repeats the often made statement,“ The thoughtful reader of his essay will upon re

true American cannot understand thedelightflection , observethat hespent only six months

of repose .” It depends on where one is and in this country and thathe evidently did not

whom one sees in America when one tries to get a view of church social life by attending

believe this old saw . The statement should a preaching service or prayer meeting, an ec

be verified by careful investigation before it clesiastical assembly or a convocation of

is accepted as a fair setting of our social con- ministers, but from a newspaper advertise

dition Sunday is a day of repose to the ment of a church supperand two concerts and

American people ; It has always been used recitation entertainments given by young

in this way as a day of rest, of quiet, and of people.

worship ; it comes to our social, business,and It is singular that a great magazine ed

laboring people as a day of respite from the Ited with so much skill as is The Contem

exciting and harrowing experiences of the porary Review could be deceived into pub

active life they lead six days in theweek. lishing an article that is so weak in its ob

But long ago there were imported from the servations and unfair in its statements. It is

eastern side of the Atlantic erroneous ideas explained by the fact that the author says ,
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“ Foreigners in all countries are too apt to shown what literary art and dramatic cun

form hasty conclusions from one or two in- ning can do to make evil subjects and for

stances and pronounce very decided opinions bidden colors attractive, even fascinating,

on this insecure basis. I have tried to avoid , to pure minds. The fameof these men and

even in my own mind, doing this” ; but, alas theexceeding brilliancy of their performances

for the weak powers of observation, the au- have had an intoxicating effectupon the pres

thor failed to domore than treat of the lighter ent younger generation of American writers .

andmore trifling matters connected with so- In a word themostmarked tendency in fiction

cial life in America and when he “ tried ” he at presentis toward the French modelwherein

failed to avoid doing injustice even in his own unholy love and indelicate allusions, coarse

mind. The chapters on social life in Mr. experience
s
and debasing domestic relations

Bryce's “ American Commonwe
alth

,” having are made the accent points of interest.

gone out among the English people long The qualitiesmost admirable in the novels

before this number of The Contempor
ary

Re- most read to-day are elegant diction and su

view , will serve as an antidote for the mis . perb coloring. It is true that at these points

takes of ignorance and wrongs of injustice our writers are superior to Scott, Dickens, or

by the contributo
r
, Mr. Aïde. even Thackeray ;but they lack thebroad grasp

of life , the hearty, hopeful sympathy with

heroic endeavor, and that fine, deep, dramatic

Insight which are the glory of those master
THE TREND OF FICTION .

romancers . In trending toward the finer fin

WHEN the art of fiction was in its infancy ish of the French models the literature of fic

on this side ofthe Atlantic it naturally drew tion is rapidly losing that which has made

its form and its essentials from the romance the plays of Shakspere and thenovels of Scott

of England, and our earlier critics were quick universally acceptable and altogether whole

to note that this tendency toward mere imi- some reading .

tation was enervating. Edgar A. Poe, an The study of French fiction would be excel

erratic, but, in the main , clear-sighted man, lent training if the student could safely brace

was among the first of our writers to insist himself against the insidious influence of the

that American fiction -makers should be en- immorality which ismade so seductive in it.

couraged to write from an American point of the art ofMaupassant, for example, is almost

view and that our critics should have the perfect if we can separate it from the subjects

courage to speak without reference to foreign it deals with ; but young readers , who are

standards and with absolute independence of also budding writers, are too apt to take it

spirit. It was, however,much easier to advise for granted that the art includes and is largely

than to profit by the advice ; Poe himselfwas dependent upon these impure subjects for its

not quite free from alien influence in his critical distinctive fascination . Thismistaken view

utterances. Indeed it has been themost nat- leads to imitation and imitation always repro

ural thing in the world for us to fall into duces and accentuates themost objectionable

European fashions in art as we have in fash- features of the things imitated , as is plainly

ions of dress. to be seen in the novels of our American

Since Dickens died English influence has " analytical realists ” who have taken Balzac

grown weak in our fiction -making . George as their master and model ; they have done

Eliot, although she has been and still is no more than imitate his tediousness in lin

greatly admired here, cannot be said to have gering over petty details without finding the

lentany great inspiration to American novel- secret of his superb romancing power.

ists . Ourcurrentromance is clearly referable to One ofthe strongest tendencies of fiction at

French models and this gives us the clue to present is toward usurping the highest place

the decided trend of our fiction to -day. From in the attention of readers . We hear it said

one pointof view this tendency of our story- that novels are becoming the teachers of the

literature is not surprising ; for it cannot be people in a large degree ; butwedoubt if, in

denied that the art or rather the workman- the broadest sense, fiction is really instruc

ship displayed in the French novel is far su• tive as much as it is destructive. That it

perior to that which marks the novels of any might bemade, and that a fair portion of it

other country. Daudet , Maupassant, Viaud, is , delightfulrecreation in the reading cannot

Zola, andmany other Parisian writers have be denied . Indeed the chief value of romance
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is in its recreative influence on the reader. WHATHAS BEEN GAINED BY THE RE

Weneed intellectual playasmuch as we need CENT RELIGIOUS CONTROVERSIES.

physical play and the good wholesome novel

furnishes it in acceptable form . Like the The present theological agitation is the

products ofart in other fieldsofeffort, fiction result of causes which have long been ope

appeals or should appealdirectly to the sense rating in the religious world , and simultane

of the beautiful, the pure, thetrue, and in do- ously in England, Germany, and the United

ing this should strengthen our faith in life States ; but the immediate occasion of it in

and deepen our sympathy with humanity. this country was the demand which sprang

Good fiction may be said to build rather up in the Presbyterian Church for the re

than teach ; bad fiction destroys ; in either vision of the Westminster Confession with a

case what we receive, whether wholesomeor view to softening the severe Calvinism of its

poisonous, is taken in by absorption more articles relating to predestination more par

than by the ordinary process of learning . At ticularly . This sentiment found expression

best fiction -reading is play, healthful if pure, several years ago in overtures from some

deadly if impure. If we play in pure air at presbyteries, but their number was few , and

harmless sports we derive greatbenefit ; ifwe the subject attracted little attention until

play in foul air and at wicked sports we de- the demand grew so loud and so pervasive

stroy ourselves. that the General Assembly was obliged to

The proper view to take of fiction -writing give it heed and refer it to the consideration

is that it mustbe, that it actually is, one of of the presbyteries as a whole . Then the

thearts of pleasing — that it is a method of Westminster Confession, which had been

furnishing the human mind delectation and little known to the Presbyterian laity of

recreation ; and the reading of fiction cannot this generation , became a book for general

be separated from its most obvious and gen- study. Booksellers who had never sold a

eral use , the satisfaction it affordsto themind copy before began to receivemany orders for

that is in search of both pleasure and recrea- the volume, and the secular newspapers were

tive activity . tempted to enter into the discussion of the

At first thoughtthismay seem a low stand- statement of faith drawn up by the Westmin

ard by which to measure this great literary ster divines at the period when elaborate and

product — this vast body of romance ; but a lit- metaphysical expositions of doctrine were in

tle careful study will show that after all it is fashion .

no small thing to furnish a large part of the At about the same timewhen the Presby

higher delight which flows from art into the terians were finding it hard to believe in their

heart of mankind. Art is a teacher so far ancient Confession of Faith as an entirety

as association with its forms molds our char- the Rev. Dr. Heber Newton of New York

acter. We grow in a certain degree like what was tearing to pieces the Thirty-nine Articles

we contemplate. Wecannot evade the sub- of the Episcopalians in tbe most ruthless

tle influence of environment. What is pessi- way. Hewas preaching that theology is an

mistic, gross, impure,cannot be handled, con- evolution , ever changing and ever advancing,

templated, sympathized with , and yet leave which church dogmasmay retard but cannot

no trace in our growth and form of life. The prevent. His theory seemed to be that as

genial, the hopeful, the pure,must, when as- the dogmas weremade by men they can be

sociated with our thoughts in work or in modified by men as enlightenment grows

play, send an element of geniality, hopeful- greater and spiritual insightdeeper ; that as

ness, and purity into the substance of our Christianity is the flower blossoming on the

character , so to speak . If this is true we stalk of the old Judaism , so out ofthe Chris

must condemn fiction that is not pure and tianity of the present will grow a more and

ennobling. more perfect development and understanding

If the question is asked : What part of our of the religion taughtby Jesus. The preach

reading should be the perusal of novels and ing of such doctrines drew about Dr. Newton

stories ? thebest answer is that it should bear men who had been distinguished as the foes

about the same relation to serious literary oforthodoxy . Faces began to appear in his

study that physical recreation , wholesome Episcopal Church which formerly had been

play, bears to the labor of life by which we seen in the hallwhereMr. O.B. Frothingham

earn our bread.
proclaimed so eloquently his devitalizing ag
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mostic philosophy. They were strange views of pure rationalism , that it is hard to tell

to come from an Episcopal pulpit, and yet where a vigorous hunt for heresy might end.

they served , undoubtedly , to kindle some Even the Rev. Phillips Brooks, its most illus

warmth of religious spirit in breasts which trious pulpit orator, is assailed as heretical

had been chilled by Mr. Frothingham's icy in his tendencies and his election as Bishop

negations. But strict Episcopalians were of Massachusetts has been hotly opposed on

scandalized by such utterances , and they that account. Ritualistic practices havebeen

soughtto silence Dr.Newton. Bishop Potter carried to the verge of Romanism , if not ac

is a prelate of great tact, and he calmed tually far into Romanism , by a party which

the opposition of the Protestants and pre- seems to be increasing in power at New York,

vented troublesome and perhaps dangerous Boston , Philadelphia , Baltimore, Chicago,

controversy by begging the preacher to be and elsewhere. If, therefore, theological con

more cautious in the expression of his troversy once got full headway in the Episco

views. pal Church , it would be likely to spread far and

Thus quiet was secured for several years, wide and provoke numerous partisan con

and Dr. Newton fell into comparative insig- flicts ; and for that reason Dr. Newton seems

nificance. At least, hewas no longer a cause to be in no anxiety as to the result, so far as

of discord in the New York diocese , though he is concerned individually .

he never pretended to change his convictions Prof. Charles A. Briggs has been for many

in any respect. Then the Rev. Mr. Mac- years a professor in the Union Theological

Queary of Ohio published a book , which , Seminary of New York, and until recently his

strangely enough , would have aroused little theological views havenever been assailed in

or no controversy in the Episcopal Church the Presbyterian Church, which has prided

except for its denunciation by Bishop Potter itself in him as one of its most distinguished

himself. Mr. MacQueary questioned the vir- scholars. He is a man ofgreat learning and

gin birth of ourLord and rejected the doctrine deep piety , buthe is impatient under the criti

of the resurrection of the body as taught in cism of men whose knowledge of the subjects

the Apostle's Creed ; but probably his views to which he devotes himself is sometimes as

would have been passed by as the vagaries superficial as his own is profound. Hence

of a young man , if Bishop Potter had not when hebegan to be attacked because of his

written a letter to an Episcopal paper censur- methods of Biblical interpretation he showed

ing his selection as a speaker at the Church his contempt for his critics too openly. One

Congress at Philadelphia , a purely voluntary good man lost his temper; butthe provocation

association of no ecclesiastical authority. was great. Hecould talk with calmness to

Probably he was invited simply for the sake scholars, but the ignorance ofthe peoplewho

ofmaking a more varied program . As the misunderstood him excited his wrath , and

result of the Bishop's letter Mr. MacQueary he said in his heat what seemed very heret

was brought to trial and convicted as a ical. But, at the bottom ,weimagine that Dr.

heretic , and new fuel was thus added to the Briggs is a good Presbyterian , a believer in

flames of the religious controversy , in which the Bible, and a man who is conscientiously

thepublic generally had begun to take a keen striving to make the veneration for the Scrip

interest. His conviction, as a matter of tures more reasonable and less superstitious.

course, revived the outcry against Dr. New- The faith is not in danger from such a man as

ton, from whom Mr. MacQueary declared he. Hemay knock over some dogmas, but

that he had obtained the philosophical prin- the foundation will be unimpaired. He is a

ciples on which he proceeded. Thus Bishop devoutman , spiritual and on the side of the

Potter's letter came back to vex him , and he Church as against its foes. Moreover, he is

had a heresy case on his own hands. sustained by the Board of Directors of the

Dr. Newton seems to have no fear of the Seminary , all of them stanch Presbyterians,

ordeal of an ecclesiastical trial, and perhaps pillars ofthe Church, and bountiful givers to

hemight come out of it with less harm than all its benevolences. Very probably , and as

the Episcopal Church itself would suffer. a matter of legal necessity,thepresent formal

That Church includes so wide a variety of compact between the Seminary and the Gen

theological opinions in its ministry, extend- eral Assembly will be dissolved , the counsel

ing from extreme ritualism to simple evan- of the school questioning the power of the

gelicalism , and from orthodoxy to the limit board to make such an arrangement; but the

1 -Aug .
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Seminary is likely to remain a Presbyterian his individual tastes and predilections lead

school of theology, attended in the future, him . His revolt against the bitterest expla

as it has been in the past, by students of va- nation of the punishment for sin is not pecu

rious evangelical denominations, drawn liar to him . It is quite general.

thither by the distinction of the corps of pro We may therefore conclude that by the

fessors whom itsmagnificent endowment en- present theological controversy nothing has

ables it to obtain . been settled, though it has shown that the se

The passage of the Rev. Dr. Bridgman from verity of the old theological doctrines is

the Baptistto the Episcopal Church is not an yielding under the influence of the sweeter

event of much significance. He probably religious sentiment now prevailing . But

prefers the Episcopal order and lituţgy ; for when before in the history of Christianity

as to the doctrine of reprobation, the two de- were its cardinal principles so generally dis

nominations are in substantial agreement. cussed as now ? The controversy has made

Such a transfer of ecclesiastical allegiance religion the great subject of conversation and

would have provoked only casual comment discussion even among men who before had

atanother time. Heseemsnot to have been no place for religion in their thoughts . Every

at ease as a Baptist, and there is no indica- newspaper is now a religious organ . Every

tion that he is the leader of any movement body is a theologian . That is the great gain ,

which will trouble the Baptists. Hehas no the glorious fruit of the controversy now go

followers, but goes away by himself whither ing on .

EDITOR'S NOTE - BOOK .

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION has no better op- from office or a clerkship who does not hold

portunity than is furnished in the “ Chautau- the same political faith asthe administration .

qua Literary and Scientific Circle.” If by This does not please themen who make pol

University Extension is meant a course of itics a profession ; therefore the bosses and

reading in the home, then the C. L. S. C. party managers antagonize the President's

provides it ; if it asks for a course of lectures policy . Mr. Cleveland was lenient to the

on literary and scientific, historical and prac- Mugwumps who held office in his time;

tical subjects, the opportunity is furnished in President Harrison is making a record for

the Local Circles ; if it designs to promote civil service in some places, but themachine

the study of the languages, the C. L. S. C. politicianswant all the spoils and they seek

graduate may find in the Schools of Corres- to create discontent, talk about civil service

pondence and in the Chautauqua College of being a failure, and presume to teach the peo

Liberal Arts the facilities already provided . ple that political bosses are statesmen . The

Indeed, all students whose desire for culture growth of a true public sentiment will keep

and knowledge promptsthem to adopt a plan competent and faithful men in office,making

of education may turn with hope to the changes only for unfaithfulness, incompe

Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle, tency, or immorality.

which has been tried by a great multitude of THE multiplicity of grand jury investiga

people and hasalways been found helpfuland tions in cases of alleged violation of the

profitable as a system of home education. interstate commerce law is beginning to

Dr. Herbert B.Adams says,“ Experience has excite the apprehensions of not only the

shown that the best opportunity for Univer- shippers and railroad managements but the

sity Extension is at Chautauqua itself and in general public as well. The passage of the

the nearly sixty Chautauqua Summer As- interstate commerce act was regarded by

semblies.”
many as being the solution of the perplexing

THERE is a renewal of the old conflict in problem of railway tariffs and methods.

the political world and especially in the po- Having provided the remedy, at the best an

litical press , over the new order of things in experiment, the result seems to have been a

the National Government. The President relaxation of public watchfulness. If the

and his Cabinet do not remove every man interstate commerce act is to serve the pur
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pose for which it was at first intended , and element constituted nearly one fifth of the

escape becoming a dead letter, the work of population and in 1890 less than one eighth .

the commission must be facilitated by the It seems that the tendency of the colored peo

granting of new powers , supported by in- ple is to settle in the cotton statesand that in

creased legislative acts. population they have been decreasing, by

THE transfer of the U. S.Weather Bureau reason of a very high death rate among their

from the War Department to the Department race in the higher latitudes. What effect lib

of Agriculture and its assumption of a civil. erty and a more liberal education will have

ian character will serve to increase its value upon their future is yet to be developed.

to the public, and especially to the farmers of “ It would have been a physical impossi

the country . The selection of Mark W. bility for the people ofthe United States, un

Harrington , the professor of astronomy at aided by foreigners, to have controlled and

the University of Michigan, and editor of subdued nearly the whole North American

The American Meteorological Journal, as continent, to have built 170,000 miles of rail

chief of the Bureau , is a good indication of roads, to have opened and improved enormous

its future efficiency. The work of the Bureau waterways, and to have populated 1,500,000

will be extended and mademore valuable to square miles of territory all within a single

general interests and with the aid of the century ," so says Oswald Ottendorfer. All of

trained scientists and the large corps of men this we concede, butis it not true that a large

engaged in the special work of the Agricul- majority of American born citizensof to -day

tural Department, the farmers of the country point to parents who were born in other

will be given much practical information . lands ? It does not require fifty years to

The impression has for a long time pre- change the foreign population of a nation

vailed that the manufacture of tin -plate in into a native population . The element of

the United States was an impossibility, ow- birth comes into these questions of emigra

ing to atmospheric conditions. It has de- tion and foreigners controlling the general

veloped recently that the only drawback to government. The birth element is likely

the successful operation of the industry is in always to keep the native population much

the lack of skilled American labor and im- larger than the foreign population in Amer

proved appliances. For years more than ica. In the judgment of some writers the

three -fourths of the Welsh output has found objectionable character of certain immigrants

its way to the American market. From seemsto bring reproach on all immigrants.

American consumers these same Welshmen This is unjust and is being regulated by re

have been paid, in twenty - five years, $320,- cent legislation .

000,000. In addition to being the chief sup DR. CHAUNCEY M.DEPEW , of the New York

port of the tin -plate manufacturers of the Central Railroad and themost popular orator

districts of Wales, Americans havebeen pay- in New York City , has been one of the de

ing from 60 to 100 per cent more than a fair fendants in a singular lawsuit. As an officer

price. American enterprise will not be slow of his road he was indicted for heating cars

to take advantageofthe opportunities offered with stoves; thiswas contrary to a recently

in the favorable climatic conditions, and the enacted law ; trouble cameby reason of stoves

exceptional natural resources, aided by in the cars and Dr. Depew with six other of

wholesome protective legislation .
ficers of his road was indicted for the of

To the thoughtful student of the history fence. It is not pleasant for a man of Dr.

of the colored race, there is presented by Depew's standing in business, in society , and

Francis A.Walker a highly interesting prob- in the church to be arraigned by the officers

lem in the following figures : “ The first cen- of the law , especially when as everybody

sus in 1790 found the colored population of knows, he did not intend to harm any one in

the country 757,208 . The cenzus of 1810 , two violating the law . It was an incident in his

years after the abolition of the slave trade, life and in railroad history . It gives empha

found this element numbering 1,377,808 ." sis to the requirements of the law , but the

He further states thatwhile the total popu- end came in the dismissal of all the cases by

lation of the country has, during the century , the court and jury , nobody being fined and

increased sixteen fold , thecolored element has nobody sent to jail.

increased but ten fold . In 1790 the colored It is a sad state of public morals which
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condemns cheating at gambling while the the Catholic clergy will not accept the mar

gamblers go free and the gambling is con- riage as condoning his offence.

doned. Old fashioned morality leveled its A STATUE of Henry Ward Beecher by J. Q.

blows at the game of chance and counted it a A. Ward which stands in frontof the Brook

crime. The Prince of Wales, through the lyn City Hall was unveiled on June 24th .

friends of the Crown, hasmade it appear that it is a fine tribute to thememory of the great

cheating at baccarat is a public offencewhich preacher. The figure is bronze and rests on

should be punished by law ; but the gam- a Quincy granite pedestal. The whole is

blers, of whom the Prince wasthe chief,hav- nineteen feet high. On the right side of the

ing carried the gambling paraphernalia as pedestala slave girl is kneeling and laying

part of his baggage, escape the penalty ofthe a palm branch at the feet of Mr. Beecher.

law and the ostracism of society, while Col. On the other side is a boy holding up a

Cummings, who cheated the gamblers, is little girl, both barefooted , and the girl is

made the scapegoat. The exposure of the placing a wreath at the feet of Mr. Beecher.

Prince of Wales as a gambler is complete, The statue cost over $36,000, and $35,642.31

and it is declared by certain men of the press had been paid by the subscribers on the day

in England that his title to the throne is it was unveiled . In a country where the

in danger as the result of his corrupt char- church is separated from the state and sup

acter and extremely bad habits of life.
ported by voluntary contributions, it is a

SIR JOHN MACDONALD, the late Premier of climax of ministerial popularity when a

Canada, was one of the widest observed and statue is prepared and dedicated by the peo

most closely studied of the public men of ple to a Christian minister. The friends of

modern times . He was a consummate pol- Mr. Beecher may justly consider this tribute

itician and a great statesman. On the tidal as a new evidence that history will make his

wave of every popular movement of his gov
fame secure.

ernment he managed to ride to a position of MRS. MARY CLEMENT LEAVITT, who was

leadership . The secret of this remarkable sent out in 1883 by the World's W.C.T.U. as

success lay in his ability to adapt himself to round-the-world missionary, has returned to

the tendencies of the hour. With all the America, and will be presentat the National

energy of his strong intense nature he threw Temperance Convention which meets at Sar

himself into the leading questions of theday, atoga July 15. During her eight years' ab

and labored only a little less strenuously , sence, Mrs. Leavitt has organized and set to

perhaps, for the interests of the people than work 86 W. C. T. U's, 24 men's temper

he did for his own personal aggrandizement
. ance societies , and 23 branches of the White

The Dominion of Canada has sustained an al- Cross ; she has held over 1,600 meetings,

most irreparable loss in the death of theman has traveled 100,000 miles, and has had

who since 1866 has governed the Province, the services of 229 interpreters in 47 lan

and who secured for it a good position among guages.

the nations of the earth .
On June 15 was celebrated themarriage of

MR. PARNELL married Mrs. O'Shea in Elaine Goodale to Dr. Eastman , an Indian of

Steyning on June 25th . Theplans were kept the Sioux tribe. Thebride , a cultured woman

a secret even from newspaper men till the of New England, is widely known as a writer

day of the marriage and then the ceremony of both poetry and prose. She is a contribu

was performed by an officer of the civil gov- tor to THE CHAUTAUQUAN, her latest article,

ernment. This will be a notable instance of “ A Woman's View of the Indian Troubles ,"

a great politician entering matrimony to re- having appeared in theMarch impression of

move a disgrace which had impaired his po- the present year. She has been deeply inter

litical power. Mr. Parnell thinks that his ested in the weļfare of the Indian race and

marriage will enable him to be reinstated as has donemuch toward securing for it a higher

leader of the Irish party in Parliament. A recognition, and fairer treatment on the part

strong impression prevails in the House of of her own people. The groom is a highly

Commons to the same effect. English Lib- educated gentleman, having graduated from

erals, it is thought, will regard him as a man Dartmouth College in 1887, and having taken

who has done his best to atone for his fault. later a diploma from the Boston University

The Irish of his own party cheer him , while School of Medicine.
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'HE Besides the

tauqua, together with the limitations of wide C. L. S. C. interests to which the paper is

time and space which flesh is heir to , make it so largely devoted, it is full of matters of sig

necessary for Chautauquans to be very careful nificance for one who observes the movements

in their selections. And as he is the more of men, for the special student and general

liable to choose wisely who has the better op- reader. The Assembly Herald subscription

portunity to know of the things from which to price for the season is $ 1.00. In clubs of five

select, all should inform themselves of the or more to one address, it is 90 cents each .

daily programs ; should find out about the The first number for 1891 will be issued on

conferences, platform meetings, lectures, the morning of the 22d of July, and the paper

Round Tables, and the news of the grounds. will appear daily , Sundays excepted, until Au

The Chautauqua Assembly Herald exactly gust 26. Persons sending in their orders be

meets the requirements for this kind of knowl- fore August I will have the advantage of our

edge. It reports stenographically all the lec- combination offer of THE CHAUTAUQUAN and

tures, notes, every occurrence of interest, and Assembly Herald for $ 2.70 . All orders should

contains just that information which Chautau. be sent to Dr. T. L. Flood , Meadville, Pa.,

quans need. Even thosewho cannotbe presentat until July 18 , then to Chautauqua, N. Y., until

the Assembly can be well informed on all points August 25.

THE C. L. S. C. CLASSES.

1882–1894.

CLASS OF 1891.- " THE OLYMPIANS.” has kindly volunteered to write a personal letter

“ So run that ye may obtain ." of instruction to each person who takes up the

OFFICERS.
work . Geology is a charming topic for summer

President , The Rev. J. M.Durrell, D. D., Manchester, study and '91's will find much enjoyment in
N.H.

burrowing into nature's secrets.
Vice- Presidents - The Rev. J. S. Ostrander , Brooklyn ,

N. Y .; H. R. Palmer,New York City ; Mrs. Mary A. Liver

more, Melrose, Mass.; Mrs. Mary T. Lathrap , Jackson , CLASS OF 1893.- " THE ATHENIANS.”

Mich . ; Mrs. Hawley, Buffalo , N. Y .; Mrs. Guernsey, In “ Study to be what you wish to seem .

dependence, Kan.;Mr. J. H.Fryer, Galt,Ontario , Canada.
OFFICERS.

Secretary Mrs. James S. Ostrander.

Assistant Secretary Mrs. Harriet A. H. Wilkie, Onon
President- The Rev. R.C. Dodds, 337 Summer St., Buffalo ,

N.Y.
daga Valley, N. Y.

Treasurer - Miss Clara L. Sargent.
Vice- Presidents - Mrs. S. M. I. Henry, Meadville, Pa.;

Class Trustee - The Rev. J. S. Ostrander.
the Rev. Russell Conwell, Philadelphia , Pa ; Prof. T. F.

CLASS FLOWERS- THE LAUREL AND WHITE ROSE . Wright, Cambridge, Mass.; Miss Kate McGillivray, Port

Colborne, Province Ontario, Canada ; Mrs. E. C. Chap

man , Oakland , Cal.; The Rev. D. T. C. Timmons, Tyler ,

TEN members of '91 received their diplomas Texas; J. C. Burke,Waterville, Kan.; the Rev. M. D.

at thenew Glen Echo Assembly held in June Lichleter, Allegheny, Pa.

General Secretary - Miss Ella M. Warren, 342W.Wal
near Washington, D. C.

nut, Louisville , Ky.

FOUR members of '91 living in Charleston , Prison Secretary - Mrs. S.M.I. Henry, Meadville, Pa .

South Carolina, who were unable to attend District Secretaries - Miss A. M. Coit, Syracuse, N. Y .;

Chautauqua,are to hold a special Recognition Porter, Bridgewater,Mass.; MissAnna C. Brockman, St.

the Rev. T.H. Paden , New Concord , Ohio ; the Rev. E.S.

Day of their own, and to celebrate the close of Louis,Mo.; the Rev. Chas. Thayer, Minneapolis, Minn.;

four years ' work with appropriate exercises. L. E.Welch , Albany, Ga.

MEMBERSof the Class of '91 who have en
Treasurer - Welford P. Hulse , 112 Hart St., Brooklyn ,

N , Y.

joyed the study of “ Walksand Talks in the Geo
Assembly Treasurer and Trustee Union Class Building

logical Field ,” will find a most tempting course Geo . E. Vincent,

in geology published in the C. L. S. C. hand. Building Committee - The Rev. R. C. Dodds ; Mrs. H.M.

book , course No. XIII. This course is under Anthony, Ottawa, 111.

the direction of Professor Frederick Starr, who THE PRESIDENT'S CHAT. - Two years of our
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" encom .

Too many

Chautauqua course are now completed. We your books at once and go to work . You owe

trust that these have been years of pleasant and it to yourselves to do this ; to have half studied

profitable study. Under widely different cir- a subject is as wastefulas to have half built a

cumstances the members of the class have been house and then left it to decay. You owe it

pursuing thework so wisely marked out. Some also to others ; we Chautauquans are

having leisure have found part of their recre- passed aboutwith a great cloud of witnesses,

ation in study ; others have reached the present outsiders, millions of whom need just thespe

vantage ground “ through much tribulation .” cial education and mental training which weare

They have had domestic,professional, and busi- getting, are forming their opinions of our sys

ness cares which , of themselves, have seemed tem by what we are doing or failing to do.

sufficient to consume all the time. Thousands Let us go on recruiting, remembering that an

of the busy workers who are an honor to our armynever consists of only a single company.

class have doubtless said , “ I really cannot see You can persuade friends to enter your circle if

how I am to keep up my Chautauqua readings, not your class. Try , also, to persuade them to

and attend to myother duties. I fear I shall have visit one of the Summer Assemblies, even if you

to give it up.” Still we have not given it up. cannot go yourself. The spirit of an Assembly,

Like the poor soldier, worn by the march , yet large orsmall, is infectious.

unwilling to be lost from his command,wehave Set yourself to devising ways and means of

struggled on , following the great army of com- making your local circle more prominent and

rades,although itmaybe far in the rear . Most of attractive to outsiders next season .

the armyof Chautauqua has now goneinto camp, circles are satisfied to be quiet little clubs.

to enjoy for a few monthsa well-merited rest. Let Above all things, order early your own books

those who are left behind improve this halting, for the coming year, and have them at hand to

and endeavor to get fairly into the camp, to rest remind you of the work to come. oid students

a few weeks before the march is resumed next will tell you that there are great comfort and gain

October. Let the experience of the past stim- in being able to “ look through a book before

ulate us to greater effort. We hope to meet you begin to study it systematically .

many members of the class at Chautauqua this

season . It is alwayshelpful to visit Chautauqua,

A MEMBER of '94 who is to take a “ tramp

to breathe the classic air, and to mingle with the trip ” through the Adirondacks this summer

hosts of Chautauquans who annually come to

sends for a quantity of circulars to be distributed

gether from all parts of the world . But besides on his way. This is an admirable plan for scat

this,business ofimportance will comebefore the tering information concerning the C.L.S. C ,

class this year.

GRADUATES.

CLASS OF 1894 - " THE PHILOMATHEANS.”
THE new C. L. S. C. Summer Courses in

* Ubimel, ibi apes." authors and their works include Thackeray,

Dickens,George Eliot, Hawthorne, and a course

President- John Habberton , New York City . in “ American Provincial Life.” The sugges

Vice -Presidents — The Rev. A. C. Ellis,Jamestown, N.Y.; tions prepared by Professor Beers of Yale

the Rev. E. D.Ledyard, Steubenville, Ohio ; (third vice University, lend a new charm to the study of
president to be selected by New England Branch C.L.S.C.);

the Rev. Mr. Cosby, Neb.; the Rev. Dr. Livingston, these great authors, and both graduates and

Toronto, Canada ; Mrs. Helen Campbell, New York City ; undergraduates who have time for this work are

the Rev. J.W.Lee, D.D., Atlanta , Ga. promised a real treat. Other courses will be

Secretary - Miss Grace B. Fowler, Buffalo , N. Y. added next year.

Treasurer --Mr. Henry M. Hall, Titusville , Pa.

Class Trustee- W . T. Everson , Union City, Pa. THE third year of the three years ' course in

Building Committee - William T.Everson, Union City, English History and Literature is now an

Pa.; Henry M. Hall, Titusville , Pa.; Mr. C. Foskey,

Shamburg, Pa.; Miss Grace Fowler, Buffalo , N. Y.
nounced and graduates can obtain circulars from

the Central Office giving names of books and

ALTHOUGH the class year is about ended,

prices. The study of modern England makes

the historical section especially attractive while
many of the members have still to finish their

work . There are always some members who the work in literature is scarcely less tempting;

fall behind and become discouraged by the it includes someof the most delightful of the

amount of work left undone.
English poets and the study of a play of

Although it is

Shakspere.
not always true in such cases that “ It is never

too late to mend,” there still is timeto catch up GRADUATES who have taken neither the first

before the next year's course begins. Get out nor the second year of this course but who

OFFICERS.
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would like to take up the third year can do so kins, who has made the history section of the

at very slight disadvantage. This plan is rec- English course so delightful to many graduates.

ommended to all who feel especially interested This is a particularly opportune time for the

in the subjects here presented . study of American History, and it is hoped that

A Two years' course in American History is in many graduates will avail themselves of the ad

preparation by Dr. H. B. Adams of Johns Hop- vantages of thenew course.

THE SUMMER ASSEMBLIES.

THE
HE announcements for the following As. Music will be furnished by a cornet band and

semblies came to hand too late to appear in an orchestra .

THE CHAUTAUQUAN for July : Someof the departments of instruction pro

COLFAX , THE Iowa Chautauqua Assembly vided for, are the Sunday-school Normal, led by

IOWA. will hold its third annual session at John P. Pearson, D.D., Sacred Oratory in charge

Colfax on the beautiful grounds recently pur- of Geo . K.Morris, D.D., Musie under the direc

chased . Provision is made for all who may de- tion of Prof.McKenzie ; and in addition are the

sire the pleasure of camping on the grounds ; Kindergarten, Amateur Photography, China

and at a little distance there are good hotels, Painting, and Physical Culture.

so that those who prefer this manner of living Round Tables will be held , and special effort

can be easily and pleasantly accommodated. will be put forth for creating an interest in the

The opening and closing days of the Assem . Class of'95. The closing day of the Assembly ,

bly are July 4 and July 17. The Rev. J. L. August 18, is to be observed as Recognition Day.

Mitchell is the President, the Rev. J. L. Hurl- PUGET SOUND, THE Puget Sound Assem

but, D.D., Superintendent of Instruction, as. WASHINGTON . bly will hold its seventh

sisted by the Rev , B. F.Grenoble. session opening July 15 and closing August 3.

The speakers chosen are Gen.W.H. Gibson , Numerous improvements have been made on

Dr. A. J. Hobbs, Dr. J. C. W. Coxe, the Hon . the grounds.

W.M.Cumback , the Rev. Egerton R. Young, Anson P. Burwell will act as President, and

Jahu De Witt Miller, Mrs. Frank Beard , the Dovell Q. Purce as Superintendent of Instruc

Rev. Sam P. Jones, and the Rev. W.L. David- tion .

son, D.D., who will illustrate his lectures by The speakers engaged for the season are B. F.

stereopticon views. Cherington, W. W. Beck, J. N. Taylor, and

On Recognition Day Miss Kate Kimball will C. C. Strutton . The lectures are to form the

deliver the address and present the diplomas. principal feature of the Assembly . The usual

The Normal Department will be presided over amusements will serve as pastimes.

by the Rev. J. L. Hurlbut, D.D., aided by the RIVER VIEW , THE session of the River

Rev. J. C. W.Coxe, D.D .; the Primary Depart OHIO . View Assembly,opening July

mentby Miss Myra Mavning ; and theWoman's 22 and closing August 5, is the third in its his

Club by Mrs. Frank Beard . tory .

The music of the Assembly will be in charge The Rev. D. W.Parks will officiate both as

of the eminent chorus leader, Dr. H.R.Palmer, President and as Superintendent of Instruction .

together with Prof. C. A. Boyle. The audiences will be addressed from the

EPWORTH HEIGHTS, THE Assembly platform by Jahu DeWitt Miller, the Rev. A. A.

OHIO . grounds at Epworth Willits, D.D., Col. C. F. Copeland, James Clem

Heights have been put in readiness for realiza- ent Ambrose, Col. Russell H. Conwell, R. M.

tion of the profit and enjoyment which it is an- Nourse, D.D., Dr.M.C. Lockwood, D D., Frank

ticipated will characterize the second session of Beard, Prof. E. Warren Clark, the Rev. J. M.

this Assembly, August 5 to August 18 .
Geiger, and Chas. F. Underhill.

President P. M. Bigney, M.D., and Superin The Normal Department and the C. L. S. C.

tendent of Instruction Wilbur G.Warnerarethe are placed under the direction of the Rev. J. W.

leading officers. Among the speakers to appear Geiger ; Miss Eleanor P. Allen will presideover

during the season are J. M.Bashford , D.D., the Woman's Department.

James Clement Ambrose, Frank Russell, D.D., The classes will be provided with meeting

J. H.Martin , D.D., James A. Greene, Geo. K. places.

Morris, D.D., and Mrs. A. Kellogg, elocutionist. Recognition Day occurs August 5.
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the pork being as abominable to your religion ,THE GOLDEN CUP AND THE DISH OF SILVER .

as the wine is to ours . But I am especially

VERY one knows what a dog's life the curious to know the reasons why your prophet

EY
Jews lead amongst the Turks,who plunder should have forbidden a meat, which by report

them of their riches, and slay them on themost of the Christians is both savory and whole

frivolous pretenses. Thus, if they acquire any some; wherefore I will have you to proceed

wealth , they are obliged to hide it in holes and first with that argument; and, in order that you

corners, and to snatch their scanty enjoyments may not discuss it negligently, I am resolved in

by stealth , in recompense of the buffets and case you fail to justify the prohibition, that
you

contumely of their turbaned oppressors. shall empty the silver dish before you stir from

In this manner lived Yussuf, a Hebrew of the place. Nevertheless, to show you that I am

great wealth and wisdom , but, outwardly, a equally candid, I promise, if you shall thereafter

poor, beggarly druggist, inhabiting, with his prove to me the unreasonableness of the injunc

wife Anna, one of the meanest houses in Con- tion against wine, I will drink off this golden

stantinople. The curse of his nation had often goblet as frankly before we part.”

fallen bitterly upon his head ; his great skill in The terrified Jew understood very readily the

medicine procuring him some uncertain favor
purpose of this trial ; however, after a secret

from the Turks, but on the failure of his reme- prayer to Moses, he began in the best way he

dies, a tenfold proportion of ill-usage and con- could to plead against the abominable dish that

tempt. In such cases, a hundred blows on the was steaming under his nostrils. He ſailed ,

soles of his feet were his common payment; notwithstanding, to convince the sceptical Aga,

whereas on the happiest cures, he was often dis- who, therefore, commanded him to eat up the

missed with empty hands and some epithet of pork, and then begin his discourse in favor of

disgrace.
the wine.

As he was sitting one day at his humbledoor, The sad Jew , at this order, endeavored to

thinking over these miseries, a Janizary came up move the obdurate Turk by his tears ; but the

to him , and commanded Yussuf to go with him Aga was resolute, and drawing his crooked

to his Aga , or captain , whose palace was close at scimiter, declared that if Yussuf did not in

hand. Yussuf's gold immediately weighed stantly fall to, he would smite his head from

heavy at his heart, as the cause of the sum- his shoulders.

mons ; however, he arose obediently and fol. It was time, at this threat, for Yussuf to com

lowed the soldier to the Aga, who was sitting mend his soul unto Heaven, for in Turkey the

cross- legged on a handsome carpet, with his Jewswear their heads very loosely ; however ,

long pipe in his mouth . The Jew , casting him- by dint of fresh tears and supplications he ob

self on hisknees, with his face to the floor, be- tained a respite of three days, to consider if he

gan, like his brethren, to plead poverty in ex- could not bring forward any further arguments.

cuse for the shabbiness of his appearance ; but As soon as the audience was over, Yussuf re

the Aga interrupting him , proceeded to compli- turned disconsolately to his house and informed

ment him in a flattering strain on his reputation his wife Anna of what had passed between him

for wisdom ,which he said had made him de- and the Aga. The poor woman foresaw clearly

sirous of his conversation . He then ordered how the matter would end ; for it was aimed

the banquet to be brought in ; whereupon the only at the confiscation of their riches. Shead

slaves put down before them somewine, in a vised Yussuf, instead of racking his wits for

golden cup, and some pork, in a dish of silver; fresh arguments, to carry a bag of gold to the

both ofwhich were forbidden things, and there . Aga, who condescended to receive his reasons;

fore made the Jew wonder very much at such and after another brief discourse, to grant him

an entertainment. The Aga then pointing to a respite of three days longer . In the same

the refreshments addressed him as follows : manner, Yussufprocured a further interval, but

“ Yussuf, they say you are a very wise and somewhat dearer ; so that in despair at losing

learned man , and have studied deeper than any his money at this rate, he returned for the fourth

one else themysteries of nature. I have sent for time to the palace .

you , therefore, to resolve meon certain doubts The Aga and Yussuf being seated as before,

concerning this flesh and this liquor before us; with the mess of pork and the wine between
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them , the Turk asked if he had brought any dose of poison, and let her perish before his

fresh arguments. The doctor replied, “ Alas ! eyes."

I have already discussed the subject so often , “ Nay,” answered the Jew , “ that will be to

that my reasons are quite exhausted,” where- pluck the sword down upon our own heads ;

upon the flashing scimiter leaping quickly out nevertheless, I will treat the infidel's concu

of its scabbard, the trembling Hebrew plucked bine to some wine, which is equally damnable

the loathsome dish toward him , and with many to their souls ; and may God visit upon their

struggles began to eat. conscience the misery they have enforced upon

It cost him a thousand wry faces to swallow mine.”

the first morsel; and from the laughter that In this bitter mood, going to a filthy hole in

came from behind a silken screen, they were the floor, he drew out a flask of schiraz ; and

observed by moremockers besides the Aga,who bestowing as many Hebrew curses on the li

took such a cruel pleasure in the amusement of quor, as the Mussulmans are wont to utter of

hiswomen , that Yussuf was compelled to pro- blessings over their medicines, he filled up

ceed even to the licking of the dish . He was some physic bottles, and repaired with them to

then suffered to depart, without wasting any the palace.

logic upon the cup of wine, which after his And now let the generous virtues of good

loathsome mealhe would have been quite happy wine beduly lauded for the happy sequel !

to discuss. The illness of the favorite being merely a lan

I guess not how the Jew consoled himself be- gour and melancholy proceeding from the vo

sides for his involuntary sin , but he bitterly luptous indolence of her life, the draughts of

cursed the cruel Aga and all his wives, who Yussuf soon dissipated her chagrin in such a

could not amuse their indolent lives with their miraculous manner that she sang and danced

dancing-girls and tale-tellers, but mademerry more gaily than any of her slaves. The Aga,

at the expense of his soul. His wife joined therefore, instead of beheading Yussuf, returned

heartily in his imprecations; and both putting to him all the purses of gold he had taken ; to

ashes on their heads, they mourned and cursed which the grateful lady, besides, added a valua

together till the sun set. There cameno Jani- ble ruby ; and thenceforward, when she was ill,

zary, however, on themorrow as they expected ; would have none but the Jewish physician .

but on the eighth day Yussuf was summoned Thus Yussuf saved both his head and his

again to the Aga. money ; and, besides, convinced the Aga of the

The Jew at thismessage began to weep , mak- virtues of good wine ; so that the golden cap

ing sure, in his mind , that a fresh dish of pork was finally emptied, as well as the dish of sil.

was prepared for him ; however, he repaired ver.- Thomas Hood .

obediently to the palace, where he was told that

the favorite lady of the harem was indisposed,

and the Aga commanded him to prescribe for
" LOOK STEADILY- ONCE ."

her. Now the Turks are very jealous of their In the process by which a knowing mind be

mistresses, and disdain , especially, to expose comes to another a helping mind, we find the

them to the eyes of infidels, of whom the Jews art of education . The science begets the art .

are held the most vile; wherefore, when Yus- There are wise ways of winning attention and of

sufbegged to see his patient, she was allowed awakening a soul to self-activity in observation ,

to be brought forth only in a long white veil, and in concentrated and continuous effort.

that reached down to her feet. The Aga, not. There are ways of holding up before a soul

withstanding the folly of such a proceeding, splendid ideals and inciting to resolve upon their

forbade her veil to be lifted ; neither would he attainment, and to put resolve into patient and

permit the Jew to converse with her, but com- untiring pursuit. These wise ways are the ways

manded him on pain of death to return home of teaching. The result is education.

and prepare his medicines. Manifold are themethods by which mind may

The wretched doctor, groaning all the way, quicken mind to think and to act. It may be

went back to his house without wasting a done by incidentalstatement, and as in a conver

thoughton what drugs he should administer on sation . Some wisemen can teach you by mak

so hopeless a case ; but considering, instead, ing you talk most of the time, they drop

the surgical ice of the Aga, which separa- ping a strong seed-thoughtonly now and then.

ted so many necks. However, he told his wife Mind may be inspired by formal and system

of the new jeopardy he was placed in for the atic announcement as in a lecture or sermon ;

Moorish Jezebel. or the result may be secured by instructional di

“ A curse take her !” said Anna ; " give her a rection as in themethods of the class-room . But
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the great problem is, How to win for a time, that rise on the day designated, the people resorted

wemay stimulate and guarantee for all time, in crowds to the broad and beautiful paths, road

interested attention . ways, and circles of the delightful old park , to

To a restless, rollicking girl in an astronom- find pyramidsof flowers elegantly arranged about

ical observatory the Professor said, “ Look the fountains, while the passageways were lined

steadily - once." She had tried, two or three by flower dealers from the country with beauti

times — tried in her way - to look , but could ful and fragrant bouquets, for sale at prices and

see nothing ! “ How foolish to stick yourhead in shapes to suit all comers. Nothing but a true

into that !" And then she turned away with a love of flowers could suggest such attractive

silly, bantering laugh . She was a frivolous girl combinations. Into someof the bouquets straw

who cared no more for Saturn or Jupiter than berries with long stemswere introduced , in or

about the Caroline Islands imbroglio or the der to obtain a certain effect of color; in others

United States survey in Northern Alaska. She was seen a handsome red berry in clusters, like

wanted to leave. " Let's go," she said , “ and the fruit of the mountain ash. Wehad observed

do something lively. This is stupid .” the preparations, and were on the spot at the

“ Come, Hetty ,” said the Professor, “ try first peep of the day. The Indians came down

again . Look steadily - once." Adjusting her the Paseo de la Reforma in the gray light of the

eye to the glass and holding still long enough dawn, and stopped beside the entrance to the

to “ look steadily - once,” she suddenly ex- alameda, men and women laden with fragrance

claimed, “ O how lovely ! How wonderful ! See and bloom from all parts of the valley of Mexico

the rings ! How beautiful! Letmestay !” Af- within a radius of forty miles from the city .

ter that it was hard work to get her away from One lot ofburros, numbering a score and more,

the instrument and the tower. She wanted “ to formed a singularly picturesque and novel group.

see more," and she saw more- another planet, The animals, except their heads and long ears,

a fragm of nebula here, then there, now a were absolutely hidden beneath masses of radi.

fixed star, now the delicate lines of the new ant color. Groups of women sitting upon the

moon. Space, color, splendor, passed before ground were busy making up bouquets , which

her astonished vision . were most artistically combined. These natives

“ I'm coming again , may I, Professor? I'm love bright colors, and have an instinctive eye

going to read about it ! Isn't it all wonderful !” for graceful combinations. Of course the va

Not a frivolous speech fell from her lips on the riety of Aowers was infinite. We remember,

way home that night. Glancing now and then among them , red and white roses, pansies, vio

toward the starry vault she often exclaimed, lets, heliotropes, sweet peas, gardenias, camel

“ Isn't it too wonderful for anything !” She had lias, callas, asters, tiger lilies, honeysuckles,

“ looked steadily - once." forget-me-nots, verbenas, pinks in a variety

Many of our young people are flippant, and to of colors, larkspur, jasmine, petunias, morn

ourmoremature judgments foolish , because they ing glories, tulips, scarlet geraniums, and others .

have never been trained to “ look steadily- Three military bands placed in central positions

once " at some fact or field in science or litera- added spirit and interest to the suggestive oc

ture. One look transforms them . They sud- casion. The harmony of the music blended

denly see a new world. Old delights lose their with the perfumeof the flowers, completing the

charm in the presence of the new revelation. * charm of such a scene of floral extravagance as

Bishop John H. Vincent. we have never before witnessed . Our florists

might get many bright, new ideas as to the

arrangements of bouquets from these Mexicans.
A MEXICAN FLORAL FESTIVAL.

None of the populace seemed to be too poor

FRIDAY, the 28th ofMarch , the day of Viernes to purchase freely of the flowers, all decking

deDolores,wasa floralfestaloccasion in and about their personswith them . As fast as the bouquets

the city of Mexico. The origin of this observ
were disposed oftheir places were filled with a

ance we did not exactly understand , exceptthat fresh supply , the source being apparently inex

it is an old Indian custom , which is carefully haustible. Young andold,rich and poor, thronged

honored by all classes, and a very beautiful one to the flower-embowered alameda on this oc

it most certainly is. For several days previous casion, and there was no seeming diminution

to that devoted to the exhibition, preparations of demand or ofsupply up to high noon, when

were made for it by the erection of frames, tents,
we left the still enthusiastic and merry crowd.

canvas roofing, and the like, in the center of In the afternoon, no matter in what part of the

the alameda and over its approaches. At sun

town wewere, the same floral enthusiasm and

* A StudyofPedagogy. New York : WilburB.Ketcham . spirit possessed the populace . Balcony, door
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way, carriage windows, and market baskets, it has been growing weaker and weaker. This

married women and youthful sēnoritas, boys and has told sadly on the glories of its great festi

girls, cripples and beggars, all indulged in floral vals. The furnishing of the stage, indeed , is as

decoration and display. It appeared that sev- perfect as ever, and the building itself has been

eral carloads of flowers came from far -away pushed on several stages toward completion .

Jalapa to supply the demand in thenational cap- However scarce money may be in the public

italmade upon the kingdom of Flora for this treasury, the theater must not be starved. But

flower festival *-Maturin M.Ballou .
elsewhere there are manifest signs of falling off.

The strangers' gallery is almost empty . All the

Greek world from Massilia in Gaul to Cyrene
A THOUGHT.

among the sands of Africa used to throng it in

It fell atnight upon a rocking world
happier days. Now more than half that world

As sinks through glooms of eve a falling star ; is hostile, and the rest has little to hope or fear

God launched it upon Time with wings unfurled, from the dispossessed mistress of the seas. Di

And marked its flight through centuries afar.
onysius of Syracuse has sent an embassy, and

As fell that spirit bright on Lemnos' isle ; the democracy, which once would have treated

As Phaeton fell from Phoebus' blazing car ; with scant courtesy the representatives of a ty

As from an angel's lip a holy smile rant, is fain to flatter so powerful a prince.

Slides like a sunbeam from a world afar. There are some Persian Envoys too, for the Per

sians are still following their old game of play

So on the dim earth fell that shining thought: ing off one great state against another. A few

Like shooting-star it flashed along the brain
Greeks from Sinope and from one of the Italian

Ofonewho flushed to feel thestrength it brought, cities, persons of no importance , who would

And shaped it for a world's eternal gain . hardly have found a place in the gallery during

On prophet brows the chrismal light falls still ;
the palmy times of Athens, make up the com

pany
They break for us through calyxes ofdoubt,

of visitors. Look at the body of the thea

Through leaf-like thought o'er-folding thought, ter, where the citizens sit, and the spectacle is

deplorable indeed . The flower of Athens' sons
until

The single golden heart of Truth shines out.
has perished, and their successors are puny and

degenerate. Examine too the crowd that

They catch a burning thought from lips divine, throngs the benches, and you will see that the

And mold it into shape for human ken ; slaves, distinguished by their unsleeved tunics,

In picture, song, or sculptured stone to shine, fill up no small portion of space. And boys

A holy thing blest unto sentientmen.t form an unusually large proportion of the audi

-Lillien Blanche Fearing . Altogether the theater is a dispiriting

sight to a patriotic Athenian .

To-day, however, all is gaiety, for,as hasbeen
A SCENE IN ATHENS.

said , there is a new play to be brought out, and

It is the second year of the ninety-third an Athenian must be in desperate straits indeed,

Olympiad and the theater at Athens is full, for if he cannot forget his sorrows at a new play.*

the great dramatic season is at its height, and Professor Alfred Church .

to-day there is to be performed a new play by

Aristophanes, the special favorite of the Athe
THE SUNFLOWER .

nian public. It is a brilliant scene, but a keen

observer, who happened to see the same gather AUGUST and September are the months of the

ing some five and twenty years ago,must now sunflowers, or Heliantheæ , named from helios,

notice a certain falling off in its splendor. For the sun, and anthos, a flower, from the erroneous

these five and twenty years have been years of but common opinion that the flowers always

war, and latterly, years of disaster. Eleven turn their faces toward thesun . The appellation

years ago, the city,wild with the pride of power is appropriate, notwithstanding , for there are

and wealth , embarked on the mad scheme of few brighter, more sunloving fowers than this

conquering Sicily , and lost the finest feet and extensive tribe of the composites.

army that it ever possessed. Since then it has In themythology of the ancient Peruvians,

been a struggle for life with it, and year by year the suuflower occupied an important place, and

was employed as a mystic decoration in ancient

* Aztec Land . Boston and New York : Houghton, Mexican sculpture. Like the lotus of the East,
Mifflin and Company.

it is equally a sacred and artistic emblem , figur
The Sleeping World and other Poems. Chicago : A.C.

McClurg and Company. • Callias. Meadville : Flood and Vincent.

ence .
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ing in the symbolism of Mexico and Peru, And after all,who will object to an error when

where the Spaniards found it rearing its aspir- the picture is so artistically painted ? Is not a

ing stalk in the fields, and serving in the tem- misnumbered page a charm of an Elzevir ?*

ples as a sign and a decoration , the sun -god's GeorgeH. Ellwanger .

officiating hand-maidens wearing upon their

breasts representations of the sacred flower,

in beaten gold . A SHADOW BOAT.

Numerous varieties of the great-disked sun Under my keel another boat

flower exist. It is the art of the gardener to Sails as I sail, floats as I float ;

know how to place them . I turn to old Gér Silent and dim and mystic still,

arde to find him an enthusiast over the great It steals through that weird nether world ,

flower of gold .
Mocking my power, though atmywill

The readerwho has had the patience to follow The foam before its prow is curled ,

me, and who does not know him , will be inter Or calm it lies, with canvas furled .

ested in a typical description by Gérarde :

“ The Indian Sun or golden floure of Peru is a
Vainly I peer, and fain would see

plant of such stature and taluesse that in one
What phantom in that boat may be ;

Sommer being sowne of a seede in Aprill, it
Yet half I dread, lest I with ruth

hath risen up to theheight of fourteen foot in
Some ghost ofmy dead past divine,

my garden , where one foure was in weight
Some gracious shape ofmy lost youth ,

three pound and two ounces, and crosse over
Whose deathless eyes once fixed on mine

thwart the floure by measure sixteen inches
Would drawmedownward through thebrine !

broad. The stalkes are upright and straight,
-Arlo Bates .

of the bignesse of a strong man's arme, beset

with large leaves even to the top, like unto the
ATHLETICS GONE MAD .

great Clot Bur ; at the top of the stalke cometh

forth for the most part one floure, yet many much-needed reaction from a most unwise in
THE prevailing enthusiasm for athletics is a

times there spring out sucking buds, which
difference. The last generation neglected phys

come to no perfection ; this great floure is in

ical development. It, perhaps, did not matter

shape like to the Cammomil floure, beset round

aboutwith a pale or border of goodly yellow so much yearsago, for a large proportion of the

leaves in shape like the leaves of the Aoures of youngmen of the land were then raised upon

farms.

white Lillies ; the middle part whereof is made
They found their gymnasium in the

as it were of unshorn velvet or some curious harvest field and behind the plow . Milking de

cloth wrought with the needle ; which brave veloped their grip, and pitching hay developed

their shoulders. Instead of swinging Indian
worke if you do thorowly view and marke well,

it seemeth to be an innumerable sort of small clubsthey sawed wood; and instead of pulling

floures resemblingthe noseor nozell of a candle chest-weights they hoed corn. This is after all

sticke, broken from the foot thereof; from the best of methods. Constitutions built up by

which small nozell sweateth forth excellent fine such exercises have a toughness of fiber and

and cleere Turpentine, in sight, substance, sa- power of endurance which no gymnasium can

impart.
vour, and taste. The whole plant in likeman

To-day, however, the conditions are changed .

ner being broken, smelleth of Turpentine ;when
the plant groweth to maturitie, the floures fal The thousands of young men in great cities do

not swing flails or mow grass.

away, in place whereof appeareth the seed,
They are

blacke and large,much like the seed of Gourds, cramped in artificial and unfavorable circum

setas though a cunning workeman had of
stances . Our system of school life keeps them

pur

Underpose placed them in very good order,much like many hours in badly ventilated rooms.

the honiecombes of Bees ; the root is white, such conditions it is a kind Providence that has

brought athletics into such prominence and

compact of many strings, which perish at the

first approach ofwinter.” What more could be awakened such an interest in physicaldevelop

said of the plant he is depicting, unless by the ment in the hearts of our young men . I am

bees who draw nearer to the heart ofthe Kower glad of it. I recognize its necessity. I have

than we? And who could depict it half so well ! great hopes for its results. The gymnasium of

Plant-knowledge is assuredly more accurate

to-day will cure, or what is better will prevent,

since the Linnæan and natural systems, but • The Garden's Story. New York : D. Appleton and

plant-study isn't half so picturesque as it was company.

when the old mastersheld themagnifying glass . + Berries of the Brier. Boston : Roberts Brothers.
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the dyspepsia of tomorrow . If the past gene- but in one-sided development. The object

ration had taken more exercise, the present should be not merely to increase strength. A

generation would be taking fewer pills. So far strong brute is not a worthy achievement. “ A

as I had any influence I would use it among all strong man " is the result to be desired . There

young people to interest them in physicalde. are two things to be secured muscle and man

velopment. A vigorous and healthy bodily life hood, strength and character . If either is de

is something that may be lost by neglect, and, veloped without the other, we have only a

to a degree at least, secured and established by monstrosity on our hands. Strength without

the energetic observance of well-known laws. character is revolting. Character without

I am glad that the spirit of athletics is busy strength is pitiable . The two need to be blended

among our young men enlarging muscles, together. The character needs to be permeated

broadening shoulders, deepening chests. The with strength , and the strength needs to be

result will be a finer race, and that paragon of shaped by the character. The manhood needs

animals, the noblest result of the ages — " a to be muscular, and the muscle needs to be

strong man ." manly . Each mustbe full of the other. When

While thus I am heartily in sympathy with thus blended , they represent two things which

this spirit and bid it God-speed on its mission, God has joined together ; and in their combina

nevertheless I am not blind to certain absurdi- tion they produce the grandest earthly being,

ties and extravagances which are committed in " a strong man .." * - Charles Wadsworth .

its name. Athletics is altogether desirable.

But athletics gonemad is not so entirely admi
* How to Get Muscular. New York : Anson D. F.

rable . The danger lies not in development, Randolph & Company.

TALK ABOUT BOOKS.

The history ofthe American Rev. the addition of “ The Historic Note-Book ." *
Historical.

olution as a war has never been as This volume completes a series of three works

adequately told as by Mr. Fiske in his recent by the same author, the other two being “ The

work . * He is an independent thinker and Dictionary of Phrase and Fable,” which has

searches keenly and untiringly not only into the made itself indispensable to busy students, and

causes of events but also into the personalmo- “ The Reader's Hand-Book ,” devoted to authors

tives of the chief actors in the events. Once and their works. " The Historic Note -Book ”

convinced that he has discovered the truth , he briefly and graphically explains the events and

fearlessly announces it. The result is no soft- allusions of history , parliamentary acts, treaties,

dealing book . Some characters suffer severely customs, and terms. By its help hours of re

in his hands ; among them is Gen. Gates. Search , which might in the end prove in vain ,

Washington is studied as a soldier, and in can be saved. It is a matter of surprise that so

the fine analysis made is shown to rank with condensed a work could bemade so comprehen

the foremost generals of the world's history . sive and so satisfactory . — Archæology , eth

-No town, especially in the New World , nology , prehistoric times, are expressionswhich

could serve as a better theme for a historical in the common opinion are thought to belong

writer than Boston,t and the book which Mr. fittingly only to the vocabulary of an antiqua

Lodge has written about this town is worthy rian. And such a personage and his words are

of the theme. Prominent in all of the early supposed to be of popular interest only as they

events of the country , its history necessarily in- are introduced into some romance like those of

volves a retelling of much that is given in all Walter Scott. But works of the character of

accounts of the United States. . But Mr. Lodge “ Antiquities of Tennessee " + and “ Prehistoric

has a distinct style of his own which lends a America " I are doing much to dissipate this

new interest to an old story. A valuable ref

erence library can now enrich its contents by tles. Bythe Rev. E. Cobham Brewer, LL.D. Philadel
* The Historic Note-Book . With an Appendix of Bat

phia : J. B. Lippincott Company. Price, $3.50.

The American Revolution. By John Fiske.
+ The Antiquities of Tennessee. By Gates P. Thurston .

volumes. Boston and New York : Houghton , Mifflin and Cincinnati : Robert Clarke & Co. Price, $ 4.00.

Company, Price, $ 4.00.
| Prehistoric America. Vol. II. Emblematic Mounds.

| Historic Towns : Boston . By Henry Cabot Lodge. By Stephen D.Peet. Chicago, Ill : American Antiquarian

New York : Longmans, Green , and Co. Price, $ 1.25 . Office .

Two
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New ,'

false idea. The booksare particularly designed recognition of the dignity of womanhood.

for specialists , but they are of such a character “ How to Get Muscular" * is very prettily told

as to make them attractive to any who may ex. in a pretty volume. The book will afford special

amine their pages. The articles unearthed pleasure to enthusiastic athletes, so highly is

from the buried ages of the past, or some effigy the exercise regarded in it, and in such a high

or hieroglyphic traced on the burial mounds of moral tone is the subject treated. The reactive

former generations seem to act in thehands of tendency of the strength of mind and that of

these authors like wizards'wands, and to make body, is emphasized and the desirability of mus

the old times appear as the present. All readers cularity impresses one from every chapter.

will find themselves with curiosity aroused Carl Betz as superintendent of the physical

watching with deep interest this skillful recon- culture in the public schools of Kansas City,

struction of the past. Both works are profusely Mo., has successfully tested the system of phys

illustrated . -One is led by the title of Ad- ical culture which he places before the public.

miral Ammen's book, “ The Old Navy and the Thebookst now ready for use, covering a course

"'* to suppose that it is historical, but of four years, are conveniently arranged . The

will find it chiefly autobiographical. Knowing directions given are plain and brief. They will

that theauthorheld important command during be found easy to grasp and pleasantto practice .

the Civil War, and that prior to that he was one -Thevolume,“ Heredity , Health and Personal

of the commission to select a naval station on Beauty ,” ! is freighted with just that valuable

the coast of the Pacific, and that he went out information which all should know . The false

with the Wilkes' Exploring Expedition , and modesty which would prevent popular instruction

knowing too that he saw the present navy with regarding many matters of vital importance to

its ironclads and its monitors develop from the the highest developmentofphysical life is utterly

simple sailing vessels of former days, one turns ignored and the plain and necessary truth plainly ,

with disappointment from a work which prom- sensibly , and forcibly spoken . American faults

ised so much of importance in these historical and virtues receive especial notice. Thematter

fields, finding it occupied so largely with small is conveniently arranged for reference.

personal details. There are several interesting

accounts of scenes in the Civil War of which the

authorwas an eye witness. Its great interest cen A volume of momentous impor
Miscellaneous.

ters about the description of the mutiny on tance treats of the tenement popu

board the Ocean Queen, of which he was in lation of New York City, their habits and con

command. dition . The subjectmatter, which is drawn from

the most reliable sources, reveals some startling

facts. Statistics show that in a population of

one and one-half millions, about half a million

Mabel Jenness' “ Comprehen

PhysicalCulture. persons accepted charity at someperiod in eight

sive Physical Culture "'t is an
inspiring treatise. Itmakes one recoil from the years, if not during the whole time, and that

this state of affairs was induced , not by the
negligence of nature's demands, from careless

changing vicissitudes of fortune, butby the im .

ness, uncleanliness, and laziness , and eagerly

turn to the wholesomeif sometimes hard earned this, too, in the face of the fact that the tenement
portation of paupers from the Old World,-and

bounties of health and strength, composure part of New York is far more crowded than that

and beauty. The illustrations help to show

of London. Tramps receive due consideration.
one how to obtain these treasures. -An

other book † comes to hand enforcing the ex• is made apparentwhile wise charity is shown to

The crimeof carelessly giving alms to beggars

pediency of more positive instruction in the
be indeed a labor of love.

knowledge necessary to the girl and woman for
The brightness of

their well-being and for the right performance

the book is pleasing but its timeliness makes it

oftheir life duties. The many useful paragraphs
especially desirable.

in these pages add testimony to the growing • How to Get Muscular. Five addresses on Higher Ath

letics. By Charles Wadsworth , Jr. New York : Anson

D. F. Randolph and Company,
* The Old Navy and the New . By Rear-AdmiralDaniel

Ammen, U.S. N. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott Com . + Free Gymnastics. By Carl Betz, Kansas City, MO :

pany. Price, $3.00. “ Kansas City Press."

+ Comprehensive Physical Culture. Illustrated. Heredity, Health and Personal Beauty . By John T.

Mabel Jenness. New York : Charles T. Dillingham . Shoemaker, A.M., M.D., Philadelphia : F. A. Davis.

| The Daughter : Her Health , Education and Wedlock . | How the Other Half Lives : Studies among the Tene

By William M.Capp,M.D. Philadelphia : F. A.Davis. ments of New York . Illustrated . By Jacob A. Riis .

Price, $1.00. New York : Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, $2.50.
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“ Beneath Two Flags'"** is a stirring account of delicate,while the characters presentthemselves

the history of the Salvation Army. Every page clearly and definitely, almost tangibly . The

is breathing with action , every chapter closes like or dislike which they inspire does not lack

on glorious results. It discloses the work, the of being real. Unfortunately, the author jolts

experiences, the successes, and repulses of the the reader about from antiquity to the present

Salvation Army ; the caliber , the customs, and time by untoward reflections ; but this occurs

dress of its officers, and its path of operation. It only seldom and is compensated by the general

throws light on many dull performances and interest and elevating influence of the volume.

methods, and transforms what has been ridi -The Ten Tales of Middle Georgia * come to

culed as the fickleness of instability, into the the reader like a refreshing draught. There is

common sense of adaptibility . The book leads a brightnessandbreeziness about the stories that

one to think that in raising the Salvation flag is truly restful. One is charmed with their art

victoriously over sin , General Booth's family lessness while impressed with their strength .

are leaders in a great uplifting of the nation ; The author's imagination has been allowed to

since the flag of the nation and the standard of glean only in sweet, clean fields. The dialect

its morality must rise or fall together. is good and thoroughly amusing, while the illus

One hundred and twenty-five pages of a trations vie in humor with the text.-Astory

pretty volumet are allotted to the portrayal of the Old Colony t which stands out strong and

of the Speculator's short existence. This rugged against the impressions made by the

short space, however, suffices to awake & average literature of the day, holds its enviable

vivid sympathy with the exciting uneasi- place by its own sheer force ; themany delicate

ness of such a life, —the gay company, the tendrils of imaginative sentiment which hold

depressed loneliness, which, like a feverish fast in the memory seem only like side issues.

dream , are but half realized . The reader is The work is realistic ; it is spirited though

made to share the triumph of success and the lengthy, and the very numerous pages areamply

despair of ruin . adorned by touches of humor and emotion,while

Every school teacher should have access to the hazy past enveloping it serves to veilmany

Comegys' “ Primer of Ethics.” It presents angles of diction. The story is of labyrinthian

pointedly and attractively yet inoffensively the complicacy , enough persons being introduced to

numerous subjects on which pupils so often re- people a village. Truth is claimed for the inci

sent instruction as “ lecturing.” The chapter dents which are gleaned from Old Colony chron

on Purity alone would give value to thebook . icles or from well- founded tradition. -George

A beautiful book for pleasantpastimeis " Orig- MacDonald's work entitled " There and Back " I

inal Charades."'|| Likewater, eluding the grasp, is more startling than many of his stories, but

the enigmas, bright and sparkling, flow on mu- not less interesting. The author has dipped

sically in rhymes. deeper than usual into the gall with which he is

wont to flavor his humor. The hero is baronet

born and tradesmanbred , and in his character

An especially luminous spot in bafflesgood rulesofheredity . The author writes
Fiction .

the long train of light following with a view ofspringing theories upon the un

upon “ Ben Hur,” in the form of novels based suspecting reader, andhe hasmadeno exception

upon Scriptural facts, is called “ Aleph , the of this book, carefully suppressing any warnings

Chaldean , or the Messiah as seen from Alex- to skip . Conspicuity is given to the question of

andria.” Aleph, the young hero, is a direct the immortality of animals. - “ Rob,”'|| a cap

descendant of the prophet Daniel. A love ro- ital story for boys, is one which they may with

mance finely woven through adds warmth to the impunity lend to their sisters, as the hero is a

story , some of whose charms of plot and de
natural, life- like boy who does enough mischiev

scription call up sweet memories of “ Telema
ous, stupid, and disagreeable things not to set

chus.” Many of the scenes are strong and yet the rest of boy humanity at too great a disad

vantage. In a redeeming manner his boyish
* Beneath Two Flags. By Maud B. Booth , New York :

generosity and manliness twinkle through all
Funk & Wagnalls .

The Speculator. By Clinton Ross. New York : G. P. • The Primes and their Neighbors. By Richard Mal

Putnam's Sons. Price, 75 cts. colm Johnston . New York : D. Appleton and Company,

IA Primer of Ethics. Edited by Benjamiu B.Comegys. Dr. LeBaron and his Daughters. By Jane G. Austin ,

Boston : Published by Ginn & Company. Boston and New York : Houghton , Mifflin and Company.

| Original Charades. By L. B. R. Briggs. New York : Price, $ 1 25.

Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, $ 1.00 . I There and Back. By George MacDonald. Rob : A

2 Aleph , The Chaldean . By E. F. Burr, D. D., LL. D., Story for Boys. By Margaret Sidney. Boston : D. LO

New York : Wilbur B. Ketcham . Price, $ 1.75 . throp Company. Price, $ 1.00 .
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the darkness of his unlucky circumstances ; he girl,who with broken health and heart torn by

gets into trouble and out again , richer by the re- the recent death of her mother, went to the

alization that it takes much time to erase the Adirondacksto recruit. In unselfishly soothing

scars of folly. — “ Left to Themselves"'* is a the grief of others she soothes herown, and adds

story for boys to read on a forbidding rainy day, to the enjoyment of everybody. The book is

which makes necessary a long quiet timein- spiced with descriptions of mountain scenery

doorsjustwhen they feelmostrestlessly inclined . and with adventures which do not flatten into

It is not calm reading, and the boys will feel matrimonial bliss .

their blood tingle as if from a race, while their The translations of Honoré de Balzac's novels

credulity will need special care after such vig- furnish English reading students with excep

orous exercise. Two boys, Philip and Gerald tionally fine studies in minuteness of detail

are thrown together, become firm friends, are and flight of fancy. His delicacy of description

shipwrecked, and reap enough troubles for a sometimes, however, approaches tediousness.

harvest of wrinkles, but an average amount of His work is marred by the low estimate placed

native practical intelligence ripens their woes on human character, and by its tone of immor

into joys, and at last they become men hon- ality. The volume entitled “ Ursula ' * and

orable and respectable if not widely noted . belonging to the noted series called The Comedy

A cozy story † of good aims, good resolves, and of Human Life, is teeming with scenes from

good results, not unmingled with a plentiful provincial life. “ The Lily of the Valley " t is

amount-of good sense, is told of a lovable city one of his less known and somewhat less caustic

attempts.

* Left to Themselves . By Edward Irenæus Stevenson .

Price, $ 1.00 . At Brown's : An Adirondack Story. By * Ursula . The Lily of the Valley. By Honoré de Bal

Jean Kate Ludlum . New York : Hunt & Eaton . Cin zac. Translated by Katharine Prescott Wormeley. Bos

cinnati : Cranston & Stowe. Price, $ 1.25. ton : Roberts Brothers. Price of each, $ 1.50.

-

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT NEWS FOR JUNE, 1891.

HOME NEWS.- June 3. Death of Dr. Benson June 27. The one hundred and thirteenth

J. Lossing, the historian . -Opening at Asbury anniversary of the battle of Monmouth is cele

Park , N. J., of the General Synod of the Re- brated on the battle field .

formed Church in America. June 30. The Weather Bureau is transferred

June 6. The Greenland exploration party from theWar Department to the Agricultural.

starts from New York .

June 7. Anniversary exercisesof the World's FOREIGN NEWS. - June 4. The Itata surren

W.C. T. U. in Washington . ders in the harbor of Iquique.

June 8. The thirty-ninth convention of the June 6. Death of Sir John Macdonald , the

International Typographical Union opens in Canadian premier.

Boston . June 8. Strike of 5,000 omnibus drivers in

June 9. The Unitarian Conference opens in London.

Buffalo , N. Y. — At Fort Wayne, Ind., the con June 11. The Behring Sea bill is signed by

vention of railroad employees is begun . Queen Victoria ,

June 11. The Rev.Dr.Henry M.MacCracken June 14. Over one hundred persons killed

is made Chancellor of the University of New and many injured in a railroad accident in

York in place of Dr. John Hall, resigned. Switzerland.

June 16. Colgate University receives a gift of June 15. Verona, Italy, suffers a severe earth .

$ 1,000,000 from Mr. James B. Colgate. An- quake shock .

nualmeeting of theSupreme Lodge, A.O.U.W., June 20. Germany, Austro -Hungary, Italy,

opens in Detroit. and Switzerland form a customs league.

June 20. Much damage is done by storms in June 25. Strike of the grocers, butchers, and

the West. - The International Homeopathic bakers of Paris.

Congress opens in Atlantic City . June 26. The new Spanish commercial treaty

June 24. A statue of Henry Ward Beecher is is signed .

unveiled in Brooklyn .
June 29. The Triple Alliance is renewed for

June 26. Seven men killed in a tornado at six years . -The Sultan of Turkey ratifies the

Mount Carmel, Pa. Brussels Anti-Slavery Convention act.
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RUSSIA AND THE RUSSIANS.

BY MRS. C. R. CORSON .

I.
and founded a secondmonarchywith Kiev for

THE GRECO -RUSSIAN CHURCH . its capital. Next, trying to push their con

quests still farther south , they attacked Con

NE of the best means, stantinople. Here they were converted to

perhaps, of apprehend Christianity , and forthwith sent missionaries

ing correctly thecharac- to Russia to convert their subjects likewise.

terof a race is to study It has been a matter of dispute among his .

its religion. Religions torians whether the precise date of this event

are,as it were, themolds is 866 or 867. If it were in the former

into which the succes. year, it was under Photius, the schismatic

sive generations re- Patriarch of Constantinople ; if in the latter,

corded by history are under Ignatius the Patriarch in communion

cast. Often even after with the Church ofRome. Whichever it was,

the mold is broken do the Cross was planted , and planted so deep

they retain its imprint. in the soil of Russia that of all modern na

On the other hand, re- tions there is no other at the present time

ligions, like rivers, tak- that can be said to have preserved so unalter

ing the color of thebeds wherein they flow , are able a faith in the Savior and so childlike

influenced by the particular character of the a submission to the decrees of Providence .

peoples that adopt them , by their climate,by Studying the history of this Christianiza

the land they inhabit. In no country is this tion, we find its modusoperandi pretty much

more evident than in Russia , where Chris . the same as in Western Europe. More force

tianity presents so unique a phase and seems was employed than persuasion : the sword be

so wholly a part of the life blood of the na- ing by far themoreeffective of thetwo. Neither

tion . In no other country could Church and Clovis nor Charlemagne reasoned with his

State have become so wholly one and the troops. However, it was not till 988 that co

same thing. ercivemeasures were employed and Christian

It is well known how the Russian Slavs ity became duly established . The empire had

were originally governed by Scandinavian recovered its unity in 882 under Oleg , and in

princes ; how in 864, Rurick , no doubt one 988 Vladimir the Apostolic determined what

of those enterprising sea-kings, taking pos- should be the religion of the land.
He was

session of the coasts of the Baltic, brought the grandson of Olga, the so -called Russian

the land under his rule and founded that vast Helena, who had been baptized at Constanti

monarchy - the Empire of Russia . Less nople, and exercised upon her grandson the

known, perhaps, is the introduction
of Chris- same influence that the mother of Constan

tianity into the land. tine the Great exercised over her son .

Two brothers, Dir and Orkhold ,after being But Vladimir, despite his surname, was of

companions of Rurick, broke away.from him no Christian disposition. Cruel and violent,
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he ruled chiefly through terror. In order to with the consent of the eastern Patriarchs

decide upon the form of divineworship in his placed the whole government of the Russian

empire,he sent ambassadors east and west to Church in the hands of the Holy Synod

examine the rites and doctrines of the Latins, dependent on the Czar. Catherine II.

Mohammedans, and Greeks, and selected the next seized all church property, and the

latter , then in communion with Rome, be- prelates were then paid a fixed salary by

cause they were the most imposing . The the state . Although this Synod is on the

great schism which now separates the two one hand wholly subservient to the Czar,

churches,did notoccur before themiddle ofthe it enjoys on the other, owing to the sys

eleventh century ,and was effected byMichael tem of centralization of the Russian govern

Caerularius, Patriarch of Constantinople . ment, an immense power in the church .

3
4
1 i
n

5
3

This led toward the consolida
The bishops of the Russian

tion of the power of the Crown,
Church at Kiev , Novgorod , and

and the final establishment of St. Petersburg are called arch

the Czar as the head of the bishops and theone in Siberia ,

church . The policy of the metropolitan . They cannot

Czar from that timehas always marry and are therefore selected

been to subject the ecclesias
from themonks. All Russian

tical to the imperial power, to
religions follow the rule of St.

ST. ISAAC'S CATHEDRAL.
make the church a national Basil, which is very strict .

church , subject to no other law than his ; They cannot be professed before the age of

in short, creating that absolute autocracy forty , the women not before fifty . The

which constitutes the government of Rus- novitiate lasts three years, Few monks

sia to this day. It was achieved in 1667 receive holy orders. The " white " or secu

when the Czar Alexis Michaelovitch , at vari- lar clergy on the other hand must all be mar

ance with the Patriarch of Moscow , Nikon , ried . They are mostly sons of priests.

caused the latter's deposition and purposely The creed of the Russian Church with the

left the See vacant. In 1721 Peter theGreat, exception of a few points is the sameas that
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ofthe Roman Catholic Church . It differs in efforts at civilizing the country. Dormant

rejecting the supremacy of the Pope and the through seven or eightcenturies it showed its

dogma of the Holy Ghost's proceeding from full spirit aboutthemiddle of theseventeenth ,

the Son. Contrary to the Catholics , theRus- when the Patriarch Nikon undertook to re

sians hold that marriage may be dissolved in form the Slavonic Russian liturgy, and, lean

cases of adultery, and consider baptism by ing upon the secular arm , imposed its use

sprinkling , invalid . Since the last century upon all theMuscovite provinces . Thehigher

there has been great progress made in educa- clergy upheld the Patriarch , the lower and

tion among certain classes in certain sections the mass of the people offered violent resist

of the country . Prelates in high places have ance. This became the starting point of the

shown leanings to Protestant views; there Raskol. The multitude of sects it broke into

are obvious efforts made in various ways to after its severance from orthodox allegiance,

soften down the points of difference between scattered over Russia and forms to this day a

the two churches ; but Eastern orthodoxy is power not easily dealt with as its force re

too deeply rooted in the Slav character to sides purely in its spiritual independence, in

adopt readily any progressive church -meas- deed the only independence the poor Russian

ures. ever enjoyed . Asmoreover the largest por

In a discussion on church matters , a woman tion represent industry and honest wealth , it

of high rank said to Mr. Leroy -Beaulieu , the would be poor policy to trouble them . They

eminent writer on Russian affairs in the Re- style themselves starovery , true-believers, and

vue des Deux Mondes, “ As far as religion in the early days of persecution showed them

proper is concerned , I am simply a Christian , selves. equal to any of the martyrs of the

without any particular creed : my tendencies primitive church.

are rather Protestant than otherwise ; but as The worst feature of the Raskolis its pagan

a Russian , I am passionately orthodox .” substratum . In the eyes of some of the sects

This remark strikes the key-note of the re- connected with it, religion means wichcraft ;

ligious feeling among all classes in Russia. the officiating priest is a magician, the cere

“ Autocracy, Orthodoxy, Nationality ” has monies are enchantments. Yet even the or

been the Czar's triple device all along : obe- thodox believer of the official church is not

dience to God , the Czar, the country. The free from this sort of superstition . This east

Constitution of Russia opens with a scriptural ern turn of mind is truly Manichæan in ten

declaration to the effect that the people must dency. It trusts Divine Good ; but Evil is

submit to supreme power " not only for supernatural likewise and must be placated .

wrath , but also for conscience' sake.” The story of the moujik who placed two can .

This so-called orthodox church then is the dies before the image of St. George, one for

corner- stone of Russia's power ; yet, like all the knight and one for the dragon, illustrates

powers, it has its undermining influence, this. The difference between the Raskolnik

which springs from the very foundation of and the orthodox church -member lies chiefly

the official church, creating schism within in the obstinate fidelity to ancient rules ofthe

schism . It is called Raskol— the Russian former and the pliant disposition of the latter,

name for schism , and has its root in the spirit ready to make friends with all creeds. It is

of conservatism that pervades all that is Rus- said that settling among Buddhists , for in

sian but especially the ancient Muscovite stance, he does not hesitate to accept their

whoseadherence to the letter of his liturgical images and offer them his in exchange, di

books and the original formalism of the By- viding peacefully his devotions between the

zantine church , causes him to look upon all two.

innovation as satanic . A case which presents an interesting prob

It is this stubborn steadfastness, this ig- lem to the moralist and statesman is the

norant attachment to ancestral notions and present expulsion of the Jews from Russia ; it

customs that through so many yearshaskept might, perhaps, be traced to that intense ad

the nation behind all others in the march of herence to the letter — the formalism of Byzan

progress. It forms the basis of the Russian's tine Christianity - a Christianity that will

character and distinguishes him from both brook no foreign element in its midst. And

the Latins and Germans. Before this blind not only in the Eastbut somewhat also in the

force even the genius of Peter the Great had West. The history of Europe shows both in

to bend. It opposed and annihilated all his the past and in the present thatwherever the
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Jewish element threatened predominance, it paid , crushed in all his native energy,

was counteracted in oneway or another. De- whichever way he turned his eyes, misery

spite the rationalism and materialism of the stared him in the face. The country he be

time, its civilization is Christian . longs to is forbidding in the extreme. End

less plains, barely broken here and there by
II.

small woods of meager trees, a landscape all

THE RUSSIANS - RUSSIAN MORALS AND CUS- horizontal, so to say , where the sky occu

TOMS.
pies the largest place, and the earth presents

It has been seen in the foregoing chapter but a starved vegetation , all invite him to

that Russia, in the sense of the letter, is de- turn his eyes heavenward — to the unseen .

votedly Christian. In that sense it truly de Tied to the ground ofhis native place from

serves to be called, as it sometimes is, Holy his birth , with little or no chance of educa

Russia .

But things should prove their use. What

has this almost wholly outward religion

done for the Russian ? No unprejudiced

mind that has given any attention to the

matter, will h sitate to acknowledge that it

has done everything for him . It hasenabled

him above all patiently to endure thehardest

lot that ever befell any mortal— a lot which

neither philosopher nor statesman can fully

explain . Life in Russia has always been a

hard life. Before the abolition of serfdom it

must have been well-nigh intolerable. Bent

under the weight of the sternest social

edifice which the Christian world has

ever known, the Russian , were he artisan

pr peasant, had no other consolation

or refuge against his two oppressors ,

climate and ruler — than his unvarying

belief in the supernatural. Ill-fed , ill

A RUSSIAN MARRIAGE CEREMONY .
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tion , hebecomes what might be called a real- bride and groom are called prince and prin

istic dreamer ; the natural and the spiritual cess on their wedding-day. They are made

becoming confounded . He hears prophetic to stand before the tabernacle, exchange

voices in the fierce winds which , blowing rings and give each other the marriage kiss .

from the north pole and sweeping over the To recall to their minds that henceforth they

forests, make the pines and birches and should have all things in common, they are

trembling aspens wail a song of woe in which made to drink three times out of the same

heunconsciously joins. cup. After this their hands are tied to

His countenance has in it a corresponding gether and they are led three times around

note of sadness ; his whole being is set in a the altar to signify that they are to walk

minor key. This world never meant joy. through life in close union .

Religion has thus become his dominant pas The funeral rites are of a like realistic na

sion, his anchor and refuge, his chief glory. ture; here the farewell kiss corresponds to

DLL

S
E
M

THE KREMLIN .

Fame, in his eyes, detached from the Cross, the marriage kiss, and the coffin is carried

means nothing . To arouse his patriotism or three times around the church .

pride, some religious interest must be at One of the few great excitements in the

tached to the cause before he arms himself Russian's torpid life is the festival of Easter.

for it. It is not the war -trumpet with its It is not only the holiest, but also the dear

promises of military honors that would have est of his days. The Greek Church does not

to be sounded to start him , but the bells of celebrate its midnightmass at Christmas, but

his many thousand churches. So thoroughly at Easter. The spectacle of an Easter night

has religion interpenetrated his whole life, at Moscow is one not easily forgotten . City

that it might be called a religious poem in a and suburb gather at the foot of the Ivan

dramatic form ; a sort of passion play in Veliki tower which stands between the two

three acts, Baptism , Marriage, Death - all old cathedrals ofthe Kremlin .

accompanied with solemn music, chanting This structure unique in its kind for its

and choruses, and never-changing program . grim massiveness and tremendous bell power

Truly touching in its religious literalism is the central figure of the city, its golden

is the Russian marriage ceremony. The domeand cross " nearly three hundred feet
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artillery ;!" Christ is risen !" rings in various

accents from each story of the tower ;

“ Christ is risen !" sing high up in the air

the musical silver bells beneath the dome.

Then all heads are uncovered ; all the tapers

are lighted, and the happy throng - happy

in its one sure hope, the resurrection, gives

itself up to Easter joys, forgetful of all else.

Another touching ceremony equally na

tional in its character, is the blessing of the

land and cattle, houses and harvests. No

easy task for the priest and his beadle and

the holy-water carrier in the early spring ;

for the fields, after the mountains of snow

that covered them all through thehard and

A RUSSIAN CHURCH INTERIOR .

in air,” making it the most conspicuous oblong winter have melted, are soaked, and it

ject for miles around. Its basement is a is a wonder they can be walked over at all.

chapel dedicated to St. John , and over it rises Still it is done. Clad in his chasuble and ac

story upon story, filled with bells of different companied by his beadle and attendant peas

grades, the largest weighing sixty -four tons. ant, each country priest goes over the fields

Here the eager crowds with candles in hand ofhis parish asperging them . The occasion

await the signal to light them . The bells in is not only a religious ceremony, but a na

the tower are allmuffled and toll slowly un- tional holiday ; for the whole country is in

til midnight; then all burst forth in joyous glee to see again the sunshine after the

peals : dreary winter . The peasants are dressed in

“ Christ is risen !" thunders the largest their best and the lord of the village with his

booming over the plains like a discharge of family and friends attends. On the village
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square a table is set for an altar, and before into more than one vice. Drunkenness ex

it, in semi-circle, the peasants arrange their ists to a deplorable degree in Russia . Both

cattle and even their tools ; for success, they rich and poor seek warmth in alcohol. The

firmly believe, comes from above. priests are particularly exposed to this evil,

Yet are there Russian festivities not linked as the vast distances they have often to

with the church, proving the necessity of traverse in the heart of winter in the per

recreation among all kinds ofmen . On the formance of their sacred office, cause them to

banks of the Irtish , the first large river the resort to this means as themost immediately

traveler comes to after crossing the Ural effective. The consequence sometimes is that

Mountains going eastward , is a small hamlet they arrive drunk at the hutwhere the dying

composed of a few wooden houses which is awaits the last consolations of his religion .

called the City ofthe Seven Palaces. This is Otherwise , how frugal ! One meal a day

the meeting place of Siberia's horse- race is usually all the poor moujik asks to keep

enthusiasts. The people belong chiefly to the soul and body together ; and this meal he

Kirghees tribe of nomad Cossacks who live on makes, of course , as substantial as his pov

the Steppes. The Steppes in that region erty allows. It consists generally of a soup

cover an area of 850,000 square miles. Here composed ofalmost everything eatable .

one may study that ancient Mongol race, The rich , of course, live differently . The

which , under the great Khan Genghis, in- Russian palate generally deadened by strong

vaded Europe in 1220 carrying destruction condiments needs stimulants to arouse it ;

everywhere. It is an ugly race and of bad and of those appetizers, both in solids and

reputation even in our days, although since liquids, Russia furnishes thegreatest variety.

they have been brought under Russian In regard to dress, their taste, as is well

authority , the worst of their depredations known, is Eastern . They delight in showy

have come to an end . things, in rich effects ; display fine furs,

The horse-racing above alluded to is a part much jewelry ; in short cultivate wherever

of an annual festival, properly Mohamme- they live, their love for magnificence. Gor

dan , the Courban -Baïran, in which both geousness reaches its climax in a wealthy

Turks and Russians engage. It has lost its Russian's home.

original purpose and has become simply an Most amusing in a certain respect were

occasion for a yearly merry -making. The Peter the Great's efforts to civilize his long

primitive character of the races is of itself an gowned ,bearded subjects bymeans offoreign

interesting and amusing study. There are fashions, and he must have felt rather little

stakes and prizes differing in value according when all his efforts to introduce the razor in

to themeans of the participants, the highest Russia failed. Themoujik knew better than

never exceeding a hundred roubles ; some the Czar what long, warm gowns, sheep

consisting even in flocks and cattle. While skins, and beards were meant for. What

the horses run their allotted space, some of would a stylish swallow -tailed coat, a smart

the spectators engage in wrestling and other moustache and whiskers avail his legs and

athletic sports. After the distribution of the chest and lungs in the hard , long winters he

prizes, there is naturally feasting ; the fa- has to live through ? No, the dear Czar

vorite dish , palao, a sort of mutton stew might if he liked cut off his head with his

with rice and onions, and the favorite drink , razor, but his beard, no !

koomis , sour mare's milk from which the
To sum up all, Russia's customs spring

Cossack distils an intoxicating liquor, form from its soil, its climate , its Eastern origin,

themenu . from the natural instincts of its people , and

That with all their barbarism these wild will probably for a long time to come yet

hordes have an innate sense for higher stand their ground against Western modes of

things, may be seen from the fact that, feast- dress and living .

ing over, they make way for the bard .

III.

In regard to the Russian's morals , his code

of ethics is the same as ours - Christian - at ST .

least in intent ; the law , do unto others as

you would be done by, prevailing . “ ST. PETERSBURG ," said the Emperor

The climate and the poverty of the land Nicholas ,when apologizing once for themod

have driven its helpless inhabitants, however, ern look of his great capital, " may not be

C - Sept.

PETERSBURG AND MOSCOW . RUSSIAN

ART.
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Russia , but it is nevertheless Russian ." It saints, placed upon it, and ismeant to sym

was Peter the Great who built St. Petersburg , bolize the veil of the Temple of Solomon .

and theachievementwas next to miraculous, None butthe priest and the Czar on the day of

for it was actually built on water - oozy, his coronation are allowed to enter its doors.

marshy ground, which nothing but Russian There is perhaps no church service in Chris

patience, endurance, perseverance, and obe- tendom which in impressiveness comes up

dience could have conquered . Like Venus to that oftheGreek Church . The music is

Anadyomene the city rose complete from the purely vocal:men's and boys' voices only ,

Baltic Sea and became its queen . How the but the structure of the edifice lends it a

builders must have sworn at their Czar, we power the various effects of which surpass

can imagice,working as they did allday long all description. Reverberating, echoing from

in sea-water up to their waists. But to both gallery to gallery to the topmost round ofthe

their credit and glory the city was built, and dome, the singing reaches an intensity and

becamethenew capital ofRussia . spirituality that carry the listener away ; it

St. Petersburg covers thirty square miles is forsooth the music of the spheres.

and numbers over half a million of inhabi. The Russian churches differ from ours in

tants. It is, however, a European city . Its that they have no seats. The congregation

superb squares lined with stately buildings, according to its devotion , stands or kneels ;

its broad , regular streets have nothing truly many often prostrate themselves. This cus

national. It is the progress of the West we tom , doing away with pew -rent would seem

see in them , not theconservatism ofthe East, to rob the church treasury of its chief income ;

and thus, to the artist or philosopher the but it is compensated for by the active sale

city is less interesting as a Russian city than of the candles , which are bought at the door

Moscow . Its grand cathedral, for instance, to be placed before the images of the ikonas

St. Isaac's , the finest church in northern tas. Let notthe reader condemn this as idola

Europe, is all Italian in style . A pity that try. The Russian bishops, at their conse

with the wealth bestowed on it, it could not cration , swear to watch lest these images re

have borrowed from ancient Muscovy some ceive an homage due to God alone. Besides,

few features by which itmight have asserted there can be nothing more ghastly than these

its nationality . It is built of Finland granite ikons : long, emaciated figures, exhibiting

In the usual form of a Greek cross, and is en- Eastern asceticism in all its severity. Yet

tered by four magnificent portals, the pillars this does not prevent the lower classes, and

ofwhose porticoes surpass in size those of the even thehigher, from being often very super

Roman Pantheon . Its Byzantine dome, its stitious. There is scarcely a country on the

only Russian feature, surrounded by smaller globe where sorcery, divination , belief in

domes at the angles of the roof, is supported omens are more rife,orwhere Christianity is

by thirty granite pillars. This dome is en moremixed up with magic.

tirely overlaid with gold and surmounted by To get the full feeling of a Russian city ,

a golden cross the height and brilliancy of and of Russia as a country, one must cross

which make it a conspicuousobject formiles its Steppes and make for Moscow .

and miles. The wealth and splendor of the

interior can scarcely be described or estimated .
“ Across the steppe we journeyed,

The brown, fir darkened plain

One simply feels them , for all is dark , the
That rolls to east and rolls to west,

domeshedding a solemn twilight all around.
Broad as the billowymain ,

It is only by the flicker of the lamps burning
When lo ! a sudden splendor

before the sacred images that one is macie
Came shimmering through the air,

conscious of the rare materials, precious
As if the clouds should melt and leave

stones, and mosaics, wrought in ceiling and
The heights of heaven bare,

floor.
A maze of rainbow domes and spires

What chiefly attracts the eye on entering Full glorious on the sky ;

a Russian church is the ikonastas, or wooden With wafted chimes from many a tower

partition , which separates the choir from the As the south wind went by,

nave and on which the greatest part of the And a thousand crosses lightly hung

ornamentation of the church centers. This That shone like morning stars

partition is called ikonastas because of the 'Twas the Kremlin wall ! 'twasMoscow ,

ikons, or images of Christ, the Virgin , and The jewel ofthe Czars ! ”
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Here all points to Tartar domination. Mos- day meal to the straggling peddlers. It gen

cow was founded in the twelfth century and erally locates itself in proximity to some

has won for itself the title of Holy Moscow . market. A few barrels and boards are made

It is divided into five parts, each a city in into tables ; the samovar, or tea-kettle , is

itself, surrounded by walls, surmounted by placed in the center, and furnishes the soup's

towers— fortifications within and upon forti- accompanying drink ; for the Russian can no

fiations : the Kremlin, thecentral part ; Kitai- more live without tea than without alcohol.

gorod, or Chinese city, the trading quarter ; All classes crave it ; the rich who pay some

Beloigorod, or white city ; Zemlianoigorod, times ten dollars a pound for theirs and of

or earth -city, because it was originally sur- which quality two leaves are said to make a

rounded by a wall of earth ; and Slobodi, or cup, and the poor who gladly pay a few

the suburbs. It is in these suburbs extend- copeks for its mere tincture.

ing over the plain , that one gets an idea of Another truly Russian city is Nijnii-Nov

what the homes of the former serf-population gorod, which , since the fourteenth century

must have been . Poor little shanties with a with its annual fair, gathers into its midst

few boards for a roof and a single window ! Asia and Europe, and shows the raison d'

There is no other city perhaps that like être of universal expositions. Nijnii-Nov

Moscow presents so curious a combination of gorod and Frankfort on the Oder are our ear.

the quaint and the imposing. The showy liestmodels in that direction.

colored, green- roofed houses, the palaces and A rare sight indeed to see together the

convents, the scintillation in the air from the traders from beyond the Ural, exhibiting the

countless gilded , silvered, enameled domes treasures oftheir mines, cut at the Works of

and spires, and everywhere the solemn, sky- Ekaterinburg, and those of Khorassan and

seeking cross over-topping the crescent, fix Bokhara theirs - precious stones, fashioned

the attention and arouse reflection . All these into all sorts of things useful and ornamental.

different walled in quarters of the town seem The Persian brings his carpets and cashmeres ;

to point to the Kremlin , its heart and altar the grave Armenian, the eager Jew , each in

and chief fortress. his ownway draws the crowd ; for crowd there

Triangular in shape, about a mile in cir- is, the visiting populations being estimated

cumference, the Kremlin rises on the bank of to average two-hundred thousand, while

the Moskva, like a minster -citadel. Its Nijnii itself numbers over forty thousand.

massive stone wall, pierced with gates and Space forbids alluding to the many other

overhung with towers, some bearing devo places of interest of this vast empire ; suffice

tional names, seem as if they meant to pro it to say that all those twenty million people

tect it against all unholy things. Here we that constitute Russia , are devoted to the

find those great old cathedrals, so intimately Czar ; devoted not only because their religion

linked with the history of Russia — the Ca- makes it their duty so to be, butbecause it is

thedral of the Assumption where the Czars their nature .

are crowned ; of the Annunciation,where they Here perhaps a few words touching nihil

are married ; the Church of the Archangel ism might not be out of place. Nihilism is

Michael,where they are buried ; in short it is of Russian growth , but it was sown by the

in the Kremlin that we find the essence of intellectualism of the West. The free

Russia , religious and political ; the state thought ofmodern scholarship has penetrated

treasury with its trophies and mementos ; nearly everywhere ; in Russia, in order to be

the church treasury , in the House of the Holy come popular, it had to clothe itself in a sort

Synod , full of ecclesiastical treasures. No of religious fanaticism . It first assumed the

one, susceptible to the meaning of things, form of gospel-teaching, butcovertly preached

will leave Moscow withoutbeing profoundly the give-me-my-portion doctrine. Its influ

impressed with the sense of power it exhales : ence however is on the decline. As to the

powermoral and physicaland self-supporting. poorer classes, simple wisdom keeps them in

Among the occasional street scenes ofMos- distrust of it ; and the higher, who secretly

cow may be noted, for its truly national char- war against the growing democracy of the

acter , theout-of-door restaurantofthe poor;an times, begin to see that the latter is by far

improvised restaurant,which at certain hours the lesser evil, for the success of nihilism

of the day is allowed to take possession of would only plunge them into a hopeless an

the sidewalk or pavement and furnish a mid- archy .
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Russia , hampered as it is with its religious lamentable to a degree. It is still worse with

conservatism keeps nevertheless steadily on sculpture,which , especially in churches , is

the forward march. It is a caravan step, but not tolerated at all. Greek orthodoxy sees in

none the less sure, for it is its own natural it a pagan snare - idols of wood, metal, or

step. stone forbidden by the Bible. The only art,

Touching Russian art there is not much to besides music , to which the Russian Church

be said in its praise . Despite the inspiring may be said to have lent a hand, is architec

beauty of the rites of the Greco-Russian ture. In mixing European and Asiatic archi

Church it has not, like the Latin Church, tecture it has produced a certain original

opened desirable avenues to pictorial art. style, if by style wemean manner ; yet does

It has produced nothing that can compare this half and half style scarcely assert itself

with Raphael's or Corregio's madounas or sufficiently to be called Russian . It is quaint

Botticelli's and Fra Angelico's angels. Its and strange but not beautiful like the pure

excessive orthodoxy feared representations Gothic,Greek , or Byzantine.

thatmightplease the senses. As Fra Lippo In conclusion wemight say that of all the

Lippi's old prior expresses it, its business powers of Europe there is none at present

ought to be to “ paint men's souls — make that offers to the world a more problematic

them forget there is such a thing as flesh," to situation than Russia . Its more than

which theory wemake the same objection as friendly attitude toward France and its late

the scapegrace painter, “ A fineway to paint resolute treatment of the Jews, indicate

soul, by painting body so ill that the eye a certain travail, which, if we note the

cannot stop there." signs of the times,may not bring forth only

The pictures that adorn the churches are

► )

a mouse .

-مهم

DAWN IN THE CITY ,

BY HUGH T. SUDDUTH ,

FAIR
AIR dew -besprent and holy Dawn ! when Time,

Now gray with frosting touch of eons past,

From starless, brooding night and chaos vast

Came, with a step that rang with spheral chime,

To lead the blossoming world in dewy prime

Through untrod ether to its goal at last,

Thou ushereds’t in his sway, and still thou hast

Thine earliest, vaguest charm and youth sublime !

With steps that glow with rose and gold, afar

O'er eastern hills in silence thou dost come,

Bringing faintwhispers from the morning star,

And matin greetings of the new -born Day .

Smiling we wake— to hear the city's hum ,

While in the sunrise thou dostmelt away !

-



THAT ANGELIC WOMAN .*

BY JAMES M. LUDLOW .

T

CHAPTER I. while the angels ask what he sends before

HE Rev. Dr. Titus, Pastor of the Cal
him . You ought to ask the latter question .

vin Memorial Presbyterian Church , The papers say he left ten millions. But I

was at his study table. The wise am supposed to speak for the angels, and for

men ofmany centuries were ranged upon his the life of me I can't take account of his

shelves, and looked at him through their heavenly stock.”

gilded titles, as through bright eyes. Mrs. “ The Bible says that a good man's works

Titus sat opposite her husband, crocheting a follow him ,” said Mrs. Titus,with an evident

diminutive afghan for their firstborn grand- effort to express a charitable judgment.

child . She would frequently come in and
“ I am afraid ,” replied her husband , “ it is

take her seat there, without saying a word to with Goldie as it was with Mrs. Grindler

interrupt the inky meditations of her hus- when she came from Europe, boasting of her

band.
new wardrobes. Her trunks were confis

The Doctor was accustomed to say thathe cated at the Custom Office,and did not follow

got more inspiration from her face than from her to her house. But tell me some good

half the room -side of theological treatises ;
thatGoldie did , Mary.”

that the rigidness melted from dogmas when

“ Why, he gave me a hundred dollars for

she passed them through her warm Christian our Orphan Homeonce.”

experience, and the severest precepts seemed
“ Yes, I remember, it was the same day he

loving as she lived them out; that it takes proposed to the Board of Church Trustees to

the head of a man plus the heart of a woman appropriate a thousand dollars for a bronze

to make a real theologian. To which fond tablet in the vestibule of our uptown build

tributes Mrs. Titus hadonce modestly replied ing ; which tablet should blazen , or rather

that doubtless Eve was the most suggestive brazen, the names of the trustees in office

commentator upon God's Word Adam ever
when we built our new church with the pro

consulted , and that she hoped she might not ceeds of the sale of ourdown-town property ;

be a similar guide to herhusband in his search and toward which the trustees didn't give a

for the Tree ofKnowledge.
dime from their own pockets ."

On this epecial occasion Mrs. Titus looked
“ Well," said Mrs. Titus, with a twinkle in

up from her handiwork and observed, “ John

her eyes, “ that was paying tithes , wasn't

you are not writing much this morning."
it ? A hundred for charity , and a thousand for

" Humph !" ejaculated the Doctor swing- one's self ! Perhaps he has bequeathed some

ing about in his desk chair, “ I've struck a
millions to benevolence.”

barren subject. Mr. Goldie's funeral is at
“ No ! It is understood that young George

three o'clock . "
Goldie gets it all, and when he has run

“ Barren ! Perhaps so in some respects ; through it, then to whom ? Butit is just as

but, as his name indicates, he headed out well in the long run, for

well in someother ways,” said Mrs. Titus, " To heirs unknown descendsthe unguarded store,

" and the papers give full accounts of his Or wanders heaven -directed to the poor.'

life . " " I wish , Mary , that I was an Episcopalian

“ Yes, my dear, but you know a Wall for to -day.”

Street obituary and a religious address draw " An Episcopalian ! Why, John Titus, the

from very different parts of a man's life. ink isn't dry on your lecture against prelacy

Goldie headed out well on 'Change ; but I've and ritualism as the bacteria in the lungs of

been prospecting for an hour, and can't the church .”

strike his vein running through my field .” “ But,” rejoined Dr. Titus, " for all that I

“ How much did he leave? " would stand a month ofbishops and surplices

“ Leave ? Why,mydear, you are getting for one hour of the Prayer Book Burial Ser

worldly too. The Arabs have a proverb that vice to -day. It thanksGod for thedead saints,

when a man dies men ask what he leaves, but doesn't ask a minister to describe the

* Copyright, 1891, by T. L. FLOOD.
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shape and hue of the saintliness of the dead “ No wonder Socialism spreads when

individual. Our custom of making funeral such

addresses is a sort of vivisection , If the “ Landmark gone."

minister speaks the truth , he is apt to cut " Money -shark gone."

into the feelings of the bereaved ; and if he Bought the entire Common Council."

doesn't speak the truth , he has to bisect his It was quite dark when the family burial

own conscience .” party returned from Greenwood. George

Nonsense, John ! You can speak the truth Goldie excused himself from dinner, leaving

and eulogize at the same time RobertGoldie, his Aunt Betsey , his deceased mother's sister,

for there is good in everybody." to do the honors among a dozen guests, all

“ Oh, yes !” said the Doctor, yawning, distant relatives from out of town , none of

“ the Egyptian coffin -makers put a golden whom had been more than once in the Goldie

mask over the head of the mummy. If it mansion, and then only to vow that they

didn't look like the dead man , it at least would never put foot in it again , for its hos

looked well. I suppose I can burnish up a pitality , as a spinster third cousin once said ,

funeralmask .” was as cold as a sepulcher. “ I'd sooner

Encouraged by his wife's words, he rose, think,” sheadded, “ of eatin ' the vittles out

paced the floor, pausing every minute to put ofthem saucers they put by dead men in an

a catch -word upon a bit of paper. cient tombs, than to touch a crumb ofRobert

It is needless to say that the funeral ad- Goldie's table.” But as soon as Mr. Goldie

dress of Doctor Titus verified his wife's confi- was gone, and the house became his tempo .

dence in his abilities. It was a prose thana- rary sepulcher, it had an inviting look to

topsis ; a vivid apocalypse of the new earth these kinsfolk . The dead man'swineswarmed

when wealth should be sanctified by service , the sociable instinct of the friendswho gath

and a thrilling portrayal of the heavenly re- ered in his dining-room and stared at the pic

ward of true stewardship. When he ap- tures, the statuary, the frescoes, and bric-à

proached the application of his theme, he brac in the adjoining parlors.

glanced down at the face of the dead, as Aunt Betsey, belonging to the late Mrs.

it was exposed in the flower-decked coffin Goldie's side of the house , was of kin to all

beneath the pulpit, and, with evident sin- her guests, and was very gracious to them ;

cerity , remarked that if the silent lips for she felt an uncertainty whether George

there could speak , they would bid him re- would retain herasthe head of his house, and

frain from personal praise. He then led in equally doubtful if her late brother-in -law had

prayer. madeany provision for her support elsewhere .

She had been for many years a widow , and,

upon the death of Mrs.Goldie, fifteen years

CHAPTER II.
before, had accepted the domestic charge of

Those who are interested in odd phases of the house, including that ofGeorgewho was

human naturemay puzzle themselves over then but eight years old .

the question why four-fifths of the people The relation of Aunt Betsey to Mr. Goldie

walking up Fifth Avenue from business the had been a peculiar one. They seldom con

afternoon of the funeral, stared at the Goldie versed except about some detail of household

residence. The house had not come to life expenditure. This may have been due to the

because its chiefoccupantwas dead. Yet the fact that Mr. Goldie was not a conversation

stone posts at the stoop seemed to pluck aliston any subject ;but a silent,moody sort

passers by the sleeve and whisper, “ Yes, he of man, whose whole mind was focused upon

lived here, right here.” The windowswinked his business , and his business of such a na

in the western sunlight as much as to say, ture that it concerned no one but himself, if

“ I told you so ; life is a flash ; millions can we except a few who had winced under his

not buy minutes away from death .” And financial pincers. Frequently he took only

the house seemed to listen to the scrappy his breakfast at home, lunching down town

sayings of the passing throng - and, if its at his office, and dining at the Fifth Avenue

massive carving had ears, it would haveheard or Windsor, when it was convenient over a

such sayings as these : good dinner to draw out some one more

“ Honest men will havemore chance." knowing than himself regarding the value of

" Wrecked more than one company." certain stocksand securities ; or from his own
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marvelous sagacity to post some one to act as energy to use. Now and then a gleam ofreal

his agent. talent shot out, andwasgenerously applauded

It is true that he had at home as well. by the students, with whom he was a favor

stocked a library as his son George, while a Ite . Upon returning to him an essay he had

collegian , could suggest, and all in approved written, Professor Addison, instead of giv

binding ; buthe never read any thing beyond ing the usual criticism , looked him in the

the monetary column of the daily paper, un- eye and said , “ Mr. Goldie, this shows too

less, perhaps, to skim the news. valuable a talent to be hid in a napkin .” And

Mr. Goldie came to this country from the so , whenever Goldie made a good recitation,

north of Ireland,when a mere lad , with no ed- theboys were in the habit of saying, “ Goldie

ucation beyond the " three R's ," and with no dropped his napkin to-day.”

disposition to invest his energies in acquir . Since leaving collegeGeorge had devoted

ing information which could not be speedily his attention quite seriously to the question

cashed . He began business as a clerk in a of whathe would like to do in life, but could

New York branch of a Belfast linen house, not solve it. He often said to himself, “ I'm

but soon left because of disagreementbetween mighty glad that most of my talents were

himself and a member of the firm regarding gold talents, so that the question of a pro

another disagreement between the cash and fession can wait.”

sales' account in the department to which he His father's death did not especially grieve

had been assigned . But he went highly rec. George Goldie, for they had been little to

ommended elsewhere. He next flourished each other ; but it depressed him . The de

on the North River docks as a speculator in tails of the funeral had temporarily taken

potatoes, which he sold by the canal-boat his thoughts ; but now that his mind was

load. He soon blossomed into a grain dealer, free, it seemed to slip beneath someawful load

and became a member of the Produce Ex- of responsibility, the shape ofwhich he could

change. Later he flowered into a banker of a not see, and to lift which he felt himself im

type suggestive of the orchid which contains potent from sheer lack of disposition .

a fluid fascinating to flies, and also a trap He had , therefore, on retiring, told Tom

doorwhich prevents their exit ; forGoldie and the butler that he would dine in his own

Co., of Wall Street, had a way — so said the room , andbade him excuse him to all callers.

firm's enemies of enticing all sorts of am Ashe dined , Tom gave him a pile ofletters,

bitious money-getters to taste the sweetness the accumulation from the various mails of

of its credit, and then to bury their ambition the day . Somewere addressed to his father.

with the closing of the account. These he laid aside for future inspection .

A year or two ago he had almost succeeded Onewas from a stone-cutter suggesting de

in putting all the sugar consigned to the four signs for a monument ;another from a news

ports ofNew York , Boston, Philadelphia , and firm , offering to send him all notices of the

Baltimore into a “ corner." His death greatly press relating to his father, for the consider

relieved thedirectors ofthe Vitality Insurance ation of ten dollars per hundred . There were

Company, of whose stock he, in conjunction a score or two formal notes of condolence ,

with certain others, had secured very nearly generally from those who had business deal

a majority. ings with his father, and who took this

Of course Aunt Betsey could not conferwith method of introduction to his heir . Some

her brother-in -law about such matters, and were from elderly ladies with marriageable

there was nothing else in his soul to talk daughters of his acquaintance ; these were

about. She gave her heart in a maternal sort full ofmaternalsympathy. Several persons

ofway, however, to George. Until he left who were engineering benevolent projects

home for collegeshe always had him with her announced their willingness to take him into

in the pew at Dr. Titus' church, and saw that co -partnership with themselves in the Lord's

he learned the Catechism from the “ Chief business. The superintendent of a “ Faith

end ofman " through at least the first dozen Home" senta statementthat the said charity

questions and answers. had never solicited human help , but de

At the time of his father's death George pended entirely upon the gleanings ofprayer .

had been a year out of college. While at The last - he had intentionally reserved it

Princeton he had madeno mark , except that for the last -was a simplecard , “ MissElston ,

of one possessed ofmore ability than he had with sympathy." This brought a blush
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1 )

to George's face ; followed by a half smile, “ No just the reverse. I find that I have

and a remark , sotto voce, “ I wish she had too much taste for such wines as you keep,

brought it herself.” He lit a cigar, read the George; and that is the reason I've stopped .”

card again , and fell into a train of musing “ Humbug ! Charlie, a fellow of your grip

which sent a sort of twilight flush over his will never be hurtby taking what hewants.'

face ; butwhethermorning or evening twi “ You'll laugh, George ; but I was struck

lightwemay not say. all in a heap the other day by a discovery .

His door opened , and before he had fairly Itwas in Prof. Lex's lecture. I lost a good

heard the footsteps, he was confronted by a part of his argument just thinking how a

handsome young fellow ,well dressed in that good glass of your champagne would tickle

sort of loud dishabille which differentiates a my throat. I cut the next lecture for the

recent graduate of a swell university from the sake of having a nip with Shorty Phillips,

more ordinary type of dude. from a pint ofMumm that I remembered was

' Beg pardon , George,” said Charlie Car- in my own room . Then Imade upmy mind

lyle, putting his hand on the other's shoul- that the thing wouldn't do, and decided to

der, and unceremoniously seating himself by quit."

his side ; “ Tom told me that you were not " I won't tempt you , then , old philosopher ,

inclined to see any body ; butwhen I said Descartes Carlyle. It was Descartes, wasn't

I guessed you would see me, he said he it, that Prof. Solon told us made a rule to

guessed so too , and that I could go up if I seek happiness not by gratifying, but by les

went up unbeknownst to him . Now if you sening his desires. I'll help you to be tem

don't wantme, say the word , George, and perate by drinking your glass," swallowing

I go.” both his own, and that he had poured for his

“ Tom Duffy is a rare bird,” said George. friend.

“ He knows what I want better than I do “ Perhaps no harm could comeof it," said

myself. Yes, Charlie, Iwant you just now , Carlyle, half apologetically, “ but you know

I want you to take meaway from myself.” I can't afford to gratifymytaste as you can

“ I thoughtas much," said the visitor , “ so so I makea virtue of necessity . And, by the

I came in , not to talk to you, but to let you way,Goldie, I don't believe you can afford to

talk to me. Can I do anything for you, indulge all the whims yourmoney pays for.

George ; anything , you know ,that you would I feel better for hard work . Can't you fix

never think ofasking anybody to do ? ” . upon something ? Why not try the law ?

* Thanks, Charlie, such are just the things You'll like it.”

that show friendship. Those cigars are not “ Law ! What, plod several years knee-deep

bad . Try one. How goes the law , and the in that dry stuff ! I'd go to Sahara first.

ladies ? ” Then devote your life to settling your neigh

“ I must practice the first before I can afford bors' quarrels — and for what? a fee ? Not

to court the second. I envy you,George," said needing the fee, I have no special inclination

Carlyle, looking about at the evidences of that way, Charlie. Though I'd like to be

cash and credit which filled the room . “ My your brother-in -law , especially if you had a

castle is in Spain yet,” watching the curling pretty sister.”

smoke ofhis cigar. “ But you can rise to distinction through

“ I wish mine was too,” said George, “ and the law , Goldie."

that I had to sail for it in a row boat. That “ Distinction ! No Charlie, I haven't got

would be at least interesting. But I am here your conceit in that direction . Besides, if

a prisoner in my castle. Do you know , old I'd the ability , I know I haven't the patience

boy , I'm getting softening of the brain , do- for it."

ing nothing. Eggs that don't hatch addle. “ Well, there's medicine !"

That's what's the matter with my brains, Paugh ! the college manikin made me

Charlie. But pardon me for not pouring you faint if I looked at it with an empty stom

a glass ofwine. This Madeira is prime, or, ach ."

hold on ,we will have a bottle ofchampagne." “ Well, try literature. You know Goldie ,

“ No !” said Carlyle, “ I've swore off.” you mighthave had the Clio prize in Junioror

“ Nonsense ! Why? Has somebody hyp- atorship, if you hadn't been too confoundedly

notized you, and taken away the taste for a lazy to write the oration . Prof. Addison said

good thing ? " to me once, “ Why don't you ſellows prod up
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Goldie ? He has as good literary ability as the drunken faculties began to glisten with

any man in the class.' I told him I would . redawning imagination . There stood his

That'sthe reason I'm keeping at you,George." father at the mantel corner. George rubbed

“ Nonsense , Carlyle ! The literary guild is his eyes. It was surely no dream . The face

fullof bright souled fellows, amongwhom I'd was his father's. Butwhy did he look at him

be as an ass among angels .” so sadly ? He had not looked so fairly into

Well, then, all I've got to say is, have a his son's face during his lifetime. Strange to

good time in literary leisure. I'd purr like a say, his father now wore a swallow -tailed

cat under the stove if I could sit in your li- coat, like a butler ! Then his father spoke :

brary and read .” “ Mister George !"

“ Comeand try it, Charlie ! I'll pay for all It was Tom the butler. George stared in

the books you'll read from now until you wonder. Hehad never noticed it before ; but

get sick of it. I tell you incessant reading Tom , except for a few more years in his face,

without the purpose of using what you get, seemed the very likeness of Mr. Goldie.

ismore tiresomethan incessantcomposition.” “ Surely itmust bemy imagination," thought

“ Oh, you're a croaker, Goldie ! I'll tell George ; yet from thatmomenthenever failed

you what's the matter with you,-you need to see his father in Tom's face, as one always

incentive. You've got so much that you've sees theman in themoon, after once having

got nothing ." been admitted to the vision .

“ I know it, Charlie . Stick that poker into “ MisterGeorge, ye should get to bed " ; and

the grate, and then stick it into me. I want Tom practicalized this advice by undressing

stirring. Let's go round the world together, him and putting him there, as if he had been

Carlyle . I'll pay the shot.” a baby.

“ Done ! when I get through law ." George raised himself on one elbow . He

“ Law ! fiddlesticks !" followed his custodian with his eyes as he

The friends gossiped for an hour, until went aboutthe room and arranged the furni

George from being voluble lapsed into drow- ture.

siness, and Carlyle bade him good night. “ I say , Tom , old boy ! you and father must

George poured the remainder of the bottle haveplayed together when you were kittens to

and, tossing it off, sat down before the blaz- look so near alike, eh !”

ing grate . Over the mantel was a portrait of Tom quietly placed George's head upon the

his father in full figure . It was one by pillow .

Elliott and seemed to stand out from the can “ Tom ! I say Tom ! were you a girl when

To George's uncertain vision the face you were a boy ? Your hands are as soft as

moved, and smiled at him . Then it grew Aunt Betsey's.”

stern . Soon the whole figure came down But George was in a moment asleep ; in

from its frame and struck an attitude, lean- coherently muttering, “ I say, Tom ! Tom

ing upon the mantel. George watched it Goldie !''

with curiosity , but in a few moments it van It was as if the brass knob on the bed

ished. A strange procession passed through stead had shocked Tom , — “ Tom Goldie !"

the flickering fames of the grate. There was He stood and watched the sleeper full five

George's new tallyho , with Charlie Carlyle minutes ; then dropped upon his knees by the

blowing the brass trumpet and Dr. Titus bedside.

holding the reins and pretty Miss Elston re “ God help him !” hemurmured ashe rose.

clining on a lounge, like a tableau in a lager He displaced the coals in the grate so that

beer float ; and the venerable college Prex , they would die out ; turned off the gas and

his head crowned with ivy, offering her a tall withdrew .

schooner of foaming beer ; and Aunt Betsey

with Shorty Phillips' arm about her waist ;

and Miss Elston again on the lounge in her
CHAPTER III.

own parlor, and himselfseated on the otto For severalmonths after the death ofhis

man at her feet . He held her hand. He father, George Goldie found sufficient occu

pressed it ,and was trying to framean avowal pation for his lethargic energies in gathering

of his love in suitable words, when all be- and securing the various portions of his in

came a blank . heritance. While the will was explicit, the

A couple of hours must have passed before property had to be identified by the new

vas .
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owner ; and that occasioned almost as much matic genius of the day, notwithstanding the

trouble as when in early Dutch colonialdays, advertised variety of its products, was evi

the patroons located with theodolite and dently as limited in its inventiveness as the

muddy boots, the land grants which they had genius of a professional cook in the restau

received from themother government. There rant,who brings all his soups from the same

were scores of narrow city lots and square caldron , and changes only their seasoning.

miles of western land to be looked after . “ It's the old soup,” hewould say after hav

There were bonds and stocks to be certified ing been tempted by a new title and a new

and appraised. There were all sorts of un- star,and would go again only when he drifted

derstandings to be had, and misunderstand- in to get away from some more monotonous

ings to be avoided or compromised , with routine.

sharp and unscrupulous men with whom the There was one diversion , however, which

elder Goldie had conducted someof his spec- was genuine ; he called it his “ divertise

ulative schemes. ment." Thatwas a frequentwalk with Miss

At firstGeorge felt the exhilaration of the Elston . There was pleasure in glancing into

business mood which his daily occupation a decidedly beautiful face, and in feeling that

inspired , and was inclined to embark in some he was keeping step with a marvelously

enterprise of his own. His wealth gave him , graceful form , neither of which was marred

ashe said , a “ good hand for the game.” But by the slightestmistake in thetaste ofmilli

in a little while he tired of even the business ner or dressmaker. This, together with the

forced upon him by circumstances, and was passing crowd and the salutation of ac

quite contented when the settlement of his quaintances , prevented the ennui of what he

affairs required no more than a half hour or often confessed was Miss Elston's very in

so daily in his library , an occasional visit to sipid conversation.

his boxes in the Deposit Company's vault, Yet Miss Elston was a lady of highest

and one or two conversations a week with culture. We say this on the authority of her

his legal adviser or broker. diploma; for she had graduated from the

Then time dragged heavily . Heamused school of Madame Plaqueur. Besides which

himself in replenishing his library, and evidence there was upon the ebonized and

making it worthy a wealthy college gradu- gilt easel in her drawing-room a water color

ate's possession . He deluded himself occa- which showed the real artistic touch of some

sionally with the idea that he was studying, one, and which modestly revealed her ini

when he was only entertaining himself for tials in the corner. “ Only a school day

half-hour spells over brightbits of literature. study ," she said depreciatingly , as George

The late afternoon frequently found him at expressed his admiration .

the University Club,where a good dinnerand The selection of poets and novelists, too,

the light abandon of ex-collegians greased upon the tables was certainly up to date .

the wheels of time. But even here he began She talked glibly of these ; but when , in re

to feel himself out of place, for the habitués ply to his question as to her favorite roman

of the club were chiefly professional men , and cer, she gave the name of “ The Duchess,"

about the time his after-dinner cigar had and also expressed her preference for Mark

burnt out, the shallower gossip ran into the Antony as the best play.writer, George felt

deeper channel of what to him was special- that it would be cruel to pursue the topic

ism . He felt the depressing influence of the further .

conviction that he was being left behind by Miss Elston's piano cover of cream silk ,

those of his own kind.
upon which was embroidered a procession of

Then the club came to be less frequently cupids, each , in coquettish attitude, playing

visited than the Hoffman House corridors upon a different instrument, excited dreams

and bar-room , which stirred more blood and of the music thatmight float from her taper

less brain with their clatter of politics, the fingers could they only be induced to touch

race course, ball games, etc. Occasionally the keys ; and of the sweet notes that might

the theater allured him , but he wearied of warble from such an exquisitely molded

its monotony ; endless reproductions of sub- throat. But, unfortunately,Miss Elston was

stantially the same plot, the appeal to the always “ out of practice." SoGeorge was

same superficial sentiments, the convention- forced to enjoy only the imagination of all

ality and crudeness of the acting. The dra- this, and thought of the poet's lines about
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music, “ so sweet we know not we are listen- would deny himself further indulgence in

ing to it.” this “ divertisement.” The next day he de

Once at the Vereschagin exhibition of voted to the strengthening of his purpose.

paintings George had drawn from her the As the result of a long stroll in the Park , he

very sagacious remark that undoubtedly the reached the sage conclusion that woman's

great Russian “ belonged to the Realistic nature was an enigma which he was not able

School. " Her admirer ventured a still fur- to solve, and the determination that he would

ther exploration of the art world by inquir- not further attempt it. He would forswear

ing if, in her opinion, Vereschagin was a the sex. He would live a bachelor. Time

decided Realist. ' It was evident that Miss would soon rub all the beauty from a pretty

Elston had exhausted her critical ammuni- woman's face as the paint comes from a

tion in the flash of that first remark . She doll's. Then what ? He would never invest

blushed slightly , butGeorge dexterously ex- his affections in finding out what the residue

tricated her from her dilemma by an admiring might be.

glance, as he said , “ Beautiful as the paint “ No, sir ! George Goldie has a mind of

ings are, more real beauty sometimes gazes his own,” he said aloud that evening as he

at them .” Miss Elston confirmed the truth puffed his post prandial, and, going to the

of his statement by turning upon him such a sideboard,he stiffened his resolution with an

pair of eyes as would have made Verescha . extra glass of sherry .

gin lay down his brush in despair. Butjust how should hebreak with his fair

They attended the opera of Walküre, in enchantress ? Hewould begin at once . By

which Lehman carried the part of Brünhilde. avoiding her ? No, that would be discourte

Never was George so charmed with the hu- ous. He would call upon her ,and by studied

man voice aswhen the great singer took the carefulness of manner would unravel her

famous B flat. How tender and mellow , yet spells and disillusionize her conceit, if she

how strong and clear was the note that had formed any belief that he was already in

floated above the mighty volumeof orches- her toils. This determination was so strong

tral harmony, as a bird soars through storm- that he made a call upon her that very even

winds to the sky ! He turned to augment ing .

his delight by a glance at what he thought The Elston mansion was one of the finest

must be the rapt face of his companion . But on Fifth Avenue. John Elston had been a

Miss Elston was engaged in ogling with her favored contractor under the new Aqueduct

glass the occupants of a box opposite, evi- Commission, and all that money and Mar

dently unconscious that the Metropolitan cotte could do had been lavished in furnish

angel had at that moment articulated some ing the drawing-room into which George

of the atmosphere of the celestial world for Goldie was ushered. Though familiar with

the pleasure of sojourners in this. She met all formsof elegance, he confessed that this

the inquiry of his look with the exclamation, imitation of a French salon was a superlative

“ What a dowdy dress that woman has got bit of domiciliary art. Its walls were white,

One would think she came from with golden figures wrought in relief. The

Alaska. " ceiling was frescoed with delicate designs in

George forgot the music also , for he fell to which all the colors ofthe rainbow were dis

thinking, " Has this woman atmy side no played in harmonious variegation . These

soul to match her physical charms?” Then colors were repeated in the Aubusson carpet

he studied her face. " What sort of a com- which reflected the ceiling as the Mediter

panion would she make for a man ! How ranean sometimes reproduces the gorgeous

tantalizing ! What splendid superficiality ! sky. The draperies at the windows were of

I'd shoot myself before I'd take her for my yellow and white silk , with a heavy fall of

wife ; yet, confound it ! I believe I'd shoot point lace and delicately painted silk shades

any otherman who would dare to take her.” behind them . The furniture wasofAmboyna

She felt that he was admiring her, and ,not wood , enameled with traceries of gold and

fathoming his deeper thought, gave him her upholstered with yellow brocade. The por

most bewitching smile ; which in turn made tiéres at the entrance from the hall were of

George repentant for all his depreciating solid white satin , embroidered with magno

cogitations. lias in heavy silks, the leaves interlaced with

That night George Goldie resolved that he gold thread and occasional touches of old

on !
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rose, Those which divided the drawing- guard . So confident was he of his ultimate

room from the library were tapestry, simu- ability to hold his own, that he saw no dan

lating the landscape effect of the Louis ger in meeting his fair challenger on her own

Quatorze style . One on entering had the chosen ground , and replied ,

impression of having been suddenly trans “ I can forgive your indiscretion only on

ported to someforeign land. Gorgeousvases condition of your allowing meto be equally

of flowers, which exhaled delicious odors, indiscreet, and calling you Alicia.”

helped the pleasing illusion . And, fidelity Now Alicia ” is a word of softness and

to the narrative compels the statement, the sweetness, and one cannot utter it without

wine George Goldie had taken led him to in- feeling somewhat of these sentiments ; espe

dulge this imagination as if he had been cially when one looks into the face of a

Tom Moore, and bodily transported to the charming girl to whom it belongs. George

enchanting scenes of Lalla Rookh. Hewas felt a little of the ice melt off his purpose as

hardly seated when Miss Elston entered . he said “ Alicia .” It was a pleasant word to

George would have liked it better if she speak . Hewas almost tempted to repeat it.

had been a little more deliberate in respond . Hewould like to whisper it ; indeed , to put

ing to his card . Hewanted a few moments it upon her lips without vocalization .

to adjust his own diplomatic thoughts ; and, There was an awkward pause. Alicia

besides, there was a heartiness in her recep- dropped her fan . George stooped to pick it

tion that made it seem discourteous and cruel up. He scarcely saw the fan . What a

for him to antagonize her with the semi- dainty foot peeped from beneath the edge of

formality hehad determined upon . her dress, as if it had come out to look for the

Then , too, he had never seen her look so fan or for him . A gilded slipper shone

lovely. Her face was flushed with the evi- against the background of her gauzy black

dent delight of gratification . Her whole lace gown, the somberness of which was re

soul was in her beautiful eyes . If it had not lieved also by gold ornaments. George felt

been for that stern resolution of his, and the that the combination was a delicate compli.

sense of decorum , George would have been ment to his AlmaMater, whose colors of or

tempted to clasp her in his arms. Buthe ange and black Miss Elston had more than

heroically resisted . He extended his hand once donned at the timeof the football games

with formality ; but hers was warm , electric. and waved in challenge ofthe blue and crim

For the life of him he could not help return- son of Yale and Harvard . Why had not

ing its slight pressure, and retaining it for a Titian made that combination in some of his

moment. Indeed , he actually conducted her marvelous paintings of female adornment?

to the sofa , and had seated himself beside her Simply because art had not advanced so far

before he was fully awake to his indiscretion . in his day. It was equaled only by another

This was surely a misplay on his part. He juxtaposition of color that George had no

would be more circumspect. ticed, - the red of Alicia's lips and the

“ It's just lovely of you to come to see me pearly white of her teeth ; and better yet , her

to -night, George." snowy neck hiding in a nest of black lace.

She dropped her eyes to the floor and As he gazed upon her, George imagined

blushed deeply as soon as she had said it . an ideal woman back of Alicia's loveliness.

“ Oh, I beg your pardon, Mr. Goldie, for Ideal woman ! A woman is perfect in other

my familiarity ; but somehow it seemed so ways than man . A fig for strong intellectu

natural to call you by your first name. Per- ality ! It's just soul one wants. He looked

haps it's because I hear so many of your deeply into her eyes. Their sparkle seemed

friends call you that.” to comefrom an inner glow . The clouds at

“ George !" What a delightfulforgetfulness sunset are not brilliant except for the sun be

there was in her saying that ! How could he hind them . George persuaded himself that

be displeased ? No woman ever called him there must be some lovely spiritual orb back

George except Aunt Betsey. “ George !” of such lovely veiling of the flesh . Yet he

He never dreamed that so gutteral a word knew there was not. The sunset fancy gave

could have such labial possibilities, and Miss way for an instantto that wiser one about a

Elston's lips had special adaptation to it . candle light and a silly moth . He could

But the name only served as a warning have broken away. His original resolution

signal, putting its owner more alertly on his was still strong enough to have routed a
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whole flock of cupids had those on the piano which it is the exponent. Wemay continue

cover come to life. But unfortunately he to admire a statue, because it fulfills all its

had to deal not with cupids, but with Venus promise . It pretends to nothing but exter

herself. nality ; or, if it have a soulful look , it is un

And so George Goldie, when hewent down derstood that the beholder creates the soul

the steps of the Elston mansion that night, for it ; that it is only a mold which we fill

realized that he had passed a crisis, and that with the imagination . So Heinrich Heine

he was an engaged man . He loitered on his could commune with the Venus deMilo,wor

way home, trying to think just how it all shiping the Goddessof Beauty in the Louvre ,

cameabout. Hecertainly had never yielded because he was a poet, and invented the ra

on purpose. Was it fate ? Fate above may diant spirit that enshrined itself in the mar

mean a fool below , he thought. ble. But a living face says, “ I have a soul

For some weeks he tried to think that he of mine own. Touch me, Speak with me,

was happy ; or rather, the multitude of con- and I will commune with thee " ; and when

gratulations upon his engagement, the news we discover that the face lies to us, then dis

of which flew rapidly , made him think that appointment quickly engenders disgust.

he ought to be. Charlie Carlyle was espe But whether the fault was in Alicia or in

cially delighted over his friend's happiness . Georgehimself, the spell ofher enchantment

Only ,” said he, “ it makes a fellow feel soon vanished. She was like a heavy statue

lonely , especially when he himself has no that he was carrying about with him . Like

prospects of earning enough to support a Pygmalion, he prayed that it might come to

wife until the heyday of youth has drifted life ; that a soulmight start from this lovely

by.” material form ; but his prayer was not

“ That's no evil,” replied George, adding answered . Outwardly he was faithful. All

more than hemeant to. " Perhaps one should that attention and Tiffany could do was done

be more careful in selecting a good one, one to prove his loyalty as a lover. But both

who could help him .” head and heart went hungry.

“ Yes ," responded Carlyle, “ I suppose it Thus a year passed. His club , the Hoff

would be economy tomarry. One would find man House, and various billiard parlors were

so much happiness in his wife that he would subsidized to supply the zest of an idle life.

care but little for the expensive pleasures of Now and then lower forms of dissipation

society and fashion. But here's yourmar- caught him . Curiosity led him to theslums.

riage hymn," and putting his arm about his He learned the faces of men who patrolled

friend's neck , he sang, the pavement and gave the password to

“ A little house well filled ,
gambling dens. Through bar-rooms, up

A little wife well willed.” narrow flights of stairs, he found hisway to

elegant apartmentswhere rich men and poor,

professional knaves and respectable victims

CHAPTER IV .
spent the night about roulette and card ta

HAD George Goldie limited his visits to bles. The wine habit stiffened its grip .

Alicia to one a week , perhaps the novelty of More than once faithful Tom had carried

love-making might have preserved its ro- him up stairs from his cab and put him to

mance for an indefinite length of time. But bed .

hewas constant in his attentions. He al His old college friends one by one deserted

ways gave himself wholly to what he was him ; or rather, he deserted them , for he felt

doing, even if he were doing nothing. He they were outgrowing him . New friends

was thus apt to exhaust emotion speedily, came,but hewas astute enough to see through

even when it was called forth by something their protestations ; that they were but illus

that was itself abiding . trations ofthe saying , “ Where the carcass is ,

But perhaps in this case the fault was not there will the eagles be gathered together.”

so much in himself as in the object which One evening George had dined in Brooklyn

elicited his interest. For if it be truethat a and indulged more liberally than usual in

few years will erase the prettiness from a champagne. Hewas not intoxicated when

woman's face, a few days will suffice to de- he left 's on the Heights, but in that

stroy its charm to one who has become condition when discretion gives place to a

familiar with it, and finds no inner beauty of spirit of abandon . On the bridge he fell in
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with one whom he had met only at the waist,and carried him bodily up stairs,where

gambling table, and whom in his ordinary he laid him , as limp as a bag half full of

state he would have had no companionship flour, upon an iron bedstead in a six by ten

with . The two fraternized, and George room .

could not resist the invitation for a drink George knew no more until morning .

with one from whom he had once won a When he awoke he rubbed and squeezed his

handsome sum of money. He took the ele head to get out of it any drop of intelligence

vated from City Hall for home. Through that might still remain . At length his

somecuriousmisapprehension of thestations, thoughts began to ooze. Where was he ?

he left the cars at East Houston Street. He He could find no topographical hints in the

started toward what he supposed to be Fifth bare and sallow white wall from which the

Avenue. His brain reeled . He leaned plaster was cracking off in great sections, not

against a stoop railing, over which shone a unlike the map of Europe , Asia , and Africa .

lantern sign . He looked up at it as if the Georgemused awhile about Stanley, General

light might show a clear path through his Gordon , and the railroad from Paris to Con

confused thoughts . stantinople. He was just on the edge of

“ Is this the place you're looking for, pal " falling asleep again when hewas aroused by

said a rough fellow who at the moment was a rumbling of the floor overhead. Hethought

turning in . “ Comealong then ! Your legs of earthquakes. The rumble turned to a rat

will git tangled in the railin ' if you stay here tle. He thought of cut-throats, sharpening

long. Comealong, I say !" cutlasses and clattering fire-arms. If the

The man almost liſted George up the steps walls of the room had been dank stones of

and set him down in a long room that had somecave or prison he would not have been

been a parlor in other days, when East more certain that he had been kidnaped.

Houston Street was a place of residence ; But this illusion did not last as he slowly

but now the apartment was filled with rows took in his surroundings. A rickety table

of benches.
held a Bible and a backgammon board .

“ Here's a recruit !” said his guide, as he George felt for his watch . It was gone. So,

handed Goldie over to a middle -aged man for that matter was all his outer clothing.

with bullet-head and high -set ears having But a moment's search discovered coat, vest ,

large protuberances back of them . and trousers hanging over the bed-railing at

“ He isn't of our kit ," said the new man . his head. His watch and pocket-book were

“ What was he tryin ' to git up our steps under his pillow .

for then ? Our breed has a good many varie He crawled off the bed , stretched himself

ties, as the dog fanciers says . We'd better and shook the kinks out of his body. The

keep ' im , hadn't we, boss ?” door was unlocked . Hewent into the nar

“ Ofcourse we will keep him , at least till row hall. Nobody was in sight, but the rat

his tongue git's straight. Take him up tle up stairs and voices below proved that

stairs, Johnny, and give him a snooze, there were some specimens of humanity

Sleep '11 'vaporate the whisky, and let his about. He went cautiously down stairs.

wits dry out.” There were several rooms near him . The

“ I say, Tom , what d'ye take (hic) up the farthest one looked something like an office.

carpet for ? House-cleaning ,eh !" said George A man was just going into it. A sense of

asheused the baluster for cne crutch and caution led George to sit down in a room

his attendant for another.
that opened into this , and make up his mind

“ All right, Sammy." as to what sort of a trap he had fallen into

“ I'm not Sammy, an ' you're not Tom . before revealing himself. The room he en

Tom !" bawled out George, and sat down on tered had a numberofchairs, and a long deal

the first landing. “ Tom ! hello Tom ! I'll table on which were some newspapers, maga

discharge you, Tom , if you don't answer. zines, and books. Sitting down in a corner,

Where's the bell ?” he could overhear the conversation in the

“ All right, you've had too much Tom , front room ,

and Jerry too , to-night,” said theman. “ But “ Well,my friend, who are you ?" said one,

Tom and me's pals . Same gang, your evidently addressing the man whom George

honor ; so up we go ." had seen go into the office .

With that he put his arm about George's “ Who am I, is it ? Maybe you might
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And you ,

guess as easily as I guess you're William that sort of life now . And I guess pretty

Casey," was the response. near through all life for this world . Tom

" Come now , that won't do," replied the Goldie, the consumption is workin ' fast on

other, advancing toward the visitor. “ It's me. I can't take a hand now with theboys

only fair about to tell mewho you are, if you up stairs , mat-weavin ' or broom makin', so I

know me.” am elected a sort of chief clerk to sit down

“ William Casey ! Number 403 ; that's here in the office . We've nigh on to fifty

you, sure. " prison birds in this here cage ; all reformed,

“ And you ?” Tom ; a good many of 'em changed all

“ Number 290." through by the grace of God.

290? Tom Goldie ! He was 290. Not Tom ? You ain't followerin ' the old life yet ?

Tom Goldie ? Tom Goldie was shařk's.mut. Say ye ain't, Tom , for God's sake, say ye

ton long ago.” ain't, Tom Goldie. "

“ A bit of 'im was. This finger I dropped .” Tom had broken completely down. He

“ Tom Goldie, sure as I'm Bill Casey ! Old was crying like a child .

pal, Tom Goldie ! Come sit ye down here in “ No, I ain't. 'Deed , Billy, I never was a

the sunlight, that I can git a look clane hard ’un before I was sent to Gib . I wasn't

through ye." guilty of nothin ' in Belfast where I was ar

George glanced into the room . There was rested ; only havin ' a carouse as young fel

his butler , Tom Duffy . George drew back to lows will. But somebody in our party stole

listen . What deviltry was this ? Tom had the drawer of the tavern keeper, an' I an'

always been a mystery to him . Hehad sus- another one got sent up. But thehard treat

pected all sorts of things about him . Curi- ment wehad at Gib would harden any one.

osity overcame all scruples against eaves- I wouldn't have run away but for the sake of

dropping, and he shrunk himself back into helpin ' you off, Billy Casey. You had eleven

the corner to hear what would comenext. years ahead of you. I could have stood my

“ Yes, Billy , that was a close call I had remainin ' two ; but I couldn't stand thinkin '

when I lost my finger. Weweren't two rod of them eleven on you ; so I said , Billy Casey

from shorewhen the guard at Gibraltar fired and me is one, and we went for it ; didn't

Myhand was on the oar when the we, Billy ?”

bullet split the ash ." " 'Deed we did, Tom ," said Billy, throwing

“ But never did I see a man pluckier nor his armsabout Tom's neck .

ye, Tom Goldie, Ye didn't make a whim “ I come to New York, ” continued Tom ,

per , but in a jiffy yehad a second oar in " and lived honest. But enough ofthis talk .

place, and with y'remangled hand was pull. First, is there anything I can do for you ,

in ' like a engine. If ye'd stopped we'd been Casey ? No? Well, I'll do it anyhow , now

took again ,Goldie." I found you out. Trustme.' As trueas there

“ ' Twas an awful pull though, clean across is no knuckle there on that hand, Billy , I'll

to Algiers. Think of it ! D'ye mind the see you through."

pitch dark of the night? Imissed ye there , " You'll have to come in again soon , Tom ,

Billy. I found a chance to stow away on an or I'll be through ' fore you know it. Time's

American ship, and come to Boston. There almost up with me. And I'd like to see you ,

wasn't timeto think of manners, and call to if for nothin ' else , just to rub out an old

say good by to you if I'd know'd where you score. Do you know , Tom , I've often

was, Billy ." thought about you in an awful unkind way

“ No, I forgi'e ye, Tom . Ten year ye had ever since I was sent to Sing-Sing last time.”

at Gibraltar, and I was in for seventeen , and “ Me, Billy ! What had I to do with you

had six of 'em already. That was 'nough and Sing-Sing ?”

without riskin ' beginnin ' all over agin . I “ Nothin ', Tom , nothin '. But a man with

was glad when I found ye missin ', Tom . somethin ' like your face on him had a good

And then I took first class passage meself deal to do with it. I thoughtof Tom Goldie,

between some bales of cotton in a French as soon as I see him . ' Twas like this, Tom .

ship , landed at Marseilles, stole my livin ' A good fifteen year ago ormore I made up

across France, and shipped for New York. mymind to stop my thievin ' way. But I

Been my four terms in Auburn and two in was awful tempted . A man what looked

Sing-Sing ; but, thank the Lord, I'm through like you come in with one of my pals and

on us .
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•
theman ,

<

says, “ That's him ,' pointin ' to me. " He when I got out I'd come right here and work

kin do anythin ' in your line, boss , and says with the boys for a honest livin '. If they've

got an annex to heaven , or an attic to the

«« « Be you Casey ?' house o ' many mansions, I'll see William

"..Yes,' says I. thar. He got his pass some time ago , and

“ Do you want a handsomejob ?' says he. the last word he said was, says he, ‘ Boys

“ No,' says I, ' I ain't doin ' any more I'll be a waitin ' for ye.' "

jobs.' Tom rose to leave. Casey seemed loth to

“ It ' ll pay you,' says he. let go his hand . “ Say, Tom , do you know

‘ Don't care. I won't do it,' says I. I can feel that finger what's off ? The ghost

“ Pal says, ' Yes you will, Billy, when you of it's there still. When you an' I git upout

hear it,' so I says, 'What's it about? ' And of grave dust, the finger 'll comeback . The

then I listened . It was such a easy job,only sharks 'll give it up agin , as the whale did

to snatch a tin box from an ole man, and I Jonah. Come agin , Tom ! Come soon !"

was to git a round hundred dollars, and pal “ All right, Billy, and take this dollar or

another. I wouldn't do it ; but then I didn't two to buy yourself some comforts ."

want to go back on a pal; so says I, ' Pal, I “ No, I won't."

won't. You kin .' “ Yes, you will.”

“ Next day I was settin ' in Larkins' pawn “ I'll take it, Tom , and give it to the boys.

shop . Hean ' I had a fallin ' out; and in Some of ' em ain't got nothin ', an' can't get

come that pal I'm talkin ' about and planked no work outside neither, cause nobody 'll

a tin box right down besideme, and says he, trust a ex -thief."

Quick , Billy ! I took the box into the George sat for a moment dumbfounded .

back yard and put it under some rubbish . He was humiliated by his own condition ;

Then I went out in the street an ' told pal and he was perplexed by what he had heard .

where it was, an ' if he wanted it he'd better Tom Duffy's name was Goldie ! Was this a

jump the fence an ' git it. Next day it was mere coincidence ? But then how about the

took ; and Larkins he swore that I'd taken resemblance he had frequently imagined be

the box , he didn't know who from . I was tween Tom and his father ? And that other

tried and sent up. Of course I wouldn't man who looked like Tom ? George felt a

peach on a pal, so I ain't told you his name, sort of chill come over him .

Tom , did I ? Well, I was sint up for five After a few moments' waiting, George

year. Niver mind me sayin ' he looked like walked into the office.

you , Tom . Paste looks like diamonds, but it Casey accosted him , “ Well, young cove,

ain't. You're genuine, Tom . That fellow thought you'd git up, eh ! Ye've made a

wasn't. He niver showed up nor said one night of it, didn't ye ? How d’ye like us

word , though he knowed I wasn't guilty . pals ? Ye don't care, I suppose, to put yer

Well, that box they proved on the trial was name down in the hotel register, do ye ?

full of coupon bonds, and worth nigh on to a With your late residence, too ? The Tombs ?

million . 'Twas never found that I heard on . Blackwell's Island ? Auburn ? Sing-Sing ?

It belonged to an ole gentleman who was Well ! it won't take long to git into someof

takin ' it from a bank where he kept it, to de- them homes, if ye go it at this rate . Don't

posit it in the safety vaults ; an ' that chap care if ye have got money, I was chained by

that looked like you , Tom , knowed he was the leg for a month with a fellow whose

goin ' to do it, and made the lay out. father was a director of the Bank of England.

“ But 'twas a good thing forme, that five He had a sheepskin from Oxford, and then

year in Sing -Sing. It givemetime to think , took a degree at the Old Bailey prison. The

and, best of all, it brought meto know Wil- devil 'll take a goldfish as quick as a bull .

liam Nivens. " Wicked William ,' they called head."

him . He'd been a hard un, butby the grace “ Oh ! let up on a fellow now ,” said

ofGod he was changed so that even that bat- George, assuming a joking manner, butwith

tered jaw of his had a smile on it like a a very serious heart. " I tripped up last

angel. William was up to Sing -Sing on night, and I'm mighty grateful that I fell

somebusiness of this ' Home' of ours,an' into such good hands. What sort of a place

they give him a chance to say a word to is this, anyhow ?"

someof us boys, an ' he made me promise “ This is the Home for Discharged Con
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victs : Mike Dunn's. Do yeknow Mr. Dunn ? ever he felt it arise. He intended to meet

Don't ? Then who do ye know ? Here, take that obligation , as honest tradesmen propose

this pamphlet, “ Thirty-five Years a Pris- to meet their business notes, even if they find

oner, and now for Years a Servant of Christ.' it convenient to subject them to frequent re

Ye go home, young man . Git somethin ' newals.

good to do for somebody in this 'ere hard But the wedding appointment could be no

world . Spend your money in helpin ' some longer deferred. Even Charlie Carlyle told

poor body. I ain't the one as ought to talk Georgethat it had been delayed to theutmost

to ye, but I'm old enough to be y're father, limit of propriety .

and so ye 'll take it kindly of me. For A month at Old Point Comfort was recom

God's sake stop this cursed drinkin '. Ye mended by the lady's physician in order that

ain't gone fur. Your drunk last nightwas the rosesmightagain bloom upon her cheeks.

only a fool's drunk. Liquor ain't worn on George promised to spend at least a week

ye yit. But take the advice of one what there, duringwhich timethey would bewholly

knows this, if he doesn't know nothin ' more. given up to each other's society. With the

Drink 'll rot ye quicker'n quick lime." many historic associations of Hampton

George was toomuch ashamed to show re. Roads, the throngs of notable visitors at the

sentment at this plain speech . Helooked at hotel, some artillery experiments that were

the man's face. Its outlines noted by them- to be made at the Fortress, in which his

selves were typical of the criminal class. friend Captain Larramore had interested him ,

But its expression was wholly different. An and with the constant praise he would hear

inner tenderness seemed to be trying to melt of the beauty of his intended , George had no

away the harsh features. A soul light doubt that this week of devotion would be en

played over it, like a soft sunset gleam among joyable . Hefurther promised that during those

the crags. “ Surely ,” thought George, “ if happy hours the timeof marriage should be

in the other world the spirit spins about it- determined upon.

self a new body, this man's will be as fair as The days passed rapidly. How could it

any saint's.” He took Casey's hand and have been otherwise ? Miss Elston seldom

said , made her appearance at breakfast until late

“ I thank you for your honest words, old in themorning . A brief walk and the dress

man ; and I'll try to profit by them .” parade at the Fortress occupied the afternoon ,

“ Is y're pocket book all right, Mister ? If until the sunset gun brought them back in

ye was done for before ye come in here, we'll time to dine. The hop or the genial courte

help ye through. Wenever let a pal go out sies amid many acquaintances in the parlors

without enough to see him to a better place, oron the inclosed verandas, filled the hours

yeknow ." of the evening ; so that each day allowed the

George couldn't help laughing at theman's loversbut a few momentsof confidential inter

generosity ; yet he very solemnly thought course . To avoid these ceaseless diversions,

many a time afterward , “ What better am I and find time for conference upon the im

than a pal of thieves ? And what thief portantbusiness in hand, they agreed tospend

needed help more than I did just then ?” an entire afternoon in driving together . The

The next day the treasurer of the “ Home balmy air and the quiet monotony of the old

for Discharged Convicts” received ten one roads in the neighborhood of the Back River

hundred dollar bills from “ a friend. " were certainly stimulative to the most latent

affection .

As they rested their horse and walked un

CHAPTER V.
der the trees of an old plantation , they con

A YEAR is ordinarily sufficient for a lover's cluded that the happy day should be fixed in

sentiment to develop into bridal flowers ; but the near future. The church service, the re

the spasmodic ardor of George's love for ception, the bridal journey were arranged ,

Alicia was subject to such frequent chills and subject, of course , to the superior authority

set-backs, that the nuptial day had been of trousseau makers. When they were dis

postponed. It would not be fair to him to cussing these matters, the full tide filled the

say that he had ever wished that the engage- banks of Back River . How smoothly flowed

ment had not been formed ; for he had de- the water under the purpling tints of the de

terminedly crushed back that thought when- clining sun ! It was hard to resist the ro

D - Sept.
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mantic appeal of a row -boat which a colored “ Well ! What are you going to do? I'm

man had just fastened to the bank near them . chilled sitting here, and I shan't, I shan't set

George was an expert oarsman , and a little foot on thatmud."

play on the river, so quiet and restful it “ Give it up ," said George, her tone just

looked , would give the artistic finish to the beginning to chafe his amiable spirit.

day . “ Oh ! Oh ! You're making fun of me.

Perhaps it was the delighthe felt in hand- You're a perfect wretch . No gentleman

ling the oars, with his eyes taking in the would — " but her sentence ended in a hys

double vision of the glowing sky and one of terical outburst of tears.

thehandsomest women in the world , that led Now all the annals of love and exploit

him farther down the river than he had in- would show that there was but one thing for

tended . When they returned to the starting a gallant man to do ; and that was to take

place the tide had gone down. Between the the fair creature in his arms, and pledge his

channel and the shore stretched a broad mud very soul that hewould carry her, without so

flat for several hundred feet. George tested much as a stain upon her dainty shoe, safely

its consistency with his weight,and found that to the shore.

to cross it would require rapid walking, lest He sufficiently appeased the unhappy Juno

it should embed them .
to gain her consent to the experiment.

But this venture was beyond Miss Elston's But the operation required skill. He could

courage. However daring she might have gracefully lift a lady to a saddle ;but to hold

been in other circumstances, the prospect of her bodily in his armswhile stepping over a

soiling her goodly array was simply appall- boat side upon the yielding surface of a Vir

ing . She gave way to absolute discourage- ginia mud flat, surely there were no direc

ment. She touched the yielding mud with tions for such a thing in any manual of gal

her delicate foot and drew back . She re- lant etiquette.

proached her lover for his inconsiderateness. But it must be done. No sooner, however ,

She vowed shewould sit in the boat and drift was he fairly out of the boat with his lovely

to the Chesapeake Bay and round the world , burden than he began to sink . Hecould

before she would take a step. George en- not take a step. To stand, holding her, was

couraged and coaxed and reasoned , but with- to engulf them both in a muddy grave.

out avail. The fair one sulked themore. “ Gitdown an ' crawl !Git down an ' crawl !"

He hailed the old darkey , who was waiting shouted thedarkey from the shore.

their return on the shore, and asked if there But Alicia's fright was such that no ap

were no other landing. peals to her judgment or affection could loose

“ No, sah ! de furder down yo’go de wus her grasp aboutGeorge's neck . She smoth

yo'll be, shore 'nur.” ered him with her untimely embraces, and

Georgewas at his wits ' end. Heexplained drove away half of his wits with her screams.

to Miss Elston that there wasno help for it. The remaining half enabled him to see that

What did the soiling of a pretty dress amount in the darkey's counsel was the only hope.

to? He would make amends by presenting Themud, as he essayed to walk , was nearly

her one worth ten times the costof that which up to his knees, and climbing rapidly. He

would be spoiled. laid his fair load upon the surface of the

This fired a new spirit in the girl. She re- yielding muck , and as gently as possible

plied spitefully , loosed by force her garroting arms.

“ I'll dressmyself, sir.”
Then her fright gave way to rage. Extri

Now what could he do ? He did nothing cating himself by dexterousmovements from

but sit down on the edge of the boat and the hole into which he had sunk , George

think . He thought chiefly of this, that he managed to keep up only by dancing a heavy

did not know anything about women . He minuet. He begged Alicia to rise ; but her

wondered if they were all like this one, or tiny feet and sharp heeled shoeswere notsuf

was she a rare specimen ! Heconcluded that ficientbase for one hundred and thirty pounds

a man contemplating matrimony after leav- avoirdupois. Angelic she may have been ;

ing college ought to take a post graduate year but even an angel would have needed wings

in a female boarding school. Hewas inter- to cross the mud flats of Back River while

rupted in themidst of these salutarymusings keeping the perpendicular .

by a sharp remark . What the result might have been is woeful
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to contemplate , had not the darkey run to a and dry. I'll take the lady into my room ."

cabin near, and brought a huge pair of rub Miss Elston yielded with alacrity to at

ber boots . He crawled out some distance, least that part of the proposal that would

and then threw the boots as far as possible take her for a while out of sight of her com

beyond him . Georgemanaged to reach them . panion .

Now it is always a difficult thing to put on George sat down by the fire which Sam

the rubbers for a lady. There is a way of poked up. The darkey evidently thought

handling them that requires a large amount there was need ofsimilarly reviving thespirits

of skill, not to say delicacy and circumspec. of their guests.

tion . If then , under existing circumstances, Bress you, massa, but I tho't yo’se done

George was not sufficiently graceful in en- gone , shore. Why de mud turtles doan't

casing the feet of Miss Elston in a pair of crawlover dem flats widout ketchin ' hol' o '

boots, size elevens, hemight have been for- hans. Ain't no bottom nuther. Tank de

given. We suspect that just at thismoment good Lor', what tuk yer outob the miry clay

he thought less of gallantry than simple hu- and ' stablished yer goin , fur dats de skim of

manity . perdition yer' was on,
shore . Old Joe Lum

Miss Elston refused to touch the “ dirty kin he went down thar, jug o ' rum and all ;

things ” ; then essayed the task of armoring nothin ' but de cork ebber comeup agin .”

herself in them ; but at length gaveup in sul Thus Sam played the part of the good Sa

len submission to the inevitable, and accepted maritan until Miss Elston reappeared. Her

the assistance of her companion as graciously face was flushed with mingled shame and

as David allowed his armor-bearer to invest anger ; and enveloped as she was in the

him with the trappings of Goliath of Gath . shapeless calico gown of her benefactress, she

In themeantime the boat had drifted down was the impersonation of the virago spirit

the tide, and the darkey was too much en- that hasbeen floating through human society,

grossed in following. his property along the taking as many shapes as the legendary

bank , to look after the couple who floundered incarnation of Vishnu ever since the days

through themuck and mire to the shore. of Xanthippe . George was horrified . He

“ Return to the hotel in such a plight !" had prepared himself to be amused with

Miss Elston struck so dramatic an attitude what would be her comical attire, and to

as she said this, thatin spite of her “ plight” appease her offended dignity with the most

she looked magnificent. George was half kindly attentions ; but her transformation

reconciled to her unseemly wrath by the had been more thorough than in apparel.

superb way in which she showed it. Her whole countenance was changed. Its

Miss Elston's fine frenzy gave way to very lines, so exquisitely soft when in repose, were

childish hysteria . She drooped against a now hard and distorted . Instead of the fine

fence post ; then collapsed at its base, “ like flush he had often admired, she was now

Niobe, all tears." George lifted her gently , masked in patches of red rage, which sug

and, metaphorically speaking, pulled her to- gested war-paint. She seemed positively

gether. homely. To George'smost suave expression

The old plantation house near was their of regret, she returned no answer, but sat

only asylum . Thither they trudged as fast down by a window in sullen silence.

as water-weighted clothes and a cargo of When Sam brought thebuggy to the door,

mud would permit. she gave vent to her feeling.

“ Lor, what a sight you be ! " It is disgraceful, insulting , Mr. Goldie."

Yanks got no sense ?" was their greeting " But,my dear Alicia , — "

from a lady who, if her story is correct, was " Don't dear me!" she flashed, and then

a relic of one of the F. F. V's “ fore de wah ” gave way to crying.

but who welcomed them with all the hospi “ Lor', now , miss," interposed the hostess,

tality her dilapidated fortunes permitted . doan't take on so . I ain't got no smellin '

“ Them clothes cost a heap, I reckon. You salts ; but, Sam , you git somewhisky.”

won'twant to leave them here, and dress up “ Oh ! Oh ! Oh !" cried Alicia ,and stamped

in one ofmygaouns ? But I reckon you'd bet- across the room to another chair .

ter do it. You'll catch your death of chills if “ Shall we go back to the hotel ?” asked

you sit in them things long. Here, Sam ! George.

You poke up the fire. You, sir, can sit here “ To the hotel ! In these duds ! no, indeed ,

H'aint you
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9 )
if you don't respect yourself, you shan'tmake adroitly moved away and joined another

a guy ofme, Mr. Goldie.” party .

Now GeorgeGoldie had exhausted all his “ Happy fellow !" said Captain Larramore ,

powers of diplomacy in patching up a peace. asGeorgecameup. “ If somebody doesn'tput

Hebeat a retreat. Hetook a stroll out under you out of the way, Goldie , it will be because

the trees. No council of state ever pondered men have grown too good to be jealous.”

more ponderously . Atlength he came to the That night George penned a note, saying

very sage conclusion that he was a fool, at that he must leave by the next evening's

least in all that concerned womankind ; and boat for New York ,and that in themeantime

that, as respected this particular woman, he he would await her summons if she desired

was utterly unfitted to be her guardian . It to see him . But no response came.

would be cruel to impose himselfupon her in Severalweekslater Tom handed him a note,

that capacity . He was as well fitted to take which he found to be from Miss Elston ,stating

chargeof a menagerie . And to becomeher that shehad returned to the city, and thathe

husband ! He would be sure to wreck her could use his pleasure in calling . To this he

happiness, if she did not wreck his. As he responded that he would gladly call if assured

leaned against a scrub-oak and mused, mar- that his visit would give pleasure to Miss Els.

ried life stretched out before his imagination ton ; butuntilso assured hewould not intrude,

like an interminablemud flat bounding the Healso announced that he would be absent

tiniest stream of affection . from the city for several weeks ; and having

But he manfully silenced such thoughts, sent his letter, sat down to plan a trip some

and returning to the doorway had a confiden- where, just for the sake of being truthful.

tial talk with the lady of thehouse and Sam ;

the result ofwhich was that m went across

fields to a neighbor's and borrowed a water CHAPTER VI.

proof. GEORGE's absencewas more prolonged and

“ God bless the inventor of the water- of consequences greater than he could have

proof,” thought George, the common pro- anticipated in even his most romantic mood .

tection of rich and poor. It hides silk and He had traveled but little heretofore, sup

calico with equal grace. With that a Fifth posing that he had no taste for a roving life.

Avenuebelle could pass through the corridors But recent events had disturbed his rest,

of the Hygeia Hotel as properly as a servant and he found relief on the wing . The Rock

could go in by the kitchen door. " ies and the Yellowstone, the Pacific coast

So it was arranged , through the good hos- from Puget's Sound to Los Angeles, and then

tess' management,-for George did not dare a ranch vacation in Texas, consumed nearly

to say another word - and in the growing dusk six months. Hewas becoming enamoured of

theunhappy couple set out. the latter sort of life. It was a pleasure to

George essayed conversation . feel the sense of responsibility for something ,

“ Is there anything Ican do,mydear Alicia , if nothing more than counting cattle and

to makeamends for this ? I am so very sorry breaking horses.

it has happened . You know He was negotiating for land purchases,

A convulsive shrug and a look of hatred when news from New York revealed to him

and scorn made it evident that Miss Elston that he had not understood his own incen

was in no mood for talking. So they drove tives, and that his love for the rough Texan

in silence . life was rather a dread of returning to the

Reaching the hotel, the irate beauty disap- city under existing circumstances.

peared as quickly as possible into her room . of a New York paper arrived, addressed in

That night she was invisible. The next a very familiar handwriting, with this pas

day she announced through her maid , that sage marked :

she was toomuch indisposed to see her lover . The engagement is announced of Miss Alicia

He caught no glimpse of her until evening , Elston , daughter of John Elston, Esq., of

when she appeared in the parlor. George Fifth Avenue, to the Italian Count Ricardo,

confessed to himself that hehad never seen her whose residence in this city hasmade him a fa

so beautiful as she stood there in conversa- vorite in many circles. Count Ricardo is the

tion with a couple of officers from the Fort- owner of the famous sorrel mare, Lady Sylvia ,

He approached the group , but she whose record last season eclipsed that of Prodi

A copy

ress .
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gal. The Countis said to be contemplating the over the mountain was loaded with ozone,

opening of a race course for the sole patronage and expanded the lungs and quickened the

of the Italian nobility , on the grounds of his blood, not only of players and horses but of

new estate, as soon as certain legalmatters rel- the throngs that lined the driveway in every

ative to the title to said estate have been dis- sort of conveyance that fashion licensed, from

posed of by the Italian courts . The Count and the elephantine tallyho to the phaeton and

Countess Ricardo will sail for Italy in the early dogcart.

autumn.

From the signal the game was hotly con

From themomentGeorge's eyes fell on the tested. Ward of Westchester and Goldie of

above,allinterest in Texaswas dissipated . He Orange were evidently the rival champions.

wondered how hecould ever havebeen attached The white ball flew back and forward through

to its barren plains, its rough and stinted so- the bewildering throng of hoofs, like a shut

cial life. He would return to New York . tle thrown by invisible sprites who were

The only tie that held him to Texas was a weaving therewith the fantastic shadows that

pair of fine ponies that he had broken with floated on the landscape.

his own hands — but these he could bring The ball was at one time flying straight for

North . Hehad often been importuned to be theOrange goal. Would it pass between the

come a member of the Orange Country Club. colors before its force wasspent? It stopped

Why not do so ? The Club stables would be scarcely a rod off. Goldie and Ward were

very convenient, as would also the polo coming for it from different sides. In the ex

grounds — and no finer animals than his citement of the moment neither of them

would sniff the pure air ofthe OrangeMoun- thought of slackening speed, for the advan

tain . tage of a horse'space would decide the issue.

So within two days after receiving the pa. The animals caught the spirit of their riders.

per referred to , George was en route North . They struck , but not before Goldie had sent

The horses followed. Hewashailed by every- thewhite ball flying to themid - field .

body at the Country Club as a man of the “ That's a daisy !" hecried as his horse fell.

right sort. In one respect he was peculiar. Ward's rolled over him . A wild shout rose

Possessed of overflowing spirits, an easy from the crowd. Ward was quickly on his

abandon ofmanner, and abundance ofmeans, feet. His horse was up as soon . Goldie's

he was
a total abstainer from the use of horse tried to rise, plunged and fell again .

liquors. To all who noticed his oddity he Those near by saw but too plainly that he had

frankly explained, “ I once went too far , I planted his hind feet upon the body of his

prefer to abstain entirely.” master. A cry of horror rose from the crowd.

The October polo gameswere that year a The wounded man did notmove. A pallor

feature of Orange life. Crack clubs from dif- as of death was upon his face. Several mo

ferent parts of the country sent their best ments passed before he gave signs of life

riders. Goldie had trained his animals well, and they weremere twitches of pain , subsid

and was entered as a defender of the Orange ing suddenly into unconscious motionless

Club in a notable encounter with the West- ness. He was seemingly dead. An ambu

chesters . lance was constructed of a light wagon . It

A finer day never shone. Only here and was proposed to take him to the Club House,

there a snow -white cloud veiled a spot in the but a physician who witnessed the accident

deep blue sky. The air was thin and trans- and had hastily examined George's condition

parent, and served as a vast telescopic lens in advised the hospital,as, though theman was

bringing distantobjects near. It seemed , too , alive, his case would be a desperate one and

as if the shouts of the riders could be heard the utmostskill of surgery andnursing would

over Llewellyn Park,and across the thousand be required.

villa sites ofthe Oranges and Montclair, and Dr. Percival, for whom some one galloped

through the factory smokeof Newark , and down themountain , reached the hospital al

over the flashing water of the Passaic and most as soon as the wounded man .

Kill von Kull, and might echo back from the nounced the injury to be severe concussion of

heights of Staten Island, or be lost only in the brain , with the probability of compres

the hubbub of New York , or in the roar of sion ; and that there would be no return to

the sea there beyond the skeleton tower on consciousness unless through the relief of

Coney Island. The crisp air that breathed trephining. A compound fracture of the left

Hepro
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nurse ,

leg below theknee was of less account. Dr. moving himself ; giving the food just at the

Percival stood a moment by the operating moment when appetite began to be felt,

table as if needing something. not waiting for it to crave ; removing and re

“ What is it , Doctor? ” asked the head newing the bandages about his head with

such skill that even the cloths seemed to

“ Is Miss Wilford about ?" have acquired the softnessofwoman's touch .

She is in the ward. Will not others do ?” The patient's will became plastic beneath

“ No, Miss Wilford must be here. If this hers. In the half dawn of his faculties he

man lives it will be due to the good help I obeyed her slightest suggestion as if it were

shall have. I wouldn't trust myself to nurse his own thought. And when reason came

him . We can stand no mistakes. " full again , he felt her spell abiding upon his

“ As you say, Doctor,” replied the chief, will.

“ but it will greatly derange our other plans. It was strange several days passed before

The hospital is full of patients, andwe need George began to take note of the face and

her to take the oversight of the entire ward.” form in which his special providence was re

" Miss Wilford, I insist," replied thedoctor vealing herself. In the dim light admitted ,

curtly . he began by imagining thematronly features

He had scarcely arranged his instruments of a middle-aged woman beneath the white

when a lithe little woman stood at his elbow . cap of the hospital nurse. One day a new

“ Thank you, Amy," said the doctor, vision came to him . Miss Wilford was sit

glancing hastily at her. “ We have despe- ting near the foot of the bed crocheting, but

rate business here. You must be both my in such a position that she could catch the

right hand and nerve. " slightest motion of her patient, and antici

Neither spoke again for someminutes. The pate his want before he expressed it. A slat

nurse seemed to anticipate the Doctor's re. in the window blind suddenly turned, and

quirements, as if there had been somenerve poured a luster upon her face . In an instant

connection between his brain and her hands. Shehad readjusted the blind, but not before

The patient's head was quickly shaved, and George had caught the vision of a beautiful

washed with sublimate solution ; the scalp woman on whose cheeks scarcely twenty sum

was cut, the trephine made its socket. mers had left their bloom , and whose grace

The instant that a fractured portion of the ful form , the plain , neatly fitting dress and

skull was raised, the wounded man ,who had white apron set off to perfection. He could

lain as one dead , suddenly cried out, not believe that this was the one who had

“ That's a daisy ! Orange is safe !" His been like a mother to him . Her voice forced

eyes opened in wide stare ; then closed again, him to accept the revelation as a reality.

and he seemed to be quietly sleeping. Of course it was a pleasing discovery , but

“ That's just what he was saying, doubt- one that puzzled him . He could readily be

less,when he fell on the polo ground,” re- lieve in angels, strong, courageous, with

marked the Doctor. “ It was a case of sus- mighty patience , and yet as delicately fair as

pended mentality. But he has caught on little children. But how did this beautiful

again nicely . His brain will be all right. girl acquire these stronger qualities ? In

But, Amy, you must do yourbest, orwe shall deed, how did she dare to adopt a life of so

lose him . That's an ugly break in his leg . much responsibility, imposing such a strain

I am glad you are here." upon themind, to say nothing of its outward

" Thank you , Doctor, for your confidence. hardships ?

I want to deserve it. " When shedext approached him to give him

For several daysGeorge was oblivious to his medicine he actually repelled her with

his surroundings, for when he was not in ac- his hand, under the sense that it was dis

tual agony with Dr. Percival's manipulation courteous on his part to allow her to do so

of his wounds, he was very stupid . He menial a thing. Buthis willwas a poor slave

hardly noticed his attendant, who moved under hermastery, and he quickly submitted

noiselessly about the room without making when she placed his hands beneath the spread,

so much as a click of glass or spoon . She and presented thespoon to his lips, with the

ministered to his wants almost before he was firm mandate to lie very still. Hecould only

sensible of need ; raising his head and adjust. follow her with his eyes and wonder.

ing his pillow , when he thought he was What witchery there was in her touch !

1 )
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Her fingers bad more power to exorcise his creatures . Your pet nearly tramp.ed you to

pain , as they rested for a momentupon his death, in return for your menial care of him .

brow , than any cloths they put there. He Mypatients are never ungrateful.”

had not heard her first name, but smiled as “ Ofcoursenot, they couldn't be.' I'm sure

he mentally called her Anästhesia . I can never be," said George warmly . He

Sometimes she would read to him ; but it was going to say something else, but Miss

is doubtful if Georgegotmore than themusic Wilford stopped him .

of her voice , except where his imagination " My service is professional, Mr. Goldie.

varied the story he heard , and made it into I am glad if you appreciate the institution of

some romance ofwhich the reader herself was professional nurses. I think myself they de

the heroine. serve well of the community."

Hegrew rapidly in strength . One day he " But is your service only professional?

determined to probe this, to him mysterious There must be cases where you become per

character of his attendant. sonally interested." George was just selfish

“ Miss Wilford ,why do you follow the oc- enough to wish she were interested in his

cupation of a nurse ?” case, and conceited enough to wonder if she

“ Why, for the same reason that you played were not.

polo ; because I like it.” " Oh , yes," she replied eagerly . " I become

George wanted to interpret this to mean deeply interested in someof my patients.

that she liked nursing such a patient as he There is a little girl, a cripple with hip dis

was ; but he knew that she had no such ease. I go to see her often , although she is

thought, or, if she had, shewould never have not in my care now . This little cardigan I

told him so . am crocheting is for her. One cannot help

“ But what can there be that is pleasant loving such."

about it ? It is only watch and worry , day “ Is she pretty and bright ?"

and night, and that for somebody else. You “ No, neither."

have no time to think or to do anything for “ Why do you love her then ?”

yourself.” " I supposebecause I have helped her. We

Perhaps that latter thing, not thinking love those we do for,more than those who do

about one's self, is thecharm of it,Mr.Goldie . for us."

Only selfish people worry. I could worry " That remindsme of Captain Marryat. A

over many things that concern myself. But, sailor against whom he had a grudge, fell

Mr. Goldie, have you ever seen meworry over overboard. The Captain jumped in and saved

you ? I have been anxious that my case him , and says, Somehow I loved him ever

should be well cared for ; and, as I was as. after that.' I hope Miss Wilford will be in

signed to it, I was anxious to domyduty as terested in her present charge, for I honestly

a hospitalnurse. That comes from the esprit believe she saved my life.”

du corpsour discipline develops. I never wor She did not seem to be conscious of the ap

ried , not even when you were at the worst.” plication he made ofher theory, but replied,

“ But there is so much, Miss Wilford , that “ I was speaking ofthepoor people who have

must grate upon one's feelings ; making a no means to pay for what you do for them .

mere servant of one. Some people must do There is little pleasure in nursing rich peo

such menial things ; but, pardon me, Miss ple. You feel that if you didn't somebody

Wilford, you seem too delicate, too cultured a else would . They will be cared for anyway .

person for this kind of life. ”
But if you want to see a hospital nurse en

“ Too cultured ! You are a cultured per- thusiastic, Mr. Goldie , you must catch her

son , Mr.Goldie ; a graduate of Princeton ; and with a basket on her arm , filled with bottles

yet you have been telling me how you spent of medicine, bandages, and food, as she goes

weeks in Texas, catching, breaking, and her rounds among those wretched people in

grooming horses . Isn't that more menial the valley. She scours the tin pans with her

than caring for a human being ? Now , for own hands to get out the relics of a dozen

instance, aren't you of more value than many last dishes cooked in them , so that her broth

horses? No, I don't feel bemeaned caring for will be palatable . She picks over a mattress

any human creature. I am a Christian , I until all the old ache-holes have disappeared.

hope ; and try to see Christ's image in every She ventilates the stuffy little room without

man . Besides, horses are very ungrateful giving the poorpatient a death chill, but only
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a whiff of pure air. With her fingers she babble of a brook expresses what would be

smoothes away the insomnia from some neu- the feeling of the playful water , if it had any

ralgic head , and gives it the first refreshing feeling at all.

sleep for weeks. Yes ! that work pays, Mr. “ No, Mr. Goldie, I am not engaged to old

Goldie . The gratitude of such people is the Mr. Clark , but hehasmade an engagement

best compensation this world furnishes. You with me not to drink another drop of rum ;

feel that you have been living when you come and, if he recovers, honestly to support his

outof one of those shanties. I don't know wife and six little children , so that they may

what sort of a heaven there can be where keep out ofthe poorhouse. And if he dies,

everybody is well, and has plenty, and there well I suppose I shall have to be mother to

is nobody one can help . Maybe there's an them , for their realmother is incompetent."

intermediate state that God will let us spend George felt so greatly relieved by the turn

our vacations in . Do you have any ideas on the affair had taken thathe was very willing

such subjects, Mr. Goldie ?" to pay for his gratification , and said, “ And

“ No," said George, “ at least I haven't if that need arises, Miss Wilford, will you not

had , until now ." letmehelp you care for the little ones by any

“ Andwhat's your happy thought now ?” money thatmay be required ?”

' Oh , nothing, except that God lets the " Only too gladly . "

angels come way down to the earth .” “ And in any other way in which I can as

“ What ! wings and all ?” sist your charitable purpose ?"

“ No, but with little white caps and aprons “ Oh, that would be taking too much , for

on ,” said he laughing and coloring. my ideas are immense, as great as human

“ That wouldn't be artistic,” replied Miss suffering. Don't putyour purse in myhand,

Wilford, with just the slightestblush coming or there will be nothing left to buy another

to ber temples. “ But I am now to bid you · Texas pony with , I assure you."

good by, Mr. Goldie ." “ What is that immense scheme? You

“ Why, Miss Wilford, I am not well yet. It would build a building grander than the Peo

would be cruel to leave me." ple's Palace ; a hospital twenty stories high ;

" That's what Dr. Percival said ; but I per- an Orphan Home

suaded him that you werewell enough . I am “ No, not one ofthem ; not a building . I

anxious to take care of another man ; one I would just say to every man and woman , ' If

think a great deal of.” you want work , I will provide it for you ;

The green monster leaped into George's clean, healthfulwork ; and I will pay you for

heart and tore him . He felt faint, but stam- it, living wages too.' "

mered out, “ Butthat wouldn't help the people . They

“ Who is that happyman , may I ask ?”' won't work . They love their drink."

“ Mr. Clark . He ran a bucket shop over in “ Mr. Goldie, most poor people drink be

the valley,and drank himself nearly to death . cause they are discouraged . They work with

There is hardly a sound organ in his body. out the incentive of any hope of getting

Doctor says he can't live, and oughtn't to , ahead. Their labor is owned by others, who

because he has thrown himself away. But give it or withhold it as suits them . Poor

Doctor is a pessimist. I think that by nurs- people lose heart, and when they have lost

ing we may bring him through , if his pres- heart, they will do anything. They almost

ent pneumonia can be stayed . I am going want to throw themselves away. The sooner

to try anyhow . Hehasmade an engagement 'tis over , the sooner to sleep.' But this is

with me conditioned on his recovery ." theorizing, I must say good by to you , Mr.

“ An engagement ! You surely are not en- Goldie."

gaged to such a person , Miss Wilford ?" He took her proffered hand , but he was

“ I?” And she laughed so merrily that loth to let it go. Shewithdrew it,and bowed

George felt very silly at the mistake his playfully at the doorway, as she said , “ You

impetuosity had led him into . Yet he was will have a good new nurse, for I can recom

glad he had made her laugh, for it showed mend you as a very good patient.”

him a new phase of her disposition. This George stood leaning on a crutch , and look

saint, who wasmaking herself a martyr to ing toward the door, until his weakness

duty every day, had a heart full of fun , and forced him to sink into a chair, where he sat

a laugh as well adapted to express it, as the a long timemusing .
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“ A new species of the genus homo !" had to give in for your sake. Wewant our

thought he. “ A strange character ! What patients to go out of thehospitalmadewhole,

a difference between her and - and me. A and don't care to have them go with heart

poor objectless jackass, I am , with my mil- strings a jangle. You are doing finely , and

lions not serving a single soul ofhuman kind. Miss Shearer will take your case for a week

If the horse's hoof had gone through my or two. Then you can go home."

brain , the world would have lost nothing. The doctor mused awhile , and resumed ,

Are there others like her ? Of course, all * Yes, that Miss Wilford is a rare woman .

these nurses would say the samethings ;and She comes of good stock . Her father was

all those teachers of the poor blacks at the one of the grandest men in theworld ; a sur

Hampton Institute ; and missionaries ; and all geon in New York, who would have been

who are doing charitable work in New York ; famous if he had lived ; buthe was killed in

and thousands who are helping their neigh- a railroad accidentwhen he was only thirty ;

bors everywhere, and get no credit for it, ex- and Amy Wilford only a year or two old .

cept love. Charlie Carlyle, even, has some Yes, her mother is living in New York . She

such notions of doing good in the world . And gets a moderate support from her pen ; and

I, and somehundreds ofmean, stingy,spend- could dowellin literature,but for her wretched

thrift, aristocratic vagabonds and fashion- health . Mrs. Wilford's father, Silas Martin ,

able loafers likeme, never think of turning was once very wealthy ; buthe lost nearly all

over our hands for anybody in God's great he had just before Dr. Wilford married his

world . Iwonder why He didn't let the pony daughter . They were engaged when shewas

kill me? And what a woman ! A man rich , and hehadn't a cent ; and he clung to

couldn't help loving her, if she was nothing the engagementwhen she became poor. And

but a ghost. Just to feel that she was about Amy Wilford is the condensati of her

would be as good as the odors of Paradise. father andmother. I have had her help me

Pshaw ! It's sacrilege for such a good- for- in a surgicaloperation , when Iwas almostun

nothing fellow as I am even to think of her. nervedmyself ; but shewas as cool and steady

So here goes ! I will let her out ofmymind.” as the steel of myknife ; and yet, with all

Then George Goldie having taken this de- that courage, she is as full ofsentiment as one:

termination , sat a full half hour with his eyes ofher mother's poems."

on the door, trying to imagine just how she And so the good-natured doctor rattled on ,

looked when she went out ; to hear again her all thewhile examining closely George's face ;

merry “ good by .” once posing his head so as to get an ophthal

“ Confound it ! what was she so merry moscope ray into his eyes .

about in leavingme,and going to nurse those “ Well, Doctor, will I do ?”

old lazzaroni. I don't believe any pretty “ Do ? That depends upon what you want

girl would be glad. Iwish I knew something to do. To think aboutmy Amy Wilford ? No,

about women anyhow ;but I don't,and won't sir, you won't do yet. You city swells would

try to anymore. So away with the thought. have to recuperate a thousand years in pur

Good by, Miss Wilford ! good by forever, gatory before you would be fit to lift your

so far as I care ! But I wonder if her father eyes up to that little angel.”

is living . Why didn't I ask her ? And where “ But I'm a betterman than when I came

her home is . But here is Doctor. He will here, Doctor. "

tell me.” “ I hope so ; but I can't find so much as an

Dr. Percival's broad and genial face, grew angelic pinfeather on your shoulder blades,

broader at George's question . He burst into that you should think of flying after Amy

a hearty laugh , and clapping George on the Wilford .”

back , said , George spent another fortnight at the

“ I knew what would come, my young Orange Memorial Hospital. The time passed

friend, when a sensible fellow like you got slowly for all Miss Shearer's attention , the

his eyes on that girl. But it's no use . She doctor's daily round, Aunt Betsey's visits,

didn't want to take your case, and it was only and calls from Charlie Carlyle and a score of

because I insisted upon it that she did ; and good fellows from the Oranges who had

half a dozen times she has asked me to let learned to like him , and were themselves an

her go. I have objected ; but when I sus- extremely likable set. Then he returned to

pected you were getting interested in her I his city home.
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CHAPTER VII.
“ An officer of the guards,Mister George."

GEORGE sat one night before his library “ Where was it ? "

fire, seeing all sorts of things in the blaze. “ At Gibraltar, sir. But you know the

Among the fantasies that flashed there was story as well as I do. And they are wantin '

one of a very sweet face, and about it, like medown stairs .”

the nimbus about the head of a madonna, the “ No, your bell didn't ring, Tom . It was

white cap of a hospitalnurse. Now and then, Maggie's. What were you doing at Gib

by way of severe contrast, he studied his raltar ?”

father's portrait over the mantel. It was “ Workin ' on the fortifications. You see,

somewhat hard, slightly sinister, yet with Gibraltar isn't much of a place for room ,

an amiable play of the lips that George re- and

membered to have seen in life on several oc “ No, rather a confining place, wasn't it ,

casions, chiefly when he had made a pros- Tom ?"

perous venture in some speculation . George " 'Deed it were, sir," said Tom , casting a

thought that the artist must have watched quick, searching glance at George's face.

his father a great many hours in the office, George returned the glance sharply, then

in order to catch that very rare and evanes- studied his father's portrait a momentbefore

cent expression . he replied.

He rang for Tom . “ Tom , were you ever called Tom Goldie ?”

“ Tom , you've been a good many years in “ Tom Goldie ! 'Deed Mister George, I

our family. Sit down and let us talk of old wouldn't be callin ' meself that. But may's

times. " how somebody give me that name, cause I

' Yes, Mister George, I've been with you worked for Mr. Goldie. But Mistress Betsey

mor'n twenty -five year. I was here afore is callin ' me, an ' she'smighty exactin '."

yourself.” “ No, Aunt Betsey isn't homenow . She's

“ How many years before ?” gone to prayer-meeting . Tom , do you know

“ Well, it's now gone twenty - four in the William Casey ? ”

house, and five more in the office." Tom whitened . But Georgewas persistent.

“ That's twenty-nine in the family, Tom .” “ Who's 290, Tom ?”

“ The office ain't the family, Mister Tom stared stupidly at his questioner.

George. " Georgewent on . “ Tom , I'll be frank with

“ No, not really ; but in father's case there you , and I want you to be perfectly frank

wasn't much difference. His office was his with me. You can't afford to deceive me.

homemore than this house was ; and home I've been in the Homefor Discharged Con

was only another office. It was business, victs. I'm a patron of that Institution . I

business, always, everywhere business.” overheard your conversation with William

“ True, Mister George, that was your Casey . I know something of your life ,

father's fault ; but we've all got our faults.” enough to force you to tell me the whole of

“ Yes, Tom , even you've got one, -that it. You were a convict at Gibraltar ; in En

stump of a finger. How did you lose it ?” glish service,-yes, penal service, Shot by

" And what should I be tellin ' that story an officer of the guards — an officer on guard .

over again for, Mister George ? You've Escaped with Casey. Don't think I am ac .

heard it a hundred times. "
cusing you , Tom . You've been too good to

“ Well, you used to tell it tomeoften when me formany years for me to peach on you ,

I was a boy , and I want to hear it just for the even if you had been a hard one, as you call

sake of old times, Tom .” it. But I don't believe you ever were a hard

“ For the long gone time's sake? Then one. I believe you are honest , and always

I'll have to tell it. You see, Mister George, havebeen . But I must know . Is your name

I've told you often how I was in the service.” Goldie ?”

“ What service, Tom ?” " Well, then , here's plump and fair . My

“ The English service." . namewere Tom Goldie. "

“ Pretty hard service , wasn't it ? " “ And you have some resemblance to my

“ 'Deed it were, Mister George, I never father. Now , Tom , outwith it !"

want to see a harder. You see an officer, he “ Mister George, I've served your father as

gotmad at something and long as he lived . You've no need of me

" An officer ? What sort of an officer ?” longer. Don't want me to tell what's past.
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on .

He

Your father's dead, but no more dead than at everything ; for what could you expect of

my past life is. It's gone, as much asmy a man that was a village loafer until twenty ,

finger's gone, an ' it'll do ye no good to know and then a convict for ten yearsmore ? I did

who or what Tom Goldie was. There ain't odd jobs in Boston and New York, steve

no Tom Goldie. I've made up memind to dorin ' mostly, and drinkin ' up all I earned .

ask you to letme leave you ,Mister George. I was awful tempted, but I lived honest with

Tom Duffy was well enough in this house ; everybody - with everybodybutmeself. And

but Tom Goldie ' s no business here. He thingswent bad . I was often nearly starved .

never'll comehere, and 'll never darken your Once I was tempted to rob . You see Iwas

door again .” Tom rose as he said it . near crazy with hunger, and I knowed just

“ Not a bit of it,my good fellow . You are how to get at a man's purse. I had learned

not going to leave me; and I'm going to that too well from my prison pals at Gib .

have the whole story .” A man was walkin ' down there on the Bat

George turned the key in the door, and sat tery by Castle Garden ; an', says I, ' a clip of

down . me fist under the ear an ' he will be stunned

“ Come, Tom , I can stand your story, but for awhile ; not killed , only stunned .' But I

I can't stand being ignorant ofit. Now go thought I'd pass him , an ' look him over.

Who are you ?” God forgive me! 'Twas a moonlight night ;

There was a long silence . At length Tom an ' that face was like a sweet little face I had

began , “ I feared it might come to yer left in the old country full twenty -five years

knowledge, Mister George, some day ; an ' I afore. 'Twas like mebrother's, then only a

made me plans to disappear before I ever wee laddie. I followed him , he went to his

brought any disgrace on you or your father's house in Beekman Street. I found he was

house . But maybe your suspicions would Robert Goldie ."

trouble yourmind mor'n the realtruth . Tom buried his face in his hands and sat

“ Yer see , it was this ways. The Goldies for a long time in silence which George did

had a fair namewith the country folk around not interrupt. Hehad let his cigar go out,

Belfast, until mypoor father took too much and broken the remnant in his fingers .

to drink . He gave me nothin' but mepor- lighted a fresh one ; and with assumed non

ridge an ’ a strong likin ' for the liquor ; and I chalence said , “ Go on, Tom ."

think the heat of it was in all our blood . Tom resumed. “ I couldn't keep away

Besides , I was never quick with my wits. from him . I went to his place of business ,

' Blunderin ' Tom ' they always called me in and thought to tell him who I was. Butwhy

the old country. I could write scarce a bit should I disgrace Robert by asking him to

when I were twenty year, and I never read know me? No, I couldn't do it. He says,

nothin '. I knew the tavern ways an' the 'What do you want,' kind o ' brisk like, and

tavern men , an' for a stoup of liquor would I says, says I, ‘ I want a job !' Says he ,“We

hang round them when I ought to been at ain't no jobs — go along.' I couldn't go

work. But I was always honest ; honest it along. I stood fascinated like, thinkin ' over

was, Mister George. I'd say that with a them twenty-five year ; and he looked me

hangman's rope around me neck, and go over , and, says he, kind o ' kind like, ‘ You

to God with the word on me lips .” The look hungry, man ,' and he gave me some

man trembled with the earnestness of his thing . George, I oughtn't to say it, but I

feeling. never see Robert Goldie give another poor

“ I believe that, Tom ,” said George, with man anything in all these years since . But

the tears starting in his eyes at Tom's almost he give me something. I know'd what did

tragic protestation . it . ' Twas blood , George, blood . Then

“ But you see,” continued Tom after some says I, ' I don't want it for nothin '. I'll

hesitation, " you see a crime was commit- come round and do chores to -morrow , if

ted in Hillhall, —that's near to Belfast,orwas you've got any.' He then gave mea porter's

-and I was took for it, and sentenced for place. Your father always took to mefrom

twelve year at Gibraltar. If you heard me the first. But I don't believe he suspected

an' Billy Casey talkin ', you know what hap- who I was. Yet sometimes I'd find him

pened there. I ran off an ' came to America . lookin 'meover, and then he'd havethat look

It was hard to keep from goin ' bad . I had o' kindness he's got there in the picture.

no letters of character to show , and was green But if I'd thought he'd any inklin ' ofwhat
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I was, I'd ' a run away any time. An' I'm Hewent once to have a talk with the doc

goin ' away now , George." tor. He said frankly to his pastor, “ Dr.

“ No, you're not, Tom ! Theman who has Titus, I am more than interested in thetruth

been what you have been to me, I'm going you preach. I believe it ; but somehow I

to hold on to . "
can't get hold of it .”

George plied him with a hundred ques “ That matters little," replied thedoctor,

tions. They sat together until after mid- " so long as you let it get hold of you ."

night. As they separated , George said, “ It does get hold ofme, butnot as I would

“ Good night, uncle Tom ," and the old like to have it. I am an outrageous sinner."

man put his broad three ;fingered hand upon “ I have not the least doubt of it, George,

the young man's shoulder as he said , for all sin is an outrageous thing .”

“ God bless the dear boy ! That's the one “ But I am not merely a general sinner, I

prayer Tom Duffy's said for twenty year.” am particularly bad ."

“ I know that, George. Every sinner is.

particularly bad. ”

CHAPTER VIII.
“ For years now I have

THE revelations of Tom Duffy were un “ Now stop right there, George. Don't

doubtedly annoying to the aristocratic Mr. think of me as a priest to whom you need

George Goldie. At first he felt that he had make confession. Your sins are your own.

dropped into a lower caste of society . He Don't tell them tome; don't tell them to any

argued that he ought to feel ashamed . He body on earth . I couldn't lift a shadow of

knew that the world would tell him he one of them if you told meall. They concern

should humiliate himself because of his new- only yourself and God, and God knows about

found relationship ; and up to this moment them - and further , He alone knows His own

he had had the faith of a devotee in the gracious purpose. " If our hearts condemn

world's doctrine. He seemed, however, to us God is greater than our hearts and knows

have suddenly grown heretical to the opin- all things. And there is just one thing to

ions of society, and though he tried to repent do with our sins : leave them off, and leave

for his downfall before the altar of caste, he the memory of them with God .'

was unable to do so . He couldn't so much “ But I would like to tell you . You could

as realize a soul blush. He felt that he was help me, Doctor."

no worse a creature than before therevelation “ No, I won't let you . God says He will

Indeed he had formerly got so thor- not impute our iniquities to us,-that is, not

oughly into the habit of calling himself a think of them if we repent. Why should I

“ worthless scallawag ," an impudent, con- think about your sins if God does not ? And

ceited coxcomb," " a selfish millionaire ,” why should you think of them ? Drop them

and of cudgeling himself with all sorts of un- out of your practice and outof your mind.

handsome epithets, that theknowledge that I can't help you except by telling you that

Tom shared some of his ancestral blood did God will help you . I will not even talk with

notmake him shrink any further. Heeven you about your past life, but if you want to

said in his heart, “ Tom is a better man than lead a better life wewill talk about that. In

Iwould have been. With no temptation to go this great world of sin and suffering there is

wrong, I was becoming a sot.” He thought plenty to do in the way of serving God. We

God would have forgiven Tom if he had way- will talk all day about that, if you please.

laid thatman on the Battery , or if he had prac. There is so much that you can do . You need

ticed blackmail on his brother, and so shared a master, TheMaster."

his wealth under threatof proclaiming there Dr. Titus held George's hand. The tears

lationship. God had forgiven old Billy Casey came into his eyes. After a few moments'

and taken him to heaven . But he couldn't similar talk , they knelt there in the study .

believe that God had forgiven such a hard . The minister prayed , not for George, but for

heartedman as he himself had been . He got both of them ; a prayer of simple contrition

into the habit of going to church. Dr. Titus and a prayer of consecration — that Christ

was a faithfulpreacher ;and though the thun- would make them both ministers of His.

der of his eloquence generally rolled high George felt when he rose that he had been

along the sky, sometimes a bolt of it dropped inducted into a new caste. The old weight

into the quivering conscience of his listener. had gone. He felt that he could live for

came.
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something better. It was hard to say one of the charity patients . She had picked

whether the sense of responsibility or the him up in sometenement house and secured

new sense of delight in meeting such respon- bis admission to the hospital. So George's

sibility were the stronger. bad feeling subsided again . What was he to

The days rolled away. Hewas planning Miss Wilford that he should defraud the suf

all sorts of charitable work . But into his fering child of such comfort as her visitmust

plans always came the image of Miss Wil- be ! He could wish he were himself a crip

ford, a sort of embodied “ spirit within the pled child , to have such a visitor. And how

wheels” of every enterprise. She was to he would hate the man, especially if the man

him what a patron saint is to a Roman were some rich swell, who should try to keep

Catholic. She could help him . He would Miss Wilford away from her crippled friend,

go to her shrine. So George Goldie sought and make her waste her sweetness on his

her out in her mother's home- with a purely gloved and scented rival.

disinterested purpose of course, so he said to George asked the privilege of accompany

himself - only to get practical hints on char- ing Miss Wilford to the hospital. She po

itable work . Mrs. Wilford occupied a flat litely declined to take his time, but he so

between Fourth and Lexington Avenues, adroitly manifested his interest in the poor

four stories up. It was scrupulously neat, child and in the treatmentof little cripples

and exceedingly cozy. It struck George as in that worthy institution , that they found

an ideal “ sky-parlor.” He was sure there themselves walking there together.

was no room in his mansion to compare Of course George would like to look

with it. But a closer inspection showed that through the wards. He was talking with

it was very cheaply furnished. A fine the nurse in charge of one of them , when

French clock was doubtless a relic of better there was a sudden flurry in one of the cots ,

times. A rare oil painting of a handsome much like that in a birds' nest when the

old man over the clock was probably Mrs. mother bird has comeback from a successful

Wilford's father, Mr. Silas Martin, of whom foraging expedition. In an instant two tiny

Doctor Percival had told him . A fine mi- hands and thin white arms were around Miss

croscope, and a small case of choice books- Wilford's neck, and a very pale and pinched

chiefly medical - were a reminder of Dr. Wil- little face pressed close to hers, as she bent

ford . But a hundred dollars could have over the cot.

bought all the rest of the furniture- if one “ Oh ! Mamma Wilfry ! I's so 'fraid you

might except a superb etching with Dr. Per- wouldn't come.”

cival's card adorning the corner of the frame, “ Come? you darling child , what would

and a portiére of cheap material enriched keep meaway when I knew you were wait

with hand-embroidery in which Mrs. Wil- ing for me."

ford's taste and industry were displayed . George felt like a monster.

Miss Wilford received him cordially , but “ But, Mamma Wilfry.

with an apology , saying that their interview times what you tells me?”'

must be short owing to an engagement. “ Why do you ask that,my dear ?”

It would only be truthful to acknowledge " 'Cos you said me'ud get well."

that George was a little piqued at this . He “ Imeant if God wanted you to ."

had been accustomed to find young ladies “ But you didn't say that,Mamma Wilfry .

quite ready to adapt their time to his con- You just said me get well.”

venience ; and to find them somewhat over “ You will, darling , if not here,in heaven ."

comeby the senseof honor his calls bestowed “ Butyou didn't say that, Mamma Wilfry .

upon them . But his reverence for Miss Wil. You just said me get well, and I say,' O Lord

ford as a sort of superior being almost in- Jesus,makeMammaWilfry say thetroof '; an

stantly allayed all feeling of resentment. Yet I - I - I jes putmy foot right out ofbed.”

the feeling revived again when an incidental “ What ! by yourself?"

remark revealed the fact that she had neither “ Yes , God an'me- we did it, Mamma

professional nor society engagement for the Wilfry."

hour, but only that, at the Forty-second Miss Wilford questioned the nurse, and to

Street Hospital, a crippled boy might be dis- her astonishment learned that the child , un

appointed if she did not make her usual der the impulse of the strong faith her words

weekly visit to him . The little fellow was had given him , had actually moved his

Is it true every
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Weagree

limb— which the best surgeons had declared ill at ease . His great project made him , per

to be hopelessly paralyzed . haps, top-heavy. It was only after several

Miss Wilford knelt down by the cot. She questions from his fair hostess that he could

clasped the little fellow in her arms and burst be brought to a statement of it.

into tears. George turned away, but not un “ Are you very patient, Miss Wilford ?”

til he had heard her words, “ Very ."

“ O God , I thank Thee !" “ Can you promise not to think the less of

The writer of this story cannot tell what me if you don't like my scheme?”

George Goldie thought of this. It is most " Certainly , the best of schemes are full of

probable that he did not think at all. His faults at the start ; but if they have a practi.

purely intellectual powers were held in solu- cal purpose, they can generally be put into

tion of intense feeling. Hewas awe-stricken practical shape."

and could have worshiped with the cot for “ My schemeis intensely practical."

his altar and the kneeling figure for a “ And is not too wide, I hope. I am sus

heaven-sent priest. When he began to think picious of plans that aim at too much . Bet

it was not about the scene he had witnessed, ter begin with one poor body, than with a

but about the Christ who took the hand of million."

the dead maiden and bade her arise. But " Just my idea, Miss Wilford.

there was no outward indication of his emo- in aim ; but I am afraid you will think me a

tion , except that he drummed with his fin- great blunderer, if not an intruder with my

gers on thewindow -pane,and stared stupidly method.”

at the iron rafters of the Elevated Railroad “ I assure you I shall not. Even if you

that came across his line of vision, without want to help only one person, I promise you

seeing them at all, while tears filled his eyes. my full sympathy."

A moment or two later Miss Wilford ap “ Thank you for saying that, for I want to

proached to thank George for his interest in begin with one wretched bit of humanity ;

visiting the hospital, and to bid him good and that object of charity , Miss Wilford , is

day, as she must remain longer than she myself."

supposed to gratify her young protégé. “ But, Mr. Goldie , you are not

“ Miss Wilford , may I call again upon “ Pardon me, you promised to patiently

hearme. I am in need of what nobody but

She colored slightly. “ You are always you can give me. You saved my physical

welcome, if I can be of any help to you in any life in the Orange Hospital- you need not

charitable project, Mr. Goldie.” look amazed, for Dr. Percival told me so

“ I have a charitable project which greatly much - and you have given me a start on a

Interests me. Will you allow meto explain healthier soul-life so much by your exam

it to you ?'' ple. But the process can be complete only

“ Certainly ."
by personal care . Miss Wilford, will you

" When ? " take me again under treatment, only non

" Any evening , Mr. Goldie ." professionally ?”

“ To-night ?" For the first time in all his unruly ways as

“ Yes. I shall be so much engaged after a her patient,George had succeeded in disturb

few days that I would better say this evening. ing Miss Wilford's equanimity , She was

I am so glad that you are thinking of poor now evidently confused . She looked steadily

wretched people. The world has so many , at the floor, as if she longed to have it open

and you could do so much for them ." ather feet and allow her to escape. But even

“ My scheme is very practical,” replied he, this evident shock did not make a long per

“ and I shall need your sympathy and help.” turbation. She was like a well managed

George was never more punctual in meet- yacht that careens heavily in going about,

ing an engagement. Mrs. Wilford had al- but comes up finely to the wind. After a

ready gone to spend an hour with a little moment she looked George frankly in the

club of cash-girls a neighbor had organized , face.

and which Mrs. Wilford was fond of enter “ Mr.Goldie,you have honored megreatly .

taining with what she called “ lecturettes ” I cannot even try to conceal the fact that I

upon all sorts of practical matters that con- feel it. I have learned to respect you so

cern a girl's life. George was seemingly highly that I shall always treasure your

you ? "
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kindly regard . I would not be a true woman thing. Iknow you do not. Your utter in

if I did not say so much . But - but- " difference to those who possess it shows that

George would have taken her hand, but money -caste never impressed you a shadow's

she courteously withdrew it — as she com- weight. You do not look up to such people ;

pleted her sentence. “ More than friendship nor do you care a straw whether a man is

would be impossible between us." rich or not. I protest against your making

“ Not impossible ! Tell me frankly is there an exception in my case. If I thought that

any obstacle ? Do you - are you — have you were your only objection , I would throw my

any , " money into the North River, unless you

George did not complete his sentence . He would let meput it into your pocket. And

felt that he was really asking an impudent that I will do, if you will permit. I will use

question ; and that he was provoking an the Episcopal service and say now , •With

answer that would be fatal to his hopes. allmy worldly goods I thee endow .""

Miss Wilford relieved him . " Perhaps I “ Oh , that would be to buy me, " said Miss

understand your query, and as you have Wilford, utterly changing her manner , and

asked frankness, I give it. No, there is no bursting out with a merry laugh . “ You said

obstacle except in my own mind. But I you came to talk of some charity , Mr.

think that insuperable." Goldie . I will readily help such objects ;

“ Are you sure you could notendureme, – but I decline to make you an object of char

that I would make you unhappy ? If I can ity - that would be cruel. But I really for

do anything to win a good woman's love, tell got,Mr.Goldie that I had another engage

me what it is , and I will do it."
ment for to -night. My mother made me

“ Let us say no more about it, Mr. Goldie. promise to meet her at the cash-girls' enter

Our lives have been so different – our condi- tainment at nine o'clock precisely and bring

tions — our tastes everything leads us in op- her home.”

posite ways. You could never endure in my “ I will accompany you ."

life what I regard as a sacred duty to follow “ That will be pleasant - only you must

and I could not enter your sphere. Pray say not speak again of this subject.”

no more.” She rose and offered her hand

with exceeding kindliness but with evident

reserve . Yet George held it.
CHAPTER IX .

" One word more, Miss Wilford . If I George left Miss Wilford at the neighbor's

know my own heart I admire in you just that door and returned to his home on Fifth

which you imagine I would dislike. And Avenue. He accused himself of awfully

why could you not enter my sphere ? It is bungling the whole matter. But he always

not higher than yours. I look up to yours acted like a goose in dealing with women .

as above mine -almost infinitely above mine. Who could understand them ? He passed

I am ambitious to rise to yours . You your- the Elston mansion and could not help stop

self have taught me that ambition . Why ping to recall just how it was he was once

forbid what you have really commanded and caught in the insane act of offering incense

inspired in me?" to such an idol. He looked at the elegant

“ That is pure sentiment, Mr. Goldie . I brownstone, and then thought of the little

am a poor girl - content to be such - you are flat he had just left. He thought of a gilded

rich . I regard you too highly to allow you cage with a stuffed bird glued to a perch ;

to make what society would call a misalli- and then of a bird which was also a nightin

ance . " gale and changed into an angel. Hethought

“ Is there nothing but that ?” of Dr. Titus' doctrine of election ,and thought

“ That is enough.” he saw proof of it in the difference between

Now George was tempted to win by coup the two women ; one was the elect of God ;

de main . " That !” only " that !" It for no human being ever became so pure and

wouldn't stand against his passion an hour . unselfish and noble by any natural develop

But he revered thenoble woman too much to ment. “ Partaker of the Divine nature."

press so violently against her judgment. The words never had any significance to him

“ For once, Miss Wilford , Imust dispute before, but now he saw a radiantmeaning in

you . It is not enough . You do not regard them . He thought he could understand

the accident of wealth as signifying any- something of the Christ-spirit. If Miss Wil
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ford persisted in refusing him he wouldn't fools, Billy Casey and me, talk ? We'd bet

believe she did not regard him -- and with ter a buried oursel's in the ground than to

that thought he could live a braver, purer let you hear. Butmay's how it will be better

life , even if he lived it alone. Then as he to tell you all . I know'd nothin ' about the

walked on he thought of the scene by the lit- robbery of the old gentleman ' cept what

tle cripple's cot, and he looked up toward the everybody was sayin ', and what was told on

star-bright sky and said , “ I thank Thee, O the trial of Billy Casey, and that one day

God.” He was strong - so strong that he your father — but I've no business sayin ' it

could have a talk with Tom . A matter at all, George."

troubled him . He had been too proud, or too “ Tom ,we've got to go to the bottom of this

cowardly to refer to it heretofore. matter. God forgive me ! It may be I can

On going to his own room hemade Tom do something to make things right, if there

come in . has been wrong ."

“ Uncle Tom !" 'Well, God forgive us, as you say,George.

George, promise never to call me that And as Iwas sayin ',oneday your father says

agin . You oughtn't to have knowed it. But to me, says he, ‘ Tom Duffy I want you to

knowin ' it's enough . Don't say it." go to Closkie's pawn shop and get a pack

“ Well then, Tom , as of old , if you will age.' Then says he,' You see Duffy , a friend

have it so ; but remember it's you that are of mine was on a spree some time ago, and

ashamed of havingmefor your nephew , and he put some things up spout there , and he's

not I that am ashamed of you . Now , Tom , ashamed to go for them himself, and I prom .

I want to talk with you of that robbery ised I'd get them . Just run round there and

William Casey spoke aboutwhen I overheard say you want package 29, and give Closkie

you. Do you remember when he said the this bit of paper.'

man who put up the job looked like you , " So I went an' I give Closkie the bit of pa

you colored up — at least Casey said , ' Don't per, and as he opened it a bill of one thou

color up so.' Did you know anything about sand dollars fell on to the counter. I knew

that ? ”
it at a glance, for I'd seen such things in the

“ 'Deed , George, I know'd nothin ' about office. And Closkie, afore he give me the

that. If I was on the witness stand, with an package, he went to the door and looked up

oath to tell all I knew , I couldn't swear that and down the street ; then he comeback an '

I knew anythin '.” he says, with a wink , ' You'd better go out

“ But you remember the case ? ” the back way,' and showed me through a

“ Oh, yes. The town talked about it.” heap of rubbish to a alley that broughtme

" Have you any suspicions , Tom , about out on another street. I took the package to

who itwas that looked like you ? " the office. I never saw your father so anxious

“ What business have we with suspicions, about anythin'as that'erebundle. Heasked

George Goldie ? I was suspicioned once,and lots of questions about what Closkie said ,

sent to Gibraltar, though innocent. I'll sus- and who was in there, and which way I

picion nobody. Don't do it, George. What came. Then he went to his back office and

weknow that's bad is enough. Don't sus- didn't come out until more'n an hour after

picion nobody, I say." his usual time for goin ' home. Hewas aw

But Tom's face was red to the top of his ful pale and nervous, and I thought he had

bald scalp . been sick . Well,on the trial it cameoutthat

“ Tom , I have no suspicions, but an awful the old gentleman what was robbed , had

thought comes sometimes . I want you to done somebusiness with Goldie and Co. an '

clear it up." had been there two days afure. But nothin '

" 'Deed, George, I can't clear it up. I wasmade of that 'cept that Mr. Goldie had

couldn't at the time. " advised him to remove his bonds from the

“ Oh ! It troubled you, too . Then, Tom , bank to a new Safety Deposit Co. ou Broad

wemust talk it down to the bottom . It's aw- way, going where he was robbed ."

ful - awful--butwemust do it. Tom , you say “ Did you know anything aboutmy fath

you couldn't swear that you knew anything er's business at the time, Tom ? ”

about it, but you didn't say that you could “ No, 'cept that from talk in the office I

swear you knew nothing about it .” thought he was hard pushed. He had been

" George, George, why did you listen to us speculatin ' with somebody who had caught
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you "

him short. I heard that man threaten to loss. But it is selfish now for me to press

blow him higher than a kite if he didn't fix my

things up in ten days. And it must a been Her sympathy must have been real, for the

fixed, for theman and he were good friends fair woman was in tears.

right afterward. But, George, let's stop George must have thought it was his duty

talkin '. You an ' I don't know nothin' about to comfort her, for heheld her hand until she

it. I never want to think about it again , nor said ,

ever to hear the nameofold SilasMartin ." “ Then the obstacle has gone."

“ Silas Martin ! Silas Martin !" cried Now the thing for George to have done at

George, “ who is he ?” such a moment, if the records of love-making

“ Why, the old man what was robbed.” are correct, would have been to take her to

There was a long pause, then George said , his arms; but he did no such thing. Hewas

“ Well, good night, Tom . Let's never speak stricken with a sense that hewas unworthy to

of this again .” embraceonewhowasso noble. Helooked into

“ Never will I, ” said Tom . her eyes to worship as from afar. He kissed

the hand he held . And that kiss ! What

strange potency there is in one kiss ! It em

CHAPTER X.

boldened him , it thrilled him . He lost all

A full week passed before George Goldie sense of decorum , as a worshiper of his god

called again upon Miss Wilford. Then he dess,and committed the awful sacrilege of

went at first only to the house, stood a mo- immediately laying his offering upon her lips .

mentat the stoop , then turned away and took
And, well !

a good hour's walk before he ventured to go
Perhaps an hour passed ; perhaps only five

back and ring the bell.
minutes. George never knew which, when

Miss Wilford received him very cordially , "Amy Wilford said,

but with a strangeness of manner. They
'My dear Mr. Goldie,

talked of a dozen subjects ; but evidently she
“ Pardon me,my dear Amy, but don't say

was as little interested in them as he was. Goldie. My gold has so diminished that I

Atlength he said ,
think plain George would be better, don't

“ Miss Wilford, you forbademeto speak of

a certain matter. Yet I must disobey you

“ Well, then, my dear plain George, I have

for once. Is that obstacle unsurmountable ? ” not told you mystory. A strange thing has

“ I was honest when I said it . "
happened. Years agomygrandfather --that's

“ You are always honest. Yet we some his portrait over the mantel,was a rich man.

times change our mind. Perhaps I can tell He lost everything ; was robbed . Yesterday

you something that will make you think a tin box came addressed to mother. On

more of me. I am not so rich a man as I
opening it, it was found to contain , I can't

was a week ago ; not nearly so gilded an
say how many governmentbonds,more than

aristocrat. Some of that horrid wealth that I ever saw before, and a note. But let me

camebetween ushas taken wings."

“ Why, my dear Mr. Goldie ,what can have
She was gone some time. George could

happened ? You have not lost a great deal, I hear conversation in the adjoining room .

hope ?"
The only words which he could fully catch

“ Yes, heavily . I have parted with so were , - " Well, you are your own judge my

much that unless something else happens I child ! God bless you ! If I only thought

shall probably sellmy placeon Fifth Avenue he was worthy of you, my darling !"

and go elsewhere, out into the country, per She returned with a type-written letter,

haps, or maybe out of the country.”
which George read.

He looked so woe-begone that he must

have excited all Miss Wilford's charity . She To Mrs. Wilford :

took his hand. The accompanying bonds, or the value of

“ I assure you of my real sympathy, my them , belonged to your father. They are re

dear friend.” turned to you by onewhose conscience will not

“ That sympathy repaysme,my dear Miss allow him to deprive you of your rightful in

heritance.
Wilford . And if that horrid obstacle be

tween us would all go, I could rejoice in my “ Strange !" said George, “ very strange !"

E - Sept.

you ?”

99
get it.”
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“ Do you remember, my dear,” said Dr. who seemed as happy as if he were beingmar

Titus as they came in from thewedding, “ do ried himself ? " she asked.

you remember that I wished for the Episco “ Oh ! that was Dr. Percival of Orange; a

pal Burial Service at Mr. Robert Goldie's fu- guardian or something of Miss Wilford .”

neral, so that I need make no address ? Well, “ And that little child ? "

I was glad not to have the Episcopal Wed “ That was one ofMiss Wilford's protégés.

ding Service to-day."
One ofher fancies."

Why ?" said Mrs. Titus, “ the Wedding “ And did you notice that Tom Duffy ,Gol.

Service is very beautiful, when read and not die's butler, was there as one of the guests ?

mumbled ." Wasn't it strange ?''

“ So it is,” replied her husband, “ but with “ Yes,but thatwasone ofGeorge's fancies.”

that I couldn't have prayed as I liked . And “ Ah, here's a bit of sensational news,

I never wanted to thank the Lord and ask said the Doctor, running his eye over the

Him to bless a couple as I did to day. I evening paper.

couldn't have thought about Isaac and Re Tragedy atMonte Carlo. The Italian Count

becca, if I had tried , but only of George Ricardo blew his brains out, having lost heavily

Goldie and Amy Wilford.
What a fine at the tables. Unable to obtain title to the es

looking woman she is ! I never saw a tates he claimed, he had sought to retrieve his

more soulful, helpful face, or a sweeter dig- fortunes in one desperate chance. Mr. John

nity in a bride since — since you and I were Elston has been cabled, and starts on to-morrow's

married . ”
steamer to bring his daughter, the Countess Ri

“ Who was that fine looking gentleman, cardo, to her home in New York ,

( The end.)

SECRETS .

BY W. H. A. MOORE.

COULD

OULD waters speak as flows the tide,

Methinks I'd hear

The secrets of the elves who dwell

On leafy banks in shady dell ,

And sound wild Mischief's laughing bell

To startle Love's sweet dreaming pride

To doubt and fear.

Could blushing morn her story tell,

Methinks I'd know

Just where coy Rest doth hideher face

When bright, brave Day must take the place

Of Night's calm sway, and Light doth chase

From earth , loved Sleep's bewitching spell

And bids her go .

And Truth - what story could'st record

Ofmeand mine ?

Can'st speak to memy thought of Night?

Could'st tell me of the longing sight

I turn to Sin's deceiving light?

No, no, I've done ! Thy strength , thy word

Is life divine.
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BY MARCUS BENJAMIN , PH.D.

A

CCORDING to its constitution the ob- uation of the old American Geological So

jects of the society whose name is at ciety, organized September 6 , 1819 , in the

the head of this article are “ by pe- Philosophical Room of Yale College, and in

riodical and migratory meetings, to promote its day a mostimportant body.” If we accept

intercourse between those who are cultiva- this as its origin then the American Associa

ting science in different parts of America, to tion is now the fifth oldest scientific body in

give a stronger and more general impulse the United States.

and more systematic direction to scientific re At the firstmeeting in 1840 Edward Hitch

search, and to procure for the labors of cock, State Geologist of Massachusetts and

scientific men increased facilities and a wider long president of Amherst College, was

usefulness.” An election to the National chosen chairman, and Lewis C. Beck , Miner

Academy of Sciences or to the American alogist of the New York Geological Survey,

Academy of Arts and Sciences is regarded as Secretary. No papers of importanceappear to

a higher honor; the Agassiz Association has have been read at this meeting, although

a larger number of members but chiefly mineralogical and geological specimens were

among younger persons ; and the American exhibited and informal discussions on scien

Institute of Mining Engineers , the American tific matters were indulged in .

Chemical Society , and the American Micro The second meeting of the Association was

scopical Society are organizations of impor- held in April, 1841, in Philadelphia , and over

tance, but their membership is restricted to its deliberations Benjamin Silliman of Yale

those interested in pursuing the specialties College was called to preside. Papers were

described in their names, so that the Ameri- read on this occasion and the first, concern

can Association , being more liberal in its ing which notice is given in the minutes of

qualifications for membership , is the largest the meeting, is “ On the Geology of Some

body of its kind and easily the foremost Parts of the United States West of the Alle

scientific society in the United States. gheny Mountains, " by Dr. John Locke, of

Its history is honorable, and its beginning Cincinnati, Ohio . Among the interesting

dates back to 1840 when on April 2, in the itemsof this gathering is the notice of the

rooms of the Franklin Institute in Philadel- adjournment at 12 o'clock on April 7, 1841,

phia , Lewis C. Beck , James C. Booth , Martin as a mark of respect to the memory

H. Boye, Timothy A. Conrad, Ebenezer Em- General Harrison, late President of the Uni

mons, James Hall, C. B.Hayden, Edward ted States," whose funeral took place at that

Hitchcock, Douglas Houghton , Bela. Hub- hour.

bard , Walter R. Johnson , William W. In 1842 the third meeting of the organiza

Mather, Alexander McKinley, Henry D. tion was held . At this time it convened in

Rogers , RobertG.Rogers , Richard C. Tay- Boston, and SamuelG.Morton , a famousphy

lor, Charles B. Trego, and Lardner Vanux- sician of Philadelphia , who devoted much at

em met together and resolved to form an tention to geology, was the chairman . On

Association of American Geologists. Ofthe this occasion a constitution was adopted in

scientific societies then in existence, five which the name appears as the Association

only have survived to thepresenttime. They of American Geologists and Naturalists . No

are the American Philosophical Society of regular dues were required of themembers ,

Philadelphia (1769), the American Academy but it was provided that “ the expenses of

of Arts and Sciences of Boston (1780), the each meeting shall be defrayed by an equal

Connecticut Academy of Sciences of New assessmentof themembers present.”

Haven ( 1799), the New York Academy of At the first meeting the chairman was re

Sciences (1817), and the Maryland Academy quested to open the following meeting with

of Sciences of Baltimore (1822). According an address, and that presented by Professor

to Prof. G. Brown Goode the new organiza- Hitchcock at the second Philadelphia meet

tion was essentially a revival and contin- ing was an account of what had been accom

of
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plished in American geology and of this dis- Henry as chairman of the former and Louis

course five hundred copies were ordered to be Agassiz as chairman of the latter . After

printed. In this manner the practice of pre- several meetings a third section , known as

senting addresses by the retiring president section C , devoted to mechanical science, was

at the meeting subsequent to the one over formed .

which he presided, came into existence. The first volumeof the annual proceedings

Meanwhile the Association had grown. was published in 1849, and contains the ad .

The twenty -two members who formed the dresses delivered and abstracts of the papers.

organization at the end of the first meeting It is a slender octavo volume of 156 pages,

were increased by twenty-one at the second and it shows themembership of the Associa

gathering and by thirty -four at the Boston tion to be 461.

meeting , so that the total membership in The second meeting was held in Cam

1842 was seventy -seven . of the original bridge, Mass., in August, 1849, with Joseph

members, James Hall, the venerable State Henry as its president. Then followed a

Geologist of New York, is the only surviv- spring meeting held in Charleston , S. C., in

ing representative still belonging to the March, 1850 , at which Alexander D. Bache

Association . presided , who likewise acted in a similar ca

From 1843 till 1847 themeetings were held pacity at the summer meeting held in New

in Albany, Washington, New Haven , New Haven, Conn., in August, 1850, and again at

York , and Boston and the significant aster- themeeting held in Cincinnati, Ohio , in May,

isk is placed opposite all the names of the 1851. The summermeeting of 1851washeld

officers who took part at those gatherings in Albany during August, and Louis Agassiz

with the single exception of that of Oliver P. presided, buttwo meetings a year proved un

Hubbard, who was one of the secretaries in satisfactory and no further gathering was

1844. Professor Hubbard was a son- in -law held until July , 1853, when the Association

of the elder Silliman and now resides in New met in Cleveland, Ohio , under the presidency

York City . of Benjamin Pierce. The membership had

In 1847 the influence of the Association had meanwhile steadily increased and it had

become so great that it was decided to en- reached upward of six hundred .

large its scope and permit allwho were inter In 1854 James D. Dana, now the oldest sur

ested in science to become members. It fol- viving past president, had charge of the

lowed the plan of a similar organization in meeting convened at Washington, D. C., and

Great Britain and assumed the title of the in 1855 John Torrey, the distinguished bota

American Association for the Advancement nist, was president of the meeting held in

of Science. Providence , R. I. The Association then met

Under the new name its first meeting was for a second time in Albany, N. Y., under

held in Philadelphia , and there William B. the presidency of James Hall, who still lives.

Rogers , whose name stands at the head of Atthis meeting the Dudley Observatory was

the list of past presidents of the Association , opened with imposing ceremonies. In 1857

resigned the chair to William C. Redfield of ameeting was held in Montreal, Canada,

New York , wellknown for his researches in with Alexis Crowell as its executive officer,

paleontology and meteorology, the latter es- who also presided in place of Jeffries Wyman

pecially giving him rank as one of the first to at the Baltimore meeting in 1858. The last

devote special attention to that science in two years seem to have marked the high tide

this country. of prosperity in the earlier history of the

The new constitution provided that the Association, for the membership in 1857 was

Association might divide itself into asmany 1,014 and in 1858, 1,034 . In the former year

sections as should be considered necessary , the Association had grown so large that it

and two , that in time becameknown as sec- became necessary to add a vice-president to

tion A , devoted to mathematics and astron- the regular list of officers.

omy, including mathematics, astronomy, The meeting in 1859 was held in Spring

physics ,physics of the globe , chemistry, and field , Mass., with Stephen Alexander, the

meteorology ; and section B , devoted to nat- astronomer of Princeton College, as presi

ural history , including geology,paleontology, dent, and in 1860 a gathering was held in

geography, and physiology were organized Newport, R. I., with Isaac Lea , the conchol

at the Philadelphia meeting with Joseph ogist, in the chair. The membership had
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fallen to 726 and it was decided to meet dur- under the presidency for the third time of

ing 1861 in the South under the presidency William B. Rogers , and in 1877 Simon New

of Frederick A. P. Barnard, then president of comb, so eminent for his astronomical re

the University of Mississippi, and later of searches as to merit the title of “ Astronomer

Columbia College, but the Civil War began in Royal of the United States," directed the

April and no meetings were held until 1866 , meeting held in Nashville, Tennessee.

when the Association met in Buffalo , N. Y. In following yearsmeetingswereheld in suc

Subsequently meetings were held in Bur- cession in St. Louis, Mo., Saratoga Springs,

lington, Vt., under the presidency of John S. N. Y., and Boston, Mass. Atthe lattermeet

Newberry, one of America's foremost geolo ing a further change in the constitution was

gists, then in Chicago, Ill., with Benjamin recommended , involving the reconstruction

A.Gould , the greatest of our living astrono- of the Association into nine permanent sec

mers, as its president, after which it met in tions each of which should meet indepen

Salem , Mass., with John W. Foster , whose dently of the others and have its own vice

researches on the geology of Michigan made president. This change was adopted at a

him famous, as the presiding officer. In subsequentmeeting and thesectionsbecame

1870 it met in Troy, N. Y., under the charge as follows: A , Mathematics and Astronomy ;

of T. Sterry Hunt, whose studies in chemis- B , Physics ; C , Chemistry ; D , Mechanical

try have given him a high rank, then in Science ; E , Geology and Geography ; F,

Indianapolis, Ind., with Asa Gray, the emi- Biology ; G , Histology andMicroscopy (since

nent botanist,as its leader, next in Dubuque, permanently merged into F ) ; H , Anthro

Iowa, under the presidency of J. Lawrence pology ; and I, Economic Science and Sta

Smith , whose specialty was mineral chemis- tistics.

try, and then in Portland, Me., with Joseph During thedecade between 1880 and 1890 ,

Lovering, the venerable physicist of Cam- the Association met in Cincinnati, Ohio (for

bridge, as its president. a second time) ; Montreal, Canada (for a sec

The Association had by this time become ond time) ; Minneapolis, Minnesota ; Phila

sufficiently permanent to be incorporated , delphia , Penna. (for a second time) ; Ann

and by an act of the Massachusetts legisla- Arbor , Michigan ; Buffalo , New York (for a

ture, approved by the governor on March 10 , third time); New York City ; Cleveland, Ohio

1874, this action was consummated. Among (for a second time); Toronto, Canada ; and In

the changeswhich followed this act was the dianapolis, Indiana. The membership in

creation of two vice-presidents to preside over 1880 was given as 1,555 and in the volume for

sections A and B , and the establishment of a 1890 is placed at 2,043.

permanent sub- section Con chemistry, a sub The forthcoming meeting will be held

section D on anthropology, and a sub-section during the last week in August in Washing

E on microscopy, each of which was provided ton , and for that occasion the following is the

with an independent chairman . The vice- list of officers : President, Albert B. Pres

presidents and thechairmen ofthepermanent cott ; Vice-Presidents, Section A , Edward

sub-sections followed the customs of the W. Hyde ; B , Francis E. Nipper; C ,Robert

president, and delivered retiring addresses C. Kedzie ; D , Thomas Gray ; E , John J.

before the sections over which they had been Stevenson ; F, John M. Coulter ; H , Joseph

chosen to preside.
Jestrow ; I, Edmund J. James ; Permanent

The last meeting held under the auspices Secretary , Frederick W. Putnam ; General

of the old constitution was in Hartford , Secretary, Harvey W.Wiley ; and Treasurer,

Conn., under the presidency of John L. Le William Lilly .

Conte, the great entomologist. The annual Any attempt at a description of the papers

proceedings for that year show that the read at the variousmeetings of the Associa

membership had again begun to increase and tion is naturally impossible within the space

there were 722 names on the roll. In 1875 of an article like this. However, a complete

the Association met in Detroit, Mich ., with record of them is kept and thus far they ag

Julius E. Hilgard,who subsequently became gregate in number about 5,000. It will be

superintendent of the U. S. Coast and Geo- quite sufficient for our purpose to say that

detic Survey, as its president. many, if not most, of the prominent discov

During the centennial year the association eries by American scientists were first an

gathered for a second time in Buffalo , N. Y., nounced at the meetings of this body .
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These papers must first be submitted in omy ; your Watson who gathered up a score

abstract to the council and then, if passed, or more of eccentric celestial stragglers of the

are read before the respective sections to anomalous group of so -called planetoids ;

which the author desires to present them . your Hare who began that course of electrical

Subsequently they are published in full investigation which Faraday and Henry later

or by title in the “ Proceedings of the carried out,who invented the calorimeter and

American Association for the Advancement the deflagrator, and gave us the oxyhydro

of Science,” which are issued annually gen blowpipe, a source of heatwhich enabled

under the supervision of the permanent sec- the French chemists later to forge into a

retary . They are octavo as to size and since single ingot a mass of platinum weighing not

1880 have varied in length from 466 pages to less than a quarter of a ton . Nor should I

875 pages, so that 600 pages is a fair average. pass in silence the versatile Silliman, the

There is also a series ofmemoirs published by omniscient Rogers, the astute Caswell, nor

the Association and of these the only one is- Hitchcock , the paleontologist and discoverer

sued thus far is a magnificently illustrated of the great ornithichnites of the Connecti

quarto on “ Fossil Butterflies” (1875 ) by cut River sandstones,norLea, thenaturalist,

Samuel H. Scudder. During the meetings a norGuyotthe famousorographer,nor Chauve

daily program is published containing in- net, the mathematician and astronomer, nor

formation for the members, a list of the pa- Lawrence Smith , the mineralogist, nor Wy

pers to be read, names ofmembers elected, man , the biologist and physiologist, nor a

facts about the excursions, and other similar a host of others no less worthy."

information . From members it is easy to pass to the

The Association has four grades of mem- finances of the Association. It is free from

bership : First, members, who are elected on debt and owns property . A research fund

the recommendation oftwomembers ; second, has been established and all life membership

fellows, who are elected by the standing com- payments are transferred to this fund on the

mittee , and aremembers who are profession- death of the member. It now amounts to

ally engaged in scientific work ,and it is from upward of $ 5,000 and the Association makes

these alone that the officers may be chosen ; annual grants ofmoney aggregating several

third , honorary fellows,who are distinguished hundreds of dollars in sums of $ 50 and up

representatives of science, and are given all of ward tomembers engaged in special investi

the privileges of the Association except the gations requiring funds which they are un

paymentof dues. William B. Rogers, who able to advance. Thus at Toronto in 1889

may be termed the father of technical educa- Prof. Edward W. Morley was granted the

tion in this country ;Michel Eugène Chevreul, sum of $ 150 in aid of his measurements “ On

the distinguished French chemist ; Friederic the Velocity of Light in a Strong Magnetic

A. Genth , famous for his researches in min- Field.”

eral chemistry ;and James Hall, the venerable In conjunction with the American Asso

state geologist of New York , are the only ciation , several distinctive organizationshave

personswho thus far havebeen chosen to this been formed that meet at the same timeand

grade ; and lastly , patrons, who acquire their which are composed entirely of members of

title on payment of $ 1,000 or more to the As- the parent body. Among these is the Bo

sociation. Ofthis class there are three :Mrs. tanical Club which includes those specially

Elizabeth Thompson ,Gen. William Lilly ,and interested in studying the flora of the locality

Mrs. Esther Herrman . where the meeting is held . It is customary

It is obvious thatnomention can be made for the local botanists to arrange a series of

ofthemany distinguished scientists who have excursions for this club, thus enabling its

been members of the Association , but a brief members to study what is characteristic of

extract from President Barnard's welcoming that vicinity . At the time of the New York

address to the members at the meeting held meeting the Torrey Botanical Club arranged

in New York in 1887 will show something of for an excursion to Sandy Hook for the pur

their character. He said : “ It was your pose of examining the seaside flora .

Gilliss who created our National Observa The Entomological Club ofthe A. A. A. S.

tory ; your Davis who founded the American is a similar organization to the foregoing ex

Nautical Ephemeris ; your Mitchel who left cept thatits specialty is insect life. Itmeets

so brilliant a mark upon American astron- usually on the day previous to the general
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meeting of the Association and arrangements themembers to visit the immense gas terri

are then made for field excursions. The So- tory of Indiana. AtAnderson a magnificent

ciety for the Promotion of Agricultural display of the gas was given at night which

Science consists of members connected with included beautifuland fantastic features by

Experiment Stations and other agricultural the introduction of a gas main under the

works. They meet regularly each year at a river .

convenient time, and discuss papers which Other excursions to visit special places of

are of special interest to them . This society resort or to those of scenic importance are

was organized in 1880 atthe Boston meeting. usually provided for by the local committee;

The American Geological Society came into thus at the Toronto meeting the members

existence at oneof the recentmeetings of the were enabled to cross Lake Ontario and visit

American Association. It usually holds Niagara Falls, spending a day in the Queen

twomeetings each year, one of which is in Victoria Park , and at the Cincinnatimeeting

conjunction with the American Association . an excursion was arranged to Chattanooga

In 1889 at Toronto, efforts were made to es. and Lookout Mountain , and also one to the

tablish a National Chemical Society and com- Mammoth Cave. Thememory of these excur

mittees appointed to consider the feasibility sions is often perhaps the pleasantest experi

of such an action have since met at the ence of the meeting, for even the Association ,

Indianapolis meeting of 1890 and will again venerable as it is, has its romances and doubt

meet at the forthcoming meeting to be held less more than one of the younger members

during August. has found his fate in the daughter of an older

No features of themeeting of the Associa- scientist.

tion have greater value perhaps than the ex The objectofthe American Association was

cursions. It is on these occasions that the stated at thebeginning ofthis article. What

members have an opportunity of cultivating it has done toward the fulfilment of this pur

the social relations which are so desirable. pose has been told by Prof.John S. Newberry

Likewise they afford means of visiting tech- in the following words : “ The Association

nical works not usually accessible. At the is the great promoter of science in the United

St. Louis meeting in 1878 a special train con- States. Its influence has been incalculable.

veyed themembers to the great iron mines at It has met in all the principal cities , East and

Pilot Knob and Iron Mountain , and a day West, and has left behind it an influence

was 'spent in visiting these enormous de- which has been powerful and permanent.

posits, as well as the adjoining reduction Schools, colleges, geological surveys have

wo ks. Lastyear at the Indianapolis meet- sprung up in its track as the flowersbloom in

ing an extensive trip was arranged permitting the path of spring."

WHAT SHALL THE BOY TAKE HOLD OF ?

BY THEODORE TEMPLE .

T

*HAT is a question which is sure to his father. When John Ericsson was a mite

come up in every household where of a boy in the Swedish mining village of his

there are boys, and more especially birth he exhibited tastes and aptitudes which

boyswho must make their own way in the unmistakably pointed out his future career

world . When Horace Greeley was in his to his observing father . Hewas made to be

early boyhood on his father's bleak and a great engineer, and his genius showed it

rather sterile farm in New Hampshire, he self conspicuously almost before hewas out of

answered the question for himself by deter- his baby frocks. So also have many other

mining to become a printer. When he was boys discovered a bent for some particular

old enough to get into a Vermont printing calling so strong that circumstances could

office he carried out his resolution . His in- 'not divert them from it. The true path was

clination was an indication of natural fitness, laid out for them so plainly by the very con

undoubtedly , but it was also due to his ab . stitution of their minds that they could not

sorbing interest in a weekly paper taken by easily err.
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Butthe vast majority of people must take of refining the oil for lamps, grew with its

the paths which open most readily to them , growth , and died one of the controllers of its

and they have not this conpelling power of supply. He did better, for he lived a reli

a special and decided aptitude or genius. gious life and earned its reward, while multi

So far as they know , they might do as well tudes of those who began with him dropped

in one occupation as another. Young peo- away, the victimsof their vices. When he

ple, too, are apt to change in their prefer- started out from his father's shop he had no

ences as to what they would like to under- notion where he was to land ; but he was

take. A great part of the youth who go to bound to get somewhere.

college, for instance , are apt to be more cer Daniel Webster was the son of a New

tain about this matterwhen they enter than Hampshire farmer who was hard-pressed by

when they have gone on further in their debtand who had a family of ten children .

course. They don't know their own minds. It was a terrible struggle for his parents to

They wait for something to turn up. What get Daniel through college, and a terrible

they are to be and how they are to develop struggle for Daniel himself to get along after

are questions that puzzle both themselvesand he was graduated . He was pinched by pov

their parents. The future is dark to them . erty, to use his own words, until his very

They only know that they want to succeed. bones ached. He taught district school to

Yet a college course is usually pursued as a pick up something to enable him to study

preparation for a professional career, and the law , and his early experience as a lawyer was.

professions to choose among are few . The so discouraging that he came near to aban

perplexity of a boy who does not thus limit doning the profession . Yet he kept on until

the field of selection , but tries to choose from fameand fortune finally came. He did not

among the long list of “ gainful occupa- know until the fact had been demonstrated

tions,” as they are denominated in the that nature had made him for a great lawyer

Census,must be infinitely greater, and the and statesman .

more so because in the vast majority of cases Cornelius Vanderbilt, the founder of the

he does not feel any natural fitness for any great Vanderbilt fortune, perhaps the great

particular one of them ,and may not have any est in the world , was the son of a Staten

marked preference for any one. Hemust Island farmer in the New York harbor, and

sail away on his career notknowing where he was the oldest of nine children . The out

is to land. look for him did not seem bright when he

Charles Pratt died suddenly at New York started as a boatman in the harbor at sixteen

in the beginning of last May and left a for- years of age, but by the middle of this cen

tune estimated at $ 20,000,000, one of the tury - he was born in 1794 - he was a man of

great fortunes of the world . All of it had notable wealth. He had seen what the intro

been made by himself, though at the time of duction of steam was going to do for naviga

his death he was far from being a very old tion, and he fastened his fortunes to the new

man, for he was only a little more than sixty motor. His beginning, after all, was right.

years of age. He started as a poor boy, the It looked humble and of little promise, but it

son of a poor and hard -working cabinetmaker proved the avenue to an almost illimitable

of Massachusetts, who had a family of ten prosperity .

children , and he set out to earn his own liv CharlesGoodyear was a bankrupt hardware

ing when he was only ten years old . He be- merchant in Philadelphia in 1830 , and as in

gan with farm work ; then he learned the those days imprisonment for debt was com

machinist's trade, and by that earned enough mon, he was arrested and put in what was

to enable him to go to an academy for a year, called the prison limits. It was during that

and then , hunting in Boston for employ- timethat hemelted his first pound of India

ment, he got finally a place in a paint and oil rubber to try to discover a method ofmaking

house . That did not look very promising, the article more available for use. His at

for his wages were small and the work was tention had been attracted to the subject

not very agreeable ; but he had got on the only casually , but as he must do something

road to fortune. Petroleum was discovered, he turned his mind to that. Thus he became

or rather made available as an illuminating the inventor and introducer of vulcanized

oil, and the young man saw his opportunity rubber by combining the gum with sulphur.

and improved it. He went into the business But he struggled with every adversity and
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discouragement for fourteen years before he many now unknown and out of their devel

accomplished his purpose. When he went opment great fortunes will be accumulated.

as a clerk into the hardware business he had The work to be done is endless and it

no notion that his name was to be famous will give endless opportunities for the boys

as the founder of an entirely new industry. of their period who fit themselves for the task

If hemademoney at all,he expected tomake and save all their energies for it. There will

it by selling nails and hammers, saws and be glory for all who are entitled to glory .

planes. The chances of success will depend not so

Peter Cooper tried half a dozen trades be- much on the direction their efforts take as on

fore he got into the glue business, on which the abilities of which they are possessed and

he laid the foundations of the fortune he dis- the use they make of them . Lincoln was a

pensed so nobly . flat-boatman , Grant a tanner, Blaine a school

These few conspicuous cases, and they teacher , Cleveland a teacher also, and if you

could be increased indefinitely, show that it run through the biographies of the men who

is not so much the employment into which a have been or are now conspicuous in public

boy goes as the intrinsic quality of the boy life or in private business, you will find that

himself that is the important matter. There nearly all of them started from humble be

is no occupation so humble that it may not ginnings; and it will be so when the boys

be made the stepping- stone to high elevation . who read this article are running themachine

If a boy sets himself to the task which lies in the next century. Aristocracy, as theOld

nearest to his hand, it may profit him as World knows it, is passing away even there.

much as if he searched the world over to find The future belongs to the common people,

congenial employment or an occupation the plain people, as Lincoln used to call

seeming to him ofgreater promise. Wesee, them .

too,that a beginning in poverty is no sure ob The professions, strictly so called , are gen

stacle to high and full success. Nearly all erally beyond the reach of the greatmass of

the successful men of this country began boys; but they need not mourn over their

poor. Until within half a century , outside exclusion . At themost, the number of those

of a few fortunes that could be enumerated by who can profitably follow a professional

thememory, there was no great wealth here, career is comparatively small. The demand

as wealth is now estimated . for lawyers, doctors , engineers, professors,

The opportunities afforded by the growth and the others is always limited, and keeps

of the country and the development of new nearly a fixed proportion to the whole popu

agencies by modern science and discovery, lation. In 1880, for instance, with the popu

may havebeen more in the past than they will lation of the Union over 50,000,000 , there

be in the future. Butthat is not according to were only 64,137 lawyers and 85,671 physi

the experience of mankind. Growth is pro cians and surgeons, while the number of per

ceeding all the time. Discovery is ceaseless. sons engaged in all classes of occupations

An end will not come to the progress at the was 7,392,099, of whom 7,070,493 were em

close of the nineteenth century. We are ployed in agriculture alone.

only at the beginning. The development of The great mass of the people , therefore,

the power of electricity as an agent for the must earn their living in some other way

practical use ofman is in its infancy merely. than by the professions ; and it is fortunate

Agriculture even is susceptible of improve- for society and for the individuals themselves.

ment, which will multiply its rewards. that the bars of admission to the professions.

Weget from the soil only a fraction of what are so difficult to surmount.

weought to get. There are vast regions of If a boy wishes to become a lawyer or a .

the Union now desert and worthless which doctor, he ought to go to college. The col

are destined to becomeby irrigation garden lege course consumes four years, and as the

spots ofthe world, where the tiller of the soil standard for admission to good colleges is .

will be independentof the fickleness of the raised steadily as time advances, hemust.

weather , of rain and drought. Fifty years continue at school until he is at least seven

from now our population will bemore than teen or eighteen to fit himself to enter. That.

200,000,000, and to supply the wants of that alonemeans a long time taken from gainful

great community an infinite variety of indus- work . But when he is through college he is .

tries must spring up, among which will be not even at the threshold of a profession.
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Hemust give two and perhaps three years head as fullof clear and valuable thought and

more to the special professional study, and of accurate and profitable knowledge as it can

during that time he must be supported. hold . Of course there is an art ofiterary

Even when he has his diploma as a physician expression, the art that distinguishes litera

or is admitted to the bar as a lawyer, he can- ture from mere writing, but even that can

not expect, unless in very rare cases, to sup- not suffice without clear thought, sound

port himself by his profession until after knowledge, vivid imagination, and close ob

several years more. To win great success he servation . It comes, too, only after long

must work until middle life. If he stands practice, begun in youth , unless in examples

high in his profession , with a lucrative prac- too few to make them safe to follow . The

tice , at forty , he will do far better than the great writers have been great workers. They

average, for the average income of doctors did not “ dash off ” their writing.

and lawyers is small. A young man who has a knack at it, and

Therefore only a young man who can af. who has learned to record clearly and spirit

ford to wait for his pay, who can spend the edly what he observes maymake a fair living

years from boyhood to manhood in study and as a reporter on a newspaper, though such an

without earning, should venture into a pro- engagement is not easy to get,the applicants

fession, unless he is determined to work being more than the vacancies. He cannot

while hestudies and make themoney to carry expect to begin any higher up on the ladder ,

him along. Duty alone, duty to their par- and however high he gets subsequently , all

ents and their brothers and sisters , sends his upward steps from the lowest round will

most boys to earning their own living when beof service to him no matter how superior

their early schooling is over. For such as the elevation he attains. None of his work

these the Chautauqua system offers inesti- and experience will go for naught. But the

mable opportunity for self-education under life of a reporter is trying to the moral fiber.

wise and skillful direction . Its late hours, temptation to Bohemian

Atthis time many college graduates are habits, and irregularity of living may be

turning their thoughts and ambitions to ruinous to a young man. But there as else

journalism . It opens a field for some of where the strong prevail, and the weak go to

them ; but it is a limited field . Few ofthem the wall .

leave college at all fitted to enter into it , one Architecture is a noble art and a profession

of the most frequent deficiencies of college full of splendid success for those with the

instruction being in the matter of training genius for it ; but they are very few . You

young people to write good English clearly , cannotmake a great architect any more than

and to the point. The first necessity , of you can make a great painter orsculptor sim

course, is clear thinking , the knowledge of ply by training a man . God must make an

what you want to say . If you get so far as artist of him . Training can do nomore than

that, and then go to work to express in sim- develop what is born in him .

ple English what is in yourmind clearly and Engineering, civilandmining, is attracting

precisely , you even take the first step toward large numbers of young men in these days,

learning to write well. It may not be im- but the strictly professional rewards are not

portant writing, but it will be as important great, though occasionally it is made the

as you can do at the time, and about the sub- avenue to high prosperity.

ject you discuss, if it is the expression of Electricity has opened a field for profes

what you have in your mind to say. Weall sional and expert effort ; but already, per

of us have a general and vague sort of haps, it is cultivated bymore than the harvest

knowledge, but when we sit to write we will sustain for the moment. Its future ,

must have something else, if the writing is however, is large to the inventive mind and

to be worth doing and worth reading. The to the man of science.

mind must get its thoughts in order andmar Teaching is now a distinct and a noble pro

shal them in their logical relation to make fession in this country, and it will attract

the written words effective. Try to write out earnest and ambitious spiritsmore and more ,

what you really know about a subject, and not to pursue it as a makeshift, but as a life

only what you know , and you will be likely long calling for men and women of the high

to find that it is not much. Therefore the est abilities and aspirations.

best way ofbeginning to write is to get your Music invites an increasing number of
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devotees as this country growsmore critical father's fortune, it enabled him to support

in its musical tastes and requirements. The himself and his sisters as themusical critic

day may come, and probably will come,when of a New York journal; and thus he was in

weshall produce great musical composers. troduced to literature and to fame.

When Richard Grant White, the Shakspere As I have said , it is hard , usually it is im

scholar and most admirable writer of En- possible, to predict in what occupation or

glish , was a boy in Brooklyn , his father along what line of labor lies the road to suc

moumed his passion for music, and was This we know , however, that good

shocked when he found that the boy was ac- work , strong and powerful endeavor, fidelity ,

tually playing a fiddle. Yet the knowledge industry, persistence , prudence, and sągacity

ofmusic thus acquired by White determined never go without their substantial reward .

his future career. When he was thrown on What you do is not ofsomuch importance as

his own resources by the wrecking of his how you do it.

cess .

SUNDAY READINGS.

SELECTED BY BISHOP VINCENT.

N

[ September 6.] a system which exaggerates the competitive

EITHER theologynor physical science strife for worldly prizes. The political and

has exaggerated the depravity of industrial systems afford fields for the prac .

man, which is his heritage from gen . tical application of this education , and for

eration to generation -- not a depravity exist. the distribution of the prizes. Such vitality

ing in the child's heart, which in its softness as is not exhausted in these competitions

and its fresh impulsesis the true image ofthe is devoted to what are called social duties

kingdom - but one of inherited aptitudes, and, with a finer sarcasm , social pleasures.

that soon find expression through their cor- Included among the “ duties” is the amelio .

respondences with the worldly system , while ration of evils created by the system . To

his natural impulses are suppressed . The removefrom charity even the poor semblanceit

training of the child is relentlessly directed has to love, in the direct manifestation of

toward this suppression . It is not simply sympathy, societies are established for its

that his attention is fixed upon external pos
scientific organization .

sessions and refinements as especially im
It isunnecessary to consider thehordeof par

portant, and that the prizes of the world are asites developed by the system . It is suffi

set before him for the incitement of all his ciently apparent not only that worldliness is

youthful ardors, but that, even in the selec. strong, but that its strength is that ofan as

tion of his childish playmates, he is taught sociation in which , willingly or unwillingly,

directly or indirectly that he is better than all men are partners - nay, in which God is

others, or, if he be a child of the poor, is Himself made a participant, since it is His

made in his first years to feel the scorn of strength in us and in Nature that is abused

those who shun him as if hewere an outcast ; therein . It may be — and, if beneath its di

so that the children are divided into opposite versity all life is one, it must be that all

camps, with that strife in their tender hearts sentient life in the universe is involved in

which will in maturer years develop , on the this perversion . What we call worldliness

one hand, into over-mastering pride, extor. may indeed be only a fragment of all world

tion ,and Pharisaism , and, on the other, into liness. It is an overwhelming wave, whose

envy , hatred , and rude vengeance ; though , beginning and whose extent are beyond the

meanwhile, many will have been trans- range of our knowledge or of our judgment.

formed from the weaker to the stronger It is themystery of ungodliness .

camp, helping to brutalize the latter and to

intensify its cruelties. To the little ones this
[ September 13.]

exclusiveness is taught as one of the pro But alongside of this scheme, we spirit

prieties of life — it leads to its monstrous ually discern the life of the kingdom ; not as

tragedies. The education of youth is through militant but triumphant - triumphant be
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cause it is not militant ; because it cometh liverance. Even the innumerable throng of

not by observation ; because its faith is not witnesses have for themselves a direct and

in the strife against worldliness or in an vital interest in the glorious issue.

amelioration thereof, or in any attempts to

reform it, but only in the divine purpose
[ September 20.]

which chooseth the weak things and the fool. The children hold fast to the everlasting

ishness of theworld to confound the wise and fountain of life ; but it is theirs only as it

mighty, its treasures of truth being confided springsup spontaneously in their own hearts,

not unto the wise and prudent, but unto and no sooner do they feel its first glad im

babes and sucklings. pulse than each one seeks to find his brother

Neither do the children of the kingdom to realize the community of the life which is

condemn this worldliness, any more than did then seen to be the only divine communion .

their Lord ; and indeed which of them would The true freedom of the children is the lib

cast the first stone as being without sin ? erty of the heart, seeking not its own, but.

Nevertheless the worldly scheme cometh another's good ; and it consists with that.

ever to judgment in the presence of the sublime faith which fears no evil from any

kingdom — in the awful presence of the Spirit contact, since whatever the divine life thus

of Love ; and it is condemned already. To humanly embodied touches is spellbound of

the vision of Faith the kingdom is triumph- love ; the peril becomes harmless, violence

ant and worldliness a mask, an illusion , is subdued ; hatred is disarmed ; death itself

which , though it last a million years, is as becomes stingless . What strange incon

nothing unto the strength of the Eternal gruities seem to enter the field of this mani

Love that encompasses it round about and festation ! It is the only free life , yet is it

operates upon all hearts beneath its hollow- alone truly within restraint - as is shown in

ness, as behind a thin veil incapable of ob- the primitive Christian development - de

scuring the divine glory . How great is the cent and modest and chaste, even submitting

mystery of godliness ! to bonds, lest offence be given , and soliciting

The kingdom cometh almost impercepti- commandment. Because of its inward de

bly , its operations are so hidden from our light in loving, it alone can set the bounda

sight; and it cometh to all. It is the noise- ries of love, keeping its strong current safe

less stream below the troubled surface of the and wholesome, sincere and guileless. Out

opposing worldly current. In the associa- of its liberty is born duty , out of its ease the

tion of its hidden life it embraces all human- readiness to take all burdens. It inherits

ity , it is the everlastingly faithful covenant earth and heaven - yet from both it flies that.

with every living creature . But there is it may abide with grief. Having banished

nothing hidden that shall not be made the spirit of strife, yet it forthwith enters.

known. This growth of the seed which goeth into numberless strivings - strong without

on whilemen sleep , is toward a glorious har- tension , resolving all hardness. Joy bows.

vest in the light.
its head , and in the shining radiance the

In the field of each human heart are the eyelids droop , not from excess of light, but

wheatand also the tares. In them that con- in sympathy with them that are in dark

sent unto the divine will there is even places . The wings on which it might fly to

though the growth of wheat be an hundred mountain heights are folded in the gruesome

fold - some chaff and straw for the consum- valleys. It is the habit of the divine life to

ing fire . Regeneration is the beginning of a thus deny its essential attributes - to suffer

new life in the midst of worldly entangle- everything because it is the source of all joy ,

ments and distractions, even as the worldly and because it embraceth all good to consort

life kicketh against the pricksof the quick with all evil ; and they that accept this life

ening Spirit. As the strife of the worldly take also this habit, following their Lord.

against the heavenly grows less and less, be Their submissionsare not accommodations.

causeofthelivingwitnesses to this quickening The sign of the mastery of the divine life in

love,because ofthe leaven of the kingdom in us is the readiness to serve. Fully receiving

the world, so do the regenerate reach a fuller this life we pass underall yokes,without subju

and freer life through the reconciliation of the gation . We are still free, taking upon us

world unto God, and they cannot themselves the yoke that is easy ; and all burdens

be wholly delivered save by a universal de- are light. So long as we have this life,
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whose outward embodiment is a loving and it is vague and worthless ; but, in the cycle

catholic fellowship - whatever mistakes we of Christian life now nearly completed,certain

may make in action or in belief; howsoever principles of the Gospel have been clearly

we may deny our very freedom , being per- illustrated and reinforced . One of the most

haps in many ways even misled in our self- important of these is that themeek shall in

abnegations, taking to ourselves much need- herit the earth . Christianity displaced pa

less travail and disquietude ; whatever ofour ganism without a struggle. No life involves

perverse nature may find expression in our antagonism until its faith in the divine

zeal - yet, denying not the Spirit of Love, we strength is given over ; then in its mortal

shall in due timebe led into the true way. It weakness it becomes gladiatorial. The

is only when we deny this Spirit thatwe go phrase , “ muscular Christianity," instead of

fatally astray, and all contacts corrupt, all simply indicating a tonic and wholesomeac

submissions become compromises, and all tivity, is apt to be used to express the pride

service loses its divine sweetness. Love, of strenuous will and self-dependence .

and only Love, is the fulfilling of the Law . Neither this attitude of modern Protestant

ism nor its extreme individualism character

[ September 27.]
ized the period of greatest spiritual vitality

The last word of the Christ is thatwe love they are rather symptoms of mortal failure.

oneanother ; and out of this divine human On the other hand neither wholesome ac .

fellowship must be developed the ultimate tivity nor the repose of a vital faith can be

Gospel of Truth . Of such a Gospel we have looked for through supine submission to

the brightest glimpse in the record of early ecclesiastical authority. This is but another

Christianity. The world is awaiting a new symptom of mortal degeneration .

Pentecost. But what embodiment in human The children ofthekingdom are the friends

economies this new spiritual revival will of God, building with Him they know not

take, we know not ; nor can webe sure that clearly what. They have never known.

its bright lightmay not again suffer eclipse . Every unfolding of the divine life in them ,

Weonly know that so long as its impulse is in the shapings of their own life — is a sur

wholly of divine quickening, love will take prise. When they would comfortably abide

the place of self-seeking and will build up a in the structures they have shaped under the

human brotherhood ; and the shaping of this impulses of fresh inspiration , then there al

life will be the expression of some utterly ways comes that other surprise, as of sad

new divine delight in the free play of emo autumn abruptly following upon summer,

tional activities. There may be lapses ; hu- the deep green changing to the almost taunt.

man aspiration may again suffer the mortaling brightness of decay - the surprise of cor

disease of ambition, and the eager, joyous ruption, so necessary to any new surprise of

possession of the earth may again take on life. When the sun flames into a sudden

the sickly hue of selfishness, the tender mas- glory before his setting , there is a momentof

tery of love become again the love of mas- sadness, and then we seem to hear a voice,

tery ; but this hardening unto death is also a saying , He shall so come in like manner as

part of the divine plan - the winter of the ye have seen him go. When the forms of

heart covering the vitalities of springtime. life with which they have fondly lingered

Every new cycle will more nearly approach break up and disappear, the children take

the earthly realization of the heavenly har- Nature at her own bright meaning . Their

mony . regrets dissolve into the raptures of coming

When our interpretation attempts the an- life — they are the children of the Resurrec

ticipation of truth beyond a life already lived, tion . - From " God in His World ."



MODERN METHODS OF SOCIAL REFORM .

BY LYMAN ABBOTT, D.D.

T

1

HE importance of reforms is in the in- Paul says it is a shame even to speak of, and

verse ratio of their supposed impor- it is impossible to sully these pagesby de

tance . The true order is the follow- scribing the indescribable works of darkness

ing : 1. Individual; 2. Social; 3. Industrial against which Mr. Comstock has fought so

or Economic ; 4. Political. For individual brave a battle. Reputable papers come into

reform underlies social ; social reform under- our houses containing enigmatical advertise

lies industrial ; and social and industrial re- ments to pique the curiosity of boys and

form underlies political. The reform of the girls, and so start them in search of fuller

individual will generate social reform ; the information. Lists of boarding and day

reform of the individual and of society will schools are obtained and secret circulars are

be followed by economic reform ; and the re- sent to the pupils . Agents penetrate even

form of all these will surely bring with it a into the smaller villages, selling at enor

free and pure state. But the integrity of the mous commissions bookswhich are not liter

state cannot survive a false industrial sys- ature and pictures which are not art, the evil

tem , as witness the effect of slavery on the influence of which is incalculable and well

Republicanism of the late slave states ; nor nigh ineradicable. Mr. Comstock discovered

the corruption of society , as witness the his- this devil's traffic some years ago, and gath

tory of Greece and Rome; nor the degen- ering abouthim a few gentlemen as his sup

eracy of the individual, as witness all ancient porters, set himself to work to break it up.

and much modern history . He has captured illicit publications that

The place of social reform in the category are measured by the tons, which the law has

of reforms must be first recognized ; hence confiscated . Combining the sagacity of the

this introductory paragraph. terrier with the pugnacity of the bull-dog ,

In this article then I use the term social undeterred alike by abuse and by threatened

reform in a restricted sense ; distinguished assault, discovering accomplices, deliberate

on the one hand from individual reform , on or unconscious, in high places, and attacking

the other from industrial and political re- them as boldly as those of less reputable

form . I mean by the term , the reform not of name, he has incurred a bitter hostility , and

men and women , nor of economic and po- has been made the object of cheap witticism

litical conditions, but of social relations as by some papers which would have been his

they exist in the American life ofto-day . supporters if they had been better informed .

It is indispensable for us to recognize at The vested interests which he has endan

the outset that there are organized forces at gered have even had the hardihood to demand

work in America for social impurity, -- forces that the mails shall be used without impedi

that mustbe known and counteracted . My ment in this unlawful traffic ; but happily

attention was first called to this terrible fact have endeavored in vain to disguise this

by Anthony Comstock , some years ago ; purpose by masking it as devotion to the

learning by revelationswhich he then made cause of a free press.

to a few gentlemen whom he desired to inter Every school teacher and every pupil and

est in his work , of the extent to which the mother should be his ally, and must needs

terrible traffic was carried on in secret, for be, if the children are to be protected from

the purpose of polluting the minds of the poison ,since legal repression can at best only

young ; carried on , too, by means of the partially repress, and no man can serve as a

United States mails, supported by the public detective police in every part of so large a

whose homes were being undermined and land as ours. The best protector of the chil

ruined thereby. I have ever since felt a dren is such a sympathy between parentand

warm interest in Mr. Comstock's work , and child that the latter will never allow himself

a strong desire to commend it and him upon to read a book which he would be ashamed

every opportunity . his mother should see ; and the best method

There are some things which the Apostle of securing that sympathy is for themother
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to see that her child is supplied with books ble to conjure up a reputable argument for

of pure entertainment, which will so nourish " perpendiculardrinking,” whetherthe drink

his imagination thathe will have no appetite ersmeet in a saloon or at a wedding . I have

for carrion . had friends say to me, “ I never drink except

While the Society for the Prevention of atwedding receptionsand the like.” The re

Crimeis working to break up the traffic in verse rule would be wiser ; drink anywhere

licentious literature, a White Cross Society else rather than there. The question often

has also been organized to combat it by an- mooted whether it is right to use alcoholic

other method ,-namely, by instilling into liquor as a beverage is not the question here

the minds of the young such principles of presented ; for it isnot as a beverage that they

purity and such abhorrence of impurity, as are used on such occasions, but as a stimu

shall serve to protect them from every seduc- lant, or at best as a sort of liquid confection .

tive temptation to evil imagination . With Letmeadd that theman or woman who joins.

the work of this Society I am less familiar. in a reputable drinking companionship in the

Without in any wise depreciating either its fashionable parlor, once or twice a week , can

object or its methods, and with a general not with any effectual consistency condemn

conviction that ignorance is a poor protector those who, shut out from the fashionable par

of innocence and no substitute for it, yet I lor, find their drinking companionship in the

have the impression, which perhaps a larger saloon . The Church Temperance Society,

knowledge or fuller reflection might remove, confined so far as I know within the Epis

that the information which should be com- copal Church , has set a good example in

municated to every youth and every maiden, providing pledges against every form of per

cannot be safely given to them , even in the pendicular and social drinking for those

most careful terms, in print, that even to who are not prepared to take the more

warn them of danger is often to incite them drastic pledge against all use of alcholic

to court it, and that the duty of promoting beverages.

purity by direct didactic instruction is one Someyears ago a clergyman residing in a

which can be safely fulfilled only by the small parish in Vermont had his attention.

parent, teacher, or guardian , with the living called to the multiplicity of divorces in even

voice and the sympathetic presence. Puritan New England and began a systematic

A companion of vicious literature is the study of the family question . His interest in

It is not within the province of and his sense of the importance of the prob

this article to discuss temperance, individual lem increased with his study of it, and the

or political, that is, the obligation of total result was the organization of a Divorce Re

abstinence on the one hand , or the right of le- form League, with the Rev. Samuel A.Dike

gal restriction or prohibition on the other. as the heart and inspiration of it. His work

Laying aside these disputed and perhaps de- has been mainly that of public education,

batable questions, the extremest partisan which he has carried on , partly by reports

cannot doubt that the drinking customs of and official documents, but still moreby ad

American society are one of its greatest dresses and contributions to the periodical

banes. It is possible to conjure up arguments press and by the pens of others whom he has

for the temperate use ofwinewith one's meals inspired and informed . Hehas shown that

at one's own table. The advocate of such in New England one divorce is granted to

usemay even cite Scripture : from the Old every nine or ten marriages ; that thepropor

Testament the saying that wine maketh glad tion is nearly twice as great in someWestern

the heart of man ; from the New Testament States ; that this alarming increase is not due

the counsel of Paul to Timothy to use a little to immigration, since itisonenotfound chiefly

wine for his stomach's sake and his often in- in our foreign populations ; that it cannot be

firmity . This argument for domestic drink- cured by a national marriage and divorce law ,

ing seems to me indeed more specious than since themajority of divorces arenot obtained

sound, as does that drawn from the use of by non-residents of the states in which the

wine by our Lord . But it is enough to say divorce is granted ; and that thecause is deep

here that it furnishes no kind of support to ly rooted , in an abandonment of the old con

the modern social use of intoxicating liquors ception of the sacred and divine nature of

at clubs, public and private dinner parties, marriage, and a relapse to the old Roman

receptions, and public bars. It is not possi- conception of it as a mere civil partnership ,

social cup.
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dissoluble at the convenience of the parties. to be still greater. In these clubs questionsof

The subject is too largeto be opened here in a domestic economy, such as the treatment of

mere paragraph . Itmust suffice to note the children , the administration of the home, the

fact thatmany circumstances are contributing management of servants, the mistress' duty

to weaken the sense of family obligation ;some toward them , are made matters of free and

of them circumstances in themselves bene- often useful discussion . I see no reason why

ficial but in their indirect results temporarily such clubs should be confined, as they now

hazardous. Among thesemay bementioned are, to the cities and large towns ; no reason

the entrance of women into business and why they should not exist in every village ;

commercial relations ; the higher education no reason indeed why every sewing society

ofwomen , making the old relation of intel- should not become a woman's club at which ,

lectual subordination of the wife to the hus- while the rest sew , one, appointed for the

band no longer possible, and rendering neces- purpose, should read somepaper, original or

sary a re -adjustment of the relations between selected, on some aspect of social life in

them ;women's increasinginterestin politics, which the women are interested and to which

in some cases involving woman suffrage, and they can contribute. Indeed, believing as I

as a possible result, a difference not of opin- do in organization , I have sometimes won

ions only but of will and endeavor between dered why the women in every town and vil

husbandand wife ; and the increase of luxury lage might not profitably unite in a " union ,”

and resultant enervation , weakening that agreeing on theone hand to admit no woman

spirit of self-denial which is the bond which into their union , whatever her wealth or so

alone can unite a family in a trueunity . But cial status, who did not treat her servants

in this matter social and individual reform with reason andwith justice, providing them ,

are inextricably interwoven . for example, with decent and sunlit rooms,

Note should be taken of the Women's with adequate vacation hours, proper facili

Clubs which are springing up all over the ties for Sunday worship in thechurch of their

country. They have evidently come, as the own choice, etc., and on the other hand agree

saying is, to stay. Some little personal ac- ing to employ no servant who came from any

quaintancewith thework , spirit,and personnel other member without a recommendation .

ofone such club, leadsmeto believe that,where This is perhaps a foolish masculine dream ;

they are wisely guided , their power as an in- but as it may furnish the feminine reader

strumentof social reform is very great, and is with amusement if nothing else, itmay stand.

SEPTEMBER .

BY OLIVER FARRAR EMERSON .

WASTE of ground beside the way,

The harvest field on either hand,

And on the hill the ripening stand

Of corn, o'er which the breezes play .

A waste of ground, but all aglow

With goldenrod thatnods and bends,

Asto the passing breeze it sends

A golden greeting courtesied low .

And 'twixtthemeadow's sloping sides

The waving cat-tailsmark the course,

Where , from the pushing spring's cool source,

The sluggish streamlet slowly glides .

A waste of ground, and yet my soul doth see

A picture in fair Nature's gallery .
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THE SHORE OF MARBLEHEAD ,

A POET'S TOWN.

BY MARGARET B. WRIGHT,

1

T is cast high and dry upon granite An ancient fishing village, Marblehead

bowlders. From the distance it looks like never boasted of much in the way of archi

a brine-steeped Baltic village or like one tecture. It is the peculiar Marblehead hu

of the Breton coast, wind- and wave-carved man " type," half-marine, half-rustic , and

into strange forms. From the outer rim of wholly sui generis, the peculiar persons,

Salem harbor, with the fantastic modern habits, and speech of fishermen and native

Neck hidden behind rugged humps and artisans that make the town's picturesque

bosses, one might quite imagine it such a and romantic distinction . It is perhaps the

hamlet as Pierre Loti sketches in grim only place on the continent where the

fashion in his somber story of Le Pêcheur “ Nanny shop " still lingers like fossilized

d ' Islands, a hamlet familiar with toil, hard- ancient virgins, gray, cold , and void in a

ship , loss, death , and the hoarse moaning of world where they have no coevals and no de

eternal storm . scendants. With the passing of the Nanny

Seen nearer , ourNew England town proves shop, passes almost the last trace of the old

to be far less gloomy and also less pictur- time New England, the New England ofour

esque. Its crooked streets are set thick with grandparents . Those shops were bits of

small faded cottages, with now and then a Old England in the New ; of that fair rustic

stately mansion ofthe Revolutionary period. England from which so many of our fore

Some dwellings preserve the quaint roofs fathers came to the New World , bringing

and vast chimneys of the eighteenth cen- with them ancient habits and customs that

tury. A peculiarity of these old , shingled always retained much of their original like

houses , in whose heavy walls tons of hand- ness even after transplanting and growth in

wrought iron nails are embedded , is that strange soil. The Nanny shop still lives and

none follow the line of their street save at flourishes in Old England. In Berkshire

their own eccentric will. They project before villages and hamlets all along the Thames

each other and retreat behind, in whatwould we find them interspersed among small cot

be a funny suggestion of the evolutions of a tages and vine-laden old churches, very

contra dance, were their solemn aspect not much as one finds familiar pictures in gal

entirely antagonistic to the idea of any sort leries, and among lines of less familiar ones.

of dancing, even of David's before the ark . There was always the divided door, half of

F - Sept.
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glass , half of green painted wood, always the ever in her race , or robust, full- fleshed

green wooden window shutters, great-grand- mothers. As for fathers —— the very thought

mothers of the modern swivel “ blinds," al- is profane !

ways peppermints , yarn , and writing paper This antique maiden was of course tall ,

on shelves against the narrow , tiny-paned straight, thin , and stiff as a lightning rod.

window ; always the picturesque interior She evidently suspected that heaven might

glimpse of a dusky little shop and a vista mistake her for one, and was ever on the

beyond of sunny garden brilliant with holly- watch for thedischarge that should smite her .

hocks and sunflowers. A cloud no bigger than a man's hand shut

Certainly one of our own New England up her Nanny shop as tightly as a Puritan

Nanny shops will be immortal, though its Sunday. She retired to her chamber and

likeness exists no more on this side of the robed herself in her Sunday -go-to -meeting

Atlantic. Who can ever forget, having once best, the black silk of venerable age which

seen thepicture which a mighty necromancer never showed itself amid scenes more frivo

and magician conjured for us, the ginger- lous than preachin's and funerals. A silver

bread elephants and Jim Crows, needles, thimble replaced upon her finger the every

A STREET IN MARBLEHEAD.

pins, yeast, yarn , and “ gibraltars” gloomed day iron one. She seated herself in a wide

over by a high-nosed antique in rusty black , arm chair with the Bible upon her knee open

and pride forever unrustable ? at the wailings of Jeremiah , though the

The Seven Gables were only four miles closed shutters made them entirely invisible .

away from Marblehead by road ; much nearer One gusty summer's day a visitor found

as the bird fies, and there Hepzibah Pyn- her thus, with eyes tightly shut. Pinned to

cheon's hard fate brought her patrician nose a fold of her gown was a scrap of grocer's pa

so low as a Nanny shop. per, and upon it was written ,

A few years ago in Marblehead , one of “ IoweMiss Jones six cents."

these Nanny shops was kept by the typical Though a lightning -blasted wreck thepoor

“ Nanny," a type which has almost ceased to woman would not cease to be honest !

exist, having lost itself in the study ofmedi “ What's the matter ?” asked the visitor.

cine, of art , of various sciences and philan " Thunder !" whispered Nanny without

thropies, or in the greater business ventures opening her eyes.

of our own day . This late-lingering Nanny “ Thunder ! Yer granny ! ' Taint thun

was so strongly accentuated of her type that der, its blarsting rocks over on the noo

she seemed the descendant of a long line of avenoo !"

Nannies, if such a thing could be. It were Like many an Old World village Marble

difficult to imagine that lacteal ductswere head loses all traces of its origin in themists
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came

H
E

an hour later, theman

had not appeared at

the house . Hour after

hour went by and he

came not. At dusk

our one-eyed

milk - boy ,bow -legged ,

half-witted , and alto

gether hideous. He

gave our chatelaine a

note, which read :

By hook or by crook

keep this picturesque

creature till I come.

“ A pêcheur gaveme

FRV two sous to bring it, ”

he said .

SKIPPER IRESON'S HOUSE.
In the early Marble

head patois, now near

of antiquity, although in this case the mists ly extinct,were hundreds of wordsso entirely

are only about two centuries and a half old . un-English that they have been supposed to

It does not claim to be suckled by wolves , be American corruptions of Channel-Island

but none can say whether more lupine or corrupted French .

fishy were the queer-jabbering , savage Poets and artists have always loved Mar.

mannered tribe which squatted first upon blehead , and it is with the singing of poets

these bowlders. They may have been salty in our memories that we wander through

adventurers from the Channel Islands, some- humped by-ways this afternoon. Humped

whatNorman -English,more Norman-French, indeed they are, and in one of them you may

but within wholly flesh , fish , or fowl. see what probably exists nowhere else in the

Every day in Marblehead one may see briny world — a natural toboggan slide, a sheer de

creatures in Guernsey frocks and tarred scent of glassily smooth rock .

trousers, whose very brothers roll about the No wonder the poet Whittier's muse was

fishing villages ofNormandy. I even almost much drawn to Marblehead. The house is

dreamed one day that here was the very pointed out where lived and died the love of

pêcheur who played

me so triumphantly

false where the

Seine ends and the

sea begins. On one

of our prowls in

Normandy we met

that pêcheur and

mysoulyearned for

him as a picture. I

dared not tell him

so on the spot, hav

ing already had

S

bitter experiences

with the Norman

pêcheur as a model.

So I gave him a

franc and bade him

earn it by taking a

note to our chate

laine.

When I returned , THE OLD TUCKER HOUSE.
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his youth . It stands next to the " Old Tucker skipper exists ; while others with all the in

House .” It has nothing romantic in its ap- nocence of unweaned doves will tell you none

pearance, square, white , and green , quite in ever did exist !

the retired village grocer's taste. Probably The house looks the home of well-to -do

it was the final haven of some lucky mariner mechanics or shop people . It has a speck of

three-quarters of a century or more ago . a garden with veiling shrubs and foliages

Holmes has made Marblehead the scene of close upon the entrance door at the side. It

one of his few serious poems, and it is of is lowly set and low -walled . Its stark white

Marblehead as he saw it from the outlying paint and green shutters give it a fictitious

Devereux farm that Longfellow wrote : youthfulness . When Skipper Ireson left it

Not far away we saw the port,
that dreadful night it seemed much more an

The strange, old -fashioned, silent town , cient, though in truth more than eighty

The light-house , the dismantled fort, years younger. It was then shingled and

The wooden house, quaint and brown. weather-beaten ,not clapboarded and painted ,

and with sunken
Every school child

doorstone
knows at least the grown

about with weeds.
queer refrain of

Ireson's
Descendants

" Skipper

of

Ride, ” in which the
Benjamin Ireson are

still living in Mar
women of Marble

blehead . Whether
head taunt the

wretched fisherman
or notthey are sensi

in their queer dia
tive concerning the

lect.
story we did not

learn . Marblehead

Here's Flud Oirson
itself is acutely sen

fur his horrd horrt
sitive with regard to

Torr'd an futherr'd an it . Whittier's poem

corr'd in a corrt

was bitterly resented ,

By the Women o '
not for Skipper Ire

Morble'ead !

son's sake, but be

“ Look at this cause of its insult

white house with to “ The Women of

green blinds," said Marblehead.” In

our omniscient Mar subsequent editions

bleheader , “ but do the poet prefixed a

it out of the corner note to the “ Ride,"

of your eye." retracting allall the

Then he tells us charges against Ire

that this humble but son's humanity con

comfortabledwelling tained in the poem

Aush upon the lowly
itself and giving im

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

road and facing the pression thathewas

island of Salem harbor, is the one from grievously wronged by popular and passion

which Benjamin Ireson , poeticised into ate clamor. This was not in the least what

“ Flud Oirson ,'' was taken the night of Marblehead women wanted . They cared noth

that hideous ride in 1808. The house is ing for Ben Ireson's good name, butmuch for

sometimes inquired for by strangers, seekers their own . They had never dragged a man

of shrines and crosses, but rarely found. forth from his homeat midnight to give him

There is a vigorous esprit du corps shall we

call it ? among Marbleheaders which keeps
Body ofturkey, head of owl,

Wings a -droop like a rained -on fowl,
them all loyal to their town's reputation , and

Feathered and ruffled in every part .

hides what is considered a memory of insults

and disgraces . Some of them will gravely The Women of Marblehead had done no

declare that they “ haven't the least idea,” such thing They cried out against the

when you ask if any relic of the luckless falsehood. They resent it to this day.
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Whittier seems to have been as widely for ! On many a wall a shoe firm proclaimed

astray from facts as poets usually are . Even its need of " lady stitchers."

his vindicatory note was far from the truth . All lovers of Whittier's poetry delight in

Ireson was one of the roughest of skippers the easy flow of lines of “ TheSwan Song of

when all skippers were rough . His fellow Parson Avery.” In 1635 Parson Avery sailed

townsmen who gave him the “ Ride” be- for Marblehead from Newbury. On the pas

lieved him none too good to sail away from a sage a storm arose and the vessel was lost .

THE OLD WELL AT THE FOUNTAIN INN .

shrieking wreck . In the general indignation The poem represents Parson Avery as wit

roused by the poem Ireson came in for his nessing the death of all his family before

share, and more than his share, of exonera- sinking himself with prayer on his lips.

tion. Even yet to outsiders hismemory is
Holmes' poem Agnes" has a Marble

defended . Yet nothing is more certain than head inn for a part of its background of the

that among themselves Marbleheaders do not true story of the inn drudge who became a

deny what their fathers certainly believed . baronet's bride. Sir Harry Frankland was a

The Women of Marblehead, by the way, proud and wealthy Englishman, collector of

.were even earlier distinguished in print for the Port of Boston, who visited Marblehead

Amazonian vigor. Mr. Increase Mather one autumn day in 1742 to overlook the con

wrote in 1677, struction of the Fort. He saw the tavern

drudge scrubbing the floors and was struck

On Sabbath night sennight the Women of
with the beauty of her sixteen years. He

Marblehead ,as they came out of the Meeting took her away with him and had her educa

House, fell upon two Indians that were brought ted to fashionable accomplishments in the

in as captives, and in a tumultuous way very best schools of Boston . Hemade every ef

barbarously murdered them .

fort to have her recognized in his own social

This took place at the darkest moment of circle, but in vain . He took her to England

King Philip's war when the whites had be- where his own family refused to see her.

gun to fear complete extinction. Nowadays He carried her with him to Lisbon when he

the Women of Marblehead are more given to was appointed Consul-general to the Portu

curing than to killing. Women doctors guese Court. By the earthquake of 1755 he

flourish and good deeds are of every day. was desperately wounded. Mad with terror,

Those who call themselves the Women of Agnes Surriage searched for her lover and

Marblehead represent some of the best char- tore him from beneath the ruins where he lay

acter , intelligence , and social grace of New with a dead companion. While lying there

England. “ Ladies,” however,are evidently he had made deathbed vows, and put it be

scarce, so scarce thatwe saw them advertised yond his power of repudiating them by mar
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rying Agnes within an hour after his wounds cringing servitors and inn people, no doubt

were dressed .
Agnes gazing upward from all fours thought

The Fountain Inn of Marblehead, where the vision more than earthly.

Agnes scrubbed, was much frequented, it is The truth is, apart from Holmes' and Low

told , by pirates and smugglers. Such and ell's poems, Agnes' story is poor stuff. She

fishermen , were all of men she had ever seen was densely ignorant of morals equally with

when her white ankles, by catching a gay manners. Shewas a descendant of the lupine

cavalier's fancy, preserved her in theamber of fishers of the unknown past. When she be

American poetry. The inn is long gone, but came " educated ” it was only to the paltry

its fountain is still a living one, fresh, clear , “ accomplishments" of that smattering day ,

and cool, although neglected since the town and to the ideal of a fashionable rake. We

took to drawing its water through miles of have no evidence that she was possessed of

pipes from distant ponds. the least imagination, and we know her vir

The inn was high above the tide but close tue was not of heroic quality. Her people

to it. Those contrabandists must have had were a squalid lot who profited richly by her

a heavy pull upwards of icy nights. The concubinage in the accumulation ofland and

sea, so near, was an every hour and minute dollars. Doubtless there was many and

sight to the drudge whose ankles like those many a more tender and touching love story

of Olympian ladies have been very much lived among the rocks of Marblehead in that

writ about. The road winding among the year 1742, of which our poets have caught

rocks and coming out from the mysterious no glimpse. It was the worldly splendor of

dazzling world must have been far more in the fisher-maid's career that took her into

teresting to her . The infinite and eternal, so poetry, although Mesdames Southworth

far as she could suspect themeaning of these and Braddon have told as fine a tale a dozen

words, was not the commonplace , every- times at least, and 10 poet dreams of wed

day water, but the mystery and marvel of ding them to immortal verse.

cities and men . So when one day a gilded The descent to plain proseof this romantic

coach came rattling up the hill from that career is never hinted at by the poets. Yet

fairy world peopled with princes and a dandy Lady Frankland died plain Mrs. John Drew

with ribboned queue and glittering buckles having married very soon after Sir Harry's

upon silken instep descended from it among death , an unromantic London banker !

THE SOCIAL SIDE OF ARTIST LIFE.

BY C. M , FAIRBANKS .

PIDERS are lolling " moving day " for the spiders, and the life

in their wonderful ofthe studio and the town will be resumed .

little webs in the The summer life of the painter who goes

studios just now , into the fields to work is very like the holi

and dust is gather- day ofmany another stroller through woods

ing thick upon or along streams or sandy beaches , except

gilded picture that his sketch block takes the place of the

frames and casts paper-covered novel in the hands of the lay

and draperies. The idler. But the town life of the New York

painters, for the painter is quite a different thing, and, though

most part,are away it is not without its serious responsibilities,

in the country , at it still has a charm quite unknown to the con

the seashore, or in Europe - each as his ventional citizen . True the artist is himself

fancy leads or his purse permits — and living a citizen , and frequently he appreciates and

that charming out-of-door life , the records fulfills the privileges and duties of citizen

and fruits of which will be brought back ship . Buthe is rarely a reader of daily news

presently on canvases or in portfolios, with papers, and the current concerns of the vast

the approach of autumn. Then will come majority ofmankind are nothing to him . He
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a

lives in the heart ofthe town but is not of it. experience not so very long ago. A young

His world is bounded by his studio walls be- student just home from Munich took shabby

yond which his walks lead him to the parks lodgings in an out-of-the-way street in New

andgalleries and to those resorts where his as- York and set out to compel the success that

sociates meet for relaxation from the strain of he felt was his due. He found but small re

hard work and close confinement at the easel. ward and when the pawnbroker could no

He is apt to go about with his head somewhat longer be looked to for aid , and he was locked

in the cloudsand to see only that about him outofhis studio for arrears of rent, and turned

which it pleases his eye to see. To the mere overcoatless into the street on a cold night,

looker-on in Vienna his whole life appears he was too proud

to be a holiday, as free from con : to confess his

straintand convention as the straits to a friend,

happy days spent a -field in and so buying a

the summer time.
pistol with his

And this aspect of last money he

artist life is true enough achieved more dis

as far as it goes. It tinction for a pass

has somewhat of the ing hour, by kill

freedom of life in ing himself some

college town and the what dramatic

social life of the college ally , than he had

dormitories, but like ever won with his

that early existence, the brush . His case, how

happiness of which is ever, is to be taken only

never appreciated until as an extreme example ,

it is past, there are irk not so much of whathope

some exactions, tedious deferred may drive a man

routine, trials and hard to , of feeble-hearted

work forhim who lives to THE BENEDICK . yielding to the morbid dic

paint in a city studio.
tates of a foolish and

Onemay fancy something ofthediscourage- wounded pride, against which many another

ments that beset a newcomer in a crowded has had to struggle .

field , who, fresh from the artist quarters of But I did not mean to introduce a tragedy

some European center, sets up a studio in into this story of life in Bohemia . It is buta

bustling, selfish, commercial New York and shadow across which the sunshine and glint

screwsup his courage to wait for the welcome of color may show morebrightly ,and its only

and recognition that sometimesnever cometo lesson is that life in the dreamland of the ar

him . tist is not less real and earnest than in the

The young artist brings homewith him work -a -day world in which the rest of man

from study abroad, not famealready won , but kind plod.

high hopes, and he goes to work until per The “ Latin

haps the scantiness of his funds compels him Quarter ” as

to seek some quick return from that sort of it exists

commercial work which, though unsigned in New

by the artist, has shed luster on many a brand York in

of laundry soap or baking powder. Formany the

a young man this means a season of great gion near

privation and sickness of heart, from which

the only respite is found about the board

where he may meet his fellow strugglers,

and where in a congenial circle he may
AUVA

forget for an hour his worries.

And sometimes — not very often let us

hope - a faint-hearted student gives up the FEY

fight in despair. A melancholy instance of

this discouragement came within my own THE SHERWOOD STUDIO BUILDING .
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Washington Square, is side of which is as aristo

the home of the French cratic as any part of New

colony into which the York , and the south

home- coming ( student
ern side of which has

from Paris naturally been hardly redeemed

drifts in search of oppor from the slums. It is

tunity to continue the peculiarly a neighbor

manner of his life in the
hood where one need

French capital. Here are
have no care for appear

the basement pensions
ances, and where artists

and wine shops where and artists' models come

nonebut Frenchmen and and go without exciting

artists go ; the signsover question as to their rela

the doors of the mer . tions or their affairs.

chants are in French ,and Fronting upon the

there is a foreign air square stand the tall gray

about the district that battlemented walls of the

strikes as unfamiliar the old University building,

native New Yorker who a historic pile, in a room

may stroll into it. The of which Prof.Morse car

artist colony here has
ried to success his early

flourished for a few years,
experiments with the

but already there is ap
electric telegraph , and

parent an up-town ten
where Dr. Draper first

dency into what themen applied the knowledge
TENTH STREET STUDIO BUILDING .

of the “ Latin Quarter " that Daguerre opened up

have with some jealousy dubbed the “ Clique to a wondering world to the successful tak

Quarter,” a region up about the southern ing of portraits by photography. Above the

boundaries of Central Park . · Many of the floors occupied by the departments of the

jovial spiritswho continued for a while down University have always been bachelors'

town the artless, simple habits of their stu- chambers, in which from time to time some

dent life abroad, have joined the upward pro- famous men have lived . Up in the roof of

cession, and the Bohemianism of the “ Latin this venerable building and under its groined

Quarter ” is being outgrown. The conven- ceilings are a dozen studios where painters

tions of polite society are in greater respect have loved to retreat out of sight and sound

than formerly . It is a
of thebustling streets below . Frank Fowler,

long timesince long locks
Robert C. Minor, A. N. A., A.M. Turner,

swept the coat collar, and
and John J. Hammer, are some of the artists

loosely knotted neck scarfs
who now live there. Just below in the same

of brilliant hue and velvet

jackets were the recognized

uniform of theprofessional

painter. Now but for the

pointed Parisian beard (à

la Vandyke), and not al

ways by this sign , the

artist of New York is not

to be distinguished in ap

pearance and manner from

any other gentleman .

The so -called “ Latin

Quarter " is on the boun

dary line in a double sense.

It includes a region about

Washington Square, as I

have said, the northern THE ACADEMY OF DESIGN.
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side of the square is a modern studio build- little Restaurant de Paris. When the painter

ing , The Benedick , quite as rich in con- has departed after his frugal déjeuner he has

venient appointments as the other is poor been succeeded at the tables by businessmen

in them , but with studio windows opening of the French colony, who have found here

upon the same sky. Here are some of the a déjeuner à la fourchette (à la couteau , it

most interesting studios — not the showiest by must sadly be confessed , in the case of some

any means — in the city, and here Robert of the transplanted bourgeois) quite after the

Blum , when he is not in Japan, as at present, manner of their native cafés. In the evening

or Venice, as he was a season ago , lives and again have comethe artists,and have enjoyed

paints . George W. Maynard, N. A., and their inexpensivebut very well prepared din

Olin L. Warner, N.A., the sculptor, are also ner and their small bottle of red wine, at

dwellers in The Benedick . Just across the tended by the faithful Adrian , and with the

northwest corner of Washington Square is a friendly Madame bustling about with moth

still more modern studio building, designed erly interest in her guests, now in thekitchen

by its tenants, and in which Walter Shirlaw , for a moment and again looking over the

N.A., Benj. C. Porter, N.A., T. W.Dewing, shoulder of some favorite, seeing that each

N.A., C. A. Platt, and Alfred Q. Collins have man's wants and each man's whims were

apartments . supplied or gratified. It became a cheerful

As a rule the painters in these three studio family party , for usually about thesamemen

buildings both live and paint there. Their dined here regularly, and Madame entered

beds are often divans and by day are hidden most cordially into the spirit of their bad

behind screensor curtains of some attractive inage and frivolous talk . Shop, as a subject

stuff and pattern . Here the artist combines of conversation, was alwaystabooed by silent

with painting the practiceofthearts of house- consent in such gatherings, and each evening

keeping after an unskilled manner of his own, the day's cares were brushed aside and the

and goes out only for his stroll in the Park hour given up to play.

or his dinner at a neighboring restaurant. Madame's was not, and is not now under

Down in shabby Wooster Street, in the the direction of her successor, a place of

heart of a block of swarming tenement costly fare, and one might live

houses, is a little French restaurant, with there on very little a week. The conversa

chintz curtains in the broad show windows. tion , so far as it was addressed to Adrian and

The floor is bare and so are the walls, except related to the meal, was usually in French ;

for a cheap printor two, but the cloths that so far as it related to the general topics of in

cover the long table in themiddle of the room terest it was in English . After an hour or

and the smaller side tables are white,and the two at the table , as they had other engage

place is scrupulously neat. Here has been a ments, the men left one at a time or in pairs,

favorite rendezvous of the members of the after either settling for the cost of themeal,

down- town colony of artists, and here too or, as in the case of one or two of the most

strays back occasionally some former com- regular visitors of the restaurant, jotting

panion from his new home in the “ Clique down their own reckoning in a space in some

Quarter.” But the jovial reunions at flourish in the design of the homely paper

“ Madame's " are not so frequent now as for- that covered the wall. Such accounts as

merly for many of the bachelor tenants of The were kept thus on the wall were settled

Benedick and the old University Building weekly ormonthly by the painter when his

have followed the up -town tendency ; some ship came home.

havemarried , and by such gentle influence But with the erection of fine modern

have been led ' away from the place of Bohe studio buildings up town a few years ago

mian revelry ; and Madame, thebuxom , fair- the artists who long had inhabited that

faced young widow who kept theplace forthe part of the city of which the venerable Tenth

artists and a few of their literary associates Street Studio Building wasthe center,moved

and followers from the neighboring offices of away one after another and the real art cen

one ofthemagazines, has married one ofher ter of the younger painters is now in West

most devoted patrons, a clever designer, and Fifty -fifth and Fifty - seventh Streets. Many

together they have gone to the Paris of her of the old timers, gray haired men like J.G.

youth Brown and T. W.Wood, still cling to their

Two classes of patrons have favored the dingy quarters in the old Tenth Street Build

G -Sept.

very well
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ing, the first in the city to be devoted exclu- Reinhart, W. T. Smedley, Charles Melvil

sively to studios. The apartments there are Dewey, J. Francis Murphy , and F. K. M.

both workshops and lodgings, and in the list Rehn.

of tenants are to be found the names of some The studio buildings included in the

of the best known of our American artists . “ Clique Quarter," so called, are the Holbein

T. W.Wood, the newly elected president of in West Fifty-fifth Street, a series of studios

the Academyof Design , has for years painted built over private stables on both sides ofthe

his Vermont models with city surroundings street, theRembrandt in West Fifty -seventh

there, and there it is that J. G. Brown has Street, a fashionable and handsome studio

popularized his red -cheeked bootblack . building , and the Sherwood at Fifty

Worthington Whitredge and Kruseman Van seventh Street and Sixth Avenue, one of the

Elten , the landscapists, and M. F. H.De largest in the city. It is in these houses that

Haas, the marine painter ; S. J. Guy, J. C. many of the younger painters live, and they

Nicoll, Arthur Parton , J. W. Casilear, Wm. are so near together that they form quite a

H. Beard, the animal painter , Wood E. colony in themselves.

Perry, and many other National Academi The up -town studios, for the most part , are

cians paint in this first homeof the artists , provided with lodgings, and in someofthem

and here it is thatWm . M.Chase, the recog- the married artists play at housekeeping and

nized leader of the younger men, has his find respite from hard work in playing with

" show studio ," quite the most expensively their children. Restaurants abound in the

and luxuriously and artistically furnished neighborhood, where the painters dine, but

of any in the city . Not far away, in Clinton as a rule they cannot be counted upon as

Place, is the house of Frank D.Millet, the very regular visitors at any one place. They

vice-president of the Academy, who has made prefer to roam about dining here or there as

of an old New York dwelling such a home caprice may lead them . There was until a

and studio as mustdelight any lover of the recent period a place in West Fifty - fourth

beautifulwho may be favored with entrance Street over which a certain popular Madame

there. Mr. Millet's studio is on the top floor Harroll presided , where the more social of

of the house, through the roof of which he the artists were wont to congregate at the

has cut a great skylight, and where he dinner hour, and where they held their even

paints before an old continental fireplace. ing revelries. Nowadays Mack's is their ren

The room adjoining is a vision of centuries dezvous at night, and about whose tables

ago. Mr. Millet has incorporated into it the there is nightly much merry talk . There is

paneled walls and mullioned and latched an atmosphere of art and smoke there that is

windowsbrought bodily from an old English simply delightful, and the company ismade

country house . The benches and chairs are up of such choice andmaster spirits as must

of antique carved oak,upholstered in stamped have frequented the Cave of Harmony when

leather, and in the old fireplace are the fire Col. Newcomewas a young blade about Lon

dogs and warming pan whose first owners don . But it is withal most decorous revelry

have long since mingled with the dust ofold and presents no suggestion of excess. In

England. fact it would appear that the artists as a col

Over in Fourth Avenue and but a block ony are much freer from any disposition to

from the Academy of Design , that striking over indulgence than are any other men at

architectural copy of a famous old palace of all to be compared to them in their manner

Venice , is another studio building more of life. They do not keep late hours and

modern than that in Tenth Street, butwhich their amusements are indulged in very much

like that is exclusively devoted to theusesof as children take their pleasure. They pay

artists. J. Wells Champney, James D. social visits to one another, sometimes go in

George, H. and N. S. J. Smillie have studios groups to a Vaudeville, and of a Saturday

there, while directly opposite the Academy night a certain set of painters may be found

of Design in Twenty-third Street, in the at the Players' Club , where they sup and

Y. M. C. A. Building, are the studios of smoke, and perhaps pose, as do their actor

Wordsworth
Thompson , William Hart, C. friends, and love to hear themselves talk .

Harry Eaton , J. B. Bristol, J. R. Brevoort, A. There are someof themen of the “ Clique

H.Wyant, and others. In the Chelsea in Quarter," whose names have greater vogue

West Twenty -third Street, are Charles S. than their studio doorplates or the directory
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alone could give them . In West Fifty- fifth dinner oftheAcademyand the opening of the

Street in the Holbein studios,are Kenyon Cox, fall exhibition of theWater Color Society, as

Wm . A. Coffin , West B. Clinedinst, Benoni well as the celebration of St. Valentine's

Irwin , B. R. Fitz, W.H.Shelton , GeorgeW. night, the patron saint day of thewater col

Cohen, Aug. Franzèn , J. S. Hartley, the orists. The only club of artists , that is the

sculptor, and George Inness, Percy Moran, only club whose membership is confined to

and H. W. Hart, while in the Sherwood artists, is the Salmagundi, which has pleas

are Carroll Beckwith , J. H. Dolph , Hamil- ant quarters in West Twenty- second Street,

ton Hamilton, Otto H. Bacher, Theodore and where a tired painter may nearly always

Wores, Carlton Chapman, Percival De Luce, find an idle companion in a gameof billiards.

J. H. Witt, Herbert A. Levy, and H. W. It is, in fact, a very charming organization ,

Watrous. and its annual black and white exhibitions

During the winter season there are a num- are delightful.

ber of fixed events which bring the artists And so it appears that thepainters are not

together socially. The Academy of Design without some share in the things that make

invites its members to monthly " smoke life worth living, even though the problem of

nights ,” where clever men elbow one another providing that living is one which many

and brighten their wits by social and con. very happy men of their profession are un

genial intercourse. Then there is the annual able to ignore.

THE UNITED STATES AS A PUBLISHER OF SCIENTIFIC BOOKS .

M

BY J. HOWARD GORE, PH . D.

R. HICKCOX in his “ Monthly Cata- can also be seen in a special vote for seven

logue ofGovernment Publications ” teen thousand copies in addition to the usual

for March, 1889,makes this astound- number. It is a pleasure to record that in

ing statement: this instance the money was well spent and

The Government Printing-Office, between many branches of science stimulated.

July I and December 31, 1888 , delivered to Let us see what contributions to scientific

Congress 819,608 bound volumes. The average literature were made during the year already

consumption of printing material is 20 tons referred to . Within that period there issued

daily . The monthly cost of paper alone is from theGovernment Printing-Office, Atkin

$ 39,000 . The total number of copies of docu- son's " Report on the present Status of Bi

ments of all kinds printed within that period metallism in Europe " ; Carrington's " His

was 36,205,996 at an average cost of 3 cents per tory of Indian Operations on the Plains” ;

copy. Smith's “ Forest Culture in Hesse " ; several

Many persons reading the above will at reports on sugar manufacture ; Griffin's

once think of the “ Congressional Record ” “ Electricity as a Motive-Power " ; a series of

since so much has been written regarding its technical reports from the Department of

expeditious publication from the time the Agriculture ; “ Medical and Surgical History

words leave the speaker'smouth or a report of the Rebellion " ; reports upon thework of

the clerk's table until the printed , stitched, the surveys, Bureau of Ethnology, National

and cut “ Record ” lies on themember's desk . Museum , etc., making in all 106 titles and

It is a comparatively easy matter to secure comprising 43,000 pages, equivalent to a

permission or an appropriation to print, as daily publication of 118 pages.

is shown in the case of that bureau whose What is the effect of this generous out

allowance for printing was many times the put ? It is both injurious and beneficial.

amount of its annualappropriation . Perhaps It is injurious in that it thrives under a

this somewhat disproportionate printing bill slack censorship ; no one feeling a deep mon

was made possible by the wholesome influ- etary interest in thematter of printing , a

ence members expected to exert through the submitted topic is accepted , an estimate of

presentation to their constituents of the hand- the cost of a modest octavo is approved, the

somely illustrated report of this bureau , as size swells to a quarto with many illustra
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tions, with nothing to serve as a check except voyages, and conquests from 1492 to 1830 ,

a fear thattheappropriation may not hold out, published in 1840 ; Nicollet's “ Report on the

and a place on the deficiency billmay be un- Upper Mississippi,” 1840 ; and a large edition

certain . It is also hurtful since it permits a of 10,000 copies of Frémont's “ Report ofthe

diffusive style, in fact it fosters it, inasmuch Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Moun

as onewould rather be the author of a book tains ” in the same year ; Abert's report on

ofone hundred pages than one of ten , though his exploration through the Comanche coun

much padding be necessary in order to reach try in 1846 , followed by similar reports by

the former size. Fortunatelymany of the de- Jackson, Simpson, Whiting, Adams, Rey

partments and even bureausnow have an ex- nolds, and Humphreys culminating in the

perienced editor to correct, prune, and con- twelve-volume“ Report ofthe Pacific Railroad

centrate an accepted paper. Again , know- Survey in 1855." The chapters in this report

ing that theGovernment is more liberal than on zoology and kindred subjects by Baird

any private publisher,many persons having and others stand as monuments to their

a work of importance in hand, seek a place painstaking industry, while the collections

for its publication in somedepartmental series made during the progress of this survey

in order to have more room , though at the cost formed an important part in laying the foun

of two or three years' delay, thus sacrificing dation of our present National Museum .

time to space. It is often argued that a paper This report was considered of such value that

in this way secures a larger circulation — that 60,000 copies were printed for gratuitous dis

is true, but it was not until recently that one tribution . Baird's zoology and Hall's geol

would look in a “ Government Report ” for a ogy formed an important part in the account

treatise on Sign Language, the Habits of of Emory's “ Mexican Boundary Survey of

Camels , or a Bibliography of the Esquimau 1859."

Language. From this we see how special reports of a

On the other hand,what do we receive in scientificnature becameparts ofthe reports of

the way of benefits? It is impossible to an- exploring expeditions; later, as in the surveys

swer. An idea can perhaps best be obtained of Hayden, Wheeler, King , and Powell, the

from a glance at the classes of scientific pub- exploring feature gradually gave way to the

lications which have emanated from the scientific investigations. Geological surveys

source in question. The first paper of this or reconnoissances, were made by Feather

character was an “ Essay on the Making of stonhaugh in 1835–36 , Owen in 1844-48 ,

Gunpowder," in 1776. (The next on this Jackson in 1849, Foster and Whitney in 1851

subject was by Mordecai in 1845.) This in- reaching to Hayden in 1867. It would be dif

itial treatise had no followers until 1792when ficult as well as out of place to trace the his

the output amounted to only three pages, on tory of the principal surveys or to give a

weights and measures and variations of the catalogue of their publications. Besides ge

magnetic needle. The nineteenth century ology and mineralogy, naturalhistory of the

began most auspiciously in the purchase by past as well as the present occupies a place,

theGovernment of the account of Pike's ex as do chemistry and applied mathematics

pedition to the sources of theMississippiand in many forms.

through the western part ofLouisiana to the In the two hundred volumes published by

sources of the Arkansas. The well-deserved these surveys there is scarcely a branch of

fame achieved by the leader of thisexpedition science that has not been touched nor is a

stimulated other adventurous spirits whose single subject treated without advancing it

example and reports have donemore toward well toward its boundaries. In eight years ,

settling and civilizing the western section of closing with the past fiscal year, 15,500 pages

the United States than legislation alone could have been published by the Geological Sur

accomplish. Among these we have Lewis vey, and it can be said that each page bears

and Clarke, whose reports and papers have in a marked degree the fruits of original

reached so many editions that a bibliography work.

of their writings has been found necessary ; It was properly concluded that the glory of

wehavealso Owen's “ Report on Geological the nation and the welfare of mankind could

Explorations in 1840-48 ” ; Greenhow's also be advanced by prosecuting investiga

“ Memoir on the Northwest Coast of North tions regarding peoples and countries out

America ," a detailed history of discoveries, side of our own domain ; hence wehave the
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United States Exploring Expedition of 1841, servations, Nautical Almanacs , and Profes

Wilkes' 1842, Gillis' 1838–42, and Herndon's sional Papers.

Exploration of the Amazon in 1853. Astronomy furnishes a foundation for

In the early part of the century it was navigation, it provides elements in many of

deemed more economical purchase the re- the physical problems, and an accurate

quisite number of copies of a work from pri- knowledge of it is needed in giving places

vate publishers than for the Government to their proper position on the earth's surface .

undertake the publication. This was done So that from a purely utilitarian standpoint,

in the case of a number of treatises on gun- it is advisable that this science should be cul

nery, artillery , fortifications, reports on hos- tivated ,and since the outlay for its prosecu

pitals, and a volumeof Medical Sketches of tion is great and the benefits general it is

theWar with Great Britain . There was for only right that it should be fostered by Gov

some time a feeling of uncertainty as to the ernmentaid , and this aid should extend also

duration of peace as is shown in the character to the publication of every thing which tends

of the Congressional Reports. All branches toward its advancement.

of war were cultivated and even something Closely allied to astronomy is geodesy . In

like a subsidy was in view in the report of the interests of the latter we have the Coast

the Committee on Military Affairs in 1824 in and Geodetic Survey which began in 1816 as

favor of offering Government patronage to the Coast Survey. There were several fore

any one who would assist in perfecting prac- runners dating back as faras 1785, but their

tical gunnery results were published by private parties, re

Although the theory ofmedicinehasnotbeen ceiving only slight assistance from the Gov

directly discussed in ourGovernmentpublica- ernment. The publications of the survey

tions,stillevery branch ofmedicalscience has consist of Annual Reports forming an un

been advanced indirectly thereby since 1816 , broken series from 1834 to the present time.

the date of the work last named , as well as by These contain besides administrative reports

Medical Statistics, 1856 ;Medicaland Surgical a great variety of papers on hypsometry , as

History of theWar — the first volume appear. tronomy, magnetics, hydrography, and ge

ing in 1861; circularsof theSurgeon-general's odesy. It would be difficult to conceive any

Office and of the Army Medical Museum ; side of the above topics thathas notbeen dis

Photographs of Surgical Cases, 1866 ; sanitary cussed. Besides thousandsof charts ofthemost

reports , reports on epidemics, and as a cli- accurate character, there are issued from this

max that monumentalwork of 10,188 double- bureau a series ofBulletins, Coast Pilots, No

column pages - the Catalogue of the Library tice to Mariners, and a number of special

of the Surgeon-general's Office. This con- papers such as Fox's “ Landfall of Colum

tains not only titles of books that are in this bus,” 1880 ; Craig's “ Treatise on Projec

great library but titles of articles long and tions,” 1882 ; and Gore's “ Bibliography of

short,, arranged by authors and by subjects. Geodesy,” 1889.

It is a work beyond criticism , above praise. The Philadelphia Lyceum in 1838 asked

Astronomyhad its literature enriched at an Congress to make an appropriation for the

early date by Government contributions. In advancement of Meteorology . An answer

1810 William Lambert submitted his report came some years later in the shape of Espy's

on the determination of the longitude of the “ Reports on Meteorological Observations,”

Capitol. His methods were not satisfactory and still later by the reports of the Signal

to his critics, nor were the four different re- Service. In addition to the prognostications

sults announced during the subsequent thir- and bulletins this bureau has issued a most

teen years accepted as accurate. The faculty excellent series of professional papers , nearly

of Bowdoin College sentto Congress in 1826 twenty in number, such as Abbe's “ Memoirs

a statement relative to the expediency of es- on Meteorological Subjects," 1878 ,and Lang

tablishing an astronomical observatory. The ley's “ Researches in Solar Heat and its Ab

reasons were convincing, for in the sameyear sorption by the Atmosphere,” 1884.

the committee to whom the matter was re The idea which was in Smithson's mind as

ferred, in a report of twenty- six pages recom- he wrote that clause ofhis willwhich laid the

mended its establishment. The outcomehas foundation of the Smithsonian Institution is

been in the way ofpublications, a continuous strangely seen in a memorial sent to Con

series ofannual reports of Astronomical Ob- gress by W , R. Johnson in 1838 , in which he
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" prays for the establishing of a national in- Naval Intelligence, Professional Papers,

stitution for the investigation and elucida- twenty- four in number, examinations of dif

tion of those departments of science which ferent seas and oceans, six in number, and

pertain to the useful arts." This paper was Navy Scientific papers, Simpson's.

printed in full, but no further action appears The subject precious metals was not made

to have been taken . the text of a special report until 1867 when

Ethnology received no specialconsideration there appeared the " Mineral Resources of

at the hands of the Government until the the States and Territories west ofthe Rocky

publication of Schoolcraft's “ History of the Mountains.” This was followed by a report

Indian Tribes,” 1850. Nor did this subject on mines and mining in 1872 and since 1883

find further place in the list of official pub- annualstatistical reports have been issued by

lications beyond forming parts of the reports theGeological Survey.

of the Geographical and Geological Surveys The Bureau of Education has becomea pub

until the organization of the Bureau of Eth- lisher of importance , issuing besides an an

nology in 1879. Since that timethis bureau nual report, a series of histories of higher

has issued a series of reports, contributions, education, another of circulars of informa

and bulletins, including more than fifty tion and of bulletins of information. Many

special papers, which for general interest, in- of these treat of school architecture and

spiring effect, and permanent valuemust for school economics ; however some are of scien

years to come, stand unrivaled . In this par- tific importance. Some of the sciences as

ticular science ,ourGovernmenthas published taught in the schools have been made the

more than all the other governments of the subjects of special reports as for instance

world put together. chemistry , which received a very exhaustive

In 1857 and 1858 there appeared two iso- report at the hands of Professor Clark.

lated reports, one by Jefferson Davis, on the Contributions to scientific literature from

purchase of camels for military purposes , the Department of State are not extensive.

with best authorities on the general charac . If one would takethe trouble to look through

teristics of the animal. It must have been the Consular Reports one would be surprised

regarded as a matter of considerable impor- at the great variety of topics reported upon .

tance, to deserve the 238 pages which this re. As a rule each report would give someinfor

port covered. Camelswere brought into the mation difficult to obtain elsewhere. If a lit

United States for the purpose of domestica- tle more encouragementwere given our con

tion , but the effort did not meet with suc- suls to investigate or observe, their reports

cess nor did our public officials again serie might become of far greater value. Under

ously consider the advisability of so using the auspices of this department have been

them .
published the reports ofa number of commis

During the immediately succeeding years sions to the various expositions that have

the science of war was lost sight of in its been held , especially since 1869, containing

practice, finding light only in the reports of chapters of scientific importance , as those on

the Chief of Engineers and in an important electricity , instruments of precision , andme

series of Notes on the Construction of Ord- chanics. Twining's interesting report on the

nance. Of the latter there are now nearly “ Northwest Boundary Commission," 1878,

fifty in number, which with about half as emanated from thisbranch oftheGovernment,

many Engineering Professional Papers has as did also the “ Protocols of the Meridian

advanced civil aswell asmechanicalengineer- Conference.”

ing in no inconsiderable measure. From this The Treasury Department has to its credit

department there also appeared Allen's " Re- the publications of the “ Coast and Geodetic

port on an Expedition to Alaska,” 1887 . Survey,” “ Light-house Board,” “ Assay

The Navy Department has been especially Commission ,” “ Bureau of Statistics," var

prolific. Besides the papers on astronomy ious technical administrative reports, and the

and navigation already referred to, theHydro- “ Cruise of the Corwin .”

graphic Office has given out several series TheDepartment ofAgriculture, for so many

such as Directions,Sailing Directions, Light- years a very poor contributor to science , has

house Lists, and Coast Pilots for both for- within the past twelve or fifteen years made

eign and domestic shores , while the various ample amends for the lost opportunities.

bureaus of this department have published The annualreports with an edition of 400,000 ,
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perhaps the largest edition of any book of its upon the greatest possible range of scientific

size, contains more than purely administra- topics, as would be expected when one con

tive matter, while it is supplemented by a siders the broad field which theMuseum cov

greater variety of series than belongs to any ers. When a paper upon a group of exhibited

other department. These are Technical Re- articles is published , a copy, surrounded as

ports, Reports on Economic Entomology, far as possible by the objects therein de

Animal Industry , Animal Pathology, Manu- scribed, is placed on exhibition. This shows

facture of Sorghum , Forestry Bulletins, and which specimens have been discussed, so that

a large number of papers on Insect Life, Con- a person duly interested can procure a copy

tagious Diseases of Animals,Silk worms, Tea- of themonograph, compare the cuts with the

culture , and many forms of animal and vege objects themselves , then study it at one's leis

table life. The agricultural experiment sta- ure, feeling that one has a personally certified

tions are playing their part in the promotion copy. The excellent opportunities here af

of agiculture and their reports contain sug- forded for study and the chance for prompt

gestive results . publication have proved such incentives to

The Fish Commission is engaged with prosecute original investigations that the

practicalmatters ; still its officers havetime bibliography of the Museum and its officers

for original investigations — the results of for 1886 covered twenty-six printed pages.

which find an outlet in the annual reports, a In addition to the above types, which ad

volumeof aboutone thousand pages,bulletins mit of classification, the Government has

of somewhat smaller dimensions, and such published the “ Memoirs of the National

special papers as the exigencies of the cases Academy," " Explorations in Alaska,"

demand. “ Whale and Cod Fisheries,” “ Nicaragua

The NationalMuseum during the past dec- Ship -canal," " Report on the Black Hills,”

ade has been especially industrious along Hall's “ Arctic Expedition ," and, quoting

literary lines. It publishes Reports, Pro- from the conventional rural sale-bill, “ other

ceedings, and Bulletins, embracing papers articles too tedious to mention ."

THE HAWAIIANS.

BY J. N. INGRAM .

A

VOYAGE of twenty-eight days from simplicity , easy good humor, and implicit

theGolden Gate brings one to Hono- trust in nature to provide for them are char

lulu ,the Hawaiian capital. It is a city acteristics found only in the people of the

of thirty thousand inhabitants, fifteen thou- tropics .

sand islanders, fivethousand Caucasians, and They live largely on cocoanuts, bread fruit,

ten thousand Chinese. It is situated on the pine apples, fish , and taro poi. Some of

seashore on the south coast of Oahu, and ex- them - from the mountain wilds — still eat

tends along the base of tall mountain ranges. their fish raw . The taro is a purple vege

The streets are shaded with groves oftropical table, with a root and leaves like a turnip ,

trees and dotted with parks. The yards are and the flavor of a sweet potato . The plant

gorgeous with flowers ; the groves are in per- is cultivated in boggy marshes ,andkept, like

petual bloom ; and the fragrance of eternal rice, flooded with water . The natives take

summer perfumes the atmosphere . the roots from the ground and roast them

The natives are a Malayan race. They among green leaves in piles of hot stones.

have been on the islands— according to their The vegetables are then beaten into a mush

traditions- over a thousand years, having and poured into calabashes ready for use. It

come over the sea in canoes. They are of a is called poiand is the Hawaiian's bread. It

light yellow color, have regular features , will keep for days, and is a very cooling , pal

straight black hair, are talland well formed. atable, and nourishing dish .

Their frankopen countenances, soft and flash The natives take their meals sitting on the

ing eyes, simple manners, and child -like de- floor. They place their gourds of poi in a

portmentwin theheartsofall beholders. Their circle on the floor or on the ground under
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the shade of the grove, and put their fish never bites their fingers, and frosts never

and fruit in seashells by their calabashes . chill their blood. Scanty apparel covers their

The family then sit down in a row around bodies, and suits their wants . Coral blocks

these dishes . They pinch off a bit of fish , answer for chairs, banana leaves for carpets ,

carry it to their mouths, then dip their fin- and reed mats for rugs. Their primitive hut

gers into the poi, stir them around, lift them is as dear to them as a palace. Their hills

out, throw back their heads, and close their are always green ; their flowers bloom all the

lips around their fingers . time. In the morning when they awake,

Their happiest hours seem to be at their they reach up and shake a mangoe or bread

meals. There they abandon themselves to fruit limb and breakfast falls into their laps.

their jollity of manner, and are neverso merry They have no inducement to lay up for old

as when gathered around their banquet age, as but few reach it. They have but lit

gourds. tle inducement to accumulate for their chil

They will adopt every other innovation of dren , as but few have them , and nature can

civilization but to surrender their primitive care for them as she has done in years past.

method of eating . This custom of their an The huts are formed of reeds, covered with

cestors is held as a sacred legacy and around rushes and have earth floors ; they are

it cluster so many treasured memories that fronted with wide porches to keep off theheat

they cling to its form with tenacious loyalty . of the sun . The cottages are embowered in

The king himself never looks so happy as vines, and sit along the seashore, under the

when seated on the floor with his people, shade of cocoanut trees and groves ofwaving

eating out of the calabashes. palms. The dwellings cluster in continuous

Many suppose that eating from the same villages around the ocean beach, and the

gourds transmits disease among the natives ; shores of the islands are belted with a line of

but the poi is so adhesive that all which houses.

comes in contact with their fingers adheres, The native ladies dress in flowing gowns

and no contamination follows. falling in loose folds from their shoulders.

In former times any woman who presumed Their raven black hair floats in luxuriant

to join her better half at his hallowed meals, tresses down their necks. Their brows are

was punished with death , but now the sexes adorned with wreaths of wild flowers , and

take their meals together out of the same their necks with chaplets of green leaves ,

gourds, and the women occupy favored seats which make them look like classic nymphs

at the feasts . of the woods.

If a native feels in need of a meal, but is The island girls are fond of horseback rid

indisposed to provide one for himself, he ing and ride at a furious rate. With their

watches the dining hours of his neighbors, hair sailing on the wind, they dash their

walks in and helpshimself. They hold every steeds up themountains and down the val

thing in common , as one great family — and leys at breakneck speed . In the evening,

everybody is related to everybody else on the mounted on their ponies, they take their

islands, and their universal hospitality weak- rides around the islands ; and their snowy

ens their ambition to accumulate subsistence dresses are seen moving like white specks

subject to such general absorption . They over the country roads.

cultivate gardens of vegetables, but do not These native girls have fine voices, and are

engage in any system of agriculture, and fond of singing. A most attractive feature in

make but little attempt to acquire property . the natives' religious services is themusical

Butnature is kind. Their food grows with accompaniment. To stroll out in the forests

out cultivation . The groves furnish their on Sunday morning, and listen to the native

meals . They have naught to do but to choirs singing in their chapels, amid the roar

stretch forth their hands, pluck and eat. of the surf, is a rare pleasure. The people

The cocoanut, pomegranate, orange, banana, are of a warm religious temperament, are

pineapple, and bread fruit trees, provide for great church goers,and enter into the spirit

their table, and the bays abound in fish . of devotion with enthusiasm . - They rarely

The rains send down water to give them fail to attend the sanctuary as it gratifies their

drink ; the leaves of the trees shade them taste for music, indulges them in religious

from the sun ; the grass furnishes a sleeping enjoyments, and gives them thedelicious en

couch ; summer is always with them ; winter tertainment of exchanging gossip . Every
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pathway leading to the little churches is bowing their heads and bodies like automatic

crowded with natives on Sabbath morning . mechanism . The missionaries discouraged

The white dresses and Panama hats of the this dance , but it is still practiced in the vil

ladies , their flower wreaths and evergreen lages, and in Honolulu occasionally .

garlands, contrast prettily with the olive Outdoor amusements form the principal

color of their complexion and the jet black of diversion . The groves, the mountains, the

their waving tresses. They do not follow seashore, and the ocean waves tempt them

the freaks of fashion in its transformations of into the open air . They spend but little time

style and changes of costume. Having in their dwellings. The climate invites them

learned by experience that their “ Mother constantly out under the sky.

Hubbards ” are best suited to the heat near They enjoy traveling by land as well as by

the path of the sun , they have not adopted any sea . On every country road their cavalcades

foreign inventions in apparel. Considering pass the traveler. As they are allone family ,

white themost pleasing to the eye and better they are at home wherever night overtakes

adapted to laundry wear than faded shades of them . They are very kind and generous to

mottled colors , they rarely select gay or varied each other and will offer their friends their

tints.
last cocoanut or fish ,

The island girls ' greatest delight is sea They are of a sunny disposition and prefer

bathing. They are amphibiousby nature, and to look on the bright side of life. Their

take to thewater like ducks. Bodily clean- smiles are as cheering as the sunlight that

liness is one of their virtues . As soon as the warms their tropical islands ; and as perpet

little girl can crawl she hunts for water. ualas the blooming of the flowers on their

Along the shores crowds of littlemaids sport fragrant shores. From childhood to old age

in the sea all day long. On attainingwoman- they are lighthearted and sympathetic , at.

hood they become daring surf riders, and will tentive to their sick , and generous to their

brave the breakers in the ocean's angriest unfortunate and afflicted. Their friendships

mood. Their home is on the sea and their are deep, strong, and sincere. Even in pov

joy is in the water. Both sexes bathe to- erty they maintain a merry spirit, and in

gether, and competition in riding the rollers misfortune show nobility of impulse . Their

and rivalry in the art of scaling the tumbling cordiality to strangers is a marked character

waves are spirited .
istic . Meeting the traveler around their is

The girls are fond also of their canoes. lands, they have always ready their beautiful

They are born navigators . They venture far Hawaiian salutation , Aloha ! Love to you .

out to sea, riding like sea gulls the great They arehappy to see othershappy. They

breakers of the Pacific and crossing in their exert themselves to puttheir visitors in good

boats from island to island . Every day the humor ; and no one can long withstand the

white sails of their tiny crafts can be seen influence of their jovial dispositions, even

passing over the channels. The canoes are though wearied with the discomforts of fa .

hollowed out of giant trees, are beautifully tigue.

rounded , and show extraordinary skill in The best in the house is at the service of

handicraft. The ancient Hawaiian war boats their guests, and to travelers no charges are

were colossal in size, and were carved with made, but a present or keepsake is received

Aint axes and stone chisels . and treasured . Hospitality in its purest

Next to their canoes and surf bathing, the form exists as they expect no reward for

ladies take to dancing. They are very par- their amiability.

tial to that recreation . Island celebrations, Needlework the ladies practice but little.

feasts, or victories in olden times, were com- Their gowns are plainly and neatly made.

memorated with dances. The chiefs and Embroidery and decoration are rarely at

kings were infatuated with this diversion. To tempted . Wild flowers serve for ornament.

be a cleverdancer was to be in favor at Court. Finding more attraction in , and having more

Under royal patronage dancing was practiced , affection for the groves and sea, house

and carried into a fine art . keeping is not made a study and domestic

The national Hawaiian dance is performed life is primitive.

in partial undress to display the charms of Most of the natives have been educated in

its movement, the circled rows of dancers the public schools — the government compels

swaying their limbs, swinging their arms, attendance and nearly every one can read
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Her ways

and write theHawaiian language. They do have native wives, some having married for

not,however, enter thehigher planeofknowl. money, some for government position, some

edge. The elements of science and philoso- for official distinction, and some of the early

phy are too subtle for their grasp. matches were made for love.

They are fond of reading, but confine it to While the native girls love their children ,

sea stories , religious books, and newspapers. make kind mothers and dutiful wives, the

Their native papers give them a general out. foreigner feels that his Malayan wife is

line of the weekly news of the foreign world . little or no company for him .

They execute beautiful specimens of pen- are not his ways ; her tastes are not his

manship , are liberal patrons of the postoffice , tastes ; and his likes, pleasures, and ambi

and have an extensive correspondence with tions are not hers. Her heart, sympathy, in

their friends on other islands. terest, and attachment belong to her race,

It has been said by one writer - and re- their past,their history,their heroes,and their

peated by others — that the native girls are people. She does not, cannot, withdraw her

never jealous. The claim is imaginary, for identity from her Oriental pedigree, or as

human nature is the same here as elsewhere. similate with , and become one in sentiment

Love is the sameon these ocean strands as with an alien race. Her heart is with her

love is everywhere else. It causes the same own people . Withdraw her from her race

emotions, generates the same impulses, and and she would die. Her joys are found

demands the sameexactions. It requires the among her early associates ; and her pleas

same cultivation , appreciation , and estima- ures are drawn from the scenes engraven on

tion to retain the attachments of the heart the memories of her early years. The spots

among these orange colored nymphs of the where she spent her girlhood , the places and

groves, that is paid to their paler sisters in surroundings in which she grew from infancy

colder zones. And they are just as jealous of into womanhood , are dear to her heart and

the strategies, wiles , and arts of their rivals are the treasures of her life. The compan

as are the proud belles of the Caucasian race. ions of her youth hold warm niches in her

Years ago there was a fine type of beauty soul ; hermorning of life is a part of herself,

among the Hawaiian women ,but civilization and her future is linked to her past in a chain

and its diseases have marred the original which cannot be broken . Her alien lord

Hawaiian symmetry of form . Themost at- may find her gay and happy on the shores of

tractive native girls are now found among the her native islands, contented and cheerful

half castes. Their paler complexion , tinted among her own people, but remove her to

with the red blood of the Caucasian and the foreign climes, and when the peaks of the

almond color of theMalayan race, their erect tropics fade from view , she becomes home

and graceful formsmake a fine typeof beauty. sick , pines and wilts away like a planttorn

A number of foreign residents at Honolulu from thewarm embrace of the sun .

THE OLD NATIONAL ROAD.

BY RUSH C. FARIS .

W ".

E are familiar with maps of the diana, and Illinois to the Mississippi. It

United States that are covered with represented the National Road , a work that

a network of lines representing the had its origin in a compact made before the

railroads. Our largest rivers are obscured by organization of the government. This road

these heavier lines ; but on older maps we was the object of as regular appropriations

find the rivers prominent, the only other as any department of the government, had

lines standing for a few canals and turnpikes . its standing committee in Congress, and was

There used to be one line especially that the battle-ground for politicians for more

crossed the map in solitary prominence from than a generation . In its progress it was

Baltimore to Cumberland, thence across the interwoven with the political and industrial

Alleghenies to the Ohio River at Wheeling , history of the nation .

and on across the broad states of Ohio , In When George Washington crossed the
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mountains in 1753 to bear a message from the British general halted to level every mole

governor of Virginia to the French , he found hill and bridge every rivulet. Braddock

Winchester the farthest town toward thewil. soon met his fate in the battle that hasmade

derness, but he found also that already a his nameso familiar in western Pennsylva

" new road ” led on to the Potomac at Wills nia, and was buried in the roadway to con

Creek . The next year Washington with the ceal his grave from the Indians. A clumpof

colonial forces widened the trail beyond trees was long afterward planted beside the

Wills Creek into a road for the army. With National Road to mark the grave.

his instincts as an engineer he followed al Washington again marched to Fort Cum

most exactly the route that afterward became berland with the southern contingent to join

the National Road , General Forbes in the final expedition

This first road over the Alleghenies is first against Fort Duquesne; but that commander

mentioned in a bit of Indian talk , in a letter preferred a new route, and Washington very

by Washington in 1754 to the Indian chief reluctantly marched across to join him on

Half-King. “ I received your speech by the the Pennsylvania route at Bedford. Wash

buck's brother , who cameto us with the two ington never lost sight of his favorite road,

young men five sleeps after leaving you. ... although there could be little attention given

The young man will inform you where he to road-making across the mountains till

met a small part of our army advancing after the Revolution . In common with Jef

toward you , clearing the road for a great ferson and other Virginia statesmen , he re

number of our warriors.” A few days later garded the Potomac valley as designated

he wrote to Governor Dinwiddie : “ We ad- by nature for the great highway to the in

vance slowly across the mountains, making terior of the continent. Jefferson , in his

roads as wemarch fit for the carriages of our “ Notes on Virginia ," took account of all the

great guns.” practicable routes and argued in favor of the

The whole of this first campaign of Wash- Potomac route. Washington on his return

ington was made along the route of the Na- from his very first trip across the mountains

tional Road and the site of his Fort Necessity in 1754, prepared a statement of obstructions

was long marked with remains of the stock . to be overcome in rendering the Potomac

ade near the road, fifty miles west of Cum- navigable to the mountains. By this he in

berland. There his little army was defeated duced Virginia to agree to undertake the

by the French (July 2), and as all the horses work of improvement. Washington's views

were killed , “ the warriors " had to go back were broadened during the Revolution, and

over their new road afoot. Fort Cumberland at the close of the war he traveled over some

was then built at Wills Creek , and in 1755 of the practicable routes to see the situation

General Braddock arrived to take personal for himself. Hewent up to Crown Point,

command of another expedition against the and up theMohawk valley to Fort Schuyler,

French on the Ohio . Hemarched by way of and across the country to Lake Otsego. Then

Frederick to Fort Cumberland ; but finding again in 1784 he went carefully over the Po

that Virginia would notbe able to furnish his tomac route and across to Pittsburgh. While

army with either provisionsor a wagon train , his conclusion was that a canal through New

heurged Pennsylvania to open a road byway York was practicable and might become a

of Carlisle to Winchester. Governor Morris necessity , he still saw no reason to change

could not prevail upon the Pennsylvania his first opinion that the Potomac route was

assembly to construct the road, and was able the best. In a map he prepared for sustain

to make a survey only by usingmoney in ing his position, he included a road over

his hands belonging to Delaware . The sur- the mountains from Cumberland to the

veyors arrived at Braddock's camp only to Youghiogheny - the very route of the Na

be soundly berated for their tardiness . The tional Road.

ingenious advertising of Benjamin Franklin In 1785 Washington as one of the deputies

at length procured from Pennsylvania farm- attended a convention at Annapolis for the

ers the teams and wagons required, and the purpose of securing not only improvements

march began. In eight days the end of in the river, but also the road over themoun

Washington's road was reached and it took tains. Of the Potomac Improvement Com

four days to get over the next nineteen pany that resulted from the convention , he

miles ; for, as the colonists complained, the was president until elected President of the
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United States ; and he again took that posi- tains, and there being already a tolerably

tion after his retirement from public life . good road to Cumberland, all things seemed

Virginia in 1784 was considering the sur- to combine in favor of the pet project of

render to Congress of her lands beyond the Washington and Jefferson . The first con

Ohio , and she stipulated that out of the pro- tracts for work were made in 1806 ; but the

ceeds of public land sales there should be route westward from Braddock's road was not

built a road to connect the expected settle- determined at once, as it was the subject of

ments with the seaboard . Among the good great scheming. Wheeling , standing where

things obtained from the old Congress by the Ohio River was crossed by the old post

the Rev. Manasseh Cutler for the Ohio Com- road to Chillicothe, Ohio's first capital, and

pany of Massachusetts, was a renewed prom- Steubenville, then the rival of Pittsburgh ,

ise of this road ; but this promise was not contended for the road . The location ofsuch

incorporated with the Ordinance of 1787 es a turnpike was more important in that day

tablishing the Northwest Territory . The than that of a great railroad or of a world's

matter was considered by Congress in 1797 ; fair is now . Wheeling won the prize, partly

for Washington and others feared that the through the influence of Henry Clay, who

new settlements beyond the mountains, had become familiar with the steep streets of

“ unless bound by the cement of interest " the early town and its hospitable people in

to the eastern states , might ally themselves his journeys to and from Washington . Just

with Spain's Mississippi colonies. The com- east of Wheeling stands the Clay monu

plaints of the settlers themselves were loud ; ment, commemorating the completion of

but still no road was begun. Finally, in the road ; buttheweather has almost entirely

1801, President Jefferson laid the matter be- effaced the inscriptions, and the surmount

fore Congress. The statesmanship that soon ing figure is sadly dilapidated.

after secured the Mississippi and the whole In August; 1818, the first mail coach went

West for the Union was already looking over the road and by 1821 the whole one hun

toward that object. dred and thirty miles between Cumberland

Ohio was then seeking admission as a and Wheeling were pronounced complete. So

state and she too pressed for a road. Con- far the road had cost about $ 1,700,000 while

gress proposed to apply five per cent of the the two percent fund set aside from the land

proceeds of land sales to roads leading from sales in Ohio and Indiana had amounted to

the navigable waters of the Atlantic to the only $ 164,507.

Ohio , provided Ohio would exempt such “ Internal improvements ” together with

lands from taxation for five years after their the tariff formed “ the American system ”

sale. Ohio modified this and it was agreed around which many of the early political bat

that three per cent should be spent on roads tles were fought. Originating with the

within her own borders and two per cent on Cumberland road bill of 1806 , internal im

roads leading from the east. Afterward the provements were first proposed as a system

sameagreement was made with Indiana and by John C. Calhoun . The bill was carried ,

with Illinois, as each came into the Union . against the opposition of the Federalists, by

Gradually it came to be the understanding large majorities of Republicans. President

that the Cumberland road was to be the ben- Jefferson, although hewasunwilling to delay

eficiary of thewhole two per cent fund. The the road longer by refusing to sign the bill,

appropriation bills named that fund as the expressed his opinion that it should have

source of the revenue and the government been preceded by an amendmentto the Con

came to be regarded as a mere trustee to see stitution distinctly giving the general gov

that the compact was carried out. ernment power to embark in a system of

It was not till 1806 that the original bill for internal improvements. The adoption of his

the road was signed by President Jefferson. suggestions would have saved much later

At this time not only were the counsels of trouble, for opposition to the government's

Virginia statesmen in the ascendency, but building roads and canals increased as the

the Potomac route had gained prestige from system developed.

the location of the new national capital. In 1818, when the Cumberland road was

“ Braddock's trace " -all that was left of the nearing completion , the standing congres

military road - had by this time become an sional committee on the road , in order to se

approved emigrant route across themoun- cure a needed appropriation, found it neces
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sary to argue that, whatever might be the This sudden change in the presidential atti

opinion of Congresson the subject of internal tude toward the road made it the chief topic

improvements in general, the faith ofthena- of the newspapers, and the innumerable

tion was pledged for work done and con- speeches that followed . Indignation meet

tracts made. By 1823 a large party , espe- ings were held throughout the territory es

cially in the South , had arisen hostile to the pecially interested . Senator Bibb, of Ken

internal improvements of the general gov- tucky was hanged in effigy and the body

ernment. The promoters of the National buried in the road-way because he had sup

Road, as they began to call the Cumberland ported the veto . “ The vetorit has mac

road, designed to continue it across the con- adamized our Clay," was a popular toast

tinent with branches widening to keep pace among the admirers of the great patron of

with the spreading areas of the western set- the road.

tlements, and therefore endeavored to keep it It has been charged that it was the exces

outof partisan politics ; but although each sive activity in internal improvements during

of the parties seemed anxious to escape the Adams' administration that broke down the

blame for dragging it into politics, dragged system ; but the cause lay deeper than the

in it was, and all but buried beneath thedoc- waves of political storms, because due to the

trine of states rights .
rapid development of railroads.

Although the road reached Columbus by Atthe heightof the road's prosperity in

1827 and Indianapolis in 1830, its further 1828, the Chesapeake and Ohio canal started

progress was secured only by an agreement alongside it across Maryland, and the Balti

to cede each part, as fast as completed, to the more and Ohio railroad soon joined in the

state in which it lay . Thus the continuity race. Congress was asked to help the canal

and thenational character of the road were and the railroad to cross the mountains ; but

destroyed . Verymanyof the early presiden- decided to let them alone till they both

tial vetoes were directed against road and should be built as far as Point of Rocks, on

canal measures, and while the National Road the Potomac, that each might demonstrate its

itself escaped - except that President Monroe fitness to survive as the highway of the fu

vetoed a bill assuming jurisdiction over it- ture. The turnpike was thus early elbowed

its branches and extensions suffered . But out of the race, and yet the period of the Na

under the administration of John Quincy tional Road's greatest prosperity-was to come.

Adamsthe work of extending the system of The railroad reached Cumberland in 1844 and

roads and canals and improved water -ways did not get across themountains to Wheeling

was pushed to the utmost, in the belief that till 1852, while the turnpike served as the

the powers of the governmentwere unlimited connecting link all that time.

in that direction . A great part of the enormous traffic that

Great as was the progress then made, un- even then was beginning to flow between the

der the stimulus of an overflowing treasury, East and the West passed over the National

the growth of the West was still more phe- Road from Cumberland, part turning down

nomenally rapid ; and the greatest develop- the Monongahela to Pittsburgh and part go

ment was directly in front of the advancing ing on over the road to the West. The

road , that is, in Indiana, Illinois, and Michi- Adams Express Company first appeared with

gan between 1820 and 1830. When Adams the wagons that hurried oysters and light

was succeeded by Jackson , in 1829, therewere packages from Baltimore to the West in 1835.

roads proposed for all sections ofthe country , In 1837 the government started fast mails

and innumerable schemes werebeing gotten over the road . Broad -tired Conestoga wag

into shape, while many measures were well ons, curved like Spanish galleons, bore loads

advanced in Congress. Up to this time there of eight thousand pounds each, and followed

had been twenty -three different lawspassed one another so closely that fifty - two eight

and $2,500,000 appropriated for the National horse teams were reported in sight at one

Road, with the approval of Jefferson and time; immense droves of cattle trudged

every one of his successors ; but President slowly eastward ; while the stages swept

Jackson at once surprised the country by past,making on someparts of the road nine

vetoing two bills , one for an extension of the teen miles in two hours . Clay, Jackson ,

road to the Gulf and one for an extension Harrison, Polk , Houston , Allen , Crockett,

from Cumberland eastward to tide-water. and a host of others were frequent travelers ,
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and politicians eagerly watched for their together. In 1830 the proceeds of land sales

coming, to seek advice or give it. No tele- amounted to $ 37,597,000 and there had been ex

graph sent the news ahead of the stage with pended on the road $ 2,181,303 . The ideas ofthe

its mail-bags, and the travelers enjoyed the country had advanced during the building of

luxury of telling the news everywhere to a the road and thelater appropriationswere for

fresh audience. larger amounts than had been dreamed of in

The states, seeing the eagerness of Con- the beginning. Macadam's system of road

gress to be rid of theNational Road, werecoy making had been invented and the success

until they obtained further improvements on ful experiments in England were promptly

the road at the nation's expense. Pennsyl- taken advantage of by our government.

vania and Ohio accepted their sections in Before the government was done with the

1831 ; Maryland and Virginia were given road , a round six millions of dollars had been

their parts in 1833, but afterward obtained spent on it.

further appropriations for incomplete por Now the road has mostly been surrendered

tions ; Indiana was given hers in an incom- by the states to the counties traversed by it,

plete state in 1848, but with wood and stone and the iron and stone mile posts tell the

from government land for its completion ; distance to Cumberland in vain , for only

while in Illinois work gradually stopped al- local travel uses the neglected highway.

THE CIVIL WAR IN CHILI.

Translated for " The Chautauquan " from " Revue Des Doux Mondes. "

C

HILI, as every one knows, is one of the Chili has a population of 3,200,000 inhabit

countries of America which, at thebe- ants and an area of about 340,000 square

ginning of the present century, shook miles. Its budget for many years shows an

off the Spanish yoke. Its struggles for inde- excess of revenue collections over the expen

pendence ended , like the other colonies, it ditures. At the beginning of 1889 there was

was obliged to adopt a political constitution . in the treasury about $ 25,000,000.

After several attempts there was evolved in The principal political parties in Chili are

1833 the form of government under which , the Liberal party and the Conservativeparty .

with slight modifications, the Chilians are The Liberals have been in power for forty

still living . In accordance with its require- years . The chief difference between them

ments the legislative power is composed of a relates to religiousmatters , as to whether the

Chamber of Deputies, elected by direct uni- clergy shall have a greater or less influence

versal suffrage for three years , and a Senate in the nation . The Liberals advocate a free

whose members are elected for six years, one inquiry and consideration regarding all mat

half going out of office every three years. ters, the non-interference of the church in

The right of suffrage is accorded to all Chil- political affairs, public education , and main

ians who have reached theage oftwenty-one tenance of reforms; the abolition of the an

years, and who know how to read and write. cient ecclesiastical privileges, etc. The Con

The members of the Congress receive no sal. servatives would like to see enforced every

ary, and their duties render absolutely im- where the edicts of the religious faith ; they

possible any other employment. The voting would abolish all public schools and all

is by secret ballot and after the cumulative public assistance to reform methods. As to

system , which gives to each person as many other matters, such as political, judicial, or

votes as there are candidates, and allowshim local organization , the platformsof the two

to cast them all for one person if he wishes. parties differ only as regards somevery minor

There is one deputy for 40,000 inhabitants , points.

and one senator for every three deputies. Manuel Balmaceda was elected president in

The executive power is vested in a president September, 1886. A deputy for many years,

of the republic, elected for five years by indi. then senator and the leader of theministry,

rect suffrage, and not re- eligible unless it be hemade himself renowned by his reform

after thelapseof at least one presidentialterm . movements, his liberal mind, his brilliant if
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superficial eloquence, and by his skill in the ministry, however, yielded nothing, and they

art of managing men and parties. His gove thought to continue tranquilly their admin

ernment opened under the brightest auspi- istration and their efforts in favor of San

ces, and nothing foreshadowed the later fuentes.

storms. All things moved harmoniously Three months passed thus, and they were

until the beginning of 1889, when everybody nearing July, the time when the budget of

saw that the minister of industries and pub- receipts of the preceding year expired . A

lic works, considered then as the member new law was indispensable in order that the

of least importance in the cabinet, took the government might continue to collect the

lead in all matters ; his advice always pre- taxes, a constitutional regulation formally

ponderated in the cabinet meetings. The requiring it. It was also the time awaited

Congress and the country soon knew that by the chambers to make positive their

President Balmaceda was using all of his in- authority . By a majority of three-fourths

fluence in favor of this minister, M.Enrique both branches of the legislature suspended

Sanfuentes , as the next presidential candi- the right to collect taxes until such a time

date in 1891. as there should be a ministry appointed

Such a design with reference to a man who which should have the support of the major

was then holding his first public office could ity of the two houses. The ministry, con

meet only with serious resistance. The fac- vinced that the chambers would retractbe

tion of the Liberal party which had carried fore the dire consequences of such a situation

the former election for Balmaceda, tried to inflicted for any length of time upon the

win him back to the right policy. Following country, resolved to maintain their power.

these efforts, severalministerial changeswere The citizens having the incontestable right

made. The influence of Sanfuentes seemed to refuse to pay their assessments, the gov

to decline, but in reality it was only dor- ernment dare not attempt to compel them ,

mant, ready to revive at any moment. Time and Chili remained for twenty-five days un

passed on , and Balmaceda and his favorite der an ideal régime, all the public duties be

thought the moment had arrived to count ing carried on regularly and the people ex

their friends and to put in operation the gov- empted from all charges.

ernmentalmachine. Profiting from the pro The situation grew more grave each day,

rogation of the chambers, President Bal- and dangerous manifestations were not long

maceda dismissed the ministry , and in in making their appearance . At Iquique, a

January , 1890 , named another set of cabinet port where much saltpeter is shipped , thou

officers, composed of his personal friends. sands of miners and workmen in the pay of

During severalmonths this ministry gov- government abandoned their work and gave

erned, their principal care being to secure a themselves up to clamorous outbreaks. At

majority of their supporters in Congress, Valparaiso, the largest port on the Pacific,

with a view to the regular session to be held on the occasion of the meeting of the two

in themonth of June. In this they did not parties, there occurred a general struggle

succeed, and, not being disposed to receive a which the police were powerless to suppress.

vote of censure, they resigned at the end of There were left upon the public square a

May, 1890. But Balmaceda was not slow in number of dead and more than four hundred

replacing them by six others of his friends, wounded .

who , still much more devoted to him than In the face of such difficulties, the leading

their predecessors, would not recoil before men of Santiago assembled not to protest or

any obstacle. In fact, they had the courage to act as partisans, but to address themselves

to present themselves to both houses and to dispassionately to Balmaceda, to appeal to

declare haughtily that they did not expect to his patriotism , and to show him the neces

have the support of the majority , but that, sity of saving the country. Balmaceda

nevertheless, they were resolved to remain coldly received the delegation of six citizens,

in power as long as they had the confidence and, without making any promise, simply

of the President. The two houses, after an complained of the majority of the deputies

interval of two or three days, by a three- and senators and threw upon them the re

fourths majority replied by making use for sponsibility of the whole situation .

the first time in a long parliamentary life, However, a little later, Balmaceda relented

of their right to censure the ministry. The and accepted the mediation of the arch
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bishop of Santiago. After several conferen- tinued to meet three times a week, and the

ces the desired result was obtained. A min . conduct of the government was the subject

istry composed of men who adopted a policy of many brilliant discussions.

of neutrality , refraining from the exercise of But Balmaceda had no intention of yield

all influence in the near electoral struggle, ing , and on the first of January, on his own

was formed and placed under the presidency authority , he arranged for the budget of ex

of Mr. Prats, a remarkable man , a former penses for the year. The army, far from

president of the cabinet during the war of the being dissolved, had the promise of much

Pacific, and also formerly a president of the higher pay. All employees opposed to the

Supreme Court of Justice . The Conservative policy of the government were dismissed ; a

party for the first time in twenty years was state of siege was declared in violation of the

then represented . Everything seemed settled . exclusive right of parliament; and public

The chambers passed the law of finances. gatherings were prevented by force. The two

The whole country manifested satisfaction branches of Congress not being able to con

and returned to its habitual tranquillity . vene either in the legislative palace or else

But, unfortunately, this did not last long. where on account of the measures taken by

Very soon the new ministers saw that they Balmaceda, drew up the following declara

too passed for nothing in the government tion : ' The President of the Republic , Don

and that Balmaceda, leaving their cause ,was José Manuel Balmaceda, has shown that it is

shaping the campaign in favor of the official absolutely impossible that he should any

candidate. The ministers then asked of Bal- longer continue to discharge the duties of his

maceda greater liberty of action and author- office, and consequently must cease to fill it

ity to dismiss someprefectswho wereopenly from this day.” On January 6 , the resolu

the partisans of Sanfuentes. Receiving a tion taken by the fleet changed the face of

negative reply from the President and not affairs. That organization declared that it

wishing to aid a policy which they were ex- would no longer obey the government, and

pected to end, the ministry retired on Octo- after having taken on board some leaders of

ber 15. The law regarding finance having the opposition, it departed for Valparaiso and

been passed , Balmaceda had no need of a took possession of the provinces of the north

parliamentary ministry, and without the of Chili. Later the fleet blockaded several

least scruple he recalled his old friends. The ports, cutting off thus the income of the cus

first act of the new cabinet was the closing of tom houses .

the extra session of parliament called by the At once the telegraphic dispatches reported

preceding ministry . In this fashion they that all seemed to lead toward the solution

put an end to any questioning and to votes desired by parliament, the dismissal of

of censure .
Balmaceda. Balmaceda had thoroughly

The conservative commission is an insti. prepared his resistance. He named his

tution recognized by the Chilian constitu- minister of war as general-in -chief of the

tion . It consists of a delegation of seven army, and a great number of prefects as col

members of each house, whose principal onels ; he dismissed all doubtful officers and

duties are to see that during the time Con- promoted the rest and increased the pay of

gress is not in session, there is a proper ob- the troops. He collected the arms scattered

servation of the constitution and the laws; through the country, increased the army to

and to present to the President all important thirty thousand men , and threw into prison

communications. Besides , it can demand the every citizen capable of heading a revolt.

President to convoke the houses in excep The insurrecting party has only the fleet.

tional cases. It was by making use of this Soon the government will have expended

rightthat this commission has played a con- the resources in the treasury and those se

siderable rôle in the events which we are recured by the last decree , but then not being

lating. Immediately on the dismissal of able to draw longer from the custom houses,

Congress , the national commission assem- it is thought it will be easy to vanquish .

bled , and after a debate which will remain But it has still time in which to act. The

celebrated in the history of Chili, it addressed latest news (at the time of writing) an

to the President a note demanding an imme- nounced some engagements in the northern

diate convocation of parliament. The provinces , in which the government troops

President refused . The commission con- were defeated . These provinces being as
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sailable only by sea, the insurgents are mas- ruler of England, theministers or the coun

ters of the territory in which saltpeter is selors being considered alone responsible

found and in which are the three ports for the resolutions adopted . And in Chill

where are collected two-thirds of the Chilian the evil is aggravated, for the necessary con

customs. Thanks to these circumstances, gress cannot be dissolved by the president in

the Congressional party has been able to or- order to makenew elections. This arrangement

ganize at Iquique a government having at places great inconveniences upon a country

its head the presidents of the two chambers in which theactions of the leader can bemade

and to organize an army to attack the forces to rest so heavily upon the representatives .

of Balmaceda, assembled at Santiago . A conflict under these conditions hasno other

What is the end pursued by Balmacedaand issue than a revolution .

his personal friends on one side and by the These are the only causes of a general char

majority of the parliament and the people on acter which can be assigned to the events in

the other ? The objectof Balmaceda remains Chili. That these causes have not produced

a mystery . It cannot be supposed that he such results before , during all the time elaps

would sacrifice his country simply for the ing since 1833, is to be attributed to the enor

satisfaction of designating his successor ; it mous preponderance of the Liberal party, to

is not probable that he thought he himself the calm ,cold temper of the people, and to the

might still remain in the office. Hehas not superiority and wisdom of the men who have

proclaimed any program , any doctrine, any served as presidents. In fact there have al

reform , in order to justify his policy. ready been two very authoritative presidents,

On the contrary, the object of thosemaking butboth always checked themselves before

the revolution is perfectly defined. They themenace of an opposition majority and a

wished to save the country from the danger refusal of the budget.

of a dictatorship established with a perma As to the probable consequences of this

nent character. It was only too evident that revolution , it is necessary to distinguish

without the revolution Balmaceda would purely politicalconsequences from thosewhich

have organized a parliament to suit himself, are economical and financial. The first will

in which the government would have had no vary somewhat according to the result of the

control. The determination of the parlia- struggle, butonecan be assured that the insti

mentarians to proceed in their course grows tutions of the country will end by being con .

constantly stronger, for the danger is now siderably and favorably modified a short time

doubly grave. after the close of the revolution .

This is oneof those conflicts frequent in the Official pressure in elections will be re

parliamentary system of the English type. markably lessened ; the power of the presi

The president being irremovable and irre- dent will be reduced , and in all probability

sponsible to anybody during the exercise of he will be held amenable to the senate ; in

his functions, if he once refuses to nominate short, the administration which to -day rests

a cabinet in conformity with the views of the almost entirely in the hands of the executive

majority of parliament, there is no remedy will be decentralized . These are reforms

possible. Themost powerful arms placed in for which the public has wished for a long

the hands of the members of the houses in time.

order to constrain the president to follow The economic and financial consequences

their policy, become inefficacious in effect. of the revolution , on the contrary,appear in a

ing a solution . It is for this reason that very different light, and nothing can dispel

France acted wisely in deciding that her the evils which will result. It can only be

president should not be elected by direct suf- hoped that a people as advanced as theChilians

frage, but by Congress. In Chili,on thecon- will very soon put an end to this critical sit

trary , they carried so far their imitation of uation, born of the caprices of a man who,

the English system , that themembers of the forgetting that he ought to be the greatest

constituent assembly of 1833 did not recoil servant of the country , imagined that hewas

before the absurdity of establishing in a re- its master . On this condition alone will

public a president who cannot be judged Chili be able to resumehermarch of progress,

during his official term , even if he should be and to preserve the high rank which herma

guilty oftreason . It is neither more nor less terial and intellectual developmentwon for

than the theory of the impeccability of the her among the nations of the earth .

H -Sept.
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A BEAUTIFUL LIFE .

BY LILIAN WHITING .

T

HE story of the life of Winifred How
On the windmy spirit flew ;

Its freedom wasmine as well.
ells, the eldest child of William Dean

and Eleanor Mead Howells , is one of
For a moment the world was new ;

What camethen to break the spell ?
themost exquisite in literary history .

The wind still freshly blew ;

Born in Venice,whose “ unearthly loveliness ”
My spirit it was that fell.

seems to have entered into her nature, the

spirits of love and wisdom dominated her These lines are Shelley-like in their ethereal

temperament. beauty . They were set to music by Mr.

As a little child she was so sweet, so wise, Frank Booth, under the title of “ The Wind

so strangely all-comprehending ; and still as Exultant,” and have proved to be a favorite

the years went by and she developed into song with lyric artists.

girlhood and lovely womanhood , there was The exquisite sensitiveness of Winifred

before her always a beautiful vision which Howells to beauty and art was of course fos

pathetically eluded her grasp ; an ideal too tered by the atmosphere in which she grew

high to be realized on earth ; and this defect up. It was a spiritualized literary atmos

in realization, which was so subtle and un- phere, so to speak. Mrs. Howells herself is

usual as almost to defy analysis, is very truly an artist with pencil and brush ; her brother,

portrayed in the expression of her father, Larkin S.Mead, isknown as an eminent sculp

who alludes to it as “ her baffled and be- tor ; Mrs. Howells was studying art in Rome

wildered being.” when Mr. Howells— then in the first flush of

Its explanation, I think, is that she had his literary fame- met her, and they were

the purely ideal nature ; she was the child of married in Paris and set up their household

poetry , of beauty, of love, of enchantment ; gods at once in Venice in an old palace on

she was essentially a spirit and adapted to the Grand Canal. It was here that Winifred

more perfect conditions than those of the was born into an atmosphere of literature

material world , and there was to her a sense and art, the guests of the house , as well as

of sad surprise that persons or circumstan- the parents, being naturally men and women

ces should not be all that she beheld in her of letters.

transfigured vision . While this solution ofit
Then followed years of childish life in Cam

seems to methe true one, I do not mean to bridge when almost daily the little maiden

portray her as in any sense eccentric or as with the starry, luminous eyes, met Mr.

one in whom sentiment ever degenerated into Lowell, Mr. Longfellow , Mr. James , Mr.

the sentimental. She was singularly joyous Charles Eliot Norton , Mr. Fields, and Mr.

in her nature - frank , simple, spontaneous Aldrich, and her first little poem brought

and free -- but she was born with an intense to her from Mr. Longfellow a note which ,

craving for ideal beauty and harmony and as her father has said , made her " wildly

responsiveness, and if the wings of her spirit happy."

beat against the bars of crude materialities Henry James, the elder, was especially fond

she sank, baffled , sad , before them .
of the quaint child . One of her stories par

The feeling I am trying to interpret is ex- ticularly diverted him , " and he laughed over

quisitely reflected in a little poem she wrote, it tenderly ,” Mr. Howells relates, “ with a

some years ago, entitled “ A Mood,” which sympathy for all shemeant and failed to ex

runs thus : press. To his most religious presence I used

The wind exultant swept
to go, as to a church ,” continued Mr. Howells ,

Through the new leaves overhead ,
“ and I have still the sense of her little hand

Till at once my pulses leapt
in mine as I led her with me. He praised her

With a life I thoughtlong dead,
and laughed at her and made her heart dance

And I woke as onewho has slept
homeward with her feet.”

To my childhood - that had not fled . Withal this sweet daughter of thegreat nov
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elist had a most joyous childhood, -radiant happy youth and radiant strength should lie

with privileges of lofty companionship , and before their darling . They had passed a win

her days were illuminated with beautiful ter in Florence, butthere she could not sleep ;

visions. She must have been almost touch- a month's sojourn at Sienna proved no bet

ingly trusting, and her father relates of her ter ; but the air of the lagoons gave to her

this little incident : peace and quiet. There was a radiant May

“ Once there was to be a Sunday -school time there in all the glory and the gladness of

fair and she said she would write a book of spring in ethereal Venice . She dreamily

poemsand sell that. Iwas too fondly touched glided in gondolas, and breathed the atmos

by the simple notion and encouraged it. She phere of beauty that so charmed and soothed

came back from the fair with the poor little her soul.

manuscript in her hand and flung herself In all this absorption in beauty she did not

upon me in a wild burst of tears . ' Oh ,papa ! lose any of the tender sympathies that cling

nobody wantedmybook .' to humanity. It was not the mere esthetic

“ Afterwards,” added Mr. Howells , “ she instinct which is often not unallied to the

grew accustomed to rebuffs. She came to sensual,---but it was the truly artistic which

have a fine courage, and sent her poem's to is closely allied and is even identical, with

editors , under false names, so as not to profit the ideal. The esthetic nature , that loves to

with them by any supposableweakness for her steep itself in merebeauty, is too often a self

father's name; and when they cameback , as ish one. The artistic nature is ideal and

they often did , no one knew , from her at spiritual.

least, what pain it gave. It was her noble The first check - for $5.00 — ever sent to

pride unalloyed with vanity, her beautiful, Winifred for her writing was for a poem en

never failing dignity of heart and mind, titled “ Magnolia,” and when her father

which enabled her to do this ; but this we cashed it for her in a gold piece and they looked

know now was the lightest part of the suffer- to see her buy somememento of her first liter

ing she kept from us. Her life was deeply ary earning, shebroughtit instead to her father

interior ; it sank more andmore beyond our asking that it might be sent to the destitute

sight ; and it is only the records of it which negroes flocking into Kansas. Mr. Frank

teach us how intensely poetical it was.” Garrison sent the coin - and the story with

Perhaps the most artistic expression of it — to Messrs . Kidder and Peabody, and five

this phase of her life thatWinifred made was or six years later Mr. Kidder showed the coin

in a sonnet called “ Past " : to a friend saying he had been so touched

with the story that he could not part with

Then as she sewed , came floating through her it , and sending a check of his own in its

head

place he had carried it in his pocket since

Odd bits of poems learned in other days that day .

And long forgotten in the noisier ways One of her nearest friends describes Wini.

Through which the fortunes of her life now led ; fred as slender and rather tall,with an oval

And, looking up, she saw upon the shelf
face of the mediæval type, densely black

In dusty rank her favorite poets stand,
hair growing low on her forehead ,which was

All uncaressed by her fond eye or hand ;

of an exquisite mold above the level eye

And her heart smote her, thinking how herself

Had loved them once and found in them allgood brows,and eyes “ ofa strange starry ,wonder

Aswell as beauty , filling every need ;

ing purity ." Mr. Lowell said, “ All New

But now they could not fill the emptiness
England looks from her beautiful eyes.”

Ofheart she felt even in her gayest mood ;
Of this beautiful life of only twenty - five

She wanted once no work her heart to feed summers, her father says : “ She was on the

And to be idle once was no distress. earth , but she went through the world aloof

in spirit, with a kind of surprise."

In the first declining years of her health , Truly of Winifred Howells mightthewords

which came soon after passing her twentieth of Whittier be written :

year, Mr. and Mrs. Howells took this child of
And half we deemed she needed not

their tender love to Venice, hoping that the The changing of her sphere

air of her nativecity would work itsmiracle for To give to heaven a shining one

her, and incredulous that anything less than Who walked an angel here.
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BY ELLEN HARDIN WALWORTH .

W

ILL Washington , thenational cap- partment and the War and Navy Depart

ital, ever become a center of lit- ments hold the originaldocuments ofpriceless

erature, art, and science? Such value which will authenticate the wonderful

was the question which arose facts of our national progress.

in my ownmind when I turned my thoughts These resources ofthestudentarewellknown,

toward Washington as the Mecca of en- but others of less prominence are equally sig

thusiasm , the source of historical investi- nificant. There are in the city well established

gation , and as the city that offered the peace- societies in science and literature which will

fulness and economy of a quiet home com- develop into organizationsofnational impor

bined with the conveniences and facilities of tance . TheGeographical and Anthropological

a city residence. After the close observation Societies , the Shakspere and French and

of repeated visits to Washington , followed by German clubs, besides other circles devoted

a residence of two years in that city, I feel to historical study and to general literature,

justified in answering the question with an are notmere transientorganizations for social

unqualified yes. The National Capital will purposes, but are permanent and are engaged

naturally and necessarily become a center of in serious work .

literature , art, and science in America. Students ofart have in this city free access

Boston has lost much of its prestige as a to the Corcoran Gallery and to the school con

literary center, and is superseded by New nected with it. This school has now reached a

York. This is mainly due to the business high standard ofexcellence. TheArt Students'

facilities ofthegreat metropolis for printing , League is also a popular place for study, and

illustrating, and publishing. Such advan- there are artists of the best rank who receive

tages have attracted many leading men in lit. private pupils. The Art Congress recently

erature and art. The men of science still initiated and the great art building promised

cling to the university towns, but they are in the near future offer additional attractions

gravitating to Washington , where many to students of art.

special students in science are now at work, The leading men in literature and art still

enjoying the privileges of the Smithsonian find their headquarters in New York , but

Institution with its scientific and historical women , natural prophets of the race, with

treasures and its lectures.
farsighted wisdom ,are gathering in and about

The Academy of Sciencemeets at the capi- Washington. Thewomen who are leaders in

tal every year ; the International Congress of literature, art, science, and patriotism con

Science held its first meeting in America gregate here. This sentiment of patriotism

in the same place in the past summer, as did has recently arisen in a great wave of en

also the National Society for the Advance- thusiasm which promises to bring about a

ment of Natural Science. solution of many problems which perplex

Washington cannot claim the business ad- statesmen and politicians. The questions of

vantages that New York offers to students immigration and of naturalization, of the In

and artists ; but its nearness to New York , dian and Negro races, and of similar sub

with constantly increasing facilities for reach- jects, now engage the earnest thought of

ing that city, permit business arrangements women, and they will eventually lift these

to be adjusted with ease and rapidity. Itaf. themes out of the arena of ordinary politics

fords unusual opportunities for study and in- into the region of justice which embraces the

vestigation. Access is easily obtained to all rights of individuals and the rights of home

the privileges of the vast Congressional Li- and country . Thus in time the icfluence of

brary and to the universities here of long es- woman's opinion and woman's effort will find

tablished reputation, while the great univer- acquiescence and acknowledgment from men ,

sities recently established or projected, who will unite with the women in preserving,

promise much for the future. one might say in creating , an Americanism

For those persons interested in historical that shall keep our inheritance of political

research in American records, the State De principles and superior opportunities intact
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as they come to us from Revolutionary fore- their wishes, have remained,making it a per

fathers. manent, or at least a winter, residence. From

Women who are editors find Washington social power there has gradually developed a

the true center from which to promulgate power in politics, in business, in affairs gen

their opinions and reach their most apprecia- erally . Women of established position have

tive audience. Those who have so long and been able and willing to help others who were

bravely struggled for equal suffrage find less favored ; ability and energy have found

the advantage of making Washington their encouragement, and have also created a de

headquarters. Women who are ambitious in mand for talent. Authors,musicians, artists,

business reside here , dealing in real estate doctors, lawyers , all find clients or patrons

and occupying leading places in large busi- among their own sex in Washington ; butad

ness houses. Ofthe large number who have venturers have little scope ; the day for them

employment in the Government Offices, it is has past ; society is well guarded , and such

unnecessary to speak . Thus Washington is must look for a fresher field . Talentmustbe

becoming each year more truly the field for unusual and cultivated to a high standard ;

woman's best and most earnest efforts , and to succeed here, work must be sincere and

the great capital holds out to her the fairest excellent in technique as well as in purpose.

promises of a future which the common ver Yet it is not for woman only thatWashing

dict proclaims shall be a great era ofwoman. ington is becoming a center of art and litera

This development of opportunity for woman ture. Men who are devoted to these pursuits

in Washington has been one of natural and are drifting here more slowly, but with the

easy growth , hence the permanence and im- fixed purpose of remaining, since they find

portance of its results . the requirements of an intellectual life and

The social precedence and influence of the pleasures of a complete home. No other

women in this country in the pasthave found city is so ideal a place of residence, where

their broadest and highest exercise in and homes are so free from the noise and rush of

about the social life of Washington . This has traffic, and yet near enough to business cen

attractedmany brilliantwomen to the capital, ters for all purposes of convenience. Here is

and those who were independentby means of an opportunity for the development of a high

money or of a strong will, and those who type of American life, at once simple and re

could persuade fathers or husbands to bend to fined .

THE FRENCH COOK IN HER NATIVE LAND .

BY FANNIE C. W. BARBOUR .

P

ERHAPS it will be interesting to hear day's notice. Indeed you may select it in the

from the actual experience of the writ- morning and enter in the afternoon, or as

er, something about housekeeping in soon as you have signed the lease and paid

France , where the past four winters down half the rent. Every thing is in readi

were spent. After one has been banished ness for occupancy, and you have nothing to

for some time from one's “ ain countree ” do but to look over the inventory with your

there is likely to comean inexpressible long- landlord , being very particular to note care

ing for a taste of home life. Finding our fully every crack in the china, every nick in

selves overtaken by this feeling , we pro- the toilet sets , and any weakness in the chair

ceeded upon the advice of friends, to gratify legs. You will usually find your roomsgen

the desire by taking a furnished apartment, erously furnished with all necessaries, and

or flat , as we have it in our less euphonious your bed linen , table linen , silver, and cut

parlance. Two-thirds of the inhabitants of lery all that could be desired . As for the

French towns live in this manner, and for kitchen , with its numerous casseroles and

the sojourner who intends to move on in shining brass pannikins adorning the walls,

four or five months, it is more than conven- it is a pleasure to look upon it ; and the

ient.
anxious housekeeper will find that she has

You can enter such an apartment at a nothing left to long for, even down to the
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regulation six white and six blue aprons for tered , but not alcoholic ), there is no fear of

the cook . intoxication with this small quantity.

Ofcourse thenext andmost important step A second privilege which is hers is the

is to select cautiously that being who is to “ cinq per cent,” or the commission of one

reign supreme in her own realm ,queen of the sou on every franc, granted to the cook by

cuisine. There is no waiting for days, look- all the tradesmen with whom her mistress

ing around or answering of advertisements. deals. The coal merchant, the grocer, the

You go to a first class agent, explain pre . butcher, and themilkman, all ungrudgingly

cisely the sort of servant you require ; she bestow this money on the cook, when the

sends you one after the other until you are bills are paid at the end of each month , pour

suited, and, whereas in the morning you had tenir la pratique. She is then supposed to

no abiding place,by afternoon you are cosily interest herself in their behalf to direct the

settled in your own home, talking over the custom to their shops. This is quite a lucra

coming dinner in your own salle-a -manger, tive business for her, for in a family where

with your own cook ,who at once puts to the living expenses comeup to three hundred

Aight all your misgivings, is sympathetic dollars a month , her gains would amount to

and suggestive, but aboveall, respectful and fifteen dollars, which means much more in

reliable.
France than in America .

And now you begin to note the difference Of course the wages of a chef are much

between the privileges enjoyed by our own higher than those of a cuisiniére. Hewould

much -spoiled Hibernian servitors, and this receive anywhere from twelve to fifty dollars

blue-aproned , white-capped , tidy individual. amonth in a private family , and in pensions

In the first place she has no day out. I have or hotels even more.

never had a French domestic ask me for an Themorning meal of the domestic consists

afternoon for herself, and when I have indi- simply of black coffee with sugar, and bread

cated to one that she may have one hour without butter ; but if you should give her a

every Sabbath morning for mass, and may dinner without soup and a salad of some

take two hours ' outing the same afternoon , kind , she would feel ill- treated. She will

she accepted the privilege with gratitude, as make this same salad for herself out of al

if I had bestowed a favor. They never have most anything that is left over ; a few slices

company, and do not use my kitchen as a of beet, the outside leaves of the lettuce, cold

meeting-place for their friends, but are boiled potatoes, or even a few dandelion

trained to give up their waking -hours to my leaves ; but salad shemust have.

service , and are in readiness to waitupon me Now as to the acquirements of an average

at any timeduring the day or evening. French cuisinière. In the first place, she

The wages of a cook in a French city vary thoroughly understands herwork . She is no

from eight to twelve dollars per month . The raw recruit, experimenting with the material

latter price will command a cordon -bleu who which her mistress provides ; she is a born

can cook an elaborate dinneroftwelvecourses, cook , as most of the French are. Down to

without asking outside assistance, But I the ignorant peasant you will find that they

have had this winter in Nice a Parisian cook know how to cook what they are able to pro

for nine dollars a month, who understands cure, be it only a soupe aux choux, in a man

very well all kinds of family cooking, ner which makes it palatable and even deli

soups, roasts, vegetables, entrèes, croquettes, cious of its kind. The French cook will

and desserts. I have not as yet a single never waste anything, to the smallest crust

failure to record on her partwithin the entire of bread ; and she will teach an American

season. Everything has turned out just as housekeeper such lessons in small but fruit

she planned it, and always most delicious. ful economies, as could never be learned in

There are a few privileges which a French our land of extravagance and overflowing

domestic considers hers by right. One is wealth . Then she is never at a loss. Ifany.

her allowance of wine. Just so many bottles thing is forgotten or the grocer has failed

(three and a half quarts per week) of the vin her, she will substitute something else at the

ordinaire must be provided, or there would last moment, and you will hardly notice the

be a strike. As this is the pure wine of the difference. Seasoning is her forte. A leaf

country,costing from seventy -five cents to a of laurier here, an échalote there ; a truffe or

dollar and a half per dozen (most likely wa- two with one dish , and a taste of poirot with
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another , while the white wine, the red wine, Saturdays, when our cooks at home are apt

and the vin de madère must always be at to be wrought up to a pitch of anxiety about

hand for her sweetbreads or filets . their cakeand pies . Wedo certainly miss the

There are two great reliefs to the pressure delicious home-made cake of our childhood's

of work in a French household . The wash- memory, but the delicate little fancy cakes of

ing and the baking are always done outside. the French patissier are so attractive,and it is

All thehouse linen is given to the washer- so easy and inexpensive to order them made

woman, even to the dish -towels. This is not fresh expressly for you for twenty- five cents

so expensive as it seems, for the prices per dozen, that one cannot complain . We

charged are extremely low , and vary accord- can buy homemade bread here which they

ing to the size of the article. For instance, a call pain anglais.

table -cloth costs five cents to launder , while Butwhen Monday comes and there are no

a napkin is only two, and a dish- towel one cold dinners, no cross cooks, or untidy

cent. waitresses , but all things running as

All bread is bought at the baker's, and smoothly and delightfully as on other days,

most of the cake also , so there is no baking then one feels that the French could teach us

in the house, beyond desserts, puddings, etc. something if we were only willing to learn ,

Wehave no extra pressure in the kitchen on about housekeeping made easy.

A COLORED SISTERHOOD.

BY J. K. WETHERILL.

T

HE Convent of the Holy Family — the several gay little pink dresses and some

home of a colored Sisterhood - is in white muslin mob -caps lying upon a chair .

the French quarter of New Orleans, I could not help smiling, however,when sud

on Orleans Street, between Royal denly there broke upon the conventual

and Bourbon. Standing at its great door- quietude the sound of a piano accompani

way and looking riverward one can see the ment noisily banged, while a childish voice

garden at the back of St. Louis Cathedral shrilled out that very secular ditty :

with its banana and magnolia trees and rosy
Ha, ha, ha ! and he, he, he !

blossomed crape myrtles ; and the balconies
Little brown jug , how I love thee !

of the gray old houses opposite are gay with

flowers. but the strain ceased abruptly, as if sup

It was pleasant, the day I visited the con- pressed by some one in authority .

vent, to leave the noise and dust of the At this point Sister Frances entered . She

streets and enter the cool and dimly-lighted is a Canadian by birth , a small mulattress

hall. When I explained my errand to Sister with a face at once cheerful and gentle. In

Berchmans, the portress— who, with her pale, talking with her I found her to be a woman

freckled complexion,might easily pass for a of quick intelligence,with a natural capacity

white woman - she looked rather puzzled, for business, but little education ; full of en

but said cordially, “ Sit down a li'l in de thusiasm for her vocation , an energetic

parlor, Madame. I run call Sister Frances.” worker whose delight is in action .

This parlor was spotlessly neat ; the floor “ I've been nearly all over the United

covered with a red and white matting , and States begging for our Convent,” she told

the paneled and wainscoted walls hung with me; " and I've been right successful, too ."

pictures of the Holy Family and various Many years ago , when Sister Frances first

Saints. Among the latter was a portrait of came to New Orleans, she found the Order

St. John Berchmans, " saved by a miracle," very poorly housed. In looking about for

so Sister Frances subsequently told me, better quarters she chanced upon
their

pres

“ when Faranta's Theater took fire, and ent habitation , a commodiousbuilding, once

nearly burnt us out of house and home.” the famous Globe Ball-room , where wildest

As the Convent includes a boarding -school revelry held sway in the old times ; and after

for colored girls, I was not surprised to see ward used as the Criminal Court.
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" The price was twenty thousand dollars ,” white. The latter were to assumethe Holy

said Sister Frances, “ and wehadn't a dollar Habit, in a few days.

when we agreed to take the house ; There are about forty- five Sisters in the

were given a year's credit. That's twelve Convent at present. The vow becomes per

years ago, and now we've nearly paid for it,” petual after ten years ' probation. When I

she added with pardonable pride. asked Sister Frances if many of the postu

Sister Frances took me through the Con- lants discover that they havemistaken their

vent, saying that any disorder I mightnotice vocation , she answered : “ Well, you see ,

was due to the fact that to -night the pupils ' Madame, there always will be discontented

annual exhibition was to take place. There ones everywhere. We're very particular

are at present twenty- five children in the about one thing . Even if we bring up a girl

boarding-school ; and seven Sisters are en- in the convent, and she wants to join the

gaged in teaching them the English branches, Order, we return her to her family and let

music, French , Spanish, and fine needle- her see something of the world first. Then

work . if she don't alter her mind , well and good.

“ Someof the children are going to act Ah ! the world ain't such great things, after

“ The Vacant Chair ' to -night, ” said Sister all."

Frances, “ in remembrance of Mother Made. The history of the community is interest

leine, who died about ten months ago. Ah, ing. It was founded in 1842, during the ex

our good Mother !" and a tear glistened in istence ofslavery , by four young free women

wecan't get reconciled to losing of color, natives of New Orleans, well educa

her .” ted and of respectable parentage. Full of

Upstairs is the children's dormitory , very zeal for the elevation of their race , they be

tidy, with its rows of white-covered single gan by teaching the catechism , and prepar

beds, and a long wooden table, running al- ing colored girls and women for their first

most the length of the room , on which are communion ; devoting their time, energies ,

disposed basins, pitchers, mugs, tooth- and money unstintingly and lovingly to the

brushes, and other toilet necessities. Two of work . They built indeed better, far better

the younger pupils were there, one very than they knew .

black , with her kinky wool tied up with In connection with the Conventofthe Holy

white strings ; and the other almost white, Family there are an Orphan Asylum , a

with light brown hair which fell in pretty Homefor Aged Women, and a day school for

curls about her shoulders . girls in the Tbird District. There is a

In themusic-room ,bending over a weighty- branch of the Sisterhood at Donaldsonville,

looking volume, was Sister Ursule, a tall, and another at Opelousas. The Order is not

handsome quadroon with a fine profile. She wealthy by any means, and with themany

was trained in the Convent of the Ursulines, calls that are made upon it, funds are often

in New Orleans, and is the instructor of the sorely needed . The accommodations of the

novices. The present Mother Superior, Orphan Asylum leave much to be desired,

Mother Cecilia , is a portly , benevolent, and it is the hope of the Sisters that they

looking yellow woman , a great worker, I was may, one day, be able to erect a suitable

told . In oneof thecorridors we encountered a building on a vacant lot next to the Mother

tall and very stout negress, the " cooking Sis- House.

ter.” It looked rather odd to see that jolly In Louisiana there are 300,000 Catholics,

black countenance, which expressed in its 100,000 of these being colored. Of the latter

coarse features no higher virtue than animal there are about 25,000 in New Orleans, most

good nature , framed by the snowy whiteness of them living in the French Quarter .

of the nun's coif. By unprejudiced minds the Catholic reli .

The Chapel is very nicely fitted up, and has gion must berated as a strong factor in the

a pretty white and gold altar, the gift of some moral progress ofthe negro race. Instead of

ladies of New Orleans, who also donated appealing to their excitable and barbaric side,

money to repair the organ, when it was in- its church worship teaches lessons ofmental

jured by the fire previously mentioned . On repose, meditation, silent prayer, and self

the severe-looking wooden benches of the control ; while the paternal guidance of the

Chapel were seated , in silent prayer, two priest is an influence for good over their

black -robed Sisters and three in spotless childlike, half-developed natures .
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WHAT ENGLISH WOMEN ARE DOING IN ART.

BY ELIZABETH ROBERTS .

SAW for the first time the other day that emy and South Kensington schools and in

interesting book “ Woman's Work in most of thelarge private studioswhere pupils

America ." There I found excellent are admitted. Many English girls go to Paris,

chapters on Woman in Literature, in where the advantages are so much greater,

Journalism , in Medicine, in the Ministry , the art education so much more thorough.

in Law , in the State, in Industry , in Phi. The result of all this serious endeavor is the

lanthropy, but, to my surprise, not a word very creditable appearance women make on

about Woman in Art. This is all the the walls of the RoyalAcademyand the New

more unexpected since I know how very Gallery.

thoroughly and enthusiastically American There is in London a Society of Lady Ar

women have studied and are studying art as tists who give a show every spring. I have

a profession . I have just come back from been to their exhibition this year. But I

Paris and the two Salons, where American shall say little about it because to me it

women artists are well represented. We seems but a survival of the old days when

have only to look atour illustrated magazines women never tried to rise above amateurism .

to know how many have become illustrators Those who can really do anything send to

and wood engravers. And as for decorative the large showswhere they are content to be

art, is it not enough to mention the names of judged as artists, not as ' ladies. " Thacke

Mrs. Wheeler and Miss Dora Wheeler ? ray declared once that there was no such

In England women are fast becoming no thing as an authoress ; and so there should be

less prominent in art. It is true that at no such thing as a lady artist. There is little

present those who hold the first rank as art- to be proud of in the collection the society

ists are few , but the progress they have has got together . Commonplaceness is the

made of late years from their old slough of standard , incompetency the rule . There are

ladylike amateurism promises far better some few exceptions, but one wonders what

things for the future. It is at this season , of they are doing there in that gallery .

all others, that their progress can best be ap It is pleasanter to turn to the Royal Acad

preciated, since women are among the con- emy, where one findswomen exhibitors fully

tributors to all the large summer picture ex- equipped to compete with men.
Their num

hibitions in London .
ber is large. If you run your eye down the

There are too many people who look upon catalogue you see nameafter namewith the

art as a mere pastime or mere amusement, distinctiveMissor Mrs. Much of their work,

which sometimes , in case of a reverse of for- itmustbe admitted , is not very interesting .

tune, can be turned to profit. By painting Butneither is much sent by men contributors.

menus and Christmas cards and little trum- Here and there one standsoutwith distinction .

pery odds and ends which no one wants, the Most distinguished this year isMrs. Stanhope

daughter of people in " reduced circumstan- Forbes . She is the wife of the well-known

ces " can make a little money for herself with- painter of that name, butbefore her marriage,

outendangering her socialposition . But art is as Miss Elizabeth Armstrong, she had al

something more than this. Itmeans years ready made some little reputation both as

of hard work and hard study ; it necessitates painter and etcher. She is one of the little

first a thorough training and then the entire group of artists known as the Newlynites,

devotion ofone's life to it . If Marie Bashkirt- who have their studios down on the Cornish

seff s Journal accomplished nothing else , it coast, chiefly in Newlyn and St. Ives. But

at least showed the sacrifices the would be while this year for one reason or another,

painter, whatever his or her circumstances, most of their pictures are hardly up to the

is called upon to make. This is realized now mark , Mrs. Forbes has rarely shown any

by Englishwomen , who know that to succeed thing finer than her “ Game of Old Maid."

they must embrace art as a profession, not in painting three little girls playing their

amuse themselves with it as a recreation . favorite gameat a table in front of an open

There are women students in theRoyalAcad- window , she has given a delightful study of
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light and color, and shown her mastery of Miss Lisa Stillman , the wife and daughter of

technique and keen artistic perception . It the well-known American art critic ; and Mrs.

has exactly those qualities which appeal to Swynnerton . The latter this year surpasses

the artist, who cares less for subject than herself ; she has a study of the nude which

treatment. Mrs. Forbes lives in Newlyn . she calls “ Cupid and Psyche,”' not only the

Another of the sameschool is Mrs. Adrian cleverest thing she has ever done but one of

Stokes who lives in St. Ives by the sea. She the finest canvases in the gallery ; in it, one

too comes to the fore with a striking “ An- is glad to see, shethrowsoffmuch of theman

nunciation ” -striking because of its tech- nerism peculiar to theschool in which she has

nical excellence and her novel conception of been trained , to give a staightforward , real

a theme used again and again by painters . istic rendering ofher subject. I doubt if her

Her Virgin , in pale sage green gown and namehas been heard in America butshemust

Quakerish cape, looks like a little charity now be counted one of the most promising

girl; the angelGabriel stands just bebind women artists in England.

her, holding the conventional stalk of lilies . But not merely the Burne- Jones group are

Quiet color, restrained treatment, are itsmost represented in the New Gallery. Here we

notable qualities. also have Miss Anna Tadema, who, owing to

Then at the Academy too, are Mrs. Anna ill health I believe, is less strong than usual,

Lea Merritt, the Philadelphian who has been though , as always, she is interesting ; and

in London for long years and whose picture Mrs. Tadema, who is as constant to Dutch

last summer was bought by the trustees of interiors asher husband is to classic marbles ;

the Chantrey Bequest Fund ; Mrs. Louise andMiss Flora Reid , a vigorous young Scotch

Jopling Rowe who has a large flourishing woman who paints with much individuality

school in her studio ; Miss Clara and Miss and power.

Hilda Montalba, the two sisters who have I have mentioned none but the principal

done so much work in Venice and are always women exhibitors of the year. To give a

seen in all the principal English exhibitions. mere catalogue of names here would be use

TheNew Gallery now holds the position of less. In the smaller galleries many others

the old Grosvenor - Bunthoine's greenery- figure . At the Institute of Painters in Water

gallery . It is here that Mr. Burne-Jones and Colors a picture by Miss Gertrude Hammond

the artists of his school— the Neo -Gothic was singled out and bought by the Empress

school - exhibit . They are nearly the legiti- Frederick during her visit to London. A few

mate successors of the Pre-Raphaelites,whose have even made their way into the New En

traditions they cherish . Among them are as glish Art Club where the technical standard

many women asmen . Most conspicuous are is unusually high for England, and the

Mrs. Evelyn De Morgan, a very faithful Hanging Committee unusually strict. Alto

student of Mr. Burne-Jones, whose beauty of gether, I should say that when the history of

color as well as eccentricity of drawing she Woman's Work in England comes to be writ .

fortunately borrows ; Mrs. Stillman and ten , Woman in Art cannot be overlooked .

PLAYING WITH HEARTS.

BY SARAH K. BOLTON .

S

EVERAL instances, showing the re A hometo many if notmost young men ,

sults of playing with hearts, have meansall that is restfuland delightful ; a place

comeundermy notice recently ,which for comfort after the toil of the day ; a place

have emphasized in mymind the dan- of companionship with someone whose in

ger of being careless in such matters. terests are identical with his and whose tastes

That it is natural for youngmen to admire are congenial to his own. Hedoes not wait

and love young women , goeswithout saying . as does a woman to see if love be reciprocal.

As well argue that wemust not love flowers He loves, and hopes for, and asks for a re .

and music and sunlight, as to say one must turn ,

not love the beauty and grace and sweetness The girl is apt to be less impulsive. She

of young womanhood . or hermother for her, is perhaps worldly wise,
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and considers well whether the man can sup- temper grows fierce and dangerous. Yet what

port her and whether he will probably make a romance to tell — and told , I fear, it will

her happy. She accepts the attentions of oneday be. And thenmy three years of dream .

one or a dozen , and decides among them . ing andmytwo years of awakeningwillbe chron

This is right according to our modern society, icled , doubtless. But the dead will feel no pain .

but she too often forgets whether she is giv When he visited St. Andrews he recalled

ing pain needlessly . how thirty -four years before he had carved

It is too much the fashion to argue that her name in runic characters on the turf be

men are not deeply touched in such matters ; side the castle gate, and asked himself why,

that full of business as they are, a refusal is at fifty -six , that name “ should still agitate

easily borne, and another lovetakes the place. his heart.”

True we read in the daily press quite often I never read of stern and fearless Andrew

of a suicide resulting from a rebuffor a broken Jackson without recalling his devoted love

promise, but we seem to forget, unless per- for Rachel Robards. With the world he was

chance it touches our own home circle, and thought to be domineering and harsh, and

then themother's heart breaks for her tenderly was often profane ; but with her he was pa

reared son or daughter. tient, gentle , and deferential. Having no

I believe the history of theworld showsthat children they adopted her nephew , when but

men love deeply, and with an affection as a few days old . When Jackson conquered at

lasting as that of women. Who can ever for- New Orleans and young ladies strewed flow

get the undying affection of Sir Walter Scott 'ers along the path of the hero, to have the

for fair young Margaret ? Hemet and loved commendation ofRachel was more than thatof

her at nineteen , and for six years worked at all the world beside. When he was elected

his law drudgery, looking forward to a happy President she said , “ Well, for Mr. Jackson's

union with her. Hesaid to a friend, “ It was sake, I am glad ; for my own part I never

a proud nightwith mewhen I first found that wished it.”

a pretty young woman could think it worth Earnest in her religious convictions, he

while to sit and talk with mehourafter hour, built a small brick church for her in the Her

in a corner of the ball-room ,while alltheworld mitage grounds, that she might gather her

were capering in our view ." neighbors and servants about her for worship.

As his first year's practice brought him but Mrs. Jackson died suddenly just after her

$ 125, his second $ 290, and his third $420, husband's election to the presidency. He

the young lady counseled waiting for better could not believe that she was dead . When

days. they brought a table to lay her body upon it ,

Two years later Margaret was married to hesaid tenderly in a choking voice, “ Spread

the eldest son of a baronet, afterward Sir four blankets upon it. If she does cometo,

William Forbes, and died thirteen years she will lie so hard upon the table .”

after hermarriage. The cause of her change All night long he sat beside the form ofhis

ofmind is not known. beloved Rachel, often feeling of her heart and

At first Scott felt that he had been wronged , pulse . In the morning he was wholly incon

but this feeling against Margaret soon sub- solable, and when he found that she was

sided, and was replaced by an unchangeable really dead, the body could scarcely be forced

affection . She becametheheroine of “ Roke- from his arms. He prepared a tomb for her

by " and of “ Woodstock ." like an open summer -house, and buried her

Thirty years later ,when Europe and Amer- under the white dome supported by marble

ica were filled with praise of Scott, he met pillars.

the mother of his early love. He writes in While Jackson lived hewore herminiature

his diary, after themeeting : constantly about his neck , and every night

I went to make a visit, and fairly softened my. laid it open beside her prayer-book at his bed .

self like an old fool, with recalling old stories till side. Her face wasthe last thing upon which

I was fit for nothing but shedding tears and re- his eyes rested before he slept, and the first

peating verses for the whole night. This is sad thing upon which his eyesopened in themorn

work . The very grave gives up its dead, and time ing through those eight years at the White

rolls back thirty years to addto myperplexities. House. He made his will bequeathing all

I don't care . Ibegin to grow case-hardened , and, his property to his adopted son , because,said

like a stag turning at bay, my naturally good he, “ If she were alive, she would wish him

/
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to have it all , and to me her wish is law ." placed in a little box, and tenderly kept till

Two days before he died he said , “ Heaven his death .

will be no heaven to me if I do not find my Michael Angelo's devotion to Vittoria

wife there." He used to say, “ All I have Colonna will be told , perhaps, even after the

achieved - fame, power, everything --would I wonderful statues of Day and Night are lost

exchange, if she could be restored to me for a or destroyed. “ Hebore such a love to her, ”

moment." said his pupil, Condivi, “ that I remember to

Washington Irving cherished forever the have heard him say that he grieved at noth

memory ofMatilda Hoffman, who died at the ing so much as that when he went to see her

age of seventeen . He could never hear her pass from this life he had not kissed her brow

namementioned afterward . After his death or her face, as he kissed her hand. After

a package was found marked " Private her death he frequently stood trembling and

Mems.” In a faded manuscript of his own as if insensible."

writing , were a lovely miniature of Matilda All lovers of art know of Saskia whose

and a braid of fair hair. For years Irving life was to Rembrandt like the transcendent

kept her Bible and prayer-book under his pil- lighthethrew over his pictures ; whose death

low , and to the end ofhis life these were al- left him forever in the shadow ofshadows.

ways carried with him on his journeys. If men give such affection as these men

In the faded manuscript one reads : gave - and tens of thousands do --then theaf.

The ills that I have undergone in this life have fection is worth the most careful considera

been dealt out to me drop by drop, and I have tion ; accepted, if possible, with gratitude

tasted all their bitterness.
that one hasbeen thoughtworthyof homage ;

I saw her fade

idly away ; beautiful, and more beautiful, and refused , if necessary , with the utmost deli

most angelical to the last.
cacy and kindness .

I seemed to care for nothing, the world was a Young women sometimes, perhaps be

blank to me. I abandoned all thought of the cause of youth , do not realize the far-reaching

law . I went into the country , but could not influence ofwhat the world is pleased to jest

bear the solitude, yet could not endure society . about as “ love affairs ."

I seemed to drift aboutwithout aim or ob An acquaintance of mine, pretty, intelli

ject, at the mercy of every breeze ; my heart gent, and reared by a Christian mother, be

wanted anchorage. I was naturally susceptible, cameengaged to two youngmen at the same

and tried to form other attachments, but my time. One of course was refused, with , to

heart would nothold on ; it would continually re- him , bitter heart-ache. She married the

cur to what it had lost ; and whenever there was other, led a wretched life with him , and

a pause in the hurry of novelty and excitement finally was divorced .

I would sink into dismal dejection . For years

I could not talk on the subject of this hopeless a worthy and wealthy youngman .

Another received for years the attention of

Another

regret ; I could not even mention her name; but

young man visited her, for whom she pos
her image was continually before me, and I

sibly had a preference. Both offered them

dreamed of her incessantly .
selves to her, and both were accepted , she

For timemakes all but true love old ; doubtless hoping to choose later, the one

The burning thoughts that then were told
who pleased her best. Both discovered her

Run molten still in memory's mold,
plan , were indignant, and left her to make

And will not cool
other conquests.

Until the heart itself is cold
These cases are far from isolated . I do not

In Lethe's pool.
believe they arise from the heartlessness of

The memory of Ann Rutledge never faded women, but from lack of thought and care.

from the heart of Abraham Lincoln , Years A man can offer a woman nothing higher

after her death he was heard to say, “ My than a sincere love. While she need not as

heart lies buried in the grave of that girl. I sume thatmen who offer her attention wish

can never be reconciled to have the snow , to marry her, it is a mistake to keep one's

rains, and storms beat upon her grave." eyes shut, and open them only to find that a

Gruff Samuel Johnson worked in hisgarret, heart has been hurt temporarily and per

a most inconvenient room , after his “ Letty 'is chance permanently . Good common sense

died, because, said he, “ In that room I never as well as principle, are necessary in matters

saw Mrs. Johnson ." Her wedding ring was pertaining to hearts .
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THE WAIFS' PICNIC AT CHICAGO.

BY ADELAIDE G. MARCHANT.

O

NE of the mostmarked signs of the day. Many carry ilags, while others bear

progress of the world in humanity banners of their own devising, someof the

is the increased attention paid to mottoes expressing their confidence in the

that class of children, found in all success of the World's Fair, others their own

large cities, who are practically homeless . needs. This year the hearts of the boys

One of theways in which Chicago is showing were gladdened by the presence of two visit

her interest in this subject is in the Waifs' ing bands, those of Detroit and St. Louis.

Picnic,which has becomean established cus- These amateur musicians made a very fine

tom , taking place in Jackson Park , the broad appearance, although they were composed of

expanse of lawn there offering an excellent newsboys. The Park officials also contribu

opportunity for games and races of all ted a number of small pony carts,which were

kinds. highly appreciated by those fortunate enough

This picnic was originally an outgrowth of to occupy them . This motley pageant of

the Waifs 'Mission , a Sunday school held at boys of all ages and sizes attracted much at

nine o'clock Sunday morning, where, by of- tention .

fering the attractions of music and free To see the true inwardness of this picnic ,

lunch, an effort is made to gather the neg- however, one must be on the ground. Four

lected newsboys and bootblacks of the great or five thousand children presentmany dif

city into classes and impart somedegree of ferent types ofhumanity,most of them , alas !

religious instruction. Asmight be expected , showing sadly the want of home influence

the teachers in this school have labored un- and mothering that is the most pitiful fea

der great difficulties in the way of obtaining ture of the life of these gamins. A foreigner,

order and attention . Nevertheless, much whose English has been acquired from gram

good has been done. mars and select literature, would doubtless

The annual outing given to the members have difficulty in understanding many of the

of this school has been extended to inclụde expressions heard here. The compiler of

many others ; every child, in fact,whose ap- “ English as she is Spoke,” or of choice

pearance indicates that he is a stranger to specimens of slang, would find a wide and

home comforts , is welcomed . In this work , rich field .

the sympathy of all is enlisted, with no dis In spite of these characteristics , there is an

tinction as to religion or sect. The railroad evident air of enjoyment, from those of

furnishes a special train , free of cost ; several larger growth, eagerly arranging for a game

business firms and daily papers furnish suits of baseball, to the small boy, who is con

for a certain number of boys, and if they tented to lie on his back on the grass and

choose to mingle a little judicious advertis- kick up his heels.

ing with their charity , by having their names Moving about among the crowd ofboys,

placed prominently on the garments, surely many little points are noted, small in them

no one will object, for the boys are happy selves, but suggestive of their daily life. At

and proud of their suits . Contributions of first sight, it appears strange that bootblacks

food, ice cream , and lemons are made by should burden themselves with their outfits

other firms and individuals. There is never when coming on an excursion of pleasure ;

any lack of these essentials to a picnic. A second thought will bring the explanation

free bath and hair -cut are also given every that they have no homes in which to leave

boy applying for the same at the roomsof them . A number of the boys have bruised

themission . This operation adds much to faces or black eyes, remindersofrecent fights.

their appearance if not comfort. Somehave attenipted a suitable attire for the

Young America is never so happy as when day by twisting a piece of red, white, and

he can march , and these street urchins areno blue cloth around their hats ; one girl is seen

exceptions to the rule. The march from the with a wisp tied around her head. For there

place of meeting to the station where they are many girls in this company, not all of

board the train is one of the features of the whom , perhaps, sell papers.
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Not only the homeless children are in- fort was required to keep order here also, but

cluded , butmanyof the very poor. Numbers some semblance of a line was obtained .

of poor women with their families have taken Sometimes a dish would contain two spoons

this opportunity to visit the Park , and if they and be served in common . In other cases,

have provided no lunch , it is freely served to one spoon did duty for several or one dish

all from the abundance. Here a baby lies on furnished refreshment for an entire family .

its back, sound asleep, with arms and legs After dinner was disposed of, the company

stretched out straight, showing that it is not were free to do as they liked, many prefer

accustomed to the restraints of a crib , there ring to play ball or run races, while others

three little girls are passing around one were content to enjoy the fresh air from

handkerchief with which to wipe their warm Lake Michigan and walk over the green

and perspiring faces. grass, which for the day was all “ common . ”

The dinner is themostexciting event ofthe The number of cripples noticed shows the

day, of course. To serve lunch in the ordi- liability of the street boy to accident ; butno

nary picnic fashion would be impossible in a elaborate crutches or artificial limbs supply

company of this size.
Therefore, in an im- the place of the missing members. A piece

provised enclosure of unpainted boards, the of board smoothed and cut into shapeusually

teachers and helpers are busy cutting and does duty for a crutch or is strapped on at

buttering bread , slicing ham , and preparing the knee to walk on .

cake and other dainties. A bountiful supply Such an undertaking involves much work

of each of these is placed in a paper bag and on the part of those entrusted with its man

passed to a boy ,who fills up the chinkswith agement, but is cheerfully given for the sake

popcorn . When all is ready, by great effort of thepleasure thereby broughtto these un

on the part of several stalwart policemen and fortunates, who through no fault of their

others , a line is formed and the children own, lead lives of misery and ignorance.

pass through the enclosure, each is handed The world is beginning to realize that the

a bag containing the luncheon, and departs best interests of the community demand that

to eat it in his own time and place as best something be done toward lifting them out

suits him . of this condition to a higher and happier life .

Previous to the dinner, ice cream was A day's holiday in the Park is only one of

served in wooden butter dishes. Much ef- themeans to an end .

WOMAN IN LITERATURE.

BY DR . KLARA KÜHNAST.

Translated from the " Frauenberuf " for " The Chautauquan ."

T

HE spirit of every epoch is reflected in to crystallize as nations,aboutthe beginning

its works of art ; yet while ideas con- of themiddle ages, until about themiddle of

tained in painting and architectural this century, reveals a pointof great impor

art are intelligible to only a comparatively tance, namely, that man, acting and suffer

few , thoughts expressed in literature are ac- ing as a personality, commands an interest

cessible to all educated people. Indeed , lit- in himself,while woman is, almost exciu

erature is so good a mirror of its timethat in sively , of interest only in her relation to

those works which writers in remote landsand others. As sweetheart, wife, mother, and

in bygone centuries have handed down, the sister she plays a very real, an indispensable

features of life atthat timeare evident to-day. rôle, but of herself, as a personality , she is

Literature, therefore, offers a rich treasure nothing.

for the study of every phenomenon of social In the oldest epics of the German race,

life ; and it is of great interest to see in what which originated in crude, uncivilized times,

manner the life of woman is represented in women are not mentioned . War and mur

poetry . der fill the poems; so also in the song of

Observance of the literature ofmodern civ- Hildebrand, and in the northern saga of

ilized people from the timewhen they began Beowulf.
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The first women characters are met in the In the very gradual development of the

Nibelungen tradition . Feelings of love and culture of the middle ages, we encounter a

of hate, even of truth come forth with ele- period which stands alone in its kind . It is

mental force, as the storms of winter roar the youthfulage of to-day's humanity over

through the old oak forests, and the sea flowing with lively feeling, which is ex

thunders on the barren crags. Terrible pressed in lyric effusions of the troubadours

reality is given to the portrayal ofhow grief of sunny Provence and of theGerman minne

for a murdered husband changed a lovely singers. It passes through the time of

gentle maiden into a terrible woman in aspiration to be fancifully resigned to any

whom all other feelings, even motherly love, thing,and this aspiration finds its expression

are crushed to the background in the strug- in the three great inclinations of the age of

gle for revenge. In Kriemhild is shown the chivalry ; devotion to God, devotion to men ,

whole might of rampant passion , yet unre- devotion to love,-an epoch in which the

strained by religion and morality . mere sight of a blooming meadow in the

A charming counterpart to Kriemhild is evening splendor impresses the passing

Gudrun , who is decked with all the feminine knight in such a way that he resolves to go

virtues, and in spite of the hardest trials re- into a cloister and devote his life entirely to

mains true to her love ; a clash between in- purity and the saints . Such an 'epoch makes

clination and duty is spared her, for when comprehensible the high degree of exaggera

she follows her heart she does right at tion in vassal fidelity and still higher in

the same time. But this contradiction be- woman worship.

tween an overpowering love and forbidding From their power of expressing emotion

duty formsthe principal problem of the third the poemsof the minnesingers have a high

great saga of the north , the Frithjofsaga. poetical value; but it were over-rash to draw

Ingeborg , one of the loveliest characters of from this fanciful worship a favorable con

old literature,does not remain true to her be . clusion in regard to woman's general posi

loved, but submits to the command of a cruel tion . In this enchanted moonlit night,

brother to give her hand to the gray-headed feeling always came into notice first, and

king . It is not so much the outward aim then the object, which lost its importance ,

which she follows as the monition of an when feeling had vanished . It should not

inner voice that holds the reader's full inter- be forgotten that many of the most gifted

est. To-day the maiden wins most sympa- minnesingers had women at homewhom the

thy who gives up outside aims and worldly poem ignores.

interest and holds fast her love ; and that The Italian poet Petrarch was full of this

justly, for conditions have changed. But in idea of respect for womanhood . The great

Ingeborg's time woman was rooted in the Dante, a victim of the religious and political

family and could not lead an independent movement of his time, and very deeply af

life . She herself pictures this, as she de- fected by the fearful disorders of his native

clines Frithjof's glowing proposition to es- country, pictures the existence of the human

cape with him , with the poetical figure of a soul in all its vicissitudes ; he descends into

water lily. As long as the flower remained hell and ascends into paradise , and the beau

rooted fast in the ground it had luster and tiful and significant part of it all is thatwhile

color, butwhen it tore itself loose it faded Virgil leads the poet through the horrors of

and died and drifted at the sport of the wind hell and purgatory, Beatrice is the heavenly

and the wave . form which hovers before him , pointing the

It could not be otherwise in so crude a way to heaven. In the works of the third

time, when might made right, and when the great poet, Giovanni Boccaccio , women in

noble Frithjof for a long timemaintained general do not appear in a very favorable

himself and his people in a manner which light ; and themen certainly do not.

according to modern ideas can be designated After a time of poetical decline, following

as nothing else than sea-robbery. A strong, upon the epoch of lyric poetry, came the

untiring love is shown by Ingeborg, who drama,-a classic period, as it was called in

conquered the second temptation to meet mostlands. In Spain are found Calderon and

again with Frithjof, but it is refined by a Lope de Vega, who wrote their many won

higher conception of life than the desire for derful dramas at the end of the sixteenth and

personal gratification . seventeenth centuries.
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in

It will excite no wonder that in Spain , the purchase-money to another lover , whom

where, in consequence of a seven hundred he silently condemned to a similar fate. Yet

years' rule of the Arabs, Oriental influences retribution finally overtook him and he was

are evident yet to -day, woman's position at beheaded.

that timewas notspecially favorable. Neither A motive that almost always accompanies

is it surprising that in the country where love, and in such excess is made an almost

Don Juan's saga exists and was first treated incomprehensible pointof honor by other na

dramatically, woman appeared in poetry al- tions, is jealousy. This is so often the case

most exclusively as an object of love. Yet it that a large number of Calderon's playsmay

is remarkable that Calderon does not intro- be called jealousy tragedies. Themost im

duce a mother in one ofhis numerous impor- portant of these is “ The Physician of His

tant dramas . Children appear as seldom . Own Honor." This physician operates so

Themothers usually are dead at the begin- peculiarly that it is worth while to learn his

ning of the play , and in the single instance method. Don Gutierre suspects his wife

where a mother occurs, in “ The Daughter of Mencia of infidelity to him . Appearances are

the Air," she is the enemy and opposer rather against Mencia , and although she is per

than the mother of her son. It seemed an fectly innocent, she intrigues so unfortu

impossibility to the first dramatists of Spain nately to avoid this appearance that her hus

to fit into poetry a character like that of Isa- band is only strengthened in his suspicion .

bella in the “ Bride of Messina," Volumnia An open statement of facts is neither asked

Coriolan,” or even the mother ofEmilia nor given . Believing his wife guilty, Don

Galotti. Gutierre writes to her that shemust die and

The women are always young, intriguing, gives her two hours to prepare for death like

quick -witted , and yet cannot say the right a Christian. Helocks the doors and retains

word at the right time ; the servant girls are a surgeon whom he compels, on pain ofdeath ,

cunning, without principle, and bribable. to kill Mencia by bleeding, in order that her

Cruelty is not unusual. In the “ Devotion reputation shall not be compromised to out

of the Cross," one of Calderon's most cele- siders. He fostered the plan , never disap

brated religious tragedies, Julia flees from the proved in a play, of murdering the surgeon

cloister to follow her lover and for no other so as not to be betrayed, and only forbears

reason but to make sure of their silence, she because crossed by twomen , one of whom

suffocates five harmless, well behaved per- is king. The latter knows through the

sons who have given her shelter and atten- supposed lover of Mencia , that she is inno

dance . Her father Julias, who has heard cent, and explains so to Don Gutierre. But

nothing of these murders, wants her to die when he contradicts, the king urges him no

for another crime, while he finds not a word further, finding his deed quite justifiable.

of blame with his son , who has committed No investigation takes place, the innocent

the same wrong . It goes to show that atthis one is not avenged . Don Gutierre evinces

time in Spain there was a differentstandard neither repentance nor despair, but without

for men than for women . delay marries Leonor, with whom he for

In nearly all plays, as mentioned before, merly was well acquainted. And that is

love formsthe principal pointof interest,but “ the physician of his own honor " !

it is not that great, deep, overruling feeling How different in Shakspere ! In the great

which is found in German, English, or even est of all jealousy tragedies, “ Othello," the

in French dramas, but a rashly inflamed ar- passion rises and wanes; it is made intelligi

dor, light trifling, knightly gallantry , and ble through the glowing temperament of the

humble submission . This love flits easily African , who is systematically charmed by

from one object to another, and excuses the the villain Iago, and cunningly cut off from

chargewith the very popular comparison, every possibility of an explanation.

that the moon ceases to be bright after one then as his terrible resolve comes to maturity

has seen the flaming face of the sun . Often within him , he does not shut up his victim

without cause worth mentioning, through two long, dreadful hours, and without faint

mere tiresomeness, this love turns into hate, ness of heart have the deed committed by a

which is just as ardent ; for instance, Don strange hand, in cold blood, but in a rage of

Juan's archetype in Gomez Arias,who sold despair he thrusts the dagger himself into

his faithful Dorothea to a robber, and sent his wife's breast. Then as her innocency
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comes to light, his sorrow is as boundless as individualities, but only perfect characters.

his rage, and he expiates his crime with his Yet this representation is preferable to Calde

own death . ron's delineation . Here, too, love naturally is

In Shakspere's time, when the great Eliz- woman's chief emotion , but it is nobler than

abeth ruled land and sea , the women almost among the Spaniards and is not completely

all show a freely developed character, and for dominant. Other feelings too are mademuch

themost part are given an important intro- of, and among all wild passions, Androm

duction . They do not submit silently in ache's mother-love shines like a star, when

sorrowful resignation to the fate imposed all the rest of thesky is dark and stormy.

upon them , but taking the rudder of their On the other hand, true, unvarnished hu

life's boat in their own hands, they guide it man nature is shown in Molière, the third

independently, whether for good or for ill. excellent dramatist. He does not take his

The wide-awake Portia through her decision characters from the realm of fancy , but

and cunning rescues her husband's noble reaches down into real human life. This

friend from a frightful death ; the gentle great reader of human character has studied

Juliet devises a bold adventure to join Romeo, men and women with equal care. He has

who has given up to hopeless despair. Bea- investigated woman's social position and her

trice in “ Much Ado about Nothing," firmly claim to scientific culture ,hence in a certain

believes in the innocence of her cousin hero, measure the woman question of his day ; for

when all others despond, and doeswhat is in at that timeother pointsofview regardingcul

her power to bring the truth to light. Viola tured positions had not come into observa

attires herself in men's garments to get tion . To woman's position in marriage, the

through life easier,and LadyMacbeth entices only civic position which deserves special

her husband to crimeto satisfy her insatiable mention , he devotes two of his important

ambition . In all of Shakspere's plays the moral comedies- L'Ecole des Maris and

women show themselves equal in importance L'Ecole des Femmes. In both plays the in

to the men ; but in the historical dramas, justice is the men's fault, who by selfish

where great political matters are more or less narrow -minded restrictions seek to crowd

considered , they are decidedly placed in the woman back into slavery .

background. A true masterpiece in the portrayal of such

A very different apprehension ismet in the a lord is a scene in L'Ecoles des Femmes be

great French dramatists, Racine and Cor- tween Arnolphe in ripe age and the seventeen

neille. Representing the maxim that noble year-old Agnes, whom he has taken for his

tragedy is played only in bygone centuries, bride, a scene in which he does all the talk

or at least in remote countries, as in Turkey, ing and she never says a word .

they picture women as models . In conse His chief cause of disquiet is the fear that

quence the closely proved agreement of place his wife will be untrue to him , a fear which

and time seems to have a certain uniformity might be well founded by the light morals of

of characters which effect is heightened by that timeand the bad example of the court ;

the fact that all the plays must be re- for in most of Molière's plays It is mentioned

hearsed in the presence of the court. The as a sort of natural condition. But the fore

authorities there went so far as to choose sight and vigilance displayed in bolted doors

their places on the stage along the movable and paid wardens is illy fitted to generate

scene ; this gave much trouble to the author love and confidence in the young heart, and

and actor. Since everything that could be this method almost always fails . Repeatedly

construed as a disagreeable hint had to be the author indicates that a deserving freedom

avoided , it consequently happened that the and a perceptible confidence alone are suited

women characters were taken from the realm to ensure the constancy of the bride or wife.

of fancy. When they are good,they are very But deeds speak louder than these excel

good, as Camille, Monime, Andromache ; lentwords. Attracted by his wisdom , ofher

when they are bad they are very bad , as own free will the young Leonor prefers the

Medée, Phèdre, Athalie. But these classics gray Ariste for the object of her youthful

havenot that wonderfulmixture of good and adoration ; in both plays the young lovers

bad, of bravery and weakheartedness which manage with wonderful skill but with much

it has pleased Providence to place together in good luck to deceive the unfeeling watchers

the human heart. To be exact there are no and rivals .

1 -Sept.
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A PLEA FOR ADVANCED WOMEN .

BY M. A. WADDELL RODGER .

A

RECENT writer in THE CHAUTAU- washing, for unfortunately there are no “ ad.

QUAN says that “ themarked decline vanced women " in that neighborhood to start

of politeness to women in public con a day nursery or kindergarten for such chil

veyances is a frequent topic of con- dren .

versation in the East. " Then she jumps at Mrs.Matthews, through great personal ef

the conclusion that this is due tothe influx of fort and sacrifice on the part of her parents,

“ advanced women ” into business circles and gained a thorough college education, with

the professions. careful training in domestic economy. Her

We agree with her that “ woman's true husband was superintendent of a large state

realm is the home,” but the stern fact re- institution, and she found time to manage

mains that thousands of women must earn her homeand assist him in his work . Their

their daily bread for themselves , their chil- married life was a royal companionship,

dren , and often for husband and parents . which was brought to a sad end by the un

Many years spent in the British Isles timely death of her husband . The trustees

have lead us to conclude that it is the “ ad- assured Mrs. Matthews that they considered

vanced women ” who are best fitted to make her quite capable of filling her late husband's

beautiful homes, companionable wives, and position, which they accordingly offered her

wise mothers. Many trades and professions at half his salary. Being an " advanced

open to women in America are closed to them woman " she gladly accepted the offer even

here . A social career (woman's bête noir for at halfthe salary. To- day her children are

centuries) is about the only one sought here. useful men and women filling prominent and

If we go below the business stratum we find honorable positions.

women competing with men in turning hay, Now which is better fitted to make her cor

binding corn , hoeing and picking turnips , ner of the world a better place than she found

spreading fertilizers, gathering potatoes , it, the " advanced woman ” or the woman

picking rags, and even working about the who prides herselfon having no interest out

coal mines and brick yards. For these are side her own home ? Is it true that “ men

all occupations in which hundreds of women have less respect for themselves when placed

are engaged here . Women have been com- in competition with women " ? Is it not

peting with men in thesemenial occupations rather that man's self-esteem is lessened

for centuries. It is only since they have en- and his respect for the ability of women in

tered themore lucrative and honorable pro- creased ?

fessionsthatwefind objections raised against Again, the poor woman is advised not to

their advent. seek to advance herself, but to “ make pov

The young woman who would rather have erty beautiful by dainty devices , by an eco

her sister “ cook in a restaurant, or scrub nomical and at the sametime artistic cui

floors , than work in a building full of men sine," etc. Thewriter overlooks the fact that

and talk business with them ,” had probably the poor woman must be greatly advanced

never cooked or scrubbed. Those who cook before she has any thought or desire for

and scrub seldom meet with more respect and “ dainty devices ” or an “ artistic cuisine."

courtesy than the reserved, relf-respecting She must be brought to this stage by a proc

woman engaged in business. ess of evolution . The dormant mind must

Among myacquaintances are twomothers , be awakened , she must begin to think and

each left with a family of five little ones to have ideas of her own and then, alas ! she

support. Mrs. Quinlin's parents gave their will become one of those odious " advanced

daughter a superficial education, for they women ."

were firm believers in theoak and vine theory . Is it a fact that “ men are becoming more

When her husband died she was left penni- effeminate " ? True, we have not quite so

less. She could do nothing well. In despair many cases of wife-beating as twenty years

she turned to the washtub . Now her chil- ago. The English common law does not now

dren run in the streets while she goes out allow a man the " right to beat his wife with
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a stick as thick as his thumb.” Butwe had themost charming domestic life, the noblest

supposed that this and some other signs of women, and manllest men . But alas ! alas !

improvement were due to theadoption of cer- Turkey is “ rotten ” : morally , socially, and

tain principles promulgated some eighteen politically " it smells to Heaven .” Woman

hundred years ago by the Prince of Peace. is well protected here, but instead of being

Chivalry is a very pretty flower, but the man's “ helpmeet,companion , and counselor ”

fact is it has always been an exotic , grown (only the “ advanced woman ” can be that)

in conservatories for the beautiful, wealthy, she is his slave, his toy ; and man and

and powerful. In the old days themass woman are alike ignorantand degraded.

of women never saw it, much less caught It is not by repressing woman and remand

its odor . To-day the teachings of the ing her to Oriental seclusion that the world

Prince have given us a hardy and more vig- will be peopled by manliestmen and woman

orous plant of Christian courtesy, which liest women, but it is by opening every ave

blossomsby every waysidewhere He is hon- nue to woman and giving her equal oppor

ored . Nay, more, it is only where this fra- tunities with man to engage in the work or

grant flower bloomsthat allwomen are shown profession for which her Creator has best fit

a tender courtesy because they are women . ted her. The world may not see so many

The “ marked decline of politeness to marriages for money, convenience, support,

women in public conveyances ” is cited as an etc., but it will see fewer ill-assorted couples,

effect of the influx of women into business. unhappy homes, and divorces. The double

But if the writer will visit the land of the standard of morals which now prevails will

canny Scot ” where “ advanced women " be abolished . Independent, self-poised , intel

are a rarity, she will find that “ politeness to ligentgentlewomen will demand from man the

women in public conveyances ” is practically same virtue that he demands from woman .

unknown. In Edinburgh I have again and Chivalrous men will be no less chivalrous,

again seen students keep their seats in the while the majority ofmen , who are not chiv

street car, while white-haired ladies old alrous,will respectwomanmorebecauseofher

enough to be their mothers have stood for independence and ability. Hence themass

half an hour. In the samecity I have seen ofwomen will gain more than they lose, in

delicate looking young mothers stand in the bettered conditions for themselves,their chil

car, holding in their arms a heavy baby dren, and the race.

and two or three packages, until one oftheir The protection theory reaches its logical

own sex offered them a seat, while seven or outcome in Turkey. The protection theory

eight well-dressed, corpulent gentlemen (?) payswoman one half or onethird less for the

sat at ease.
same amount and quality of work , than it

A few years ago when the Woman's Med- pays to man and for centuries has deprived

ical College was established in Edinburgh, her of aught but a smattering of education.

the lady students were hooted and even Even in the church the protection theory

stoned on the streets by the male medical says “ woman maydo all the work she will,"

students. But, mark ! It was not association butlet her look longingly toward thehonorsor

with " advanced women ” which led to such emoluments and listen to the outcry , “ Every

manifestations of chivalry. A residence of time you put a woman in you put a man

many years in New England never showed out” ! Fitness is of no account. Doubtless

mea masculine selfishness that approximated some Levite coveted Deborah's place when

this Scottish variety. Yetthe cause , as given she ruled Israel.

by the writer in THE CHAUTAUQUAN is almost Allthatthe" advancedwoman " asks is not

entirely lacking here ; whence the effect ? a false protection , butjustice and the oppor

But let us go a little farther east - to Tur- tunity to develop the talents with which her

key for instance, where “ advanced women ” Maker has endowed her. Nature will see to

have not yet been dreamed of and where it that the supply of wives and mothers does

man's highest conception of woman is that not run out. But because of the broader op

of a set ofpretty dolls shut up in a harem to portunities, thewidened horizon, the greater

while away his leisure hours ; what do we responsibilities, we shall have better wives

find ? Logically , Turkey ought to show us and mothers, and a nobler humanity .
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EXECUTIONS BY ELECTRICITY .
munity , France or New York State ? The

executions by electricity at Sing-Sing are

On the 27th of July at the Place de la now sufficiently remote to get the right per

Roquette, Paris, two young men were exe- spective. In the days immediately following,

cuted upon the guillotine. · Three hundred certain papers contained descriptions of the

policemen, one hundred mounted police, and supposed scene in that quiet room in the

two hundred and fifty soldiers were required gloomy prison . Itseems to be clear now that

to keep a multitude of spectators in some- the actual scene was decorous,solemn, and in

thing like order. It is difficult to find just a certain sense mysterious. It does not ap

the right words to describethe dreadful scene pear, so far, that the persons who actually

on the scaffold . Best not describe it at all. saw the executions could explain how or why

At the end the crowd broke through the line themen died . They were placed in a chair ,

of guards and fought among themselves the current came in silence, nobody knew

for a handful of the horrible sawdust in the precisely how or when , and the unfortunate

basket. The effectupon thepeople of France lives were gone. The actual vital part

who saw these executions or read about them affected does not matter. Perhaps the heart

in the papers, the effect upon the people of stopped. It is enough that the deaths were

England and the United States who will read sudden and apparently quiet.

translations of descriptions of the scenes in It is quite aside from this matter whether

the Place de la Roquette, can never be esti- it is best or not to take a life for a life. In

mated. It will be a vast sum of morbid curi- some states the people lawlessly take the

osity, false sentiment, and weakened con- matter into their own hands. In law -abiding

science. Themorally feeble willmake heroes communities it is left to certain authorities.

of the criminals who made their exit before So long as, in the general opinion , it must

such an audience.
be done, so long is it necessary thatthe com

On the 7th of July fourmurdererswere exe- munity command through the laws that it be

cuted at Sing-Sing , New York . Each man done in the best way. Comparing extreme

was in turn placed in a chair and carefully cases , like those at Paris and Sing -Sing in the

fastened there. A few seconds later some samemonth , there can be no question as to

unknown person in another room turned a which is the best. Best for all. Best for the

switch and in an instant later the man sat in people at large that they have no chance to

the chair dead. In place of the howling mob be witnesses at the last moment, that they do

in the open street, there were as each man not even have the chance to read sensational

died only a few serious and silent men in a accounts of the execution . Report it by all

room in a prison. No noise , no multitude, means, but let the reports be brief and exact .

no array of police, soldiers,and executioners, Best for themorally weak . Such minds are

no possible chance for any dramatic or sen- braced up to crimeby the vanity that pictures

sational exhibitions. No use to “ die game” an audience to see how " game" they can

for there was no audience to be impressed, no die . No actor can do his best in an empty

reporters to spread the “ last speech ” over house. It is the inspiration of the audience

the reading world . Moreover, there was at that counts. If those infirm of moral pur

Sing-Sing a sudden and probably a painless pose see no chance to “ die game," they will

death . Noman has comeback to report that hesitate to venture on the path that leads to

any death is painful. Natural death, like such a flat and inglorious end. Merely to

birth , is probably absolutely painless. In- sit in a chair surrounded only by doctors

stant death , like that from a current of elec- and guards is not heroic . It isn't worth

tricity , is, as far as we can ever know , with- while to risk such a death. Moreover, the

out pain . death itself is so strange, so sudden , so mys

If theremust be a death for a life taken , terious, that the very thought of the electric

which is the better way, thatof Paris or Sing- chain is a deterrent.

Sing ? Which is the more civilized com Efforts have been made to cast doubt upon
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Still,

man .

better way

this new and humane method of execution . little more than a hundred years ago George

Happily these efforts have failed . There can Washington would have thought himself in

be no doubt that the electric execution is luck could the best Congress of his period

practical, really humane,and entirely proper. havebeen as good as theworst of ours.

Its very privacy, suddenness, and mystery Congress is not in session now . We rest.

are in every respect advantageous. The Nothing seems to the average citizen so

hangman does not belong to this century any easy to do as that which someotherman is

more than do the scenes at the Place de la doing. To most of us Congress is that other

Roquette. Sing-Sing, at least, points to a No man understands politics so well,

in his own estimation , as the good fellow

who can free his political ideas in words in

stead of embodying them in laws. Congress
WE REST WHEN CONGRESS IS NOT IN

indulges , it is true, in much irresponsible
SESSION .

talk , but it also charges itself with law

AMONG the blessings for which good men making, and untilwe know the worst — that

are grateful and bad men ought to be, is that is, what the lawsare to be,weare “ in a state

Congress is not in session during the sum- ofmind.” Congress, during the session , is

mer months. Summer is America's period all politics, Washington is all politics, but

of rest,-not that there is not a great deal of now , and until the beginning of thenext ses

work done in June , July , and August, but sion, congressmen are making hay, or at

the season is not that in which any onewith worst making fences, and the people are at

a heart in the right place would like to im- rest .

pose extra worry upon a fellow -being. It is How much more interesting the news

a natural period of rest — a time in which the papers are when Congress is not in session !

mind, if not the body, seeks repose. It is Of course every man reads politics — there are

the season when the people rest ; conse- timeswhen he can't find anything else in the

quently we are glad that Congress is not in daily papers if he tries--but it is possible to

session .
get too much of any good thing - except re

Not that Congress is a nuisance, for it is ligion and Chautauqua - and by the time a

far from it. It is not even a necessary evil ; man has read all the political news which his

It is a constitutional necessity , as any one favorite newspaper publishes during a ses

knows who has read the Constitution of the sion of Congress he has reached a deplorable

United States. So long as laws must be stage of mental indigestion . It does not

made, and nobody doubts that they must, much matter what is the subject before the

Congress mustmake them . Looking deeper House or Senate ; the newspapers act upon

into the question it must be admitted that the principle that the people pay the expenses

we the people, perhaps with too much help , and are entitled to all the results. During

occasionally, from bosses and other wire the session a papermay not give more than

pullers,make Congress, so if its doings are ten lines to some moral or social endeavor

not entirely to our satisfaction we have no with far-reaching possibilities, but it always

one but ourselves to blame. Neverthelesswe can find a column in which to repeat a point

as a new people and a new nation need a less squabble between two members of one

great many new laws; we are as nearly “ in House or the other ; now , however, while the

the air " as a nation can be which has a con- members are safe at home or safer at the

tinent practically to itself with no bad nearest summer resort, the newspapers have

neighbors and nothing to do but attend to its space in which to tell us about all that is

own business. Wemake our congressmen , going on in the world ; and the people, tak

as we make our lawyers , doctors, teachers , ing a delightful rest from politicalagitation ,

and preachers, from the material nearest at are learning of many interests quite as at

hand and apparently best fit for the purpose; tractive and beneficialas party politics.

if the timber isn't sufficiently tough and sea These good times cannot last - neither can

soned , we are quite asmuch to blame as the the summer vacation and the welcomebeni

timber. The wonder is not that Con- son of the summer season . Americans do

gress does not do better, but that it gets not shirk their duties, among which politics

along as well as it does. Many hard things is an important one, but they do enjoy a

have been said about recent Congresses,yet a period of rest according to the labor and tur
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moil which preceded it. Next December we told and untellable evils to comeon the race.

shall all again be on the edge of the fight, To the young people of this generation ,

applauding or denouncing Congress, accord- such prejudice may seem childish , but when

ing as we approve or disapprove its doings. they were born it was still in existence and

While, however , we have the chance to rest, was the dominant feeling. The entrance of

let us rest and improve the opportunity to women into business and professional life

pick up the ends ofthreads which wedropped was resisted by it with something like vio

when Congress met last winter. We have lence. Women's colleges are a recent experi

none too much time in which to do it . ment, and only within a very few years have

the old colleges opened their doors to femi

nine students. A generation ago It was a

WOMEN AS MORAL REFORMERS.
rare and brave girl who ventured beyond the

It is not many years since the direct and narrow sphere within which conventionality

personal participation of a woman in any confined feminine activity . Men must work

public enterprise was looked upon as un- and women must weep, was the prevailing

seemly , as unsexing her , according to the sentiment, or, at least, women must not at

cant of the time. The great temperanceand tempt to take hold of any labor or any occu

other moral reform movements of the first pation which had been regarded in the past

half of this century proceeded withoutthehelp as specifically masculine.

of women as active agents. Women contrib Nowadays all that has changed, and the

uted to them their prayers and their influence change has come with surprising rapidity.

in domestic life, but they were listeners and In every employment where rude strength is

not speakersat themeetings. Thewomen who not requisite,women have appeared as the

originated the woman's rights movement, competitors and assistants ofmen. They are

Mrs. Stanton, Miss Susan B. Anthony, and not blacksmiths, masons, and stone cutters,

their sisters, were irreproachable in character the drivers of drays, stevedores, hod carriers,

and unselfish in motive ; and yet they were brakemen , and locomotive engineers, butany

jeered at by the public as unfemininemon- work, manual or intellectual, is deemed suit

sters. In the churcheswomen constitute two- able for them if they can perform it. The

thirds of the membership, butthe organiza- appearance of women as speakers on public

tion of the church is in the hands ofmen . platforms and as organizers and directors of

The Christian Fathers ofthe third and fourth public enterprises is taken as a matter of

centuries declared it to be disgraceful for a course. Ladies of social distinction will serve

woman to assume to meddle in such a matter. on committees of the Chicago World's Fair.

She was admonished to keep within doors , Women commissioners to that exhibition are

except when duty absolutely called her appointed by the governors of states . Clubs

abroad,to hold her peace in the house of God , and societies of women discuss questions of

to cover her head even when she prayed, and public reform in all parts of the Union .

as one of the Fathers expressed it, to be Women are acting as school officers. The

ashamed ofher very sex, the sex of Eve, the churches are coming to the conclusion that

tempter of man. When women first began not to employ their activity and consult

to appear on public platforms, and it was their judgment is to waste a tremendousforce

only a few years ago, people shook their available for the service of religion . The

headsand prophesied degradation for society present temperance movement is largely , if

the inevitable consequence. Women not chiefly in the hands of women , the

would so far unsex themselves, said the Woman's Christian Temperance Union being

gloomy critics, that they would lose their foremost in the good work . The meeting of

feminine charm , homes would be neglected, the Women's Council and its cognate asso

and manners would be roughened . A favor- ciations fill Washington with an enthusias

ite picture of those days was of a distracted tic crowd like that in attendance on a na

husband tending the babywhile the mother tional political convention . At political

was off battling for her rights. Good and meetings seats are set apart for ladies con

conservative people really thought that the cerned as to public questions, and there is

disposition of women to exercise their full hardly a movement, secular or religious,

powers in society and to attain the fullest in- which starts or proceeds without calling in

tellectual development was the sign of un- the aid of feminine energy.

as
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This introduction of the feminine element moral tone, a keener and more sensitivemoral

into the work of the world , and more espe- sentiment, and a profounder and more per

cially the work of moral reform , involves a vasive sense of moral obligation. In quiet

new phase of civilization . It means that and unobtrusive ways, in the home and in

the forces of reform are to be strengthened society, women have always been doing their

and enlarged to an enormous extent. The best to reform individual men . Now they

half of the race which of old was counted out are extending the sphere of their exertions

of such movements is now to be counted in . and seeking to reform all men . They are

Women have thrown off the shackles with also working with a tenacity of purpose so

which long-time custom , convention , and great and with so much intelligent zeal that

prejudice bound them . They have found out they are moving the world by their concerted

their strength , and they will exert it for the and altruistic efforts. Whether they get

benefit of society. Social opinion and public the suffrage or not, or rather whether that

sentiment do not now stand in the way of duty is imposed on them sooner or later, ap

their progress and the accomplishment of parently they are destined to be the chief

their purpose, and hence the occasion for agents in bringing about the reformation of

their former timidity about taking part in society, its elevation, and its purification.

public enterprises has passed away. They have taken the forward step and they

It looks, therefore, as if wewere now enter- will not go back . They will move ahead

ing upon a new stageof civilization , in which steadily and irresistibly. The woman's age,

the feminine influence will be powerful as Victor Hugo called it, is in its beginning

everywhere, and with it will come a higher only .

EDITOR'S NOTE - BOOK .

With this number of THE CHAUTAUQUAN part he openly admired the military exhibi

the present volume ends. The yearly sub- tions and the troops which he reviewed. He

scription of a great many people has expired . expressed his pleasure also in the attention

We do not continue to send the magazine un- shown him and in his whole visit. But a few

less the subscriber renews by sending in his disagreeable surprises occurred, even in the

or her name ; when a list of subscribers runs presence of royalty, such as the accidental

up into tens of thousands, as in the case of whizzing of a bullet past the Emperor's head

THE CHAUTAUQUAN , it is the only good busi- while hewas reviewing the Eton Volunteers,

ness policy. It has worked well the past ten or the partial deluge at theRoyal banquet at

years ; therefore weshallcontinue the practice. Windsor Castle by the bursting of a large

THE CHAUTAUQUAN will be more brilliant waterpipe. Barring these mishaps the Em

the coming year than ever ; it will be illus- peror received consideration more befitting

trated and a large corps of distinguished a mature model of virtue, wisdom , and power,

writers will enrich its pages with their ablest than a young soldier-emperor. Two things,

papers. The time to renew subscription is however , he has done: Made an African

when it expires; itshould be donewith prompt- treaty with England involving some rather

ness ; do not brook delay . extensive concessions by England, which

The visit of Emperor William ofGermany may explain his being greeted as a conqueror

to his royal grandmother , Queen Victoria, there ; and renewed the Triple Alliance. Ap

July 4-13, has been made an occasion by the parently one of the most important events

English of national demonstration of hospi- of the Emperor's sojourn in England is his

tality . His arrival at Port Victoria was visit to Lord Salisbury at Hatfield. The pur

greeted with a naval welcome rendered by port of this meeting is surmised to be intrigue

the pick of the British navy, and all along between the two men who virtually govern

the railway route to Waterloo Junction the the two greatest powers ofEurope.

stations were nearly hidden under masses of THE passage of a special act to provide for

floraland flag decorations . Great enthusiasm the admission into France of American pork

met the Emperor everywhere, while on his products, marks a triumph for Mr. Reid , the
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sea .

American Minister in Paris. It will open President Arthur's administration, retiring

immediately to American producers a market in 1883. The life of this patriot is memora

in which formerly they sold several million ble for his unimpeachable integrity , his strict

dollars' worth of products a year and which attention to business, and adherence to his

the present partial failure of French crops principles .

promises to make unusually important the
The growing list of precautions for the

coming season. Mr. Reid met the protest of safety of travelers on the sea is not a small

unwholesomeness with the facts that some index of increased international intercourse

of the most profitable French products are and interests. The proposed investigation

adulterated and injurious to the health . of the advisability of the transportation of

Those interested in maintaining the exclusion cotton on passenger steamships is of vital

in France used the new American tariff as a importance to the safety of travelers on the

pretext for opposing a change as long as The English House of Lords has made

possible. Then they objected that it wasun a motion for the appointment of a commis

necessary in view of the new French tariff, sion to inquire into this evil. It is so dan

which soon would go into effect. But the gerous that someofthetrans-Atlantic vessels

passage of a special actwas necessitated in already have abandoned it in the compe

order that American producers might enjoy tition for patronage. However, it probably

the benefits of a change somemonths, prob- will be continued by some companies until

ably , before the French tariff wentinto effect, prohibited by law. It is a disputed question

and it was obtained only after persistent and how the fire originates which frequently

wise efforts had shown the exclusion to be breaks out in cotton cargoes, whether by

futile and unfair. The Germans also give spontaneous combustion , of which the con

evidence of readiness for a change of policy, ditions are not fully understood , or from

and it is generally expected that Germany Smoldering sparks from the pipes or cigars of

will accord an equally favorable decision. careless workmen . It cannot be denied that

The American Minister, Mr. Phelps, has cotton bales are often handled carelessly in

skillfully used similar tactics, and has care the southern ports. Nevertheless ample and

fully referred the German authorities to the dearly bought experience teaches that any

efficiency of recent American laws for the in- system ofinspection ofthe cargoes hitherto

spection of export meats .
in vogue has not been perfect enough to

Ex-VICE -PRESIDENT HANNIBAL HAMLIN , warrant the safe transit of this highly inflam

oneofthe last of the old anti-slavery gene mable substance. The enterprise is one in

ration of statesmen , died July 4, at the ad- which the United States would do well to

vanced age of seventy - three . He leaves a take part.

long and enviable record of faithful service for COMMISSIONER MORGAN has acted wisely

his country, having begun public life at in his decision as to the distribution ofGov

twenty-six . Beginning soon after his admit- ernment funds, to deal directly with the indi

tance to the bar, he was elected to five suc- vidual contract schools rather than through

cessive Legislatures, in the last three ofwhich a Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions at

he was Speaker of the House. He then Washington , as has always been the custom .

wielded influence as Congressman , where he The Catholics, by far the most active reli

early disclosed his anti-slavery views, -and gious sect in Indian mission work, have

later, as United States Senator, in which accordingly received the greatest share of the

capacity he acted for twenty-five years all Governmentmoney. In 1889 they were given

together. Mr. Hamlin's connection with the $ 342,689 of the whole sum of $ 554,558 devoted

Democratic party was practically severed with to the contract schools ; last year, $ 363,349,

the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska bill, and and it is now proposed to give them for next

he naturally sided with theRepublican party, year about $ 400,000 or more. Commissioner

just then coming into life. In 1857 he was Morgan's decision affects only the Catholic

made Governor of Maine, which office he re- method of spending the funds, not the

signed to resume his seat in the Senate. The amount of appropriation . They will be

campaign of 1860 established Hannibal Ham- spentunder the supervision of the Govern

lin Vice-President with Abraham Lincoln ment instead of by ecclesiastical authority .

President. Heafterward served twelve years The Catholics will be treated just like other

as Senator and was minister to Spain in religious bodies, under the same rules and
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regulations. This work of the Government gineering world for the vastness and boldness

was begun in 1876 with an appropriation of of his Panama Canal scheme, he is now vir

$ 20,000, at a timewhen the only work of In- tually on trial in a criminal court forwillfully

dian education was kept up by sectarian con- deceiving his fellow countrymen into invest

tributions. The Government unfortunately ing their money in an enterprise which he

divided her strength between sustaining must haveknownwould prove a dead failure.

these schools and establishing non -sectarian To have the whole undertaking collapse and

and non-partisan schools of her own. In sink out of sight under a wide-spread finan

1889 out of a total appropriation of only cial disaster, was surely a sore enough pun

$ 1,364,568 for educational purposes, thesec- ishment to fall upon a too aspiring genius,

tarian schools received $ 554,558, or 40 per without submitting him to the ignominy of

cent. Though they certainly accomplished fighting to save, if possible, his name from

less for the money than the public schools, being tarnished . Having surmounted the

this objection shrinks in sight of the greater immense difficulties of constructing the Suez

onethat it is wrong in principle ; the Ameri- Canal, how washe to know that those in the

can spirit revolts at the use of public funds way of a like construction across Panama

orany public property for sectarian pur- were absolutely insurmountable until he

poses. learned it by experience ? It is a sorry end

The friendly attitude of the British Society ing of a great enterprise, and one deeply to

of Authors toward the Copyright act was
be regretted .

very timely and acceptable to Americans. The anomalous spectacle of a republic

But the English press has been discouraging ruled by an absolute despot is presented to

and verged on coarseness in its manner of theworld by Hayti. Hippolyte by his acts

considering the concessions made by Ameri- is covering with ignominy the title of presi

cans. Judging from The London Times the dent, which he has borne since 1889, and de

real end and aim of the act has been over- serves to be severely dealt with by other

looked by the British while seeking to get nations. Owing to his persecutions of those

control of the publishing business. This pa- who remain friendly to Legitime, his prede

per says that where ten votes had been cessor in office whom he overthrew , there are

secured for the Copyright act by considera- frequent insurrectionary movements in the

tions ofhonesty and fair dealing , thirty were country , and he has adopted the plan of dis

got by prospect of advantage to American patching after the manner of the Reign of

authors, and sixty by the desire of the legis- Terror those participating in these revolts ,

lators to protect paper manufacturers and to or giving in other ways evidences of disap

curry favor with trades unions. The bill proval of his methods of government. It is

gives the foreign author equal rightswith the said that he gave orders for the execution

American author, granting him protection in withoutany form of trial, ofmore than three

any arrangement for the publication of his hundred persons between May 18 and June 1.

workshere. Though somewere disposed to

bemore liberal, all felt that this was conced .
To invite himself into his neighbor's do

ing enough . It seems that it did not occur

mains and then to attempt to manage his

to Congress that it should relinquish a large neighbor's affairs to suit himself seemsto be

and profitable American publishing business the dodge that the Prussian, Herr Cahensly ,

in order to secure British approval of a meas
is attempting to carry out in the United

ure for justice to the British author; nor is States. His plan is to make such arrange

there any reason why a foreign author wish- ments that the Prussian immigrants to this

ing to enjoy the profits of an American mar- country shall be organized into congrega

ket should not introduce his productions tions by themselves ; shall have bishops ap

through an American publisher .
pointed over them who shall speak to them

in their own language ; and that in these

THE hard dealings which Fortune occa- little communities thePrussian customsshall

sionally metes out to those who at one time be preserved in toto. In short, it is simply a

seemed to be her favorites is strikingly scheme for the transportation of a miniature

shown in the case of the French Count Fer- Prussia into America . He is seeking to win

dinand de Lesseps. A short timeago, hold- the assent of the Pope to his plans. Nothing

ing the admiring attention of the whole en more un -American in spirit could be devised .
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It is high time that this country take strict mond, Danville, Charlotteville, and Alexan

measures regarding all immigrants, espe- dria in Virginia , Bellefontaine and Hamilton ,

cially those who do not seek these shores Ohio , and Danville, Kentucky. It is pre

with the full purposeofbecoming Americans. sumed that more cities will soon own gas

The directors of the World's Fair will re
works, for the following reasons: The city

ceive the sympathy of intelligent people gets its gas cheaper and furnishes it to the

everywhere in their conflict with the organ- in some instances becoming a source ofreve
individual consumer at a lower rate, besides

tions have been making periodical threats of nue to the city. Over sixty cities own their

a boycott since the first estimate for work electric light plant, and more than half

was submitted , and they make the absurd the cities in the country cwn their water

works.

demand that the directors issue a proclama

tion warning workingmen away from the With the increase in the number of con

city on the ground that the supply of labor flicts between labor and capital, and the

is already excessive and that if moreworking- various demandsmade by oneupon the other ,

men go to Chicago starvation will ensue. the fact should not be forgotten that the la

The Fair directors are men of sense and bor question, so-called , is in no sense a

their judgment will not be influenced by the problem of only one class or locality. Rela

somewhat erratic demands of the labor or- tions exist in some form or other between

ganizations. The fundamental law of supply labor and capital in almost every sphere of

and demand will in all probability regulate social action , and it should be remembered

the Chicago labor market in the future as it that the labor question is but a part of the

has in the past.
industrial problem , the source of which is

APROPOS of the government persecution of traced to a larger social field, embracing art,

the Jews in Russia, it is reported that Baron science , and religion.

Hirsch , the Hebrew philanthropist, has pur
THE oil business of theworld is now almost

chased an immense tract of land in South entirely controlled by an American syndicate,

America, with the object of establish- the Standard Oil Company. From recent

ing there a colony of Russian Jews. That developments it would seem to be the object

the Russian government is emphatic in its of the great company to absorb every branch

disposition of this particular class of popula- of the oil tradeboth in the United States and

tion there can be no doubt. All Jews resid- Europe. First, it got controlofthe American

ing in St. Petersburg have been ordered to well owners and refiners, then of the Ameri

leave that city , and the only paper in St.
can export business, next of theprivate ship

Petersburg which stands firm in defense of
ping interests, then of the European import

the Jews has received a " second warning ” ing business, then of the export from

from the ministry of the interior. The atti
European ports, and now it seemsto be try

tude of the Russian government upon this
ing to secure the entire retail trade. The oil

question is not of a kind calculated to business of Bremen, one of the greatest oil

strengthen its reputation among the civilized

markets in the world , has been for a long

nations ofthe earth .
time controlled by the Standard Company

SHALL city own its illuminating gas and by a system of combination the entire

works — which light homes and places of busiress of Germany has been absorbed .

business - is one of the living questions for Russia appears to be the only country not

most of our municipal governments. It yet committed to the internationalmonopoly

seems, from information furnished by Dr. and if the Standard Company succeeds in

Bemis , that only nine cities in the country buying out or combining with themen who

have risen to this distinction and own the control the production of Russian oil, then

machinery and manufacture their own gas ; the supply of the world will be subject to the

they are Philadelphia , Pa., Wheeling, Rich- direction of the American syndicate.



CHAUTAUQUA LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC CIRCLE COURSE OF STUDY.

FOR 1891-1892.

Subjoined is the completed course of study for 1891–92. Slight variations may be made in the

order, but the books and topics for the magazine readingswill remain as given .

October. “ Life." III.

American History. “ National Agencies of Scientific Re

Social Institutions.
search .” III.

In THE CHAUTAUQUAN : “ Botany." II.

“ Battles for American Liberty. " I.
Post Graduate Course :

“ The Town Meeting.” “ The First Novels in English ."

“ The History of Political Parties in Amer “ Cowper."

ica . ” I.
January.

“ George Washington , the First President.” American History.

“ Colonial Life of the United States." I. Social Institutions.

“ Sunday Readings." In THE CHAUTAUQUAN :

“ Life .” I.
“ Battles for American Liberty .” IV .

“ National Agencies for Scientific Research .”' I. “ Trading Companies."

" Science, the Handmaid of Agriculture.” I. The Church Older than theGovernment." I.

Post Graduate Course : “ States Made of Colonies. ” II.

“ English Literature.” “ Colonial Life of the United States. " IV .

“ The Theory of Fiction -Making.” “ Sunday Readings."

“ The Classic and Romantic Movements in
" Life. ” IV .

English Poetry .” “ National Agencies for Scientific Re

November .
search ." IV .

American History . “ Botany .” III.

Social Institutions. Post Graduate Course :

In THE CHAUTAUQUAN :
“ Jane Austen ."

“ Battles for American Liberty .” II . Coleridge.”

" The Shire System .” February .

“ The History of Political Parties in Amer- American History.

ica . ” II. The Story of the Constitution .

“ Thomas Jefferson . The Declaration of In- In THE CHAUTAUQUAN :

dependence." “ Battles for American Liberty. ” V.

" Colonial Life of the United States.” II. ' Holland Land Co., Plymouth and Massa

“ Sunday Readings.” chusetts Bay Co.

“ Life. " II. The Church older than the Govern

“ National Agencies for Scientific Re ment.” II.

search ." II. “ States Made of Territories. " I.

“ Botany.” I. “ Colonial Life of the United States, " V.

Post Graduate Course : “ Sunday Readings."

“ Novels and Romances.' “ Physical Culture.” I.

“ The New Birth of Poetry after 1750." “ National Agencies for Scientific Re

December.
search .” V.

American History .
" Botany." IV .

Social Institutions.
Post Graduate Course :

In THE CHAUTAUQUAN :
“ Dickens."

“ Battles for American Liberty.” III.
“ Wordsworth ."

“ Grants made by the King." March .

“ The History of Political Parties in Amer- American Literature.

ica . ” III. The Story of the Constitution .

States Made of Colonies.” I. In THE CHAUTAUQUAN :

“ Colonial Life of the United States." III. “ Battles for American Liberty.” VI.

" Sunday Readings.”
“ Land Tenure in America ."

)

> )
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“ The Growth and Distribution of Popula May.

tion . " German Literature .

“ States Made of Territories." II. In THE CHAUTAUQUAN :

“ American Morals. ” “ Battles for American Liberty.” VIII.

" Sunday Readings." “ The Financial System ofthe United States.*

“ Physical Culture.” “ Slavery - Anti-Slavery.”

“ The DevelopmentofOurIndustries Through “ Sunday Readings."

Patents ." “ Physical Culture."

“ Vegetable Pathology - How to Save Fruits.” “ Application and Granting of Patents.”

Post Graduate Course : “ Scientific Uses of Foods. "

“ Thackeray - Scott.” Post Graduate Course :

“ Modern Tendencies.”

April.
“ Shelley."

American Literature.

Two Old Faiths.
June.

In THE CHAUTAUQUAN :
German Literature. Finished .

“ Battles for American Liberty.” VII. In THE CHAUTAUQUAN :

“ The Financial System of the United States." “ Battles for American Liberty. " IX .

“ States Made of Territories.” III. “ Our Educational System .”

“ American Morals." " The Southern Confederacy.”

“ Sunday Readings.”
“ The North in The War."

“ Physical Culture.”
“ Sunday Readings."

“ Patent Office - Organization,Personnel," etc. “ Physical Culture.”

“ Chemistry — The Adulteration of Foods.” * Animal Industry.”

Post Graduate Course. Post Graduate Course :

George Eliot - Byron . " “ Keats.”

>>

THE C. L. S. C. CLASSES.

1882-1894 .

CLASS OF 1891. “ THE OLYMPIANS. ” took an active part, and it has been a great help

“ So run that ye may obtain .”
to me. In the last four years I have stored

OFFICERS. away so many new thoughts in my head that it

President- The Rev. J. M. Durrell, D. D., Manchester, seems like the golden age ofmy life. I never

NH. spent four years that I could look back upon

Vice- Presidents — The Rev. J. S. Ostrander, Brooklyn ,
N. Y.; H. R. Palmer,New York City ; Mrs. Mary A. Liver with so much satisfaction .”

more, Melrose, Mass.; Mrs. Mary T. Lathrap , Jackson ,
DR . H. R. PALMER , the director of the De

Mich . ;Mrs. Hawley, Buffalo , N. Y .; Mrs. Guernsey, In
dependence,Kan.;Mr. J. H. Fryer,Galt,Ontario, Canada. partment ofMusic at Chautauqua, has written a

Secretary - Mrs. James S. Ostrander. song for the Class of '91 which will be sung by

Assistant Secretary — Mrs. Harriet A. H. Wilkie, Onon- the Class on Recognition Day, August 19.

daga Valley, N. Y.

Treasurer - Miss Clara L.Sargent. FROM New York State : “ Please sendme a

Class Trustee- The Rev. J. S. Ostrander . circular of the course in the Gospel of John ; I
CLASS FLOWERS — THE LAUREL AND WHITE ROSB .

think I shall take it up. I have just finished

A MEMBER of '91 in her “ fifties ” writes : my four years' study in the C.L.S. C. and in

“ In the summer of '87 I joined the Class of'91 had this course when I was thirty . You can't

tend to review this year. I wish I could have

and became a member of a local circle. So
many years of my life had passed withoutmuch imagine how I have enjoyed the reading. It

seems like bidding an old friend good -by."

thought of intellectual improvement, I really

did not know how to begin or whether it would A MEMBER of'91 from one of the large eastern

be a success. But I did begin in earnest, reading cities reports that although much hindered she

each day the required lessons and, penciling the has been able to finish not only the four years ,

questions off on a bit of paper , I carried them but the White Seal memoranda as well. She

with me about my work to memorize them . I adds, “ Owing to large social obligations, it is

could retain the reading better and prepare to through manyobstacles that I carry onmy read

answer the questions in our circle. In this I ing through the winters, but when the social
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season ended this year I gavemy housekeeping CLASS OF 1893.— " THE ATHENIANS.”

into the hands of servants and shut myself up “ Study to be what you wish to seem .”

to Chautauqua work . Imust acknowledge that
OFFICERS.

the hours thus spent have been the pleasantest President- The Rev.R.C.Dodds, 337 Summer St., Buffalo,

of the year. I shall hope to go on till the seals N.Y.

Vice -Presidents - Mrs. S. M. I. Henry , Meadville , Pa.;
are all completed, and even then to go on . Το

the Rev. Russell Conwell, Philadelphia, Pa ; Prof. T. F.

this now acquired habit of reading good litera- Wright, Cambridge, Mass.; Miss Kate McGillivray , Port

ture, I am greatly indebted to Chautauqua." Colborne, Province Ontario, Canada ; Mrs. E. C. Chap

man, Oakland , Cal.; The Rev. D. T. C. Timmons, Tyler,

An Oregon '91 writes : “ I have not had the Texas ; J. C. Burke, Waterville, Kan.; the Rev. M. D.

advantages of a circle a part of the time and Lichliter, Allegheny, Pa.

have missed it very much . I know that all are
General Secretary - Miss Ella M. Warren , 342 W.Wal

nut, Louisville, Ky.

lifted up by the C. L. S. C., and I pray that it Prison Secretary - Mrs . S.M. I. Henry , Meadville, Pa.

may ever widen its influence and help all as District Secretaries - Miss A. M. Coit, Syracuse, N. Y.,

much as it has helped me.”
the Rev. T. H. Paden , New Concord ,Ohio ; the Rev. E.S.

Porter, Bridgewater, Mass.; Miss Anna C. Brockman , St.

Louis, Mo.; the Rev. Chas. Thayer, Minneapolis , Minn.;

CLASS OF 1892.— " THE COLUMBIA .”
L. E.Welch , Albany, Ga.

Treasurer - Welford P. Hulse, 112 Hart St., Brooklyn ,

“ Seek and ye shall obtain ." N , Y.

OFFICERS.
Assembly Treasurer and Trustee Union Class Building

Geo . E. Vincent,

President - Col. Logan H. Roots, Little Rock , Ark . Building Committee- The Rev. R. C. Dodds ; Mrs. H.M.

First Vice- President - Prof. Lewis Stuart , Ill.
Anthony, Ottawa, Ill.

Second Vice- President - F . W.Gunsaulus, Ill.

District Vice- Presidents -- Mrs. Frank Beard , N. Y .; Dr. A '93 Who says she has " unfortunately no

P. S.Henson , Ill.; Charles P. Williamson, Ky.; the Rev.
special occupation, not a graduateof anyschool,

J. C. Hurlbut, N. J.; Mr. J. T. Barnes, N. J .; Mr. Ernest P.
Brook , N. Y.; Issa Tanimura, Japan ; mr. J. S. Davis, Al simply an individual reader,” adds, “ Allow me

bany, Ga. to say that I for one am truly thankful for the

Secretary - Miss Jane P. Allen, University of North Da- inestimable advantage which the C. L. S. C.

kota, N. D.

Treasurer and Member of Building Committee - Lewis E. offers and find the reading delightfully interest

Snow , Mo. ing and entertaining, as well as useful.”

Class Trustee - Mr. J. P. Barnes, Rahway, N. J.

THE Class of '93 in theStillwater Penitentiary
CLASS FLOWER - CARNATION .

recently enjoyed a visit and an address from the

“ prison secretary ” ofthat class. After the ad

A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT :-An assur- dress a voteof thanks was given to the chaplain ,

ance, which in the experienced is unaccom- Mr. Albert, who has been untiring in his devo

panied by doubt, is that every one who keeps up tion to the prison Chautauquans, and to Miss

with the Chautauqua course will know the truth Gowdy, the founder of the C. L. S. C. at Still

of '92's motto , “ Seek and ye shall obtain .” water.

Yes, you will obtain as personal benefits all The Chautauqua Circle at the Lincoln Peni

and more than the glorious Chautauqua founders tentiary reports the best year's work it has yet

promise. done. There are fifty-four men in the class,

I trust that every '92 will be continuously whose persistent efforts have been greatly pro

zealous in attending to all duties incumbered moted by the untiring interest of Lincoln Chau

on class members, also in forming circles and tauquans. Twice a month throughout the

maintaining them , and in aiding every other C.L.S. C. year membersof the Lincoln S. H.G.

wise movementfor the expansion of Chautauqua or undergraduate circles have met with this cir.

influence, and particularly in pursuing the cle conducting reviews, hearing papers, giving

course in a broad and comprehensive manner, recitations, and in every way co -operating with

thereby accelerating personal,moral, and intel. them . The reading is accomplished under

lectual development. difficulties which few of us can fully appreciate

The efficient, devoted Chautauqua manage- and the C. L. S. C. people of Lincoln feel that

ment make constant improvements ; and every this work is only the beginning of greaterthings

class ought to be in thoroughnessofaccomplish- yet to be achieved . During themonths ofJune

ments a little ahead of its predecessors. It is and July Frank Beard , Principal Hurlbut, and

our duty to attain that standard. If every MissKimball visited this Chautauqua Circle,

member's duty is properly performed the result saw something of the work for themselves, and

will be a bountiful harvest in which, from the cameaway with a determination to see that it

operation of wise, immutable laws, themember did not languish forwant of support. The state

who does best obtains most. of Nebraska makes no appropriation for educa
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OFFICERS.

tional work in the prison , and upon the Lincoln MEMBERS of the Class of '94 who are just

Chautauquans has fallen theburden of providing completing their first year send varied ac

the books. They have thus far responded right counts of how the course has proved itself

loyally with some help from outside. Eighteen adapted to their needs. Extracts from the fol

sets of books will be needed next year - one set lowing letters reveal such a variety in the sur

to every three men. Any member of '93 or of roundings and equipment of students that they

any other class whose “ tenth " can spare a will find echoes in the experiences of many

small contribution to this noble undertaking, other '94's. From New York State : “ I am a

can send the amount to the C. L. S. C. Office at farmer having absolutely no time in the day,

Buffalo and it will be used to the best advantage. and when the night comes I am tired and can

A VERY interesting letter comes from amem
read only a short time. I read systematically as

ber of '93 whose occupation, that of steward in given in the programs for each week, but

a large hotel, taxes his time severely. He
when the spring work came, I fell behind . Now

writes : “ I have felt a hundred fold repaid for between spring work and hoeing there is a little

themoney invested in the course of reading the breathing time in which I will try to catch up

and will."

last two years and hope for health and liberty

to pursue it during the coming year. I have A MOTHER speaksher mind as follows : “ I

gained intellectually and my faith in Bible desired some years ago to become a member of

truth has been strengthened by careful reading the circle but a friend said , ' Oh , wait until your

of the 'Walks and Talks in the Geological children are grown. It is such an undertaking .'

Field .' » In an evil hour I listened to this advice and now

I consider those years precious timelost, for I

CLASS OF 1894— " THE PHILOMATHEANS.” have fully demonstrated that I could easily have

“ Ubimel, ibi apes."
read the course without neglecting my home,

my children, or myduties to theworld . Indeed ,

I feel that I am a better mother, a more intelli

President - John Habberton , New York City.
gent friend and companion, a more useful citi

Vice-Presidents The Rev. A. C. Ellis, Jamestown, N.Y .; zen than when I began. Besides increasing

the Rev. E. D. Ledyard, Steubenville, Ohio ; (third vice

president tobe selected by New England Branch C.L.S.C.); my knowledge it has strengthened my powers of

the Rev. Mr. Cosby, Neb .; the Rev. Dr. Livingston, thought.”

Toronto , Canada ; Mrs. Helen Campbell, New York City ;

the Rev. J. W.Lee, D.D., Atlanta, Ga.
GRADUATE CLASSES .

Secretary- Miss Grace B. Fowler, Buffalo , N. Y.

Treasurer — Mr. Henry M.Hall, Titusville, Pa . Next year the Class of '82 'celebrates its de

Class Trusteem W. T. Everson , Union City, Pa.
cennial at Chautauqua. Let " Pioneers" every

Building Committee - William T. Everson, Union City, where keep this fact in mind and plan to cele

Pa.; Henry M. Hall, Titusville,Pa.; Mr. C. Poskey, brate their anniversary by attending either

Shamburg , Pa .; Miss Grace Fowler, Buffalo , N. Y.

Chautauqua or some other Assembly .

The following from a member of '94 ought to New badges have recently been prepared for

encourage members of this class who work the members of the Guild, League, and Order .

against heavy odds. “ I have at last filled outmy They are made of garnet ribbon just the width

memoranda, having enjoyed the readings very of the graduates' badge, and are to be wom at

much . I am an engineer in a factory, arise at the top of the garnet badge, just above the mon

4.30 a.m.,go to my work, have one half hour for ogram . They can be secured from the Buffalo

breakfast, the same fordinner, and gethome from office for ten cents each .

work at 6.30 or 7 p.m., and as I have a family to THE Society of the Hall in the Grove has

look after it gives me very little time for study, made its influence strongly felt in many cities,

but I propose to continue in the good work , and and always with good results. Members of the

enclose 50 cents for membership fees for '91 -2.” S. H. G. are urged to organize themselves into a

“ THE Chautauqua Course of reading is such a local bodywhenever possible. If there are only

wonder and delight to me, I feel that I must two or three members of the S. H. G.in a place

write you how thankful I am to have the advan- they should form a simple organization , wel

tages of such a circle. The readings have been come all new graduates, and do all in their

a great solace tome in the midst of trouble, hav- power to extend the work of the C. L. S. C. and

ing lost husband and home since I joined the to uphold a high standard . In many cities under

circle. I do not know what I should have done graduates look forward with real pleasure to

but for the pleasant old English acquaintances their admittance into the fellowship of the

made during the winter, and the Walks and S. H.G. It is a strong bond of union among

Talks in the Geological Field .' " Chautauquans. Let us make the most of it.



THE SUMMER ASSEMBLIES.

FOR 1891.

BEATRICE , An attendance twice as large CHESTER , SOUTHERN Illinois Chautauqua

NEBRASKA . as in previous years, marked ILLINOIS. at Chester, the first one ever con

Opening Day as an auspicious beginning for the ducted by a woman, opened with more than

third annual session of the Beatrice Chautauqua five hundred in the audience and all but two of

Association , June 23 — July 6. The large num- the expected Assembly helpers on the platform .

ber present thus early seemed to have come in All the schools formally opened on July 6th

expectation of study as well as pleasure, and and from the first hour of the first day until

happily welding the two, immediately laid a the last hour of the last day praises were

good foundation for the summer school. The heard on all sides. The various classes grew

leaders' tried proficiency and the general en- larger daily, some overflowing the boundaries

thusiasm made organization easy and effective. of the tents erected for school purposes. The

Prof. C. C. Case , one of the best musical direct- charming location of the Assembly grounds also

ors in the country , banded the musicians to received favorable comment.

gether into a chorus of not less than 200 The Press in St. Louis and southern Illinois

voices, and Prof. Carnes organized his elocution were liberal in their reports, some expressing

class with a membership of 100, which laterwas all the enthusiasm of a local organ .

nearly doubled ; Superintendent Eaton had The Assembly Directors were Prof. H. S.

about 1000 pupils in the Sunday-school. More Jacoby, Prof. N. Coe Stewart, Miss Mary Allen

than two dozen orators graced the platform , West, Prof. Stevens, Miss Libbie McMasters,

among them Sam P. Jones, Dr. A. A. Willits, Miss Gregory , Miss Lizzie Holbrook. On the

Mr. Robert Nourse, Dr. P. S. Henson, Dr. list for lectures and entertainments were the fol

Frederick D. Powers, ex -President Hayes, the lowing names. Ben Hur Tableau Co., Col.

Hon. Ignatius Donnelly , Leon H. Vincent,Prof. James N. Brown , and Col. David Murphey,

John C. Freeman . Jahu DeWitt Miller , Charles T.Underhill, James

Exceptionally fine music was furnished by Clement Ambrose, Miss Tiebold (soprano),

the chorus, band, Swedish Male Quartet, Mrs. William Moore (contralto ), the Rev. G.

MadameRosa Linde, soloist, and Mr. Lehmer, H. Tucker, Mrs. Zerelda Wallace, the Rev. T.

solo whistler. De Witt Talmage, the Hon. John Baker, and the

Recognition Day, July 2, was worthily ob- Hon . Owen Scott, and the Rev. Dr. Edwards ;

served. The C. L. S. C.'s formed in procession the Rev. Dr. D.M.Hazlett,was in charge of the

at Whittier Hall with nearly one hundred and Assembly Church Congress, andMrs. Clara Hol

fifty little children carrying bouquets of flowers , brook Smith of the Assembly Woman's Council.

marched around the Golden Gate, through The stereopticon lectures, “ PicturesqueWash

which only the graduates passed , and through ington ” and “ Scenes in the Life of Christ ”

three arches erected in the Tabernacle , where by the Rev. Charles N. Cate were pronounced

Prof. J. C. Freeman gave the address, followed by old Assembly goers as unsurpassed on any

by the presentation of diplomas. platform . The audience on closing night num

It was generally admitted by those in attend- bered nearly twelve hundred .

ance that a fine program had been prepared , Immediately at the close of the Assembly a

and capable persons assigned to carry it out. charter was applied for and preliminaries of per

Success was so decided a feature ofthe Assem- manent organization effected . Thus the South

bly that it refused to be drowned or blown away ern Illinois Assembly takes its place on the list

by the terrific storms which occurred. Such of permanent Chautauquas, with the prestige of

was the high spirit of the occasion that these attendance equalling an Assembly of five years '

latter seemed only to offer new and unexpected standing.

opportunities for enjoyment. The efficient work of Prof. H. S. Jacoby en

The grounds were wellkept. The handsome rolled fifty names on the list ofmembers for '95,

Willard hallwas just finished . Many buildings some of these names representing leaders of

had been repaired and new ones erected. Other Circles to be formed in various localities

Electric motor cars were built connecting the of Southern Illinois - all of whom became

grounds with the city . Active measures were stanch supporters of this local Chautauqua As

taken to promote next year's session . sembly.
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FREMONT, The Central Chautauqua As It is not saying too much that the interest in

NEBRASKA. sembly at Fremont, Nebraska, the work increased from the first to the closing

held its first session June 23- July 6. It was a service and that despite the annoyance caused

pronounced success and has already attained the by an unprecedented storm lasting several days

features of permanency enjoyed by much older during the Assembly , the people were enthusi

assemblies. Fremont, a thriving western city astic to a wonderful degree and went away con

ofeightthousand people, is most favorably lo vinced that the success of this first session is a

cated for theestablishmentof a strong Assembly , prediction of greater things in the future.

being a railroad center at which twenty-two GEORGETOWN, The result of the first ses

passenger trains from all directions arrive each
TEXAS. sion of the Georgetown ,

day, and also having, within a radius of fitty
miles, two hundred and fifty thousand people Texas, Assembly is to place it far beyond the

who are yet to realize the advantages of a Chau- experimental stage. Though there is not a large

tauqua Assembly. The beautiful grounds were

number of C. L. S. C. readers in the state , the

interest awakened culminated in a contribution

planned and laid out by J. T. Hunt, the lard

scape architect of Chautauqua, N. Y .; they are

of $ 1,000 for the sustainment of the Assembly,

conveniently located just outside the city limits and in the sale ofseveral thousand dollars worth

and reached by street car. The permanent im

of lots on the grounds.

provements are a fine auditorium , with a seating

The program , carefully prepared, went off

capacity of three thousand, and twelve other without a break . Between opening and closing

buildings erected this year including hotel, cot. days, July 1-18, the Assembly was visited with

tages, and offices. Before the recent Assembly

showers of good things, interspersed with cy

clones of wit and wisdom .

closed plans were perfected for a better program The orators were Prof, A. H.Merrill, theRev.

and a greater success if possible the nextseason .
The Rev.G.M.Brown,ofOmaha, was re-elected W. B. Palmore, Col. L.F. Copeland ; the music

General Superintendentand a number ofworkers was furnished by the Chicago Convention and

and speakers were engaged for the year of '92.

Concert Company, assisted by a well-trained

chorus.

· The Rev. A. W. Patten , D.D., of Aurora , Ill.,

won many friends by his pleasant administra

A day was devoted to an inter-collegiate

tion as Superintendentof Instruction . Thegen

oratorical contest, and an afternoon to an elocu

eral work of the Assembly may be summed up

tionary contest.

as follows: Forty -seven lectures and addresses ;

Recognition Day's impressive service was ob

served July 15.
forty hours of Normal work , forty hours given

to the work of the Teacher's Retreat, seventeen GLEN ECHO , THE magic growth

hours to chorus work , ten hours to a Young WASHINGTON , D , C. and beauty of Glen

People's Conference, besides the regular work Echo and the success attending thesession June

of the Round Table held each day, and a 16 -July 4 ,were it not for the vivid substantiality

W.C. T. U. School ofMethods.
of every detail,would have given the Assembly

Among the workers and lecturers were Dean the character of a meeting in Wonderland.

Alfred A. Wright, Leon H. Vincent, Prof. M. R. From five hundred to nine hundred workmen

French, James Clement Ambrose, Rev. Conrad were employed on the grounds in a week . An

Haney, Mrs.MattieM.Bailey, Prof. E.S. Shelton , electric railway has been built which soon will

Mrs. E. A. Blair , Prof. and Mrs. J. A. Hornber- reach the grounds, and another is already pro

ger, Mr.L. A. Torrens,Milton D. Carroll, Chan- jected . All the buildings and avenues are sup

cellor C. F. Creighton, Dr. W. F. Crafts, and plied with electric lights. The buildings are

Miss S. A. Swanson.
beautiful, and many of them constructed of

The daily sessions of the Round Table con- massive granite quarried on the spot.

ducted by Dr. Patten were full of interest and Opening Day relieved the promoters of the

Chautauqua enthusiasm . Recognition Day, enterprise from any anxiety concerning the

July 2, was a great occasion . The arches were welfare of the Assembly . Large and enthusias

erected and the graduates passed through the tic crowds continued to take possession of the

Golden Gate in due form . Atthe auditorium af- grounds, and in various ways showed their en

ter the regular Recognition Day servicehad been joyment of the proceedings. The great new

observed the claims and advantages of the organ , the orchestra, the celebrated Marine

C. L. S. C. work were faithfully presented by Band , and solos and choruses added their music

Dr. Patten and at the close of the exercises many to the harmony of the occasion . Washington

came forward and gave their names for member- ministers vied with each other in their ad

ship in the Class of '95.
dresses, and Chancellor A. H.Gillet, the Rev.
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ences.

.

T. DeWitt Talmage, and other popular speakers work ; Prof. S. H. Perkins conducted themusic,

entertained and instructed appreciative audi The departments of instruction provided for

Greek and Hebrew by J. W.Ellis, elocution by

Competent teachers in the several branches Prof. R. I. Fulton , physical culture and fen

ofphysical, social, economic, musical, spiritual, cing by Miss May M. Pierce. The School of

and general science won high approval in their Methods prospered under the management of

respective departments. To the skill and ex- Mrs. A. S. Benjamin and Mrs. Clara Hoffman ,

perience of Dr. A.H. Gillet, who was chosen and Mrs. Ellis and Mrs. Ketchum pleasantly

Chancellor, a large degree of the rapid and per- guided the Kindergarten. The platform was oc

fect organization of the Assembly is due. No cupied by the Rev. Ira Hicks, Dr.RobertNourse,

expense has been spared to further the cause, Mrs. Hoffman .

and the welfare of the enterprise seemsassured . Recognition Day proved a notable event ; on

KANSAS, TOPEKA, THE seventh annual thatday after the address, delivered by Bishop

KANSAS. session of the Kansas E. R. Hendrix , about twenty -five persons re

Chautauqua Assembly, held in Oakland Park , a ceived diplomas. Grand Army Day was most

suburb of Topeka, June 23 - July 2 , in spite of enjoyable.

rain preceding and in part accompanying its NEBRASKA, CRETE , THE Nebraska Chau

exercises, drew large audiences and presented a NEBRASKA . tauqua Assembly held

very strong program . On the platform were its tenth session at Crete, Nebraska, from June

Robert Nourse, the Rev. Dr. P. S.Henson, the 30 — July 10. The President of the Assembly is

Rev. Egerton R. Young, Samuel W.Small, Dr. the Rev.Willard Scott, of Omaha,and the Super

B. B. Tyler, the Rev. E. B. Graham , the Rev. intendent of Instruction the Rev. Jesse L.

Dr. A. J. Palmer, Bishop Thomas, of the Pro- Hurlbut, D.D. The heavy rains before the As

testant Episcopal Church, the Rev. Dr. J. F. sembly opened made the groundsmore beautiful

Berry, the Rev. Dr. H.A.Gobin , the Rev. Dr. than ever before, but they swell the Big Blue

E. C. Ray, the Rev. Dr. Herrick Johnson , and River to such a degree that entrance to the As

Dr. Jesse Bowman Young, who also served for sembly was almost impracticable during the

the sixth year as Superintendent of Instruction, earlier days of the session. Visitors were com

and taught the Normal workers a special series pelled to ride across five hundred feet of water

of lessons on the Life of Saint Paul. Miss Eva more than a foot deep, but the attendance was

M.Moll, of Hiawatha, taught the children ; large, and the Assembly successful.

Prof. F.W. Phelps, of Washburn College, repre The speakers included Dr. A. J. Palmer, the

sented Dr. Harper's Schoolof Sacred Literature; Rev. J. DeWitt Miller, Mrs. Von Finkelstein

Dr.Young conducted the C.L.S.C.Round Tables Mountford, Prof. J. C. Freeman , the Hon . W.

and urged the formation of circles in every lo- M. Cumback , Senator J. J. Ingalls, the Rev.

cality in the state. The happy graduates re- Egerton R. Young, Mrs. C. H. St. John, the

ceived their diplomas from the hands of Bishop Hon. W. J. Bryan , and Dr. Geo. W. Miller.

Ninde on Recognition Day, which was the Classes were held in Bible study, Sunday-school

crowning day of the Assembly. The new offi- Normal work, Primary teaching, in musical

cers of the organization are : President, Bishop training, drawing, and painting. Mrs.Helen A.

W. X. Ninde ; Secretary, the Rev. A. P.George, Beard conducted a most successful Ladies' Club.

D.D .; Treasurer, Chas. S. Elliott. Dr. J. B. The Chautauqua work was carried out in

Young, it is expected , will serve also next year every detail. Dr. Hurlbut held a daily Round

as Superintendent of Instruction, and plans are Table ; Mrs. M. H. Gardner presided at the

already inaugurated which will, it is believed, C. L. S. C. headquarters, and the program

make next year's session of the Assembly the for Recognition Day was fully observed . Miss

overtopping and climax-touching point in the Kate F. Kimball, the secretary, gave an admira

whole series. ble recognition address, after which four

MISSOURI, THE Missouri State As- graduates received diplomas. As a unique

WARRENSBURG . sembly reports good work feature, a Class Tree was planted by the gradu

from the extensive plansmade. The rolling and ates and officers. The Crete Assembly holds

well-wooded grounds are connected with War- fast to Chautauqua traditions, and proposes to

rensburg by a line of coaches. The springs be in every respect a true Chautauqua Assembly.

were as attractive as ever; pleasure boats glided OTTAWA, THE Ottawa Chautauqua As

over the large artificial lakes. KANSAS. sembly, atOttawa, Kansas, fifty

The Rev. J. W.Geiger and Mrs. D. K. Steele seven miles from Kansas City , opened June 16

took charge of the Chautauqua Normal Union and closed June 26 , under the presidency of the

work ; the Rev. W.H. Shaw of the C. L. S. C. Rev. D. C. Milner, D.D., and the superinten

J -Sept.
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THE SUMMER ASSEMBLIES.

were

dency of Dr. J. L. Hurlbut. Although rain had told in a plain and severely simple fashion the

fallen almost incessantly for a month , and con- story ofhis ascent of the Matterhorn. He also

tinued to fall on eight out of the eleven days of addressed the School ofMethodsupon the Col

the Assembly , and although those who attend lege Curriculum . The Assembly welcomed with

the Assembly live in tents, yet the audiences delight Dr. Homer B. Sprague. Dr.A. C. Hirst,

were nearly as large as during any previous ses. President of the Pacific Coast C. L. S. C. was

sion, and the interest and enthusiasm were like greatly missed, but imperative business called

the river, up to high water mark. The program him east, and the responsibility thus thrown

of classes was extensive, consisting of Sunday- upon others wasmet in true Chautauqua spirit.

school Normal, English Literature , Hebrew , SILVER LAKE, ALL parts of western New

Greek , the English Bible , Primary Teachers, NEW YORK . York represented

Young People, Children , Little People, Draw- Opening Day, July 7, at Silver Lake Assembly .

ing, Vocal Music, Elocution, etc., besides a The formal opening services, which took place

Ministers' and Church Workers' Institute , con- in the Auditorium at 7:30 p. m .,showed splendid

ducted by Dr. Geo . P. Hays, and the Woman's preparation and were well received . After the

Club led by Mrs. Helen A. Beard . The Chris- introductory remarks by the Superintende
nt

of

tian Endeavor and the Epworth League were Instruction, the Rev.Ward D. Platt, Miss Alice

also recognized in daily meetings. The total Everett sang several fine selections, followed by

daily attendance at the classes was more than the address by the Rev. J. A.Smith .

twenty -five hundred . Large classes patronized the schools of short

Among the lecturers were Dr. McClintock , hand, penmanship, typewriting, physical cul

J. De Witt Miller, the Rev. Sam P. Jones, ture, and language. Theology and music re

Frank Beard , the Hon. Will M. Cumback , and ceived much attention .

the Rev. Geo. P. Hays, D. D. The C. L. S. C. A lively session characterized the Convention

held a daily Round Table ; and the office on the of Sunday-school Workers, presided over by the

grounds was in charge ofMrs. M. H.Gardner of Rev. Samuel McGerald.

Kansas City. Recognition Day was duly ob The Silver Lake Local Preachers'Association ,

served , with all the forms,-- arches, flower of the Genesee Conference, arranged for per

misses, processions, camp-fire, and the tra- manency as an organization with the Rev. L.

ditional “ ghost procession " in the evening. Myles president, and the Rev. E. W. Sears,

The Recognition Address was given by the Rev. secretary.

Joseph T. Duryea, of Omaha, and thirty- eight Among the lecturers were Alice Moore, Dr.

members of the Class of 1891 received diplomas. Waterbury , Prof. W.L.Sprague, M.J.G. Hala

The Ottawa Assembly is inferior to no others in phan , Mr.and Mrs. Frederick Losey , the Rev.

its zeal for the Chautauqua idea. J. L. Davies, Prof. Fred W. Root, and Prof.

PACIFIC GROVE, SAN JOSÉ , THE Pacific Putnam .

CALIFORNIA .
Grove Chau The music was rich and varied . Miss Alice

tauqua Assembly in session from June 24 -July Everett's songs were rendered with charming

10 , was more largely attended than on any pre- effect, and the three favorite musicians, Signor

vious year. Each morning dawned on a per- Guiseppe Vitale, violinist, Signor Fanelli, harp

fectly cloudless California day .
ist, and the Chevalier de Kontski, deserve

The program published in THE CHAUTAUQUAN special mention.

for June was fully carried out, and the depart The elocutionary contest for the Demorest

ments progressed with great satisfaction to gold medal was a good effort and won greatap

teachers and students. Notably the Art Class , plause , the first prize being awarded to Miss

under Prof. J. Ivey , was full of animation . The Fanny Boughton .

Teacher's Retreatwas successfully managed by The business departmentof the Assembly

Prof. W.S.Monroe, this being the first attempt denotes a wonderfulprogress.

to carry it on at Pacific Grove. Much amuse A bright array of faces was to be seen in the

ment was given by Dr. P. S. Henson in his Auditorium at the School Teachers' Convention ,

humorous lectures, but his Sunday sermon where able and eloquentaddresses were delivered

showed him a master in earnest scriptural teach- by Dr. Waterbury and Dr. J. M. Cassidy, Miss

ings as well. Dr. Withrow , leader of the Cana. May Catton presiding atboth morning and after

dian Chautauquans, gave two admirable lectures, noon sessions.

and indeed all the lectures and entertainments The Teachers ' Retreatwon the approbation of

were excellent, as was themusic by the Berke- school commissioners and principals; talent

ley University Glee Club. Perhaps the most and experience were represented in its meetings

popularity was gained by Dr. David Jordan ,who and a large and attentive audience was present..
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A TRIP FROM LONDON TO EDINBURGH . of red brick housesand finespaciousstreets, with

Edinburgh , September 9, 1889. – Scotland a lofty, spired church and far away eastward a

again , and never more beautiful than now ! high line of bills. Historic Newark is presently

The harvestmoon is shining upon the grim old reached and passed — a busy, contented town,

castle, and thebagpipes are playing under my smiling through the sunshine and mist. In a

windows to-night. It has been a lovely day. little while magnificent York bursts upon the

The train rolled out ofKing's Cross, London, at view , stately and glorious,under a black sky that

ten this morning, and it rolled into Waverley, is full of driving clouds. Theminster stands out

Edinburgh, about seven to-night. The trip by like a mountain ,and the giant towers rear them

the Great Northern Railway is one of the most selves in solemn majesty — the grandest piece of

interesting journeys that can be made in Eng- church architecture in England ! The brimming

land . Ouse shines as if it were a stream of liquid

At first, indeed , the scenery is not striking ; ebony. The meadowsaround the city glow like

but even at first you arewhirled past spots ofex- living emeralds, while the harvest fields are

ceptional historic and literary interest — among stored and teeming with stacks of golden grain .

them the battlefield of Barnet, and the old church Great flights of startled doves people the air - as

and graveyard of Hornsey where Tom Moore white as snow under the sable fleeces of the

buried his little daughter Barbara, and where driving storm . I had seen York under different

the venerable poet Samuel Rogers sleeps the guises, butnever before under a sky at once so

last sleep . Soon these are gone, and presently, somber and so romantic. . .

dashing through a flat country, you get a clear All trace of storm has vanished by this time,

view of Peterborough Cathedral, massive, dark, and when, after a brief interval of eager expec

and splendid, with its graceful cone-shaped tation , the noble towers of Durham Cathedral

pinnacles, its vast square central tower, its lofty sweep into the prospect, that superb monument

spire, and the three great pointed and recessed of ancient devotion, together with all the dark

arches that adorn its west front. gray shapes of that pictorial city — so magnifi

The country is so level that the reced- cently placed, in an abrupt precipitous gorge

ing towers of Peterborough remain for a long on both sides of the brimming Weir - are seen

time in sight, but soon, -as the train speeds under a sky of the softest Italian blue, dappled

through pastures of clover and through fields with white clouds of drifting fleece .

of green and red and yellow herbage, divided Durham is all too quickly passed - fading

by glimmering hedges and diversified with away in a landscape sweetly mellowed by a faint

red -roofed villages and gray church towers, —the blue mist. Then stately rural mansions are

land growshilly, and long white roads are visi- seen, halfhidden among great trees. Wreaths

ble, stretching away like bands of silver over of smoke curl upward from scattered dwellings

the lonely hill-tops. Figures of gleaners are all around the circle of the hills. But the scene

seen scattered through fields whence the harvest changes suddenly, as in a theater, and almost in

has lately been gathered. Sheep are feeding in a moment thebroad and teeming Tyne blazes

the pastures, and cattle are couched under beneath the scorching summer sun, and the

fringes ofwoods. The brightemerald of the sod gray houses ofGateshead and Newcastle fill the

sparkles with the golden yellow of the colt's- picture with life andmotion. The waves glance

foot, and sometimes the scarlet waves of the and sparkle - a wide plain and shimmering sil

poppy come tumbling into the plain like a cat- ver . The stream is alive with shipping. There

aract of fire. Windmills spread their whirling is movement everywhere, and smoke and in

sails upon the summits round about, and over dustry and traffic - and doubtless noise, though

the nestling ivy - clad cottagesand over the stately we are on a heightand cannothear it. A busier

trees, there are great flights of rooks. A gray scene could not be found in all this land, nor

sky broods above, faintly suffused with sunshine, one more strikingly representative of the indus

butthere is no glare and no heat, and often the trial character and interests of England.

wind is laden with a fragrance of wild flowers After leaving Newcastle we glide past a gentle,

and of hay. winding ravine, thickly wooded on both sides ,

It is noon at Grantham , where there is just with a bright stream glancing in its depth .

time enough to see that this is a flourishing city The sun is sinking now , and over themany
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C

colored meadows, red and brown and golden and and in the morning her pretty yellow curls were

green , the long, thin shadowsof the trees slope quite wet with my tears.

eastward and softly hint thedeath of day. The Then there was only myself, the oldest, left,

sweet breeze of evening stirs the long grasses, and as Iwas seventeen, and was supposed to have

and on many a gray stone house shakes the late had very good advantages, it would be a pity, I

pink and yellow roses and makes the ivy trem- thought, if I couldn't take care ofmyself. Col.

ble. umbia had taken a little hut of a dwelling for

It is Scotland now , and aswepass through the herself, and took in washings. I went nearly

storied Border we keep the ocean almost con- every day to talk overmy prospects with her.

stantly in view - losing it for a little while at There wasnot the least clamoring formy assist

Dunbar, but finding it again at Drem - till, ance coming from any quarter whatever, though

past the battlefield of Prestonpans and past it had been confidently offered , it seemed to me,

the quaint villages of Cockenzie and Mussel. from shore to shore of the continent, in almost

burgh and the villas of Portobello , we come every capacity of which a young lady could be

slowly to a pause in the shadow of Arthur's Seat, conceived to make a resource ; as a companion ;

where the great lion crouches over the glorious as a teacher of a little music , a little drawing, a

city of Edinburgh.- William Winter. * good deal of Kensington embroidery, and at

length simple reading and spelling ; as one who

would do various kindsofwriting and sewing;who
A DIFFICULT QUESTION .

would read aloud to invalids and blind people.

HAS you made out what to do with yerself, Any genteel or respectablemode of attendance

Miss Rebecca ?”
upon humanity at large, which would put into

I can see Columbia now , as she looked when market almost any power of a girl's mind

she used to ask me that question, day after day, or body, was, in effect, hopefully considered,

standing with her dark head sharply silhouetted until it seemed as if the Chinese question , the

against the whitewashed wall. She had been Irish question, the great Future State question ,

given to tears - poor Columbia !-ever since the itself, fell into insignificance beside the stupen

timewhen we, who had been accustomed to be- dousinquiry,—What is to bedonewith thisyoung

lieve that the universe was our own , had been woman ?

disabused of that notion . I sat up nights to devise an answer to it, un

In those days, something very unjust took aware that the world was studying a similar

place,, —we never understood what,-and our problem , and even began to write feverish trea

pale, sensitive father,whowas like a reed shaken tises calling the attention of mankind to the fact

in the wind, when the smallest thing went that the avenues were all closed to a girl who

wrong, was broken to the earth, never to wanted to earn her living,while a boy could sell

rise again . Our invincible stepmother was a newspapers and black boots. If all my dumb,

widow then with a widow's right to her thirds ; struggling passion could have poured itself out,

but it turned out that the only property my the woman's branch ofthe sociological question

father left to be divided was Dick and Cam and might have found a voice which would have

Milly andme. been heard above that ofMr. Henry George.

Contrary to the usual feeling among heirs, At length , one day, when I paid my visit

my stepmother was magnanimously allowed to to Columbia, I carried something in my pocket

keep the whole estate, against which she gen- which represented my first opportunity ; yet it

erously protested . She was not without com was a very unwelcome one,

fortable means of her own, but these she had She began with the usual formula , - " I s'pose

carefully managed, not at all with a view to be. you hasn't found out anything, Miss Rebecca ?”

stowing the results upon Dick and Cam and “ I've had a situation offered me."

Milly and me. Her first economy was to dis “ Oh, Miss Rebecca !" she cried , resting on

miss our old Columbia ; and after that we the corner of the wood-box, as the most avail

wouldn't have been surprised if she had dis- able offer of support, and almost turning white

misssed all the rest of us, for Columbia seemed with the double emotion of terror at the thought

to belong in our home asmuch aswe did . of losing me, and joy at the prospect of some

Dick and Cam were presently sent to a good provision forme. “ Whatkind of a offer is it ?

school where the poor boys work to pay their What to do ?"

expenses, and little Milly was taken by a lady “ To engage in the cheering-up business.”

in Worcester . How closely I held her in my

armsall the nightbefore she wascarried away ! “ Who's to be cheered up, dear ?"

* Gray Days and Gold . New York : Macmillan & Co. “ Aunt Maria. "
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“ The dismallest cretur on this side o' the cast their glimmering over the Forest. There

yarth , ” she groaned . “ But we're all of us were three tall poplar trees illuminated against

what we was cut out to be, I expect,” she the dark sky in a fantastic manner which

said, “ so I do' know who's to blame. If it's created much surprise. The branches and

the Lord's work, I know He'll forgive me, leaves were waſted in the wind amid a brilliant

though some say He's turrible quick -tempered. scenic display of lights.

But them ain't my views. Hows'ever, I must Along each side ofthe great avenuewas a row

say yer aunt Maria's sech stuff that I should ofGothic panoplies from the Artillery Museum ;

think He'd be ashamed to own her. An' some leaning againstthe oaks and the lime-trees ,

she ain't real smart neither, for here's a others erect and with the visor shut, seated upon

chance to do the thing that seems to be most dummy studs, with caparisons and coats-of

sot by up above, an' have it said to her, ‘ I was arms, with trappings and dazzling chamfrons.

poor an ' needy, an ' ye took me in .' She might These steel statues,masked and motionless in

have done something for her soul an ' you too, the midst of the rejoicings, and covered with

but she's put on the wrong shoe, an' I reckon flashes and streams of light, had something daz

' twill pinch her. Hopeso, I declar ' !" zling and sinister in their appearance. Quad

Wedecided that it would be best to try Aunt rilles were danced to vocal music. Nothing

Maria, or let Aunt Maria try me, —there would more charming could be conceived than these

be a severe trial on both sides, probably , -and youthful voices singing melodies among the

when I went back to Mr. Preston's I was think- trees in soft,deep tones ; one mighthave fancied

ing that there might be other openings in the the guests to be enchanted knights tarrying for

world for the same business, for, said I tomyself, ever in this wood to listen to the song of fairies.

if one is really disposed to bring cheer to sad or Everywhere in the trees were suspended col

fretfulhumanity , it is wonderful how frequent ored lanterns, presenting the appearance of

are the opportunities for repeating and resum- luminous oranges. Nothing stranger could be

ing the pleasure - or the occupation. One might imagined than this illuminated fruit appearing

make a business of it. - Mary Catherine Lee.* suddenly upon the branches.

From timeto timetrumpet blasts drowned in

triumphant tones the buzz of the festivities.
A FRENCH FESTIVAL ,

I think this fête will be remembered ; it has
M.DE MONTPENSIER gave a fête this evening left a certain uneasy feeling in mymind. For

in the Parc des Minimes, in the Forest of Vin- a fortnight previously it had been talked about.

Yesterday, from the Tuileries to the Barrière du

It was splendid and delightful. The fête cost Trône, a triple hedge of on -lookers lined the

the Prince two hundred thousand francs. In
quays,

the Forest had been erected a multitude of tents Antoine as the carriagesof the guests passed by.
the streets, and the Faubourg Saint

borrowed from the Government Repository and At frequent intervals this crowd hurled at the

French Museum of Arms, some of which were gilded and bedizened passengers in their car

historical.
riages shouts of disgust and hate . It was like a

The tables were laid out under someother mist of hatred amid this splendor.

tents ; there were ample refreshments, and buf
Every one on his return related what had

fets everywhere. The guests, while numbering befallen him . Louis Boulanger and Achard had

more than four thousand, were neither crowded been hooted ; the carriage of Tony Johannot

nor few and far between. Nowhere was there a had been spat into ; mud and dirt had been

crush . There were not enough ladies .
thrown into the open carriage ofGeneral Nar

The fête had a splendid military character .
vaez . Théophile Gautier, so calm and impas

Two enormous cannon of the timeofLouis XIV. sive, so Turk-like in his resignation,was ren

formed the pillars of the entrance. The artil- dered quite thoughtful and gloomy by the

lery soldiers of Vincennes had constructed here

and there columns of pikes, with pistols for
It would not seem , however, that this grand

chapters.
display had anything impolitic in it, or that it

The principal avenue of the Park was illumi- should have proved unpopular. On the con

nated with colored glass lamps ; one might trary, the Duke de Montpensier, in spending

imagine that the emerald and ruby necklaces of two hundred thousand francs put them in circu

the wood -nymphs were to be seen among the lation for the benefit of the people ; ey ought

trees. Sap-matches burned in thehedges and to be gratified .

* In the Cheering-up Business. Boston andNew York : Well, it is not so. Luxury is necessary to

Houghton , Mifflin and Company. great states and to great civilization , but there

cennes.

Occurrence .
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are times when the people must not see it. And then the pets ! One half forgets

But what is luxury which is not seen ? This The dear dumb friends in Babel.

is a problem . Magnificence in thebackground , I hope my special fish is fed ;

profusion in obscurity, a display which does not I long to see poor Nigra's head

show itself, a splendor which dazzles no one's Pushed at me from the stable !

eyes ; is this possible ? Thismust be taken into

consideration, however. When the people have I long to see the cob and “ Rob,” —

luxury paraded before them in days of dearth Old Bevis and the collie ;

and distress, their mind, which is that of a And won't we read in “ Traveler's Rest ”

child , jumps to a number of conclusions at Home readings after all are best ;"'.

once ; they do not say to themselves that this None else seem half so “ jolly !”

luxury enables them to get a living, that this

luxury is useful to them , that this luxury is
Onemisses your dearkindly store

Of fancies quaint and funny ;necessary to them ; they say to themselves that

they are suffering, and that these people re
One misses, too, your kind bon -mot;

joice ; they ask why all these things are not
The Mayfair wit I mostly know

theirs ; they examine these things ; not by the
Has more of gall than honey !

light of their poverty which requires work and
A change of place would suitmy case .

consequently rich people, but by the light of You'll takeme ?-on probation ?

their envy . Do not suppose that they will con
As “ Lady-help ," then let it be ;

clude from that - Well, this will give us so many I feel (as Lavender shall see),

weeks' wages and so many good days' employ That Jams aremy vocation !

ment. No ; they, too, want not the work , not

the wages, but leisure, enjoyment, carriages,
And No. You know what “ no ” Imean

horses, lackeys, duchesses ! It is not bread There's no one yet at present :

they require, but luxury. They stretch out their The Benedick I have in view

trembling hands toward these shining realities , Must be a something wholly new ,

which would vanish into thin air if they were to One's father's far too pleasant.

grasp them . The day on which the distress of

the many seizes upon the riches of the few , So hey, I say, for home and you !

darkness reigns ; there is nothing left, nothing
Good -by to Piccadilly ;

for anybody.
Balls, beaux , and Bolton -row , adieu !

This is full of perils. When the crowd looks Expectme, Dear, at half-past two ;

with these eyes upon the rich , it is not ideas
Till then, -your Own Fond - MILLY .

which occupy every mind, it is events .
-Austin Dobson .

That which specially irritates the people is

the luxury of princes and young men ; it is , in
THE MOUNTEBANK AND HIS DOG .

fact, only too evident that the first have not ex

perienced the necessity , and that the others have
A CERTAIN charlatan, who gained his liveli.

not had the time to earn it. This seemsunjust, hood by traveling about the country, and ex

and exasperates them ; they do not reflect that hibiting the tricks of a little dog which he had

trained

the inequalities of this life prove the equality of
up to his purpose, was one day showing

this curious little animal in the public market
the next.

Equilibrium , equity ,these are thetwo aspects place ofthe city to a delighted and wondering pop

of the law ofGod . He shows us the first aspect ulace. Hemade his dog ,who was periectly well

in the world ofmatter and of the body ; He will taught, display a thousand tricks ; all of which

show us the second in the world of souls.- he performed with such ready understanding

Victor Hugo. *
and attention to his master, that he seemed en

dowed with human intellect. Epictetus the

philosopher was among the spectators, and

THE LAST DESPATCH . seemed particularly delighted with the amuse

ment. This raised the wonder of those present

Hurrah ! the season's past at last !
who knew the dignity ofhis character; but their

At length we've “ done our pleasure .
wonder ceased when Epictetus, whose peculiar

Dear “ Pater,” if you only knew

How much I've longed for homeand you-
method was to draw excellent morals from the

meanest things and most trifling circumstances,

Our own green lawn and leisure !

* At the sign of the Lyre. New York : White, Stokes &

* Things Seen . New York : Harper & Brothers. Allen .
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exclaimed : " Oh ! the glory of knowledge ! producing scene after scene, picture after

Oh ! the great felicity of the most serene vir- picture, glory after glory, and working still

tues! The only rich patrimony of mankind ! upon such exquisite and constant principles of

Rejoice with me, my good friends, at this in- the most perfect beauty, that it is quite certain

structive sight, which shows the excellence of it is all done for us, and intended for our per

learning ; since you see there that the little petual pleasure. And every man, wherever

knowledge which a man has been able to beat placed, however far from other sources of inter

into a dog, is sufficient not only plentifully to est or of beauty, has this doing for him con

maintain his master, but to furnish to him the stantly . The noblest scenes ofthe earth can be

noblestenjoymentof which a great soul is capa- seen andknown but by few ;. . . but the sky

ble by enabling him to travel through all na- is for all ; bright as it is, it is not " too bright,

tions, and see the wonders of nature !” nor good for human nature's daily food ” ; it is

APPLICATION. – Wemay perceive by this the fitted in all its functions for the perpetual com

importance of a good education,which had been fort and exalting of the heart, for the soothing

the means of raising a poor little brute to be it and purifying it from its dross and dust.

come the admiration ofmankind. For notwith- Sometimes gentle, sometimes capricious, some

standing that education may not be supposed to times awful, never the same fortwo moments

add to the original portion of intellect with together; almost human in its passions, almost

which nature has at first endowed us, yet itmay spiritual in its tenderness, almost divine in its

and certainly does concentrate those powers infinity, its appeal to what is immortal in us, is

that we have ; like as the lens collects to a focus as distinct as its ministry of chastisement or of

the scattered rays of light, and brings them to a blessing to what is mortal is essential. And yet

burning point,which otherwise would be dissi- we never attend to it, we nevermake it a subject

pated, and lose all their power. This is chiefly
of thought. .

what education can do : it draws to one object
I fully believe, little as people in general are

the wandering energies of the mind, be they concerned with art,more of their ideas of sky

great or small ; stores the memory with useful are derived from pictures than from reality , and

knowledge ; fills up that time which otherwise that ifwe could examine the conception formed

would be wasted in idleness, or what is worse, in the minds of most educated personswhenwe

employed in mischief, directs us to a nice dis- talk of clouds, it would frequently be found

crimination of right from wrong, fits us for the composed of fragments of blue and white rem

most enlightened society, and enables us to pass
iniscences of the old masters.

through this difficult life with comfort and rep
If there be one characteristic of the sky more

utation. --James Northcote, R. A.
valuable or necessary to be rendered than an

other, it is that which Wordsworth has given in

the second book of the Excursion :

THE BEAUTY OF THE SKY.
“ The chasm of sky abovemyhead

It is a strange thing how little in general people

Is Heaven's profoundest azure. No domain ,

know about the sky. It is the part of creation
For fickle, short-lived clouds to occupy,

in which nature has done more for the sake of Or to pass through ;-but rather an abyss

pleasing man, more for the sole purpose of

In which the everlasting stars abide,

talking to him and teaching him , than in any

And whose soft gloom and boundless depth ,

other of her works and it is just the part in
might tempt

which we least attend to her. There are not The curious eye to look for them by day.”

many of her other works in which somemore And , in his American Notes, I remembe.

material or essential purpose than the mere Dickens notices the sametruth , describing him .

pleasing of man is not answered by every part self as lying drowsily on the barge deck , look

of their organization ; but every essential pur- ing not at, but through the sky. And if you

pose of the sky might, so far as we know , be look intensely at the pure blue of a serene sky,

answered, if once in three days, or thereabouts, you will see that there is a variety and fullness

a great ugly black rain cloud were brought up in its very repose . It is not fiat, dead color,but

over the blue, and everything well watered , and a deep , quivering, transparent body of penetra

so all left blue again till next time, with per- ble air, in which you can trace or imagine short,

haps a film of morning and evening mist for falling spots of deceiving light, and dim shades,

dew . And instead of this, there is not a mo- faint, veiled vestiges of dark vapor. — John

ment of any day ofour lives,when nature is not Ruskin .
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“ What has been done can be made in “ Credentials of the Gospel." * Evi

Religious.

done,” is the line of argument dence is sought in individual experience and in

taken in “ Christian Missions in the Nine- the outside world ; Christianity, other religions,

teenth Century,"'* to prove false the assertion and history are explored ; objections are stated

frequently made, that to evangelize the pagan and answered. The arguments are forceful,

nations is to attempt the impossible. Away logical, and such as to strengthen faith in the

back in history it is shown how the Anglo DivineWord, and to enable one themore read

Saxons and other nations were converted by ily to give a reason for thehope that is in him .

missionary efforts. Many valuable lessons are -A book to teach boys to be, not to seem , is

also drawn from the teachings of the past as to “ Under the Lantern at Black Rocks.” +

the best methods of this branch of Christian

work . Thebook is an encouraging one, espe

cially in that it shows how mistaken and wrong Biography.
Charles Wallace French's latest

efforts have been overruled for good, and how
history † bears for its title the

even the wrath of man has been made to praise magic name Abraham Lincoln . All the ma

God. — A seriesof lectures delivered to the stu- terial in hand is admirably arranged to focus its

dents of Union Theological Seminary in Bangor light upon this noble man, whose great achieve

on the “ Evidence of Christian Experience ” +has ment in erasing slavery from America gives

been published in book form . The task set by him a sacred place in history like that of Moses;

the author for himself was that of acting as the whose insight and activity in national affairs

interpreter of the best thoughtof theage in the rank him with the world's greatest rulers, and

department oftheological investigation . Other whose individual life offers a shining example

This favoritesystemsof religious beliefs are examined, the that does not tarnish with time.

good in them admitted and commended, and themeis handled ably, almost reverently , in a

their fallacies pointed out. Granting to the ad. style direct and unobtrusive, sometimes welling

versaries of Christianity the same rights that he forth in conspicuous beauty. The book is one

takes himself,he candidly states their objections to develop rapidly one's bump of acquisition .

to the Christian system , and carefully considers
-The history of “ Theodoric,''|| an important

and fairly answers them . The work is search. character in the Story of the Nations, begins at

ing, careful, strong, and sound. - Bishop Fos the middle of the fifth century . This “ Barbaric

ter has ventured into a new field of investigation Champion of Civilization ,” born in Pannonia, is

in his “ Philosophy of Christian Experience.” I
an important arbiter in the destiny of Italy.

Little reference is made in the work to the The hero of a series of brilliantexploits, hewas

Bible, the argument being built up on self. the son of Theudemir, one of the chiefs of the

consciousness on the soul itself. His first step Ostrogoths settled on the banks of the Danube.

is to give clear definitions of the leading terms At the ageof eight years he was sent as hostage

involved ; he then examines the grounds of to the court of Constantinople. Finally he es

Christian experience, traces its history , and tablished his rule in the whole peninsula of

studies its principles and elements. The clear, Italy. Under his care, Italy flourished again :

keen , sound arguments carry conviction with in agriculture, industry , literature, and art. The

them , and the author fully realizes his hope to facts are important, are handled vigorously,

show that Christian experience is capable of ra- concretely, and will attract the younger students

tional interpretation and defense. — A thor- of history . The trend of events is clearly shown.

ough search into the question whether the
-In theseries Makers of America, the volume

Christian hope rests upon a true foundation is
* The Credentials of the Gospel. By Joseph Agar Beet.

* Christian Missions in the Nineteenth century. By New York : Hunt & Eaton . Cincinnati : Cranston &

Rev. Elbert S. Todd, D.D. New York : Hunt & Eaton ,
Stowe. Price, $1.00.

Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowe, Price, 75 cts . #Under the Lantern at Black Rocks. By Rev. Edward

+ The Evidence of Christian Experience. By Lewis
New York : Hunt & Eaton . Cincinnati :

New York : Charles Scribner's Suns.
Cranston & Stowe. Price, $ 1.25.

Price, $ 2.00. 1 Abraham Lincoln . By Charles Wallace French . New

| Philosophy of Christian Experience. By Randolph S.
York : Funk & Wagnalls. Price, $ 1.50.

Foster. New York : Hunt & Eaton , Cincinnati: Cran | Theodoric, The Goth . By Thomas Hodgkin , D.C. L

ston & Stowe. Price, $ 1.00 . New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons, Price, $ 1.50.

A. Rand ,

French Stearns.
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entitled “ Alexander Hamilton " * treats its sub In his novel entitled “ One of Our
Fiction .

ject politically and socially , considering his ca Conquerors,"** George Meredith

reer more especially as statesman . The time expatiates on the comedy of marriage and the

itself of the events, is an attractive one in the tragedy of love when blundering circumstances

history of the nation , and Alexander Hamilton's compel a person to locate love and marriage

great activity , particularly in the evolution at apart. Reading character deeply, fathoming

this time of a monetary system out of seeming action , motive, and caprice, the author bandies

chaos, gives rise to a consideration of questions with the weaknesses and strengths of frail hu

many ofwhich are of present importance. The manity and with the reciprocal evolution of the

book is of great historical value, and gives a one from the other . He resembles Thackeray

clear insight into affairs which are wont to pre- in his mixture of narration with philosophical

sent themselves as puzzles to the reader. disquisition ; these stand united and harmoni

An important addition to the series Great Ex- ously, too, with the exception of an occasional

plorers is an exact and detailed account of the jar, although they do not pretend to lead to

first circumnavigation of the globe given in con- gether. The book discloses wonderfulresource

ection with the biography t of Ferdinand and variety ; it is deep in pathos, not wanting

Magellan . This explorer's life is shown to be in sarcasm , while probes and observations fly

full of noble adventure and outcome notwith- fast. In its general effect upon the reader's

standing the prejudicewhich long has made him mind it is one of those bright books which

unpopular in history, and a calm retrospect of may be defined as one which brightens.--

events at a time when a more generous public A charming storyt of Switzerland is repro

opinion favors fealty to the good of humanity duced in a smooth translation from the French .

rather than to any one country , bids fair to free It is a story which pleases by its naiveté, whose

his name from any stigma of disloyalty . The scenes are laid and whose characters drawn

author has been so conscientious in giving au- without exaggeration or weakening of nature,

thorities and so profuse in foot-notes that the whose atmosphere is fragrant with the breath of

main texthas rather a dry and choppy effect, rural districts, butwhich pleases only to disap

though it is new and connected. The work is point, because it ends without finishing. The

illustrated and beautifully mapped and indexed . reader is rudely parted forever from the friends

-A charm ofwriting like thatwith which Wash . he has made in the course of the volume.

ington Irving imbued his historical works distin- The interest in " Felicia ”'I begins to thrive in

guishes Tarducci's “ Life of Columbus.” | The the first chapter and suffers no serious relapse

style is at once easy, natural, and graceful. The throughout the novel. The love story contains

exhaustive search among all documents - in- a plenteous sprinkling of fun, more frivolity ,

cluding those of the latest discovery - relating and the whole is highly tinctured with woe.

to the discovery of the New World was made Deep pathos is reached in describing the exist

with the utmost pains, as the author aimed to ence ofthe pet of fortune and position who mar

refute the charges of imposture made against ries an opera tenor. The story gathers force as

the great discoverer. His proofs are so strong, it progresses and some noble thoughts are im

his arguments so incontrovertible, as to win a pressed . The opposition of one's reality to one's

unanimous verdict of acquittal for the accused. ideal is shown. The general effect is one thatis

At the same time the Italian author is no hero- not likely to be soon forgotten.— " An Idyl of

worshiper ; he makes no attempt to represent War-Times ”'ll ought to win popularity . It at

Columbus as a perfect man. His narrative is a tacks the reader on both the hard and the soft

faithful account of the facts of the man's life side of his nature, offering the bitterness of war

and times. The translator gives the book to and the sweetness of love in all their intensity ;

English readers with remarkable preservation it caters to the covert desire for a wedding as a

of its original tone. The illustrations are photo- climax to the story, and yet, by a judicious

type reproductions of the paintings of Luigi variety in the fate of the several lovers, saves

Gregori.

* Oneof Our Conquerors. ByGeorge Meredith . Bos

* Alexander Hamilton . By William Graham Sumner, ton : Roberts Brothers. Price, $ 1.50.

LL.D. New York : Dodd, Mead , and Company. Price, A Question of Love : A Story of Switzerland. From

the French of T. Combe. Boston : Roberts Brothers,

+ The Life of Ferdinand Magellan. By F. H. H.Guille. Price , $1.00,

mard, M.A.,M.D. New York : Dodd , Mead & Company. Felicia . By Fannie N. D.Murfree. Boston and New

Price , $ 1.25.
York : Houghton , Mifflin and Company. Price, $ 1.25 .

( The Lite of Christopher Columbus. By Francesco |An Idyl of War- Times. By Major W.C. Bartlett ,

Tarducci. Two volumes. Translated by Henry F. U. S. A. New York City : Lew Vanderpoole Publishing

Brownson . Detroit : H. F. Brownson , Publisher. Company.

75 cts .
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from the satiety which usually shadows the conversion to Christ of an atheist shoemaker .

gratification of this wish. Besides pleasant The account, which is true , is pure and touching,

scenery and amiable characters,may be found with no attempts at humor or romance and so

a lesson of constancy . simply told that a child can read and under

stand.

Art students will be interested in the new edi.
“ Adopting an Abandoned Farm ” *

Miscellaneous.

is the name of a bright, breezy
tion of the Art Dictionary,* which will be found

book full of escapades and amusement, that
available for all ordinary purposes in regard to

laughs alternately at city and country peo- enables it to cover a very large field , the defini
the theory and practice of art. Its conciseness

ple, at good fortune and ill-luck , and provokes

a responsive ripple of fun and sarcasm in every tions considering all terms used in painting,

reader. It does not pretend to deepness or sculpture, architecture, etching, engraving,

etherealness ; it is a pen caricature of ideal rural heraldry, etc. The book is attractive in ap

pearance, printed in good, clear type, and is

A beautiful “ Page in theHistory of the West profusely illustrated . The lucidity and brevity

London Mission ” presents the storyt of the of explanation and the excellent authorities for

the information contained render it a reliable

* Adopting an Abandoned Farm . By Kate Sanborn , reference book .

New York : D. Appleton and Company. Price, 50 cts .

+ The Atheist Shoemaker. By Hugh Price Hughes, • Adeline's Art Dictionary . Translated from the

M.A. New York : Hunt & Eaton . Cincinnati: Cranston French , and Enlarged. New York : D. Appleton and

& Stowe. Price , 40 cts , Company. Price, $ 2 25 .

life .

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT NEWS FOR JULY, 1891.

HOME News.- July 1. Professor Lebarron July 19. Death of Major-General Kelly.

Russell Briggs madedean of Harvard College in July 27. Chinese discovered fraudulently

place of Clement Lawrence Smith , resigned. entering the port at San Francisco .

July 2. Tornadoes in Iowa and Missouri.

Prince George of Greece entertained at Del FOREIGN NEWS.- July 1. Emperor William

monico's by the Greek residents of New York . and party welcomed to Holland by the Queen .

July 3. Railroad accident at Ravenna, Ohio . -Dominion Day celebrated in Canada .

Nineteen killed and twelve injured . July 4. Death of William Henry Gladstone,

July 4. Death ofEx-Vice-PresidentHannibal eldest son of the statesman .

Hamlin . -Re-union ofthe Army of the Poto July 5. Paris papers urge the abandonment

mac at Buffalo , N. Y. of proceedings against M. de Lesseps .

July 6. A gift of $500,000 to the University of July 9. The great strike of Belgian miners

Chicago, from the estate of Wm . B. Ogden. ends.

July 7. Convention of Young People's So July 1o . The Emperor and Empress ofGer

cieties of Baptist Churches in Chicago.- -State many entertained by the Lord MayorofLondon .

Teachers' Association opens at Saratoga. July 14. The anniversary of the fall of the

July 9. Opening of the Tenth Annual Con- Bastile celebrated in Paris and throughout

vention of the Young People's Society of Chris- France. - Opening in Toronto of the Annual

tian Endeavor in Minneapolis.—Southern Convention of the National Educational Asso

Educational Association at LookoutMountain . ciation of the United States.

July 11. Program for the dedication of the July 17. The English Society of Authors

World's Fair agreed upon. celebrates the adoption of the Copyright Act.

July 12. Destructive forest fires in Michigan. July 19. TheWagnerian Festivalat Bayreuth.

July 14. The Afro -American National League July 21. House of Commons votes $ 300,000

meets in Knoxville . for the relief of the suffering poor in Ireland .

July 15. The opening session of the National July 23. World's Fair Commissioners received

Temperarżce Convention at Saratoga. by Lord Salisbury in London .

July 16. Many people killed in a tornado at July 27. Terrible railroad accident at St.

West Superior, Wis. Mande, France.

July 17. Much damage done to crops by July 28. Election of Claudio Vicuna as Pres

hailstorms in Minnesota . ident of Chili.
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